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FHA INVESTIGATION

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMPrrr ,IE

Detroit, Mich.
The committee met at 10 a. m., Senator Homer E. Capehart, chair-

raan, presiding.
Present: Senator Capehart.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, and Clarence E.

Dinkins, assistant counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
I would first like to call the roll of witnesses. If you are present,

please answer "Present," and then we will take a record of those that
are not present.

Is Mr. Joyce A. Schnackenberg present?
Mr. SCHNAcKENBERG. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Fred W. Knecht?
(No response.)
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Fred W. Knecht; is he present?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Jerome Kaufman?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Present.
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
Mr. MCCREEDY.
The CHAIRMAN.

(No response.)
heCHAIRMAN.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
TheCHAIRAIAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)

Saul Silberman?

Ward McCreedy?
Present.
Harry Coulton?

Harry Coulton?

Albert R. Barbeau?

William H. Carrico?

Helen Parker Bennett?

Mildred Redman?

John D. Redman?

Cedar Point Thompson?

Lawyer Brown?
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271.6

The CHAIRMAN.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
SNo response.)

heCHAIIRMAN.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CZATIWAN.

FHA INVESTIGATION

Mrs. Ruth Stokes?

Jack Chisik?

Mary Halbeisan I

Daniel Pintamo?

Mrs. Mary S. Galler?

Philip Rosenbaum?

Chester C. Murszewski ?
Mr. MURSZE.WSK. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Irwin Gerald Kepes?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. William Ray Shepherd?
Mr. SUEPHERID. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Wallace F. Relies?
(No response.)
The CI-AIRMAN. Doris Relies?
Mrs. HELIES. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is Wallace F. Helies? Is he present?
Mrs. HELES. :No.
The CHAIRMIAN. Do you know where he is?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Where?
Mrs. HELIES. Over in Canada right now. They expect hi

time.
The CHAIRMAN. Dominick Keno Gertinisan?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Gerald Swabb?
(No response.)
The CIAIRMAN. Gerald Swabb?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Israel Crouter?
Mr. CROUTER. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Leonard Pickan?
Mr. PICKAN. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Jim Mace?
Mrs. MACE. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. We will go over that list again of those t

absent:
Mr. Knecht, is he present?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN.

im any

hat an

Saul Silberman?

Harry Coulton?

Albert Barbeau?

Walter H. Carico?
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(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Helen Parker Bennett.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMANW. Mildred Redman?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. John D. Redman?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Cedar Point Thompson?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Lawyer Brown?
(No response.)
The ChIAIRMAN. Mrs. Ruth Stokes?
(No response.)
The CnAIRAIAN. Jack Chisik?
,No response.)

he CIIAIRMAN. Marie Halbeisan.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Daniel Pintamo?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Mary S. Galler, Philip Rosenbaum, Gerald

Kepes?
Mr. KEPES. Here, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Wallace F. Helies. You say he is in Canada?
(No response.)
The (' lAIIxAN. Dominick Keno Gertinisan?
(No response.)
The CI-AIRMAN. Gerald Swaab?
Mr. SWAAB. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to say that these people are all under

summons, and unless they appear they will be in contempt of the
United States Senate. I you know any of them, you can do them
a favor by notifying them to appear.

This is the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, acting under
a resolution introduced by myself and the late Senator Maybank of
South Carolina, in which we are investigating the Federal Housing
Administration in all its aspects, which resolution was unanimously
passed by the committee and by the United States Senate.

We will hold hearings here today and tomorrow. We may be able
to finish up by tomorrow noon, but we certainly will finish by 4 o'clock,
and if there are any witnesses or any business that we ought to handle
that we are unable to handle here in a short period of time, we will
call them to Washington at a later date for hearing, in Waslhington.

Anyone feeling that they can avoid being heard by failure to show
up here will be subpenaed and brought to Washington, D. C., for
hearings.

Our first witness today will be Mr. Ward McCreedy, who is assistant
commissioner of the Michigan Corporation and Securities Commis-
sion for the State of Michigan.

Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?
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TESTIMONY OF WARD McCREEDY, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
MICHIGAN CORPORATION AND SECURITIES COMMISSION

Mr. MCCREEDY. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated.
It is the rule of this committee that' any witness may have an

attorney to accompany him or if any witness objects to having his
photograph taken while he is testifying, or television or motion pictures
while he is in the witness chair, we will abide by his wishes in that
respect.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCreedy, will you give your full name and
address to the reporter for the record, and also tell us your business.

Mr. McCiEEDY. Mr. Chairman. my name is Ward McCreedy. I
live at. 1533 Lawrence, in the city of Detroit. I am the deputy con.
missioner of the Michigan Corporation and Securities Commission
in charge of the builders division for the State of Michigan.

Mr. SIMoN.. Mr. McCreedy, does your office license contractors who
do home repair work?

Mr. MCCREEDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the State of Michigan?
Mr. MCCREEDY. That is for the State of Michigan.
Mr. SIMoN. In that connection, are you acquainted with activities

of contractors doing home improvement, home repair work, under
title I of the National Housing Act?

Mr. McCREEDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMO.v. Would von tell the committee briefly the experience

that you have had with disreputable contractors whose home repair
work bas bpen financed under title I of the National Housing Act?

Mr. McCREEDY. If it is agreeable with the committee, the com-
mission has prepared a brief statement on this, summarizing this
entire problem, and we would be very glad to-

The CHAMMAN. Would you prefer to read that statement?
Mr. MCCREEDY. I would like to, sir.
The CHA IRAN. And then be questioned about it later?
Mr. MCCREEDY. Yes, sir.
The CHIAIRMAN. Do you have extra copies of it?
Mr. M.CREEDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you proceed to read the statement. We

might want to ask questions when you go along. If not, we will wait
until you finish your statement.

You may proceed.
Mr. McCRmEEDy. The Michigan Corporations and Securities Com-

mission is a State agency, which has as one of its functions the licensing
of building and maintenance fnnd alteration contractors. This power
is derived from Act 208, Public Acts, 1953, which requires that any
one contracting with homeowners for work on residential structures
be licensed by the State. The intent and purpose of this act is to
protect the homeowner.

A similar act has been in effhct since 1945. Over a period of years,
this commission has been in direct contact with the homeowners and
contractors, who have been financing home repairs through the Fed-
eral Housing Administr,'tion. As a result, it has accumulated a num-
ber of cases depicting the behavior of individuals in this business,
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which may be of benefit in the search for corrective amendments to
the present Federal Housing Administration Act.

At tle outset, we wish it clearly understood that we feel that FHA

was and is a very necessary and beneficial piece of legislation. Its
broad use in the restoration of housing by persons who could not
otherwise afford it testifies to the soundness of the idea. The corrup-
tion of the. good in the program has been possible because of weak
spots in it, which. allow for fraudulent practices. These should be
corrected and the overall benefits .should be continued. We w-ish it.
emll)hasized also that none of the difficulties experienced in this field.
have been caused by (or contributed to by lax or improper administra-
tion by FfiA employees. To our knowledge--

Mr. SIMoN. To what extent, Mr. McCreedy, have you made an in-
vestigation that leads you to that conclusion?

Mr. MCCREEDY. Well, we come to that conclusion after examining a
number of complaints by the homeowners in which we have known
how the FHA has behaved under those conditions, and our knowledge
of the FIIA Act as to ]how it is presently construed.

Mr. SI~roNT. Would you consider that the Federal Housing Admin-
istration is wholly blameless for the thousands of suede-shoe salesmen
operating in the country?

I'l. .MlC(REEDY. I ami not prepared to talk about the whole national
organization. This statement refers pretty much to the local admin-
istration-the local office of the FIJA Act. I don't believe that the
individuals in the act are wholly blameless: no, sir.

Mr. SIMON. By the act, you iiiean the Administration?
Mr. MOCREEDY. Sir?
Mr. SiMoN. You mean the agency when you say the act?
Mr. MCCREEDY. Yes, sir.

To our knowledge, this Administration has always been conscien-
tious and vigorous. It is possible that some of our experiences in this
field will be of assistance to you in plugging the loopholes.

n analysis of our files (iscloses that the majority of homeowner
complaints received deal with (1) sales practices and (2) improper
workmanship. The most widely used scheme is referred to as the
"model home" approach. This is a practice in which the contractor
convinces the homeowner that the remodeling will not cost the home-
owner any money and that his house is going to be used as a model for
future sales in that. neighborhood. An intricate part of this scheme,
winch has developed in its own right as a serious abuse of the Federal
Housing Administration facilities, is the procurement of the comple-
tion slip from the homeowner through deceit before the work is corn-
pleted. A third is the use of bonuses to obtain the deal. These sales
techniques have resulted in many homeowners receiving bank payment
books without getting the work they contracted for. The number of
contractors an " salesmen in the State using such devices to enrich
themselves is small in proportion to the total number of legitimate
contractors. However, their activity is voluminous and the results
affecting the families run into many thousands of dollars in fraudu-
lently induced contracts each year. The State of Michigan has con-
sistently revoked licenses in which the evidence substantiated that these
feractices exist. This action, however, has not eliminated the fraudu-
lent practices.
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The above practices can exist for two general reasons. First,
cause the contractor is the go-between, between the homeowner an4
the lending institution. He holds a unique position in business lif;
since he acts as a contractor and credit interviewer for lending uinst.
tutions. The homeowner need never see the cash, because it is paid
directly by the bank to the contractor. The contractor is furnish
with credit application forms and completion slips. It does not ta4
some contractors long to discover that he can falsify credit applica.
tion statements of the homeowner, or that the completion slip is a
ticket to immediate payment for him. As this knowledge increase
among the contractors there is proportionate increases in the prob.
lems of the homeowner.

The commission has records in its files disclosing that a lending
institution has extended Federal Housing Administration facities
where the face of the contract itself showed that it had been procured
by a person whose license had been revoked for fraudulent Federal
Housing Administration sales practices.

The CARMAN. I want to come back to that a little later, so keep
that in mind, will you?

Mr. McCREEDY. Yes, sir.
It also has a record disclosing that an FHA loan was given to a

dealer who has been on the Federal Housing Administration precau-
tionary list since 1945. In this case, the contract was obtained by
a person whose license was revoked in 1952 for fraudulent Federal
Housing Administration sales practices. This contract was obtained
in April 1953. The Michigan Corporation and Securities Commis-
sion has denied the license of the dealer involved because of his sales
practices and the fact that he is on the Federal Housing Administra-
tion precautionary list.

The bank was not unaware of these salesmen's records, but had no
legal or economic reason to refuse the loans. It is even possible thatsis garanteeing nenforceable
the Government in some of these cases igua
obligations because the contract would be held illegal at the start.

Therefore, the commission proposes that aside from the strong crim-
inal penalties placed against the offending contractors, there be
stronger responsibilities placed on lending institutions which would
make it unprofitable for them to deal with fraudulent contractors and
salesmen.

Aside from the moral responsibility of the institutions to ascertain
the true nature of the loan, there appears to be no legal or business
necessity. In the first place, these institutions are protected by the
holder in due-course doctrine. This makes it impossible for a home-
owner to claim that he was fouled and enables the lending institu-
tions to proceed to collection. If the homeowner defaults on his loan
the lending institution turns it over to the Federal Government for
collection and the lending institution is indemnified against serious
loss.

There is no reason for lending institutions to take logical protective
measures if they stand to lose nothing. It would appear that these
institutions become mainly interested in volume. This system of the
Government guaranteeing loans where the lending institution, the
salesmen, the contractor-in fact, everyone but the homeowner-is
unconditionally guaranteed protection, has its obvious weaknesses.
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it seems logical and feasible that the lending institutions should be
required to determine whether or not, in fact, the actual work they
are lending money for has been done. This was originally contem-
plated by le Federal Housing Administration when it developed the
so-called completion slip. With the current practices, however, and
the continued reliance of the credit institutions on this unverified com-
pletion slip, it would appear that more stringent methods of making
this determination are in order. Increased vigilance is likewise
needed to curb the improper inducing of contracts whether or not
the work is done.

If legislation were passed placing a greater responsibility of clear-
ance and determination of credit at the source where credit is extended,
the amount of homeowners suffering from fraudulent sales techniques
and improper workmanship would be greatly and severely reduced.
Such action by the lending and credit institutions would also give
greater weight to a licensing law and enable the full intent of some of
the present legislation to be fully realized.

It is possible that some of the following recommendations could be
considered in drafting of new legislation:

1. Precutionary list: Make the precautionary list of the Federal
Housing Administration an instrument to stop contractors from
receiving benefits of the Federal Housing Administration. In the
past it was used as a warning to lending institutions that an individual
is not honest. It does not however, prohibit the lending institution
from extending credit to those individuals on the precautionary list.
It becomes discretionary with the lending institution. If the Govern-
ment is guaranteeing loans, it should not be left up to anybody except
the Federal Housing Administration as to whom it wishes to deal
with.

2. In States having licensing laws for contractors, make it manda-
tory that anyone obtaining Federal Housing Administration benefits
be properly licensed for the work which is undertaken.

3. Place greater responsibility for determining the authenticity of
credit, applications and completion slips on lending institutions.

4. Remove from the contractor the right to furnish credit applica-
tion blanks and completion slips to the homeowner. This appears to
be a mechanical operation and it is possible to place the determination
directly in the hands of the lending institution.

The CHAIRMAN. I think your suggestions are excellent. However,
I want to say this: That you don't make a single suggestion that the
FHA didn't have the authority and right to do in the past if they
wanted to do so. The law permitted rtiem to do it. They had the
iight to do it. They could have done it. Today they are doing many
of those things, but not quite all of them.

You lay considerable stress here upon the banking institutions.
What is your record here with regard to banking institutions?

Mr. M CREEDY. By and large, it is good. There are some instances
in which we feel it could be greatly improved.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any concrete examples ofany lending
institutions here that lend money or have lent money, or have financed
these loans, when they knew that the dealers were on the blacklist.,
precautionary list?
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Mr. MOCREEDY. Well, you say when they knew. If they Shoufld
have known I could answer the question. I don't know whether they
knew or not. They had every reason to know.

Mr. SixoN. Is what you are saying because the Federal Gover.
ment guaranteed 100 percent of the loan the bank would close their
eyes and not exercise the banking judgment that they would have used
if it had been their own money they were lending?

Mr. MCCRBEDY. I believe there is a lot to that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have the names of any lending institutions

here that we ought to check into?
Mr. MCRFDY. Yes, sir. I don't know if you ought to check into

them.
The CHAIMAN. Do you have any concrete examples?
Mr. MeCREEDY. I have cases, as I said in my statement, where the

banks are giving business to people whose licenses have been revoked
by the State or the Federal' Housing Administration Act.

The CHAMMAN. Did they know about it?
Mr. McCREDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN;. Did they continue to finance their loans?
Mr. MCCREEDY. They did, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us the names of those institutions?
Mr. MCCREEDY. Industrial National Bank.
Mr. SImoNv. What is the name of the contractor whose paper they

took after his license had been canceled?
Mr. McCRiuDr'. Jack Chisik.
Mr. SImo N. What was the business of Jack Chisik?
Mr. MCCREEDY. When they took his business?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. McCREEDY. He was working apparently as a salesman for his

brother who was licensed.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of his brother's company?
Mr. MCCREEDY. They didn't have a company. He had a license in

his own name.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any information on the Keno Homes

Improvement Co. run by Dominick K. Gertinisan?
Mr. McCREEDY. The Keno Home Improvement Co. has been denied

a license by the State of Michigan, and has applied for a formal
hearing on its license applications.

The CHAIRMAN. Were they financed by a lending institution here
after they had been put on the blacklist?

Mr. MCCREEDY. I do not know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know about that concern.?
Mr. MCCREEDY. No.
Mr. SimoN. How long have you been with the Michigan Securities

Commission?
Mr. McCREEDy. About 3 years.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know how long these practices that you relate

have beengoing onI
Mr. Mc CIEEDY. They have apparently been going on before I came

because the present commissioner, James C. Allen, who was formerly
building commissioner, and takes the same stand that I do-I mean
this is a commission statement and he had difficulties of the same
nature when he was in charge of the division.
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Mr. SIoN. Do you know how long these practices have been going
0n?

,1[1. NICCREEDY. I would say at least from 1948 on.
Mr. SIMON. I Had they been going on before 1948?
Mr. MCCREEDY. I don't have any information in my files that I could

produced here showing that it has.
Amr. SiuIoN. You don't. know one way or another?
Mr. MCCREEDY'. No, sir.
The 1HAIRMAN. We. possibly will want a little more testimony from

you later. If you will please stand by, we would appreciate it very
;uch. We will ask you some more questions, I think, later.

Mr. CARRICO. May I interrupt, Senator? There have been some wit-
nesses that came in before Mr. McCreedy took the stand.

The CHAIRMAN. If any witnesses arrived since we called the roll,
will you please stand up and give your name?

Mr. CARRICO. William H. Carrico, Better Business Bureau.
Mr. BARBEAU. Albert R. Barbeau, Industrial National Bank.
Mr. KNECIIT. Frederick Knecht.
Mr. COLTON. My name is Colton.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next will be Mr. William H. Carrico, manager

of the building and construction division of the Detroit Better Busi-
iiess Bureau. Mr. Carrico, will you please come forward? Will you
please be sworn .

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to (ive will
be the truth, the. whole truth and nothing but the truth, so Tielp you
God?

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM H. CARRICO, DETROIT BETTER
BUSINESS BUREAU

Mr. CARRICO. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name and ad-

dress and your affiliation to the reporter for the record, please.
Mr. CARRICO. William H. Carrico, 1431 O'Flanders, Detroit, man-

ager of the building and construction division of the Better Business
Bureau, Detroit.

Mr. Siox. Mr. Carrico, would you speak into the microphone a
little?

In (onliection with your better business bureau activities, have you
received complaints from homeowners that they were defrauded under
home-repair programs and under title I of the Housing Act?

Mr. CARICO. We have.
Mr. SIMON. Would you tell the committee briefly what has been

your experience with those complaints, Mr. Carrico?
Mr. CARRICo. Over the. many years I have been connected with the

bureau we have received numerous complaints involving home re-
pairs in the building field.

Mr. SimoN. How long have you been with the bureau?
Mr. CARRICO. 28 years.
Mr. SIMON. When did these complaints start coming in ?
Mr. CARICO. I would say, to my knowledge, our first experience

involving FIA deals was shortly after the act was enacted.
Mrh. SIMON. That was in 1934?
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Mr. CARICo. Thereabouts.
Mr. SIM N. Have they persisted continuously since ?
Mr. CAR.ICo. We have had complaints consistently since.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell the committee what has been the nature

of those complaints?
Mr. CARRICO. Primarily on workmanship, on signing completion

certificates ahead of time, the model-home racket.
Mr. SIMON. Has the model-home pitch been used in Detroit?
Mr. CARRICo. It has.
Mr. SimoN. Would you tell the committee how that has operated)
Mr. CARRICO. It has been operated by salesmen and companies who

would send people out to knock on doors, to sell siding jobs, or various
other remodeling work. They would first send out what is known
as a bird dog. He would knock on the door and say that he repre.
sented a so-and-so manufacturer, and the sales manager was in town
and would like to come out and make you a proposition. It won't cost
you a penny.

The homeowner would be gullible, would fall for it. He would
make an appointment. Then the high-pressure salesman would come
along, tell the homeowner that he is representing a certain well-known
manufacturer, which, of course, he wasn't, and would tell the home.
owner that they were looking for homes in that neighborhood to useas
a model. They would take before and after pictures of the house.
They would advertise it over the radio, TV, and newspapers, to show
what good work this particular company could do. They would say,
"It won't cost you anything. All you have to do is sign these papers
for credit information."

Sometimes they would say, "This is to show that we have been out
here to visit your house."

Mr. SIvMoN. Those papers, of course, were the FHA application
forms which constituted a note?

Mr. CARRICO. A contract.
Mr. SrioN. And the contractor company could take that paper to

the bank and get a hundred percent from the bank?
Mr. CARRTco. And completion certificates at the same time.
In an hour, or at least the very next day, the company would come

out and start work; not keep on working, but nail a few pieces of
siding on the house, or teir off an eaves trough, or soiethino like that
and then finish it later. Two weeks later, maybe a month, they would
get a payment book showing that some lending institution was de-
man(ling payment for 36 months. There has been evidence which I
have in my file where, in filling out"these contracts, they would falsify
the contract by showing a downpayment that actually never was made.
There is evidence in my file showing the salesmen, to further convince
the homeowner, that it was going to be free, would write out a separate
deal on the back of a contract, or separate sheet of paper saying that
for every recommendation or every sale they would be paid 25 to 50
dollars.

There is evidence in the past where salesmen and companies have
made payments to the lending institution to keep the account in line.

Mr. S TfON. Did the salesmen who used the model-home pitch gen-
erally operate on a par basis

Mr. CARIco. I am not quite familiar with your meaning of "par."
Mr. SIMON. Was the salesman told that the dealer wanted X dollars
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for the job and everything the salesman could get over X dollars was
hfis.?

Mfr. CARRICO. The dealers I have personally investigated have been
along those lines. The contractor would work on maybe a cost-plus
10 percent and everything that was over that amount the salesman
iyould 0-et.

Mr. SIMON. Calling the amount which the contractor wanted to get
for himself as par, and the salesman getting as his commission every-
thing over par, have you had cases where the price the homeowner
paid was as much as a hundred percent over par.

Mr. CARRICO. I would say three to four hundred percent over.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the salesman would get 3 to 4 times as

much as the dealer asked for?
Mr. CG~mCo. Yes; that is the total amount of the contract.
The ClAIRMAN. How many cases have you had like that?
Mr. CAxRmco. I have a record of 1 salesman, for instance, who sold

3 deals. They were in the neighborhood of $1,600, and his take, the
salesman's take was between $800 and $900 on each of those deals.

The CHAIRMAN. They were for how many dollars?
Mr. CARRICO. Two were $1,600 or a little over, and I think one was

$1,400.
Mr. SIXON. What was the name of that salesman?
Mr. CARRICO. A. Gottleib.
Mr. SIMON. Gottleib or Gottlick? Do you have a letter with that

information in it?

Mr. CARICO. Yes; I do.
Mr. SIMON. Could we see it, please?
Mr. CARRICO. Gottleib.
Mr. SIMoN. Gottleib?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What dealer did he work for?
Mr. CARRICO. Cozy Home Development Co.
The CHAIRMAN. What bank financed the Cozy Home Improvement

loans?
Hr. CARRICO. The one I checked was Industrial National Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Cozy Homes was the dealer?
Mr. CARRICO. That is right.
The HCAIRMAN. And the Industrial National Bank was the banker?
Mr. CARRICO. That is right.
The C-AIMAN. Let me ask you this: Do you think it is possible for

these fellows to fleece the homeowners without some cooperation on
the part of the salesnman, dealer, and lending institution?

Mr. CARRICO. It is possible to-I would answer that, there is, in my
opinon, a definite conspiracy between the company and the salesmani.

The CHARMAN. Between the company-you mean the dealer?
Mr. CARRICO. The contractor and the salesman. It would have to be.
The CAIRMAN. What about the lender, the man that lends the

money? Don't you think-is he in on it, too?
Mr. CARRICO. I have no knowledge of that.
The CHAIRMAN. If not in on it, cTon't you think he is very careless?
Mr. CARRICO. My feeling would be that if the lending institution

would put the ordinary precaution on lending money on FHX deals
that they do on ordinary lending, that a lot of this stuff could be
caught.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is possible for a lending institution,
not to know the dealer that they are doing business with and the kind
of salesmen the dealer has?

Mr. CAiRIco. They can get a report on a dealer company, o a
contractor.

The CHAIRMAN. Once they get one complaint of the nature we have
been discussing, there should have been such warning to stop doing
business with that dealer, should there not?

Mr. CARRICO. I would think so if they were notified.
The CI-IAIR-.IAN. You have had an unusual amount of these home.

repair cases in Detroit and Michigan. haven't, you?
Mr. CARRICO. I have no knowledge of what it is elsewhere. We

have had our headaches here; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Here in Detroit?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What has it run into, the dozens, hundreds, or

thousands? I am talking about complaints over the last 20 years.
Has it been in the hundreds or thousands?

Mr. CARRICO. It. would be in the thousands-hundreds of thousands.
The CHAIRMAN. Hundreds of thousands?
Mr. CARRICO. I would say in the last 28 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Last 20 years you mean?
Mr. CARRICO. Twenty years.
The CHAIRMAN. The act was passed in 1934.
Mr. CAIlCO. For instance, here during 1953. in the construction

field, which includes new building and modernization, we had a
little over 1,600 complaints.

The CHAIRMAN. One thousand six hundred complaints in Detroit?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In the year 1953?
Mr. CAImlCO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you have in 1952?
Mr. CARRICO. I didn't bring those figures along.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it more or less?
Mr. CARRICO. I believe it was a little less. As a matter of fact, my

report-
Mr. SI oN. How about 1951, 1950--do you have any other figures?
Mr. CARRICO. I don't have them with me. My report shows that

1952 were a little less. I don't have the exact amount.
The CHATIMAN. It was about the same. In other words, it has been

running about the same each year?
Mr. CARRICO. A little more each year.
The ChAIRMAN. You mean to say there have been thousands of cases

here in Detroit?
Mr. CARICO. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Over the years?
Mr. CARRICO. That is right.
The CHAnbrAN. Well, what have you done about it, or what has the

better business bureau done about it?
Mr. CARRICO. Well, ever since the act was passed, I personally and

the bureau have been trying to get some action taken, criminal prosecu-
tion on the model-home racket.
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The CJIRMIAN. How can Mr. McCready. who just testified that
the FHA did a good job here when you testified there has been literally
thousands and thousands of cases?

Mr. CARRICO. I haven't testified that the FHA has done or has not
done a good job.

The CIAR.AN. No. I say Mr. McCready testified they did a
good job; that you couldn't blame FHA officials for running it. You
testify there have been thousands and thousands of cases. 1',hy didn't
they stop it?

Mr. CARRICo. I think Mr. McCready will testify there have been a
great many complaints, too.

The CHAIIAN. I know he will. Of course he will. My point is:
Why wasn't it stopped? I mean why didn't FHA, the bankers, and
the dealers stop it, particularly FiIA and the lending institutions?

Mr. CARRICO. I don't know, sir.
The CHAIWMIAN. These thousands and thousands of cases were from

dealers that were borrowing money or selling their contracts to the
same lending institutions, weren t they, over and over?

Mr. CARRICo. During that time, of course, there were quite a few
companes and salesmen put on their so-called precautionary list,
which slowed it down somewhat. Also there were some State prose-
,cutions under various of them, and also we know there were quite a
few over the period of the license law who lost their license.

The CHAIR~MAN. Wherever we go we hear the same story of thou-
sands and thousands of cases over the past years. The last 20 years
in fact. We are trying to find out why FHA and the banks didn't
stop it, The legitimate dealers themselves should have stopped it.
Why wasn't it stopped? Can you give us any help as to why it wasn't
stopped ?

Mr. Crmico. No. I have no idea why it wasn't. I know I have
tried myself through our operation, through publicity, through co-
operation with the Commission, with the building department and
the State.

The CHAIRAMAN. Did you have this situation we have found in
other sections of the country, this pattern, where FtIA. would put
a dealer on the precautionary list-and his sale'men-then he would
go to the other part of town and start uider another name and go
to the same bank or lending institution and start all over again?
Haxe, you had that here?

Mr. CARRICO. I have one in mind particularly that was sent up on
a State charge in 1945.

Mr. SIMON. But by "sent up," you mean went to jail'?
Mr. C.x muco. Went to jail, involving an FILA deal.
TIhe CHAIRMN What was his name?
Mr. CAmrlIco. Joseph Fargo.
The CTHAIRMTAN. Go ahead, please.
Mr. CARRICO. He was not necessarily operating the model-home

pitch. He was just taking a deposit, money, and not completing jobs.

The C-TAIRMAN. When lie got out of jail, did lie come back and start
over again?
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Mr. CAMICO. He came back, operating as a. used-car salesman for
a while, and in the last year and a hal or so he has been working
with his son in the home-modernization business.

The CHAIRMAN. What bank is financing his accounts?
Mr. Cuuico. I would have to check my files on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you check the file? It is very important. I

can understand homeowners being fleeced for these kind of peolk
I know there are people with very little education. I can't un er.
stand, and that is one thing we are checking into very carefully, llo
they can fleece bankers, who ought to know and have facilities and
money to check these people and certainly ought not to have beeD
so hungry for business that they would be a part of fleecing the
American homeowner. There has been too much of it going on. We
found so much of it, it has really been sickening and nauseating.

Mr. SIMoN. Are there any other companies that used the model.
home pitch and home repairs in Detroit?

Mr. CaRICO. I don't know whether you would consider this home
repairs. I certainly consider it in the modernization field. There
are several companies who started out here prior to the first of the
year offering and telling the public, and advertising that they could
get free incinerators, no catch to it, just absolutely free.

Of course, the public found out later that they weren't free. Those
deals were first financed under the FHA loan insurance. The FHA
continued to, or the FHA around the first of the year cut it out,
stopped their funds being used. Some of these lending institutions,
however, kept on taking this paper and that was worked on more or
less the model-home pitch, where they would turn in names to the
company who would go out and sell, or try to sell them an incinerator
and for every name that was turned in they would get $20 to $25,
regardless of whether the sale was made or not. On one coml)any
alone there.is over 250 complaints.
Mr. SIMON. Has your bureau had any experience with Morton

Shuter?
Mr. CARRICO. To me that name is not familiar.
Mr. SIMON. Have you had any experience with Irving Swaab?
Mr. CARRICO. I have.
Mr. SiMON. How long has he been in the home repair business?
Mr. CAMUco. Irving Swaab was connected with Joe Fargo years

ago, back in 1945, 1942, 1943; his son is one of the partners-I believe
his son, some relative, is one of the partners in the Cozy Home Im-
provement.

Mr. SIMON. That is Gerald Swaab, is that right?
Mr. CARRIco. Yes.
Mr. SrmoN. What was the business that Irving Swaab was in?
Mr. CARRUCO. Modernization.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of his company?
Mr. CARRICO. I would have to check my file on that. That is in at

least 1942 or 1943.
Mr. SIMON. Has the bureau had any experience with Joseph Cesack?
Mr. CARRICO. That isn't familiar." I would have to check my file

on that one, too.
Mr. SIMON. Are there any other experiences the bureau has had

that you think should be called to the attention of this committee?
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Mr. CARRICO. I can go into other examples of model home and com-
p letion slips if you care to do that.

Mr. SIMON. Would you care to do that briefly?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
We lad complaints on Advance Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the owners of that company? Was it a man

nined Marvin Kepps?
Mr. CARRICO. He was in on that, and Jack Chisik.
Mr. SImoN. How long have they been in the home modernization

business ?
Mr. CARRICO. Jack Chisik has been around here in the moderniza-

tion business, according to my files, I believe
The CIAIRMAN. They owned the Advance Construction Co. back

in 1946; did they not?
Mr. CARRICO. Thereabouts.
The CHAIRINAN. They operated under the name of the Glendale

Lumber & Supply Co. and under the name of Jack Chisik in 1948,
and then again in 1950 Glendale, a partnership?

Mr. CARRICO. I believ¢0 so.
The C(AIRMAN. Then again in 1950, the Advance Construction Co.,

in 1951, the Cozy Home Improvement Co.?
Mr. CARRIlCO. Whether Jack Chisik was part of the Cozy Home my

record didn't show.
The CIAIRMAN. For all practical purposes and in substance they

were one and the same people?
Mr. CARIco. Yes.
The C(hAIRMAN. Now are they operating at the moment under the

name of the Oak Park Building & Supply Co.?
Mr. C.xRIc(). That is Joe Fargo's son.
The ChAIRMAN. Who is he?

Mr. CARRICO. He is t h one I just testified to that, took about $50,000
in 1945 on FHA deals, and contracts, and didn't do any work.

The CiHAIRAYN. You mean just deliberately stole it?
Mr. CARRICO. He took contracts for it, and got money on completion

slips from the lending institution.
Mr. SIMON. Who was the lending institution?
Mr. CARRICO. Midland Investment Co.
Mr. SIMON. Are they still in business?
Mr. CAmICo. I couldn't find them in the phone book yesterday

when I checked that point.
The CHAIRMAN. I want the staff to look up the Midland Investment

Co. and if they are still in business, get the officers over here or one
of them. We want to talk a little bit about this and find out about
the Midland Investment Co.

Who else financed these gentlemen or who else financed their con-
tracts ?

Mr. CARRICO. Midland was the only one that I know that handled
Joe Fargo's accounts back in 1945.

The CHAIRMAN. They handled this entire $50,000 worth? Is that
your understanding?

Mr. CARRICO. Yes. I would like to make one correction. The total
Contracts, were $50,000. Fargo actually got from compliance aIi
advance from the finance company a little over $25,000.
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The CHAIRMAN. You mean for his own use?
Mr. CARRICO. He was using it for his own use, and he would rob

Peter to pay Paul.
The CHAIRMAN. He was setting up sort of strawmen, was he, sign.

ing the contracts?
1. CARRICO. He was.

The CHAIRXAN. Forging people's names to them and getting the
money?

Mr. CARRICO. There was everything alleged in his deal. One of
his partners was robbing mailboxes to get the-

The CHAM rAN. The checks?
Mr. CARRICO. The payment books. I have some pictures on his

,deals, if the committee cares to see them. There was one deal par.
ticularly that was a very heart-rendinog situation-a woman around
here who paid about $2,100 for an addition to her house, and all sle
got was an 18-inch by a foot-wide foundation hole, and Fargo had
gotten the complete money.

The CHAIRMAN. What year was that?
Mr. CARRICO. 1945.
The CHAIRMAN. That was 1945?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you say Fargo is out of business now?
Mr. CARRICO. The last I heard he was still working for his son at

Oak Park Co.
The CHAIRMAN. Oak Park Building & Supply Co. That was his

son?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the lending institution handling their

paper?
Mr. CARRICO. I would have to check my file when I get back to the

-office.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you let us know right after lunch?
Mr. CARRICO. Yes.
(The information was later received that the institutions referred

to were the Allied Building Credit Co. and Industrial National
Bank.)

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything more you think you can be
helpful to us?

Mr. CARRICO. I could spend hours giving you examples.
The CHAIRMAN. I know that. We could have subpenaed dozens

and dozens and dozens, I presume, maybe several hundred people
that have been fleeced here in Detroit, just as we could have wher-
ever we have been. But all we are trying to do is to figure out the
pattern and then take necessary steps, or see that the necessary steps
are taken on the part of FHA and the banks and everybody con-
cerned, to stamp it out and stop it. It is a nationwide scandal.

Mr. CARRICO. I found out these salesmen would come from out of
town and quite a few of them used aliases. They wouldn't use their
own names.

Mr. SI o. Did you find a lot of them had long criminal records?
Mr. CARRICO. A few have. For instance, here is one man that-
The CHAIRMAN. That is the same pattern wherever we go.
Mr. CARuuco. Arnold A. Fox was a criminal from way back, a high

pressure, confidential selling and racketeering.

I
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The (HAIRMAN. Confidential selling, you mean confidence game
Selling? O. Yes. He has turned up under an operation for his

own name and a salesman for Jack Chisik.
The ()AIRMAAN. Have you found these people operated in groups?

They would cone in and work one area today, saturate it, move on to
another area?

Mr. CARRICO. From my knowledge, I wouldn't know that.
The (ILAIRMAN. Do you know any reason why siding seems to be

the most prevalent thing they would promote or sell, these chislers?
We find more deals, bad deals, smelly deals, on siding than we do
anything else.

Mr. ('.xmico. I think the answer there is that the public probably
is more gullible for that because they do want to improve their house,
,nd siding does do it.

The ('1 I M-IAwN. It improves the outward appearance of it?
Mr. (ARRICO. Yes. And it gives them a chance to use the setup.
The ('1IIAIRMAN. To use the model home setup?
Mr. (ARICO. Yes.
The ('HAIRMAN. They call it pivot home sale.
Mr. CARIuco. These incinerator boys, quite a few of the salesmen

were modernization salesmen prior. They go where the easy money
is.

Mr. SimoN. Have they sold plastic paint jobs here on this basis?
Mr. (liico. It hasn't been too much.
Mr. SIMON. Mostly siding?
Mr. CARRco. Yes.
The ('uIAIR1IAN. Do you think it was possible for this to have con-

tinued here or any place else without the cooperation or at least the
winking at, or looking in the other direction, by FHA, the lending
institution as well as the dealers?

Mr. CARRICO. I have been told in the past. that the FHA had no
investigation of their own and everything would have to be handled
through Washington. Whether that is the answer, I don't know.

The CHAIRMAN. The lending institutions were making the loans and
processing the completion certificates, and the credit reports that were
sent to them. Is it possible to pull the wool over the eyes of lending
institutions? I can understand why they might. get one bad e,, but
is it possible for them to continue to do it over and over? Did you
ever check into that particular phase of it?

Mr. CARRICO. I have somewhat and I have gotten various answers.
One, of course, has been-we spot check the dealers and the deals we-
checked we couldn't find anything wrong with them.

The CHAnIRxN. Did you take this matter up with the local FHA
office on many occasions or a. few or what?

Mr. CARRICO. We have taken it up with the local FHA and the local
district office.

The ChAIRMAN. What would they tell you?
Mr. (Caiutico. I have a memo here.
The CHAIRMAN. You testified it was thousands of eases. It has been

going on for 20 years. What did they tell you?
Mr. CARRICO. Here is a memo, November 8, 1951, it happened to

be regarding Cozy Home Improvement and other model home selling:
This afternoon this writer had a long conference with Mr. Noonan outlining

the approach used by these free lances in selling siding jobs in this territory. I

- - -I-_
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showed them the amount of profit or commission these boys made. We brought
out in the discussion that although there is some control on modernization com.
panes who accept such deals, by taking away their license or the FHA charging
them to buy back the contract, the ringleaders were still in the clear. After
checking the law, he suggested that he would, and did, dictate a letter to the
PHA head counsel in Washington, making a request that they come up with
some answer. He stated he would also check the law further and see if there
is not something in it that would cover not only the fraudulent use In its ea.
tirety, and the FHA financing, but also the using of the FHA-insured money to
pay a certain sum back to the customer.

The CHAMMAN. What is the date of that?
Mr. CARRICO. November 8, 1951.
The CHAIRIMAN. They were notified at least in November 1951.
Mr. CARRICO. Yes. Also, about a year and a half ago, I started

mailing complaint letters to the local FlIA office, and copy to the dis-
trict attorney's office, and I heard, and the result of that was that the
local office did start sending out letters to the company telling themthey had better take care of the complaint and do it in a hurry and to
let the better business bureau know what they were doing about it.

The CHAIRMA. Thank you very much.

Mr. DINKINS. May I ask one question?
The CHAIRmAN. Yes.
Mr. DiwIKIs. Of these 1,600 complaints you referred to in 1953, did

they all involve FHA loans?
Mr. CARRICO. No. They all were not. I have no way of knowing

there what percentage that would be. On the modernization end of it,
it probably would.

In addition to that now we had about the same amount of complaints
in the real estate division, which, of course-no, 1,200 in the real estate
division which would include new homes and FHA deals; some of
these new homes would be FHA deals.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We may want you a little
later if you will remain, if you please.

Our next witness will be Mr. Gerald Swaab of 3219 Glendale Street,
Detroit, Mich.
I Mr. Swaab, will you please be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the
testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF GERALD SWAAB, COZY HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.,
DETROIT, MICH., ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY P. ENRICH AND
MELVIN ALTAR, COUNSEL !

Mr. SWAAB. I do.
The CHAimrAN. This gentleman is your attorney?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated, too.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Swaab, will ypu give the reporter

and address?
Mr. SWAAB. Gerald Swaab, 3219 Glendale.
Mr. SIMON. Your occupation?
Mr. SWAAB. Right now I am a foreman.
Mr. SIMON. Who are you employed by?
Mr. SWAAB. Weatherite contractor.
Mr. SIMON. How long have you been employed by ti

your full name

hat company?

v
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The CHAIRMAN. Firestone Construction?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long were you withthem?
Mr. SWAAB. A couple of months.
The CHAIRMAN. Were they handling FHA-guaranteed

making sales under FHA-guaranteed loans ?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was your past prior connection to that
Mr. SWAAB. Cozy Home Improvement.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Cozy Homes?
Mr. SWAAB. I believe about a year and a half.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do before that?
Mr. SWAAB. Before that I was with Glendale Lumber.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Glendale ?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know. I don't remember the length
Mr. SIMON. A year, 2 years, 3 years?
Mr. SWAAB. I think it was not quite a year even.
Mr. SIMON. That would be about 1948 or 1949?
Mr. SWAAB. 1949.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do before that?
Mr. SWAAB. I was in the Army.

loans or

I

of time.

About 4 weeks.
What was your last prior occupation ?
George Motor Sales.
How long were you employed there?
About 3 months.
What was your prior occupation to that?
Kotzen Motors.
How long were you employed there?
Seven months.
What was your last prior employment to that?
Ideal Plumbing Co.
When were you employed there?
Previous to Kotzen Motors.
During what period of time?
I can't remniemer the date.
Do you know what year?
It would be the end of 1952, I believe.
The end of .1952?
I believe so.
For how-long -were you-employed by them?
Up until the time I went to Kotzen.When was that, 1954, the end of 1953?
The end of 1953.
What was your last connection prior to that?
Oak Park Building.

When were you with Oak Park Building?
1952.
How long were you with them?
Until the time I went with Ideal.
How long was that, a year, 2 year, 3 years?
Not quite a year.
What was your last prior connection to that?
Firestone Construction.
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Mr. SIMON. When did you get out of the Army?
Mr. SWAAB. The end of 1947.
Mr. SIxoN. What did you do between the time you got out of the

Army and the time you went to work for Glendale?
Mr. SWAAB. I worked for my father.
Mr. SInoN. What was your father's business?
Mr. SWAAB. Highland Supply Co.
Mr. SIMON. What. were your duties for the Highland Supply Co.t
Mr. SWAAB. Truckdriver.
Mr. SIMON. What were your duties for Glendale?
Mr. SWAAB. Practically the same.
Mr. SiMioN. Truckdriver?
Mr. SWAAB. Well, I delivered materials to the jobs.
Mr. SimoN. Did you ever do any selling?
Mr. SWAAB. No.
Mr. SIMON. You never did any selling for Glendale?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIiroN. Who owned Glendale?
Mr. SWAAB. I was the officer, qualifying officer.
Mr. SIXON. Was it a corporation or partnership?
Mr. ONRICH. Do you want me to answer that?
Mr. Si N. No.
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
The CH-AIRMAN. You say you owned the business, and yet you drove

the truck?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM AN. You didn't do any selling?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who did the selling?
Mr. SWAAB. Other salesmen.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the truckdriver?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRIMVE. A very interesting thing for a man owning a busi-

ness to be the truckdriver.
Mr. SIMON. What were the names of your salesmen ?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't even remember.
Mr. SIMON. Were any of these ex-convicts?
Mr. SWAAB. Not that I knew.
Mr. SIMON. Not that you know. Did you make any inquiry when

you hired them?
Mr. SWAAB. I didn't hire them.
Mr. Sr roN. Who hired them?
Don't you know who hired them, Mr. Swaab?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, the truckdriver, hire them?
Mr. SWAAB. No, I didn't.
Mr. SimoN. Who did hire them?
Mr. ONR CH. He was more than the truckdriver for the purpose of

the record.
Mr. SnvtoN. I am asking him who hired the salesmen. Who were

your partners in the business? Do you know, Mr. Swaab, who your
partners were?

Mr. Swaab, do you know who your partners were?
Mr. SWAAB. Jack Wasserman-Irving Wasserman.
Mr. SIMON. Just the two of you?
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Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he hire the salesmen?
Mr. SWAMB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You are absolutely certain you never hired a salesman?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. He hired them all; is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did the salesmen operate on the model-home pitch?
Mr. SWAAB. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. Were any of your contracts ever closed on a model-

home pitch?
Mr. Sw, ,m No.
Mr. SIMON. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You are under oath, you understand. Is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you say unequivocally that none of your contracts

were ever closed on a model-home pitch; is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. To the best of my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Are you prepared to say they weren't?
Mr. SwA.,kAB. No, just to the best of my knowledge they weren't.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know whether they were; is that what you are

aying?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. Did you make any investigation about your salesnien

before they were hired?
Mr. SWAAB. I didn't, no.
Mr. SIMON. Did Wasserman?
Mr. SwAAII. I can't say.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is Mr. Wasserman today?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know.
The CHAMAN. What bank financed your paper ?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know that, either.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know that?
Mr. SIMON. What happened to Glendale? Did it go out of busi-

ness, go bankrupt, or did you sell it?
Mr. SWAAB. "Went out of business. It was sold, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you sell it to?
Mr. SWAAB. I am not certain. I think Mel Kepes.
Mr. SIMON. K-e-p-e-s?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. How much did he pay you for it?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. A hundred dollars, $10,000?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you get out of it?
Mr. SWAAB. Nothing.
Mr. SIMON. You got nothing; is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who got the ffioney he paid?
Mr. SWAAB. Wasserman.
Mr. SIMON. Wasserman got it all?
Mr. SWAAB. To my knowledge, yes.

2735
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The CHAiRmAN. Were you a partner with him? Was it a corpora.,
tion or a partnership?

Mr. SWAAB. I can't tell you.
The CHAIRMAN. Can your attorney tell?
Mr. ONRICH. It was a partnership.
Mr. SIMON. You got none of the money when you sold it?
Mr. ONRICH. There might not have been any money.
Mr. SIMON. He just got through saying there was.
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know how much it was.
Mr. SIMON. You don't. know how much it was.sold for or who got

it?
Mr. SWAAB. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. Then you started out with Cozy Home Improvementl
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the partners in that?
Mr. SWAAB. Gerald Kepes and myself.
Mr. SIMON. Is he a brother of Mel Kepes?
Mr. SWAAB. Nephew.
Mr. SIMON. A nephew of Mel Kepes. You and Gerald Kepe8

started Cozy Homes?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. What was the business of Cozy Home?
Mr. SwAAB. Modernization business.
Mr. SIMON. Exclusively modernization? Is that your only business
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN'. What finance company or bank financed your

accounts?
Mr. SWAAB. We used different banks.
Mr. SIxoN. Which ones?
Mr. SwA". Industrial Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Industrial National Bank?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that here in Detroit?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What other companies or banks?
Mr. SWAAB. Detroit Bank.
Mr. SIMON. The Detroit Bank? Is that the full name?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What others?
Mr. SWAAB. I think the City Bank, if I am not mistaken.
The CHAIRMAN. About how much business did you do and finance

under the name of the Cozy Home Improvement Co.? Was it $10,000,
$100,000, a million or two million dollars, worth of business?

Mr. ONRICH. He wouldn't know that.
The CHAIRMAN. Why wouldn't he know?
Mr. ONRICH. Because he doesn't have any records now, Senator.

That is over 3 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it less than $10700 or more than $10,000? You

wouldn't even remember that?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember the amounts.
Mr. SIMON. Did you file income-tax returns, Mr. Swaab?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did they reflect all the income that you had during the

time you were with Cozy Homes ?
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Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. How much was your income from Cozy Homes?

Mir. SWAAB. That I can't remember, either.
MI. SIMoN. Fifty thousand, ten thousand, five thousand?
Mr. SWAAB. Somewheres in the vicinity of $5,000.
Mr. SIMON. For the year and a half it was in business?
Mr SWAAB. I can't remember exactly the amount.
Mr. SEMNON. Were you a half partner in Cozy Homes?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SiuvON. Did you have a salesman named A. Gottleib?
Mr. SwAAiB. No, sir.
Mr. SImON. You didn't?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. ONRIcri. He doesn't remember. He doesn't have records before

him now.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever hear of a man named A. Gottleib?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SitioN. You did hear of him?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know him?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the first name?
Mr. SWAAB. Alfred, I believe.
Mr. SimoN. Alfred Gottleib?

ir. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he ever work for youI
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. You don't remember whether he ever worked for you?
Mr. SWAAB. (Shakes head in negative.)
Mr. SIMON. Are you serious in saying you know the man but you

don't remember whether he ever worked for you?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Mr. Onrich.)
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who he did work for?
Mr. SWAAB. He was not employed by me.
The C HAIRAN. Who is the gentleman you are talking for?
Mr. ONmuClH. Ile is my associate, Melvin Alter.
The ChAIRMAN. He is a lawyer representing you and your associate ?
Mr. ONRIGIL. My associate.
The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to have him.
Mr. ONRICHii. We are trying to help this committee wherever

possible.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that. We want you to help us if you

can.
Mr. SimoN. Who did A. Gottleib work for in 1951?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know, sir.
Mr. ONRICH. What was the year?
Mr. SiM[ON. Were you ever represented by Henry P. Onrich?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, Onrich.
Mr. SIMON. Was he your lawyer in October 1951?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. He wrote a letter to the better business bureau October

25, 1951, with respect to three jobs that he said were sold by Cozy Home
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Improvement, and in each one of them the saleman's commission went
to A. Gottleib. Does that refresh your memory any?

Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoM. Was A. Gottleib working for the Cozy Home Improve.

ment in October 1951?
Mr. SWAAB.
Mr. SIo.
(There was
Mr. SWAAB.

man-
Mr. SIoN.

ment?

No, sir.
Why did you pay him these commissions?
a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
At the time, when I was more or less a freelance sales.

How many jobs did he sell for Cozy Home Improve.

9 2738

Mr. SWAAB. Three, about three.
Mr. SIMONr. Those are the only three?
Mr. SWAAB. I believe so.
Mr. SixoM. Are you absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. No, I am not.
Mr. SiMoN. Three are the only ones youmean we know about?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How many jobs did he sell?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SImoN. Was it 30?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it 60?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAx. Did he sell any jobs for you? Did he sell any jobs

for you?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SWAAB. As far as I know, just those three.
The CHAIRMAN. He did sell three jobs for you?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you sure it wasn't 16?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was your deal with Gottleib? Do you know what

your deal with Gottleib was, Mr. Swaab?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SimON. Mr. Swaab, do you know what your deal with Gottleib

was?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
The CHAIRMAN. We want your lawyers to assist this gentleman, but

I think you ought to do it out loud rather than whispering to him. In
other words, did Mr. Gottleib work f6r you?

Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What was your deal with Gottleib?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and his counsel.)
Mr. ONRICH. This witness refuses to answer these questions the

way you put them because of the constitutional privilege.
The CHAIRAN. We will be glad to put them in any other way.
Let me ask you this, then, in order to put it the right way, ifyou

think we are putting it, the wrong way: What connection did Mr.
Gottlieb have with your company?

Mr. ONRICH. This witness refuses to testify and stands on his con-
stitutional right.

The CIIAIntoAN. He is taking the fifth amendment?
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Mr. ONIUCH. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry, but you cannot do that for him. He has

to do it himself.
Mr. SWAAB. I refuse to answer.
Mr. SIM1ON. On what grounds?
Mr. SWAAB. Fifth amendment.
Mr. SinoN. You have to-
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and his counsel.)
1MLr. SWAAB. That my testimony might incriminate me.
Mr. SINioN. What was the basis on which Mr. Gottleib worked or

did work for your company?
Mr. SWAAB. Salesman.
Mr. SnioN. Did you pay any money to any employees of banks

to take your paper?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, he has his own lawyers here. They

ought to inform him that we don't want to take advantage of this
witness or any other witness, but you cannot answer one question
without answering them all.

Mr. SIo1N. I take it you are aware of that, Counsel, that if he
answers any question on the subject he loses his immunity on the
subject.
The (nAI1IMAN. Therefore, do you wish him to answer part of the

questions from now on and refuse to answer the others under the fifth
amendment?

My point is, your client just took the fifth amendment. He refused
to answer because it would incriminate him. My point is, from this
time on, he has got to refuse to answer all questions, because if he
answers one, then he loses his immunity on that subject only.

Mr. ONRIcI. Senator, I would like to clarify the position here.
The CHAIRMAN. What is there about this Gottleib thing that this

gentleman should refuse to testify?
Mr. ONRicH. Except this, that a.t the later date some of this testi-

mony mnay be used against my client.
Mr. SuvroN. If he feels his answers may incriminate hin, as you

know, he has a right to take that.
The CHAIRMAN. We are not going to force him to answer any ques-

tions against his wishes.
Mr. ONRIclI. Senator, regarding your questions pertaining to

whether or not he had any dealings with the bank, and so on, those are
not the same questions that you asked about Gottleib, so I feel that he
can answer those questions in all fairness.

The CHAIR NAN. I hand you, then, as the attorney for this gentle-
man, a letter written by Henry P. Onrich, attorney, on October 25,
1951. Your client testified that Onrich was his attorney.

In this letter to the better business bureau lie shows Mr. Gottleib on
three deals as having been the salesman, and t liat they paid him in one,
$801.(9, and another $962.28, and in a third one $8o J.56. For ex-
ample, let me say this: The contract price the homeowner paid $1,434,
anT according to this gentleman, your witness' attorney, here were
thecosts. Clemensay Products Co., $241.91; Braver Lumber Co., $40;
G. If. G. Roofers, $176; and the house, I don't know what they mean
by t.hat, I presume Cozy Homes, $175; and A. Gottleib, $801.09, which
means to us that that homeowner out there-that Gottleib, the sales-

50690-54-pt. 4-3
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man, got $901.09 out of a total of $1,434. The same thing is true 0o
the second one.

Your attorney gave the name of the jobs and the address of the
people.

Mr. ONRICH. I wrote that letter, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you Mr. Onrich?
Mr. ONRIzc. That is me, Your Honor.
The CiAIRMAN. You wrote the letter?
Mr. ONRICH. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where did you get the information that is in that letter

Mr. Onrich?
Mr. ONxxcn. It was submitted from the books and records and Mr.

Swaab doesn't have the books and records. He can't testify. t1h
doesn't remember a thing about those figures. Those records are
accurate.

Mr.' SIMoN. He would be in a better position to say what he
remembers.

Mr. ONRICH; That is right. Some of the questions you have pr
pounded to him he couldn't possibly remember because since that time
according to your questions that you have asked previously, he hi
had a number of other employments.

Mr. SIMON. Let us ask this question:
Could you possibly remember the basis on which you paid Mr.

Gottleib?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SWAAB. You can answer that.
Mr. SIMON. Just whether you remember. 'What was the basis.
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SIMoN. We want your testimony, Mr. Swaab.
Mr. ONRICH. He doesn't know how to explain that. He is not

familiar with-he will agree to testifying and adopt Mr. Carric's
statement about how they operated.

Mr. SIMON. We haven't asked him to agree to anything. We want
to know the basis on which he compensated or the basis on which
Gottleib was paid.

Mr. ONRici-. I could clarify that better than he can.
Mr. SIMON. Let us let him testify unless you know these matters of

your own knowledge, in which case we would be glad to swear you and
have you testify.

Mr. ONRICfr. I know of these three matters. Those are the only
three complaints Cozy ever had against them.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us swear ydih. We will ask you about this
letter.

Mr. ONRrCiT. Unless you want to interrogate on this letter.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about

to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. ONRICH. [ do.
The CHAIRMAN. We will ask you about this letter: I hand you this

letter and ask you if you wrote that letter on the day given there?
Mr. ONRICH. Yes. : wrote this letter to better business bureau on

October 25, 1951.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the occasion of writing the letter to the

better business bureauV

I-
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Mr. ONRICI. I don't recall now.
Mr. SIION. Are the facts in that letter true?
Mir. ONRici. The facts in this letter is correct.
Mr. SixroN. Where did you get the facts?
Mr. 0 icn. I got the facts from a document submitted to me by

the Cozy Home Improvement Co.
Mr.SIqoN. What was the document?
Mr. OmicH. Just a breakdown of the figures, cost of each job.
Mr. SI-oN. On what basis was Gottleib compensated by Cozy

Home .
Mr. ONRICiIr. On the basis that Mr. Carrico testified a few minutes

ago, that he was a free lance, one of those salesmen that were operating
on a free-lance brokerage business, and they took all the profits. The
house got 10 percent. As you will notice from these figures.

Mr. Si.ON. Yon mean by that that the salesman sold on a basis of
par, and everything he got above par was his?

Mr. 0NIcii. I don't know about par, but cost of the job plus 10
percent off the top, is what they considered that kind of a deal.

Mr. Si. x. 'Who gave. him the cost of the job?
Mr. OxRICH. Whoever the contractor hired to do the work.
Mr. SiM N. I )id Cozy Home have any mechanics of its own?
Mr. ONBIcH. I couldn't answer that. I don't know.
Mr. Si,%toNx. Who would know that?
Mr. 0\Ricii. As I understand-
Mr. SiM-,o. Would Mr. Swaab know that'?
Mr. ON\RIcii. This is Mr. Swaab here.
Would you know ?
Mr. SNAAB. No.
Mr. SiIox. Did Cozy Home have any mechanics?
Mr. SWAAB. No. sir.
Mr. ;ImOx. You subcontracted everything?
Mr. SNAAB. Yes.
Mr. Si.%,iwv. So all you did was make arrangements with subcon-

tractors on the one haind. to do the work, and with these people you call
free-lance salesmen, on the other hand, to sell the homeowner; is that
right .

Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. Sio.ON. Is that right?
Mr. Sw-,AA. Yes.
Mr. SIMox. And you got 10 percent of every contract. for being in

the niiddle, and the salesman got whatever he could talk the home-
Owner out of - is that right ?

(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. S o1N. Is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SI:,-. Did Gottleib use the model-home pitch ?
Mr. ()Oxic'ti. He doesn't know.
Mr. SIMON. Let him answer.
Mr. ()NRICH. Say you don't know.
Ih%. SwAA I don't know.
Mr. 8ioy. Do you know what sales pitch Gottleib did use?
Mr. SWA.kB. No, sir. I was never in the house with him.
Mr. S Iox. Did Vou have any interest in what sales pitch he used?
Mr. SWAB. I don t understand what you mean.
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Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what a sales pitch is?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you have any interest in what sales pitch was uk

by a man selling your products?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know whether Gottleib did use the model-ho0a

pitch ?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. You don't know?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How many other salesmen or free-lance brokers did

you have?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember now.
Mr. S MoN. Two hundred or two?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Do you remember whether it was closer to 200 or 2?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. You were half owner of this business?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't remember such simple questions as

these; is that right?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is that right, that you do not remember such simple

questions as these?
Mr. SWAAB. It was closer to 2 than 200.
Mr. SIMON. Two or twenty?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIxoN. Do you know a young lady named Doris Haydon or

Doris Helies? Do you know her?
Mr. SwAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have any business dealings with her?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. None whatever?
(There was a conference between Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SI N. Don't you know whether you had any business dealings

with her without consulting with your lawyers?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. You never had any business dealings with her?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir. I ,
(There was a conference between' Mr. Onrich and Mr. Swaab.)
Mr. SIMON. In what way did you know her? Where did you meet

her?
Mr. SWAAB. From calling deals into the bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Calling deals into the banks?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't you call that business dealings?
What dealings did you have with her?
Mr. SWAAB. None other than calling deals into the bank.
Mr. SimON. What do you mean by calling deals into the bank?
Mr. SWAAB. Call the credit applications into the bank.
Mr. SIMON. For title I loans?
Mr. SwA.A% Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't you call that a business dealing?
Mr. SWAAB. With the bank; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have any business dealings with the In-

dustrial Bank that she handled?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SIMON. Do you know that without consulting lawyers?
Mr. SWABB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You did. How many times did you have business deal-

ings with her?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Two or two hundred?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the nature of the business dealings you had

with her?
Mr. SWAAB. Just calling in credit applications.
Mr. SIMoN. You just called in. What do you say when you call in?
The ChAIRMAN. Calling on the telephone
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.

Mr. SioN. What do you say when you call on the telephone?
Mr. SwAAB. Just give the name of the company and call on the

telephone.
The CIAIRIAN. The name to whom the sale had been made?
Mr. SWAAB. No, to the company, our company.
Mr. SIMON. You gave your company's nane?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. You gave the name of the homeowner?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMroN. Did you say anything else?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Not another word?
Mr. SWAAB. Except the rest of the credit application.
Mr. SIMON. What is the rest of the application?
Mr. SWAAB. All the credit information.
Mr. SIMON. What was that?
Mr. SWAAB. References, etc.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever send in a written credit application to the

bank?
Mr. SWAAB. When the job was completed.
Mr. SIxON. What was the purpose of your telephone call?
Mr. SWAAB. Pardon?
Mr. SIMON. What was the purpose of your telephone call?
Mr. SWAAB. Every deal was called into the bank.
Mr. SIMON. What was the purpose of it?
Mr. SWAAB. To get an approval on the loans.
Mr. SIMON. You did that over the telephone?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay any money for that?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever give any gifts or gratuities to Mrs.

Relies?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
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Mr. SIMoN. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrieh
Mr. Si N. Do you know that without consulting your lawyerol

do you need your lawyer's help on that?
Mr. SWAAB. Pardon?
Mr. SIMoN. My question was, do you know that without consulNj

.with your lawyer?
Mr. SWAAB. I need no lawyer.
The CHAIRMAN. You are under oath, now, ad you are certain yoo

did not?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SImoN. No gifts or gratuities of any kind?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Didn't you pay her a settlement on each sale?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you pay anybody else for her approval of the

notes?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. Si N. Did you have any dealings with Wallace Helies?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SI N. You never had any business dealings with him at all!
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SI N. You never'paid him any money?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SI N. Did anybody else in your organization pay any money

to either Mr. or Mrs. Helies as a gift?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. As a gift, gratuity, or loan?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Where are the books of Cozy Homes or Cozy Home

Improvement?
Mr. SWAAB. Our accountant, I imagine, has them.
Mr. SI N. Who is your accountant?
Mr. SWAAB. Sidney Warnick.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his address?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it in Detroit?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. On what street?
Mr. SWAAB. I am not sure. I think it might be Kentucky.
Mr. SiMoN. Do those books reflect all of the income of Cozy Home?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. S oN. Do they reflect.all of the money you paid to anybodyI
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. What happened to Cozy Home? Did you sell it out

or go bankrupt?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SWAAB. Just went out of business.
Mr. SiMoN. Go bankrupt?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
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Mr. SmsoN. Just went out of business?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Why did it go out of business ?
Mr. SWAAB. Just closed up and went. out of business.
Mr. SIMON. Why? Did you get into difficulties?
Mr. SwVAAB. No.
Mr. SIMON. Were there too many complaints against the company?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Why did it go out of business?
Mr. SWAAB. I just decided to close up.
Mr. SIMfoN. You went to work for Firestone Construction?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. StioN. Who owns that?
Mr. SWAAB. Allen Markowitz.
Mr. SIM oN. Anybody else?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SInuoN. What did you do there?
Mr. SWAAB. Sold.
Mr. SIMON. You were a salesman?
Mr. SwAxAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever use the model home pitch?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SI O N. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you sell on a par deal? Did you get all above a

certain amount to the salesmen?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. ONIUCn. I wonder if you could clarify the questions.
Mr. SIMON. Did they tell you what the price was, and you got every-

thing above that price?
Let me ask you this: On what basis did you get paid?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Swaab, don't you know how they paid you?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How did they pay you? What was the basis of your

getting paid?
Mr. SWAAB. Some of the deals were different than others. As a rule,

we paid the same as we were receiving at Cozy.
Mr. SIMON. You mean by that that you got whatever you could get

over a certain amount, whatever you could get from the homeowner
was yours.

(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SIMON. Don't you know how they paid you, Mr. Swaab?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. ONRICI-I. I would like to have a conference with him because

that is something that I didn't know much about. I-
The CIIAIMAN. He ought to be able to know.
Mr. Swaab, how did they pay you? Did they pay you a salary? Did

they pay you a commission, or did they pay you everything that you
received over a certain amount that you sold the product for?.

Mr. SWAAB. A commission basis.
Mr. SimoN. What was the commission?
The CHAIRMAN. How much was the commission? 3 percent, 5, 10,

15, 20?
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Mr. SWAAB. It varied.
The CHAMMAN. It varied from what? 5 to 100 percent?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Just what was the basis? Was it a different commis.

sion for different types of work?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. What commission was it for what type of work?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab ana Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. Stioiv. Mr. Swaab, don't you know how they aid you?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onriek)
Mr. SwAA3. It is the same as we had at Cozy. He took 10 off the

price of the deal.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you know that 20 minutes ago, or did you have to

find that out from your lawyers?
Mr. SWAAB. I knew it.
Mr. SIMON. You knew it all the time?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SuioN. He took 10 percent off and you got the rest; is that

right?
.ITr SwAAB. Yes.

Mr. SIMoN. What sales arguments did you make to these home-
owners?

Mr. SWAAB. I don't understand what 7ou mean.
Mr. SIMoN. What sales talk did you give the homeowner?
(There was a conference between Mr. Swaab and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SImoN. Your lawyer can't tell you that.
Mr. SWAAB. As far as model pitch, I didn't use it.
Mr. S oN. I asked you what sales talk you gave the homeowner!
Mr. SWAAB. Depending on what I was selling.
Mr. SImoN. When you were selling siding, wTiat did you say?
Mr. SWAAB. I sold very few siding jobs. As far as what I said to

them, I showed them the material, measured the house, told them how
much the job was going to cost them, what kind of molding or corners
or whatever it was that went on the job, how much the monthly pay-
ment was.

Mr. SIMON. Is that all you ever said?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Never even told them it would be a good job?
Mr. SWAAB. I told them it would be a good job.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever tell them their home would be a model?
Mr. SwA3. No, sir.

Mr. SIMoN. Advertising home?
Mr. SWAAB. No, sir.
Mr. Si oN. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sio. You are certain we cannot find one witness who will say

you used a model home sales argument?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You said a moment ago you didn't know why Cozy

Homes went out of business. Didn't you know that the Michigan
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Corporation and Securities Commission canceled your license in July
1952 '

Mr. SWAAB. That is what I was asking my attorney, sir.
The CHAIRMIAN. Didn't you know that yourself as half owner of

that business?
Mr. SWAAB. It was taken away, and at one time given back after

we asked for it back.
The CHAIRMAN. You testified a moment ago that you never did any

selling for Oak Park Building & Supply Co.; is that correct?
Mr. SW,AB. No, sir; I didn't say that.
The ('1iAIRIAN. You did sell for them?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI[ON. Who owns Oak Park Building & Supply?
Mr. SWAAB. Jack Fargo.
Mr. SuiloN. Jack Fargo?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMtON. Is he the sole owner?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SION. Did you work for him in 1952?
Mr. SWAAB. I can't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. What is that?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you work for him in 1953?
Mr. SWAAB. Not in 1953. I believe it was 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. You did work for him?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I show you a sales contract that you made on April

13, 1953, and ask you if that is your signature as a salesman?
Is that your signature?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CIAUMAN. You did work for him in 1953; is that right?
Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CIA-IiAN. Thank you.
Let us have it back.
Wliere did you say Cozy Home's books were?
Mr. SWAAB. With the accountant.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the address of it?
Mr. SWAAB. I don't know the address.
The CHAIRMAN. You notify your accountant we are subpenaing

books of Cozy Home, and tell him not to move any of them or take
any papers out. We will serve a subpena on you this afternoon to pro-
duce for this committee all the books of Cozy Home.

Mr. SWAAB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will dismiss you for the moment, because we

want you to remain around.
Our next witness will be Mr. Gerald Kepes, 23820 Morton, Oak

Park, Mich.
Will you come forward, Mr. Kepes?
Will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
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TESTIMONY OF IRWIN GERALD KEPES, COZY HOME ImPROVEI[e
CO., DETROIT, MICH., ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY P. oNRIOA
COUNSEL

Mr. KEPES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name and ad.

dress to the reporter for the record, please.
Mr. KEPES. Irwin Gerald Kepes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SImoN. What is your address, Mr. Kepes?
Mr. KEPES. 23820 Morton.
Mr. ONRIcH. What city is that?
Mr. KF2Fn. Oak Park, Mich.
Mr. SImoN. What is your business?
Mr. KEPEs. I work for Arrow Heating Co.
Mr. SIMON. Arrow Heating Co.?
Mr. KEPEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. How long have you worked there?
Mr. KEPES. Approximately since March 1952.
Mr. SiMoN. What did you do before that?
Mr. Km->Es. I was with the Cozy Home Improvement Co.
Mr. SIMoN. For how long?
Mr. KEPES. About 15 months.
Mr. SIMoN. What did you do before that?
The CHAIRMAN. Were you a partner, half-owner of Cozy Homest
Mr. KEPES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do before that?
Mr. KEPEs. I was with the Arrow Heating Co.
Mr. SImoN. What is the business of Arrow Heating Co.?
Mr. KEPEs. Heating and air-conditioning contractors.
Mr. SIMON. Do they sell on title I home financing?
The CHAIRMAN. FHA financing?
Mr. KEPEs. They do but very little of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a salesman for them?
Mr. KEPES. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What do you do?
Mr. KEPES. I am their superintendent.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do when you worked for Cozy Home

or when you were a partner in Cozy Home?
Besides take half of the profit, what else did you do?
The CHAIRMAN. How many employees did Cozy Home have?
(There was a conference between Mr. Kepes and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Kepes, do you know how many employees they

had?
The CiAntMAN. Were you a half-owner in Cozy Home?
Mr. KEPES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many employees did you have? Did you

sign the checks?
Mr. KEPE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How many employees did you haveI
Mr. KEPES. One.
The CHAIRMAN. One employee, and who was that?
Mr. KEImS. The office help.
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The CHAIRMAN. You just had you and the witness we had here, Mr.
Swaab. You and Mr. Swaab owned it. You had one office employee;
is that right?

Mr. KEPE S. (Shakes head in affirmative.)
The CHAIRMAN. How many salesmen did you have ?
(There was a conference between Mr. Kepes and Counsel Alter and

Onrich.)
Mr. SIMON. Do you know, Mr. Kepes? Do you know?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how many salesmen you had?
Mr. KEPES. Actually we never employedthe salesmen.
The CHAIRMAN. How many people did you have out selling for you

that turned the contracts or orders in to you? Approximately how
many? Was it 5, 10, 15? I know it possibly varied, but did it vary
from I to 100 or what?

You don't remember?
Mr. KEPES. That I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. What banlkc did you sell your contracts to that was

guaranteed by the, FHA?
Mr. KEPES. Well. we dealt with the National Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the name of the bank?
Mr. KEPES. National Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Industrial National Bank?
Mr. KEPES. The National Bank, Industrial National Bank.
The CHARUIAN. You sold your paper to them ?
Mr. KEPES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Just you and Mr. Swaah and one girl, and you don't

know how many salesmen you had, and yet you took FHA contracts
and papers and the Industrial National Bank and other banks
discounted it?

Mr. KEPES. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you give them a credit report or statement on

your concern? What, was the net worth of this company, this Cozy
liome? How much money did you have? What was your net worth?

Mr. KEPES. That I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you certain, now, that you did finance with

Industrial National Bank? Is that what Mr. Swaab testified to ?
Mr. KEPES. (Shakes head in affirmative.)
The CHAIRMANT. I want to subpena, if necessary. the records of the

Industrial National Bank. I want all the files from that bank that
have to do with Cozy Home. I want them here this afternoon. Our
staff will ask them to deliver them this afternoon-all the files on
Cozy Home, showing the credit reports and all the transactions that
this bank had with this concern.

Mr. SrMoN. Mr. Kepes, how much business did Cozy Home do in
the 15 months it was in business?

(There was a conference between Mr. Kepes and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. KEPES. That I don't remember.
Mr. SImON. Did you do a million dollars' worth of business?
Mr. KEPES. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't remember whether it was a million dollars

worth of business, Mr. Kepes ?
Mr. KEPES. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it $2 million worth of business?
(No response.)
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Mr. SImoN. Mr. Kepes, I didn't hear you.
The CHAMMAN. Why is it you can't remember or don't want to re.

member, Mr. Kepes? What is there about this whole business thatis
so secret?

Mr. ONIRICI. We will have our books-
The CHAIRMAN. Was there something wrong, or what is it?
Mr. KEPES. It was quite a while ago. Most of the stuff I really don't

remember.
Mr. SI N. Do you remember how much you took out of the

business?
The CTAIRMAN. What was your salary during that period when

you owned half interest in this company ?
(There was a conference between Mr. Kepes and Counsel Onrich.)
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe the files of the bank will throw some light

upon this company.
Mr. ONmcr. Also the books and records which Your Honor has

subpenaed will reflect that.
The CHAIRMAN. The books and records will shed some light on this
Mr. SIMON. Do you know how much money you took out of Cozy

Home in the 15 months you were there?
Mr. KEPES. No, sir; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $100,000p
The CHAIMAN. Was it $1,000?
Mr. KEPES. I don't remember that, either.
Mr. SIMoNq. You don't remember that?
Mr. KEPEs. (Shakes head in negative.)
Mr. Sio N. Did you ever file income-tax returns?
Mr. KF . Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you record all the income you had from Cozy Home

in your tax returns?
Mr. KEPES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you say in your tax returns you received

from Cozy?
Mr. KEPES. That, sir, I don't remember, either.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you deliver the books of the company by

2 o'clock this afternoon, and have your accountant bring the books up
here to this room?

Mr. ONRICII. Can you have the books and records of your company
here?

Mr. Ksm'Es. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you bring them up at 2 o'clock?
Mr. KE'PES. Yes. ,,
(There was a conference between Mr. Kepes and Counsel Onrich.)
Mr. ONRICI-i. Didn't you tell me someone from the Government has

these books?
The ChAIRMAIN. What department of the Government has these

books?
Mr. KrEPES. This was 2 nionths ago they were checking the books

and records.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was checking the books and records?
Mr. KEPES. Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. Your certified public accountant does have them

now?
Mr. KEPES. Yes, sir.
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The CHIAIRMAN. You bring them in here this afternoon, if you
please.

W1 will excuse you now just temporarily. You are under subpena,
ani we will just extend the subpena to the balance of the day and to-
morrow andi maybe later.

Is Miss Helen Parker Bennett here
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. I find that part of the names, witnesses whose names

I called this morning, were subpenaed for 2 o'clock today rather than
10 oclAock. I want the record to show that. I don't. want the record
to indicate that, they were absent when the supenas I now understand.
called for 2 o'clock.

Doris Helies, please.
Are you present ?
Mrs. Doris Helies, will you come forward, please.
Will you be sworn?
Mrs. HELIES. No pictures, please.
The CHAIRMAN. No pictures. We will observe the wishes of the

witness in that respect.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will bethe truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. DORIS MAME HELIES, COZY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO., DETROIT, MICH

Mrs. IJl IEs. I do.
The (hii AIRAN. Please be seated and give the reporter your full

nanie and address for the record.
Mrs. IIELiES. Doris Maine Relies.
The CnAItMAN. Your address is 1989 West Grand Boulevard, De-

troit, Mich. ?
Mrs. IELIES. That is right.
The ('1IAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Were you employed by the Industrial National Bank?
Mrs. IELIES. I was, sir.
Mr. SIMO. 'When?
Mrs. HELIES. I believe from 1949 until'1953, July of 1953.
Mr. SiioN. W hat were your duties at the bank?
Mrs. IELIES. I was hired as a credit investigator.
Mr. SiiON. I can't hear you.
Mrs. B1ELIES. I was hired in as a credit investigator.
Mr. SIMON. In the title I loans?
Mrs. IIELIES. No, in everything.
The ('HAI MAN. Everything, you say?
Mrs. RELIES. Yes, automobile loans.
Mr. SIMow. Did your work include credit investigating for title I

loans?
Mrs. HELWS. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. On the title I loans did you pass on the credit of the

borrowers?
Mrs. HELES. Not until, I believe it was, the latter part of 1952; I

don't, remember the dates.
Mr. SIMoN. The latter part of 1952 you began passing on the credit

of the borrowers?
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Mrs. HEuMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the dealers whose credit you passed on?
Mrs. HlEIEs. Just about every dealer that we had in the bank.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you handle any of the paper for Irving SwaabI i
Mrs. HELIES. I don't believe we had him as a dealer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Cozy Home?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMON. Did you handle any of the paper for the Hell-Bend Coj
Mrs. HEaIIs. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever hear of the Hell-Bend Co.?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. SIMON. You never handled any paper for them?
Mrs. Hmum. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you present at the bank when a Mrs. Helen Parker

Bennett received a loan?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes, I was.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pass on her credit?
Mrs. Hiiirns. I did.
Mr. SIMON. Who brought her in to the bank?
Mrs. HELIES. I believe she came in of her own volition,
Mr. SIMON. Are you sure she didn't come in with Jack Chisik?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know Jack Chisik?
Mrs. HELrnEs. Yes, I do.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall the time she came into the bank?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't remember the exact date.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you recall the instance of her coming into the bank?
Mrs. HELIES. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever seen the woman?
Mrs. HELMS. Yes, I have.
Mr. SIMON. Where?
Mrs. HE LIEs.Well, she was an architect for our company, for my

husband, for quite some time.
The CHAIRMAN. She was a what?
Mrs. HELIES. An architect.
The CHAIRMAN. She was an architect for whom?
Mrs. HELIES. For my husband.
The CHAIRMAN. She was an architect for your husband?
Mrs. HELrEs. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you marry Mr. Helies?
Mrs. HELnIS. In March of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. When did she work for him?
Mr. HELIES. Prior to that.
Mr. SIMON. Before that?
Mrs. HEIES. Yes; for Donnegan Modernization Co.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall Mrs. Bennett coming into your bank f0r

a loan?
Mrs. HELIES. I believe she did. I believe she applied on the second

floor.
Mr. SIMON. Did she talk to you when she came in for that loan?
Mrs. HELIES. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you approve her credit?
Mrs. HF17MIs. Yes; Idid.
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Mr. SIMON. Did you know that she was not going to use that money
for a home improvement?

Mrs. HELIES. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that a third of the loan was going to go

to Chisik for a commission?
Mrs. I-IEns. No; I did not, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Chisik ever talk to you about that loan?
Mrs. HEMIEs. He did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever pass on the credit of any loans for Morton

Schuster ?
Mrs. -IELIES. No; I have not.
Mr. SIMON. What is the business of your husband?
Mrs. HELIES. Building.
Mr. SUVION. What building?
Mrs. HELms. Building modernization.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of his company?

-Mrs. HELrES. Heydon.
Mr. SIoMN. H-a-y
Mrs. HELrES. H-e-y-d-o-n.
Mr. SIMoN. Heydon what?
Mrs. HELiEs. Building & Supply Co.
Mr. SIMON. How long has he been in that businessI
Mrs. HELIES. Since July or August of 1953.
Mr. SiUMON. What did he do before that?
Mrs. HELIES. He was with Donnegan Modernization.
Mr. SIMON. How long was he there?
Mr-. HELIES. I don't remember, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Sorry?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. How long have you known him?
Mrs. HELIES. Since November of 1952.
Mr. SIMON. Was he with Donnegan Modernization then?
Mrs. HELIEs. He was.
Mr. SIMON. Both these companies specialize in home repairs?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do they sell siding?
Mrs. HELIES. No.
Mr. SIMON. What do they sell?

-'Mrs. HELIES. Additions and things like that, just general repairs.
Mr. SIMON. Do they finance their work under FHAX
Mrs. HEL S. Yes; they do.
Mr. SIMON. Have you passed on the credit at the bank for paper

brought in by your husband?
Mrs. HELIES. I have not.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't.
Mrs. HB LIES. No; he did not turn any in at the bank because I was

working there.
Mr. 9ImoN. Did your bank handle his paper?
Mrs. HELIES. They handled Donnegan Modernization Co.
Mr. SIMON. How about Heydon Building & Supply?
Mrs. HFLiES. No.
Mr. SIMoN. The bank didn't handle it?
Mrs. HELIES. No.
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The CHAIRMAN. What bank did handle it?
Mrs. HELIES. Bank of Commerce.
The CIIAInIMAN. The Bank of Commerce handled all the paper for

the Heydon-
Mrs. HELMS. Heydon Building & Supply.
The CIAIRMAN. And the national bank that you worked for did

not handle any of his paper?
Mrs. HELIES. No: he went into business after I left the bank.
The CHAIRMAN. He went into business after you left the bank?
Mrs. HELIES. I believe so.
The CIAIRMAN. The Bank of Commerce handled the business?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know an Irving Swaab?
Mrs. HELMES. I did.
Mr. SIMON. Was he in the Pioneer Construction Co.?
Mrs. BELIES. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard of the Pioneer Construction

Co.?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't know whether I have or not. It sound

familiar.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know the name of Irving Swaab's company?
Mrs. HELIES. No; I didn't know that he was in business.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't know he was in business?
Mrs. HELIES. Not under any name.
Mr. SIMON. What did you think he did?
Mrs. HELIES. I knew he was doing business with the Firestone Con.

struction Co. or working there.
Mr. SIMON. That was a home modernization?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did your bank handle any paper for them?
Mrs. HELIES. For Firestone; yes.
Mr. SIMON. How about Pioneer ?
Mrs. HErm s. I don't know about them.
Mr. SIMON. Firestone is the company that Gerald Swaab worked

for, too; didn't he?
Mrs. HELIES. Firestone?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mrs. ITlhms. I couldn't say whether Gerald worked there or not.
Mr. SIMON. What about Morton Schuster? What business was he

in?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't know what business he was in unless he was

in the construction business, siding.
Mr. SIMON. Was he in the home-modernization business, too?
Mrs. HEIES. Not to my knowledge, he wasn't.
,Mr. SiMoN. Do you know what business he is in?
Mrs. HEIEMS. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Weren't Irving Swaab and Morton Schuster the people

who stood up for you at your wedding?
Mrs. HmEs. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You don't even know what business they are in?
Mrs. HELms. I can honestly say no. I thought Mr. Schuster was

in the scrap metal business.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know whether either of them had a criminal

record?
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Mrs. H Iws. No; I don't.
Mr. SiMON. Was there a fight in your house not long ago over somemodernization problems. Did somebody get beat up in your

house?
Mrs. HELUFS. Not to my knowledge, no. Someone came to speak

"d to me about it, but there was no fight.
The (IA1iRMAN. There vas no fight?
Mrs. HELIES. There was no fight.
The CHAIRMAN. What did happen?
Mrs. HELIES. Just conversation, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the conversation about?
Mrs. HEis. The person who came into the house, this Mr. Don-

iiegan, was telling me about my husband's past, and so on and so.
forth, and he was very angry because I would not approve 2 or 3
deals at the bank for Donnegan.

The CHArRMAN. He was angry at you because you wouldn't ap-
prove 2 or 3 deals for him?

Mrs. HELIES. Yes. Shortly after I left the bank my husband went
into business for himself. I guess he didn't like that.

The CHAIRMAn. Was he beat up by somebody in your house?
Mrs. HELIES. Not to my knowledge at all. There was no fight or

anything else.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you give the police department in Detroit a

statement that somebody, or that he, left your house with a broken
jaw and bleeding cuts?

Mrs. HELIES. I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not give such a statement to the police

deartment?
Mrs. HELIEs. No, sir. I signed no broken jaw or bleeding cuts.
Mr. SIMON. You did not give such a statement to the police depart-

ment ?
Mrs. I-LIES. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIxMoN. Who was the other man there?
Mrs. tIELIES. I don't know.
Mr. SImON. Was there another man?
Mrs. REL.IES. Another man came to see Mr. Donnegan. In fact,

he came in with him.
Mr. SImoN. You don't know who he was?
Mrs. JIELES. No.
Mr. SimoN. Never saw him before?
Mrs. HELLES. Yes.
Mr. SoNi. You are absolutely certain they came in together?
Mrs. -Imaims. Two or three minutes.
Mr. SImoN. That wouldn't be together, would it?
Mr1,. HELIES. Just about.
Mr. SiMioN. Did Donnegan know the second man?
Mrs. HEUES. Apparently so; he called him' by his first name.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know him?
Mrs. IihEuis. No.
Mr. SIMoN. .Didn't they have a fight there?
Mrs. H LIEs. Not to my knowledge. They had a few words, but

no fight. I am sure if they had a fight someone else would have
heard it. We were living upstairs.

Mr.,SiM-oN. You heard it, didn't you?
50690-54-pt. 4----4
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Mrs. HELMS. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. You say unequivocally there was no light?
Mrs. I-LMS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You say Donnegan knew the other man ?
Mrs. HELIES. He seemed to.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who he was?
Mrs. Hmms. No; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. After you were married, didn't you move into thB

house or the apartment of Morton Schuster?
Mrs. HELMS. We did.
Mr. SIMON. And you still don't know what business he was in?
Mrs. HELMS. No. I told you I think he was in the scrap-iron busi.

ness. We had been to his home 2 or 3 times before we even moved
in there.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know Jack Chisik?
Mrs. HELMS. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Never met him?
Mrs. HELMS. I have never met the man.
Mr. SIMON. Don't you know who he is ?
Mrs. HELIS. No.
Mr. SIMON. I may pronounce the name wrong, but it is spelled

C-h-i-s-i-k.
Mrs,. HELIES. Yes; I do.
Mr. SIMON. You know him?
Mrs. HELMS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What business is he in?
Mrs. HELIES. As far as I know, home modernization.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of his company?
Mrs. HELIMS. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Did you take any paper from him when you were at the

bank?
Mrs. HELIES. Not to my knowledge, I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You had nothing to do with his business?
Mrs. HELIES. No.
Mr. SIMON. You just knew all these people but you didn't do any

business with them at the bank?
Mrs. HELIES. That is right. Not to my knowledge, I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You knew them socially?
Mrs. IIFLES. Not socially, just through the bank, paper they had

turned in, or come in to see about something.
Mr. SIMON. I thought you said a minute ago you didn't take any

paper at the bank?
Mrs. 1-ELIES. I said as far as I know, we didn't take any of their

paper.
Mr. SImON. If you didn't know them socially and didn't do any

business with them, how did you happen to know'them?
Mrs. HELM. We bought windows, this Morris Chisik was in the

jalousie window business. We bought windows from the company.
Mr. SIMON. Who bought windows?
Mrs. HELMS. My husband.
Mr. SIMON. For your house or his business?
Mrs. HEIEmS. His business, jalousie windows.
Mr. SImox. When did you leave the employ of the bank?
Mrs. HELis. July of 1953.

i
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Mr. SIMON. Why did you leave the employ of the bank?
Mrs. 1HELIES. I was pregnant.
Mr. SrION. Is that the only reason?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes. I wanted to go in business with my husband.
Mr. SIMoN. That was the only reason?
Ms. HELIES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
MIs. I FLIES. That is right.
Mr. SIioN. The bank didn't indicate they wanted you to leave?
Mrs. HELIEs. No; not to my knowledge they didn't.
Mr. SpIoN. Were they unhappy when you left?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You may remain under

ssubpena. We may want you later, too, if you please.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Chester C. Murs-

zewski. Is he present?
Mr. MuRSZEWSKI. Present.
The CHAMMAN. Will you come forward, please. Will you be

sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

TESTIMONY OF CHESTER C. MURSZEWSKI, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mr. MURSZEWSKI. I do sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Than you, sir.
Please be seated and give your full name and address.
Mr. MunSzwESKI. My name is Chester C. Murszweski. Live at

54 Rother Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Do you own your own home at that address?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have some people sell you a modernization job

recently?
Mr. MURszEwsKi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIM oN. When was that?
Mr. MuiszEwsKI. January 29, 1954.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us what happened?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Well, I work at the American Brass Co., and

as I came from work my wife called me up and told me that a sales-
man will come from this company here and talk to me about putting
a siding on my home. About 7 o'clock in the evening the gentleman
did arrive and they told me that they would like my home to be a
model home, have a model home.

The CHAIRMAN. A show home?
Mr. MuRszEwsKI: Yes; with the siding.
The CHAIRMAN. This was siding?
Mr. MtRszEwsxi. Siding, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the name of the siding?
Mr. MuRSZEWSKI. Asbestos siding.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know the name of the company?
Mr. MuRszwsKi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name?
Mr. MUtSZEWSxI. Perma-Face Co.
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Mr. SIMON. Perma-Face Co.?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the salesman?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Mr. Gusky.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know how to spell that ?
Mr. Mu-Rszw1.sKI. Yes, sir; I have it. G-u-s-k-y.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a copy of the contract?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
The CRAIRMAN. May we have it, please?
Mr. Si-M.N. What did he tell you when he came to see you ?
Mr. MU-RszEWSKI. He told me he was looking for a home around Myw

neighborhood to put up this siding. They were competing against
Johns-Manville Co. and they wanted a home to be a model home for
the product. Mr. Gusky told me-I had offers from someone else to
put up siding for 5 years I owned that home, but I never put it up.

Mr. Gusky sold me on the idea that I would be more than paid for
by taking that, you know, putting up the siding.

Mr. SIMon. You would be more than paid for by the commissions
you would get on the sales of other homes?

Mr. MURsZEWSKi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. How were you going to get, paid?
Mr. MURszEWSKI. Well, for every time the product was supposed to

be shown, Mr.-well, the company was supposed to drop a piece of
paper in my mail box, to show that someone did arrive. By that I
was supposed to be paid $12.50, to show

Mr. SIMON..$12.50 for everybody they showed your house to?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMION. Even if they didn't buy anything?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. That is right. I was supposed to receive a 5-per-

cent commission if I brought someone, and looked at that building, and
they took that place and recommended me to one of the other com-
panies, salesmen, etc., I would receive 5 percent and I also have that
copy here.

Mr. SiMON. Did they give you that in writing?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. There are some words in writing here.
The CHAIRMAN. May we see it, please?
Mr. SIMON. They put the siding on your house?
Mr. MURSZEWSI(. Yes, sir; here is the home where the siding was

put on. I am trying to sell it now because it is a mess of a job.
The CHAIRMAN. A mess of a job?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. That is right.
Mr. SmoN. What is the matter with it?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. The nails are coming out, the siding is cracked,

and my paper ran an article in the paper that homeowners are beingswindledthrough, or by putting up siding, salesmen coming around
with the idea of a model home. I appealed to my better business
bureau at home. They talked to Mr. Warring, who is the president of
the company in Buffalo, and I don't know the statement, but the better
business bureau did call me up one day and told me that they can't do
too much because I signed a completion certificate.

Mr. SIMON. When did you sign the completion slip?
Mr. MUIRSZEWSKT. The job wasn't'finished at that time. Mr. Hig-

gins, who was general manager there, told me and assured me the job
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would be finished. He complained and Mr. Warring complained that
I always put my nose into how the siding should have been put on, and
as you read that contract, that contract was never lived ui) to, the way
they were supposed to applicate that thing.

The CHAMMAN. What did you pay for this job? What was the
contract price?

Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Well, the contract price on the siding alone was
$1,285.

The CHAIRMAN. $1,285?
Mr. MUIRSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It doesn't show in the contract.
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir. It shows. With the roof, it is $1,585.

They put on a roof addition on there.
The CHAIRMAN. The total then was $1,585?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. That is right. That was $300 for the roof.
The ChAIRMAN. Did they put on the roof ?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes; because the house needed a roofing job and

I told them, "If you are going to have this as a model home, you
might as well put the roofing on." We agreed to that.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you have purchased this job if they had
not promised you $12.50 on each person to whom they sold a house?

Mr. lURSZEWSKI. That is right.
The CIRAnkN. Have they paid you any $12.50?
Mr. MurtsziEwsiu. No, sir. My brother-in-law had siding put on

his home by the same company and I never received a 5-percent com-
mission as yet.
. Mr. Gusky came one Sunday morning, just before I went to church,

and he says, "I want that bottom piece, that white paper I gave you
on the contract, the profit-sharing agreement."

Mr. SIMoN. That is where he wrote in "We agree to pay $12.50 for,"
is that involving-

Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Individual showing.
Mr. SIMoN (reading) :
Individual use of Mr. and Mrs. Murszewski's exterior of these buildings, the

year 1954, to use when working this section of Buffalo.
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. He said he wanted that back?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. Yes, sir. He wanted that back. He promised

me if I gave him that piece of paper, he would take the $300 off,
because I made an agTeement like that. If I paid cash $300, my
payments monthly would be lower through FHA loan and I didn't
want that roof to be put on until July. They put it on in February.

Well, Mr. Waring called me up one time and threatened me, and
he Says

Mr. SIMON. Threatened you?
Mr. MuRSZEWSKI. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did he say to you?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. He says, "If you take me into court, I will re-

member what you signed on the yellow sheet, that you are fined for
$5,000, and imprisonment."

Mr. SIMON. What did you sign on the yellow sheet?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. That is written on the bottom. I didn't see that

until I read that contract way down.
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The CHAMMAN. What bank handled the paper?
Mr. MUMSZEwSKI. Manufacturers Traders Trust Co.
The CHAIRMAN. Manufacturers and Traders Trust Co. in Buffalo!
Mr. MuRszEwsKi. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1Vre you paying them regularly?
Mr. MURSZEWSKL. Yes, sir; monthly installments.
The CHAIRMAN. You are making the payments?
Mr. MuRSZEWSKI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. Is what you are saying he told you it was illegal for you

to a oTee to get these commissions ?
±'r. MURSZEWSKI. No, sir. He told me that if I ever pulled him

into court that he will always threaten me with that imprisonment on
that yellow sheet.

Mr. SIxoN. Why could he do that?
Mr. MURSZEWSKI. I don't know. I don't know, sir. I never told

him I would take him into court. I never did tell him that.' I did so
a lawyer but he promised me that I couldn't do anything with that;
if the company wants to give me a commission on that model home
they can do so. If not, they didn't have to. That is what he told me.
They never did. I appealed to my better business bureau after that,
and that was all.

Mr. SImON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. We will excuse you.
Mr. M iszmwsKi. Is that all, sir?
The CHAIrMAN. Yes.
Our next witness will be Mr. Leonard Pichan. Will you be sworn,

please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF LEONARD L. PICHAN, NEW BOSTON, MICH.

Mr. PICHAN. I do.
The C A rMAN. Give your full name and address to the reporter,

please.
Mr. PICHAN. Leonard Louis Pichan, 26966 Ellis Street, New Boston,

Mich.
The CHAIRMAN. Boston, Mich.?
Mr. PICIFAN. New Boston, Mich.
The CHAIRMAN. YOu may proceed, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Pichan, do you own your own home at that address?
Mr. P01HAN. Yes; I do.
Mr. SImoN. Did you have a home modernization job sold you

recently ?
Mr. PICHAN. About 2/2 years ago, I believe it was.
Mr. SIxoN. That would be 1952?
Mr. PICHAN. I believe it is about that.
Mr. SImoN. Do you recall the date?
Mr. PICHAN. No, I don't.
Mr. S IM oN. Do you recall what time of the year it was?
Mr. PIcIIAN. It was--it must have been summertime. It was warm

at the time.
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Mr. SIMoN. What was the name of the company that sold it to you ?
Mr. PICHAN. Prime Construction Co.
Mr. SImtoN. What work were they to do for you?
Mr. PICHAN. Side my house.
Mr. SIroN. What kind of siding?
Mr. PICIAN. An imitation brick siding.
Mr. SiArON. Will you tell us what the salesman told you when he

came outs to sell the job?
Mr. PICHAN. Well, he used this model-home pitch you have been

talking about here. They would like a home in our area there to putthis siding on and then they would use it for model home to sell to
other people. For every home that was sold off of ours, we were to
receive $50.

Mr. Siiox. You were going to get $50 for every model home he sold
using yours as a model ?

Mr. PICIHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIto-mN. Did he tell you whether that would pay for the job?Mr. PICLAN. Yes. He said eventually the job would pay for itself.Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't cost you anything?
Mr. PICHAN. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Any other conversation?
Mr. PICTIAN. Along with that my wife was supposed to get cooking

ware, my kids dolls, and that kind of line.
The (hI.kiw;rkN. Where was this company located ?Mr. PICHAN. Somewhere here in Detroit. I don't know.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you have a copy of your contract?

-Mr. PICIIAN. No.
Mr. SimoN. Did they finally do the work?
Mr. PICITAN. Yes.
Mr. SIuMON. Did you get any of the commissions?
Mr. PICHAN. No. In the meantime before the job was completed,I went to the Better Business Bureau and talked to Mr. Carrico andhe called in Mr. Rosenbaum, the owner of the company, and the two-

salesmen that came out.
The CHAIRMAN. The owner of the company was Mr. Rosenbaum?
Mr. PICIIAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMONv. What was the name of the company?
Mr. PICHAN. Prime Construction.
The CI-AIRMAN. We have Mr. Rosenbaum coming in later. What

bank handled if for you?
Mr. PICHAN. Allied Building Credits.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they have an office in Detroit?
Mr. PICflAN. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. How did you happen to go to the Better Business

Bureau ?
Mr. PICHAN. After I thou.lht it over after we signed the contractand everything it didn't souv right to me. The next day the subcon-

tractors came out.
Mr. SIMoN. The very next day?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes. They put on one square of siding. I camehome from work and looked at the siding and it wasn't the sidingpresented to me. It was an altogether different siding. In fact, the-
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names-it was on the contract and what was on the box by my hou
the siding box, was two different names altogether. I got a little
curious about it, so I started checking around different- building com.
panics to see just what this siding was worth. I found out it wasnRt
worth near what we were supposed to pay.

Mr. SIMON. What were you supposed to pay?
Mr. PICHAN. Well, actually it was $890, but then there was another

$300 personal loan involved there.
Mr. SIMoN. You mean he was going to give you $300 and increase

the price by that amount?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So it made the contract for $1,190 and gave you $30

in cash, is that right?
Mr. PICHAx. He was supposed to. I never received it.
Mr. SIMON. You never received the $300?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you sign a contract for one thousand one hun.

dred-and-some dollars?
Mr. PICHAN. $1,190.
The CHAIRMAN. The $300 was not to be for home repairs at all, but

supposed to go to you?
Mr. PICHAN. It was supposed to go to me. In order to get me to

sign this contract I told him I had other obligations and couldn't han.
dIe this amount. The salesman got talking around and said I could
meet the obligations. I told him $300.

The CHAIRMAN. I will say for the record we have found all through
the country this sort of pattern, where they have raised the amount
and then pay or offer to pay, and in some instances they have paid,
but in most instances they have not.

Mr. PICHAN. This Mr. Berg, I guess is his name, Nate Berg, I found
out his right name was, gave me a signed slip to that effect, that he
was to receive $300 cash.

The CHAIRMAN. But the amount of the loan was to be increased by
$300?

Mr. PICHAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The $300 was not to be used for home repair?
Mr. PICHAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know if you had taken it, it would have

been a violation of the law, and you would have been subject to
prosecution?

Mr. PICHAN. No, sir; I didn't.
Mr. SIMON. You never got the, $300?
Mr. PICHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SI o N. No part of it?
Mr. PICHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are now paying on $1,100?
Mr. PICHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIM N. You stopped paying?
Mr. PICXAN. No. In the meantime we went to the. better busing

bureau, and Mr. Rosenbaum and Mr. Greenberg, the salesman, and
Mr. Berg, were brought in, and I made a settlement with them there.

Mr. SIMON. What was the settlement?
Mr. PICHAN. $270.
Mr. SIMON. For the whole job?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. You checked around with other contractors. What did

you find that a legitimate contractor would have charged you?
Mr. PICHAN. About $400.
The CHAIRMAN. They charged you $1,190 for it?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. $890 was the original price?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the quality of the work they did?
Mr. PICHAN. I was satisfied with the work.
Mr. SIMON. The work was all right?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. They were going to charge you $890 for a $400 job?
Mr. PicmN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When you went to the better business bureau they set-

tled for $270?
Mr. PICHAN. That is right; $270.
Mr. SIMoN. In other words, they said thpir cost was $270 but they

were going to charge you $890 before you went to the better business
bureau ?

Mr. PICHAN. Before we went to the bureau, $890 was the cost.
Mr. SIMON. Because this was a model cost they were going to do

it at cost?
Mr. PICHAN. Yes. He told me it would cost twelve or thirteen

hundred dollars, or, if they were to make a profit on it, that would
be the price.

Mr. SIMON. They were going to give you this cost because it was
a model home?

Mr. PICHAN. That is right..
Mr. SIMON. In addition they would pay you $50 for every job they

got through your home?
Mr. IPICHAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mrs. Mays. Will you come forward,

please? Mrs. Mays, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth the whole truth and noting but the truth so help you
Godwn 

I

Mrs. MAYS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. MARTHA MAYS, DETROIT, MICH., ACCOM-
PANIED BY LOUELLA E. PUETT, COUNSEL

The CHAIMAN. Please be seated. Will you give your name for
the record?

Mrs. PUErTT. My last name is Puett.
The CHAIRMAN. You are an attorney for this lady?
Mrs. Pu=r. Yes. I was the attorney in this case.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Mays. will you give the reporter your address?
Mrs. MAYS. My name is Martha Mays, 4251 Williams Street, Detroit
Mr. SIMON. Do you and your husband own your own home at that

address ?
Mrs. MAYS. Yes; we do.
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Mr. SIMON. Did some man sell you a home improvement?
Mr. MAYS. Well, it was an addition.
Mr. SIMON. An addition to your house?
Mrs. MAYS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When was this?
Mrs. MAYS. I remember it was the 17th of March 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. March 17, 1952?
Mrs. MAYS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us what happened, please?
Mrs. MAYs. On that particular day, I had a cold, and these people

wanted to do some work on the house. I told them I wasn't interes
because my husband wasn't home. They said they would be over to
talk to him. When they got there I had gone, but my husband was
there so they sat and talked with him until I got back. Then they
told me to come into the room. They said they didn't want every-
body to know about the business because there was more people in
the house and they wanted to talk to us ourselves.

Mr. SImoN. This was secret. They didn't want anybody else to
know about it?

Mrs. MAYS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the company?
Mrs. MAYS. Prime Construction Co.
Mr. Sniow. Do you remember the name of the salesman?
Mrs. MAYS. Lou Newman.
The CHAIMAN. The name was Prime Construction Co.?
Mrs. MAYS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There were other people in the house and they wanted

to talk to you and your husband alone?-
Mrs. MAYS. That is right. We went into the room and started talk-

ing. He told me le would put 5 rooms in the attic, which would be 2
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, and bath, so we asked how much would
the job be. He says, "I will do the job. The job will be $1,609. For
you we will do it for $1',490, with $200 as a downpayment. I will give
you this $200." And they marked that down and said that would come
off my income tax, so while he kept talking, I said "I am not ready to
go into it." He said, "Mrs. Mays, it will be a lot of help to you. The
upstairs will help pay for your downstairs." I said, "I know that, but
I can't afford it." He said, "It won't cost you anything."

Mr. SIMON. Won't cost you anything.
Mrs. MAYS. "Won't cost you anything. In. 3 months your payments

start."
They finished it, and then I could'rent it out, and rent out 2 months

before the payments started, so they went up-no, the man told me,
he says-he had the paper there to sign and he says, "This is not the
contract." He said he would send the papers to Washington and have
them 0. K.'d and they would come back and they would be 0. K.'d
there.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you think you were doing business with the
Federal Government?

Mrs. MAYS. I didn't know.
Mr. SiM N. Did he tell you it wa.s an FHA loan?
Mrs. MAYS. Yes. He told me it would be paid through the FHA

:and so we signed the paper that evening between 5 and 6 o'clock. He
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said it would be about a couple or 3 weeks before they would get started
on the job. I went to work the next morning, and when I came back
they had started. They had the bedroom with no windows, the bath-
room, ino windows, just the box. The stairway, you couldn't get up
there. The materials they had worked on, they took the materials
up through the windows. We kept calling trying to get them to finish
and they never came back. We called up an inspector from the build-
ing engineering department.

The CHAIRMAN. From the what?
Mrs. MAYS. The engineering department from the city, an inspector,

so this inspector come out, and then he went up and looked at the job
and then he goes back and gives them a 72-hour notice to come and com-
plete the job. They didn't do it, so one evening this man came in and
said, "Would you do me a favor?" I said, "What is that?" He says to
sign this paper for more material. I said I would. I didn't read the
paper. I couldn't have read it. I am not a good reader. I sio-ed the
paper and the next 2 days, about 2 or 3 weeks, I got a book from the
bank for payments.

The CHAIRMAN. What bank?
Mrs. MAYS. Industrial National Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Industrial National Bank?
Mrs. MAYS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did that paper you signed for more material turn out

to be a completion slip?
Mrs. MAYS. A completion slip.
Mr. SIMON. In that it said they had completed the job and it was

satisfactory ?
Mrs. MAYS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. They took that to the bank and the bank gave them

the full amount?
Mrs. MAYS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. $1,600?
Mrs. MAYS. They gave them $1,490.
Mr. SIMON. $1,490?
Mrs. MAYS. That is right. After they had gotten their money they

never came back to do the work.
Mr. SIMON. Never came back?
Mrs. MAYS. No.
Mr. SuvioN. How much work had they done by that time?
Mrs. MAYS. It wasn't nothing. They just went back and partitioned

it off, the 5 rooms they partitioned it off and 1 of the bedrooms you
couldn't walk in because the walls had to be raised, new floors had
to be put in. They didn't do anything. There wasn't a window.
It was just blank, no window in the bedroom or bathroom and the
other ones were supposed to be enlarged. They didn't bother that.
They didn't raise the stairway. They didn't do anything, probably
just went up and put up something andleft out.

Mr. SIMON. Because you signed the completion slip they went to
the bank and the bank gave them the full amount of money and the
bank said you owed the money?

Mrs. MAYS. That is right. My husband went down to the bank.
They sent a man out to see this job.

Mr. SIMON. What bank was this?
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Mrs. MAYS. Industrial National Bank down in town, so this nian
cane out and he says, "Mrs. Mays, as far as I am concerned the job
is not worth $300."

The CHAIRMAN. Who said that?
Mrs. MAYS. The man from the bank.
The CHAMAN. The man from the bank said the job wasn't worth

$300?
Mrs. MAYS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. They had advanced how much?
Mrs. MAYS. $1,490.
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't they find that out before they advanced

the money?
Mrs. MAYS. I don't know. They didn't send anybody else out until

we complained about the payments. I said, "I couldn't rent the
place." He said, "It is quite natural you can't rent it because it is
nothing but a box, there is no windows."

They told me after I called Prime, they said, "Go on and rent it,"
I said, "I can't rent it." They said, "If you can't put somebody in
it, I will put somebody in it." I told them to do it, I wasn't. The
inspector came out and said I was right, not to try to rent it. So
I didn't. That was the inspector from the city. He was Inspector
Jackson from the city.

Mr. SIMON. Are you paying the bank now?
Mrs. MAYS. No. We had to go into a lot of trouble.
Mr. SIMoN. Where does your husband work?
Mrs. MAYS. At the Plymouth plant.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his salary?
Mrs. MAYS. He makes $65 come-home pay. We went to the Mich-

igan Cooperative Security and then we went to traffic court, and then
we wrote the better business, so we also had-no, we took it up with
FHA. I can't remember exactly how it went.

Mr. SIMON. What finally happened?
Mrs. MAYS. 'Well, finally, they were supposed to--we had a settle-

ment. How did that settlement come? They were supposed to do
something. I just can't-altogether I can't remember it, but we
couldn't do anything until the city and everything, you know, cleared
up the mess.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether you made a settlement with the
bank?

Mrs. MAYs. No. The Prime Construction was supposed to go back
and buy up that note. 'Wasn't that, right, take that note back?

Mr. S IMON. Is that what happened?
Mrs. PuxTT. I took care of it from the time that the complaint

was made to the securities commission, the corporation securities com-
mission. They made the complaint. We have it here. They found
them guilty and canceled their certificate, and then I took, at about
the same time, it up with the F.HA. The FIA, Mr. Steffler, informed
me he would take it up with the Prime Construction, which he said
he did, and then the Prime Construction took up the notes. That was
my demand, that they take up the notes after the certificate was can-
celed, or at the time, and then subsequently, Mr. Rosenbaum took the
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matter up with the better business bureau and the settlement was
effected and the notes were taken up previously and the settlement
was effected and they permitted the work that the{ had done, which
was a roughed-in job as she has stated, windows or doors put in, as she
stated, and they permitted the material to be turned over. A settle-
inent was reached and signed.

The CHAIRMAN. This is two cases we have had in a row of the Prime
.Construction Co. This case was financed by the Industrial Bank?

Mrs. MAYs. That is right.
The ChAIRMAN. The one previous to that was Allied Credit.
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish it would be possible to get the records of

Allied Credit and the bank on these two cases that we just talked
about. Is this Prime Construction Co. still authorized to do business?

Mr. MCCREEDY. No, sir.
The CHAIRAIAN. The State of Michigan canceled them out?
Mr. ICCREEDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When was that?
Mr. MCCREEDY. I don't have the records with me. They have ap-

plied for a new license and that license has been denied.
Mrs. PTETT. The report I have is it was October 16, 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. What was that?
Mrs. Pum-r. Cancelation of their certificate.
The CHAIRMAN. What was that date again, please?
Mrs. PUE'lr. I wanted to find it to verify it. October 16, I am

pretty sure it was.
-The CHAIRMTAN. Did you have a lot of complaints against this

-concern? .

Mr. MCCREEDY. I think the records will show there were three con-
plaints, sir, on the citation hearing. I am not sure.

Mrs. PuErrr. I am real sure it was October 16 that the cancellation,
that I received notice of the cancellation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Mays. You may go
now. We will excuse you from your subpena.

We are about to recess. I wish to state that all the witnesses that
have been subpenaed for 10 o'clock today or 2 o'clock are witnesses
that have been subpenaed that we haven't heard. We will extend
the subpenas until we can get to them this afternoon or tomorrow and
those that were heard and we asked to remain will remain this after-
noon and all day tomorrow unless we excuse you. Those witnesses
that we did not ask to remain are excused from their subpena and
they may proceed. We will now recess until 2 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p. m., the committee recessed until 2 p. ii.
the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHIAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.
Our first witness this afternoon will be Helen Parker Bennett. Mrs.

Bennett, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will bethe trutl, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

'God?
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TESTIMONY OF MRS. HELEN PARKER BENNETT, HELL-BEND 0-0,
DETROIT, MICH.

Mrs. BENNErr. Yes.
The CHAIIMAN. Please be seated and give the reporter your fill!

name and address.
Mrs. BENNETT. Helen Parker Bennett, 7484 American.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Bennett, are you the wife of Ir't Bennett?
Mrs. BENNETT. I am.
Mr. SIMON. What is your occupation?
Mrs. BENNETT. At present I am unemployed.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you been employed by the Hell-Bend Co.?
Mrs. BENNETT. I was a partner of the company.
Mr. SIMON. Would you talk into the microphone so we can hear

you?
Mrs. BENNETT. I was a partner in the company.
Mr. SIMON. You were a partner in the company?
Mrs. BENNETT. I was.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the other partners?
Mrs. BENNETT. Wallace Helies was president, and manager, my

husband, Ira, vice president, I was secretary, Doris Helies was the
treasurer.

Mr. SIMON. When was the company organized?
Mrs. BENNETT. Approximately late in May of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. What was the business of the Hell-Bend Co.?
Mrs. BENNETT. We called ourselves in the building business and we

did new and old work; building.
Mr. SimoN. At the time the company was organized, was Mr. Helies

working for the Industrial National Bank?
Mrs. BENNETT. To the best of my knowledge. I have called her

there.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a conversation with Mr. Helies in which

you told him that you needed some money?
Mrs. BENNETT. Casually we mentioned we could use a thousand

dollars.
Mr. SIoMrN. When was that conversation?
Mrs. BENNETT. I can't be specific as, to date. It may have been

in May or June of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. May or June of 1953?
Mrs. BENNETT. In that interim.
Mr. SIMON. Was work done by th' Hell-Bend Co. financed under

FHA loans?
Mrs. BENN'rT. Not that I would know. We had no knowledge of

the financing of the jobs.
Mr. SimoN. Who did the financing?
Mrs. BENNETT. Mr. Helies.
The CHARmAwN. Mr. who?
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Helies, president of the company.
Mr. SinoN. You don't know how it was financed?
Mrs. BENNErr. We were unable to ever get books or reports of any

moneys that were handled by the company.
Mr. SIMON. How much of the stock did you own?
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Mrs. BENN , rT. We set up the company. I don't know. I think we

were all four, one-quarter in.

The CHAIRMAN. You were an officer?
Mrs. BENN rr. Yes.
The CAIz:RN. What was your title?
Mrs. BENNEiT. Secretary.
The ('HAIRMAN. Your husband was vice president?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You and your husband owned one-half of the stock?

Mrs. BENNETT. So far as we knew.
Mr. SIMON. You couldn't find out-
Mrs. BENNETT. We never could find out anything about any

financing.
The (HAIRIVAN. Who were the other two owners?
Mrs. BENNETT. Wallace Helies and his wife, Doris.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that the same lady that testified here this

morning?
Mrs. BENNr.Tr. I wasn't here, sir.
Mr. SUNION. In May 1953, when you had this conversation with Mr.

Helies in which you casually mentioned you could use a thousand
dollars, what did he say?

Mrs. BENNETT. He says, "I can get ou a thousand dollars."
Mr. SiIoN. What did he do to get it.
Mrs. BENNETT. Well, I don't know what he did to get it.
Mr. SImON. Did he drive you down to the Industrial National Bank?
Mrs. BENNEa-r. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What happened when you got there?
Mrs. BENNETT. I signed a receipt for a check.
Mr. SIMON. How much was the check for?
Mrs. BENNETT. When I got in the car I found out it was for $1,500.
Mr. SI ON. Was that for an FHA title I loan?
Mrs. BENNETT. I thought it was a personal loan.
Mr. SiMON. Do you know whether it turned out to be an FHA home

repair loan ?MrS. BENNETr. I think it was.
The CHAIRMAN. You know now it was an FHA loan?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes, on title which we had no title or claim except to

be tenants.
The CHAIRMAN. At the time you were told did they say it was a

personal loan ?
Mrs. BENNETr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Didyou read the papers before you signed them?
Mrs. BENNETT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know you were signing an application for a

loan on p roperty which you didn't own?
Mrs. BENNETT. I would not sign such a thing.
Mr. STMON. You didn't own the property?
Mrs. BENNETt. No.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't read the paper when you signed it?
Mrs. BENNETT. No. The signature on the application was not made

in connection with the loan.
Mr. SIMON. Say that again.
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Mrs. BENNETT. The signature on the application was not made 80
far as I knew in connection with a loan.

Mr. SIMON. What was it for?
Mrs. BENNEr. Well, I was always signing papers. I mean w,

would submit estimates on buildings.
Mr. SIMON. Did you think it was an estimate.
Mrs. BENNETT. I didn't pay much attention. He just slipped it

under and said "Sign it," and so I did.
Mr. SIMON. Mr.Hielies did this?
Mrs. BENN=r. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. After you got the check for $1,500, did he tell you you

had to give him $500?
Mrs. BE.NNmrr. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. What was the $500 for?
Mrs. BENNNETT. He said this was a syndicate.
Mr. SIMON. Who was the syndicate?
Mrs. BENNETr. Well, in the light of later events I think Mr. Helies

was the syndicate.
Mr. SImoN. All by himself ?
Mrs. BE NNE T. All by himself.
Mr. SIMON. Did his wife help you get that loan at the bank?
Mrs. BFNNErr. I couldn't say because there was no trouble about

getting it. I went in and asked for it and got it and that was it.
Mr. SIMON. Was the check all made out when you got there?
Mrs. BENNETT. No. They made it out while I was there.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't anybody ask you any questions?
Mrs. BENNETT. None.
Mr. SIMON. None at all?
Mrs. BENNETr. Nothing.
Mr. SIMON. Who handed you the check?
Mrs. BENrr'. The girl in the cashier's cage.
Mr. SIMON. Did you sign the papers while you were there ?
Mrs. BENNETT. I just signed a receipt for the check.
Mr. SIMON. That is all you signed there?
Mrs. BENErr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you sign the application and the notes?
Mrs. BENNEr. It could have been any time.
Mr. SIMON. You don't even know when you signed them?
Mrs. BENNETT. No.
Mr. SrMoN. What was the thousand dollars used for? You kept a

thousand dollars?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did you use that for?
Mrs. BENNETT. We paid off little bills. We paid for a truck that

we had.
Mr. SIMON. Paid for a truck?
Mrs. BENNEaT. That we owned.
The CHAIR AN. You didn't use the money to repair your house?
Mrs. BENNETT. It wasn't our house.
The CHArRMAN. Oh.
Mr. SIMON. What happened-
The CHAMMAN. This is a new one?
Mrs. BENNETr. Yes.

I
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Mr. SIMON. What happened to the Hell-Bend Co.?
Mrs. BENN . We had an attorney to request a dissolution of the

company, giving us the report of the books, because my .creit-the
management's credit was involved. To date, we have had no response
from that.

Mr. SioN. Did you offer to give back to the bank the thousand dol-
lars plus interest?

Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. The bank wouldn't take it?
Mrs. BNNEr. No. They took us into court and took a $1,500

judgment plus interest.
Mfr. SrM N. How much is the judgment?
Mrs. BENNETT. Well, the judgment I imagine-it is $1,500 plus

whatever-
Mr. SixoN. About $1,700?
Mrs. BENNETT. Something in that neighborhood.
Mr. SimON. Have you tried to collect the $500 from Mr. Helies?
Mrs. BENNETT. I have not because I have been scared of Mr. Helies.
The CHAURMAN. Frightened of him?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes. I still am.
Mr. SIMON. Why?
Mrs. BENNETT. He warned me that the syndicate would take care

of me if I didn't give the $500 and I was scared my husband would
give me the business if I did so, I mean it is a matter-

Mr. SIMON. What do you mean the syndicate would take care of
you, put you on a pension?

Mrs. BENNETT. Probably.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by that?
Mrs. BENNETT. I say I was frightened of my life.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have any idea who this syndicate is?
Mrs. BENNETT. I still think it must be Mr. Helies.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a man named Jack Chisik?
Mrs. BENNETT. .
Mr. SIMON. You never had any dealings with him?
Mrs. BENNETT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any other loons that Mr. Helies got for

people that were insured by the FHA but were not for repairing their
homes?
Mrs. BENNETT. No, because as I say we knew nothing of the financial

arrangements of the company. That is what led to our request for a
dissolution.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know anything about a loan he got for a funeral
home?

Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was that for repairing the building?
Mrs. BE NNETT. No.
Mr. SIMON. What was that for?
Mrs. BENNETT. To build an eight-car garage.
Mr. SiMoN. To build an eight-car garage ?,
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. For the funeral home ?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was that an FHA loan?
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Mrs. BENNETT. I read a copy of a contract that was signed whi4
said on the basis of FHA of $2,500 they would make the downpaymet
to the company. .,

Mr. Sncox. Who was going to build the eight-car garage?
Mrs. BENN.rr. We were going to build it as a company.
Mr.-Siox. That is the ITell-Bend Co.?
Mrs. BENwm-r. Yes.
Mr. SioN. And was that for the Stinson FuneralHome?
Mrs. BE r-r. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN,. Where is that?
Mrs. BENNEiTr. At the Boulevard and West Warren. ..

Mr. SImoN. Do you know; whether the Stinson Funeral Co. got th6
$2,500 on an FHA loan?

Mrs. BENNmTr. As far as I-know they got it.
Mr. SIMoN. Theyjdid?
Mrs. BEiNNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON.-But- no part of that was used to repair or modernize

the home?
Mrs. BENNarr. No. $1,100 was used and then-
Mr. SiMoN. $1,100?
Mrs. BENNETT. $1,100 was put into the garage.
Mr. SIMON. What was the other $1,400 used for?
Mrs. BENETT. That is what we would like to know.
Mr. SIMON. What is that?
Mrs. BinNNETT. We never found that out.
Mr. SiMON. Who got the $1,400? L

Mrs. BENNETT.Mr. Helies took the $2,500.
Mr. SIMON. The Stinson Funeral Home signed the papers?
Mrs. BENNrrT. Evidently.
Mr. SIM~oN. Mr. Helies got the $2,500?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. The bank handled it?
Mrs. BENNETt. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. What bank handled it?
Mrs. BENNETT. I wasn't there; this is hearsay. It was supposed

to have been Industrial Bank.
Mr.- SIMoN. He kept $1,400 and put $1,100 in the garage, is that

right?
Mrs. BENNEr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any other loans like that?
:Nrs. BmvNTT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a salesman by the name of Alman or

Altman?
Mrs. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What was his full name?
Mrs. BENNETT. I can't recall the first name.
Mr. SIMoN. How do you spell the last name?
Mrs. BENNErT. I think it is A-1-]-m-a-n-d, perhaps.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know his first name?
Mrs. BENNETT. No.
Mr. SIMoN. How long did he work for you?
Mrs. Bm rr. As I say, he was Mr. Helies' project.
Mr. SIMoN. What did he do?
Mrs. BENNETT. That is what I never found out.
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Mr. SIMON. You don't know what he did?
Mrs. BENNETT. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all. Thank you very much. You might

stag around, if you will, please, until a little later.
Our next witness will-be Mrs. Mildred Redmond: Will you please

come forward? Will you please be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are ab"ut to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. MILDRED REDMOND, DETROIT, MICH.

Mrs. REDMOND. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your name and

address to the reporter for the record, please?
Mrs. REDMOND. Mildred Redmond.
The CHAIRMAN. Your address please?
Mrs. REDMOND. 1819 South Ethel.
Mr. SIMON. 1891
Mrs. REDMOND. South Ethel.
Mr. SIMON. Could you get a little closer to the microphone so we

can hear you?
Mrs. REDMOND. 1891 South Ethel.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Redmond, in April or May of 1953, were you

married?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did ou know a Mrs. Ruth Stokes?
Mrs. REDMOND. ies.
Mr. SIMON. Did she tell you that she could get you some money if

you needed it?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And at that time you were about to separate from your

husband, were you? .
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the arrangement that you made with

your husband that required some money
Mrs. REDMOND. He was supposed to have given me $2,000.
Mr. SIMON. He was supposed to give you $2,000?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You were going to give him the furniture, is that right?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he have the $2,000?
Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you and he then go to Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes, after she came to us.
Mr. SIMON. She came to you first?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. When did she come toyou?
Mrs. REDMOND. Some time before July of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. Before July of 1953?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What did she tell you?
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Mrs. REDMOND. If we ever needle' any money she could get it. i
The CHAIRMAN. If you ever needed any money, she could get it f

Mrs. REDMOND. Y6S.
Ar. SIiO. Did y0u go to see her when you wanted this $2,000i
Mrs. RmDoOND. YeS.".Mr. SImoN. What did you tell her?
Mrs. REm.OND. It was some time in the latter part of July whe

we went to see her.
Mr. SIMON. What did you tell her?
Mrs RE-1IoIm I didn't tell her anything at the time. My husband

told her he needed some money.
Mr. Simen. Were you there?
Mrs. REiWM OD. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell her?
Mrs. REDMOND. He told her he wanted to borrow some money.
Mr. SImoN. Did he tell her what he wanted to borrow it for?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell her?
Mrs. REDMOND. I can't remember the exact words, but it was to pay

•os his wife.
Mr. SIMON. He told her it was to pay you off for a divorce?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Alimony or something like that?
Mrs. REDXOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you make out some papers then?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were they FHA title I loans?
Mrs. REDMOND. They were FHA papers.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you know what FHA stood for?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Federal Housing Administration-did you know that?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was any part of this money going to be used to repair

house?
. Mrs. REDMOND. Yes, part of it was supposed to have been.

Mr. SimoN. How much was going to be used to repair the house?
Mrs. REDoD. I don't know exactly, I mean how it was going tobe

arranged.
Mr. SIMON. I thought you said a minute ago that $2,000 was going

to be for you so he could get a divorce.
Mrs. REDMOND. He wasn't going to give me all of it at the same

time.
Mr. SIMoN. How much was he going to give you?
Mrs. REDMOND. He was supposed to have given me $1,700.
The CHAIRMAN. Didn't he give it to you?
Mrs. REDMOND. NO.
Mr. SIMoN. When you made out these papers, you and Mrs. Sto0

went to a bank, is that right?
Mrs. REDMOND. No. These papers were made out at her home.
Mr. SIMoN. After they were madeout did she take you to the bank
Mrs. REDMOND. If I can remember; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you rememberif flrst she took you to the National

Bank of Detroit?
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Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did they refuse the loan?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Then did she make out a second set of papersI
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And was that about a day or two later?
Mrs. REDMOND. I think it was a day later.
Mr. SIMON. A day later?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. At that time did she take you to the Industrial National

Bank?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you get the money there?
Mrs. REDMOND. Made out the papers.
Mr. SIM o. Made out the papers and did you get the money?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Two thousand dollars?
Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you get?

I Mrs. REDMOND. $1,200.

Mr. SIMON. $1,200?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that all you got?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And what was that money used for?
Mrs. REDMOND. Part of it was given to me and part of it, well, a

very, small part was used there in the house.
Mr. SIMON. How much was used in the house?
Mrs. REDMOND. I don't know. I imagine about $550.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the $550 used for?
Mrs. REDMOND. He painted the house.
Mr. SIMON. He painted the house?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes, decorated.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you get?
Mrs. REDMOND. The balance.
Mr. SiMoN. About $650?
Mrs. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do with that money?
Mrs. REDMOND. Part of it was loaned out.
Mr. SIMON. You loaned it out?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you loan it. to?
Mrs. REDMOND. My mother.
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
Mrs. REDMOND. My mother.
Mr. SIMON. No part of that went to repair the house?
Mr-S. REDMIOND.] o; not the balance.
Mr. SIMUN. Did Mrs. Stokes ask you for $200 for her services in

procuring the loan?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay that to her?
Mrs. REDMIONND. Yes. She held the money out.
Mr. SIMON. She held the money out?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. Didn't take any chances?
Mr. SIMoN. Did you get a $i,000 or was it the $1206 that y6u got

after she took her $200? ,
Mrs. REDxoxD. Itwas a thousand after she took her $200 out.
Mr. SIMoN. And you saty, your husband built a fence around the

house; is that rigt..
Mrs. REDMOND. That is how we made out the appication.
Mr. SIMON. The application said it was for a fence around the

.houseI
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he build a fence around the house?
Mrs. REDMOND. No; not as' yet.
Mr. SIMON. Not yet?
Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. This was in the summer of 1953?
Mrs. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When do you figure he is going to build the fence?
Mrs. REDMOND. You will have to ask him.
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
Mrs. REDMOND. You will have to ask him that.
Mr. SiMoN. Now, did Mrs. Stokes drive you to a business concern

with the name of Universal Jalousies'?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And did she introduce you to a man by the name of

Jack?
Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a man by the name of Jack there?
Mrs. REDMOND. I don't think I heard that name at all.
Mr. SIMON. Did a man there cash the check for you?
Mrs. REDMOND. I don't know who cashed the check. I know I was

carrying it there. I sat out in front.
Mr. SrioN. What do you mean by "carried" there?
Mrs. REDMOND. In their car.
Mr. SIMON. She drove you there?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. She went in and cashed the check?
Mrs. REDMOND. She went in the office. I didn't see the check any

more.
Mr. SIMON. She brought you out the thousand dollars?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who got the other $200?
Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you deposit this thousand dollars in a separate

bank account?
Mrs. REDMOND. A little later.
Mr. SIMON. A little later?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you used part of it to visit your mother?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Where does your mother live ?
Mrs. REDMOND. Tennessee.
Mr. SIMON. You used part of this money to take a trip to Tennessee?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did-you give your mother a $250 Christmas present?
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Mrs. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. What was that $250?
Mrs. REDMOND. I loaned it to her.
Mr. SIMoN. It just happened to be at Christmastime?
Mrs. REDMOND. No. She was buying a home and it was for a

payment.
Mr. SIxoN. Now, later, you went back to your husband, didn't you?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes. We are considering a reconciliation.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you use about $450 of the loan to pay off some

current household bills?
Mrs. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When you said that about $450 was used on the house,

you meant for household bills; is that right?
Mrs. REDMOND. No. I included, when I said about $550, I included

that, too.
Mr. SIMON. You included what?
Mrs. REDMOND. I included the balance of the money that was left

out of the thousand dollars.
Mr. SIMoN. But of that $550 that you spent around the house, how

much of that was spent for repairing the house and how much was
spent for other household bills?

Mrs. REDMOND. I imagine about $200 or $250 was spent for the
decoration.

Mr. SImoN. For decorating the house?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. The rest of it was spent for other household bills?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So, out of the $1,200, only about $250 actually was spent

on the house; is that right?
Mrs. REDMOND. I think so.
Mr. SiMoN. Now, do you have any relatives that have made similar

loans through Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that your sister and her husband, Mrs. and Mr.

Reuben Davidson?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoNv. Did they make a title I loan through Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes; they made a loan.
Mr. SIMON. They made an FHA loan?
Mrs. REDMOND. I think it was FHA.
Mr. SIMON. How much did they get?
Mrs. REDMOND. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. What did they use the money for?
Mrs. REDMOND. It was to buy a home.
Mr. SIMON. To buy a home, not to repair one?
Mrs. REDMOND. No?
Mr. SIMON. How much did they pay Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. REDMOND. I don't know.
Mr. SIM N. Did you tell this committee that they paid her $300?
Mrs. REDMOND. I told him I thought so, but I didn't know for sure.
Mr. SIMON. Where did you get the information that they paid her

Mrs. REDMOND. Just through talk, you know.
Mr. SIMON. Who told you that?
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Mrs. REDMOND. She didn't tell me.
Mr. SI oN. Where did you get the information?
Mrs. RmxD D. Well, it was just through talk. I don't rememlnh
Mr. SIMoN. Talk with whom?
Mrs. R D OND. I don't know. Someone I knew and someone that

knew them.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know who it was?
Mrs. Rmxo rD. They didn't tell me directly.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who it was that told you?
Mrs. REDCOND. I don't remember exactly. It was just the talk.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know anybody else who made loans through

Mrs. StokesI
Mrs. RF O ND. No; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Did you have any doubt, Mrs. Redmond, as to whether this wsag

legal transactionI
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.Mr. SixoN. Did ou go to a lawyer?
Mrs. RFmoNrD. es, did.
Mr. Sxow. What did he tell you?
Mrs. REDMOND. Well, just before the money was borrowed-I didni

know it was going to be an FHA loan. I thought it was going to be a
personal loan and Ithought it would be perfectly legitimate, lego,
but I wasn't sure, so thenI went to my lawyer to get advice.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you tell the lawyer it was an FHA loan?
Mrs. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIM N. Did he tell you it was all right to make an FHA loan

for alimony?
Mrs. RDMxoND. Yes, he did, because I wouldn't go through with

the procedure until I got his, you know, 0. K. on it.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the name of the lawyer?
Mrs. REDMxOND. Willis F. Ward.
Mr. SIMrON. Where is his office?
Mrs. REDOND. He is located in the Lawyers Building, Cadillac

Square.
Mr. SiMON. He told you you could make an FHA loan for alimony!
Mrs. REDMOND. He surely did.
Mr. SI N. When was this?
Mrs. REDMOND. That was in July 1953.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testi-

mony. "
Our next witness will be Mr. John D. Redmond. Mr. Redmond, will

you please come forward ? Mr. Redmond, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF ON D. REDMOND, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. REDMOND. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name and ad-

dress to the reporter.
Mr. REDMOND. John D. Redmond.
Mr. SIMoN. Your address, Mr. Redmond?
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Mr. REDMOND. 1891 South Ethel.
Mr. SIMON. You are the husband, or you were the husband of Mrs.

Mildred Redmond?
Mr. REDMOND. I am.
Mr. SIMON. Did you and she make an FHA title I in July 1953?
Mr. REDMOND. We did.
Mr. SinfoN. What was the amount of the loan? Was it $1,200?
Mr. REDMOND. Something in that nature. I don't remember exactly

how much it was. It was around a thousand dollars, I think.
Mr. SIMON. Was the first application for $2,000 and the second

application for $1,200?
Mr. REDMOND. The first application, I believe, was $1,500.
Mr. SIMON. $1,500?
Mr. REDMOND. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. That is the one that the Detroit National Bank turned

down?
Mr. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the second one was for $1,200?
Mr. REDMOND. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know why the National Bank of Detroit turned

the first loan down?
Mr. REDMOND. No, I don't
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have any idea why?
Mr. REDMOND. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Did the application for the loan say you were going to

use the money to build a fence around your house?
Mr. REDMOND. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever use any part of the money to build a fence

around your house.
Mr. REDMOND. Not as yet.
Mr. SIMON. Do you still plan to build a fence around your house?
Mr. REDMOND. Ido.
Mr. SIMON. What did you use the money for?
Mr. REDMOND. To pay my wife off.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay her?
Mr. REDMOND. The money that I borrowed.
Mr. SIMON. How much?
Mr. REDMOND. The money I borrowed from Industrial National

Bank.
The CHAIRMAN. The full amount?
Mr. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay her all of it?
Mr. REDMOND. I don't remember if I paid her all of it, or just how

much. I really did pay her.
Mr. SIMON. Was any of it used to paint the house?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes. I painted the house in and out.
Mr. STMON. You painted it yourself ?
Mr. REDMOND. I did.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you spend for the paint?
Mr. REDMOND. That I don't remember.
Mr. S1MON. Was it as much as $50?
Mr. REDMOND. I painted the house in and out. It cost much more

than $.50, I imagine.
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Mr. SIMON. A hundred dollars?,
Mr. REDMOND. More than $100.
Mr. SIMON. $200?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes; I would say $200.
Mr. SIMON. Where did you buy the paint?
Mr. REDMOND. At the paint store on Ford Street. I don't know the

name of it. I don't know the number.
Mr. SIMON. Ford Street?
Mr. REDMOND. Ford Street.
Mr. SIMON. Ford and what else?
Mr. REDMOND. I don't know the cross street.
Mr. SIxON. Near where is it?
Mr. REDMOND. Well, it is near Miller, I guess.
Mr. SImON. What side of the street is it on?
Mr. REMOND. The right side coming from town.
Mr. SIMON. Right side leaving town?
Mr. REDMON. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did any other part of this money go for work on the

house?
The CHAIRMAN. Did any other part of the money go to repair the

house?
Mr. REDMOND. I don't remember how much of that money, but it has

been money spent on the house. I don't know if it is this or that
dollar.

Mr. SIMON. How much did you give your wife out of this loan?
Mr. REDMOND. That I don't remember exactly.
Mr. SImo. Didn't she get $1,000?
Mr. RmMOND. Something in the neighborhood of $1,000.
Mr. SImON. It was $1,000; wasn't it?
Mr. REDMOND. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. The loan was for $1,200; wasn't it?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And as Mrs. Stokes took $200; didn't she?
Mr. RFzMOND. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you personally ever see any part of this money?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did you see?
Mr. REDMOND. I saw the whole amount.
Mr. SIMON. Was the check made out to you ?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
The CHAnR AN. Did you endorse it to the bank when it was cashed?
Mr. REDMOND. No.
The CHAIR AN. Who did?
Mr. REDMOND. My wife.
Mr. SImoM . She endorsed her name as well as yours?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. She went with Mrs. Stokes to this Universal Jalousie

place ?
Mr. REDMOND. I don't know where they went.
Mr. SIMON. You never saw the check, did you?
Mr. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. How much money did you see your wife have?
Mr. REDMOND. I saw the full amount.
Mr. SIMON. What was the full amount?
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Mr. REDMOND. Whatever she borrowed, $1,000, you say.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't she keep the whole $1,000 for alimony ?
Mr. REDMOND. No.
Mr. SIMON. How much did she keep of the $1,000 for her alimony?
Mr. REDMOND. That I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Did she give you any of it?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did she come home that night with the $1,000 ?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were you and she then separated?
Mr. REDMOND. NO.
Mr. SIMON. You were still living together?
Mr. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIM oN. Now, what happened to this money? Did she put it

in a bank account, or did you put it in a sock? Where did you put
the money?

Mr. REDMOND. She put it in the bank.
Mr. SIMON. In her name?
Mr. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. All of it?
Mr. REDMOND. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The whole $1,000?
Mr. REDMOND. That is right.
Mr. SI ON. How much did she ever draw out for you?
Mr. REDMOND. That I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Redmond.
Our next witness will be Mr. Cedar Point Thompson.
I guess it is a lady. Is it a Miss or Mrs. ?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Mrs.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn:
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to gve will be

thetruth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. CEDAR POINT THOMPSON, DETROIT, MICH.,
ACCOMPANIED BY AVERN COHN, COUNSEL

Mrs. THOMPsON. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman with you is your attorney?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes; Avern Cohn, 701 Bankers Equitable Build-

Mhe CHAIRMAN. Will you give your name and address now, please,
for the record.

Mrs. THOMPSON. Mrs. Cedar Point Thompson, 2964 Hooker, De-
troit, Mich.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How well do you know her?
Mrs. THOMPSON. A little bit more than I would like to.
Mr. SrIoN. What do you mean by that?
Mrs. THOMPSON. If it weren't for her I wouldn't be here.
Mr. SIMON. Did she ever tell you that if you needed money she

can get it for you?
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Mrs. ThaompsoN. That isn't the-way I originally met her.
Mr. SIMON. How did you first meet her?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Well, it so happened that at that particular time

we were in a terrible stretch for housing, and needed a place extremely
bad, and, of course, by women talking backward and forth, every.
body, all my friends, were trying to find us a place, my husband and
1, and had about $500 saved up; at least he didn't know it, but I had
it saved up, and this particular place, we had looked at it in the spring,
and due to the fact that this house where we were living was up for
sale, at least a for-sale sign had been placed on it, rats had come
in the place where we were living, I had been seriously burned the
first of the year-I thought it was just about time to make a move,
and during~this period of time a friend of mine told me that a cousin
of hers-she had understood, at least had been getting money for
people to be able to obtain homes. She said she didn't know how it
was, and that is how I came in to meet her.

Mr. SIMON. She gave you the name of Mrs. Stokes?
Mrs. THOMPSON. -Yes; in fact, Mrs. Stokes called me.
Mr. SIoM. And what did she tell you when she called you?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That particular evening she said she would like

to come out and talk with me.
Mr. SIMON. When she came out what did she say?
Mrs. THOMPSON. She brought a man with her.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the man's name?
Mrs. THOMPSON. If I am not mistaken, she introduced him as either

a Mr. Jack or Mr. Jacques, something like that. I wasn't too inter.
ested in his name.

Mr. SIM oN. Do you know whether Jack was his first name?
Mrs. THomPsoN. No; that is all I knew at that particular time.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Jack Chisik present?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Am I pronouncing it right, C-h-i-s-i-k?
Mr. SIMON. Jack Chisiks? He is under subpena for 2 o'clock, Sen-

ator.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he present?
(No response.)
Mr. SI N. You don't know whether it was Mr. Jack Chisik?
Mrs. THOMPSON. No; I couldn't definitely say.
Mr. SIMON. If you saw him would you recognize him?
Mrs. THoMPsoN. I don't know for sure.
Mr. SI oN. What did they tell you?
Mrs. THoMPsoN. Well, first, I definitely didn't want any part-
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Jack Chisik just enter the room?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. SIMON. Proceed, please.
Mrs. THOMPSON. At first, I. didn't want--not at first-I just didn't

want any part of any loan sharks where you had to pay back three
times as much as you borrowed, and I told him that in the beginning,
and he told me no, this is a perfectly legal loan. You will get your
money from the bank, and you will make your payments to them.

Mr. SIMON. Did he tell you it was an FHA title I loan?
Mrs. THOMPSON. At the time; no. In fact, he never did; no.
Mr. SIMON. Who did tell you?
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Mrs. THOMPSON. Mrs. Stokes.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Stokestold you it was.anFHA title I loan?.
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes. However, first, during the conversation with

this Mr. Jack, or whatever hisname is, he asked me, of course, how
much I thoilght I needed, and whether or not-he showed me the point
when you are moving into a used house there is always things ,that
need to be fixed up about it which my husband and I, of course, we
had seen a lot of things we did want to do.

Mr. SIMON. How much did you tell him you wanted?
Mrs. THOMPSON. I told him I would need at least around $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you tell him you needed $700 because you had

$500 and the downpayment was $1,200?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That was-before this suggestion came up concern-

ing financing the place, something like that. I needed exactly $700.
I klew that.

Mr. SIMON. Then he suggested you might need a little more money?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thenyou said $1,000?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did they tell you it was all right to put in the applica-

tion that you already owned the house?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That didn't come in the conversation with them.
Mr. SIMON. Did you put in the application that you already owned

the house?
Mrs. Ti-O PsoN. I was advised when the time came for me to make

an application, at least when I said that I would go on my own, since-
at least since he hadn't gotten any money for me, or anything, Mrs.
Stokes advised me I could go to a bank and make my own application
due to the fact that I was going to fix my house.

Mr. SIMON. Did Mrs. Stokes tell you what bank to go to?
Mrs. THomPsoN. She named 3 or 4, something like that.
Mr. SIMON. Did you talk to Mrs. Stokes one day and then get a tele-

phone call from a bank the next day telling you that you could come
in for your loan?

Mrs. THOMPSON. No; she told me to go and make an application at
the bank.

Mr. SIMON. At what bank did she tell you to go to?
Mrs. THOMPSON. She named-I don't lmow exactly how many, but

at least about 3 or 4, maybe 5.
The CHAIRMAN. Just go into any bank and make an application?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Which one did you go into?
Mrs. ToMPSON. I went into the Industrial National Bank here

downtown.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't they telephone you before you went into the

bank?
Mrs. THoMrSONv. No.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain of that?
Mrs. THOMPSON. I am positive. The only conversation that I had

was directly with her.
Mr. SiMoN. Were you interviewed in Washington by this committee

on September 9, 1954?
Mrs. THomPsoN. Yes.
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Mr. SiMoN. At that time did you tell the committee that
Stkes told you that she would have this arranged at the Industr,
Bank and the next day the bank called you and told you to bring yOU
husband in to sign the papersI

Mrs. THOMPSON. No. - am sorry. That isn't what I told thiea
I couldn't have told them that. That isn't the -way it happened,.

Mr. SIMoN. Are you certain that is not what you told them?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Ir am certain of that.
The CHMIRMAN. Let us read the testimony.
Mr. SixoN. You understand you are under oath?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes, I do.

- TheCAnumu. Let us read the testimony she gave under oath
Washington and see what she did say.

Mr. SrMoN. Page 1094 of the transcript, you said:
I told him, let me take the blank home and talk it over with my husband, 6 ob

gave It to me, and coming on down I said, "Well, gentlemen, why should I takelt
home to him," and then we plow through it, and he said I could start it, so I
hurriedly right there in the lobby filled it in and took it upstairs and left it
so the next day on my Job someone called me, and a man called me, and said he
was from the Industrial National Bank, and told me to bring my husband In am
told me what floor to go to. I don't exactly remember. So I said, "Well, let'
go down," and I thought they wanted more information, so when I went to tb
bank they had us sign some papers, and I got the check.

Is that right?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Maybe I misunderstood your question. I thought

you had asked me whether someone had called me to come into th
bank.

Mr. SIoN. I wasn't there.
Mrs. THoMPsoN..I am sorry.
Mr. ComN. I think what she means was that subsequently the bank

called her to come in; in your questioning of her, that time the bank did
not call.

Mr. SiMoN. I didn't ask the questions. I wasn't there. Didn
you also tell them that you were startled by the size of the loan wlhe
they handed you the $1,500 check?

Mrs. THoMPsoN. That is absolutely correct. I thought at first it
was for about $150 when I just glanced at it.

Mr. SixoN. Who told them to make out a check for $1,500?
Mrs. THOMPSON. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't ask for $1,500?
Mrs. THOMPsoN. I don't remember asking for it.
Mr. SIMzoN. When you filled out the application, how much did

you put in the applicationI
Mrs. THOMPSON. If I am not mistaken, I think I asked for about

$1,000.
Mr. SImON. About $1,000?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes,
Mr. SIMON. Did you put down "About $1,000" in the application!
Mrs. THoMFso-. No. If- I recall, I don't remember exactly what I

filled in.
Mr. Si N. What did you say in the application was to be the

purpose for which you were going to use the money?
Mrs. THoMPsoN. To establish a parking lot in back of my place, and

to fix the stairs to the upstairs apartment, and to paint the house.
Mr. SIxoN. Of course, it wasn't true, was it?
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Mrs. THOMPSON. Wel - - ,

Mr. SIMoN. Weren't you going to use the money for the down-
payment?

Mrs. THOMPSON. Part of it, and part of it I intended to use for the
r mirs.
pr. SIMON. Now, within a week after you got this money, did Mrs.

Stokes call on you?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes, she did. She called me by phone.
Mr. SimoN. Did she ask you to purchase $500 worth of supplies

from her?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is right.
Mr. SioN. What was that conversation?
Mrs. THoMPsoN. I told her that my husband was going to do our

own remodeling, and fix the cement, and so forth, and then she re-
'marked--she had talked to him first. She told him that I had told
her to bring some supplies to the house. He called me on my job,
and I told him I hadn't told her any such thing, and then the conver-
sation was backwards and forth, and he told her that she would have
to talk to me about that, so that night-that is when I told her
definitely that he was going-we were going to buy our own supplies
and do our own work so then she advised me of the point that I would
never have gotten the loan if she hadn't put in at least half of it.

Mr. SIMON. If she hadn't put in at least half?
Mrs. THOMPSON. If she hadn't deposited at least half of the amount

to the bank.
Mr. SIMoN. She deposited half of the amount to the bankI
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is what she told me.
Mr. SIMON. Did you end up buying these $500 worth?
Mrs. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever pay her any money?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay her?
Mrs. THOMPSON. $500.
Mr. SIMON. You paid her $500?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was that for?
Mrs. THOMPSON. She told me directly how would I like for the place

of my employment to know that I had gotten a phony loan, and I asked
her what do you mean by a phony loan, and she told me, she said, "You
didn't own a house when you got the loan," so that is when I actually
felt kind of bad.

Mr. SIMON. Didn't you know it was a phony loan before that?
Mrs. THOMPSON.Well, I will say this: Maybe I guess you would

say part was phony, but I didn't know you couldn't use part of the
money to make a downpayment and the other for repairs. I really
didn't know.

-M1r. SIMON. At any rate, you paid her the $500?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you have the $1,500 loan at the bank?
Mrs. THomrnsoN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAn. Have you since paid the loan off?
Mrs. THOMPSON. We are making our payments. We are current.
Mr. SixON. Mrs. Thompson, you knew quite a bit about these title

I loans before you made this loan; didn't you?
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Mrs. THOMPSON. I didn't know title I loans;'no.
MT. S~iow. Hadn't you worked for the Michigan Corporation ari

Securities Commission?
Mrs. TH0oPSOw. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And you worked in the office where they handledthese

comlplaints against FHA title I loans?
Mrs. THoMPsoN. When the complaints come in and they say FHt

that is the truth. I didn't know one FHA title I from any other typ
"of title. That is-the truth.

Mr. SiroN. When you handled these FHA title I complaints in your
job you didn't know what they meant?

Mrs. THOMPSON. The only thing 1 looked for was whether the pep.
son's basement was leaking or the roof was leaking,

- Mr. SrmoN., You didn't know what FHRA meant?
Mrs. THoaPsoN. Not in the point of title I. I knew that some people

bought homesrunder FHA, and then there were repairs, or what haye
you. What-type was what, I didn't know. I had no reason to before

The CHAIRANv. Thank you very much. If you will stand by we
might want you a little later, please.

Mr. COmEr. Do you want her to stay the rest of the afternoon?
TheCHAIRMAN. If you will please, until we get through. We may

.want her.
The next witness will be Lawyer Brown.
Mr. Brown, will you please be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give-
Mr. BRoww. I do not swear.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not swear?
Mr. BROWN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Why ?
Mr. BROWN. It is against my religion.
The CHAIRMAN. Against your religion?
Mr. BROWN. Yes. I will confirm my statement.
The CHIRMAN. I will have to admit this is the first experience I

had had in this. I thought I had experienced a little of everything
in this investigation to date, but this is a new one.

Mr. SIMON. What about your religion prevents your taking an
oath?

Mr. BROWN. I will swear, and the Bible says swear not. We believe
in living by the Bible.

Mr. SimoN. What the Senator means is will you take an oath to tell
the truth?

Mr. BROWN. I will tell the truth.
Mr. Si oN. Will you tell an oath to tell the truth.
Mr. BROWN. I won't swear.
Mr. SimoN. Will you take an oath to tell the truth?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you hold up your right hand?
Mr. BROWN. That would be swearing.
The CHAIRMAN. How do want to handle it, then?
Will you affirm?
Mr. BROWN. I will affirm.
The CHAIRMAN. You will affirm?
Mr. BROWN. I will affirm; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Hold up your right hand.

St8N
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Do you hereby affirm the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

God?

TESTIMONY OF LAWYER BROWN, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. BROWN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. You may be seated.
I think we have had about every experience now that is possible in

the last 3 months.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Brown, will you give the reporter your full name

and address, please?
Mr. BROWN. Lawyer Brown, 2215 Court.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a lawyer or is that your name?
Mr. BROWN. That is my name.
The CHAIRMAN. Lawyer is your name?
Mr. SIMON. You work for the railroad as a car cleaner?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know Doris Thomas?
Mr. BROWN. I do.
Mr. SIMON. Does she have a sister named Ruth Stokes?
Mr. BROWN. She 4o.
Mr. BROWN. Did you have any discussions with Mrs. Stokes and

Mrs. Thomas about a loan?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; I did.
Mr. SIMoN. You did?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the nature of that discussion?
Mr. BROWN. I didn't ask them for a loan. I was talking about how

my bills were.
Mr. SIMON. How your bills were?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The amount of money you owed?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; how much money I owed and how my bills were

that was in bad shape, and I needed some money to catch them up.
I had been off. I was a little sick and had been off.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you work ?-
Mr. BROWN. I work at the New York Central Railroad.
The CHAIRMAN. How much do you earn each month?
Mr. BROWN. Well, we get paid three times a month now.
The CHAIRMAN. How much do you earn a month in wages?
Mr. BROWN. About $250.
The CHAIRMAN. $250 a month.
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SEmoN. What did you tell her about needing some money?
Mr. BROWN. I told her I needed some money for my bills, to pay

my bills up.
Mr. SIMON. What did she say?
Mr. BROWN. She then a few days later she told me, she said, I can

get you some money.
Mr. SIMON. Did she tell you where she was going to get it?
Mr. BROWN. No; she didn't.
Mr. SImoN. What else did she say?
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Mr. BROWN. So I said, if you can-got it I would like to have arond
$2,500. I said I could pay off some bills and I could have my bi4
where I could handle them.

Mr. SiMoN. Did you tell her what you wanted the $2,500 for?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; to pay bills.
Mr. SIMoN. To pay bills?
Mr. BRowN. To pay bills; yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What kind of bills ?
Mr. BRowN. Well-
Mr. SIMON. Were any of them for repairing a house ?
'Mr. BROWN. Well, I wanted to catch up on what I had.
Mr. SIMON. Do you own a house ?
Mr. BROWN. Yes: I do.
The CHAnmAN. these are to pay past bills, the money you owed in

the past?
Mr. BROWN. Bills was behind; yes. And so she tells me that she

could get me my money, and-
Mr. SIMON. At a later date did Doris Thomas and Wallace Helies

come to see you?
Mr. BRowN. Yes. Doris, she came in later, and then later Mr.

Helies.
Mr. SiMoN. Did they come in together?
Mr. BROWN. No; she was there when he came.
Mr. SIMON. She was there when he came?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were they connected with each other?
Mr. BROWN. Well, that I don't know why they was connected to

one another or not, but I know they was working together while they
were there.

Mr. SixoN. That is what I had in mind. They were workingtoacter?

U;. BROWN. They were working together while they were there.
The CHARMAN. Doris and Wallace Helies were working together

while they were in your presence?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How did they work?
Mr. BROWN. I had told her I needed some money so she knew me

well.
Mr. SiooN. This is Doris now?
Mr. BRowN. Yes. Although she have stayed at my house, and she

come there, just like she is coming home, so when they came they
gave me two pieces of paper, andI signed them, and so I called my
wife and got her to sign the paper.

Mr. SixoN. How did they happen to give you these two pieces of
paper?

&r. BRowN. It was understood I needed some money and they was
going to get it for me.The CHAIRMAN. Who is tiis, Doris Helies? Where did she work?

Mr. BROWN. Doris, she wasn't working any place that I know of.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Were you here this morning?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did she testify this morning, this same Doris

Helies?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know Doris Ilelies; I know Doris Thomas.
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Mr. SIMO.N. You don't know where she works?
Mr BROWN. No. She wasn't working any place that I know at

that time.
Mr. SIMoN. Did she ever work anywhere?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMON. How well do you know her?
Mr. BROWN. She stayed at my house. I mean, I never known her

to do any work. She did a little day work once in awhile. That
is all I knowed about it.

Mr. SIMON. She lived in your house?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; for 3 or 4 months, I guess.
Mr. SIMON. Did she arrange for Mr. Helies to come to your house?
Mr. BRowN. Yes, she did.Mr. SIMoN. And he handed you two pieces of paper; is that right?

Mr. BROWN. She gave me two pieces of paper. She got them from
him and gave them to me.

Mr. SIMON. What did the pieces of paper say on them?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever read them?
Mr. BROWN. No; I didn't.
Mr. SIMON. Are you able to read?
Mr. BROWN. I can read a little.
Mr. SIMON. But you don't know what these pieces of paper said?
Mr. BROWN. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMoN. You signed them; is that right?
Mr. BROWN. That is right. I signed them and gave them to my

wife to sign.
Mr. SIMON. She signed them?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. After that did you get some money?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you get?
Mr. BROWN. I got $1,000.
Mr. SiMoN. Who did you get it from?
Mr. BROWN. I got it in checks. I got three checks.
Mr. SIMON. WYose checks were they?
Mr. BROWN. From Heaton, Hatton, or some kind of supply com-

pany.
Mr. SIMON. Heydon Building Supply Co.?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. These were the checks of the Heydon Building & Supply

Co.?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How much were each of the checks for?
Mr. BROWN. I don't remember how much each of these was for,

but I do know they was divided into enough to come to $1,000.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know what they were for, but they totaled

$1,000 ?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you find out later that you owed a bank $1,300 for

a home-improvement loan?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the bank?
Mr. BROWN. Commercial something.
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Mr. SimoN. Commerce Bank?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the rest of the name? Do you know?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Was any part of that money used for repairs or i.

provements to your home?
Mr. BROWN. Well, I put some-I painted on the inside.
The CAIRMAN. Painted one side!?
Mr. BROWN. Inside the house.
Mr. SivoN. You had done that previously, hadn't you?
Mr. BROWN. I did that when I got the money.
Mr. SImoN. How much of this $1,000 did you spend for that 1)aint?
Mr. BRowN. I don't know. I just got a bucket of paint at the 5.

and 10-cent store.
Mr. SimoN. Five dollars or so?
Mr. BROWN. I paid around $5 a gallon for the paint.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you use about $5, then, of this $1,000 for paint?
Mr. BRowN. More than that.
Mr. SIMON. Ten dollars?
Mr. BROWN. I guess I used around $50.
Mr. SimoN. Fiy dollars?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, around $50 or $60.
Mr. SiMoN. Did any part of the other $950 go to repair or modernize

your house ?
Mr. BROWN. Well, some old cabinets I put in.
Mr. SIoN. How much did you spend on that?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know; I couldn't say.
The CHAIPMAN. About $5?
Mr. BRowN. More than that.
The CHiAmAN. Ten dollars?
Mr. BROWN. It was around $50 or $40, I guess.
Mr. SIMoN. Did any part of the other $900 go to repair your house?
Mr. BROWN. No.
Mr. SiMoN. And you are paying off now on the $1,300 loan?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Who got the other $300?
Mr. BROWN. I guess whoever got the money got the other $1,500.

I didn't.
Mr. SImoN. Did Doris and Helies tell you that that was a fee for

their services?
Mr. BROWN. They told me-she told me, which she did, she told me

it would cost the same as getting a loan. I couldn't get a loan because
my bills was in too bad a shape.

The CHAIRMAN. Your bills was in too bad a shape?
Mr. BROWN. Yes. I knew I couldn't get a loan, so I didn't try

to get one.
Mr. SImoN. Your credit wasn't any good
Mr. BROWN. That is right.'
Mr. SIMoN. Did you fill out a credit application when you made this

loan?
Mr. BROWN. I didn't fill out any kind of apphcation.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know whether anybody else filled out a credit

application for you?
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Mr. BROWN. All I know they had asked me questions and I answered
them.

Mr. SImON. What questions did they ask you?
Mr. BROWN. Where I worked, which Doris knowed, and how long

I had worked.
Mr. SImoN. Did they ask you how many bills you owed ?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you tell them?
Mr. BROwN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether they put that down in the

application?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know. I never saw the application.
Mr. SIMON. You never saw the application?
Mr. BROWN. No.
Mr. SIMON. Are you paying off the bank now?
Mr. BRowN. Well, I am paying them in time, but I am paying them.
Mr. Si ox. Are you behind?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have your book with you?
Mr. BROWN. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have any of the papers with you?
Mr. BROwN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. It isn't clear what bank it is.
Mr. SIMON. That is what I asked him about the bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any papers with you at all?
Mr. B1Ow N. I don't have no paper.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know you possibly were violating the law

when you got this loan for one purpose and used it for another.
Mr. BROWN. No, I didn't.
Mr. SIMON. You know it is a fraudulent loan, don't you ?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You know now, don't you?
Mr. BRow-N. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be against your religion, wouldn't it?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, it sure would.
Here is the bank.
The CHAIRMAN. May we have it, please ?
It is the Detroit Bank, called Bank of Commerce, Hamtramck and

Michigan.
No, this is to the Heydon Building & Supply Co., Lawyer Brown or

Julia Brown.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't that a notice from the bank that a check that Mr.

Relies gave you was returned?
Mr. BROWN. Yes. It came back.
Mr. SIMON. That is not the bank you made the loan from?
Mr. BROWN. No. you see, I have an account at Detroit Bank and I

deposited the check in my account.
Mr. SIMON. And it bounced back?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is what this notice is?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean one of the checks you received bounced?
Mr. BROWN. That wasn't for me. That was a check; it was made

out to me, but it was a check to Doris, you see. When I got the money
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she needed some money, she said, and I lent her some money out of
that'money.

Mr. SIMoN. You lent some of the money to Doris?
Mr. BRowN. I lent her some of the money.
Mr. SimoN. How much of this $300 did Doris get?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMoN. In addition to whatever she got out of the $300 you

loaned her some more; is that right?
Mr. BRowN. Yes; I lent her some.
Mr. SiMoN. How much did you loan her?
Mr. BROWN. I don't exactly know. I lent her $50, and then when

she got the check, I deposited the check in my name.
Mr. SIMoN. You say she got the check?
Mr. BROWN. When she got this check.
Mr. SImoN. This is for $525.
Mr. BROWN. That is right. That was a check made to me for

her.
Mr. SIrmoN. It was made payable to you for her?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SrxoN. Why was it for her?
Mr. BROWN. She said she wanted me to cash the check for her. I

said if you want me to cash a check for you you have to put it in
my name, have it in my name.

Mr. SiMoN. What was this $525 for?
Mr. BROWN. I don't know. It was her check but made to me.
Mr. SIMON. Why was the Heydon Building & Supply Co., which

is Mr. Wallace Helies' company, paying $525 to Doris?
Mr. BRowN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know what that was for?
The CHAIRMAN. Was Doris a colored or white girl?
Mr. BROWN. Colored.
Mr. SImo-. You don't know what that money was for?
Mr. BROWN. No; I don't.
Mr. SImoN. In addition to theW$500 you still loaned her $50 more?
Mr. BROWN. I loaned her $50. I lent her $50 before she ever-

she owed me $50, and she said, "Well, Mr. Helies owes me some money,
and I will pay it to you when I get the money from him." So after
she had the check made to me I deposited it and wrote her a check-
I wrote her two more checks, and the check wasn't no good and she
had cashed the check, so I had to make my check good, too. That
made her owe me $100 some.

Mr. SimoN. What connection is there between Ruth Stokes and
Doris Thomas? You started out by dealing with Ruth Stokes; is that
ri ht ?

Mr. BROWN. No. I wasn't dealing with Ruth Stokes. As I said, I
know her.

Mr. SIoN. You knew her?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. She is the sister f Doris Thomas?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr. SImON. Ruth Stokes didn't have anything to do with this deal?
Mr. BRowN. No.
Mr. SImoN. Thank you, very much.
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Mr. Brown, how many FHA loans have you had?
Mr. BROWN. How many FHA loans I have had?
Mr. SIMoN. How many FHA loans have you had?
Mr. BROWN. I had one on my house and I bought a hot water tank.
Mr. SIMoN. That is two.
Mr. BROWN. That is all. I bought some furniture through the bank.
Mr. SIxoN. This was your third FHA loan; is that right?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Who secured each of them for you?
Mr. BROWN. Well-
The CHAIRMAN. This Doris Thomas?
Mr. BROWN. No. The first one I had, it was got through the

national bank.
The CHAIRMAN. Which national bank?
Mr. BROWN. National Bank of Detroit.
The CHAIRMAN. National Bank of Detroit, and the second one was

got through whom?
Mr. BROWN. The second one was got through the national bank.

I bought some furniture.
The C AIRMAN. What about the third one? The third one was

what bank?
Mr. BROWN. That is Commercial, I guess.
The CHAIRMAN. And have you paid or are you still paying on all

three of these loans?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You haven't paid any of them off ?
Mr. BROWN. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you in default on all three of them?
Mr. BROWN. What is that?
Mr. SIMoN. Are you a little behind on all three?
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. Simow. Were you a little behind on the first two when you made

the third one?
Mr. BRowN. That is right. Ip aid them up
Mr. SIMON. You were a little behind on the first two when you got

the third one put throughI
Mr. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The CHAuRMAN. Thank you very much. You may remain in the

room, though, until we close tonight. Thank you.
Our next witness will be Mrs. Ruth Stokes.
Mrs. Ruth Stokes?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jack Chisik?
(No response.)
The CHAIAMAN. Is the marshal present?
The MARSHAL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We order the marshal to go out and arrest Mrs.

Ruth Stokes and Jack Chisik because they are violating a subpena.
They were both subpenaed to appear in this courtroom at 2 o'clock
this afternoon. Unless they do arrive they will be in contempt of
this committee, and of the Tnited States Senate. They are not on
the outside? They are not out there in the hall?
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(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. We will ask Mrs. Helies to return to the stand,

please.
Mrs. Helies, you have already been sworn. Will you be seated,

please.
You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SImox. Mrs. lHelies, do you know Doris Thomas?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. DORIS MAME HELIES, COZY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO., DETROIT, MICH.-Resumed

Mr. HLIES. Yes, I do.
Mr. SIMON. What business dealings does she have with your hus.

band?
Mrs. HELIES. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How do you know her?
Mrs. HELMS. She has been in the building 2 or 3 times.
Mr. SI N. What building?
Mrs. HELMS. To our home. Our home and office are together.
Mr. SIMON. What was the purpose of her coming to your home and

office?
Mrs. HxLIES. To discuss business with my husband.
Mr. SIMON. What business did she discuss?
Mrs. HELIES. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Were you there?
Mrs. HELES. No.
Mr. SIMON. Does she work for your husband?
Mrs. HELms. Not that I know of, sir.
Mr. SIMON. If she doesn't work for him what business did she have

to discuss with your husband?
Mrs. HELMS. As far as I know, getting business for him.
Mr. SIMON. Getting business for him?
Mrs. HELMS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. I am a little confused. You say she doesn't work for

him but gets business for him?
Mrs. HELIES. She brought leads into him, as far as I know.
Mr. SIMON. What kind of leads did she bring in to him?
Mrs. HELIMS. For modernization work.
Mr. SIMON. For modernization work?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he pay her a commission on those leads?
Mrs. HELIES. I believe he did, yes.
Mr. SIMON. The last witness had a notification from the Detroit

Bank. Is that where your husband banks?
Mrs. HELI S. No, sir. We do now, yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is where he banks?
Mrs. HErrs. Yes.
Mr. SIM oN. This was a notification from the bank that a $525

check to Doris Thomas has bden returned for insufficient funds. Do
you know what that check was for?

Mrs. HELIMS. No, I do not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that he issued a check for $525 to her

that had been returned?
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Mrs. HFLi~S. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't know that?
Mrs. HELnms. No, not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a Ruth Stokes
Mrs. HELnIS. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard of her?
Mrs. Hmms. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever met her?
Mrs. HELms. She came to our home about 3 months ago.
Mr. SIMoN. What did she come to your home for?
Mrs. Hmims. To demand money.
Mr. SIXON. What was the money for?
Mrs. HEuIms. That I don't know.
The CHARMAN. To demand money?
Mrs. HEmas., Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did she say the money was for ?
Mrs. Hmms. She said she had to have an attorney.
Mr. SIMON. She had to have the money for an attorney?
Mrs. HEIms. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Why should your husband be giving her the money for

an attorney ?
Mrs. ILImS. I don't know. She came to ask him if he would give

it to her.
Mr. SIMON. What did she want an attorney for?
Mrs. Hmms. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Was that because she was in trouble on these FHA

loans?
Mrs. HrimEs. That could be. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you home when she came?
Mrs. H1ms. Yes, I was. She came early in the morning.
Mr. SIMON. What was the conversation that she had with your

husband?
Mrs. HFLrEs. I don't remember offhand.
Mr. SIMON. How long ago was that?
Mrs. HELMES. I would say, I believe it was around December some

time. I am not sure.
Mr. SIMoN. December of last year?,
Mrs. HEXEius. Yes, December or January.
Mr. SIMON. You don't remember what was said?
Mrs. Hums. No, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Was that a common occurrence for these women to

come to your house and ask for money?
Mrs. H mms. No, it wasn't.
Mr. SIMON. I would think you would remember what she said.
Mrs. H~umis. I don't because I wasn't around long enough.
Mr. SIMON. You weren't around long enough?
Mrs. Humms. No, I wasn't. I didn't hear-
Mr. SIMON. Where did you go?
Mrs. I-ILrms. I think I went in the house. She was in the office.
Mr. SIMON. Is your husband's office and home together?
Mrs. HELmS. Yes, it is.
Mr. SIMON. Where is the office?
Mrs. HELIES. Downstairs.
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Mr. SImoN. In the basement of the home?
Mrs. ThmIEs. No; the main floor.
Mr. SIMoN. Does he subcontract all the repair work he does?
Mrs. HELmS. Just about. He has.
Mr. SIMoN. He subcontracts?
Mrs. HOLIES. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. He has these women go out and give him the leads?
Mrs. HELIS. No. He doesn't have any women go out and get him

leads.
Mr. SImoN. I thought you said that.
Mrs. HELEs. No. I beg your pardon. She came to him with leads.

Someone must have sent her. We used to have a lot of people wanting
payment in for them which we do not know.

Mr. SiMoN. Here are a couple of cases where he did.
Mrs. HELmS. I don't know about that.
Mr. SIMON. Did you hear the testimony of Lawyer Brown?
Mrs. HELImS. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever hear of him before?
Mrs. HELmS. Yes. I think we had him listed as a job which I

would know nothing about.
Mr. SIMON. You Rad him listed as a job?
Mrs. HwES. Yes; a subcontract job.
Mr. SimoN. Did you do any work on his house?
Mrs. HELm. I don't know, sir. The subcontracts, I don't know

what happens.
Mr. SiMoN. All these jobs are subcontracted out?
Mrs. HELrES. Not all of them; no.
Mr. SIMoNv. Some of them are done by your own people?
Mrs. HELr s. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. How many mechanics do you have working or you?
Mrs. HELms. Four or five.
Mr. SI N. What are their names?
Mrs. HELiS. Austin Heydon.
Mr. SIMON. Is he your brother?
Mrs. HELis. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Who else?
Mrs. HELwEs. Leslie Heydon.
Mr. SIMoN. Is he another brother?
Mrs. HELrES. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Who else?
Mrs. HELTES. Milton Johnson.
Mr. SIMON. What does he do?
Mrs. HELS. Electrical repair work.
Mr. SImoN. Is he on a salary with your company?
Mrs. HELrrs. Yes; he is.
Mr. SI oN. Who else?
Mrs. HELIES. As a subcontractor.
Mr. SrMoN. As a subcontractor?
Mrs. IHELrES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. I was trying to find out from you what employees you

had who were not subcontractors.
Mrs. HELrES. He works right with us, but it is on a subcontract

basis. It is not a salary basis.
Mr. SIxoN. What employees do'you have on a salary basis?
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Mrs. H.LIES. Three carpenters.
Mr. SI~oN. What are their namesI
Mrs. HELIES. Austin and Leslie Heydon and Alva Hartley.
Mr. SIMON. He is on a salary?
Mrs. HELI S. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns this Heydon Building & Supply Co.?
Mrs. HF~mS. My husband and myself.
Mr. SIMON. You and your husband?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes.
Mr. SihoN. Did you own it before he did?
Mrs. HELMS. No, I did not.
Mr. SIMON. How does it happen to have your name, your maiden

name, instead of his name?
Mrs. HELMES. We just wanted a name for the company and he

decided to use that name.
Mr. SIM oN. He just decided to use that name?
Mrs. HELmES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your husband this afternoon?
Mrs. HELMS. He is on a building project in Canada. He has been

over there for about 2 months, now. He comes maybe 2 or 3 nights a
week. It all depends.

The CHAIRMAN. He has been over there for a couple of months?
Mrs. HELIMS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Is he going to be home tonicrhtI
Mrs. HELIES. As far as I know. I don know when he is coming,

and when he isn't. I never hear from him.
Mr. SIMON. You told us yesterday you would talk to him last night.
Mrs. HELIEs. That is right. He called me at 7: 30.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you tell him we wanted him as a witness here

today?
Mrs. HELIES. May I finish, please?
The CHeAmAN. Yes, you may.
Mrs. HELIES. He called me 7: 30 last night and he said he didn't

know whether he would be coming over or not. If I didn't hear from
him at 11 o'clock he would stay over, which he frequently does. The
gentleman was out with the subpena about 8: 30. I haven't talked to
him since.

Mr. SIxoN. You haven't talked to him since the man was there with
the subpena?

Mrs. IhLmS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know how to get hold of him?
Mrs. HELIES. Yes. I talked to him on a party line, 12-party line,

at St. Joseph. When I called up there last night the line was out
of order, which you may check.

Mr. SIMON. Do you keep any records or books at this Heydon Sup-
ply Co.?

Mrs. HELMS. We did.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you have anything to do with the books and rec-

ords?
Mrs. HELIES. I kept the books.
Mr. SIMON. You are the bookkeeper?
Mrs. HFIIES. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. When you made out this check to Doris Thomas

for $525 what did the books show that was for?

m - S
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Mrs. HELIES. I don't remember wlwetJr I made the check out or
whether I didn't. I didn't make out all the checks.

Mr. Snmow. Even if he made the check out were you the one who
made the entries in the book?

Mrs. HE.ImEs. Yes.
Mr. SnioN. What was the entry for that $525?
Mrs. HELms. I wouldn't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Were there a lot of checks to girls for big amounts?
Mrs. HmmUs. No.
Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't you remember a $525 check to a Doris

Thomas?
Mrs. HEIJs. Not specifically I wouldn't, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How many checks were there to Doris Thomas?
Mrs. HEims. That I couldn't say.
Mr. SIMoN. Were there more than one?
Mrs. HE Es. There may have been; yes.
Mr. SIMON. More than two?
Mrs. HELmS. I couldn't really say. I don't know how many there

were.
Mr. SIMON. How many checks were there to Ruth Stokes?
Mrs. Hi iEs. There were no checks to Ruth Stokes.
Mr. SIMON. No checks to Ruth Stokes?
Mrs. HELmES. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you or he ever have any dealings with Ruth

Stokes?
Mrs. lEms. No, sir.
Mr. Smxo. If you never had any dealings with her why should

she come to him for money when she was in trouble?
Mrs. IIELIES. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know?
Mrs. HELrES. No; I do not.
Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't that arouse your curiosity when a Negro lady

comes to your husband for money because she is in trouble?
Mrs. HELIES. No.
Mr. SIMON. It wouldn't make you a bit curious?
Mrs. HELrs. To a certain extent; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ask him?
Mr. HE Iaw. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you?
Mrs. H ms. Because he said he didn't know the woman, why should

he give her any money; whether he was putting me off or what, I
don't know. That is the answer.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know any r4ason why she should come to him?
Mrs. Hzmiws. Not unless she was sent there; no.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know she was the sister of Doris Thomas?
Mr. HMELIs. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't?
Mrs. I-IEhS. No; I didn't.
Mr. SiM&oN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Still remain around this afternoon.
Will the deputy marshal-will you please be sworn ?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

'the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
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TESTIMONY OF GEORGE H. MARSIL, DEPUTY UNITED STATES
MARSHAL, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. MARsIL. I do.
The CHAMMAN. Please give your name and address to the reporter,

please.
Mr. MARSIL. George H. Marsil.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your official capacity?
Mr. MARsnL. Deputy United States marshal.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you personally serve upon a Mrs. Ruth Stokes

and a Mr. Jack Chisik subpenas to appear here today at 2 o'clock ?
Mr. MARSIL. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
When did you serve them?
Mr. MARSIL. I would have to check my report, but I did make a per-

sonal service on both parties.
Mr. SImoN. Several days ago?
Mr. MARSIL. I would say it was probably 10 days ago.
The CHAIRMAN. You did personally serve both of them approxi-

mately 10 days ago?
Mr. MARSIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. S oN. Do you recall whether it was September 8, 1954?
Mr. MARSIL. That would be very close.
Mr. SI N. At least that is the return on the Chisik subpena.
Mr. MARSm. That would be the correct date.
Mr. SioN. Did you serve them both the same day?
Mr. MARSIL. To the best of my knowledge service was made on .tie

same day., or there might have been 1 day's difference on the two.
Mr. SI N. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be William Ray Shepherd.

Mr. Shepherd, will you please be sworn?
Mr. SHEPHERD. No pictures.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a rule in this committee that if the wit-

ness refuses to have his picture taken, that we abide by his wishes.
Will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM RAY SHEPHERD, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. SHEPHERD. I do.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated and give your full name and address to the reporter.
Mr. SHEPHERD. William Ray Shepherd. My address is 20414

Salem.
Mr. SImoMN. That is in Detroit?
M'r. SIEPHED. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIxhON. You were employed by the Industrial National Bank,

Mr. Shepherd?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. During what period of time?
Mr. SUEPHERD. February 18, 1952, to July 15, 1954.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know a man named Jack Chisik?
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Mr. SHIPHERD. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How long have you known him?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Approximately 1 year.
Mr. SIMoN. What were your dealings with Mr. Chisik ?
Mr. SiijPHERD. When I first met him or had dealings with him,

he was modernization manager with the Grand Heatin-gCo.
Mr. SIMoN. With the Grand Heating Co.?V
Mr. SHEPHFRD. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. He was the modernization manager?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is what I understood.
Mr. Simox. And what were your business dealings with him?
Mr. SHE PHERD. I contacted him regarding a delinquent account.
Mr. SIMoN. You contacted him-
Mr. SHErPHFD. Regarding a delinquent account.
Mr. Smiow. Did he later come and make a proposition to you?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And what was his proposition?
Mr. SHEPHERD. To have loans approved and I would receive re-

muneration for them.
Mr. SixoN. Did he ask you to give him the names of rejected

applicants?
Mr. SHEPHRD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Why did he want you to give him the names of rejected

applicants.
Mr. SwmPmHRD. So he could contact those people and try to get the

loans approved at other banks.
Mr. SioN. low much did he pay you for this?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Nothing.
Mr. SIMoN. How much?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Nothing.
Mr. SrioN. He paid you for approving loans, didn't he?
Mr. SaEPHERD. He asked me---he paid me for those names, and I

said "No."
Mr. SrmoN. He didn't pay you for the names?
Mr. S'EnERD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You helped him get approval of loans, I guess the

phrase is, "of doubtful qualification," is that correctI
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON.I He paid you $50 apiece on those ?
Mr. SHEPHERD. I did not state that.
Mr. SIxoN. How much did he pay you?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Over a period of time he paid me $1,650.
Mr. SIMON. What was the rate?,
Mr. SEPHERiD. There was no specific rate.
Mr. SIMON. No specific rate?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Over how long a period of time did he give you this

$1,650?
Mr. SHEPHERD. I think it *as around August through December of

1953.
Mr. SIMON. Of 1953?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. In a period of about 4 months?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
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The CHAIRMAN. Approximately how many loans were involvedI
Mr. SmPHERD. I estimated about 30.
The CHAImRAN. About 30 loans?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be aprpoximately about $50 apiece?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Those were loans of doubtful qualification; is that

Ur.SHEPHERD.That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What bank was it that handled those?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Industrial National Bank.
The CHAMrMAN. Are you still employed by the Industrial National

Bank?
Mr. SHEPHERD.' No; I resigned.
The CHATRAN. When di dyou resign?
Mr. SHEPHERD. July 17-July 15, 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. Of this year?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you in charge of the title I?
Mr. SHEPHERD.' No sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your position at the bank?
Mr. SHEPHERD. At the time the loans were approved, I was one of

the credit men.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have authority to approve loans?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did approve loans?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You approved loans of doubtful character for Mr.

Chisik?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. He paid you in the course, or during the period of

time, about $1,650?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. For approximately 30 loans?
Mr. SHEPHERD. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Shepherd, you were here this afternoon, were you?

Were you here in the last hour and a quarter?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you hear the testimony of these people who said

that they got loans with the help of Ruth Stokes at the Industrial
National Bank for purposes unrelated to home modernization?

Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall any of those loans as being loans that you

put through for Chisik?
Mr. SHEPHERD. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. By that you mean that there werent any of these loans

involved or that you just don't recall?
Mr. SHEPH-ERD. TO my knowledge, those names were not involved

1n any way.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know whether Chisik had any other people in

the bank who were doing things for them?
Mr. SHEPHERD. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Doris Helies work at the bank?

- S
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Mr. SHzPHzRD. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimON. The same branch you did?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. What were her duties?
Mr. SHMPHERD. The same as mine.
Mr. SImoN. She had authority to approve loans,?
Mr. SHEmm. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether she approved any loans for

Chisik?
Mr. SHEPHERD. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. I take it that whatever she did you just don't know

about; is that right?
Mr. SHEPHERD. I didn't interfere with her work. She had her work

to do and I had my work to do. In other words, what her contacts
were, I wouldn't know.

The CHAIRMAN. There was no reason why you should know what she
was doing; is that correct?

Mr. SHEPHERD. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know Helies, her husband?
Mr. SHEPHERD. I met him before they were married.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have any dealings with him?
Mr. SHEPHERD. Other than once I served a subpena on him.
Mr. Si[ON. But you didn't take any paper from him?
Mr. SHmPHCRD. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he do some business with her before they were

married?
Mr. SHiEPHERD. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you remain around for the rest of the day,

please?
Mr. Philip Rosenbaum, please. Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF PHILIP ROSENBAUM, DETROIT,. MICH.

Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated and give the reporter your name and address for

the record.
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Philip Rosenbaum.
Mr. Sixo N. Your address?
Mr. ROSXNBAUM. 20501 Mark twain.
Mr. SIMON. Is that in Detroit?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What is your business, Mr. Rosenbaum?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Contractor.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the i-ame of your company?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. It used to be ex-Prime Construction.
Mr. SIMON. It used to be ex?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Ex-Prime Construction.
The CHAMAN. The letter "x"?
Mr. ROSENiiB.U. No. What I-mean to say-
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Mr. SIMON. You were formerly-you formerly operated under the
name Prime Construction Co.?

Mr. ROSENBA tM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What name do you operate under now?
Mr. ROSE&NBAUM. None.
Mr. SiMoN. Are you in business now?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No.
Mr. SIMON. You are out of business?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. During what period of time did you operate under the

name Prime Construction Go.?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. It goes back many years.
Mr. SIMON. What period?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Approximately 8 years.
Mr. SIMON. Eight years?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Between 7 or 8 years.
Mr. SIMON. When did you go out of business?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. In 1951.
Mr. SIMON. 1951. Have you been in business since 1951?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No.
Mr. SIMON. What have you been doing for the last 3 years?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I was-my license was revoked, I think in 1952

I don't quite remember.
Mr. SIMON. What have you been doing the last 2 years?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I have worked off and on as a salesman.
Mr. SIMON. As a salesman for whom?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. For various concerns.
The CHAIRMAN. Home repair?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Home repair.
The CHAIRMAN. Doing business under title I?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Under title I.
The CHAIRMAN. Yet your license was revoked in 1951?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been selling for other home repair com-

panies who do business with FHA?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When you were Prime Construction Co.-is that right?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Right.
Mr. SIMON. How many salesmen did you have working for you?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Offhand, I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Were there 1 or 2 or 50 or 60?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I can only make an approximate estimate.
Mr. SIMON. What is your best.recollection?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. About 12.
Mr. SIMON. About 12?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. About.
Mr. SIMON. Was the turnover pretty highI
Mr. ROSENBAUM. At one period of time.
Mr. SIMON. When was the turnover pretty high, what.period?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I am just mixed up. Either in 1951-or 1952. I

can't quite
Mr. SIMON. Prior to that time, did they all stay a long time?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. It ranged.
Mr. SIMON. It ranged?
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Mr. ROS .BAUM. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Prior to the time of 1951, or 1952, I have been

doing a regular amount of business, year after year.
Mr. SIMON. Between-then it was only in 1950 or 1951 that you

took on these suede-shoe salesmen?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I wouldn't say that.
Mr. SIMON. What is the distinction between the type of business

you did prior to 1950 and the type of business you did after 19501
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Mostly I operated with very few sales force.
Mr. SIMON. And you expanded about 1950, is that right?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Where did you get these salesmen?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I got them as I went along.
Mr. SImoN. Where did you get them?
Mr. ROSENBA M. I didn't look for them.
Mr. SIMON. They looked for you?
Mr. ROSeBAUx. Precisely.
Mr. SIMON. What did they tell you when they came in?
Mr. RoszBuM . That they wanted to work.
Mr. SIMON 'That they wanted to work?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. 'yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did they operate on sort of an independent basis, they

would go out and get the contracts and give them to you if they felt
like it, or give them to someone else if they wanted to?

Mr. ROSJNBAUm. I would say they were with me, they exclusively
dealt with me.

Mr. SIMON. They worked for you exclusively? Did these people
have their own trade built up before they came to you?

Mr. ROSENBAUM . What do you mean by that?
Mr. SIMON. Well, you say they sought you out. What reason did

they give you for hiring them?
Mr. ROSE NBAU. What reason they gave me?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. You say they sought you.
Mr. ROSENBAUM. That I hired them?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I gave them a trial.
Mr. SIMON. You gave them a try?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Right.
Mr. SIMON. What basis did you pay them?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Ten percent was retained.
Mr. SmoN. Say that again.
Mr. ROSEBAum. Ten percent was retained.
Mr. SJi&oN. Ten percent was retained?
Mr. ROSENBAU-. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by that?
Mr. ROSE NBAUM. On certain materials.
Mr. SIiON. Is what you mean, Mr. Rosenbaum, that the job would

cost you so much, and you would take 10 percent off the top for
yourself, and everything else was the salemans? op

Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is right.
Mr. SNioN. In other words, if the job cost $300, and he sold it for

$900, you would get $90, the subcontractor who did the work would
get $300, and the salesman would get $550?
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Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was there any limit-
Mr. ROSENBAUM. If it was that kind of a deal.
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
The CHAIRMAN. You just used an example. He could have used

larger or smaller figures. That was the basis on which it was worked?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were there cases in which the salesman got as much

as 50 percent of what the homeowner paid?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I couldn't recall.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know one way or the other?
(Witness shakes head negatively.)
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever concern yourself with how much they

charged the homeowner?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I might have advocated fair-trade policy of not

to exceed a certain amount.
Mr. SIMON. Not to exceed what?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Certain amounts.
Mr. SIMON. What was certain amounts?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I cannot remember the details.
Mr. SIMON. Did your salesmen use the model-home pitch?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain of that?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Only one of them.
Mr. SImON. Which one was that?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Mr. Burke.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Burke?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Right.
Mr. SIMON. How long did he work for you?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Several months.
Mr. SIMoN. How many sales did he make?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Several.
Mr. SIMON. How many?
Mr. ROSENBAU M. I can't tell you offhand. The records can show

that.
The CI-TAIRMAN. Fifty, a hundred?
Mr. ROSENIIUM. Less.
Mr. SIMON . We had two witnesses this morning, Mr. Rosenbaum,

who-were you here when they testified?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who was the salesman that sold them?
Mr. ROSENBAUMIT. Mr. Burke and Mr. Newman.
Mr. SIMON. What about Mr. Newman? Did he use the model-

home pitch?
Mr. ROSENBAULM. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain that he didn't?
Mr. ROSE.NBiAUM. Not to my knowledge.
The (HIAIRMAN. What bank financed your paper?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Industrial National Bank.
The CIAIRMAN. Industrial National Bank. For how long a period

did they handle it?
Mr. ROSENBAUA. I was with them for several years.
The (HII[ rAN. For several years?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you have to pay anybody in the bank to take
your paper ?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever pay a dime to anybody at the bank?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did they ever reject any of your paper?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. How many times?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Quite often.
Mr. SIMON. How often?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I would say 3 out of 10-3 or 4 out of 10.
Mr. SIMoN. That is 3 or 4 out of 10?
Mr. RosENAUM. Perhaps.
Mr. SIMoN. What did you do with those?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Nothing.
The CHIRmAuw. Did they ever call to your attention that they

disapproved of your sales methods?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I would like to make a point clear, coming back

to the model pitch, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I discovered a deal that was an assumption of a

model pitch. It was the only deal that I knew of at the time.
The CAMAN. An assumption of the model pitch?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Mr. Carrico, - from the better business bureau

called me up, and explained to me about Mr. and Mrs. Pichan that
they have turned in a complaint, and he wanted to have it taken care of.

The CHAIRMAN. You had an office. You weren't a contractor in the
true sense of the word, were you? You were really a sales manager?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I was a contractor.
The CHAIRMAN. You had a lot of people working for you and you

did the work?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. What you might call subcontract-
The CHAIRMAN. Didn't you subcontract all your work?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were just a solicitor of business?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. When you got the business you would go out and

subcontract it to the one who would do it for the least amount?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You went on like that for many years?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. That is right.
The CHAIRXAN. Did you furnish the Industrial National Bank

with a statement?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't have your statement with you?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they ever call to your attention that they dis-

approved of your methods?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. My methods-there was nothing wrong with my

methods except that one complaint I had of that model pitch.
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The CHAIRMAN. You weren't even a contractor in a true sense. You
weren't a lumberyard, you weren't a dealer, you weren't a contractor.
You were just-

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I was-
The CHAIRMAN. You were just a solicitor of business. My point

is: Did the bank object to that sort of thing? Did they ever call to
your attention the fact they had complaints against you from the
better business bureau or other sources?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. May I describe my nature of contracting?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you may.
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I was a residential maintenance contractor licensed

by the Michigan Securities Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they ever cancel your contract?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. My contract?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; your license. Did they ever cancel your

license?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. They did, on account of the Pichan and Mays

complaint.
The CHAIRM1AN. The two complaints we had in here this morning?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Right. That was the model pitch that I am re-

ferring to, and I would like to make it clear how the procedure of the
deal itself worked.

Mr. SimoN. The thing I don't understand is why the bank turned
down 3 or 4 out of every 10 loans you gave them if these 2 then were
the only bad ones.

Mr. ROSENBAUM. What do you mean by that?
Mr. SIMON. Well, you didn't-didn't you testify a minute ago that

the bank turned down 3 or 4 out of every 10?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Approximately, I said.
Mr. SIMON. That means they turned down 30 to 40 percent of all

the loans you turned in to them; is that right?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Well, I would say periodically, it would range that

way.
Mr. SIMON. It would range between 30 and 40 percent?
Mr. ROSENBAU1. Periodically.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't that mean that you were signing up contracts

with a lot of, at least, poor business risks, if the bank was turning down
a third of them?

The CHAIRMAN. Why were they turning them down?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Because their credit was no good.
Mr. SIMON. Did the bank ever complain to you that you were taking

too many people whose credit wasn't any good?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I have no way of finding out whether people are

good or bad unless the bank checks them.
Mr. SIMON. They continued to do business with you even though

they had to turn down a third of your customer?
Mr. ROSENBA M. Well-
The CHAIRMAN. What would you do with those that were turned

down? Would you take them to some other bank and get them
through?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You just lost the business?
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Mr. ROSENBAUT. Right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you go to the bank before the work was done

Did you check their credit?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Go to the bank?
Mr. SIMON. Yes, to check their credit before you did the work?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Right.
Mr. SIMON. Supposing your salesman signed up a contract tonight,

How soon would they start work on the job?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. I would know, not exactly.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you usually start work the next morning?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Some of them.
Mr. SIM oN. If the contract was signed tonight, and the work was

started the first thing the next morning, how could you check with
the bank on the credit?

Mr. ROSrN.BAUM. If the credit would have been bad, I would have
been stuck. If such procedure did take place

The CHAIRMAN. You must have been stuck a lot of times if the
bank turned down 3 out of 10 contracts.

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I would say, "Yes."
Mr. SIMON. You did get stuck a lot?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Not too much. I used judgment.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Rosenbaum, a minute ago you said you never knew

what a man's credit was until the man told you. Now you said you
used judgment.

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I didn't know definitely whether it was good or
bad, but I could use my judgment.

Mr. SIMON. What judgment did you use when a salesman brought
you in a contract the first thing in the morning that he got signed
the night before?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. If I liked the statement, the income, and certain
things that could convince me, I wouldn't object to start the job.Mr. SIMON. Did you examine each credit report like that?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How come the bank disagreed with you on 3 or 4 out

of every 10 cases?Mr. ROSeNBAs. Well, if they disagreed, I had no deal.
Mr. SIMON. But if you examined the credit material on every case

and you were a prudent businessman, how come the bank disagreed
with you on so many cases?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, in discounting or selling this paper to the

bank, endorse it and guarantee payment?
Mr. RosENBAUm. Endorse andguarantee?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Was it sold to them with or without re-

course?
Mr. ROSENBA M. Without recourse.
The CHAIRMAN. Without recourse. In other words, if the paper

was not good, you had no further liability?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. No further liability.
Mr. SIMON. As a matter of fact, you knew the Federal Government

guaranteed all the paper; didn't you?
Mr. ROSENBAUM. Yes. Now I would like to explain.
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The CHAIRMAN. Except the banks paid a fee that went into a fund

that was used to take care of losses up to the amount of the fee or
up to the amount of the fund?

Mr. ROSENBAUM. I don't understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. It isn't necessary that you do. That is the bank's

problem. Anything else. Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIxoN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We would like to have you

remain for the rest of the afternoon, if you will, please.
Our next witness will be Mr. Barbeau, with the Industrial National

Bank. Will you come forward, please? Will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT R. BARBEAU, INDUSTRIAL NATIONAL
BANK, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. BARBEAU. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name to the

reporter for the record.
Mr. BARBEAU. Albert R. Barbea.u, 1483 Harding Avenue, Detroit,

Mich.
Mr. SIMfON. Can you speak a little louder, please, Mr. Barbeau?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is your occupation?
Mr. BARBEAU. I am present manager of the title I operation of the

Industrial National Bank.
Mr. SI xON. Are you in charge of all the title I operations for the

bank ?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Shepherd, the gentleman who testified here

a few minutes ago, work under you?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
The CIFAII MAN. You were in charge of the department when he was

employed there?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you hear the previous witness testify?
Mr. BARBFMAU. Yes.
The CHAmMAN. Did your bank handle his business for many

years?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
The CHAIrMAN. Do you have a file on that gentleman or his

company with you?
Mr. BARBEAU. I don't have it right now; no.
The CHAIRMAN. What files did you bring with you?
Mr. BArmEATU. I brought Cozy Home Improvement.
The CHAIRMAN. May we see it, please?
Mr. BARBEAU. Surely.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you be seated over there and we will ask

You some questions.
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Take the Cozy Homes. I presume we can use that as an example.
In other words, the Cozy Homes at one time began doing business
with your bank for the first time is that right?

I presume they came in and ask that you finance, under FIJA.
guaranty, finance their home modernization loans. Did you ask them
for a financial statement at that time?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, we usually procure those through the Bureau
of Credits.

The CHAInuN. Will you give me a copy of your files there of the
financial statement that was given to you on Cozy Homes at that
time?

Mr. BARBEAT. If you will bear with me a minute.
The CHAIRm. We will.
This is the statement of Cozy Homes Improvement Co., Bureau of

Credits, Inc., October 18, 1951.
About how many loans did you handle for this company over the

period of years they were doing business with you?
Mr. BAR EAU. During 1951, we purchased 124 deals for an aggre.

gate total of $104,915.43.
The CHAMMAN. That was during 1954?
Mr. BARBFAU. 1951.
The CHAIrxAw. How much in 1952?
Mr. BARBEAU. 1952, 25 deals for $25,290.84.
The CHAImAN. 1953?
Mr. BARBEAU. None in 1953.
The CHAMAN. And none, of course, in 1954?
Mr. BARMEAU. That is right.
The CHAnRMAN. This statement that you handed me which is dated

October 18, 1951, that is when you did your first business with them?
Mr. BARBIEAU. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice that it has cash on hand, $600; accounts

receivable, $3,500; merchandise inventory, $973; equipment, $250;
other assets, $700;'a total of $6,123. Then on accounts payable side is
liabilities, $1,240; net worth, $4,883.

Is this the basis which you handled-what was it, a couple of hun-
dred thousand dollars' worth of their paper?

Mr. BARBEAU. Yes. They were licensed by the Michigan Corpora-
tion Securities Commission and we based our-

The CHAmMAN. On the fact they had license?
Mr. BmBFA-u. Yes, and the fact we got the Bureau of Credits report.
The CHAnRMAN. And they listed equipment of only $250. How

could they have been much of a home-repair and modernization con-
cern with only $250 worth of equipment?

Mr. BARBEAU. Of course, most of these concerns subcontract their
jobs.

The CHAxMAN. Do you think it was ever intended by the Congress
that you were to finance paper for just a little sales organization?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, I know it had been done throughout the
country.

The CHAIRMAN. I know it has been done. That is one of the rea-
sons for this investigation.

Would you have extended this amount of credit to this concern had
the Federal Government not have been guaranteeing it?
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Mr. BARBEAU. Well, I think we don't use any more precautionary
matters on our own than we would on FHA.

The CHAIMAN. You are not saying to me in this instance you
used as much precaution when you were representing the Federal
Government as you would have been if you were loaning without any
guaranty, do you?

Mr. BARBEAU. We scrutinize all our credits, all types of loans. We
are not only limited to FHA but personal loans and some loans on our
own plan.

The CHAIRMAN. These contracts and notes that this Cozy Homes
turned over to your bank, how did you check the credits on those?

Mr. BARBEAU. Through a local-the credits on the individual
cases

The CHARMAN. Yes. How did you handle it? Did you get a
credit report on them?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, where the amounts were relatively large, we
did, and in most instances, we checked with the local bureau and
Michigan Merchants Credit Bureau. They have quite a complete
file, and they are cleared here in the city of Detroit and some of the
outlying towns.

The CHAIRMAN. How many accounts would you say that your bank
had of this nature where they were strictly a hundred percent sales
organization, with 1 or 2 people in the office, and they would go
out and sell, high-pressure, the homeowner into buying something that
they possibly did not need and then subcontract with somebody else
and bring it in to you and get it financed.

Mr. BARBEAU. I Wouldn't know offhand, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Is this a normal example, a good example, or is

this an unusual case?
Mr. BARBEAJ. Well, I might term it normal, and unusual.
The CHAMMAN. Both normal and unusual?
Mr. BAMREAU. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean by that that these home loan com-

panies that you did business with were of the general nature of
this?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, we have had-we have always assumed and
thought that our past experience, that of course statements similar
to the one you are just looking at there, and checking over, why we
have had some dealers that we have never had a bit of trouble with
that probably had no more worth than they had, that conducted
their business the way it should have been conducted. We never had
any trouble with them.

The CHAIRMAN. I presume that is true, but here is a case where
you did have trouble with these people later.

Mr. BARMAU. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. Did you personally as head of this department

check into the accounts that were handled where they paid this gen-
tleman, Mr. Shepherd, what was it, $1,650?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, I was manager of the department at that time,
and, of course, I didn't know the situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Do we have any more witnesses that financed their
accounts through the Industrial Bank? You brought us one other
file, didn't you? Do you have the file on the Heydon Building &
Supply Co.I
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Mr. BARBEAU. No. We never did any business with them.
The CHAIRMAN. Prime Construction Co.-do you have a file on

that ?
Mr. BARBEAU. We have one file you inquired about and that is that

Mays file. I have it here.
The CHAIRMAN. That was the individual?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
The CIRMAN. You handled paper for the Prime Construction

Co., did you not?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have their financial statements they ren-

dered at the time?
Mr. BAPBEAU. No; I don't happen to have it. Here is the Mays.
The CHAIMMAN. This is that Mays file.
Show me the financial report that you had. Let the attorney see

it. What I want you to do is show me the financial report you secured
on Mays before you made the loan. I couldn't see it. I didn't find it
in there. There is this financial report on Mays.

Mr. BARBEAU. I would have to look at it, sir, at the file.
The CHAMMAN. Did you finance the Oak Building Supply Co.?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes, sir.
The CHAiRMAv. Do you have the financial statement they gave you

when they started doing business with you?
Mr. BARBEAU. Not right now, I haven't got it.
The CHArMAN. Would you bring that to us tomorrow morning and

also the Prime Construction Co. ?
Mr. BARBEAU. I will make a note of that, sir.
The CHArAN. Did you do business with the Glendale Supply Co.?
Mr. BARBEAU. Not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you bring in their statement?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Did you ever do business with Jack Chisik?
Mr. BARBEAU. Only under Advance Construction Co.
The CHARMAN. Will you bring in that financial statement also, of

Jack Chisik, under the name of Advance Construction Co.?
Mr. BARBEAu. Advance Construction, and what is that other one,

Oak Park Building?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. Prime Construction, Glendale Construc-

tion, and Advance Construction. That is Jack Chisik's company.
Mr. BARBEAtr. I have got Glendale, Prime, Oak Park, and Advance

Construction. Those are the four.
The CHAnRMAN. Oak Park. Prime Construction-you say you have

never done any business with Haydn?
Mr. BARBEAU. No. I have four-
The CHAIRMAN. I hand you this file. and ask you to show me the

financial statement that you secured or any credit information what-
soever that your bank secured on Mr. Mays.

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, we check the Merchants Credit Bureau.
The CHZArM1VN. How, by telephone?
Mr. BARBEAU. By telephone and they reported that on March 19,

1952. They had nothing on file on this party.
The CARXIqN. You mean they had no record of whether he was

good or bad?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is correct.
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The CIAnR AN. What else did you do?
Mr. BARBEAU. We checked the property. We verified the fact that

Jim S. Mays, and it says here we checked Line Realty, and the figures
verified, pay, $75 a month and a new account, apparently they had just
purchased-it had been purchased in 1952, about 3 months prior to the
time.

The CHAMMAN. You did all that by telephone?
Mr. BARBEAU.° Yes. Then we called one reference that they had

given us, the furniture company, and they had opened an account with
these people in May of 1951, $74.15, and they paid it up satisfactorily.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you do all that before you disbursed the funds?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That was your practice?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. You understand we are not singling your bank out

because we find the general pattern throughout the United States of
lending institutions being, I don't mind telling you and I dislike to
tell you, and that is being very, very careless in the handling of these
FHA home-modernization loans.

I think it is very, very unfortunate. I just want to say to you and
to all the other banks in Detroit as we have said everywhere. The
time has arrived when you ought to clean this thing up yourself-
you and the dealers, and it ought not ever have been permitted and
it should not be permitted today, because it is just-I think it is a
terrible thing. I think private enterprise ought to begin to clean up
its own house iii this instance. I can well understand how the suede-
shoe fellows and dynamiters and cheats can go out and fool a lot of
people in the homes. It is pretty hard for me to understand how they
can fool good banks, reputable banks, too.

We have been at this now 4 or 5 months and frankly we are getting
a little tired of it. It ought not to happen. I hope you will clean it
up. We just can't blame the dealers and can't blame everybody else
and not blame the banks in some. respects because you really were act-
ing as trustees for the United States Government, and the American
taxpayers.

I don't think there is any question but what the records show
throughout the United States that you 'were not, as careful as you
should have been.

Is there any further question ?
Mr. SImoN. Yes, sir.
Did I understand you to say that you relied on the State licensing

board, the fact that they had issued a license to these companies ?
Mr. BARBEAU. Not altogether; no.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you put any reliance in that at all?
Mr. BARBEAU. To this extent, that we wouldn't buy any paper un-

less the dealer was licensed, but that in itself, having a license, why
the man may not probably, in a good many instances wouldn't qualify
in our estimation because he probably would be lacking in other things
that we might look for in a dealer.

Mr. SIMON. Did you hear Mr. Rosenbaum say that your bank had
turned down 3 or 4 out of every 10 contracts he turned in?

Mr. BARBE AU. I heard him make that statement.
Mr. SIMON. Rosenbaum. Is that true?
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Mr. BAPBEAU. Not having the record before me-I will bring the
record tomorrow.

Mr. SIxoMN. Does it seem likely to you that you would turn that
high a percentage of his loans?'

Mr.BAMMAU. I wouldn't make a statement right now without re-
viewing the records.

Mr. SrMON. Would you continue to do business with anybody who
brought you that much bad paper?

Mr. BARBEA-U. Well, we would watch it.
The CHArMAN. I hand you this file of six cards and that says

"claims filed." Does that mean you filed a claim with the Government
to be reimbursed for deals you made with Cozy Homes?

Mr. BARBEAu. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Read the amounts you filed with the Government

on each.
Mr. BARBEAtT. $510.88.
The CHAIMAN. What is the date?
Mr. BARBEAU. That was August 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. Then read them all, will you, please?
Mr. BARBEA-. $110.76, July 1954; $704.25, May 1954; $97.05, April

1954; $760.06, March 1954; $267, March 1954.
The CHAIMAN. All this year ?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You filed claims for them. I want to say this in all

fairness to the lenders: that the lender pays a fee on each of these loans
that he makes, which goes to the FHA, and that accumulates a reserve
out of which they pay these losses. Of course, the taxpayers will not
lose any money unless the losses become 'eater than the total amount
of the fees that are paid in by all the lenders on the loans. I think, in
all fairness, we want to say that. I want to say this: that up until this
time the Federal Government has not lost any money beyond those
fees, but that is not the point that concerns this committee. The point
that concerns this committee is the millions and millions of dollars
that the homeowners have been, frankly, fleeced out of. That is the
thing that worries us. We have had that all over the United States.

I want to say we are not picking on your company. Other banks
have been involved, as you well know, and their names are brought out
here today. We are not doing that at all. Our job is to investigate
this matter and let the chips fall where they may, and throw some light
on the matter so we may put a stop to it.

No. 2: The banks will be more careful in the future. We will keep
dealers out of it that have sharp practices, and the homeowners them-
selves can be on guard against these people that would come out and
take advantage of them because they are able to get their paper guar-
anteed by the Federal Government. That is what we are trying to do.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Barbeau, are you still taking paper of the Oak Park
Construction Co.?

Mr. BARBEAU. No; we discontinued.
Mr. SImoNf. When did you stop?
Mr. BARBEAU. I will bring those records over tomorrow, sir.
Mr. Simow. Isn't it a fact you continued to take paper from the Oak

Park Construction Co. after Fargo and Swaab had both been put on
the precautionary list?

Mr. BARBEAU. There were some involvements.
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Mr. SIoN. Isn't that a fact?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You did continue to take paper?
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes- for a short time, and because there were other

loans that were involved, and we wanted to have them worked out so
the borrower wouldn't be hurt, you see.

Mr. SIMON. When you took that paper did you know Fargo and
Swaab were both on the FHA precautionary list?

Mr. BARBEAU. I didn't know about Swaab, but I knew about Joe
Fargo. I knew he had served time for irregularities in FHA.

Mr. SIMON. Would you call that merely irregularities in FHA; what
he did?

Mr. BARBEAU. Well, it is probably worse than that.
Mr. SIMON. It was criminal fraud, wasn't it.?
Mr. BAIREAU. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Yet you took that paper.
Mr. BARBEAU. I didn't know that he was connected with them. He

probably was a salesman.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you know he was connected with them?
Mr. BAMREAU. I knew he was working for them but he wasn't part

of the owner of it.
Mr. SIMON. When did you find out he was connected with them?
Mr. BARBEAU. My files would probably reveal that, if there was

anything in the files.
Mr. SIMON. But you continued to take their paper for a long time

after you knew it, didn't you?
Mr. BARBEAU. I can give you the facts tomorrow, the dates, and so

forth.
Mr. SIMON. But it is a fact that you continued to take their paper?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is correct.
Mr. SinoN. What about the Pioneer Construction Co.? Did you

take their paper?
Mr. BARBEAU. I will have to check that.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard of them?
Mr. BARBEAU. I have heard about them.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know Irving Swaab?
Mr. BmFEAu. Well, he is deceased now. Is that the one you have

in mind?
Mr. SIMON. Yes: Pioneer Construction Co.
Mr. BARBEAU. I don't recall any of their deals, but I will check.
Mr. SIMON. Do you take the paper in your bank of people with

Iono police records?
r. BArTWEAU. Not knowingly.

Mr. SIMON. Do you ever check the police records before you do
business with these people?

The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about FHAtitle I now. We don't
care what you do with the money that is not guaranteed.

Mr. SIMON. Doyou check the records, the police records?
Mr. BARBEAU. 0.Mr. SIMoN. You don't bother to check the police records?

Mr. BARBEAU. NO; we haven't.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that Irving Swaab had a long police
rr record?
Mr. BARBWU. I didn't know that.
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Mr. Si N. What about a man named Morton Shu'ster? Have you
done business with him?

Mr. BARBEAJU. Never heard of the man; never met him.
Mr. SnkoT. You don't know whether you did business with Pioneer

Construction Co. ?
Mr. BARBEAU. No; I will have to check that, sir.
Mr. Snroiv. You had a. girl working for you named Doris Haydon?
Mr. BARBEA , That is correct.
Mr. SnviN. What were her duties?
Mr. BARBEAU. Well, her duties were passing on loans. She was

originally hired to take care of investigation; and she was manager
of the investigation.

Mr. SimoN. Manager of investigations?
Mr. BARBEAU. That is, all types of loans, and she gained consider-

able experience in that way. We had need of someonet6 pass on
credit so we gave her an opportunity and gave her so much authority
to pass on those. She was primarily-she passed on FHA loans alto.
gether because we had that separate from our other loan category.

Mr. S xON. She married a man named Helies.
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
Mr. Sixow. Do you know him?
Mr. BARBEAU. Just casually. I don't know him too well.
Mr. SrxoN. Have you ever done business with him?
Mr. BARBIDAU. No.
Mr. Si oN. Did you know anything about his background?
Mr. BARBEAU. Well, not until we heard later that some information

eame to our attention. I don't know all the particulars about it.
Mr. SI N. Did you know that he was in this home-modernization

business?
Mr. BARBEAU. Well, the first time I met him he was with Donnegan

Sales Co.-I think, but they didn't generate too much paper. We
just had them for a short time. I think I could count all the dealers
we had on one hand.

Mr. SI N. Are there any people in your bank other than Shepherd
who have taken money for putting through these loans?

Mr. BARIBEAU. That is the only person I know of.
Mr. SImoN. He is the only one you know of?
Mr. BARBBAU. Yes.
Mr. Simo. Are you sure of that?
Mr. BARmmAU. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. I am sorry-----
Mr. BARBEAU. Nothing else has come to my attention.
Mr. SIMoN. What precautions.does your bank take on seeing to it

that that doesn't happen?
Mr. BARBEAU. Well, you have got to place some reliance on your

employees. When something that way happens, we just simply talk to
all of them, you know and instruct them. Of course, we won't tolerate
that sort of thing. When we hire our employees we usually check
them up pretty well, you know, from past experience, and so forth,
that way.

Mr. SixoN. Of all the companies that have been involved here
today, I think with only one exception, they all bank, or they all
discounted their paper at your bank. Is that purely a coincidence or
do you think you were a little more lenient?
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Mr. BARBEAU. I think that is just a coincidence.
Mr. SIMON. Purely coincidence? ,
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes.
Mr. SIM N. You don't think-
The CIIAIRMAN. I don't want you to think we are singling your

bank out. I do want to say I think you have been a little careless
in handling this paper. I think others are involved equally; maybe
not equally, but others are involved. We have found that true
throughout the United States.

Mr. BARBEAU. Ma I have the file back?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. Barbeau, do you have any idea how much money

your bank has loaned in the Detroit area under this FHA title II
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes, sir. I have the figures right here.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the total?
Mr. BARBEAU. Since the inception of FHA-do you want the

volume,
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; total you have loaned since the inception of

FHA.
Mr. BARlBEAU. 208,116 deals.
The CHAIRMAN. 208,000 deals.
Mr. BARBEAU. 208,000-
The CHAIRMAN. Individual loans.
Mr. BARBEAU. Yes, $102,091,658.03.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Are Mrs. Ruth Stokes or Jack Chisik here yet?
(No response.)
The CIIAIRMAN. I understand Jack Chisik will be here in a half-

hour, Mr. Counsel tells me. Is Mrs. Ruth Stokes here?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mrs. Mary Galler here?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is Marie Halbeisan of Gibraltar Village here?
(No response.)
The CIIJAIRMAN. Is Daniel Pintamo of Pontiac, Mich., here?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. You may be sworn, please.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF DANIEL PINTAMO, PONTIAC, MICH.

Mr. PINTAMO. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated and give the reporter your name for the record.
Mr. PINTAMO. Daniel Pintamo, 15030 Joslyn Road, Pontiac, Mich.
Mr. SIMON. I still didn't hear you.
Mr. PINTAMO. Daniel Pintamo, 1560 Joslyn.
Mr. SIMON. Do you own your own home there?
Mr. PINTAMO. I am buying it.
Mr. SIMON. You are buying it on a contract; is that right?
Mr. PINTAmO. A contract for the materials.
Mr. SIMON. Did you buy a home modernization job recently?
Mr. PINTAMO. I bought-
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Mr. SIMow. I can't hear you if you don't talk into the microphone.
Mr. PINTAMo. I bought material in 1952.
Mr. SIMON. In 1952?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes.
Mr. SIooN. Whom did you buy it from?
Mr. PINTAxo. Firestone Construction Co..
MrSnRow. The salesman came out to sell it to you?
Mr. INTAmO. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you when he came out?
Mr. PI Nro. The first time he came out, I didn't sign anything, or

didn't want to build.
Mr. SimoN. I still can't hear you. I am sorry.
Mr. PnqTAMO. The first time he came out I didn't sign anything or

didn't want anything to build. That was in March of 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. What did he tell you when he came out?
Mr. PINTAkO. He said they were working on the Detroit Construc-

tion Co. They would either put up the building or supply the
material.

Mr. SioN. They were working for what company?
Mr. PINTAMO. Firestone.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a building?
Mr. PINTAMO. A temporary home.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by a temporary home?
Mr. PINTAMO. It was a temporary home until I could get the other

one.
Mr. SIMoN. What was it?
Mr. PiNTA3o. It was a three-room home.
Mr. SIMoN. A three-room home?
Mr. PINTAMO. On the property.
Mr. SIMON. On this property. He came out and visited you thereI
Mr. PINTAxO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you?
Mr. PINTAMO. He told me he would supply me all the building

materials to put up a home.
Mr SIMON. Did you make a deal with him?
Mr. PINTAxO. Not the first time he came out, but I believe he came

out a week later. There were two of them.
Mr. SIMoN. What happened when he came out the second time?
Mr. PINTAMO. He convinced me that he was the man to do business

with.
Mr. SimoN. What did he say to convince you?
Mr. PINTAMO. He said he would supply everything for me through

this FHA.
Mr. SIMON. He would supply everything through FHA?
Mr. PINTAMO. He would supply the material for this building.
Mr. SIMON. Did he tell you how much it would cost?
Mr. PINTAMo. The material?
Mr. SiMoN. Yes.
Mr. PiNrAmo. I have got'the papers here.
Mr. SimoN. How much?
Mr. PiNTAMo. I have got the papers here.
Mr. SIMON. Could we see them?
This says they were going to supply the blocks for a 30 by 20

house.
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Mr. PINTAMO. Yes sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the windows and doors. Then it says:

This Is a title I FHA contract, first payment to start 45 days after completion
of the Job.

Is that right?
Mr. PINTAMO. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What work were they going to do besides supplying-
Mr. PINTAMO. Just supply the materials.
Mr. SIMON. Just supply the blocks and doors?
Mr. PINTAMO. Blocks, doors, windows, and roof.
Mr. SIMON. For $790?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was there any house there this was going to be used in,

or was this to build-a new house?
Mr. PINTAMO. That is a new house.
Mr. SIMON. Then what happened?
Mr. PINTAMO. About 4 days later a shipment of lumber come in,

and 1-inch boards, and only half of them, I would say, and 2 by 4's
for the rafters, when I specified 2 by 6's.

Mr. SIMON. What else?
Mr. PINTAMO. That is all that came. I waited for quite a while,

and kept calling up to this Firestone Construction, that we weren't
getting any more material out and we didn't want to start with just
part of the material.
Mr. SIMON. How much material did you get?
Mr. PINTAMO. Well, it is marked on that white slip of paper.
Mr. SIMON. How much?
Mr. PINTAMO. Well, all except the front window at that time, and

one-half of the roof.
Mr. SIMON. All except one window and half of the roof?
Mr. PiNTAMO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you build the house then?
Mr. PINTAMO. I buift the house.
Mr. SIMON. Are you living in it now?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you pay the notes?
Mr. PINTAMO. I am paying them off:
Mr. SIMON. Are you up on your notes?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did they give you $790 worth of materials?
Mr. PINTAMO. They didn't give all the material that was supposed

to be there.
Mr. SIMON. Why?
Mr. PINTAMO. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
Mr. PINTAMO. I don't know. We kept calling them.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever ask them? Did they ever tell you why?
Mr. PINTAMO. No they didn't. They said, "We will get them."

Every time we called they said we wouldget it.
Mr. SIMON. How long ago was this now?
Mr. PINTAMO. That was in 1952, or March 1952, the end of March.
Mr. SIMON. Are you still waiting for the rest of the materials?
Mr. PINTAMO. No, I bought a little bit every week on my check.
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Mr. SIMON. Did anybody ever tell you you couldn't get one of these
loans to build a'new house with?

Mr.. PINTAMO. No.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't know they were only to modernize or, repair

houses?
Mr. PINTAMo. No.

- Mr. SIMON. How big a house is this you built?
Mr. PINTAMO. It is 24 by 30.
Mr. SIMON. How many rooms?
Mr. PINTAMO. Four rooms.
Mr. SIMON. All on one floor?
Mr. PINTAmO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You built it yourself with this material!
Mr. PINTAMO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you sign an FHA application?
Mr. PINTAMO. That is what I am trying to figure out. I don't

believe I-did.,
Mr. SIMON. You didn't sign one?
Mr. PINTAMO. I don't believe I did. That was the only paper I seefi

was that pink one right there.
Mr. SIMON. This is a contract with the Firestone?
Mr. PiNTAMO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. But in order to get an FHA loan somebody had to sign

an application and somebody had to say that the money was going to be
used to repair or modernize an existing house.

Mr. PINTAMO. I didn't sign any papers.
Mr. SIMON.' You say you didn't sign any?
Mr. PINTAmO. No.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who did?
Mr. PINTAMO. No.
Mr. SIMON. What bank handled this?
Mr. PINTAMO. Industrial National.
Mr. SIMON. Industrial National Bank. Atid you say you never

signed an FHA application?
Mr. PINTAMO. I didn't sigfn it.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't?

Mr. PINTAMO. I am positive I didn't sign it.
Mr. SIMON. What is that?
Mr. PINTAMO. I am positive I didn't sign any other paper besides

that for that contract.
Mr. SIMoxr. Did you ever sign a completion certificate saying the

job had been completed satisfactorily?
Mr. PINTAMO. NO.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't?
Mr. PINTAMO. No. T understand that was signed by someone else.
Mr. SIMloN. Who signed that?
Mr. PINTAMO. I don't know who signed it. I have an idea that

was signed by somebody else. Otherwise FHA wouldn't go through
with it.

Mr. SIMON". What gave you the idea it was signed by somebody else!
Mr. PINTAMO. I have the box full of payments.
Mr. SIMON. Just because you got the box for the payment?
Mr. PINTAMO. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMo. Did you ever inquire as to who signed it? -
Mr. PINTAmO. I don't believe so.
Mr. Simow. Did you ever go down to the bank and ask them to

look at the paper to see whether it was your signature?
Mr. PINTAMO. I wrote to the bank once and I wanted-what was

it-I wrote to the bank about it anyway. I wanted to find out if
this Firestone Construction Co.

Mr.-SImoN. What did you say to the bank?
Mr. PINTAMO. I wanted to know if this was a fly-by-night or-

ganization.
Mr. SIMON. A what?
Mr. PINTAmO. Fly-by-night organization.
Mr. SIMON. What did your bank tell you?
Mr. PINTAMO. I don't remember..;
Mr. SIMON. You don't remember what they told you?
Mr. PINTAMIO. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Now I am going to recess in a moment for 5 minutes. Then we

are coming back and hear one more witness today. Then we are
going to convene at 9: 30 tomorow morning-not 10 o'clock but 9: 30.
The names of the witnesses I am going to now read will come back
tomorrow and be here at 9: 30.

Our first witness tomorrow will be Joyce A. Schnackenburg and
then pretty much in this order: Joyce A. Schnackenburg, Fred W.
Knecht, Jerome Kaufman, Harry Colton, and Mrs. Ruth Stokes and
Jack Chisik, if we can find them, Marie Halbeisan, Mrs. Mary S.
Galler, and Wallace Helies, if we can find him, Dominick Keno
Gertinisan, and Isal Crouther, of 3660 Moore Street, Inkster, Mich.,
and also the representative of the National Bank of Detroit. They
have some papers that we asked for.

We may have more witnesses tomorrow in addition to the ones that
I have just mentioned, but we will start in at 9: 30 in the morning
with the witnesses that I have just named, and if I have left anyone
out that is under subpena, they will know it and they are to be here.

We are now going to take a 5-minute recess and then we are going
to hear Mr. Saul Silberman, of Baltimore, Md., in respect to three
projects-Uplands Apartments, Fairfax Gardens, and Meade Heights.

Mrs. Helies, I wish you would get in touch with your husband and
ask him to be here tomorrow and report back in the morning. We
will now take a 5-minute recess, at which time we will hear Mr. Silber-
man, who will be our last witness.

(Short recess taken.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be Mr. Silberman of 4625 Edmondson Ave-

nue, Baltimore, Md.
Will you be sworn, Mr. Silberman?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mr. SILBERMAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
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TESTIMONY OF SAUL SILBERMAN, UPLANDS APARTMENTS, BALTI.
MORE, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY A. HERMAN SISKIND AND CARL 1.
SHIPLEY, COUNSEL, AND SIDNEY G. SPERO, ACCOUNTANT

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Silberman, were you formerly an employee of the
Federal Housing Administration?

Mr. SILBERMAN. I was.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time were you employed by

FHA?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I believe it was 1936 or 1937.
Mr. SIMON. When did you leave?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Around the same time. I was there for a short

time, a year and a half or 2 years. I
Mr. SIMON. During that period of time what was your salary?
Mr. SILERPVAN. $2,600 a year.
Mr. SIMON. $2,600 a year?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. When you left FHA you went into the building

business?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Building under FHA?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Partly.
Mr. SIMON. Now, are you connected with the Uplands Apartments

project?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am.
Mr. SIMON. There were two Uplands projects, weren't there?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The first Uplands project is owned by Uplands Apart-

ments, Inc.; is that right?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who a.re the stockholders of Uplands Apartments, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Ralph Dichiaro.
Mr. SIMON. That is D-i-c4i-i-a-r-o?
The CHAIRMAN. I think we had better identify the gentlemen on

your right and left. They are lawyers with you?
Mr. SISKIND. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your names, please?
Mr. SISKIND. A. Herman Siskind, from Baltimore.
Mr. SHIPLY. Carl L. Shipley, from Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
You may proceed.
Mr. SIMON. You were telling us, Mr. Silberman, who the stock-

holders were of Uplands Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Uplands Apartment, Inc., all the stock is owned

by Uplands, Inc., a construction company.
Mr. SiMoN. The stook of Uplands Apartments, Inc., is owned by

Uplands, Inc.?
Mr. SIB.ERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Uplands, Inc., was the construction company?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the stock in Uplands, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Ralph Dichiaro.
Mr. SIMON. That is D-i-c-h-i-a-r-o; is that right?
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Mr. SILBERMAN. Excuse me a moment, sir. I want to make sure I

am giving the correct answers.
(There was a conference between Mr. Silberman and Counsel

Siskind.)
Mr. SILBERMAN. I beg your pardon, sir, Ralph DeChario, you asked

me how to spell his name?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. D-e-C-h-a-r-i-o.
Mr. SIMON. You and he owned 50 percent except a couple of shares

of your stock is in the name of your attorney?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. What was the capital stock of Uplands Apartments,

Inc.? $1,000?
M'. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. And is $2,000 the capital stock of Uplands, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I want to check this with our accountant, if you

don't mind.
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you move up here, please, to the table

and be identified?
Mr. SPERO. My name is Sidney G. Spero,,New York City.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a
Mr. SPERO. Certified public accountant.
The CHARMAN. For Mr. Silberman?
Mr. SPERO. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Was the capital stock of Uplands, Inc., $2,000?
Mr. SILBERMAN. $5,000.

Mr. SIMON. How big a project did Uplands Apartments, Inc.,
build?

Mr. SILBERMAN. They built a few. You mean the first one? I would
like to get your question clear.

Mr. SIMON. Upland Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Uplands Apartments, Inc., the commitment was

$3,683,000. There was an additional commitment added to it of
$59,200, making a total of $3,742,200.

Mr. SIMox. How big was the building? How many apartments?
Mr. SILBERMAN. 512 units.
Mr. SIMON. 512 apartments.
What was the cost to the construction company of building the

building?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would like to answer that this way, Mr. Simon,

if you don't mind. We built the building and then we converted it at
completion making a total cost of-

Mr. SimoN. What was the cost of the building as called for by the
plans and specifications that you gave FHA and on which they issued
their commitment?

Mr. SILBERMAN. $3,505,815.64.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the interest during construction?
Mr. SITBERMAN. No. There was $175,944 retained for carrying

charges by the holding company.
Mr. SIMoN. Is $3,505,000 the actual amount of money that the con-

struction company paid out?
Mr. SILBERMAN. These are the figures that have been given to me by

my accountant.
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Mr. SIMON. That wasn't my question. My question is whether
$3,505,000 is the actual amount of money the construction paid out for
labor and materials for building the job?

Mr. SILBERMAN. And acquiring the land?
Mr. Sixox. And acquiring the land?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is the actual amount they paid out?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the architect's fees?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Everything.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include any fees to you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No. I received no fees.
Mr. SImoN. Any salary?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Salary-well, I was on a yearly salary at the time of

$450 a week.
Wait a minute now. Correction, please.
Mr. SIMON. Don't you know, Mr. Silberman, how much this build-

in, Cost you ?
V rSILBRMAN What is your question?

Mr. SIMON. Don't you know how much it cost to build the building?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Simon, I have the figures in front of me, and I

am answering from the figures. You wouldn't expect me to recall the
exact amount of the figures, would you?

Mr. SimoN. I am trying to find out how much you had to pay out to
people.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I answered. That is the exact amount.
Mr. Si oN. Now you tell me it included $22,500 a year you paid

yourself. I am trying to find out-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Wouldn't you consider that as cost?
Mr. SIMON. No; I wouldn't.
Mr. SILBER.AN. If I am employed and actively engaged in the con-

struction company that has men on their payroll, it is certainly part of
their cost.

Mr. SIMON. You owned the project, didn't you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I was part-I know you want to be fair to me, Mr.

Simon, don't you?
Mr. SIMON. Of course.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will answer your questions one at a time. I say

to you that any construction company has a perfect right to consider
as actual cost any employee they have on their payroll, if they are
actually engaged in building the building.

Mr. SIMON. You can do anything you want with your money, but
I am merely trying to find out how. much you had to pay to others to
build this building, not including what you paid yourself.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, you own. the project, do you not?
Mr. SIMON. Part of it.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean the company owns it.
Mr. SIMON. You and DeChario each own one-half interest in it?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am sorry, Mr. Simon. I think the cost of a

building is the material and the payroll of any building-
The CIAIRMAN. It would be excepting that you own it. It is yours.

That is the reason. You own it. It is yours. Of course, if you build
it for somebody else, why, yes.

Mr. SILBERMAN. These are two different corporations.
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The CHAIRMAN. But you own all the stock in both, just like taking

money out of one pocket and putting it in the other.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I own part of it.
The CHAIRMAN. You own half of both?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about the corporations, not you

personally.
Mr. SIMON. Let us forget definitions. What we are trying to find

out is, first, how much money you got out of the Government-insured
mortgage, and, second, how much money you had to pay out to build
the building, and how much you had left over when it was built.

Mr. SILBERMAN. According to the actual figures off the books of the
construction company, Saul Silberman, Ralph DeChario, together,
drew $15,600.

Mr. SIo3ON. Fifty thousand dollars?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Fifteen thousand six hundred dollars for services

performed for the construction company.
Mr. SIMoN. How much money did the construction company pay

out in building this building, actually pay out, to people other than
you and DeChario?

Mr. SILBERMAN. $3,505,815.64, less this figure of the way you are
asking the question-less this figure of $15,600, making a net figure
of about-

Mr. Simio. About $3,489,000.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the cost of the land?
Ir. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Who did they buy the land from?
(There was a conference between Mr. Silberman and his counsel.)
The CIAIRMAN. Don't you know who they bought the land from?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am sorry. I have to get this information. We

are in a great number of projects. I want to give you the actual facts.
I wish you would permit me to make sure before 1 answer. I intend
to tell the exact truth. I would like to add at this particular point
that I was asked to come to Washington, I came voluntarily, testified
for 21/) hours, gave my full cooperation, and I intend to cooperate
fully.

The CHAIRMAN. We are asking the same questions today we did at
Washington.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I know. I didn't get it from memory.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you think we wanted to see you for?

You knew we wanted to know the cost of the land and building.
Mr. SILBERNEAN. You certainly didn't want me to remember the

figures, did you?
The CHAIRMAN. I say this with a big smile. You have three gen-

tlemen. You are well fortified. I say that with a smile.
Mr. SILBERMAN. They are here to give yqu the information.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to be nice as we can to you, and want to

get the facts. That is all we want.
Mr. SMBERMAN. You will get it 100 percent.
Mr. SIMoN. The question is, Who did you buy the land from?

Was it a fellow named Silberman?
Mr. SILBE RMAN. Just a minute, Mr. Simon. I am asking the counsel

how it is set up.
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Mr. SIMON. I wanted to help you out.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't want your help. You let me take care of

myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Listen: We will ask the questions and you will

answer them.
Mr. SIBERMAN. I will do it, sir, respectfully.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be very respectful to you and we expect

you to do the same thing toward us. Let us get that straight.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I shall, sir.
(There was a conference between Mr. Silberman, Mr. Spero, and

Mr. Siskind.)
Mr. SiMoN. Who did you buy the land from ?
Mr. SILBERMAN. We acquired it from the Eastport Manor Co.

Eastport Manor was the name. That was controlled by us.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you bought the land from your.

self, didn't you? And you knew you bought the land from yourself
when you were making all that fuss a minute ago?

Mr. SLBERMAN. I am not doing any such thing, Senator. I am
giving you the technical and legal manner in which we acquired it.
Isn't that what you want?

The CHAMMAN. Yes, but we don't want nonsense. We asked you
who you bought the land from. You knew you bought it from yourself,
a corporation that you owned.

Mr. SISKIND. Senator, he so testified at the executive session.
Mr. SnmoN. Of course. That is the basis of the information I

have.
Mr. SIsKIND. He so testified. He certainly had no intention-
The CHAIRMAN. We want him to testify in public here today.
Mr. SISKIND. That is right. He was trying to get the exact name

of the corporation which they control that actually held the title to it.
It was definitely from himself.

Mr. SIMoN. How much did Eastport Manor pay for this land?
(There was a conference between Mr. Siskind and Mr. Silberman.)
Mr. SILBERmAN. We acquired 126 acres June 4, 1946, for $227,000-

$24.26.
Mr. SInoN. How much of the 126 acres went into this project?
(There was a conference between Mr. Siskind and Mr. Silberman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Your C. P. A. can answer some of these questions if

you do not have the information. We would be very happy to have
him answer for you on anything that is technical as that.

Mr. SISKIND. Can we make the response, Senator?
The CHAIMAN. Some of them, yes, cases such as this he can make

the response.
Mr. SMF rAN. Senator, I am not trying-
The CHAIRMAN. The record speaks for itself.
Mr. SILFERMAN. I am not trying to avoid questions. I want to

give you it exactly.
Mr. SPERo. The testimony was given in executive session.
The CHAIRMANV. Yes. WO don't hear a witness until we have heard

him in executive session. We have heard you. That is why we get
a little.bit uneasy or impatient up here when we know what the
answer is, and we know you know what the answer is, because we have
already heard it in executive session. Now, we want the answers in
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public. The public are entitled to know these things as well as we are
in executive session.

Mr. SPERO. Will you repeat the question, please?
Mr. SIMON. The question was, How many acres went into this

project?
Mr. SPRO. 28.92.
Mr. SIMON. What was the proportionate cost of the 28 acres that

went into the project?
The CHAIRMAN. I think since the accountant is going to give an-

swers we had better swear you.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. SPERO. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SPERO. These 28-acres-plus were valued at $180,000.
Mr. SIMON. That wasn't my question. My question was what was

the proportionate cost of the 28 acres that went into this project.
Mr. SPERO. It was carried on their individual books at $29,946.84.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the proportionate cost of these 28 acres?
Mr. SPERO. That is rigbt.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did they sell it to Upland Manor for?
Mr. SPERO. It was sold to Uplands, Inc., for $180,000.
Mr. SIMON. That is $151,000 more than they paid for it; is that

correct?
Mr. SPERO. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Whenyou gave us a minute ago the figure of $3,489,000

as the cost of the building that included the land at a figure of $151,000
more than they paid for the land; is that right?

Mr. SPERO. That is correct.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator, may I explain an answer after I have

answered it, or my accountant?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we want to be perfectly fair with you.
Mr. SI MoN. I can only question one man at a time.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am not a lawyer.
The CHAIRMAN. We want the facts.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are packing me up for something I shouldn't

be responsible to. Do you mean I should address you?
Mr. SIMON. I thought you wanted your accountant to answer these

questions.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I asked permission to explain his answer; is that

all right?
Mr. SIMON. Which answer are you explaining?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You asked him how much ine sold it to the com-

pany for. I would like to explain that.
Mr. SIMON. Is the answer wrong?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It isn't wrong, but it needs explanation.
Mr. SIMON. What is the explanation?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The explanation is we had acquired a large tract

of property which we had improved with utilities, and built alongside
of it approximately 400 houses which changed the entire value of
the land. In other words, the price at which we sold the lands to the
company was the price we could have sold it to anybody at that par-
ticular time.

I
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The CHAIRMAN. We don't question that.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know, but the public might question it. I know

you like to be fair, but these questions you said are for the benefit of
the public. I think I have a right to explain to the public the same
as investigators do to the public. That is why I would like to explain it

The CHAIRMAN. Remember this, we know th at.
Mr. SILBERMAN. The public doesn't know it.
The CHAIRMAN. When you got all through you owned this prop.

erty. You still own it. It was your land; you still own it; you own
the property. We understand all that. We are not trying to put any
words in your mouth at all.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator, you said the public has a right to know
all the facts. I am trying to give the public all the facts.

The CHAIRMAN. What I said was, we listened to all your testimony
in executive session, and now we want you to, in public; we are going
to ask you the same questions we did in executive session. What you
are trying to say is that you bought this land, and then you put up
some houses around it, which increased the value of it. We do not
question that.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Plus utilities. I think it is perfectly right of me
to explain it; isn't it?

The CHAIRMAN. We don't question that at all, excepting you owned
it to begin with, and you still own it. Therefore, you can't make a
profit on selling something to yourself.

Mr. Simow. And accepting-
Mr. SILBERMAN. There is a great deal of explanation in between

there.
Mr. SiMoN. We asked you what it cost you, and your answer in-

cluded $151,000 that you had paid yourself as profit in selling the
land from one company to another, which was not a truthful answer
to the question we asked you.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I deny that, Mr. Simon. I will answer all things
truthfully. I can slant any question in anyway to make--

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want to get into any argument. Either
answer the questions or say you don't want to.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I answer all questions. Mr. Simon accused me of
telling an untruth.

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want any arguments from you at all,
Mr. Silberman. We are going to prove with your executive session
and the facts here, that you built these projects, that the total cost ol
them, everything included, was X amount of money more, or less, than
the total amount of the mortgage proceeds.

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is fine. .
The CHAIRMAN. Then we are going to show what you did with the

money, part of it. That may help you now in figuring out the reason
for your questions.

Mr. SrLBFR_-AN. May I ask you this, sir, if counsel says to me that
I didn't make a true statement do I have a right to answer it?

Mr. SimoN. What I woulti like you to tell me now, if you will, is
how much it. cost you to build this building, disregarding intercorpo-
rate transactions, disregarding transactions between yourselves.

Mr. SIDLBRMAN. We gave-
Mr. SiMoN. How much did it cost to build the building?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Spero will answer that, my accountant.
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The CHAIRMAN. He will only answer if we wish him; to answer. The

question is directed to you. Is the reason you want him to answer be-
cause he has the information and you do not?

Mr. SILBERMAN. He has the exact information. He compiled it. I
would be happier if you would permit him to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. You may answer the question.
Mr. SPERO. Subtracting an additional $150,000 substantially from

the $3,489,000 that was previously given, would net that off at
$3,339,400.

Mir. SIMON. Are there any other costs included in that $3,339,000
that went to Mr. Silberman, or any company that he and his partner
controlled?

Mr. SPERO. None that I can think of.
Mr. SIMON. Can you think of any, Mr. Silberman?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Would you mind repeating that question?
Mr. SIMON. Are there any other costs included in that figure that

you or your partner got either directly or through one of these cor-
porations you own.?

Mr. SILBERM IAN. Any costs that we received? I thought we were
talking about what we paid out. I don't quite follow you, sir.

The CHAIRAAN. Ask the question again, please.
Mr. SInM N. Your accountant now tells us that the cost of the build-

ing was $3,339,000, including the cost of the lands, and I am trying
to find out whether any part of that $3,339,000 went to you?

Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. SMBERMAN. As far as I can see in any way at all, unless there

is some technicality, I would say that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Who would know whether you got any of that money?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The books, the accountant would know. He tells

me there isn't.
Mr. SIMON. He said he didn't Inow.
Mr. SILBERMAN. He didn't say that.
Mr. SPERO. I said I didn't recollect any situation whereby he would

get any additional amounts Of money whatsoever.
Mr. SIMON. Who can tell us whether he did or didn't get any more

money?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is correct, as you have it.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were there any other costs in connection with this

building such as interest and taxes that aren't included in the
$3,339,000?

Mr. SPERO. Do you want me to answer that?
Mr. SIMON. Do you know?
Mr. SPERO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What were they?
Mr. SPERO. There was carrying charges provided for of $175,944.
Mr. SIMON. Who was that paid to?
Mr. SPERO. That was-those were moneys retained by
Mr. SIMON. That wasn't my question. My question was, Were there

any other costs that you paid out, such as interest, not what you held
back?
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Mr. SPERO. I cannot answer that; no, sir.
Mr. SImoN. You don't know?
Mr. SPERo. That is right. The best answer I can give you on that

is that Uplands Apartments, Inc., out of the mortgage proceeds, re-
tained a certain amount of money as set up for carrying charges, in.
eluding interest. The way the books are developed, according to
the regulations required by the FHA, we do not have a means at, this
time of determining What was exactly spent for that, or for those
items.

Mr. SIMoNv. Does anybody know how much of that $175,000 was
spent?

Mr. SPERO. Not at this moment; no, sir. I would say substantially
most of it.

Mr. Simox. What do you mean by most of it?
Mr. SPERO. Because in connection with the construction of a project

they provided for a certain length of time in which to construct it.
They provided for interest on that, taxes on that, and that money
would go out.

Mr. SIMoN;. Every building has that. I am trying to find out how
much was spent for that in this instance.

Mr. SPERO. I can't answer that because the books don't disclose it
in that manner.

Mr. SImoN. Do you know, Mr. Silberman?
Mr. SILBERmAN. I don't know any more about the accounting than

Mr. Spero at this time.
Mr. SImON. Do you know of anybody who would know how much

was spent for interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do your books reflect it?
Mr. SPErio. They certainly do.
Mr. SmioN.. Why can't you tell from the books how much was

spent?
Mr. SPERO. Because in the manner of keeping books all interests

and taxes were charged off regardless of whether it was for carrying
charges or in completion of the project in connection with the mort-
gage later on. In other words, there was no differentiation miade or
any setup as to the allocation of these carrying charges against the
cost of the buildings.

Mr. SiMoN. What is your guess as to how much of that $175,000 was
spent?

Mr. SPERO. $175,000.
Mr. So0. $175,000.
Mr. SPERO. I would say substantially pretty much all of it. I would

guess at 75 to 90 percent. It is a pure guess. I don't like to guess.
My whole training militates against that.

Mr. SIMoN. I would agree with you except we are trying to find out
how much this building cost, and you are the only ones that can tell
us because we weren't there.

Mr. SPERO. Well I have ailswered to the best of my ability.
Mr. Sn oN. Wel, then, this building cost somewhere between

$3,339,000 and $3,514,000, excluding moneys they paid themselves; is
that right ?

Mr. SPERO. That is right. That is a fair statement.
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Mr. SIMON. And that includes the cost of the land and the interest,
n d everything else?
Air. SPERO. That is exactly correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the mortgage was $3,742,000; is that right?
Mr. SPERO. $3,742,200.
Mr. SIMON. And was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. SPERO. No, sir.
Mr. SImON. No premium?
Mr. SPERO. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So the difference between the mortgage-the mortgage

proceeds exceeded the cost of the building between
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will have to interrupt you.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry, but I was asking a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us finish the question, please.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage proceeds exceeded the cost of the build-

ing by between $228,000 and $403,000; is that right?
Mr. SPERO. I don't think you are right on the $400,000. I think

the maximum-it runs somewhere around $228,000.
Mr. SIMON. You said you didn't know how much of this-
Mr. SPERO. What are you adding back to that, $175,000?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. I said somewhere between $228,000 and $403,000.
Mr. SPERO. Where did you get the $403,000?
Mr. SIMON. I thought I heard you agree a minute ago that the

total cost was between $3,339,000 and $3,514,000; is that right?
Mr. SPERO. I have the $3,514,000. What was that other figure?
Mr. S MON. $3,339,000.
Mr. SPRO. That is right, closer, I would say, to the $3,514,000. I

think you might use that figure for ractical purposes.
Mr. SIMON. But you don't know.I
Mr. SPERO. I don't know; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. All you can say with certainty is it is between those

two figures?
Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. If that is true, the mortgage proceeds exceeded the

cost by between $228,000 and $403,000?
Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Silberman, how close were you to Clyde Powell?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Before we go into that question
The CHAIRMAN. Answer the question, please.
All'. SILBERMAN. How close?
The CHAIRMAN. I will (ive you a chance to make a statement.
How close were you to Clyde Powell?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not any more than anybody else would be that

had dealings with the FHA.
Mr. SriON. That wasn't my question. My question was, How close

were you to Clyde Powell?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would say-
The CHAIRMAN. How often did you see him?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Very seldom.
Mr. SIMON. Very seldom?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were you intimate with him at all?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Virtually strangers ?
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Mr. SILBERMAN. I wouldn't say virtually a stranger, but we weren't
social friends.

Mr. SImoN. Was it a very rare thing when you telephoned each
other?

Mr. SiLBERmAN. I don't think I telephoned him in the period of
years, 4 or 5 times.

Mr. SIMON. Four or five times in a period of years?
Mr. SMBERMAN. Possibly something like that.
Mr. SIMON. Let us take February 9, 1952, at 11: 46 a. in., you tele-

phoned him from Miami, Fla.; if you only telephoned him 4 or 5 times
you undoubtedly must remember what that conversation was about?

Mr. SILBERMAN. I would be a wizard if I could remember today,
Mr. Simon. I don't even know whether I telephoned then. I wouldn't
know. It might have been something that happened in our office I
had to get some information on, and I called him. I certainly couldn't
be expected to remember that, and I don't think you mean I should
remember it.

Mr. SIMON. Do you have a telephone number in Miami, Miami
8-5777?

Mr. SILBERMAN. What year was that?
Mr. SIMON. February 9, 1952.
Mr. SILBERMAN. We rented a house for the season. I don't recall.

We don't own a house; we rent there. That might have been the
number of the house. I couldn't tell you whether it was or wasn't.

Mr. SIMON. Did you call him again on February 23, 1952, at 11:20
in the morning from that same Miami number?

Mr. SILBERMA . I wouldn't know. I doubt it.
Mr. SIMON. You doubt it?
Mr. SILrERMAN. I doubt it. I don't say I didn't.
Mr. SIMON. You are not prepared to say you didn't?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It might be it wasn't rented. You know a telephone

operator if you don't reach somebody will keep calling and calling,
and try to get it. Was that the same day?

Mr. SiMoN. No; 2 weeks later.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I beg pardon. I thought you said the first day.
Mr. SIMON. The first one was February 9, the second February 23.
Are you prepared to say you didn't call him on those 2 days?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I didn't say that. I said I have no recollection

of it.
Mr. SIM oN. How many times did you talk to Clyde Powell over the

telephone?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I said I thought about 4 or 5 times.
Mr. SIMON. Four or five times? .
Mr. SILBERMAN. It could be six times.
Mr. SIMON. Could it be 40 times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Are you saying unequivocally under oath it wasn't 40

times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir. Now
Mr. SIMON. What is the maximum number of times you say you

talked to Clyde Powell over the telephone?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Are you talking about a period of years?
Mr. SIXON. Yes.
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Mr. SILBERMAN. You have got me. I said 4 or 5 times. 'That is
what is in my memory. If it is more than that I am mistaken. That
is all I can tell you.

The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is 4 or 5 times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SI N. Are you prepared to say under oath it wasn't more than

4 or 5 times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I answered by saying I think so. If it was more,

it could be. I can't remember how many times I talked to a man in
a period of 5 or 6 years.

Mr. SIMON. I am trying to find out from you under oath the maxi-
mum number of times you say you talked to Clyde Powell.

In fairness, I say to you I have Clyde Powell's telephone record.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I can see you reading, but I would be astonished

if I called over a few times.
Mr. SIMON. My question to you-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I cannot answer it.
Mr. SIMON. What is the maximum number of times you talked to

Clyde Powell on the telephone?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Now it could be, Mr. Simon, at times where there

was some discussion going on about some interpretation or some ad-
ininistrative rule about it, I might have called him, he called me back,
I called him, and I might call it once. It could be in a period of a
week maybe eight times about the same matter. When I say 4 or 5
times, I mean 4 or 5 transactions. Maybe that would clear it up.

Mr. SI N. Are you prepared to say under oath you didn't call him
more than with respect to 4 or 5 different transactions?

Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are prepared to say it?
Mr. SILMERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would a transaction be concluded within, say, a week?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not necessarily.
Mr. SIMON. Over how long a period would the transaction go on?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You know it takes 6 months to get a commitment

sometimes, most of the time.
Mr. SIMON. You are now saying you only talked to him with respect

to 4 or 5 jobs?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is all we had.
Mr. SIMUON. I was just going to say that is all you had. How many

times did you talk to Clyde Powell on the telephone?
Mr. SIL ERMAN. I think I have answered that, Mr. Simon. You are

asking me the same question over and over again.
Mr. SIMON. I have still not received the first answer, though.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I said to you that I thought I talked to him 4 or 5

times.
Mr. SIMON. I want a firm answer.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will not answer it any differently.
Mr. SIMON. What, is the maximum number of times you talked to

Clyde Powell'? You can fix a maximum?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, I cannot. I said to you that I had
M11r. SISKIND. He said he couldn't say.
Mr. SmIvoN. He can certainly fix a maximum. He can say he is cer-

tain it is not more than a certain number.
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Mr. SILBERMAN. .It is not more than a hundred times. Do you want
it that way?

Mr. SIMoN. That is the lowest number you can say with certainty?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know what you are trying to get me to say,

but I am certainly not going to tell you things that are not true. I can
make an error, as well as you or anybody else. I am under the impres.
sion I talked to him very, very seldom. It could be, and I don't intend
or expect to be a witness that can tell you what or how many times I
talked to somebody in 1952. I think it is an unfair question.

Mr. SIMON. We didn't ask you that.
Mr. SILBERMAN.. I am answering that way. I am going to defend

myself.
Mr. SIMON. The question is, What can you say under oath is the

maximum number of times you called him?
Mr. SILBERRAN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know?
Mr. SMBERMAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The witness says he doesn't know. I think maybe

we will just let the record stand there.
Mr. SIMON. How many times did you and Clyde Powell talk about

gambling matters ?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Gambling matters?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would see Clyde Powell at the races, between

Baltimore and Washington, possibly once a week, Saturday afternoon.
Mr. SIMON. Over how many periods of years?
Mr. SMBEBMAN. Years?
Mr. SIMow. Over how many yearsI
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know-7, 8, 9, 10 years.
Mr. SIMON. Over 7 to 10 years you would see him once a week at the

racetracks?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I wouldn't say-I said the most I would see him

would be once a week. Maybe I wouldn't see him once a month, but
I mean when I did see him I would see him usually on a Saturday
afternoon.

Mr. SIMON. At the racetracks?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. Sim N. Did you ever do any gambling with him?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Gambling with him?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever pay any of his gambling debts?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever pay for any parimutuel tickets for him?
Mr. SmBFRm)I_. No.
Mr. SIMoN. You are certain of that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Positive.
Mr. SIMON. How many times did you see him at the racetracks in

that 7- or 8-year period? .
Mr. SIBERMAN. I answered you before that I would see him, when

I did see him, on a Saturday.
Mr. SIMON. But how many-
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]r. SILBERMAN. There is a possibility I might have seen him 1 day

during the week, but my memory says to me I would see him on
Saturday afternoons.

Mr. SiMoN. How many times during that 7- or 8-year period?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are asking me a very unfair question. I don't

know. It could be over a period of 10 years a hundred times, perhaps.
Mr. SImoN. That is fair enough. Is that your best recollection?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. About 10 times a year for 10 years?
Mr. SILBER3AN. Well, they only run races a couple of months a

year in Maryland.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know what he called you about when he called

you on October 12, 1953?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. That is less than a year ago.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know.
Mr. SIoN. He called you. Do you have a number-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Did he get me?
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have a number LO-6-3696?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes; that is my home number in Baltimore.
Mr. SImoN. That is your home?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What would he be calling you at your home for on

October 12?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't even know if I spoke to him.
Mr. SoioN. You don't?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know.
Mr. Si MoN. The telephone company doesn't charge unless the call

is completed, do they?
Mr. SILBERMAN. He might have put a station call in and talked to

my wife or son or somebody.
Mr. SIMoN. Would your wife tell you if she talked to him?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Would she tell me?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes; she would.
Mr. SImoN. Why would Clyde Powell be calling your home and

talking to your wife?
Mr. SIuBERAIAN. I don't know. I told you that. I said it could

have happened. You said he got somebody. I said to you I don't
know whether he got me or not. You are putting the answers in
my mouth.

Mr. SiMoN. Do you have a number WIL-3100?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No; WIL-53-at that time it was added to it.

That is our office number.
Mr. SI O N. I suppose if I asked you about these calls to your office

you wouldn't know what those were for, either?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir. Nobody would expect me to remember

that. How many times were there?
Mr. SIVMON. Oh, there are a number of them.
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Mr. SILBF.RMAN. You are inferring to the public that I had a hun.
dred calls there. How many were there?

Mr. SIMON. I am asking you.
Mr. SILBr-ERMAN. Can I ask youI Do I have the right to ask youl
Mr. SIMON. No.
Mr. SMBERMAN. I won't ask you then. I am not a lawyer. I ai

asking my rights as a citizen. If I don't have the right, I won't ask
you.

Mr. SIMON. I am asking you how many times you called Clyde
Powell, and I wasn't there.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Maybe I wasn't there. Maybe that is why they had
to call me more often to get me.

The CHAIRMAN. You understand why we are asking many of these
questions, do you not, is because Mr. Clyde Powell, who was the head
man of the section 608 projects under which you built these projects,
for many, many years was the top man, the head man. He has refused
to testify before this committee on two occasions, and has hidden be-
hind the fifth amendment. Therefore, we can't get any information
from him at all. The records show that you called him on a number of
occasions and he called you. You have already testified here now that
you saw him possibly Saturdays at the racetracks.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I saw Mr.
The CHAIRMAN. You were formerly employed by FHA when Mr.

Powell was employed by FHA.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a lot of other information that I don't

have time at the moment to tell you.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will give you all the information which I-
The CHAIRMAN. I know you will.
Mr. SILBERMAN. My reputation is such that I am a truthful man. I

am telling you everything that I know, but-
The CHAIRMAN. All we are trying to do is get the facts.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is fine. I don't want an inference drawn to

the public that I am trying to avoid anything because I am not. This
is a public hearing, and I don't want it slanted to the public as if I am
hiding something. I am very anxious to convey to the public that I am
a truthful man.

Mr. SIMON. I know you are anxious to convey that.
Mr. SILB.RMAN. You are very anxious to make it otherwise, and I

am not going to let you do it if I can help it.
Mr. SIMON. I only want the truth from you.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You will get it.
Mr. SIMON. You said a moment ago that your dealings with Clyde

Powell were no different than anybody else who dealt with FHA.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is it your understanding that all the people who dealt

with FHA called Clyde Powell evenings at his home.
Mr. SILBERMAN. It is possible. I don't know how he lives or how

they live.
Mr. SIMON. You called him at home at night, didn't you?
Mr. SILBE MAN. How many times?
Mr. SIMON. I was about to ask you that.
Mr. SMBERMAN. I kMow. You are inferring it was a great many

times.
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Mr. SIMON. I was about to ask you.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You bring out there might.have been twice during

D years. I wouldn't say that is more than a casual acquaintance.
Mr. SimoN. Are you prepared to say under oath that you only

called him at home twice in 5 years?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am not prepared to say how many times I called

him. I answered that before, and I will answer it again.
Mr. SIMON. I am only talking about calls to Clyde Powell's home.

How many times did you call Clyde Powell at home?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I call him at home?
Mr. SIMON. At his home.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Right now, I can't remember. I might have called

him in response to his call. If I am out of the office during the day
and he might call and leave a message, considering the fact-

Mr. SIMON. Well
Mr. SILBERMAN. Will you let me answer, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Considering the fact as the Senator says, he was

the top man in the administration that handled billions of dollars,
we considered it almost an order to return his call. I would have
gone way out of my way to get him any time he called me.

Mr. SIMON. It just happens it is the other way around.
Mr. SILBER3M1AN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. SIMON. I have here that on October 4, 1953, at 8: 38 at night you

called Powell from your home, and you called him at his home, and
the next morning he called you back at your home from his home.

Mr. SII.BERIMAN. Was there a call before that, before I called him
* during the day?

Mr. SIMON. Not that I know of.
Mr. SILBERMAN. It could happen, couldn't it?
Mr. SrmON. I am asking you. You are under oath, and you are
Mr. SILBERMAN. You can't take isolated cases and make a story out

of them.
Mr. SIMON. I am asking you-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know what you are asking me, but I am answer-

ing truthfully, and tell you it could have been otherwise than what
you are trying to infer.

Mr. SimoN. I am asking you what you called Clyde Powell about.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am telling you I don't remember. Nobody else

could expect me to remember. I gues it was some business pertaining
to our business that I called him about.

Mr. SIMoN. Are you sure it wasn't gambling business?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am positive.
Mr. SIMON. If you are positive gambling business-
Mr. SILBEIRAN. Because I never had any transactions with him

re arding gambling. I wouldn't have any, and didn't have any.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell me what you called Clyde Powell about on

8:30, October 4, 1953, calling from your home to his home?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I told you I didn't know, and I wouldn't be ex-

pected to know by any reasonable person.
Mr. SIMON. I didn't ask you if you would be expected to know.

Do ou know what you called him forI
ir. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
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Mr. SIM oN. On October 12, 1953, at 11 in the morning he called yoQ
from his home to your home. What was that call about ?

Mr. SILBERMAN. What home where?
Mr. SIMON. Whatever home you had where the telephone number

was LO 6-3696.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Isn't it perfectly possible, Mr. Simon
Mr. SIMON. I didn't ask you whether it was perfectly possible.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am answering it that way.
Mr. SIMON. I am asking you what he called you about.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am going to protect myself.
Mr. SIMON. I asked you what he called you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know. He called my office
The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is you don't know?
Mr. SILBERMAN. He called at 11 in the morning. I think it fair to

let me answer. He might have called my office and referred it to my
home because I might not have been in the office yet.

Mr. SIMON. He called you at his home?
:Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. I am telling you.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are inferring he called me at my home. I am

trying to answer he called me at my office and called me home, maybe,
Mr. SIMON. All I am telling-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know what you are telling me. I am also tellig

you our transactions are of a business nature, and I will insist on it
very strongly.

Mr. S ON. I know-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not gambling business.
Mr. SIMON. I want to kmow what your business was?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know. Pertaining to our office. We did

a great deal of business with FHA. Sometimes he called me asking
for information and reference on people.

The CHaIRMAN. It is now 5 o'clock. I am just wondering, inasmuch
as it is going to take another hour or hour and a half, the way we are
going-if you would just answer "yes" or "no" or say "I don't
know" -

Mr. SmBER A . I will do it, Senator, but I would like to conclude
it tonight because I have got to go out of town tomorrow as we told
you before. You know that, I will try my best to make very short
answers if Mr. Simon will ask me in such a way he doesn't put me at
a disadvantage.

The CHAIRMAN. He hasn't asked you a single question but what you
could answer "yes," "no," or "I don't know."

Mr. SILBERMAN. Let us start from here, and I Will try to answer
"yes" or "no."1

The CHAIRMAN. We have a list of many telephone calls that you
made to Powell and he made to you. We want to know if you remem-
ber what was said in any of those conversations.

Mr. SILBERMAN. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember a single telephone call that you

made to Mr. Powell or he made to you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Do you mean the substance of the telephone conver-

sation?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That would be very difficult. I do not.
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The CHAIRI~fAN. You just can't remember. Your answer is you
just can't remember.

Mr. SILBE RMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel. Let us see if we

can finish here.
Mr. SIMON. If I go through-
(There was a conference between Mr. Silberman and Counsel

Siskind.)
Mr. SISKIND. Pardon me.
Mr. SILBERMAN. My lawyer has suggested-is that permissible?
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. SILBERMAN. He has suggested something.
The CIIAIRMAN. Yes. All we want is the facts, and your lawyer

and your C. P. A. can give you all the help they can.
Mr. SILBERMAN. He suggests he knows that Mr. Powell at different

times called me. He knows he did call me.
(There was a conference between Mr. Silberman and Counsel Siskind

and Shipley.)
Mr. Sr o N. Does your lawyer know better than you do what Powell

called you about?
Mr. SILBERMAN. He could. I have told him. He is refreshing my

memory.
Mr. SIMON. Fine.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am answering your question.
Mr. SIMON. Fine.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am saying Mr. Powell called me a few times ask-

ing me whether I was going to use my box on a particular day that he
had some guests, could he use my box and I gave him permission to use
it a few times. That I do recall. That is anwering your question,
Senator, the substance of conversation.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; the same question Simon asked you.
Mr. SIMON. How many times did that happen ?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How many times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Once or twice, 20 or 30 times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. A few times.
Mr. SIMON. Is that once or twice or 20 or 30 times?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Three, four, five, six times. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a sufficient answer.
Mr. SIMON. Now we have some telephone calls that you made from

Florida to his home at the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington. Do
you know what those were for?

Mr. SILBERMAN. Sheraton Park Hotel?
The CHAIRMAN. Used to be the Wardman Park.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I didn't know that.
Mr. SIMoN. They changed the name.
Mr. SILBERMAN. The same answer. I don't know. He might have

called my office.
Mr. SIMON. These are cases where you called him from Florida at

his hotel.
The CHAIRMAN. You called him, you see, from Florida at his home,

in the Wardman Park Hotel in Washington.
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Mr. SrLBERMAN. I am answering that he most likely had called nfy
office in Baltimore, and when I communicated with my office they said
Mr. Powell has called you and I would return the call.

The ClAIRMAN. In other words, you think what happened was that
he called your Baltimore office?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHArMAN. And then they told him-
Mr. SIMON. Are you saying under oath that is what happened?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I say that most likely happened. I am not saying

any particular definite thing happened. I can't remember that. I
know at times it did occur that way. I will put it to you that way,

Mr. SIMON. And at times it didn't?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I won't say that.
Mr. SIMON. Suppose we have a situation where you called him from

Florida at his hotel and he hadn't called you at Baltimore. What
would that be for?

Mr. SILBERMAN. It could happen that I talked to my office. You are
only making me guess.

The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is you do not remember what you
discussed?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We may proceed, then.
Mr. SIMON. Now, going to Uplands B Apartments; do you recall

that building?
Mr. STLBERMAN. May I interrupt, Mr. Simon, to correct-
Mr. SIMON. No.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know, but you have gone away from a figure

that is incorrect. I think I should be able to correct a figure you
have in front of you.

Mr. SiMoN. I have no figures.Mr. SILBERMAN. You took figures, the amount of differentiation on
the first deal, and you forgot an item of $120,000.

Mr. SIoN. I didn't forget anything. I asked your accountant-
Mr. SILBERMAN. You said he was answering the question.
Mr. SIMON. Don't tell me I forcrot something.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Let us say we forgot something.
Mr. SPERO. May I interject something? At one point quite a bit

earlier you said you wanted to stick with that first mortgage commit-
ment, and-you didn't want to know anything about the $120,000.

Mr. SIMON. I never heard of the $120,000.
Mr. SPERO. I think if you will reread that you will find it.
The CAIR1M1AN. What is the $120,000?
Mr. SILBERMAN. When the building was completed we asked permis-

sion of the FHA, and we had to get permission to convert a certain
number of apartments to smaller apartments, and we converted 50
apartments and made 100 apartments out of it, and that cost us
$120,021.71, which went into the total cost of the job.

Mr. SIMON. That was not called for by the plans that FIIA
approved?

Mr. SILBERMAN. No; it was not.
Mr. SIMON. After the building was done you decided to spend some

more money?
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Mr. SILBERMAN. Due to the fact that the rental program was not
successful at the beginning, we thought this would improve it, and it

did. We rented the property.
Mr. SIMON. Our statement is still correct, that the cost of the project

that Fl-TA authorized-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Technically you are right, but practically you are

wrong. It went out of my pocket. You want to know what.went in
and what went out. I tell you.

Mr. SIMoN. You might have bought your wife a mink coat, too.
Mr. SILBERArAN. I did. I bought~ler a mink coat and I hope I will

be able to afford to buy her more. I hope you will be able to do it.
When you leave this thing I hope you will get a job and make a lot
of money and work hard like I did.

The C(IAIRMAN. You are being just a little cocky, if I may say so.
We do not appreciate it.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I apologize, sir.
The CAIRMAN. We are trying to do an honest job of this investi-

ation, and trying to get the facts. You ought to be able to answer
e questions "yes" or "no," or if you don't know just simply say so,

"I do not know."
Mr. SILBERMAN. I apologize, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We are trying to get the facts. You did build, and

the FHA, the Federal Government, did guarantee several million dol-
lars worth of mortgages for your projects.

Mr. SILBERIMAN. I apologize, Senator.
The CHAIRMIAN. As a result of that we are entitled to the facts.

That is all we want.
Mr. SILBERMAN. In getting the facts is it worthwhile for Mr. Simon

to say my wife might have bought a mink coat? It works both ways.
He took a crack at me. It is human nature to talk about.

I apologize.
The CHAIRHAN. You said you spent $120,000. You did.
Mr. SiMoN. It wasn't called for by the plans and specifications of

the project FHA approval.
Ar. SILBERMAN. That is right. The net result was we had $120,000

less.
The CHAIrMAN. Did you get the mortgage increased by $120,000?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. After it was all over and the project was built you

decided it would make a better project if you would spend an addi-
ti0nal $120,000?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Maybe that is the way to say it.
Mr. SILBEUMAN. I am sorry, sir. That is why you are a Senator

and I am not. You can put it better.
Mr. SImoN. In Uplands B Apartments who owned the stock in

that?

L
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Mr. SILBERMAN. The setup was exactly the same. That was a
shorter time than the other.

Mr. S MoN. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. SILBERMAN. May I turn it over to Mr. Spero .
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will read it. I would prefer that my acocuntant

read the figures. Have you any objection ?
The CHAIRMAN. We will permit your accountant to give us the

figures.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you agree that the answers he will give will be

accepted by you as the right answers?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SPRo. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount?
Mr. SPERO. $3,900,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there a premiumI
Mr. SPERO. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to the Silberman interests of build-

ing that building, not including any profits they paid themselves, but
including the cost of the land, the cost of the buildings, interest, and
everything else?

Mr. SPERO. Do you want to go through the same procedure that we
went on the other one because we didn't build our figures up that
way?

The CHAIRMAN. Don't you know what the total costs were?
Mr. SPFno. Yes. We have $3,274,243.57.
Mr. SIMON. Say that again.
Mr. SPERO. $3,274,243.57.
Mr. SIMON. Does that includes the landI
Mr. SPERO. That includes the land.
Mr. SIMON. Does it include interest and carrying charges I
Mr. SPERO. It does not.
Mr. SIMON. What are the interest and carrying charges !
Mr. SPERO. $243,200.
Mr. SIMON. Was that actually paid out for interest and carrying

charges
Mr. SPERO. I will give you the same answer I gave before. I cannot

answer that now properly.
Mr. SIMoN. That isn't the amount of interest and carrying charges,

then?
Mr. SPERO. It is the amount set up. What was actually paid out,

I don't know. I can't answer it any differently from the previous
answer.

Mr. SIMoNv. The $3,274,000, was any of that profit to Mr. Silberman
or his partner?

Mr. SPERo. By profit do you mean was any of that salaries?
Mr. SIMON. Or profit on land or anything else.
Mr. SPERO. Well, on the §ame basis you discussed the A proposition.

This project was completed some time early in 1950. During that
particular fiscal year, Mr. Silbermanand his partner, Mr. DeC hario,
took out in the form of salaries, $38,400. Now you must remember,
they were not long engaged in other things.
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Mr. SIMON. All I am asking you is how much of the $3,274,000 that
you said was the cost of constructing this building they made to
themselves.

Mr. SPERO. You can't answer it that way. In other words, they were
engaged in other construction jobs. They were doing other things..
They were managing other properties. We made no allocation-

The CHAnIMAN. What percentage of the total salaries do you think
ought to be allocated to this one project?

Mr. SPERo. I can't answer that. I haven't got any figures to sub-
stantiate that.

Mr. SIMON. Can you give us the breakdown of who got this
$3 274,000 ?

1r. SPERO. Quite a substantial amount of subcontractors, various
people. Answering along the same lines you did on your Apartments
A, there was a land cost in there and there was a salary cost.

Mr. SIMON. All right. I want to know who got this $3,274,000.
Mr. SPERO. Do you want the names of every single person?
Mr. SIMON. If you gave us the names of every single person it would

show how much of it went to Mr. Silberman.
Mr. SMBERMAN. None of it went to me, why not make it easy.
Mr. SIMoN. He just testified under oath some did.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Except a salary. I am trying to shorten it up.

None of it.
Mr. SIMoN. We don't care which of you wants to testify, but I don't

see any point in your contradicting each other.
Mr. SILBERMAN. We are not. We are just misstating what he said.
Mr. SPERO. For practical purposes-
Mr. SIMON. That wasn't our question about practical purposes.
Mr. SPERO. May I answer my own way, then'.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; answer in your own way and let's see what

it is.
Mr. SPERO. These 2 officers took a salary during that particular

year of $38,400, which we were charged against that particular con-
struction figure of $3,274,243.57. In other words, it is included in
that figure.

Mr. SIMON, You charged it against this job?
Mr. SPERO. That is exactly correct. .
Mr. SIMON. How much profit did they make on the sale of the

land?
Mr. SPERO. The land was taken in at $160,000.
Mr. SIXON. What did it cost them?
Mr. SPERao. At that particular time, deducting all of our cost factors,

and all of our acreage factors against the full tract that was pur-
chased, we had a cost of $72,728.24, and at that time we had remaining
over 63 acres, so approximately there might have been $1,200 an acre-
age cost. There were 24 acres used against this particular project,
substantially there was around $29,000 of cost against $160,000 of
selling price.

Mr.SIMON. So $131,000 was profit?
Mr. SPERO. Substantially. You must remember that-i will with-

draw that.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right? We only want to know what happened.
(Conference between Mr. Siskind and Mr. Spero.)

L
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Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
Mr. SPERO. For these purposes I would let it stand at that figur-

that we just said. In other words, substantially $130,000.
Mr. SIMON. Are you saying, Mr. Auditor, that the total cost of thi

project was $3,274,243, plus an amount that you can't describe hut
that is not more than $243,200 for interest and carrying charges. I
that right?

Mr. SPRO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And includes in that, included in that is $38,400 that

they paid themselves for salary and $131,000 that they paid them.
selves for the land in excess of what the land had cost them? Is that
riV.: SPERO. That is correct.

Mr. SIMON. So that on a net basis, the entire cost of the project, in.
cludingr interest and carrying charges, was not more than $3,348,000?

Mr. SPERO. Let me go slowly with you on that. We started off with
$3,274,243.57. You want to deduct from that-

Mr. SIMON. I don't want to do anything.
Mr. SPERO. What is your question then?
Mr. SIMON. You say the interest and carrying charges were not

more than $243,200.
Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SI N. And that included in that is $38,400 they paid them.

selves in salaries, and $131,000 that they paid themselves in profit
on the land?

Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Then the net cost of the land, the buildings and the

interest and t~he carrying charges and everything else would be
$3,348,000; is that right?

Mr. SILBERMAN . May I ask the question, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to get an answer to my question first.
The CHAIRMAN. Let him answer the question. Then you may ask.
Mr. SILBERMAN. While he is figuring I can say it.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute, please.
Mr. SPERO. I have a figure the most it could have cost them was

$3,408,000. I could be wrong.
Mr. SIMON. $3,408,000?
Mr. SPERO. Yes; on the basis upon which you are figuring. In other

words, I took my $3,274,243.57. I added on to that the $243,200 of
carrying charges. That gave me $3,517,443. I deducted from that
the total of saTaries of $38,400 and $131,000. That is $3,448,043.

Mr. SIMON. Are you sure it isn't-
Mr. SPERO. $3,348,000.
Mr. SIMON. $3,348,000?
Mr. SPEIO. That is right.
Mr. SI N. The difference between the total cost and mortgage is

$552,000; is that right?
Mr. SPERO. I beg your pardon?
Mr. SIMON. The difference between the total costs and the mortgage

is $552,000? Subtract-
Mr. SPERO. I am doing that now. That is correct.
Mr. S oN. That is correct; isn't it?
Mr. SPERO. That is correct.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, the proceeds of the mortgage was
$552,000 more than the total cost of the entire project; is that correct?

Mr. SPERo. That is right.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Can I ask my question now?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. By your method of computation, is the committee's

theory that salariespaid to active employees on the job-
ri he CHAIRMAN. Give them the $38,000. Then it is around $500,000.

We never have done it, but in this case we will do it. It is still five-
hundred-some-thousand dollars.

Mr. SILBERMAN. By your method of computation, an official of the
company-

Mr. SIivON. When you mow your lawn, who pays you for it?
Mr.L SIBERNJAN. That is not a parallel. You couldn't get one person

in a million to agree you are correct in that question.
Mr. SIMON. My question was when you mow your lawn, who pays

you for it? Who pays you for mowing your lawn?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Nobody pays me to breathe either, but I have to

breathe.
Mr. SIMoN. My question is, Vho paid you for mowing your lawn?
Mr. SILBERAN. I am not oing to answer the question.

The CHAIRMAN. We are having the same trouble here that we have
with all witnesses on these section 608 mortgaging outs; namely, that
our position is that you own the project. You own

Mr. SILBERMAN. I was only asking a question then.
The CAIRMAN. It is yours. You haven't sold it. You own it.

Therefore, anything that you did in behalf of it, you were working
for yourself.

Mr. SMBERMAN. May I ask-you this, I won't digress another minute.
In my business where there is an official of the company running a
company or part of it and he gives his active time to te company
and he makes a chair, the chair belongs to him when it is finished.
Is the cost of his time in the cost of that chair or not? That is a
parallel 100 percent. I would like to ask one more question. Now you
can wipe it off.

The other question was-I forgot it-I have to laugh at myself.
Oh, yes. In the value of the land, technically, these land costs are
correct.

Now I am asking you again for information as to how you compute.
If we take a tract of land, you see, Mr. Simon is getting the par cost
of the land from my accountant.

The CHAIRMAN. He got exactly what you paid for it.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, but he refuses to add to it or maybe we haven't

put it correctly, all the utilities.
The CHAIRMAN. He has not. That was in your cost.
Mr. SILBERMNAN. No; that we brought. No. I don't mean in the

cost of construction, that we brought to the land; not the actual con-
struction cost that went into the project itself, but the utilities brought
to the whole tract and we have to allocate, that per acre, every builder
and every investor has to do that. We haven't done that.

Mr. SIMON. We wanted the total.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You asked par costs and he gave it to you.
Mr. SIMoN. We asked for total cost to you of the land, whatever it

cost.
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Mr. SILBERMAN. We will leave the figures as they cre. You haven't
taken them. We don't want to waste any more time. We made that
much money according to you.

The CHAIRMAN. You made-let me see if we are correct-the total
proceeds of the mortgage guaranteed by the Government was $552,000
more than the total costs, all your costs of building the project.

Now, accepting that you think you ought to have credit for $38,000
in salaries. Personally I am going to give you credit for it at the
moment.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you think you should be given credit for

some land value. I will give you another $100,000 for that. That is
$138,000 off of $552,000. Then what have you got? You still have
got $300,000 some.

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. More than the total proceeds of the mortgage, above

all costs.
Mr. SILBERMAN. We admit it.
The CHAIRMAN. On a Government FHA-guaranteed mortgage and

you still own the property.
Mr. SMBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay a dime of income tax on that excess of

funds-that you had left over?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It is in surplus. Nothing has been distributed.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you pay any income tax on it?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not as yet, but we will have to. It is only a method

of paying it.Mr. SIMON. Did you pay any income taxes on it?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I say no, but I qualify it. May I explain it?
Mr. SIMoN. What you did-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Are you telling me what I did or are you ask-

ing me?
The CHAIRMAN. You tell us.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are asking and answering everything.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, did you pay any income tax?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No. May I answer?
Mr. SIMON. What year did this money come to you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Spero, what year did we get the final payment?
Mr. SPERO. You are talking about the B job. That was completed

in February 1950.
Mr. SIMON. February?
Mr. SPERO. February 1950.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Is that B?
Mr. SPERO. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Completed 4 years ago. When did you file your 1950

income-tax return?
Mr. SPERO. April 30.
Mr. SIMoN. 1951?
Mr. SPERO. 1950. They are on fiscal year ending April 30.
Mr. SIMON. You still haven't paid any income taxes on that money?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You will get it. You know you will get it. This

is being slanted all over. Whenever we take a buck out you will get it.
It is being slanted. We keep it. We pay it out.

Mr. SIMON. Is it true you haven't paid any income tax?
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Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know the law said 90 percent of the

Commissioner's estimated cost of these projects? That was the

amount the mortgage was to be for?
Mr. SILBERM AN. Can I answer that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, just answer me if you knew that. Did you

know that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The law says-
The CHAIRMAN. 90 percent of the Commissioner's estimated cost of

the replacement value.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It is right on the application, isn't it?

'The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You knew that was the law, didn't you?
You knew that was the law?

Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that the Commissioner's estimate of

cost was to be as close as possible to the actual costs of efficient
builders?

Mr. SPERO. Are you interpreting the language?
Mr. SIMON. No. I am quoting verbatim the language of the act of

Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the language of the act.
Mr. SILBERM AN. Just a moment, sir.
(Conference between Mr. Silberman and fr. Siskind.)
The CHAIRMUAN. Did you know that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes. sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. xou are again picking out one line. Let's get the

whole law.
Mr. SIcoN. I am picking out one act of Congress.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know, but you are picking one line out of one

act.
Mr. SIMON. I am not.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Let me answer you, sir.
Mr. ;IMON. I am asking you if you knew that the Congress-
Mr. SILBEIRMAN. Included, but you were supposed to get a 10-per-

cent builder's profit plus architect's fee which you are ignoring a
hundred percent.

Mr. SIxiON. There is nothing in the act of Congress that says that.
Mr. SwiiERiRALN. Yes; it does.
Mr. SIMON. Where does it say that?
Mr. SILBERAkN-. In our application it says that.

. SIN1( N. I am talking about the. act of Congress.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You file an application
Mr. SIMON. Now wait a minute. Let's answer one question at a

time.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You asked me a fair question, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. I asked where does it say in the statute in the act of

Congress that you are entitled to anything?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I can't answer that. I am not a lawyer. I haven't

read the act of Congress.
Mr. SiMON. Now, I ask you, did you know that in 1947. the Con-

greys passed an amendment to the act, and all the amendment said
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was just two sentences and all it said was that the estimate of cost
was to be as close as possible to the actual cost of efficient builders?

Did you know that?
Mr. SILBFMAN. If you say it and it is true
Mr. SImoN. I am interested in whether you knew it.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I haven't read it.
The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is you did not knowI
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know you could not have got this mort-

gage that we talked about here, which was five hundred some thousand
dollars more than the total costs unless FHA had approved it?

Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator, I am sorry; I didn't catch it. I apolo.
gize.

The CHAimAN. Did you know you couldn't have got this amount
of money from the proceeds of the mortgage if FHA had not ap.
proved it?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is correct. They had to approve it. May I
qualify my answer, sir?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. As a builder, and I think an efficient builder, what

we were interested in was to supply plans and specifications to the
FHA, in which they would base their appraisal, and as a builder, on
the application it stated very plainly, "builder's fee and architect's
fee."

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. They allowed you 5 percent for
architect's fee and 5 percent builder's fee. That would be a hundred
percent.

Mr. SIBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That would mean you would get back all of your

money.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHaIRMAN. You got back $552,000 more than all your money.
Mr. SISKID. I thought we agreed to $400,000.
The CHAIRMAN. I reduced it. 0. K.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Now, Senator-
Mr. SIoN. You haven't answered the question.
The CHAIRMAN. All we are trying to do, Mr. Silberman, in this

investigation is to get the facts and simply show what happened under
section 608. That is all.

Mr. SILBERMAW. All right, I am satisfied.
The CHAIRMAN. We have shown in two instances here where your

mortgaging out amounted to how much?
Mr. SrxoN. $228,000 in the first and $552,000 in the second, or a

total of $738,000.
The CHAIRMAN. On just two projects. Let's go on to the other two.

You, of course, dispute that. You say maybe it is a couple of hun-
dred thousand dollars less, to which we didn't agree, but then even if
you are right; why, it is still five-hundred-some-thousand dollars.

Mr. SILBERMAN. You ard being generous, sir. Fine. Thank you.
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The CHAMAN. I think we had better recess until 9: 30 tomorrow
morning. I think we are getting a little tired.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator, can't we do it now?
The CHAMAN. No. We can't finish.
Mr. SIMON. We can't finish in a half-hour.
The CHAMAN. We can't finish in a half-hour. We are getting

awfully tired. We have been at this all day. We will recess until
9:30 tomorrow morning, and our first witness will be Mr. Silberman.

(Whereupon, at 5:30 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 9:30 a. m., Friday, September 24, 1954.)
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE,

I)etroit, Mich.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9: 30 a. m., Senator Homer

E. Capehart chairman, presiding.
Present: Senator Capehart.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, and Clarence E.

Dinkins, assistant counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be a continuation of Mr. Silberman this

morning.

TESTIMONY OF SAUL SILBERMAN, UPLAND APARTMENTS, BALTI-
MORE, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY. A. HERMAN SISKIND AND CARL L.
SHIPLEY, COUNSEL, AND SIDNEY G. SPERO, ACCOUNTANT-
Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, I think we can finish with you
fairly quickly if we can ascertain about three things: No. 1, we have
two more projects that we want to oet the amount ol the total cost and
the amount of the total proceeds of the mortgage. I want to tell you
what we want. If I tell you in advance maybe we can get through
quicker. We have two more projects. We want you to tell us the
total cost of construction and total amount of the mortgage proceeds.
Then we want to find out as a matter of a pattern, in order to help us in
legislation, this one thing:
You made the statement in executive session that you would not

have built these section 608 projects if you did not feel you could make
money on the mortgages. We want to know a little more about that.

Secondly, you did receive from these section 608 projects consid-
erably more money from the proceeds of the mortgage than the total
cost. I presume we can easily get into a big argument here as to
whether it is X amount or X amount. It doesn't make any dif-
ference as to the principle. I don't think we wmnnt to argue with you
over $100,000 or $200,000 one way or the other. We are talking about
the l)rinciple-the idea that you did get moreafrom the proceeds of the
mortgage than the total cost, and then we are interested in what you
did witlI this money.

You loaned this money, and to whom you loaned it; for example,
we are interested in that, to see if there is some pattern here that
requires legislation or requires better FHA administration in the
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future, as to whom you loaned this money that you received beyond
the total cost of the project out of the proceeds of the mortgage.

Now, if we can get through those three things pretty quickly here,
we can go.

Mr. Counsel, you may proceed, then.
Mr. Simo. Mr. Silberman, are you connected with the Meade

Heights Wherry projectI
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIXON. Who is the owner of that property?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Meade Heights, Inc., owns the property.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of Meade Heights, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Reece Contractors own the stock.
Mr. SIXON. What is the capital stock of Meade Heights, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Right here, Senator, I would like to make a state.

ment.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I appreciate the fact you say this investigation is

a cure-all, so to speak. In order to do that, I think you should get
all the facts. When you have a question directed at you, it is very
difficult to give you the facts. When I am asked a question, and I
tbink this is very, very important, what is the capital stock of the
company, that insinuates that that is the total capital in the com-
pany. I would like to make a statement-

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, it is an honest statement. What
is the capital stock? Now, when yoti get throuh answering that, the
next question is, we will say, how much did you loan the company, and
you can answer that and then the next question will be: Have all the
loans been repaid?

Mr. SILBERMA.N. Fine. I am asked the question: How much I in-
vested in the company. If I am asked the question-

Mr. SIMON. You weren't asked that question.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I say if I am asked it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, please; frankly, we have had more

trouble with you than any witness I think since we have been on this
trIr SILBERMAN. It is very important to me to preserve my reputa-

tion.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very important to us also that the American

people know the facts.
Mr. SILBERMAN. It is very important to know all the facts.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this to you: It is very important when

I look at this statement before us here and find that money guaranteed
by the Federal Government on mortgages has gone, to be loaned to race
tracks, Randall Park Jockey Club-it is very important to me and
very important to the American people.

Let's proceed in order. If you don't want to answer the questions,
say so.

Mr. SIBERMAN. I will answer questions if you will let me answer
fully.

The CHAIRMAN. We will let you answer the questions, but we won't
let you cover up. I am going to say this: You possibly wouldn't
have been here if you hadn't, in executive session, said you wouldn't
have built these projects if you couldn't have made money out of the
mortgages.
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Mr. SILBERMAN. That is a truthful statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, it is a truthful statement on your part,

but is it a violation of the law, too?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I think it is.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a matter of opinion?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's proceed. If you don't care to answer the

questions, you say so, and we will-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will answer all questions.
Mr. SIMON. The pending question is what is the capital stock of

Meade Heights, Inc.?
Mr. SILBERMAN. $2,000.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Reece Contractors; is that

the name of it?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Reece Contractors, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator, this hesitation
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Silberman, you worked for FHA at one time?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Seventeen years ago, Senator, for a very short

period.
The CHAuRMAN. You got $2,600 a year?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That innuendo that that had something to do with

this is what I don't like.
The CHAIRMAN. You ought-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I left them 17 years ago when section 608 wasn't

thought of by anybody. That is what I resent.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't know how you can resent facts.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Seventeen years ago I left them, the fact remains.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you did.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Let's get that in the testimony-$1,000.
Mr. SIMON. You complained bitterly about that, Mr. Silberman. I

would like to remind you that I asked you the date which you went to
work for FHA and the date you left. Nobody tried to conceal when
it happened.

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right. The papers write an article about
ex-FHA employee makes windfall. That is a slanted article what I
am talking about, not you. I am talking about how the facts get over
to the public.

Mr. SIMON. If you answer questions we will get everything in the
record.

Mr. SIBERMAN. All right, but when you criticize me, I can
answer it.

Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Reece Contractors?
Mr. SILBERMAN. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Reece Contractors?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The same as Uplands.
Mr. SIMON. You 50 percent and DeChario 50 percent?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Where did the word "Reece" come from ?
Mr. SILBERMAI4. It means nothing.
Mr. SIMON. Where does it come from?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It is the name of a road where we built the prop-

erty.
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Mr. SiMoN. Who advanced the money to Reece Contractors that it
used to get the project started?

That is the question you were the one who wanted us to ask, about
the money loaned to the company.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I am checking from the record. You don't expect
me to remember all these things.

Mr. SIMoN. I am asking you who loaned the money.
Mr. SILBERIAN. I am checking to make sure I get the correct an-

swer. I am asking my accountant. I don't see anything wrong with
that.

(Conference between Mr. Silberman and Mr. Spero.)
Mr. SILBERMAN. My accountant tells me we had a revolving fund

which we used for our different enterprises. It came from the revolv-
ing fund.

Mr. SIoz. Where is the revolving fund?
The CHAIRMAN. What was the corporation the revolving fund

was in?
Mr. STLBERMAN. Uplands, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. Uplands, Inc., loaned the money to leece; is that what

you are telling us?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SI o N. Was that the money left over from the mortgages on

the other projects?
Mr. SMBERMAN. Mr. Simon, Uplands built a great number of houses.
Mr. SI iro. Did that money that Uplands, Inc., loaned to Reece

come out of the same bank account in which you deposited the money
left over from the other section 608 mortgages?

Mr. SILBERMAN. The money left over from the other section 608
mortgages went into Uplands, Inc., which had considerable funds
from otier enterprises.

Mr. SrvtoN. Out of this same bank account you loaned the money
to Reece to start this project?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right. Why don't we take Fairfax, built
ahead of Reece?

Mr. SnxoN. Was this Meade Heights project built on Government
land?

Mr. SITBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. What is the rent?
Mr. SITBERMAN. You mean the rental we paid the United States

Government for the lease?
Mr. SImoN. Yes.
Mr. SIIBERMAN. It is a very small amount, less than $1,000 a year;

$720.
Mr. SurON. $720 a year?
Mr. STLBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. S-.oN. What is the term of the lease?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Seventy-five years.
Mr. SrroN. What was the cost of constructing that property?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir, Mr. Simon, we got into actual figures.
Mr. SimoN. I just asked you-
Mr. SILBERAN. Just let me answer you, will you, please, sir? You

asked me, I said yes, sir, when we got into actual figures I asked
permission to let the accountant answer as to figures because we got
through faster. Can I do the same thing today?
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Mr. SI-ON. If you don't lmow and he does.
Mr. SILBERMAN. He has the figures. I don't know. Would you

permit him to answer?
Mr. SIm.N. What was the cost?
Mr. SPERO. $2,361,482.
Mr. SImoN. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SPERO. That does not.
Mr. SIAMON. What were the interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SPERO. $176,302. When I say what they were, the way these

things were set up there, it was a reservation )nade for the project
analysis for that amount. As I told you yesterday, at this time I
can't analyze it to give you the exact amount expended for those.

Mr. SImON. You don't know what the interest and carrying charges
were, but it is not more than $176,000?

Mr. SPERO. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. Were there any other costs in connection with con-

structing that building?
Mr. SPERO. No.
Mr. SIMON. That is total cost?
Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So the total cost is not more than $2,537,000?
Mr. SPERo. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. SPERO. $2,832 800.
Mr. SIMON. So the total costs were $295,000 less than the amount

of the mortgage?
Mr. SPERO. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Does your accountant also have the figures on Fairfax

Gardens, Mr. Silberman?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Fairfax Gardens, Inc., is owned by whom?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Same as Uplands.
Pardon me, sir.
(Conference between Silberman and Spero.)
Mr. SILBERMAN. Same stockholders as Uplands, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Is it owned by Uplands, Inc., or is it owned by the stock-

holders alone?
Mr. SISRIND. Stockholders.
Mr. SIMON. Who built Fairfax Gardens?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Uplands, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to Uplands, Inc., of building the

project?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Spero will answer that.
Mr. SPERO. $1,478,706.38.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the land?
Mr. SPF o. It does.
Mr. SIxoN. Does it include the land at the cost from the last

stranger ?
Mr. SPERO. That is right, from the last stranger.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SPERO. That does not.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what the interest and carrying charges

were?
Mr. SPERO. $734143.
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Mr. SIMON. Is that the actual amount?
Mr. SPERO. I will give you the same answer as I gave previously.
Mr. SIMON. You don t know what they are, but not to exceed

$73,000?
Mr. SPRO. That is correct.
Mr. SIM oN. Were there any other costs in construction in connection

with that project?
Mr. SPERO. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Total cost was $1,551,000; is that right?
Mr. SPERO. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. SrEO. $1,505,800.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. SPERO. I think Mr. Silberman should answer that.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know?
Mr. SILBFRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know?
Mr. SPERO. I don't know of my own knowledge.
Mr. SILBERMAN. It was 2 percent to bepaid as follows, one-half of

1 percent to be paid at time of delivery of mortgage, and one-half of
I percent at the end of second, third, and fourth years thereafter.

Mr. SIMON. When was the project completed?
Mr. SILBERMAN. December 21, 1951.
Mr. SIMON. Two percent would be roughly $30,000; is that right?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Incidentally, was there a premium?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That went to the holding company. It did not go

to the construction company.
Mr. Si N. The same people owned both companies; didn't they; is

that right?
Mr. SILBERMAN. It doesn't go into the fund of the construction

company.
Mr. SIMoN. The same people own both companies?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Let's get the facts right.
Mr. SIMON. I am trying to. The same people own both companies?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SioN. Was there a premium on the Meade Heights project?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. This is the only one you got a, premium on?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So that your total cost here was $16,000 more than the

total proceeds of the mortgage, disregarding your transactions within
the companies?

Mr. SILBERMAN. Wait a minute. What transactions within the com-
pany are you talking about? Don't let's leave it open as if there was
any.

Mr. SIMON. You just told me the premium went to one company-
Mr. SrIJ3ERMAN. You are talking about the premium itself. I

thought you meant we were covering up some price somewhere. I
don't want any innuendoes. There is no coverage here of any kind at
any time.

Mr. SIMON. I was trying to give you the benefit of the fact that some
of the money went to one company ahd some went to another.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Fine. Thank you, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. The total cost there was $16,000 more than the total

mortgage proceeds.
Mr. -jMBERMAN. Yes. Let's say that loudly. We lost money on

that one.
Mr. SIMON. You still own the project, don't you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. It is your building?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right. It will take a long time before we

see any money out of it, if ever.
Mr. SIMON. On the 4 projects, including the 1 you say you lost

money onl, but still own, I would say you had $16,000 invested in-
Mr. SILBERMAN. Fine-
Mr. SImoN. Including the project you had $16,000 invested in, in

the 4 projects, the total excess of mortgage proceeds over cost is roughly
$1 million; is that right ?

Mr. SILBERMXAN. That is about right.
Mr. Si oN. Now, that excess of cost over mortgage proceeds re-

mained in Uplands, Inc.; is that right?

Mr. SImBERMAN. Uplands and Reece, both.
Mr. SIMON. It remained in Uplands and Reece.
The CIIAIRMAN. We don't have a copy. Let's have your April 30

restatement, will you, please? Thank you, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It was not distributed to the stockholders by way of

dividends?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SImON. And for that reason no income taxes have ever been

paid on that $1 million?
Mr. SILBERMIAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Among the things that has been done with this money

is $430,000 loaned to the Randall Park Jockey Club, Inc.; is that right?
Mr. SMBERMAN. Are you talking about Uplands or Reece?
Mr. SIMON. Uplands, Inc. I have before me what purports to be

an April 30, 1954, balance sheet of Uplands, Inc., which shows a total
of $504,355.45 owing from Randall-

The CHAIRMAN. $430,000-
Mr. SIMON. Randall Park Jockey Club; is that right?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not quite. There was a transaction between Up-

lands, Inc., which is our construction company, which has other funds
in addition to the funds which they received from our 608 projects.

Mr. SIMON. But does have the funds left over from the section
608 project?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right. But they didn't lend that money to
Randall Park Jockey Club. They performed a service. They re-
modeled and rebuilt it for the tune of seven-hundred-some-thousand
dollars, for which they received a profit of 15 percent, and part of it
was paid and part of it is bearing interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Silberman, I have before me your April
30, 1954, balance sheet of Upland, Inc., and I find that notes receiv-
able-that is the amount that Randall Jockey Club owes Uplands, Inc.,
due after 1 year-of $430,000, and then up here, notes receivable due
within 1 year from the Randall Park Jockey Club of $74,355.45. So
that is a total of a little over $500,000 that Uplands, Inc., loaned to the
Randall Park Jockey Club is that correct?
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Mr. SIMON. I gather what you are saying, it was not a loan in the
sense of loaning.the money, but you did construction work for them?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. For which you had to advance the labor and material

cost out of funds in your bank account, and they owe you that, repro.
senting the return of the labor costs and the material costs that you
paid out, plus the profit on the job?

Mr. SILBFRMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMA,\N. I also find here loans and exchange receivables

officers, $549,446.34. Was that money loaned to you and who are the
officers of Uplands?

Mr. SILBERMAN. I suppose most of it was loaned to me.
Mr. SIMON. And
Mr. SILBERMAN. On collateral.
The CHAIRMAN. What interest do you pay on this?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Four percent.
Mr. SIMON. In other words, you would say the great majority of

this $549,446.34 is loaned to yourself ?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the other officers are who?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Of which company?
The CHAIRMAN. Of Uplands, Inc.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Ralph DeChario is president and treasurer.
The CHAIRMAN. And what are you?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am no officer at all.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not an officer?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am not an officer.
The CHAIRMAN. Now just a minute. This statement says officers,

schedule 2, $549,446.34. If you are not an officer, then you are not in
this item, so evidently this money was loaned to the officers.

Mr. SPERO. I think you can substitute the word "stockholder" for
officers.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, officers should have been stock-
holders?

Mr. SPERO. It could be.
The CHAIRMAN. This also shows that you have loaned to affiliated

companies $33,427.36. To what company is that?
Mr. SIMON. We have that list here, Senator: Uplands, Meade, Reece,

Fairfax, and Urban Management.
The CHAIRMAN. Then "others" it shows, loans to others, of

$111.122.68.
Mr. SIMON. The first one is Fenmore Terrace, Inc. Is that a com-

pany you control?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I have no interest in it.
Mr. SIMON. You 'ust loaned it some money?
Mr. SIILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The next is Randall Park Jockey Club. Do you have

any interest in that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I am the president.
Mr. SIMON. Are you also a stockholder?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that run a racetrack in Cleveland?
Mr. SILBEiMAN. It does.
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Mr. SImoN. The next one is the Randall Park Holding Corp. Is

that part of the same racetrack?
Mr. SILBERJAN. That has been merged. It is now one company.
Mr. SImoN. The next is Painesville Raceway, Inc. Is that a race-

track somewhere?
Mr. SILBEIMAN. That is a little trotting track. That is an invest-

went. That is not a loan.
The CHAIRMAN. It shows as a loan here.
(Conference between Mr. Silberman and Mr. Spero.)
Mr. SIMON. Isn't that a loan, Mr. Silberman?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I think we have debentures from the racetrack;

a racetrack, an investment of that amount of money.
Mr. SiMoN. & Where is the raceway?
Mr. SILBERMAN. A trotting track outside of Cleveland.
Mr. SIMON. You are stockholder and president of that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Next is Williston Park Homes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I have no interest in that.
Mr. SIMON. You loaned it some money?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Next is Tropical Park; is that a racetrack?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Miami.
Mr. SiMoN. Are you president?
Mr. SILBERM4N. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Are :ou a stockholder there too?
Mr. SILBERMAN. es.
Mr. SMoN. Uplands loaned the money; is that true?
Mr. SILBERMAN. How much is the amount?
Mr. SIMON. It says here $25,130.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I guess the account has it there. It must be right,

but that is an interchange. It might be a short term of some kind.
I am not familiar with the exact transaction. They might have some
time done something and got the money back for it.

Mr. SIoN. This also shows that you borrowed $311,000 from the
company; is that rightI

Mr. SILBERMAN. The Senator read before, it was approximately
$500. That includes this $300.

Mr. SIMON. $549,000-
The CHAIRMAN. To all officers and stockholders?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes. That includes this $300. That is not in

addition to the other one.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the amount you borrowed?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. I notice on this sheet that all of the stockholders bor-

rowed money from the corporation. Were those loans from the
corporation instead of paying dividends?

Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. If you paid dividends, you would pay an income tax,

but if you loan the money, you don't pay income tax; is that right?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are making a statement, but you add some-

thing else to it. You asked me two questions.
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Mr. SIMON. The statement is true. When you pay dividends out of
a corporation, you have to pay an income tax on the dividend?

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When you borrow money from the corporation, you

don't have to pay an income tax on them.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. This $311,000 that you borrowed from Uplands, Ine.

was any part of that money used to buy your stock in Randall Park
Jockey Club?

Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would say 98 percent, that it was not borrowed,
Mr. SIMON. That means 2 percent not sure?
Mr. SILBERMAN. You want to make it so technical. I didn't use any

of that money, in my belief.
Mr. SIMON. Was any of this $311,000 borrowed from Uplands,

Inc. used to buy stock in Tropical Park?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir. ]-tspent that money.
Mr. SIMON. You spent it on chocolate drops?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The mink coat you talked about yesterday.
Mr. SIMON. Was any part of that $300,000 used to buy stock in the

Cleveland Browns football team?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are a large stockholder in that and chairman of

the board?
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right, chairman of the executive board.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me see if I review the facts. On the 4 projects

the proceeds of the Government-guaranteed mortgage was $1 million,
approximately $1 million more than the total costs, and the $1 million
remained in your construction company called Uplands, Inc., and
Reece, and you did not pay any.taxes, but simply kept the money there,
and let me say this: There was no violation of the law in not paying
the taxes.

Mr. SILBERmN. May I add I paid a personal tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. Then you proceeded to loan the

money, this $1 million, and other funds that you made from other
sources, because Uplands dealt in other things, to yourself and your
partners or stockholders, for other purposes, and I say loaned the
money to yourself and to other concerns.

Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is about what happened; those are the things

that we are interested in in respect to these section 608 projects.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would like not to leave the impression that I

don't pay income tax.
The CHAIRMAN. I just said a minute ago-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I paid about $90,000last year personally.
The CHAIRMAN. I just said there is nothing illegal about what

you did.
Mr. SILBERMAN. You are talking about income taxes. I would like

to get it in the record.
Mr. SIMON. Nobody has ever paid an income tax on this $1 million

of excess costs; is that right?
Mr. SILBE RMAN. That is right, but the inference from you-
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
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Mr. SiLBERMAN. The inference from you there was no taxes paid is
what I would like to clear to the newspaper people.

Mr. SIMON. I am trying to make clear-
Mr. SILBERMAN. I know what you are trying to make clear.
The CHAIMAN. We are just trying to get the facts. We are trying

to make certain that, in the future, this sort of thing can't happen. Let
me say this: You couldn't have had the $1 million more than the total
cost of the project out of the proceeds of the mortgage if FHA hadn't
approved the mortgages, but they approved $1 million more in mort-
g1ges than the total cost of all these projects; left you with $1 million
in your construction company.

You didn't pay any taxes on it, and you didn't violate any law in not
1)aying any taxes on it. You simply kept the $1 million and you
loaned it to yourself, and other stockholders, for other purposes.

Now the thing that we dbn't like, frankly, about it is the fact that
that $1 million that you were loaning to yourself to make the purchases
in the jockey clubs, and so forth, was $1 million that was guaranteed by
FHA, so that, if these projects went sour, the Federal Government
would have lost an additional $1 million more than they should.

We are just trying to pass laws and get administration of FHA in the
future so that sort of thing can't happen, because I don't think it is
good and I think you agree with me.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I do not agree with you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you.
Mr. SIMoN. One other thing. You are not in any way personally

liable to pay back these FHA mortgages?
Mr. SILBERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SimON. The only entity that is responsible for the mortgage is

the sponsoring corporation.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. In each case that is a corporation?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The mortgagee is responsible, nobody else.
Mr. SIMON. In each case that is a corporation with $1,000 worth of

capital stock.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SILBFRMAN. That is correct.
The CIIAnMAN. Thank you very niuch, sir. We appreciate your

testimony.
Mr. SILBER-AN. Can I make a statement, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I would like to make about a 5-minute statement.
The CHAIRMAN. You proceeed. We want all the facts.
Mr. SILBERMAN. In the Army situation, at Fort Meade, I would like

to bring out-- --
(Conference between Mr. Silberman and Mr. Siskind.)
Mr. SILBERMAN. You don't mind if I ge6 a little advice from my

attorney, do you?
The CHAIRMAN. No. Go right ahead.
Mr. SILBERMAN. He might think I am going to say too much.
(Further conference.)
Mr. SILBERMAN. On the advice
The CHAIRMAN. You had better not make the statement?
Mr. SILBERMAN. My counsel says it is enough.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Silberman.
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At this time I would like to call the roll of our witnesses today. Is
Mr. Schnackenberg present?

Mrs. SCHNACKENBERG. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knecht?
Mr. KNECHT. Present.
The CHA-IMAN. Mr. Kaufman?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. I guess we told Kaufman 10: 30.
Colton?
Mr. COLTON. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Ruth Stokes?
Mrs. STOKEs. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Jack Chisik present?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Is Jack Chisik present?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. He is not present. Marie Halbeisan?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Marie Galler.
Mrs. GALLER. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Dominick Gertinisan.
Mr. GERTINISAN. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Izal Crouther.
Mr. CROUTHER. Present.
The CHAI XMAN. And some gentlemen from the National Bank, I

believe it is.
A VoicE. Present.
The CHAIRxMAN. I believe it is the National Bank; and is John

Hobby present?
Mr. HOBBY. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mrs. Helies here?
Mrs. HmuS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you found your husband?
Mrs. HELiEs. I know where he is. I am waiting for him to call.
The CHAIRMAN. He is still over in Canada?

Mrs. -ILiES. Yes; he is.
The CHAIRMAN. Will Mrs. Stokes please come forward? Will you

be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mrs. STOKEs. I do.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. RUTH STOKES, DETROIT, MICH.

The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated. Sit a little closer to the micro-
hone, will you, please, and give your name and address to the reporter
Or the record?

Mrs. STOKES. My name is Ruth Stokes, 5237 Linsdale.
The CHAIRMAN. Detroit, Mich.?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Stokes, what is your full name?
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Mrs. STOKES. The first name I never used, but it is Bessie Ruth
Ross. That is the maiden name.

Mr. SIMON. Bessie Ruth Ross?
Mrs. STOKES. That is the maiden name, and Ruth Stokes is the first

marriage name, Ruth Steele is the second.
Mr. SIMON. You are now Mrs. Steele?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes; Mr. Stokes is dead.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you have a sister Doris Thomas?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. That is her married name?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. What is Doris' business? What does she do for a

living?
Mrs. STOKES. Housewife now.
Mr. SimoN. Does she work at all?
Mrs. STOKES. No; she is not working.
Mr. SIMON. Did she have any job in 1952?
Mrs. STOKES. Well, she had her job, but maybe I will let her tell you

about that.
Mr. SImoN. Is she here?
Mrs. STOKES. No.
Mr. SIMON. What was her job? Who did she work for?
Mrs. STOKES. She was a salesman for some company.
Mr. SIMON. A saleslady?
Mrs. STOKES. Saleslady, I am sorry.
Mr. SIMoN. Was she working for a Mr. Helies?
Mrs. STOKES. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. Wallace Helies?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. The Heydon Building & Supply Co?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was her job with him?
Mrs. STOKES. I don't know exactly, saleslady, I guess.
Mr. SIMoN. Did she teach you how to make these FHA loans?
Mrs. STOKES. No; she didn't.
Mr. SIMON. Where did you learn that from?
Mrs. STOKES. From the company that I worked for.
Mr. SIMoN. The Universal Jalousies?
Mrs. STOKES. The Universal Jalousies.
Mr. SIMON. Were Jack Chisik and Irving Swaab the owners of that

company.
Mrs. STOKES. Yes. I imagine Jack Chisik was the owner. I can't

very well say he was. I know Mr. Swaab introduced himself as the
big boss.

Mr. SImoN. Mr. Swaab introduced Mr. Chisik as the big boss?
Mrs. STOKES. Himself. ,
Mr. SIMON. At any rate, they were both with the company?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes; they both were there but I don-t know what

position he held.
Mr. SIMON. What was your job?
Mrs. STOKES. I was supposed to be a salesman working on a com-

mission basis.
Mr. SIMON. A saleswoman working on a commission basis?
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Mrs. STOKES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What were you supposed to sell?
Mrs. STOKES. He explained to us we were supposed to get people

who wanted work done, people who wanted loans, to buy property, or
to have work done.

Mr. SI N. Were you known as a runner?
Mrs. STOKES. Well, actually at the time, may I tell you, I was ill.

I didn't get into the full swing of work. I only sent three people to
him who wanted loans, but if I had been able, I guess I would have
gone from door to door.

Mr. SIMoN. Did Chisik or Swaab or both of them supply you with
blank FHA title I loan applications?

Mrs. STOKES. Yes; I had one book.
Mr. SIMON. You had a book?
Mrs. STOKES. They left that home there.
Mr. SI N. At your home?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did they tell you how to fill out the forms?
Mrs. STORES. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Were you told to put in the forms that the loan was for

a home improvement even if that wasn't the purpose of the loan?
Mrs. STOX.S. Well, every time that I sent these particular people, I

would get a consultive-
Mr. SIMON. A what?
Mrs. STOKES. Call to ask them what to put on.
Mr. SIMoNv. Who would you call?
Mrs. STOKES. Call the office.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chisik or Swaab?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What would they tell you to put on?
Mrs. STOKES. After I filled it out I would take the actual facts of

the person, and after the blank was filled out they would change it
,properly.

Mr.. SImon. And by "change it properly" you mean change to put
in the things that were necessary in order to get the loan?

Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. For example, if the people wanted the money to pay

alimony, they would change it to say it was to repair a house; is that
right 2rs. STOKES. That is right.

Mr. SIMoN. Were you also instructed to overstate the amount of the
loan?

Mrs. STOKES. Yes; everything on there. I mean everything; I
never put anything on the blanks that I wasn't told to put on.

Mr. SimoN. Told by whom?
Mrs. STOKES. Told by them.
Mr. SIMoNf. Who is "them"?
Mrs. STOKES. The company, Mr. Chisik or Mr. Swaab.
Mr. SimoM. If the peoplewanted, say, a thousand dollars, would

they tell you to make the loan out for $1,500?
Mrs. STOKES. No; if the people wanted a thousand, they would

make it out for a thousand.
Mr. SioM. Where did you get your money then?
Mrs. STOKES. I was paid. They would pay me.
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Mr. SIoN. Who would pay you?
Mrs STOKES. Mr. Swaab would pay me; when I was paid.
Mr. SIMON. What was the average amount of money that Chisik

and Swaab took from these loans?
Mrs. STOKES. I don't know exactly that. I could just give an esti-

ination, which might not be just true.
Mr. SIMoN. What is your estimation?
Mrs. STOKES. One loan I think was about $250, so the person would

tell me, Mrs. Redmond said she paid him $250, and I know I carried
a loan for Mr. Thompson for $300 out to Mr. Swaab.

Mr. SImoN. You carried $300 out to Mr. Swaab?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Where did you get the $300?
Mrs. STOKFS. She gave it to me to carry to him to pay him.
Mr. SI mON. Going back to the Redmond loan, did you go to the

bank with Mrs. Redmond?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes, but I didrFt go in. I stayed in the car.
Mr. SImON. She picked tip the check?
Mrs. STOKF,. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Then you and she drove out to Mr. Chisik's place?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you take the check in to Mr. Chisik?
Mrs. STOKES. No, I didn't. She carried it in herself.
Mr. SiON. She stayed in the car and you carried it in?
Mrs.STOKES. No. She carried her own check in. I didn't see the

check. She carried the check in and gave it to Mr. Swaab herself.
Nfr. SIxoN. How much did you get out of the deal?
Mrs. STOKES. They didn't want to pay me anything out of it. We

got into an awful argument.
Mr. SiMoN. You did?
Mrs. STOKES. With Mr. Swaab, because he told me he couldn't afford

to pay me anything out of that; that expense was heavy on him.
Mr. SIoN. What was his expense?
Mrs. STOKES. I don't know. Those things they never told us. We

didn't ask.
Mr. SimoN. Did you finally get paid anything?
Mrs. STOKES. I started off and Mr. Chisik was talking to him telling

him he should give me something, so after I went down the street he
called me back and gave me $30.

Mr. SIMoN. $30?
Mrs. S'roKMS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. In the loan for Cedarpoint Thompson, did she give you

$0(). you say?
M S. STOKES. Yes. She gave me $200 for myself and she gave me

three to carry to Mr. Swaab.
Mr. ST.mo0. She gave you a total of $500 ?'
Mrs. SToKEs. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. You kept $200?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. You carried $300 to Mr. Swaab?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIoMoN. Did Mr. Swaab know you were keeping $200?
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Mrs. STOKES. No. This was a personal thing between Mrs. Thomp-
son and myself. I didn't know her.

Mr. SIxo. You didn't know her?
Mrs. STOKES. No. I never saw her until the day Mr. Chisik drovo

me to her house and he filled out the application there for a loan.
That is the first day I saw her. Now, a cousin of mine, Mrs. Douglas,
told me that- Mrs. Thompson had a deposit on a home, and she said,
"You are working for this company, that you can get loans through,))
she said, "Would you help her to raise the money to buy this place?"
So I says, "Well, I will try, and send her to the people." So later,
after she was off work, after 5 o'clock, she called me and asked me,
she told me what Mrs. Douglas had told her, so I told her, "Well, I
could call the boss and see what he says about it." So the next morn-
ing I told him about 11 o'clock, he Picked me up and for me to
help him find a home where she was living, so we went there. Shetold me, she says, "If I am able to get this place," she said, "I will get
it from the owner. I will save at least a couple of thousand dollars
on the home. I would be more than glad to give you $300 for your-
self."

She asked me not to tell this friend of hers that introduced us be-
cause she would be angry and expecting me to give her something,
and I didn't tell her and I just told her "All right."

Mr. SixoN. While you were working for Mr. Chisik, making these
loans, was your sister doing the same kind of work for Mr. Helies?

Mrs. SToxzs. I don't know. We wasn't living together at that time.
Mr. SIMoN. We had a slip of paper from the bank yesterday show,

ing that Mr. Helies gave her a check for $525 that bounced. Do you
know anything about that check?

Mrs. STOKES. I heard her talk about it.
Mr. SIMON. What did she say about that check ?
Mrs. STomS. Nothing except the same thing you said, it wasn't

O.K.
Mr. SIMON. What was that money for?
Mrs. STOKES. Now those are the questions that if I would answer I

might not be saying the right thing as far as she is concerned.
Mr. SiMoN. She was out making loans like this for Mr. Helies;

-wasn't she?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes, but all of those things about her I can't answer.
Mr. SIMON. You do know she was out making loans from Mr.

Helies?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes, I know she was working there.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know the details of some of these loans?
Mrs. SToKus. I don't know the details.
Mr. SIMON. You had a falling out with Mr. Stokes over these mat-

ters; is that right?
Mrs. STOKES. Mr. Stokes?
Mr. SIMON. I mean Mr. Swaab.
Mrs. STOKES. Yes, we did.
Mr. SIMON. And you complained that you weren't getting paid

enough; is that right?
Mrs. STOK.S. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How many of these cases did you bring to him?,
Mrs. STOKES. I brought Redmond, Davidson, and Mrs. Thompson.
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Mr. SiMoN. Those threeI
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you get paid on the Davidson case?
Mrs. STOKES. On the Davidson case he gave me $50. .
Mr. SIMON. What did Mrs. Davidson do with that money?
Mrs. STOKES. She bought the home that she is now living in.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Chisik get?
Mrs. STOKES. I don't know. Mrs. Davidson paid him. I don't

know.
Mr. SIIoN. How much did Davidson borrow?
Mrs. STOKES. Let me tell you this: I never knew how much they

get. The only thing I would do is figure out 5 percent for myself.
To me it was just a job.

Mr. SIMON. You do know the Davidsons did not use the money to
repair or modernize a home; is that right?

Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Chisik talk to you after the time the FBI had

talked to you or about that time?
Mrs. STOKES. He talked to me before the FBI talked to me.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you?
Mrs. STOKES. He told me it would be an investigation, the FBI's

were coming, and that my boy friend had gone down to the FBI
office, and told them that I was working with this company. He
told me about that. My boy friend was the cause of me taking the
job. At the time I wasn't getting ADC.

Mr. SIMON. What?
Mrs. STOKES. Getting aid from the ADC. They told me to get a

job.
Mr. SIMON. What is ADC?
Mrs. STOKES. That is Aid for Dependent Children. I have five.

I have six now. The only thing that I was gettingwas a $90 social
security, see, and they told me to oet a job. Ihad a heart attack after
my husband died and I wasn't well, so he urged me to take the job.

Mr. SIMON. Who urged you to take the job.
Mrs. STOKES. My boyfriend. It would be an easy job, just can-

vassing, and he said, "You could work on your spare time.' After
then he told me he thought there was something fishy about the
companies and he urged me to take the job so he coufd findout. What
point it was, I don't know.

Mr. SIMON. What was his business?
Mrs. STOKES. He said he worked with the FBI's afterward.
Mr. SIMON. Your boy friend?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What else did Chisik tell you when he talked to you?
Mrs. STOKES. That is what he told me, not to talk to them, and

don't give them any information. If they asIc me if I work for the
company, say "No,N' because if I told them I would be in dutch, as
deep in dutch as he was because I was working for them.

Mr. SIMoN. Did he ever threaten you?
Mrs. STOKES. No more than that just tell me don't talk, that is all.
Mr. SIMoN. Hadn't your sister had a little trouble with the FBI

before you started making these loans?
Ms.r STOKES. No.
Mr. SIMoN. She hadn't?
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Mrs. SToKES. She hadn't had any trouble, not at all. Not as I know
of. I have known her for all my life.

Mr. SIMoN. You were asked this question when you were interviewed
in Washington:

What are these complications that Doris, your sister, had with Mr. Reles?

And you said:
Well, the first thing that she knew, the FBI came there because she had turned
in some people that her boss said the loans were turned down on.

Mrs. STOKES. She had worked for him before that happened.
Mr. SiMoN. She worked for Mr. Helies before you went to work for

Mr. Chisik?
Mrs. STOKES. I think about the same time. I am not quite sure.
Mr. SimoN. Then you went on to say:
They came there and contacted these people and asked them about paying on

the loans or something and. the people said they didn't have any loans.

Do you remember that?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't that making or getting money from the banks

on people who didn't sign any notes?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes. That is all I can see it is.
Mr. SImON. You knew that, that your sister had done that before you

got into this; didn't you?
Mrs. STOKES. No. You mean before I started working for the Uni-

versal Jalousies?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mrs. SToKES. No. She hadn't any complications with the FBI or

anybody.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you learn that your sister had been making

loans with people who said they didn't have any loans?
Mrs. STOKEES. The FBI came to us at the same time and told us that.

They interviewed both of us together.
Mr. SimoN. What is the story on your sister making loans for people

who said they didn't have any loans?
Mrs. STOKES. We didn't know anything about the people not having

a loan until the FBI's came to her.
Mr. Si oN. What did you find out then?
Mrs. STOKES. They asked her was she familiar with these particular

loans and she says, "Yes; I know the people and they did turn in the
loans."

Mr. SrIoN. Who turned in the loans?
Mrs. STOKES. You know, she turned in the loans to her company.
Mr. SImONv. And her company was Mr. Helies?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes. She says but they wasn't 0. K.'d, because he

said so.
Mr. SI N. Is there any connection between Mr. Helies and Mr.

Chisik?
Mrs. STOKES. I don't know Mr. Helies, that I know of. If I ever

saw him, the only time I did see him was the time I went to his home.
That was the first time and the last time.

Mr. SimoN. His wife testified yesterday that you went to his home
and asked him for some money to hire a lawyer. Is that right?

Mrs. STo~m~s. No. I went to him to see if he could find Mr. Chisik.
Mr. SIMON. Why did you go to him to find Mr. Chisik?
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Mrs. STOKES. My sister said he probably knew him.
Mr. SIMON. When did you go to Mr. 1-elies' home?
MrS. STOKES. Back when I had received a call telling me the FBI's

were coming there and they did come that morning. That evening
1 was-

Mr. SIMON. Who did you receive the call from?
Mrs. STOKES. I received the call from Cedarpoint Thompson.
Mr. SIMON. And she told you the FBI was coming?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes; the investigation.
Mr. SIMON. When was this?
Mrs. STOKES. Back in December, I believe it was.
Mr. SITON. December?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you then go to Mr. Helies' home?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What did you say to him?
Mrs. STOKES. I asked him did he know Jack Chisik, and he told

me "Yes."
Mr. SIMON. Did you ask him for money?
Mrs. STOKES. I didn't ask him for a penny. I would look silly

to ask him for some money. I didn't ask him for a dime. I told him,
I said, "You see Mr. Chisik, he came and told me the FBI was coming
and le was going to hire me an attorney for me not to talk." I sail
"I don't know where to get in touch with him any more." I said, "R
you know him and see him, would you tell him to bring me some
money to get an attorney, if he don't want me to talk"

Mr. STOKES. You didn't ask Mr. Helies?
Mrs. STOKES. No. I didn't know Mr. Helies. I never worked for

him and had no reason to ask him for money.
Mr. SI vON. You told him if he wanted you not to talk he had better

get you an attorney?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right. Afterward I didn't hear from him

any more.
Mr. SIoN. Is the reason you talked because he didn't get you an

attorney?
Mrs. STOKES. No. He didn't get me an attorney. The reason I

talked was I figured I should have. I had worked, I was in it and
might as well see the whole thin o out.

The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you. :you might remain if you will, please,
for a little while.

Mr. SIMON. Did you get some of these loans yourself?
Mrs. STOKES. I got a Toan when I first met Mr. Chisik.
Mr. SIMON. That is how you met him?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you borrow?
Mrs. STOKES. $1,500.
Mr. SIMON. Were you working at the time you borrowed the money?
Mrs. STOKES. No.
Mr. SIMON. Were you on relief?
Mrs. STOKES. No.
Mr. SiMON. Were you on ADC?
Mrs. STOKES. No. I didn't et ADC. I had rented my homes.

had moved on the first floor, the living room and dining room, and
rented the bedrooms.
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Mr. Si~mOl. You weren't working, though?
Mrs. STOKES. No.
Mr. SIMoNv. What did you do with that $1,500?
Hrs. STOKES. Every bit was used in my home. It is there. you

can see it.
Mr. SiMo N. What did you use it for?
Mrs. STOKES. The basement was made into an apartment for 111

income, with plastered walls.
Mr. SiMoiN. Who did the work?
Mrs. STOKES. I got five people to do the work. I got the plumber

and the electrician from Art Enterprises.
Mr. SiMoN. Did Mr. Chisik do any of that work?
Mrs. STOKES. No.
Mr. SIMON. He just gave you the money?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did he charge you for it ?
Mrs. STOaES. Let me tell you,.it was gotten in my daddy's name,

and when daddy, then he carried daddy over there and he gave
the money in their hands.

Mr. SIMON. Who did?
Mrs. STOKES. Mother and daddy in their hands.
Mr. SIMON. Who gave them the money?
Mrs. STOKES. Mr. Chisik, after they came out of the bank.
Mr. SI o N. Didn't your mother and father get a check from the

bank?
Mrs. STOKES. No, they got money.
Mr. STMON. Did Mr. Chisik sign their name to the check?
Mrs. STOKEs. It wasn't a check. They gave him cash.
Mr. SIMOlN. How much did Mr. Chisik keep?
Mrs. STOKES. That is what I am telling you now, $250.
Mr. SIMON. You kept $250?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SIMONq. That was an FHA loan?1
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. If you will remain around,

please. You may go now.
The next witness will be Mr. Joyce A. Schnackenberg. Mr. Schnack-

enberg, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF JOYCE A. SCHNACKENBERG, BATTLE CREEK, XICH.,
ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL E. CHOLETTE, COUNSEL

Mr. SCHN-ACKENBERO. I do. No pictures, please.
The CIATRMAN. It is the wish of the witness that there be no

photographs taken, and in line with the policy of this committee,
respecting the request of 'the witness, the photographers will please
not take any photographs.

The CHArRMAN. Will you give us your full name and address?
Mr. SC1TNACKENBR1?O. Joyce A Schnackenberg.
The CIRMAN. You live where?
Mr. SCHNACKMNBERG. 104 Maple Terrace, Battle Creek, Mich.
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I
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Schnackenberg, were you connected with FHA?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time?
Mr. SCHNACKENBEIG. 1935 to 1953.
Mr. SIMoN. 1935 to 1953. Is that right?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you remember when you started in 1935 with them?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I can't tell you the exact month.
Mr. SIMON. When did you leave in 1953 ?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. January 20, 1953.
Mr. SIMoN. January 20, 1953. What was your position with FHA?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. During the entire time or when I left?
Mr. SIMON. When you left.
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I was director.
Mr. SIMON. Director of the Grand Rapids office?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Of the Grand Rapids office.
Mr. SIMoN. And what was the geographical area covered by that

ofice?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. It covered 67 counties bounded on the east by

Midland, the territory run down
Mr. SImox. Was it roughly the western half of Michigan?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. It was more than half.
Mr. SIMON. Roughly two-thirds?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. There was 83 counties, I believe, in Michigan.
Mr. SIMON. You had 67 of the 83 counties in the western part of the

State?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Western and northern.
Mr. SIMON. As director, you were the top man?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Well, that is not exactly true.
Mr. SIMON. You were the top man in the office ?
Mr. SCUNACKENBETG. Administratively, I was top man, yes.
Mr. SimoN. You had a. zone commissioner who was over you and

covered 8 or 10 States?
Mr. SCH1NACKENPERG. Yes, but the underwriting and administra-

tive end in FHA is entirely separate.
Mr. SIMON. Except the director is the man who finally signs the

commitments?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right. The decision underwriting

which is made by the underwriting department.
Mr. SIMON. Excepting the director can overrule them by refusing

to sign the commitment.
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How longwere you director of the office?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. lFrom November 1, 1948.
Mr. SIMON. From 1948 to 1953?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Do you have a brother Rex?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I do.
Mr. SiMoN. What is his business?
Mr. SCINACKENBERG. He is in the contracting business.
Mr. SIMoN. How long has he been in the contracting business?
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Mr. SCIRNACKENDERG. About 1940-I will have to *give you the best
of my recollection because I can't tell you exactly, but I would say
1946-1946 to the present time.

Mr. SimoN. Were the homes projects you built all insured by FrHA
Mr. SCHNACKENBERO. I can't tell you that. I don't believe all of

them were.
Mr. SIMON. Were substantially all of them insured by FHA?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is correct. Every case went to Wash-

inoton for approval.
Sir. SIMON. Are you acquainted with a project known as Marshall

Homes, Inc. ?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I am.
Mr. SIMoN. That is a corporation?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was their business?
Mr. SCI-INACKENBERGo. They were in the house building business.

They built National Home Prefabs.
Mr. SIMON. Was there any connection between Marshall Homes,

Inc., and National Homes Prefab?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. What do you mean "connection"?
Mr. SIMON. Was Marshall Homes the dealer for National Homes?
Mr. SCIINACKENBErG. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did the stockholders of National Homes own any stock

in Marshall Homes?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Did the stockholders of Marshall Homes own any

stock in National Homes?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERf. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. What I am trying to find out, if there was any connec-

tion between them other than the fact that one distributed the prod-
uct of the other?

Mr. SCTANACKENBERG. I don't believe there was. I am not sure.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Marshall Homes, Inc.?
Mr. SCHAACKENBERG. All I can tell you is hearsay because I am not

a stockholder, and haven't access to the records.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this: Who did you understand were the

stockholders of Marshall Homes?
Mr. SCHNACKENBREI. I understand the stockholders of Marshall

Homes is Faye G. West and Rex Schnackenberg.
Mr. SIMON. Just the two of them?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard of Battle Creek Homes, Inc.?
Mr. S CI:NACKENBERG. Yes, sir. ,

Mr. STMON. And what is that business?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. The same business.
Mr. SIXMON. Who did you understand were the stockholders of Bat-

tle Creek Homes?
Mr. SCIINACKENBERO. The same.
Mr. SIMON. Faye West and Rex Schnackenberg?
Mr. SCIINACKJNBEIRG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Rex is your brother?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now have you ever heard of Albion Homes, Inc.?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is right.
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Mr. SIMON. What is the business of Albion Homes?
Mr. S;1NACKENBE.R. Same thing.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you understand were the stockholders?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. The same.

Mr. SIMON. What about 20th Century Homes?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. The same thing.
Mr. SIMON. The same stockholders? Same business?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. So far as I know; yes.
Mr. SIMON. You understood that?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That is riaht.
Mr. SIMON. Was there an employee of the FITA office in Grand

Rapids named Mrs. T. Maurine Anderson?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ask her to prepare FHA applications and do

other work for these companies?
(Conference between witness and counsel.)
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That matter has been before the grand jury,

and gentlemen, I am sorry, it has been fully explored, and I will stand
on my constitutional right under the fifth amendment and refuse to
answer any questions on the basis of self-incrimination.

Mr. SIMoN. I would like to read to you a statement that Mrs. Ander-
son made and ask you if this is true:

Mrs. Anderson stated that sometime in July 1950 Mr. Joyce
Schnackenberg, district director, asked her to do some typing of' notes
and mortgages in connection with commitments for loans on houses
built by corporations operated by Mr. Rex Schnackenberg; that Mr.
Joyce Schnackenberg stated that she would receive $5 per set for

.doing the typing; that thereafter she typed notes and mortgages in
connection with commitments to Marshall Homes, Battle Creek
Homes, Albion Homes, and 20th Century Homes, all allegedly oper-
ated and owned by Rex Schnackenberg and Faye West.

Mrs. Anderson stated that Joyce Schnackenberg usually brought to
her in the office of the FHA a copy of the builder's commitment. That
he also furnished her with the date of the first payment on the note
and the property description; that thereafter she would prepare the
note and mortgage, using the information in the commitment and the
information furnished her by Joyce Schiiackenberg.

Mrs. Anderson stated she did most of the work at home at night
and in the office after working hours. That she received $5 per set
for typing mortgage and note, and to the best of her recollection re-
ceived approximately $660.

The money was paid to her by checks of the various corporations,
which checks were delivered to lher by Rex Schnackenberg; that the
checks included payments to Donna Perkinson, no longer with FHA,
who also typed notes and mortgages and to the best of her recollection
received approximately the same amount of inoiey as she, Mrs. Ander-
son, received.

Mrs. Anderson stated that this was done over a period: from July
1950 to April 1952, and she did not question the request of Mr. Joyce
Schnackenberg in connection with this work since it came from him.

She believed everything to be regular. Mrs. Anderson continued
and stated in connection with her outside activity affidavit dated Jan-
uary 9, 1952, in which she stated that she had no outside activities,
tlat she consulted Joyce Schnackenberg before she prepared this affi-
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davit; that Mr. Schnackenberg told her that it was not necessary to
report the work she was doing in connection with Rex Schnackenberg
developments, and therefore she reported her outside activities as
"none. ll

Is that true?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I will take the same position that I took be.

fore. It is part of the same question and I refuse to answer, based on
the fifth amendment.

Mr. SIMoN. Mrs. Anderson also stated that twice a month and
during some months every week, Joyce Schnackenberg gave her 2
checks for $125 or $135 each, with the request that she cash the checks
and give the money to him, that these checks were made by Rex
Schnackenberg and Faye West as individuals.

The checks made by Rex Schnackenberg were payable to Faye West
and checks made by Faye West were payable to Rex Schnackenberg.
That the checks always bore the endorsements of the payees, but were
not endorsed by Mr. Joyce Schnackenberg.

That she affixed her endorsement to each check, and presented them
to the Michigan National Bank and turned the money over to Mr.
Joyce Schnackenberg.

She stated that after the FBI started its investigation, Mr. Schnack-
enberg called her in the office and stated words to the effect "You know
I gave the money on those checks to Rex and Faye."

Is that true?
Mr. SCHIACIKI B"EB. I will take the same position and stand on the

fifth amendment and refuse to answer on the basis of self-incrimina-
tion.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you ask an employee of the office of FHA in Grand
Rapids named Tiefels, to do the accounting work for these corpora-
tions?

(Conference between counsel and witness.)
Mr. SC:NACGKENBERO. This matter has been before the grand jury,

fully explored. I will take the same position. I will stand on my
constitutional rights and refuse to answer any questions on the basis
of the fifth amendment.

The CHAMMAN. Did you plead guilty to these charges?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERO. Yes. I will answer that question, if you will

let me qualify it.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you plead guilty to some charges?
Mr. SCINACKENBERO. To a charge. If you will allow me to explain

the charge
Mr. SiMoN. We have the indictment here. It was indictment 5714

and it related to accounting work done by Francis J. Tiefels.
Mr. SCHNACKENBERO. I plead guilty to knowing Frank Tiefels did

some accounting work.
Mr. SIMoN. We now ask you whether you asked Tiefels to do C-

counting work for these corporations.
Mr. SCHNACKMBBRG. I will stand on my constitutional right and

refuse to answer the question on the basis of the fifth amendment.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the relationship between you and Faye West?
(Conference between witness and counsel.)
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I will stand on my constitutional rights and

refuse to answer that question.
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Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact that at least part of the stock in these

companies that she owned was your stock?(Conference between witness and counsel.)
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I deny that point.
Mr. SIMON. You deny that any of the stock that she owned was

owned by you?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then why do you say your relationship with Faye West

might tend to incriminate you?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. I will stand on my constitutional right and

refuse to answer that.
Mr. SIMON. You refuse to explain why, if you had no interest in her

stock in those companies, your answer of the relationship between you
and her might tend to incriminate you?

(Conference between witness and counsel.)
Mr. SCHACKENBERG. I will still stand on them.
Mr. SIMON. Now, you know Knecht and Colton?
Mr. SOHNACKENBERG. Knecht, it is pronounced-Fred Knecht.
Mr. SIMON. Yes. Do you know them?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were they employees of the FHA office while you were

the State director?
Mr. SCHINACKENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know that they were partners in an archi-

tectural firm doing work that was approved by F A N?
Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. That matter was all so thoroughly gone into

before the grand jury and I will stand on my constitutional right under
the fifth amendment and refuse to answer that question.

Mr. SIMON. On the grounds that you might tend to incriminate
yourself, you refuse to say whether you knew that they had an archi-
tectural firm doing work that was subsequently submitted to FHA?

Mr. SCHNACKENBEWbG. Yes, sir.
You said they had a Partnership.
Mr. SIMON. Partnership; yes.

Mr. SCHNACKENBERG. tha is right..
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much
You are excused.
(Witness excused.)
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Fred W. Knecht.

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF FRED W. KNECHT, ROCKFORD, MICH.

Mr. KNECHT. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated and give your name and ad-

dress to the reporter.
Mr. KNECHT. I am Fred W. Knecht, Rockford Mich..
Mr. SIMON. What is your address in Rockford, Mr. Knecht?
Mr. KNECHT. 8950 Northland Drive.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. Simen. Were you connected with FHAI
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time?
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Mr. KNECHT. From February 1949 until December 1952.
Mr. SIMON. What was your position with FHA?
Mr. KNECHT. Construction cost examiner, and finally as chief archi.

tect.
Mr. SIMON. What period of time were you chief architect?
Mr. KNECHT. I can't exactly say that. I think it was probably the

last 3 or 4 months of the employment with FHA.
Mr. SIMON. What were the duties of the construction examiner posi-

tion that you previously held?
Mr. KNEICHT. The construction cost examiner was a field man who

ascertained costs of material and labor in the area that we served.
Mr. SIMON. And he made those estimates of cost based on the plans

and specifications submitted by the architect for the sponsors?
Mr. KNECHT. No. The construction cost examiner's duties were

merely to get those costs and the actual processing and estimating of
the projects was done by, I don't know what his title would be.

Mr. IMON. Do you know a man named Colton?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI O N. Was he with FHA?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time?
Mr. KNECHT. I cannot say but he was with FHA for a considerable

period. I would say prior to 1940 and until 1952.
Mr. SIXON. Were you and he partners in an architectural firm?
Mr. KNECHT. We have been since 1921. We organized a partner-

ship and we practiced architecture as a partnership until 1950, I think
it was.

Mr. SIMON. Were you partners in an architectural firm in the years
1949 through 1952?

Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And where did that firm have its offices?
Mr. KNECHT. Well, it had its offices in three locations.
Mr. SIMON. Three offices?
Mr. KNECHT. Three locations.
Mr. SIMON. But not all at the same time?
Mr. KNECHT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Was one of them in Grand Rapids in the same building

with the FHA offices?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of that building?
Mr. SIMON. Was the architectural office room 504?
Mr. KNECHT. At that time it was called the National Bank Building.
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir. I,
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a man named Opperman in that office?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who was Opperman employed by?
Mr. KNECHT. Opperman was employed-primarily I hired Opper-

man.
Mr. SIMON. You hired him?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you pay him?
Mr. KNECHT. No.
It came out of joint funds.
M r. SIMON. Whose joint funds?

- --NM-W-
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Mr. KNECHT. Colton's and mine.
fiM. SimoN. Would you make a distinction between joint funds and

partnership funds? Is that the same thing?
Mr. KNECHT. For all practical purposes that would be the same

thing.
Mr. SIMON. So Opperman worked for this partnership?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do for the partnershipI
Mr. KNECHT. He made plans. He was a draftsman.
Mr. SImON. Were those plans for FHA-instanced housing projects?
ir. KN-E HT. Yes, sir; for Hill Mount and for West Field and

Urban, I believe, and then there were some other jobs that he did
outside of FHA, some commercial jobs.

Mr. SimoN. Now in the years 1949 and 1950, 1951, and 1952, what
wastlie gross income of this partnership?

Mr. KNECHT. I can't say that exactly, because I do not have the
records.

Mr. SIMON. Was it $25,000 a year?
Mr. KNECIIT. No. I do not think so. I would say that
Mr. SIMoN. Let me ask you this question: How much did you,

personally, get out of this partnership operation in those 4 years?
Mr. KNECHT. I would say net to me of somewhere around $2,500 or

$3,000, possibly.
Mr. SimoN. Each year or in the 4 years?
Mr. KNECHT. Each year. That is an average I think.
Mr. SIMON. So in the 4 years you got $10,000 or $12,000?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Did Colton get the same amount?
Mir. KNECHT. The funds were split 50-50.
Mr. SI N. And that is after paying Opperman his salary for

doing the work?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the rent and everything else?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. What happened, did you and Colton have this archi-

tectural office and you hired Opperman ,to do the work?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. And you split the profits?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN . And the work Opperman did was on plans that later

had to be submitted to FHA for their approval?
Mr. K NEcwr. That is correct.
I think I would like to qualify that statement somewhat.
Mr. SIMON. During all of the period of time we are talking about

You were employed by FHA?
Mr. KNECHT. From 1949 to 1952.
The CHAIMAN. During the period you were getting.thir $2,500 a

year you were employed by FHA?9
Mr. KNE HT. That is right.
The CHIRMAN. In what capacity?
Mr. KNECIIT. As construction cost examiner and finally as chief

architect.
The CHAIRMAN. You were passing upon the same plans that your

architectural firm was producing?
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Mr. KNECHT. In a measure, yes.
Mr. SIxoN. And Colton was also working for FHA at the time?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was his position?
Mr. KNECHT. Chief underwriter.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the State FHA director, Mr. Fred Schnacken.

berg, know about this?
Mr. KNE Tcr. He knew about part of them, certainly, because before

I went with FHA, I had received permission from Washington that
I could complete these projects.

Mr. SIMON. Who did you receive the permission from ?
Mr. KNECHT. From Mr. Hicks.
Mr. SIMoN. Is he still alive?
Mr. KNECHT. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his capacity?
Mr. KNECHT. He was personnel director of FHA.
The CHAIRMAN. I never heard of him.
Mr. KNECHT. He preceded Mr. Bauman.
The CHAMMAN. What are Hicks' initials?
Mr. KNE HT. I think it is George.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he write you a letter and give you permission

to do this outside work?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes, sir.
The CHAMAN. Do you have that letter with you?
Mr. KN ECHT. I don't have that letter. It is a matter of record.
The CAInuN. A matter of record whereI
Mr. KNECHT. Both in my personnel file at Washington, and it is a

matter of-
(Picture taken.)
Mr. KNECHT. I requested no pictures.
The CHArRMAN. This gentleman requested no pictures and in line

with our policy, we will have to not use it if you will please because
we want to be absolutely fair with all witnesses and follow the rules.

I am sorry. I guess you were not here when he requested that. It
is not your mistake. It is perfectly all right.

Mr. KNECHT. That record is part of the personnel file.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you personally, when you sat down, request

that no photographs be made?
Mr. KNECHT. I did. I don't know as I said it then. I said it prior

to that. The photographers were not in the room when I came down
to the witness stand.

Mr. SI N. Now, Mr. Knecht, was there an instance where you
put the name of an architect onsome plans who did not draw them,
because if you put your own name on, the plans would have had to
have gone to Washington?

Mr. KNECHT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SixoN. What was the name of that architect?
Mr. KN EGIT. O'Brien.
Mr. SiMoN. What is O'Brien's full name?
Mr. KNEOI1T. I think it is C. W.
Mr. SImoN. C., E. O'Btien?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What were the plans his name was put on ?
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Mr. KNECHT. His name was put on the Westfield Hills, and Urbana,
and Bonign.

Mr. SIMoN. Who actually drew those plans?
Mr. KNECHT. The plans for Westfield Hills and Urbana were

drawn by Mr. Opperman.
Mr. SIMON. Who drew the third set?
Mr. KNECHT. The Bonign.
Mr. SimoN. And O'Brien did not have them?
Mr. KNECHT. Not of the actual drawing.
The CHAIRMAN. Yet you put his name on?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. If your name had been on them, you could not have

worked on them?
Mr. KNECHT. No. The reason for putting his name on, sir, was

the fact that if my name had been put on, it would have had to have
gone to Washington for review and in addition to that, the appropri-
ation in both instances were at the point of t termination and it would
have meant a loss to the sponsor.

Mr. SIMON. So in order to avoid that you put O'Brien's name on it?
Mr. KNECI1T. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. But you got the fee from the sponsor for drawing the

plans?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Schnackenberg know about that?
Mr. KNECHT. I never discussed that with Mr. Schnackenberg. I

can't saT definitely whether he did.
Mr. SInON. Do you know whether Mr. Colton discussed it with

him?
Mr. KNECHT. I do not know.
Mr. SIMON. During the time that you and Mr. Colton were with

FH-A, did you ever ask the office manager to deposit your architectural
funds in the bank, send her to the bank for you?

Mr. KNECHT. 1 don't know as I ever did ask her to do that. I know
they were deposited by the office manager, or-no, I think Tiefels was
the office manager, but'Mrs. Anderson deposited the funds.

Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Anderson would do the banking for this partner-
ship?

Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. She was the FI-IA employee?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Of course since banks are only opened in the middle

of the day she had to be doing that on FHA time?
Mr. KNECHT. Well, she did that during her noon hour generally.
Mr. SIMON. She gave up part of her noon hour to do your banking;

is that right?
Mr. KNECHT. Making those deposits. I presume so.
Mr. SIMON. Did you partnership ever pay Mrs. Anderson for that

work?
M r. KNECHT. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Harry Colton of Grand Rapids.
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Mr. COLTON. You will be sworn in. Do you solemnly swear the testi.
mony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, sohelp you God ?

TESTIMONY OF HARRY COLTON, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Mr. COLTON. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you request there be no photographs?
Mr. COLTON. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. We can only protect you of course during the time

you are sitting in the witness chair.
I want that understood.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Colton, will you give your full name and address

to the reporter ?
Mr. COLTON. Harry L. Colton, 545 Cheshire Drive, Grand Rapids.
Mr. SIMON. Your occupation?
Mr. COLTON. Architect.
Mr. SIMON. Could you talk a little louder?
Mr. COLTON. Architect.
Mr. SIMON. Were you connected with FHA?
Mr. COLTON. I was.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time?
Mr. COLTON. March 1, 1939, to December 20, 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. 1929?
Mr. COLTON. 1939.
Mr. SIMON. 1939 to 1952?
Mr. COLTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time were you the chief under-

writer?
Mr. COLTON. November 1, 1948, I think it was when we came in the

insuring office?
Mr. SIMON. When you became an insuring office?
Mr. COLTON. When the Grand Rapids office became an insuring

office.
I think that was in 1948.
Mr. SIMON. In 1948?
Mr. COLTON. I think that is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You became the chief underwriter?
Mr. COLTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Next to the State director the chief underwriter is the

top man so far as insuring mortgages are concerned?
Mr. COLTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The valuators make estimates and architects approve

plans and then all that comes to the chief underwriter and he makes
the final decisions?

Mr. COLTON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. During the period of time, 1948 to 1952, were you in a

partnership with Mr. Knecht?
Mr. COLTON. I was.
Mr. SIMON. You heard his testimony here this morning?
Mr. COLTON. Yes. I will confirm all of his testimony.
Mr. SixoN. If we asked you the same questions we asked him would

you give the same answers?
Mr. COLTON. That is correct.
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Mr. SIM oN. Except I believe it was you who asked Mrs. Anderson to

do this banking?
Mr. CoL'roN. I would like to qualify that just a trifle.
Mr. SIMON. All right.
Mr. COLTON. I don't think there was over a couple of occasions when

that happened, when she happened to be going to the bank.
Mr. SiroN. She said it was 6 or 8. Would you disagTee with that ?
Mr. COLTON. During the period of 4 years that might be true.
Mr. SIioN. Did you ever discuss this situation with Joyce Schnack-

enberg ?
Mr. COLTON. About what?
Mr. SIMON. The fact that you and Knecht had this firm that was

doing work on plans that later had to be approved by FHA?
Mr. COLTON. Well, I can't answer that direct. I will have to give

you little discussion on that.
Mr. SIMON. My question is whether you discussed it with him?
Mr. COLTON. No, not particularly that I know of.
Mr. SimoN. You never discussed it with Mr. Schnackenberg, the fact

that you were doing this architectural work on the side?
Mr. COLTON. The only thing that was ever discussed, were these jobs

that were approved by Washington for Mr. Knecht.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't it common knowledge to everybody in the office

that you and Knecht had this room 504 with Opperman doing archi-
tectural work down there for you?

Mr. COLTON. That was a very short period.
Mr. SIMON. Whatever existed everybody knew about it, didn't they?
Mr. COLTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. It was no secret?
Mr. COL TON. No, no secret at all.
lWe had a prospective of one of the section 608's up in the office.
Mr. SIMON. One of the section 608's that you drew the plans for?
Mr. COLTON. Yes.
I did not work on them.
Mr. SIMON. You got paid for the drawing of the plans?
Mr. COLTON. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Later you-
Mr. COLTON. Indirectly.
Mr. SImoN. The partnership got paid and you paid Opperman a

salary and you and Knecht split the balance?
Mr. COLTON. May I say, during this period of 4 years, on these jobs

that Mr. Knecht had approval on, I was working on commercial work.
The CHAIRMAN. You were with FHA, were you not?
Mr. COLTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your title with FHA ?
Mr. COLTON. Chief underwriter.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the chief underwriter?
Mr. COLTON. Yes, on underwriting.
The CHAIRMAN. You were approving plans being made by your own

architectural firm ?
Mr. COLTON. Yes, because we went over everything and they had to

conform with FHA requirements.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.

-Mr. COLTOw. What I wanted to say, Mr. Simon, was this: That on
this commercial work that I was doing during this period of time, the
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commissions we received on the commercial work were slightly above
the ones received on the apartment house or houses, and therefore. I
was not really doing work on any of the jobs, though I was, we did
have a joint bank account.

Mr. SIMoN. Is there any dispute or any doubt about the fact that
Opperman drew plans for FHA projects on which Knecht and you
were paid and you each got half the proceeds after paying Opperman
his salary?

Mr. COLToN. There is no argument on that.
Mr. SIoN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. That will be all.
I just want the record to show that Mr. Debbs, former United States

district attorney, and Mr. Mills, the present district attorney, formerly
driputy, of course, gave us information and worked on this case and
uncovered it and were very helpful to us.

Is Mr. Ward present? Is Attorney Ward present?
(No response.)
The CHATRMAN. Mrs. Stokes, will you return to the stand for one

question, please?
You have already been sworn? You may be seated.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. RUTH STOKES, DETROIT, MICH.-Resumed

Mr. SIMoN. Mrs. Stokes, on September 10, 1954, you were examined
in Washington?

Mrs. STOKES. Yes.

Mr. SIMoN. And you were asked some questions by a lawyer and
they were taken down by a stenographer such as we have here?

Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. At that time you told them about getting a call that

the FBI was coming to see you ?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. And that you went to see Mr. Chisik? Do you re-

member that?
Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Then were you asked this question and did you make

this answer:
Question. Did he threaten you that something would happen to you if you

talk?
Mrs. STOKES. Well, he said it might. He said somebody might kill me.

Mrs. STOKES. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. "He said somebody was going to kill this bill, that is

what he said. He said that is bad." Is that right?
Mrs. STOKEs. That is right.
The CHAnR[AN. Did he say he was going to kill you ?
Mrs. STOKES. No; he didn't say that. He said that was a dangerous

thing to do.Mr. SiMoN. And that somebody might kill you?
Mrs. STOKES. Somebody might kill the witnesses or the ones that

reported the details.
Mr. SIxoN. I asked you 20 minutes ago if he threatened you; you

said no.
Mrs. STOKES. That was not his threat. He just said somebody

would.
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Mr. SIMoN. What you meant when you said-
Mrs. STOKES. If you talk a dangerous thing might happen to you.
Mr. SIMoN. You say he wasn't threatening you because he per-

sonally was not going to do it. Somebody else might do it.
Mrs. STOKES. HIe just said somebody. I guess they would kill any-

one.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be all.
Our next witness will be Mr. Jack Chisik.
Mr. Chisik, come forward, please.
Mrs. STOKES. May I be excused?
The CHAIRMAN. If yOU will remain until after Mr. Chisik has

testified, please.
Will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF JACK CHISIK, DETROIT, MICH., ACCOMPANIED BY
VINCENT FORDELL, COUNSEL

Mr. CHisix. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your full name

and address for the record?
Mr. FORD)ELL. I am his counsel, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be seated.
When Mr. Chisik has given his name and address, you may do so.
Mr. CmisIK. Jack Chisik, 19719 Ardmore.
The CHAIRMAN. Detroit, Mich. ?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. FORDELL. Vincent Fordell, 1402 Cadillac Tower, Detroit.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the attorney for Mr. Chisik?
Mr. FORDELL. I am.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chisik, did you enter the title I home repair busi-

ness about 1938?
Mr. CHISIK. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. You have been in that business since that time?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Beginning about 1942, were you engaged with various

home improvement companies, either organized by you or in which
you were a partner?

Mr. CHISIK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. In 1950, did you form a partnership with Melvin

Repes, under the name of Advance Construction Co.?
Mr. CI-isIK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that concern was a successor to an earlier company

known ,as Glendale Lumber & Supply Co., for which you had been the
manager?

Mr. CuisIK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. During the period of 1949-52, did you have any trou-

bles with the Detroit Better Business Bureau and the Michigan Cor-
poration and Securities Commission on account of your canvassers
using the model home pitch and other unethical practices?

Mr. CHISIK. During which time, sir?
Mr. SIMON. 1949-52?

5060-.54-~pt. 4-12
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Mr. CIIisiK. I don't remember that.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have any troubles with the Better Busi.

ness Bureau on account of your canvassers using the model-home pitch?
Mr. CHISIK. I had a complaint.
Mr. SIMON. Just one?
Mr. C sIIK. That I recall; yes.
Mr. SIMON. You only recall one?
Mr. CHIsIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of that salesman?
Mr. Ci-isix. Howard.
Mr. SIMON. Is he the only salesman that you ever heard of that

worked for you that used the model-home pitch?
Mr. CHLSLK. That was the only one I had a complaint about.
Mr. SImoN. Is that the only one you ever heard about? Isn't it a

fact Mr. Chisik, that your canvassers did use the model-home pitch?
9cr. CmsIK. I don't know. I was not with them.
The C HAIRMAN. Did you ever teach them to use it?
Mr. CHISiK. No.
Mr. SrMoN. You don't deny they used it, do you?
Mr. CHiSIK. I don't know what they did, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't?
Mr. CHIsiiK. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you care?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes; I did.
Mr. SIMON. Did you sell on a par basis?
Mr. CHISIX. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the basis on which your salesmen were com-

pensated, or canvassers if you want to call them that?
Mr. CHISIK. Well, we had an arrangement depending on the type of

deal that we handled. It it was a minor deal, we received 10 percent
of the gross amount of the sale. If it was a complicated deal-

Mr. SImoN. You received 10 percent?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the salesmen-
Mr. CHISiK. Received the balance.
Mr. SIMoN. Isn't this what happened, that you subcontracted all this

work; didn't you?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir; we had our own employees.
Mr. SioN. You had your own employees?
Mr. CHISIIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When you had your own employees, did you figure out

the cost somehow or other?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You got 10 percent off the top?
Mr. CmsxK. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. The salesman got everything else over the cost; is tha

right.
Mr. CHIsIX. Providing the prices were not exorbitant.
Mr. SimoN. Let we ask you this: What was your rule as to deter-

mining an exorbitant price?
Mr. CHISIK. Well, I would discuss the deal with the salesman and

knowing how to figure construction, I knew whether it was in line or
not and it was I accepted the deal. If it was not, I didn't accept it or
sent it back to make an adjustment.

I
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Mr. SIMON. How many cases did you refuse to accept because the

price was too high?
Mr. CHISIK. A lot of them.
Mr. SIMON. How many?I
Mr. CHISIK. I have been in business 15 years. I do not recall how

a yMr. SIMON. Can you give us say a half dozen?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Let's have them.
Mr. CHISIK. The names you mean?
Mr. SiMON. Yes; the names of the people whose deals you wouldn't

: acceptbecause the price was too high.
Mr. CHIsIX. I can't remember that.
Mr. SniboN. Of all the deals you say you turned down you can't

* give us the names?
Mr. CHISIK. I haven't been active in this business for a year and a

half.
Mr. SIMON. Can you name one or two people whose deals you turned

down because the price was too high?
Mr. CHIsnK. I can't recall any names.
Mr. SImoN. Can you name just one, of a homeowner we can go out

to and talk to whose deal you turned down because the salesman
charged too high a price?

Mr. CHsiK. Perhaps I will look up the records. I might find one.
I can't remember.
Mr. SIMON. You can't tell us now?
Mr. CHisiK. I can't remember any names.
Mr. SIMON. Now did you have a couple of salesmen working for you

by the name of A. A. Fox and Mark Howard?
Mr. CHIsIK. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. What did they do they should not have done?
Mr. CIIK. Well, I know you are referring to two complaints.
Mr. SIMoN. I was not referring to anything in particular. I just

wanted to know what they did they should not have done.
Mr. CuisiK. I know. You are referring to two deals that came to

the attention of the securities commission.
Mr. SIMoN. I was hoping you would tell us all the things they did,

even those that didn't come to the attention of the securities commis-
sion.

Mr. CHisiK. There was an occasion, one occasion when Mr. Fox had
sold a porch repair, remodeling job, for the amount of $565 and re-
ceived $65 deposit. These people decided to cancel their contract.

I decided the contract was a legitimate contract and wouldn't return
the deposit. So it was brought to the attention of the securities com-
mission, and in order to avoid undue publicity, I returned the $65.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the date of that?
Mr. CHrsiK. I don't remember the date, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't they--
The CHAIRMAN. The Michigan Securities Commission suspended

your license, in what year?
Mr. SIMON. 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. CHs1K. May I say this?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
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Mr. CHISIK. They had this particular case. that we are referring to,
and another case, where the job was sold by Mr. Howard, and they
had given me a certain length of time to clarify these 2 particular
deals, and in making contact I was 2 days late, according to the time
they allowed me and it was as a result of that they suspended my
license.

Mr. SIMON. How many different companies have you been connected
with in the 14 years you were in the home improvement business?

Mr. Cmsix. Probably about four.
Mr. SIMON. Four?
What are the four? Advance is one.
Mr. CHISIK. Glendale Home Improvement.
Mr. SIMON. Universal Jalousies is another; isn't it?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Universal Jalousies?
Mr. CHIsiK. No, sir.
Mr. SioN. Weren't you connected with that ?
Mr. CHIsIK. No.
Mr. SIMON. No connection at all?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever hear of the company?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes, I did.
Mr. SIMON. Were you ever in their office?
Mr. CHuISR. Yes, I was.
Mr. SIMON. What were you doing there?
Mr. CmsiK. I was a salesman.
Mr. SIMoN. Wouldn't you call that being connected with the corn-pally?Tlr. CHIsIK. You asked me if I was a partner.

Mr. SIM o. No, I didn't.
Mr. CHISIK. I am sorry. I misunderstood you.
Mr. SImoN. I asked you how many companies in the home-improve-

ment business you were connected with and I include salesmen or any-
thing else in the 14 years you were in the business.Mr. CHrsIK. I was a salesman.

Mr. SIMON. How many were you connected with in any way in the
14 years?

Mr. CHmSi. About five.
Mr. SIMON. I have given you three: Advance, Glendale, Universal.

What else?
Mr. CHISIK. State Home Improvement Co.
Mr. SIMoN. State Home Improvement. All right.
Mr. CHISIK. Interstate Asphalt Co:
Mr. SIMON. Any others?
Mr. CHiSIK. Grand Modernization.
Mr. SiMoN. Any others?
Mr. CHSnK. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. From 1938 to 1952 are those the only five companies

with which you had any business dealings whatever?
Mr. CrsiK. That I recall.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Grand Modernization?
Mr. CHIsTx. About 3 or 4 months.
Mr. SIMON. In what year?
Mr. CHISIK. 1953.

U *.--'--.
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Mr. SIMON. 1953. How long were you with Interstate Asphalt?
Mr. CHISIK. About 2 years.
Mr. SIMON. What 2 years?
Mr. CHISIK. Probably 1940, 1941.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with State Home?
Mr. CHISIK. A couple of years.
Mr. SIMON. What years?
Mr. CHISIK. 1942, 1943.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Universal Jalousies?
Mr. CHIsrK. Three months.
Mr. SIMON. What period?
Mr. CIRSIK. 1953.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Glendale?
Mr. CHISIK. Two years.
Mr. SIMON. What time?
Mr. CHISiK. 1948-49, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. How long were you with Advance?
Mr. CHISIK. Two years.
Mr. SIMON. What period?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't recall the date, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry.
Mr. CRISIK. I don't recall the dates. It is on record, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. It was in the fifties, wasn't it?
Mr. CHISIK. Probably.
Mr. SIMON. You have given us 6 companies for which you worked

a total of about 8 years out of the 14. Who did you work for the
other 6 years?

Mr. Cmsx. Nobody else.
Mr. SIMON. Nobody else?
Mr. CHISIK. No.
Mr. SIMON. Were you unemployed all that time?
Mr. CHIsIX. I might be mistaken whether it is 2 or 3 years. I don't

remember.
Mr. SIMoN. You still are 6 years short. For example, you have

given us nobody between 1943 and 1948. What did you do in that
5-year period?

Mr. CHISIK. I probably was associated with one 6r the other com-
panies. I don't remember the dates. I didn't do anything else.

Mr. SIMoN. I am not trying to pin you down to a week or month,
but there is a 5-year period.

Mr. CHISIK. During that total length of time those were the com-
panies I was associated with.

Mr. SI mON. What were you doing the 5 or 6 years that are missing
here?

Mr. CHISIK. There isn't any years missing. I just don't remember
the dates.

Mr. SIMON. What were you doing between 1943 and 1948?
Mr. CuiasIr. I was in the same line of business.
Mr. SIMON. Who were you working with?
Mr. Cnisui. I am sorry, sir. I don't remember the dates. It had

to be one of these-places.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who you were working for or working

with?
Mr. CHIsix. No.
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Mr. SIxoN. You cannot remember that whole 5-year period?
Mr. CI-iisiK. It had to be one of those companies.
The CHAIRMAN. You were not in business for yourself during that

period, were you?
Mr. CiiisiK. No, sir. If I was, it would be on record.
The CHAIRMAN. What have you been doing the last year and a half?
Mr. CHIsIK. I am selling jalousies.
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. CHISIK. Jalousie windows.
Mr. SIMON. That is with the Universal Jalousies?
Mr. CHISI,. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who are you with now?
Mr. CsIsI. Michigan Jalousies.
Mr. SIMON. When you were with Universal Jalousies did you do

any work with Mrs. Ruth Stokes?
Mr. CuisIx. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know her?
Mr. CHison. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever had any business dealings with her?
Mr. CHISIx. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you-do you know Irving Swaab?
Mr. CHIsix. I knew him.
Mr. SIMON. What was his position in Universal Jalousies?
Mr. CHIsiK. He was the owner.
Mr. SImow. You worked for him?
Mr. CHIsIK. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. Did he have any business dealings with Mrs. Stokes

that you know about?
Mr. CHISIK. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever had a conversation with Mrs. Stokes?
Mr. CrIsrx. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever talk to her?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. When is the last time you talked to her?
Mr. C risi. Last year, in 1953.
Mr. SIMON. What part of the year?
Mr. Ci-isIK. In the summer.
Mr. SIMON. In the summer. Where was this conversation?
Mr. CHisIK. In the office of the Universal Jalousies.
Mr. SIMON. What was the subject of the conversation?
Mr. CHSln. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Did it have anything to do with a loan?
Mr. CHIsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you talked to her since the summer of 1953 at any

time?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. CHISI,. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxooN. She has testified 'here this morning that she had been

advised that the FBI was coming out to see her. Is that false?
Mr. CHism. I don't know whether it is false or not. I didn't have

any conversation with her.
The CHAIRMAN. If you did not have any conversation it would be

false, wouldn't it?
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Mr. CHISI. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. She says she talked to you?
Mr. CHISl]K. I didn't talk to her.
Mr. SIMON. Did she talk to you?
Mr. CulISIK. I haven't seen her.
Mr. SIMON. Since when?
Mr. CHISIK. I think I just told you that I didn't see her since 1953,

last summer.
Mr. SIM ON. We want to make very clear that there is no confusion

in this record because one of you is not telling the truth.
Mr. CH1sIK. I just declared myself.
Mr. SIMON. You say unequivocally you have not seen the woman

since the summer of 1953?
Mr. CIISIK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And what do you define as the summer?
Mr. CI-iisiK. I think the summer is between spring and fall.
Mr. SIMON. I want to make sure there is-would you say summer

is over by September?
Mr. CHisIK. I don't know. I don't keep track of the weather

reports.
Mr. SIMON. You don't?
Mr. CI-IsiK. And things of that kind. Summer is when it is warm

and hot.
Mr. SIMON. When is the last time you saw Mrs. Stokes?
Mr. CHISIK. I think I have just told you that the last time I saw

her was in the summer of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. Can you fix that with respect to the month?
Mr. CHISIK. July.
Mr. SIMON. July of 1953?
Mr. CIIISlK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You have not seen her since then?
Mr. CHIsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. In that July 1953 meeting did you discuss with her a

title I loan she had just made?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a woman named Mildred Redmond?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever seen her in your life?
Mr. CIsiK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know anything at all about a loan that Mrs.

Mildred Redmond made?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get any part of the proceeds of that loan?
Mr. CHIsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Not a nickel's worth?
Mr. CHISiK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a Mrs. Reuben Davidson?
Mr. CHIsi. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know anything at all about a loan that she made

in 1953 under title I?
Mr. CHiSiK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get any part of the proceeds of that loan?
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Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mrs. Davidson pay you anything for making that

loan or for services in connection with the loan?
Mr. CHISiK. I don't understand you.
The CHAIRMAN. Repeat the question.
Mr. SIMON. Did any money come into your possession from Mrs,

Davidson or from the proceeds of that loan for services that you per.
formed or anything you did in connection with the loan?

Mr. CHsimx. I performed no services. I received no money.
Mr. SIMON. You received nothing?
Mr. CHISI. Nothing.
Mr. SixoNT. Either from Mrs. Davidson or from the proceeds of her

loan?
Mr. Cmisix. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. And did you receive anything from Mrs. Redmond or

her husband in connection with their loan?
Mr. CHISIX. I don't know anything about her loan. I received no

money.
Mr. SIMoN. Neither from her nor her husband?
Mr. CHIsIK. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Or from Mrs. Stokes?
Mr. CmsrK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Or Mr. SwaabI
Mr. Cirsix. You asked me if I received any money from Mr. SwaabI
Mr. SrMoN. In connection.with the Redmond loan or in connection

with the Davidson loan.
Mr. FORIELL. Excuse me just a moment.
The CHA RMAN. You may consult with your client.
(Conference between Mr. Chisik and Mr. Fordell.)
Mr. SrMoN. Do you recall the pendingf miestion ?
Mr. CmsIT. Yes. You asked me if I got any money from Mr.

Swsab in reference to any of these questions that you have asked me
and I say "No."

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know a man named Lawyer BrownI
Mr. CHsr. No, sir.
Mr. SrMoN. Have you ever met him?
Mr. Cnisrx. No, sir.
Mr. SlwoN. A Mrs. Stokes-I am sorry, I withdraw that.
Did you ever arrange a title I loan for Mrs. Stokes?
Mr. CmsrK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you know a mnn named henherd, who worked for

thf Indiwstrial National Bank? William Shepherd?
Mr. CmsrK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you pay him any money?
Mr. CmsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Never paid him a dime?
Mr. CHisIx. No. sir.
Mr. SIMoN. He has testified here that in the year 1953, you paid him

$1.650 in connection with titlW I loans. Is that false?
Mr. CmsiK. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Did you pay him anything in connection with title I

loans?
Mr. CHI sK. No, sir.
Mr. SrwoN. Did you ever pay any money at all to Mr. Shepherd?

___________________________________________________________ - - a
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Mr. CMsIK, I have never paid any money to anybody.
,at Mr. SImoN. Don't you even pay your bills?

Mr. Cuisine. Lately I am not.
Mr. Simox. I see, but specifically with respect to Mr. Shepherd have

you ever paid him a dimeI
Mr. CHIsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Never paid him anything?
Mr. CrisIK. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. You understand you are under oath?
Mr. CHIsuR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Shepherd testified you did. Do you know any rea-

son why he should say you paid him money if you hadn't.
(Conference between Mr. Chisik and Mr. Fordell.)
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir. I wouldn't know any reason why he would

have to make that statement.
Mr. SIoMN. Do you know a lady named Doris Thomas?
Mr. CHISIX. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You never met her?
Mr. CHIsIK. No.
Mr. SIxox. Did you ever hear the name before?
-Mr. CmsIx. I don't believe so.
Mr. SlIoN. Do you know whether you have ever heard the name

before?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't recall it.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever met her?
Mr. CmsiK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain you have never met Doris Thomas?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't have the least idea who she is.
Mr. SIMON. I can help you with that. She is the sister of Ruth

Stokes. Does that help refresh your memory?
Mr. CHIsIK. I have seen her.
Mr. SIMon. You have seen her?
Mr. CnISIK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have any business dealings with her?

'Mr. Cmsix. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Did you ever pay her any money?
Mr. CHISiK. No, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. None whatever?
Mr. Cmsix. No, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Do you know a lady named Cedar Point Thompson?
Mr. CHisix. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever go to her house?
Mr. C1siK. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. When was that?
Mr. CHiSiK. 1953.
Mr. SixoN. June 1953?
Mr. CIrsiK. It is possible.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the purpose of your going toMrs. Thomp-

son's house?
Mr. Ciisi.K. I went to arrange repair loan for the owner of the

Universal Jalousie Co.
Mr. SIMoN. A repair loan by whom ?
Mr. CiisiK. By Universal Jalousie.
Mr. SixoN. Who was going to make the loan?
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The CHAIRMAN. Who was the homeowner?
Mr. CHisIK. I don't know. I just went to confer with her about tile

work she wanted.
The CHAIRMAN. Was she to make the loan?
Mr. SIMON. I don't know, sir. I just went up to find out what work

was required. I was representing myself as a salesman.
Mr. SIMON;. Whom did you talk to?
Mr. CiiisiK. I talked to Mrs. Thompson.
Mr. SIMON. What did she tell you?
Mr. CHISiK. That she had to repair her home.
Mr. SIMON. She had to repair her home?
Mr. CHisix. She had something or other about the home. I told

her she couldn't handle it and she would have to come in and see the
owner of the company. He took care of those type of transactions
himself.

Mr. SIMON. What type of transaction was this?
Mr. CIISK. A loan.
Mr. SIMON. What type of transaction did you handle?
Mr. CHISIK. I didn't go into details more than that, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What type of transactions did you handle?
Mr. C1I-SIK. I handled transactions of the type where. a job was

installed and completed.
Mr. SI N. What type was this?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How do you know this was not the type you handled?
Mr. CiXISIK. I understand there was some misunderstanding about

ownership, or not enough equity. I thought it might not be eligible
or something to that effect so I just dropped it.

Mr. SIMON. Did you ever get any part of the proceeds of that
loan?

Mr. CHISIK. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did either Mrs. Thompson or Mrs. Stokes ever give

you any part of the proceeds of that loan?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did Mr. Swaab ever give you any part of the proceeds

of that loan?
Mr. CFIIslK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. CHISiK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to ask you another question about Mil-

dred Redmond. Do you remember her?
Mr. CiIisK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You have never seen her?
Mr. CmISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In April, May, or June of 1953 did either Mrs. Stokes

or Mrs. Redmond, either one of them, come to the offices of the Uni-
versal Jalousies Co. with ;t check for $1,200 of the Industrial National
Bank, when you were there?

When you were in the Univertal Jalousies' offices?
Mr. CHISIK. Is that the question?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Ciisli. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall whether they ever came to the office while

you were there in April, May, or June with ai $1,200 check?
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Mr. CmsiK. No.
I do not recall.
Mr. SIMON. Are you prepared to say they did not come there with

that check ?
Mr. CHIsIK. I say I do not recall.
Mr. SIMON. You are not prepared to say they did not come with the

check?
(Conference between Mr. Chisik and Mr. Fordell.)
Mr. CsIlK. I just don't recall.
Mr. SIMON. Did either one of them during April, May, or June 1953

come to the office of the Universal Jalousies with an Industrial Na-
tional Bank check for $1,200 which was cashed by someone il the
office while you were there ?

Mr. CIIIsIK. I don't recall.
Mr. SIMoN. You are not saying it did not happen, but merely that

you do not recall it; is that right?
Mr. CiiISK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did either Mrs. Redmond or Mrs. Stokes receive a thou-

sand dollars of such $1,200 check and was $200 kept by somebody in
the office?

What was your answer to the last question?
Mr. CInSIK. Will you repeat the last question?
(Question read.)
Mr. CISIK. Idon't recall.
Mr. SIMON. You don't recall?
Mr. CiiisiK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether Mr. Stokes' father ever made a

title I loan for $1,500?
Mr. CiIisiK. I wouldn't know.
The CIAIRMAN. Let me ask you this question and maybe we can get

around it. This is what Mrs. Stokes testified to under oath. I am
going to find out what your answer is to it:

Mrs. STOKES. Yes. They seemed to work together, but he seemed to be the big
wheel.

That is referring to you.
Was he a partner of Jack Chisik?

Mr. Sells, that is the lawyer in Washington-
So you and your daddy went out to the company, the Universal Jalousies, and

Jack drove you and your daddy to the bank.
Is that right?
Tihe CIIAIR AN. The Jack here is you.

Mrs. SroKEs. Yes, Mr. Sells.
And your daddy picked up the $1,500?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you get the $1,500?
Mrx. STOKES. Yes.
Mr. SELL. How much of it did Mr. Chisik ask for?
A11-84. ,TOKES. I don't remember now. I think it was $350.
Did you give it to him?
Mrs. STOKES. Yes.

Is that testimony correct?
Mr. CI-IISIK. Well, sir, I believe, to the best of my knowledge, that

that testimony is correct, and I might add that I was acting for a
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man who was incapacitated and couldn't move around very well him-
self.

The CrAIRMAN. Who was the man?
Mr. CHIsIK. Mr. Swaab.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Swaab?
Mr. CmsrK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the same Mr. Swaab that testified here yes-

terday?
Mr. CrrsnK. No, sir. That was his father.
The CHAIRMAN. So this testimony is correct, excepting you took

the $350 for Mr. Swaab?
Mr. Cmsrm. That is right.
The CRAMXAN. Then you do know Mrs. Stokes, do you not ?
Mr. Cmsix. I said I did.
Mr. SI~roN. How was that $350 handled in the books of the com-

panv?
Mr. Cmsix. I wouldn't know, sir.
Mr. Sro. Did you get any part of it?
Mr. C msI. No, sir.
Mr. Smrow. What did you do with the $3501
Mr. Cmsn. I gave it to Mr. Swaab.
Mr. SiroN. In cash ?
Mr. Cmsn. Yes, sir.
Mr. S omON. You got no part of it?
Mr. Cmsix. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. You did get a part of it ?
Mr. Cmsix. No, sir, I meant.
Mr. STMON. You ngot no part of that money?
Mr. CmsIK. That is right.
Mr. SrmoN. You don't know what he did with it?
Mr. CmsIK. No, sir, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. You were iust a salesman there, you say?
Mr. CHIsm. Well. sir, Mr. Swaab had a bad heart, and I performed

a lot of services for him.
Mr. SIMoN. And everything you did-everythina that might have

been done that was wronz was done for him; is that riaht?
Mr. CrTI1sr. No. We had a lot of contracts we fulfilled.
Mr. SrmoN. What was your function in the office?
Mr. CTTTsIK. I contracted jobs for him.
Mr. SImoN. You mean you contracted jobs, subcontracted?
Mr. Cmsrr. I performed the work.
Mr. Sro. How much did he pay you?
Mr. CmS iK. It depends on the job:
Mr. SIMON. Were vou on a commission basis or salary basis?
Mr. CrnsIw. No, sir.
Mr. SIWoW. What was the basis?
Mr. CrnS1K. We had no definite agreement.
Mr. SIM N. You mean you nqade a separate deal on each job?
Mr. C(Thsri. That is right.
Mr. STMON. In advance?
Mr. CITISI. That is right.
Mr. Si[oN. Do you keep any records?
Mr. CmsnK. Some.
Mr. SImoN. Were you the salesman on these jobs?
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Mr. CiiiSIK. What jobs?
Mr. SIMON. The jobs that you are talking about with Swaab.
Mr. CHISIK. Occasionally)I was a salesman. Occasionally it was a

job that hadbeen sold by somebody else that I handled.
Mr. SIMON. When you handled a job sold by somebody else, what did

you do?
Mr. CIHIsIK. I arranged labor and material in order to complete the

job.
Mr. SIMON. What would you be paid for that?
Mr. CHISIK. It depends on the amount of the job, amount of work

involved.
Mr. SIMON. Was it a percentage?
Mr. CHISIK. Sometimes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the percentage?
Mr. CHISIK. We had no definite agreement on any particular deal.

It might have been 25 percent, it might have been 30 percent, it might
have been 40 percent.

Mr. SIMoN. When you sold the job, how much did you get, when you
were the salesman on the job?

Mr. CHISIK. It also depends upon the type of job it was. No definite
agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. Didn't you work on a par basis?
Mr. CH sIK. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You got everything over a certain amount?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you work on this basis: He got 10 percent off the

top and you got everything else between 10 percent and cost?
Mr. CIIK. No, sir. We didn't handle siding. We handled all

construction.
Mr. SIMON. Did you file an income-tax return for last year?
Mr. CHISIK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the records in which you computed the

taxable income that you had?
Mr. CHISIK. My auditor has. My bookkeeper has.
Mr. SIMON. Who is your auditors
Mr. CHISIK. Mr. Warnick.
Mr. SIMON. What is his full name?
Mr. CHISIK. Sidney.
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell that?
Mr. CHISIK. W-a-r-n-i-c-k.
Mr. SimoN. Where is his office?
Mr. CHISiK. 1804-15 Kentucky.
Mr. SIMON. He has all of your records?
Mr. CmsiK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have any records that he doesn't have?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't believe so.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know, though, is that right?
Mr. Cmsim. I don't know, no.
Mr. SimoN. One thing 1 want to make very clear in this record, so

there will be no dispute about it at a later date: You are absolutely
certain you never paid a dime to William R. Shepherd?

Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are absolutely certain you didn't pay him?
Mr. CHISIK. I am sure I didn't.
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Mr. SIMoN. You are sure you did not pay him?
Mr. CInSIK. I am sure I didn't, yes, sir. I am sure I did not pay

him.
The CHAIRMAN. Did a company for which you were working pay

him?
Mr. CIIisiK. No, sir. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Regardless of whose money it was, did you ever transmit

money to him?
Mr. CHIsIK. No, sir.
The CHArRMAN. You never even handled the money?
Mr. CmsiK. No, sir.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Then Mr. Shepherd deliberately lied and perjured

himself here?
Mr. CHISIK. As far as I am concerned, he did.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a man named Wallace Heliesq
Mr. CiIsIK. Yes. I met him once.
Mr. SIMON. Just once?
Mr. CmrSiK. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. When was that?
Mr. CsiK. The summer of 1953.
Mr. SIMON. Can you fix the month again?
Mr. 0C11SIK. July.
Mr. SImoN. What was the occasion of your meeting with him ?
Mr. Cmsnt. Casual meeting. That is all.
Mr. SIMoN. Where?
Mr. CmsnK. In the offices of the Universal Jalousies.
Mr. SIMov. What was he doing there?
Mr. CrnsiK. He came to see Mr. Swaab.
Mr. SimoN. About what?
Mr. CISIK. I wouldn't know.
Mr. SIMoN. You had never seen him before?
Mr. CrnsIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Never seen him since?
Mr. C1S1K. (No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. I want to get back to this Shepherd. Answer that

question first.
Mr. CimsIK. I don't recall seeing him.
The CITAHxIMAN. Have you ever seen him since?
Mr. CIIISiK. I don't recall seeing him, unless it was casual someplace.
Mr. SIMoN. You are not prepared to say you didn't see him?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't-
Mr. SiMoN. My question was whether you had casually seen him.
Mr. CuisiK. I might have seen him driving by and said "Hello."
Mr. SimoN. You never had any business dealings with him?
Mr. Civsrxi. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. None whatever?
Mr. CMsiK. No, sir.
The CHAiRMAN. Do you think Mr. Shepherd would embarrass

himself to publicly state that you gave him $1,650?
Mr. CirSIK. Maybe he is covering for somebody else. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you one more question about Doris Thomas.

Do you recall her now?
Mr. Cyisnc. I don't remember her face. I remember the name.
Mr. SIxoN. Did you ever have a discussion with her about a-loan?

--- - r at: ... - . -
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Mr. Cu:ISIK. No, sir.
Mr. SIm -N. You never talked to her about a loan?
Air. CHIsIK. I don't recall anything.
Mr. SIM ON. That wasn't my question.
Mr. CHISIK. I don't recall talking to her.
Mr. SIMON. Are you prepared to say under oath you never had a

discussion with Doris Thompson about a loan?
Mr. Ciiislc. I don't recall it.
Mr. SIMON. You don't recall it?
Mr. CHISIK. No, sir.
Air. SIMrON. You are not willing to deny that you ever had a dealing

with her on a loan?
Mr. CHIsIK. I don't recall it.
Mr. SIMON. If you saw her would that refresh your recollection?
Mr. CHISIK. Probably not.
Mr. SIMON. You just can't recall any of these things; is that right?
Mr. CHISIK. It depends what the things are.
Mr. SIMON. Did you handle a loan for her which was turned down

and then finally get her another loan?
Mr. CHISIK. I don't recall it.
Mr. SIMON. You don't recall it?
Mr. CIIlK. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It happened just last year.
Mr. CHIsIK. It is very possible. There is a lot of things I don't

recall.
Mr. SIMON. But your memory isn't that good?
Mr. CIisuI. I am getting old.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The (0'IAIRTfAN. I just want to say this for the record, because we

will be forced to refer to the district attorney here the testimony of
this gentleman, as well as others, because of the fact that they are
contradicting each other.

In other words, somebody is lying, and we will be forced to turn it
all over to the district attorney here for the proper treatment.

Mr. FORDF.LL. Are you through with Mr. Chisik?
The CHAIRMAN. I think so. You might. remain around, if you will,

until a little later.
Is Mr. Bard here?
Mr. BARD. Yes, sir.
The (" IIAIRMNTAN. Will you take the witness stand, Mr. Bard?
Mr. Bard, will you be sworn ? Do you solemnly swear the testi-

inony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. BARD. I do.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN BARD, ACCOUNTANT, BANKING AND
CURRENCY COMMITTEE-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Give your full name and address to the reporter.
Mr. BARD. John Bard, 1311 South Thomas Street, Arlington, Va.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are employed by the General Accounting

Office in Washington?
Mr. BARD. I am an employee of the General Accounting Office in

Washington.
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The CHAIRMAN. You were assigned by them to this committee to
assist us?

Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We asked yesterday for the statement of the Cozy

Homes Corp. They brought their books down and gave them to you
We want you now to tell us what their sales amounted to; how much
the subcontractors received, because they are a company in which theyjust had an office and 1 or 2 employees and how much their sales wa;
how much they paid subcontractors and how much they paid sales.
men.

Mr. BARD. Yes, sir. The books indicated that during the year 1950,
there was less than $10,000 in sales and distributions, so I ignored
that.

The CHAMMAN. What about the next year?
Mr. BARD. The year of 1951, the gross sales were $181,524.63.
The CHAIRMAN. Out of that, how much did the salesmen receive?
Mr. BARD. Sir, may I combine that with the 2 months of 1952?
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. BARD. In which the sales amounted to $24,008.62. That was

a total of $205,632.
The CHAIRMAN. Out of the sales, how much did the salesmen re-

ceive?
Mr. BARD. The salesmen received $101,017, or approximately, very

close, to between 49 and 50 percent of the gross sales.
The CHAIRMAN. And the subcontractors received how much?
Mr. BARD. The subcontractors received a net amount of $84,204, or

40 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. And the so-called Cozy Home?
Mr. BARD. Received $20,563.
The CHAIRMAN. For simply being the brokers?
Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the normal salesman's commis-

sion would be about 10 to 15 percent on this sort of thing?
Mr. BARD. I would think so.
The CHAIRMAN. It simply means the homeowners were fleeced out

of something like, by this one firm, something like $80,000 as a result
of this selling on the par basis?

Mr. BARD. That is right; about $85,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Giving a salesman a price and saying, "Everything

over that price you secure you may keep."
Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAmmAN. In this instance a salesman on approximately $200,-

000 worth of sales-
Mr. BARD. $101,000.
The CHAIRMAN. They collected $101,000?
Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Which was 100 percent.
Mr. BARD. Fifty percent of the gross profit but 100 percent on the

sales.
. The CHAIRMAN. That, of course is the general pattern we are find-
ing all over the United States on te part of many, many dealers, and
in this instance the homeowners were beat out of possibly $80,000,
and we don't know how much-we don't know whether the product

- - -.--- -
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was worth what they did pay for it. It shows the pattern that has
been going on for many years in title I.

Mr. BAID. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very fhuch..
Mr. Kaufman, will you please come forward?

TESTIMONY OF JEROME I. KAUFMAN, ALSIDE ALUMINUM CO.,
AKRON, OHIO, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT H. WINN, COUNSEL

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mr. KAUFMAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name and

address to the reporter.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Jerome J. Kaufman, 160 Hampshire Road, Akron,

Ohio.
Mr. SIMoN. And you are-what is your business?
Mr. KAUFMAN. We are a manufacturer of aluminum products.
Mr. SIMON. Called what?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Alside, A-l-s-i-d-e.
Mr. SIMON. That is a siding for homes?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman with you is your attorney? Will

.4 you give your name, please?
Mr. WINN. Robert H. Winn, Washington, D. C.
The CHAIRMAN. We only have a few questions for you today be-

cause I am pretty certain we will want to question you later, because
your distributor, I understand, Mr. Eisen, was in Chicago when we
were there, and was unable to testify because of illness.

Mr..KAUFMAN. Senator, he is not our distributor..
"The CHAIRMAN. I Want to ask you a few questions about that.
Do you know a Mr. Eisen, in Chicago?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes, sir ;-I do.
The CHAIRMAN. What connection does he have with your company?
Mr. KAUFMAN. He is a broker.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by a broker?
Mr. KAUFMAN. He contacts existing companies who are in the

construction business and sells them our material.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Does he have the exclusive brokerage rights from

Chicago to the Pacific coast?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. He is the exclusive -
Mr. KAUFMAN. Except for what we may sell directly ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN. Then he does not have exclusive rights, then?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Technically, no.
The CHAIRMAN. You are certain he does not have exclusive rights?
Mr. KAUFMAN. I have no other man in there other than myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Eisen, in Chichgo, sells the dealers?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right.
The CfAIRMAii. Established dealers, and sells the dealers! -

Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right,sir.
The CHibAN". This Mr. Eisen, E-i-s-e-n, after he has established a

dealer and sold him a carload or 3 or 4 .earload%, .or whatever the
50 6 90--54-pt. 4-18
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quantity is, of siding, doesn't he have crews of salesmen move in to
sell that siding for those dealers?

Mr. KAUFMAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He never has had ?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Not to my knowledge, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you certain?
Mr. KAUFMAN. As certain as I can be.
The CHAnuL . Did you ever- hear of the Cane, C-a-n-e, Enter.

prises, which was owned by Harry Cane?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes, sir; I did.
The CHARMAN. Did he not sell for Mr. Eisen, your broker, as

you call him?
Mr. KAUFMAN. No, sir; he did not.
The CAIRMAN. You are certain of that?
Mr. KAUFMAN. I am certain, sir.
The C HA~nhMAN. -Who was Eisi selling for ?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Eisen did not sell for anyone but ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN. Eisen sold for you?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right, sir.
The CHAMMAN. How would you compensate him?
Mr. KAUFMAN. By a certain percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. You gave him a percentage. Was it the par basis

we have been discussing this morning?
Mr. KAUFrMAN. No, sir; we are manufacturing. We are not in retail

siding.
The CHAIRMAN. You are manufacturers of siding?
Mr. KAUFMAN. There is no par in the manufacturing, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But your dealers used the par system?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is up to their own discretion how to run their

business.
The CHAMMAN. You don't know whether they do or do not?
Mr. KAUFMAN. No. The only thing we hope is they cooperate with

us.
The CHARMAN. Are you prepared to say they do?
Mr. KAu FMAN. I don't know whether they do or don't, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you pay Eisen?
Mr. KAurxMAN. Yes, sir; we do.
The CHARMAN. But you pay him on a commission basis?
Mr. KAUF MAN. It is a certain set fee per unit.
The CHAMrMAN. Does he pay all of his own expenses?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How much fee do you pay him per square foot, or

whatever unit you sell?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Just one moment.
(Discussion between Mr. Kaufman and Mr. Winn.)
Mr. KAUFMAN. It is $70 per 100 square feet.
The CHARMAN. You pay Eisen $70 a hundred square feet?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. For all the siding he sells
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. He sells it to the dealers at a stipulated price?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Dealers and distributors; yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You collect from the dealers and distributors?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes, sir.

2900
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not Eisen does employ

crews of salesmen to go in, then, and sell for these dealers and dis-
tributors?

Mr. K-ArrMAN. Would you please rephrase that?
The CHAIRMAN. I said, do you know whether Eisen does employ

crews of salesmen to go in and sell for the dealers and distributors after
he establishes them?

Mr. KIAUFMAN. I said, sir, he does not.
The CHAIRMAN. He does not?
Mr. KAuFrMAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not give your dealers and distributors anysales help whatsoever?
Mr. KAUFiMAN. No, sir; not in the vein that you are speaking of.
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. JAUFrMAN. Not in the vein you are speaking of.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you handle it?
Mr. KA&UFrMAN. We have sample boards which display the productswe have, we have literature which explains the products, we havestory books which show various homes that have been applied, whichis more as a sales aid, or the paraphernalia used in demonstration of

this material.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you prepared to say that Mr. Eisen, or yourcompany, after you sell a distributor or dealer a carload or 2 or 3carloads, did not get in touch with Cane Enterprises and say, "I justsold X amount to X company in Evansville or Houston, or some otherpoint, and you ought to get in touch with them and make your own

deal"?
Mr. K-AUFrMAN. That I cannot say.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you prepared to say that Mr. Eisen does not

handle it on that basis?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Sir, all I can say is our instructions are, Mr. Eisenis our broker and he is not to send any salesmen or have anything to dowith any salesmen or dealers. We are a manufacturer, not in retail

selling.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had numerous complaints, of course, aboutthe siding business, as you know, in respect to FHA title I.Mr. KAUFMAN. There happens to be about 200 various manufac-turers, including large outlets like Celotex, Johns-Mansville, and soforth, and I am sure all the testimony I heard here did not pertain

to any of the materials we manufactured.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think that is true of the testimony here, butI can show you testimony in other places where it did apply to your

siding.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes, sir. That is possible. I believe $8 billionworth of title I has been sold to 171/2 million homeowners.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with the testimony of Mr. Cane in

Chicago?
Mr. KAUF MAN. Yes, sir; I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Mr. Si oN. Are you prepared to say his testimony isn't true lMr. KAur-xAN. Sir, I don't think it is for me to judge a man'stestimony as to whether it is true or false. I am only expressing what

I know.
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. Mr. SIkoN'. You recall he testified that when Eisen sold a job
Eisen would tell the dealer, "I will get you a crew of salesmen wvh
will come in and sell this siding for you before your bill is due," amd
Harry Cane would move in with his salesmen and move the producL

t Mr. KAUFMAN. I don't have the record, but I think if you look
at it you will find that isn't what he said.

Mr. SmoN. That is what Cane testified.
Mr. KAUFMAN. That was in secret session possibly. I wouldn't have

that record.
Mr. SimoN. Cane did so testify. Do you know whether that

true?
Mr. KAUFMAN. I would say it is not true, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know i.t is not true?
Mr. KAUFMAN. To the best of my belief, it is not true.
Mr. STMON. To the best of your belief ?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is correct. I trust the man Who is my broker

And I can't verify what a man may say or do. All I can say is what I
believe. I can vouch for what I do.
' The CHAIRMAN. The testimony we received in Chicago was to the
effect that Harry Cane, as you know, has a very long criminal record,
* Mr. KAUFMAN. Sir, I don't know that.

The CHAIRMAN. He is the brother of Mickey Cohen. He has a
very long criminal record and his testimony was that he would get
these men together, they would go out and Mr. Eisen would sell a
deal and he would move in with these gentlemen and sell the goods
'direct to the homeowners. In fact, the whole crew were arrested in
Houston, Tex.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Did he state whether he sold any other manufac-
turers' material?

The.CHAIMAN. Yes; I think he did, from time to time.
Mr. KAUFMAN. He did. Did he state when he went to Texas he

went there to sell our material?
The CHAIInMAN. I don't know whether he did or not.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Thank you.
The CHArRMAN. The fact remains that, if you want to get technical

and start asking questions-
Mr. KAUFMAN. No; I just was wondering about his testimony.
The CHAIMMAN. That I shall tell a little more, and that is that

we have had a lot of complaint about your siding, we have had a lot
of complaint that hoodlums were out selling your goods and you knew
.about it.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator, is it our siding or is it. about the indi-
viduals?

The CiUAMMAN. It is about yourself and your company.
Mr. KAUFMAN. You mean our company is selling this?
Mr. SI N. Do you have a customer in Houston named Atlas Co.?
Mr. KAUFMAN. No.
Mr. SImo. Did you ever sell to the Atlas Co.?,
Mr. KAUF4M4N. ,Yes.

" The CHAIRMAN. It must. have been a customer,' wasn't it?
.Mr, KAUFMAN. In 1948 aud 1949.
The CHAIR MA. The question was did you have a customer by thP

name of Atlas, and you said "No."
Mr. KAUFMAN. No; the question was "Do I have," sir.
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Mr. SIMON. You had a customer named Atlas in 1948 and 1949?
Mr. KAUFMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SInMvON. And the case the Senator spoke of, where Cane's people

were arrested in Houston, they were down moving siding for the
Atlas Co.

Mr. KAUFMAN. In what year, sir? In 1950 and 1951, not when
we sold them.

Mr. SI N. 1950.
Mr. KAUFMAN. 1950.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you stop selling them?
Mr. KAUFMAN. In 1949.
Mr. SIMON. What time of the year?
Mir. KAUFMAN. That I don't recall, sir, but he did not have any

material when those men were there, because we had repurchased
what he had left prior to that time.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to dismiss you now from this sub-
pena, and we are going to have to listen to Mr. Eisen, who has been
ill, and was unable to testify in Chicago. We are going to go into this
case further. We will now dismiss you, if you please, and dismiss
you from your subpena.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mrs. Mary S. Galler present ?
Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mrs. GALLER. I do.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Will you please be seated?
Give your full name and address to the reporter.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. MARY- S. GALLER, DETROIT, MICH.

Mrs. GALLER. Mary Galler, G-a-l-l-e-r, 8835 Stout, Detroit, Mich.
The CHAIR IAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SimoN. You are Mary S. Galler of 8835 Stout, Detroit, Mich.?
Mrs. GALLER Yes sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Caller, do you and your husban d own your home?
Mrs. GALLER. I do not have a husband, myself.
Mrs. SIMON. Do you own your home?
Mrs. GALLER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you purchase a home remodeling job recently?
Mrs. GALLER. Well, it really was not a remodeling job. It was just

an incinerator.
All'. SIMON. When was that?
Mrs. GALLER. October 1953.
Mr. SIiMoN. And will you tell us what happened?
Mrs. GALLER. Well, they sold it to me on the pretense of I would

have to furnish them with names and for each name that I furnished
them, I would get $5, then that would be the way I could pay off this
incinerator.

Mr. SIMON.' How much was the incinerator going to cost?
Mrs. GALLER. I figured it would run one-hundred-and-sixty-some

dollars. I don't, remember the exact amount now.
Mr. SIMON. What was the nature of the incinerator?
Mrs. GALLER. It was a o'as-posal.
Mr. SIMON. How did that work?
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Mrs. GALLER. You put your materials in and it had an automtic
pilot light and it was supposed to burn up the garbage and rubbish.

Mr. SIMON. Was it installed in the house?
Mrs. GALLER. In the basement.
Mr. SIMON. Was it a part of the house?
Mrs. GALLr.R. Well, it is a separate unit the same as a washing

machine is installed.
Mr. SIMON. You were going to get $5 for each name you gave them?
Mrs. GALLER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Even if they didn't sell that person?
Mrs. GAILER. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. What was the name of the company you bought this

from?
Mrs. GALLER. Almar Distributing Co.
Mr. SIMON. Distributing Co.?
Mrs. GAILELI. Yes.
Mr. SITmoN. Do you know their address?
Mrs. GALLER. At the time of the purchase agreement they had an

office in Cadillac Tower and that was the only office I knew, but when
I called there the first time, the girl there said she was just taking
their calls so apparently they didn't even have their office there.

Mr. SimoN. Did you give them the names of any people?
Mrs. GALL-R. Yes; I did. On the very first day I gave them four

names.
Mr. SIMON. Did they ever pay you $5 for any of them?
Mrs. GALLER. No; but he said I already earned $20 which in turn I

would get a bond and that bond I would turn right back to the company
and that would be my payment.

Mr. SIMON. Did you ever get the bond?
Mrs. GALu. No.
Mr. SIMON. Was this a title I loan?
Mrs. GALLER. Well, I didn't know. It was not anything so far x T

was concerned except an agreement.
Mr. SimoN. Did you sign an application for a title I loan?
Mrs. GALER. No; I didn't.
Mr. SiM N. Are you now paying a bank?
Mrs. GALLER. No; because when, about a week after the unit was

installed, I received this book of coupons, or payments slips from the
City Bank informing me that those were the slips I would send in with
my monthly payments, that is when I called the company and I said
I didn't want it financed that way. I had no intention of financing it
that way, because I figured I could do it with this bond plan and then
if I ran out of names, then I could always go to a place where I always
do my money dealing, and then that is when they said that I had signed
this FHA agreement.

Mr. SIMON. Did you sign an FHA application?
Mrs. GALLER. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever, gone to the bank and asked them to show

it to you?
Mrs. GALLER. No; but I did get a paid-up receipt after this whole

thing was over. I got a paid-up notice from the bank though I hadn't
paid one penny, and it had my name on it, but it was not my signature.

Mr. SIMON. The application had 'your name on it?
Mrs. GALLER. It had my name on it, but it was not my signature.

q N -M-&w-nfl liii
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Mr. SIMON. When you complained somebody paid the note; is that

rialht?
V1rs. GALLER. When I complained, the woman said that I had signed

it. I said, "No; I didn't sign any FHA agreement because I wouldn't

do it that way." It was not for that amount, anyway, and she said
that I signed it when the installation man took-when the installa-
tion mai came to my house and installed it. I have to sign this in-
stallation receipt. She said that is when I signed the FHA agree-
ment.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you?
Mrs. GALLR. Well, I signed for the installation of the incinerator,

yes, but I did not know that is the way they handled their FHA
requests.

Mr. SIMON. You did not know you were signing an FHA applica-
tion)?

Mrs. GALLER. NO; but then as it happened it was not the applica-
tion because when I got this form back from the City Bank, that
was the thing that I was supposed to have signed and I did not sign it.

Mr. SIMON. That was a forgery?
Mrs. GALLER. I think it was.
Mr. SIMON. Was it your signature?
Mrs. GALLIR. It was not my signature.
Mr. SIMON. And do you know who did pay the note?
Mrs. GALLER. No; I do not, except that when they took the in-

cinerator out they asked me if I would return the book of coupons
to them, which I did, and so then that was all that I heard about it.
Then when I got my paid-up receipt for something that I had not
paid up I figured it was handled at their end.

Mr. SIMON. So you are one incinerator ahead?
Mrs. GALLF. No; they took it out.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Is Marie Halbeisan here?
Mr. SIMON. Will you come forward, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Marie Halbeisan is not here.
Is Izal Crouther here, please?
Mr. Crouther, will you come forward,'please?
Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF IZAL CROUTHER, INKSTER, MICH.

Mr. CROUTHER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Please give your full name and ad-

dress to the reporter, please.
Mr. CROUTTIER. Izal Crouther, 3660 Moore Street, Inkster, Mich.
Mr. SIMox. You are Izal Crouther?
Mr. CROU'HER. C-r-o-u-t-h-e-r.
Mr. SIMON. You live at 3660 Moore Street?
Mr. CROUTrER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is Inkster, Mich.?
Mr. CRoUT-MR. That is right.
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Mr. SimoN. 'Did you purchase some home repairs, or repairs to
your building from the Oak Park Building, & Supply Co.?

Mr. CROuTrIER. Well, they were out driving past, my place in early
1953, March or April, and they saw me working, Mr. Fargo, his
Mr. Fargo, the father and Mr. Swaab.

Mr. SIMoN. The three of them?
Mr. CROUTHFR. In a Cadillac.
Mr. SiM N. In a Cadillac?
Mr. CRoUri-it. Yes. They drove into the side of the place and

saw I was working and asked me if I wanted some help. I told then,
I might need some help but I didn't have the money. He said, "We
will help you. You don't need no money." I started to talking
with them concerned about what I am doing and they said, "What
are you trying to do here," so I told them I was building the porch,'
taking dirt out from the basement and I wanted to close it in with
glass, so I says, "If I get anything done, I want the dormer brought
overhead over the porch and I can rent it out."

Mr. SIMON. I am sorry-
Mr. CROUTHER. The dormer to be brought out over the head of

the porch.
Mr. SimoN. The dormer?
Mr. CROUTHER. Yes; out over the porch so I could rent this out.
Mr. SimoN. You were going to rent out that space, then I
Mr. CioTrr. That is right. That is all I could afford to pay for

it because I get an income on that.
Mr. SIMoN. You couldn't afford to pay for it until you rented it

out and got the income?
Mr. CROUTI-TER. That is right.
Mr. Si N. What.did they tell you?
Mr. CRoUrHE. They told me they would do it and he wrote up a

contract for that and I asked what it would cost. He said it would
be around $1,600.

Mr. SrmoN. $1,600.
Mr. CROUTHER. That is right. I told him it was too stiff. We ar-

gued terrible about it. He said he couldn't get it for any less, so he
went in with this contract and somehow it didn't go through. It was
turned down.

Mr. SIoir. What do you mean it didn't go through?
Mr. OCRou-rEr He came back and said he didn't get the deal

through.
Mr. SIMoN. Who came back?
Mr. CROUTHER. Mr. Fargo.
Mr. SimoN. The father?
Mr. CROUTHER. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Did he tell you why it wouldn't go through?
Mr. CROUTHER. He didn't explain. I was not particularly anxious

for it anyway.
Mr. SimoN. What happened then?
Mr. CROJTHER. He asked me about getting materials to finish my

house off, which he would furnish. I did all the r6of work, cased in
the windows, and all I had to do was get the boards on the inside.
He says, "Let me furnish you material for that." I talked with him
and I says, "What would that cost?" He says, "What did I want to
use in there?" And I told him this knotty pine board is what I

- .. ~ ----- -
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wanted to use, and he looked around and figured and he says, "I
wouldn't be able to pay for that. That would cost so much money."
I said, "Why does that cost so much ?" He says, "It costs too much
nolney, you wouldn't, be. able to pay for knotty pine boards to do this
job." I only had 7 by 2. Most of it. was windows. I didn't see why
it. would cost so much money, with 8-foot walls. He says, "I will
get you some stuff that you will be satisfied with, don't worry about
that. We will do it for $450."

Mr. SImoN. $450?
Mr. CROUTHER.."Send you this stuff for $450." That is what he

said it would cost. Pretty soon, I don't know, we argued around about
that for a while and in a few days, I don't know just how long it
was, the truck came in and I signed an agreement to take this material
for $450.

Mr. SimroN. Was that cash?
Mr. CRotrrI-IER. That was to be financed.
Mr. SIMoN. No downpayment?
Mr. CRorHER. No downpayment.
Mr. SmoN. Paid over a 3-year period of time?
Mr. CIROUTHER. That is right. -He finally sent this truck out with,

some stuff. I wasn't there but some of my people was there when
the truck arrived. I was working day shift. I got in about 4: 30.
He was on the phone as soon as I got in and told me the bank was
going to call me concerning the stuff that was brought out there.

Mr. SIMoN. Who was on the phone?
Mr. CROUTHER. The bank, Mr. Fargo, himself.
Mr. Si MoN. Father or son?
Mr. CROurrHER. It was the father. He was on the phone and he

says, "The bank is going to call you pretty soon concerning your job,
and you tell them everything is okay, the material and work." I didn't
understand what he was talking about, material and work, because
there was no work to it. It was just the material he was to deliver
to me. Then the bank called, and the lady called me, and she said,
"How about the deal with Mr. Fargo there, the work they are going
to do for you. Is it okay for me to (ive them the money?' So I told
her, "I haven't had a chance to check the stuff yet. I just got in from
work. I want to see what is here."

Mr. SImoN. What bank was this?
Mr. CROUTrrHER. Industrial National.
The CHAIRMAN. Industrial National Bank?
Mr. CROUTHER. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What else did you tell her?
Mr. Cnour'i-mR. I told her I wanted to have a chance to check the

stuff. She said, "You had better hurry, because we will close pretty
soon. It will be next week before you can get it done if you hold out
long." I called him back to see why more stuff was not sent.

I jotted it down on the contract. It looked like it was sent out
from another job. I wasn't satisfied with it. I told him I Wasn't.

He. said, "Don't worry, we will get the rest out, all you need and
all you want," so I went to call the bank back and it was closed. I still
didn't tell her she could okay the deal with him but they finally came
back out and I couldn't do no business with him. He sent the boys
out, his son, young Fargo and this Mr. Swaab.

Mr. SioNm. Which Swaab?

FHA INVESTIGATION 2907
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Mr. CRoTHER. Swaab.
Mr. SrxoN. Which one?
Mr. CROUTHrER. I don't know. This man I noticed here.
Mr. SIMON. Gerald?
Mr. CROuTiiER. I don't know the first name. I recognized him here
The CHAIRMAN. The one that was a witness yesterday?
Mr. CROUTHER. That is right. They came out ad they said, "Well,

we will give you a better deal."
Mr. SIMON. A better deal?
Mr. CROUTHER. That is right. They said, "We will do better."

The old man had been telling me all the time, "You ought to be glad
you met me because I am your friend." I asked the boys, I says, "If
he calls himself-I didn't know this was his father when I was talking
because I got kind of rough, and I said, "I didn't know the old man
called me his friend." Then they said, "Don't worry. We are going
to give you a good deal."

They started writing up. They said, "We are going to do the work.
We will do the work," e says now, "And we will furnish the material."

Mr. SIMON. This was going to cost $600 ?
Mr. CROUTHER. $600 is what they was going to charge. They talked

and talked and I bothered around with them so long I just says, "Well,
I will let you do it, if you will do it for $650 and furnish the materials,
I will do it," thinking all the time they were going to cancel the first
one. They hadn't gotten the money. Evidently, he got the money
right away on that deal.

Mr. SIMON. You thought the second was going to be $150 more than
the first one and it would cover the work on the first one, is that right?

Mr. CRourHER. Well, this $60 1 thought was all that they were going
to charge and this first deal they put through was to be canceled
altogether.

Mr. Simow. You thought the second one would include both?
Mr. CROTHER. That is right, include the work and material. I

asked him about that when he was there. He said he would have to
go back and see "Dad" about it. That was when I found out he was
his father. He wrote that one up.

Mr. SIMON. You later found out when they were talking to you they
had already gotten the money from the bank for the first one?

Mr. CROUTHER. She must have given the money to them right away.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was "she?"
Mr. CROUTHER. The lady at the bank.
The CHAIRMAN. What name?
Mr. CROUTHER. I didn't get her name. Some lady called me. I

didn't ask her name. j,
Mr. SIMON. Would you know her name if it was mentioned to youI
Mr. CROuTER. I didn't ask her name.

Mr. SIMOn. Well, now, did you ever sign a completion slip on the
first order saying the work was completed?

Mr. CnouTr E. Well, I didnt sign but one. This carpenter, he and
I was discussing quite a bit there about the work and he said, "Well, I
am a disinterested party." He says, "I don't even work for the fellows.
They hired me to do this work." He said they had some kind of
complaint, I don't know what it was, that he couldn't do too much work
and he needed money awfully bad. I felt sorry for him, when I signed
it so he would get his money. He says, "Now you sign this completion
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slip and I can get my money." "Otherwise," he says, "I won't be able
to feed my children or anything else next week."

Mr. SIMON. He said the children couldn't eat unless you signed the
completion Slip?

Mr. CROUTHER. He said he wouldn't have any money. I felt sorry
for him and signed it.

Mr. SIMON. Who felt sorry for you?
Mr. CROUTHER. It don't look like anybody.
Mr. SIMON. Did they ever do the work on the second contract?
Mr. CROUTITR. They didn't do anything on the first contract. They

left the material there. That was all stopped right there.
Mr. SION. What did they do on the second contract?
Mr. CROUTHER. The second contract, they bring out some imitation

knotty pine sheet rock.
Mr. SIMON. Sheet rock?
Mr. CROUTHFR. That is right, and set that up in there, and it is

all capped open. There is spaces in there you can almost put your
finger in and little stripping they got for the window they brought
there was too short. They had to patch it. It is all there now, wait-
ing until I can get something did about it. I am going to do it over
or get somebody to do it over.

Mr. SIMON. They didn't even finish the second job?
Mr. CROUTHER. They called themselves finishing it but it is such a

botched up job.
Mr. SIMON. This was in April of 1953 that you signed these two

contracts ?
Mr. CROUTIER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is almost a year and a half ago?
Mr. CROUTHER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fargo is the owner of the Oak Park Building &

Supply Co.?
Mr. CROUTIRER. That is what I understood him to be.
The CHAIRiMIAN. He has been on the FHA precautionary list since

1945, formerly associated with Kaise, and Chisik and had his license
revoked in 1952.

Mr. CROUTHER. I did not know that. NHe was there talking with
me about the work.

The CHAIRMAN. How could he be doing business in 19.53 if his
license was revoked in 1952?

Was it reinstated?
VOICE. Mr. Swaab never had Mr. Farcro issued a license.
AMr. SIMON. Are you paying off both tlese loans at the bank?
Mr. CROUTHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are paying off the $400 and $650 loans?
Mr. CROUTHER. That is rig-it.
Mr. SIMON. You said the second was $650. The contract shows $600

for the second one.
Mr. CROUTHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The first one was $400?
Mr. CROUTrHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You are paying off $1,050?
Mr. CROUTIER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is there someone here representing the National
Bank ?

You brought in some records, I believe.
Mr. CRONAANDER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are Mr.-
Mr. CRONANDER. I am Mr. Cronander.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF 3. EDWIN CRONANDER, NATIONAL BANK OF
DETROIT

Mr. CRONANDER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the manager of the loan department?
Mr. CRONANDER. I am vice president; under my supervision I have

supervision of FHA title I.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the bank?
Mr. CRONANDER. National Bank of Detroit.
The CHArRMAN. You are going to give us the record on one trans-

action we referred to yesterday.
May we see it, please?
Mr. ROXANIDER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This was
Mr. CRONANDER. Cosy Home Improvement Co.
The CHAIRMAN. This was the Cosy Home Improvement Co.?
Mr. CRONANDER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What I was interested in was their financial state-

ment. Will you show me that, please?
They, of course, did business both with you and the Industrial Na-

tional Bank?
Mr. CRONANDER. They did business with us for a short time. I do

not. know exactly. I can tell by the card how long.
The CHAIRMAN. This was the same report we put in the record

yesterday.?
Mr CROANDER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you had the same relation the In-

dustrial National Bank had?
Mr. CRONANDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Everything I said yesterday with respect to that

goes for you today?
Mr. CRONANDER. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any difference?
Mr. CRONANDER. If you will go back, we tuned them down when

they first came in because of inexperience and being so yotmg, so then
some time later, as the record shows, I think in 1951, they came back
and said they had been in business for 6 months and would like for
us to take their paper. 0

We knew the uncle, who is a very reputable character in Detroit
and also a brother, and they both would like to have us take them on,
so we did for a short time, and we bought, I think, 47 deals, and out
of the 47 deals we inspected 27 of the loans, so that we knew pretty
much what was going on.

- . - -
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The CHAIRMAN. You were a little suspicious of them all the time?
Mr. CRONANDER. They had not had the experience and were young,,

so we followed them up.
The CHAIR AN. Well, what I said yesterday goes today. I shall

not repeat it, because I think everybody knows what I said, and every-,

body knows what the record was.
I will say this: As we have said everywhere we have been it is up

to you lending institutions and dealers to clean this situation up.
Mr. CRONANDER. Well, I think our bank has done a good job on that,

and I think other banks have done a good job.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is true. I shall make a statement when

the hearings are closed this morning or later this afternoon. I will
make a statement that not everybody is involved, and FHA has done
many good things.

I will make that statement but I do want to say this: that I hope
so much that the lending institutions and dealers in Detroit, Chicago,
Indianapolis, and every other town will clean up their own situation.

I think you can and I feel confident you will from -this time on.
Do you have any questions?
Mr. SIMON. No, sir.
Mr. DINKINS. I have one question, sir.
Do you have any idea about how many FHA title I loans you have

made in the Detroit area ?
Mr. CRONANDER. Yes.

Since 1948 we have made $138,695 worth of loans.
I might state our claim ratio was 0.48, in the 1950 act and the

United States lenders all over the country were 0.79, another reason
I do not want to be classified as being careless, either.

The CHAiRMAN. I want to say this, the collection record has been
good. That is not the thing that concerns us so much at the moment.
The thing that concerns us is the homeowner is the one that has been
fleeced.

We put in the record here this morning a case where the salesmen,
themselves, these suede-shoe fellows, took $101,000 out of $200,000 in
sales.

Now we know the collection record has been good and we know in all
fairness to the lenders that they put up several hundred million dollars
in a reserve fund to take care of losses, and the losses have not nearly
been as much as the reserve fund.

We know that. We also know when the lender cannot collect the
money he goes back to this reserve fund and gets his mQney. He goes
back to this reserve of fund and gets his money and then the Federal
Government proceeds to collect it, meaning the Attorney Geenral pro-
ceeds to collect it.

The Federal Government can generally collect money.
Mr. CRONANDER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. I am sure I would be frightened if they came around to

see me.
They have not yet but I know I would be frightened as everybody

else is.
Our concern is in protecting the homeowner.
Mr. CRONANDER. Our concern is that, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Yours is that, too. Our concern is the homeowner

and it is the homeowner that has been fleeced out of-wehave no idea.
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This morning we placed in the record evidence that $75,000 or
$80,000 in that one little firm, where these dynamiters, these suede.
shoe salesmen, worked on this particular deal and went out and took
it from people that can't afford to lose it, unsuspecting people, which
the Federal Government should be protecting.

It is up to the lenders and dealers to protect those good people.
Mr. CRONANDER. I think the banks are trying to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. We want them to do it from now on.
I might say for the benefit of you people and all concerned that

Mr. Hbby will be our last witness, except there are a few questions
we want to ask the State FHA director in connection with what Mr.
Hobby is going to testify to.

After we have heard Mr. Hobby and the State FHA director and
Mr. Helies-is he present?

Mr. SIMoN. 'Is he going to be here, Mrs. Helies?
Mrs. HEmIrEs. I don't know whether he will be.
The CHAMMAN. I believe the Industrial Bank people had some

records they were going to bring in. Is that correct?
VoicE. That is correct.
The CHARXAN. Will you show those to Mr. Dinkins here and we

will extract whatever information we may desire.
Now you may be sworn.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF JOHN HOBBY, WALLED LAKE, MICH.

Mr. Hobby, I do.
The CHA-umAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated and give your name and address, and when we are

finished with this witness and some information we want from the
State director, we will be fnished.

Mr. HOBBY. John Hobby, 2148 Hoff Drive, Walled Lake, Route 1.
Mr. SIMoN. Suppose you proceed just to tell us what your problem

is in connection with a certain project here.
Mr. HOBBY. Senator, when we bought these homes, we bought-
The CHAIRMAN. Who are "we
Mr. HOBBY. Everybody out there.
The CHAIRMAN. How many people?
Mr. HOBBY. There are 26 in our street and I understand there are

129 on Decker Road, which now in Walled Lake the residents call
Tobacco Road.

The CHAIRMAN. Where is this located?
Mr. HOBBY. Walled Lake, about 20 outside of Detroit.
The CHAIRMAN. Outside the city limits?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. There is no gas or water out thereY
Mr. HOBBY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Each home has its own septic tank and own water;

system and own well?
Mr. HOBBY. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. It is outside the city limits?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.

p I EU - mm -- - - -
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The CHAIRMAN. Just what is the complaint?
Mr. HOBBY. When we first moved in there, sir-
The CHAIRMAN. When was that?
Mr. HOBBY. I moved in on the 17th of June. I made--
The CHAIRMAN. What year?
Mr. HOBBY. 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. You moved in on June 17, 1954?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This is a project with how many houses you say

about?
Mr. HOBBY. 260 on our street that is off drive and on Decker Drivewhich is about 2 miles down. They bought all that property and I

understand are putting up 129 of them.
The CHAURMAN. What is your complaint? Tell it to us if you will,

please.
Mr. HOBBY. When we moved in there right from the first week,

first of all Mr. Fornier.
The CHAIRMAN. Who?
Mr. HOBBY. Mr. Fornier.
The CHAIRMAN. Who built the houses.
Mr. HOBBY. Coldwell Homes.
The CHAIRMAN. Coldwell Homes?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are they located?
Mr. HOBBY. TelegoTaph and West Maple Homes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they sell the homes?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir, they are National Homes, prefabs.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you buy your home from them?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. These are National prefab homes?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Coldwell installed them?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. He sold them to you, constructed them, built them

up?
Mr. HOBBY. He had an order to build them.
The CHAIRMAN. He did the septic tank and all the work?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your complaint?
Mr. HOBBY. When we moved in the first week, I asked Mr. Fornier-he would not give us our keys until we signed the papers. He would

not give us a copy of the specs, which are FHA. specifications, sup-
posed ly.

A week after we moved in I wasgoing to put my television antenna
on. I went up on the roof and the roof is an inch to 2 inches gapswhich your investigators will verify, distinct from the homes.The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by the distinct?

Mr. HOBBY. The smell.
The CHAIRMAN. Where does the smell come from?
Mr. HOBBY. The septic tanks are in the yard.
The CHAIRMAN. One for each home?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They are in the yard?
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Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . How deep are they buried?
Mr. HOBBY. I don't know. They are FHA specifications. There are

supposed to be 300 feet or yards of drain tile.
The CHAIRMAN. This stench is coming from the septic tanks.
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir. You can't watch television. We are ashamed

to have company come out. We were proud when we moved in but
now-

The CIIARMAN. Have you taken this matter up with the local F-A
office?

Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir. Here, I have got-
The CHArRMAN. Have you taken it up with the builder?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
I threatened to beat him, I coaxed him, and everything. He told

me I got just what I bought, a cheap home.
The CHAIRMAN. You may have got a cheap home but you did not

buy the stink, 'did you?
Mr. HOBBY. No. sir. FEA refused these, by a minister over there

and I have him. Fornier went around to the people afterward, the
next day, and said I was using mob violence and also stated I had a
false or a fake minister going to FHA.

The man is right here in the building with his papers to prove he is a
minister if you want to see him. They won't do anything for them
until I got the people. There is a paper with some names on it that
I got the people to sign.

Some of them, had backed down because Fornier promised them
stuff.

The CHArMAN. When were these homes constructed?
Mr. HOBBY. They started in May.
The CHAIRMAN. Of this year?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They were finishedI
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
Here is another thing-
The CHAIRMAN. Do you say you have taken this up with the FHA

office here?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAUMMAN. Who did you take it up with in the office?
Mr. HOBBY. Reverend Wilson took all these papers down and they

refused them because they wanted you fellows, out of this town, I
think-

The CHArRMAN. Who were they?
Mr. HOBBY. FHA.
The CHAMMAN. When did you take them to FHA?
Mr. HOBBY. About 2 weeks ago. They refused them because the

code number was not there. Our FHA numbers are all on the papers.
You can see what they are. I want to thank you for listening to it
yesterday the way you did. If you can't help us you can save a lot of
people from being cheated out like this. It is a sign. Ihose homes are
put up with one and five-eights by two and a half and I am in con-
struction.

The CHAI MAN. Is it the fault of the prefab houses or the fault of
the contractor who installed them or put them upV

- -
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Mr. HOBBY. It took them 7 hours, these salesmen brag it takes
them 7 hours to put a home up for $7,000. I mean if we pay $40 a
month for 30 years it amounts to $13,000.

The CHAIRMAN. What did you pay for the home?
Mr. HOBBY. $1,067.
The CHAIRMAN. What are your monthly payments?
Mr. HOBBY. $10 a month.
Right there it says "restain every 2 or 3 years." A week or two

after we were in there the first rain we had it washed down. The
homes are not insulated the way the specs call for. They brought a
2-gallon stain to my wife and told me to put it on and I told them where
they could stick to it. It is their baby, not mine.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you work?
Mr. HOBBY. I am a painter, in construction.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a painter?
Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAnMMAN. Is the State FHA man here?
Mr. HOBBY. Mr. Fornier offered to buy my home back if I would

keep quiet.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMANY OF WENDELL 0. EDWARDS, DIRECTOR, AND HAROLD
STEFFEY, ASSISTANT, DETROIT, FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINIS-
TRATION

Mr. EDWARDS. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and address for the record.
Mr. EDWARDS. Wendell 0. Edwards, 339 Penobscott Building, De-

troit, Mich.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you the FHA Detroit director?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been the director?
Mr. EDWARDS. June or July of 1953.
The CHAIRMAN. Did this gentleman take this matter up with your

office?
Mr. EDWARDS. Not to my knowledge, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. If he took it up do you think he took it up with

someone working for you over there?
Mr. EDWARDS. The evidence we have which is here in my hand is

that he wrote to us or filled out for us a complaint form on September
4. We received it in our office, with out mail stamp, on September 13.
On this complaint, he had not listed the FHA application or case
number.

Mr. HOBBY. Mine was on there from the start.
The CHAIRMAN. Let Mr. Edwards testify.
Mr. EDWARDS. It is not on there. We therefore wrote to Mr.

Hobby to ask him what his case number was. That is our standard
procedure.

Mr. HOBBY. I never got a letter.
5060--54--pt. 4----4
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Mr. EDWARDS. We wrote on September 20, to the'exact addrft
which he filled in on his complaint form. We have not received a4
answer which of course was just in last Monday.

Mr. HOBBY. Senator, I never received such a letter and my code
number is right on the letter there, that there one at the top. That
is the builder number and the builder would not give it to us.

FHA stinks in this town. And a minister that took them to the
FHA is right here in the courtroom.

The CHAIRkAN. Please, we are only looking for facts now.
Mr. HOBBY. They are all here. These homes should never have

been finished under FHA. A land contractor could not even sell
them one. If we can't trust our own Government, who are we going
to trust?

The CHAIRMAN. I was under the impression that is what we were
doing out here.

Mr. HOBBY. You are doing a wonderful job. You are going to help
us little people.

Mr. eDWAARDS. May I say, Senator, that when we get the proper
information from Mr. Hobby, we will make a special inspection, as
is our procedure on all customer complaints of this sort, and if his
charges are found true, we will require the builder, as we always do-

The CHArRMAN. You have not as yet sent personnel to inspect this?
Mr. EDWARDS. No. We have to have a case number so we can pull

our application and our material out of our files.
The CHAIRMAN. It was only a couple of weeks ago that this came up?
Mr. EDWARDS. That is right. It is a very new complaint. We are

awfully busy.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this, and I say this because I want to

g et to the bottom of it. We received this complaint ourselves yester-
ay afternoon and we immediately sent our people out to take a look.
Mr. HOBBY. Put your people on the stand. Let them tell you.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say I am a little surprised that, case

number or no case number, you would not have sent someone out
there to inspect this project.

Mr. EDWARDS. We have quite a few complaints in our office--not a
lot of them-but we have thousands of applications and we have
standard procedure to go through.

The CHAIRMAN. You have thousands and thousands of cases.
Mr. EDWARDS. We adjust many cases and we will get to this one.
The CiAIRmAN. You will get to it?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We sent our men out to inspect it last night.
I shall say this, the story they" brought back is very, very dis-

couraging.
Father, do you want to say something?
Mr. WmsoN. I am not a member of the Roman Catholic Church,

I am pastor of the Central Bible Temple in this town. I have not
met this man. I was in his drum corps. He was a drum major. I
wanted to get an improvement 'on my timing as far as leading music
is concerned which is beneficial to me in church work and as a result
I joined his drum corps.

And so I was very much worried when he came to me and told me
how terrible things were out there. I talked over the matter with the
man in charge of our church. I am the director of pastoral missions
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of the church and he said, "Why don't you go out there? There are
new homes going up out there. Maybe we can place a new minister
out there. We may have a lot of men seeking placement as ministers."

I went out there and stopped at Hobby's home. He said frankly, I
don't think you would talk to anyone out here unless you come out
with a big crusade to talk about these houses. He said, "These houses
stink." Then I noticed it myself. First I looked at the dog inquir-
ingly and looked around the room and I found that nobody could be
violating decency in that manner, and he finally said, "That odor you
smell is the septic tanks."

In my final investigations, as these people sent in their letters I
sent them into the Detroit News editorial department and one of the
remarks-

The CHAIRMAN. Did you talk to anyone at FHA?
Mr. WILSON. I certainly did.
The CHAIRMAN. Who did you talk to?
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Baumgart of Detroit News was supposed to have

discussed this slightly with you at a dinner which you held here about
3 weeks ago.

The CHAMMAN. Who did you discuss it with at FHA2?
Mr. WILsON. First I went to Mr. Baumgart, of Detroit News.
The CHAIRMAN. Who did you talk to at FHA, please?
Mr. WILSON. I spoke to this man's assistant because he was not able

to see me, because Mr. Edwards was in but not able to see me.
Mr. EDWARDS. This is my assistant.
Mr. WILSON. I spoke to a lady at the desk
She said this gentleman would see me.
She said you could probably handle the complaints. I received

the forms, approximately 30 of them, and took them out to this
neighborhood and gave them to Mr. Hobby, and he distributed them
around the neighborhood as many as he could.

Then I toldhim that the Detroit News wanted a signed statement
and they drew up a composite letter listing all the things that were
wrong with the houses, including one particular place where the
ground had broken open and the septic thing was bubbling right up
onto the surface of the ground.

To date we have not seen the article in. the Detroit News. However,
I went further than that. I went to the security commission.

I obtained the information, gave that to Mr. Hobby as well, telling
him how to write a letter to the security commission about each indi-
vidual who would have to write a letter about his own complaint.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me give you my observation of this whole
business.

No. 1, we sent people out to inspect these houses. There is a stink
job there, and it is not good. That is No. 1.

No. 2, I think you people, including Mr. Hobby, should have gone
to the Fl-IA and impressed upon them the importance of this rather
than going to the newspapers.

Mr. WILSON. I did not know how to handle it.
The CHAIMRAN. You should have made an effort to clean it up and

given FHA sufficient time to do it. I also think maybe FHA ought
to have more people in their offices or at least they should have a
system wherebywhen they get-complaints of this sort they can handle
them more hurriedly. Get into them and get them handled.
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I am going to suggest-we sent people out there last night. The
situation is not good, according to our people. I am going to suggest
and I know Mr. Edwards will do it, that he get right into this thing
with both feet and we are going to follow through on it.

We can't do much, of course, as a committee out of Washington
because it is a matter for the FHA to handle.

I feel confident they will.
Is the builder here that built them?
(No response.)
Mr. EDWARDS. I don't believe the Coldwell Homes is represented,

Senator.
May we make a short statement?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. I want Mr. Steffey who has charge of customer com-

plaints to make it.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been with FHA many years?
Mr. STEFFEY. Yes, sir. I joined the FHA organization in 1935.
The CHAIRMAN. You are still there as assistant director?
Mr. STEFFEy. Yes. I am Mr. Edwards' assistant.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you know about this?
Mr. STE"'FFEY. The history of the Detroit insuring office is we always

recognize complaints aswe receive them. It is indicated by the fact
we prepare that form so we can get the proper information. We draw
that up and we give it to people. We have a policy in the office that
we do not accept petitions-this is wrong, that is wrong. What we
want is to have them give us the specific thing that is wrong with their
own house. That is what we want them to give us, what is wrong
with their own house. Upon receipt of that complaint-this is the
regular procedure-upon receipt of any compliant, we first look up to
see whether or not we have actually insured the mortgage, and that
way we know that we have made the final inspections. We know that.

Mr. HOBBY. I have got a 7-year-old kid that could make a better
inspection.

The CHAIRMAN. Please, now, please.
I want to say, Mr. Steffey, this letter is signed by you.
Mr. STEFFEY. It is a form letter. The girl just sent it out to get the,

case number.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not too enthusiastic about it. I know this is

the letter FHA has been using all over the United States for many
years. I am not very enthusiastic about it. I will tell you. why. In.
the second paragraph it says:

It is suggested you contact the bank or n~ortgage company handling your loan
and ask for the FHA case number.

Mr. WImsoN. That is where we had our difficulty.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):
The FHA case number will begin with 28 and there will be 6 additional

numbers following.

It seems to me that FHA ought to be able, when a citizen writes in, to,
be able to look the information up themselves instead of sending back
a form letter such as that.

I am not criticizing you or this office, or Mr. Edwards, because that
is the procedure that as been used all over the United States for 20
years.
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Mr. STEFFEY. I would like to point out we have no way of looking
t up. All applications are received from the lender and filed in the

lender's naime. We have no way of looking it up.
The CHAIRMAN. I think maybe there is a better way of doing it.

That wouldn't set very well with me if I was a citizen and I got that
kind of a letter.

Mr. STEFFEY. We follow the established procedure.
The CHAIRMAN. We have found it has been used all over the United

States. I am not criticizing you because this same letter has been used
for 20 years by every FHA office in the United States, but I think it
ought to be changed..1 think we ought to give better service to the people. I know they
get unreasonable at times, and I think maybe you are a little bit
unreasonable.

Mr. HOBBY. If you had to live with that smell you would be unrea-
sonable, too.

The CHAIRMAN. I know what you mean. As I say, you have to be
reasonable and give them a little time to straighten it out.

Mr. HOBBY. I am not very intelligent-
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you are.
Mr. HoBBY. Why couldn't FHA stop the building on that project to

help these other people. We are stuck. There is nothing we can do.
The homes are mortgaged for 30 years and won't stand 5.

The CHAIRMAN .Let's get the matter straightened out without
getting into personalities. We sent our people out there and it isn'tgood.

Mr. HOBBY. I am thankful you did.
Mr. STEFFEY. Septic tank
The CHAIRMAN. You have been out there for 4 months and it has

been bad for 4 months. Give these people a couple of weeks time to
help you; will ou?

Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you will.
Mr. HOBBY. What about ourpainting of our homes and stuff like

that on there? I understand FHA makes them guarantee our homes
for 12 months, like the stain on our homes. It says restain them
every 2 or 3 years.

The CHAIRMAN. You get into those details with Mr. Evans and
Mr. Steffey. They are reasonable people.

Mr. WILsoN. I quite agree with your remarks just made, sir. This
particular case has been held up 1 week. It could have been received
by FHA 1 week earlier had their receptionists accepted those papers
without the case number, but she gave them back to me and I took
them out to Walled Lake and gave them to Mr. Hobby. She said
I shouldn't bring them in in one bunch and that every one has to
have their case number on them. This is the receptionist at their
desk.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this
Mr. WiLSoN. It would have to have the case number on it and they

would have to be mailed in individually.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say in all fairness to these people they would

have to have the case number in order to get the builder's name and
who held the mortgage, you see. They would have to have that.

Mr. WILsoN. It seems the owners didn't know that, though.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this to you: The normal complaints
that come in they could handle on that basis but I think this one was
a little abnormal, at least according to our inspectors.

Mr. HomBY. Senator, what about that-
The CHAIRMAN. They had no way of knowing that. FHA had no

way of knowing that unless you told them that.
Mr. WILSON. I tried to make appeals to her the first time I went

in. She could clearly see I was a minister, and she took me into this
man's office and I came out with 30 sheets to take out. I took them
out and delivered them.

The CHAIRMAN. I think 30 days from now we will all be happy
and we will all be happy and we will get it straightened out.

Mr. HOBBY. Can a house be finished under FHA that has a 1% by
21/2 depth for the load bearing, financed for 30 years?

The CHAIRMAN. I cannot answer that.
Mr. HOBBY. I can.
The CHAIRMAN. Not without having the rules and regulations be-

fore me.
Mr. HOBBY. We never got the specification. They hold them. They

wouldn't give us the specifications.
The CHAIRMAN. The new law which we just passed which I intro-

duced this year requires they give you the specifications.
Mr. EDWARDs. That builder's warranty is a very good provision.
The CHAIRMAN. I introduced that.
Mr. EDWARDS. The Oakland County Sanitarium and not our office

passes on all septic-tank installations.
We look it over but it is the county sanitarium's responsibility and

a complaint to his office on this particular septic tank will get awfully
fast action.

The CHAMAN. Your situation now is one that will require the
county and the FHA and your cooperation and everybody's cooper-
ation to get it straightened out.

Mr. HOBBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAw. As I say, we put through a new law this year that

requires the builder to give the buyer, such as yourself, the
specifications.

Likewise, the appraisal, so we are going to do what we can to get
this matter straightened out.

Mr. HOBBY. I want to thank you again.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your calling it to our attention. I

know Mr. Edwards and Mr. Steffey will work with you.
Mr. HOBBY. All I wanted to do when I came here, if we can't get ours

fixed, to stop them from sticking other'people.
The CHAIRMAN. The only way you will improve methods is to know

wherein you have been wrong. As a result of this, they will be able to
improve their methods.

Please don't get angry now and work with them, rather than being
angry at them.

Mr. HOBBY. No; all I want is a hew roof, my house painted, and that
smell gone. I am satisfied I will have to do the rest. I will get a home
improvement loan next year. We need it.

The CHAIRMAN. There are some people here we might recommend,
to you.

Mr. HOBBY. At least my credit is good.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am just about ready to close the Detroit hearings.
I want to say this: That FHA has handled millions and millions of
loans and there have been millions of good ones where there have been
absolutely no irregularities. There have been thousands and thou-
sands and millions of loans, and cooperation of bankers and builders
in connection with them has been just excellent. FHA has done a
good job, and it is going to continue to do a good job. The purpose
of this investigation is to just eliminate to the minimum these mis-
understandings and these troubles and problems. We are interested
in protecting the people. We are not worried about the banks, or wor-
ried about FHA. We want to protect the people. That is what we
want to do. There are a lot of honest builders in Detroit as there are
in every other city that the people can depend upon, a lot of them-
the great majority, the bio majority-by far the big majority of them,
and that is true of your TFHA employees. The great, great big ma-
jority are conscientious fellows and ladies that want to help. I am
sure that is true in your case here. They will get right into this
business and help straighten it out, and that is what we want to do.
We are not here to persecute anybody. We want the facts. Some-
times they are a little hard to get. Likewise this investigation hopes
to throw light upon this whole subject so the people can be better
advised as to what to expect and they can protect themselves against
these irregularities that are dealt in by a small minority of people
dealing in every aspect of FHA.

I see the gentleman on his feet back there. Do you have something
you want to say?

Mr. DUPRE. Yes; you know I gave you a note yesterday, DuPre
The CHAIRMAN. You wanted to make a statement?
Mr. DuPm. A complaint against a company that did some work

for me.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us hear you when we get through. We will

take it up with the company.
Does anybody know any reason why we should not recess?
VoIcE. Senator, I would like you to hear the commission on cor-

porate securities and the other gentlemen over here.
They removed my license by force, according to the Michigan law.
The CHAIRMAN. We have just been into" that with you. We had our

boys talk to you about that a minute ago.
VOICE. Yes. I would like you to know what is going on in the city

of Detroit in the Michigan Securities Commission. "Nobody knows
what is going on in the office. I want to prove it to you. You see
these two gentlemen here?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We have gone into it with you this morning.
We will go into it further.

Is there anybody who knows of any good reason why we shouldn't
recess at 25 minutes to 1?

Does anyone know any reason why we shouldn't recess the Detroit
meetings?

VOICE. I would like to know why none of our Detroit building
multiples have not been investigated.

The CHAIRMAN. We are still working on them. There are thou-
sands and thousands of them in the United States, section 608's,
rental property, and we just cannot get into them until they mortgaged
out more than a hundred percent. The law said 90 percent of a hun-
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dred. If we tried to do anything other than take those beyond a
hundred percent it would take a thousand people. I want to sa
this: That your section 608 projects in Detroit are fairly good. ;7e
found very little mortgaging out, in all fairness.

VoICE. You have checked that?
The CHAIRmAN. Yes.
We haven't checked them all but we have checked many of them,

We find in almost every instance they have almost a hundred percent
of their money back, but they didn't get any to put in their pocket.

Generally speaking, it has been pretty good.
Thank all of you. I want to thank the marshal and the people

running the building here and the newspapermen and the radiomen
and everybody for being so nice to us.

We will now recess.
(Whereupon, at 12:38 p. m., the committee recessed to reconvene

at 10 a. m., Monday, September 27, 1954, in New York City.)
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE,
New York, N. Y.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., Senator Homer
E. Capehart (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Capehart, Bush, Payne, and Beall.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel, and Clarence E.

Dinkins, assistant counsel, FHA investigation.
The CHAMMAN. The committee will please come to order.
This is the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, the full com-

mittee-it is not a subcommittee-acting under Resolution 229, a reso-
lution introduced by the late Senator Maybank, of South Carolina, and
myself, to investigate the Federal Housing Administration, which
resolution was unanimously passed by the committee and unanimously
passed by the Senate.

We have been investigating this matter now for some 4 months.
This, I believe, is our 38th or 39th day of hearings. We will be here
aid hold hearings here today and on Thursday and Friday. There
will be no hearings on Tuesday and Wednesday. We will again hold
hearings in Washington, D. C., next week, starting Tuesday. We will
hold hearings on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursd'ay, and Friday in
Washington, at which time we hope to close our inquiry into this
matter.

We have present this morning Senator Bush, from Connecticut,
Senator Payne, of Maine, and Senator Beall, of Maryland. I will be
present today and will not be present on Thursday and Friday, at
which time Senator Bush will act as chairman of the committee; on
Thursday and Friday of this week and possibly this afternoon.

I want to say this: We held hearings in New York 1 full week some
5 weeks aco. At the conclusion of our hearings here on Friday, and
this goes or the hearings we held some 5 wees ago, if there is any
person whose name was mentioned publicly in these hearings, or any
witness, or anyone who feels that they have been injured, directly or
indirectly, as a result of any testimony or anything that was said, and
they feel they ouglt to make a statement, we will be glad to hear them
in public in washington next week. Or they may fnle a brief or they
may write a letter and we will publicize it as much as we can and
make it a part of the record.

I would like to repeat that if I may: Any witness or any person
whose. name was mentioned by a witness inadvertently or purposely-
and it happens both ways-anyone that feels that they were injured
or that the facts were not as they should have been and they know
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the facts-in other words, I will put it this way: If the facts are other
than that which was brought out, at least they feel the facts are other,
we will be very happy to hear them in Washington in order to correct
what they feel may be an injustice or they may file a brief by their
attorney or they may write us a letter and we will make it a part of
the record.

You also know that every witness is e,.titled to have his attorney and
that we are interested in the facts and only the facts. We do the best
we can to be fair to everybody and I think when we say that we will
permit anyone that feels that they were injured to appear in public
and straighten the matter out, we are going as far as it is humanly
possible to do so under our system of investigation by the Congres
which I am very much in favor of and I know you all are.

Our first witness this morning will be Miss Nettie Levy. Will you
please come forward, Miss Levy? Will you take a seat over there,
Miss Levy? Will you be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF MISS NETTIE LEVY, FARRAGUT GARDENS,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Miss LEvvY. I do.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you.
Will you please be seated and give your full name and address to

the reporter for the record?
Miss LEVY. Nettie Levy.
The CHAnRMAN. Will you put the microphone before you so we can

hear a little better? This is a rather large room.
Miss Lxvy. This is rather new for me.
My name is Miss Nettie Levy, 3105 Brighton Third Street, Brooklyn.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIxoN. Miss Levy, were you employed as a bookkeeper by

either Abraham Traub or the law firm of Dyer & Traub?
Miss LEVY. I was.
Mr. SIMoN. During what period of time?
Miss LEVY. During the period of 1943 through 1948 or 1949. I

left in 1949.
Mr. SiMoN. What time in 1949?
Miss LEVY. November.
Mr. SixoN. Were you there again for a short period of time in

1950?
Miss LEVY. Yes, on a part-time basis.
Mr. SIMoN. During what part of 1950 were you there?
Miss LEVY. April through December, I believe.
Mr. SIMoN. What were your duties?
Miss LE v. I kept the books.
Mr. SiMoN. Were you in charge of the books?
Miss LEVY. Yes, I was.
Mr. SIMoN. I understand you had a girl helping you.
Miss LEvY. I had an assistant.
Mr. SIMoN. What books were there of the firm?
Miss LEVY. There were the usual books, the checkbooks, the cash-

books, and the ledgers.
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Mr. SIMON. By "checkbooks" you mean books from which you took
checks to make them out and which contained stubs where you would
indicate the person to whom the check was paid?

Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And a cash receipts and cash disbursements book?
Miss LE vY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And then were there subsidiary ledgers for each ac-

count?
Miss LEVY. There were.
Mr. SIMON. For each check that you drew, Miss Levy, during the

time you were bookkeeper, did you make an entry in the cash dis-
bursements journal?

Miss LEVY. Yes; I did.
Mr. SIMON. And for each subentry, was there a subsidiary ledger

account on which you posted that item?
Miss LEVY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Were there ever any items for which you made dis-

bursements which were not posted on a subsidiary ledger account?
Miss LEVY. Just the general office expense items.
Mr. SIMON. And what would they consist of?
Miss LEVY. General office expenses.
Mr. SIMON. By that you mean-
Miss LEVY. Payrolls, office expenditures for stationery or anything

that would relate to a miscellaneous item.
Mr. SIMON. Was it your practice or did you frequently have occa-

sion to draw checks in relatively large sums of money payable to the
order of cash?

Miss LEvy. I drew checks to the order of cash on occasion.
Mr. SIMON. And how were they posted in the cash-disbursements

book?
Miss LEVY. To the account for whom it was drawn.
Mr. SIMON. How would you know the account to which it was

drawn?
Miss LEVY. I was told.
Mr. SIMON. By whom?
Miss LEvy. Mr. Traub.
Mr. SIMON. And then would those be posted in a subsidiary ledger?
Miss LEVY. Yes; they were.
Mr. SIMON. In the year 1949, prior to November, when you left,

there were a total of 15 checks totaling $57,000.drawn to cash.
Were each of those checks posted, not only in the journal but also

in a subsidiary ledger to some account ?
Miss LEVY. Yes; anything that I drew would be posted to the

cashbook and then to the subsidiary ledger.
Mr. SIMON. Just as an example, Miss Levy, on April 18, 1949,

there was a check drawn on the Montrose Industrial Bank to the
order of cash for $15,000. I don't suppose you would have any recol-
lection today what that would be for?

Miss LEvY. Definitely not.
Mr. SimoN. How would that be handled?
Miss LEVY. I would have gotten instructions as to what matter itrelated and would have posted that particular account.
Mr. SIMON. Would you ever have drawn such a check without

being told to whom the item was to be charged?
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Miss LEvY. I don't recall that.
The CHAMMAN. You say the item would be charged to someone;

you mean it would be charged to John Smith or the account of Jo0hn
Smith?

Miss LEVY. Our records were set up slightly different than that
It would be set up under the name of "Premises." Many people
might be interested in the same piece of property. Consequently, I
would post. to the property involved.

Mr. Si3oN. In other words, if one of these checks had to do with
Farragut Gardens, for example, you would have a subsidiary ledger
sheet for Farragut Gardens?

Miss LEvY. I would have a ledger which would, for, let's say, 100
Avenue Z, and that item would have been posted to the page of 100
Avenue Z. It referred to whatever the premises was.

Mr. SIoM. If this $15,000 check was in connection with the prop.
erty at 100 Avenue Z, then you would have posted it to that subsidiary
ledger?

Miss LErY. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. And there was a. subsidiary ledger for every account

for which you made a disbursement?
Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Mr. SIo. Now, as I understand, Mr. Traub owed some money to

a man named Schoenfeld.
Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Mr. SI N. Did you have a subsidiary ledger account for Schoen-

feld?
Miss LEVY. Yes; we did.
Mr. SIMoN. Whenever you paid money to Schoenfeld, was that

entered in the subsidiary ledger for Schoenfeld?
Miss LEVY. When it was a straight exchange item.
Mr. SImoN. What do you mean by that?
Miss LEVY. There were loans made to the firm by Mr. Schoenfeld.

If it was in connection with a repayment of a loan, or if I had no
further information, it would be posted to the order of Mr. Schoenfeld.

The CrAIRMAN. Could it be possible that it was for other than
repayment of loans?

Miss LEvy. That I wouldn't know.
Mr. SioM N. Was there any money ever paid to Schoenfeld other

than in repayment of loans?
Miss LEVY. I wouldn't know.
Mr. SImoN. Do you recall ever having posted an item paid to Mr.

Schoenfeld, any place other than on, his account?
Miss LEvy. He might have been interested in some property matter

and in that case it could have been posted to the property involved.
Mr. SIo4N. In that case he would be a client or one of the clients

interested in a piece of property; is that right?
Miss LEVY. "Tell, interested in some fashion, whether it was directly

for the purchase of property I wouldn't know. It might have been
against a loan on that property.,

Mr. SIMoN. In other words, he might have made a loan to the spon-
sors of the property and in that case money paid to him would be
charged against the ledger?
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Miss LEvY. The loan might have gone through our office and so we
would repay on that property. Wherever I had that information it
would be posted to that account.

Mr. SJMON. The important thing I would like to get is that every
item paid to Schoenfeld was posted on a subsidiary ledger against
some account?

Miss LEVY. Somewhere in the ledger.
Mr. SImON. And if it was repayment of his loan, it was posted on

his loan account?
Miss LEY'. Whenever I had that information.
The CHAIRMAN. Why, if you know, were'you dealing in such large

cash amounts? Ordinarily business transactions are one by checks.
Why were you dealing, if you know-you possibly do not know-with
such large cash accounts?

Miss LEVY. I wouldn't be able to answer that. I was only following
instructions.

The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't know of your own accord as to
why

Miss LEVY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You were dealing in such large amounts. Was all

the business of Mr. Traub transacted in cash?
Miss LEVY. Not all.
The CHAMMAN. Why was part by cash and why part by check?
Miss LEVy. I wouldn't be able to answer of my own accord.
Mr. SIMON. Did you frequently go to the bank to cash checks for

thousands of dollars?
Miss LEVY. I might have gone on occasion.

* The CIMA11AN. If you didn't go who did go to cash the thousands
of dollars worth of checks?

Miss LEVY. My assistant or else one of the men in the office.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Mary G. Pace?
Miss LE vY. A young lady in the employ of Mr. Traub.
Mr. SIMON. Who was Leonard H. Rothberg?
Miss LEVY. He was a former clerk.
Mr. SIMON. Who was Morton S. Robson?
Miss LEVY. I don't recall that name. It might have been a clerk.

We had many of them. I can't remember all the names.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall the name of Sol Harf ?
Miss LEVY. Yes, I do. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who was he?
Miss LEVY. An employee of Dyer and Traub.
Mr. SIMON. On October 20, 1949, which would be just before you

left, he cashed a check for $21,000 to cash. Since that was just before
you left, would you have any recollection of what that was for?

Miss LEVY. I can't recall that now. It is several years since I have
been with the firm.

Mr. SIMON. You would have no idea what that $21,000 was for?
Miss LEVY. No; I couldn't possibly remember that.
Mr. SIMON. But you do know it was posted to some subsidiary ledger

-accoint?'
Miss LEVY. It would have been posted somewheres; yes.
Mr. SIMoN. You had a cash disbursement book?
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Miss Levy. Yes.
Mr. SIM oN. Were the pages in that book numbered?
Miss LEVY. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. When you left in November of 1949 were there any

pages missing?
Miss LEvy. None that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. As of 2 weeks ago, pages 40, 41, 88, 89, 122, 123, 134, and

139 of the 1949 cash-disbursement book were missing. Do you have
any idea where they were?

Miss LEVY. I am sorry. I couldn't shed any light on that at all.
Mr. SmoN. Were they there when you left in November of 1949?
Miss LEVY. So far as I remember now; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall whether they were still there when you

returned in April of 1950?
Miss LEvY. Well, I had no reason to inspect the books, so I wouldn't

know.
Mr. SImoN. In the 1950 cash-disbursement book, pages 76 and 77

are missing. Do you know whether they were there when you left
in 1950?

Miss LEVY. I wouldn't know anything about it.
Mr. SIoN. Do you have any knowledge of having removed them

yoursef?
Miss LEVY. No.
Mr. SIMON. There are books of stubs missing from the bound check-

books. Did you have bound checkbooks?
Miss LE VY. Just the usual checkbook, check stub.
Mr. SIMON. In 1949, there was a checking account on the Chase

National Bank, and check stubs numbered 1987, 1988, and 1989 are
missing. Do you have any notion of where they would be?

Miss LEVY. Not the slightest.
Mr. SIMON. Were they removed while you were there'?
Miss LEVY. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. In 1950, on the Manufacturers Trust Co., check stubs

numbered 2502 to 3002 were missing. That is 500 checks. Do you
have any knowledge of that?

Miss LEVY. No; I do not.
Mr. SIMON. Were they destroyed by you while you were there?
Miss LEVY. I never destroyed a record.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep and retain the bank statements at the end

of the month?
Miss LEVY. I did.
Mr. SIMON. When you left, were all of the prior monthly bank

statements still there?
Miss L-VY. As far as I know.
Mr. SIMON. And you didn't ever destroy any?
Miss LEVY. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Were you there in June 1950?
Miss LEVY. Yes, on a part-time basis.
Mr. SIMON. There were check.stubs torn out of the bound check-stub

book of the Manufacturers Trust Co. in June 1950, bearing these-
The CHAIRMAN. That is Manufacturers Trust Co. check you mean?
Mr. SIMON. That is right, a checkbook from that bank.
The CHAIRMAN. No relation to the Manufacturers Trust Co. in any

respect.

- --- -
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Mr. SIMON. No, sir. Just a checkbook they issued. These seven
checks were torn out. That is, the stubs Nos. 2060, 2063, 2066, 2068,
2072, 2075, and 2078. Do you have any knowledge of those?

miss' LEVY. None at all.
Mr. SIMON. Were they torn out by you?
Miss LEVY. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether, or do you know who did tear

them out?
Miss LEVY. No; I do not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have anything to do with preparing the part-

nership income-tax return?
Miss LEVY. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. In the year-
Senator Busii. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMUAN. Yes, Senator Bush.
Senator Busi-i. Who did prepare the return when you were there?
Miss LEVY. The accountants.
Senator BUSH. Did they ask you to supply any information for

them ?
Miss LEVY. They used the books.
Senator BUsH. They didn't ask you to help them?
Miss LEVY. Not directly, no.
Senator Busii. The books were turned over to you?Miss LEVY. The books were turned over to the accountants.
Mr. SIMON. In 1950 income-tax returns for this partnership it showsan item under the heading "Miscellaneous Expenses for Clients,

$80,958."
1Do you know what that was for?
Miss LEVY. No, I do not. I can't recollect.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a subsidiary ledger account from which

that item was taken?
Miss LEVY. I don't recall that.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a subsidiary ledger account in which wereposted miscellaneous expenses for clients?
Miss LEVY. No, not miscellaneous expenses. We had one master

account covering expenses.
Mr. SIMON. In the year 1947-The CHAIRMAN. The journal, of course, would show each entry and

whom it was for and whom it was charged to?
Miss Levy, the journal would show, would it not, each individual

item that went to make up the $80,000 ?
Miss LEVY. The cash book might show those disbursements.
The CHAIRMAN. It would have to, would it not?
Mr. SIMON. Miss Levy, in 1947 the tax return showed miscellaneous

expense for clients of $420.
The CHAIRMAN. It jumped from $420 to $80,000?Mr. SIMON. 1947 it was $420. In 1948 it was $44. In 1949 it was$1,866. Then it jumped in 1950 to $80,958. Can you shed any light

on why the miscellaneous expenses for clients in the last year that you
were there were $80,958 ?

Miss LEvY. No, I can't recall that.
Mr. SIoN. Is there any ledger, or subsidiary ledger, from whichWe could learn the breakdown of what that $80,000 consisted of?
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Miss LEVY. I don't think there was a ledger account for that. !
think the cash book alone might gi-ve that information.

Mr. SImON. Do you have any idea how the accountants could have
arrived at that figure?

Miss LEVY. No, I do not.
'Mr. SImoN. The tax returns also show payments of obligation as

guarantor. Do you know whether those are the payments to Schoen.
field?

Miss LEVY. That might be.
Mr. SmroN. You don't know?
Miss Lzw. No I don't know.Mr. SioN. There are on the books, Miss Levy, very substantial

numbers of times every year of checks drawn to cash in the amounts
like $10,000, $15,000, $25,000-round figures like that.

Do you have any further information as to what those items
represented?Miss LEvY. No, I do not.

Mr. SI N. They happened quite frequently, didn't they?
Miss LEvy. Well, they happened.
Mr. SIMON. During the time you were there, did you draw a substan.

tial number of such checks yourself ?
Miss LEvY. All checks were drawn by me.
Mr. SImoN. Now these checks that I have, $10,000, $15,000, $25,000,

drawn to cash, were they made out by you?
Miss LEVY. Most likely, if I was in the office.
Mr. SIMoNf. How would you happen to make them out?
Miss LEVY. On instructions given to me by Mr. Traub.
Mr. SIMON. Were those written instructions or verbal instructions?
Miss LEVY. Verbal.
Mr. SIMON. Would he tell you what the money was to be used for?
Miss LEvy. Most times.
Mr. SIMon. Give us an example of what he would say.
Miss LEVY. He would ask me to draw a check and I would say "In

relation to what," and he would mention the property matter.
Mr. SImoN. We are talking now about these checks to cash.
Miss LEvY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And if he mentioned a property, then on your books

would you charge that check to that property?
Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Mr. SIroMr. Did it frequently happen that he asked for checks in

round sums of money which were to be charged 'to a particular
property?

Miss LEvy. In most cases I think it would be charged to the property
involved.

Mr. SImoN. To a particular property?
Miss LEvy. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Were you ever told who was to get the cash?
Miss L . No, sir.
Mr. Sixom: You merely dreav the checks and either you or one of the

clerks, or your assistant, got the money and gave the money to Mr.
Traub ;,is that right? 1 -

Miss LEvY. The money in most cases would be handed to me. I in
turn Would hand it to Mr. Traub.
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Mr. SiMoN. And you did not know who actually received it from
him?

Miss LEVY. No, I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You said a moment ago in most cases he would tell you

what-the cash was to be charged against. That is, what account. By
using the phrase "most cases," do you mean there were some cases
where he did not tell you who it was to be charged to?

Miss LEVY. There might have been an isolated case where he neg-
lected to tell me at the time and not having the information I would
post it to a suspense item, hoping to get the information from him at
a later date.

Mr. SIMON. Would you keep it in a suspense account until you did
find out who it was to be charged against?

Miss LEVY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So while you were there every, one of these checks was

charged against a specific subsidiary account.
Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator Busii. I would like to ask one more question, Mr. Chairman.
Miss Levy, when you made these entries in the books, were they so

clear as to distinguish the purpose for which those payments were
made? For instance, on the outgo, were they clearly designating on
the books for what purpose that check was drawn?

Miss LEVY. As I said before, the premise or the property involved
would be listed on the stub of the checkbook. That was all the infor-
mation that I required.
. Senator BusH. When they had to do with a particular property or

deal, I suppose a project or something of that kind, undoubtedly they
were designated for that account?

Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Senator BusIx. Would you say that in all cases these checks which

were drawn, these cash payments that were made, were clearly desig-
nate , on the books as to the purpose for which they were made?

Miss LEVY. The only information I would have is the property or
the exchange involved. That would be all the information that I
required.

Senator Busv[. Did the people who draw up Mr. Traub's income
tax ever c(ome to you and ask you to explain any of these entries?

Miss LEVY. I could give them no further information that what
appeared on the stub of the checkbook or in the cash books.

Senator BusH. Did they came to you at times and say, "We don't
understand these entries. Can you help us explain for what this
cheek was drawn ?"

Miss LEVY. No. They wouldn't discuss that with me.
Senator BusH. You handled the checks that. came in, too, the income

items, did you not?
Miss LEVY. Yes, sir.
Senator BusH. It was up to you to decide to what account they

should be credited?
Miss Liivy. That information would be given to me.
Senator BusH. Were you able to always distinguish as to whether

these income checks were for purposes of a loan to Mr. Traub, or for
50 9 0-54--pt. 4-15
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purposes of service rendered, for paying for services rendered? Could
you clearly distinguish always what teat was?

Miss LEVY. No. That information would be given to me.
Senator BUSH. Mr. Traub would give you that information?
Miss LEvy. That is correct.
Senator BUSH. And do you feel that the posting of these income

and outgo items was sufficiently clear so that the fellow who drew up
the income tax would say with confidence that each item was for a
specific purpose; that he would know with confidence that each one of
those items was what it was intended to be?

Miss LEVY. I wouldn't question what hie knew or did not know,
That information he would no doubt get from Mr. Traub.

Senator BUSH. My point is we are not satisfied at all with Mr.
Traub's explanations about the income-tax returns, and why he would
pay off such tremendous debt within a period of a short time without
having paid enormous income taxes, because he said that he got all of
the money to pay off the debts from services rendered. Yet his income
tax was of such minute proportions that it seemed almost impossible.
The two were irreconcilable. That is what I am reaching for.

Have you any information that you think the committee should
have, that you would care to give the committee, respecting the ques-
tion of Mr. Traub's income tax ?

Miss LEvy. There isn't anything further that I can add other than
what appeared in the books. I worked completely from the informa-
tion there.

Senator BusH. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Just 1 question, or maybe 2: You left there in

1950 ?
Miss Lvr. Yes; 1950.
The CHAIRMAN. In the year 1950 there was $126,369 drawn to

cash. Of course, that money had to get into Mr. Traub's hands
somehow. -

Do you have any recollection of who it was paid him the $126,000?
Miss Lovy. I couldn't possibly answer that question.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no information on that whatsoever?
Miss LEvY. Only what appeared in the books.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Traub collect fees from many, many

builders here for specific purposes like an association?
Miss LEVY. There is no question that he collected fees.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean to be spent as an association, or an attorney

representing a group of builders and they in turn would each, let us
say, give him five or ten thousand ,dollars to spend for the benefit
of all of them or as a group.

Miss LEyy. That I wouldn't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. Just one more question: In 1948, you were there?
Miss LEVY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That year, according to the records we have, there

were no payments made to Schbenfeld. Is that your understanding?
Miss LEvY. I couldn't remember that now.
Mr. SIMON. But the cash payments that year totaled $529,428. Do

you have any idea what that amount of money was paid out for in
cash?

Ia i m - -M *-U
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Miss LEVY. I couldht possibly remember that now.
Mr. SiMoio. Do you know what any of it went for?
Miss LEVY. No, sir.
Mr. SnvoN. All you know is that you drew those checks and either

rou or someone else cashed them and you handed the money to Mr.
Traub?

Miss LEVY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Let. me ask you one final question: You say you

do not kiiow for what purpose the $529,000 was spent, but you da
know -w, the bookkeeper that the books should show exactly for what
purpose it was spent; is that correct?

Miss I Whv. W'liatever I have drawn was listed and shown on the
books.
The CIHAIRM.N. In other words, we should have no trouble discov-

ering from Mr. Tratub's books, if and when we get them, as to exactly
how that money was spent, is that correct?

Miss LEVY. So I believe.
The CRAIR AN. Thank you very much.
Senator PAYNE". Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask, the books

were audited, were they, from time to time?
Miss LE vy. Yes; the books were audited.
Senator l ,AYN.. Were they audited by a C. P. A.?
Miss LEVY. I believe he was a C. P. A.
Senator PAY NE,. Were they certified to that effect? A C. P. A. does

upon request enclose a statement with the certification that the facts
as revealed are true and correct.

Miss LEVY. I never saw the statement.
Senator PAYNE. On the check stubs, Miss Levy, that you mentioned,

even though the check itself were drawn to cash, am I correct in under-
standing that you did make a notation on the stub itself as to the
nature of what that expenditure covered ?

Miss LEVY. That is correct.
Senator PAYNE. And when that was posted, taken from there over

to your cash disbursement sheet and was then posted, were you able to
determine whether or not that covered a capital item or an expense
item?

Miss LEVY. No; I would only post to the account involved. Wlhat
the nature of the transaction was, I did not know.

Senator PAYNE. Was there a regular monthly profit-and-loss state-
ment dra wn up for the company?

Miss LEVY. There might have been. I never saw it.
Seii,0t0o PAYNE. You did iiot draw up any profit-and-loss state-

ment .
Miss LEVY. No.
Senator PAYNE. And no distinction was made then as to the entry

against the project as between a capital expense, so-called, and an out-
right expense?

Miss Liiny. Not that I know of.
Senator yPYNE. In other words, it was one straight entry from the

cash-di.burseinent sheet. to the particular project?
Miss LEn-i. That is right.
Senator PAYNE. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The ('uAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Our next witness will be Lillian Krahan. Will you'please come for.
ward, Mrs. Krahan? Will you be sworn, please?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give Vl
be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help y04God ?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. LILLIAN KRAHAN, FARRAGUT GARDI1
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Mrs. KRAHAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Will you please give the reporter your full name and address for

the record?
Mrs. KxoHAw. My name is Lillian Krahan. I live at 3021 Avenuel,

Brooklyn.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Krahan, are you the bookkeeper for Dryer &

Traub?
Mrs. KRALHAN. Yes; I am.
Mr. SIMoN. And how long have you been the bookkeeper there?
Mrs. KEAHAN. I have been there since some-time in May 1951.
Mr. SIxoNq. Miss Levy, who testified a moment ago, said she left

in December of 1950. Do you know who was the booKkeeper between
December of 1950 and May of 1951?

Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a bookkeeper there when you came?
Mrs. KRAHAIN. No, sir; there was not.
Mr. SImoN. Is there a subsidiary ledger account to which every

item of cash disbursement has been posted during the time you were
there?

Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You have, I take it, during your time-drawn a great

number of checks to the order of cash?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir; I have, on occasions.
Mr. S-iMON. Those frequently were in round sums such as $5,000 or

$10,000 or $20,000.
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. On whose direction would you draw those checks?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Mr. Traub.
Mr. SIxoN. Would you either personally or through someone else

arrange to have them cashed at the bank?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, on occasions I went. Sometimes maybe a

clerk went.
Mr. SIxoN. What would Mr. Traub tell you when he asked you to

draw such a check?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, when he would ask me to draw a check I would

ask him what it is for, and he would tell me that he has to make a
payment on old indebtedness that he had.

Mr. SMON. Did he tell you the indebtedness to whom?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Sometimes he did.
Mr. SImoN. Did he always? *
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir; not always.
Mr. SIMON. When he didn't tell you what indebtedness he was mak-

ing the payment on, how did you enter the item in the books?
Mrs. KRAIAN. Well, I carried it as an office expense. When I looked

in the book t find an account to which to post it, I couldn't find any-

0 1 IM10
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thing and I had to put it in some account, and there was no account
I could put it in, and I put it into the office expense.

Mr. SI oN. Are you saying that every time you drew a check to
cash, and he didn't tell who to charge it to, that you just charged it
to office expense?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Some checks.
Mr. SIMoN. Where else did you charge items that he didn't tell you

11ow they should be charged?
Mrs. KRAILAN. Well, sometimes it would be to a client's page.Mr. SIMoN. I take it you wouldn't charge it to a client unless hetold you it should be charged to that client, would you?Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes. In a case like that it would be money coming

and going.
Mr. SINON. I am talking about these checks drawn to cash in roundsuMs, like five or ten or twenty thousand dollars. You testified amoment ago that sometimes he told you that those were to pay anindebtedness to a person he would name.
Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And sometimes he would say it was to pay an indebted-

ness but he wouldn't tell you to whom?
Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right
Mr. SIMON. In every such case, did you charge that item to office

expense?
MrS. KRAIiAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The income tax returns of the firm for the year 1950show payments totaling $80,958 to office expense. Does that includethese payments that you are talking of, of payments on some indebted-n ess but you didn't know who so you charged them to office expense?
M'rs. KRAIIAN. Would you mind telling me what year?
Mr. SIMoN. 1950.
Mrs. KRAHAN. I wouldn't know anything about 1950. I didn't

come there until 1951.
Mr. SI xON. The tax returns show that for 1947, 1948, 1949, 1951, and1952 there were very small items charged as miscellaneous expense forclients and $80,000 charged in that year as miscellaneous expense for

clients.
You don't know anything about that?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I don't know anything up to the time that I came

there.
Mr. SiATON. Now the same tax returns show that in the years 1948and 1949 and 1950, the miscellaneous office expense charges ran aboutfive or six thousand dollars a year. In 1951, which was the first year

you were there-
Mrs. KRAIAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. They jumped to $39,391, and the next year it jumpedto $106,745. Is your explanation of that that you charged to mis-cellaneous office expense all these cash payments that you didn't know

where else to charge?
Mrs. KRAIjAN. Yes, sir.
Mir. SivoN. And you don't know whether they were office expensesor charges to a property, or payments in no way connected with office

exPense; is that right?
Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
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Mr. SixoN. Now Miss Levy testified a moment ago that when she
was the bookkeeper, there was a subsidiary ledger account for every
item to which she ever entered in the cash disbursement book a dis.
bursement; that she was able to put those all on some subsidiary ledger.

Were those ledgers all there during your tenure as bookkeeper?
Mrs. KRAHAN. When I came i 1951, I saw no ledgers, or anything

for that time.
Mr. SixoN. Do you know what happened to those ledgers?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SI N. Did you ever inquire where the subsidiary ledgers

were?
Mrs. KRAIHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SImo. I am not very much of a bookkeeper. but I understand

that when you post items in the cash disbursement book, you have to
take them off and later post them in a subsidiary ledger. Didn't you
ever inquire as to where the subsidiary ledgers were?

The CHAIRMAN. In previous years?
Mrs. KRAHAw. No-
The CHAIRMAN. Did you open up a complete new set of ledgers?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes; I had no occasion to refer to any books prior

to 1951.
The CHAIIMAN. But the first day you sat down you had entries to

make You made them in the journal, and you had to transfer them
to the ledger. Did you mean to say there were no old ledgers there
at all, no books at all, that you opened up a complete new set of books?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know why you opened up a complete set

of new books? Are you certain now you understand my question?Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, would you mind repeating it?
The CHAIRMAN. You went to work 1 day. That was the first day

you were there.
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the bookkeeper. Certain transactions

came along. You paid out checks, you received money, and you were
the bookkeeper. You had certain transactions. Of course. you en-
tered them in your journal and later transferred them to the, ledger.

My question is: When they were transferred to the ledger and to
the journal, too, I presume, but particularly the ledger, you had a setof books. I presume you must have been doing business with certain
people over a period of years, so you carried a ledger on them from
year to year. My point is, Did you see those old ledgers, or did you

open up complete new ledgers for these people?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I didn't, see any old books. While it is true that I

came to work there in May, I had to go back and pick ip, as of Janu-
ary, and I started a whole brand new set of books.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the question. You are certain of that. now!
Mrs. KRAITAN. Yes. sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any idea what happened to the books prior

to 1951?
Mrs. KRA-IAN. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. SIMON. Now, as we understand it, from previous testimony, a

lot of these cash )ayments went to a man named Schoenfeld. Is that
your understanding?

Mrs. KRATTAN. Yes, sir.

2936.
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Mr. SIMON. In the year 1951, the income-tax return shows $196,315
as payments of obligations as guarantor. Is that the money that

went to Schoenfeld?
Mrs. KRAYAN. Well, there is the first I heard of the total of it. I

don't know, but I can't say just how much went to him.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep, during the time you were the book-

keeper, a ledger for the payments to Schoenfeld ?
Mrs. KRAHIAN. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. When Mr. Traub would ask you for, let's say, a $10,000

check to cash, and you would say "What is that for," and let's say he
might say, "It is to Schoenfeld," is that right?

Mrs. KRAITAN. That is right.
Mr. SIM oN. Would you enter that on the book as a payment to

Schoenfeld?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How would you enter that on the book?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. I would just write "to cash, office disbursement"

or "office expense."
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever have a ledger for payments to Schoen-

feld?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I never saw one.
Mr. SIMON. You never made one?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The checks to Schoenfeld supposedly were repay-

ment of a loan; were they riot?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Why would it go into office expense, and later show

up here as a tax deduction? That is, if those are the facts. You
want to make certain those are the facts. That is just what you
testified to.

Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes; I didn't post it to any Schoenfeld account.
The CHAIRMAN. You are saying that the money was a loan Schoen-

feld made?
Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. At least that is the testimony. You al.- saying

these checks you made out for round amounts, five, ten, fifteen, twenty
thousand dollars, went into miscellaneous office expense.

Mrs. KRAIIAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And later showed up on the tax return as a de-

ductible tax?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. I don't know how it showed up on the tax return.

I never saw thetax return.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that. You charged them to mis-

cellaneous office expense?
Mrs. KRAIIA N. Ies, sir; I did.
The CHAIRMAN. I said "expense." Was it miscellaneous office ex-

pense or miscellaneous office account?
Mrs. KRAI-IAN. Office expense.
The CHAIRMAN. I See.
Mr. SimoN. Mrs. Krahan, during the time you were the bookkeeper,

did you post all of the cash disbursements to some ledger account
Mrs. KRAIIAN. All those except that the ones I told you that I put

into the office expense.
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Mr. SimoN. You didn't post all of the Schoenfeld payments to ofi
expense; did you?

Mrs. IKRAHAN. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. SImoN. All of the Schoenfeld payments went to office expenel
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. We have been told that something like $1,200,000 was

paid to Schoenfeld. Did you put all of that in office expense?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, I don't know how much it is that I did charge

to office expense, but the items that I was told to draw, I charged to
office expense.

Mr. SIMoN. Everything that you were told to pay to Schoenfeld?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You also said that you were asked to draw some checks

to cash and were not told who they were to be charged to. Did you
make any distinction on the books between those checks where you were
not told who to charge them, and those checks where you were told
that they went for Schoenfeld?

Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You treated them the same?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si N. 'Whether it was for Schoenfeld or for a purpose that

you didn't know about?
Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
Mr. SrmoN. You treated them exactly alike?
Mrs. KRAH.\N. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. In 1951, we understand from the tax returns that $196,-

000 was paid to Schoenfeld and the checks to cash drawn on the books
totaled $343,000. That is approximately $150,000 in addition to the
so-called Schoenfeld payments. Do you know where that $150,000
went?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, there are many items that were charged to
office expense, we are on a cash basis, and there would be different
things in the office.

The CHAIRMAN. What, for example? Give us an example of a few
items that would be charged to office expense, because in the tax return
here you have all the salaries that were paid to everybody and it looks
to me like all the other expenses. Give us an example of a few items
that went to make up this $150,000.

Would it be for traveling expense?
Mrs. KRAHAN. If somebody got married and a gift was given to

them it would go to office expense, or items of that nature.
The CHAIRMAN. Like gratuities; someone gets married, and what

else?
Mrs. KRAHAN. If someone got married, or Bar-Mitzvah, confirma-

tion, in that nature.
Mr. SImoM . You wouldn't have $150,000 of those, would you?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, I can't think of every item just now. Maybe

I will think of them.
The CHAIRMA. Did you ever make any checks out that were charged

to any FHA officials?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You began in May of 1951
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. You don't remember the exact date?
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Mrs. KRAHAN. It was the early part of May.
Mr. SIMON. The total expenses for this time for the year 1951, ex-

cluding the salaries and excluding the payments on obligations as
uarantor, were less than $90,000, and yet there is $343,000 in checks

drawn to cash. Can you give us any explanation of that?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Would you mind repeating the question?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. rhe total expenses of#the firm in the year 1951,

excluding salaries, and excluding these payments on obligations as
guarantor, were less than $90,000. The checks drawn to cash in that
year were $343,000. Can you give us any explanation of how that
might have happened

Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, the only checks I know that I had charged to
office expense-but I can't tlink of the differences in the sums.

Mr. SImoN. Mrs. Krahan, there were checks drawn to cash in the
year 11951 for odd sums of money. For example, I have one here that
is drawn to cash for $3,815.64, and we have been told that that was
probably the amount of money required on a closing of a real estate

Would you charge that to office expense or would you charge it to
the client whose real estate deal was being closed?

Mrs. KRAHAN. I can't remember that item just now. I would have
to see it to know.

Mr. SIMON. In your mind is there any distinction between these
checks to cash for round numbers like five or ten thousand dollars,
and checks to cash for an odd amount of odd dollars, with pennies on
the end? Is there any distinction of those in your mind?

Mrs. KRAHAN. I don't know of any now.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I don't know of any just now.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't treat them any differently?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, if it was pertaining to a specific matter.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever balance your books and take a trial

balance?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir, I never did.
Mr. SIMON. In the three and a half years you have been there, you

have never taken a trial balance of your books?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know, have 'any auditors ever looked at

the books in the time you have been there?
Mrs. KRAHAN. They would be audited periodically.
Mr. SIMON. They were audited?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever see an audit statement from the auditors?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir, I never did.
Mr. SimoN. Do you have the bank statements of this firm, the

monthly bank statements?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what happened to them ?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, as I was through with them, I threw them

away.
Mr. SIMON. You threw them away?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. Each month?
Mrs. K RAAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. You did what?
Mrs. KIRAHAN. I threw them away.
The CHAMMAN. Threw the monthly bank statements away?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. YtS.
The CHAIRMAN. You did?
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Payne.
Senator PAYNE. Mrs. Krahan, may I ask you: Were you employed

as a bookkeeper prior to the time you went with Mr. Traub?
Mrs. KR.AHAN . Yes.
Senator PAYNE. How many years had 'ou worked?
Mrs. KRA-AN. A number of years.

Senator PAYNE. Just roughly.
Mrs. KRAHAN. About 1 or 13 years.
Senator PAYNE. Had you studied bookkeeping before you first

took employment?
Mrs. KRAHIAN. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. Did you ever make a reconciliation of your qheck

book?
Mrs. KUAHAN. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. You did. Was that before or after you threw your

bank statement away?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Before.
The CHAIRMAN. Did someone order you to throw these bank state.

ments away?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir.
The CHIAMMAN. You just did it of your own volition?
Mrs. KRARAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Did you ask anyone if you should throw them

away?
Mrs. KRAnAN. No, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Mrs. Krahan, when you drew a check to pay for

the telephone in the office, what did you charge that to?
Mrs. KRARAN. To telephone.
Senator PAYNE. What did you charge when you bought stationery

for the office.
Mrs. KRAHAN. Stationery.
Senator PAYNE. And what about when you paid the payroll of the

office?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Payroll.
Senator PAYNr. There must have been a subsidiary ledger then,

wasn't there?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. In other words, you do post from cash disburse-

ments to a subsidiary ledger with the breakdown of the various classi-
fied expenses?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYiNE. I thought I understood previously you said there

was no subsidiary ledger.
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir, I did not say that. I said there was a sub-

sidiary ledger.
Senator PAYNE. I am sorry if I misunderstood.

_______________ - - - - - -
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The CHAIR:[AN. She testified that when she arrived there were no
old ledgers. She opened up a complete new set of books, complete
new set of ledgers; is that right?

Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I was a little confused there, too, Senator Payne.

Do I understand you to say you posted every disbursement to some
subsidiary ledger account?

Mrs. KRAIIAN. Yes; except those that were in the general office
expense column.

The CAIRMAN. Then Mr. Traub's books should show exactly where
each dollar of these cash checks and big sums went to; is that right?

Mrs. KmRAAN. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. Were the Schoenfeld payments posted to some sub-

sidiary ledger?
Mrs. KRAHANI . No, sir; they were not.
Mr. Snvmio. They were not posted anywhere?
Mrs. KRAHAN. NO, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Are there any other payments that weren't posted

anywhere?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. I don't know of any.
Mr. S3i:o. How could you balance your books if you had a large

group of checks, such as Schoenfeld checks, not posted anywhere?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, I said before that I put them in the office-

expense column, and that balanced it.
Mr. SiisoN. I am not sure I understand you. At one time you said

that the Schoenfeld checks went into the office expense.
Mrs. KRAJJAN. Yes.
Mr. SioiON. And another time you didn't post the Schoengeld ex-

penses?
Mrs. KRAHAN. When you have an office expense you just post the

entire sum, but you don't have any pages to correspond with it..
Mr. SIBMON. If during the year there were a total of 200 checks to

Schoenfeld, totaling $200,000, will your office expense ledger have
those 200 entries?

Mrs. KRAUAN. Yes. Well, there wouldn't be 200 items; there would
be just 1 item for each month.

Mr. Simo. I see. Then at the end of, each month you would post
office expense, X dollars?

Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
Mr. Si:&io. And you wouldn't show what it was for?
Mrs. KUiHAN. No, sir.
Mr. SiMON. Then at the end of the year how would you know

whether that office expense was for stationery or for telephone or for
Schoenfeld?

Mrs. KR-AHAN. I said before that when I paid a telephone bill, it was
charged to telephone.

The CHAIRMAN. How would you know when you got Mr. Schoen-
feld paid off if you didn't have a ledger for him?

Mrs. KUATIAN. I wouldn't know.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't know?
Mrs. KRAIHAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You testified-you evidently were going on paying

him indefinitely ?
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Mrs. KRAHAN. Every time a payment had to be made to him I waj
asked.

The CHAIRMAN. If you charged it to office expense, how did yo4
know when you got him paid off? I don't know how much you owed
Lim or how much you were supposed to pay him, but you would have
no record, where you could go to one particular point and find out
how much you paid him, did you?

Mrs. KUAHAN. I didn't know how much it was that Mr. Traub owed
him, but I knew he owed him a lot of money.

The CHAIRMAN. But you wouldn't know when you had him paid in
full, would you?

Mrs. KRAHAIN. No, sir; I wouldn't know.
- The CHAIRMAN. The books wouldn't show either, would they?

Mrs. KRAHAx. No.
Mr. SImoN. Mrs. Krahan, we are interested in who got some of

these items of round sums of money like five thousand or ten thousand
dollars that was drawn to cash.

Are you telling us now there is no way the books will reflect who
received that money?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. So far as you know you merely put it in the book and

at the end of the month you added up the total of such unknown
payments or Schoenfeld payments, and you put the total under office
expense; is that right?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And our examination of those books, you say, will

never disclose either who got the money, or who it was charged to,
other than the general charge to office expense?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We likewise know that this large sum was taken

as a tax deduction, too, which is very interesting. As you have
ah ready testified, Schoenfeld's payments went in there. Supposedly
that was repayment of a loan.

Mrs. KIIAHAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Repayment of a loan is not a tax deduction, is it?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I don't know anything about taxes.
The CHAIRMAN. It sounds reasonable to you that it would not be,

doesn't it ?
Mrs. KRATTAN. I really don't know.
Mr. SIMON. There are a few specific questions I would like to ask

you.
Miss Levy testified that when she left all of the bank statements

for the period up to the time she was there were still there.
Do you know if they are still there now?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I have never seen any.
Mr. SIMoN. You have never seen them?
Mrs. KRAHAl . No.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what happened to them?
Mrs. KRAHAN. 14O, sir; I do npt.
Mr. SIMoN. Is there a cash disbursement book for the year 1949?
Mrs. KRAHAN. I really don't know. I would have to look at all the

books to see what years are there.
Mr. SIMoN. There are eight pages missing out of the cash-disburse-

ment book for the year 1949. Do you know where they are?

- ~- - -- - -
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Mrs. KlAInAN. I don't know anything about 1949.
Mr. SIMON. rThere are two pages missing out of the cash-disburse-

mient book for the year 1950. Do you know anything about them?
Mrs. KR IIAx. No, sir; 1 know nothing about that,
Mr. SIMoN. There are some checks missing-that is, check stubs

in the checkbook missing, the Chase. National Bank book for the year
1949, checks Nos. 1987, 1988, and 1989 are missing.

Do you know anything about them?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. On the Manufacturers Trust Co. account, and the-firn.

does have an account there, doesn't it?
Mrs. KR.AlAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMiON. It still does?
Mis. KRAIIAX. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. In the year 1950 there are 500 checks missing, from

2502 to 3002.
Do you know anything about those?
Mr. KRAHA. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. In the. year 1951 there are about 500 checks missing,

from 4002 to 4500. Do you know anything about those?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No; I don't.
Mr. SiMON. In the year 1952, there were three check stubs missing,

Nos. 6274, 6275, alnd 6276, in the year 1952. Do you know anything
about those three heck stubs?

Mrs. KRAHAN. No; I don't.
Mr. SIMO1N'. I)id you keep the checkbook in the year 1952?
Mrs. KIUIAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know why those three should be missing?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No; I don't.
Mr. SiMON. There is a check stub book of the Manufacturers Trust

Co. for 1950 in which nine stubs have been torn out. Do you know
anvthii.., about those check stubs?

Mfrs. KRAHAN. No; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Miss Levy testified that during the time she was book-

keeper there she had a subsidiary ledger account for each piece of
property in which the firm represented the sponsors, or the owners.

Did you have such a subsidiary ledger?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. For each piece of property?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Wherever possible.
Mr. SImON. Vhat do you mean, "wherever possible"?
Mrs. KRAIAN. Sometimes there would be 2 pieces of property, or a

connected matter and I would only have 1 sheet for it.
Mr. SIMON. Were any of these cash payments ever charged to those

properties?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, some were. If we had to draw checks for a

disbursement, a, recording or some such thing, it was charged there.
;Mr. SImoN. Mrs. Krahan, in your books, your journal books, you

have a column headed "Clients' expense," don't you?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is your journal ?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
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Mr. SImoN. And we find there are a number of instances where a
check drawn to the order of cash will be posted in your journal under
the column headed "Clients' expense"; is that right?

Mrs. KRAHAN. It could be.
Mr. SIMON. In those cases, was that check drawn for some client'8

expense?
Mrs. KRAHAN. It could be.
The C&AIRMAN. Specific client?
Mrs. K1AHAN. I would have to see that.
The CHAI iAN. Would the records show the name of the client and

the specific purpose? Maybe we can clear it up. Did Mr. Traub
represent a group of builders that would contribute X amount of
money for him to use for lobbying purposes, and other purposes?

Mrs. KRaHAN. Not that I know of, sir.
'The CHAIRMAN. He would not?
Mrs. KJAHAZI'. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he ever solicit funds or did builders in New

York ever pay him X amount of money to fight this investigation?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir; not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. There are in these books-and you probably know this

better than I do-but there are in these books a large number of items
drawn to cash and posted in your journal, under the heading "Clients'
expense."

ow, how can we find from the books what client that item was
charged to?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, I don't know how you could.
Senator PAYNE. Mrs. Krahan, didn't you run an accounts receivable

ledger ?Mrs. KAHAN. Well, we called the client's ledger.
Senator PAYNE. That was broken down by the names of the indi-

viduals?
Mr. KRHAN. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. When a disbursement was made by a firm for a

client's expense, wasn't that posted then to that ledger so that it showed
an expense incurred on the account of Mr. X or Z or whatever the
name might be?

Mrs. IRHAN. Well-
The CHAIRMAr. For example, when a client would give you, let's say

$10,000 for some specific purpose-I don't"tknow what the purpose
was-and you would spend eight thousand of it for that specific
purpose, wouldn't the ledger show ten thousand received and eight
thousand spent?

Mrs. KRAHAN. I guess it Would.
The CHAIRMAN. Then wouldn't Mr. Traub's books show all these

transactions we are talking about, all these checks?
Mrs. IHA A. Well, some would.
The CHAIRMAN. Some will and some will not?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Why won'tit all show up?
Mrs. KIAHAN. What I mean; they all would show up in different

categories.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this: Have you ever heard of a man

named Alfred L. Kaskell?
Mrs. KTUHAN. Yes, sir; I did.

PRO M -U'o I - -
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Mr. SIMON. In the 5-year period from the middle of 1949 through
1953, we have taken off our books checks totaling $1,078,198 that in
some way refer to Kaskell.

Do you have a ledger account that will show a subsidiary ledger for
Kaskell, that will show all the charges and credits against him?

Mrs. KRIAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. STMON. You do have that?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What book is that in?
Mrs. KRAuAN. That is in our client% book.
Mr. SIMON. Will thers-be one sheet for Kaskell or a number of sheets

for Kaskell?
Mrs. KRAHAN. A number of sheets.
Mr. SIMON. For every different property he had?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Will all of these items which, if our mathematics is

right, total $1 million, taken out of your checkbooks, will they all
appear on one of those Kaskell ledger accounts?

Mrs. KRAIIAN. Yes. Some of those will and some will appear in
cases where we would make an advance for Mr. Kaskell, and in 2 or 3
days we would get that money back, and that would be in an exchange.

Mr. SIMON. Will that appear on Mr. Kaskell's account?
Mrs. KAI-IAHN. It would appear in the general ledger exchange

items.
Mr. SIMON. Will it appear in Mr. Kaskell's account, too?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. No, sir:
Mr. SIMON. It won't?
Mrs. KRAHAN. No.
Mr. SIMON. So that the Kaskell account is not complete in that

it doesn't. include these exchanges back and forth; is that right?
Mrs. KRAHAN. It would be complete, if you took the exchanges,

plus the pages for the different properties.
Mi'. SIMON. What. I am trying to find out is-let's assume that on

a.given day, Mr. Traub gave $5,000 to Mr. X for the account of a
given property, and 3 days later the owners of that property gave
him back a check for $5,000.

Will there appear on the account of that property owner an item
showing the $5,000 paid and 3 days later'thathe got the five thousand
back from the proper owner?

Mrs. KrAIIAN. Yes; it would appear.
Mr. SimoN. It will appear on the ledger?
Mrs. KRAIIAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. For that particular client?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Not merely on the exchange ledger?
Mrs. KuIIAN. In the exchange ledger, or sometimes on a particular

property.
. Mr. SiMoN. That is what I am trying to find out. Will it always
appear on the property ledger or will it generally appear only in the
exchange ledger?

M1s. KRAI-IHN. In both places.
Mr. SimON. Do you have a ledger sheet for either Vandeveer Estates

or Farragut Gardens or Morris Kavy, all of which is in the same
property but it might. appear in any of those three names?
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Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. There have been several thousands of dollars goingin

and out of the firm under that name. Is there a ledger sheet iat
will show the receipts and disbursements for! that Farragut project

Mrs. KRAHAN. No, sir; because we were on a cash basis and we only
record the money Teceived, and only the disbursements you could
check and the fees would appear in the fees column.

Mr. SIMON. Supposing or Kavy's project, Mr. Traub paid $5,000
in cash to Mr. X today, and a week later Mr. Kavy reimbursed him
that $5,000. Would both those entries appear onthe Kavy ledger?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Sometimes.
The CHAIRMAN. Sometimes?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SimN. And sometimes not?
Airs. KRAHAN. And sometimes it would appear in.the exchange
Mr. SIMON. What is the distinction of why it would sometimes

appear in the Kavy ledger and sometimes not?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Well, if we made a disbursement or advance, we

would record it, but if we made a disbursement and the money was
a temporary advance for 2 or 3 days, then I would put it in the
exchange.
Mr. gimow. I see, so that the place where you put it depended upon

how long it was advanced for; is that right?
Mrs. KmHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. If it was a short-term advance, you would put it in one

place. If it was a long-term advance it would go in his account; is
that right?

Mrs. KRAHAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How would you know whether it was a short- or long-

term advance?
Mrs. KRHAN. I would be told.
Mr. SIMON. By whom?
Mrs. KRAHAN. By Mr. Traub.
Mr. SIMON. Would he tell you, "This is going to get repaid insa

week," or would he say, "Put this in the exchange account?"
Mrs. KRAHAN. No. sir. He would say, "We are making this ad-

vance and in 2 days if it isn't paid, let me know."
Mr. SIo. Then you put it in the exchange account?
Mrs. KRAIHAN. Yes. t
Mr. SIMON. Did that frequently happen on items which were checks

drawn to cash? ."

Mrs. KRAHAN. I really don't remember.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know that it did happen on some items drawn to

cash?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes, some.
Mr. SIMox. In round figures?
Mrs. KRAHAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How would you know when you were asked to draw

a check to cash for $5,000, and gave Mr. Traub the $5,000 in cash, how
would you know whether that was a payment to Schoenfeld that was
to go in office expense or advance for Kavy that was to be paid in
a week, or an advance to Kavy that wouldn't be paid for 3 months?

Mrs. KRAHAN. Well. when I would be asked to draw the check, I
would ask and I would be told at that time.
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Mr. SixoN. Were you always told what the check was for?
Mrs. KRAHAN.- Not always.
Mr. SIMON. What do youmean, you weren't always told what the.

check was for?
Mrs. KRAHAN.. I would just charge it to office expense.
Mr. SIMioN. Thank you.
The (HAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Abraham Traub.
Mr. WEISMAN. May it please you, Senator Capehart, and the other

Senators, I, vespectfully ask that no pictures be-taken in advance of the
testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. The policy of this committee isto observe the wishes
of the witnesses, and the wishes in this respect is that there be no photo-
graphs taken of his presence while testifying and does that apply to,
the television likewise?

Mr. WEISMAN. That applies to television likewise.
The CHAIRMAN. The photographers and television, if here, will

comply. You can take the voice but not the picture. I am only talk-
ing about when the witness is on the witness chair. We have no con-
trol over what you do when he is not on the witness chair.

Mr. WEISMAN. I would respectfully ask that cameramen be re-
quested not to take any photographs until we are finished testifying.
After that I will see they get adequate pictures at the close of the
testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. If the photographers will please observe their
wishes.

AWill you please come forward Mr. Traub.
Mr. ITRAUB. Would you turn the lights off, Senator?
ThIe CQIAIRMAN. When he starts testifying we will turn them off.
Mr. WEISMAN. I would like a ruling from the Senator. I respect-

fully ask these lights, which I cannot stand, and which will upset my
client, be turned off, We a'e not here at a circus. This is a serious
legislative inquiry.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we had better comply with the wishes of the-
witness. I see nothing to be gained in having them on while he sits.
there. It- is just a matter of a second.

We want to be fair with everybody. It is really dark in here now.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony ybu are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ABRAHAM TRAUB, FARRAGUT GARDENS, BROOK-
LYN, N. Y., ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON WEISMAN, COUNSEL-
Resumed

Mr. TRAUB. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Will you please be seated and give the reporter your full name and

address'
Mr. TRAUB. Abraham Traub, 1620 Avenue I, Brooklyn,. N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SImON. Mr. Traub, you are an attorney?
Mr. T AUB. I am.

5 0 6 0-54-pt. 4- 16
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Mr. SimoN. You have represented a substantial number of elibz
who received commitments from the Federal Housing Administrqti0
under section 608 of the Federal Housing Act?

Mr. TRAUB. Of course.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know the total amount of mortgages that

FHA has insured for clients of yours on applications that you proc.
essed at FHA?

Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. SimoN. It is well over a hundred million dollars; is it notl
Mr. TRAUB. I have no idea. I don't think it reaches that'amount,

It may, I mean.
Mr. SiMow. I have a list here of about 70 projects which I am told

is not a complete list in that there are others that we don't have, but
the list of 70 projects that we have totals $106,489.

Mr. TRAUB. I say it may have. I have represented quite a few
FHA projects.
I Mr. SimoN. Is there any doubt in your mind? I will be glad to
read the list to you.Mr. TRAUB. No. There is no doubt in my mind. I don't know the
amount. It is possible it is a hundred million dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place that list in the
record.

(The information referred to follows:)

LIST OF FHA PROJECTS FURNISHED BY ABRAHAM TAITB AS PROJECTS IN WHICH
His FIRM APPEARED AS ATTORNEYS

Name of project
Davenport Arms
Chartone Garden Apartments
Lizel Holding Co---
Forest Drive Apartments-....
Austin Street Construction Corp
Fieldstone Gardens (Netherland Gardens)
Sundawn Gardens-......
Congress Gardens
Ridge Terrace-.......
Maplewood Housing
Shore View Gardens
Parkville Gardens -............
The Sheridan -..........
The Fulton -.......
American Park, section No. 1
Colony Terrace-
The Roosevelt-...
Montgomery House.................
The Jamestown -----------------. I

Olinville Terrace -....
Bay Parkway Apartments -................
First Woodhaven Housing
Second Woodhaven Housing
Third Woodhaven Housing-
The Hamilton
Lana Gardens-
L incoln C ooperative -.............- -
Regent Gardens-.....
Bay Shore Gardens-........
Pelway Gardens
Albert Apaitments
Oliver Gardens

Amount of
mortgage

$1, 733,400
736,100
5ow, 000

1,388,900
730, 000

4,116,000
1, 496, 600

975, 200
1,116,500

589, 000
743, 500
527, 700

1,016, 900
1, 267,100
1, 189, 400

640, 000
665,000
557, 600
598, 100
565, 100

3, 5S7, 900
2, 647, 000
1,747, 900

510, 300
551,80

2, 693,600
620,100
911,500

1, 424, 600
370, 300

2,001,500

! jcaao - - - --
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LIST OF FHA PR0JOTS FURNISHED BY ABRAHAm TRAUB AS PROJECTS IN WHICH

His FIRm APPEARED As AroRNEYs-Continued

Kame of projt
Aero Gardens --------------------------------------------
Boulevard Gardens ---------------------------------------
Anita Apartments ----------------------------------------
Howard Gardens -----------------------------------------
Mansfield Gardens----------------------------------------
Quality Gardens------------------------------------------
Cedar Gardens -------------------------------------------
Forest Hills Village --------------------------------------
Forest Hill Gardens--------------------------------------
.Greystone Gardens------ ---------------------------------
Barnes Gardens ------------------------------------------
Lansoll Gardens -----------------------------------------
Roder Gardens -------------------------------------------
Ruskin Gardens ------------------------------------------
Farragut Gardens, No. 1, Inc-------------------------------
Farragut Gardens, No. 2, Inc .--------------------------------
Farragut Gardens, No. 3, Inc-------------------------------
Farragut Gardens, No. 4, Inc-.....
Farragut Gardens, No. 5, Inc--_-------------------------------)
Queens College Gardens-....
Grand Central Apartments, section I
Grand Central Apartments, section II__
Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., section I------------------------------
Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., section II---------------------------
Larcbmont Gardens
Dara Gardens
The Normandie--------------------------------------------
Briarwood Gardens Apartments, section 4
Blossom Gardens--- -
Briarwood Gardens, section 1
Briarwood Gardens, section 2
Troy (ardens-
Rego Terrace
Rego Gardens

Amount of
mortgage

$2, 467, 300
2, 467, 300
3,904, 800
4, 112, 600
3, 047, 300
2, 358, 500
1,322,900

1, 106, 500
835, 100

1,160, 000
748, 400

2, 098, 200

21, 719, 300

3, 348, 600
1, 208 , 300
2, 160, 600

2, 238, 000
4, 657, 900

991, 00o()
1,628, 600
1, 455, 000

575, 000
856, 000
470,60)
471,000

Total-----------------------------------------------106,489,000

Mr. SIMON. Included in these projects is the $21 million-$21,719,-
000 of FHA commitment on Farragut Gardens?

Mr. TRAUB. I assume so.
Mr. SIMox. You represented Mr. Kavy in the Farragut Gardens

project?
Mr. TRAUB. I did.
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know, is he still physically unable to

appear as a witness here?
Mr. TRAUB. As far as I know, he is.
Mr. SIMON. And you also represented Kaskell in getting some $30

million worth of FHA commitments?
Mr. TRAUB. I represented Kaskell in get-not in getting his com-

-mittnents. I represented him as an attorney in closing the commit-
ments. I did not represent anybody in getting commitments, Mr.
Simon.

Mr. SIMON. I wasn't trying to be technical. You.represented
kavy and Kaskell in connection with their FHA loans?

Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And Kavy's total was about $25 million?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.

FHA INVESTIGATION
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Mr. SIMoN. And Kaskell was over $30 million?
Mr. TRAUB. I haven't got the amount. It is possible it is over $0!

million.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, as you know, we have t riea to analyze yo i

books. This morning, Miss Levy testified that when she left in 190;'
all of the bank statements, the monthly bank statements for prior
years were there, and Mrs. Krahan testified that they were not thert
when she came. Do you know what happened to those bank state.
ments?

Mr. TiIAuu. I do' not except. Mr. Simon, in 1949, I reorganized the
office, changed the entire method of doing business, changed the entire
system that I had been employing until 1949, and I do not know what
happened to those books and records. I never saw them.

Mr. SIMoN. Was that reorganization early in 1949?
Mr. TRAUB. It took place from about February 1949 to some time the

latter part of 1949, October or November.
Mr. SIMoN. You bank at the Manufacturers Trust Co., do you?
Mr. TRAUB. I do.
Mr. SImoN. In June 1950 seven check stubs were torn out of the

checkbook of the Manufacturers Trust Co., numbered 2060, 2063,
2066, 2069, 2072, 2075 and 2078.

Do you know why those check stubs were torn out or who tore them
out?

Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. SIMoNv. Do you know that they were torn out?
Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. SI N. Have you ever examined that checkbook?
Mr. TRAUB. Recently?
Mr. S ON. At any time.
Mr. TRAUB. I may have examined it in 1949.
Mr. SIo. This is in June of 1950.
Mr. TRAUB. I may have examined it in 1950.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know any reason why those check stubs should

be torn out?
Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. Sixow. In the same Manufacturers Trust Co.-.account, in 193,

checks numbered 6274, 6275, and 6276, those stubs are missing. Do you
know why they are missing?

Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. SimoN. There are stubs missing for each year-I will be glad

to read the numbers here if it makes any difference, but can you tell us
where they went and who took them, or why ?

Mr. TRAUB. I do not know.
Mr. SimoNv. Miss Levy testified this morning that she ha'd a sub-

sidiary ledger account for each property and that each item of dis-
bursement that she made was posted on one of those ledgers. Do you
know what happened to those ledgers?

Mr. TRAUB. I do not.know.
Mr. SimON. Do you know who could have removed them from your

office?
Mr. TRAUB. I don't.
The CIAIRMAN. Have they been removed.?
Mr. TRAUB. I don't know.
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Mr. SIMON. Are you now occupying the same offices that you oc-

cupied in 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950?
Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mi'. SImON. How long have you been in your present offices?
Mr. TRAUB. Since 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Since 1949?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you move?
Mr. TRAUB. We rearranged the offices and cut down a bit. It was

February 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Is what you are telling us that you now have less space

but it i s in the same space?

Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. You haven't moved, then?
Mr. TRAUB. No; we haven't moved.
Mr. SIMON. Did you throw out any of your books and records at thetime you gave up some of your s ace ?
Mr. TRAUB. I personally didn t.Mr. SIMON. Was there anybody else who had authority to throw out

books and records?
Mr. T.AuB. No.
Mr. SIMON. Then can you tell us what happened to the books andrecords that Miss Levy said were there when she left that are not

there now?
Mr. TRAUB. I cannot.
Mr. SIMON. You cannot?
Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Incidentally, she didn't leave until November 1949,which would be some 7 months after you rearranged your office space.Mr. TR.AtuB. No. I told you my rearranging or reorganization took

until the latter part of 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Had it been completed by the time she left?
Mr. TR.,UB. Yes.
Mr. SImON. She says the books were there when she left.
M. TI ,AIr. I don't know what happened to them.
Mr. SiMN. You don't know what happened to them?
Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mr. SIMON. There are eight pages missing out of your cash dis-bursement journal for the year 1949. Do you know what happened

to them?
. Mr. TRAUB. The first I heard of missing pages was about 2 weeksago, over in Washington, when Mr. Hogue asked me that question.

Mr. SIMON. Have you since then made any effort to learn what hap-pened to those missing pages?
Mr. TRAUB. I asked Miss Krahan if she knew what happened to themissing pges, she told me 'she didn't.
Mr. SImoN. Did you do anything'else to find out what happened tothem ?

Mr. Tm.uB. There was nothing else that could be done.Mr. Si-ON. There were two missing pages in your cash disburse-ment book for the year 1950. Have you done anything to find those
pages?2

Mr. T UB. I can only give you the same answer. When I spoketo her about all the missing pages Mr. Hogue asked me on.
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Mr. SimoNv. You don't know what happened to those, missing pages?
Mr. TRAUB. I do not.
Mr. Si N. Were you here this morning when Mrs. Krahan testi.

fled?
Mr. TRAUB. I was.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you hear her testimony?
Mr. TRAUB. I did.
Mr. SI oN. She said that during the period of time she was there

she charged all of the moneys you paid to Schoenfeld to office expense.
Is that your understanding of how your books were kept?

Mr. TRAUB. I associated myself in the partnership with 3 other
attorneys, and there is a written agreement signed, I think it was
the latter part of 1950 or the early part of 1951, by the 4 of us, in
which the old indebtedness was assumed as an office expense, and all
payments that I made on account of the old indebtedness, including
Schoenfeld, were charged to office expense.

Mr. SImON. Well now, at the time you created this partnership,
what was the date of it again?

Mr. TRAuB. I don't know the exact date. I think it was the later
part of 1950 or early part of 1951.

Mr. SIMON. At that time, how much did you owe Schoenfeld?
Mr. TRiAUB. I had various guaranties. I owed him about one mil-

lion two, one million three hundred thousand.
Mr. SixoN. What time is this now?
Mr. TRAUB. In February 1949.
Mr. SimoNv. In February of 1949?
Mr. TrcAuB. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. But at, the time you made this partnership agreement

where the partners assumed that indebtedness, how much was owingt
Mr. TRiuB. Well, I can't give you the exact figure that was owing

at that time.
Mr. Sn oN. Did you keep a ledger to record the amount of money

you owed Schoenfeld and the payments to him?
Mr. TRAu-B. Not a ledger. It was in the written agreement, the

amount of money I owed him.
The CHAIRMAN. You made the payments to him. did you? Do you

have a ledger showing you owed him $1,200,000 and as you made pay-
ments you deducted it?

Mr. TRAUB. That isn't the fact, Senator. The fact is since you want
to go into something that does not pertain to this investigation, I will
give you the facts. There was a written agreement I made with Mr.

choenfeld which set forth how he was to be paid. I personally didn't
pay him the entire $1,200,000. There were considerable assets that
had been tied up under these guaranties. Have we got that written
agreement here?

Mr. WEISMAN. Go ahead. I will have it for you.
Mr. TuUB. Ipersonally never paid him nowheres near $1,300,000

or $1,600,000. At no time in executive session did anybody ask me
about my old problems. I think if they had and I would have been
able to sit down with Mr. Simon and Mr. Hogue and give the details
there wouldn't be all these innuendoes and inferences.

The CHAIRMAN. I know of no innuendoes; all we want are the facts.
Mr. TRAUB. I have -a-written-wgreeinent signed by Mr. Schoenfeld

before he died.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let's have it.
Mr. IVEISMAN. I haven't got it here. I will reproduce it and giveyou a photostatic copy. I didn't know it was going to be called for.
Mr. SaroN. How much did you pay Schoenfeld?
Mr. TRAuB. I, personally?
Mr. St j N. You personally or your law firm.
l. TAUB. I wouldn't know the exact amount, but it must havebeen in the neghborhood of a little over $300,000, $275,000, and various

other payments I made to him, interest.
.r. Sxo N. $200,000?
Mr. TipuIi. Over $275,000.
Mr. SInuoN. Is that all that. came from you or your law firm.
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. At the session in this room about a month ago, we calledto yolr attention payments made by check of your firm to the order ofcash, totaling over $1 million, from the years 1947 through the yeari9. The total amount is $1,264,928.
I understood you to say that a big part of that went to Schoenfeld.Mr. TRvuB. I did not. You misunderstood me. Mr. Simon, youbring in a period before I had anything to do with any FHA matter.In 1947 I had never represented any client in any FHA matter, nor

did I in 1948.
Mr. SiMoN,. W'len did the Farragut project start? When was the

application filed?
Mr.TRA uB. I don'tknow. I had nothing to do with the application.Mr. SimoN. I think you will find it was filed in 1948.Mr. TRATB. I had nothing to do with the application, Mr. Simon.Mr. SiloN. You can cut it down any way you want. In 1951, whichis at the height of the building of these FHA projects, the cash pay-

ments totaled $343,741.
Mr. TRAUB. That must include payroll and all other cash.
Mr. SIxoN. No, sir.
Mr. TRAUB. I think it does.Mr. ' VIs st,. I think you are in error, Mr. Simon. We analyzed itM1. SIMON. Let's go to the year 1950, which is at the height of thesection 608 program.
Mri. Ti3.I don t think that was the height..The height, I think,was in 1951. 1 had nothing to do, Mr. Simon, with theprocessing ofapplications. When I say the height, I mean the closings. That iswhen I came into the picture, to close these FHA's.
Ir. SIo MON. In 1951. In 1950, your income-tax return shows $80,958as miscelaneous expenses for clients. There is 1o payroll in that.Yooutr payroll is in addition to that, listed under salaries and wages,but this item of $80,958 is miscellaneous expense for clients.

Can you tell us what that is composed of?
Mr. TRAUB. It either may be-that is 1950?Mr. SIMON. Yes. Do you have a ledger anywhere that shows whatthose items are composed of?
Mr. TRAuLJ. I haven't any ledgers. I never took care of any ofthe books, Mr. Simon. I have told you that several times.Mr. Si.AloN. In the last 3 months when we have been asking youthese questions hasn't your curiosity compelled you to inquire as towhat your own books show?
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Mr. TRAUB. Mr. Simon, it has, and I had Mr..Wiseman, my counee
engage another firm of attorneys to try to explain the books to In
This is the first time that I became interested in books.

Mr. SIMoN. Let me say this to you: You personally signed thj
income-tax return for the year 1950?

Mr. TRAUB. I did.
Mr. SIMON. And the biggest-,item in theincome-tax return, is:th.

salaries and wages paid to your employees. The second biggest item
is $80,958 for miscelaneous expenses for clients.

Who gave you that figure to put in your income-tax return?
Mr. T'RAUB. That figure was made up of various items that either

my accountant got from the books, or from my bookkeeper.
Mr. SIMON..Your bookkeeper has said a moment ago that she doesn't

know what it is. Do you have a statement, an audit report of your
accountant that will show what it is?

Mr. TRAUB. The accountant may have it.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any piece of paper that will give us a

breakdown on that $80,958?
Mr. TRAUB. No; I haven't, unless the books show it.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether the books will show it?
Mr. TRAtB. I don't.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know whether the books will show it?
Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mr. SIMON. The same year, 1950, the income-tax return shows a pay-

ment of $410,718 as payments of obligations as guarantor. Is that
Sihoenfeld?

Mr. TRAUB., No; not all Schoenfeld. There maybe part of it Schoen-
feld.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by "guarantor"?
Mr. TRAUB. Senator, in 1943, 1944, visualizing an upward surge in

my opinion, I encouraged clients to go in and buy real estate. Many
of my clients didn't have the money to buy the real estate. I borrowed
the money for them, guaranteed the payments to various people, paid
bonuses on the moneys that I was paying for them.

The CHAIRMAN. You borrowed the money for your clients?
Mr. TRAUB. No, sir; I did not borrow the money for my clients with-

out telling my clients I was borrowing the money for them.
The CHAIRMAN. You borrowed the money for your clients?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you did what with the money?
Mr. TRAUB. They went out and bought real estate.
The CHAIRMAN. You gave them the money?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You borrowed money for them
Mr. TRAUB. I didn't give it to them. I loaned it to them.
The CHAIRMAN. You borrowed money and loaned it to your clients

to buy real estate?
Mr. TRAUB. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, what?
Mr. TRAUB. The thing started to mushroom into a tremendous snow-

ball where I was guaranteeing a couple of million dollars worth of
payments. I couldn't-

Mr. SIMON. Guaranteeing what payments?
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Mr. TRAUB. Guaranteeing payments from the people 1 borrowed

the money from.
The C(JIAIRAN. In other words, you borrowed a couple of million

dollar and loaned it to your clients?
Mr. TRAuB. To enable them to buy real estate.
The ( 1 JAIRMXN. Your clients should have paid you back. You in

turn would have paid the people from whom you borrowed $2 million.
Mr. TmuB. That is right.
The C(HAIRMAN. They didn't pay you back?
Mr. TRAUB. They didn't pay it back as fast as the money became

due from the money I borrowed it and I had to keep on paying higher
bonuses.

The (CHAIRNZAN. What you call a guarantor is paying off this $2
million?

Mr. TRAuB. No. I guaranteed to these people the money would be
paid back to them not from the client but by myself. I finally wound
up in 1949, with a lot of deadwood. People I borrowed the money
from weren't interested in what I had. All they were interested in was
getting their money back.

The.CHAIRMtAN. Mr. Traub, then your books, I presume, that you
are going to turn over to us, will show all that? I mean they will
show every payment and every loan that you made and all the money
yo f borrowed, to whom you loaned it, and it will show each payment
as it came back, and so forth ; will it not?

Mr. TRAUB. I don't know what the books will show, Senator. I had
nothing to do with the books. My mind was on repaying this mnoney
I had to get back. That was my biggest concern.

The CIIAIRMAN. It may well be possible then when you give us the
books that we can have the General Accounting Office-and we have
I or 5 men assigned to us by the General Accounting Office in Wash-
ington-that we can find out from your books then exactly what
happened ?

Mr. TRAUB. Senator, I have submitted that question to my lawyer,
as far as turning over the books is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question about that, is there?
Mr. TRAUB. He advises me of certain danger spots that there exist.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean you don't want to turn over your books ?
Mr. TRAUB. It is not a case I don't want to turn over.
Do you know they have been examining these books on 2 or 3 occa-

sions You wouldn't get that from the newspapers they had the
books. According to the newspapers I have been keeping the books
and wouldn't let them examine them. They were there on one occa-
sion for 10 days examining those books, and 6 nights.

Mr. WEISMAN. Six men.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you proceed and we will get to the books

later.
Mr. SIMON. What I would like to know, if there is an explanation to

it, in the period of 1947 through 1952, total amount of checks drawn
to cash, excluding payroll, amounted to $1,264,000.

Mr. TRAUB. Mr. Simon, at this point I would like to interrupt you,
if I may. The figure of one-million-some-odd thousand sounds like a
lot of cash checks, but I know this, and my recollection, is very good.
I had two bank accounts in 1948, and I used to cash a check in one
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bank and deposit the proceeds, cash in another bank to meet a ch
that was coming into that bank.

Mr. SiM N. bo you mean kiting checks?
Mr. TRAtm. Yes, if you want to use that word, yes. So if you NQC

check you will find out that money was deposited in the same acuom
in another bank account the same day.

Mr. SiMoN. What period of time was that?
Mr. TRAUB. In 1947 and 1948.
So you can eliminate a half million dollars very easily.
Mr. SIMON. We still have about $700,000 of checks drawn to casi

after 1948, beginning in 1949.
Mr. TRAUIB. You mean including payroll and everything?
Mr. SImON. No, sir; exclusive of payroll.
Mr. TRxU. I think your figures are a little wrong.
Mr. SIMON. I think you will find they are right. Let me go on and

ask you the rest of my question. I also find from your tax returns t1iat
in the years 1949, 1950, 1951 and 1952 you took credit mnder the caption
"Payn ient of Obligations as Guarantor" for $1,075,000 worth of pay.
ments. That would include all these Schoenfeld payments, wouldn't
it?

Mr. -TRAUB. Quite a bit of it.
Mr. SIMON. And seven hundred-some-odd-thousand dollars more

than Schoenfeld, is that right?
Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you tell us a moment ago that Schoenfeld got

bout $300,000 from you?1
Mr. TRAUB.' I don't know the exact figure.
Mr. SimoN. Didn't you state that a moment ago?
Mr. TRAUB. I said over $300,000, maybe a few thousand under

$300,000, I don't know the exact figure.
Mr. SIMoN. If Schoenfeld got a few thousand under or over $300,000

and the income-tax return shows a total of $1,075,000
Mr. TRAUB. You will find out quite a few checks were paid in pay-

ment of the old indebtedness.
Mr. SIMON. I am not quarreling with that. Doesn't that indicate

that somebody else got about $700,000 of the money listed in your tax
return as payment of obligations as guarantor?

Mr. TRAUB. If your figures are correct, it would show that. I did
not pay out $700,000 in cash, Mr. Simon. I am sure of that.

Mr. SIMON. I am not talking about cash now. The one figure-
these are three separate figures I am about to give you: The one figure
of cash payments, which is $1,264,000 in the 7-year period, that is one
figure, taken by itself. N:'

Mr. TRAUB. Why not eliminate 1947 and 1948. Let's deal with
smaller figures because 1947 and 1948 I tell you I had nothing to do
with this investigation or anything with the FHA.

Mr. SIMON. All right. My question will be the same in either event,
Mr. TRAUB. Let's reduce the figure and I think I can help you.
Mr. SIMON. About $600,00 of payments to cash in 1949 through

1952.
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. In addition, you have $1,075,000, not all cash, of pay-

ments to these prior obligations, which you list here "obligations as
guarantor." Now, you also have in 1950, $80,958 of miscellaneous
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expenses for clients, and that is in addition in 1950 to $410,000 on
these payments as guarantor; in 1951, you have $39,391 as miscella-
neous office expense charges, and in 1952, $106,745 as miscellaneous
office expense charges. So in the years 1950, 1951, and 1952, we have
$225,000 of miscellaneous expense for clients or miscellaneous office
expenses in addition to all these so-called Schoenfeld payments. And
a good part of these, $225,000, and my question is narrowed down now
to this $225,000-a good part of those were payments to cash, and your
bookkeeper has testified here this morning that she very frequently
issued a check to cash and charged it against office expense because
she didn't know where else to charge it.

Now my question is: Are there any records anywhere that will show
who got the $225,000, and for whose benefit the money was spent?

Mr. TRAUB. All these figures that you gave me reflect one thing, Mr.
Simon: that when I took a deduction of one-million-some-odd-thou-
sand dollars, in my income-tax returns, the cash payments, office ex-
pense, clients' expense, were all included.

Mr. SimON. Oh, no. I am sorry. The million-I tried to make
that crystal clear in my question. The $1,075,000 of payments to
Schoenfeld, et al., is in addition-is separate from the $225,000 I am
talking about, and the reason I ask the question is that a month ago,
when we went down this list-and every time I would ask you who
got. this $5,000 in cash or who got that $10,000 in cash, you would reply
'it must have gone to Schoenfeld."

Now, therefore, we have tried to separate them into 2 piles, and we
have the 1 pile of $1,075,000, which includes all the money that on
your tax returns you claimed as payments on the guaranties.

Mr. TRAUB. Which includes the cash payments, too.
Mr. SIMON. Which includes those cash payments'?
Mr. TRAUB. All cash payments that I made on account of my old

guaranties and pi:ior indebtedness.
Mr. SIMON. It may very well include all cash payments made on

account of guaranties, but it doesn't. include all cash payments you
made?

Mr. TRAUB. It does.
Mr. SIMIN. I think you will find that you cannot account for the

$225,000 that I am now talking about by, check.
Mr. TRAUB. You are mentioning figures that don't mean too much

to me, Mr. Simon.
,The CIAIRMAN. I am afraid that has been the trouble in the. past.

You haven't paid enough attention to your books and records.
Mr. TRAUB. To my books and records, no. That may have been

the trouble, Senator.
Mr. SIMON. One of the things that doesn't make sense to me is, here

is a period of time when you were a couple of million dollars in debt,
and in 1950, and in 1951, we find on your books items of $25,000,
$30,000, $60,000, $40,000, drawn for matters relating to Kaskell, and
we go to Kaskell and ask him what these are for anl he says they are
all loans from you to Kaskell.Mr. TRAUB. They are the same loan that may have revolved itself
maybe 10 times in a month, Mr. Simon. He would give me a check-
he would ask me if I could advance $30,000 or $40,000 on a certain
matter for him and he would give me a check which would tell me to
deposit the day after that or 2 days later.
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The CHIARMAN. Was that kiting checks, too?
Mr. TRAu. No; that isn't kiting checks.
Mr. WEISMAN. think if you will examine that list you are looking

at, you will find a great many of these checks for $60,000 and $20,30.
represented checks that were first given by Kaskell to Traub, and then
Traub paid them out to satisfy the deposit.

Mr. SiMoN. Take the beginning of 1951. On January 4, there is a
$20,000 check by Traub, and Kaskell says "This is a loan to Alfred L
Kaskell." On January 8, 4 days later, there is another $40,000 check,
and Kaskell says, "This is a loan to Alfred L. Kaskell." On March
27, there is $2,500 in cash, and Kaskell says, "This is cash advanced by
Traub to Kaskell."

Now, those are all loans, or advances by Traub to Kaskell at a time
when Traub was apparently very heavily in debt.

Mr. WEISMAN. That is true. I merely wished to point out for the
benefit of the committee the contravailing deposits where Kaskell first
gave the money to him and then

Mr. SIxo. We don't doubt for a minute, Mr. Weisman, that Mr.
Traub was not an eleemosynary institution giving money to these peo-
ple but we are trying to find out what the money was for, who got it
and why, and we would be grateful if someone could tell us where thle
books are that will reflect who got the $225,000, which is exclusive of
all the Schoenfeld money; who got it and why.

Mr. WESMAN. We will be glad to help you. I made the offer in
Washington. I said that obviously a lawyer couldn't do that., that we
had engaged an accountant who analyzed these books who gave us a
complete analyzation and I made the statement to your Mr. Hogue
there in Washington and I thought we could reconcile everything and
we would be glad to sit down with you and do it. It is obviously un-
fair to take a lawyer and ask him about 5 years of books. You are a
lawyer, I am a lawyer. We know-

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Traub there a lawyer?
Mr. WEI MAN. Yes.
The CHARMAN. It seems to me since you are a lawyer and Mr. Traub

is a lawyer that Mr. Traub particularly, because lawyers are supposed
to want to get facts, and see that justice is rendered-that is a part of
their official code I understand-for that reason it seems to me as
though you would be very, very anxious to- turn over all your records
and all your books to this committee, and let us find out what the exact
facts are; who got the money and why.

Mr. WEISMAN. May I reply, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Can't we do that?
Mr. WEISMAN. Senator, I want you to know the facts. You were

very kind to send me a copy of the letter you sent to Mr. Traub, and
asked me to prepare a brief for you. I did, and I delivered it.

Mr. SIMoN. In order that the record may be clear, may we now
insert in the record, Senator, a copy of your letter to Mr. Traub of
September 15, 1954, and a copy of Mr. Weisman's brief, which was
submitted to you on Friday, giving his objections to-----

The CHAIRMAN. The record will show that on September 15, 1954,
from Chicago, that 1 wrote Mr. Traub and sent a copy to his attorney,
Mr. Weisman.

_ _ _ _ _ _ ow"_ 0" - 11 U
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Mr. WEISMAN. Milton C. You sent it to the Wrong lawyer, but I
finally got it.

The CHAMMAN. We sent it to Herman. You are not Herman?
Mr. WEISMAN. I am not Herman. I never saw him, I don't know

hiinand I don't know how-he &t mixed up with me.-
The CHAIRMAN. We were in Chicago holding hearings. This is not

the first mistake I have made since 1892.
Mr. WEISMAN. I congratulate you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We will make this letter a part of the record and

also the brief in answer to that. In substance what I said in the letter
was we are subpenaing Mr. Traub and his records and books for this
morning at 10 o'clock, and told you in the letter that if you objected to
that, that we would be very happy to have you file a brief setting forth
your viewpoint as to why we were not entitled to books under certain
conditions.

Now we will place the letter in the record and also your brief. It
is entitled "United States Senate. Hearing Held Before Committee on
Banking and Currency. Memorandum of Objections to Subpena
Duces Tecum. Milton C. Weisman, Attorney for Abraham Traub,
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y."

We will now make that part of the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

CHICAGO, ILL., September 15, 1954.
Mr. ABRAHAM TRAUB,

Brooklyn, Y. Y.
DEAR MR. TRAUB: You were previously served with a subpena duces tecum to

produce certain books and records before a session of this committee in Wash-
ington, D. C., on September 7, 1954, in room F-41 of the Capitol. At that hearing,

-you were permitted to retain the books and records covered by the subpena but,
I am informed, you and the documents remained subject to subpena.

I am advised that many difficulties have arisen in connection with the efforts
of our staff to determine the disposition of large sums of money, apparently
flowing through your hands and apparently related to clients of yours having
extensive dealings with FHA.

You are hereby directed to appear on September 27, 1954, in the north ballroom
of the Astor Hotel, Broadway and 45th Streets, New York, N. Y., at 10 a. m.,
with all the books and records called for by the foregoing subpena.

I personally will be in New York at that time and will rule on any requests or
motions which you or your attorney may wish to make with respect to the
opportunity for the staff of this committee to have a reasonable opportunity to
examine those books.

To protect the record, I am issuing a second subpena, calling for the same
documents at the time and place above described; but this second subpena
is intended only to make certain that the nece,sary process has been issued
to compel your attendance in the production of those documents at that time
and place. This will be a public hearing at which there will be at least a
preliminary interrogation with respect to the records, although I am informed
we may not be able to complete the interrogation until there has been further
study of the records.

If you or your attorney wish to present any motions or legal arguments, I
ask that they be submitted in memorandum form prior to 12 noon, Saturday,
September 25, 1954. These may be directed to me at my office in Washington,
D. C., through 5 p. m. Friday, September 24, 1954, or at the Astor Hotel, New
York, on Saturday morning, Septemnberl,25, 1954. The advanced submission of
this memorandum will permit m 't4 rule on such motions promptly at 10 a. m.,
September 27, 1954, in order that we may then proceed without delay with our
public hearing.

Yours very truly,
IIOM.R E. CAPE11AHT, Cliairman.
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MEMORANDUM OF OBJXcMIONS TO SUBPENAS DUCES T MUM

This memorandum is submitted in response to the kind invitation of Senator
Capehart to submit, in memorandum form, the objections which Mr. Abraham
Traub wishes to raise to the subpenas duces tecum served upon him by this
committee.

Although it is and always has been the intention of Mr. Traub to cooperate
fully with the Committee on Banking and Currency of the United States Senate
in its investigation of the Federal Housing Administration, he respectfully
submits that he cannot, and should not, be asked to comply with either of the
subpenas duces tecuin served on him, since their reach extends far beyond the
scope of any investigation of that agency or of the public-housing program.

Before discussing the specific legal objections which Mr. Traub wishes to
raise to these subpenas, it would clarify the record to summarize briefly the
facts to date and the efforts which Mr. Traub has made to assist this committee
in the very important and significant work it is performing.

There can be no question of the value to the country of the full investigation
of the public-housing program. Such an investigation should prove an indis.
pensable and invaluable adjunct to Congress, both in detecting executive abuses
of past legislation and in forming new legislation in connection with public.
housing program. The qualifications of this committee to conduct such aR
Investigation are known and respected by all. Furthermore, the caliber of the
membership of the committee insures that in any investigation it conducts the
rights of individual witnesses will be respected.

In recognition of all these facts Mr. Traub has, without reservation, Co.
operated with the investigation of the committee and has mnlde complete dis-
closure of all his affairs insofar as they relate to the public-housing program.
He has, however, consistently taken the position that insofar as his private
affairs and those of his clients did not relate to the housing program, they were
beyond the reach of this investigaHon. Sucl difficulties as have arisen between
him and the staff of the committee, despite Mr. Traub's sincere efforts to'
cooperate in this investigation, have been due to the insistence of the co.ninit-
tee staff upon going beyond the legitimate limits of an investigation into public
l:ousing.

Mr. Traub's original contact with this committee was a completely voluntary
one. On his own volition he presented himself to the committee in place of a
former client of his who was seriously injured. He did this because neither
he, nor his client, had anything to conceal in relation t6 the public-housing
program. He supplemented the information he had supplied on the original
interview by additional written data, for which he received the thanks of this
committee.

Subsequently, at the request of this committee, he agreed to make all his
books and records available insofar as they were relevant to the matters being
investigated by the committee to the committee's staff. The exact terms upon
which- he made these books and records available, as Incorporated in a memo-
randum made by his counsel at the time, were as follows:

"1. Without regard to the various claims by each party as to what was to be
the scope of the examination of Mr. Traub's books, your committee now takes
the position that the scope of the examination of the books shall be with rela-
tion to Farragut Gardens or any other FHA project with relation to which
Traub was the lawyer or had an interest.

"2. For the foregoing purposes, specifically excluding anything in the said
books which does not relate to the foregoing, the books are to be made fully
available to you by Traub.

'3. Before your examiners leave, all n6tations made by them from the books
will be exhibited to us so that we will be in a position to testify. if called upon,
that no information has been taken therefrom with relation to other clients or
their private matters not concerned with FHA.

"4. If any such notations include any of the exclusions noted in paragraph
'3,' they are to be deleted unless these notations relate to FRA projects.

"5. We are to have the right, at our expense aud without delaying you, to make
photostats or copies of the notes made by your examiners which have been
exhibited to us."

Pursuant to this agreement Mr. Traub's books and records were fully ex-
amined in the office of his attorneys by as many as six people at the time over a
period of approximately 2 weeks. No difficulties arose on such examination and
the committee received full cooperation from Mr. Traub and his attorney,
Milton C. Weisman.

NEW=-
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After further Interrogation on August 25 and August 26, 1954, Mr. Taub
was served with a subpena duces tecum returnable September 7, 1954, demanfd-
ing all his books and records and those of his law firm, without limitation.

On the return date of that subpena Mr. Traub took the same position as he had

previouslY, that lie was willing to make available whatever was relevant to
this coiimiittee's investigation, consonant with his obligations to his clients,
but that lie could not turn over material, not relevant, without violating his
obligations to his clients. Senator Beall, who was sitting as a quorum of one
of this committee on the return date, respected Mr. Traub's objections. He said:

"I don't feel as if I, sitting as a committee of one, should insist that those

records be kept here. I don't think it is the intention of the committee. The

intention 4)f this committee is to take testimony, and I feel as if I am going

beyond any responsibility in insisting that the records be kept here.
"I would hope that Mr. Weisman would leave them here, but if he feels, in

tie interest of his clients, then certainly it is the duity to protect the interests
of his clients, and if they don't want to leave theni here, I won't insist that they
stay lhere." (Transcript, p. 10,637.)

It was agreed that the inspection of the books and records would continue
as before with the committee's staff making available to Mr. Traub copies of
the material excerpted from his books and records.

However, the staff of this committee, upon resuming the inspection of Mr.
Traub's records, refused to permit a representative of Mr. Traub to be present
at such inspection to assure the privacy of matters unrelated to public housing
and refused to permit Mr. Traub to have copies of the material excerpted. Mr.
Traub's counsel therefore terminated the inspection.

Now Mr. Traub has been served with a second subpena dues tecum which is
identical with that made returnable on September 7, 1954, and which, like the
first, is a blanket demand for all his books and records and those of his law
firm for the last 7 years.

From the insistence upon inspecting all Mfr. Traub's records, both relevant and
Irrelevant to an investigation of the public-housing program and from other
facts, the Inference suggests itself that the staff of this committee is no longer
interested solely in investigating the Federal Housing Administration or the
public-housing program, but is determined to "get" Mr. Traub or his clients
and for that purpose is wrongfully attempting to us(- the broad investigative
Dlowers of a senatorial committee to do a policeinan's, or a tax collector's Job.

Under these circumstances Mr. Traub, in fairness to himself and to his clients,
despite his desire to cooperate to the fullest in this committee's investigation of
the housing prograin, iust insist that the inquiry as to him and as to the affairs
of his clients be limited to matters directly relevant to the legislative inquiry
being conducted an(] not encompass every facet of his business life.We believe the record we have recited above shows conclusively, despite var-
Ois statements made at various times by persons not fully acquainted with it,
that Mr. Traub at all times has attempted to assist the committee in its legitimate
inquiry, and that whatever, di d4cuites have arisen have only arisen when the
committee staff has tried to push the investigation beyond its proper limits.

Mr. Traub respectfully submits that both the subpena duces tecum originally
served upon him and the duplicate made returnable September 27, 1954, repre-
sent an extension beyond all proper limits of the inquiry now being conducted
by this committee into the public-housing program. For this reason Mr. Traub
respectfully objects to both subpenas and requests a ruling by a quorum of at
least one-third of this committee on his objections. He respectfully submits that
Senator Beall has already indicated that he also believes that a quorum of one
Is not intended to do anything except take sworn testimony, and, consequently,
is not competent to rule upon Mr. Traub's objections nor tt require him to pro-
duce his books and records over such objections. It is respectfully submitted
that Senator Beall cannot be overruled except by a full committee.

The o)bjections to the subpena duces tecum upon which Mr. Traub requests
a ruling 1)y the full committee are:

1. The subpena made returnable Monday, September 27, 1954, was improperly
issued in view of the fact that the subpena made returnable September 7, 1954.
was still outstanding and had not been quashed or terminated in any way.

2. The subpenas are in violation of the fourth amendment to the (onstitu-
tin in that they constitute an unreasonable search and seizure.

3. Both subpenas are improperly drawn because they fail to set forth what
the sulject matter under consideration by the committee is as to which Mr.
Traub's records are deemed pertinent.
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4. The subpenas are improper on their face because they call for rnatejj,
which clearly is not pertinent to any inquiry now being conducted by ,tj
committee.

5. The subpenas are improper on their face and cannot be complied with b
eaue. they call for the revelation of confidential communications betwee.4
attorney and his client.

As earlier stated herein, it is our position that these objections cannot be rul
on by a single Senator sitting as a quorum of one. It is further our position th -
the power given a single Senator sitting as a quortim of a standing coimrnitt-
to take sworn testimony does not include the right to sequester books an
records and that consequently unless a quorum of one-third or more of the Coro.
mittee is present on the return date of the subpena, September 27, 1954, MIr,
Traub cannot be compelled to produce and leave behind the books, records, and
papers called for by the subpena.

THE SECOND SUBPENA DUCES TECUM WAS IMPROPERLY ISSUED

Before discussing Mr. Traub's substantive objections to the subpenas served
-upon him we should like to take up briefly the reasons why we think the second
subpena duces tecum served upon Mr. Traub and made returnable September
27, 1954, is entirely improper and should be quashed.

As we stated earlier, Mr. Traub was originally served with a subpena which
was made returnable on Tuesday, September 7, 1954. At the appointed time
he appeared with his counsel at the place fixed by the subpena and there found
Senator Beall sitting as a quorum of one for the purpose of taking sworn
testimony. Mr. Traub's attorney thereupon raised various objections to the
subpena. At the conclusion of the hearing Senator Beall stated that, sitting
as a committee of one, he did not think it proper for him to rule on these
objections, and ruled that Mr. Traub's books need not be left. Notwithstanding
this, Mr. Weisman, Mr. Traub's attorney, to demonstrate Mt. Traub's willing.
ness to cooperate, agreed to make all relevant material called for available In
New York under such circumstances as would protect Mr. Traub's rights and
the rights of his clients and those of his law firm. The suhpena was not
quashed. CoUnsel for the committee specifically stated that it was not being
released or discharged. (Transcript, p. 10638.)

With this subpena still outstanding, a second subpena, duplicating it, has
been issued, returnable Monday, September 27, 1954, at a committee hearing.
At that hearing Senator Capehart presumably will be-sitting as a quorum of
one.

It needs no attenuation of argument to demonstrate that it is Inconsistent
with lawful and proper procedure for an identical second subpena to be issued
when there is issued and outstanding another first subpena, to which objections
have been raised, and which objections have been sustained to the propriety,
and final consideration thereof reserved for the committee, as distinguished
from one member.

This multiplicity of subpenas suggests a lack of cooperation on the part of
the witness which is completely contrary to the facts. On the contrary, had

the witness wished not to cooperate with the committee he would not have

offered to make available to it, under conditions which would respect his rights,
all relevant and pertinent material.

The committee staff, however, has refused to recognize the limits placed upon
the offer and has, therefore, made it impossible to carry out the offer, gratui-

tously made by Mr. Traub before Senator Beall.
The proper procedure would now, seem to be for the committee to take up

the original objections made to the subpena on which Mr. Traub has not yet
had a ruling. Instead, the staff of the committee issues a second subpena, while
keeping the first ajive, thereby building a record of recalcitrance and lack of
cooperation as to which there is no basis in fact.

The second subpena should be quashed as improperly issued and the only.
subpena which should be considered as properly before the committee is the

first subpena, previously considered by Senator Beall and now outstanding.
Furthermore, in ruling upon-the objections made by Mr. Traub to that sub-

pena, cognizance should be taken of the position already taken by Senator

J3eall In reference thereto.
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T1S SUBPENAS CONSTITUTE AN UNREASONABLE SEARCH AND LEISURE TN VIOLATION OF

THE FOURTH AMENDMENT

We respectfully submit and urge that each of the two subpenas served on Mr.

Traub constitute a constructive "search and seizure" in violation of the fourth
amendment and are absolutely and fundamentally illegal. If we are nevertheless
directed by this committee to comply with these subpenas and do so under penalty
of indictment for contempt, we herewith advise the committee that we shall con-
tinue to so contend in any further proceedings in which there is any attempt to
use the books, papers, and records produced under these subpenas by compulsion
of this committee, and shall move to quash such proceedings upon the ground
that such evidence was illegally obtained in violation of our constitutional rights.

There can be no question that these subpenas violate the fourth amendment
and amount to an illegal general search warrant. As a matter of fact, they could
not be drawn in broader terms or more violative terms. Each subpena calls for
every single book and record "referring to or relating to" any (meaning all)
payment received or disbursement made by either Mr. Traub or by his law firm for
the last 7 years. There is no limitation in either subpena; it is not limited to
the books and records relevant to the inquiry. On the contrary, the subpenas are
deliberately drafted so as to call for everything, relevant and irrelevant. They
specifically provide that the material to be produced is "including but not limited
to" the particularized items. Paraphrased, the subpenas require the production
of "all books and records, relevant and irrelevant, including but not limited to
the relevant books and records."

Under these subpenas Mr. Tr'aub is required to produce every book in his office
evidencing the basis upon which either he or his firm has received any payment or
authorized any disbursement in the last 7 years. It does not matter to what such
payment relates or for what purpose the disbursements were made. The only
standard is whether or not the payment or disbursement was made subsequent to
January 1, 1948.

These subpenas require Mr. Traub to reveal the affairs of all the clients of his
law firm regardless of whether they came to consult him or one of his associates
on matrimonial difficulties, or other personal matters, on ordinary business deals,
or whatever. There can be no question that these dragnet subpenas reach mat-
ters completely unrelated to the Federal Housing Administration or to the public-
housing program.

We are not dealing here with a corporation existing by grace of the legislature
or with corporate books or records. We are concerned here with private persons
only. As this committee knows, only an individual can practice law. The firm of
Dreyer & Traub is a firm of individuals engaged in the practice of law. Mr.
Traub and they are entitled to the full protection of the fourth amendment. They
cannot, consonant with our constitutional system, be subjected to a search of
their personal papers in the hope of securing evidence of some infraction of the
law under the guise of legislative inquiry. It seems clear that this is what is
intended here. If the staff of the committee was interested solely in an investiga-
tion of matters within the jurisdiction of this committee, it could easily have
limited its subpenas to matters pertinent to the inquiry now being conducted. It
chose not to do so after their attention was called to the vice of the subpena.
Instead, disregarding all constitutional limitations, it drafted and issued a broad
subpena to fish up everything in the possession of either Mr. Traub or of the law
firm of Dreyer & Traub, regardless of its relevancy or pertinency to the present
inquiry.

We submit that this committee cannot constitutionally enforce these subpenas
against Mr. Traub. If it uses its great powers to do so it will be participating
in exactly the kind of invasion of personal liberty and privacy which the fourth
amendment was designed to prohibit. We cannot believe that this committee,
composed as it Is of men distinguished for their devotion to the highest ideals
of our country, would lend itself to any encroachment on the rights guaranteed
by our Constitution. We are confident that this committee will not compel Mr.
Traub to comply with the general warrant issued by its well-intentioned but
mistakenly overzealous staff.

50690-54-pt. 4-17
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A. The comptu8ory production by 8ubpena or other means of all a man's pri ua4
papers io prohibited by the fourth amendment

The exhaustive history of the fourth amendment contained in Boyd v. 1-ile
States (116 U. S. 616) conclusiVely shows that it was designed to prevent the
compulsory extortion by whatever means of a man's private papers for the pur
poses of a general search.

As the Supreme Court there points out (116 U. S. at pp. 625-27), the col.
cept of what constitutes an unreasonable search and seizure in the minds of th
draftees of our Constitution is that expressed in a leading British case dealing
with the forcible seizure of private papers through the use of a general warrant
(Entick v. Carrington and Three Other Kings Mes8engers, 19 Howell's State
Trials 1019).

In that case Lord Camden declared that one's papers are his dearest proper r,
showed that the law of England did not authorize a search of private papers to
help forward conviction even in cases of most atrocious crimes, and Said
(p. 1073) :

"Whether this proceedeth from the gentleness of the law towards criminal$,
or from a consideration that such a power would be more pernicious to the inno.
cent than useful to the public, I will not say. It is very certain, that the law
obligeth no man to accuse himself; because the necessary means of compelling
self-accusation, falling upon the innocent as well as the guilty, would be both
cruel and unjust; and it should seem, that search for evidence is disallowed upon
the same principle. There, too, the innocent would be confounded with the
guilty."

As the Supreme Court opinion In the Boyd case goes on to indicate, the prin.
ciples underlying the British judgment apply equally to any invasion of a man's
privacy by whatever means. The substance of the offense is the compulsory pro.
duction of a man's private papers whether by search warrant, subpena or statu.
tory compulsion. The Boyd opinion reads (116 U. S. at p. 630) :

"The principles laid down in this opinion affect the very essence of constitu.
tonal liberty and security. They reach farther than the concrete form of the
case when before the court, with its adventitious circumstances; they apply to all
invasions on the part of the Government and its employees of the sanctity of a
man's home and the privacies of life. It is not the breaking of his doors, and the
rummaging of his drawers, that constitutes the essence of the offense, but it is
the Invasion of his indefeasible right of personal security, personal liberty, and
private property, where that right has never been forfeited by his conviction of
some public offense, it is the invasion of this sacred right which underlies and
constitutes the essence of Lord Camden's judgment. Breaking into a house and
opening boxes and drawers are circumstances of aggravation; but any forcible
and compulsory extortion of a man's own testimony or of his private papers to be
used as evidence to convict him of crime or to forfeit his goods, is within the con-
demnation of that Judgment."Upon the basis of these principles the Court went on to hold that a law requir-
ing the production of private books, invoices, or records, on pain of treating their
nonproduction as a confession of allegations in a criminal case, was unconstitu-
tional and void.

Upon the basis of these same principles the Supreme Court, 20 years later, held
a subpena duces tecum to be in violation of the fourth amendment (Hale V.
Henkel, 201 U. S. 43). The Court there said at pages 76-77:

"We are also of opinion that an order for the production of books and papers
may constitute an unreasonable search and seizure within the fourth amend-
ment. While a search ordinarily implies a quest by an officer of the law, and a
seizure contemplates a forcible 'dispossesslon of the owner, still, as was held in
the Boyd case, the substance of the offense is the compulsory production of
private papers, whether under a search warrant or a subpena duces tecum,
against which the person, be he individual or corporation, is entitled to protec-
tion. Applying the case, we think the subpena duces tecum Is far too sweeping
In its terms to be regarded as reasonable. It does not require the production
of a single contract, or of contracts with a particular corporation, or a limited
number of documents, but all ,understandings, contracts or correspondence
between the MacAndrews & Forbes. Co., and no less than 6 different companies.
as well a. all reports made. and countst, rendered by .iuch companies from the:
date of the organization of the MacAndrews & Forbes Co., as well as all letters
received by that company since its organization from more than a dozen different
companies, situated in 7 different States in the Union.
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"If the writ had required the production of all the books, papers, and docu-

ments found in the office of the MacAndrews & Forbes Co., it would scarcely'
be more universal in its operation, or more completely put to a stop to the

business of that company. Indeed, it is difficult to say how its business could be

carried on after it had been denuded of this mass of material, which is not

shown to be necessary in the prosecution of this case, and is clearly in viola-

tion of the general principle of law with regard to the particularity required

in the description of documents necessary to a search warrant or subpena.

Doubtless many, if not all, of these documents may ultimately he required,

but some necessity should be shown, either from an examination of the witnesses

orally, or from the known transactions of these companies with the other com-

panies implicated, or some evidence of their materiality produced, to justify

an order for the production of such a mass of paper. A general subpena of this:

description is equally indefensible as a search warrant would be if couched in:

similar terms."
Just as the Supreme Court had refused to allow a general subpena to search

out all a corporation's records, so in Federal Trade ComMi8sion v. American
Tobacco Company (264 U. S. 298), it refused to permit by reason of constitutional
interdiction an administrative agency to compel disclosure of all a corporation's
books and papers. In that case the Federal Trade Commission, pursuant to
authority given it by Congress to investigate the affairs of corporations engaged
in commerce sought to compel the American Tobacco Co. and the P. Lorillard
Co. to exhibit to it all letters and telegrams received or sent by each company
during 1921 and also to require the latter company to exhibit certain other
material. The Federal Trade Commission predicated its demand on the right
given it to investigate unfair practices in interstate matters. The Supreme
Court of the United States refused to compel disclosure of the records sought
by the Federal Trade Commission. It said (264 U. S. at pp. 305-307) :

"* * * Anyone who respects the spirit as well as the letter of the fourth
amendment would be loath to believe that Congress intended to authorize one
of its subordinate agencies to sweep all our traditions into the fire (Interstate
Commerce Commission v. Brimson, 154 U. S. 447, 479), and to direct fishing
expeditions into private papers on the possibility that they may disclose evidence
of crime. We do not discuss the question whether it could do so if it tried, as
nothing short of the most explicit language would induce us to attribute to Con-
gr~ss that intent. The interruption of business, the possible revelation of trade
secrets, and the expense that compliance with the Commission's wholesale
demand would cause are the least considerations. It is contrary to the first
principles of justice to allow a search through all the respondents' records,
relevant or irrelevant, in the hope that something will turn up. * * *
"6* * * A general subpena in the form of these petitions would be bad. Some

evidence of the materiality of the papers demanded must be produced (Hale v.
Henkcl, 201 U. S. 43, 77). * * *

"The demand was not only general but extended to the records and cor-
respondence concerning business done wholly within the State. This is made
a distinct ground of objection. We assume for present purposes that even
some part of the presumably large mass of papers relating only to intrastate
business may be so connected with charges of unfair competition in interstate
matters as to be relevant (Stafford v. Wallace, 258 U. S. 495, 520, 521), but that
possibility does not warrant a demand for the whole. * * *"

See also Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States (251 U. S. 385) ; Okla. Press
Pub. Co. v. Walling (327 U. S. 186).

As these cases show, the Supreme Court has consistently held that the fourth
amendment will not permit an unlimited search through private papers or their
compulsory production for that purpose.

B. Con gress, like the courts, is bound by the fourth, amendment

There can be no question that the fourth amendment applies with the same
force and effect to legislative action as to executive or judicial action (Nelson v.
United States 208 F. 2d 505 (C. A. D. C.), certiorari denied, 346 U. S. 827).

In that case a member of the staff of the Senate's Special Committee to In-
vestigate Crime in Interstate Commerce accompanied a witness to fiis home and
there took certain papers from him. The Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia held that the material had been taken in violation of the witness' rights
and should have been suppressed. It said (208 F. 2d at p. 513) :

"Though a court can no more enjoin a congressional committee from making
an unconstitutional search and seizure than it can enjoin Congress from passing
an unconstitutional bill, a court does have the power and duty to deny legal
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effect to either in an action before it. The fourth amendment exempts no bra%
of the Federal Government from the commandment that 'The right of the peo
to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,.against unreasouabk
searches and seizures, shall not be violated * * *.' This constitutional g.
anty applies with equal force to executive, legislative, and judicial action."

0. The subpenas here involved by indiacriminatelj requiring the production of 04
books and records, both relevant and irrelevant, violate the fourth amens
ment

As we have shown, the fourth amendment applies to the compulsory produetion
of private papers, whether compelled by physical force or legal procedure, and
whether by executive, judicial or legislative action.

It is well settled by the authorities cited earlier (Hale v. Henkel, aupra; Pei
eral Trade Commission v. America Tobacco Co., supra; Okla. Press Pub. 0o. ,
Walling, supra) that a general subpena calling for documents so broadly and
indefinitely as to approach the character of a general warrant violates the
fourth amendment.

The subpenas served upon Mr. Traub fall squarely within this category. Like
the subpena in Hale v. Henkel, supra, each "is far too sweeping in its terms tob&
regarded as reasonable." They are not directed to the books and records relat.
Ing to clients engaged in some aspect of the public housing program, or to
expenditures or payments in connection with such program, but call for every
book and record of Mr. Traub and his law firm for the last 7 years. As the
Supreme Court said in Hale v. Henkel, "some necessity should be shown * *,
or some evidence of their materiality produced, to justify an order for the pro.
duction of such a mass of papers" (201 U. S. at pp. 76-77).

D. The siubpenas violate the constitutional rights of Traub's partners
The subpenas served on Mr. Traub violate not only his rights under the fourth

amendment but also those of his partners. They call on him to produce not
only all his personal papers but also all the papers of the law firm of which he
is a member. For that reason they constitute an unreasonable search and seizure
as to each one of Mr. Traub's partners (In re Subpena Duces Tecum, 81 F.
Supp. 418 (N. D. Cal.)).

B. Any books or records produced under Compulsion of these subpenas wil be
unavailable to the Government in any future proceeding because secured
through an illegal search and seizure.

This committee has the power to compel Mr. Traub to produce the books and
records called for by the subpena. If it orders him to produce them he will
have no alternative but to do so or run the risk of a possible. jail sentence and
fine. Sanctions of this character fall with peculiar severity on a member of
the bar who all his life had had the respect of his community.

If this committee secures Mr. Traub's books and records in violation of his
constitutional rights by directing their production, on pain of contempt pro-
.ceedings if the direction is not met, its possession of these records will be no
different from possession secured by any other type of unreasonable search and
seizure.

If there should be any attempt to use these records against Mr. Traub in any
:subsequent judicial proceeding, Mr. Traub will move for their suppression as
the fruits of an illegal search and seizure. His right to do so is firmly estab-
lished in the law (United States v. Lefkowitz, 285 U. S. 452; Weeks v. United
,States, 232 U. S. 383; Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States, 251 U. S. 385;
.3cDonald v. United States, 335 U. S. 451; Nelson v. United States, supra).

AB the Supreme Court said in a recent opinion directing the suppression of
evidence illegally gathered in violation of the fourth amendment (McDonald V.
United States, supra, at p. 453) :

"This guaranty of protection against unreasonable searches and seizures
extends to the innocent and the guilty alike. It marks the right of privacy as
one of the unique values of our civilization and, with few exceptions, stays the
hands of the police unless they have a search warrant issued by a magistrate on
probable cause supported by oath, or affirmation. And the law provides as a
sanction against the flouting of this constitutional safeguard the suppression
of evidence secured as a result of the violation, when it is tendered in a Federal

court."
We do not believe, however, that it will ever be necessary for Mr. Traub to seek

to suppress any material gathered by this committee as in violation of his
constitutional rights, because we do not think this committee would take any
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action that would raise a constitutional question. We know that Congress is as

aware as are the courts of the Importance of preserving our constitutional rights

and privileges against even the best intended encroachment.
As the Supreme Court of the United States said in Gouled v. United State8

(255 U. S. 298, 303-304), In discussing the fourth and fifth amendments:
,It would not be possible to add to the emphasis with which the framers of our

Constitution and this Court (in Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S. 616, in Weeks v.

United States, 232 U, S. 383, and in Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States,

251 U. S. 385) have declared the importance to political liberty and to the welfare

of our country of the due observance of the rights guaranteed under the Con-
stitution by these two amendments. The effect of the decisions cited is: That

such rights are declared to be indispensable to the 'full enjoyment of personal

security, personal liberty, and private propertyy; that they are to be regarded
as of the very essence of constitutional liberty; and that the guaranty of them
is as important and as imperative as are the guaranties of the other funda-

mental rights of the individual citizen-the right to trial by jury, to the writ
of habeas corpus and to due process of law. It has been repeatedly decided
that these amendments should receive a liberal construction, so as to prevent
stealthy encroachment upon or 'gradual depreciation' of the rights secured by

them, by imperceptible practice of courts or by well-intentioned but mistak-
enly overzealous executive officers."

III

THE SUBPENAS ARE BAD BECAUSE THEY CALL FOR BOOKS AND RECORDS WHICH ARE

NOT PERTINENT TO ANY INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED IN AID OF LEGISLATION

It is impossible from the face of the subpenas to ascertain in reference to what
inquiry now being conducted by this committee Mr. Traub's testimony and the
books and records are being sought. The subpenas provide only that he is re-
quired to testify as to what he "may know relative to the subject matters under
consideration by said committee." For reasons set forth at length below, Mr.
Traub respectfully submits that a subpena in this form is bad, and that a
subpena must specify the legislative inquiry as to which his testimony is desired.

Passing this point, however, and assuming that the "subject matters under
consideration by said committee" are those embraced within the general juris-
diction of this committee as a standing committee, the records called for by
the subpenas clearly contain much which is in no way pertinent to any of the
subjects within the jurisdiction of this committee. The obligation does not
rest upon Mr. Traub to cull the bad from the good in the subpenas. Since the
subpenas call for much that is irrelevant and not pertinent to any legislative in-
quiry, Mr. Traub has the right to withhold the records requested. Unless there
is some legislative inquiry to which Mr. Traub's private affairs are pertinent,
his right to be exempt from any disclosure of his personal and private affairs
must be respected.

A. The subpenas are fatally defective in failing to specify what legislative irquiry
is being conducted to which testimony and ecords are pcrtilent

Neither subpena addressed to Mr. Traub advises him as to what legislative
Inquiry his testimony and his books and records are deemed to be pertinent.

As the courts of this country have repeatedly recognized, "* * * a witness
rightfully may refuse to answer * * * where the questions asked are not per-
tinent to the matter under inquiry." Sinclair v. United States 279 U. S. 263,
292.)

Obviously, however, a witness may exercise this right only where he is advised
what is the subject matter of the inquiry. Otherwise he has no way of deter-
mining whether or not the evidence he is required to produce is pertinent. At
best, a witness who wishes to protect himself against unjustified invasions of
his right of privacy acts at his peril in refusing to answer on ground of lack
of pertinency, since an error will place him in jail. Where, however, the com-
mittee does not even advise the witness to what inquiry his testimony is per-
tinent, it makes a complete sham and mockery of the witness' inalienable right
to resist unwarranted invasions of his privacy. It is against the first principles
of justice to permit a legislative body to withhold from the witness the informa-
tion he requires for his protection.

There can be no question that Mr. Traub is required to answer any questions
or to produce any records pertinent to a proper legislative inquiry being conducted
by this committee. There can equally be no question that Mr. Traub has the right
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to withhold from the scrutiny of this committee (which measi scrutiny by.eve,
newspaper, radio, and television station in this country) his private books Q
records which in no way bear upon any proper legislative Inquiry. Mr. s
Is entitled, therefore, to have the subpena addressed to him set forth specIfi
what the Inquiry being conducted by this committee Is so that he can propt
prepare his testimony in advance and determine what he Is entitled to witfiji
as not pertinent.

It is no answer to say that Mr. Traub Is able by guesswork or inference to
termine what the Inquiry is about. A witness should not have to go to the
newspapers to determine the facts essential to the assertion by him of his c 0
stitutional rights. He is entitled to know and to have stated on the face of t
subpena what inquiry is being conducted by the committee as to which bl
testimony and the evidence required from hint is deemed to be relevant. It is
respectfully submitted that these subpenas are fatally defective for failing t
do so.

B. The subpenas call for material not pertinent to any inquiry now being co
ducted by this committee

In view of the fact that the subpenas fail to specify what subject matter ib
under consideration by this committee, it must be guessed at by reference to
the public press, to previous interrogations of Mr. Traub by members of the
committee staff, and by reference to the known jurisdiction of this committee.

The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 includes within the jurisdiction
of this committee the subjects, Public and Private Housing and Financial Aid
to Commerce and Industry, not assigned elsewhere. From the newspaper report
on the current hearings being conducted by this committee and from the character
of the questions previously addressed to Mr. Traub, it is assumed that the sub.
ject matter now under consideration by this committee falls within "Public and
private housing" and relates specifically to the Federal Housing Administra.
tion.

The subpenas addressed to Mr. Traub, however, are not confined to books and
records pertinent to an investigation of public and private housing but embrace
all the books and records of him and of his firm. As we have pointed out earlier
herein, the subpenas ask for records as to payments and disbursements that have
no relationship to, and are not concerned with, anyone having any connection
with public and private housing. On their face the subpenas clearly call for
papers entirely irrelevant to any inquiry into public anid private housing and
which cannot be pertinent to such an inquiry.

As we pointed out earlier herein, Congress does not have the right to roam
at will among an individual's private papers. As Justice Brandies, dissenting
in Olmstead v. United States (277 U. S. 438, 478-479), said:

"The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to
the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man's spiritual
nature, of his feelings, and of his intellect. They knew that only a part of the
pain, pleasure, and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things.
They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotion,
and their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be
let alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civil-
ized men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government
upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed
a violation of the fourth amendment."

There can be no greater invasion of the right of privacy of an Individual at
this time than to be called before a congressional investigating committee and
to be placed under scrutiny by the entiTe country. The newspapers, the radio,
television, and newsreels combine to broadcast the name and face of witnesses
before such a committee to every corner of the United States. The very fact of
the inquiry itself subjects such witnesses to public suspicion.

The limits placed on a legislative inquiry are firmly laid down in the decisions
of the United States Supreme Court. It has been settled law In this countrY
since Kilbourne v. Thoinpson (103 U. S. 168), that Congress may not conduct
an investigation into the personal affairs of individuals unrelated to any legis-
lative purpose. In that case the Court held that a resolution of the House of
Representatives authorizing the Investigation of a real-estate pool was in excess
of the power conferred on that body by the Constitution, and that the committee
established by that resolution had no right to compel witnesses to testify before
it as to their private affairs nor to punish them for contempt for failing to so
testify.

- -l
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The Supreme Court has only sustained the right of Congress to investigate
the private affairs of individuals where such Inquiry is pertinent to some legiti-
mate function of Congress. In McGrain v. Daugherty (273 U. S. 135), the
Supm.e Court summarized the law on this point as follows:

,"While these cases are not decisive of the question we are considering, they

definitely settle two propositions which we recognize as entirely sound and
having a bearing on its solution: One, that the two Houses of Congress, in their
separate relations, possess not only such powers as are expressly granted to
them by the Constitution, but such auxiliary powers as are necessary and
appropriate to make the express powers effective; and, the other, that neither
House is invested with 'general' power to inquire into private affairs and compel
disclosures, but only with such limited power of inquiry as is shown to exist
when the rule of constitutional interpretation just stated is, rightly applied."

Applying these principles to the matter before them, which was whether a
witness was within his rights in refusing to appear before a Senate investigat-
ing committee, the Supreme Court stated that the power of the Senate to com-
pel a witness to appear rested on whether "the purpose for which the wit-
ness's testimony was sought was to obtain information in aid of the legislative
function" (273 U. S., at p. 176). It concluded the testimony was sought in
connection with a legislative function and that, consequently, the witness was
required to appear.

Where. however, the testimony sought is not in aid of a legislative function,
then a witness may properly refuse to furnish it. The rule is stated as follows,
in Sinclair v. United State8 (279 U. S. 263, 291-292) :

"'* * * while the power of inquiry is an essential and appropriate auxiliary
to the legislative function, it must be exerted with due regard for the rights of
witnesses, and that a witness rightfully may refuse to answer where the
hounds of the power are exceeded or where the questions asked are not per-
tinent to the matter under inquiry.

"It has always been recognized in this country, and it is well to remember,
that few if any of the rights of the people guarded by fundamental law are
of greater importance to their happiness and safety than the right to be
exempt from all unauthorized, arbitrary, or unreasonable inquiries and dis-
closures in respect of their personal and private affairs. * * *"

The most recent affirmation of the principle that a witness may refuse to
produce information which is not pertinent to a proper legislative inquiry is
to he found in United States v. Ruinley (345 U. S. 41).

That case involved the following facts: The House of Representatives had
authorized the House Select Committee on Lobbying Activities to conduct a
study and investigation of "all lobbying activities" and of certain other mat-
ters. Pursuant to that authorization the House committee sought to compel
Rumley to disclose the names of those who made bulk purchase of the books
s01d by an organization known as the Committee for Constitutional Govern-
ment. Rumley refused to do so and was indicted and convicted of contempt.
The Court of Appeals reversed and was affirmed by the Supreme Court The
Supreme Court held that the authorization to investigate "lobbying activities"
authorized only an investigation of "lobbying ii its commonly accepted sense,"
that is, "representations made directly to the Congress, its members, or its
committees." Since the information sought from Rumley did not relate to
lobbying in its commonly accepted sense, the Court held that he had a right
to refuse the information requested.

It is not necessary even for the witness to point out that the information
being sought from him is not pertinent to the matter under investigation for
him to be protected in his right to refuse to disclose such information (Bowere v.
United States (202 F. 2d 447 (C. A. D. C.)). That case turned on the follow-
ing facts: By special resolution the Senate created a Special Committee To
Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce. One of the witnesses
before that committee was one Bowers. Among other things, Bowers was asked
Upon what business he had been engaged on a trip he had made to Chicago in
1927. He was also asked how he had earned some $7,000 which he had invested
in 1942. For his refusal to answer these inquiries, among others, he was in-
dicted and convicted in the trial court for contempt of Congress. The court of
appeals reversed. It held that the burden was on the Government to show that
the questions which the witness refused to answer were pertinent to some
matter being investigated, and since there was nothing on the face of these
questions to show in what way they were pertinent to the matter under Inquiry,
some factual showing in addition thereto was required from the Government.
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The court held that it was immaterial that Bowers had not assigned lack of
pertinency as his reason for refusing to answer the questions.

As these cases show, a witness has an absolute right to refuse to answer any
question calling for information or to produce any records relating to matte,
not pertinent to a proper legislative inquiry. Furthermore, he cannot be prose-
cuted for contempt of Congress unless the Government can show that the inquiry
was in fact pertinent.

Applying the principles for which these cases stand to the books and records
called for by the subpenas issued by this committee, it is clear that Mr. Traub has
the right to refuse to make the material called for available.

As we have pointed out earlier herein, the subpenas are not limited to require.
ing the production of books and records containing information pertinent either
to clients interested in public housing or to projects involving public housing.
The subpenas instead call for the production of every record of Mr. Traub or
his law firm for the last 7 years, regardless of subject matter. They call for
books and records which relate only to the private affairs of Mr. Traub and of
his clients. There can be no question that these subpenas call for a mass of
material most of which cannot possibly be pertinent to any investigation within
the jurisdiction of this committee.

Since the subpenas make no distinction between what is, and what is not
pertinent to the inquiry being conducted by this committee, Mr. Traub cannot
be compelled to comply with them. The burden is not upon him to cull the
bad from the good (Bounnan Dairy Company v. United States (341 U. S. 214);
Federal Trade Commission v. American Tobacco Co (264 U. S. 298); United
States v. Patterson (206 F. 2d 433 (C. A. D. C.)).

The Supreme Court has said:
"The burden * * * is not upon the person who faces punishment to cull the

good from the bad" (Bowman Dairy Company v. United States, supra, p. 221).
The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has held that where a

subpena duces tecum calls for both relevant and irrelevant information a wit-
ness cannot be held in contempt for refusing to comply therewith entirely
(United States v. Patterson, supra). The court there said (206 F. 2d at p.
484):

"Viewed in the light of Rumley, it is clear that the instant indictment rests
upon a committee subpena that exceeded the authority delegated by Congress to
the committee in House Resolution 298. It is true that documents 'relating to (a)
the organization and finances of the Civil Rights Congress, and (b) the activities
of the Civil Rights Congress * * * pertaining to legislation' might include
matters pertinent to 'representations made directly to the Congress, its Members,
or its committees.' But it is equally clear that they are not so limited. An
examination of the subpena in question discloses that the committee sought,
inter alia, documents relating to 'attempts or plans to influence such legislation,
either directly or indirectly.'

"The Supreme Court has ruled: 'One should not be held in contempt under
a subpena that Is part good and part bad. The burden is on the court to see
that the subpena is good in its entirety and it is not upon the person who faces
punishment to cull the good from the bad.' Logic dictates and principles of
equal justice compel application of the same rule to an indictment for con-
tempt which rests upon a congressional subpena."

IV

THE SUBPENA REQUIRES VI 6 LATON OF THE ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE

There is no principle better established in Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence than
the inviolability of the confidence placed by a client in his attorney. It is
recognized as fundamental to our law that a person needing legal counsel must
feel completely free to confide in his attorney, secure in the knowledge that his
confidences will not be revealed. Because of this principle, persons who are being
subjected to blackmail, others who are in difficult personal situations due to
imprudence, carelessness, or other weaknesses feel free to seek legal counsel
and to make full disclosure.

In the State of New York, in which Mr. Traub and his firm practice law, the
attorney-client privilege is part of our statutory law. Section 353 of the Civil
Practice Act provides as follows:

.- m w WE
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"§ 353. Attorneys and their employees not to disclose communications.

"An attorney or counselor at law shall not be allowed to disclose a communi-
cation, made by his client to him, or his advice given thereon, in the course

of his professional employment nor shall any clerk, stenographer, or other per-

son employed by such attorney or counselor be allowed to disclose any such

communication or advice given thereon."
The courts of New York have held that this section prohibits an attorney

from disclosing payments made by him on the instructions of his client (Appel

v. Jlalbc, 207 App. Div. 315, 202 N. Y. Supp. 364). And the Federal courts in

New York have held the terms of an attorney's retainer to be within the privilege
(Myagida v. Con tin'ntal Can Co., 12 F. R. D. 74, 76 (S. D. N. Y.) ).

The subpena duces tecum addressed to Mr. Traub would require him to
violate the confidences placed in him and his law firm by their clients and
would compel him, contrary to the statutory prohibition placed on him, to

disclose payments made by him, the amounts of his retainers, and a great

deal of other confidential information.
The same considerations which have led the courts to recognize the importance

of the attorney-client privilege apply to congressional inquiries. No one would
feel secure in (onsulting with a lawyer if he knew that, while no court could
compel the disclosure of what he said, any legislative committee could. We
have no douht that this committee, which numbers among its members so many
distinu,-qIished members of the bar, would do nothing to cut down on this
fundamental privilege between attorney and client.

Yet, as pointed out earlier herein, the subpenas addressed to Mr. Traub do
the utmost violence to this privilege. They call upon Mr. Traub to disclose
all the records relating to every client of the firm of Dreyer & raub for the
last 7 years. It matters not in what connection such client may have consulted
the law firm, his affairs are required to be revealed to the committee.

These subpenas make a mockery of the attorney-client privilege. If they
should be upheld, it would mean that whenever any attorney or his law firm
became involved in a legislative inquiry relating to any of his clients' affairs,
the affairs of every other client would become public property. Freedom of
consultation would be entirely lost. No one would feel safe in seeking legal
counsel.

Senator Beall, although he is not a lawyer, indicated that he would do nothing
to cut down the attorney-client privilege.

He indicated that he would not compel the production of matters pertaining
to clients whose affairs were in no way relevant, or pertinent, to the inquiry
being maide.I am sure that the other Senators of the committee will show the same respect
for the importance of guarding the confidences between attorney and client
that Senator Beall has displayed. Those members of the committee who are
lawyers will appreciate even more keenly than Senator Beall the importance
of that privilege.

Until now Mr. Traub has endeavored to respect the confidences of the clients
of himself and his law firm by not revealing any information as to them. He
has been able to do so because he has at no time lost control of his books and
records.

Enforcement of the subpenas by taking from Mr. Traub's possession the records
of the firm of Dreyer & Traub and of himself would make it impossible for
Mr. Traub to continue to protect his clients in accordance with the attorney-
client privilege.

For this reason, if for no other, the subpenas are improper and should not be
enforced.

V

A QUORUM OF LESS THAN A THIRD OF THE COMMITTEE DOES NOT HA.VE TIE POWER TO

IUL. ON MR. TRAUJI'S OBJECTIONS TO TIE SUBPENAS OR TO RECEIVE IN EVIDENCE

BOOKS AND RECORDS PRODUCED PURSUANT THERETO

Senator Capehart in his letter to Mr. Traub has requested that all objections to
the subpena be placed in writing so that he may rule on them on Monday, Septem-
ber 27, 1954. It is assumed from this letter that Senator Capehart will be sitting
alone on September 27, 1954.
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The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 provides that a quorum for the
transaction of business is to be fixed by each standing committee, but is not to
consist of less than one-third of its entire membership. It allows a quorum of lM
than one-third for one purpose only and that is "for the purpose of taking sWvo0
testimony."

It is respectfully submitted that the power to take sworn testimony is a very
limited one and embraces neither the power to rule on objections to a subpen
duces tecum nor to receive in evidence books and records produced pursuant
thereto and certainly not to sequester the latter and permit strangers to roam
at will through them and to cull from them what they please.

A. The objections raised herein to the qubpena8 can only be ruled on by a quorilm
of one-third, or more, of the membership of the committee

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in three recent decisions has
held that before a witness may be held in contempt for refusing to answer a
congressional inquiry he must be apprized that his reasons for refusing to do so
have been overruled by the committee.

Quinn v. United States (203 F. 2d 20) ; Bart v. United States (203 F. 2(1 45);
Em8pak v. United States (203 F. 2d 54, cert. granted 346 U. S. 809).

In other words, a witness who objects to supplying the evidence required of
him is entitled to a clear ruling on his objections from the committee before he
can be held in contempt.

Mr. Traub has raised very fundamental objections to the subpenas served upon
him by the committee. He contends that they violate his constitutional rights,
Invade the attorney-client privilege, and call for material not relevant to any
legislative inquiry. He 11 entitled, under the decisions cited above, to a ruling
by this committee on these objections.

It is respectfully submitted that the power to take testimony does not embrace
the power to rule on these objections; that under the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946, only a full quorum of the committee, consisting of not less than one.
third of its membership, can rule on these objections; that Mr. Traub is entitled
to have the serious objections he raises to this committee's subpenas considered
by a representative number of the committee members and not simply by one
Senator.

It seems to Mr. Traub and his counsel that if the committee were fully ap-
prized of what Its staff were doing, that it would not permit the sweeping Rub.
penas which have been Issued and which are invalid and improper for so many
reasons. If the committee disagrees with Mr. Traub, he will then have to con-
sider whether he will abide by the committee's decision or run the risk of a
contempt citation. Before he makes that decision, however, he is entitled to
know that his objections have been considered, and passed on by the committee.

It Is respectfully submitted that Senator Capehart is not empowered, sitting
as a committee of one, to pass upon Mr. Traub's objections to the subpenas.
Senator Beall agreed with this position at the previous hearing held In connection
with the subpena addressed to Mr. Traub. He agreed that Mr. Traub's objections
should be referred to the full committee for ruling.
We are sure that Senator Capehart would not wish to review or overrule the
position previously taken by Senator Beall. We think that this position is the
correct one and that the objections raised by Mr. Traub to these subpenas should
be referred to the full committee for ruling.

B. A quorum of one is not empowered to receive books, records or other writing
As pointed out earlier herein, the only purpose for which a lessesr number than

one-third constitute a quorum of the committee under the Legislative Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1946 is for the "purpose of taking sworn testimony."

The taking of sworn testimony, however, does not embrace the power to compel
the production of correspondence, books, papers and documents and to sequester
such books. The distinction between the taking of sworn testimony and the
production and sequestration of correspondence, books, papers and documents
is clearly shown by another section of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946
which clearly distinguishes between the two by authorizing separately and inde-
pendently the power to require the attendance of witnesses and the power to
require the production of correspondence, books, papers and documents (sec.
134 (a)).

While the committee has both powers, the right of a quorum of one is limited
to the latter-the taking of sworn testimony.

This was the very point raised before Senator Beall which Senator Beall
recognized. Senator Beall stated that-
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"I don't feel as if I, sitting as a committee of one, should insist that these

records be kept here. I don't think it is the intention of the committee. The
intention of the committee Is to take testimony, and I feel as if I am going beyond
any responsibly in insisting that the records be kept here (Transcript of Sept.
7, 1954, p. 10637).

We believe that the ruling of Senator Beall, refusing to insist that the records
be received in evidence, that he would not sequester the bo6ks and that Mr.
Traub's objections must be passed upon by the committee, was not only states-
manship of a high order, but was also compelled by the clear language of the
Legislative Reorganization Act. We think the same conclusion should be reached
by Senator Capehart; that sitting as a quorum of one, he cannot insist upon the
production of Mr. Traub's books and records.

It is respectfully submitted for all the reasons herein set forth that the
subpenas are invalid: that their enforcement would constitute an invasion of
Mr. Traub's constitutional rights; and that in any event, the objections raised
must be ruled upon by a lawful quorum of the committee that no other single
Senator should, or can, overrule Senator Beall and that no single Senator may
cause the production and sequestration of the said books.

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: September 25, 1954.

MILTON C. WEISMAN,
Attorney for Abraham Traub.

Mr. SixoN. May we put in the committee rules for this committee's
investigation ?

The CHAIRMAN. We will also place in the record the rules for pro-
cedure of Senate Banking and Currency Comniittee adopted in execu-tive session on July 21, 1954. Would you like to take the time to read
those rules?

Mr. WEISMAN. Yes. May I have a moment's time to read them?
The CHAIRMAN. We will give you sufficient time to read them right

now.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Traub, while Mr. Weisman-
Mr. WEISMAN. I can't read them-
The CHAIRMAN. Let him read without further asking any questions.
Mr. SIMON. That is the one that relates to this situation?
The CHAIRMAN. I think as a inatter of record I shall read the rules

and regulations:
Rules of procedure for Senate Banking and Currency Committee adopted in

executive session July 21, 1954.
Resolved, by the Committee on Banking and Currency of the United StatesSenate that the following rules governing the procedure of the committee are

hereby adopted:
1. A subcommittee of the committee may be authorized only by the action of

a majority of the full committee.
2. Unless the committee otherwise provides, one member shall constitute aquorum for the receipt of evidence, the swearing of witnesses and the taking oftestimony and the chairman of the committee or subcommittee may issue

subpenas.
3. No investigation shall be initiated unless the Senate or the full committeehas specifically authorized such investigation.
4. No hearing of the committee or a subcommittee shall be scheduled outsideof the District of Columbia except by the majority vote of the committee orsubcommittee.
5. No confidential testimony taken or confidential material presented at anexecutive hearing of the committee or a subcommittee or any report of theproceedings of such an executive hearing shall be made public, either in whole orin part or by way of summary, unless authorized by the committee or sub-

committee.
6. Any witness subpenaed to a public or executive hearing may be accompaniedby counsel of his own choosing who shall be permitted, while the witness is testi-

fying, to advise him of his legal rights.
7. If the committee or a subcommittee is unable to meet because of the failure orInability of its chairman to call a meeting, or for any other reason, the next senior
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majority member of the committee or the subcommittee, who is able to act, shal
call a meeting of the committee or the subcommittee within 15 days afterthe
receipt by the Secretary of the Senate of a written request, stating the purpose of
such a meeting, from a majority of the members of the committee or the sub.
-ommittee.

8. Committee or subcommittee interrogation of witnesses shall be conducted
only by members and staff personnel authorized by the chairman of the com.
mittee or subcommittee concerned.

Mr. WISMAN. Senator, since you have made those rules a p art of the
record, I know that those rules have been adopted by your honorable
committee, pursuant to the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.,
The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, by subdivision D of
article III, as contrasted with the subsequent article, clearly shows that
this subcommittee can take testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you yield, please? This is not a subcommittee.
This is a full committee.

Mr. WEISMAN. Is there a quorum here ? I understood a quorum is
five.

Mr. SIMON. A quorum is one.
The CHAIRMAN. I just read that rule.
Mr. WEISMAN. A quorum is one for the taking of testimony. May I

read'the Legislative lRorganization Act to you, Senator, and may I
have it made part of the record? This Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946, pursuant to which this committee is proceeding, in accord-
ance with the law, duly enacted with regard thereto, states, in subdivi-
sion B:

Each standing committee and each subcommittee of any such committee, is
authorized to fix a lesser number than one-third of its entire membership, who
shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Now here is the milk of the coconut. That isn't in the act.
For the purpose of taking sworn testimony.

I submit that under that alone, if I couldn't buttress it with a subse-
quent part of the act, a subcommittee is not authorized to issue sub-
penas, it is not authorized to take books, it is not authorized to
sequester books as this committee is here and now seeking to do.

If I needed any further authority, which I am sure you will find, you
will find the differentiation between what the subcommittee can do so
constituted, and the full committee, in section 134, which sets forth the
committee's powers.

The committee's powers go far beyond that of taking sworn testi-
mony and reading from section 134 (a), it says-
Each standing committee of thp Senate, including any subcommittee of such com-
mittee, is authorized to hold such hearingsi to sit and act at such times and places
during the sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Senate, to require by
subpena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such
correspondence, books, papers, and documents, to take such testimony and to
make such expenditures-

and so forth, and I clearly point out to you the difference between the
two sections.
Mr. SIMON. That is exactly What is happening here. This is the full

committee, which has directed by unanimous regulation that a quorum
would consist of one member.

The CHAIRMAN. Were you under the impression this was a sub-
committee?

Mr. WEISMAN. No. Of course not, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. This is a full committee.
Mr. WEISMAN. This is a full committee, but I am not only under the

impression, but I do argue that where you have a committee of less than
a quorum, which constitutes a third of the committee, that committee
may only take testimony. That committee, with all due humility, is
not competent to pass upon any legal or constitutional objections that
may be raised.

As a constitutional safeguard, as a statutory safeguard, I, as a
lawyer, say that the Reorganization Act of 1946 particularly provides
that in such a case we are entitled to the benefit and the deliberation
and the, statesmanship of the entire committee, or at least a quorum
thereof, and that is borne out by the law, which I have just read to
your committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me read No. 2 of the Rules of Procedure for
Senate Banking and Currency Committee:

2. Unless the committee otherwise provides, one member shall constitute a
quorum for the receipt of evidence, the swearing of witnesses and the taking oftestimony anL the chairman of the committee or subcommittee may issue
subpenas.

Mr. WEISMAN. The point I make-
The CHAIRMAN. Is your position that the committee had no right to

make that rule?
Mr. WEISMAN. I say it isn't my position. It is the statement of thelaw which I just read to you. I don't think this committee can go-
T]he CHAIRMAN. What authority do you think this committee you

are looking at has?
Mr. WEISMAN. I think that this committee has the power-Senator

Bush asked me; I am sorry that I am limping. I had an accidentwhich I will soon recover from. This is the first one I read. I marked
it here. This is the second, to show you the difference.

The CHAIRMAN. What authority do you think the committee hasthat you are looking at? This is a standing committee, the full Senate
Banking and Currency Committee.

Mr. WEISMAN. I believe that if there is a quorum present, which Ifear is not, it would have full and complete powers, as set forth in
the act.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your position is that if there werea quorum of this committee present at the moment they would have
the authority to do what I have asked as chairman of this committee,
have asked your client to do?

Mr. WEISMAN. I would say they could then rule on the matter.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this to you: We will have a full quorumof this committee in Washington on November 8, and I am not ruling

on this at the moment. I am just reminding you that the best you cando s, by your suggestion to delay your client's producing these records
until November 8. That is the best you can do. I am not riding thatway yet. I am saying that is the best you can do.

Mr. WEISMAN. Senator, I want you to know, when you were kindenough to send me a copy of thatletter I prepared a 50-page briefand 1 burned much midnight oil; I went to the Supreme Court andI think that I can convince the committee that they shouldn't go be-
yond what we have already given them.
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Senator BusH. Mr. Chairman, may I say this: I cannot understand
what Mr. Weisman is talking about because he has just read from sec.
tion 134 of the act and the title is "Committee Powers."

Now I want to read this again, because the committee is acting
within the powers that you have just read, which is right here. It says
this:

Each standing committee of the Senate, Including any subcommittee, of any
such committee, is authorized to hold such hearings, to sit and act at such time
amd places during the sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Senate%
to require by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the pm
duction of such correspondence, books, papers, and documents * *

Mr. WEISMAN. I have just said that.
Senator BusH. What is your objection I
Mr. WEISMAN. The point that I make, Senator Bush, is that the

committee as such is differentiated from a subcommittee.
Senator BusH. It is no subcommittee. The Senator told you that.

This is a full committee.
Mr. WEISMAN. If this is a full committee, if I can count to four,

I see no quorum here.
Senator BusH. You read from another section of the act yourself:

Each standing committee of the Senate, including any subcommittee of any
such committee, is authorized to fix a lesser number than one-third of its entire
membership *

Mr. WEISMAN. "For the purpose of taking sworn testimony."
Senator BUSH. "Who shall constitute a quorum thereof for the pur-

pose of taking sworn testimony."
Mr. WEISMAN. No. I think that is my point. And you have made

it better than I did.
Senator BusH. No; I did not make it at all. The committee powers

are clearly defined in the act.
Mr. WEISMAN. The committee powers are clearly defined but when

the committee sits by less than a duly constituted quorum, it may only
sit according to what you have just read for the purpose of taking
testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to again say to you, Mr. Weisman-and I
have not ruled on this and what I am just about ready to say-

Mr. WEISMAN. You shouldn't rule until you have read my brief.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
The point is, even though Ishould rule that you are right, you are

not going to avoid appearing before the full committee.
MW. W IsmAN. I will welcome the opportunity to present my argu-

nents before the full committee. That is what I want.
The CHAIRMAN. You will not avoid appearing before the full

committee. I will assure you that. The best you can do is to delay
your case until November 8 because on November 8 1 will have a full
committee and you will be present.

Mr. WEISMAN. I assume they will give me an openminded, respect-
ful, statesmanlike hearing, and pass upon the objections.

The CHAIRMAN. Why are'you objecting to turning over to this
committee your books and records?

Mr. WEISMAN. I will be very glad to tell you. I must tell you the
background of this, Senator.

I don't want you to think we have kept our books and records away.
Mr. SIMoN. You have.
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The CHAIRMAN. You have so far.
Mr. WEISMAN. That is not so.
Mr. SIMON. Yes it is.
Mr. WEISMAN. If I say to six people, "Come in and look at these

books, take off a hundred pages of anything that you think is impor-
tant; this is a copy." '4.hey have copied our books from alpha to
zeta, and I say merely, put us in a position so we cannot be charged
with violating our obligation to our other clients, that we have not
violated the confidential communication rule existing between attor-
ney and clients.

They come in with six men; they sit in my office with all of these
books. They take transcripts and abstracts, and then to say we
haven't gotten the books.

They then issue a dragnet, willy-nilly subpena that says, "Give us
everything that this firm did, the name of every client, why he paid
you," even though it has no relation of any kind, nature, or descrip-
tion to FHA and I say, as a lawyer, pursuant to the law of this land,
as laid down by the Sup reme Court of the United States, that that sub-
pena constitutes a willful violation of our freedom from unlawful
search and seizure.

I furthermore believe that is something that this committee doesn't
want. I know the personnel of this committee. This committee is
going to conduct itself according to the law of the land, and not tear it
up. The Supreme Court

The CAIR1MAN. Let me say this: All we want to know is to whom
and for what purpose these checks that are made out to cash were
paid-period.

Mr. WEISMAN. Senator Capehart
The CHAIRMAN. If you will give us that information-
Mr. W¥EISMAN. May I read
The CHAIRMAN. So far you failed to do that.
Mr. WEISMAN. That is not so, sir. You believe it, but let me show

you the arrangement I entered into in pursuance of which I turned
these books over to your committee.

I want to read it to you.
Mr. SIMON. Let me say to you, as you just said, you made the

arrangement. The committee didn't.
Mr. WEISMAN. Let me tell you-
The C-AIRiiAN. Let's fid out-
Mr. WEISMAN. I want all the Senators to know.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Weisman says that he has turned these books

over to us. Now what are the facts, Mr. Counsel?
Mr. WEISMAN. May I say the facts?
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. I want to get the facts from our

counsel. He understands it. Then I will get it from you as you
understand it.

Mr. SIMON. The facts are that pursuant to a subpena issued well
over a month ago we were permitted to send people into Mr. Weisman's
office, who were permitted to look at certain books, which were not all
the books, and their limitations were that they could look at them only
in the presence of Mr. Weisman's auditor and only if they agreed to
give Mr. Weisman a photostatic copy of -every note they made. That
proved'

The CHAIRMAN. At certain hours?
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Mr. SImoN. The hours were reasonably flexible.
Mr. WEISMAN. They worked until 10 and 12 o'clock, Senator. I

made every possible--
Mr. SimN. They were not permitted to make. the slightest note of

what they found on the books without giving a copy of it to Mr. Weis.
man. Then we had a hearing--

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you want that information when you
owned the books? You have the books. You ought to kniow every.
thing that is in the books without requiring our people to give you
copy, or an abstract of what they find in your books.

Mr. WEISMAN. I will be pleased to explain that to the Senator.
Mr. Simon knew about this because this arrangement was made after

his investigator telephoned.
The CHAIRMAN. Telephoned to whom?
Mr. WEISMAN. To Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. I started to give him the history.
The CHAIRMAX. Had you finished?
Mr. SimoN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed?
Mr. SImoN. Because that arrangement proved most unsatisfactory,

Mr. Traub was asked to come in here, in public hearing, when the
committee was in New York a month ago. Senator Bush ordered him
to produce his books on a Friday morning, and neither he nor his books
were here on the morning that he was ordered to appear.

Subsequently, he was served with a subpena to produce the books
in 'Washington, at an executive session, the day after Labor Day, at
which Senator Beall presided. At that time 'Mr. Weisman made a
lengthy argument that we should again try to examine the books in
his office.

Senator Beall concurred. and said they could take then back and we
would examine them in his office, but nothing was said about their hav-
ing the right to get a photostaticcopy of everything that we copied.

We went back to their office, and we were denied the right to look
at the books unless we agreed to give them a photostatic copy of every-
thing we took off the books.

We declined to do that, and we have since been denied access to the
books.

Mr. WEISMAN. May I respond?
The CHAIRMAN. Substantially is that a true statement?
Mr. WEISMAN. I don't want to-I would rather like to tell you-
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us wherein the statement that Mr. Simon just

made is not according to your understanding.
Mr. WEISM AN. According to mytunderstanding, let me say this-
The CAIRAMAN. I mean the points that are not according to your

understanding, and we can save time.
Mr. WEISMAN. May I have your indulgence to give you and the

other Senators present my story with relation to the statement that
Mr. Simon has just made? I think only so can this fairly be told.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you Yield one moment?
Mr. WEISMAN. Yes.
The CAkI MANr. I might ask you a few questions. Did you refuse

to permit them to take any information from your books unless they
gave you a photostatic copy?

Mr. WEISMAN. Ultimately, yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. And you required that they look at the books in
your presence ?

Mr. WEISMAN. Not in my presence; in the presence of the account-
ant.

The CI-IAIRAN. In the presence of an accountant?
Mr. WEISMAN. Now may I proceed? I want to read the stipulation,

pursuant to which an exact copy was made of all of these books and
think-
Mr. SImoN. Now-
Mr. WEISMAN. I restrain myself from interrupting you both be-

cause I think it is good practice and good courtesy.
I made notes, if I found something I didn't like, or thought you

were in error and I would ask the same courtesy of you.
I want to make a statement to the Senators.
Mr. SIMON. I shan't interrupt, but I was hoping, in making the

statement you would explain why Mr. Traub wasn't here on that
Friday morning.

Air. WEISMAN. I have made a note of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's get that now. That. interests me very much.

I wasn't here. Why didn't Mr. Traub and yourself show up on Friday
morning in respect to Senator Bush's subpena?

Mr. WEISMAN. That was not so.
The CIIAIIIMAN. Not a subpena; oral request.
Mr. WEISMAN. I will answer for myself.
Leaving here, I slipped and was on crutches for 5 days and couldn't

leave my Tiouse. I didn't slip on purpose, so that is why I wasn't here.
Nothwithstandino that-
The CIIAIRMAN. What about your client?
Mr. WEISMAN. My client, as near as I could see, Senator Bush did

not order my client here. I have the record here. If I read English,
it said in the record:

Mr. Traub, unless you produce these books, we will issue a subpena.

I am Mr. Traub's lawyer, and I think the only proper and orderly
thing was to have these books and your right to have them as your
staff wants them. You Senators don't want these books in this fashion.
I say this in an overreaching of your staff, and I said to my client,
Mr. Traub, "Let them serve a subpena'. That is the proper thing.
Senator Bush is perfectly right and when we get the subpena we will
testify."

Now may I go back and make my general statement?
Mr. SIMoioN. Except I don't. want. the record to state by my silence

what you just said it states because you have not stated the record.
Mr. WEISMAN. The best proof of what the record says is the record.

I have it here. I will read it.
Mr. SIjO[N. Precisely.
Mr. WEISMAN. Get me Senator Bush's statement. I want the Sen-

ators to know I think there has been too much of this innuendo, this
feeling of Traub not cooperating, et cetera.

Early in October, a gentleman by the name of McManus, who sits
there, came to my office with a subpena in his hand and he said, "I
am going to serve this subpena unless you let us see the books."

Ihad Traub there for the service of the subpena. I said, "Mr. Mc-
Manus, there are the books. Here is Mr. Traub. Give us the sub-
pella."

50690-54-pt. 4-18
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He says, "No, if I can look at the books I am not going to serve the
subpena," and he didn't.
He came to my office. We gave him the books-not certain of the

books-all the books, Senator, and we said to him, "Look, Mr. Traub
is a lawyer. These books can control much information which he is
in duty and law bound not to divulge willy-nilly. What is your
interest in that matter?"

He says-I don't mean he passed judgment-hesays, "I understand
your argument. All we want to do is look at the books as they apply
to Farragut Gardens."

I said, "That is fine. I will send for my accountant, and I will al
further. You may look at any items in the.books that doesn't appIy
to Farragut Gardens if you, in good faith, think it will be necessary
to trace it down."

The Senator knows that. I said, "I don't want to mask out any.
thing and I will take your word. You will be the judge of your own
good faith."

He then said to me, and on that-I will come back to Senator Bush's
statement which I have before me-on that he came in with another

gentleman. We made him comfortable. We helped him, in good
faith. I wasn't there. I had other business to attend to.

I sent for my own personal accountant, who understands books of
a law office, which runs somewhat different from books of a mercantile
concern or a manufacturing company, and I said, "Help him to what-
ever extent you can."

Subsequently he came in to me and he says, "Washington has asked
me to extend the scope of this examination, not alone to Farragut
Gardens, but to any FH matter.'

Subsequently I said, "I would like to clear that with Washington.
Subsequently a gentleman by the name of Mr. Cook came in to

see me and he said, "Look, we want to extend this examination still
further."

I thereupon explained to him as a lawyer; I never handled an FHA
matter in my life. I am brought into this matter as a lawyer's lawyer
by the dilemma my client found himself in, and I said, "Let's see if
we can't come to an understanding. We want to cooperate and we
want to help you," and I wrote out-we called in a stenographer and
I dictated the terms of our agreement and we agreed on this. I said,
"Wait a minute."

The CHArRMAN. Who was "we" q
Mr. WEISMAN. Mr. Cook and I.
I said, "Wait a minute, Mr. Cook. I as a lawyer, I am older than

you. I don't want you to' get inowrong. I want you to call up
Washington and clear this and see if this is satisfactory," and this is
the stipulation that we entered into.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will yield one moment. You understand,
in investigations such as this, that while we may at the moment say
we are only interested in Farragut Gardens, and maybe tomorrow we
are interested in something else, but as we proceed with our investi-
gation and uncover new evidence, of course then we always, and
naturally, must broaden the scope.

Now we have come to the conclusion in this case, since it has been
impossible for us to secure from your books-and we have had access
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to them under certain condtions that you describe, and from your
client himself and from the two bookkeepers-since we cannot ascer-
tain who got and why these large sums of cash payments, we came
to the conclusion that we ought to be permitted to see and completely
audit all tho books.

Furthermore, we came to that conclusion by virtue of the fact that
your client himself admits-and your bookkeepers both admit-that
they are really not a good set of books; that they didn't particularly
know what they were doing, and for that reason, we think that we
ought to take the records and put them in the hands of competent
GAO auditors and inid out exactly what the facts are.

Let me say this to you: When we get all through, we will tell the
public exactly what the facts are, and if we find a complete, 100 per-
cent explanation for all these items, we will so state.

Mr. SIMON. May I ask Mr. Traub a question on this matter before
we go on?

Mr. WEISMAN. Let me finish my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Let him ask the question.
Mr. SIMON. Where were you, Mr. Traub, on the night of Sep-

tember 23?
Mr. WEISMAN. I object to that.
Mr. SIMON. You said a minute ago that you had been cooperating

with us completely.
Mr. WEISMAN. Yes sir.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to ask him where he was.
Mr. WEISMAN. In the middle of my statement?
Mr. SIMoN. Where were you on that night, between the Thursday

when you testified here and the Friday morning when Senator Bush
asked you to come back?

Mr. TRAUB. You can ask him that question when I finish.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. WEISMAN. I don't want to get in that kind of a travesty.
This was the stipulation that if I heard correctly-I have sharp

ears-if I heard correctly I am going to insist, Mr. Simon, that you
ask that question, and I will insist on an apology from you if I heard
correctly what you said to the Senator which was most insulting to me.

Mr. SIMON. Y ou have no concern with-
The CHAIRMAN. I will tell you what'he said and I think it is the

truth. He said you would talk all day. Is there anything wrong
with that? What is insulting about that?

Mr. WEISMAN. Because I don't talk all day.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the best recommendation a lawyer could

have that he could talk all day.
Mr. WEISMAN. I don't talk all day.
The CHAIRMAN. All he said, that you would talk all day.
Mr. WEisMAN. Well, I don't think that is a very fair statement.
The CI-IAIRAN. If that is insulting I shall apologize to you.
Mr. WEISMAN. No; I don't want any apology from the Senator.
I want the Senators to know the terms under which these books

were made completely available to the men from the General Account-
ing Office. The terms of the stipulation that we entered into were as
follows:

Without regard to the various claims by each party as to what was the proper
scope of le examination of Mr. Traub's books, your committee now takes the
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position that the scope of the books shall be with relation to Farragut Gardent
or any other FHA project with relation to which Traub was the lawyer or had
an interest.

The CHAIRMAN. You can't object to that, can you?
Mr. WEISMAN. This is what I agreed to. This is the terms under

which they made the examination:
For the foregoing purpose, specifically excluding anything in the said books

which does not relate to the foregoing, the books are to be made fully available.
to you by Traub.

Did the Senator hear that last?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I did.
Mr. WEISMAN. That-

for the purposes aforesaid they were made fully available to you. Before your.
examiners leave all notations made by them from the books will be exhibitedI
to us so that we will be in position to testify if called upon that no information.
has been taken therefrom with relation to other clients or their private matters.

The CHAIRMAN. We can shorten this whole business up now. We
are not going to do that, and I don't know what my ruling is going
to be, but that is one thing we will never agree to, because it won't
work. It never has worked. It won't work. There is no reason in
the world why we investigating you should tell you exactly what we
found wrong about you-

Mr. WEISMAN. I didn't ask you your conclusions. I asked for a
copy of the facts. I didn't want your conclusions, Senator. I assume
that, and I say this with the greatest of humility, that this com-
mittee

The CHAIRMAn . I think the whole problem revolves itself around
whether or not our investigators in going over your books must give.
to you and call to your attention every little irregularity that they
found.

Mr. WEISMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what it amounts to.
Mr. WEISMAN. It doesn't amount to that at all because, Senator,.

last time they copied our books almost verbatim. There is a hundred
pages. They took off every item here. We permitted them to copy
it. They were examined Friday.

The ICHAIRMAN. I don't want to interrupt you, but you know
exactly what is in your books. Why should we tell you what is in
your books?

Mr. WEISMAN. I don't want to have you tell me what, is in my
books. I want to be in a position to protect Mr. Traub from the
charge that there was taken from his books information which you'
gentlemen, with all due respect Under our constitutional form of
government, have no right to take. We are seeking to cooperate
within the framework of the law.

Mr. SIMON. Thus far, Mr. Weisman, we haven't even seen all the
books.

Mr. WEISMAN. You have every book-you have an inventory of
the books. They were made available to you.

Mr. SIMON. We had two ladies testify this morning to the existence
of books which no member of our staff has ever seen.

Mr. VETSMAN. I don't thiink that is correct because the inventory-
and I am sure you are just as careful as I am-the inventory contains
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the book you referred to. Ihe inventory referred to a customer's
ledger or, excuse me, a client's ledger.

Mr. SiMoN. I am not talking about inventories. This first girl
testified there was a ledger sheet for each of the properties with these
items posted prior to 1949. Mr. Traub himself says he doesn't know
where that book is.

Mr. WEISMAN. Mr. Traub has told you, we have told you that from
1949, prior thereto, we have no books and the subpena can't produce
that which isn't existent, and I also point out that any subpena that
niust be issued must be issued so as to constitute due process. I am
sure the Senator hasn't had an opportunity to read my brief, but I
hope you have.

Mr. SIMoN. I have and he has read most of it; or at least parts of it.
11'. WEISMA N. I don't know what. that means, parts of it. That is a

rather ephemeral statement. I think this raises a very serious ques-
tion insofar as my client is concerned. We want to cooperate. You
didn't. have to have this delay. Your men could have come in there.
I want to say, Senator, that they shouldn't be delayed for 2 days;
while I was sick and couldn't get in touch with Washington I let them
run the gamut as they pleased. I didn't want to delay them if they
changed their mind. All we wanted to do was say we were in a, position
to turn over these books, pursuant to constitutional laws, pursuant
to the laws of the State of New York and with due regard to our
cient's duties and obligations.

We have a twofold duty, one to aid this committee in its legislative
duty and the other to protect our clients, as we swore to do whcui
admitted to practice law in New York State.

Mr. SIMoN. We have investigated over 200 projects since this in-
vestigation started and I have had the responsibility for the staff in-
vestigation and from the first day we have had more trouble with Mr.
Traub and his books than any other six projects in the United States,
and that stems from the day in June when I came up here to see Mr.
Traub. WVe have never received a single piece of paper without pull-
ing for it.

The CHAIR MAN. Let me say this: Mr. Traub just testified here not
over 40 minutes ago that he borrowed money and loaned it to his client
to put. them in the real-estate business, or in the building business, I
believe you testified.

Mr. TRIAUB. I said real-estate business, not building.
The CHAIRMVAN. Real-estate business. Therefore, you didn't say

whether it, was buildings or FHA.
Mr. TirUA. It had nothing to do with FHA. It was long before the

FHA. I started off in 1943.
Mr. WEISIANr.TlTat I may not leave the record incomplete and so

I may not be charged with having erroneously reported Senator
Bush's ruling, I am reading from page 2861 of the record, in which
he says:

Now the process that your counsel-

meaning that you would come to our office-
has suggested has been tried and found unsatisfactory. For that reason, I
shall have to rule that we will subpena these books, and we want them by 10
O'clock linoimorw morning.
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Then he says later on:
The only way it appears feasible to do it Is to subpena these books and have

them.

Mr. Siro. Now, Mr. Traub, Where were you that night? That
was the night of August 26. You left here about 2 o'clock in the after.
noon. Where were you that night?

Mr. TztAuB. Mr. Simon, have you ever been sitting on this side being
questioned? I have never had an experience that I had being ques .

tioned-
Mr. SImoN. My question is: Where were you?
Mr. TRAUB. I would like to answer it in my fashion.
Mr. SIMoN. My question is : Where were you?
Mr. TRAUB. I am coming to that.
Mr. Si:oN. All I asked you is, Where were you?
Mr. TRAUB. Senator, may I give my explanation?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Just tell us where you were, please.
Mr. TRAUB. Senator, I have never in my experience had the experi.

ence that I went through with Mr. Simon's questioning for 2 solid
days-for 1 complete morning, and then the next day. When I got
through with this I told Mr. Weisman that I had a matter to take care
of and I was going away and I didn't want to get near that office until
next Monday. That is just what I did do. I went-

Mr. SIMoN. I want-
Mr. TRAUB. I will tell you where I went to the detail if you want i
Mr. SIMon. You heard senator Bush say the books were to be

subpenaed for 10 o'clock Friday morning?
Mr. TRuB. He did not say they were to be subpenaed for 10 o'clock.
Mr. SIMON. Let Mr. Weisman read what he just read. It is very

clear.
Mr. WEISmAN. He said:
For that reason, I will have to rule that we will subpena these books and we

want them by 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Mr. SIMoN. We want them by 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. We

had a man sitting on your front door step all evening and most of
the night and you never came home.

Mr. TRAUB. I came home 10 o'clock the next morning. I walked iD
and there was nobody there.

Mr. SIMoN. At your home?
Mr. TPituB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Our men were back at the hearing.
Mr. TRAUB. You didn't let me finish. After I got through with that

I went to the Turkish bath and got up the next morning and went
home. I did not go to the office. (

Mr. SImoN. You knew we had somebody out trying to serve 8;
subpena?

Mr. TRAUB. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't you hear Senator Bush tell you we wanted them

by 10 o'clock the next morning?
Mr. TRiAu-. I heard that. •
Mr. WFIsxm.&. We had them right here. He didn't have to subpens,

them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Traub is an attorney, has been an attorney

for many years. Senator Bush said we wanted the records for 10,
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'clock the next morning and we will subpena them. I think it is
the responsibility and duty of a lawyer to cooperate, and attorneys
know rules and regulations. I am sure Mr. Traub knew what Senator
Bush was talking g about. He proceeded to walk out of hern anid hide
himself until 10 o clock the next morning.

Mr. 1\'EISMAN. He did not hide himself.
Mr. TRAUB. I did not.
The (CHAIRMAN. We were unable to serve a subpenit.
mr. SrMON. l)id yl urwi fi, k I w) wliero, yoll wvr,'? 1
Mr. 'rRAu B My wife didn't know whqeII was until 12:80 or I

o'clock.
The ( 1 IRMAN. Will you J)Oc('eed, Mr. W(i8m1n?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Traub-
The CIIAIRMAN. Mr. Weisman may proceed.
Mr. WEISMAN. I think I have finished, except I think for the pur-

pose of the record being complete, so that I may at, any subsequent
time demonstrate what I deem the comslete invalidity of tlivse sub-
penas, in line with the plain decisions an intradi('I ion of the Suuprronn
Court, I would like to offer our copies of the two sitblwents in evide,,'r.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU may proceed.
Mr. WEISmAN. Tlsa~i tlitr in viw of the fNt .that thieso pie'rs

have been offered in evidence, and in view of the plain languagA of the
United States Supreme Court showing the invalidity of sublpnns in
such form, I want these two subpenas to be marked as partl, of Ow
record.

The CHA I MAN. Without objection, they will bee , i it pa,' f' ( ,,w
record.

(The information referred to follows:)

UNITED SrATEM F AMEIICA

CONGRESS OF THE UNIF.D SITATIcs

To Abraham Tralib, 1620 Avenue I, Brooklyn, New York (remidle'e) ; 11 court t
Stre ,, Brooklyn N. Y. (office) : (IrotIngs:

Pursuant to lawful authority. you anre hrvl'y eorimomnd'd to nppenr before
the ,eniflo Committoe on aitnking and Currency of ilh e, smoof hi, I itod
Stnt., or rp"lewlay, September 7, 10.54,. t 1 i,''lor' i i. , m., t thwlr niu nitett
room, room F--41, Unitpa States Capitol, Wammlywot mti, r. C., i.m1 1nd th'r. to
t0 tify what you may know relative to the. mia,.ef inn IterM ,undr eoniderill,,n
by raid committee, and to produce tie origirin.I4 of nil I,(,,Cp, renrd ra d Of r
writings (or In the abmricp thereof, tre 11nd ,v.rri.!f 'ol'm oft murn) In your
(Mfitody or control, which are specified In tle' appendix hIertrtt, anii.l.d nod which
IR hemby made a part hereof :

Hereof fail not, ns you will answer your dlvfailt undir the P, pniln nd prouilthex
in iiih eases made and provided.

To William E. Smith, United States Mnrtaral, to erve and ref ,urn,
Given under my hand, by order of the ,ormmitfto,, thi 2t8th 1dny of Anwiit,

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred iid flfty-four.
JOME9 11. PAPYEIIARiT,

tChatimar ¢, mtl f c¢'o on[ Balnking nd (Currevctl/.

Upon presentation of voucher you will be relmbursded $0 1)4r dlerni will e.f
route and while testifying, plus flrst-elapm railroad fare and pullmaruni berth, or
plane fare, or 7 cents per mile If travel Is by ear.

Ai,P.?qmx

All books and record reflecting or relating to any and 1l payments reeivi-4
and disbursements made to and by you or to and by tho firm af Dreyer & 'rnib
during the period of January 1, 1948, to date, including the ctiih reeplptms in d -
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bursements books, the general ledgers and all other ledgers, and all supporfiun
documents such as invoices receivable and invoices payable aiid any and all othet.
books, records, and correspondence identifying the names of clients for wbol0
accounts such payments were received or disbursed, as well as the nature ot
purpose of such payments; all bank statements of the firm of Dreyer & Traubas'
well as canceled checks, checkbook stubs, for the period of January 1, 1948, to
date, Including but not limited to the books and records reciting or refle" 'q
payments from, disbursements made to, and receipts and disbursements reht.
Ing to:

Alfred Kaskel.
P. M. Lipstein
Morris Kavy
Punia & Marx
Alexander P. Hirsch
Henry Hirsch
Phillip Schoenfeld

for the period of January 1, 1948, to date, and including but not limited to pay.
ments from, disbursements made to and receipts and disbursements relating to
the following named corporations and/or projects and/or individuals, officials,
employees and shareholders connected with said corporations or projects:

Selgate Realty Corp. Aero Gardens
Coral Management Corp. Boulevard Gardens
Davenport Arms Anita Apartments
Chartone Garden Apartments Howard Gardens
Lizel Holding Co. Mansfield Gardens
Forest Drive Apartments Quality Gardens
Austin Street Construction Corp. Cedar Gardens
Fieldstone Gardens (Netherlands Gar- Forest Hills Village

dens) Forst Hills Gardens
Sundown Gardens Greystone Gardens
Congress Gardens Barnes Gardens
Ridge Terrace Lanson Gardens
Maplewood Housing Roder Gardens
Shore View Gardens Ruskin Gardens
Parkville Gardens Farragut Gardens No. 1, Inc.
The Sheridan Farragut Gardens N(. 2, Inc.
The Fulton Farragut Gardens No. 3, Inc.
American Park Section No. 1 Farragut Gardens No. 4, Inc.
Colony Terrace Farragut Gardens No. 5, Inc.
The Roosevelt Queens College Gardens
Montgomery House Grand Central Apartments, Section I
The Jamestown Grand Central Apartments, Section II
Olinville Terrace Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., Section I
Bay Parkway Apartments Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., Section II
First Woodhaven Housing Larchmont Gardens
Second Woodhaven Housing Darn Gardens
Third Woodhaven Housing The Normandie
The Hamilton Brearwood Gardens Apartments, SeC-
Lana Gardens tion IV
Lincoln Cooperative Blossom Gardens
Regent Gardens Briarwood Gardens, Section I
Bay Shore Gardens Briarwood Gardens, Section II
Pelway Gardens ,,Troy Gardens
Albert Apartments Rego Terrace
Oliver Gardens Rego Gardens

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

To Abraham Traub (office), 16 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (home) 1620
Avenue I, Brooklyn, N. Y., greeting :

Pursuant to lawful outhority, you are hereby commanded to appear before
the Committee on Banking and Currency of the Senate of the United States,
on Monday, September 27, 1954, at 10 o'clock a. m., at their committee room,
north ballroom, Hotel Astor, eighth floor, 45th Street entrance, New York, N. Y.,

I
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then and there to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters

under consideration by said committee, and to produce the originals of all books,

records, and other writings (or in the absence thereof, true and correct copies

of same) in your custody or control, which are specified in the appendix attached

hereto and which is hereby made a part hereof:
Hereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties

in such cases made and provided.
To William E. Smith, United States marshal, to serve and return.

Given under my hand, by order of the committee, this 15th day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifty-four.

HOMER E. CAPEHART,
Chairman, Committee on Banking and Currency.

Upon presentation of voucher you will be reimbursed $9 per diem while en

route and while testifying, plus first-class railroad fare and pullman berth,

or plane fare, or 7 cents per mile if travel is by car.

APPENDIX

All books and records reflecting or relating to any and all payments received
and disbursements made to and by you or to and by the firm of Dreyer & Traub
(luring the period of January 1, 1948, to date, including the cash receipts and
disbursements books, the general ledgers and all other ledgers, and all supporting
documents such as invoices receivable and invoices payable and any and all
other books, records, and correspondence identifying the names of clients for
whose accounts such payments were received or disbursed, as well as the nature
of purpose of such payments; all bank statements of the firm of Dreyer & Traub
as well as canceled checks, checkbook stubs, for the period of January 1, 1948,
to date, including but not limited to the books and records reciting or reflecting
payments from, disbursements made to, and receipts and disbursements relating
to the following:

Alfred Kaskel Alexander P. Hirsch
11. M. Lipstein Henry Hirsch
Morris Kavy Phillip Schoenfeld
Punia & Marx

for the period of January 1, 1948, to date, and including but not limited to pay-
ments from, disbursements made to and receipts and disbursements relating til
the following-named corporations and/or projects and/or individuals, officials,
employees, and shareholders connected with said corporations or projects:

Selgate Realty Corp. Third Woodhaven Housing
Coral Management Corp. The Hamilton
Davenport Arms Lena Gardens
Chartone Garden Apartments Lincoln Cooperative
Lizel Holding Co. Regent Gardens
Forest Drive Apartments Bay Shore Gardens
Austin Street Construction Corp. Pelway Gardens
Fieldstone Gardens (Netherlands Albert Apartments

Gardens) Oliver Gardens
Sundown Gardens Aero Gardens
Congress Gardens Boulevard Gardens
Ridge Terrace Anita Apartments
Maplewood Housing Howard Gardens
Shore View Gardens Mansfield Gardens
Parkville Gardens Quality Gardens
The Sheridan Cedar Gardens
The Fulton Forest Hills Village
American Park Section No. 1 Forest Hills Gardens
Colony Terrace Greystone Gardens
The Roosevelt Barnes Gardens
Montgomery House Lanson Gardens
The Jamestown Roder Gardens
Olinville Terrace Ruskin Gardens
Bay Parkway Apartments Farragut Gardens No. 1, 1 [c.
First Woodhaven Housing Farragut Gardens No. 2, Inc.
Second Woodhaven Housing Farragut Gardens No. 3, Inc.
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Farragut Gardens No. 4, Inc. The Normandie
.Parragut Gardens No. 5, Inc. Brearwood Gardens, Apartments, Se
,Queens College Gardens tion IV
,Grand Central Apartments, Section 1 Blossom Gardens
,Grand Central Apartments, Section 11 Briarwood Gardens, Section I
Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., Section I Briarwood Gardens, Section II
Woodcliff Gardens, Inc., Section II Troy Gardens
Larchmont Gardens Rego Terrace
•Dara Gardens Rego Gardens

Mr. SIMoNx. As long as we are protecting the record, may we ask
Mr. Traub, have you produced the books here this morning called for
-by subpena?

Mr. WEISMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. I asked Mr. Traub.
Mr. TRAUIB. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Where are they?
Mr. WEISMAN. In the back of the room.
Mr. SIMON. Are all the books called for by the subpena here?
Mr. TiAu. Mr. Weisman can answer.
Mr. SIMoN. I am asking you. They are your books.
Mr. TRAUB. I delivered the books to Mr. Weisman's office about a

month and a half ago.
Mr. SIMoN. What books?
Mr. TRAUB. All the books that are in the office except the current

checkbooks.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether there are included in those books

the clients' ledger for which postings were made from the journal?
Mr. TRAUB. I do not know.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know whether they are included?
Mr. TRAUB. No. All the books-I know all the books are included.
Mr. SIMON. My question is : Do you know whether the books that you

brought here this morning include the clients' ledgers on which post-
ings were made from the journal?

Mr. T.RAUB Mr. Simon, what ever books I have are here.
Mr. SIMoN. My question is whether you know whether those books

include the client's ledgers from which postings were made from the
journal?

Mr. TRAUB. Miss Krahan testified they do.
Mr. SImoN. That those books include the sheets she testified to as

having been the ledgers on which she posted from the journal ?
Mr. TRArB. I think I heard her testify to that effect.
Mr. SIMON. Do the books that are here now include the ledgers on

which she made the postings from the journal?
Mr. TRAUB. I don't know what books are here and what books are

not here.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this: That we are going to rule on this

matter at 4 o'clock today. We will ask you to come back at 4 o'clock,
at which time we will rule on this matter. In the meantime, can we
take inventory of these books to see whether or not they are all there?
Do you have any objections to our people looking at them?

Mr. WEISMAN. Not at all, Senator. of course.
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Traub a

question if I may, or 2 or 3 questions before he leaves the stand.
The CH'AIRMAN. We will have to turn off the cameras here. We

weren't quite finished with you yet. You may proceed, Senator Payne.
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Senator PAYNE. Mr. Traub, frbm the inception of your being in

business, have you annually been provided by an accountant, or some

other person, with a profit-and-loss statement at the close of each year
and a balance sheet?

Mr. TRAUB. No.
Senator PAYNE. Have you at any time during the period of time

that you have been in business had the benefit of a profit-and-loss state-
.ment or a balance sheet?

Mr. TRAUB. No, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Have you had accountants come in to audit the

books of your company?
Mr. TRAUB. It is not a concern. It is a law firm.
Senator PAYNE. A law firm.
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, I have had accountants come in.
Senator PAYNE. What years did you have them come in?
Mr. TRAUB. I think every year.
Senator PAYNE. Every year. And did they submit to you-were

they C. P. A.'s?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. What was the name of the firm?
Mr. TRAUB. Greenberg &Fishman.
Senator PAYNE. They are located here in New York?
Mr. TRuAB. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. They are certified public accountants?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Senator PAYNE. Did they make a thorough examination of the

accounts and certify to you as to the correctness of the accounts?
Mr. TRAUB. I don't know what type of accounting they made, and

they never certified to me the correctness of the account.
Senator PAYNE. They never submitted to you a balance sheet as a

result of the examination?
Mr. TRAUB. They did not.
Senator PAYNE. Mr. Chairman and the committee, I would suggest

at an appropriate time might request the presence either voluntarily
,or by subpena of the accounting firm in order that some questions
might be asked of that firm.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We will take that under advisement.
What did the accounting firm do if they did not certify to you?
Mr. TRxAUB. I know they came in, I think once a month, and prepared

my income-tax returns.
The CHAIRMAN. Once a year you mean ?
Mr. TRAUB. No, they came in once a month to the best of my knowl-

'edge and did prepare my income-tax returns.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know any reason why they didn't sign the

income-tax return?
Mr. TRA Au. No.
Mr. SIMON. It is customary for the accounting firm to so sign after

it is prepared. There is no such certificate on these returns. Do you
know why?

Mr. TRAUB. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Then we will now stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

You be back at 4 o'clock and 'we will rule on this matter.
(Whereupon, at 12:28 p. m., the committee recessed until 2 p. m.,

the same day.)
P
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Our first witness will be Mr. Gilbert Tilles.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you Godl

TESTIMONY OF GILBERT TILLES, KNIGHTSBRIDGE GARDENS,
GREAT NECK, N. Y.

Mr. Tinzz s I do.
The CHaIRmAN. Will you give your full name and address to the

reporterI
Mr. Tni s. Gilbert Tilles, 25 Hickory Drive, Great Neck.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SI oN. Mr. Tilles, are you the sponsor of Knightsbridge

Gardens?
Mr. Trwis. I am a sponsor, yes.
Mr. SImoN. Where is that located?
Mr. TILLES. In Great Neck.
Mr. SIMoN. Great Neck, N. Y. ?
Mr. Tnjzs. Right.
Mr. SIMON. Can you give us the street address?
Mr. TILLES. I honestly couldn't. I think there are any number of

numbers there. I think it is 40, 60, and 80, Knightsbridge Road in
Great Neck.

Mr. SIMON. Can you give us the streets it is bounded by?
Mr. Tn.LEs. It is bounded on one side by Great Neck Road, and the

other side, I honestly don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever been out there?
Mr. Tnins. Yes, sir, I live there.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know the name of the other street?
Mr. Tinnzs. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was that project insured by an FHA mortgage?
Mr. TMiLES. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Wl at was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. Tnuzs. The amount of the mortgage was $1,051,300.
Mr. SiwtoN. Did you get a premium on the mortgage when you sold

it?
Mr. TILLES. I did, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. Tn.LES. $42,052.
Mr. SIMON. How much did the land cost you the building was

built on? it

Mr. TILLES. The land cost was $52,833.50.
Mr. SIMON. What were all the other costs of the building, including

the construction, financing charges, and so forth ?
Mr. TILLES. The actual construction cost as per the tax return was

$749,769.70-
Mr. SIMON. When you add 'all the financing charges, does that bring

it up to $801,166?
Mr. TmiEs. I haven't those figures, sir, but if I can read them of

to you, the mortgage costs was $26,981.51. The other costs, meaning
interest, real-estate taxes, insurance, operating expenses came to an-
other $20,945.61. I haven't the addition on that.

M R= f7._
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Mr. SIMoNf. I think you will find that totals $601,166, and that plus

the $52,833 was the total cost of everything that went in the project,
is that right?

Mr. TmLFs. No. I will tell you. There is another $3,500 actually
paid for-

Mr. SIM oN. Architect's fees? I included that.
Mr. TmI s. I didn't include that. I didn't know what you had

there.
Mr. SIMON. The $853,000 includes the cost of the construction, the

mortgage cost, the insurance and real-estate taxes and the architect's
fee and the land.

Mr. TiLLES. I assume if your addition is correct; that is right.
Mr. SIMON. That means the proceeds of the mortgage were $239,353

more than the total cost of the project; is that right?
Mr. TiLLEs. I haven't the figures in front of me, but I will follow

your addition.
Mr. SIMON. Then upon completion of the building, did you people

distribute to yourselves $214,448?
Mr. TiL. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. That was, that $214,000 was out of the money left over

from the mortgage after paying all the costs?
Mr. TiLLEs. I don't know where that $214,000 came from. I mean

the important part is that it was paid out in the form of dividends to
the stockholders.

Mr. SImoN. Is there any place it could have come from other than
the proceeds of the mortgage?

Mr. TImLES. No. I assume it came from that.
Mr. SImoN. What was the capital stock of that company?
Mr. TILLEs. $10,100.
Mr. SIMON. $100 went to the FHA Commissioner and $10,000 was

put up by you people?
Mr. TILLEs. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. When was the building completed? Was it in Septem-

ber of 1950?
Mr. TrFL mS. It must have been approximately that date; yes.
Mr. SImoN. September or October 1950?
Mr. TILLES. I would say so.
Mr. SIMON. Before the end of that year you paid out this $214,000

dividend; is that right?
Mr. TmLEs. By the end of that year; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The same year?
Mr. TiLF.S. Right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you treat that for your income tax as a long-termcapital gin?
Mr. ILLES. I believe, the accountant did, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Didn't you on your income-tax return?
Mr. TLEs. Yes, I did.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. David Kent of the Dorie-Miller project.
Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

FHA INVESTIGATION 2991
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID KENT, DORIE-MILLER PROJECT, BROOKLYI,
SN. Y., ACCOMPANIED BY IRVING LANE, COUNSEL

,Mr. Kv.Ido:
The CHAIMAN. Will you please'be'seated?
Mr. L. Senator Capehait, I would like permission to address&

the committee, if you will, please.,
The CHAIRMAAN. For what purpose?
Mr. LAnE. Well, I feel in line with tho opening statement that you

made this morning that you give all people who have been placedin
an unjust light an opportunity to explain, themselves.

The CHAIrMAN. Does this have to do with this witness or some other
witness?

Mr. LANE. It has to do with this witness.
The CHAIMAN. When we have finished asking him questions you

can file or make a statement.
Mr. LANE. I would like to make the statement at the beginning of

the hearing, if you please.
The CHAIRMAN. We will listen to your statement after we* have

asked certain questions.
Mr. LANE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kent, will you give your full name and address

to the reporter?
Mr. KENT. David Kent, 291 Exeter Street, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
Mr. SIMoN. Where were you the week of August 23, 1954?
Mr. KENT. On the 23d of August I was in the country having a

much-needed vacation.
Mr. SIMoN. Where I
Mr. KENT. In the Laurels Country Club.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you arrive there?
Mr. KENT. I arrived there the morning, or the early noon of the 18th

of August.
Mr. SIMON. August 18?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you stayed there until Friday evening, August 27?
Mr. K1NT. Friday afternoon, August 27.
Mr. SimON. Did you decide to return to New York on August 27

because you knew that was the final day of this committee's hearings
in New York?

Mr. KENT. I decided to return to New York because my children
came home from camp that day.

Mr. SIMON. Did your wife know where you were any time during
that 10 days you were absent from the city?

Mr. KENT. She did not, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. What was the reason you didn't let her know where

you were?
Mr. KENT. I had been through a very difficult job. I haven't been

working since the 2d of December 1953.
Mr. SIxON. What was the reason you didn't want your wife to

know where you were?
Mr. KENT. I am telling you that, Mr. Simon. I had lost over 50

pounds. I was feeling very badly, I was nervous, distraught, I was
upset. I had pains under the heart. I went on a vacation and I did
not want to be disturbed. I did not tell my wife.

________-
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Mr. SIMoN. Now, on August 18, the day you left New York, did
you know that this committee wanted your appearance at a hearing
here in New York the following week?.

Mr. KENT. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a discussion with your lawyer that day?
Mr. KENT. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have a discussion with your lawyer that day?
Mr. KENT. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You did not talk to your lawyer on that date?
Mr. KENT. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Before you-at any time on August 18, 1954 did you

communicate with your lawyer either over the telephone or by going
into his office?

Mr. KENT. I saw my attorney the 17th of August.
Mr. SIMON. Did he tell you that this committee wanted your ap-

pearance ?
Mr. KENT. He didn't.
Mr. LANE. At this time, if you please, Mr. Simon, I don't think it

proper to ask that type of question-because any testimony, of a
lawyer-

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this witness evaded this committee for a
week.

Mr. LANE. Let me disagree with that statement, Mr. Capehart, he
did not evade any process in this case.

Mr. SIMON. You told the investigator you would produce the man
in your office to be served with a subpena if we would agree to give
you a continuance.

Mr. LANE. That is correct, sir. I called you in Washington on the
18th of August and I respectfully asked for an adjournment because
I knew your committee would sit September 27, and I made a rea.-
sonable request, sir.

Mr. SIMON. When you were told you couldn't have a continuance,
did you suggest to him that he go out of town?

Mr. LANE. I didn't suggest anything to him at all and any su
gestion or any advice that I gave hini, sir, is my concern and Mr.
Kent's. It is not a proper question to ask because it is a confidential
relationship.

Mr. SIMON. I think it is this committee's concern when a lawyer
advises his client not to appear before a hearing of this committee.

Mr. KENT. Mr. Simon, I think you are in error.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you tell our investigator on the morning of Au-

gust 18 that if you were given a continuance you would produce him
in your office that day to be served with a subpena.

Mr. LANE. I spoke with your investigator about 11: 30 or 12 noon
and I told him I called you in Washington asking you to grant a post-
ponement of this hearing.

Mr. SIMON. Didn't you tell him that if the postponement were
granted, you would produce him that day to be served.T

Mr. LANE. Yes. I did say that, sir, but I made a reasonable request
of your office because I felt that Mr. Kent here had cooperated with
your office. He had given you everything you asked for, and if I make
a reasonable request knowing that this committee would be sitting in
New York on September 27, it would not be denied.
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Mr. SIMON. Is it your thought that it was purely a coincidence that
he left town the same day you were denied a request for continuane,1

Mr. LANE. No, sir, because the following day I went away. I wa
on my vacation and I communicated with your office and told them
that I was going on my vacation.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's get-
Mr. LANE. I requested that postponement because of that fact as

well; that 1 would not be in town.
Mr. SIMoN. You overruled the committee and took the postpone.

ment.
Mr. LANE. I didn't overrule the committee. I don't think the

innuendoes are proper at all, sir.
The CHAMrMAN. Let's get on with the business.
Mr. LANE. I think that should be the thing, Senator Capehart.
Mr. SImoN. Mr. Kent, did you build the Dorie-Miller project?
Mr. KENT. I did.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that located?
Mr. KENT. Northern Boulevard and Central Parkway Extended,

bounded by 112th Street, Central Parkway, 134th Avenue, and
Northern Boulevard in Queens.

Mr. SIMON. Is that project built under section 213 of the Housing
Act?

Mr. KEwr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That section provides for cooperative projects to be

built by nonprofit corporations or nonprofit trusts?
Mr. KENT. It is my impression it is a nonprofit cooperative organ-

ization.
Mr. SIMON.' Did you cause to b e created in connection with that

project a nonprofit corporation?
Mr. KENT. I was instrumental.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the incorporators, or the people who caused

this nonprofit corporation to be created ?
. Mr. KINT. It is my impression that the incorporators were A. C.

Lennon, Herbert Cantrowitz, and Samuel Morrow.
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell Morrow?
Mr. KENT. M-o-r-r-o-w.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Samuel Morrow?
Mr. KEWNT. Samuel Morrow, as I told you in the hearing in Wash-

ington, is a brother-in-law of my brother.
Mr. SIMON. Is he a brother-in-law of your brother?
Mr. KENT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Does he work for you?
Mr. KENT. He does not.
Mr. SIMON. Did he act as an incorporator here at your request?
Mr. K ENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Herbert Cantrowitz?
Mr. KENT. My brother.
Mr. SIMON. Does he work for you ?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he act as! an incorporator here at your request?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is it fair to say that Mr. Morrow and Mr. Cantrowitz

were your nominees in the creation of this corporation .
Mr. KENT. They were.
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Mr. SIMON. Who is Mr. Lennon?
Mr. KENT. A. C. Lennon is one of the cooperators.
Mr. SIMON. What is his business?
Mr. KENT. He is now engaged in the management, one of the man-

agement firms, which manages the cooperative corporation.
'Mr. SiMON. Is he a partner in the firm of 11. & L.?
Mr. KENT. H. & L. Management Co.
Mr. SIMON. When was this nonprofit corporation created?
Mr. KENT. I think I originally tried to get a State housing job on

it. I originally tried to incorporate it in 1950.
Mr. SIMON. When was it incorporated?
Mr. KENT. The current Dorie-Miller was incorporated-it is my

fl1ression it was incorporated in late 1951 or early 1952.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Lennon act as an incorporator here at your

request ?
Mr. KENT. He did.
Mr. SIMoN. So that all three of them were your nominees, were

they ?
Mr. KENT. They were.
Mr. SIMON. What was Mr. Lennon's business at that time?
Mr. KENT. He is secretary to Congressman PowelL
Mr. SIMON. Was he a paid secretaryI
Mr. KENT. I assume he is paid.
Mr. SIMON. Does he have an office in the Congressman's office?
Mr. KENT. He must.
Mr. SIMON. Is that where you dealt with him, in his office?
Mr. KENT. I dealt with him in his office. I also dealt with him on

the job site.
.Ar. SIMoN. And you asked him to be one of the sponsors, or incor-

porators of this project ?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. After the project, the nonprofit corporation was created,

did it enter into a contract with you or a company controlled by you
to build this project?

Mr. KENT. The cooperative made a contract with me to build this
project.

Mr. SIMON. Was that with you personally?
Mr. K.ENT. Personally, yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the people who acted on behalf of the cooperative

were your brother and Mr. Morrow and Mr. Lennon, is that right?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMfoN. They were all your nominees and they agreed with you

on how lnuch.you should be paid for building the project?
Mr. KENT. That is not so. You are definitely wrong on that, Mr.

Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Who acted on behalf of the nonprofit corporation in

determining how much you should be paid?
Mr. KENT. These figures on the construction contract-and I may

say that I waived approximately $235,000 in builder's and architect's
fees to reduce it-

Mr. SIMON. My only question is who represented the nonprofit co-
operative corporation in negotiating with you for the amount of the
builder's contract?

,Mr. KENT. The construction contract was made up by the FHA.
069O0-54-pt. 4-19
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Mr. SIMON. You had nothing to'say about itV
Mr. INT. A contract was offered to me, based upon an application

by the cooperative and the contract was offered to me.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you sign a construction contract with this non.

profit cooperative?
Mr. KENT. I did.
Mr. SIMON. And who represented the nonprofit cooperative in sign.

ing that construction agreement?
Mr. KENT. I think at the FHA I was requested to sign.
Mr. SIMON. No. Who represented the nonprofit corporation in

negotiating the construction contract with you?
Mr. KENT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. I have before me a photostat copy of a construction

contract dated Anril 7, 1952, between the Dorie-Miller Housing Co.,
Inc., and David Kent. You, of course, are David Kent.

Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is the Dorie-Miller Housing Co., Inc., this nonprofit

corporation we have been talking about?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the contract is signed by you for David Kent?
Mr. KrNT. Yes.'
Mr. SIMON. And for Dorie-Miller Housing Co. it is signed here by

Herbert Cantrowitz, president, and Samuel Morrow, secretary. I ask
you to look at the contract and tell me if that is their signatures?

Mr. KENT. I think-I know it is my signature. I am reasonably
certain those are their signatures.

Mr. SIMON. Well then didn't your brother and his brother-in-law
act for this housing cooperative in signing this building contract with
you?

Mr. KENT. They did.
The CHAIRMAN. Then they are the people that represented the non-

prcfit housing project, is that right ?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Ilhe CHAIRMAN. You didn't know that a moment ago?
Mr. KENT. I didn't know that until I saw that.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't know that?
Mr. KENT. I didn't know who had signed the construction agree-

ment. I had to refresh my recollection by seeing that.
The CHAIRMAN. This helped you to refresh your memory?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
The CHAiRMAN. Do the people who purchase the apartments in that

cooperative apartment building own the land on which the building is
built?

Mr. KENT. They don't.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the land under the building?
Mr. KE.NT. I do.
Mr. SIMON. And is that a 99-year lease?
Mr. KENT. It is.
Mr. SIMON. And does that -lease provide for $4,120 annual rent to

you for 99 yen rg
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And even after these people have paid off the mortgage

on the building,. you will still own the land under the building?
Mr. KENT. Yes.

I
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Mr. SimON. You said a moment ago thatthe property is now man-
aged by the L. &.H. Management Co.?

Mr. IKENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the L. & H. Management Co.? V.Who are the

owners of it?
Mr. KENT. The L. & H. Management Co. is Lennon and William J.

Hampton, I think it is.
Mr. SixoN. Are Mr. Lennon and Mr. Hampton the owners of that

campany
Mr. KENT. As far as I know.

Mr. SIxoN. Who selected them to be the managers of the building?
Mr. KENT. The Drydock Savings Bank, the FHA-any party con-

cerned with that, because I have no privity to that contract. I don't
know anything about what is in that contract.

Mr. SiMoN. As I understood you a moment ago at the time the
project was first started, when the noncooperative association was in-
corporated, you invited Mr. Lennon to be one of the sponsorsI

Mr. KENT. He was going to be one of the-cooperators.
Mr. SimoN. You invited Mr. Lennon and your brother and your

brother's brother-in-law to be the three incorporators, is that right?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SiMN. Did he ever hear of this project before.you went toim? :,
Mr1. KENT. Did who hear of it?
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Lennon.
Mr. KENT. No.
Mr. SIMoN. You were the first one to tell him about it?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
M r. SIxow. Who is Mr. Hampton?
Mr. KENT. Mr. Hampton is a secretary from Congressman Powell'soffce.
Mr. SIMoN. So Le-nnon and Hampton are both secretaries in the

Congressman's office?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Both on the Federal payroll?
Mr. KENT. I assume so.
Mr. SiMoN. And they are the two managers of the project?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SimON. Isn't there also a management consultant that they were

retired to retain?
Mr. KENT. I don't know that they were required to retain, but I

do know that James Felt & Co. is management consultant on the
job.

Mr. SIxoN. Isn't ittrue the Drydock Savings Bank, who hold the
mortgage, refused to approve them as the management unless they
did hire, a man cement consultant?

Mr. KENT. I on't know that.
Mr. SIxoN. You don't know that?,

j Mr. KENT. I have a letter here which might refresh my recollection.
Mr. S~~ON. I would be glad to have you refresh your recollection.
Mr. KENT. This letter does not have that.
Mr. SIMoN. It does not refresh your recollection?
Mr. KENT. No. Will you repeatyour question?

i
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Mr. SIMoN. The question was whether or not the Drydock Savi*g
Bank refused to approve Lennon & Hampton as managers of the prop.
erty unless they hired management consultants.

Mr. KENT. Don't know that, they refused. In fact, I know that
Mr. Lee, the president, and Mr. Welton, the vice president, were very
pleased to have Lennon & Hampton as the managing agents.

Mr. SimoN. This is Thurmond Lee you are talking about?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know that Thurmond Lee declined to write

the letter approving them until they agreed to hire the management
agents?

Mr. KENT. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. During the progress of construction, how frequently

did Mr. Lennon and Mr. Hampton visit the project?
Mr. KENT. They came down quite frequently.
Mr. SIMON. How frequently? Every week
Mr. KENT. At least every week.
Mr. SiM N. And this is a Negro cooperative housing project, isn't it!
Mr. KENT. This is an interracial cooperative housing project.
Mr. SIMoN. Were the cooperative apartments sold to the people who

now own them in an office that was the Congressman's office?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did Mr. Lennon and Mr. Hampton help you sell the

apartments?
Mr. KENT. They sold the apartments; yes.
Mr. SImoN. Did they get paid for thatI
Mr. KzNT. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. How much did they get paid for selling the apartmientsl
Mr. KENT. It is my impression that they received approximately

$15 an apartment.
Mr. SIMoN. How many apartments are there?
Mr. KENT. Well, they didn't sell all the apartments. They sold

somewhere in the area of 240-250 apartments.
Mr. SIMON. So for 250 apartments they would have gotten $3,7501
Mr. KENT. About $3,400 or $3,500.
Mr. KENT. I told you, Mr. Simon, that Mr. Hampton, I mean Mr.

Lennon, received from me $250. That was when he went to Cali-
fornia, and my recollection is very clear on that now. I asked him
to look for another site for me to build, if it were possible, to build
another interracial housing job in California.

Mr. SIMON. So you paid his expenses to California so he could look
for that site?

Mr. KENT. I don't know what his expenses to California were, but
I paid him-it may have been more, but I paid him part of his expenses,
if they were more.

Mr. SIMON. About how much?
Mr. KENT. $250.
Mr. SIMON. Didyou ever pay him anything else V
Mr. KENT. I paid him $100 the following, oh, several months there-

after, when he was-and I testified as to that in Washington-I paid
him a hundred dollars when he was going down south, and it might
have been on his vacation. I also asked him to look for another site,
if there might be a feasible site for me there.
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Mr. SIMoN. And in either one of these instances, did he find a site

for you ?
Mr. KENT. Nothing as pretty as Dorie-Miller.
Mr. SIMON. You are talking about land, I take it?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mir. SiMON. He wasn't able to find any land?
Mr. KENT. Any site comparable with Dorie-Miller.
Mr. SIMON. So for that reason didn't pick any site because there

wasn't anything comparable?
Mr. KENT. NO. I was interested in finding an excellent site.
Mr. SiMON. He couldn't find one for you?
Mr. KENT. He couldn't.
Mr. SIMON. Other than the two trips that you paid part of the

expenses of, and the $3,400 or $3,500 that Lennon & Hampton got
for selling apartments, have either one of them received any funds
from youorfrom this project other than their salary as managers?

Mr. KENT. None that I know of.
Mr. SIMoN. You would know if they got it out of the project,

wouldn't you?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And that is all?
Mr. K ENT. That is all.
Mr. SiMoN. Did they receive approximately $8,000 as managers of

the project?
Mr. KENT. They received 3 percent of the rental income, which came

to, I think, $8,800.
Mr. SImoN. Is that for last year?
Mr. KENT. That is for, at the time they signed the contract.
Mr. SimoN. When was the contract signed?
Mr. KENT. I don't know which date-but I know that the contract

went into effect when they took over the management in December
of 1953.

Mr. SiMoN. How frequently during construction did the Congress-
man visit the project?

Mr. KENT. He would be there every week, every couple of weeks.
I mean he would come down quite frequently.

Mr. SIMoN. He took a real active interest in it?
Mr. KENT. He was highly interested in 'seeing that a proper, good,

decent job, in which Negroes could be acceptable was built; yes.
fr. SImoN. Now, in bout September of 1952, did you have a con-

versation with the Congressman at the project with respect to an
automobile?

Mr. KENT. I had a conversation at the project. I can't pinpoint
the date.

Mr. SiMoN. What is your best recollection of the date?
Mr. KENT. It might have been late September, possibly early

October.
Mr. SIMoN. Of what year?
Mr. KRNT. Of 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. Will you tell us what the conversation was?
Mr. KENT. He came down in a Jaguar automobile. I saw him then.

It was a beautiful car.
Mr. SIMoN. That is, the Jaguar was a beautiful car?
Mr. KMNT. Yes.
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I told him I sid, "Congressman"-I used to callhim Congresma
or Dr. Powel-I said, "Tiat is a beautiful car you have there.", Z
he said that it was a beautiful car but there was another' car he wou1d
like to own, a Nash Healey, and it was designed by the leading d,
signer in the automobile business, Farinari, or something, and he said
he would like to own it.

Mr. SIMoN. Any other conversation?
Mr. KENT. Yes. I asked him why he didn't get it. He*said he

didn't have the money to buy it. I asked him how much he would
need in order to-get the Nash Healey. He said that he would he
needed about $3,000, and I offered to lend. him $3,000 in order t6
that car.

Mr. SIMon. Was there any other conversation?
The CHAMMAN. Did you lend him the $3,000?
Mr. KENr. Yes, I did.
Mr. SI N. I have before me a copy of the order blanks of the Nash

Healey Co. for this car, dated August 29, 1952. Would that refiesh
your recollection as to when he ordered it?

Mr. KENT. I don't know when he ordered the car.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there an interval of time between the time you

said you would advance the money and the time he told you the car
was ready for delivery?

-Mr. KEXT. Na. 'I think he accepted delivery that day, the same
day that I advanced him the money.# Mr. SIMoN. -Yes, but did you offer to advance the money the same
day you advanced it ?

Mr. KE-NT. No.
Mr. SImoN. Or was there an interval of time?
Mr. KEwT. I don't understand your question.
Mr. SIMoN. You have just testified to a conversation that you had

w ith Mr. Powell in front of this project.
Mr. Ki.NT. Yes.
Mr. SIor. In which you saidyou would advance the $3,000 to buy

the car.
Mr. KENT. I would lend him $3,000 with which to buy the car.
Mr. SIMON. When was that with relation to the day on which you

gave him the check for $3,000?
Mr. KENT. I understand now. He called me, I think it was a couple

of weeks thereafter-it could have been 2 or 3 weeks-and told me
he was ready to accept delivery of the car.

Mr. SIMoN. What did you do then?
Mr. KENT. I went over to his office. I drove over, to his office in

Mahhattan. His office is at 132 West 138th Street.
Mr. SIMON. Did you give him the check?
Mr. K]vr. I went up to his office. He was busy at the time. I got

word to him I was there. Some time, I think in the afternoon it was,
and I met with the Congresman, and told him that I was ready to
make the loan.

Mr. SIoN. Was that on Odtober 15,'1952?
Mr. KYNT. No. It was on October 14, 1952.
Mr. SIMON. The check that you apparently have a photostat of in

your hand is dated October 15, 1952.
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIoM. That was the day before?

... --- " : ..--. - --
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Mr. KENT. No; this was the day before-I made the date out, it was
after banking hours; I generally make a check for the following day,
but it was on the 14th of October.

Mr. SIMON. It was on the 14th and you gave him a check dated
October 15, 1952, for $3,000, payable to the order of Adam Clayton
Powell, Jr.?

Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The reverse side shows that he endorsed it and it was

deposited in the Bank of Manhattan Co. to the credit of Nash Healey,
Inc.; is that right?

Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. It also shows it was deposited in the Bank of Man-

hattan on October 15, 1952?
Mr. KENT. That is correct. It is also my impression that the man

from the Nash Healy Co. was at the office the night of the 14th to
pick up the check.

Mr. SIMON. Where was the automobile delivered to Mr. Powell?
Mr. KENT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether the automobile was delivered to

him on the site of the job?
Mr. KENT. I couldn't say.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a picture here of a construction shack, with

a large sign on the top of the shack saying "Dorie-Miller Cooperative
Apartments." And in the background is a building under con-
struction.

I ask you when you look at it to tell me whether that is the Dorie-
Miller project which you built, and in front of the building is anautomobile with a man in it, and another man standing beside it, and
I ask if this is the automobile and if Mr. Powell is sitting in the car
and whether this is the Nash salesman who is standing beside it?

Mr. KENT. This is the Dorie-Miller site.
Mr. SIMON. That is the site of the job?
Mr. KENT. That is the site.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the Nash salesman standing aside the car?
Mr. KENT. I don't know whether the Nash salesman is.
Mr. SIMON. You said a moment ago the salesman was there.
Mr. KENT. A man from the Nash Healey Co. was there.
Mr. SIMON. Was this the man?
Mr. KENT. I don't think this is the man who was there. I am

certain because this man was bald, and the man in my recollection
was a much younger man. That is Congressman Powell, and that is,
looks like the Nash Healey, and that was taken before the car was
bought.

Mr. SImoN. Before the car was bought?
Mr. KENT. That is my impression; yes. I wasn't at the site at the

time.
Mr. SIMON. When was this photograph taken?
Mr. KENT. You couldn't pinpoint the time.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether it was before or after October

14?
Mr. KENT. I am reasonably certain that it was taken before Octo-

ber 14.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, if you will notice the automobile has dealer license

plates on it. Did you notice that?

I
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Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And would that indicate to you that the car was, or

had been in the dealer's possession at least up until the time this pie.
ture was taken?

Mr. KENT. It might tend to show that.
Mr. SIMoN. I show you another picture in the same background

and Mr. Powell is signing what looks like an order blank from th
man beside him. Does that refresh your recollection any?

Mr. KENT. I wasn't there at the time nor do I know what the Con-
gressman is writing there. He might have been giving him his auto.
graph.

Mr.'SIMON. I show you another picture with the baldheaded man,
as you pointed out, handing what looks to be the keys to Mr. Powell,
and ask you if that is Mr. Powell taking the keys to this car?

Mr. KENT. I see this gentleman handing Congressman Powell some-
thing. I don't know what it is.

Mr. SIMON. It looks like the keys, don't you think?
Mr. KENT. I wouldn't venture a guess.
Mr. SIMON. Now I show you another picture with maybe 30 work.

men in the picture, and I ask you if these are the workmen who were
working on the job?

Mr. KENT. I recognize some of the men who worked on the job;
yes.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know what reason there was why the workmen
stopped work and all had their picture taken with Mr. Powell around
the automobile?

Mr. KENT. I would feel proud to be around the Congressman. I
assume that these men were proud to be with the Congressman.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know what reason there was for stopping the
work and everybody going down to have his picture taken.

Mr. KENT. As far as I recollect, I wasn't there at the time.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know these pictures had been taken?
Mr. KENT. I knew pictures had been taken. I didn't know these

pictures were taken but I do have a recollection of him coming after
working hours.

Mr. SIMON. What was the purpose of these pictures being taken?•
Mr. KENT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. When did you first learn that pictures had been taken?
Mr. KENT. The following day, when I spoke to the men and I had

learned that the Congressman was on the job and that pictures had
been taken.

Mr. SIMON. Then if you learned about it the following day you can
fix the time when these pictures were taken?

Mr. KENT. No; I can't fix that time. I wouldn't venture a guess.
I mean I can possibly guess as to the time of day, but not whichday
it was.

Mr. SIMoN. It is the day I am interested in.
Mr. KENT. I couldn't pinpoint it.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have anything to do with the purchase of the

Jaguar?
Mr. KENT. No.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't advance the money or loan the money for

that?
Mr. KENT. I made only one loan to Congressman Powell.
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Mr. SIMoN. Now with respect to the terms of this loan, it was made
in October-

The CHAIRMAN. First let me ask this: Has the $3,000 loan been
paid?

Mr. KENT. It has not been paid.
The CHAIRMAN. How much has been paid on it?
Mr. KENT. Nothing.
The CRAIRMAN. Nothing has been paid on it?
Mr. KENT. No.
The CHAMMAN. It is what now, about 3 years old?
Mr. KENT. It is less than 2 years.
Mr. SImoN. October 14, 1952, is the date you gave the money, is that

right?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You were interrogated on July 28, 1954, in W.ash-

ington?
Mr. KENT. I was.
Mr. SIMON. Were you asked these questions and did you make these

answers, and I am reading from page 4472 of the transcript:

Question: That was In October of 1952, which Is-
Mr. KENT. Some time in the fall of 1952.
Question. And it was due on demand after some date in January 1953?

That is, the loan was due on demand after January 1953.
Mr. KmNT. That is right.

Mr. KENT. That is true.
Mr. SIMON (reading):
Question. Have you ever made demand for payment of the note?
Mr. KENT. I hold-I have never made a demand.
Question. You have never made a demand for payment?
Mr. KENT. No.
Question. Do you ever intend to?
Mr. KENT. How can I answer that?
Question. I don't know.
Mr. LANE. You answer it.
Mr. KENT. Of course I intend to get paid.
Question. When?
Mr. KENT. When the Congressman has the money to pay me.
Question. As I understand it from you it was on demand. When do you

Intend to make demand for payment?
Mr. KENT. When I loaned It to him I told him, "Pay me when you are flush."
Question: If he is never flush, you don't expect to get it?
1r. KENT. I expect that he is an honorable man.
Question. Do you ever intend to make a demand or do you intend to wait until

he feels he is in a position to pay it?
Mr. KENT. I would like to have him come to me and offer to pay It. I would

rather have him offer to pay it.
Were those questions asked and did you make those answers, Mr.

Kent?
Mr. MENT. Yes, I did.
Mr. SIMOn. As I understand it, the note was due-the note was

dated in October 1952, and due on demand after January 1953?
Mr. KENT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And in the 21 months that have elapsed you have made

no demand?
Mr. KENT. I have not.
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Mr. SIMoN. Now the note as I understand it. also provides, for
interest at 1 percent?

Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When did Mr. Powell first pay you any interest?
The CHAIRMAN. You say the interest is 1 percent?
Mr. KENT. One percent.
The CHAIRMAN. One percent a year?
Mr. KENT. That is one percent a year.
Mr. SIMoN. When did Mr. Powell first pay you any interest?
Mr. KENT. I was paid interest on, let's see, Bill Hampton gave me

an envelope
The CHArRMAN. Who gave you?
Mr. KENT. Mr. Hampton.
The CHA MAN. That is Mr. Powell's secretaryI
Mr. KENT. That is right-gave me an envelope which contained an

interest check on the 5th of April.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any-
The CHAIRMAN. The 5th of April this year?
Mr. KENT. The 5th of April 1954.
Mr. SIMoN. That was a $30 check?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. Snmok. That was interest for the period from October 1952,

to October 1953, is that right?
Mr. KENT. It was 1 year s interest from the time of making, yes.
Mr. SIMON. That would be October 1952, to October 1953?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you received it in April 1954 ?
Mr. KENT. That is right. I :
Mr. SIMoN. Now, do you have any written record of the date on

which that check was handed to you?
Mr. KENT. I have a very good recollection of that date on which

that check was given me.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the reason you have such a good recollection

of the date?
Mr. KENT. Well, I was called on Saturday, April 3, by Mr. Hamp-

ton. He wanted to see me on the job site. There was something he
wanted to show me in the boiler room, some concrete that he wanted
to show me in the boiler room and I arranged-he told me that
lie had an envelope for me. I arranged to meet him on the job site
the following Monday, which was the 5th of April.

Mr. SImoN. Do you have any record of that meeting?
Mr. KENT. I don't make entries as to meeting with people. I don't

have an entry as to meeting here.
Mr. SIMoN. The reason .1 ask is that you were reasonably vague

about these other dates, and here you are very precise and 1 week
would make a big difference. The check I know is dated April 3.

Mr. KENT. I looked at the check on the 5th day of April.
Mr. SIMON. But as you probably know, the President made an an-

nouncement on April 10 about the FHA scandal.
Mr. KENT. I don't know what date the President made an an-

nouncement. We discussed that in Washington and you tried to pin-
point it Mr. Simon.

Mr. SimoN. All you have to do is get a newspaper for April 10 and
you can read in the newspapers.
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Mr. KENT. But I haven't gotten the newspapers.
Mr. SIMON. You weren't curious between July.and now to check

that up?Mr. KENT. No; I wasn't.
Mr. SIMON. You recall in July when we examined you we were quite

concerned as to whether this check was given to you after the an-
nouncement of the FHA scandals or before.

Mr. KENT. There was no tieup in my mind as to any connection
between any announcement in any newspapers and my receipt of this
check.

Mr. SIMON. Regardless of whether there was a tieup in your mind
or not, Mr. Kent, do you have any record that indicates the date on
which you got this $30 check?

Mr. KENT. The record I get from this check, because when I look at
it, on the 5th, I saw it was dated the 3d.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you deposit the check to cash it?
Mr. KENT. I never deposited it.
The CHAIRMAN. You haven't cashed it to this date?
Mr. KENT. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. KENT. Because Congressman Powell is a friend of mine. I am

not in the business of making loans to friends. I mean, I am not in
the business of making loans.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did he give you the $30 check if he didn't ex-
pect you to cash it?

Mr. KENT. I didn't say that. I didn't expect to cash it.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't expect to cash it?
Mr. KENT. This is a friendly loan. I don't expect to make a profit

on it.
The CHAIRMAN. You wouldn't make much profit on 1 percent.
Mr. KENT. I have never paid interest on any loan I have had in

the past nor do I expect to receive any interest from friendly loans.
I don't make business loans.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you never intended to cash this
$30 check?

Mr. KENT. I never intended to cash it. In fact, when Congressman
Powell comes to me and pays me this $3,000, I intend to return this
check to him.

The CHAIRMAN. When do you think he will come to you and pay the
$3,000? Do you have any idea?

Mr. KENT. Right at present I don't, but I am certain that le will
come and pay it. It may be soon.

Mr. SIoN. Is it stil your position, Mr. Kent, that when he is
flush he will pay it and you will not make a demand on him until he is
flush?

Mr. KIENT. He is a very honorable man. He is a good friend of
mine. He will pay the loan.

Mr. SIMON. Visit still your position that you don't intend, to make
a demand on him and you will wait until he is flush and then he will
pay you?

Mr. KENT. I would still rather have him come and offer to pay it to
me, rather than make a demand.

Mr. SIMON. But my question is whether you intendat any time to
make a demand for the payment of the loan 9
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Mr. KENT. I can't answer that.
Mr. SiMoN. You can't answer whether you ever intend to make a

demand?
Mr. KENT. I don't know how I will feel tomorrow or 10 days from

now.
Mr. SnmwoN. Rut currently--
Mr. KENT. Currently I hope he will pay it because he is a very

honorable person.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you ever had any business dealings or relation.

ship with Congressman Powell prior to the time you started the con.
struction of this project!

Mr. KErT. I met-I had no other business dealings with him.
The CHAIRMAW. Your first connection with him in a business way or

otherwise was in connection with this project?
Mr. KENT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you started this project when?
Mr. KENT. I started-I bought this land in 1949 and I went to see

Congressman Powell either in 1950 or the early part of 1951.
The CHAnRMAr. And prior to that time you had had no connection

with him whatsoever?
Mr. KENT. No.
The CHAIRMAr. And your connection with Congressman Powell

stems from this project?
Mr. KENT. My connection with C6ngressman Powell stems from a

very fine friendship.
The CHAIRMAN. As a result of this project?
Mr. KENT. As a result of my meeting him and discussing the bene-

fits of cooperative housing as far as minority groups were concerned.
The CHAnMAN. I said as a result of this project.
Mr. KE!NT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what this project is.
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. How many units are there in the project?
Mr. KENT. Three hundred.
Mr. SIMON. You said that Lennon and Hampton received a com-

mission on the sale of 250, approximately, units?
Mr. KENT. Approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody else receive a commission on the sale of

the remaining units?
Mr. KENT. A Mr. Herman Campbell.
Mr. SIMON. Who is he?
Mr. KENT. He is a real-estate broker who was not sufficiently effec-

tive in the sale of these apaitments.-
Mr. SIMON. As I understand it, Mr. Powell's office was used for

selling these units?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was any compensation or remuneration given to him

for using his office in the sale pf these units?
Mr. KENT. I think he received his compensation in the fact that the

people were or had housing made available to them.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask: Was any monetary compensation given to

him for use of his office?
Mr. KENT. None.

. a I
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Mr. SIMON. Could it be that this automobile transaction was to

show your appreciation for using his office to sell these units?
Mr. KENT. It could not possil y be.
Mr. SIMON. No connection at all?
Mr. KENT. No connection whatsoever.
Mr. SiMON. Is it purely a coincidence that Lennon and Hampton

received these commissions for selling units and are now on the pay-
roll as the managers of these buildings and are also the congressional
secretaries of Congressman Powell?

Mr. KENT. Lennon and Hampton are very competent people.
Mr. SIMoN. I am sure they are. I was wondering whether they

were chosen as managers of the.project because they were Mr. Powell's
secretaries or whether that was just pure coincidence.

Mr. KENT. They were chosen, not by me-they were chosen because
they were competent people. They were going to live on the site.

Mr. SIMON. Who chose them?
Mr. KENT. I stated before that the Drydock Savings Bank, in con-

sultation with all interested parties. I understand the FHA had to
approve the management contract.

Mr. SIMON. Certainly the Drydock Savings Bank did approve them,
but I think they would deny selecting them. Do you know who
selected them?

Mr. KENT. I think the Drydock Savings Bank selected them.
Mr. SIMON. Is it your testimony that they were the ones who had

the idea for making these people
Mr. KENT. These people might have had the idea they would like

to be managing agent and I can see nobody more competent to be the
imaging agent, But as far as the selection is concerned, I don't know
who was the actual person who selected them.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
If not, we thank you very much.
Mr. KENT. I would like to read a statement.
The CHARMAN. You may proceed to make your statement.
Mir. KENT. Thank you for your kind permission.
I am a builder who did not make a windfall profit. In fact, I waived

a builder's fee of approximately $127,000. My architect waived a simi-
lar fee. As a result, the cooperators received the benefit of substantial
savings amounting to almost a quarter of a million dollars, and were
therefore able to acquire apartments at very nominal cost. The presi-
dent of the Drydock Savings Bank said, and I quote:

The downpayments for apartments in Dorie-Miller were less than one-half of
those in the other developments.

I erected a good, sound structure and in a beautiful locality for
minority groups. Again I respectfully quote from the statement made
by the president of tfe Drydock Savings Bank:

Realizing what a splendid site it was, we determined to make the investment
if we could satisfy ourselves that the houses would be as well built as possible,
within the scope of Federal Housing Administration specifications. Fortunately
the builder was cooperative in this respect.

I think it fair to say that when these buildings are completed and approved by
the FRA and our architect they will be as well constructed as any buildings of
their character in the city of New York, and better than many.
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Paragraph S. I am proud to say that with the aid of the Fedeial
Housing Administration, and the Drydock Savings Bank I was abl,
to provide and make available to minority groups decent housing ae.
commodations.

Paragraph 4. Contrary to newspaper insinuations, I have been a
very cooperative citizen. On less than 24 hours' notice by telephone, 1
flew to Washington, D. C., and voluntarily appeared before the Sen.
ate Banking and.Currency Committee. I testified fully and freely,
Prior to that, I willingly met and conferred with Mr. McManus, one of
the staff investigators of the said committee. At his request I prepared
and submitted certain desired data.

I interrupted a visit with my children at camp and drove over 300
miles in a torrential rain in order to give the committee certain photo.
stats that it requested.

5. I had not been served with a subpena to appear on August 25, as
several newspapers reported. It is not true that I disobeyed a subpena
I was away on a much-needed vacation at the time.

6. As soon as I learned of the request for my presence here on Sep.
tember 27, 1954, I promptly appeared at the office of the United States
marshal. I asked for and accepted a subpena. This fact can be easily
verified.

7. I have been unjustly attacked and defamed, and I therefore wish
to express my sincere gratitude to Senator Capehart for permitting
me to make this clarifying statement.

The CHA IMAN. Any further questions?
If not, we thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. LAIz. Thank you, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Louis Mintz. Will

you be sworn, please?% Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS MINTZ, KINGSWAY, BROOKLYN, N. Y.,
ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY PODELL, COUNSEL

Mr. Mn Tz. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated. The gentleman with you is your attorney?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right. This is my attorney, Mr. Podell.
The CHAIRMAN. Please give your name and address to the reporter.
Mr. MIN-Tz. My name is Louis Mintz. I live at 5566 Kings High-

way, Brooklyn. 1
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Mintz, are you one of the sponsors of the Kingsway

Development Co.?
Mr. MINTZ. I am.
Mr. SIMON. What is the project that that company built?
Mr. MINTZ. Section 608. '.
Mr. SIMON. Where is it?
Mr. MINTz. Kings Highway, East 95th to East 96th Streets.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the capital stock of the Kingsway Develop-

ment Co. ?

I

I
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Mr. iNTz. $45,567.96.
°r. SIMON. How many shares of stock were issued?

Mr. MINTZ. It was either 100 or 200 shares.
Mfr. SiioN. How many were there?.
Mfr. MINTZ. I believe there were 100 shares of common and 100

shares of preferred.
Mr. SimON. How much was paid for the common per share?

Mr. MINTZ. The total amount recorded is the figure I just gave

you.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the amount paid per share for the common

Aock ?
Mr. MINTZ. Well, you divide it by 100 and you arrive at the share.
Mr. SIMON. What was the par value of the common stock?
Mr. MINTZ. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. How many shares of common stock did you own?
Mr. MiNTz. 30 percent.
Mr. SioN. 30 shares ?
Mr. MINTZ. 30 percent of the shares.
Mr. SIMON. 30 shares?
Mr. MINTZ. Yes. No, 30 percent.
Mr. SIMON. How many common shares were there.I
Mr. MINTZ. I believe a hundred.
Mr. SimoN. Wouldn't 30 percent of 100 be 30 shares?
Mr. MINTz. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay for those 30 shares ?
Mr. MTz. 30 percent of the common stock.
Mr. SiMoN. How many dollars did you pay for it?
Mr. PODELL. May I answer?
Mr. SIxow. If you can tell us how many dollars he paid for his

30 shares.
Mr. PODELL. We were a little indefinite on the number of shares

because frankly we were interested in the total amounts. There was
$1,000 cash contributed for all of the common stock and land which
had a cost basis to the stockholders of $44,567.96. The number of
dollars per share, as I said, if you don't know the exact amount of
the stock issue we can't give you that. We are giving total figures.

Mr. SImoN. The number of dollars paid in for common was $1,000
and you also put in the land which was $45,000?

Mr. PODELL. It had a value far in excess of that.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that right?
Mr. PODELL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The number of dollars was $1,000 for the common

stock?
Mr. PODELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
Mr. PODELL. The number of dollars that were paid, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. For the common stock was $1,000.
Mr. PODELL. That is right. [Nods head affirmatively.]
Mr. SIMON. The reporter doesn't get you when you shake your

head.
Mr. POD:ELL. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the amount of the mortgage, Mr. Mintz?
Mr. MINTz. $1,253,800.
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'Mr. SiMoN. How much of a premium did you got when you sold
the mortgage?

Mr. MINTZ. The gross was $47,017.50.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the landI
Mr. MINTZ. The cost was $44 567.96.
Mr. SIMoN. What were the financing costs, and the construction

costs?
Mr. MINTZ. Without the land, $1,105,829.82.
Mr. SIMON. Total with the land would be $1,150,830?
Mr. MINTZ. Approximately that.
Mr. SIMON. Therefore, the total cost of the building and the land,

including the financing costs and all other charges, was $150,000 1f
than the proceeds of the mortgages; is that right? That is, $149,9881

Mr. PODELL. Without the cost of the land?
Mr. SIMoN. No, with the cost of the land and with the premium

on the mortgage.
Mr. MINTZ.'The difference between the mortgage and the total cost

is $103,502
Mr. IMoN.You got a $47,000 premium on the mortgage, didnt

you? Is that rightV
Mr. MINTZ. That wasn't net. We paid out over $12,000 of that

premium.
Mr. SIMON. Only 35 of it was net?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Then the proceeds of the mortgage exceeded the total

cost by $138,000; is that right?
Mr. MINTz. About that, yes.
Mr. SIMON. When was the building completed?
Mr. MINTZ. I guess about August of 1950.
Mr. SIMON. August of 1950?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. In that year, how much did you distribute to your-

selves in cash?
Mr. MINTZ. $216,000.
Mr. SIMON. Where did the $216,000 come from?
Mr. MINTZ. There was $45,000, the land, capital stock, net-
Mr. SIMON. It came out of the mortgage proceeds, didn't it?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The $216,000 that you paid up yourselves within a

couple of months after the project was finished was the money left
over out of the mortgage, is that right?

Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, a builder's fqe of 3 percent was paid to Mar-

Mintze Homes, is that right?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the cost you gave me are after payment of that

builder's fee?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So that even though you had to pay builder's fee and

even though you had to pay architect's fees, you still were able to
come out with better than 10 percent of the mortgage proceeds left
over? Is that right.

Mr. MINTZ. Yes.

IM so ON U - -mv-Tw3 -
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Mr. SixON. Did you build this project to rent it, and to get income

from the rentals, or did you build the project to see how much money
you could make out of the mortgage moneyV

Mr. MINTZ. Well, that is, first, when I built, naturally I built it
for income purposes.

Mr. SimoN. When you built it you weren't intended to make a
profit out of the mortgage money?

Mr. MINTZ. No.
Mr. SIMON. Was it your intention when you started this that the

costs would be in excess of the mortgage proceeds?
Mr. MINTZ. Well, that is a little difficult to say at that time. I

don't project my mind back to that particular period.
Mr. SImON. When you started this building, was it your intention

that the mortgage proceeds would more than pay for all the costs
and you would mortgage out, as they say ?

Mr. MINTZ. Well, so the rumor went, but you never know how these
things turn out until you actually construct them.

Mr. SImoN. Do you mean by that that was what you intended to
do although you had no insurance it would work out that way?

Mr. MINTZ. I was hoping so, I had no assurance, no.
Mr. SIMON. How big a windfall did you estimate you would make

when the project was completed?
Mr. MINTZ. We never use the word "windfall."
Mr. SIwMroN. You don't like that word?
Mr. MINTZ. No. I don't like that word. Frankly
Mr. SiMON. The reason I asked you these questions is that I notice

within 2 months of completing the project, you paid yourselves $216,-
000 out of the mortgage proceeds, and then the following year you
sold the. whole thing for only $100,000.

Mr. MINTZ. That was subject to the $1,253,000.
Mr. SI oN. Yes; but that was after you had taken home $216,000;

is that right?
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMON.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIxON.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. MINTZ.

that figure is.
Mr. SIMON.

of the amount
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. MINTZ.

Mr. SIMON.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. Mirrz.

No.
When did you pay yourselves the $216,000?
That was just before we sold the property.
Just before you sold the property?
That is right.
How much did you sell it for?
$100,000 above the commitment.
Did you get the $100,000?
That is right.
How much of it did you get?
About $85,000 or $90,000, my 30 percent of whatever

The 3 of you got $85,000 or $90,000 to take home out

Four of us.
You got $85,000 or $90,000 out of the $100,000?
That is right.
Then you also got a $30,000 builder's fee, didn't you?
Yes; we got that.
The same group got that?
That is right.

50690-54--pt. 4-20
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Mr. SimoN.
Mr. MiNTz.
Mr. SImoN.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIMoN.
Mr. MINTZ.
Mr. SIiToN.
Mr. MINTZ.

same time.

So when was the building completed? •
The latter part of 1950.
What do you mean by thatI
About August or September.
When did you sell iti
A couple of months after that.
About 2 months after thatI
That is right. Wasn't it? Just a minute. About the

Mr. SI O N. About the same time it was completed?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SI N. Substantially upon completion of the building you

sold it?
Mr. MINrz. That is right.
Mr. SIxON. And you got $216,000 out of the mortgage proceeds?

$85,000 or $90,000 out of the sale?
Mr. MINTZ. No. My attorney tells me I didn't get the $216,000.
Mr. PODE@LL. The $216,000 is not solely out of the mortgage pro.

ceeds. I believe you had a figure of $140,000 from the mortgage
proceeds. It is your own figure.

Mr. SimoN. I have no figures of my own. All I know is what this
man tells me. I am trying to find out whether the $216,000 includes
the $85,000, or is in addition to the $85,000.

Mr. mnrz. I have a breakdown of what it includes if I may give
you the figures.

Mr. SIMON. Did you pay yourself a dividend of $216,000?
Mr. MriTz. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. You did?
Mr. MINTZ. Yes.
Mr. SImow. Was the $85,000 or $90,000 on the sale of the property

in addition to that or included in thatI
Mr. MINTZ. That is in addition to that.
Mr. SIMoN. In addition to that?
Mr. MINTZ. Yes.
Mr. SImON. Is that right?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So you got $216,000 plus $85,000 or $90,000?
Mr. MINTZ. But that $85,000 or $90,000 had nothing to do with the

mortgage proceeds.
Mr. SimoN. I understand that. That was within 2 or 3 months

after finishing the building?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You sold your stock for,$85,000 or $90,000?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right. It was resold.
Mr. SImON. All right, but you sold your stock for $85,000 or

$90,000?
Mr. MINrz. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Within 2 months after finishing the building?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMox. Before you sold it 'you had taken out $216,000 out of

the mortgage proceeds in addition to $30,000 in builder's fees?
Mr. MINTZ. That doesn't take into consideration the land.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't the $216,000 a dividend?
Mr. MINTZ. That includes the land.

;. = w _______________- -
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Mr. SimoN. That included the land?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So if you take off the $45,000, only $117,000
Mr. MINTZ. No, I take another $100,000 off of that figure, too.
Mr. SIMON. How much did the land cost you?
Mr. MINTZ. The land cost $44,000.
Mr. SIMON. And $44,000 from $216,000 leaves $172,000 doesn't it?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SiMON. Is there any other expenses you had there?
Mr. PODELL. Are you trying to arrive at the $216,000?
Mr. SIMON. I am merely trying to find out what he got out of it.
Mr. PODELL. They took the $216,000 as a return for their land, for

their capital and as part of the mortgage premium, that had been
paid.

Mr. SIMON. Your client testified a minute ago-Mr. Mintz, did I
hear you right that there was a $216,000 dividend paid?

Mr. MINTZ. Yes, but that included the land.
Mr. SIMON. The land cost $44,000, is that right?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right. That was our cost.
Mr. SIMoN. The cost was $44,000?
Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. Sx roN. Therefore, $172,000 was what was left out of the divi-

dend after reimbursing yourself for the cost?
Mr. MINTZ. Yes. There were other factors over here that I would

like to bring out.
Mr. SIMON. I am sure there are hundreds of other factors.
Mr. PoDrLL. At least let's say this: That may have been reimburse-

ment for the cost to them but it was not reimbursement for the market
value of the property at the time they transferred it to the corpora-
tion.

Mr. SIMON. I am sure the market value went up every week.
Mr. PODELL. I am sure you will even be able to agree to that.
Mr. SIMON. Let's make sure these figures are right. You got

$216,000 in dividends and the only cost that wasn't included in the
figures that we had earlier was the lands; is that right?

Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So there is $172,000 out of the mortgage money after

reimbursing?
Mr. MINTZ. No. That is not so. There is another figure of thirty-

some thousand dollars.
Mr. SIMON. Builder's fee?
Mr. MINTZ. No, profits on rental operations.
Mr. SIMoN. How did you rent it before it was finished?
Mr. MINTZ. We ran the property for a while.
Mr. SIMON. For how long?
Mr. PODeLL. There were three different units. The entire thing

was not completed until approximately the time that Mr. Mintz stated.
However, one unit at a time did become completed and there were
rental operations.

Mr. SIMON. Let's go back, Mr. Mintz, to the figures we had a little
while ago. The mortgageproceeds exceeded all of the costs, including
the land, by $138,000; is that right?

Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
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Mr. SIMON. And you got a $30,000 builder's. fee.out of these costs;is that right ? -,

Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. So when you finished the building, without getting a

penny of income from the rents-
Mr. MINTZ. Just a second. That isn't right. That $30,000 was

turned over to a building corporation, that used up those funds.
Mr. SImoN. What was the $30,000 for? Wasn't that a builder's

fee?
Mr. MINTZ. That was part of the builder's fee, that is right.
Mr. SImoN. After paying that builder's fee, all of the costs, includ.

ing the cost of the land, builder's fee that you got and everything else,
the costs were still $138,000 less than the mortgage proceeds?

Mr. MINTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. And the difference between that and the dividend you

gave yourself is the rental income you collected the first couple of
months; is that right?

Mr. MiNTZ. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Then you sold it 2 months after it was completed for

$85,000 or $90,000?
Mr. ANTZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. MINTZ. May I say a few words? Everybody else was given

the courtesy.
Senator BUSH (presiding). Any questions, Senator?
Senator PAYNE.. No.
Senator BUSH-. Senator Beall?
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Senator BUSH. Do you want to make a statement?
Mr. MI Nrz. I want to give a breakdown of the $216,000.
Senator BUSH. Will you kindly proceed.
Mr. MINTZ. That is all I have.
Senator BUSH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Benjamin Neisloss. Mr. Neisloss, will you raise your right

hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF BENJAMIN NEISLOSS, BROOKSIDE GARDENS, SOM-
ERVILLE, N. I., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY MELVIN WEINER,
ACCOUNTANT

Mr. NEISLOSS. I do.
Senator BUSH. Please be seated and give your correct name and

address to the reporter.
Mr. NEISLOSS. Benjamin Neisloss, 110-
Mr. SIxoN. Would you say it out loud?
Mr. NEIsLoss. 11005 70th Road, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Mr. SiMoN. Is that Neisloss?f
Mr. NEISLOSS. Neisloss, yes.
Mr. Chairman, may I say this: Mr. Weiner is our accountant, and

he is here in case of any accurate figures wanted.
Mr. SIoM. Mr. Neisloss, you are connected with Brookside Gardens

Apartments?
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Mr. NEISLOSS. I was, sir.
Mr. SI xON. You built it?
Mr. NEISLOSS. We built it; yes, sir.
Mr. SIfoN. Where is that located?
Mr. NEiSLOSS. It is located in Somerville, N. J.
Mr. SI xON. Somerville, N. J.?I
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. How big a project was it?
Mr. NEISLOSS. It Was in units or area?
Mr. SIMON. Units.
Mr. NEISLOSS. 444 units, sir.
Mr. SixoN. What was the name of the corporation that was the

sponsor
Mr. NEISLOSS. Brookside Gardens, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. Brookside Gardens, Inc.?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioN. What was the capital stock of Brookside Gardens, Inc.?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $30, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. $30?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. As I understand it, you had $10 worth of stock and

your brother-
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Your brother Harry had $10 worth, and a man named

Bronstein.
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMon. What is his first name?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Benjamin.
Mr. SI.AioN. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $3,018,500.
Mr. SImoN. What was the total cost of the land, the buildings, and

all the financing charges?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $2,642,884.32.
Mr. SIMow. That includes the land and the building and financing

and everything else?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SImoN.' Everything is included in there?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes.
Mr. SioN. And that cost is $375,616 less than the amount of the

motgage?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes. May I say at this time that there are no archi-

tect's fees in this.
Mr. SixoN. Were you your own architect?
Mr. NESLOss. Mr. Bronstein is the architect.
Mr. SIMON. You also then received a premium of $150,000 on the

Mortgage?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That was made to the Trust Co. of New Jersey, which

i turn turned it over to us.
Mr. StION. So you got the $150,000?
Mr. NrIsLoss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SImoN.' So that the total -proceeds of the mortgage--fthe money

yOu received on the sale of the mortgage-was $525,616 more than the
total cost?
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Mr. NEISLOSS. The addition of the excess and the preliium; that is
correct, sir.

Mr. SimoN. The total proceeds in excess of the total costs were
$525,616?

Mr. NEIsLOss. That is correct.
Mr. SrmoN. When was the building completed?
Mr. NFISLoSs. It was completed in the end of 1946, I tlink, or the

early part of 1947.
Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't it the latter part of 1947 and early 1948?
Mr. Wnvm. I think it was the latter part of 1947.
Mr. NEISLOSS. You may be correct about that, sir.
Mr. SmioN. At any rate, around 1947 or 1948?
Mr. NmILosS. Not 1948.
Mr. SIxoN. 1947?
Mr. NFiSLOSS. 1946 or 1947.
Mr. SIm o. You had another project called Somerville Gardens,
Mr. NFISLOSS. We had built three other projects in Somerville before

that.
Mr. SixoN. Was one of those Monroe Gardens, Inc.?
Mr. NmSLOSS. No. Monroe Gardens, Inc., was not in Somerville,

sir. That was in Hillside, N. J.
Mr. SIMoN. What about the Springfield Development?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That came later. That was built in New York.
Mr. SIMoN. When was that built?
Mr. NEISLOSS. 1947 or 1948. I think it was completed in 1949, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage there?
Mr. NEiisLOSs. The amount of the mortgage on the Springfield

Development was $4,174,800.
Mr. SImoN. And where was that property?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That was on Springfield Boulevard, between 64th and

-64th Avenue and 67th Avenue, I think it is, in Bayside.
Mr. SIMON. In Bayside, Long Island?
Mr. MINTZ. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SImoN. How many units?
Mr. NEiSLoss. Springfield Development had 480 units.
Mr. SIxoN. Now, what was the name of the corporation that was

the sponsor?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Pardon?
Mr. SIxoN. What was the name of the corporation that was the

sponsor?
Mr. NEISLOSs. Springfield Development Co., Inc.
Mr. SImoN. What was the capital stock of Springfield Develop-

ment?
Mr. NEisi~oss. Thirty dollars, plus the capital stock. The capital

stock was $30.
Mr. SIMON. It built this 480-unit project?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the complete cost of the project?
Mr. NEISLOSS. The complete eost was $3,919,039.29.
Mr. Sna ON. Does that amount include the cost of the land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. No, sir. That is a leasehold.
Mr. SImoN. This is erected on a leasehold?
Mr' NEISLOSS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Of course, the mortgage doesn't cover the land; does it?
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Mr. NFaSLOSS. That is correct. The mortgage does not.
Mr. SImoN. The mortgage does not?
Mr. NFiSLOSS. Does not cover the land; no, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. The mortgage was $4,174,800?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. And the total costs of everything covered by the mort-

gage was $3,919,039.29?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium there?
Mr. NEISLOSS. There was a premium there paid over a period of 4

years, sir.
Mr. SI-o.N. How much was it?
Mr. NEISLOSS. I think it was about $120,000.
Mr. SIMON. One hundred and twenty thousand dollars?
Mr. NEISLOSs. About 3 percent; $120,000.
Mr. SiMoN. Then the total roceeds of the mortgage were $375,000

more than the total costs; is thiat right?
Mr. NmisLoss. Well, of course, you are adding the premium into it.
Mr. SIMON. You got the money; didn't you.
Mr. NEISLOSS. Over a period of 4 years.
Mr. SIMoN. You have got it all row
Mr. NEISLoss. That is right. You are adding it all into the mort-

gage. Again there, Mr. Simon, I say here these figures do not include
architect's fees.

Mr. SIMON. And one of your partners was the architect who did
the work?

Mr. NEusLOSS. That is right. No charge is added in here for that.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land on that project?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $81,600.
Mr. SIMON. $81,600; and who owns the land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. The wives of the three of us, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Your wife, your brother's wife, and the architect's

wife?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did they pay $81,000 for it?
Mr. NEIsLoss. They did, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When did they buy it?
Mr. NEISLOSS. 1946 or 1947.
Mr. SIMON. When was this building built?
Mr. NEISLOSS. 1947 and 1948, and I think it was completed in 1949.
Mr. WEINEn. Started in 1948.
Mr. NEISLOSS. Started in 1948 and completed in 1949.
Mr. SiMoN. What valuation did FHA put on this land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $404,700.
Mr. SIMON. They paid $81.6 for it and FHA valued it at $404,000?
Mr. NEiSLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Based on that valuation, your wives get an income for

99 years of a little better than $16,000 a year?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that for 99 years?
Mr. NEisLoss. That is a 99-year renewal.
The CHAIMAN. A 99-year lease. Another 99?
Mr. NISLOSS. That is right.
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The CHAIMAN. Another 99. You won't get much good out of
that.

Mr. N isLoss. Not out of the first 99.
Mr. SImoN. Another project was the Springfield Development.
Mr. NEISLOSS. Yes, sir; within the same area.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the name of the corporation that built that!
Mr. NEisLoss. Hill Development Co., Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. That is located in Bayside, Long Island?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Same area as Springfield.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the capital stock?
Mr. NvisLoss. $30.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the total mortgage?
Mr. NEIsLoss. $1,926,800.
Mr. SimoNv. What was the total cost?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $1,822,727.42.
Mr. Sixo. And neither the mortgage nor the costs includes the

lands; is that right?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SrxoN. This is another leasehold 3
Mr. NE:ISLOSS. That is another leasehold.
Mr. SiiMoN. Was there a premium on the mortgage there?
Mr. NEIsLoss. Same thing, Prudential Insurance in both cases.
Mr. SIMoN. How much was the premiumI
Mr. NEISLOSS. That would be about $57,000.
Mr. SiMoN. The mortgage proceeds including the premium were

$161,000 more than the costs; is that right?
Mr. NEISLOSS. The mortgage proceeds, including the premium, would

be about $180,000. This is Hill Development Co. There should be
deducted from these mortgage premiums about $25,000 from the total
premiums by reason of the fact that we had an accountant who died
just about this time, and his estate made a claim on the premium, for
his services, and having acted in this connection, and the estate got
about $25,000.

Mr. SIoM. Is that $25,000 for both jobsI
Mr. NEISLOSS. That would be distributed for both jobs.
Mr. WEINER. Hill and Springfield.
Mr. SImox. In the second one did your wives own the land there,

too?
Mr. NErsross. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. How much did your wives pay for that land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $38,400.
Mr. Simo N. How much did FHA value the land at?
Mr. NEIsLoss. $180,800. k
Mr. SIoM. There they get about $8,000 a year?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $7,600.
Mr. SIroN. $7,600 a year for 99 yearsI
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. If FHA has to repossess the property, did he enter

into a contract with them thoy.were to pay X amount of money for
the privilege?

Mr. NEISLOSS. That would be the recapture figure.
The CHARMAN. What was the recapture figure?
Mr. NEISLOSS. The figure I gave you, $404,000, and $190,000 in the

second one.

____________________ * ~ ~ - - - -
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, FHA would have to pay that
amount to repossess the building?

MVr. NEISIOSS. That is right, the land.
Mr. Simox. In addition, you built a section 213 project in 1952 called

Mitchell Gardens?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right, sir.
Mr. SImoN. That is a cooperative housing project?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Do the cooperative housing owners own the land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. No, sir.
Mr. SI xON. Who owns the land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is held by a trust fund composed of the family;

is that right?
Mr. WEINER. That is right.
Mr. NEISLOSS. A trust composed of the family.
Senator BusH. Your family?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Our three families.
Mr. SI xON. How much did you pay for the land?
Mr. NEiSLOSS. $325,000.
Mr. SixoN. How much did FHA value the land for?
Mr. NEISLOSS. I think it was close to-there were three separate-
Mr. SIMoN. Was the valuation on the three tracts about $700,000?
Mr. WEINER. $703,000.
Mr. SIMON. You paid $325,000 and it is valued at $703,000.
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did FHA value this land for so much more

in each instance? It is not only in your case but practically every case
in Greater New York. Why did they value it at so much more than
you paid for it originally?

Mr. NEISLOSS. Sir, we bought a piece of land below grade, swamp-
land almost, and we built it up.

Mr. SIMoN. The cooperative owners have to pay your family $28,000
a year rent for 99 years?

Mr. NE iSLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Then you built Linden Hill?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is in process. That is under construction.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that built on leased land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is leased land, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did you pay for that land?
Mr. NEISLOSS. $545,000.
Mr. SIooN. How much did FHA value the land for?
Mr. NEisLosS. I think the valuation of that is $740,000.
Mr. SimoN. $740,000?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. That would mean a $30,000 a year rent for 99 years?
Mr. NEISLOSS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Why were all these cases, the land was merely leased

to the cooperative project instead of sold to it?
Mr. NEISLOSS. Because the cooperators would have had to pay for

the land, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Wouldn't they be better off by by buying the land at the

price you paid for it rather than paying rent double that amount for
about 99 years?
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The CHAIRDAN. You say the FHA in every one of these instance
allowed you $404,000. They allowed you $700. That was part of
the mortgage.

Mr. NEIsLoss. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. The rental for the land must come out of income.
The CHAIRMAN. It was not figured in the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. NEISLOSS. No.
The CHAMXAN. It would have been had you sold them the land,

Under this basis it was not.
Mr. NEIsLoss. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Wouldn't the cooperative owners be better off to buy

the land and have this covered by the mortgage and pay it off-
Mr. NEISLOSS. Mr. Simon, there is just more than purchase of the

land. There is a lot in the
Mr. SiMoN. It seemed to be the practice in New York when a

builder built a cooperative housing project, to keep the land out, and
merely lease it. In fact, almost every one the builder merely leases
the land for 99 years. I am wondering if the cooperative owners
wouldn't have been better off if the land were

Mr. NEISLOSS. If you use the figure of $325,000 as against $700, first
of all they would have to put up the additional money but the point
is this: There is more than goes into that land. The downpayment
would have been prohibitive. They couldn't afford to pay it.

Mr. SioM. They could have got a higher mortgage, couldn't they?
Mr. NEISLOSS. I don't think so, sir.
Mr. SIMo. In any event on these 3 projects, which were built under

section 608, your capital stock in each case was $30.
Mr. NEISLOSs. That is right.
Mr. SioM. And the mortgage proceeds exceeded the costs by $525,.

000 in the first, $375,000 in the second, $160,000 in the third, and then
we have to take off $25,000 that you paid your architect.

Mr. NEiswss. That is on Springfield and Hill.
Mr. WEiNER. Not the architect.
Mr. SiMoN. I am sorry, the auditory.
Mr. NEISLOSS. The accountant.
Mr. SioM. It makes an excess of mortgage proceeds over cost of

$1,035,000 on the 3 projects; is that correct?
Mr. NEISLOSS. If that arithmetic is correct, sir, it is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BUSH. Any questions?
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Senator Bus. Thankyou very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Samuel J. Roth. Will you stand and rai

your right hand, please?
Do you swear the testimony you will give before this committee is

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mr. ROTri. I do.
Senator BUSH. Thank you.

&%MW - --
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TESTIMONY OF SAMUEL 3. ROTH, ELMWOOD GARDENS,
EAST PATERSON, N. 3., ETC.

Senator BUSH. Speak into the microphone and give your name,
please.

Mr. ROTH. Samuel J. Roth, 865 West End Avenue, New York City.
Mr. SMON. Mr. Roth, you are one of the sponsors of Elmwood

Gardens; is that right?
Mr. ROTH. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Where is Elmwood Gardens located?
Mr. ROTHi. In East Paterson, N. J.
Mr. SnroN. How large a project is it, in units?
Mr. ROTH. Elmwood Gardens was part of a dual project. It was

Elmwood Gardens and Elmwood Knolls. There are approximately
six-hundred-some-sixty-odd families.

Mr. SixoN. Six hundred and sixty units?
Mr. ROTH. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. What was the total mortgage on both units? Was it

five million six-
Mr. ROTH. $5,690,000.
Mr. SDxoN. What was the capital stock of the two corporations?
Mr. ROTH. Common stock, $2,000.
Mr. SIMoN. That is $1,000 from each?
Mr. ROTH. Plus the FHA nominal preferred, and loans totaling

$625,000.
Mr. SImoN. The loans were all repaid out of the mortgage money,

weren't they?
•Mr. ROTH. At the completion of the project.
Mr. SrIoN. The only capital stock was a thousand dollars of com-

mon and a hundred dollars of preferred to the FHA in each cor-
poration ?

Mr. ROTH. That is right.
Mr. Sio. And the total mortgages were $5,690,000?
Mr. ROTH. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the total cost of construction, including the

cost of the land and interest and financing charges and everything
else?

Mr. ROTH. $5,128,878.09.
Mr. SIMoN. And that is roughly $560,000 less than the amount of

the mortgage?
Mr. ROTH. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there any premium paid there?
Mr. ROTH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. ROTI. There was $227,600.
Mr. SIMoN. And did you receive that?
Mr. ROTH. That was received by the contracting corporation.
Mr. SIMON. And who were the owners of the contracting corpora-

tion?
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Mr. ROTH. That was a subsidiary of the Gregory-Roth-Schenker
Corp. and they were not identical in stock interest as the owners of
the mortgagor corporation.

Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Elmwood Gardens and
Elmwood Knolls?

Mr. ROSE wNBG. There was testimony given as to that, Mr. Simon,
in Washington.

Mr. SIMON. I understand. We would like to have it for the record
here.

Substantially the same stockholders owned both companies, didn't
they, Mr. Roth?

Mr. ROTH. No, sir. They were--a portion of the stockholders of
the Gregory-Roth-Schenker Corp. and its affiliate, and in addition
thereto were another group of stockholders working through a Mr.
Gilbert.

Mr. SIMON. Will you give us the stockholders of the group that
got the $227,000 premium, and the stockholders of the sponsoring
corporation?

Mr. ROTH. Mr. Simon, I would like to dwell on that question a bit.
The Gregory-Roth-Schenker Corp. were contractors, Elmwood Con-
struction Corp. received and accepted the premium on the mortgage
in compensationfor the services in placing the mortgage, the paying
of architectural fees and acting as contractors, and the stockholders
of the Gregory-the stockholders of the Gardens and Knolls were
divided, class A stock Harry Ginsberg, Marcel Weiss, Samuel Siegel;
and class B stock, Samuel Roth, Joel Schenker, George Gregory,
Pincus Flijerrs, Elizabeth Gregory and Rosen and Choron, trustees,
Andre Gregory, Peter Gregory, and Alexis Gregory.

Mr. SIMON. And how about Gregory-Roth-Schenker, who are the
stockholders of that?

Mr. RoT . The stockholders in that is substantially the group that
I just read off as owners of the common class B stock in the Gardens
and Knolls, plus Anna Roth, Daniel Roth, and Helen Schneider.

Mr. SIMoN. What percentage of the stock in the building corpora-
tion was owned by the group that owned the Gregory-Roth-Schenker
Co.?

Mr. Rom. That was a wholly owned subsidiary; in the building
company .Mr. IMON. You said that the B stockholders of the building

company were the same people.
Mr. ROTH. No; the B stockholders of Elmwood Gardens and

Knolls were the stockholders of the Gregory-Roth-Schenker Corp.
Mr. SIMON. What proportion of the total stock did those B stock-

holders own ?
Mr. ROTH. Of the mortgage corporations?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. ROTH. 575 shares out of a total of 1,000.
Mr. SIMON. So the people who got the premium owned 57 percent

of the company that built the building?
Mr. ROTH. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now there is a Marine Terrace. Is that a project you

built?
Mr. ROTH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that?
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Mr. ROTH. That is in Astoria, Long Island.
Mr. SIMON. How many units?
Mr. ROTH. Marine Terrace was 1 of 3 projects in the immediate

area. There was a total of 1,338 families, of which Marine was ap-
proximately 405.

Mr. SIMON. What were the names of the other two?
Mr. ROTH. Gregory Apartments and Elisabeth Apartments.
Mr. SIMrON. The same people owned the stock in each of the three

companies?
Mr. ROTH. Substantially; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Marine Terrace? That

is, the money paid in for the stock.
Mr. ROTH. A thousand dollars in each corporation.
Mr. SIMON. In each one. What was the total mortgages on the

three corporations?
Mr. ROTH. $11,016,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was that project built on leased land?
Mr. ROTH. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. ROTH. $791,098.74.
Mr. SIMON. Who was it purchased from?
Mr. ROTH. It was purchased from a syndicate who owned it pre-

viously, and were building two-family houses on a portion of it.
Mr. SIMON. Were you or your group members of the syndicate?
Mr. ROTH. No, sir. One of the members of our group, the previous

owners were Mollie Derringer, Lila Kessler, Janet Hess, Jean Van
Dycke Kessler, Elisabeth Gregory, and Herman Rosen, and Choron,
trustees for three Gregories.

Mr. SIMON. What was the total cost of the project including the
cost of the land?

Mr. ROTH. $9,881,427.13.
Mr. SIMON. That included all of your costs?
Mr. ROTH.' Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that was $1,134,573 less than the mortgage?
Mr. ROTH. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium on that mortgage?
Mr. ROTH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How much was that premium?
Mr. ROTH. $413,100.
Mr. SIMON. Who got that premium?
Mr. ROTH. That was gotten by the Gregory, Roth, Schenker Corp.,

on the same basis as the Gardens and Kno7ls.
Mr. SIMON. Well then on these two projects, your construction com-

pany, the stockholders of which owned 57 percent of the building
co pany, received $640,000 on premiums on the mortgages

7r. ROTH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And in addition to that the face amount of the mort-

cage exceeded the total costs of land, building and financing by
$1695,897, is that right?

1Mr. ROTH. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When were these buildings completed?
Mr. ROTH. The Astoria buildings, final completion closing with

the FHA, was January 27, 1949.
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Mr. SIMoN. When was the closing of the Marine Gardens project?
.Mr. ROTH. Marine Terrace-well, I read the final date. I will
ve you it separately. Marine Terrace Was December 9, 1948. The
regory Apartments was December 22, 1948, and the Elisabeth

Apartments was January 27, 1949.
Mr. SIMON. Shortly after the completion of the building, and out

of excess mortgage proceeds, was there a total of $2,276,044 distributed
to the stockholders.

Mr. ROTH. You are speaking now of the three Astoria projects?
Mr. SIMON. The three Astoria projects alone were $1,671,544?
Mr. ROTH. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The other figure of $658,000 is what you sold the project

for?
Mr. ROTH. That was sold. There is no distribution there as such.
Mr. SIMON. That was the sale price when you sold it, is that right?
Mr. ]ROTH. That was the sale price of the Elmwood Gardens and

Knolls, in combination; as distinguished from the Astoria jobs.
Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Now, going back to the mortgage proceeds, the mortgage proceeds-

and by 'mortgage proceeds" I mean the face amount of the mortgage
plus the premium, and I realize that the premium did not go to
the identical same people who owned the project, because your group
got 100 percent of the premium and only owned 58 percent of the
stock but the proceeds of the mortgage, including premium, were
$2,336,000 in excess of the total costs of the two projects, is thatright- r. ROTH. I assume your arithmetic is correct. Approximately

that is-i would say that sounds right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
Senator BusH. Any questions, Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNE. No.
Senator BUSH. Senator Beall?
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Senator BusH. You are excused. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Norman Tishman. Mr. Tishman, will you

stand and raise your-right hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony that you will give before this

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN TISHMAN, REGO PARK APARTMENTS,
ELMHURST, N. Y.

Mr. T SH1MAN. I will.
Senator BusH. Will you give your correct name and address to the

clerk, please?
Mr. TIsHMAN. Norman Tishman, 1000 Old Mamaroneck Road, Ma-

maroneck, N. Y.
Senator Busn. Mr. Simon.,
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Tishman, I am sorry, but I didn't hear you give

your name and address. Is the address 445 Park Avenue, New York?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is my office address.
Mr. SIMON. Are you connected with the Rego Park Apartments

project I
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Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that located?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is located at the southeast corner of 84th

Street and Dry Harbor Road in Elmhurst, Long Island.
Mr. SI.MON, And how large a project is that? I mean by that in

number of units.
Mr. TISHMAN. Approximately 800 apartments, about 3,000 rooms.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the corporation that owned the

project?
Mr. TISHMAN. Rego Park Apartments, Inc., and Rego Park Apart-

ments No. 2., Inc.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of each of those companies?
Mr. TISHMAN. May I explain that these corporations are wholly

owned subsidiaries of Tishman Realty & Construction Co., Inc.?
Mr. SImoN. What is their capital stock?
Mr. TISHMAN. The capital stock of all wholly owned subsidiaries,

including these, is $1,000 for each corporation.
Mr. SIMON. And the capital stock of Rego Park Apartments and

the capital stock of Rego Park Apartments, No. 1, Inc., is in each
case $1,000?

Mr. TISHMAN. That is right.
Mr. SImON. Plus $100 of preferred stock for the FHA Commis-

sioner?
Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SilvioN. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. TISHMAN. Do you want me to give you these figures as com-

bined figures of the two projects, or individually?
Mr. SIMON. If you will, please.

*Mr. TISHMAN. The total of the two mortgages is $6,457,400.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the premium on the mortgage?
Mr. TISHMAN. The premium was $274,439.50.
Mr. SIMON. The project was built on leased land?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What is the total cost of the project, including every-

thing except the land, which was not included in the mortgage?
Mr. TISHMAN. The total cost was $4,987,176.60, exclusive of any

builder's fees.
Mr. SIHON. Was there a builder's fee paid to anyone?
Mr. TISHMAN. No; this, as I said, is a wholly owned subsidiary of

Tishman Realty and we do our own construction.
Mr. SIMON. Does $4,987,176 include everything you paid to any-

bodv in connection with the construction of this project?
Mr. TISHMAN. It is, if you exclude any allocation for builder's fees.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay a builder's fee to anybody?
Mr. TISHMAN. No; we did not. We did our own building.
Mr. SIMON. Then it includes all sums that you paid anybody for

anything?
Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And the total costs are $1,744,854 less than the mort-

gage proceeds; is that right?
Mr. TISHMAN. If you include the mortgage bonus as part of your

reduction of building costs.
Mr. SIMON. No: I include it as part of the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. TSInMAN. Yes; if you add that to the mortgage.
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Mr. SIMON. The total proceeds you received were. the $6,457400
face amount of the mortgage, plus the $274,430 premium?

Mr. TISHMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You received that?
Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You paid out the other and the surplus of cash over-.

the surplus of proceeds or income over disbursement was $1,744,654?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the land on which the project is located is not

covered by the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. TISHMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And how much did you pay for the land?
Mr. TISHMAN. The land cost was $523,415.77.
Mr. SIMON. And what valuation did FHA put on the land? Was it

$779,000?
Mr. TISHMAN. $779,000.
Mr. SIMON. And that calls for an annual rental for 99 years of

$31,120 a year?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is there a mortgage on the land?
Mr. TIsIIMAN. Yes; there is a mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. How much is the mortgage on the land?
Mr. TIsIiMAN. The combined mortgages, $701,100.
Mr. SiMoN. That is 90 percent of the FHA appraised value; is that

riflit ?
)lr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIM N. So that on the land you received approximately $177,000
in mortgage proceeds in addition to your costs-in excess of your
costs; is that right?

Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that is in addition to the $1,744,000 excess pro-

ceeds over costs on the building?
Mr. TISHMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMon. And of the excess proceeds over cost on the building,

you distributed to yourselves shortly after completion of the building,
$1,700,000; is that right?

Mr. TISHMAN. That was the distribution from Rego Park Apart-
ments to Tishman Realty Co.

Mr. SIMON. Out of the excess mortgage funds?
Mr. TISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
Senator BusH. Any questions, S&nator Beall?
Senator BEAL. No questions.
Senator BusH. Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNE. No questions.
Senator Busn. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. We have qne more witness after we have finished

with Mr. Traub. We will recess then until Thursday morning at 10
o'clock. Senator Bush will be presiding on Thursday and Friday.

E~E~~u - -~ - - U-
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There are four Senators here: Bush, Payne, Beall, and myself. We
secured a ruling from the legislative counsel in Washington. That is
thcounsel who advises the Congress on matters kind and they
tell us we have the legal right to subpena your records, and therefore
we are asking you to please deliver the records to us.

TESTIMONY OF ABRAHAM TRAUB, FARRAGUT GARDENS, BROOK-

LYN, N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON C. WEISMAN, COUN-
SEL-Resumed

Mr. WrEIsMAN. I take it then that since my brief is a part of the
record

Tie CHAnIMAN. It is a part of the record.
Mr. WEiSMAN. And for the expedition, instead of my making this

long argument and setting forth the various points contained in the
brief-

The CHAIm AN. You have the right to either deliver them to us at
this time or you. have the right to refuse to do so, whichever you
choose.

Mr. WEISMAN. I understand that. If I refuse to do so I also under-
stand it is on pain of contempt.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. WEISMAN. I am merely following what the Supreme Court has

said is the procedure I should take to adequately protect my client's
interest, and as I read the cases the Supreme Court has said in ex-
plicit terms that I am entitled to a ruling on each question or objec-
tion raised, a statement from the committee that they have considered
the objection, and that they have overruled it, and do direct me to
thereupon turn over the records.

The CiIAIRMAN. You have it exactly right. That is exactly what
it is.

Mr. WEISMAN. I take it then so that I may be free-because I will
say in candor I don't propose to let my client run the pain of con-
tempt, but I do propose to safeguard his interests and since I deen,
with all due respect, that this subpena is improper, that it is an un-
lawful search and seizure, contrary to constitutional safeguards, I
shall at the proper time move to quash all of the evidence that has
been taken. That has also been said by the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court saying that a constitutional committee can no more
be enjoined from do-ng an unconstitutional thing than could the
legislature itself be enjoined from passing a constitutional law. I
therefore will say to the committee that in view of the ruling, which
is that they have considered each and every one of the points, and that
they specifically overrule it, and warn me now that if I do not comply
with the direction of the committee that my client stands in pain of
indictment for contempt by certification-

The CHAIRMAN. We haven't said that yet, but then-
Mr. WEISMAN. I assume that follows.
The CHAIRMAN. It no doubt will, but we haven't as yet said it.
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Mr. WFSMAN. I therefore state to the committee-that in view of
their ruling, the books are here, and they will be turned over to th
committee.

Before I do so, however, I wish the committee to know that pursuant
to Senator Capehart's direction, as chairman of this committee, that
between the lunch recesses and now, the representative of the commit,
tee has, with a representative of mine, checked the books and all of tht
books which they saw at the first instance are still here. They are the
same books as they heretofore set forth and there is nothing missing.
I would also like to have a receipt from the. committee for these bolo
and with due humility I would like to ask for some reasonable date
when all of my client's books will be returned to him.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we can certainly finish with them in 2
weeks.

Mr. SiooN. Two or three weeks at the most.
The CHAMMAN. This is September 28. Let's say October 15.
Mr. WEISMAN. May I say this-
The CHAIRMAN. First let me say this to you: You have already

agreed to turn over the books.
Mr. WEISMAN. I haven't agreed. I am going to turn them over at

the direction of this committee, overruling my objections.
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to turn them over. Let me say this

to you: While we will have all the books and we will have access to all
the information within those books, that I am going to personally in-
struct the men from the General Accounting Office to only be con-
cerned with those things that have to do with FHA.

Mr. WEIsm'AN. Thank you for that.
The CHAIRMAN. And that they are not to go into anything other

than those things that are pertinent to our investigation; that there
may be other things in the books, other than that, and if so they are to
ignore it, but they are to take your books and records just. as you are
turning them over to us and go through them, and dig out all the in-
formation that has to do with this hearing and has to do wih FHA.
They are not to touch those things that have nothing to do with the
subject matter.

Mr. WEISMAN. Senator, as a practical matter, how shall we get our
books back? Shall I apply to you? We have an urgent need for these
books.

The CHAIRMAN. We are directing the staff at this moment, and that
includes the general counsel as well as the staff, to finish with the audit
no later than October 15.

Senator Payne.
Senator PAr E. Mr. Chairman,. do I understand that this pertains

also to the current books, the current checkbooks and records that the
company operates under?

Mr. WEISMAN. We have given you all of our books right down to
date, except our current checkbook, which we need to draw checks from
day to day and to make deposits in our bank, and you have every other
book that we have. 4.

Senator PAYNE. I was just curious, because I didn't feel it was
proper for him to just stop business as of that date. You have got obli-
gations to meet and I was curious to see whether or not current ad
necessary books that you need to keep his business going are not with-
held.

-- - - *~-=-; - -
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M'Ir. WEISMAN. We have asked the bookkeeper-we are doing busi-
ess from our checkbook, Senator, and that is one of the reasons why

I asked that these books be returned as promptly as possible.
Another reason is that by virtue of the publicity that has been-
The CHAIRMAN. We don't need your 1954 books. You are not turn-

ing those over to us.
Mr. WEISMAN. Yes; you have the 1954 books here. We have given

you everything.
The CHAIR.AN. We don't need those. We are going to give you

a receipt, for them. On October 15 we will return them to you and ask
you to give us a receipt.

Mr. WEIS31AN. I will be delighted.
The CHAIRAMAN. We will instruct the staff to finish by October 15.

Also I am instructing the staff publicly as a matter of this record that
they are only to deal with matters that have to do with this hearing.
That ought to make everybody happy.Mr. WEISMAN. I thank the Senate committee.

May I ask, so if we want to, for example, something comes up and
we want to go to the books, where will they physically be?

The CHAIRMAN. We will take the books physically, I think, to
Washington and they will work on them in room F-41, in the Capitol.

Mr. SIMoN. We will take them over to the General Accounting Office,
Senator.

The CHAIRMIAN. The General Accounting people suggest they take
them to the General Accounting Office.

Mr. WEISTUAN. In Washington?
The CHAIRMAIN. Yes, sir. The man I am going to make personally

responsible for them is Mr. Regis McManus. He will give you the
receipt, he will be held a hundred percent responsible for the physical
condition of the books while they are away from your care and he
will return them to you on October 15. They will be at the General
Accounting Office in Washington during the time they are not in your
possession.

M'. WEISMAN. I see a representative of the General Accounting
Orice here.

The CHAIRMAN. These two good-looking gentlemen right here.
Mr. WEISMAN. I take it that if we need to have access to these

books we may get in touch with Mr. McManus, and send our repre-
sentative to take such matters from them?

The CHAIRMAN. That is right. Let me say, if we finish with the
books prior to October 15, we will return them to you just that much
sooner. Maybe we can finish them by October 10 or sooner. If we do,
we will return them.

Mr. SIO-N. Senator, may I ask one question for the record?
Mr. WETlsmAN. Before you ask the question, I wish it to be per-

fectly plain in this record that we are turning these books over under
the comipulsion of the direction of this august committee.

The CiIAII1t x. No question about that. The record will so state.
A'fr. SIMON. Mr. Traub, are the books listed in the inventory that

1r. Weisman referred to a moment ago all of your books and records
in existence?

.X1i. TrmuB. Excepting for the current checkbook.
The CHAIRMAN. Excepting for the current checkbook, 1954, you

Mean?
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Mr. TRAuB. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISMAN. Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you for your cour.

tesy and indulgence.
The CHAIRMAN. The last witness today will be Mr. William p,

Hahn. Mr. Hahn, will you please come forward? Will you please
be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will
be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM P. HAHN, ABK APARTMENTS, BAYSIp
N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY SIDNEY S. LEVIN, COUNSEL

Mr. HAHN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Please be seated and give your full name and address to the re.

porter. The gentleman with you is your attorney?
Mr. HAHN. Yes, my attorney. My name is William P. Hahn, 69-101

108th Street, Forest Hills, N. Y. My attorney is Sidney S. Levin.
His office is at 163-18 Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica, Long Island.
- Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hahn, you are one of the sponsors of ABK Apart
ments, are you?

Mr. HAHn. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the name of the corporation that owns ABK

Apartments?
Mr. HAHN. Well, it is really initials of the stockholders, ABK, SHR,

and WPH are the main stockholders of this corporation.
Mr. SIMON. Are they three separate corporations?
Mr. HAHN. Yes, sir; three separate corporations.
Mr. SimoN. What is the name of the corporation that owns ABK

Apartments?
Mr. HAHN. It is ABK Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. ABK Apartments, Inc.I
Mr. HAHN.. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And the second one is SHR Apartnents, Inc.?'.
Mr. HAHN. Yes; and WPH Apartments, Inc., which is the initials.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of each of those corporations?
Mr. HAHN. $5,000 each.
Mr. SIMON. $5,000 each, and then in addition, $100 to the FHA

Commissioner for preferred stock?
Mr. HAHN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage in ABK Apart-

ments, Inc. ?
Mr. HAHN. $8721000.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that project located?
Mr. HAHN. It is located mB ayside; well, they are all one area.

Bayside is around 210th Street, between Corporal Kennedy and 212
Bay Street, Long Island.

Mr. SIMON. That is in Long Island?
Mr. HAHN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. All three projects are in the same community?
Mr. HAHN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the mortgage in SHR Apartments?
Mr. HAHN. $1,931,700.
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, MI. SIMON. And the mortgage in WPH Apartments, Inc. ?

Mr. HAHN. $1,182,600.
Mr. SIMON. The total mortgages on the three projects are $3,986,300
Mr. HAHN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIXON. What was the premium you received on ABK?
Mr. HAHN. Three percent net. There was a 4 percent premium, 1

percent went to the mortgage broker.
Mr. SIMON. Was the amount of dollars, $25,160?
Mr. HAHN. I have the premium exactly; approximately, ABK,

$26,160.
Mr. SIMON. $26,000; and in SHR?
Mr. HAHN. $57,850.
Mr. SIMON. And in WPH?
Mr. HAHN. $35,478.
Mr. SimoN. That would be a total of $119,589?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land in ABKI
Mr. HAHN. My cost of the land?
Mr. SIMON. Cost of the land.
Mr. HAHN. My cost was $74 796.88.
Mr. SYMON. And the cost in SHR?
Hr. HAHN. $165,000.
Mr. SIMON. Cost in WPH?
Mr. HAHN. $411800.
Mr. S ioN. Total cost of $291,596?
Mr. HAHN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction and financing and

everything other than the land in ABK Apartments?
Mr. HAHN. Now we have the two ways I can give you. One way is

$2,835,660.
Mr. SIMON. That is for the three projects?
Mr. HAHN. That is because we applied the premium to the mort-

gage-to the eonstruction.
Mr. SIMoN. What I would like to get is the amount of dollars that

you paid out to anybody in connection with the construction.
Mr. HAHN. We paid the $120,000 we got so we really paid out

$3,500,000-$3,556,060 we paid out.
Mr. SIMON. That was actually paid out in checks?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The $2,935,000 figure you gave us is your actual cost

after deducting the premium on the mortgage?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the difference between your actual costs and the

mortgage proceeds was $877,000; is that right?
Mr. HAHN. No.
Mr. SimoN. It would be more than that?
Mr. HAHN. No; it is less than that.
Mr. SimoN. It would be $950,000, wouldn't it?
Mr. HAHN. No.
Mr. SimoN. The mortgage was $3,986,000; is that right?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the costs, after reducing the costs by the mortgage

premium, at $2,935,000; is that right? That doesn't include the land.
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
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Mr. Sm ow. That would be $665,000 was the surplus of mortga,
proceeds over costs; is that right?

Mr. HAHN. It is approximately that.
Mr. SIMON. And upon completion of the building did you distribute

to yourselves $874,500?
Zr. HAHn. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And that came out of the excess of mortgage proce

over the cost?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. When were these buildings completed?
Mr. HAHN. Completed in 1950.
Mr. SIMoN. And the total mortgage was roughly $4 million and the

amount that you had left over out of the mortgage was roughly 1w
percent of the total amount?

Mr. HAHN. That is right; approximately that.
Mr. SIMON. Or $665,000?
Mr. HAHN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The CHAUMAN. Thank you very much.
We will now stand in recess until 10 o'clock this Thursday morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p. m., the committee recessed to reconvene at

10 a. m., Thursday, September 30, 1954.)
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

BANKING AND CURRENCY COMrrEE,

New York, N. Y.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a. In., Prescott Bush,

presiding.
Present: Senators Bush, Payne, and Beall.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel; Richard W. Hogue

and Clarence M. Dinkins, assistant counsel; and John A. Bard, ac-
countant, FHA investigation.

Senator BusH. The committee will please be in order.
The first witness today is Mr. Jack Carner. Mr. Carner, will you

be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF JACK CARNER, KINGSWAY GARDENS, BROOKLYN,
N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ABRAHAM RAIDER, COUNSEL

Mr. CARNER. So help me God.
Senator BUSH. Please be seated and give your correct name to the

clerk.
Mr. CARNER. Jack Carner, 859 Forest Avenue, Rye, N. Y.
Senator BUSH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SImoN. Mr. Corner, are you associate& with the Kingsway

Gardens project?
Mr. CARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is it located?
Mr. CARNER. On the east side of Kings Highway between 26th

Street and 29th Street.
Mr. SIMON. Where?
Mr. CARNER. Brooklyn.
Mr. SIMON. Who acquired the land on which the project was built
Mr. CA NER. I did.
Mr. SIxioN. That is, through a corporation of which you were the

sole stockholder ?

Mr. CRNmR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And who built the building? That is, who got the

section 608 commitment and built the building?
Mr. CARNER. I did.
Mr. SImO N. Was that through a corporation, too?
Mr. CARNER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMoN. What was the name of the corporation?
Mr. CA MRi. Car-Jack Realty Corp.
Mr. SIMoN. Car-Jack Realty No. 2?
Mr. CARNR. That is right.
Mr. SI N. Who were the stockholders Of that?
Mr. CARNER. I was the sole owner. ,
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Car-Jack Realty No. 2
Mr. CARNER. The value of the land?
Mr. SIMON. No; the capital stock.
Mr. CARN R. About $122,000.
Mr. SIMoN. How many shares were issued?
Mr. CAIRNVR. I think it was 200.
Mr. Sixox. 200 shares. And that was issued for the land ?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And the land had cost you $122,000?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there any cash put in in addition to the land?
Mr. CARNMER. What do you mean 2./
Mr. SIMoN. For the stock. The stock was issued just for the land?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. CARN-El. $2,358,000.
Mr. SIMON. When you sold the mortgage, did you get a premium

on it?
Mr. CARNnER. I did.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. CARXER1 $82,530.
Mr. SIMON. Who actually built the building? What construction

company was it?
Mr. CARWER. This Car-Jack Realty.
Mr. SIMON. The sponsor was its own builder.
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIroN. What was the cost of constructing the building?
Mr. CARNTE-R. Cost?
Mr. Si N. What was the cost ?
Mr. RAMER. Mr. Simon, may Iinterrupt a moment to correct a state-

ment Mr. Corner made? Actually the Car-Jack Realty Corp. con-
structed the building for Kingsway Gardens, Inc., which was the
mortgagee under section 608. As a matter of fact, it was built at cost
so it didn't make toomuch difference whether it was Car-Jack or
Kingsway Gardens, Inc.

Mr. SIMON. Kingsway Gardens, Inc., was owned by whom?
Mr. CARNER. By myself. ,
Mr. SIMoN. You were the sole stockholder in all three corporations?
Mr. CAINER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was the capital stock of Kingsway, Inc., issued for this

land?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Car-Jack Reafty No. 2 built the building?
Mr. CARER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You owned all the stock in both of them?
Mr. CARNrR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction?
Mr. CARNER. $1,986,383.79.

. g - "- -
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Mr. SIMON. That includes the cost of the land, cost of construction
of building, and the interest and taxes during construction; is that

right?
Air. CAIINER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the total cost paid to everybody?
Mr. CAIINER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Therefore, the total costs were $454,146.21 less than

the mortgage proceeds, is that right?
Mr. CARN R. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Did you also have an interest in Nostrand Gardens?
Mr. CARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That was a cooperative housing project?
Mr. CARNER. Section 213, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Cooperative housing project?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Where was that located?
Mr. CARNER. That is on Avenue X.
Mr. RAMER. Avenue X and Brown and Haring, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. SIMON. How large a project is that?
Mr. CARNER. I think it was 348 units.
Mr. SIMON. And 66 garages, is that right?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders?
Let me ask you: Who built the building? What was the con-

struction company?
Mr. RAIDER. Do you mind if I answer? Matroland Building Co.,

Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of the Matroland Building

Co., Mr. Corner?
Mr. CARNER. They were three Giffunis and three Carners.
Mr. SIMoN. You and two members of your family?
Mr. CARNER. Two brothers and Mr. Giffuni and two sons.
Mr. SIMON. And two of his sons?
Mr. CARN ER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a Nostrand Gardens Corp. organized as a

nonprofit corporation to sell these cooperative housing projects?
Mr. CARNER. I don't know how to answer that. I don't understand

that.
Mr. SijioN. You say Matroland built the building.
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't it have a contract with some nonprofit corpora-

tion under which it built the building and didn't the nonprofit cor-
poration then sell the apartments to the homeowners?

Mr. RAIDER. Do you want me to answer that question, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. If he doesn't know.
Mr. CARNER. I don't understand that.
ir. Si %roN. Did you have a building contract to build this building?

Mr. CARNER. For the Nostrand.
Mr. SUION. Who was the contract between?
Mr. CARNER. The Matroland for the Nostrand.
Mr. SIMON. And Nostrand?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a corporation by the name of Nostrand?
Mr. CAnwER. Nostrand were the cooperatives, the owners.

I
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Mr. SIMON. That was a cooperative non-profit corporation?
Mr. CAmm. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, who applied for the FHA commitment?
Mr. CA1NaI. Well, we purchased this parcel.
Mr. SIM oN. Who applied for the commitment, though?
Mr. CARNER. Well, Iguess the original sponsors.
Mr. SIMON. Who were they?
Mr. CARlR. There was a party by the name of Roach, and also a

party b the name of Sam Match. I don't know Roach's first name.
Mr. SixoN. What did you purchase from Match and Roach?
Mr. CANmR. We purchased the land and the stock.
Mr. SIMON. The land you paid $115,000 for, is that right?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. FHA then valued the land at $142,000?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You were able to get a mortgage on it for $126,000?
Mr. CARNER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you then leased the property for 99 years to the

cooperative at a rental of $3,100? I am sorry, at a rental of about
$8 000 a year ?

Mr. CARNMER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is a 99-year lease?
Mr. CARNeR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The cooperators do not own the land on which the

building is built?
Mr. dRNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You also purchased for $105,000 the stock of the con-

struction company?
Mr. CARN R. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. At the time you paid $105,000 for that stock, what were

its assets?
Mr. CARNMR. Well, that was the actual moneys that had been

advanced by them. In other words, on their books.
Mr. SIMON. Did that company have any assets other than the

FHA commitment?
Mr. CAnNER. That is all I purchased. Nothing else.
Mr. SIMON. So that you paid them $105,000 for the FHA commit-

ment?
Mr. CARNER. No, for moneys advanced, such as architect's fees-
Mr. SIMON. What did you get for your $105,000?
Mr. CARNMR. Well, I got all the actual work and moneys expended

for such as the sale of the apartments, the moneys advanced to the
architect, plans, the fees to the brokers. That was all done by the
original people.

Mr. SIMON. And have they spent $105,000?
Mr. CARNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is what you paid them?
Mr. CARNER. Exactly what they are supposed to have spent.
Mr. SIMON. Did they make a. profit on the sale of the land to you?
Mr. CARNER. I wouldn't know that.
Mr. SIMoN. Then I gather you built a third project called Patricia

Gardens?
Mr. CARNER. That is right.

~----- .~
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Mr. SI.,N. In which the mortgage turned out to be equal to the cost;
ill fact, a little less than the cost?

Mr. CARNER. About $60,000.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it $48,000 ?
Mr. CARNER. That is alter the premium on the mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. On that one the costs were $46,000 more?
Mr. CARNER. About $47,000 more than I had received.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Senator BusH. Any questions, Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNE. No, sir.
Senator BusH. Thank you very much for coming. We appreciate

your cooperation.
Is Mr. Brunetti in the room?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Senator BUSH. Will you come forward, please?
Mr. Brunetti, will you raise your right hand, please? Do you

solemnly swear that the testimony you wiTi give before this committee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH 1. BRUNETTI, MAYBROOK GARDENS, MAY-
WOOD, N. 3., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER D. VAN RIPER,
COUNSEL, AND EDWIN R. AEFEL, ACCOUNTANT

Mr. BRUNETTI. I do.
Senator BusH. Please give your correct name and address to the

clerk.
Mr. BRUNETTI. Joseph J. Brunetti, 277 Standish Avenue, Hacken-

sick, N. J.
Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Brunetti, have you built a number of projects

under section 608 of the Housing Act?
Mr. BRUNETrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know how many?
Mr. BRUNETTI. About a half a dozen.
Mr. SIMON. Was the total mortgages $27,800,500?
Mr. BRUNETTI. That is about right.
Mr. SIMON. A construction company 'vhich you own built those

buildings?
Mr. BRUNErI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Excluding your office overhead, was the excess mort-

gage funds over costs on those projects about $1,625,000?
Mr. RIPER. Just a minute. Maybe we can help you on that. We

have it figured individually. What did you say, Mr. Simon, one
million-

Mr. SIMON. $6255000.
Mr. RIPER. Our accountant says he figures it about $1,400,000.
Mr. SIMON. Let's do them one by one and see where we come out.
Mr. ABFEL. Excuse me, Mr. Simon. Did you include the sales in

there, too? Do you remember?
Mr. SIAMON. I don't think so.
Mr. ABFEL. I get about $1,400,000.
Mr. SIMON. Will you give us the names of these projects, please,

Mr. Brunetti?
Mr. BRUNE=I'I. Maybrook Gardens, Inc.
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Mr. SiMxoi. Where is that located?
Mr. BRUNETT. On Essex Street in Maywood,-N.J.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Maybrook Gardens, Ine.1
Mr. BRUNETrI. $10,000.
Mr. SIMON. Weren't there six different corporations?
Mr. BRUNEnrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And the total capital stock of the six corporations Was

$10,000?
Mr. BRuNETI.r Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the second one?

, Mr. BRuNr-ri. Rutherford Apartments, Inc., Union Avenue, in
Rutherford, N. J.

Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of that corporation?
Mr. BRUNEI k. $5,000.
Mr. SIMON. How many corporations were there?

Mr. BiuNtm-ri. 'One.
Mr. SIMON. And the stock was $5,000?
Mr. BRUNEM. -Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the third one?
Mr. BRUN=rI. Van Ness Gardens, Inc., in Irvington, N. J.
Mr. SIM oN. What was the capital stock of that corporation?
Mr. BRuNETrI. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. What is the next one?
Mr. BRUNE . Brookchester, Inc., River Road, New Mulford, N. J.

There was six sections. I mean there are 10 sections in this particular
project.

Mr. SIMoN. And the capital stock of each of the 10 was $1,000 or a
total of $10,000?*

Mr. BRUNErr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the next one'?
Mr. BRUNFTTI. Richard Village, Inc., 6 sections--8 sections, in

Clifton, N. J.
Mr. SmoN. Was the capital stock of each of those corporations

$1,000 or a total of $8,000?
Mr. BRUNETr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What is the next one?
Mr. BRUNETT. Wright Village, Inc., Terhune Avenue, Lodi, N. J.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the capital stock?
Mr. BRUNErI. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Were you advised by FHA people how to fill out the

applications for FHA commitments?
Mr. BRuNErrxY. I was advised by my mortgage broker to fill out

applications.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the Alexander Simmer Mortgage Co.?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where are they located?
Mr. BJRUNErrn. In Teaneck, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. Did they tell you what figures to put in the applications?
Mr. BRUNETTE. They prepared the applications.
Mr. SImoN. Did you sign them?
Mr. BRUNETrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you read them before signing them ?
Mr. BRUNETTn. In some cases I did.
Mr. SIMoN. In some cases you didn't.?

- P.~-------~' p.'-*-* -
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Mr. BRtUNETrTI. In other words, I looked at certain things that I

understood.
Mr. SIMON. You mean by that you didn't look at certain things that

you didn't understand ?
Mr. BRUNETTI. The applications, sir, were such that unless you

were an expert and familiar with those type of applications, they were

hard to fill out.
Mr. SIMON. One of the items in the application, Mr. Brunetti, is an

estimate of the cost of construction of the building. Were those esti-
mates your estimates, or the estimates of the Alexander Summer Mort-

gage Co.?
Mr. BRuNETT. They were prepared by Alexander Summer Co.
Mr. SI.M-N. Are you saying they are their estimates and not your

estimates?
Mr. BRUNE=''. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Did you know that the law limited a section 608 mort-

gage to $8,100 a unit?
Mr. BRUNETTI. I heard of that.
Mr. SIzM*oN. Do you know whether the Alexander Summer Mort-

gage Co. filled out these applications on a basis of asking for a mort-
gage of $8,100 a unit without regard to what the actual estimates of
cost were to be?

Mr. BIRUNETTI. In some cases they did.
Air. SIIO N. They actually wouldn't know what your estimates of

costs were going to be, would they?
Mr. IBRITNETTI. No, sir.
Mr. SI.MoN. Did you ever sign any of these applications in blank

and let them fill them in?
Mr. BRUNE'rI. I don't recall.
Senator BUsH. Could it have happened that you did that, do you

think?
Mr. BRuNE-rI. Senator, I think that if you say that I signed them

in blank, it could have been simultaneously, where they were partially
filled, and I took it forgranted that they were acquainted with the
regulations and I signedithem and didn't notice them if they were
blank or filled out. sometimes.

Mr. SIMoN. As I understand it, Mr. Bru'netti, you customarily at
Christmas gave Christmas gifts to all the Fl-IA personnel?

Mr. BITuNI;rTLr. Yes, sir. I gave gifts to, or my organization gave
gifts to, everyone connected in the building industry, including FHA.

Mr. SIovoN. Including all the employees in the F-IA office.
Mr. BRuNErPi. I wouldn't say all.
Mr. SIMON. I assume you didn't give them to the porters but all the

people that had any jobs that permitted them to make policy?
Mr. BRUNIaTrI. Well, sir, I wouldn't know exactly if it was all. I

say that we did give gifts.
Mr. SIMON. To a substantial number of FHA employees. Is that

a fair statement?
Mr. BRUNErI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. )o you own a yacht?
Mr. BRUNEITI. I did own a yacht.
Mr. SIMON. On at least three occasions did your architect borrow

the yaclht to entertain F HA employees?
'V 'V*
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Mr. BRuNET I. He said that he was going to use the yacht one
afternoon, on a Sunday afternoon, to take some friends of his out for
a ride, and later on, I discovered that there were going to be F HA ien
on this boat. However, since then, I found out recently that they did
not go out on the boat.

Mr. SIMoN. Weren't there at least three occasions when the architt
borrowed the yacht for that purpose?

Mr. BRUNETTr. I don't think he borrowed the boat three times.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you so testify in executive session?
Mr. BRuNEMrL. I said that I think that the FHA men were on the

boat three times.
Mr. S-MON. I see, and 1 of those 3 times you yourself took them outl
Mr. BRUN'ITL Yes, sir.
Mr. StooN. Now, going to the Maybrook Gardens case, who built

the building?
Mr. BRUNETT. Maybrook Gardens, Inc., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 sections.
Mr. SImoN. The sponsoring corporation was also the construction

company?
Mr. BRUNETr. In this particular case; yes.
Mr. SixoN. Do I understand that the sponsoring corporations ae-

quired the land from a company owned by you at its actual cost?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si N. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $75,199.78.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the actual construction cost?
Mr. BRUNET'rI. $3,621,083.95.
Mr. SimoN. Does that include any salaries to you or any profits to

any of your companies?
Mr. BRU-NETTI. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. That is the actual amount it cost?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. BR UNETTr. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. The total cost then including the cost of the land is

$3,6961283?
Mr. BiRu1'rn. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. The excess of mortgage over cost was $97,783.73, plus

a mortgage premium of $108,000?
Mr. BJURt-ETrL It was $99,783.73.
Mr. SImoN. $99,783 mortgage premium, is that right?
Mr. BRuN-ETr. Deficiency, $99,783.73.
Mr. SImO N. Didn't you got a mortgage premium of $109,000?
Mr. BRUNETrI. Yes, sir, $109,478.87.
Mr. SimoN. The mortgage was $3,598,500?
Mr. BRu m $3,596,500.
Mr. Simo N. So that the total mortgage proceeds exceeded the total

cost by $10,000, is that right?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $9,695.14.,
Mr. SiMoN. Going to Rutherford Apartments, it is just one coni-

pany there, is that right?
Mr. BRuNTTn. Yes.
Mr. Simo N. What was the mortgage there?
Mr. BRuwmxr. $1,100,000.
Mr. Srmoir. What was the land cost?
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Mr. BUNETrI. $46,970.63.
Mr. SIMON. What was the construction cost?
Mr. BRUNMTr. $910,900.
Mr. SIMON. Who was the contractor?
Mr. BRuNErri. Rutherford Park Apartments, Inc., built the job.
Mr. SimoN. The sponsor was the contractor?
Mr. BRUNEMrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The $910,900 was its actual cost?
Mr. BRuNfrrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a mortgage premium there?
Mr. BRUNETTI. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then the mortgage proceeds exceeded the total costs by

$40,000?
Mr. B1RU NTrI. $43,129.37.
Mr. SIMON. Going to Van Ness Gardens, who owns the stock of the

sponsor corporation?
Mr. BRUNEmr. Mayview Gardens, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns Mayview Gardens?
Mr. BRUNE=TI. Hillcrest Park Homes, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. And who owns Hillcrest Gardens Homes, Inc.?
Mr. BRUNETrI. I did.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $747,500.
Mr. SIMON. What was the land cost?
Mr. BRUNErrI. $34,206.25.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of constructing the build-

ing, including the interim financing charges?
Mr. BRUNEmrr. Mayview, Inc., built the project.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. BRUNE1T. $837,661.92.
Mr. STMON. Was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. Ripi . He might have made an error.
Mr. ABFEL. You have two corporations, Van Ness Garden--, Inc.

As far as their costs, they were $726,702.85.
Mr. SimoN. I understand both corporations lost money. We are

trying to find out the actual cost.
Mr. ABFEIJ. Overall loss was $133,71255, including the premium

that was received as far as two corporations were concerned.
Mr. SIMON. After adding the premium back?
Mr. AnBFII. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. That was the actual loss?
Mr. ARFEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Without any intracompany profits?
Mr. ABrr.L. No intracompany profits at all.
Mr. STMON. The next one is Brookchester.
Mr. BRUNWM. Brookchester, Inc., 1 to 10, inclusive.
Mr. SIMON. Who owned the stock of those 10 companies?
Mr. BrTNETTI. Joseph J. Brunetti Construction Co.. Inc.
Mr. Si MoN . And who owned the stock of Joseph J. Brunetti Con-

struction Co. ?
Mr. BR uwET. I did.
Mr. SimoN. Wasn't it owned by a company called Joseph .1. Bru-

netti, Inc.?
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Mr. BRUNETrI. Joseph J. Brunetti Construction.Co. Inc
Mr. SimoN. There are not two separate companies then
Mr. BRUN'rI. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgageV
Mr. BRuNLrTr. $10,765,500.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage premium?
Mr. BRTNETTi. $248,207.37.
Mr. SIMON. Total proceeds of the mortgage then were $11,011,.

707.37?
Mr.ABFErL. What was that figure again, pleaseI
Mr. SIMON. $11,011,707.37.
Mr.AFLt., That is approximately correct, yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Who purchased the land?
Mr. BRUNETn. I did.
Mr. SIMON. What was the purchase price?
Mr. RIPER. Excuse me a minute.
Mr. ABIEL. Who purchased the land from whom?
Mr. SIMoN. Who purchased the land from the last stranger?
Mr. BRUNETrI. Bru-Ann Realty.
Mr. SImoN. You owned the stock in that
Mr. BRUNETTI. Hillcrest Park, Inc.
Mr. SrMoN. You owned the stock of Hillcrest?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Bru-Ann pay for the land?
Mr. BRUNFTrI. $155,783.34.
Mr. AiL. That is what Bru-Ann paid for the laind plus real-

estate taxes and interest during the time they held it.
In other words, there was no profit made on the transaction.
Mr. SIMON. That was total out-of-pocket cost?
Mr. ABrEL. That is right, sir. No intercompany profit.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Joseph J. Brunetti Co., Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Which you owned?
Mr. BRuNETTi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIoM.. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $9,320,361.83.
Mr. ABFEL. We have the same situation here again. The actual

cost of construction is reflected in two places, and as far as the indi-
vidual owning companies are concerned, when you include the land
cost, the total costs to the 10 owning companies, including the land,
come to $10,822,000.

Mr. SIMON. The question is: What did it cost to build these
buildings?

Mr. ABFEL. We haven't got it in one figure. There are two separate
sets of corporations.

Mr. SfMON. I understand, but disregarding the transactions between
the right and left hand-

Mr. ABEEL. These are not transactions between the right and left
hand. When you have an owrDing company, the owning company
pays an FHA examination fee which is not included in the cost of.
construction.

Mr. SIMON. We are trying to find out total cost, not contract price
between companies.

__ _ | lip ... . . J .. . . -- . .. .. . . .. . . . --
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Mr. AjwjE. I think we can get it this way quicker. Total cost of

tle Brookshire sections were $10,822,204.48, and that would leave in

Brookshire, if you included the ,premiums, in excess of approximately
$190,000. The construction company itself had costs of $9,320,361.83,

and the construction company itself had a profit of $882,000, and the
overall profit, including all the premiums on this particular job, would

be$1,0 7 3 ,6 85.0 6 . That is on a mortgage of $10,765,500.
Mr. SIVION. I can't agree you have a profit on something you own,

but is what you are saying that the mortgage. proceeds-
Mr. ABFEL. And the premiums-
Mr. S,N. The mort(rage proceeds which would include the pre-

miims exceed all actual costs paid by any company by $1.073,000?
Mr. AlFEL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SraON. The next one is Richfield Village.
Mr. BI1UNETTI. Yes: Richfield Village, 8 sections, 1 to 8, inclusive.
Mr. Sii NoN. And who owned them?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Joseph J. Brunetti Construction Co.
Mr. STiMoN. And you owned that company?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMOx. What was the total amount of the mortgage?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $7,489,000.
Mr. SI.MON. The. premium?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $138,369.78.
Mr. SIMN. Making the total mortgage proceeds $7,627,269.78?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.

Mr. SimoN. Who purchased the land from the last stranger?
Mr. BRUNErrI. I think Bru-Ann Realty Co., Inc.
Mr. STIATON. How much did it pay?
Mr. BRUNETTI. $191,070.04.
Mr. ABFFML. This is the same as the last situation, Mr. Simon, no in-

tercompany profits.
Mr. SIMON. That is the total cost, including interest, up to the time

you turned it over to the sponsoring corporation?
Mr. BRUNETTI. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who constructed the building?
1r. BRUNETTI. Joseph Brunetti Construction Co., Inc.

Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction?
Mr. BRUNErI. The whole profit including
Mr. SIMON. What was its cost? \Was it $7,147,218 ?
Mr. ABFEL. That is not the cost. Mr. Simon. That is the construc-

tion contract between the two companies. We don't have the one figure
here. The overall profit that was made on the entire job, if you will
look at it, is one picture. Including the mortgage premiums it was
$135,717.74.

Mr. SIMON. Weren't the mortgage costs, the actual costs---
Mr. ABFEL. Actual cost of construction to construction company.

There were other costs on the owner's books which are not reflected
in that particular figure.

Mr. STMON. Was the actual cost $6,945,000?
Mr. ABFEL. Those are costs to construction company. Those were

not the only costs. There were other costs approximating $360,000.
,'Mr. SIMON. What were they?
M .. ABirEL. Architect's fee
Mr. SIMON. How much was that?

50690-54-pt. 4-22
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Mr. A-FEL. $83,340.64.
Mr. SimoM. Who got that?
Mr. ABFL. Leonard Fineman, engineer's fee of $45,738.
Mr. SiMoN. All right. Who got that?
Mr. BRUNMr T. Canjor & Bailey, engineers.
Mr. ABIML. FHA inspection fee of $37,445, and FHA commitment

examination fee of $22,467. Costs written off during construction
interest, real-estate taxes, insurance and FHA insurance during con.
struction, $120,094.23. Mortgage discount of $8,497.50, on two sec-
tions we had a mortgage discount. On the other 6 sections there were
a premium and a legal fee of $37,445.

Mr. SimoN. After taking all those costs, the mortgage proceeds ex-
ceeded the cost by $130,000?

Mr. ABFEL. $135,717.74. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. The last project is Wright Village, Lodi, N. J.
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Who owns the stock in the sponsoring corporation?
Mr. BRUJErL Joseph J. Brunetti Construction Co., Inc.
Mr. SimoN. And you own the stock in that?
Mr. BRUNErN. Yes, sir.
Mr. S oN. What was the total amount of the mortgage?
Mr. BRuNrIi. $4,199,000.
Mr. SmoN. You had a discount there?
Mr. BRUNET'rI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. $41,000-
Mr. BRuN7TT. 990.
Mr. SIxoN. What was the total mortgage proceeds?
Mr. ABFEL. $4,199,000, less the discount.
Mr. SIxoN. $4,157,010?
Mr. ABFEL. That is the net.
Mr. SIMoN. W'hat was the land cost?
Mr. BRUNETT. $138,093.77.
Mr. SIMoN. Who built the building?
Mr. BRUN Mri. Joseph J. Brunetti Construction Co., Inc.
Mr. SIvofN. What was its cost?
Mr. BnuNETTI. $3,696,249.86.
Mr. SIMON. Were there any other costs in connection with the

project ?
Mr. BRU-ErTT. Architect's fee.
Mr. SimoN. What was that?
Mr. BRU ETTI. $40,314.74.
Mr. SiMoN. Any others?
Mr. BiUWE TI. hEngineer, $02,21203. 'FILA fees, $32,548, finance fees,

$5,000.
Mr. SImoN. Any other costs?
Mr. BRrFNTTI. Costs written off during construction, interest, real

estate, taxes, insurance, $78,057.45.
Mr. SimoN. Any other costs?
Mr. BRUNETTI. No, sir.
Mr. ABEL. There is one item we mentioned last time, Mr. Simon,

also. There was $190,000 of debt here between the sponsor corpora-
tion and the construction company that was forgiven by the construc-
tion company, due to lack of funds available to pay off the debt.

Mr. SimoN. That was merely-
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Mr. ABFEL. An intercompany washout. The net overall profit was
between all these companies-

Mr. SIMON. What was the difference between the mortgage pro-
ceeds after taking the discount that you had to receive, and the total
actual costs that, you paid out?

Mi. BRUNETTI. $144,458.18.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the total excess of mortgage proceeds over

costs on the six projects?
Mr. ABFEL. On the six from Maybrook?
Mr. S Io-N. All six of them.
Mr. ABF-EL. $9,700.
Mr. SIMON. All six of them.
Mr. "BFEL. I have about $1,271,700.
Mr. SimoN. Which is the amount on these six projects by which

all of his costs', including interest and mortgage discounts-
Mr. ABFEL. Were less than the mortgage proceeds.
Mr. SIMON. Right.
Mr. Brunetti, were you given rent increases in any of these projects

by FHA after completion of the projects?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Which ones?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Brookchester, 10 sections.
Mr. SIMON. That is the one where you had the million dollar excess

mortgage over cost-$1,073,000; is that right?
Mr. BRUNET'rI. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si N. When was it completed?
Mr. ABPEL. 1953. Approximately August.
Mr. BRUNETTI. It WaS completed approximately around August

1953.
Mr. SIMON. And since that time you have had a rent increase; is

that right?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Any others in which you have had rent increases?
Mr. BRUNEMrI. Wright Village.
Mr. SIMON. When was that completed?
Mr. Rip,. I think we may be in error as to that.
Mr. BRUNEr. That particular job there was a rent increase in

process and I think after I sold the job, the increase was granted, but
think that they got a rent increase.
Mr. SIMoN. After you sold it?
Mr. BRUNErr. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. When did you sell it?
Mr. BRUNETTi. April 1954.
Mr. SIMON. Any others in which there have been rent increases?
Mr. BRUNE=. At the moment I can't remember any other one.
Mr. SiMoN. When did you start this Brookchester project?
Mr. BRUNE'r. I started in November of 1949.
Mr. SIMoN. It took you 4 years to finish it?
Mr. BRUNErM. Yes, sir; there were 10 sections.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you.
Senator BusH. Do you have any questions, Senator Payne?
Senator PAYNEr.. Yes, sir. Mr. Brunetti, when Brookchester was

in the process of being constructed, how were the rents determined
by FHAI
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Mr. 3RuNmT. How were they determined?
Senator PAYNE. Yes.
Mr. BRUNETTrL I don't know.
Senator PAYNE. Were the rents based upon the total cost of con.

struction or upon the total cost of the development?
Mr. BR UNETTI. I don't know their procedures.
Senator PAYN. Did they give to you the schedule of rents that you

were to charge?
Mr. BRuNETTI. They gave me the rent schedules at the time of issue.

ing of commitments.
Senator PAYNE. Was that rent schedule changed from the time

that they gave that commitment up to the time of the project being
finally completed?

Mr. BRUNETT. In some cases, while it was completed--did you
say

Senator PAYNE. From the time the commitment was given up to
time of completion of the project.

Mr. BRUNE-rr. No, sir.
Senator PAYNE.. Now in. other words the schedule remained the

same?
Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Brunetti-
Mr. RIPER. If you will permit him to finish, please.
Mr. BRuNyEmT. Senator, these projects are the lowest rental projects

in the State of New Jersey.
Mr. SIMoN. I suppose that would be a matter of opinion based upon

what they were comparable to; is that right I
Mr. BRUNETT. Any section 608.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't that based on your opinion as to comparable

projects?
Mr. BRUNETrI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. To clarify your other answer, isn't it a fact that your

applications, which you apparently didn't fill out and which were
filled out by the Summer Mortgage Co., contained rent schedules?

Mr. BRUNETrI. Possibly.
Mr. SIToN. You know that the application does, don't you?
'Mr. BRUNETTI. I understand it does, but I didn't check it at that

time.
Mr. SIMON. The first rent schedules prepared for this project were

the ones contained in your application even though you might not
have had anything to do with filling it out?

Mr. BRUNETTI. I presume so.
Mr. SIMON. You knew that these mortgages under section 608 could

not exceed 90 percent of the estimated cost of the property; is that
right?

Mr. BRud,"& Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Therefore, for you to get a $10 million mortgage-

$10,700,000 mortgage-the estimate by FHA of the cost of the prop-
erty had to be at least $11,800000,

Mr. BRUNETTI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Therefore, the actual cost of the property was a little

better than $2,100,000 below FHA'sestimate; is that right?
Mr. BRUNE'TI. I presume so.

E E" - cm*"
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Mr. SIMON. In FHA's estimate-in FiIA's rent schedule which
they gave you-they included interest and amortization on the mort-

ge as an expense in computing the rent required to carry the project;
isnt that right?

Mr. BRUNEI. I presume so.
Mr. S1-roN. And their computation included interest and rent on

it mortgage-interest and amortization, excuse me--a mortgage on a
property, the actual costs of which were $2 million less than the
estimated cost?

Mr. RIPER. Mr. Simon, will you permit us to hold that answer?
I think Mr. Abfel has some information.

Mr. Si-OLN. Would you let him answer?
Mr. R IPER. I don't know if he can answer.
(Conference between Mr. Abfel and Mr. Brunetti.)
Mr. Si.ON. Isn't that true?
Mr. BRUNETII Will you ask me the question again?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
The rent schedule which FHA gave you in the project analysis was

based upon a requirement for interest and amortization on a mort-
gage which was based upon an estimated cost that was $2 million
higher than the actual cost of the project ?

Mr. BRuNErrI. I think so.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Senator PAYNE. Then if that is correct, the rentals that were fig-

ured on that property were actually computed on a basis of some-
where between 15 and 20 percent higher than the actual equity in
the property itself ?

Mr. BRUNEarI. N o sir. My auditor here has more of the details
and figures. I don't have them handy, and I think if lie could explain,
you will have the corrected answers.
Mr. AB1FEL. Could I explain, Senator Payne, please?
As far as the actual computation of the rental on the FHA form

the mortgage and interest and carrying charges are only one of the
factors. It must also be understood that the FHA, from what I have
seen, also computes carrying charges, maintenance, and everything
else. In Brookchester itself since-the project has been completed,
the real-estate taxes in that particular development have been doubled
and the maintenance charges for that project, foi that particular prop-
erty, such as landscaping, snow removal, and other items, were far in
excess of any estimates that anybody ever made, and on that par-
ticular situation, that was the basis, I believe, for the rent increase,
and in the original application no one could have any possible idea
of the costs of maintaining that particular property.

Mr. SIMON. That has nothing to do with the question Senator Payne
raised.

Mr. ARF EL. I agree that-
Mr. SIMON. You have several items that go into figuring rents. One

of those items is the interest and amortization on the mortgage.
Mr. ARFEL. That is correct.

Mr. SIMON. The question that Senator Payne asked was directed
to the fact if that factor-maybe your other factors were too low-
but if that factor wasn't increased" by an estimated cost of construc-
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tion, which was 20 percent higher than the actual cost of constructing0
and therefore that factor-

Mr. AFEL. That. particular factor would have been less.
Mr. SIMON. Would have been 20 percent off.
Mr. ABFEL. It would have been less; yes, sir.
Senator BusH. Thank you very much. We appreciate your co.

operation.
Mr. RIPER. Mr. Chairman, I sat here all day Monday. I saw how

the committee proceeded. I can't leave without expressing to the
committee my appreciation just as a citizen of the fairness and the
courtesy and the way in which this committee conducted itself. It is
so refreshing in contrast to what we have been reading about a lot
of congressional committees.

Senator BusH. The committee appreciates your very kindly com.
ment. Thank you.

Mr. Jacob Schneider. Mr. Schneider, will you raise your right
hand, please?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before
this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you Godf

TESTIMONY OF JACOB SCHNEIDER, LANSON GARDENS, BROOK.
LYN, N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID ROSENBLOOM,.
ACCOUNTANT

Mr. SCHNEiDER. I do.
Senator BUH. Will you give your correct name and address to the

clerk, please?
Mr. SCHIWEIDER. Jacob Schneider, 128 Beach, 132d Street, Bell

Harbor, Long Island.
Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. You are Jacob Schneider, of 128 Beach, 132d Street

Bell Harbor, Long Tsland, N. Y.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Schneider, are you connected with the Lanson

Gardens project?
Mr. SCHNEIMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. I believe you own 50 percent of that project?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where is it located?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Linden Boulevard and Rogers Avenue, Brooklyn.
Mr. Sniox. Brooklyn, N. Y., 142 units in the project?
Mr. ScHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIM ON. Who first acquired the land in your group?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I did.
Mr. STIoN. You personally, or ws it acquired by the Lanson

Realty Corp.?
Mr. ScINEnnm. Lanson Realty.
Mr. SnvroN. Lanson Realty is owned by the Saine people who wfl

Lanson Gardens?
Mr. ScN-IDNFut. Yes.
Mr. ST uON. How much did you pay for the land?
Mr. ROSENBLOOM. Original cost?
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Mr. SImoN. Total cost, including your interest, carrying charges,
mnd everything else.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. $82,818.75.
Mr. SImoN. Did you turn that land into this section 608 corporation

or merely lease it to them?
rJI. SCHNEIDER. Lease it.

Mri.. Sirol. 99-year lease?
Mr. Sc-INEIDoR. Yes, sir.
Mr. S3oN. What value did FHA put on the lands for the lease

purposes?
Afr. SCHNE1DER. $115,000.
Mr. SLiON. After the FHA valuation, were you able to get a mort-

a.ge on that land for $103,500?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. S1(x. So that you received a mortgage of $20,000 more than

the land cost you?
Mr. SCEHEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SItoN. Who built the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Seelco Construction Co.
Mr. SIM )N. Do the same people own the stock in that company

that owned the stock in Lanson Realty Co. and also owned the stock in
Lanson Gardens?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. SCuINEIDER. $1,160,000.
Mr. SLwoN. Was there a premium?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The net was $34,800.
Mr. S9imoN. Wlat was the cost of construction to the Seelco Con-

struction Corp.? What was the construction cost?
Mr. ROSENBLOOM. We had a construction contract-
Mr. SnIMO. My question is total cost. What did it cost, not what

the contract said.
Mr. ROSENBLO-IM. One - million - thirty-five-thousand-and-five-hun-

dred-some-odd dollars to the construction company.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry-
Mr. RosiNBLOOM. We have total costs, costs that were paid by the

sponsor corporation.
Mr. SufoN. If he knows, I would appreciate his answering.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. $1,035,000, plus the other expenses, F-A mort-

gages, interest, taxes, insurance, FIHA examination fee, FHA in-
spection fee, title recording, and legal and total cost was$1,095,552.58.

Mr. SraroN. Aren't you including in that cost you have just given
is, Mr. Schneider, $32,500 that you paid yourself ad . Mr. Fox in
salaries?

Mr. SCI{UsmIu . Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So that the total costs, excluding what you paid your-

selves, are roughly $1,065,000; is that right?
Mr. ScHNEiDE r.R. Yes.
Mr. SmoN. And the total l proceeds of the mortgage was $1,194,000;

is that right?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Including the premitun.
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.:. Mr. Slxo[N. That is right. So that the amount of -money you got
out of the mortgage was $130,000 more than the amount of money it
cost you to build the building?

Mr. SCHNmDER. Including the salaries.
Mr. SIMo N. Not including your salaries; is that rightV
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Not including salaries; that is right.
Mr. SixoN. $130,000 excess of mortgage proceeds over cost, not

including what you paid yourselves; is that right?
Mr. SCHN EIDR. Y es, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you build Roder Gardens?
Mr. SCHNEIDER.v es, sir.
Mr. SImow. Where is that?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. 824 East Ninth Street in Brooklyn.
Mr. SIMON. How many units there?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Eighty-four.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage there?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. $748,400.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. About $22,000. I think it is 3 percent.
Mr. SIMON. $22,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Somewhere along there.
Mr. SIMON. That would be $770,000 total proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the mortgage did not include the land, did it?
Mr. SCHNmmR. No.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Brookshire Construction Corp.
Mr. SimON,-. The same people owned the stock in that company as

owned the stock in the company that owned the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Brookshire owns the stock of Roder Gardens.
Mr. SIMON. So the building corporation was a wholly owned sub-

sidiary of the construction company?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to the construction company of

building the building?
Mr. qCHNEIDER. $707,300.28.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No. That was paid by the Roder Gardens.
Mr. SimON. What was the total of interest and carrying charges?
Mr. SCHNmEIr . $10,388.
Mr. SImON. Were the total costs to everybody for everything that

was spent in connection with'the building $717,688?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. There was an additional working capital taken by

the bank.
Mr. STMON. Money you put in the banlk isn't spent, is it? I am

talking about what it cost you to build the building.
Mr. SciNEmER. $707,300. 29.
Mr. Sr N. The $10,000 is financing?
Mr. SCTiNEIDEr. Plus the $10,388.
Mr. SIooN. Is $717,688 the total cost paid to anybody ii connec-

tion with building the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include any salaries you paid yourself?
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Mr. SCIINEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. $37,000 of salariesI
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. So that excluding your own salaries, the salaries you
paid yourself, the mortgage proceeds were $87,000 more than the
total costs, is that right?

Mr. JACOBSON. Yes, except of the mortgage proceeds over $11,000
was never seen by the corporations involved.

Mr. SIMON. What happened to that?
Mr. JACOBSON. That was taken over by the mortgagee immediately

as working capital and was later applied to currentescrow accruals
which was just about equal to the working capital.

Mr. SIMON. Were those escrow accruals a cost of construction or
cost of operating after the building was in operation.

Mr. JACOBSON. A cost of operation after the building was in con-
struction, after it was in operation.

Mr. SIMON. I take it on your books you offset that as rental income,
didn't you?

Mr. JACOBSON. Yes; but if we compare fund of moneys going out
for construction and moneys coming in through the mortgage, it gets
lost.

Mr. St~roN. It seems to me either have to add rental income after
ou built the building or not include the operating costs after the
building was in operation.
Mr. JACOBSON. I am merely trying to make the point that if we

attempt to compare funds coming in with funds going out, there were
that amount of funds at that time during construction, that did go
out to the mortgagee.

Mr. SIMON. But you are talking now about some costs of operating
the building, which were offset onyour books or charged on your
books against rental income. Isn't that true?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. 0. K.
Mr. SIMON. Is that true? I don't know. I am merely trying to

-find out from you.
Mr. JACOBSON. I assume that what you are atetmpting to show is

that of the moneys that came in, comparing that with the amount of
moneys that went out to strangers, that there was a certain fund left.

Mr. SIMON. We are trying to find out what was the difference be-
tween the amount of money you got from the mortgage and what it
cost to build the building and we are not including an) rental income
after the building was operated nor are we including any operating
expenses after the building was built.

Mr. SCHN1MIDER. You are right.
Mr. SIMON. Is $87,000 the amount of money by which the mortgage

proceeds exceeded all of the costs of buildin" tie buildiii, including
interest and financing charges during construction?

Mr. SCIFNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You also built two cooperative projects, did you not?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. One is comp)lete(l and one is in construction.
Mr. SIMON. On the 2 section 608's, the mort~t'es were $1,160,000on 1 and $748,000 on the other, approximately $2 million mortgages,

and the mortgage proceed exceeded the costs by $217,000; is that right ?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Roughly.
Mr. SIMON. What, was the ctpital stock of Roder Gardens?
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. $1,100.
Mr. SIoN. $1,000 was stock you put up and $100 was stock for the

FHA Commissioner?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock in Lanson Gardens?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The same.
Mr. SIMoN. $1,000 of stock for you people and $100 for the FR-A

Commissioner; is that right?
Mr. ScHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. In the first of your cooperatives, Lincoln Cooperative

Gardens, was the land put into the cooperative or did you lease that
for 99 years?

Mr. S CHNEIDER. Leased.
Mr. SIMON. It is a lease arrangement. The cooperators never will

own the land?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that cooperative located?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. East 7th Street, between Avenue Z and Joralemon

Court.
Mr. SaON. Who did Lincoln Cooperative Gurdens contract with for

the construction of the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Jack Deer &*1ostruction Co.
Mr. SIMON. You owned 50 percent of the stock in that?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI o N. Did Jack Deer Construction Co. then subcontract the

job to somebody else?
Mr. SCHNEmr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. There were five cotloratiolns to whll)' it snlbcontracted

the job; is that right?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The Edmund Co., Sunny Co.. th. Burke Co.. the Edyth

Co., and the Evelyn Co.?
Mr. SCHNEI[DrR. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did each set of corporations make a profit on the con-

struction ?
Mr. SCHNEIDEr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Why did the Jack Deer Co. sulcontract the work to the

five other companies instead of doing it itself ?
Mr. SCEIrnDER. Because of a liability.
Mr. SIMON. Because of liability?
Mr. SCI-INEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What liability?,
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Accident or anythiiig else that may arise.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Jack Deer Construction

Co.
Mr. SCyiNEHIDER. The same stockholders as the other corporations.
Mr. SnMON. What was the capital stock of Jack Deer Construction

Co.?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. $4,000.
Mr. SiMoN. $4,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. If there was any liability it couldn't have possibly cost

you more than the $4,000, could it?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. And the loss of profits.
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Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of these five corporations
with apparently children's first names?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. The same stockholders as Jack Deer.
Mr. SIMoN. How would it make any difference as far as loss of

profits are concerned if you had an accident whether the first company
(lid the work or whether you subcontracted it to the second group of
companies?

Mr. JACOBSON. Could I explain thatI
Mr. SiMON. If he knows-
Mr. SChINEIDER. My accountant took care of it.
Mr. SimoN. You did it. You must know why.
Mr. JACOBSON. He pays me fees. I am supposed to think of these

things for him.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know why you took the contract in 1 company

and then subcontracted it to 5 other companies and took a prit in
each companyI

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I will give this to the accountant. They
know.

Mr. SumoN. My only question is whether you knew why they did
that?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I didn't do it.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Jack Deer done that.
Mr. SIMON. What position did you occupy in Jack Deer Construc-

tion Co.?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. President.
Mr. SiMON. You were the president?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you sign these papers for the subcontracts?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. I take it you are a director?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. You as a director must have voted for the contract;

didn't you?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When Jack Deer got the contract instead of it building

the building it subcontracted it to these'five other companies. I am
trying to find out from you why you did that. If you don't know, that
is the answer, but I would like to know if you know why you did it.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I have done that on the advice of my accountants.
Mr. SiMoN. Did your accountants tell you why you should do it?

Did they give you a reason?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SiIfON. What was the reason they gave you?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. On account of liability.
Senator BusH. Was it tax liability?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't know.
Mr. SImoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator Busi-i. Thank you very much, Mr. Schneider. That will

do. We appreciate your cooperation.
Mr. Wolosoff, will you raise your right hand, please? Do you sol-

emnly swear that the testimony you will give before this committee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help!01 God ?
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TESTIMONY OF ALVIN B. WOLOSOFF, ALLEY POND PARK,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your correct name and address to the

clerk, please?
Mr. -WOLOSOFF. Alvin B. Wolosoff, 138-50 78th Avenue, Flushing,

N.Y.
Mr. WizN. Can we have such pictures taken first?
Senator BusH. Will you get your pictures, please?
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Wolosoff, did you build three section 608 projects?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMOn. One was Lakeview Apartments, another was Alley

Pond Park, and the third was Campus-Hill
Mr. WoLosoFF. Campus Hall Apartments.
Mr. SnIo. Prior to building the section 608's, had you built some

section 2077s?

Mr. WOLOSOkFF. I built one section 207, sir.
Mr. SnMox. When was that?
Mr. WoLosoFF. Approximately 1940.
Mr. SimoN. In 1'940?
Mr. WoLosoxr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Under section 207 of the Housing, Act the mortgage

cannot exceed 80 percent of the economic value of the property; is that
right?

Mr. WoLosoFr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Under section 608, of course, the mortgage can be 90 per-

cent of the estimated cost?
Mr. WoLosoFF. Of the Commissioner's estimated cost.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you have any conversation with FHA personnel

that induced you to build section 608's?
Mr. WOLOSoFF. There was conversation in my office. I didn't have

it directly. It was had with my brother, whom I have since lost.
Mr. SimoN. You told this committee in executive session recently

that FHA people told you-
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I am coming to that, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Would you tell us that?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
There were FHA people who used to inspect the section 207.
Mr. SrMoN. That is your Kew Gardens project?
Mr. WoLOsoFF. That is right, Kew Gardens Hill.
Mr. SIMON. Incidentally, the cost of building Kew Gardens Hills

under section 207 was substantially in excess of the mortgage?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Very much so.
Mr. SrMoN. You had a substantial investment in that project?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir; by far ignore than I had anticipated.
Mr. SIMoN. These inspectors had these conversations?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. May I proceed?
Mr. S moN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOLOSOFF. At one time when these inspectors were over to Kew

Gardens Hills they stopped into our office, which was in the vicinity of
the Kew Gardens Hills project, and they talked to my brother about
theadvantages of going into the new program of section 608.

Mr. SIMON. Did you recall when this was, Mr. Wolosoff?
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Mr. WOLOSOFF. I would say it was in around 1946.
Mr. SIMoN. What did they say?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I don't remember the words that they used, but in

essence they thought it would be a favorable plan for us to participate
in the section 608 program.

Mr. SIMON. Did they tell you that you could build these buildings
without putting up any of your own money?

Mr. W OLOSOFF. They didn't tell me that. But the implication was
that the terms were favorable. I don't think that they would know
at the time whether one would have to put in money or not. They
knew that we were efficient builders, well financed, and they thought
that we could do very well with it.

Mr. SIMON. They gave you a sales talk for going into the section
698 program?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. That is right, sir. They were eager that we partici-
pate in the program.

We got the impression at the time that F171A was sending people
around to-

Mr. SImoN. Promote the projects?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. To get builders, efficient and capable builders, who

would help further the section 608 program. Of course, you recall
that at that time housing was in very great demand, and FHA in order
to do their job needed the help of builders who were capable of con-
structing large-sized projects.

Mr. SIMoN. Did they give you the impression that you could build
these section 608's without investing any money?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I can't say as to that, sir. All I can recall is that
they said that the terms and conditions were very favorable and at-
tractive and. that it would be advisable for us from a business point
of view to participate in the section 608 program.

Mr. SIMON. When did you build Alley Pond?
Mr. VOLOSOFF. Alley Pond, I think was built in around 1949.
Mr. SIMON. 1949?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMzoN. When did you build Campus Hall?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Campus Hall was built around 1951.
Mr. SIMON. 1951?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. It was completed, I believe, early in 1952.
Mr. SI-M.N. And Lakeview Apartments Nos. 1 and 2: when was

that built?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. We started that around the latter part of 1949.
Mr. SIMON. 1949?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You finished it in 1950?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I don't remember the finishing date.
Mr. SIMoN. We already have had testimony from your brother

&bout Alley Pond, and my recollection is that the mortgage proceeds
exceeded the costs by somewhere around 3 to 31/2 million dollars; is
that right?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I beg pardon?
Mr. SIMON. We have already had testimony with respect to Alley

Pond Park from your brother; is that right?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. That is right.
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Mr. SiMoN. That was your brother who testified h~re a month-or
so ago?

Mr. WoLosorF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrxoN. Do you recall the amount that he gave as the amount

by which the mortgage proceeds exceeded costs?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. No, sir; I don't remember those figures.
Mr. SIMoN. Wasn't it somewhere around 3 or 3 million dollars?
Mr. WOLoSOFF. I question that seriously.
Mr. STMON. You do?
Mr. WOLoSoFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. STMON. Isn't this the company that now has some three and a

half million dollars in cash in the bank and a half million dollars of
mortgages?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I am sorry to report it is not so.
Mr. SImoN. What was the difference?
Mr. WorOsoFF. I beg pardon?
Mr. SIMon. What was the difference?
Mr. WoLosoF. It was very, very far from that figure.
Mr. SIMoN. Isn't your brother Morton Wolosoff ?
Mr. WoosoF. That is right.
Mr. SrMoN. Have you read his testimony here the last time?
Mr. WoLosoFF. I read his testimony.
Mr. SIMoN. Campus Hall-
Mr. WOLOSoFF. We don't have any three and a half million dollars.
Mr. SIMoN. Maybe I have a different project in mind.
Mr. WOLOSoF'. I am quite certain it is another project.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you have the figures on the difference between the

mortgage costs and the mortgage for Alley Pond?
Mr. WOLOSoFF. I don't have the figures, but if you will give me a

minute I will try and refresh my recollection on it.
Mr. SIMON. Fine.
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I would say it came closer to a half million

dollars-
Mr. SIMoN. Closer to a half million dollars?
Mr. WOLosoFr. Than the figure that you have stated.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't have any figure or files or papers?
Mr. WorosoFF. No, sir. I am not prepared to testify on Alley

Pond. I felt inasmuch as my brother had testified there would be no
need for me to do so.

Mr. SIMoN. You can't recall any closer than a half million dollars
the difference?

Mr. WOLOSoFF. That is right. Mind you, this is without referring
to the books. I am depending entirely on my memory.

Mr. SIMON. I try to keep about 300 of these projects in my mind and
I thought maybe you could have 3 of them.

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I know the difficulty you encounter.
Mr. SIMoN. Going to Lakeview Apartments, there you owned 50

percent of the stock; is that right?
Mr. WoLosorr. That is right.•
Mr. Snkoro1. The stock was $10,000?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that project located?
Mr. WoLoso". That project is located in Forest Hills.

-m I M .---- I* - -
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Mr. SiMoN. Where?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. On 66th Road and 110th Street.
Mr. SImON. IHow large a project is it?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. There are two projects. There is Lakeview 1 and

Lakeview 2. May I suggest that for the purpose of simiplicity we
consider them one project?

Mr. SiMON. Right. I take it they really are physically one pro-

ject.
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SmoN. What was the number of units?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Together there are 368 apartments.
Mr. SimoN. What was the amount of the mortgage-the two mort-

gages
Mr. WOLOS0FF. 366 apartments. I am sorry.
Mr. SiooN. What was the amount of the mortgage?.
Mr. WOLosolF. The amount of the mortgages were $3,068,000.
Mr. SimoN. What premium did you get on the sale of the mort-
In. WOLOSOFF-i. $34,514.

Mr. SI oN. Who built the buildings?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. 66th Road Construction Corp.
Mr. SInMON. Were the same people the stockholders of the con-

struction company that owned the building company?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnxoN. And what was the capital stock of the construction

company?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I don't remember that, but it was nominal.
Mr. SImoN. What do you mean by "nominal," a thousand dollars?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I imagine it was over a thousand dollars, but I would

say not in excess of $5,000.
Mr. SimoN. What was the cost to the construction company of build-

ing the building?
TIr. WOLOSOFF. $2,424,000.
Mr. SI1roN. Were there any other costs in connection with con-

struction ?
Mr. WOLOsoFF. Not that I have in my records, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Does the $2,424,000 include interest during construc-

tion?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnioN. Taxes and carrying charges, everything else?
Mr. WorOsoFr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. So that the mortgage proceeds exceeded the costs by

$677,000?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. No, sir. The figures that I have show this: that the

differential between the amount of the mortgage and the cost was
$609,265. If you were to add the mortgage premium you would add
$35,514 to that, and get something in the neighborhood of $643,000,
or $644,000.

Mr. SIMoN. What did you say, Mr. Wolosoff, were the costs?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. The cost was $2,424,000.
Mr. SIMON. In order to get that figure, don't the costs have to be

$2,458,000? Frankly, I have the same final figure that you have, but
I get thlat with a cost of $2,458,000.
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Mr. WOLOSOFF. If you will pardon me a minute, I will refer to my
statement.

Mr. SIMON. If you will add the figure on page 2 in the second para.
graph, which is $1,224,000 tothe one on the top of page 4 of $1,234,000,
you will get a total of $2,458,000.

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I am advised I left out the interest and carrying
charges.

Mr. SIMON. So the $2,458,000 is the cost?
Mr. WoLosoFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SinvoN. The total mortgage proceeds exceeded the total costs

then by $643,780, is that right.
Mr. WoLOsoi,. Yes, sir. That is including the mortgage premium.
Mr. SIMoN. And including all the interest and carrying charges?
Mr. WOLOsoFF. Yes, sir..
Mr. SIMoN. Is the land included in the mortgage?
Mr. WOLOsoFF. No, sir. The land is owned by Mr. Minkin and

myself.
Mr. SIMoN. The project is built on a 99-year leasehold?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you and Mr. Minkin buy this land in 1943 for

$117,712?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir. We bought it at an auction sale in 1943

for that amount of money.
Mr. SIMON. Did FHA value the land at $560,000?
Mr. WoLosoFF. That was the redemption price they put on.
Mr. SIMON. The rental is based on that price?
Mr. WoLosoiF. The rental is based upon 4 percent of that price.
Mr. SIMON. Which is $22,400 a year?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You fget $22,400 a year for 99 years? Is that right?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir; for our ownership of the land.
Mr. SIMON. Is there a mortgage on the land?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the third project you built was Campus Hall.
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the figures on that?
Mr. WotosoF. No, sir. I didn't bring those figures. I wasn't asked

to bring them. As a matter of fact, in the session with Mr. Hogue we
talked about those figures, and it appeared that we coulch't get them
on time. Mr. Hogue said that we may as well forget about them.

Mr. SIMoN. Weren't the costs there less than the mortgage?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know hoxy much. less?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I would say about 10 percent.
Mr. SiMoN. Ten percent of what?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Ten percent less than the morgage.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage?
Mr. WOLosoFF. The mortgage to my best recollection was in the

vicinity of $8 million.
Mr. SIMON. So that the mortgage proceeds exceeded the costs by

somewhere
Mr. WOLOSO'Fr. About $750,000 to $800,000. I would say somewhere

in that vicinity.
Mr. SIMON. Is that including the mortgage premium or not?
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Mr. WoLosoE'. To my best recollection, that is so. At that time

the premiums were very, very low. That wouldn't make much differ-

ence.
Mr. SIuov. Where is the Campus Hall locatedI
Mr. WOLOSOFF. In the vicinity of Jewel Hill, 150th Street, Kew

Gardens Hills.
Mr. SIMON. How big a project is it?
Mr. WOLoSOFF. It has 950 apartments.
Mr. SImoN. It was built in 1951?
Mr. WoLosoFF. Yes sir.
Mr. SIxoN. To the best of your recollection, the mortgage proceeds

exceeded the costs by $750,000 to $800,000?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. I am curious, Mr. Wolosoff, going back to the fact

that you said that the inspectors from the FHA had more or less
encouraged the getting into this section 608 program.

In filing the applications for these section 608 projects, did you
make out the applications yourself?

Mr. WoLosoFF. We had brokers make them out.
Senator PAYNE. Did you check the application form after the

brokers made them out?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I looked at them.
Senator PAYNE. Do you recall how much architect's fees were estab-

lished at?
Mr. WOLOSOriri. Yes, sir; they were established at 5 percent, and

builder's fees at 5 percent.
Senator PAYWE. Do you know whether or not the FHA employees

perhaps may have indicated-did they indicate to you or do you know
whether or not they indicated to your brokers that 5 percent was
the figure to put in there?

Mr. WOLOSOF. It wts my impression that that was the allow-
ance that was made for those two items.

Senator PAYN. What were the architect's fees normally on projects
of this size?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. The architect's fees for the part of the job that they
did ran about 1 percent. May I call your attention to the fact that
we as builders were doing a considerable amount of the work which
normally would have been done by architects. I would not have built
that project for 5 percent as a builder's fee, but I think that it was
fair to have a 10 percent for builder's and architect's fee, considering
that the builder was doing a considerable amount of work that was
normally done by architects, such as supervision, procurement of
materials, helping and letting out of contract, and so forth. These
*ere undertakings that were performed by our company, and we had
to pay money for them, not to the architect but to those who performed
these duties.

Senator PAYNE. That did build up the total projected cost of the
project, didn't it?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. When in effect, the Government was insuring the

project on the 90-percent basis, presumably.
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. That is right, isn't it?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.

50690-54-pt. 4-23
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Senator PAYNE. So there was an inflated figure that was puji,
there?1

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I don't understand youi altogether; I am sorry.
Senator PAYNE. The mortgage was supposed to be negotiated on 90

percent. The Government participation was a 90-percent insurance
upon the projected Cost. That is right, is it not?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. On the estimated cost of the Commissioner. Notuo]
our estimated cost, but on the Commissioner's estimated cost.

Senator PAYNE. Understand me, I am not being critical of you at
all. What I am trying to get at is who were the persons--this fits
in a pattern that seemed to be pretty prevalent over the country, as a
matter of fact, on putting. these architect's fees at a figure that at
least someone knew the architect's fee was not going to be.

Mr. WOLOSOFiF. I think that became FHA policy, if you should ask
me. I can't pinpoint the man.

Senator PAYNE That is what I am trying to get at, whether or not
you know of your own knowledge that FHA people definitely said
put in 5 percent of this.

Mr. WOLOSOFF. No, sir. I don't know any one man who said that
was the pattern, but I knew that was the pattern that had developed
after a while.

Senator PAYNE. That did build up the total which then would make
it possible perhaps so that your actual costs might come very close to,
or be less than the amount of the mortgage, which is supposed to be
90 percent?

Mr. WoLoso FF. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Thank you.
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Mr. SIMoN. I have one more question.
Mr. Wolosoff, you said you wouldn't have built this building for a

5-percent profit. Did you build the building to make a profit out of
the mortgage or did you build the building to have a rental income
property out of which you could make a profit out of owning?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I think my testimony on that was given on Friday.
Mr. SI O N. I wasn't there. Could you tell us today?
Mr. WoLosoFF. Let me have your question again.
Mr. SI N. My question is whether you built this building to make

a profit out of the mortgage money, or whether you built the building
to own an income-bearing property and make your money out of the
income from the property

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Mr. Simon, at the time that we went into these
projects, we had no way of knowing whether there would be an excess
of mortgage money or shortage of mortgage money.

Mr. S ON. All I want to know is whether you went into this proj-
eet--

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I didn't go in for any one reason. I went in for a
number of reasons, all of which added up to the likelihood that it
would be favorable. It was a risky situation.

Mr. SixoM. Is what you are saying you wanted both to make a
profit out of the mortgage money' and also own the property and make
a p ro t out of the operation?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I was not sure I could make a profit. I was not
sure whether there would be a shortage of mortgage money. I did

I
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hope that I could build it for less than the mortgage. I also knew

thlat I would wind up owning the buildings. At that time, the own-
ership of the buildings was a questionable asset; if you want to know
WhT I cn tell you why.

Senator Busia. I would like to hear a little bit about that.

Mr. WoLosOFF. In those days we had to compete with the projects
which were under rent controland we were building in locations that
wren't at all comparable with the locations where the old rent-control
buildings existed,nor did we have the size.rooms that they had, nor did
we offer rents as low as those rents, and it was a question at that time
whether our buildings would rent.

Mr. Simo1. So that as a rental project this wasn't a very good finan-
cial risk, other than the fact that you could make some money out of
the mortgage proceeds, is that right?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I was not sure I would make money out of the mort-
gage proceeds and I was not sure as a rental project it would not be
good. These were gamble elements in the proposiiton. We were not
sure we would wind up with a profit. We were not sure we would
wind up without a profit.

Mr. SImoN. Nothing is certain in life, but I gather from what you
say that when you started, and whether you used the words "your
hope" or "your intention" I gather .it was either hope or intention or
both, to make a profit out of the mortgage money and also own the
properties and make a profit out of their operation?

Mr. WoLosoFF'1. I would say it was my hope. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Now, who got the figures that went into the application?

Who generated those figures?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I suppose I had something to do with them. I don't

recall exactly, but I believe I had something to do with them.
Mr. SnviON. Did the figures in the application represent your honest

estimate of what this building was going to cost? Because you under-
stand while the Commissioner makes the final estimate, you make the
first estimate. Did the estimate in your application represent your own
honest Judgment of what the buildings would cost, or was it merely
computed by taking the number of units and multiplying them by the
statutory ceiling of $8,100?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. To the best of my knowledge and ability, I was using
a figure which I thought was somewhere near a fair estimate, consid-
ering that we had very little to go by.Mr. SIMON. Is it just coincidence that the mortgage turns out to be
the statutory ceiling of $8,100 a unit?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I can't tell you that. I believe my cost was in excess
of that.

Mr. SImon. You mean your estimate?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. My estimated costs.
Mr. SIMON. Your costs were $643,000 less than that?
Mr. WOLOSOF?. No. My estimated costs were in excess.
Mr. SIMoN. Your estimated costs were even in excess of the statutory

limit?
Afr. WOLOSOFF. Might have been in excess. I don't remember how

that worked out at that time.
Mr. SiMoN. Your actual costs were 20 percent below the mortgage,

right?
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Mr. WoLOsor. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And your estimated costs were more than 10 pe

above the mortgage, is that right?

Mr. WoLosoFF. If you want-
Mr. SIMoN. Is that right?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. So that your actual costs were more than 30 percent 0#

from your estimatesI
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir. I will tell you what makes that possiblI

We did not have very much to go by when we estimated the cost of
these projects. There was just a sketch plan to go by, and we had to
estimate the cost of these projects well in advance of the time that
we were to build the project. It so happens at this time the construe.
tion market softened up very noticeably. We never anticipated that
there would be that great differential. However, because of the
greats of the construction market, the costs were lower by
far than we anticipated.

Mr. SIMoN. You built--the first of these projects you built was
Alley Pond?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And you had a half million dollar excess there. The

second one was this one, which you had a $643,000 excess, and the
third one, in 1951, was Campus Hall, where you had an $800,000
excess. So that-

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I think all of that bears out the thing that I said.
Mr. SIMoN. Have we had falling building prices from 1949 through

1951?
Mr. WOLosoFrr. No. They have stiffened up a little on Alley Pond,

if I recall.
Mr. SIMoN. What about in 1951 when you built Campus Hall and

ended qp with $800,000 if excess?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes. That was only 10 percent.
Mr. SimoN. That is 20 percent actually, because your costs were

supposed to be 10 percent over the mortgage, and it turned out to be
10 percent under the mortgage.

Mr. WOLOSOFF. The original was different. It was less than in the
Lakeview case.

Mr. SimoN. Instead of being 30 percent off in the Lakeview case,
you were only 20 percent off in the Campus Hall case?

Mr. WoLosonF. That is right.
Mr. SIo. But still an awfully large percentage?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I repeat, Mr. Simon, it was most difficult to anticipate

2 years in advance what would h1ppen, and we had to use a safety
margin.

Senator BusH. I am going to ask you a couple of general questions
that have no particular bearing on this, or only a general bearing, Mr.
Wolosoff.

Mr. WOLOsoFF. Yes, sir.
Senator BUSH. You, of bourse, did a lot of conventional building

before the 1946 period. Is that true?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator BusH. How long have you been in the building business?
Mr. WOLOSoFP. For something over 30 years.
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Senator BUSH. Have you built rental projects, apartment houses,
for rental projects in the conventional manner, so to speak?

Mr. WOLoSoFF. No, sir.
Senator BUSH. You never did that?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. No, sir. I did mostly single-family houses. I did

shopping centers, garages, things of that kind.Senator BUS. Did you.build houses and continue to own them for
investment?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Only business buildings did I continue to own for
investment. I didn't build any residential apartment houses.

Senator Busi. Residential houses didn't appeal to you as a satis-
factory investment at that time?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. I don't remember what my mind was at the time, butI was satisfied with the thing that I was doing. I was building one-
family houses. I enjoyed building one-family houses and was satisfied
with the houses I built.

Senator BusH. Let's put the FHA business aside. Today, whatis your opinion of the market in your area for conventional buildingof residential property, either single-family or apartment-house
building? Are you intrigued with it?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. At the present time I am interested in an apartment
project in Manhattan.

Senator BusH. On conventional?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. On a conventional basis.
Senator Busu. As an investment for yourself?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. Yes, sir.
Senator BusH. Is it the kind of investment you think is a goodinvestment to hold on to after it is a finished, going concern?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I think it is good from several points of view. Ithink it is a good think to hold onto and I think that if I don't wantto hold onto it, I can sell my interest in this project, and do at least

as well as I did under FHA projects.
Senator BusH. So that you feel from your own observation that thehousing-the residential-housing business-could proceed pretty well

on its own feet, so to speak?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I do; that is my honest opinion.
Senator BusH. The conventional way of doing business would per-mit the builders, and real-estate people, going aflead and doing a jobwhich would answer the requirements of the public, so to speak?
Mr. WOLOSOFF. I think that is possible at the present time.
Senator Busn. Thank you very much.
Senator PAYNE. I just want to make one observation. I think Mr.Wolosoff has been very cooperative on this. With his long experiencein the building field, I want to ask just this one question: Isn't it truethat luring that period of time, on these projects that we were pre-Viously discussing, when they were under construction and you filed

estimates on them, that there were certain material shortages andcritical shortages that you couldn't definitely plan too much in advanceas to what that price structure was going to be? You had to safe-
guard yourself accordingly?

Mr. WOLOSOFF. Very definitely; yes.
Senator PAYN E. Thank you.
Senator BusH. The committee is grateful to you, sir.
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Mr. Hyman H. Zarett. Mr. Zarett, will you please raise your right'
hand? Do-you solemnly swear that the testimony you will gv,
before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and notn
but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF HYMAN H. ZARETT, BAYSHORE GARDENS,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Mr. ZARETT. I do.
Senator BUSH. Please give your name to the clerk.
Mr. ZARErr. HymanH. Zarett, 616 Canton Avenue, Brooklyn.
Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Zarett, are you one of the builders of Bayshol-

Gardens?
Mr. ZARrr. I am, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is Bayshore Gardens located?
Mr. ZARmr. In Brooklyn, bounded by Brighton 11th, Brighton

12th Street, and Cass Place.
Mr. SIMON. Is Bayshore Gardens, Inc., the company that built the

building?
Mr. ZARETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Bayshore Gardens, Inc.?
Mr. ZARuTT. $10,500.
Mr. SIMON. Was that paid for in cash?
Mr. ZARErr. That is right, slir.
Mr. SIMON. And you bought 50 percent of it?
Mr. ZAmmTT. Well, no sir. I finally wound up with one-third of it.
Mr. SmxoN. I am talking about initially.
Mr. ZAREYr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You put up $5,000 for 50 percent of it?
Mr. ZAPrr. No, sir. It worked a little differently. I originally

bought this parcel with a previous associate of mine, and I don't
know what the figures were when the corporation-I think it was
$3 500; is that right I

9r. SIMON.'When the corporation was organized, what was the
capital stock ?

Mr. ZARETT. I am not sure of that figure. I know when the build-
in, was started, there were new people came in with me.

Mr. SIMON. When it started you and Sylvia Lane were the two
stockholders?

Mr. Z.Trr. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Each of you ? wned 50 shares?
Mr. ZAmurr. Yes; that is right.
Mr. SIMON. There were a total of 100 shares?
Mr. ZAIRTT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you and Sylvia Lane pay for your

shares? Did you put in money for the stock or did you put up land
for it?

Mr. ZARETT. Yes. Now you. refresh me. We put up land for it.
The cost of the land was

Mr. SImoN. $31,479?
Mr. ZARETT. That is quite right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you put any cash up for the stock?
Mr. ZAPPurr. No; I didn't.

0 UMPO PM - P
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Mr. SIMON. You just put up the land?
Mr. ZAREIr. That is right.
Mr. Simon. You got reimbursed for the land out of the proceeds

of the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. ZARETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Now the mortgage was $1,335,600?
Mr. ZAFRErrT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimON. And the cost of construction was how much?

Mr. ZAm'r. The cost of construction was $1,154,107.77.
Mr. SIMON. That figure includes the cost of the land and it also

includes the interim nnancing such as interest, taxes, and carrying

charges?
Mr. ZAtzErr. That is right, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Who built the building?
Mr. ZARErr. Bayshore Gardens, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. The sponsor was its own general contractor ?
Mr. ZAREfTr. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. There was a premium on the mortgage of $34,407; is

that right?
Mr. ZARErr. That is quite right.
Mr. SimoN. So that the proceeds of the mortgage exceeded total

costs of land, buildings, carrying charges, and everything else by
$224,899?

Mr. ZARErr. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And this excess cost over--excess mortgage proceeds

over cost is after reimbursing you for the cost of the fand.
Mr. ZAUErr. That is right.

-Mr. S oN. And the land was the only thing that was turned in
for the stock ?

Mr. ZAIRETr. No, sir. We had a capitalization. There was addi-
tional capitalization that I was trying to tell you. The cash capital-
ization was $10,500 in addition to the land.

Mr. SIMON. Who put that in?
Mr. ZARETT. Myself and my associates. I had $3,500 originally, my

accountant informs me from the books, and Mr. Speigel and Mr.
Lehrer pu~in $7,500 in addition.

Mr. SIMON. You testified previously that Sylvia Lane didn't want
to go ahead with this project.

Mr. ZARE rr. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Why didn t she want to go ahead with it?
Mr. ZAREr. Mr. Lane, her husband, who was the real party in

interest had suffered a heart attack just about the time the commit-
ment came out.

Mr. SIMON. You also testified that Speigel and Lehrer, that is Jack
Speigel, and Isadore Lehrer, bought her out; is that right?Mr. ZARETr. That is right.

Mr. SImoN. You said they wanted a two-third interest and so you
gave them one-sixth in order that they might have two-thirds and you
one-third; is that right?

Mr. ZARE T. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Why would you give them a sixth of something that

was as good as this?
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Mr. ZARErr. It -as very apparent, I didn't know how good it%,
at that time and I didn't want to build it for investment. They txi
the money and they made the terms.

Mr. SIMoN. You didn't want to build it for investment?
Mr. ZARXErr. I did want to build this property for investment. Si e

they had the money they drove the bargain and those terms welt
decided on.

Mr. SiMoN. In spite of the fact you were building it for an invm
ment costs were 18 percent less than the mortgage, and the origiti
estimate would have to have the costs at at least 10 percent above
the mortgage?

Mr. ZARBTT. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. So your costs were 28 percent off from your estimate

and the FHA Commissioner's estimate?
Mr. ZARB-r. It appears that. That is right.
Mr. SIxox. When did you build this building?
Mr. ZARETT. We started it in 1949 and we finished in 1950.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BUSH. Any questions?
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Senator PAYNE. No.
Senator BUSH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Kalman Klein. Will you please raise your right hand, Mr.

Klein?
Do you solmenly swear the testimony you give before this com.

mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. KLFx. Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY OF KALMAN KLEIN, LANGDALE, BELLROSE, LON
ISLAND, N. Y.

Senator Busn. Will you give your name to the clerk, please, and
your correct address?

Mr. KLEIN. Kalman Klein, address is 2050 Lakeville Road, New
Hyde Park, Long Island.

Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you build the Langdale project?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Where is that?
*Mr. KLEIN. Bellrose, Queens.
Mr. SIMON. Can you give us the streets?
Mr. KLE I. Well, Langaale Street and 269th Street, 268th.
Mr. SmoN. There are two corporations, are there, Langdale Corp.

No. 1 and Langdale No. 2?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioN. What was the amount of the mortgage thereI
Mr. KLEIN. The total or the, 1 and 2 separate?
Mr. SrxON. Total if you have them.
Mr. KLEiN. Total of the 2, $3,014,400.
Mr. SIxoN. Who built the building?
Mr. KLEIN. Langdale 1 and Langdale 2.
Mr. SImoN. That is, the sponsor was its own contractor?
Mr. KLBIN. Yes.

_M,!1= 11- -.
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Mr. SnoN. What was the premium on the mortgage ?
Mr. KLEIN. The total mortgage, $105,433.81.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. KLEIN. Actual cost was $244,220-
Mr. SIMON. You mean $2 million, don't you?
Mr. KLEIN. $2,442,201.98.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't that include $40,000 of salaries you paid-your-

selves ?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So it would be $2,402,000, excluding the salaries you

paid yourselves?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the proceeds of the mortgage were $3,119,000?
Mr. KLEIN. The proceeds of the mortgage were $3,014,400.
Mr. SIMON. $3,014,000, and the premium was 105?
Mr. KLEIN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. When you sold the mortgage you got a total of

$3,119,000?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The difference is $717,000; is that right?
Mr. KLEIN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Which is about 23 percent, isn't it? Or is it 24 per-

cent?
Mr. KLEIN. I haven't figured the percentage.
Mr. SIMON. And that is 23 or 24 percent under the mortgage. In-

stead of being 10 percent over the mortgage, or a total difference
Mr. KLEIN. That is including the mortgage premium, of course.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, but the difference between the commissioner's

estimate of cost, which is to be 10 percent above the mortgage, and
your actual costs, is about 33 or 34 percent, isn't it?

Mr. KLEIN. If that is the arithmetic, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. You also built Austin Gardens?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SUMON. Where is that located?
Mr. KLEIN. That is located in Forest Hills on Austin Street.
Mr. SIMON. 75-02 Austin Street?
Mr. KLEIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage there?
Mr. KLEIN. $1,249,200.
Mr. SImoN. And the premium?
Mr. KLEIN. The premium was $44,763.

* Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. KLEIN. The Austin Street Reafity Corp. built it.
Mr. SIMON. What was its cost?
Mr. KLEIN. The cost was $1,217,548.78.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include all of its costs?
Mr. KLEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I understand in that case there is no salary either?
Mr. KL-N. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. So the difference there was-
Mr. KLEIN. $31,621.42.
Mr. SIMON. Plus the $44,000 premium, or $75,700 for the 2 of

fba LLviLI9

Mr. KLEIx. That is right.
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Mr. Sio. Thank you, sir.
Senator PAYE. Did anybody encourage you to get 'into thisI
Mr. ICIFIN. No, sir. It was an inspiration. -
Senator PAYNM. Are you happy with it?
Mr. KunN. I am sad.
Senator BUSH. Thank you very much.
Mr. David Minkin. Mr. Minkin, will you raise your right handp lease?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before thi

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so 'held you God?

Mr. M nuw. I do.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID MINKIN, FRANKLIN GARDENS, BROOKLYN,
N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT H. WINN, COUNSEL

Senator BUSH. Will you. give your correct name and address to the
clerk?

Mr. MIN3IN. David Minkin, 186 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, N. Y,
Mr. SIMow. Mr. Minkin, you were in the room a few minutes ago,

were you, when Mr. Alvin Wolosoff testified?
Mr. nir=. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIoN. And he testified about the Lakeview project in which

the mortgage proceeds exceeded the cost by roughly $650,000, and said
he owned 50 percent of the stock in that company, and David Minkin
owned the other 50 percent.

Are you that David Minkin?
Mr. MiKIN. I am, sir.
Mr. S xoN. In addition to being a partner in that one, did you build

the Franklin Gardens project in Brooklyn?
Mr. MINmN. I did, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Where is that project located?
Mr. MINKIN. That is on Ash Avenue between Pasena Boulevard

and Bound Street, Flushing, Long Island.
Mr. SIMoN. How large a project is it?
Mr. MINKIN. It consisted of three 6-story elevator buildings, total-

ing 126 apartments, and I believe 54 garages.
Mr. SIMoN. Is the building corporation the owner of the land or is

it built on a leasehold?
Mr. MINKIN. It is built on a leasehold.
Mr. SioN. Who owns the land?
Mr. MINKiN. I and my associates.
Mr. SIxoN. The same people own the land who own the stock in

the building company? % f'I
Mr. MINKIN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And did you pay $40,700 for the land?
Mr. MiNKI. That is right.
Mr. SioN. And FHA valued it at $70,000?
Mr. MINK.. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And you get $2;800 a year ground rent for 99 years?
Mr. MINKN. That is right, sir.
Mr. Sixox. Is there a mortgage on the land?
Mr. MI NiXm. No, sir.,
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$,Koi. T.Uere isn't. , The mortgage- on the building was

$1,087,000?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium?
Mr. MINKiN. There was.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. MINKIN. $13,587.50.
Mr. SIMON. Or $1,100,000 for the amount of money. you got for

selling the mortgage?
Mr. MINKiN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. MINKIN. Ashbone Construction Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of that companyI
Mr. MINK1N. .The same stockholders as the sponsor.
Mr. SIMON. What were the actual costs of construction?Mr. MINKiN. The total costs-
Mr. SIMON. Actual costs, the amount of money you actually paid

to anybody for everything connected with this.
Mr. MINKIN. $881,364.74.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the interest and carrying charges and

taxes during construction?
Mr. MiNKiN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That includes everything?
Mr. MiNKuN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Therefore, the difference between the mortgage pro-

ceeds and the total costs were $219,000, is that right?
Mr. MINKN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that is roughly 20 percent below-the actual costs

are roughly 20 percent below the mortgage?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage was supposed to be 10 percent below

the estimate of cost by the FIA Commissioner?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So the total costs turned out to be 30 percent lower

than the Commissioner's estimate of costs?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When was the project built?
Mr. MINKIN. In 1949, and completed in 1950.
Mr. SIMON. As I understand it, you had three other projects which

you built under section 608?
Mr. MINKIN. I did, sir; two others.
Mr. SIMON. And what were they?
Mr. MINKIN. One is the Riverview Terrace Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that located?
Mr. MINKIN. On 21st Avenue and 19th Street in Shore Boulevard,

Astoria, Long Island.
Mr. SIMON. How big a project is that?
Mr. MiNKiN. That was about 168 units and I believe approximately

70garages.
Ar. SIMO. What was the third one?

Mr. MINKIN. Pomonok Crest Apartments.
Mr. SIMoN. Where is that located?
Mr. MINMUN. That is over at 71st Avenue and Parsons Boulevard,

Flushing.
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Mr. SIMON. Did the mortgage proceeds exceed the costs in .th
two?

Mr. MINKIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In Riverview Terrace, what was the amount of thl

mortgage?
Mr. MINKIN.-Approximately $1,400,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was that built on a leasehold?
Mr. MiNiNi. No, sir.
Mr. SiMON. Was it built on land that the corporation owns?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. MINKIN. I can't say exactly, but somewhere near $45,000.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of constructingthe building?
Mr. MINKCNW. I don't have those figures with me, sir, but I would

say that, about 10 percent less than the total amount of the mortgage,
. Mr. SIMON. You are saying the total costs, land, building and fi.

nancing charges were about $140,000 less than the mortgages
Mr. MnvKIN. Approximately. About that figure.

* Mr. SrMoN. And what about Pomonok Apartments? What was
the amount of the mortgages there ?

Mr. MINKIN. $1,525,000.
Mr. SIMON. Does the building corporation own the land?
Mr. MINKIN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. That is built on leased land?

" Mr. MiNyrN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns that land?
Mr. MINKIN. The same officers.
Mr. SIMON. Same parties?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of constructing the building?
Mr. WnT. He is testifying from memory here. It is hard enough

for him to remember without the flash bulbs.
Mr. SIMON. Weren't you asked about a week or so ago, Mr. Minkin,

these same questions?
Mr. MINKIN. No, sir.
Mr. WINN. Mr. Simon, may I say something in that connection?
Senator BusH. What is the question?
Mr. SiMoN. What the cost is.
Mr. WINN. Mr. Greenberg, who is Mr. Minkin's accountant and

also Mr. Wolosoff's accountant, was present at the executive session.
He has been doing some special work for the committee and it was
impossible for Mr. Greenberg to get the information which was men-tioned by Mr. Rogue in connection With these other projects, and Mr.
Greenberg advised Mr. Hogue that that information could not be ob-
tained within less than a week, and at that time I think it was de-
cided that that would be too late. Mr. Hogue, am I correct in
thatI

Mr. HoGux. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When you say' the accountants were doing some work

for the committee, I take What y6u mean, Mr. Winn, is they were
doing some work' for other witnesses who wer& to appear before the
committee.

Mr. WINN. All I know is the accountant said, "I am doing some
special work for the committee." I didn't inquire into what it was.

I= " I , -__. .......... -
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Mr. 'SIMON. Let me assure you the committee hasn't retained any

such ,accountants.
Whlat was your best recollection, Mr. Minkin, as to the amounts

by which the costs were less than the mortgage in Pomnok?
Mr. MINKIN. I would say about ,10 percent.
Mr. S MON. About $150,000?
Mr. MINKIN. Somewheres about that.
Mr. SIMON. So that on the 3 projects, about $5,000 of mortgage pro-

ceeds in excess of costs?
Mr. MiNKIN. Approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Senator Busi. Any questions?
Senator PAYNE. No questions.
Senator BEALL. No questions.
Senator BUSH. What is your regular business, Mr. Minkin?
Mr. MINKIN. I have been a builder all my life, for over 30 years.
Senator BusH. What is your impression of the market in your area

now for rental projects that would interest you? Is it pretty good
or not?

Mr. MINKIN. I would say very good.
Senator BusHi. There is still a real need for the development of

rental projects, rental homes?
Mr. MINKIN. Yes, sir.
Senator Busii. Both individual and apartment house type?
Mr. MINKIN. That is right.
Senator BUSH. Are you interested now in going ahead with proj-

ects on a conventional basis without FlA insurance?
Mr. MINKIN. I am not in any project whatsoever at the moment.
Senator Busi-i. My question is more or less directed to this point:

Is the. market such as to interest you, if you weren't otherwise occu-
ied, in going ahead with rental housing projects, on a conventional

basis?
Mr. MINKIN. Yes, sir; I would.
Senator Busii. The market is good enough for that?
Mr. MINKIN. Very good.
Senator BusH. Without any F-IA insurance?
Mr. MINKIN. Very good market.
Senator Busi. And do you think that the conditions of the con-

ventional market, so to speak, are such as to attract the interest of
builders and attract capital into that type of venture today?

Mr. MINKIN. I believe so.
Sentor BusH. Do you know many people that are going ahead on a

conventional basis and building rental homes, and both apartment
houses and individual types?

Mr. MINKIN. There are quite a number of them at present.
Senator BUSH. Quite a lot of them going ahead on a conventional

basis?
Mr. MINKiN. That is right.
Senator Busy. Any other questions?
Mr. SIMON. You mentioned some accountants a moment ago, Mr.

Winn. Do you know whether they are here today?
Mr. WINN. No, sir; I don't. I had hoped they would be here.

Mr. Bard said he hoped to see them.
Mr. SIMoN. We hoped to, too. You don't know where they are?
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Mr. WIwN. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Will you try to reach-do you know where they are

today?
Mr. WINN. No; I don't. I would be glad to try to get them for you.
Senator BUSH. If there are no further questions, thank you very

much, Mr. Minkin.
We have one other witness this morning, Mr. Kessler. We under.

stand Mr. Kessler has to proceed to the world series so we will hear
him now. The question has been raised whether the gentleman has
any extra seats.

Mr. Kessler, will you please raise your right hand? Do you solemnly
swear that the testimony you will give before this committee will be
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ALEX KESSLER, BRADDOCK GARDENS,
QUEENS, N. Y.

Mr. KEssLFm. I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your correct name and address to the

reporter, please?
Mr. Kzssxy. Alex Kessler, 163-18 Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica, Long

Island.
Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Kessler, you are connected with the Braddock Gar-

dens A apartments?
Mr. KE ssI R. I was connected, sir. We have sold it.
Mr. SimoN. You and your wife and a man named Rosen-
Mr. KEssLR. And Perosi.
Mr. SiMoN. Built the buildings
Mr. KEssLFm. Yes.
Mr. SIoN. What was the name of the company that built it; Brad-

dock Gardens ApartmentsI
Mr. KESSLER. Braddock Gardens Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Was the stock of that company $2,500?
Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SI N. What was the stock?
Mr. KESSLFm. $750--$250 equally divided among 3 sponsors.
Mr. SIMON. The total stock was $750
Mr. KEssiER. Yes, sir.
Mr. -SixoN. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KESSLME. $1,310,000.
Mr. SI N. Where was th property locatedI
Mr. KESSLM. On BraddoCt an&' Winchester Boulevard, in the

county of Queens.
Mr. SiroN. That is in New York?
Mr. KEssLm. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. The mortgage was $1,310,000, and the premium was

how much ?
Mr. KESSLFR. I will have to iefer for that.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $41,420?
Mr. KESSLER. I think it was $49,000.
Mr. WINN. Yes:
Mr. SI40N. $49,000?
Mr, WINN. $125.

Il l i i _
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Mr. SImoN. $49,125. The cost of the land was how muchI
t(Mr. KEssLE. $81,900, I believe.

Mr. SimoN. And what was the cost of constructing the building,
including the financing charges and interest during construction and
taxes?

Mr. KEssLR. $958,500.
Mr. SixoN. The total costs, then, were $319,000 less than the pro-

ceeds of the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. KESSLER. Including the premium; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is, the amount of money you got for selling the

mortgage was $319,000 less than the total cost of theproject, includin
land, construction of the building,.interest, taxes, and everything else

Mr. KESSLER. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And that is about 24 percent of the amount of the

mortgage?
Mr. KESSLER. That would be right.
Mr. SImoN. And, of course, under the statute the mortgage was

supposed to be 90 percent of the estimated cost, so that the estimated
cost should be 10 percent above the mortgage?

Mr. KESSLER.i Either that or 90 percent of replacement.
Mr. SIMON. The minimum of the estimated replacement cost?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When we have finished here, the actual cost was 34 per-

cent less than the FHA Commissioner's estimate of the replacement
cost ?

Mr. KESSLER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
Senator BUSH. There are no questions. Thank you very much.

We appreciate your coming.
The committee will now stand in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed until 2 p. m., the

same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator BUSH. The committee will please be in order.
The first witness this afternoon is Martin Fisher.
Mr. Fisher, will you please raise your right hand? Do you solemnly

swear that the testimony you will give before this committee will be
Ihe truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God I

TESTIMONY OF MARTIN FISHER, WOODERIAR MANOR, JACKSON
HEIGHTS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y., ETC.

Mr. FISHER. I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your name and correct address to the

derk, please?
Mr. FISHER. Martin Fisher, 120-44 Queens Boulevard, Kew Gar-

dens 15, New York City.
Senator BUSH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Fisher, do you; and is it your brothers, own this

Woodbriar Manor property?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You and your two brothers?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SimoN. Where is Woodbriar Manor located?
Mr. FISHEI. Elmhurst Avenue and Brighton Avenue, in Jackso

Heights, Queens.
M . SIMON. That is Long Island, N. Y.?
Mr. FIsHER. Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. SImoN. 570 units?
Mr. FIs-R. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. Built under section 608 of the Housing Act?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Woodbriar Manor?
Mr. FISHER. $1,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Is the land owned by the building corporation or is it

built on a leasehold?
Mr. FIsmHR. Built on a leasehold, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You bought the land, did you?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And are you the present owner of the land?
Mr. FIsIER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You have leased it for 99 years to the building corpora.

tion that has the FHA-insured mortgage?
Mr. FISHER. That is true.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. WINN. Do you mean on the fee?
Mr. FISHER. $4,867,300.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium-on the sale of the mortgage?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the premium?
Mr. FISHER. A premium of 4 percent, which amounted to about,

approximately $195,000.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have to pay a part of that to somebody?
Mr. FIsHER. Yes, sir. I paid part of it to Halpern & Co., half a

point. The net amount was $170,000, approximately.
Mr. SIMON. Total proceeds of the mortgage of $5,037,000?
Mr. FISHER. That is about right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. FISHErm. The I. J. B. Realty Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of the I. J. B. .Realty Corp.I
Mr. FisHER. Same stockholders as are in the Woodbriar.
Mr. SIMON. And that was also a $1,000 capital stock corporation?
Mr. FisiIER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. FISiER. $3,963,085.394
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the interest during construction, taxes,

and financing charges?
Mr. FIsi-im. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Are you sure of that?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, I am sure.
Mr. WINN. It includes that
Mr. FIsmR. No, it doesn't.
Mr. SimoN. You are sure it does not include that?
Mr. FiSi-ER. It does not include it.
Mr. SIMON. What were the other charges?
Mr. FISHr. They amounted to about $100,000.
Mr. SIMON. $1007000?

3074
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Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. The difference, then, between the mortgage proceeds

and the total cost of construction is about $950,000?
Mr. FISHER. That is about right; yes.
Mr. SIMON. And that was roughly 20 percent?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is, the cost was 20 percent less than the mortgage

proceeds?
Mr. FISHER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the mortgage was supposed to be 90 percent of

the estimated cost so that the actual costs were 30 percent less than
the estimated cost?

Mr. FISHER. I would say so.
Mr. SIMON. You also built Bennett Arms, Inc., did you?
Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You and your two brothers are the owners of that

property?
Mr. FISHER. No. My 2 brothers and I have 50 percent of that.
Mr. SIMON. And Jarco Bros. has the other 50 percent?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who were Jarco Bros.?
Mr. FISHIER. They are in the plumbing business and had an interest

in this one particular project.
Mr. SIMON. Where is Bennett Arms located?
Mr. FISHER. It is 184th Street and Bennett Avenue in Manhattan.
Mr. SI ON. On that one the mortgage was $535,000?
Mr. FISHER. That is right, sir.

"Mr. SIMON. And on that project, the cost of the construction, in-
cluding the financing charges and everything else, was about $35,000
or $40,000 less than the mortgage proceeds, is that right?

Mr. FISHER. Just a moment, sir.
Mr. SIMON. About a thousand dollars without the premium and a

$34,000 premium?
Mr. FISHER. No, sir. I think that the cost was very close to the

mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. The cost without the premium was $1,000 below the

mortgage?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The premium was $34,000, so on that there was a

$35,000 excess of cost over mortgage proceeds?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The next one was Lynn Terrace?
Mr. FISHER. Could I add one thing? The interim expenses were

left out here so that actually adding the interim charges
Mr. SIMON. You about broke even?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Lynn Terrace was built by a corporation in which you

and your brothers owned all the stock?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SHION. What was the name of that corporation?
Mr. FISHER. Lynn Terrace Apartments No. 1, and Lynn Terrace

Apartments No. 2, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Incidentally, in Bennett Arms that was built on a

leasehold also, wasn't it?
50690-54-pt. 4 -24
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Mr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. And you and your other stockholders owned the lanad,
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. Was Lynn Terrace-built on a leaseholdI
Mr. FiSaF. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There the land was sold to the company?
Mr. FIsHER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. That built the building.
Mr. FISHER. The company owns building and land.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the capital stock of that one?
Mr. FISHmJ. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. The land was sold to the building company for $340,000,

is that right?
Mr. FISHER. That is both building companies. Not the building

company, sir. To the owning companies.
Mr. SIoN. To the section 608 sponsor?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. The section 608 sponsor paid $340,000 for the land,

treating the two corporations as one project?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. The land that cost you $130,000 in 1939?
Mr. Fismm. The figure is right. I just want to see the time. I be-

lieve it was 1940.
Mr. SIMON. At any rate, it cost you $130,000?
Mr. FISHER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage was how much?
Mr. FISHER. The mortgage on the FHA mortgage, insured mort-gage IMr. SIMoN. Right.

Mr. FISHER. $1,207,200, per corporation.
Mr. SIMON. $2,414,400 for the both of them?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium?
Mr. FismR. There was a premium, 4 percent.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you actually get on the premium?
Mr. FISHER. Three and a half percent of it, which would be $85,000

net to us.
Mr. SIMoN. About $85,000. So that the total proceeds of the mort-

gage were $2,500,000?
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. FISHER. The same corporations. J. B. Realty Corp.
Mr. SIMoN. That is you and your brothers own the stock in that?
Mr. FIsHER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of constructing the building?
Mr. FIsHER. $1,160,000-per buildingthis is-$1,160657.53.
Mr. SIMON. Is that $2,320,000 for bo of them?
Mr. FxsiuF. About that; $2,321,000.
Mr. Sr N. Does that include'interest and carrying charges?
Mr. FIsHaER. No, sir; it does not.
Mr. SIMoN. What does that amount to?
Mr. FISIER. About $85,000 for both.
Mr. SIxoN. For both?
Mr. FisnER. That is right.
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Mr. SIMoN. So the mortgage proceeds exceeded the total costs by
aproximately $95,000, excluding the $210,000 profit on the land?

Mr. FiSHER. That is right. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. If you include the entire transaction there is a $305,000

excess of total costs over total receipts?
Mr. FisHER. Well, yes; that is right.
Mr. SIMON. Those are the only section 608's as I understand that you

have, is that right? I
Mr. FISHER. That is right.
Senator BusHa. Are there any questions?
(No response.)
Senator BusH. Thank you very much for your cooperation.Mr. Julius Guterman, will you raise your right hand please?Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before thiscommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but thetruth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF JULIUS GUTERMAN, GREAT NECK OAKS, GREAT
NECK, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Mr. GUTERMAN. I do.
Senator BusH. Would you give your correct name and address to

the clerk, please?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Julius Guterman, No. 2 East Mill Drive, Great

Neck, Long Island.
Senator BuSH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Guterman, did you build Great Neck Oaks?
Mr. GUrERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There are three corporations there, are there?
MAr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the corporation that received thesection 608 commitment from FHA?
Mr. GUrERMAN. There are three corporations. It is Great NeckOaks No. 2, Great Oaks No. 3, and No. 4.Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of each of those corporations?Mr. GUTERMAN. Julius Guterman, Samuel Guterman, and Joseph

Mascioli.
Mr. SiMoN. Each of you owns a third of the stock?
Mr. GuTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The stock in each company was $10,000?
bMr. GUTERMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Where is the project located?
Mr. GUTioRMAN. It is located in Great Neck.
Mr. SIMON. What streets?
Mr. GUTE RMAN. East Mill Drive and Cutter Mill road, Great Neck.Mr. SIMON. How large is the project in units?
Mr. GUTERMAN. 652 apartments.
Mr. SiMoN. Whatwas the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Would you want m6 to give you, Mr. Smon, each(!9rI)oration, or under three as a whole?
Mr. SM-oN. The three of them.
Mr. GUTERMAN. As one?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. GUTERMAN. The 3 as 1 is $5,553,900.
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Mr. Sixo. Was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. GuwrruLAN., Yes, Mr.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. GUTERMAN. We received net $55,539.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. GUTERRMAN. The Great Neck Oaks.Corp.
,Mr. SIMON. Is that a separate corporation from these?
Mr. GUTERMAN. No. That is the sponsor corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. Each of these three corporations was its own con.

tractor?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction of the three

building?
Mr. GUTERMAN. $4,6202512.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying chargesI
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That includes all costs?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. This is built on a leasehold?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So the $4,620,000 is interest and everything you had to

pay to get the building built?
MIr.GUTEm~AN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the total mortgage proceeds were $5,608,900?
Mr. GUTERMAN. No-with the premium, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Including the premiums?
Mr. GuTExrAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Roughly, $982,000 difference between the cost and the t

mortgage. proceeds, is that right?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. $982,000. The cost of the property exceeded mortgage

by $982,000?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Approximately that.
Mr. SIMON. That was 20 percent of the mortgageI
Mr. GUTERMAN. I assume so, roughly.
Mr. SIMON. And, again, this is a case where the actual costs were t

30 percent less than the estimated costs?
Mr. GUTERMiN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the land on which these three buildings are built

is owned by whom?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Julius Guterman, Samuel Guterman and JosephI

Mascioli.
Mr. SIMON. The same three people"?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay for the land?
Mr. GUTERMAN. $350,000. h
Mr. SIMON. When did you buy it?
Mr. GUTERMAN. In 1947, I think. It is around 1947.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't it 1948?
Mr. GUTERMAN. It could be.
Mr. SIMON. As a matter of fact, didn't your brother Samuel buy it

first?
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Mr. GUrTERMAN. Yes. He bought it in 1948 and we bought it from
him-he bought it in 1947 rather, and we bought it from him in 1948.

Mr. SIMON. And he paid $300,000 for it?
Mr. GCrrE1RAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And he sold it to the 3 of you for $350,000?
Mr. GuTrnMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So he picked up $33,000 when you and Mascioli came

into the picture?
Mr. GuTrTTRAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did FHlA give as a value of the land?
Mr. GUTERMAN. I think the valuation is $856,000 on the three proj-

.ects.
Mr. SIMON. That is the land that you paid $350,000 for, FHA

valued at $856,000?
Mr. GuTrEmMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrmoN. After you got the FHA valuation, were you able to get

a mortgage on the land ?
Mr. GUTERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIWo N. Was that mortgage $770,400?
Mr. G=TERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So that you have $420,000 mortgage proceeds on the

land in excess of what it cost you?
Mr. GUTERiMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that land is leased for 99 years to the section 608

building corporation?
Mi. GuTERIVIAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When was this building built?
Mr. G UTERMAN. It is October 1949, was the date of the closing with

the FHA, and was completed in 1951-May 1951.
Mr. SIMON. My information on the land was that your brother

bought it in 1948, and he sold it to you and Mascioli in 1949. Is that
wrong?

Mr. GUTERMAN. Well, it could be that title we took in that time, but
prior to that he had already signed a contract probably a year or so
before us.

Mr. SJMoN. There wasn't very much difference in time between the
time you bought it for $350,000, and the time the FHA valued it at
$856,000, was there?

Mr. GUTERMAN. I think it wasn't much time.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The total there, that the excess-mortgage proceeds over cost on the

land and building, is $1,402,000, is that right?
Mr. GUr RMAN. I guess so, if that is what it says.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Senator Busi-i. Thank you, Mr. Guterman. That is all.
Mr. Morton Pickman. Mr. Pickman, will you raise your right

hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this

Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
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TESTIMONY OF MORTON PICKMAN, ARROWBROOK GARDENS,
KEW GARDENS HILLS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Mr. PICKMAN. I do.
Senator BUSH. Please give your name and correct address to the

reporter.
Mr. PICKMAN. Morton Pickman, 2057-07 Hillside Avenue, Hollis,

Queens, N. Y.
Mr. SIMoN. You say you live in HollisI?
Mr. PICKMAN. No, that is our office address.
Mr. SIMoN. Hollis, Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you build Arrowbrook Gardens?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, we did.
Mr. SI N. Where is the project located?
Mr. PIcKMANr. Well, it is located in Kew Gardens Hills. It is

bounded by 77th Avenue, Park Drive East, and 136th Street.
Mr. SIMoN. That is in Long Island?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, that is in Queens County.
Mr. SrMoNv. How many units are there? How many apartments

in the proj ect
Mr.TPICKMAN. 320 apartments plus 6 professionals.
Mr. SiMoNv. And seven garages?
Mr. PICKMAN. 79 garages.
Mr. SIMoN. Is Arrowbrook Corp., the corporation that built the

project and got the section 608 commitment?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SImON. Who are the stockholders of Arrowbrook Corp.
Mr. PICKM A. Myself and members of my family.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the capital stock of Arrowbrook Corp.?
Mr. PICKMAN. $2,000.
Mr. SI N. What was the amount of the FHA mortgages?
Mr. PICKMAN. $2,675,000.
Mr. SImoN. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. PICKMAN. Cost of the land was $327 745.65.
Mr. SIMoN. And the land is included in tihe sponsoring corporation?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIoM. Did the sponsoring corporation itself build the

buildings?
Mr. PICKMAN. They did.
Mr. SIoN. What was the cost?
Mr. PICKMAN. The cost was $2,491,189.63.
Mr. SimoN. Haven't you included in that figure, Mr. Pickman, the

land cost?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. The $2,491,189.63 includes the $327,000 land cost?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. It also includes interest and carrying charges?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. So that is the total amount of money that you paid

for constructing the building, including the land and everything else?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIxoN. And the premium on the mortgage was how much?
Mr. PicxKAN. $80,250.
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Mr. SIMON. -So hat the actual costs were $264,000 less than the total

proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
M r. SIoN. Did you also build Briarwood Gardens, is it?

Mr. PICKMAN. Well, the name of the corporation is the Briarwood

Building Corp.
M. SIMON. What is the name of the building?
Mr. PICKMAN. I believe it is Briarwood Towers.
Mr. SIMON. That is also in Queens County?
Mr. PICKMAN. Queens County; yes.
AMr. SIMON. Where is it located?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is located at 85th Drive and 143d Street in

Briarwood.
Mr. SIMoN. That was built in 1951, wasn't it?
Mr. PICKMAN. I would say 1950 and 1951.
Mr. SIMON. When was Arrowbrook built?
Mr. PICKmAN. That was built, I believe, in 1949 and 1950.
Mr. SIMONs. Now, Briarwood Towers is built on leased land; is

that right ?
Mr. FICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. PICKMAN. $4,272,000.
Mr. SIMON. What was the premium?
Mr. PICKMAN. The premium was-I believe it was $172,000.
Mr. SiMoN. $172,240? Is that right?
Mr. PICKmAw. Yes; it is.
Mr. SIioN. Who built the building?
Mr. PICKMAN. The Briarwood Building Corp.
Mr. SIMON. The sponsor was the builder?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was its actual cost? Was it $41080,097.95?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. The total cost of everything owned by this building,

including financing charges, was $364,142 less than the proceeds of
the mortgage?

Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, how much did you pay for the land ?
Mr. PICKMAN. The land was purchased by me in 1943 and 1944,

and was assembled there and as closely as I have been able to check,
there is one contract I haven't been able to find, but approximating
the cost of that contract that I haven't been able to find it comes out
to eighty-some-odd thousand dollars.

Mr. SIMoN. If we said $85,000, would that be conservative?
Mr. PICKMAN. That would be about correct.
Mr. SIMoN. FHA valued the land at $304,000?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you have put a mortgage on the land of $200,000?
Mr. PICKMAN. I did that, yes, about a year ago.
Mr. SIMON. And the property is leased for 99 years at $12,000-

$12,160 a year rent to the building corporation?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.

-Mr. Simow. So that in addition to the $364,000 by which the cost
of the building was less than the mortgage on the building, is $115,000
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by which the proceeds of the mortgage on the land exceeds the eoft
of the land; is that right?

Mr. PICKMAN. Yes. The purchase price.
Mr. SIMon. Did you also build Cunningham Park Apartmentsi
Mr. PICKMAN. We did; yes.
Mr. SIxoN. There are four corporations there; are there?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And. is the capital stock in each of them $1,800.
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. And the stock is all owned by you and your family
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right. .

r Mr., SIMON. Are those companies Hollis Crest Apartments, Inc.,
Parkway Crest Apartments, Inc., Whitehall Crest Apartments, ht,
and Foothill Terrace Apartments, Inc.?

Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. They were built in 1950 and 1951?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the total mortgage on the four projects?
Mr. PICKMAN. I haven't totaled them. I can approximate.
Mr. SIMON. Is Hollis, $1,560,000?'
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Parkway, $3,194,400?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Whitehall, $2,480,100?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. And Foothill, $1,667,200?
Mr. PICKMAN;, That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. The total I am advised is $8,901,700. Where are these

projects located?
Mr. PICKMAN. They are located in Queens County. They are

bounded by Grand Central Parkway and Francis Lewis Boulevard.
Mr. SIMoN. And are they built as one project?
Mr. PICKMAN. Well, they were built actually as four projects.
Mr. SIMoN. Are they contiguous to each other?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, they are.
Mr. SImoN. Do you have the construction costs--inciden-tally, this

is built on leasehold land, isn't it?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. You owned the land and you leased it for 99 years to

these corporations?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What are thetotal construction costs?
Mr. PICKMAN. I have them here,. according to corporations.
Mr. SimoN. All right. Is Hollis $1,546,761?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SixoN. Is Parkway $3,148,244?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. Is Whitehall $2,427,433?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is coriect.
Mr. SiMoN. Is Foothill $1,639,733?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMow. I am advised that the total of the four costs is

$8,762,073.
What were the premiums on the mortgagesI
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Mr. PIcKMAN. The premium on the Whitehall Crest Apartment was
$25,884.31. The premium on the Foothill Terrace Apartments was
$15,786, and the premium on the Whitehall Crest Apartments, Inc.-

Mr. SiMoN.YIou have given us Whitehall.
Mr. PICKMAN. There is-
Mr. SIMON. Is Parkway $34,829?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Is Hollis $14,450?
Mr. PICKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SrMoN. Total premiums, then, are $90,950, and the mortgage

proceeds exceeded the total cost by $230,477; is that right?
Mr. PICKMAx. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Now, how much did you pay for the land?
Mr. PICKMAN. The land was purchased in 1945 and 1946 for $196,-

500.
Mr. SimoN. What did FHA value the land at?
Mr. PICKMAN. I haven't totaled it. I know it was over a million

dollars.
Mr. SIMON. $1,075,000?
Mr. PICKMAN. I presume it is correct.
Mr. SDmox. That is a little more than five times what you paid

for it?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. There is no mortgage on the land?
Mr. PICKMAN. No.
Mr. SimoN. You get an annual income of $43,000 a year from the

land for 99 years; is that right?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. And, of course, the building corporation has to pay

the real-estate taxes and everything else?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. So that your $43,000 annual income is net?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
Senator BusH. Any questions? Thank you very.much.
Mr. Haskell Hess. Mr. Hess, will you raise your right hand, pleaseI
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before

this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF HASKELL HESS, ELMWOOD APARTMENTS,
BAYSIDE, LONG ISLAND, N. Y., 7ETC.

Mr. HESS., I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your name and correct address to the

clerk, please?
Mr. Hmss. My name is Haskell Hess, 163-18 Jamaica Avenue,

Jamaica, N. Y.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you build Elmwood Apartments, Mr. Hess!
Mr. HIss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Where is Elmwood Apartments located?
Mr. HEss. They are on 42d Avenue, 202d Street, and on 43d Ave-

nue, 203d to 205th Streets in Bayside. That is Queens County.
Mr. SIMoi. There are five corporations there, are there?
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Mr. Hss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is the capital stock of each corporation $4001
Mr. Hms. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. A total of $2,000 for the five corporations?
Mr. :Hi-ss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you and Emilio Olivieri-is that right?
Mr. HEss. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You and he each own half the stock in the company
Mr. Hms. That is right.
Mr. SIM oN. What is the mortgage on the five propertiesI
Mr. Hess. There were five mortgages which totaled $1,115,000.
Mr. SIMON. Is this built as one project?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.

-'Mr.. SIMON. Five corporations but the properties are built as 0n
project?

Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land ?
Mr. HEss. The cost of the land was $73,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Did the sponsor corporation construct the buildings?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.

."Mr. SixoN. What was the actual cost of the sponsoring corporationof building these buildings?
Mr. HEss. $1,055,953.29.
Mr. SImoN. Was that a mortgage premium?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir, there was.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of that?
Mr. HEss. I don't have the exact, amount. We don't have the

records. The property was sold, but the best of my recollection was
that it was about 4 percent.

Mr. SIMON. Four percent would be $44,600?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir, approximately that, to the best I can remember.
Mr. SIMON. As best as you can remember, the excess of mortgage

proceeds over cost is about $103,000; is that right?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir, that would include the premium.
Mr. SIMON. That is right.

' Mr.' HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And that was just about 10 percent, or 9 percent, of

the mortgage amount?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. FHA had estimated the cost of the property at about

$127,000 in excess of the amount of the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And did you, by a bookkeeping entry, write up the

value of the property on your books to the amount of the FHA
estimate?

Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxo. And you then distributed to the stockholders, that is,

yourself and Mr. Olivieri, $123,000; is that right?
Mr. HEss. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. That was distributed substantially on completion of

the building?
Mr.'HEiss. Yes sir.
Mr. SImoN. -Row, the construction- costs that you have -given us

also included, did they not, a salary to you during construction?
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Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. How much was that?
Mr. HEss. I don't recall the exact amount, but it was approximately

$150 per week.
Mr. SiMoN. How long did it take to build the buildings?
Mr. HESS. About 12 months; perhaps a little less.
Mr. SIMON. Did you also build Pale Alto Apartments?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the stock in that was $5,000 ?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimioN. What was the amount of the mortgage there?
Mr. HFEss. The mortgage was $790,000.
Mr. SIiMON-. And was there a premium?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sm oN. What was the amount of the premium?
Mr. HEsS. $27,650.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. HEss. It was built by the sponsoring corporation.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. I-Lss. $24,137.02.
Mr. SI N. What was the cost of construction on the building?
Mr. HESS. $708,051.19.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. That includes everything then?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. So that the proceeds of the mortgage were $109,000 in

excess of the total cost of the land, buildings, and carrying charges;
is that right?

Mr. Hnss. Yes, sir; including the mortgage premium, that is cor-
rect.

Mr. SI N. What you got when you sold the mortgage.
The excess of the mortgage proceeds over the cost were distributed

in the form of a dividend to the stockholders; is that right?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. Did you also build Louden Apartments?
Mr. J-Liss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. What was the capital of that company?
Mr. Is. $2,000.
Mr. SI xON. $2,000?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. Where is Louden Apartments located?
Mr. I-rss. Louden Apartments is located in Albany, N. Y., at the

intersection of Northern Boulevard and Shaker Road.
Mr. SIMON. Did I ask you where Palo Alto Apartments were

located?
Mr. Hjss. No, sir. Palo Alto were on Hillside Avenue at 190th

Street in Hollis, N. Y.
Mr. SIM N. That is-
Mr. hss,. Queens County, Long Island.
Mr. SIMON. Going to the Louden Apartments project, what is the

flame of the sponsoring corporation?
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Mr. HEss. Louden Builders, Inc.
Mr. SixoN. That is the company that has the $2,000 capital'?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Did it build the building itself?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoNv. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. HEss. $2,600,000.
Mr. SI N. Is there a premium?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. How much was the premium?
Mr. HEss. $116,853.75.
Mr. SIMON. Total proceeds of the mortgage then were $2,716,0001
Mr. HrEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnO N. What was the cost of construction?
Mr. HEss. $2,765,909.71.
Mr. SImOiN. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. Does that include the interest and financing charges?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMONv. In that case the costs were approximately $50,000 in

excess of the mortgage, is that right?
Mr. HEss. That would be after deducting the mortgage premium.
Mr. SImoNv. The total proceeds of the mortgage were $50,000 less

than the total cost, is that right?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. After the property was completed, you reappraised it,

and on your books increased its value by $259,000, is that right?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What was the purpose of that? You had no dividends

to pay out and no money to pay dividends?
Mr. HESS. The best I can answer is that that would be on the

advice of our accountants, who do that for some accounting reason.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know what the accounting reason was?
Mr. HE ss. Not exactly, sir, no.
Mr. SI oN. Did you build Airline Apartments?
Mr. HESS. No, sir, not Airline.
Mr. SIxoN. Alpine, excuse me.
Mr. HESS. Alpine, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON.Where is Alpine Apartments located?
Mr. HESS. They are on 76th Street and 34th Avenue, Jackson

Heights, Queens County, N. Y.
Mr. SimoN. What is the capital stock of that company?
Mr. HESS. That was $2,000.

Mr. SIMoN. When was that project built?
Mr. HESS. 1950 and 1951.
Mr. SIMON. That project is built on leased land?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You own the landI
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMoN. As I gather it after you bought the land and got the
FHA appraisal you were able to get a mortgage in excess of the cost
of the land ?

Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage on the buildingI

-"" -o
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Mr. HESS. $1,815,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a premium?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the premiumI
Mr. HESS. $72,600.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. HESS. It was built by the sponsoring corporation.
Mr. SIMON. What was its cost?
Mr. HESS. $1,644,569.16.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest during construction, financ-

ing charges?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is the total cost?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is $243,000-the costs were $243,000 less than the

proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. HESS. No, sir. I have $170,430.84.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage was $1,815,000; is that right?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The premium was $72,000; is that right?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't that make $1,887,000?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the costs were $1,664,000?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't the difference between $1,887,000 and $1,646,000

$243,000 ?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is right, isn't it?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage proceeds exceeded the costs by $243,000;

is that right?
Mr. HESS. May we check these figures? They are not clear to us.
Mr. SIMoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. I-Hss. On the $1,644,569 cost we used the mortgage premium to

reduce our cost. Then we can't add it in again, so that the differ-
,once

Mr. SIMON. Are you saying that your costs were $72,000 in excess
of $1,644,000

Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The difference is $1,171,000; is that right?
Mr. HEss. No; just $170,000.
Mr. SIMON. That is because your costs were $1,716,000 and not

$1,644,000, is that right?
Mr. HEss. That is right.
Mr. SImON. Did you build Iriquois Apartments?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What was the capital stock there?
Mr. HESS. $2,000.
Mr. SimoN. Where is the project located?
Mr. HESS. That property is on 195th Street and Jamaica Avenue,

ii i Hollis, N. Y. That is Queens County.
Mr. SIMoN. Is the land included in the project?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SImow. What was the mortgage?
Mr. HEss. The mortgage wa§ $800,000.
Mr. SImoN. The premium?
Mr. HESS. The premium was $32,000.
Mr. S oN. Who built the building?
Mr. HESS. It was built by the sponsoring corporation.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction?
Mr. HESS. $574,919.37.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. HEss. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. HESS. $30,011.06.
Mr. SIxoN. Does that include interests and carrying charges t
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. The total cost of the project was $604,000?
Mr. H sS. It is $636,930.43.
Mr. SiMoN. That is the total cost?
Mr. IHss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Including the land, interest, carrying charges, and

everything else?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. $194,000 is the amount by which the mortgage proceeds

exceeds the total cost, is that right?
Mr. Ihss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And that amounts to 25 percent of the mortgage,

doesn't it?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. So in that one the actual cost was 35 percent less than

the estimated cost?
Mr. hEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And the excess of mortgage proceeds was distributed

to the stockholders?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you build Jeffery GardensI
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Where is it located?
Mr. HEss. Jeffery Gardens is on 215th Street and 39th Avenue,

Bayside, New York.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that in Queens?
Mr. HEss. Queens County, yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the amount of the capital stock f
Mr. HESS. Jeffery Gardens Apartments comprised two corpora-

tions. That was Jeffery Gardens Apartments, Inc. and another
corporation which was Jeffery Gardens Apartments, Section 2, Inc.

Mr. SIMON. Was the capital stock $500 in each?
Mr. I-.ss. It was $500 m Jeffery Gardens Apartments, and $1,500

in Jeffery, Section 2.
Mr. SimoN. The total of $2,000 capital stock in the 2 corporations?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sio. Were both of the corporations buildings built as oneproject?Mr. HEss. Well, more or less. They were handled separately,

although they were adjacent to each other.
Mr. SimON. What is the amount of the mortgage?

______________________ U -
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Mr. Ess. $1,110,000.
Mr. SiMoN. That's just in Jeffery Gardens Apartments; isn't itt
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the mortgage in section 2?
Mr. HESS. $1,168,700.
Mr. SiMoNv. $2,278,000, the total mortgage; is that right?
Mr. HESS. I haven't totaled these. I have them separate.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the premium?
Mr. HESS. On the first one, the premium was $38,850.
Mr. SIMON. The second one?
Mr. HEss. On section 2 the premium was $40,904.50.
Mr. SIMoN. Who built the buildings?
Mr. HEss. The sponsoring corporations.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of construction of the first build-

Tqr. HESS. $970,034.53.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. HEsS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoNv. That is the total cost of everything?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that reduced by the amount of the premium?
Mr. HJss. N o, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the cost of the second?
Mr. HEss. That was $1,050,020.87.
Mr. SImoN. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include interest and carrying charges?
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Is that reduced by the amount of the premium?
Mr. I fEss. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. If my computation is right, the proceeds of the mort-

gage exceeded the total cost by $337,000; is that right?
Mr. HESS. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BUSH. Thank you very much.
Mr. B. Weinberg. Mr. Weinberg, will you raise your right hand.

please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF BERNARD WEINBERG, BARRINGTON MANOR,
BARRINGTON, N. 1., ETC.

Mr. WE EIuBE. I do.
May I say we have an associate of mine, Mr. Goodwin, if you want

to put him under oath, or if you want to ask me questions I may not
be qualified to answer.

Senator BusI-i. If we find it necessary to put him under oath later,
We will do so. We don't anticipate that.

Mr. WEINBERG. May I also thank you, Mr. Simon, and gentlemen,
for permitting me to postpone my hearing from Monday until today.
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Senator BusH. You are quite welcome.
If you will kindly give your name and address to the clerk.
Mr. WEINBERG. Bernard Weinberg, 2319 North 51st Street, Ph,,

delphia, Pa.
Mr. SIMON. Is that Bernard Weinberg, 2219-
Mr. WEINBERG. 2319.
Mr. SIMON. 2319
Mr. WEINBErG. North 51st Street, Philadelphia.
Mr. SIMON. Did you build Barrington Manor Apartments?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. When was the project built, Mr. Weinberg?
Mr. WEINBERG. We started in the fall of 1949 and we finished it

in the fall of 1950.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the corporation which built

the project?Mr. WEINBERG. Barrington Manor Construction Corp.
Mr. SIMON. Was it also the section 608 sponsor?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr.. SIMON. What was the capital stock of Barrington Manor

Construction Co.?
Mr. WEINBERG. The capital stock was $2,000.
Mr. SImoN. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. WEINBERG. The FHA mortgage was $2,262,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium?
Mr. WEINBERG. There was a premium, of which we received a net

amount of $16,000, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. The premium
Mr. WE INBERG. I am not quite sure of that.
Mr. SIMON. The premium was close to $60,000.
Mr. WEINBERG. It was $61,000, but $47,000 went to the superin.

tendent for completion early.
Senator BUSH. Went to what?
Mr. WEINBERG. Went to the superintendents on the job for early

completion of the project.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the superintendents?
Mr. WEINBERG. A Philip and Howard Green.
Mr. SIMON. You paid them $41,000 of the bonus money for com-

pleting the job early?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. You got $16,000 of the bonus money?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of constructin the building?Mr. WI~NBERG. The cost of construction was 1,840,033.

Mr. SIMON. Does that include th6 cost of the land?
Mr. WEINE R. That includes all costs, land, the interest, the fees,

and whatever else.
Mr. SIMON. Carrying charges and everything else?
Mr. WEINBERG. All costs are in there.
Mr. SIMON. So that the n ortgage proceeds were $438,000 in exce,

of the cost of the land; is that right?
Mr. WEINBERG. In excess of the cost of land-
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage proceeds were $438,000 in excess of t0

cost of the land, buildings, and carrying charges and financilig
charges?

* WI-.
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Mr. WEINBERG. Including the premium of the mortgage, and the

proceeds that we received.
Mr. SIMON. Proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. WEINB EI RG. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. That is approximately 20 percent of the mortgage;

is that right
Mr. WEINBE'RG. Approximately; yes.
Mr. SIMtoN. Therefore, the actual costs were some 30 percent less

than the FHA Commissioner's estimated cost?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SimON. Did you also build Pleasantville ApaTtments?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right; we did.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the sponsoring corporation?
Mr. WEINBERG. Pleasantville Manor Apartments.
Mr. Si~IoN. What was the capital stock of that?
Mr. WEINrE1RG. $2,000.
Mr. SIMo,. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. WEINBERG. $1,680,000.
Mr. SIM)N. What was the premium?
Mr. WEINBERG. The premium didn't come in there until later, and

that went into the Parkwoods Corp. which was used to offset the
operating deficit in the first years.

Mr. SIMION. How much was the premium.
Mr. WEINBERA. I think it was $37,000 or $40,000. I am not quite

sure of that, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Is $37,000 a fair statement ?
Mr. WEINBE.RG. I would say around there; $37,000 or $40,000.
Mr. SUNION. You earned the premium when you sold the mortgage?
Mr. WEINmArRG. No; we earned the premium because we didn't go

into default.
Mr. SIMEON. What was your contract when you sold the mortgage

with the man who bought the mortgage?
Mr. WEINBERtG. I believe it was 1 percent at the end of construc-

tion, when we turned it final and a half percent every year or so until
we paid off the $37,000.

Mr. SIMoN. Did yo)u have to do anything to earn that half a
percent ?

Mr. WMNBERG. We had to operate the apartments so they wouldn't
go in default.

Mr. SiMofN. One percent is all they paid you at the time they bought.
the mortgage ?

Mr. WINBERG. I believe that is correct. I beg your pardon, Mr.
Godwin reminds me they wouldn't pay until it was 80 or 87 percent
occupied, which did not occur at the time we went to our final closing.

Mr. SIMoN. The total mortgage proceeds then was the amount of
the mortgage of $1,671,000, is that right?

Mr. WMNBERG. $1,680,000.
Mr. SixoN. And the sponsoring corporation built the building

itself?
Mr. WEINBERo. That is right. No, be," your pardon. It was Pleas-

antville Construction Corp. which was te sponsors also, but another
.corporation.

Mr. SiMN Sorry?
50 690-54-pt. 4-25
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Mr. WEiNBEG. The Pleasantville Construction Corp. built the build.
ings which were the same as the sponsor corporation.

Mr. SImoN. You mean the same stockholders?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.
Mr. SrioN. What was the actual cost to the construction company

of building the building?
Mr. WEINBERG. $1,435,959.99.
Mr. Simo-. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. WEuwBm G. That includes the cost of the lfand and all other costs

involved.
Mr. Sm ioN. Including financing charges, carrying charges, and ev.

erything else?
Mr. WN-NBmG. That is right.
Mr. SIo. The mortgage proceeds, then, without a premium in this

case, were $256,000 in excess of the costs, all the costs?
Mr. WINBERG. I think there is some error there. Our figures are

$227,000.
Mr. SIMONv. Did you tell me the costs were $1,425,000?
Mr. WEINBERG. $1,425,959.
Mr. Simoi. Did you tell me the mortgage was $1,891,000?
Mr. WEINBERG. $1,680,000.
Mr. SIMoN. That would be $255,000, wouldn't it?
Mr. Wm BwGo. We have an error. Let's check our figures.
Mr. GooDwIN. We made an error.
Mr. SIMoN. You did or we did?
Mr. WEINBERG. We did. If we may have a moment to check this,

We have an error. Total cost is $1,452,000.
Mr. SimoN. You told us in Washington, $1,421,000,which is sub-

stantially what you said earlier.
Mr. GooDwIN. For Pleasantville?
Mr. WmINBERG. Remember, Mr. Simon, we discussed that aid you

looked at a lighter statement which had some of the amortization taken
off of that.

Mr. SIMON. I don't know what it cost, but I want to call your at-
tention to these figures.

Mr. WErINBERG. They are our cost figures as we have them now.
Mr. SIMoN. This is the third figure you have given us. I want to

make sure it is the right figure.
Mr. WEINBERG. That is the figure the accountant supplies for it.

I am taking his word and we are paying taxes on that basis. One
million four hundred and fifty-two thousand dollars is what our ac-
countant states. That is cost of construction.

Mr. SiMoN. That makes mortgage& proceeds $228,000 in excess of
your actual cost.

Mr. WEINBERG. $228,000 would be right.
Mr. SniON. Were you one of the builders of Monroe Park Apart-

ments?
Mr. WEINBERG. No. I was a stockholder in that corl)oration.
Mr. SIMoN. Well, what was the name of the corporation that built

Monroe Park Apartments?
Mr. WEINBERG. I am not quite sure whether it is Housing Engineer-

in or whether it was Monroe Park Construction Corp.
Vr. SIMoN. Was one of them the sponsor and the other the builder?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
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Mr. SIMON. Did you own 24percent of the stock of each?

Mr. WEINBERG. No. I owned31 percent of the stock of the sponsor-
i, cororation, the apartments corporation.liar'. IMoN. How much of the stock in the building corporation did

you own?
Mr. WEINBERG. I couldn't answer that right now.
Mr. SIMON. Was it approximately the same amount?
Mr. WEINBERG. I don't know if I owned any stock in the construc-

tion, Mr. Simon. I explained to you in Washington the difficulties.
I believe-

Mr. SIMON. I was hoping between then and now you would find
out.

Mr. WEINBERG. Frankly speaking, I was hoping I could get that
information, but they tell me that I appeared before you in executive
session and you probably had much more information than I supplied
and I would be very much indebted to you if you would get the
information.

Mr. SIMON. The mortgage was $5 million, which was the maximum
amount the statute permitted; is that right?

Mr. WEINBERG. I believe the mortgage was in excess of $5 million.
It was broken up into three corporations. As I told you in Washing-
ton, Mr. Simon

Mr. SiMoN. What is the total amount of the mortgage?
Mr. WEINBERG. About five and a half million, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. How much did it cost to build the building ?
Mr. WEINBERG. I can't give you the information because I don't

know.
Mr. SIMON. You mean to say you owned 30 percent of the stock

and you don't know how much it cost to build the buildings?
Mr. WEINBERG. I told you in Washington, strange as it seems I

don't, know because of the difficulties we had in our arrangements with
my former associates.

Mr. SIMON. Won't they tell you how much the building cost if you
asked them?

Mr. WEINBERG. I asked them last Friday when I received your sub-
pena what those costs were and they refused to give them to me on
the phone.

Mr. SIMoN. When was this building built?
LI'. WEINBERG. I think 1951.
Mr. SIMON. About 3 years ago?
Mr. WEINBERG. I would think so; yes.
Mr. SIMoN. How much was the capital stock of this company?
Mr. WEINBERG. Well, it cost me $331 for 31 percent, so I imagine on

the basis of that it would be somewhere around, about $2,000.
Mr. SIMON. Closer to $1,000, wouldn't it?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes; you are right.
Mr. SIMIoN. Closer to a thousand. Now, if they built this building

for four and a half million dollars, you have a third of a million dol-
lars coining?

MiV. WEINBERG. Yes; but I don't have it.
I. SIMON. You don't know how much it cost to build the building
Mr. WEI NBERG. No; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever filed a lawsuit to find out?
Mr. WEINBERG. If it wasn't a family arrangement, I would.
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Mr. SIMON. Three years have gone by and you own almost a third
of the company, and they won't tell you what it cost and you don't
know?Mr. WEINBERG. That is correct. That seems strange but it is the
truth. And as I say to you, Mr. Simon, you probably have more in.
formation on this than I do.

Mr. SIMON. What have you done, Mr. Weinberg, in the 3 years
to find out?

Mr. WEINBERG. Just asked them on many occasions and received the
same answer.

Mr. SIMON. Have you ever taken it to a lawyer to see whether you
could sue them to get it?

Mr. WEINBERG. And I wouldn't.
Mr. SIMON. Even though you got a half million dollars coming

here?
Mr. WEINBERG. I don't know what I have coming to me but I

wouldn't sue them.
Mr. SIoN. You wouldn't?
Mr. WEINBERG. No.
Mr. SiMON. And besides talking to them and asking them for it

you have done nothing to find out how much, if anything, you have got
coming here?

Mr. WEINBERG. That is correct.
Senator BEALL. Why wouldn't you protect your interest?
Mr. WEINBERG. There is a family relationship there, you see, and I

don't disturb that, not in courts.
Mr. SIMON. The other owners are Herman and Ben Cohen; is that
lVr. WEINBERG. That is right.

Mr. SIMON. Are they relatives of yours?
Mr. WEINBEMG. Mr. Herman Cohen is married to my wife's sister's

husband's sister. Can you follow that?
Mr. SIMON. No, sir.
Mr. WEINBERG. I will try to be more explicit.
Mr. SIMON. Can we say he is distantly related by marriage?
Mr. WEINBERG. I would say he is not distantly related at all. His

wife is the sister of my sister-in-law. Sister of my brother-in-law, I
begyour pardon. You have me a little confused, too.

Senator BEALL. Who decided to build this apartment, you or your
associates?

Mr. WEINBERG. We did all together..
Senator BEALL. You decided all together to go into it?
Mr. WErNBERG. We had a previous apartment and they introduced

me into the building of apartment projects.
Senator BEALL. They introduced you?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right. During the course of building the

first project we ran across this project and went from one project into
the other.'"

Senator BEALL. Were you always in the building business?
Mr. WEINBERG. No. I was associated with the building industry for

15 or 18 years, but actively engaged in the past 6 years.
MI'. SIM)ON. You also have an interest in Penn Manor Apartments?
Mr. WEINBERG. No. I did. I sold it out in 1950.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the amount of the mortgage there?

-4 -. -.......u--------------- -
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Mr..WEINBERG. I believe it was about 21/4 million.
Mr. S1MON. About 21/4 million?

Mr. WEINBERG. I believe it was.
Mr. SIAIN. You and the same two Cohens owned that stock in that

colnyiif, didn't you?
-r. W7EINBER1. G Originally; yes.

Mr. Sm ON. What was the capital stock there?
Mr. WEINBERG. I believe the capital stock there also was either a

thousand or $2,000.
Mr.. SImON. So you said; how much did you own?
Mr. WEINBERG. I owned 32 percent, I believe, or 33 percent.
Mr. Si moN. You said either $320 or $640 for your stock; is that

right?
Mr. WEINBERG. Either one of those. That is right.
Mr. Si moN. Some time or another they paid you $125,000 for your

stock; is that right?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMtON. But you don't know how much they mortgaged out; is

that right?
Mr. WEINBERG. We completed that job together, but I believe the

mortgaging, the construction cost, or the mortgage exceeded construc-
tion cost by about $125,000 or $150,000, somewhere in that, but I haven't
the entire file. It was turned over to them when I sold it out to them.

Mr. SImON. All you know is for your stock they paid you $125,000;
is tihat right.?

Mr. WEIN11RG. That is right. Of course, I may say this: that I
also had to advance them $150,000 cash.

Mr..SIMON. You got that paid back out of the mortgage. didn't you?
Mr. WEINBEmo. That is correct, plus signing the notes in tle bank

for it.
Mr. SI-mox. You got, all of that reimbursed out, of the mortgage

proceeds ?
Mr. WEINmEm.. That is right.
Mr. SI1o3N. Where is Penn Manor Apartments located?
Mr. WEINBERG. Pennsauken, N. J. That is right near Camden.
Mr. SImbON. Is that the name of the. city, Pennsauken?
Mr. WEINBERG. Pennsauken Township, N. J.
Mr. Si moN. That. is a township in New Jersey near Camden?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SniaoN. But it is in New Jersey?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How big 1a project was that?
Mr. WEINBrERG. 306 apartments.
Mr. SIm o. Where is Monroe Park Apartments located?
Mr. WEINBERG. In Wilmington, Del.
Mr. SIMON. IHow big a project is that?
Mr. WEINBERG. 606 apartments.
Mr. SIMON. Where is Pleasantville Apartments located?
Mr. WEINBERG. In the suburbs of Pleasantville.
Mr. SimoN. Pleasantville, N. J. ?
Mr. WEINBERG. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that near 6amden?
Mr. WEINBERG. No; that is near Pomona. Air Station, Atlmtic City,

N. J., and specifically built at the request of the Navy, incidentally.
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Mr. SIMoN. Where is Barrington Manor Apartments located?
Mr. WEINBERG. Barrington, N. J., which is near Camden.
Mr. SImoN. Thank you.
Senator BusH. Thank you very much.
For the record, the chairman would like to state that today's wit.

nesses report total mortgages of $100,1001902, and the mortgage pro.
ceeds exceed the total cost in these projects by $10,393,171.

This covers all 13 witnesses and all of the projects on which they
testified.

There being no other business, the committee will stand in recess
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 3: 05 p. m., the committee recessed umtil 10 a. m.,
Friday, October 1, 1954.)
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMmiTEE,

New York, N. Y.
The cmiinittee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a. m., Senator Prescott

Bush presiding.
Present: Senator Bush.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel; Richard W. Hogue

and Clarence E. Dinkins, assistant counsel.
Senator Bsii. The committee willp please be in order.
The first witness this morning is Mr. Samuel Caspert. Will you

raise your right hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you shall give before this

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF SAMUEL CASPERT, MANHATTANTOWN, NEW YORK,
ACCOMPANIED BY SAMUEL I. ROSENMAN AND MAX FREUND,
COUNSEL

Mr. CASPERT. I do.
Senator Busi-I. Will you give your correct name and address to

the (lerk, please?
Mr. (1ASlPiERT. My name is Samuel Caspert. I reside at 245 West

107th Street, New York City.
Senator BUSH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. On your left is your counsel, Judge Rosenman?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Could you identify the gentleman back of you?
Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Max Freund, associate of Mr. Rosenman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Caspert, you are one of the stockholders of Man-

lhattmltown, Inc. ?
Mr. CASPERT. I am.

Mr. SIMON. Are you also an officer of the company?
Mr. CASPERT. I am.
Mr. SIMON. What office do you hold?
1.r. CASPERT. Secretary.
Mr. SIMON. Are you also a director of the company?
Mr. CASPEI-T. I am.
Mr. SIMON. Manhattantown, Inc., was organized, was it not, for

the purpose of promoting a slum-clearance project under title I of
the National Housing Act?

Mr. CASPFRT. That is correct.
3097
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Mr. SIxoN. Who was the person. who first conceived the idea o
this project?

Mr. CASPERT. 1n the middle of 1949 1 lived right in this area, sin¢e
1936, and I watched the area deteriorate as far ;is the buildings Wer
concerned.

Mr. SIMoN. My question is solely who got the idea? Was it
you-

Mr. CASPERT. It was my idea first.
Mr. SixoN. It was your idea?
Mr. CASPERT. Right.
Mr. SIMON. You went to Mr. Fermani, and the others and told thelui

about it?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. From 1949 until May of 1952, you interested other

people in the project and finally on that date signed a contract with
the city of New York for the going ahead with the project, is that
ri ht ?

ITr.CASPERT. I and the five people that were interested in 1949.

Mr. SI oN. Who were the other people that were interested with
you from the beginning 2

Mr. CASPERT. Jack Ferman.
Mr. SIoM. What is Mr. Ferman's business?
Mr. CASPERT. Builder.
Mr. SI oN. He is a builder with offices at 1775 Broadway?
Mr. CASPERTr. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SI oN. Who else?
Mr. CASPERT. John L. Hennessy.
Mr. SImoN. What is his address?
Mr. CASPERT. Real Estate Management Co., of 230 West 99th Street
Mr. SIMoN. Who were the others?
Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Nathan Singer, who has died since. He was an

accountant.
Mr. SiMoN. Who else?
Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Nathan Silver, who is a real estate owner and

operator.
Mr. SI.%MrON. What is his address?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe his business address is 1774 Broadway.
Mr. SimoN. And is that all?
Mr. CASPERT. Those are the original five.
Mr. SI O . So the five includes you?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SixoN. Four plus yourself?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. Si N. What is your business?
Mr. CASPERT. I am real-estate managing, auctioneer, and liquidator.
Mr. SI N. There are a total of 10 or 11 stockholders?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe 10.
Mr. SI N. As I understand it, each one of those stockholders is a

sort of a syndicate head and has a number of other people who own
parts of his stock?

Mr. CAsPmT. That is correct.
Mr. SIxoN. But so far as the corporation is concerned, it is only

the 10 people to whom stock was issued who are stockholders?
Mr. CAsrEIT. That is correct.
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Ah. Si MN. And are the other five, Mr. Leistner, Sol Leistner?
,11'. CASPERT. ISadlore.
My. SITMN. That is L-e-i-s-t-n-e-r?
Mr. (C1ASP'ET. That is correct.
Mi. S1li.N. He is in the iron111 si'less, is that correct?
Mr. CXSPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIUON. And Mr. Millstein?
M. (ASPEIT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMioN. What is his first name?
Mr. C.kSPERT. I believe it is Maurice.
Mr. SimoN. What business is he in ?
Mr. CASPERT. In the flooring business.
Mr. SIMON. There is a Fred Landau who is an auditor?
Mr. CASPERT. Accountant.
Mr. SirboN. What is his address?
Mr. CASPERT. 1440 Broadway.
Mr. Si-Ox. There .is Robert Olnick, who is a lawyer.
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mir. SIMoN. Do you know his address?
Ah'. CASPEIRT. 1775 Broadway.
Mr. SInIoN. And a Mr. Feibush.
Mr. C.\sirT. I Charles Feibiish.
Mr'. Sl ON. That is F-e-i-b-u-s-h ?
Mr. CASPEIRT. That is correct.
Mr. SMo.N. He is iow (lead, isn't lie?
Ar. ( Asri, r. Yes.
Ali-. Sl-ON,. . Wiat was his business?
,Mr. CASPERT. He ha(l-bhe operated in real estate and also was con-

necte(l with the tire business.
Alr. SIM ON. And an M. E. Kessler?
Mfr. C-\SIP'ERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMox. Is he an architect?
M[r. C.\sv-m1T. Yes.
M fr. SIMON. What is his address?
M r. CASPERT. I think 59.5 Broadway-Fifth Avenue or 575. I don't

remember which.
Mfr. SIMON. Those are the original stockholders and still the )resentstocldliers except to lite extent that Mr. Feibush's estate or his

family own his stock?
AMr. CAsPri-r. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Caspert, I understand that prior to the organization

of the corporation, a 2- or -paige document was prepared by Mr. Lan-dati for exhibition to prospective investors showing how the projectwould be set up and how they might expect to make a profit, is that
right?

Mr. CASPEIRT. That may be.
Mr. SI MON. Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't, sir.
M1'. SIMON. Where could we get a copy of that?
W. CASPERT. If there was one-I don't remember, but if there wasOne it. would be in Mr. Landau's office.

-Mr. SIMON. Did you ever see such a document?
Mr. CASPERT. I just can't remember.
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Mr. Smox. Being the organizers of this, wouldn't you know it
there had been such a document?

Mr. CAsPERT. This is going back maybe 5 years.
Mr. Simoi. I take it that you were the one who first went to Fer.

man and you and Ferman went to the others to tell them that was a
project that they might make a profit in, is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. I didn't go to Ferman because tTere was going to b
a profit made. I went to Ferman because I was interested in the vet
side, to see that it would be rehabilitated.

Mr. SImoN. Were any of these people interested in making a profit?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes. After we got into the deal we found out 'w

may be able to accomplish it. Then we did go into the profit end of it.
Mr. Sixow. In connection with discussing with these people the

prospects of making a profit, didn't you have this document pre-
pared by Mr. Landau which showed how they might make a. profit?

Mr. CASp=mT. No. I don't think so. I don't remember that.
Mr. SixoNq. Bear in mind, Mr. Caspert, we weren't there, and we

only know what you and others tell us. Was there such a document
or wasn't there?

Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember. I think there was a certain kind
of a prospectus that we had for ourselves.

Mr. Sriow. To show the prospective investors what they might
expect for a return on their loan, is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. Not to show to investors, no, because all the investors
that came in came under a personal deal. In other words, if I asked
anybody to come in, they came in because I was in it.

Mr. SioN. And not because they might make any money out of it?
Mr. CAsPERT. They figured they would make over a period of years,

when the buildings were built andsold, or if we operated the building,
they would make a capital gain.

Mr. S oN. Did anybody ever ask you what lie might make on this
project?

Mr. CAsPERT. No.
Mr. SioN. Nobody ever asked you?
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SDfoNq. You told somebody they could buy some stock. Did you

tell them how much they could buy?
Mr. CASPERT. They could only have what I gave them. In other

words, there was 10 or 11 percent allotted to me, and I kept 6 per-
cent for it for myself, and I allotted 51 percent out.

Mr. SIMoN. But the other stockholders, the other nine stockhold-
ers, were all invited in first-by you and then by you and Ferman
and Silver, isn't that right?

Mr. CASPERT. No. Each one of the 5 invited in their own group,
until we got to 10. Then the 10 invited their group.

Mr. SIMON. Who invited the 4 people other than yourself in the
first 5?

Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember, outside of Landau. I invited Lan-
dau. That would leave four over.

Mr. SiMoN. After you had 5, who invited the second 5 to make it 1'?
Mr. CASPERT. I invited Landau.
Mr. SIMON. Each of the first five got the right to pick a second per-

son?

_a__, 0 U * f - t M
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Mr. CASPFT. That is correct. They could pick 1 or 2, as many as

t1hey wanted. It was just allocated that to my share I had talked with

Mr. Landau, and he was the only one that I invited in.

Mr. S1MON. Did any of these
Mr. CASPERT. As a group.
Mr. SIM oN. You told Mr. Landau that he might come into this pic-

ture and be 1 of the 10 original stockholders; is that correct?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. Did he ask you how much money that would require him

to put up?
Mr. CASPERT. He did.
Mr. SuIoN. Did you tell him?
Mr. CASPERT. I did.
Mr. SImoN. Did he ask you anything about how much money he

might make on the project?
Mr. CASPERT. He did.
Mr. SI ioN. What did you tell him about the prospects for profit!
Mr. CASPERT. I told him there was no figure on how much we could

make, but over a period of time when the buildings would be erected,
that. there would be a profit in the operating, or if we sold the buildings
individually or in the whole there would be a capital gain.

Mr. SIMoN. Didn't Landau invite Feibush ?
Mr. CASPEiT. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you invite Feibush and Feibush brought Landau

in?
Mr. CASPERT. No, sir. Feibush happens to be my son-in-law's uncle.
Mr. SIMON. Did you go to Feibush before you went to Landau?
Mr. CASPERT. I did.
Mr. SIMON. Did Feibush come in?
Mr. CASPERT. He did.
Mr. SIo -N. Well, then, I thought you only invited in one person.
All'. CASPERT. I correct that.
Mr. SIxroN. You invited in two people?
Mr. CASPERT. Two groups, the Feibush group and the Landau

gToup.
Mr. SIM oN. Did Feibush ever ask you how much money he would

have to put up?
Mr. CASPERT. He did.
Mr. SinoN. And did he ever ask you how much profit he might

make?
Mr. CASPERT. I told him the same thing as I told Mr. Landau, that

there would be money made in the operating of the completed build-
ings, and a probable capital gain.

Mr. SIoN. Did he ever ask you whether he might make a 2 percent
return on his money or a 200 percent return?

Mr. CASPr-T. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. He had no notion of how much money he might make

on this?
Mr. CASPERT. Absolutely not.
Mr. Sixox. All he knew was that you were in the deal, and you

were inviting him to participate; is that right?
Mr. C.SPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And he hadn't the slightest idea of how much money he

might make?
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Mr. CASiPERT. There was no figure.
Mr. Si~ow. Was there any discussions as to what the prospc

were?
Mr. CASPERT. Outside of operating the completed properties andl

as I said before, the capital gain that may arise.
Mr. SImoN. What I am really getting toward, Mr. Caspe- is

whether there does exist this document of 2 pages, maybe 3 page,
in length, prepared by Mr. Landau, outlining the prospective profits
of the venture. Are you prepared to say there is no such document,
or-

Mr. CASPERT. No; I am not prepared to say. I said I thought flele
was a document.

Mr. SImoN . You thought there was such a document ?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have a copy of it?
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever have a copy of it?
Mr. CASPRT. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever see a copy of it?
Mr. CASPERT. I may have.
Mr. SImoN. Were was it when you saw it
Mr. CASPERT. At one of the meetings of the directors.
Mr. SImoN. Who were the directors?
Mr. CASPERT. The original 10 directors, 10 stockholders.
Mr. Si oN. Who produced this document?
Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Landau.
Mr. SImoN. Did he ever give a copy of it to anybody?
Mr. CASPERT. Not to my recollection.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know of anybody elese who might have seen it?
Mr. CASPERT. Well, if the document was shown, it was shown to the

directors.
Mr. Si oN. Did the directors show it to others who were prospec-

tive investors?
Mr. CASPERT. That I do not know.
Senator Btsi-i. Wasn't that the purpose of the document?
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Senator BusH. What was the purpose of it?
Mr. CASPErT. I don't recall that document clearly. I don't remem-

ber what that was. I know we got to get a prospectus for ourselves.
Mr. SIXON. Mr. Caspert, did you ever show this document to a

man named Parmet?
Mr. CASPERT. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You know Parmet?
Mr. CASPERT. I do.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you absolutely certain you never showed it to

Parmet?
Mr. CAspERT. I am quite sure.
Mr. SI:MON. But not absolutely certain?
Mr. CASPERT. I wouldn't say -1 am absolutely certain; no.
Mr. SImoN. You just don't think you did; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't think I did.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you ever show it to a man named Lovell?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't think so; no.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know a man named Lovell, or Lowell?

- "-u ~ p
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Mr. (1,AS PERT. Lovell. I met him twice.
AIr. SIroN.. What is his first name ?

Mr. (ASPERT. Jack.
Mr. SuMroN. Ion never showed it. to him ?

Itr. ('ASPERT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMr N. You are not certain?
MNr. CASPERT. I am not certain.
Mr. SINroN. If there is any possibility you showed it to Parmet or

Lovell, then you would have had to have a copy in your possession,
wouldn't you?

Mr. CAS PERT. I may have.
Mr. SiroNsT. You may have had a. copy?
Ml'. ('ASPERT. I mean if I showed it to Lovell or Parmet, I may

have had a copy. I don't recollect.
Afr. SInioN. You don't recall whether you had a copy?
Mr. ( SPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIroN. Do you recall what. this document showed as to the

manner in which profits were going to be nade and the amount of
the profits?

ir. ( .ASPERT. It showed tle present operation, I believe-what
ioiievs there would be in this present operation and how it would be
ex1)elide(l toward expense.

Mr. SIM1. Didn't it also show what profit was contemplated or
hopd for on the investment that was required?

I. CASPERT. I don't recollect.
Mr. SIMON. Where could we get a copy of this document?
Mr. ('.\SPERzT. That I don't know.
Mr. ROSN.MANT. Mr. Simon, if I may interpolate here, I have made

inquiry here since you just mentioned the document. It was not men-
tioned at any of the private hearings. I am informed by the people
here that they never heard of such document and that there is none.
If you have a copy, we would be glad to identify it.

Mr. S.ItON. Judge, all I can say to you is that we asked every stock-
holder, as you know, what conversations there were about prospec-
tive profits.

M!. R0SENINMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIiMoN. As you know, many of then, or most of them, said that

there never was any discussion about profit, but a few of them have
testified under oath that there was such discussion, and have referred
to this document. I get the impression from Mr. Caspert's testimony
this morning

Mr. PROSENMAN. My recollection is different, Mr. Simon. I don't
think there was any mention of this document by any of the witnesses
at any of tle private hearings, and I tell you I heard about it for the
first time this morning.

Mr. S I ON. I can only say, Judge--
Mr. RosENxMArN. Unless you mean the city brochure.
M111% SIMON. No, sir; I definitely do not mean the city brochure. I

ni), 1ti a docimnent which we have been told under oath was prepared
by Mr. Landau, was two pages long, and I get. the impression from
tlr.. ('is)ert that he. knows what we are talking about, and it was
testified to by witnesses who were not represented by your firm.

All. ROSENMAN. Can you give us the name of the witness? Maybe
We cin track it (lw, that way, if there is such a document.
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Mr. SiMoN. The committee has always had the rule that they don't
disclose what goes on in executive sessions.

Mr. ROs NMAN. I merely want to be helpful in tracking it down.
I heard about it for the first time this' morning.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Caspert convinces me it exists from his own
answers.

May we go on, Mr. Caspert? I gather Mr. Olnick may be looking
for it?

Mr. CASPERT. No; Mr. Olnick knows nothing about it.
Mr. RoSENMAN. The record should show Ar. Olnick came up and

consulted.
Mr. SIMON. Is Mr. Landau available; do you know?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know. I got back. I heard you wanted me

here and I came back to the country.
Mr. SIMON. For which we are grateful. You don't know whether

Mr. Landau is here and available?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Should the record accurately show, Mr. Caspert, that

none of these investors ever asked, and were never told, how much
they might possibly make out of this project, and none of them ever
inquired as to what they might possibly make out of the project?

Mr. CASPE.RT. What investors do you mean, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. I mean all the people who invested money in the

project.
Mr. CASPERT. I can only talk for people who invested with me.
Mr. SIMON. You said a moment ago you brought Feibush in and

you brought Landau in. Didn't you talk to other people?
Mr. CASPERT. Those are the people I spoke to.
Mr. SIMON. You have a number of other people you brought in,

your son, your wife, Tod, Parmet and a whole number of them.
Mr. CASPERT. I didn't bring those in. Parmet brought in Arrut,

his son-in-law, and Parmet brought in 2 or 3 people of his own. I
only brought in, in my group, I brought in Parmet and Leo Vivack.

Mr. SIMON. Did they ever ask you about what they might make
out of this investment?

Mr. CASPERT. They did.
Mr. SIMON. What did you tell them?
Mr. CASPERT. I told them the same as I told Mr. Feibush and Mr.

Landau, that there would be a possible capital gain, and an operating
profit.

Mr. CASPERT. Was there any discussion as to what the possible cap-
ital gain might be, or what the possible operating profit might be?

Mr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. SIMON. What was the discussion?
Mr. CASPERT.. don't recall exactly.
Mr. SIMON. What is your best recollection of what discussion was?
Mr. CASPERT. If we would build these apartments-I forget the fig-

ure what they would cost us-and if we sold them at a certain percent
times the rent that the buildings would be worth so many dollars and
from there, if it was sold at that there would be a capital gain from
the cost to the selling price.

Mr. SI-MON. Of course, that is a matter of the tax laws but Was
there any discussions as to how much you might possibly make 0ut
of it?
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Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember that.
,mr. SIMON. If a man invests a thousand dollars in a project, I

take it he would be interested in knowing whether he might make
a profit of $500 or he might make a profit of $50,000.

Mr. ('ASPERT. He may have, but what they are mostly interested in,
was that in the brochure, it showed them that there would be a poten-
tial profit of about 7 percent on their investment.

Senator BUSH. 'Was that annually, a return of 7 percent?
Mr. CASPERr. Yes, sir.
Senator BUsiI. An annual return in the form of dividends?
Mr. CASPERT. It wouldn't. be dividends. That is their investment,

over the entire period they would made about 7 percent annually.
Mr. SIMON. What document shows that?
Mr. CASPERT. The brochure which was gotten up by the city of

New York.
M[r. SI-MN. Was that thie ,nly reference made in your conversations

among yourselves as to prospective profit?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe so. That has the entire figure. I believe

that is the only document that I can remember.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you give-did you or Manhattantown give a note

to any of these investors?
Mi. CASPERT. I personally gave a note to people of my group.
Mr. SIMON. For the amount of money they put up?
Mr. CASPERT. For the amount of their investment-for the amount

that they loaned the corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. Let's get that straightened out and come back. As I

understand what happened here, your group picked a six-block
area'

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the area is bounded by 97th Street on the south

and 100th Street on the north, Central Park on the east and is it
Amsterdam on the west?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMUN. That i.s the six-block area?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SiMON. You people picked out the area and went to the city

and negotiated this arrangement?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the city condemned the land at a cost to the city

of roughly $151/2 million'?
Mr. CASPERT. That was the final acquisition cost. At that time I

think it was about $11 million.
Mr. SIMON. Contemplated, but it finally cost the city $151/2 million?
Mrl. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The contract that the city entered into with Manhattan-
wn, Inc., in May of 1952, provided that the city would sell the

land to Manhattantown for roughly $4 million-about $4,200,000.
Mr. CASPERT. $3,200,000.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't there approximately $1 million taken off as

the cost of demolition?
Mr. CASr.RT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the net price was about $3,150,000?
Mr. CASPRT. That is right.
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Mr. SIxoN. But that figure was reached by saying that the value
of the land was roughly $4,150,000 -

Mr. CASPERT. When the land would be cleared.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, and it would cost you $1 million to demolish the

buildings, and therefore they would sell you for $3,150,000, the land,
with your agreement to relocate the people, and demolish the build.
ings?

Mr. CASPERT. That is absolutely correct.
Mr. SImoN. The $1 million credit was for the cost of relocation

- and demolition?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Of the $3,150,000 that you were to pay the city, approxi-

mately $1 million was paid in cash?
Mr. CASPERT. I think $1,100,000.
Mr. SIM ON. $1,100,000 paid in cash?
Mr. CASPERT. There were some-odd dollars.
Mr. SIMON. And $2,000,000 or $2,050,000 was due 4 years later?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And of the $1,150,000 cash that was to be paid the city,

$850,000 was acquired by Manhattan town through loans?
Mr. CASPERT. From their stockholders.
Mr. SIMON. From their stockholders, Manhattantown, Inc., bor-

rowed $850,000?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then it sold to their stockholders $250,000 of stock, is

that right?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SrMoN. And the $250,000 that Manhattantown got from the

sale of stock plus the $850,090 it got from the loans, it paid to the city
as what. you might call the down payment?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then the contract provided that within 4 years-I am

getting ahead of myself-that there was first a sale, an auction, where
anybody had the right to outbid you?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And nobody did, and on August 29. 1952, you became-

by "you," I mean your company-the owner of the project?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then the contract provided that you had 4 years within

which to relocate the tenants, demolish the buildings, an'd build new
structures, is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. It also provided that during the 4-year period, YOU'

were to manage the property, collect the rents, and pa* the demolition
expenses, and you were allowed, first., 5 percent interest on the moneys
you had put up, and an item or two items of 10 percent, one for profit,
one for risk, if there was a profit out of the venture?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid the city 5 percent interest on the $f

million it still had coming?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right. Let me say this: Where you say that

we were entitled to collect the rent, we also assumed the obligation to
maintain each and every building and every apartment, including full
taxes, real-estate taxes, everything.
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Mr. SIMON. When you say "we" you mean the corporation?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. With that preface, if I may go back: There is a bro-

chure prepared, or at least put out by the city of New York about this
property which Judge Rosenman holds in his hand, and is that the
document that you referred to that talks about 7 percent interest?

Mr. CASPERT. 7.3 percent.
Mr. SIMON. That is the city's document?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Going back, was there any document prepared, a 2-page

document that I refer to-it might have been 3 pages, but I am told 2-
prepared by Landau, which was circulated only among your ownl
people, prospective investors, telling them what they might make out
of this project?

Mr. (ASPEIT. Not that I can remember.
Mr. SIMON. But. you are not prepared to say there was no such

document, is that right .
Mr. CASPERT. I would say not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Are you still unprepared to say whether you showed it

to Parmet and whether you showed it to Lovell?
Mr. CASPERT. I am prepared to say I don't remember showing them

any such document, outside of the brochure.
Mr. SIMON. The thing I am puzzled about, Mr. Caspert, you were the

originator of this idea, and 1 of the 2 or 3 principal motivating factors
in the thing and I just don't understand why you don't recall whether
there was such a document.

Mr. CASPERr. I just don't recall it. I don't know why, but I don't
recall anything like that outside the brochure because we lived with
the brochure.

Mr. SIMON. As you know, we have been trying for months to find
out how you people contemplated making money out of it. This
document would be the answer to all those questions if we could
find it.

Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Simon, I think this brochure is a complete answer
to what you are trying to find out, because the 7.3 interest return on
your investment I think is very good.

Mr. SIMON. That is the document which tle city of New York
prepared and which.was available to anybody who wanted a copy
of it ?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SrmON. A man from the street could walk in and get a copy?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What I am inquiring about is a typewritten document,

not a printed document which was prepared for investors which I
am told and I haven't seen it, but it is quite a different story.

Mr. CASPERT. I don't recollect.
Mr. SimoN. But you are not prepared to say that it does not exist?
Mr. CspERT. To my knowledge there is none exists.
Hr. SIMON. And you are not certain whether you showed it to

LOvell and Parmet?
Mr. CASPERT. I am quite sure. I did not show them.
Mr. SIMON. You are not prepared to say under oath you did not

show it to them ?
MKr. CASPERT. No. I would not say that.

5 0690-54--pt. 4-26
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Mr. SIMON. The city paid $15,385,784 for the condemned land, is
that right?

Mr. tspr. I believe that is correct. I wouldn't have those
figures.

Mr. SIMON. And the amount of the city's appraisal of the land, after
it acquired it, was $4,157,370, is that correct?Mr. CASPERT. I don't get that question.

Mr. SIMON. I am sorry-
Mr. CASPERT. I did not get that question.
Mr. SIMON. I don't thin]c there is any dispute about these figures.
Mr. CASPFRT. I wouldn't know the figures. Those are the city figures.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ferman testified that the city paid for the land in

this 6-block area, $15,385,784.
Mr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. ROSENMAN. If those were the figures given you at the private

hearing by us they are correct.
Mr. %IMON. That is right. At the same time-this is on page 1448

of the record, Mr. Parmet said that the city appraisal of the land-
bear in mind the $151/2 million was what they had to pay for the
land and buildings, and the city's appraisal of the land without the
buildings was $4,157,370.

Mr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. SIMON. Then the city sold the land to you people, to Manhattan-

town, for $3,108,711, is that correct?
Mr. CAsPramr. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And of that amount, you paid in cash $1,087,350, and

agreed to pay $2,019,361 originally within 6 months of the sale, and
that was later extended to the duration of the contract.

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. ROSENMAN. In this question you overlooked the obligation to

demolish and relocate?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. The contract required you to demolish and re-

locate and the credit of $1,050,000 between the sale price and the city's
valuation was to adjust, or compensate you for the cost of relocation
and demolition.

Mr. CASPERT. That is absolutely right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the difference between the amount of money the

city would get for this property, and the amount of money that it
cost it, which is roughly $12 million, is under the law borne two-
thirds by the Federal Government, and one-third by the city of New
York?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. So that the Federal Government has contributed or

has obligated to contribute roughly $8 million for the clearance of
this 6-block area?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the contract r6quired you to relocate the tenants,

demolish the buildings, and build the new buildings within 4 years,
is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And as of the moment, you are substantially behind

schedule, is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SimoN. Not to your knowledge?
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Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SIMoN. It has now been a little over 2 years since the contract

was signed, is that right?
1r. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. Siu~oN. So half of the 4-year period has gone by?
1Mr. CASrERT. That is correct.

Mr. SIMON. Has any activity been undertaken in constructing new
buildings?

Mr. CASPERT. No. We are only at the demolition period.
Mr. SIMON. How much of the demolition has taken place?
Mr. CASPERT. I would say one-sixth is already demolished.
Mr. SIMON. One-sixth?
Mr. CASPERT. One-sixth of the entire area.
Mr. SIMON. About 16 percent?
Mr. CASpERT. That is right.
Mr. SImON. So that in 2 years you have demolished 16 percent of

the structures existing when you took over, and have done nothing in
construction of the new buildings, is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct. Of course, there were plenty of
obstacles in our way.

Mr. SIMON. The contract required not only that all buildings be
demolished in 4 years, but the new ones be built; 4 years for demolish-
in all the old buildings and building the new ones, is that right?

Vr. CASPERT. We also had a provision in the contract for unfore-
seen circumstances. It may be prolonged a certain length of time.
I don't know how long.

Mr. SnLIoN. What unforeseen circumstances arose?
Mr. CASPERT. Well, I will tell you this-
Mr. SIMoN. The unforeseen ones.
Mr. CASPERT. The unforeseen ones: The unforeseen one, and in all

due respect to the committe, the committee is one, this committee.
Mr. SIMON. That delayed the demolition of the old buildings?
Mr. CASPE RT. That delayed the entire operation for 5 months.
Mr. SIMON. Were you up to schedule before this committee inquired

into the project?
Mr. CASPERT. I will explain that also.
Mr. SIMON. Were you?
Mr. CASpIERT. I would say we were a little behind, not too much,

aid that was due to the fact-
Mr. Sio.N. Now wait a minute. I want to get your conception

of "a little." Under the program, you are supposed to have completed
the demolition of all the buildings, except the store buildings, by
the end of October this year, is that right?

Mr. (ASERr. I didn't get that. Wat was that?
Mr. SIMow. Under the program of the city of New York, for the

clearance of this project, you were to have demolished all the build-
ings, other than the store buildings in area 5, by the end of October
of this year?

Mr. (CASpRT. Well, if that is what the scale shows.
Mr. SIMON. That is what the scale shows. The scale shows that

by October this year, everything except the store buildings was to
have been demolished. The fact is that in many of the areas you
haven't even started demolition; isn't that true?

Mr. CASP.ERT. Well, the buildings were vacant.
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Mr. SIMON. In areas 10, 11, and 12, demolition has not started,
has it?

Mr. CASPERT. No, not 10, 11, and 12.
Mr. SIMON. And under the contract you were supposed to have

finished demolition of those areas by August of this year, is that
rirht?

N r. CASPFRT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you tell me
Mi. CASPERT. But there were obstacles in the way.
Mr. SIMON. Do you tell me if the committee hadn't inquired into this

project in August, and that is when we looked into it, that you would
have completed the demolition by August?

Mr. CASPERT. We would have been done with another sixth of the
area, which would give us one-third.

Mr. SIMON. We were supposed to have completed the demolition of
area 6 in June of this year. That was before we started.

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You haven't even started the demolition as of today,

isn't that right?
Mr. CASPERT. I want to explain that, sir. When we took over this

property on August 29, it was one of the first title I's that was under-
taken and it was quite a task. We dildnt know whether we were
going to acquire the property on August 29 because it was put up for
auction. The first thing that we faced was violations on the build-
ings, way back into 1936 and 1937, hazard violations that had to be
removed or else the corporation and its officers would be criminally
responsible for any fatality that may have arisen there.

Mr. SIMON. Nothing unforeseen about that, is there?
Mr. CASPERT. It was as far as we were concerned because we didn't

go to look into the record before we knew we owned the property.
That would cost a fortune to do that.

Mr. SIMON. You signed a contract in May of 1952, is that right?
Mr. CASPFRT. We signed a contract to bid on August 29.
Mr. SIMON. You said you didn't even examine the properties until

August.
Mr. CASPFRT. Not physically, just walked through the area;,that

would cost thousands of dollars to do that.
Mr. SIMON. As a matter of fact, Mr. Caspert, didn't you have your

office in this block?
Mr. CASPERT. I did, just as city marshal. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. How long had you had your office in that area?
Mr. CASPERT. Well, between the office and my furniture store, I

have been there since 1936.
Mr. SIMON. In this very block?
Mr. CASPERT. Right in this area.
Mr. SIMON. In this very block?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So you knew something about the area?
Mr. CASPERT. I only knew my store or my office, but I never had

any access to any apartment house.
Mr. SIMON. What else delayed you?
Mr. CASPERT. That delay alone there was 'it least 6 months,; Coln-

piling statistics on each and every tenant. There were approximatelY
3,600 or 3,800 individual prime tenants in this area.
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Mr. SiM N. Was that an unforeseen requirement?
Mh%. CASPr'r. Sure, it was.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't think you would have to do that?
M[r. CASPERT. We didn't think we would have to comply with the

temporary housing commission, we didn't think we would have to
(0mply with the board of health, the fire department, police depart-
inent, smoke, air pollution, everything came on top of uis at that time.

.M1r. SiMon. Didn't the contract require you to operate the property ?
Mr. CASPERT. It (lid.
Mr. SIfoN. Did you think you were going to be exempt from all

the city laws in operating it?
M'. CASPERT. We thought we would have the same privilege that

ifi municipality was going to demolish buildings, they don't do any-
thing at all as far as buildings are concerned. We had to paint apart-
ments even.

Mi. Sixio.N. Yonir contract required yon to comply with city laws?
Mr. ('.sPErW. Yes. Those were unforeseen things as far as we were

concern ed.
Mr. SImoN. How could you say it, was unforeseen when it was in

the contract you had to do this?
Mr. ('.\spEIr. It didn't tell us we had to comply with the building

department.
M. SIMON.t. said you had to comply with city laws?
Mr. C;\sPEirw. Tlhat'is right. We didn't know on a search that we

were stuck with 1936 and 1937 hazardous violations that the former
owners knew that this area was going to be condemned, didn't spend
a nickel on their houses and let them deteriorate and lhere we had
hniman beings, ve'y fine people, although they may be poor, there were
a fine class of people living there.

Mr. SM I)N. Youi learned that after the sale ?
Mr. (' SPERT. That is right.
Mr. SION. You didn't know that before the sale?
Ur. CASPERT. No, sir.
M[r. SiON. You didn't know they were. fine people?
Mr. CASPERT. We knew they were fine people. That is why I stayed

in the area.
Mr. S, ,N. Didn't you know there were city laws about building

conditions?
Mr. ('AsPERT. That is right. I didn't. know they went back to 1936.
Mr. SIAToN. I would assume that they went back to the beginning of

the incorporation of the city of New York.
Mr. ClAsprT. No. I know that I owned buildings outside this area,

and I know when I get a hazardous violation I must take care of it
immediately.

Mr. SvfON. "We can agree that under the schedule set up by the
citY, which I hold in my hand, demolition was to have been completed
bY the end of this month, and that as of now you have completed ap-
proximately one-sixth of the demolition; is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. One-sixth and one-sixth is ready 7or demolition, but
the demolition contractors are staying away from us due to the fact
thatthey were called in and questioned. They don't even want to come
near the place.

fMr. SIMON. You have demolished one-sixth, and the schedule called
for completing the demolition by the end of this month?
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Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SI ON. Also, nothing has been done physically toward con.

structing any new buildings?
Mr. CASPERT. Not at the present time.
Mr. SIMON. Now the contract provided that you might have a rental

agent to manage the property; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. ROSEMAN. Mr. Simon, if I may interrupt, lie was explaining tile

circumstances of delay, and you got off on this other subject.
Mr. SIMON. Were there any other circumstances of delays'?
Mr. CASPERT. Well, that is the only ones I can remember.
Mr. SIMON. Those are the only ones you can remember?
Mr. ROSEMAN. May I ask you to ask him about relocation of

tenants?
Mr.' SIMON. I take it the difficulties of relocating tenants were not

unforeseen, were they, or were they?
Mr. CASPERT. I wouldn't say they were unforeseen, but it was quite

a difficult task, and we of New York here have. this temporary State
rent commission that when you want to have a tenant removed, you
must wait a certain length of time. You must give out your demolition
contract.

Mr. SIMON. When were the city ordnances passed?
Mr. CASPE RT. Several years ago. Quite some time ago. During

the war.
Mr. SIMON. You knew that when you signed the contract?
Mr. CASPERT. We didn't know it. We thought we would have the

same rights as a municipality. WThen they take over the property,
they remove their people very fast, and they don't have to comply with
any of the laws of the city or State or Federal Government.

Mr. SIMON. There is nothing in the contract-
Mr. CASPERT. That is something we didn't know.
Mr. SIwON. The contract is to the contrary; isn't it?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you read the contract?
Mr. CASPERT. I did.
Mr. SIMON. If you read it, was it because you didn't understand

what it said?
Mr. CASPERT. I didn't foresee what could happen.
Mr. SIMON. Of course, you did have most able counsel in preparing

the contract; didn't you?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe we did, sir.
Mr. SnoN. Is there anything else that we should ask, Judge?
Mr. ROSENMAN. I would suggest you ask him about delays in

obtaining financing with the legislation about FHA., and so forth.
Mr. SIMON. I intend to go into the financing at some length.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Delays in financing would explain delays in actual

construction.
Mr. SIMON. We have nothing in delays in demolition of the old

buildings.
The contract provided you could have a naiagement firm to Iutiiage

the property but they had to be approved by the city of New Yorkl
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIawoN. Did you know that the reason that the contract pro-
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vided that, the management firm had to be approved by the city was
that the Federal Government had insisted on that provision?.

Mr. CASPrT. That is corTect.
M'. SIMON. After the project came into being, did you pick the

managenleflt firm'?
Mr. CASPERT. We did.
Mr. SIMoN. Who was the management firm?
Mr. CASPERT. John L. Hennessy.
Mr. SI ON. And you asked the city of New York to approve John

L. Heiiiessy & Co. as the management agentV
Mr. CASPERT. We did.
Mr. SIMON. And they did?
M'. CASPERT. They did.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Verman testified in Washington that the manage-

ment agent was John L. Hennessy or John L. Hennessy & Co., and
the city of New York was asked to approve John L. Hennessy Co.
for the management. The fact is, isn't it, Mr. Caspert, that John L.
Helnessy & Co. were never the managers of this property?

Mr. CASPERTR. That is not correct..
Air. S.mON. Isn't it a fact that a partnership was formed called

John L. Hennessy Co., Manhattantown division, in which Mr. Hen-
nessy had only a 10-percent interest, and the other interest was held
by you and Ferinan and the rest of the sponsors here?

Mr. CASPERT. I have no interest.
Mr. SIMON. I don't mean you personally, but Hennessy had 10 per-

cent, his son-
Mr. CASPERT. That I don't know. His individual company I have

no knowledge.
Mr. SIxoN. Isn't it a fact that the management firm that ran this

pi'Operty was not John L. Hennessy & Co., the well-known real-estate
rm, but was a different company, composed of a partnership in which

Hennessy had only a 10-percent interest, his son a 5-percent interest,
and the other 85 percent held by stockholders of this Manhattantown
project ?Mr. CAsPER'w. Not that I know of. I don't know what he had in
the company.

Mr. SIMON. You don't even know that today?
Mr. CASPERT. I do know there are a Couple of people that were

investors in Manhattantown that were in the company. I don't know
all of them.

Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this: You do know, don't you, that the
firm which manages this property is John L. Hennessy Co., Man-
hattantown division?

Mr. CASPERT. That. is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And that that is a wholly separate business from the

John L. Hennessy Co. real-estate business that Mr. Hennessy runs?
Mr. CASPERT. I assumed it was only a subsidiary of his original

company.
Mr. SIMON. Of the original company, Hennessy and his son own

the whole company; you know that, don't you?
Mr. CASPEAT. 14o, I don't.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know anybody else who has any interest in it?
Mr. CASPERT. No; I don't
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know, they own the whole company?
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Mr. CASIERT. I wouldn't say. I don't know who is inthat company,
Mr. SIjMo.N Do you know whether Jack Ferman is a partner in tle

Hennessy real-estate business?
Mr. CASPE.RT. In the Manhattantown division?
Mr. SimeoN. No; Hennessy's own real-estate business.
Mr. CASPERT. I know they do business together.
Mr. SIMON. Is he a partner in that business?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Is Olnick a partner in Hennessy's real-estate company?
Mr. CASPERT. I do not know.
Mr. SIXON. What about your son? Do you know anything about

his business affairs?
Mr. CASPERT. My son?
Mr. SivrON. Yes.
Mr. CASPERT. Surely.
Mr. SIMON. Is he a partner of Hennessy in his real-estate business?
Mr. CASPERT. In his original real-estate business; no.
Mr. SIMON. In his real-estate business?
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SIMON. But he is a partner in this John L. Hennessy Co., Man-

hattantown division; isn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. He is.
Mr. SIxoN. How much does he own?
Mr. CASPERT. He don't any. I don't think he owns any of that.

What he done, he worked for John L. Hennessy.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't he a partner also?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't think he is.
Mr. SIxoN. Do you know?
Mr. CASPERT. I am quite sure he is not.
Mr. SIMON. Well, now, we are told that, there is a partnership that

runs this property, a real-estate partnership under the name of John
L. iennessy Co., Manhattantown division. We are told that it is a
partnership; that Mr. Hennessy owns 10 percent, Mr. Hennessy's son
5 percent, Jack Ferman 35 percent, Robert Olnick 25 percent, and that
the remaining 25 percent is owned by Millstein, Feibush, and your
son- is that wrong?

Mr. CASPERT. No. If that is what you have, it is correct, but I don't
remember.

Mr. SIMON. You didn't remember that?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then this is a different company, isn't it, from the one

that Hennessy runs in his own real-estate business and which the city
approved as the manager of this, property?

Mr. CASPERT. Mr. Simon, I do not know who is in Hennessy Co.,
the other company you are talking about. I haven't the least idea,
but I do know my son is not in that company.

Mr. SIoMN. And you do know that Ferman and Olnick and Millsteil
and Feibush are not in the company?

Mr. CASPERT. I do not 'know that. Excuse me. I knew Feibush
was not.

Mr. SIMON. Is there any doubt in your mind but what Ferman and
Olnick are not partners of Hennessy in his regular real-estate business?

Mr. CAS 'ERT. I don't know. I know they all do business together.
I don't know whether they are' partners in the business but they do
individual business, I presume.
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Mr. SDioN. You really say you can't tell us?
ir. CASPERTr. That is the honest. truth under oath, that I do not

know who is in Hennessy Co.
Mr. SIMON. Senator, nmay we dig'ess just long enough to ask Mr.

Olnick if he is a partner in the otler Hennessy Co.. Are you a
partner in the lennessy real-estate business?

Mr. OLNICK. You are talking about the other John L. Hennessy
Co.? i an not a partner in that business but I do own real estate with
Mr. Joln L. Hennessy.

Mr. Su)foN. You are not a partner of John L. Hennessy Real Estate
Co.?

Mr. OLNICK. NO.
Mr. SIMON. You are a partner to the tune of 221/2 percent in the

Mainhattantown division?
Mr. OLINICK. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. He is not a partner of Helnessy's regular real-estate

business'?
Mir. OLNICK. I don't believe he is.
Mr. SInroN. You do know, I take it, Mr. ('aspert, it. was the John

L. Hennessy Co. and not John L. Hennessy Manhattantown division
that was the company the city approved as the management agent; is
that right?

Mr. (ASPER'r. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. Now the management agent, this Manhattantown divi-

sion, Hennessy Co., collects 5 percent of the gross rents; is that right?
Mr. CASPER'r. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIM[N. And-that has amounted to about $153,000 so far,

hasn't it ?
.M. (M.ASPERT. I believe; if that is what the record shows, that is

correct.
Mr. SiMoN. And of that money, approximately $119,000 has been

paid out to the stockholders of Malihattantown, whom I just read, as
partners in that Manhattantown division, Hennessy Co. ?

Mr. (XAsIEwr. I don't know if they were stockholders, unless the
record shows as such.

Mr. SIMON. What about your son, Herbert Caspert; is he a stock-
holder in Manhattantown?

.r. CASPERT. Yes.

Mr. SILMON. Through you?
Mr. (CA'sePEr. Through me.
Mr. SjON. -He got $4,241 out of the Hennessy Co., Manhattantown

division, didn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. That is not, correct. Mv son earned $101 for 2 years.
Mr. SnIoN. I am not talking about what he earned. I am talking-

aboutt what was paid as his share of the partnership income of this
so-called Hennessy Co.

Mr. CASPERT. He may have drawn the money on account, but
there is a. loss, I believe-I don't remember correctly, but the records
would show, where my son earned $101 over a period of 2. years.

Mr. SIMON. Do you deny he waspaid $4,241.92 out of that Hennessy
Manhattantown Division partnership?

Mr. CASPERT. I don't think he was paid it. I think he drew it.
Mr. SIMON. He drew it?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
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Mr. SioM. He got the money, in any event ?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That was a part of $119,584.82 that was divided b,

tween Ferman, Olnick, the two Hennessy's, Millstein, your son, Fei.
bush, and his wife?

Mr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. SIMON. All right. Now, this Hennessy Manhattantown Di.

vision that was supposed to be the real-estate managers here; how
many employees did they have?

Mr. CA SPERT. I don't remember, but I do know that
Mr. SiMoN. Did they have two employees?
Mr. CASPERT. That Manhattantown charged them besides 'their

regular payroll. I think Manhattantown charged the real-estate
company $1,000 a month for expenses that may have been inter.
mingled there because it was a close operation.

Mr. SIMoN. What you are saying there, if I understand you, is that
Manhattantown hired Hennessy to manage the property?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. Simow. And then Manhattantown did at least part of Hen-

nessy's work, if not most of it?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SImow. For which Hennessy then paid $1,000 a month back?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SI o N. Isn't it also a fact that that $1,000 a, month deal was

arranged only after the Government investigated this property, and
was then arranged retroactively?

Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SIxoN. Are you certain of that?
Mr. CASPERT. Certain of that. There was discussion for years.
Mr. SiLON. Regardless of the discussions, which, of course, are a

matter between yourselves, when was the first book entry made on
that $1,000 a month?

Mr. CASPERT. I do not know, because I am not a bookkeeper or
accountant.

Mr. SIMoN. If I told you the first book entry was made on March
29, 1954, would say that was wrong?

Mr. CASPERT. No. I won't say it is wrong if that is the book
entry.

Mr. SIMoN. The book entry, then, did that retroactively for 21
months?

Mr. CAsPEUT. That may be.
Mr. SIMoN. By paying $21,000, March 29, 19541
Mr. CASPERT. That may have been.
Mr. SioM. That may have been?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoNv. As a matter of fact, I am told it was.
Mr. CASPERT. If that is the record, that is what it is.
Mr. SImoN. And March 29 was shortly after investigators from

HHFA came up here to check the project?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember exactly when they came in but it was

around that time.
Mr. SIMoN. I am told it is exactly the same date; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. It is possible.

U I
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Mr. SIMON. Now did the Manhattantown enter into a contract with
Ferman, called Ferman Builders, to do some construction work?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMo N. And how many-what is the work that Ferman Builders

is supposed to do?
Mr. CASPERT. Well, they are supposed to supervise the entire con-

struction of the new project, the new buildings.
Mr. SIMON. That hasn't started yet?
Mit. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SIMON. What else is Ferman Builders supposed to do?
Mr. CASPERT. They were also supposed to take care of the prelimi-

nary work with the city departments as to relocating water mains, and
all untilities, and taking care of their demolition contracts, and so
forth.

Mr. SIMON. Without going into the details, the contract provides for
a great number of duties to be performed by Ferman Builders, a lot of
work; is that rights

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. Si,-ioN. For that, Iberman Builders is paid $25,000 a year, or

$2,080 a month; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. Until the time of actual construction starts.
Mr. SIMON. Then it goes up?
Mr. CASPERT. Then it goes up, but not to exceed the sum of the

entire project, $275,000.
Mr. SIMON. And at this time, though, Ferman Builders gets $25,000

a year, and so far has gotten about $42,000?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. That is correct?

*Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. How many employees does Ferman Builders have?
Mr. CASPERT. That I can't tell you, but I know they run an office of

four rooms.
Mr. SIMON. Are you sure of that?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SITNION. Isn't that Jack Ferman's own office?
Mr. CASPERT. That is where Ferman Builders are.
Mr. SIMoN. They happen to occupy or be located there?
Mr. CASPERT. No. I think Ferman Builders office, and occupies a

desk there.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain of that?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe so. I don't know their setup.
Mr. SimoN. Does Ferman Builders pay any part of the rent?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know.
Mr.,SiMON. Do you know how many employees Ferman Builders

hasq
Mr. CASPERT. I see a couple of girls down there when I go down there.'
Mr. SioN. Would you be surprised if I told you that the only

employees the Ferman Builders had were Jack Ferman and his
secretary'?

Mr. CASPERT. I would be surprised.
Mr. SIMoN. You would be?
Mr. CASPEIRT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is actually what the record shows. They are the

01ly two employees.
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Mr. RosENMAN. Which record do you mean'
Mr. SIMoN. Their own books. And I mi'ht add that the eheek,

their checkbook and their disbursements show that the only two
people who have ever received any money are Mr. Ferman and his
secretary. And his secretary has also been on the Manhattantown
payroll, hasn't she?

Mr. CASPERT. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a girl named Lillian AgerV
Mr. CASPERT. I do.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't she Ferman's secretary?
Mr. CASPF-RT. She is.
Mr. SIMON. Hasint she been on the Manhattantown payroll?
Mr. CASPiERT. Not to my knowledge. Maybe in the beginning, we

had so many people on there. This was a colossal job, the first of its
kind, and we got together as many people as we could the first few
months.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether Lillian Ager was on the Mail.
hattantown payroll?

Mr. CASPERT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You know she is Ferman's secretary?
Mr. CASPERT. I do know.
Mr. SIMON. Your canceled checks show she got $1,307.(34.
Mr. CASPERT. She must have been on the payroll.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether she was also on Fernan Builders

payroll at the same time?
Mr. CASPERT. I do not.
Mr. SIMoN. Going back to this Mauhattantown Division
Mr. CASPERT. Let me say on Ferinan, as the work progressed, lie

was supposed to supply lots and lots of help there, as engineers, and
so forth.

Mr. SIMoN. But so far, he has gotten $42,000 and the only employees
of the company are Ferman and his secretary 2

Al'. CASPERT. That is news to me.
Mr. SIMON. Now going back to the Heinessy, Malahattautown

Division Co.; what employees does it have?
Mr. CASPERT. I knew they had agents.
Mr. SIRON. What are the names of then? lat are on their pay

roll as distinguished
Mr. CASPERT. I don't. know. The record would show that. What-

ever it is, I would be glad to give you the names.
Mr. SINION. We could find only two people on the payroll of Hen-

nessy at the present time and everything else
Mr. CASPERT. At the present time
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. CAkSPERT. That may be because there were a whole lot more

agents in the beginning.
Mr. SIMON. At the present time Hennessy is getting 5 percent of

the rents; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, but the rent went down so. considerably now, it is

practically half what it was originally.
Mr. SIMON. At the present time, the expenses of the Hennessy Co.

are 20 or 25 percent of its income.
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know too much about the operations of the
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H1einnessy department, Hennessy account, because that is his own com-
pany and I have nothing to do with it.

Mr. SIMON. This area, I take it, you know is larger than the Peter
Cooper Village?

Mr. (I'ASPERT. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't know that.
Jack Ferman is the president of this company, isn't he?
Mr. (ASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Does he have a father named Isadore Ferman?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. S1m1[N. What is his business?
Mr. CASPERT. A builder.
Mr. SIMoN. How long has he been in the building business?
Mr. (ASPERT. I heard of Ferman, I believe, away back in 1932.
Mr. SuuoN. His office is at the same suite of rooms at 1775 Broad-

wav?
Mlr. CASPERT. I believe so.
Mr. SIMoN. Is he on the payroll of Manhattantown?
,1. (,ASWERT. I believe he was.
Mr. SIMON. He got $9,800, didn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. He lives in California, doesn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Doesn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. No. He is in California only the last few months, but

he lived in New York for a long time. He has a daughter living in
California. He goes to visit her.

Mr. SIMON. Is there an A. Ferman?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SUNION. What does "A" stand for?
MI'. (ASPERT. I think Abraham.
M. SI O N. Is that Jack Ferman's brother?
111'. (ASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SItMoN. Is he on the payroll of Manhattantown?
MI'. CASPERT. He is our comptroller at Manhattantown.
Mr. SIMfON. And he has been paid $30,588?
Mr. (',ASPERT. For what period?
Mr. SION. To date.
Mr. CASPERT. To date. That may be.
Mir. SoioN. Are you on the payroll ?
11r. (ASPi'ERT. I am.
h'. SI.rON. You have received $37,600 to date?

Mr. CASPERT. That is rioht.
Mr. UIMON. Has your wife been on the payroll?
M11r. (ASPERT. No.

our.,S ON. Didn't se get $495 for something? Or is Clair Caspertyouir n piece
Mr. ( ASPERT. My niece.
Mr. SixON. She got $495?
Mr. C\SPERT. She was a stenographer, the first 7 weeks, I think, and

we let her go.
Mr. Siox. Is there an M. Todd?
Mr. (SP1ERT. That is right.
Mr. SI-MON. Is that your nephew?
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Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. He has been on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes. He was on the payroll for about 7 weeks, in the

beginning, the first 7 weeks of the project.
Mr. SIMON. Is it C. Parmet?
Mr. CASPERT. Parmet?
Mr. SImON. Parmet.
Mr. CASPERT. He is on the payroll.
Mr. SrMoN. Silver is another one of the stockholders?
Mr. CASPE-T. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. He is on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. $31,000?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. What is his business?
Mr. CASPERT. Real estate.
Mr. SIMON. Where is his office?
Mr. CASPERT. 1440 Broadway.
Mr. SIMON. Has he got an extensive real-estate business?
Mr. CASPERT. He has got quite a real-estate operation.
Mr. SIMoN. You have a reasonably extensive real-estate operation

yourself?
Mr. CASPERT. I wouldn't say extensive; moderate.
Mr. SimoN. Aren't you also running the Pratt Institute project?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIo. That is over in Brooklyn?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. That is another slum-clearance project?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Then Sol Leistner, he has a brother, does he, or a son, I.

Leistner?
Mr. CASPERT. That is his father, Isadore.
Mr. SIMON. Isadore is on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. He has been paid about $34,000?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, and in charge of management.
Mr. SIvofN. Then there is an I. Folkman; is he one of Leistners

people?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember him.
Mr. SIMoN. You wouldn't recall why he was on the payroll or why

he got some money?
Mr. CASPFRT. How much did he earn?
Mr. SImoN. I don't know how much he earned, but he was paid

$1,307. :

Mr. CASPERT. He may have been in the beginning when they or-
ganized the superintendents. There was about 150 to 200 superin-tendents to take care of these buildings.

Mr. SImoN. What about J. Millstein; what relation is he to him?
Mr. CASPERT. It may be his son. I don't know them.
Mr. SiMoN. Is he on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. Not unless the records show.
Mr. SIMoN. The record does show he was on the payroll.
Mr. CASPERT. Then he was on.
Mr. KESSLER. He is one of the stockholders?
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Mr. CAsPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What about Max Becker; was he on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe he was.
Mr. SIMoN. What did Max do?
Mr. CASPERT. If I remember correctly, Max was with the Kessler's,

and he took care of these violations that.I spoke about before. He
would be the contact man between the building and housing depart-
.ent and Mr. Kessler.

Mr. SIMON. He was actually working for Mr. Kessler; wasn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. No. He was inspecting and searching the violation

for Manhattantown, but he would givehis information to, I believe,
MIr. Kessler, who would give it to us.

Mr. SIMON. He got $17,000. Do you know whether he kept that
money?

Mr. CASPERT. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know what he did with the money ?
Mr. CASPERT. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You would be surprised, would you, if he didn't keep it?
Mr. CASPERT. I would or maybe not. There may be circumstances

attached that I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Mittman-was he on the payroll? I am sorry-Fei-

bush; was he on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. I think he was there for a short period.
Mr. SIMON. Landau had two people with him named Zimilus and

Weiss; is that correct?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SI ON. Were they each on the payroll?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe Zimilus was. I don't remember Weiss. If

it is on the record, he must have been on the payroll.
Mr. SIMON. They each got $8,300.
Mr. CASPERT. They were both on the payroll then.
Mr. SIMoN. Is there any reason, Mr. Caspert, why the amount of

money that various people got was in direct relation to the investment
they had in the company?

Mr. CASPERT. There is no such thing. It was only for services per-
formed.

Mr. SIMON. We find one case where there were two people, one of
them put in exactly twice as much as the other, and the man who put
in twice as much got paid exactly twice as much; is that just coin-
cidence?

Mr. CASPERT. That may be, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Just coincidence?
Mr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. SIMON. The total salaries paid to stockholders and their rela-

tives totals $221,000; is that about right?
Mr. CASPERT. For a period of 2 years; is that right?
Mr. SIMON. That is about right.
Mr. CASPERT. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have a nephew named Todd?
Mr. CASPERT. I do.
Mr. SIMON. Where does he work?
Mr. CASPERT. He works for his father-in-law in a children's cloth-

ifl store.
r. SIMON. What are his hours working for his f ather-in-law?
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Mr. CASPERT. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Nine to four?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe it is full time.
Mr. SixoN. Didn't he previously work for his own father!
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIo. What business is his father in?
Mr. CASPERT. His father has ladies specialty shops on 116th

Street.
Mr. SIMoN. What were his hours when he worked for his father!
Mr. CASPERT. His own hours, if I remember.
Mr. SIo. He said his hours were 9 to 4; would you say that is

wrong?
Mr. CASPEIRT. He was there 10 o'clock at night sometimes when he

used to keep the store open. He had his own hours. It was his own
father's business.

Mr. SimoN. The point I meant was he worked for his father 9 to 4
and I have no doubt later many times, and he came around to Man.
hattantown for a relatively few minutes after 4 o'clock.

Mr. CASPrRT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. He was on the payroll of Manhattantown?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, for 7 weeks. At that time we didn't realize what

we got into. It was such a colossal job we were glad to get anybody
come to help us, even, in the beginning.

Mr. SIoM. If they even only spent a few minutes after 4 o'clock?
Mr. CASPERT. I wouldn't say a few minutes. A lot of our group used

to stay there until 1 or 2 in the morning.Mr. SIMON. Todd got there after 4 o'clock?
Mr. CASPERT. That may have been. He may have spent 3 or 4 hours,

I don't know.
Mr. SimoN. You were the manager-you were the main man in

Apartment Equipment Rentals, weren't you?
Mr. CASPERT. What was the question.?
Mr. SIxox. Were you the main man behind Apartment Equipment

Rentals?
Mr. CASPERT. What do you mean "behind"?
Mr. SrIo. Were you the man who managed it, did the work?
Mr. CASPERT. I did most of of the work for them.
Mr. SixoN. You did most of the work?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. When was Apartment Equipment Rentals set tip?
Mr. CASPERT. Sometime in December of 1952.
Mr. SIxoN. And do you recall-Apartment Equipment Rentals

purchased the stoves and, iceboxes in this project and leased them to
Manhattantown; isn't that right?

Mr. CASPERT.Manhattantown purchased the personal property and
Apartment Equipment agoTeed to take over the purchase contract at
whatever price Manhattantown paid for it.

Mr. SimoN. Right.
Now Apartment Equipmnent Rentals was formed in December of

1952; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Do you know whether the first entry on the books Of

Apartment Equipment Rentals, was the receipt of $39,881.21 from
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Manhattantown for rent for this equipment during the period.from
August to December?

Mr. CASPFRT. That may be.
Mr. SImoN. So the very day they were organized, they got paid

$38,000 in back rent for this equipment; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. They assumed the responsibility from September 1,

when the responsibility was in effect, in 1952, and they were paid for
32 or 4 months.

Mr. SmioN. They were paid for 3 or 4 months rent before they
were even in existence?

Mr. CASPERT. Oh, no. The papers may have been drawn. It took
that long a time to formulate this contract, but Apartment Equipment
assumed the responsibility to maintain and purchase all this property
as of September 1, when the former owners would come in and claim
from that day on.

Mr. SIMoN. They agreed to that on December 16?
Mr. CASPERT. No. They agreed to it from September 1, until De-

cember 16, until they actually formulated.
Mr. SIMON. The agreement was signed on December 16?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That very day they got $38,000 in rents?
Mr. CASPFRT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. All of the equipment had only cost $33,000; is that

ri Iht?
ri9r. CASPERT. Yes, but there was a very big responsibility there.
Mir. SIMON. How big a responsibility ne
Mr. CASPERT. Half a million, three-quarters of a million dollars.
Mr. SIMON. Responsibility?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Caspert, that what happened is

Apartment Equipment Rental Co. was formed on December 16. It
later purchasedfrom Manhattantown this equipment that Manhattan-
town had paid $33,000 for, that for a period of 1 year it leasedthat
equipment to Manhattantown and got rental income from it; at the
end of the year it sold the equipment back to Manhattantown for the
same $33,000 that it paid for it, and in the meantime, it had collected
rent from Manhattantown in a large enough amount so that after
paying all of its expenses, there was $115,326.37 left over to be dis-
tributed to the partners in Manhattantown?

tr. CASPERT. That may be.
Mr. SIMON. That is a fact, isn't it?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe that is a fact, yes.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't it also a fact that the only investment the partners

made in Apartment Equipment Rental was $11,600 that they paid into
thepartnership in February 1953?

Airr. CASPERT. That is not correct. They borrowed $20,000 from the
Trade Bank in which they assumed personal obligation and they also
a8sumed, and they gave us a statement, I believe, tat they were worth
$200,000, so that if there were any liability there, that they were re-
sponsible people to deal with.

Mr. SImoN. There is no question the partnership did borrow the
$20,000, but the only money they put up of their own was $11,000?.

Mr. CAsPRT. No. They put up the $20,000 they borrowed.
Zo69-54-pt. 4-27
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Mr. SixoN. Twenty thousand dollars they borrowed, $11,000 of
their own money they put up; is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. I don t know how you figure, sir, but I know if I
borrow $20,000, it is my $20,000.

Mr. SixoN. I am not quarreling. The $20,000 and $11,000 is the
only money that was put up?

Mr. CASPFRT. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. That was put up after the partners had withdrawn

$29,950 from the partnership; isn't that right?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe that is correct.
Mr. Sixox. So that even taking your figure of $31,000, that -was

put up only after they had already drawn down $29,950?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIo. And the fact is that after I year's operations, they sold

the equipment back to Manhattantown for exactly the same price they
paid for it, and they took home $115,326 after paying back the $20,000
bank loan and after reimbursing themselves for the $11,000 they
put in?

Mr. CASPRT. That is correct. That may also apply, we paid the
insurance company $80,000 for insurance.I don't know if they aid
out 10 cents in claims and liability. These boys only insured Man-
hattantown against any liability that may arise, because we were
faced with a serious problem. [ have here a stack of letters from
lawyers demanding that-this is only a few of them, besides the per-
sonal appearances of the former owners of the builders asking us $100,
$150 for refrigerators, asking us $6 a month rent for refrigeratois.

,Mr. Sxko. It was Manhattantown that bought the relrigerato r
iceboxes, and stoves, wasn't it?

Mr. CASPERT. Yes; they bought them-
Mr. SnioN. Sold them to the partnership for $33,000, and at the

end of the year the partnership sold them back for $33,000?
Mr. CASPERT. Manhattantown bought them only for convenience

because Manhattantown had in their contract that they would re-
purchase them at the end of the year at the cost and being I am in that
business since 1927, and I am a merchandise man, I knew how to buy
this stuff at the lowest price and they had confidence in me.

Mr. SImoN. You were secretary ofManhattantown.
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. You did the work for Apartment Equipment Rental

Co. : is that right?
1r. CASPERT. Most of it.
Mr. SIMoN. Who was sup posed to be the head of Apartment Equip-

ment. Rental?
Mr. CASPERT. Ted Mittman.
Mr. SIxoN. Is he any relation to you?
Mr. CASPERT. My son-in-law.
Mr. SIMoN. He just came around once a week or so and you actually

did the work?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right. He looked over the contracts, and he

passed on them, and
Mr. SiArON. How much did he get paid for being the head of it?
Mr. CASPERT. He got paid more than anybody else. The reason

was that this was my idea, and as long as it was my idea, I wanted to
see that my son-in-law got a better break than anybody else.
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Mr. SIM11ON. You were not a partner?
Mr. CASPEIT. No, sir.
Mr. SiioN. But your son-in-law was a partner?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIfoN. He got something like $13,000 more than the others?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. You did all the work?
Mr. CASP.RT. I wouldn't say all the work. I done most of the work.
Mr. Simo-.. He came around once a week and looked things over,

and spent half an hour or so?
Mr. CASPERT. I wouldn't say a half hour; 4 hours, half a day.
Mr. SiMlON. Once a week?
Mr. CASPERT. Maybe twice a week in the beginning, while things

were going on.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Mr. Simon, may I suggest that the record is veryvague about what this Apartment, Equipment Rental Co. was andthat the witness ought to be permitted to state what, it was, so thatthe Senator will understand N hat it is, and at least explain his liability

that he claims would run to a half million dollars. This record, un-

Mr. SiMoN. Would you like to put a copy of the contract into the
record ?

Mr. ROSENMAN. No. I would like the witness to be given an oppor-tunity to explain what he meant by saying that this money, they car-
ried a liability, as he called it, an insurance, and as he said, it ran
from a half million to $750,000. Otherwise, the record looks, the way
you put it, as though all they did was to withdraw money and furnishI

nothing for it.
The witness tried to explain this was an insurance policy, and very

often insurance companies draw premiums and don't pay anything.
I would respectfully request that he be given an opportunity to explain
what he meant.

Mr. SIMoN. I will be very happy to. Mr. Caspert, what did these
people do besides take out $115,000.Y

Mr. CASPFRT. Well, I will give it to you from the beginning. OnSeptember 1, or on or about that time, of 1952, when we acquired
tie property, we were on the assumption, or at least I was, that whenyou buy property you have got the personal property, it is the same
as if I bought an ordinary building. I don't pay extra for the re-frigerators and ranges in the building. We found out immediately
on demand of the attorneys and the former owners, they came into
Manhattantown, demanding their personal property. I sent themback to the city of New York and the city of New York told themto come back to us; that the only thing that was condemned was the
real estate and that was all, and we would have to pay them for their
personal property. .

These demands were so great, it ran,.refrigerators-it amounted to,
we had 3,600_or 3,800 prime tenants in this particular area. Thatwould mean that we had about 3,000 to 3,500 refrigerators, 3,000 to
3,500 ranges; besides,.we furnished rooming houses, that these peopleWould be thrown out in the street if we didn't take over the furniture.

I therefore figured that if the demands of $100 for refrigerator, oraround that price, and $50 for ranges, would run into a large sum of
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money, over $500,000, maybe $750,000. We also figured that we would
have to maintain these refrigerators.

That is the way this Apartment Equipment came about. I got
hold of-I brought it up at the directors' meeting and there were 6
of us that sided with me, that Manhattantown should operate this
particular department, and 4 directors were against it.

They said that the responsibility was much greater than what I
pictured, and therefore they did not want to take the chance of Man.
hattantown operating because thire was no telling how much of a
liability we would entail there.

Mr. SIMON. The fact is you did buy the refrigerators for $33,000;
is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. Only while Apartment Equipment Co. was being
formed. Then we bought them.-

Mr. SIMON. Apartment Equipment was formed in December; is
that right?

Mr. CASPERT. Yes, but as I told you before, it fomulated from
August 29 to-

Mr. SIMoN. But Apartment Equipment Rental wasn't formed
until December; is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. Well

Mr. SIMoN. December 16, to be exact'?
Mr. CAsPERT. The papers were signed in December; that is correct
Mr. SImoN. Between August and December, Manhattantown itself

acqu ired the refrigerators and stoves for $33,000 ?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right. Apartment Equipment group said they

would assume the responsibility from September 1.
Mr. SiMoN. Before Apartment Equipment Rental partnership was

ever created, before the papers were signed, Manhattantown had ac-
quired the property for $33,000, and it then turned it over for $33,000,
and at the endof the year, the partnership got its $33,000 back, and
$115,000 profit?

Mr. CASPERT. Yes, but during September, or August 29, 1952,.to
December 16, when the papers were signed, Ted Mittman came in
every week and looked over the contracts. It was just as though the
papers were signed. __r

Mr. SIMoN. I gather-
Mr. CASPERT. You should also note that as far-
Mr. ROSENMAN. May I suggest he was in the midst of his explana-

tion.
Mr. SIMON. I thought he had finished.
Mr. ROSENMAN. He wa§ in the midst when you interrupted.
Senator BusH. Proceed where you left off there, the formation of

the company took place in December.
Mr. CASPERT. We found ourselves with a liability facing us of ap-

roximately 3,500 refrigerators and 3,500 ranges, and in this particu-
ar area, 60 percent of those were the gas refrigerators, which have

been since condemned by 'the city of New York and you are not
allowed to use theni anymore, because of the carbon monoxide that
may form and some people died from it, and therefore they were out-
lawed. We were faced with a very serious problem. At the direct1N
meeting I got together with six of the directors who sided with me and
said that we should-Manhattantown-should operate this particular
department, and not give it out to anybody.
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The other four directors said no. They didn't agree with me and
they thought that I was minimizing the liability.

Mr. SpfON. You have gone over that once before, haven't you?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Senator Busit. Let him finish his story.
Mr. CASPERT. I am coming to it now.
At that time I said that anybody-first, I went out and I tried

to call up on the telephone different refrigerator companies to find
out what they would charge us to rent refrigerators, what they would
charge us to rent ranges, and the prices were very high. In fact,
out of 10 calls, there was only 1 person that was willing to rent refrig-
erators and ralinges in a large quantity as we wanted. There were
people who would rent you 1 or 2 for an individual house. I finally
got hold of somebody out in Rockaway, and he wanted $30 for 10
weeks, to rent refrigerators.

He didn't, have as many as we would need because we wanted to be
prepared in case the former owners took these refrigerators or ranges
out of the buildings, and we said, "Go ahead and take them, they are
yours. Take them out. We don't want to buy them."

I wanted to be sure I had somebody who would come in and replace
them immediately and we would like to know what our cost would be.

Well, when I brought that back to the meeting, again those four
directors decided against it. So then I asked the directors that were
for it. I said, "Have you got any friends, relatives, or anybody in
this particular business that we can induce, that would want. to come
along in a certain business like this; the risk is there but as far as
I am concerned, I think the risk is not as big as they make it, and
therefore I suggested to my son-in-law that if he had some money to
invest, he didn't have to invest too much, and he would sign an agree-
ment whereby he would take part of the responsibility, to take the
entire liability off of Manhattantown; that there would be a chance
to make some money here.

They could just as well have lost money, but it turned out that it
was a good proposition.

Senator Busi. They formed this company, Apartment Equipment
Rentals?

Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Senator Busii. They took over the property?
Mr. CASPERT. They bought this property.
Senator Busi-i. For $33,000?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't know
Senator Busi-i. Approximately.
1r. CASPERT. Approximately $33,000, that is right.
Senator BusIr. They stayed in business?
Mr. CASPERT. They rented this back to Manhattantown at a figure

which was supposed to be negotiated at the end of-renegotiated at the
end of 8 months, and that at. the end of 1 year, a recapture clause,
that in the event Manhattantown thought they had too god a deal,
Manhattantown could go in there, recapture this contract and do it
themselves. That is just what happened.

Senator Busi. That is what they did?
Mr. (JASpERT. Yes.
Senator BUSH. The reason they did it because these people had made

over $100,000 in it?
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Mr. CASPErT. That is right. Then Manhattantown knew at that
time that their liability is set. They knew just about where they are
going. Therefore, they all got all-all of us got together and decided,
this is the time. These fellows made enough money out of that par!
ticular department. We will take it over and operate it ourselve&

Mr. ROSENMAN. I think, Senator, the record should show and I think
Mr. Simon will agree with me, that this $33,000 was not for all the
refrigerators. They were only for the refrigerators that the people
came in and demanded and we had to buy them. There are hundred,
maybe thousands of them still left where the title is in doubt, whether
they have been abandoned or whether the owners of the building still
own these ref rioerators which were never bought.

In other wor s, Manhattantown saw the owners were not coming in
to demand them and therefore the liability would not reach the heights
that was originally contemplated and therefore they canceled the
contract.

The $33,000, Mr. Simon, I think you will agree does not cover all
the refrigerators.

Mr. SIMo.N. Certainly. I want to make sure the record is clear.
On the refrigerators we are talking about the agreement was signed
on December 16, 1952, which was after the liability for those refriger.
ators had been fixed; as of the day of signing the agreement they got
$29,950 for back rentals, and the most capital they ever invested was
$11,600 of their own money and $20,000 they had borrowed and that
didn't come into the company until after they had previously received
the $29,950 of withdrawals. When the project was over, they had
received total rents for the leasing of the refrigerators, of $157,636.22,
and after repaying the $20,000 they borrowed, and after repaying the
$11,600 of capital they advanced, and after paying all the other obli-
gations in connection with the project, they had $115,326.37 to dis-
tribute to the partners; is that right?

Mr. CASPMRT. That is right, which it turned out to be a good busine
And we thought we would take it back again.

Mr. SIMON..The partners of the equipment rental company included
Theordore Mittman, your son-in-law, Herbert Caspert, your soj
Cynthia Torgo, who is your daughter?

Mr. CASPERT. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What is she?
Mr. CASPRT. Nothing to me.
Mr. SioM. Whose daughter is she?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe Nathan Silver's.
Mr. SIMoN. He is a stockholder?
Mr. CASPERT. He is a stockholder.
Mr. SIMoN. It includes her husband, Eugene Torgo?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Who is the husband of Cynthia and son-in-law of

Silver?
Mr. CASPERT. Ye..

Mr. SIMow. It included Charles Feibush, who was a stockholder;
is that right?

Mr. CASPERT. That is the only stockholder in the entire Apsrt
ment Equipment was Charles Feibush.

Mi. SixoN. Everybody who Was a partner of Apartment Equip-
ment Rental was a relative of one of the stockholdersI
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Mr. CASPERT. I explained to you before that I gave this
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Caspert, isn't that true?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes; but I would like to explain it, because instead of

going out and getting outside contractors, which was a problem, and
we couldn't do it, I went to these six directors and I said "Have you
got a relative, friend, or anybody in the business that you would like
to take a chance on this particular thing?" And that is what they
did. Each one brought in somebody else.

Mr. RoSENMAN. I think, Mr. Simon, the record shows that four of
the stockholder directors would have nothing to do with this because
they felt the risk was too high. Mr. Silver testified to that.

Mr. SIMON. I think the record will show, Judge, and we are going to
get to it in a few minutes, that on these different projects different
people got cut in for a. piece of different things but when it was all over
everybody got a ride on one of the horses.

Mr. RosENMAN. The testimony was, and I think this witness testi-
fied, too, that four of them didn't want to ride this horse, as you say,
because the liability was too great.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Caspert, Fred Landau is another one of the stock-
holders?

Mr. CASPERT. I believe he is; yes.
Mr. SIMON. And he has been paid $48,847 for auditing work?
Mr. CASPERT. For accounting and auditing; yes.
Mr. SIMON. And S. J. Kessler & Sons is an architectural firm of

which Marvin Kessler is a partner?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Melville Kessler is a stockholder in Manhattantown?
Mr. CASPERT. I believe he is.
Mr. SIMON. There isn't any doubt about it; is there?
Mr. CASPE.RT. I don't think so.
M r. SIMON. He is one of your original 10 stockholders; isn't he?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Air. SIMON. He received $9,000 for doing some architectural work?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In addition, he has a contract with the project to get

I4 percent of the cost of constructing the new building for doing
the architectural work on them is that right?

Ur. CASPERT. No. I don't think it is 1 percent. I think it is a
quarter percent.

Mr. SIMON. My understanding is it is 1 percent.
Mr. CASPERT. One and a quarter.
Mr. SIMON. I am right?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes; 11/4.

Mr. SIMON. His contract, if it is a $30 million building, he would
get $375,000 ?

Mr. CASPERT. Something like that.
Mr. SIMON. One and a quarter percent of the cost of the building

for doing the architectural work?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Ferman Builders, Inc., has a contract to act as the

general contractor on the buildings; is that right?
Mr. CAsPE.RT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And are they to get 1/ percent, but not to exceed

$275,000 ?
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Mr. CASPERT. That is right, for the completion of the entire project
Mr. SImoN. Those are firm contracts, are they?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrmoN. Robert Olnick is a stockholder; is that right?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't think so. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN. Isn't Robert Olnick a stockholder in Manhattantownt
Mr. CASPERT. No.
Mr. SImoN. He isn't?
Mr. CASPERT. No, I don't think so.
Mr. SIMoN. Don't the stockbooks show he is?
Mr. CASPIRT. No.
Mr. SI oN. As I understand this, you have 10 people, each of who

is a syndicate manager for a group of investors?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You are one of them, you have so many shares of stock,

and you have got a number of people to whom you sublet, so to speak,
your interest!

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't Mr. Olnick one of those people who was originally

in it, and who sublet his interest to friends and relatives of his?
Mr. CASPERT. No. I don't think so. If I said "Yes" before, I want

to correct myself. I believe that group is Harold Nodell.
Mr. SIMo.N. Didn't Olnick bring that deal into the picture?
Mr. CASPERT. I don't remember who brought him in. I do know

he was in the group.
Mr. SImoN. Olnick is the one who brought in that deal, Fred Mack,

Nansky, Block, Block & Block?
Mr. CASPERT. Maybe as an attorney. I don't think he brought then

in as a stockholder.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't--

Mr. CASPMT. He was an attorney.
Mr. SIMoN. But didn't Olnick or wasn't Olnick one of your original

group who turned out to sublet his whole 10 percent but who brought
in these people I have just mentioned?

Mr. CASPFRT. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know that?
Mr. CASPERT. No. Harold Nodell was a stockholder in that par-

ticular group?
Mr. g Mox. I appreciate that, but isn't he one of Olnick'. sub-

holders?
Mr. SImoN. I won't say he is a subholder. I think he is a. client of

Olnick's.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Mr. Olnick is here.
Mr. SI3IoN. I understand. I was trying to shorten this.
Mr. CASPERT. You can't shorten it with me because I don't kInow

that particular group.
Mr. Siow. Who brought that group into the picture?
Mr. CASPERT. Olnick brought them in as an attorney.
Mr. SIMoN. Exactly. Olnick has received $26,000 for legal serviceS

from Manhattantown?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And that is in addition to the fees paid the law firm of

Rosenman, Goldmark, Collin & Kay?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.

I
pop-- -
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Mr. SIMoN. Those fees totaled $250,000, on an 8-year contract; is
that right?

Mr. (CASPERT. Over a period of 8 years.
Mr. SiMON. There is a written contract for a quarter of a million

dollars fee payable over an 8-year period.
Mr. CASPERT. I don't think it is a quarter of a million.
Mr. ROSENMAN. $250,000. You are not implying we have received

that amount?
Mr. SIMoN. No, sir; payable over 8 years, Judge.
.Mr. ROSENMAN. Eight years' service?
Mr. SimioN. Yes; a written contract calling for payment of, isn't it,

$250,000 ?
Mr. ROSENMAN. For 8 years' services.
Mr. SIMON. Payable over 8 years for an 8 years, services?
Mr. ROSENMAN. Yes. That comes to an average of $30,000 a year.
Mr. SImO)-,N. Now, Mr. Caspert, I show you the application which

Jack Ferman filed with the Federal Housing Administration for an
FHA-insured mortgage on the first building to be built on this proj-
ect and ask you if you have ever seen that before.

Mr. CASPERT. No; I have never seen it.
Mr. SIMOn. You have never seen that before?
Mr. CASPERT. Never.
Mr. SI N. Would you look at the last page, please, and tell me

if that is the signature of Jack Ferman? Do you find the place?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that Jack Ferman's signature?
Mr. CASPERT. It looks like Ferman's. I don't know his signature

to the dot. It is familiar.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any doubt in your mind, Mr. Caspert, but that

is his signature?
Mr. CASPERT. No doubt. It looks like his signature.
Mr. SIMON. There is no doubt but that his signature and that

is an authentic photostat of the document he filed ?
Mr. CASPERT. I can't say there is no doubt. It looks like his

signature.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever heard anybody discuss the filing of such

an application ?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes. There was talk about it.
Mr. SIMoN. You never saw it, though?
Mr. CASPERT. No, sir. The first time I saw it.
Mr. SIMON. Would you look at the third page and tell me what

Ur. Ferman told the Federal Housing Administration was the square-
foot value of the land; at the bottom of the first column on page 3?
I think you will find $15 and some pennies per square foot.

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do you find that?
Mr. CASP.RT. Yes, sir.
Mfr. SIMoN. What is that? $15.21 a square foot?
Mr. CASPERT. Per square foot.
Mr. SIMoN. That is what he said was the value of this land?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes, sir; cleared land.
Mr. SIMON. When the city of New York sold you this land, do you

kbow how much they valued the land at?
Mr. CASPEIT. I don't recollect, sir.
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Mr. SixoN. Mr. Ferman testified in Washington, on, July 8,1954
and I am reading from page 1447 of the transcript, that "the actual
purchase price was $3.54 a square foot," and that the city had valued
the land after clearance at $4.50 a square foot, and the difference, of
course, is that million dollars' credit for demolition.

Mr. CASPERT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SmxoN. His testimony is that the city's value of the land was

$4.50 a square foot, and that you actually paid_$3.54 a square foot after
getting the credit. Can you give us any explanation of why the city
should value the land at $4.50 a square foot, and Mr. Ferman should
value it at $15.21 a square foot?

Mr. CASPERT. There are a lot of problems that came up here-
relocation cost more

Mr. Srmow. Relocation has nothing to do with the value of the
land; does it?

Mr. CASPEIT. It does. It all goes into cost.
Mr. SimoN. We are not talking about cost. We are talking about

value of land.
Mr. CASPEMT. That will bring the value of the land up. We are

going to take our actual cost and then value the land by that.
Mr. SIo. I don't understand that cost has anything to do with

value, Mr. Caspert.
Mr. CASPFT. That is my figure. I mean, whatever it will cost us

that is what we expect-
Mr. SiMoN. The city's total figure for the value of the land was

roughly $4,100,000; is that rights
Mr. CASPEIT. That is right.-
Mr. SIxoN. If you multiply that $4.50 a square foot by the total

square footage you get the city's value of $4,100,000.
Mr. CASPERT. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And by the same process you get a valuation of $14

million as the value of the land based on Mr. Ferman's estimate?
Mr. CASPFT. Well, I think that if you will read this whole state-

ment, I see there is a lot of other figures on that. That may give
you a clear picture of how he come to $15.21. I personally would not
know anything about it.

Mr. SIMON. Well, the city valued the land at $4,100,000?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Ferman value it at a square-foot figure which

comes out to $14 million.
Mr. CASPERT. According to this application, that is so.
Mr. SimoN. And you have no explanation of how that happened?
Mr. CASPERT. No. I don't go into that part of it.
Mr. SIMoN. If you will look on the same application, Mr. Caspert,

about the middle of the same column, you wil1 find an estimate for
architect's fees for this building. Do you find that?

Mr. CASPERT. Not yet.
Mr. SIoM. There is a pencil mark there.
Mr. CASPmT. Yes.
Mr. Snoi. What is the amount that the application estimates as

architect's fees? Is it 5 percent?
Mr. CASPERT. Five percent, that is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the date of that application?
Mr. CASPERT. December 18, 1953.
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Mr. SimoN. Prior to December 18, 1953, had not Manhattantown
entered into a contract with Kessler to do the architectural work for
1% percent?

Mr. CASPERT. They did.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell us why the application you hold in your

hand would estimate the architect's fees at 5 percent when there was
a contract callingfor 1 1 percent?

Mr. CASPERT. Well, the contract calls for a 5 percent architect fee.
Mr. SIMON. I thought you said the contract called for 14 percent.
Mr. CASPERT. The original contract with the city and the Federal

(overnment-
Mr. SIMON. No. Doesn't the contract between Manhattantown and

Kessler call for a 1/ 4 -percent fee?
Mr. CASPERT. Yes; but I am talking about the contract between

Manhattantown and the Federal Government and the city of New
York; calls for a 5 percent architectural fee.Mr. SIMON. You are talking about the contract of 1952 ?

Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Mr. SimON. And that said that they could have an architectural

fee up to 5 percent; is that right?Mr. CASPERT. I don't recollect it says "up to."
Mr. SIMoN. I think you will find that it is a ceiling of 5 percent but

not a fixed 5 percent.
Mr. CASPERT. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. In any event after the May 1952 contract was signed,but before this application was filed, Manhattantown entered into afirm contract with Kessler to do this work for 1 -percent architectural

fee?
Mr. CAs PRT. That is correct.
Mr. SImON. And the application nevertheless says 5 percent, as the

estimated architect's fee?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Immediately below the architect's fee, or maybe it isimmediately above it, is an estimate of a builder's fee.
Mr. CASPERT. Which also states 5 percent?
Mr. SIMON. And also the Manhattantown has a contract with Fer-

man Builders to do the job at a builder's fee of 114 percent?
Mr. CASPERT. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The same situation is true with respect to the builder's

fee that you just testified to with respect to the architect's fee?
Mr. CASPERT. That is right.
Senator BUSH. Thank you very much, Mr. Caspert. That will beall we need of you this morning.
Mr. Theodore Mittman.
Mr. Mittman, will you raise your right hand, please:
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com-mittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

so help you God?
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TESTIMONY OF THEODORE MITTMAN, MANHATTANTOWN, 1yW
YORK, ACCOMPANIED BY S. 3. ROSENMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. MITTMAN. I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your name and address to the clerk?
Mr. MIr'rMAN. Theodore Mittman, 71 Clarendon Court, Metuchen,

N.J.
Mr. SIMON. Much of what we intend to ask you was already asked of

your father-in-law, Mr. Caspert, I believe.
Mr. MITTMAN. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. You were the manager of Apartment Equipment

Rental Co. ?
Mr. MITTMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was your official title?
Mr. MIWrMAN. There was no official title. It was just a so-called

title.
Mr. SImoN. What was the so-called title?
Mr. MITTMAN. Manager.
Mr. SiMON. And you were paid $13,000 during the year extra for

that?
Mr. MirIMANT. No. That was salary and 5 percent.
Mr. SIxoN. You had a 5-percent interest in the partnership?
Mr. MIrrMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. In addition, you were paid $13,000?
Mr. MlrrIMAN. No; in total I believe I was paid $13,000.
Mr. SIMON. What was your salary as manager?
Mr. MITTMAN. At the rate of $15,000 per year.
Mr. SImoN. At the rate of $15,000 a year?
Mr. MITTMANo, Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. In addition to the salary you received your propor-

tionate share of profits?
Mr. MITTMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do as manager?
Mr. MITTMAN. I went over the contracts with my father-in-law at

least once a week, possibly once a week.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by going over the contracts?
Mr. MrrrMAN. Well, he made the contracts for the ranges-
Mr. SIMO-N. Once the contracts were gone over you wouldn't have

to do that again; would you?
Mr. MrrI'rIAN. I thought it was necessary I go over and glance in

them. I am in the business. I might as well see what is going on.
Mr. SIMON. In other words, you l9oked at the reports'; .1s that right?
Mr. MITrMAN. That is right, the contracts he had made. We were

obligated as apartment-equipment rental to take over the contracts he
made with the former landowners.

Mr. SIMON. What is your regular business?
Mr. MrrrMAx., Tire business.
Mr. SI~rox. You are in the tire business?
Mr. MITTMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. About once a week you went over these with your

father?
Mr. MI1rMAN. I would say once a week, and on Sundays he would

come out and visit me.
Mr. Si.M-ON. You would talk business when he came to visit you?
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Mr. MInrrAN. That is right. We would talk.
Mr. SIMON. And the total income of Apartment Equipment Rental

Co. was $157,536.22; is that right?
Mr. MIAIAN. I don't know the exact figures. You have them in

front of you.
Mr. SIMON. After paying all of the obligations and returning to

the partners their advances, there was left for distribution and was
distributed $115,326; is that right?

Mr. MITrMAN. I haven't got the figures in front of me.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Senator Busn. Thank you. That will be all.
Mr. RoEsENMAN. The record is clear, isn't it, Mr. Simon, this payroll

ou are, talking about was not of Manhattantown but Apartment
quipment Rental?
Mr. SIMON. The $15,000 a year he got, certainly, Judge.
Senator Busu. Mr. Melvin Kessler.
Will you raise your right hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF MELVIN KESSLER, MANHATTANTOWN, NEW YORK,
ACCOMPANIED BY S. J. ROSENMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. KESSLER. I do.
Senator Busii. Thank you.
Will you please be seated and give your correct name and address

to the clerk.
Mr. KESSLER. Melvin E. Kessler, 1777 Grand Concourse, Bronx,

New York City.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Kessler, you are one of the stockholders of Man-hatUtantown, Inc. ?

Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are also in the architectural business?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have an employee in your office named Becker?
Mr. KESSLER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Max Becker ?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How long has Max Becker worked for you?
Mr. KESSLER. I woul say approximately 5 years.
Mr. SIMON. What are Mr. Becker's duties?
Mr. KESSLER. Mr. Becker is my office manager, and he handles all the

departmental work for my office.
Mr. SIMON. What is Mr. Becker's salary?
Mr. KESSLER. $90 a week at present.
Mr. SIMON. How long has his salary been $90 a week?
Mr. KESSLER. Approximately a year.
Mr. SIMON. What was it before that?
Mr. KESSLER. $80.
Mr. SIMON. $80 before that?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is he still your office manager?

r. KIESSLER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Has he been your office manager at -all times during thepast yer?Mr. SSLER. Well, he has worked in more or less that capacity, but
'that is a title we used for him.

Mr. SIMON. What are his hours in your office?
Mr. IKEsSLER. He works full time in my office. He is on the outside

a good part of. the time.
Mr. ON. But he is a full-time employee of your office?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And has been for the last 5 years?
Mr. KESSLER. Except for the time he spent at Manhattantown.
Mr. SimoN. That is what I am trying to get at. When he was at

Manhattantown was he working for your office or Manhattantown?.
Mr. KESSLER. Working partially for me. As much time as Man.

hattantown needed him he was at that work.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did they need him?
Mr. KESSLER. There was an awful lot of work, in compiling viola- t.

tions and taking care of them.
Mr. SIMON. Did he spend full time there, half time, third time?
Mr. KESSLER. I really couldn't say. He was there a good part of the

time taking care of their work in the departments. If I had something
for him to do in my office he also took care of that.

Mr. SIMON. During that period of time did you discontinue paying
him?

Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You paid him throughout? 
Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In 1952 and 1953 his salary from you was $80 a week?
Mr. KESSLER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Salary from Manhattantown was $180 a week?
Mr. KEssLER. That is correct. h
Mr. SIMON. I am not quite clear to understand how he worked full h

time for you before Manhattantown at $80 a week and works part time
for Manhattantown at $180 a week.Mr. KESSLER. Well, let me say this: They required a good depart.
mental man to handle the violation work there. I couldthink of no
finer person and one more familiar with the work than Mr. Becker,
and if he had a chance to make the money I saw no reason in the world
why he shouldn't go up there and do it.

Mr. SIMON. Did he get paid in check or by cash?
Mr. KESSLER. By check.
Mr. SImON. How often?
Mr. KESSLER. I don't know. I believe it was every week.
Mr. SIMoN. Every week?
Mr. KESsLER. I think so.
Mr. SIMow. Does that mean he got a check for $180 every week? a
Mr. KESSLER. I believe so.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what he did with those checks?
Mr. KESSLER. Generally turned them back to me.
Mr. SIMON. To you? 01
Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIAoN. What did you do with them?
Mr. KESSLER. Deposited them in my account, office account.
Mr. SIMON. You mean your architectural firm?
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Mr. KESSLER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did Mr. Becker ever see any part of that money?
Mr. KESSLER. That I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. By "see"-
Mr. KIESSLER. You made a statement before, Mr. Simon, that-
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Becker ever get any part of the money?,
Mr. KESSLER. You made a statement before that Mr. Becker re-

ceived $17,000, I think. I don't know. I think you said that.
Mr. SIMON. I think that is about right.
Mr. KESSLER. All I can say I only received $13,500, or approxi-

mately that, from him.
Mr. SIMON. What happened to the $13,500 that you got?
Mr. KESSLER. It was deposited in our account.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Becker get any part of that money?
Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether Mr. Becker paid income taxes on

that $13,000 ?
Mr. KESSLER. I would assume he did.
Mr. SIMON. That he paid income taxes?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. But you got the money?
Mr. KESSLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you pay any income taxes on it?
Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get that money on the theory that he was a

full-time employee of yours, and, therefore, you were entitled to what-
ever money he earned?

Mr. 1ESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. On what theory did you get that money?
Mr. KEsSSLER. He owed that money to my father and myself in

helping to support himself and his family over the past-well, since
his marriage actually to my sister.
Mr. SIMON. When was he married to your sister?
Mr. KESSLER. I guess they were married about 10 or 11 years, now.
Mr. SIMON. Your father loaned him this money?
Mr. KESSLER. My father and myself.
M[r. SIMON. Did you take notes for it?
Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep a ledger book showing how much you

loaned him?
Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
1r. SIMON. How much did you loan him since he was married?
TMr. KESSLER. Well, to the best I can figure out, roughly, we took-

I will give you as closely as I can, we took an apartment for him in
Knolls Building, we furnished the apartment, and all in all it ran to
about $13,500.

Mr. STMON. Just exactly what he got out of it?
Mr. 1ESSLER. No, you said that.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't $13,500 what you testified a minute ago he got

out of the Manhattantown?
Mr. KESSLER. If that is what I said, it is about right.
Mr. SIMON. When you loaned him this money or bought the apart-

Ment and made these expenditures, I take it it was for your sister as
well as for him?
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Mr. Ki.ssLFR. Very definitely.
Mr. SImoN. Did you at that time intend-to get repaid?
Mr. KESSLER. If possible, yes; if not, no.
Mr. SIMON. If not possible, not get paid?
Mr. KESSLER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. I take it you didn't consider it a business loan?
Mr. KESSLER. As such, no.
Mr. SIMoN. And did the Manhattantown project offer an oppor.

tunity, shall we say, for him to get paid some money which he might
S1r.USSLE.R No. I would say this: That I thought he was well

qualified for the job, and when they asked me about it I recommended
him very highly. I think he did a very good job.

Mr. SIxox. I can't resist asking you if he was so well qualified as
to earn $180 a week for part-time work with Manhattantown, why he
isn't more qualified than to earn $80 a week from you, or $90, for fll-
time work'

Mr. KE SSLER. On a specialized job you always get more than you
would on an ordinary run-of-the-mine work. Then, I have office
salaries which I don't like to get too high, but on a specialized job if
anyone goes out on it I think they are entitled to a lot more money,
It is a specialty. It was a definite specialty.

Mr. SiMoN. When did you decide that the money he got from Man-
hattantown was all going to be applied to refund to you the money you
advanced over the years?

Mr. KzssLEi. Mr. Becker suggested that he do that.
Mr. SIMON. He suggested it?
Mr. KEsSLER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. When did he make the suggestion?
Mr. KESSLER. As soon as he started getting paid up there he sug-

gested he give it back to us in repayment for the nice way we have
treated him all these years.

Mr. SIXON. Was the suggestion made before he went to work for
Manhattantown?

Mr. KESSLER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Senator Busn. Thank you very much.
Mr. Herbert Larson.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Senator, I don't know what my privileges are here,

or what your rules are: I would like the privilege of pointing out very
briefly a number of things which were brought out at the private hear-
ings with respect to these various %xpenditures, and the way of salaries
and rent of refrigerators, and so forth, so that to show that if these
or any part of them are not justified, which we deny.. That if any part
of them was not justified for any reason that it was nothing which
inured to the detriment either of the city or the Federal Government.
That this money, if any of it, should not have been paid in the way
of salaries, and I think the thrust of Mr. Simon's questions is to show
that some of these relatives did not earn their full amount. There
has been no actual proof of that, but assuming he has so shown, I
would like to point out that in the private hearings it was shown, and
Mr. Simon agreed with us there, that this money was really corfiing
out of their own pockets for the following circumstances:
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Under their contract-I will be very brief about this, if I may-

under the contract with the city these people were obligated to take
over the management of these three hundred and seventy-odd build-
igs, some 4,000 families, covering 6 square blocks. To collect rents
and to remove violations, maintain the buildings, heat them, and so
forth, and run the buildings. That they were to do that over a period
of 4 years, and at the end of the 4 years they would have them all
demolished, and the new buildings up. It was provided with the
contract with the city and approved by the Federal Government,
that for this service they would receive 10 percent per year for a
period of 3 years, of the money which they invested.

As Mr. Simon has properly brought out, they invested $3 million.
They were, therefore, entitled to what the contract called a risk fee
of $300,000 for each year, for a period of 3 years. In other words, if
these buildings had been a paying venture, and had earned a net of
income over disbursements, of a million dollars, they would have

i been entitled to keep $900,000, and the remaining $100,000 would have
been returned to the city, and the Federal Government, two-thirds
and one-third.

Now, the fact is that there will not be $1 million there. The fact is
there will not be $900,000, and the projection is that there will be
nothing there in the way of profit, so that even if the full amount of
$200,000, which Mr. Simon gave us as the addition of all the amounts
which the relatives-

Mr. SIMON. $600,000.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Does that include Apartment Equipment?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. ROSENMAN. The figure escapes me.
I don't see how it reaches $600,000. There is $200,000 in salaries.
Mr. SIMON. In just a moment Mr. Larson, who will testify to the

breakdown, which totals $649,215.83-
Mr. ROSENMAN. Is that for all services?
Mr. SIMON. It is roughly three things, Judge: The salaries they

took out, the Apartment Equipment Rental and the Hennessy Man-
hattantown project, over and above the payroll of the two or three
people they had.

I don't think there is any disagreement with what you say except
in one minor respect. You say they invested $3 million. They in-
vested $1 million. The other $2 million, there is no responsibility for
paying, if they should decide not to go ahead with the contract. So
far as the moneys they have taken out is concerned, it makes only this
difference, Judge: The contract does provide, as you have said, for
this 10 percent a year which, over the 3-year period, will total $900,000.
If they left that $900,000 in Manhattantown, and at the end of the 4-
year contract with the city decided not to go ahead with the project,
and defaulted, then they would lose the $900,000. Whereas, if instead
of leaving the $300,000 in the company they take it out in other ways,
while it would be their $900,000 at the end of the period if they went.
ahead, if they don't go ahead the only way they can get that money
out is by taking it out in some manner or other during the 3-year
period and, therefore, it would make a big difference if they should
decide not to go ahead and build the building.
.agree with you if they go ahead and build it., it wouldn't make the

difference, Judge.
5 0690-54-pt. 4-28
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Mr. RosEmNAN. I am sure you don't urge there is any testimony Of
any intention not to go ahead with this project. Certainly there is no
indication they intend not to.

Mr. SIxoN. The only testimony on that subject, and I don't mean
to evaluate it or give it conclusion, is that the contract required that
the new buildings be completed in 4 years from August 1952, and 2
years and a month have gone by, and only one-sixth of the demolition
has been done, Pnd none of the new construction has been done, which
is a fact that speaks for itself.

Mr. ROSeNMAN. I think Mr. Caspert has explained some of that
delay. In the second place, I am sure that even you don't urge that
all of the $600,000 was improperly withdrawn.

Mr. SiMON. I am not in a position to say.
Mr. ROSBNMAN. Somebody had to do the work, running these 4,000

families of buildings.
Senator BUSH. The thing the committee is curious about, Judge, is

whether the attractiveness of the operation that these people have been
engaged in hasn't perhaps delayed the construction of these buildings,
which is what the Federal Government is interested in.

Mr. RosENMAN. I think if you will look at the projection for the fu-
ture, which was drawn and which is in the private bearings, I think
you will find that there is no such attractiveness. Whether they
thought it was attractive when they went into it, or not, what they
have discovered is, it is far from, attractive.

Senator BusH. Well, we will finish our endeavors here, and we may
come to that conclusion. At least that is what we are trying to find out.

May we ask for the next witness?
Is that all you want to say, Judge?
Mr. RosENMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BUSH. Mr. Herbert Larson. Will you raise your right

hand, please?
Will you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before

this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF HERBERT LARSON, INVESTIGATOR, BANKING AND
CURRENCY COMMITTEE

Mr. LAI.SON. I do.
Senator BUSH. Will you give your correct name and address to

the clerk?
Mr. LARSON. Herbert E. Larson.
Do you want my home or 'office address?
Mr. SiMoN. It doesn't make any difference.
Mr. LARSON. 326 Broadway, New York City.
Mr. SIMON. You are Herbert Larson?
Mr. LARsoN. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. You are an employee of the General Accounting Office,

who has been loaned to this committee to do some work for us at our
request on the books of Manhattantown?

Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. Mr. Larson, I have in my hand, and I will hand to you

in a moment, a sheet of paper on the upper half of which appears a
summary of earnings by principals of Manhattantown, Inc., since
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April, with respect to the Apartment Equipment Rentals project, and
,vhich shows that the people named here received a total of $126,926.37,
and had capital investment of $11,600, or had net income from that
operation of $115,326.37, and the lower half of the sheet shows the
income of principals from Manhattantown from the Hennessy Man-
hattantown operation, which shows that they have received a total of
$119,584.82 from the income of that Hennessy rental operation, with
no investment.

I ask you whether this paper was prepared by you?
Mr. LARSON. That is correct.
Mr. SixoN. Where did you get the material that is shown on that

paper?
Mr. LARSON. The information for the Apartment Equipment Ren-

lals comes from the ledgers of the Apartment Equipment Rental Co.,
and the information for the John 0. Hennessy Co., Manhattantown
Division, comes from the ledgers of that company.

Mr. SimoN. Ledgers of that company?
Mr. LAsoN. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. And they were compiled by you from the ledgers?
Mr. LARSON. That is correct.
Mr. SixoN. I have a second document consisting of 2 sheets of

paper in 3 columns, or 4 columns. The first column lists the capital
invested by the shareholders of Manhattantown and that includes not
only the people who are shown by the books to own stock, but people
to whom they subleased stock, so to speak; is that right?

Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. And where did you get the information -as to who the

beneficial owners of the stock were?
Mr. LARSON. We got those from Mr. Patterson.
Mr. SixoN. From Mr. Patterson?
Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. The second column lists-that is Mr. Patterson of our

staff ?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. The second column lists the salaries and contract income

of the stockholders and their relatives. Where did you get the
amounts of those, or that income?

Mr. LARSON. The salaries came from the salary record cards main-
tained by Manhattantown, Inc., and the contract costs came from the
ledger.

Mr. SImoN. The contract costs came from the ledger?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. The items shown here, are they the actual disburse-

ments until April 30, 1954, and the projected disbursements from
April 30 to September 30, for salaries?

Mr. LARSON. First of all, I would like to say that our audit was not
all inclusive. It was a special examination, and from the records we
had this is all that was on the records.

Mr. SImoN. You mean to say there might be others that you didn't
find?

Mr. LARSON. We may have skipped over the checks or not had all
the payroll cards. We didn't tie the ledger records right back to the
general ledgers.
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Mr. SioN. But everything that is shown here you did find on the
booksI

Mr. L~AlsoN. That is right.
Mr. SmAoN. And it is actual until April 30 and projected frord

April 30to September 30; is that right?
Mr. LARSON. That is right, yes.
Mr. SIMON. The third column is the Hennessy Manhattantown

income; is that right?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And that is merely a recomputation of the figures shown

on the sheet of paper I handed you a moment ago?
Mr. LARSON. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the fourth column is the Apartment Equipment

Rentals income- is that right?
Mr. LARSON. Yes. That is merely transcribed.
Mr. SIMON. That is also-merely transcribed from the first sheet of

paper?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. And the extreme right-hand column shows the totals?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SI oN. I hand you this paper and ask you if it is the paper

that you prepared?
Mr. LARsoN. That is it.
Mr. SiMoN. Was that prepared by you in the manner you have

just given?
Mr. LARSON. That is correct.
Mr. SI oN. Will you tell us what are the total salaries that were

paid to those people during the period we have described?
Mr. LARSON. That is salaries from Manhattantown, Inc.?
Mr. SIMON. That is salaries from Manhattantown, Inc.
Mr. LARSON. $221,637.59.
Mr. SIMON. What are the contract fees?
Mr. LARsoN. I stand corrected. I didn't change this total. We

had some additional contracts in there.
Would a round figure be sufficient?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. LARSON. It is roughly about $190,000.
Mr. SIMON. And you say you took out better than $100,000. You

took out the oil contract with one of the partners, and the repair con-
tract with one of the partners?

Mr. LARSON. That is right. I am not sure it was one of the part-
ners.

Mr. SIMON. One of the stockholders?
Mr. LARSON. It may be. I am not sure.
Mr. SIMON. At any rate, that is the type of contract that was

taken out?
Mr. LARSON. We eliminated those.
Mr. SIMON. Where they actually bought a physical property?
Mr. LARSON. These were for services, like the plumbing contract

and realty contract.
Mr. SioN. Right.
Mr. LARSON. I happen to have Judge Rosenman's contract in. I

eliminated that.
Mr. SIMON. Why don't you tell us what items make up the $190,000?
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Mr. LARSON. The building contract for Jack Ferman of $42,000;
there is a contract with Sam Caspert of $1,600; there was another
one with a Mr. Arrut for $347.

Mr. SIMON. Arrut?
Mr. LARSON. Arrut. And Mr. Landau was $48,000; Mr. Olnick

was $26,000; Mr. Kessler was $14,000.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the salaries you have given, plus the contract pay-

ments you have just given-
Mr. SIMON. I have also eliminated the $40,000 contract to Koenig

Iron Works.
Mr. SIMON. That was eliminated?
Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The salaries you have given of $221,000, the contracts

payments of $190,000?
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The Apartment Equipment Rentals payments, which

were about $115,000.
Mr. LARSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the Hennessy Manhattantown Realty business of

about $118,000'?
Mr. LARSON. That is riorht.
Mr. SIMON. Are those tie four items?
Mr. LARSON. Those are the items on here.
Mr. SIMON. What is the total amount that they add up to?
Mr. LARSON. $649,215.83.
Mr. SIMON. Now, have you tried to find the contract between Man-

hattantown and the Hennessy Real Estate operation?
. Mr. LARSON. We asked for it, but we were told it was an oral

contract.
Mr. SIXMON. Who told you?
Mr. LARSON. Mr. Mann of Fred Landau's outside accountants.
Mr. SIMON. The auditors?
Mr. LARSON. And Mr. Al Ferman, the comptroller.
Mr. SIMON. They both told you the contract between Manhattan-

town and this partnership that does the rental management, was an
oral contract ?

Mr. LARSON. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who keeps the books of Apartment Equip-

ment Rentals Co.?
Mr. LARSON. The people working for Manhattantown, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who keeps the books of the Hennessy

Manhattantown Real Estate operation.
Mr. LARSON. I believe that is Manhattantown, Inc., too.
Mr. SIMON. They are kept by the employees of Manhattantown?
Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is what happens there, Mr. Larson, that the Hennessy

Manhattantown Co. gets 5 percent of the gross rents for managing
the property, and then they turn around-they get that from Man-
hattantown?

Mr. LARSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And then turn around and pay Manhattantown $1,000

a month for doing their work?
Mr. LARSON. Generally, that is about what it amounts to.
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Mr. Si oN. Senator, I would like to ask the three sheets of paper
that this witness has just identified be made a part of the record.

Senator BusH. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The information referred to follows:)

MANHATTANTOWN, INC.

Summary of earnings by principals of Manhattantoum, Inc., through Apr. 80,1954

Apartment Equipment Rental Co.
Due to Total,

PartnersWpartners exclusive ofPartners with- With- Apr. 30, 1954 invested
Capital drawals drawals capital
invested Apr. 30, 1953 Apr. 30,1054

Theodore Mittman--------------------- $1,500 $8,250 $11,625 $5.357.77 $25,232.77
Frederick Dries. . ..------------------------ 1,000 5,100 5,683 3. 019. 64 13.802.64
Charles Feibush. . ..------------------------ 1,500 4,950------------1,535.59 6,485.59
Herbert Caspert------------------------ 1,250 8,250------------ 1,956. 78 10, 200.
Cynthia Zorgow (A. C. Kosenblum) ...... 750 4,100 2,858 1,609.04 8,567.04
Abraham Rosenbaum---------------------600 3, 250 3,101 1.366.04 7, 717.04
David Shapiro. ..-------------------------- 750 3, 100 1,691 360. 31 5,151.31
Jack Block. . ..----------------------------- 500 2, 550 2, 241 818. 18 5,609.18
Milton Block--------------------------- 750 4, 100 3,075 99. 91 7,274.91
Eugene Zorgow-------------------------- 750 4,100 2,700 (232. 96) 6,567.04
Samuel Abrams. . ..------------------------ 1,000 5,300 2,808 1,694.64 9,802.64
Milton P. Lansky.------------------------250 1,550 608 1,077.59 3,235.S9
Ethel Raeder. . . ..-------------------------- 1,000 5,400 9,433 2,440.84 17,273.84

Total.. . . ..--------------------------- 11,600 60,000 45,823 21,103.37 '126,926.37

1 Explanation:
in cm e ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. $157,,SM ..22

Expenses.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------- 42,204.85

Net income.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...---------------------------------------------------------115,331.37

Total due and withdrawn by partners.. .. .. . .. .. ...-------------------------------------126,926.37
Less capital invested.. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ..---------------------------------------------------11,600.00

Total.. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. ..------------------------------------------------------- 115,326.37
NoTE.-Capital investment was made in February 1953, from drawings of December 1952.

John L. Henne8sy, Manhattantowm division

Drawings Drawings
Capital Apr. 30, Apr. 30, Owing to Totals

Partners invested 1953 1954 partner-ship
(1) (2) i(1) plus (2)

John L. Hennessy. . ..---------------------- None $9, 519. 18 $8, 181.59 ($8, 355. 44) $17,700.77
John L. Hennessy, drawing--------------- None 6,346. 23 5,297.47 (3,311.71) 11,643.70
lack Ferman-------------------------- None 19,038. 36 19, 479. 55 (12,822. 57) 38, 517.91
Paul Millstein..........-------------------- None 982. 94 12, 189. 42 (12,090.09) 13,172.16
Robert D. Alnick----------------------_-.None 14,278.77 13,697.46 (6,646.24) 27, 97623
Herbert Carpert.. . ..----------------------- None 987. 74 3, 254. 18 (3, 154.85) 4,241.92
Charles Feibush (for Ann Feibush) ........ None 3,653.89----------.------------3, 653.8
Ann Feibush payables..------------------ Nqne------------2,678. 24 (2,000.78) 2,678.24

Total...........----------------------------------54,806.91 64,777.91 (40,661.66) 1119,584.82

Explanation:income ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.$153,,2S.11

Expenses (see note below).. . . . . . . .. . . . . ..-----------------------------------------------76,952.68

Net income.. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ..----------------------------------------------------- 76,952.68

Total drawings.. . . . . .. . . . . ..-. . . ..------------------------------------------------------11g, 584.82
Less due from partners.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . ..-------------------------------------------------40,661.6,

Total.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------78, 923.16

NOTE.-These expenses include supervisory payrolls to some of interested principals ($35,846.49).



Manattantown, Inc., Sept. 1, 1952-Sept. 31, 1954-Summary of money received by interested principals for services rendered to maintain,
demolish existing property and erect Manhattantown, Inc.

Principals Capital
invested

3. Ferm an ............................................ -------- $104, 500I. F erm an -------------------------------------------------..----- ........
A . F erm an ------------------------------------------------- ]--------------

S. C aspert ----------------------------------------------------- 22,000
W ife .......................................................- 22,000
Son H erbert ..............................................- 22,000
M ..ToddT.................................................. 11,000
C. Parment.. . . . . . ..----------------------------------------14, 666
S. and L. Arnett. . . . . ..-------------------------------------9,166
Baltc.b----------------------------------------------------9,166
L. Spivack. . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 16,500
I. Lowell. . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------ 11,000
Blum...................-----------------------------------------------
B . C aspert ------------------------------------------------- ....----

J. L. Hennessy.. . . . ..---------------------------------------- 27,
John L. H ennessy ...................................- 1,..... ..............Lawrepeo Reiner ------------------------------------------ 11, 000

N. Silver. . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------86,000
(E) A. Roeder. . . . . . ..-------------------------------------- 13, 750
C . T orgaw ---------- .------------------------------------ .......-- - -
S. Gatkin. . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------- 16,500
R . Silv er --------------------------------------------------- .------- .- .-...
I. Hoffmann. . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 5,500
E .T orgaw ................................................

I. Leistner (Koenig Iron). . . . ..--------------------------------- 16,500
I. Lelstner. . . . . . ..-----------------------------------------16, 500
W. Lelstner..---------------------------------------- 16,
0. Knapki......---------------------------'-.------------
N. Folkman.. . . ..---------------------------------------- 11,000
H. Elman. . . . . . ..-----------------------------------------16,500
A. Rosenbum. . . . . . ..-------------------------------------- 11,000
Sid Liestner.. . . . ..---------------------------------------- 11,000

(F) A. Drier. . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------55,000
G. Rosenblum. . . . . . ..-------------------------------------- 16, 500
N.RS. Folkman.. . . ..-------------------------------------- 11,000
M.iKurtz. . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------11,000
I.Folkm an .....-.; .......................................... 

..............

3. L. Hennessy-Manhattan Apartment Equipment
Division Rental

Salaries Fees and
through contracts TotalSptrouthrough Partners Slie Partners OtherSept. 30,1954 Sept. 30, 1954 drew through drew through

through Sept. 30, 1954 through Sept. 30, 1954
Sept. 30, 1954 Sept. 30, 1954

$9,807.64
30,58& 33
37,633.07

495.00

1,153.86
5,843.08

34, 706.85

1,307.64

$42, 893. 79
..... i,--.-"--------------
....... -.--

]--------------
S--------------

!.. .37. 00..

$41, 217. 91
----------..-- --

------ ------

-------------

----4, 9-43 70 i---------------
--------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

--------------.

-------------- :-

$275. 00

---- ---- ---

-----------.--
-------------- -

--- --- --- --9

1 0 .64 --- - -- --- - -- - -- - 2?1 67

--------------.-

-------------
----- ---- - --4

----- ---- ---4
------- ------4

$250. 00

"-- ............

$84, 111. 708
9,807.648

30,588.338
39,320. 578

1,010.008
15. 148.708
1,153.
5,843.08

357.008

---s
20r575. 778
12,643.70S
1,083.298

31,169.69
17,273.84
8,567.04
2,773.96

6,5667.04
260.68

35, 516. 85

1,307.64

8,800.33
----.13, 62.64

I . . . . ..- - '-- ....:-.-. - -I--.- -1 ,474.35



Af anhattantown, Inc., Sept. 1, 1952-Sept. 31, 1954-Summary of money received by interested principals for services rendered to maintain,
demolish existing property and erect Manhattantown, Inc.-Continued

Principals iO
ini

M . M illstein ---------------------------------------------------
P .M iUlstein ................................................-_ -...
3. M illstein ------------------------------------------------ --....

Fred Landue-......................................
S .A bram s -------------------------------------------------
A . Zim alis -------------------------------------------------
M .W eiss-----. -.- .------------------- ----------------------. -.....

R . O ln lck ------------------------------------------------------
H . N adel --------------------------------------------------
L. Friedm an -----------------------------------------------
M . L ansk y ------------------------------------------------
T . B lock .........................................................
M . B lock -------------------------------------------------- --....
Jack Block.................---------------------------------------

C . F eibush ----------------------------------------------------
T . M ittm an -----------------------------------------------
H. Felbush................---------------------------------------
&nn Feibush (wife)..............---------------------------------

M . E . K essler -------------------------------------------------
S. J. K essler -----------------------------------------------
Max Becker-............................................... .....

Kessler..-.............................................
Other:

Lillian Agar................--------------------------------------
Abram Bells............... ..------------------------------------
Louis Flanzer---------------.------- -------------------------
Matilda Blaikie........-.......-----------------------------.-----
Robert Raider................------------------------------.-----

I. Lustig......... .........-------------------------------------------
D avid -Shapiro ................................................ .....
Adjustment, due to posting payrolls in wrong account (see

schedule attached for particulars..........-------------------.-----

Total........ .......------------------------------------- I

?apital
vested

$104, 500

30,250
30,250

49, 500
11,000
55,000
11,000

--6600066
44,000

1--8,3ii3
18,333----------
18,333

1,093,414-

Salaries
through

Sept. 30,1954

--------------
$1730.-79

-8301.22
8,301. 22

17,083.18

1,307.64
7,270.01
4,807.75

588.00

212,017.87

Fees and
contracts
through

Sept. 30, 1954

$48, 847.02

-6-00-84

---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

-------------- -
--------------

5,000-00
9,000.00

-------------- -
------------ - .

-------------- -
--------------
--------------
--------------

8, iii .92
--------------

142,111.07

J. L. Hennessy-Manhattan
Division

_____________ I

Partners
drew

through
Sept. 30, 1954

--------------
$16,372.16

30,676.23

3, W. 89
--------------

--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

--------------
-----------------------------------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

132,759.82

Salaries
through

Sept. 30, 1954

-------------- -

-------------- -
-------------- -
--------------

$2,740.56
2,740.56

--------------
-------------- -
-------------- -
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

871.50
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

--------------
--------------
--------------

--------------

Apartment Equipment
Rental

Partners
drew

through
Sept. 30, 1954

$9,802.64

" 3, 235. 59
.....-------

5,609. 18
6,485.59

25,232.77

5, 151.31

Other
through

Sept. 30,1954

21,000.00 ..........------ I.--------

33,721.37 126, 926. 37 $1,679.33

Total

$16, 372, 16
1, 730. 79

48,847.02
9,802.64

11,041.78
11,041.78
56,777.07

3,235. 5

7, 274.91
5,609. 18

17,664.78
25,232.77

2, 878.24
5, 000. 00
9,000-00

17,083.18

--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

I This figure includes both the amounts actually checked and the amounts projected through Sept. 30, 1964.

-1 1 1 1- 1 1 1-

1,307.64
7,270.01
4,807.75

588.00
947. 96

8,224.92
5, 151.31

21,000.00

1649,215.83

61 .80 1 --------------
--- 6i ---- --------------
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Senator BusHi. Is the representative here from .the Women's City
Club of New York?

Will you come forward, please.
Will you raise your righthand, please:
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before

ohis coninittee will be the truth ,,the whole, truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. ETHEL EMERSON WORTIS, WOMEN'S CITY
OLUB, NEW YORK, N. Y.

M[rs. WORTIS. So help me God.
Senator Busii. Will you be seated and give your correct name and

address to the clerk?
Mrs. W ORTIS. My correct name is Ethel Emerson Wortis, and my

address is 145 East 74th Street, New York City 21.
Senator Busix. Would you give us your name? I didn't hear it.
Mrs. WORTIS. Mrs. Ethel Wortis.
Senator BusH. Mrs. Wortis, you represent the Women's City Club

of New York?
Mrs. WORTIS. That is correct.
Senator Busii. Are you an officer?
Mrs. WowIs. I am a member of the board at the present-. time, but

during the time of our observations at Manhattantown I was the
president of the club.

Senator BusH. You were the president?
Mrs. WTORTIS. Yes. I finished a 3-year term.
-Senator Bus-i. Will you tell us a little about this organization,

what it consists of, and what are the purposes of it.
Mrs. WORTIS. This is an organization composed of about 900 women,

professional and lay, whose purpose is to advance the welfare of the
city of New York.

Senator BusH. HIow old is this club?
Mrs. WORTIS. It is nearly 40 years old. It. was organized in the

late part of 1915.
Senator Busi-i. You requested, yourself, that you might appear be-

fore this committee in connection with this Manhattantown matter;
is that correct?

Mrs. 'WORTIS. The club requested so.
Senator Busi-i. The club requested to be heard, and the conunittee

agreed to hear you as a representative of the club?
Mis. WO RTIS. Yes.
Senator BusH. Will you proceed, then, and make your statement

in your own way.
Mrs. WORTIS. In March of this year, the Women's City Club of

New York published a study, Tenant. Relocation at West Park (Man-
hatantown), which analyzed interviews with 400 tenants, a random
sampling of the 5,000 families living on the site of this title I develop-
menit in 1953. The purpose of the survey was to determine the needs
and problems of families forced to move in a vast slum-clearance
operation and to observe at firsthand the process of relocation under
title I and during a period of acute shortage of low-income housing.

The tabulated information showed that the great majority of the
families interviewed were in the lowest income group and that many
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belonged to racial minorities against whom discrimination is widely
practiced. Other difficulties which these families faced in finding
new quarters were physical handicaps, the large size of families, lim-
ited availability of public housing, and uprooting of long-established
neighborhood preference. Nearly all families faced the necessity of
paying more rent wherever they went. Less than 20 percent of the
families had then received assistance of any kind from the devel.
opers, and only 10 percent had been offered any financial moving
aid. Not only reports from tenants, but also our independent efforts
to secure information on the relocation practices of the developers
indicated, as we said in the report, that the pattern did not adequately
meet the law's specific requirements in regard to relocation nor the
demands of human decency.

With the final demolition dates for the first area set for late summer
or fall, we undertook in May to visit 25 families in this area. It might
be assumed that these families had received intensive aid in relo.
cating. Yet out of 25 families 8 reported no help from the developers
and 6 claimed they had had no instructions at all. Nine had been
offered other apartments on the development site-which meant ulti.
mately moving again. Some had found them acceptable, others had
not. Three had found places for themselves off the site, and on]y
one family had been helped by the developer in finding a place oi
the site. Only 3 families had been encouraged to seek public housing,
and 1 of these was not interested. Nearly every family interviewed
complained that the actual date when they would have to leave was
unknown to them.

Of the 25 families, 6 who knew where they were going faced in-
creaso.s in rent, of whom 4 were merly moving to other quarters on
the site. As to maintenance of their old quarters, 3 families had had
major interruptions of their utilities from 1 week to 1 month, and
7 stated that repairs were made only after a long wait and in general
that their former landlord did a better job than the developer.

A month's rent, or use of the developer's moving truck was prom-
ised or offered to 8 of the 25 families, though in 1 case this offer held
good only if they took an apartment on the site. Two others did not
need aid, but a number said no aid was offered.

In addition to information from our original survey and from
these 25 recent interviews, we have a full description of the develop-
ers' practices set forth in a document issued by their counsel, S. J.
Rosenman, in March 1954. They bear out our conclusion that the pro-
gram for relocation of tenants from Manhattantown is subhuman
in concept and inadequate', in execution. It appears to us that this
program is a far cry from the assurances of equitable and painstaking
care of these families made by the committee on slum-clearance plans
in its brochure on Manhattantown, and that the clear intent of the
Federal law as to relocation as cited in the brochure has not been
met. The difficulties and hardships of displacement from their homes
for these underprivileged people are enough to entitle them to the
promised financial aid and all-out assistance in finding decent quar-
ters. We believe further that the developer has abused the privilege
of moving families temporarily to other apartments on the site, and
charging more rent. Public housing for these families, expected to
be their major resource, has received surprisingly few of them. And
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the new dwellings to be built on the site are far beyond the pocketbook
of 93 percent of the displaced families.

Under the circumstances we are convinced that the method of han-
dling relocation on sites to be developed with Federal aid under title I
needs to be drastically revised.

Senator Busi. Have you any suggestions to offer in connection
with that last statement, how it might be drastically revised?

Mrs. WORTIS. We made recommendations in the report, which you
* have, to the effect that we believed that the city should have a central
relocation agency, and that the city should take direct responsibility
itself for relocating these families before the properties are turned
over to a development company.

Senator BusH. Have we received such recommendations?
Mr. SIBION. Yes, sir.
Senator BusH. What started your club on this? How did you

happen to get interested in this matter?
Mrs. WORTIS. In the first information which was available through

the newspapers as to these developments, it became apparent that
large numbers of low-income people would have to be displaced from
properties which were going to be then developed to house middle-
income people, and being aware of the great shortage of low-income
housing, and the fact that these families were more than half belong-
ing to minority groups, which have great difficulty anyway in finding
decent housing, we were alarmed that unless great care and skill
were taken in relocating these families that injustice would be made
toward them, and, therefore, we decided it would be well to be in
touch with the families, and what went on in the process.

Senator BUSH. I wish to commend the women's club for taking an
active interest in such an important matter. I think it is very fine
that we have clubs around that are surveying these social and economic
problems with an intelligent interest. I think it is very fine.

Have you anything else you would like to add to your statement?
Mrs. WORTIS. I don't think I have Senator.
Senator Busri. Thank you very much. The committee appreciates

your cooperation.
The. committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Mr. ROSENMAN. Senator, if I may please, as you have heard from

the women's city club, we are relocating tenants too fast and yet Mr.
Simon and the staff thinks we are not relocating them fast enough.
That is why we haven't moved fast enough, so we are. caught in the
dilemma.

The social agencies say we should delay these relocations until all
of the matters are investigated which she spoke about.

If you would like to hear Mr. Caspert on this question of relocation,
le would be glad to testify to it.

What I would like to ao is to submit for the record, if I nay, our
answer to the club which we filed with the borough president on
March 30 of 1954. We think if the Senator reads this you will find
that a great many of the things that the last witness testified to were
just not so.

In addition to that, I would like to submit the last report on relo-
cations, which have been filed by the bureau of city real estate, to
Mr. Moses, who is the chairman of the committee on slum clearance,
which shows just how many people we have relocated.
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I want to say just. briefly that if we followed the procedures that
the women's city club has suggested, we wouldn't have one-sixth of
the property down and another sixth ready to come down. We
wouldn't have a single building down.

I would like the privilege of marking these two things in the
record.

Mr. SijmoN. Is this the same document that you have Judge?
Mr. ROSENMAN. As of September 17?
Mr. SImoN. Yes.
Mr. ROSENMAN. It shows, if you will notice, we have relocated 1,359

families. There is still 2,726 left.
Mr. SimoN. It shows 1,359 have been relocated?
Mr. ROSENMAN. That is right. There is still left 2,726.
Senator Busii. The committee will be glad to accept both documents

for the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

PRELIMINARY STATEMENTT

The following is a short summary of the answer of Manhattantown, Inc., to
the report of the Women's City Club of New York. which report was filed with
the borough president of the Borough of Manhattan on or about MNarch 12, 1954,
entitled "Tenant Relocation at West Park."

The answer and the letter of transmittal thereof was delivered to the borough
president and released for publication on or about March 31, 1954. This sum-
mary was prepared for the purpose of having it incorporated in the minutes of
the testimony taken before the United States Senate Banking and Currency
Committee at a hearing held in the city of New York on October 1, 1954.

This summary Was prepared at the request of counsel for the committee for
inclusion in the minutes in lieu of the entire answer and letter of transmittal
thereof.

Copies of the complete answer have been forwarded to the committee for
their files.

As stated above, this answer was prepared in the latter part of March of
1954. At that time, Manhattantown. Inc., had cleared 34 buildings for deioli-
tion and was in the process of clearing an additional 25 buildings.

As of the present date, October 1, 1954, Manhattantw, Inc., has demolished
some 79 buildings and has cleared 11 additional buildings for demolition.

A total of 1,179 apartments, in which lived some 1.388 families, have, been
cleared and the families relocated.

SUMMARY OF MIANHTTANTOWNE, INc., ANSWER PREPARED MARCH 1954

1. The survey upon which the report by the women's ('ity club is based was
conducted upon the erroneous asumption that in the near future, and all at
the same time, every 1 of the 338 residential buildings in the 6-block area
would be 'leared'of its 5.223 families and other tenants, and forthwith demolished.

2. The publicly approved relocation-rehousing plan for West Park calls for
clearance of only a few buildings at a time. When Manhatta-ntown, Inc., with
the aid of New York City, has been able to relocate all the tenants from a small
number of buildings those buildings are then to b demolished and one or more
of the.new buildings are to be constructed in their place.

No such area is, or can be, torn down at once by a private builder and then
rebuilt at once. It would be financially suicidal for any private builder to try
it. The way such a project is carried forward, in common sense,, is to tear down
old slum buildings to clear the space necessary to erect fine new multistory dwell-
ing, or necessary to build a school, or to construct a liark or playground area
on the site. Then a second set of buildings is torn down, and so on.

These operations may overlap at times, so that while a new building is going
up some more old ones are being torn down on another part of the project area;
but the important fact is that the whole operation is a gradual one.

It therefore permits temporary relocation of some tenants living in the build-
ings about to be torn down by moving them into renovated and repainted apart-
ments in buildings which are not scheduled for demolition for another 2 years.
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3. Immediately after acquisition of the area by Manhattantown, Inc., a door.
to-door survey was conducted under the supervision of the New York City Bureau
of Real Estate. Every tenant then living on the site was asked to come to the
relocattion office, located in one of the buildings in the area, to be interviewed.

At the end of a 6- to S-month period, every tenant was interviewed, with the
exception of those reappointments for interviews. It was only after the inter-
views had been completed that serious relocation efforts were instituted looking
toward the clearance of :44 buildings, about 10 percent of the t,,tal of 338 resi-
dential buildings, located in one small part of the project.

4. 1)uring the spring and summer of 1953, the period during which the women's
city club was conducting its survey, the bulk of the relocation efforts by both
the redeveloper and the city was concentrated on these 34 buildings.

Relocation of the tenants of the second group of buildings to be demolished-
25 in number-did not get underway seriously until late in September of 1953,
ifter the women's city club survey had been Comlleted.

5. The women's city club survey represents a random sampling taken evenly
throughout the entire area. This sampling ignored the fact that many buildings
in the area will not be torn down for 2 to 3 years.

It also ignored the fact that relocation, as planned and as being conducted in
the area, is a piecemeal operation, with serious relocation efforts being concen-
trated on only a relatively few buildings at any one time.

In addition, the report discloses that no attempt was made to contact the fami-
lies who had already been relocated, to include them in the survey, and to learn
what assistance they had received in relocation and moving.

6. The women's city club report shows that, at a time when only 10 percent
of the residential buildings in the area were being cleared, 18 percent of the
persons interviewed stated that they were receiving relocation assistance, and
10 percent stated that they had been promised moving expenses. This would
seen to refute any allegation that Manhattantown, Inc., was shirking its
responsibilities.

7. Rel)cation has been a slow, careful process. The first group of 34 buildings
was not cleared until March 15 of this year, or almost S months after the
tenants had been notified that their buildings were scheduled for demolition.
Clearance of the second group of 25 buildings, which was started in September
if 1953, has not yet been completed.

8. All buildings and demolition activities by the redeveloper are geared to its
relocation efforts.

9. The relocation activities of Manhattantown, Inc., are under the constant
close supervision of the New York City Bureau of Real Estate. Relocation has
been conducted in accordance with law and with decent human values.

Manhattantown, Inc., has expended, directly and indirectly, large sums of
m,ney to assist site tenants to find, andmove to, new quarters.

10. The New York City Housiniig Authority, acc ording to information furnished
to Manhattantown, Inc., is making available a sufficient number of apartments
in low-income projects to accommodate all site tenants who qualify under the law
for public housing.

Until such apartments are available, temporary relocation in other apartments
on the site is being used, and will be used.

Temporary relocation, on-site, into buildings not scheduled for demolition for
2 to 3 years will also be used for families who are financially able and willing to
move into the new buildings to be built in the area and for families who have
een un;ihle to find permanent housing outside the area.
The National Housing Act of 1949 foresaw the need for on-site temporary

relo('atiu( of tenants, and specifically authorized it. Manhattantowi, Inc.,
recognizes thlt this temporary on-site relocation does not sa1tisfy its ultimate
obligation to see that all site tenants are relocated into suitable permanent
housing accoinuodations, and it is prepared to fulfill that obligation.

11. The women's city club report, based upon an erroneous premise, does not
reflect 1he situation as it existed at the time the survey was being conducted.

It also does not reflect the situation as it exists today. Its recommendation,
therefore, that clearance at Manhattantown should be halted is not based on
fact. If adopted, it would constitute a serious blow to the clearance of slums,
and the construction of safe, sanitary housing.

The women's city club report shows how bad a slum area this is, and how
beneficial its early and speedy abolition would be.

Son1e inconvenience is a necessary concomitant of all slum clearance. Every
P0ssiblo effort is being made by Manhattantown, Inc., to avoid any unnecessary
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hardship in its efforts to construct decent housing in this presently substandard
area, at prices consistent with the objectives of title I of the National Housing
Act of 1949.

The survey conducted by the women's city club in the spring and summer of
1953 proceeded upon the false assumption that the entire six-block area would
be cleared at once. In addition to this basic error, the sampling was far too small
to reflect accurately the situation in the whole area.

The conclusions are entirely inconsistent with what was actually happening
at the time, and cannot therefore be made the basis for any substantial change
in the present title I program.

Manhattantown has not been callous or indifferent to the relocation prob.
lems of the tenants in the area. On the contrary, in endeavoring to minimize
the inconvenience to the tenants, Manhattantown has been delayed in the
progress of its slum-clearance program.

In a substantial number of cases, Manhattantown has had to proceed before
the New York State Rent Commission for certificates permitting application to
the courts for warrants of eviction and upon receiving the certificates had to then
institute proceedings in court. In some cases, legal proceedings extended over a
period of 7 months from the date Manhattantown made application to the rent
commission and the date possession of the apartments could be obtained for
demolition.



Report on relocation and site clearance-Residential tenants-Manhattantown site-Report week ending Sept. 17, 1954

Number of families

1. At date of acquisition:
v------------------------------------
NV -----------------------------

Total --------------------------

IA. Additional families since acqusition:
V..--... ... ...-----------------------------
NV_--------------------------------------

Total...... .....-------------------------

2. Temporarily relocated, to:
V.. .. .. .... ...-------------------------------
NV....... ......-----------------------------

Area 1

Total.- _...-------------------------------

3. Temporarily relocated, from:
v ------------------------------------
NV ----------------------------------

Total...--------------------------

4. Number of families relocated:
v------------------------------------
N V ----------------------------------- ---- --

Total............--------------------------

5. Public housing, low rent:
V.... ... ... ...-------------------------------
NV..........--------------------- --------

Total............--------------------------

6. Public housing, unsubsidized:
V.....-.........-------------------------------
NV.......-----------------------------

Total............--------------------------

Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 Area 7 Area 8
I I I I I

127
475

Area 9 Area 10 Area 11 Area 12 Grand total

18 951
73 3,123

4,072 ------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- 2
9------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- 9

------- I -------I ----- I ---- --- I - --- ---I -- --- ---- ---- -I --- ---- I --- ---

I---1 1 15. 29 2
-- - -- --- - -- --- - -- -68 83 8 15

15
4

17
13
39

1
9 12

73
258

331

24 28 19 1 I---------------- --------- -------------------- 73
79 105 65 6 --------- --------- --------- --------------- 1------------ --------- 258

...... 331- - - - - . -- . . . . ..-- - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --. - - - - - - --. - - - - - - - --. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.- - --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

38 80 55 38 59 14 19 27 18 37 4 4 393

91 201 126 91 158 41 36 52 45 94 12 19 966

--------- ..--- ------ .-------- ..--------..--------..-------.-.-------.-.--- ---.--.------.--.------.--.------ ---,-------- - 1 ,3 55

15 13 11 4 13 5 9 9 3 8 1 91
10 17 12 12 17 6 11 11 6 11--------- 4 117

208

4 3 4 1 2 1 3 4 4 6------------------ - 32
1 1 1--------------1---------213.--------------------- -9

----- --------------- ---- -------- --------- --------- --------- ------------ --------- 41



Report on relocation+ and site (ca r'inc-Residential tenant8-Ma nhattantown 8ite-Report week ending Sept. 17, 1954-Continued

Number of families Area 1

7. Private rental housing, standard (L. P. A.
referral):

V-...........................................

T o tal -------------------------------------

8. Private rental housing, standard (self-located):
V -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

N V -----------------------------------------

T otal-..................

9. Own home:
V --- --- - ----- - - - ---- --- -- ---- -- -- --- --- --- --

N V -----------------------------------------

T o tal ..................- - ............

10. Private rental housing, substandard:
V -- - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -

T o ta l -------------------------------------

11. Number of remaining families:
N V -- -- -- -- - -- -- --- -- -- --- ----. . " ." " . .. . . : - - -

Total-.....................................

12. Percent of remaining families:

Total-.....................................

Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 Area 7 Area 8 1Area9 1Areal0 [ Area 1I1 Area 12 Grand total

......... 1 ..... 1.. 1---- -.. ...----------------.....--... --- ------- ------.--------- 3

19 62 37 33 43 7 7 13 10 23 3 4 261

81 180 108 76 133 33 23 39 38 77 12 15 815

.... .... , ....... 1,076

.........- 2 3 ........- 1 1 .... .. 1 1 --------- -------------- -------. 9

.........- 3 4 2 5 1 1------------------ -3 .------------------- 19

-- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - --------- --------- --------- ------------
- ------------ ----- ------ 1 1 1 -------- --------- --------- ---------- 3

...................... - 60 97 74 78 84 62 77 11 17 560
1 236 400 239 282 259 295 340 48 66 2,166

-- - --.......- - - --........- -.........- ---............... - -2,726

----

CHARLEs R. CORRINO
Manager.

--------- - ------------

I
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HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

DIVISION OF SLUM CLEARANCE AND URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

REPORT OF RELOCATON PROGRESS AS OF MONTH ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1954

Name and address of local public agency: Manhattaittown, 395 (entral Park
West, New York 25, N. Y.

Project number: -1-9
Project name: Manhattantown
Report for entire project

I White I
A. Total number of families to be displaced (B+C)-...............

1. Eligible for low-rent public housing ..........................
2. Ineligible for low-rent public housing ..... ....--....--...-.---

B. Total families for whom relocation responsibility has been dis-
charged (1+2+3+4).. . . . . . . ..----------------------------------

1. Relocated in rental housing (a+b+c+d):
a. Low-rent public housing .................................
b. Other permanent public housing .........................
c. Private rental (LPA referral) ............................
d. Self-located private rental --------------------------------

2. Purchased hom es ---------------------------------------------
3. E v ic te d --- -- -- --- --- ------ --- ----- --- --- --- -- -------- ------- -
4. Disappeared, whereabouts unknown-........................

C, Total ftimilles still to be relocated (1+2+3).. .. ..-----------------
1. Families temporarily relocated off-site -----...............

2. O n-slte transfers ----------------------------------------------
3. Others... .. .. ... .. .. ..----------------------------------------

D. Total eviction proceedings instituted to (late (1+2+3)----------
1. Failure to pay ren t -------------------------------------------
2. Refusal to accept suitable accommodations ...................
3. Other-.......................................................

1,953
549

1,404

892

82
13
4

687
23
11
72

1,061
0

193
868

11
11
0
0

Non-white

2, 13"2
731

1,401

496

141
32
0

196
6
9

112
1,636

0
111

1,525
9
9
0
0

Total

4,085
1,280

12,805

1,388

1, 155

29
20

184
2, 697

0
304

2,303
20
20
0
0

Number of Amount 2
cases

E. Total financial assistance granted to date (1+2+3+4)-------------.--------------$30, 710. 57

1. 1st month's rent for families--------------------------------------------- 314 13,831.89
2. Moving expenses for families--------------------------------------------- 302 12,846. 71
3. 1st month's rent for Individual householders------------------------------- 39 1,540.47
4. Moving expenses for individual householders------------------------------ 69 2,491.50

Individual householders Non-
residential

establish-
White Nonwhite Total ments

F. Progress in relocation of others:
1. Total---------------------------513 246 759 349

2. Relocated----------------------------- 162 80 242 132
3. Evicted-------------------------------- 3 2 5 0
4. Remaining on site---------------------- 348 164 512 217

0. Progress in vacating structures:
1. Total ...........................

2. Vacated
3. To be vacated

Residential Commer-
cial

Insti-
tutional

I - * I I

276

65
211

94

35
59

4

-1
3

Total

374

101
273

5069-4-pt. 4-29

I _ _ _ _I_ _ 1 _ _ _ _1_

'188 white and 92 nonwhite families eligible for unsubsidized housing are included in this figure.
Total financial assistance as reported by the sponsors.
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The undersigned certifies that the relocation activities of the local pubu
agency as reported herein have been carried out in accordance with the reloca.
tion plan as approved by the Division.

CHARLES R. CORRINO,
Manager.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1954.
(The following was later received for the record

STATEMENT BY MANHATTANTOWN, INC.

At a public hearing held before this committee on October 1, 1954, in the city
of New York, testimony was taken concerning the operation of the slum-clearante
project at West Park, also known as Manhattantown. This redevelopment site
includes an area of six square blocks bounded by 100th Street on the north,
Central Park West on the east, 97th Street on the south, and Amsterdam Avenue
on the west. This area is being redeveloped by Manhattantown, Inc., a private
corporation, under the terms of a redevelopment plan and a contract between
it and the city of New York. By this plan Manhattantown, Inc., is obligated to
relocate all the families in the six-square-block area, demolish all the existing
structures, convey to the city almost one-third of the cleared land for community
facilities and street-widening purposes, and construct on the remaining two.
thirds multistory, fireproof, apartment buildings containing 2,560 apartments.

At the public hearing on October 1, 1954, counsel for this committee questioned
a representative of Manhattantown, Inc., upon various matters, including-

(a) Delay in relocating tenants, demolishing all structures, and con-
structing new structures at Manhattantown. Incidentally, effort was made
to contrast this with Corlears Hook project;

(b) The amount of the legal fee paid by Manhattantown, Inc., to Rosen-
man, Goldniark, Colin & Kaye, of which Samuel I. Rosenman is a member;

(c) The discrepancy between the architect's fee included in the first FHA
application for a mortgage-loan insurance and the Manhattantown, Inc., con-
tract with S. J. Kessler & Sons;

(d) The discrepancy between the builder's fee included in the first FHA
application for a mortgage-loan insurance and the contract between Man-
hattantown, Inc., and Ferman Builders, Inc.; and

(e) Sums paid by Manhattantown, Inc., out of income from the current
operation to certain individuals.

With reference to the above items, Manhattantown, Inc., wishes to make the
following statement by its president, Jack Ferman.

I. AS TO THE PROGRESS MADE IN THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE MAN tIATTANTOWN PROJECT

A. Skidmore Owings progress chart
The target dates which are set forth in the Skidmore Owings progress charts

are not a part of the contract between Manhattantown and the city of New York.
These charts were not shown to Manhattantown until months after Manhattan-
town took over the project area.

The contract between Manhattantown and the city of New York requires that
Manhattantown complete the project within 4 years. The contract also states,
however, that in the case of enforced delay, due to circumstances stated in para-
graph 304 of the contract, the Committee on Slum Clearance Plans of the City
of New York could extend the eiriod of time for performance of the sponsor's
obligations.

Some of the causes of delay mentioned in said contract under which the sponsor
would be entitled to an extension of time for performance are-

1. Any acts, laws, and regulations of the Federal Government or the
State of New York including but not limited to controls or restrictions upon
or requisitioning of materials, equipment, tools or labor due to war, national
defense, or emergency or other unusual conditions;

2. Judicial or other legal restrictions on evictions.;
3. Acts of the city of New York;

2 Time for performance In the contracts of each of the title I projects In New York City
Is the same, 4 years. Manhattantown, however, has the largest number of families to
relocate, the largest number of buildings to demolish, and the largest number of apartments
to build.
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4. Causes not reasonably foreseen by the parties to this contract at the

time pf execution of the contract which are beyond the control and without

the fault of negligence of the sponsor.
As shown by the contract itself, "causes not reasonably foreseen" was only

oe of several types of causes of delay which would entitle the sponsor to an ex-

tention of time for performance of its obligations.

B. present status of relocation and demolition

As of today the buildings in areas 1 and 2 of the Manhattntown site have been

demolished. The buildings in area 3 are now empty and are ready to be de-

molished Thus, as of October 8, 1954, 79 buildings are down and 2U additional

buildings are ready for demolition. As soon as these last '9 buildings are

demolished Manhattantown will have a sufficient land area cleared to construct the

first 5 residential buildings in the project. These 5 buildings will contain about
1,000 of the proposed 2,5t0 apartments in the project, or about 40 percent of the
apartments to be contained in the whole proj. ct.

C. Rcasons why morc of the project area is not now ready for (1,mfolition

1. Rlocation of tcnant..-(a) Rent-control law: Up to the time that Man-
hattantown took over the area, the only large-scale relocation activity which
had been conducted in the city of New York was the clearing of sites by the .New
York City Housing Authority for the construction of public housing?. The city
of New York is exempt from the operation of the -ew York State emergency
housing rent laws. Therefore, it can remove tenants from their apartments with-
out first going to the New York State Rent (ommission to obtain the iece ssry
certificates of eviction. However, Manhattantown was not so exempt and it was
necessary for it to go to the New York State Rent Commission to obtain the
uLessa ry certificates.

At the time INIanhattantown took possession of the area the regulations issued
by the State rent administrator pursuant to the emergency rent laws (lid not
authorize the issuance of certiiicates of eviction (without which no proceeding
for evictions could be brought in the courts) in situations where the proposed
demolition was for the purpose of constructing new residential buildings unle,;s
the new buildings contained a greater number of housing units than presently
existing. One of the basic purposes of the slum clearance program , as to reduce
the population density in the slum areas-not to increase it. The new dwellings
(under the redevelopment plan) in Manhattantown were to contain fewer housing
units than the slum dwelling being replaced. By definition, therefore, Man-
hattantown could not proceed under the existing eviction regulations.

The regulations had to be changed. On June 15, 1953, as the result of confer-
ences anl requests made by Manhattantown to the New York State rent admin-
Istrator the State rent commission adopted amendment 13 to the regulations
which amended them in such a manner as would permit Manhattantown to pro-
ceed with its relocation and demolition activities. It was only after this amend-
ment had become effective on the above date that Manhattantown was enabled
to institute proceedings to remove tenants who rLfused to accept relocation.
Many tenants, up to that time, knowing that Manhattantown lacked eltecri e
power to remove them, had refused reasonable relocation offers.

Manhattantown proceeded within 45 days of the eflective date of the amended
regulation for certificates of eviction which would enable them to petition the
courts for orders of eviction where the tenants would not accept reasonable
offers of relocation.

Delay was incurred without fault of Manhattantown in the processing of the
aDDlications by the State rent commission.

Further delay, again without fault of Manhattantown, was caused when the
courts in the city of New York, in granting orders for eviction, conditioned
their decisions upon further delay in the execution of a warrant of eviction.

In some cases Manhattantown, although it exercised due diligence, was not
able to obtain possession of an apartment up to 7 months from the date it in-
stituted proceedings before the rent commission. As a matter of good will
and to comply with its contractual obligations, proceedings to evict tenants
were not, as a usual rule, instituted unless the tenant had turned down Man-
hattantownis offers for relocation.

The delay thus incurred was certainly an excusable delay pursuant to the
W0end cause of delay set forth in paragraph 304 of the contract. The delay
m'arrid well Into the latter part of 1953 and into the first part of 1954.
The contract did not require that this delay be an unforeseen one.
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(b) Litigation against proceeding with the project-Hun'tcr v. City of Nleio
York: Any attempt by Manhattantown to carry out extensive relocation .on a
voluntary basis prior to the change in the regulations as stated before was
blocked by the institution in November of 1952 of a lawsuit brought by a 'lumber
of tenants In three of the slum-clearance sites (including Manhattantowhi blut
not Corlears Hook) on behalf of themselves and on behalf of others similarly
situated to enjoin the city of New york and the slum-clearance sponsors (in.
eluding Manhattantown) from "performing, giving effect to, or proceeding, In
any manner, shape, or form, so as to perform or give effect to any term or
terms of a redevelopment contract existing between the city of New York and
Manhattantown, Inc."

Manhattantown and the other defendants answered and moved promptly to
dismiss the action.

On March 13, 1953, an order was entered denying the request for an injunction
and dismissing the complaint. The tenants had an additional 30 (lays within
which to appeal the decision. They did not appeal. Thus it was not until the
middle of April of 1953 that Manhattantown could seriously undertake even
voluntary relocation.

While the pendency of the suit did not constitute a judicial restriction on evic-
tions, the institution of the suit was certainly unforeseen and it would have
been hazardous and irresponsible for Manhattantown then to proceed with a
relocation program while the suit was pending. Indeed, if it had attempted
to initiate si.ch a program while suit was pending, it might have given cause
for the issuance of a temporary restraining order because the is.m, lwfore the
court was the legality of the entire program.

While the action was pending Manhattantown and the city relocation officials
did, however, interview the residents in the area so that they would be in a
position to proceed should the court permit the program to continue.

2. Ii rcstiiatiovs by HHIFA and, Scnatc Banking and Orwrcicy Committee.-
As soon as the danger that the program would be enjoined by the courts had
passed and the regulations of the State rent commission had been amended so
that the sponsor c6uld ask the State rent commission for certificates to proceed
in the courts to remove tenants who refuse to be relocated, Manliattantown
proceeded to clear the buildings in the first three areas of its project site.

By the spring of 1954, Manhattantown had made a great deal of progress in
clearing areas 1, 2, and 3 of tenants. At that time, i. e., the spring of 1954, there
visited Manhattantown first the auditors and the inspectors of the Housing and
Home Finance Agency and then the auditor!; and investigators of this committee.
Relocation and demolition activities had had sufficient momentum to carry
through the spring and summer of this year. As of October 8, 1954, 79 buildings
have been cleared and demolished. Twenty-nine additional buildings have been
cleared and are ready for demolition.

One thousand one hundred and seventy-nine apartments in which lived 1,388
families have been cleared.

Manhattantown, as of October 1954, has relocated almost twice as manY
families as were contained in the entire project site at Corlears Hook. That
area contained only 718 families living in 47 buildings.

Relocation and demolition have been at a standstill for some weeks. Messrs.
Caspert and Silver, in charge of operations and relocation, respectively, have
been engaged in appearing before this committee, each having appeared 3 or 4
times at public and/or private hearings in which they were required to search
their memories and their papers to shed light on events which occurred 3 and 4
years ago.

Invitations to bid for the wrecking job on area 3 to demolish .the 29 buildings
now standing empty and ready for demolition have received no response. The
wreckers who performed the work in areas 1 and 2 were called before the investi-
gators of this committee and Interrogated as to how they obtained the wrecking
contract. Under these circumstances, wreckers would just as soon take jobs
other than those which would, require their appearance before a Senate
committee.

The inability of the work to progress because of the investigation was certainlY
unforePqeen by the parties to the contract.

3. Delay in FItA financing.-From the outset, It was generally understood
that this was a novel type of project and it would thus be necessary for FHA to
Insure the mortgage loans for the construction of the new buildings. The HOUS-
ing and Home Finance Agency which is charged with carrying out title I of the
Housing Act of 1949 is also the parent agency of the FLA.
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After the areas had been defined, Manhattantown miet with FHA representa-
tives in New York as early as May of 1953 preparatory to filing its first applica-
tion. The reaction of the New York office was that it would not approve slum
sites in New York City for FIIA loans.

At a later time, the local office said that they would process an application,
bat that it would be necessary for Manhattantown to obtain a priority. Man-
hattantown requested such a priority and received one. Plans for the project
were submiiittd( to the FHA in July of 1953. The FHA local office in New York
then stated that because they would consider the area as a slum area a shorter
economic life would be ascribed to the new buildings. This would decrease the
amortization period and consequently increase the yearly carrying charges to an
extent which would make the renting of the apartments difficult.

In September of 1953, the FHA local oAffice in New York itiformed Commis-
sioner Mh(ses of the New York City Committee on Slun Clearance Plans that a
temporary freeze which had existed on the proc(.sing of slun-clearance applica-
tions had been lifted. In November of 1953, Commissioner Moses wrote to Mr.
Cole, the Federal Housing Administrator, and told him that slum-clearance proj-
ects were being held up by the FHA's slowness in acting.

It was not until late In December of 1953 that the FHA agreed to accept an
application from Manhattantown. Such application was filed in December of
1953.

Early in 1954, the Housing bill of 1954 was passed by the House and was
pending in the Senate. This bill included provisions for slum-clearance projects.
The investigation by this committee caused the Senate to delay passage until
very recently and, as a result, the, FHA has not to this (late formulated regula-
tions under the new act giving effect to the slum-clearance provisions. Appli-
cation fornis for inortgage loan insurance under section 220-the slum-clearance
provisi n s of the act-are not available at the local office in New York.

II. RETAINER AGREEMENT WITH ROSENMAN GOLDMARK COLIN & KAYE AS COUNSEL

FOR MANHATTANTOWN, INC.

Roseman Goidmark Colin & Kaye was retained by Manhattantown after the
latter had acquired title to the slum area from the city of New York and over
4 months after the contract between Manhattantown and the city oJf New York
was executed.

Rosennian Goldimark Colin & Kaye has a retainer agreement to perform legal
services for Manhattantown, Inc., from October 1, 1952, until September 30,
1960. Originally, the retainer was to run for 6 years, bit at the request of
Mfanhattantown it was reduced in annual amount and extended to 8 years with
the total amount of payment for the 8 years remaining the amine as for the 6
Years. The committee has been provided with copies of the original and revised
retainer agreements.

Rosenmnan Goldmark Colin & Kaye has performed services in connection with
,aahhattantown's litigations, real estate tax questions, rent c)ntril problenis and
like matters.

Roseninan I'oldmark Colin & Kaye has had no dealings with FHA or with
HHIFA (n behalf of Manhattantown.

Rosenunan Goldinark Colin & Kaye has not received $250,000 in fees from
Alanhattantown as was mistakenly stated in one of the press reports (if the
public hearing of October 1, 19.54.

MIanhattantown has been Informed by Rosenlnan Coldmark ('olin & Katye that
as of October 8, 1954, the attorneys of that firm (partners and associates) have
Spent in excess of 3,350 hours in performing services for Mamihattantown. For
those services Rosenman Goldmark Colin & Kaye has to date been paid $67,500
by Manhattantown. Manhattantown has Leen further inforined by Roseninan
Go1cdmark Colin & Kaye that said sum is less than the amount called for by
Roseiman Goldmark Colin & Kaye's usual hourly rates for the, timber of hours
of services actually performed.

III. 5 PERCENT FEES IN THE FHA MORTGAGE LOAN APPLICATION FOR BUILDER AND

ARC11ITECT

In December of 1953, an application for mortgage loan insurance was sub-
Mitted to the FHA for the first residential building to he constructed on a portion
of the Manhattantown area which had been cleared of dwellings. This appli-
cation listed Manhattantown's estimated (.(sts of construction. Among other
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things, there were included in that list items for a builder's fee and for on
architect's fee. The estimated costs for the builder's fee was stated to be 5
percent of the cost of construction. The estimated costs for architect's fees was
also stated to he 5 percent of the cost of construction.

At the public hearing on October 1, 1954, reference was made to the fact that
Manhattantown had a contract with Ferman Builders, Inc., to perform service"
for 1 percent of cost and a contract with S.J. Kessler & Sons, architects, for
1% percent of cost. Copies of these contracts had been previously subunitted
to the committee by Manhattantown. The inference at the public hearing Was
that Manhattantown's December 1953 application to the FHA should have listed
the builder's fee at 1 percent of cost and the architect's fee at 14 percent of cost
rather than at 5 percent each because of said contracts.

The fact is, however, that the fees set forth in Manhattantown's application
were entirely proper.

(a) As to the builder's fee
The contract between Manhattantown and Ferman Builders provides for

supervisory services only. It does not cover all the services which a builder
usually supplies. The reason for this is that the Ferman Builders' contract is
only 1 percent with a top limit of $275,000, whereas the normal builder's fee
is 5 percent.

When the builder's fee Is fi-ed at 5 percent, it covers not only supervisory
services (such as the Ferman Builders' contract covers), but also the following
which the builder pays at his own expense:

1. The salaries of resident superintendents, expeditors, estimators, engineer,
foremen, timekeepers, checkers, detailmen, watchmen, and other residential labor
necessary in connection with the project.

2. The erection of field offices and shanties and providing the equipment
thereof.

3. Procurement of necessary permits required by all departments having Jur-
isdiction from the inception of the work through to completion, including cer.
tificates of occupancy.

4. Tools, supplies, gas, electricity, telephone, photostats, blue prints, transits,
and stationery.

5. Rental of miscellaneous equipment such as pumps and hoses.
6. Transportation.
7. Insurance and taxes in connection with the above.
The contract between Manhattantown and Ferman Builders for a 1 percent

fee naturally does not require Ferman Builders to pay for the above items.
Manhattontown itself will have to pay these builder's costs.

Manhattantown, In its application to the FHA, thus estimated builder's fees
at 5 percent of construction costs because its contract with Ferman Builders for
1 percent did not cover all the services and costs which normally are covered by
a builder's fee of 5 percent.

(b) As to the architect's fee
Manhattantown has entered into a contract with S. J. Kessler & Sons whereby

the latter is to provide the architectural work for the entire project :It a fee of
1% percent of the cost of the work. However, the contract provides that Man-
hattantown must pay Kessler certain stipulated sums on the completion of speci-
fied work, the payments ultimately to be charged against their total fee for the
project. Manhattantown, by contract, thus must pay Kessler:

For preliminary building plans and site plans-$9,000
For sketch floor plans for the buildings---------------------------15,000
For drawings, architectural, structural, mechanical, and site plans ready

for filing with FHA------------------------------------------30,000
When complete plans have been approved by FHA-------------------50,000

Total--------------------------------------------------104,000

Thus, before construction on the first building gets under way, Manhattan-
town must pay its architect the sum of $104.000 for work covering the entire
project area. It is to be note(] in this connection that the FFIA has taken
the position that it will not approve an application for the first building on
a site unless plans for the entire site are first submitted to and approved by it.

Marihattantown included in its application to the FHA a figure for architect's
fees which would approximate the $104,000 it had already obligated itself to
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pay in order to make the construction of the first building (with reference towhich a loan was being sought) possible. The maximum amount permitted by
the FIIA for architect's fees was 5 percent of the estimated costs. In this
case the 5 percent of the estimated costs amounted to $90,000. As a consequence
Manhattantown's application specified that the estimated architect's fee would
be 5 percent of costs.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that the Kessler fee of 11/4 percent did not
include any extra work which would have to he done if the plans for the build-
ing were ordered changed by any of the city's agencies to comply with changes
in the laws or regulations. That fee also did not cover architectural services
required for certain steel detailing and other work which, according to the
custom in the trade, are usually handled by outside architects. It is therefore
submitted that Manhattantown's application quite properly estimated builder's
and architect's fees for a total of 10 percent.
(c) Practice of peimitting a total of 10 percent for builder and architect fees

In the past, the FHA. under its regulations, has permitted the inclusion
In the statement of estimated costs of construction a builder's fee of 5 percentand an architect's fee of 5 percent. That such fees, totaling 10 percent for
builder's and architect's services, are reasonable, was recognized by this com-mittee in its report No. 1472 of the Housing Act of 1954. The report states atpages 4126 and 4627 of the United States Code Congressional and Administrative
News:

"All appropriate expenditures, could be included in the actual costs which arecertified by the mortgagor under this section. These would include the actual
cost to the mortgagor of construction, including amounts paid for labor, mate-rials, construction contracts, offsite public utilities, streets, organizational, and
legal expenses; and other items of expense approved by the Federal Housing
Commissioner, including a reasonable allowance for builder's profit if the mort-gagor is also the builder as defined by the Commissioner. As a guide to theCommissioner in establishing this allowance, your committee wishes to express
the view that this amount should not exceed 10 percent of the other costs of the
job."

IV. TESTIMONY OF HERBERT LARSEN, ACCOUNTANT FOR THE COMM.IITTEE, AS TO PAY-
MENTS BY MANHATTANTOWN TO CERTAIN INDIVIDU.\T.S

At fli hearing on October 1, 1954, Mr. Larsen, an employee of the General
Accoutiting Office, gave testimony relating to certain charts which he had
cornpil(d from the books of Manhattantown, Inc., John L. Hennessy & Co. (Man-hattantown division), and Apartment Equipment Rental Co.

Mr. Larsen testified that the charts contained, among other things, the salariesand contract income of stockholders of Manhattantown (including equitable in-terest holders) and their relatives. The charts which were submitted as ex-
hibits contradicted Mr. Larsen's testimony to ome ext nt.

Mr. Larsen testified that the salaries totaled $221.637.59 and that ths con-tract fees totaled approximate $190,0(). Th, exhibits showed the first item
at $212,017.87 and the second item at $142,111.07

The moneys paid by Manhattantown to its investors were for services ren-dered by them in operating ;ind inaintaiiing the present six-slunre-b!ock area
and in planning the future construction of the new buildings. This work had
to be (lone by someone. Someone had to do the ;iuditin- work: sm,',,w had toran relocation; someone had to collect the rents; someone had to be the archi-
tects; someone had to be the builder; someone had to run the maintenance de-
Partitient. Therefore substantial sums of money had to he paid to somwone for
these services.

Th(, fact that the services wore performed by persons or relatives of personsWh,) were also investors in Mlanhattantown is immaterial. The past business andexperience of many of these investors qualified them for exactly what they were
doing for Manhattantown.

It1 hs also been charged that the sums received by the investors, etc., were
l)roportlonate to the sum invested by each of them.

from fact is that 13 of the Investors in Manhattantown have reepive(1 no moneys
from Manhattantown.
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STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, 88:

JACK FERMAN, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the president of
Manhattantown, Inc., the corporation which has made the foregoing statement;
that he has read the foregoing statement and knows the contents thereof and the
same is true to his own knowledge, except as to the matters stated to be upon
information, and as to those matters he believes it to be true.

Deponent further states that the foregoing statement was prepared and is sub.
emitted to the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, to be included upon
the committee's approval a% part of the public record in lieu of oral testimony
before the committee by him.

The foregoing statement is hereby sworn to as stated above and shall be
deemed to have the full force and effect of a sworn statement made at a regular
public hearing of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency.

JAcK FEIRtAN.

Sworn to before me this 11th day of October 1954.
ANTHONY GAGLIANO,

Notary Public, State of New York.
Commission expires March 30, 1955.

Mr. ROSENMAN. This document will show we met every single charge
made by the women's city club.

Senator BUSH. I think you are entitled to that.
Mr. ROSENMAN. I think you realize the dilemma we are in, with

somebody saying we are moving them out too fast, and the staff saying
we aren't moving them out fast enough.

Senator Busn. We realize we are in a real dilemma as to the whole
thing.

The committee will be in recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12: 25 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m., of the

same day.)
Al ERNOON SESSION

Senator BusH. The committee will come to order, please.
Is Mr. Abraham E. Kazan here?
Will you come forward, please?
Will you raise your right hand:
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony which you will give

before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. KAZAN. I do.

TESTIMONY OF ABRAHAM E. KAZAN, CORLEARS HOOK, NEW
YORK, PROTECT

Senator BrsH. Please be seated and'give your correct name to the
clerk.

Mr. KAZAN. Abraham E. Kazan. I reside at 130 Gale Place, Bronx,
N.Y.

Senator BusH. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Kazan, you a-e the manager of the Corlears Hook

slum-clearance project, are you?
Mr. KAZAN. I am.
Mr. SiMox. Is that being undertaken by a corporation known as the

East River Housing Co.?
Mr. KAZAN. East River Housing Corp.
Mr. SIMON. East River Housing Corp. ?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. And you are the salaried head of that corporation?
Mr. KAZAN. I am the president and the manager of the project.
Mr. SIMON. And who owns the stock of the company?
Mr. KAZAN. At this time there are 3 stockholders, each holding I

share of stock. The 3 are Robert Szold, Frederick Unhui, and myself.
Mr. SiMoNf. Do you hold that stock in trust for the Ladies Garment

Workers Union ?
Mr. KAZAN. No. We are holding the stock in trust for the future

cooperators or tenants of the project.
Mr. SMON. Who contracted to purchase the land from the city?
Mr. KAZAN. The East River Housing Corp.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the price they agreed to pay for the

land?
Mr. IKZAN. Ve agreed to pay $1,049,000, and this figured at $2

per square foot.
Mr. SIMON. That was the estimated value of the raw land, exclud-

ing the improvements that were previously on the land?
M1r. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The cost to the city of acquiring the land, with the

former improvements, was $3,351.,420?
Mr. KAZAN. I don't remember the figure, but if you have that figure

it must be right.
Mr. SIMON. That is approximately $6 a square foot?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you sign your contract with the city?
Mr. KAZAN. Some time in May of 1952.
Mr. SIMON. That was the same month that the Manhattantown

project contract was signed?
Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. SIMON. Were you here this morning, Mr. Kazan?
Mr. KAZAN. I was.

Mr. SIMON. You heard the testimony as to the character of the
contract between Manhattantown and the city of New York?

Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is your contract similar?
Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. SIMON. Andyou had 4 years to demolish your old buildings and

build the new ones?
Mr. KAZAN. Exactly.
Mr. SIMON. How far along have you gone on demolishing the old

buildings?
Mr. KAZAN. All the buildings that are in the way of construction

have been demolished. There are about six buildings on the fringe
of the project that are still in operation, or have not been demolished.

Mr. SIMON. Do you intend to demolish them?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes, as soon as the new buildings are completed because

some of the tenants living in these buildings have come back to the
project.

Mr. SIMON. But the land on which those buildings are situated is
not to be utilized in your new program; is that right?

Mr. KAZAN. It is to be utilized for a parking area, for other activi-
ties there.
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Mr. SIMON. But all the lands on which you are going to build have
been demolishedI ,

Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. Simow. When did you complete that demolition?
Mr. KAZAN. We started immediately after taking title, and we are

continuing until this date to demolish. In fact, we are doing some
demolition work at this time. We have a triangular block which is
going to be used for commercial purposes. We did not rush to de-molish those buildings until about a week ago.

Mr. SiMoN. When had you completed the demolition of the build.
ings on which new residential properties are to be built?

Mr. KAZAN. About 8 months ago.
Mr. SIMo N. About 8 months ago?

- Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. When did you start to construct the new buildings?
Mr. KAZAN. In March of 1954.
Mr. SIMoN. In March of 1954?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How many apartment units will there be in the new

buildings ?
Mr. KAZAN. 11668.
Mr. SIMON. And are those going to be sold to the future occupants

on a cooperative basis?
Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. SrM N. And they will then become the stockholders in this East

iRiver Corp., of which there are now only three shares outstanding?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. The project had approximately how many families liv-
ing on it at the time you acquired it?

Mr. KAZAN. 878.
Mr. SIMON. And were all of those 878 families relocated?
Mr. KAZAN. With the exception-of about 135, half of whom will

come back to the new project, and the other half have to be relocated.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have any unusual difficulties in relocating the

743 that were relocated?
Mr. KAZAN. Well, the usual difficulties. A good many of them went

to the city housing projects. The others were relocated by the cor-
poration.

Mr. SIMON. By your corporation?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did difficulties in relocation delay the demolition of the

buildings?
Mr. KAZAN. In part, I would say yes, but you couldn't expect any

better result or any better methods. As we vacated the buildings we
demolished the building.

Mr. SI ON. In spite of whatever delays you had because of reloca-
tion, you still demolished all the buildings on the land on which you
intend to build housing families within about a year and a half?

Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. SrmON. The new buildings that are being built, how far along

are they?
Mr. KAZAN. Building No. 1, there are 4 buildings in total. Build-

ing No. 1 is on the second story. It is a reinforced-concrete building,
and they are pouring concrete on the second story.

3164
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Building No. 2, concrete is being poured on the first slab.
Building No. 3, the foundations are completed, and building No. 4,

they are just pouring concrete or completing the pile cap, as you call
them.

Mr. SIMON. The price you had to pay the city for the raw land, did
you pay one-third of it, or did you pay the full purchase price?

Mr. KAZAN. We paid the entire amount.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't asked them to give you an extended period

to pay two-thirds of it?
Mr. KAZAN. No. We paid 50 percent immediately after taking

title, and the other 50 percent about 5 or 6 months afterward. We
didn't want to pay interest on the money that we owed the city.

Mr. SIMON. So you paid the whole thing?
Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. As I understand it, the new buildings are being built

without Government financing; is that right?
Mr. KAZAN. The buildings are being built without Government

financing, although we lost about 8 months' time in our attempt to get
Government financing.

Mr. SIMON. When did you file your application with FHA?
Mr. KAZAN. The application was formally filed on December 19,

1953, and I got a commitment. at the end of 19-in 1952, I am sorry.
Mr. SIMON. You filed it December 15, 1952?
Mr. KAZAN. December 19, 1952. We got a commitment at the end

of 1953, but I couldn't use the commitment.
Mr. SiMON. Because it was too high?
Mr. KAZAN. The conditions imposed on us were impossible for us

to com ply with.
Mr. SioiON. Now, what did you estimate to be the cost of construct-

ing these new buildings?
Mr. KAZAn-. We estimated our cost, including the shopping center,

to be $19,100,000 in round figures.
Mr. SIMON. I-low big a mortgage did you ask FHA to insure on

the residential properties?
Mr. KAZAN. FIIA finally approved a loan of $14,638,000.
Mr. SIMON. How did that compare with your estimate of what that

would cost?
Mr. KAZAN. That would have been sufficient to complete the job,

except that the FHA authorities insisted that we must provide $7 mil-
lion in cash over and above the mortgage in order to go out for the job.

Mr. SIMON. Is that because they insisted your costs were going to
be $20 million?

Mr. KAZAN. They insisted the costs would be higher than what the
estimated costs were, or what we have proven to them by contracts
that the costs would be.

Mr. SIMON. You had contracts with subcontractors to build this
building at a figure which would total about 14 to 15 million dollars
for the completed project; is that right ?

Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. SIMON. And FHA told you it would cost, you more than $20

million?
Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SI o-N. Do you have any reason or do you have any knowledge

why F1IA insisted it was going to cost you more than the. actual
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amount that the contractors had agreed with you to build the build.
ing for?

Mr. KAZAN. I don't know why they estimated that high, but the
fact is they did estimate that the project would cost more than we
estimated.

In November of 1953, I stbmited to them all, or most of the con-
tracts that I had signed with subcontracts, to prove to them. that
$16,100,000 is all that we need. However, that did not satisfy tile
FHA people.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know whether their computation of this much
higher cost resulted from their normal, usual methods of computing
costs?

Mr. KAZAN. Evidently it did.
Mr. SioN. :But you had firm contracts that were about two.

thirds of that amount?
Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. And as a result of the disagreement you had with them

on how much it was going to cost to build the building you have gone
ahead without Government financing?

Mr. KAZAN. Right.
Mr. S o N. When do you contemplate the buildings will be finished,

Mr. Kazan ?
Mr. KAZAN. The first building should be completed by July 1955,

and the other buildings will follow about a month apart.
Mr. SixoN. Do you think they will be finished, then, by the end of

1955
Mr. KAZAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioN. That will be well ahead, or at least 5 or 6 months ahead

of the 4-year period provided for in your contract with the city?
Mr. KAZAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that right?
Mr. KAZAN-. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. Mr. Kazan, I believe you have some views on how FHA

should operate that might be helpful to the committee. Would you be
so good as to give them to us?

Mr. KAZAN. Well, my opinion is that the FHA, as set up, protects
the bank rather than the individual consumer, or helps the bank
rather than the individual tenant. Up to the time no FHA was in
existence, or no FHA guaranties were available, the banks were care-
ful in making their loans and had to supervise construction, and would
not approve a loan where the rentals did not justify in a particular
neighborhood. But with the FHA in the picture the banks are not
very much interested as to what type of a building you are erecting.
As long as they get the insurance you can build a chicken coop instead
of a good house, and that is very bad.

On the other hand, housing is very badly needed, and you can't
blame the poor devil that has no home or no place to live, when he
agrees to pay the rental t]latis imposed upon him.

In my opinion, if the FHA would restrict its insurance to that
part of the mortgage over and above that permitted by the State
banking department, and shifting the regulation or supervision of the
construction back to the institution that makes the loan it would help
a great deal.
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Mr. SI oN. By "help a great deal," you mean the projects would be
on a sounder basis?

Mr. KAZAN. That is right.
Mr. SI o N. You are quoted, Mr. Kazan, in one of the newspapers

as having said, and I quote from what the newspaper quotes you as
having said:

In a general way, housing should be taken out of the hands of government.
It should help people who want to build, but government shouldn't be in the
housing business.

Is that accurately expressed?
Mr. KAZAN. That is accurate. That is my contention.
Mr. SIMON. Then this goes on to say; but no longer quoting you:

He feels his own experience with the FHA, when he was getting the Corlears
project started, is typical. This agency wanted to figure 20 percent more for
expenses than he knew it should cost.

That is what you said a moment ago?
Mr. KAZAN. Not expenses. You mean the construction costs, 20 per-

cent more on the construction cost.
Mr. SIMON. It says expenses here, but I understand you.
Thank you.
Senator BUSHI. We certainly thank you very much. That is a very

interesting testimony you have given, and we appreciate very much
your cooperation with this committee.

Thank you.
Mr. Edward Dwyer.
Will you raise your right hand, please, Mr. Dwyer:
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD A. DWYER, WATSON BOULEVARD
APARTMENTS, BINGHAMTON, N. Y., ETC.

Mr. DWYER. I do.
Senator Busii. Please be seated.
Will you give your correct name and address to the clerk, please?
Mr. DwYER. Edward A. Dwyer, 14 Zane Road, Binghamton, N. Y.
Senator Busti. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. 14 Zane-
Mr. DwYER. Zane, Z-a-n-e.
Mr. SIMON. Zane Road, Binghamton, N. Y.?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were you formerly employed by the Federal Housing

Administration, Mr. Dwyer?
Mr. DWYER. I was.
Mr. SIMON. During what period of time?
Mr. DwYER. From 1937 to 1952.
Mr. SIMoN. What was your position?
Mr. DWYER. Valuator in the Binghunton office.
Mr. SIMON. Were you in the Binghamton office during the entire,

15 years you were with the FHA?
Mr. DWYER. I might have worked for shorter periods out of Bing-

hamton, sometimes in Rochester or Buffalo, but not for over a week at
a time.
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Mr. SIMON. Do you know a man named Corcoran?
Mr. Dwym. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know a man named EdwardsI
Mr. Dwym. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is Leonard R. Corcoran and Wayne E. Edwards?
Mr. DWYER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SDmoN. In 1947 did you have any discussions with Mr. Corcoran

and Mr. Edwards about a section 608 projectI
Mr. DwYER. I think it was later than that.
Mr. SIMoN. 1948?
Mr. DWYER. I think it was 1948 or 1949; 1948, I believe.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you recall what time of the year it might have been?
Mr. DwYER. No, I don't.
Mr. Si MoN. Do you recall where the discussions, the first discus-

sions, took place?
Mr. DwYER. In Binghamton.
Mr. SiboN. Do you recall where? Was it in your home or in your

office?
Mr. DWYER. I don't remember that.
Mr. SIMoN. Had you had any previous business dealings with either

Corcoran or Edwards?
Mr. DWYER. Well, Corcoran was a mortgage broker.
Mr. SIMoN. What was Edwards' business?
Mr. DWYER. He was a contractor.
Mr. STMON. Had they both done business with FHA!
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Was their business such that a substantial part of their

business was with FHA?
Mr. DWYER. I don't believe Corcoran's business was.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you say he was a mortgage banker.
Mr. DwYER. Mortgage broker.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he. act as broker on mortgages that were insured

by FHA?
Mr. DwYER. Not so much on residential work, no. Later he got into

that.
Mr. SIMON. In 1948 did the three of you decide to build a section

608?
Mr. DWrER. Yes, we did.
Mr. SIMoN. Were each of you going to own one-third of the stock?
Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. Did you incorporate, or was there incorporated a com-

pany to build the project?
Mir. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the name of that corporation?
Mr. DWYER. Watson Boulevard Apartments, I believe.
Mr. SImo.N. When was that company incorporated?
Mr. DWYER. I think it was 1948.
Mr. SimON. Did you draw the plans for that project?
Mr. DWYER. I drew the preliminary plans.
Mr. SimoN. And they were later submitted to FHA for approval?
Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Were they approved by FHA?
Mr. DWYER. No. There was a right-of-way across the property that

ma de it necessary to redraw the plans.
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Mr. SimoN. Who redrew them?
Mr. DWy-ER. Ward & Moore.
Mr. SIMON. Ward & Moore. Were they paid for redrawing them ?
Mr. DwYER. Yes.
Mr SIMoN. How much were they paid?
Mr. DWYER. I don't have the amounts.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of the Watson Boulevard

Apartments?
Mr. DWYER. Do you mean how much did we each invest?
Mr. SniON. How much stock'? What, was the total stock, first?
Mr. DWYER. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMON. Was it 30 shares?
Mr. I)wnR. We each owned a third of it. I don't know what the

total amount was.
Mr. SImON. Wasn't it 30 shares and you each had 10 shares?
,11r. )WYER. It is probable.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay for your 10 shares?
Mr. DwYER. $1,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you each pay $1,000?
Mlr. DWYER. Yes.
Mir. SImON. Then the total capital stock would have been $3,000; is

that right?
Mr. DWYER. That is right..
Mr. SItMON. How big a mortgage did you get out of the FHA?
Mr. DwYER. Three-hundred-and-forty-thousand-some-odd dollars.
Mr. SIMoN. Who built the building?
Mr. )WYER. Wayne Edwards.
ir. SIMiON. Wayne Edwards?

Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMroN. What was the actual cost of construction of the

building'?
Mr. 1)WYEIR. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMtON. After paying the cost of construction and the cost of

the land and the carrying charges, how much money did you have left
out of thwe mortgage proceeds?

Al-. DWYER. I dont. have accurate figures on that. I ha\%e no
books.

Mr. SimoN. What is your best recollection of how much was left
over?

Mr.
M1r.
.If r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
MJr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Uloulli

I)wyi.mR. I would think about $14,000.
SIrox. About $14,000. What was done with that $14,000?
DwYER. That was divided between the contractor and myself.
SIMON. You got approximately $7,000 of it?
I)WER. I got $6,000 at one time. I think I got $6,800.
SIMON. $6,800. And
I)wmR. I think the contractor got the. same amount.
SImoN. Why didn't Corcoran get his?

)WYER. He collected the mortgage premium.
SIMON. He got the premium?
I)wylru. Yes.
SiMON. How much was the premium?

w)wYER. I don't know that. I think it was about the same
it.
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Mr. SIMON. So that out of the total mortgage proceeds, each of the
three of you got about $7,000?

Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SiMox. Is that right?
Mr. DWYER. Right.
Mr. SixoN. Di dyou later sell this building?
Mr. DwYER. Yes.
Mr. SxoN. What did you get for it when you sold itV
Mr. DWYER. $25,000.
Mr. SIMON. You got a third of that?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. And that is about $8,000, in addition to the $6,800

that you got out of the mortgage money; is that right?
Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SioM. Now there was a second project called Chapel Courts,

was there?
Mr. DWYER. Chapin.
Mr. SiMoN. How do you spell that?
Mr. DWYER. C-h-a-p-i-n.
Mr. SimoN. What was the capital stock of Chapin Courts?
Mr. DWYER. That was the same arrangement. We each owned a

third of that
Mr. SIMON. There were 30 shares and you each had 10 and you each

pu t up $1,000?
Mr. DWYER. I presume so. No. We ut up more money on that
Mr. SIMoN. How much did you put up?
Mr. DWYER. Between the three of us, I think we put up $16,000.
Mr. SIMoN. How much did you put up?
Mr. DWYER. One-third of it.
Mr. SIMoN. You actually put up $5,000?
Mr. DWYER. Yes. We borrowed that money from the bank.
Mr. SIMON. You borrowed it all from the bank?
Mr. DWYER. On notes, and paid them back.
Mr. SImoN. Paid them back out of the mortgage money?
Mr. DWYER. Partially.
Mr. SIMoN. How much was the mortgage commitment there?
Mr. DWYER. I am not sure of that amount. I think it was around

$144,000.
Mr. SimoN. Did you draw the plans for this job?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Were the plans you drew approved by FHA?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.

Mr. SixoN. Did you in any way participate in the approval of the
plans?

Mr. DWYER. No.
Mr. S oN. As chief valuator, you had to approve the project,

didn't you?
Mr. DWYER. I wasn't chief valuator.
Mr. SImoN. What were you?
Mr. DWYER. I was a valuator in the Binghamton office. I didn't

process rental-housing projects.
Mr. SiMoN. Where were these processed?
Mr. DWYER. Buffalo.
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Mr. SIMON. Who built this building?
Mr. DWYER. Wayne Edwards.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of building it?
Mr. DwYER. I don't know that.
Mr. SIMON. How much of the mortgage proceeds was left over after

paying the cost of the land and building?
Mr. DWYER. There wasn't any left over. That one cost more than

tile amount of the mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. How much more?
Mr. DWYER. I think around $16,000.
Mr. SI MON. That is the $16,000 you borrowed from the bank?
Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. I have before me, Mr. Dwyer, a Federal Housing Ad-

ministration form headed "Appraisal data and project information,"
and at the top it says, "Date 5-16-49," and gives the project number.

It says-
Name of project, Chapin Court Apartments, North and Chapin Streets, Bing-

hamton, N. Y.

Is that the project?
Mr. DWYER. That is it.
Mr. SIMON. Then there is a lot of information here that has not

been filled out, appraisals and area space, and the appraised value of
the land per parcel, etc., and it ends up by being signed by "Edward A.
Dwyer, valuator."

Is that your signature?
Mr. DWYER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Did you sign that document?
Mr. DWYER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you read to the committee, please, the paragraph

appearing immediately above your signature?
Mr. DWYER (reading) :
I have examined the proposed site and have analyzed all the pertinent infor-

mation contained therewith. I have no personal interest, present or prospective,
in the property of the applicant or the proceeds of the mortgage.

Mr. SIMON. That wasn't true; was it?
Mr. DWYER. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you subsequently sell that property ?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And how much did you sell it for?
Mr. DWYER. I think that sold for 25.
Mr. SIMON. You got a third of that?
Mr. DWYER. There was some escrow money involved in that, too,

that brought the total to, I think $29,000.
Mr. SIMON. You got a third of it?
Mr. DWYER. A third of it.
Mr. SImON. Did you also get some land in connection with this

project.
Mr. DWYER. Yes, some land in Ithaca.
Mr. SIMON. In connection with the sale?
Mr. DWYER. Not with the sale of that. These two properties were

sold at the same time.
Mr. SIMON. How did you get the land?

50690-54-pt. 4-0
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Mr. DWYER. Corcoran and I bought out Edwards, the other. We
bought his third.

Mr. SIMON. Yes. How did you end up getting the land?
Mr. DWYER. We paid Edwards $10,000. Each of us paid Edwards

$10,000 for his half of the interest in the two projects.
Mr. SIMON. How did you get the land?

. Mr. DWYER. Then we assumed $16,000 worth of liens that we paid
off, and he took a gas station that was on the property in Ithaca, and
turned the vacant land over to us. The land was later sold for
$12,000.

Mr. SIMON. He gave you the vacant land in Ithaca ?
Mr. DWYER. And he took the gas station.
Mr. SIMON. Why did he give you the land? Who owned that land?
Mr. DWYER. The three of us owned it together. That was part of

the arrangement for his selling his third.
Mr. S1XON. Had the three of you purchased the land?
Mr. DwYER. Yes. We had already owned the land.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you put in for buying that land?
Mr. DWYER. I don't remember that.
Mr. SIMON. Was it $1,000?
Mr. DWYER. In the Ithaca land?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. DWYE R. I am not sure of that.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't y'u have just $1,000 invested in each of these

projects?
Mr. DWYER. No. I had $1,000 invested in Watson Boulevard.
Mr. SIMON. You had $1,000 invested in Chapin Courts, although the

project had borrowed $16,000 from the bank, which I assume you had
to guarantee?

Mr. DwYEI. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The only investment you had other than guaranteeing

that loan was $1,000 in Chapin Courts; is that right?
Mr. DWYER. I don't see that on the record. They only have the

$16,000 here.
Mr. SIMON. I am asking you if it isn't a fact that. your only invest-

ment in Chapin Courts was $1,000.
Mr. DWYER. Plus my share of this $16,000.
Mr. SIMON. Plus your guaranteeing that to the bank?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And actually that was paid off without your putting

up any money; is that right-paid off out of the property?
Mr. DWYER. Yes, that is right.
Mr. SIMON. The only investment you had in either one of these

was a $1,000 in each of them; is that right?
Mr. DWYER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it also true that the only investment you had in

the Ithaca land was $1,000?
Mr. DWYER. I am not sure of the Ithaca land amount.
Mr. SIMON. You are not sure?
Mr. DwYR. No.

C Mr. SiMoN. And in April 1951, did your superiors direct you to
dispose of your stock in these projects?

Mr. DWYER. On April 5, I went to Buffalo and reported I owned
stock in the projects.
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Mr. SIMON. Did they direct you to dispose of it?
Mr. DwYER. As soon as possible, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you sell it to?
Mr. DWYER. It was sold to two different firms.
Mr. SIMON. You sold one piece of stock to Flanagan, didn't you?
Mr. DWYER. He wasn't the final purchaser.
Mr. SIMON. No, but I am talking about right then and now. Didn't

you sell your stock to Flanagan?
Mr. DWYER. I transferred my stock in both projects to Flanagan.
Mr. SIMON. To Flanagan?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That was a purely fictitious sale, wasn't it?
Mr. DwYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Flanagan paid you $4,000 and you paid the $4,000 to

Edwards and Edwards paid it back to Flanagan?
Mr. DWYER. I don't know that was the procedure. I know it

wasn't a bona fide transaction.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't the same money change hands so it ended up

in the same place ?
Mr. DwYER. Yes. Flanagan didn't own stock.
Mr. SIMON. And didn't actually pay anything for it?
Mr. DWYER. No.
Mr. SIMON. On May 21, 1951, did you write a letter on the stationery

of the FHA, to William F. Denny, Buffalo, N. Y., saying-
In answer to your letter of April 16, 1951, in accordance with Mr. Newland's
letter of April 10, 1951, I have complied with Mr. Newman's recommendation
that I dispose of my stock and do not now own any stock in any section 608
project.

Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You wrote that letter?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And what you told them was not true, was it?
Mr. DWYER. I had disposed of my stock pending the final settle-

ment.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you just testify a minute ago that it was a

fictitious sale?
Mr. DWYFER. I transferred the ownership to Flanagan, who repre-

sented me in the final sale; in 1951 we sold them both.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't it a fictitious sale to Flanagan?
Mr. DWYER. He didn't actually own the stock.
Mr. SIMON. He didn't?
Mr. DWYER. No.
Mr. SIMON. Therefore when you said "I have disposed of my

stock and do not own any stock in any section 608 project," that was
a false statement, wasn't it?

Mr. DWYER. I didn't own the stock.
Mr. SIMON. Who did own it.?
Mr. DWYER. I had transferred itto him, title to it.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you still own it? I appreciate that after this

date in April, you had physically given possession of the certificate
to Flanagan but didn't you still own it?

Mr. DWYER. Yes. I suppose I did, but we had-two different peo-
ple who were buying it, and Flanagan represented me in both of
the sal eq.
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Mr. SIMON. Of course, he was your nominee, wasn't he?
Mr. DWYER. He was the accountant for this.
Mr. SIMoN. He was acting as your nominee, wasn't he?
Mr. DwnYai. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And anything he received when he finally sold the

stock belonged to you and actually went to you, didn't it?
Mr. DwYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So you did own the stock on May 22, 1951, didn't youth

Although it stood in Flanagan'-s name?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You owned it, didn't you?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Then the letter wasn't true, was it?
Mr. DwYER. Except that I had transferred the ownership of my

stock in name.
Senator BusHr. You didn't transfer the ownership, my friend.

You just said you didn't. Now let's get that clear. You had the stock
put in his name as custodian of the stock, as nominee of the stock for
you, but actually he didn't own the stock, did he?

Mr. DwYER. No.
Senator BusH. I am trying to help you. You will own it, is that

right ?
Mr. DwmEi. Yes.
Senator BusH. That is the point I am trying to make.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Senator BusH. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Van Loan, please. Is it Mrs. Van Loan?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Yes.
Senator BusH. Will you raise your right hand, please'?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before

this committee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. RUTH VAN LOAN, BINGHAMPTON, N. Y. *1

Mrs. VAN LOAN. I do.
Senator BUSH. 1Vill you give your correct name and address to the

clerk?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Mrs. Ruth Van Loan, 255 Main Street, Bingham-

ton, N. Y.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Van Loan, in 1949 and 1950, were you employed

by the Federal Housing Administration?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I was.
Mr. SIMON. In the Binghamton, N. Y., office?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And Mr. Dwyer was your superior, was he?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Right.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you at his request perform services for the Chapin

Courts Apartments and the Watson Boulevard Apartments?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Not at his request, no.
Mr. S MoN. At whose request was it?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I believe Mr. Corcoran asked me.
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Mr. SIMON. At the time Mr. Corcoran asked you to do some work

for those projects, did you know that Mr. Dwyer was a third owner

in it?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I do not think I did.
Mr. SIMON. Did you later learn that?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you find that out?

Mrs. VAN LOAN. When we had an investigation in Binghamton.
Mr. SiMoN. When was that?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. In 1952.
Mr. SIMON. But at the time you did this work, you didn't know he

was a third owner?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Were you employed as a full-time employee at FHA?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I was.
Mr. SIMON. And what was the nature of the work you did for

these apartment projects?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I merely, on my own time, once a. month, collected

rents.
Mr. SIMON. You collected rents for them?
Mr$. VAN LOAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. They 9paid you for that.?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Theydid, on occasion.
Mr. SIMON-. And did'you know that, they were built under section

608 of the Housing Act?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't know that.?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. I just did it as a favor.
MI'. SIM ON. They did pay you for it, though?
Mrs. VAN LOAN. Eventually, but. on some occasions I just did it on

my own time.
Mr. SIMN. Thank you very much.
Mrs. VAN LOAN. You are very welcome.
Senator BLsii. Alfred Kaskell.
A VOICE. There has been a slight delay in Mr. Kaskell's appear-

ance. I think he will be here very shortly with his attorney, Mr. Judd.
Senator Busii. The committee will stand in recess for 5 minutes.
(Recess taken.)
Senator Busii. The committee will please be in order.
The witness, Alfred Kaskell, has not appeared. He was not under

subpena because his attorney had advised the committee that he would
be preseilt to appear this afternoon. However, he has not appeared
fand the committee will serve a subpena upon him to appear in Wash-
ington next week.

That being our last witness, there is no further witness, the. com-
mittee will stand in recess now until Tuesday of next week, in Wash-
ington.

(Whereupon, at, 2: 55 p. in.. Friday, October 1, 1954, the committee
recessed to Tuesday, October 5, 1954, at 'Washington, D. C.)
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE,

Wa.hington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., Senator Homer

E. Cap)ehart chairman, presiding.
Present: Senator Capehart.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel; T. T. Kenney, assist-

ant general counsel, and Clarence M. Dinkins, assistant counsel, FHA
investigation.

The ChAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
The first thinor I think we ought to do this morning is to call the roll

of witnesses anT make certain that all witnesses are %ere that we need
today and then call the names of the witnesses for Wednesday, Thurs-
day, and Friday.

Mr. John Cocker, Riggs Bank.
Mr. COCKER. Here.
The C-AIRMAN. Machir.

-Mr. MACHIR. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Manilow.
Mr. MANILOW. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dexter.
Mr. DEXTER. Here.
The ('H.xIRIMAN. Keleher.
Mr. KELEHER. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Taylor Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Wright.
Mr. WRIGHT. Here.
The CnInR AN. Cassel.
Mr. ('ASSEL. Here.
The CHAlAMAN. Chaite. (haite will be here at 11 o'clock.
Michaux.
Mr. ICHAUX. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. DeGrazia.
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. Here.
The CHAXRIWAN. Clyde L. Powell.
Mr. POWELL. Here.
The ('MAIRM1AN. Those will be the witnesses for today. I doubt

if we get any further than that today.
Then tomorrow: Is Ben Cohen present?
Mr. (o-uEN-. Here.
The C1I.\1m N. You can come back tomorrow if you care to, Mr.

Cohen. You can le:ve today and come back tomorrow. We want to
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hear you tomorrow. I am trying to say to you if you want to go
home and come back tomorrow, we will not get to you today.

Mr. Schneider.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. We will not be able to get to you today. We wil

get to you tomorrow, if you will be here at 10 o'clock tomorrow.
Mr. Glassman.
Mr. GLASSMAN. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Magazine.
Mr. MAGAZINE. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten o'clock tomorrow.
Mr. Corrigan.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kaskell.
Mr. JUDD. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. No. This is Kaskell.
Mr. JUDD. He is here.
The CHAIRMAN. You can come back tomorrow.
Mr. JUDD. Tomorrow afternoon begins the Jewish holiday, Mr.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The Jewish holiday is Thursday, isn't it?
Mr. JUDD. It begins at 4: 30.
The CHAIRMAN. We will get you on before 4: 30.
Mr. JUDD. It is necessary for people to be in their homes by 4: 30.
The CHAIRMAN. We will do the best we can. We have been up

against this problem in New York all last week. We are up against
it here again today. We will talk to you about it a little later today.
We certainly want to do the proper and right thing, and will.

Now the gentlemen that are scheduled for Thursday, Mr. Andrews,
Mr. Mack, Richards, Meistrell, Neal, Lowery-is Mr. Lowery present?

(No response.)
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Crump will be here on Thursday and Mr.

Stark and Bart-
Mr. BERMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
May I make a statement on that? We were first subpenaed to be

here tomorrow. Then we received a telephone call and another sub-
pena to be here today. Now Mr. Bart and Mr. Stark are here and I
am one of their counsel. The other counsel is here. It is quite an
imposition to bring us back and forth.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't think it is any imposition at all. We do the
best we can and get to you as fast as we can.

Mr. BERMAN. I understand. If we abided by our first subpena we
would come in tomorrow.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Crump hasn't left Memphis. You are talking
about Stark?
Mr. BERMAN. Yes, sir. Stark and Bart. Thursday it is utterly

impossible for us to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. BERMAN. They have atonement. Mr. Stark and Mr. Bart

wouldn't be here and neither would I. I am one of their counsel.
The CHAIRMAN. Make it Friday at 10 o'clock.
Mr. BEpRMAN. Right.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keelty will be Thursday and Mr. Knott will
be Thursday and on Friday. I don't think there is any change. Is
Mr. Gottlieb present?

Mr. GorrLiEB. Yes, sir.
The CfIAIRMAN. Friday at 10 o'clock.
Mr. Sherman, Friday at 10 o'clock.
John Hill and Carson, 10 o'clock Friday.
Diggs and McCormack, 10 o'clock Friday.
Abraham Traub-is he present-10 o'clock Friday.
Albert Small, 10 o'clock Friday.
Louis Iesser, 10 o'clock Friday.
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, if you _1ill bear with me for a moment

in regard to Mr. Bart and Mr. Stark, IMhave a letter of protest that I
would like the Chair to read and consider.

The CI-TAIRIAN. Protesting what?
Mr. BERUAN. Our being called as witnesses at this hearing. We are

under indictment in Baltimore.
The CHAIIRMAN. Indictment for what?
Mr. BERMAAN. We were charged with making false statements to

FBI agents in regard to an alleged investigation of the FHA office
in Baltimore.

Mr. Si-roN. We don't plan to go into the subject of your indictment.
The CnAIR IAN. We are not going into the subject matter of your

indictment.
Mr. BERMRAN. I would like to leave the letter.
The CH1.A AN. We will make it a part of the record. We will read

it .as soon as we can.
(The letter referred to follows :)

OcronER 4. 1954.
Hon. HOMER E. CAPEHART,

Chairman, So'n ate Ban kin and Currency Conmmittec,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR ( APEHART: e received subpenas requiring us to appear before
your committee on Wednesday, October 6, 1954, and subsequently we also received
subpenas requiring us to appear before your committee on October 5, 1954.

Before we are called on to testify, we desire to call your committee's attention
to indictments pending against us in the United States District Court for the
District of Maryland. In these indictments, whtch were filed November 24, 1953,
we are each charged in two counts with making certain false statements to
special agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in connection with an
alleged investigation of the conduct of officers and employees of the United States
employed in the Baltimore Insuring Office of the Federal Housing Administration.
We hereto attach copies of said indictments.

We desire to enter our protest to being called to testify before the committee
at this time and we respectfully request that the committee excuse us from
testifying until after the indictments against us are disposed of, at which time
we shall be happy to appear and cooperate in the answering of questions which
this committee may put to us. We expect to be brought to trial in the near
future because in a hearing on September 10, 1954, in a related case in the
United States District Court for the District of Maryland, the United States
attorney stated that the Government desires to bring these cases to trial this fall.

The Baltimore papers have already carried a number of front-page articles
stating that we have been called to testify before this committee, which articles
not only mention us together with another builder who it is stated received a
S0-Celled windfall of over $1 million, but also distinctly refer to the fact that we
are under indictment charged with "lying to agents of the Federal Bureau of
In1ve-stigation.,,

We feel that the nationwide publicity already given to this investigation of
the FHA by this committee has seriously prejudiced our cases and if we are
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called upon to testify by this committee at this time, the publicity will serve n4
other purpose than to further prejudice our rights to a fair and impartial trial
of the charges pending against us and cause us serious and irreparable damage,

We further also respectfully point out that our testimony is not indispensable
because we have already testified under oath at an executive session before
Messrs. Hogue, Kenney, and Murphy of your committee's staff, on August 13,
1954, at which we gave them all the information which they called for. You
also have had access to our income-tax returns from which you can develop a
full picture of our finances.

As you will no doubt recall the United States Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit in the case of Delaney v. United States (199 F. 2d 107, decided October 10,
1952), clearly and emphatically pointed out the prejudice and injustice which Is
caused to a defendant awaiting trial by the publicity given to an investigation
of a congressional committee.

Chief Judge Magruder, in the olgnion in that case, in discussing the difficulties
that a defendant would have in obtaining a fair trial, after he had heen given
widespread publicity as a result of hearings held before a congressional com-
mittee, said:

"One cannot assume that the average juror is so endowed with a sense of
detachment, so clear in his introspective perception of his own mental processes,
that he may confidently exclude even the unconscious influence of his precon-
ceptions as to probable guilt, engendered by a pervasive pretrial publicity. This
is particularly true in the determination of issues involving the credibility of
witnesses."

To require us to testify at this time would also violate our fundamental rights
guaranteed to us by the sixth amendment to the Constitution of the United
States which guarantees to every citizen a fair and impartial trial.

Respectfully yours,
HARRY RART.
ALLEN STARK.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR TI-E DISTRICT OF

MARYLAND

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA r. HARRY BART

CRIMINAL No. 22814

Knowingly and willfully making false statements in connection with matters
within the jurisdiction of an agency of the United States (IT. S. C., title 18,
sec. 1001)

The grand jury for the district of Maryland charges:
That on the 6th (lay of Decvmber 1952, at Baltimore. In the State and district

of Maryland, Harry Bart, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing a number of apartment houses and other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Albert Stark under
various corporate names, includln United Contractors, Inc.. from prior to May 1,
1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed

by means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and
subject to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the
period of construction to verify that SiId construction was in compliance witl
Federal Housing Administration approved plans and speviflcations, having takD
an oath before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federafl Bureau
of Tnvestigation to investi-.ate irregularities -and misconduct of officers and

employees of the United States employed in the Baltimore Insuring Office of
the Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate, frauds
on, and attempts to defraud thq Grvernment in the functioning of the Maryland

offices, employees, and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, matters
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of tie

United States, that he. the said Iarry Bart would state and declare truly, the

said Harry Bart did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious state
ment material to the said investigation, to wit: "That he, the said Harry Bart
had never given nor paid any money.to any employee or official of the Federal

Housing Administration at, any time, for any reason whatsoever," whereas ii
fact said statement was false and fictitious and then known to the said HarrY
Bart to be false and fictitious.

(U. S. C., title 18, sec. 1001.)
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SECOND COUNT

And the grand jury for the district of Maryland further charges:
That on the 6th day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Harry Bart, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing a number of apartment houses and other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Albert Stark under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May 7,
1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed by
means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and subject
to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the period of
(onstructio" to verify that said construction was in compliance with Federal
Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having taken an oath
before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the Federal
Bureau (f Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers and em-
ployees of the United States employed in the Baltimore Insuring Office of the
Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate frauds on,
and attempts to defraud the Government in the functioning of the Maryland
offices, employees, and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, matters
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of the
United States, that he, the said Harry Bart would state and declare truly, the
said Harry Bart did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious state-
inent material to the said investigation, to wit: That he had never given the
sum of $500, or any sum of money, to one Harry House, Federal Housing Admin-
istration inspector, and that he had never received from the said Harry House the
sum of $500, whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then
known to the said Harry Bart to be false and fictitious.

(U. S. C., title 18, sec. 1001.)

United States Attorney.
A true bill

Foreman.

N rTE ITNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MARYLAND

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. ALBERT STARK

CRIMINAL No. 22813

Knowingly and willfully making false statements in connection with matters
within the Jurisdiction of an agency of the United States (U. S. C., title 18,
sec. 1001)

The grand jury for the district of Maryland charges:
That on the 6th day of December 1)52, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Albert Stark, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the Iuiness of constructing numerous apartment houses and other housing
accomndations as a joint; and common venture with one Harry Bart under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May 7,
1949, to and after Iecember 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed
by means (f mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and
subject to 'om tinuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during tho
Period of construction to verify that said construction was in compliance with
Federal Housing Administration approved plans and spi ecifications, having taken
an oath before Iindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers
and emplyees of the United States employed in the Baltimore Insuring Office
'f the Fl,'deral Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate
frauds on, and attempts to defraud, the Government in the functioning of the
Maryland( offices, employees and officers of the Federal Housing Administration,
rnatt, 5s within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency
of the United States, that he, the said Albert Stark, would state and declare truly,
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the said Albert Stark did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious
statement material to the said investigation, to wit: that he, the said Albert
Stark, had never made any payment of money nor had he given anything of value
to any employee or official of the Federal Housing Administration for any rea-
son whatsoever, except that he had purchased some kitchen cabinets for one
J. Hamilton Walker, Chief Architect, Baltimore Insuring Office, Federal Housing
Administration, for which cabinets the said J. Hamilton Walker had subse-
quently paid him, the said Albert Stark, in full: and further, that lie had no
knowledge of anyone else makin" payments or giving things of value to Federal
Housing Administration employees or officials for which there had been no reim.
bursements, whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then
known to the said Albert Stark to be false and fictitious.

(U. S. C., title 18, sec. 1001.)

SECOND COUNT

And the grand jury for the district of Maryland further charges:
That on the 8th day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Albert Stark, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing numerous apartment houses anl other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Harry Bart under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to
May 7, 1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being
financed by means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration
and subject to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during
the period of construction to verify that said construction was in compliance
with Federal Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having
taken an oath before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers
and employees of'the United States employed in the Baltimore Insuring Office
(it the Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate
frauds on, and attempts to defraud, the Government in the functioning of the
Maryland offices, employees and officers of the Federal Housing Administration,
matters within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. an agency
of the United States, that he, the said Albert Stark, would state and declare
truly, the said Albert Stark did knowingly and willfully make a false and
fictitious statement material to the said investigation, to wit: that he knew one
Harry House, a Federal Housing Administration inspector, but had no knowl-1
edge of the sum of $500, or any sum of money, ever having been paid to the said
Harry House by anyone, and that he had no knowledge of the return by mail by
the said Harry House of the sum of $500 in cash to one Harry 'Bart, or to him-
self, the said Albert Stark, or to United Contractors, Inc., Baltimore, Md.,
whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then konwn to the
said Albert Stark to be false and fictitious.

(U. S. C., title 18, sec. 1001.)

United States Attor'ney.
A true bill:

Foreman.
I

The CHrAIRMAN. We still want you to appear at 10 o'clock Friday
unless notified to the contrary. We will be glad to read your letter.

Mr. JUDD. I understand you adjourned some of the cases where
there were religiousproblems until 10 o'clock Friday.

The CHAIRMAN. Y es.
Mr. JUDD. So you adjoun Mr. Cassell's case until 10 o'clock Friday?
The CHAIRMAN. You are appearing tomorrow with Casse]].
Mr. JUDD. He has to be home at his home tomorrow afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's talk about it later. We want to get the hear-

ing underway at the moment.
Our first witness will be Mr. John R. Cocker of the Riggs National

Bank. Will you come forward, Mr. Cocker?
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Will Mr. Bard of the General Accounting Office likewise'take his

seat out at the witness stand?
Mr. Cocker, will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the testi-

inony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth ,so help you God?

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated?
Mr. Bard, will you be sworn, please? Do you solemnly swear the

testilwoiy you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. BARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. COCKER, RIGGS NATIONAL BANK, WASH-
INGTON, D. C., AND JOHN A. BARD, ACCOUNTANT, BANKING AND
CURRENCY COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMIAN. Now, Mr. Cocker, will you give your full name and
address and your position with the Riggs National Bank?

Mr. (ociim. My name is John R. Cocker, assistant vice president
of the Riggs National Bank.

The (HIIMR-NIAN. And Mr. Bard, will you give your position, please?
Mr. BARD. I am a staff member of the General Accounting Office on

loan to this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a member of the General Accounting Office

staff loaned to this committee?
Mr. BARD. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cocker, you have been subpenaed to produce here

today records of the Riggs National Bank, including financial state-
meits filed with the bank by Mr. Clyde L. Powell.

Do you have those financial statements?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
The (HAIRMAN. Do you have, first, a. series of financial statements,

the first of which is dated November 16, 1942?
Mr. COCKER. November 16.
Mr. SIMoN. 1942?
Mr. ('OCKER. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Does that. show total assets of $36,750?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And liabilities of $1,700?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a photostat copy of that?
Mr. SIMON. You have previously permitted us to make photostats

available; is that right?
Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Without objection, we will make this statement a

part of the record.
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(The information follows:)

Plt 400
Name________

IOMePWOof o B

To The RIGGS NATIONAL BANK oi Washington, D. C.
The under.,ened. /or the purpose of proewng o nd minanr4it tlow time to tlia inany form vhcaoeuer with LMe ab~v

named Bank. /or claim end demands eant hunderviuind. rjbwuita the folloie~noa. being a tIme and accurate ec9v,#rg

of his finanial condidwn on the--- -7Lo'i!k. day@1.of L &i9sC1 9*1.'*d4 ereesthat i my
changeecccure thet materiallyreduce Lthe mentor abilitvof Ltheisn~l-Wigcd to pay ad. daenM. or ode-a.nde aoe..nat :.M, (Ad
underignd unit immediately and unthout day notify the said Bank~ and isnei the Bank u so notsjled 6t may continue 19
rely upon the statements herein gimena. a true and accurate statement of/the inawiial conditiof cthe mrdemined.

in convidaralion of the grunti of suh credit, the undersigned agrees that if the tnrfeteigncd at any time lda. or become isl.
vent;' or commit# an Act o Beftnkd, or if mny the C. representatwons made below prove to he untrue, or ij the. undemqaad
fmile to notify you of any material chAnpe as before agrecd; then and in ither atuch caee all obligations of the undesined
hold by youe ahailat your election, immediately become due and payable without demand or notice, and t48 some mnay be
charged egaimud the balance of any depoai* of the un.dersigned with you, the undersigned hereby giving a coftinuirr, enUCRUg,
nuic balance of depoait account frommtime to gimwexiseting to secure ili obLigatioia of the .--idersigned held byii VOW

ASSETS

Cmeh on hand
CaaeII Bal

Note Receivable (good)
Account Reoeivable (good)
Real Fotate (Itemiae below)
Equipment and Office Furniture used

un bumnm -

S'oek.-(Itemise revrew d) -
Bod-(lternie revese ide)- -
lot Mortgage-Uternize reverse mode)
2nd Mhortme.-MIemise reverse side)-

LIABILITIES
- ----- r-~ I S

-z .Sooo

& - S - I -

TOTrAL -f J ea

Nata. payable to banks -.

Notes payable to otbmers.
Open rmccounts payable.
Mortpgas or liens on real edtt&..

.lLiie'ee

Total LbliAuim J17#0

TOTAL

IRzAL ESTATE. (Pluam Give Partialmaron Eaa Parcl Owned)

Stateanual set imooe from real aso la mmwitiint-~
State annual met income hrum buinm or proeim

Mar income 57B
Amount of life WInoe opgined, S 661 50
Amount of tornado inmramos on real @Wage. 8 -- Axmuatof liabfilty iwu
Give detail.of otingent iahility of anY k"ndoraaM, mefemdeuw a p . ior mmnobo as ends

An an may ow aok% o"th tan real es"&e. adedat hYPOoAtd dia a0 Way

.1~ I
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Nslfat a CMPARY
- --.- 4 I

Kind of stock Market
values

Ui pt-died " zcc~nt
%me i.k13unt ct logo

] sI
I _ _ _ _I_ i

PrName of Company Description Mrk t U bcm~ a anrt to
VauesValues .. L *U1ci11

I= MORTAGESOR _W TRST NTES

- -J

iRDO MORTAGES OR FtSEWTRTUST NOTES:

propertY S tad uber LootdSq. Tl lotSq. ToWt t AmDount
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ Owned

REEIDREOOES:~ ~ TUS OTS

PhreYoerty ta h bv s tue an d umbe taemn sof tdaeo sta ted alT 24nm ttu ee

WWorhereayftertgv eif s atd e ote s tenth ore tateentse o the dt aer aenn. ndrt ht ~ ee

Mr. SIrmON Secondly, do you have a financial statement signed by
Clye L PoellandsubittdasstetsRo gg3800,total Baki abltedo

Augii 3, Auusth3,1n44,ttal assets of $38,200, total liabilities o

The CuHIRMA\N. Without. objection, it will be made a part of the

L~o.

maK:
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(The information referred to follows:)

Pt40

N"" .

ollbomm wo

Addm

To The RIGGS NATIONAL BANK of Washington, D. C.
TA. ur~wd arlVA. pW=o poww and mi * ~i a"credit im ae to diow i ajom II18daowr with the showinine tournh, tar ~ 1  w rid, iebmas the mmPsbeing satrueand Gcmwa4 #aeMe

- ID~.*L.,4 aWoes that sifnmy
of us eMcOW l ak tialv iee£menoony
andereigmd waM s.~waly and viAajLdelM a oi/v Lthe soaW wkand smle LU.Siank s seo wtkig"MnV continue to
relyupon the satoieens hrvin riven s aea Otand oocwul taa unsenta)fhe fawetal ee'sdtiois he9Mundsiind.

In coneidereian of the grantingof aucA credit, theudermigued agvesthat if the tvudevirsedat a lima Jaihsor becomes ''aol.
weSto mi nAto skity ri ayo A eretain aeblwprteC eutuo iteudrqe
Ja itooifyo )ayatrachgecbeoegrd;leundieihrad aelloltinofheudape

heldby ou hal, a po elctin, mmedatey bcom du an paabl wihoutdn~md r uV~n, md te ~. mp b

ASET

CA6o2uhaso
CS&i in _______ -_ Bank--~~
Notas Receivable (pad)

0A6coztm Receivable (good)
Rmal Estate (Itemise below)
Equpment and O Ffie iuitur.aped

ina buinem _____ ____

Stiockatemiae reverse sde)
Bond.-(Iemnreversesiade)
lot Mortgge-Utemite rivers sds)
2nd Morlgae-(Iezniae revurse side)..:-.

TOTAL F

**~

Ip -I LABELMFES I
Notes payable to bank___
Notes payable to others
Open accounts payble-
MotPaw or lima. on real estate-..

~11

ToW Ubaitme-~
Net wot-~

TOTAL

RSLESTATE: (Please Give Particula, on FAch Pare Oned

DecrptonLo T~einNLeAusd Eeisat IM MoItSEw n
Luocaition ad TieinNmeI COA Value Value Ilna

P-AJki-A J S

State annuaL net income from redl etate and securitie-..
Stat annual net income from buaam or profeinon
Salary Per Ann" M  7 mV

A m ounto life in uranceycrriedan1e2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __i

Giv, detail of coutingent liability of any kind. or nature, as endosr or guarantor. or abcommodaton endoser______

Ar any of your me other than real estate, pledged or hypothecated in any way? 70

Are you a partner in any fim I
Is therm any other peron interested inm your buins, either as a special or limited partner? We

(owns)
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MSH0 It pldg eI da
NumberNemsofdKind of OtodkVaus mu of la,of Shaesr

____________________________________________ I

-S Market If pledged ecuriq

N Name of Cmpany Deciption Values state amount of loA
Valu

-J
I' I

MU MORTOAOEB OR FIEST TRUST NOTES:

Property Street and Number Lot Sq. Total Truat AmountOwned

8=COND MORTGAGES OR SECOND TRUST NOTES:

Property Btreot and Number Lot Sq. Total let Total 2d Amount
Owned

REFERENCES:

I hrby certify that the above i a true and correct statement as of the d&ta above stated and I understand that any credit
uw or heater givem me made upon the strength of theiaementp contained h I -n.

Dae signed t(z i C ig ( EL

Mr. SIMoN. Financial statement of October 8, 1945?
Mr. COCKER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Showing total assets of $38,400, liabilities of $2,500?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
The CHAIRKAN. Without objection, the statement will be made a

part of the record.

509-54-pt. 4-31
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(The information referred to follows:)

-

jj-
PR 4o

Name__

INDIVWUA16 Oesupation" or

Addrin-, . . .J _L *

To The RIGGS NATIONAL BANK of Washinton, D. C.
The undersig or the purpose of procuring and maintrininj credit from time to time in any form whatsoever with the ,aboe

named Bank, Jor clawm, and demands against the undersigned. submits the 11owing as being a true and accurate statement
o] hi financial condition on the .. - .. day .f C-'e_1.. 19 ""..and agrees that if nanv
change occurs that materiaUV reduce'the m#ans or ability of the undcr~ongd to pay all clatma or demands against hiM. th
undersigned will immediately and without delay notify the said Bank, and unless the Bank is so notified it may contiur to
rely upon the statement herein given as a true and accurate aatc ncn o the financial condition of thd undersigned.

In condt ration oI the granting of such credit, the undersigned agrees that if the undersigned at any time Jals or becomri ono
vent. or commit# an Act o Bankruptcy, or &I any o lfthe represrntationa made below prove to be untrue, or if the undersign, d
fail, to notify you of any material change as before agrc d; then and in either such chae all obligations of the underyndheld by you hall. at your electron, immediately become due and payable ut~hout demand or notice, and the s ome may be
*hargd again" the blanc of any deposit of the undersigned with you. th. untlersgnmed hereby giting a confinung liwn upon
such blanc of depo-nt account from time to time existing to arcure all obliga ron.i of the undersigned held by you.

ASSETS

Cash on hand
Caphin . Bank....
Notes Receivable (good)- ...-- ....

Accounts Receivable (good) ..........

Real Estate (Itemize below). .........

Fquipment and Office Furniture used
n business ..

Stoekaa-(Itemizp, reverse aide) . .
Bonds-(Itemize revere side).......

Ist Mortgages-(itemize reverse side)
2nd Mortfages-(Itemize reverse aide)..

it~
~teee ;~

Iz-~. 1=

___ __- - -.

TOTAL .3S '*I
Total liabdities _
Net worth-....

TOTAL

Description and Title in Name .SS' Cost Ammd Estimated
Location T i acValue Value Mortgages hura

N e(S, , 6p ,L

• ,,f e. C 7 - 1 1Af -T 1T-.o --Z

State annual net income from real estate and securities $
State annual net income from bunem or profemion _ $
Salary per annum ~ _ _ _ _ -

Other income ......... .
Amount of life insurance carried, S. S .JOJ-d. Beneficiary--

Amount of tornado insurance on real estate. $ _ - -- Amount of liability insuraee
Give detail, of contingent liability of any kind or nature, 'a endorser or guarantor, or aeoommodation endorser

Are any of your auets other than real estate, pledged or hypothecated in any way?. - a

Are you a partner in any firm?
Is there any other person interst in your buinem, either am a special or limited porter?

(avm)

LIABILITIES

Note, payable to banks -__
Noles payable to others.......
Open accounts payable----_-..

Mortgages nr hena on real estate

IR"L MATE: (Please Give ParLiculars on Each Parcel Owned)
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Numr l aeo omayKn fStock.Market If pledged &a vscunty
of Sh~ree ValofCumaesKnd f Iate arnount of Joan

,u'

Par Name of Company Descrption Market It viedg.d as eoaritv
Values iValues *I -- uaci of lwa

FIIS MORTGAGES OR FIRST TRUST NOTES:

Prety Street and Number Lot sq. Total Trust Amount
_____ ___________________Owned

ECND MORTGAGES OR SECOND TRUST NOTES:

Property Street and Number 14t qq. Totalet Total 2d A mount.

S I__
___________________________________ I ______________________________ -I

I I t i

I RERENCEB: -

I herby oeezify that the above is a t-rue and ofect statement an of the dato above Mted and I understandc that any credit
now or herater given me i mad. upon the gUonth of the GAteMents contained henia

IDas ived /40 J1

M.r. SIMON. Statement of March 31, 1947, showing total assets of
$88.700, liabilities of $3,000?

Atir. COCKER. Yes, Sir.
Thie CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the statement will be made a

part of the record.
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(The information referred to follows:)

PR C40Na0

ZNWDM. Oovupstiomn or

AddessImu

To The RIGGS NATIONAL BANK of Washing on, D. C.
The ,udt I v thepwpoe a proasri's end morlanind credit from time &t- time tany form -whateoew m iktU te&bowe

==a elm. d dea4110= 1ue Aseundermigned, sub""iethe IJ o ~gas biqa true and accurate statement

of hi. inanew Lcondiion .the -J.A Z.day ojie aq and wqees that .ifany
change occu that maeriallyrec..te ea. or ability of the undersignod to pay all claims or a l-- agelaki i, the
undersigned "il immediately and without delay notify the said Bank, and unteeu the Bank isUso notified it MYa coatias toI
rely upon tde statement herein ives as a truae and acw'ratea tateaent LUtheinnial condititmof 01 he idhlugfed.

In considerationi of the granting. of such credit, the undersigned agreestAt if the witeruigned at myv tivio Jls or beconiesol-a
vent, or com it anAct oBankrupc or i ay other eneotioeadebow prove gobe stri, or itheieuge

held by you #hal. at your election, immediately become due and payable without demand or notice, mW~ the e'me -ma be
charged agaiest the balance of any deposit of the undersigned with you, the undersigned hereby iving a continuing lien wpm
euch balance of deposit account from lime to timte exusting to secure all obligations o1 the undersigned held by you.

ASSETS LIABILITIE

Cash on hand.-- - - Note.s payable to bak____
______ Bain...Nespayable to others -

Notes Receivabl (good)-~ Open accounts payable -
Account Receivable (od Mortgagee or Usese on real etate-
Real Estate (Itemize below).-.- 2 640 _________

Equipment Lad Offce Furniture used_____ ______

in busiee.w ____________

Stocks-(Itemize reverse side) _ . _ E E___________
Bonds-(Itemize reverse side) - - =
let Mortgage.-CItemizc reverse side) _ __________

2nd Mortgga-(Iteisie reverse side) ___________

________ _________________Total liabiiiie.
Net worth___

TOTAL 14 7.=TOTAL
R-;AL ESTATE: (Please Give Particulars on Each Parcel Owned)

Decrption and Titde in Name A glue Estimated Motae suno
Location costuo Value Motae Inisc

State annual net income from real estate and securities - _ ____ ________S

State annual net income from business or profession -_ _ ____________

Salary per annum---
Other income $ '

Amount of life insurance* carried. S _'W04P C.Bneficiary- .1Z1L .______________
Amount of tornado insurance on real estate, 8 --. Amount of liability insurance _
Give details of contingent liability of any kind or nature, at endorser or guaranitor, or accommodation endorser

Are any of your eta other than rmal etate. pledged or hypothecated in anyway? N

Am ym a Partner in M M N
Ib therm an other pwom n teenmed in your buinw either as a, uecWs or limited partner? 71*

p. (wn)
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rTOKS:______________________-Market If pledged as security
Number NaneL of CompanyKind of Stock Values St amout of loss

of Shares

BONN:
DOD:Market 11 ledged ,un mcur

Par Name of Company Description Maruet Italedaed asofam;;
Values, Valuesa to_.tof x1

--- -- .-- z- -- zi__

AM MORTGAGES OR FIRST TRUST NOTES:
PropertyStreet and Number Lot Sq. Tot Trust Amount

SECOND MORTGAGES OR SECOND TRUST NOTES:
Property Street and Number Lot Sq. Total l1t Total 2d Amount

Owned

REFERENCES: ___

I hereby cetify that the above is a true anld correct statement as of the date above stated and I understand that any credit
bow or hereafter given me in made upon the strength of the statement. contained~.Arn.

ISV

Mr. SiMoN. Statement of April 21, 1948, showing assets of $37,400,
and no liabilities?

Mr. CoKEmR. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It will go in.
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(The statement referred to follows:)

PR 400 Name

INDIVIDUAL Occupation

Addr

To The RIGGS NATIONAL BANK of Washington, D. C.

The undersigned, for the purp sc of procuring and mainfaminnd credit Irom time to tyric in anyform whatsoever with the about
named Bank, jar claims and dcmnand:anjsI tcndarowoned. submiqthe falioong as being a true and accurate statement

of his financial condition on the.&1' 'of1,191.. and agrees that if ay
change occurs that materially reduces the means or abilitif of the undcrslnrd to pay all chums or demands against him, tha
undersigned wil immediately and without dclay notify thre sid Bank, and unless the Bank. is so notified it may continue to
rely upon the statement herrin given as a true and accurate statement of the financial condition of the undersigned.

In considcration of the granting of such credit, the undersigned agrees that if the undersigned at any time Jails or becomes ingt.
vent, or commits an Act of Bankruptcy, or if any of the reprcsentation.i made below prove to be untrue, or if the undermine
jails to notify you of any material change a, blorr agreed; then aud in either such casc all obliations of the under ned
held by you shall, at your election, immediately become due and payable without demand or notice, and the same may be
charged against the balance of any depouit of the undTersigned with you. the undersigned hereby 94ing a continuing lien upon
such balance of dpoasit account from time to timc existing to secure all cblations of the undrsiyned held by you,.

ASSETS

Cbh on hand
Cash ina .k

Notes Receivable (good) ...........
Accounts Receivable (good) .--
Real Estate (Itemize below) .

Equipment and Office Furniture usrd
in business .............. . .......... -

Stoks--(Itemize reverse side)
Bonds--(Itemize reverse side)

lat Mortgages ---(Itemize reverse side)
2nd Mortgages--(ltemie revere aide).....

TOTAL

LIABILITIES

Notes payable to banks__ ..

Notes payable to others "

Open accounts payable _ _

Mortpges or liens on real estate_

Total liabilities.

Net worth-

TOTAL

R-!AL ESTATE: (Please Give Particulars on Each Parcel Owned)

Description and Title in Name Cost Amed j Estimated Mort.e. In-racce
LocationValue I Value

At_________Liz - _IV- 346
Btate annual net income from real estate and securities -$

State annual net income from businem or profesion -

Salary per anm ......

Other income - t $

Amount of life insurance carried, ... O._U.-- Bencfiery

Amount of tornado insurance on real estate, . -Amount of liability inrrance

Give details of contingent liability of any kind or nature, as endorser or guarantor, or accommodation endorser
::)- A - &

Are any of your ametA other than real estate, pledged or hypothecated in any way "J2L

"? hO.0
Ar youapart r inan y fiL?
Is there mw other pemn interested in yaw hbunein, either as a special or limited psin

(arm)

I
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kmnKs:

F
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Nimer Name of Compsmy Kind of Stock Market Ifpledged as seZiof NhiresnValue s ate amount of In"

$sof S~t ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ ___

-I__ _

I I

BONDS:

ParMarket If pledaedsPae Name of Company Deacription. r I I--Values Values umamomt d

IST MORTGAGES OR FIRST TRUST, NOTES:
- - - I ._______

Property Street and Number Lot sq. Total TruA Amount
Owned

•_____

I _ _ _ " _

SECOND MORTGAGES OR SECOND TRUST NOTES:

REFERENCES:

I hereby certify that the above Is a true and correct statement as of the date abovu elated and I undestand tha any eredit
now or hereafter given me i made upon the stregth of the statement. oontained iWin.

Datt sgned 1941V

Mr. SiMoN. In each of those statements of roughly $23,000.to $25,-
000, is there shown Mr. Powell's interest in a farm in Missouri?

Mr. CocKFR. Yes.
Mr. SIxox. *Did the bank ever check to determine what was the value

of that farm?
Mr. COCKER. No, sir.
Mr. SiooN. The bank didn't know that it was a couple of years ago

sold for $3,000?

ii1
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Mr. CocKER. No, sir.
Mr. Sio. Each of the statements that we have just referred to,

Mr. Cocker, was submitted to the bank in the regular course of it
business?

Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And in connection with loans that Mr. Powell from tine

to time made at the bank?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. There are no statements after 1948; is that right?
Mr. COCKER. I believe that was the latest one; yes.
Mr. SrMoN. That is the last statement. Is that because Mr. Poweb

made no loans from the bank after 1948?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Do you have with you the liability ledger of Clyde L.

Powell at the Riggs National Bank .
Mr. CocK . Yes, sir; I do.
Mr. SimoN. Does that show that beginning on October 15, 1937, he

made some loans at the bank?
Mr. CoCKER. None on October-wait a minute.
Mr. SImON. Isn't the first loan-the first loan was due October 15,

1937?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Made in September, is that right?
Mr.CocKER. It was made September 3, due October 15.
Mr. SmroN. And the last of tese loans was paid off on August 18,

19481
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And since that time he did not have occasion to borrow

at your bank?
Mr. CoCmmR. That is right.
Mr. SIMOn. Except for two secured loans made August'and Sep-

tember of 1940, were all of the loans unsecured loans in amounts vary-
ing from $500 to $2,500?

Mr. COCKER. That is right, except there was an unsecured loan of
$3,000.

Mr. SiMON. All, except for the two secured loans, were all between
$3,000 and $5,000?

Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SITMoN. And no loans made after August 1948?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
The CHArMAN. Without objection, this record will be made a part

of the record.
(The information referred to is herewith inserted.)
Mr. SimoN. Have you brought with you the deposit slips ofClyde

L. Powell for his deposits in his checking account at the Riggs Bank?
Mr. CoCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sioi. Are there a total of 259 deposit slips?
Mr. COCKER. No, sir, I believe there are 260.
Mr. SIMoN. Excuse me. Ahd for convenience in ideAtification, you

have numbered them 1 to 260?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. And permitted us to have them photostated?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
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FHA INVESTIGATION

The CHAIRAN. Without objection, the deposit slips will be made
a part of the record as an exhibit rather than to be printed in the
record.

Mr. SImoN. Have you also brought with you the ledger accounts of
the Riggs National Bank for the checking account of Clyde Powell?

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And those accounts starting December of 1938?
Mr. COCKER. November 1 of 1938.
Mr. SIMON. November 1 of 1938, and they run down through Sep-

tember 9, 1954; is that right?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you have permitted us to have those photostatedI
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
The CIRIAMAN. These records will be made a part of the record as

an exhibit and will not be printed in the record.
Mr. SIMON. On June 2, 1948, did Clyde Powell make an applica-

tion for a draft on the Riggs National Bank in the amount of $8,486?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who was that draft payable to?
Mr. COCKER. Rocco DeGrazia.
Mr. SIMON. That is spelled R-o-c-c-o D-e-G-r-a-z-i-a?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And in the left-hand corner of the application, is there

a place under which the city or country on which the draft is to be
drawn?

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that indicates Chicago, Ill.?
Mr. COCKER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do your records indicate how Mr. Powell paid for

that draft?
Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How did he pay for it?
Mr. COCKER. He gave us five $1,000 bills and seven $500 bills.
Mr. SIMON. That is currency, of course?
Mr. COCKER. Currency, yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did your bank then issue the draft No. 23978, dated

June 2, 1948, to the order of Rocco DeGrazia, for $8,486?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The draft was drawn on the Continental, Illinois Na-

tional Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago; is that right?
Mr. COcKER. That is right.
Mr. SI.O. And subsequently the draft was cashed, purporting to

bear the signature of Mr. DeGrazia, and cashed in the Melrose Park
National Bank? Is that correct?

Mr. COCKER. I don't know whether it was cashed or not. I can't
tell that.

Mr. SIMON. Doesn't the reverse side bear his endorsement?
Mr. COCKER. It bears his endorsement, but it could have been

deposited.
Mr. SIMON. Either deposited or cashed at the Melrose Park Nation-

al Bank in Melrose Park, Ill.?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
The CHAraTMAN. Without objection, these records will be made a

part of the record as an exhibit.
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,Mr. SIMoN. On December 21, 1953, did Mr. Powell mae applica-
tion to the Riggs National Bank for two cashier's checks to the order
of W. C. and A. N. Miller Development Co., Washington, D. C.1

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoNv. One of those was for $5,000 and one for $6,000; is that

right?
Mr. COCKER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And on that day, did your bank issue two cashier's

checks to the order of W. C. and A. N. Miller Development Co. for
$5,000 and $6,000 respectively?

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And those checks or cashier's checks bear the stamp

of that payee, that they were deposited to its account at the Riggs
National Bank?

Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioN. Do you know how Mr. Powell paid for those drafts?
Mr. CocKER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMon. Did Mr. Powell have a safe-deposit box in the Riggs

National Bank?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. The checks were issued on December 21, 1953; is that

ri ht?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SrmoN. Did Mr. Powell enter his safe deposit box on that day?
Mr. CoCKER. According to the safe deposit box records, yes, sir.
Mr. Si N. According to your records he entered the box on Sep-

tember 1, 1953?
Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And that day purchased the two checks?
Mr. CocKm. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. He had a checking account at your bank, of course?
Mr. CoCER. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Were the drafts or cashier's checks to which you have

just referred paid to by a check on his checking account?
Mr. COCKER. I haven't looked.; no, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. They were not paid for by a check on his checking ac-

count?
Mr. COCKER. No, sir.
Mr. Srwox. And he did enter his safe deposit box on that date?
Mr. COCxER. That is right.
The CHAIRmAN. Did he buy these cashier's checks with cash or cur-

rency?
Mr. CocKER. There is no indication on the draft application with

what he paid for them.
Mr. SIMoN. Do I understand, Mr. Cocker, that the reason you know

that he paid for the DeGrazia draft with the $1,000 and $500 bills,
that at that time you were required to report large currency transac-
tions, and in 1953 that requirertent no longer existed?

Mr. COCKER. Well, that is right, in effect, yes. We were required
back in 1948 to file a report with the Federal Reserve on any large
unusual currency transactions, but in 1953 it was more or less left to
our discretion as to whether or not we were to report these things to
the Federal Reserve.
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Mr. SIMoN. And on the first draft you did so report the transaction?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SioN. On the second you made no entry either way?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
The CIAIRMAN. Do you know whether he did or did not purchase

this $11,000 worth of cashier's checks with currency?
Mr. CocKER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no way of knowing whether he did or did

pot?
Mr. CoCKEi. No, sir.
The CHA IMAN. But you do know that he did not purchase them by

writing a check on your bank?
Mr. CocKR. That is right, sir.
Mr. SION. NMr. Cocker, did Mr. Powell, on July 18, 1950, rent safe

deposit box G-94 at your bank?Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Prior to that date, on July 15, 1938, had he rented

safe-deposit box No. E-920?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir. That may be 1939, July 15, 1939.
Mr. SIMON. July 15, 1939, I think that is right.
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And he occupied box E-920 from July 15, 1939, to July

18, 1950?
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You have with you a record of each entry into the

box ?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIOMN. Do they average about twice a month?
Mr. COCKER. I hadn't averaged it out, sir. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. I think you will find many months it was 3 or 4 times

and some months it was just once, but I think you will find it was
at least twice a month he went into the box.

On July 18, he surrendered box E-920 and rented box G-94.
Mr. COCKER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is G-94 a bigger box than E--920?
Mr. COCKEm. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. How big was box E-920 V
Mr. COCKER. E-920 was one of the smaller boxes. It is 1 inch deep,

5 inches wide. 22 inches long.
Mr. SIMON. And he surrendered that for the bigger box in 1950,

which was how big?
Mr. COCKER. The G-94 was 2 inches deep, 5 inches wide, and 22

inches long.
Mr. SImoN. Just twice as big?
Mr. COCKER. Twice the depth.
Mr. SIiwox. As you may or may not recall, the newspapers of April

13, 1954, record that Mr. Powell left the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration on that day, and the President announced the so-called housing
scandals on April 13 1954.

Does your record show whether Mr. Powell entered his box on that
date?

Mr. CoCmER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He did enter the box on that date?
Mr. COCKER. He did enter the box, that is right.
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The CHAIRMAN.' What hour? -Does it show the hour?
Mr. CocKER. It is 1: 23.
Mr. SIMoN. I am sorry, he went in at 1: 14 and out at 1: 23?
Mr. COCKER. He entered at 1: 14 and left at 1 : 23.
Mr. SIMoN. That would be 9 minutes in the boxI
Mr. CocKER. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. And that would be 1:23 in the afternoon, I take it?
Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIoN. You are not open in the morning.
Mr. Cocker, on February 3, 1949, did your bank receive a Western

Union money order for $1,500 from Los Angeles, Calif., to deposit that
amount to the credit of Clyde L. Powell?1

Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIm6N. On August 26, 1947, did your bank receive a Western

Union money order from New York, N. Y., to deposit $1,000 to the
account of Clyde L. Powell?

Mr. COCKER. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. On October 1, 1947, did your bank receive a Western

Union money order to deposit $8,000 to the account of Clyde L. Powell,
which came from Chicago?

Mr. COCKEm. Well, the telegram is dated October 1. It looks as
though we may have received it on October 2.

Mr. SIMoN. And that was from Chicago?
Mr. CocKFR. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And it was to deposit $8,000 to the account of Clyde L.

Powell?
Mr. COCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Chairman, we have here photostat copies of travel

vouchers which Mr. Powell submitted to the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration for reimbursement of travel, which show that he was in
California, New York, and Chicago, on the dates on which those
Western Union telegrams were sent to the Riggs Bank.

The CHAIRMAN. The telegrams were sent by Mr. Powell?
Mr. SimoN. Presumably they were sent by him and
The CHAMMAN. Does your record show the money was wired by Mr.

Powell?
Mr. CocKr. That is what the telegram says; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And the travel vouchers that he submitted for reim-

bursement of travel expense showed he was in those cities on those
daTe CHAIRMAN. It will be made a part of the record as an exhibit

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Cocker. has each of the documents that you have
referred to today been listed on a sheet by the Riggs Bank in the ordi-
nary course of its business?

Mr. CocKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Each of them has been previously submitted to this com-

mittee so we might make photostats of them?
Mr. COCKEm Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Bard, at our requ6t have you and others on the staff working

with you compiled the statistical information as to the total amount
of cash deposited by Mr. Powell in his account in the Riggs National
Bank?
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Mr. BARD. Yes, sir; from the basis of the deposit slips, recapitula-
tion has been made of the deposits indicated as checks and as the
deposits indicated as cash.

Air. SIMON. That is from the deposit slips that Mr. Cocker has be-
fore him, photostat copies of which Senator Capehart holds in his
hand?

Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Was your record made from these deposit slips?
Mr. BARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What does the record show he deposited in cur-

rency in the year?
Mr. SIMON. What is the first year for which you have made the

computation?
Mr. BARD. The year 1945.
Mr. SIMON. How much currency was deposited that year?
Mr. BARD. Currency in the amount of $7,875.
Mr. SIMoN. And how much in checks?
Mr. BARD. Checks, $6,505.
Mr. SIMON. Have you determined how much he received from the

Federal Government as his salary in the year 1945?
Mr. BARD. Yes. On a net basis, you understand, Mr. Simon, after

withholding tax and Government retirement and other deductions
from payroll. His total net salary for the year 1945 was $6,083.46.

The CIUMMAN. How much did he deposit in currency that year?
Mr. BARD. $6,505.05.
Mr. SIMON. The $6,500 is checks, isn't it?
Mr. BARD. Yes. This would be paid in check. Now there was a

travel expense reimbursement for that year.
Mr. SIMON. How much was that?
Mr. BARD. In the amount of $348.66 or a total received from the

Government of $6,432.06.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did he deposit in currency that year?
Mr. BARD. $7,875.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the total deposits of both checks and

currency?
Mr. BARD. $14,380.05.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did he state-his income was on his tax

return ?
Mr. BARD. His gross income from the Federal Housing Adminis-

tration, $9,241.76.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that all that was shown on the return?
Mr. BARD. Yes. That is his total income for the year.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the next year?
Mr. BARD. The next year was 1946. Cash deposits was $25,305.10.
The CHAIRMAN. And the check deposits?
Mr. BARD. The check deposits of $12,427.57.
The CHAIRMAN. Making a total of how much?
Mr. BARD. Total of $37,732.67.
The CTIAIRMAN. What did he show as his income on his return?
11r. BARD. For the year 1946?
The CHAIr AN. Gross income.
Mr. BRD. (ross income, $9,742.20.
The CHAIIWAN. And the next year was what?
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Mr. SNIMON. In 1946, Mr. Bard, how much did he actually receive
from the Federal Govermnent?

Mr. BARD. A total of $7,595.68, of which-
Mr. Srxow. The difference between what he showed on his tax re-

turn as his income and what they actually paid him would be with.
holding taxesI

Mr. B . I would like to correct that. His salary, his net amount
of salary was $7,460.29. The travel of $135.46 probably was not a
reportable item. It was reimbursement of expenditures.

The CHAMAAN. Now the next is what?
Mr. BAw. 1947.
The CHAMMAN. How much was the currency deposits?
Mr. BARD. Currency deposits, $15,140.
The CHAMMAN. Check deposits?
Mr. BAw. Check deposits was $24,396.84.
The CHAIMAN. What was his income on his return?
Mr. BARD. His gross income, $9,544.86.
The CHAIMAN. And the total of deposits and cash was how much;

that is, checks and currency deposits?
Mr. BARD. $39,536.84.
The ClAIMAN. That was the year-
Mr. BARD. The year 1947.
The CHaAMXAN. Now 1948, how much was deposited?

* Mr. BARD. May I state his salary for that year, net amount, $7,734.22
and there was $529.14 reimbursement for travel.

The CHAMIAN. What was the deposits in 1948?
Mr. BARD. 1948 the cash deposits was $28,500.
The CHARMAN. Cash deposits, $28,500?
Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Check deposits?
Mr. BARD. $24,746.84.
The CHAIRMAN. Making a total of what?
Mr. BARD. $53,246.84.
The CHArMMAN. What was the return?
Mr. BARD. The return for the year 1948 shows gross income of

$9,624.45.
The CHIAIMAN. What was the deposits in 1950?
Mr. BARD. May I state his salary for that year?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BARD. Salary as indicated by the net amount was $8,052.71, and

there was $866.57 of reimbursement for travel.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his deposits in 1949?
Mr. BARD. The cash deposit was $19,700.
The CHAMHAN. That is the currency deposits?
Mr. BARD. Yes; currency deposits. Check deposits, $9,833.94, for

a total of $29,533.94.
The CIAIMAN. What was his salary that year?
Mr. BARD. His gross salary, for the year reported was $9,987.80.
The CHArRMAN. And the gross amount of his returns?
Mr. BARD. The amount of salary from-net amount from the office

was $8,295.56, with $598.25 worth of travel reimbursement.
The CHArMAN. The year 1950?
Mr. BARD. The year 1950, there was no cash deposits.
The CHAIMAN. In 1950 there was no cash?
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Mr. BARD. No cash.
The CIIAIRM AN. 1951 was there any cash?
Mr. BARD. No. May I finish with 1950?
The CHAIRMAN. Was there any 1950?
Mr. BARD. In 1950, no cash.
The CHIRMAN. Any cash in 1951?
Mr. BARD. No cash deposits in 1951?
The CHAIRMAN. Any cash deposits in 1952?
Mr. BARD. None in 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. Any in 1953?
Mr. BARD. $3,200 in 1953.
The CHAIRMAN. What were the check deposits in 1950?
Mr. BARD. $7,418.32.
The CHAIRMIN-. His income was what ?
Mr. BARD. His income for 1953 was $10,514.36.
The CI-AMAN. What was his gross?
Mr. BARD. The net amount that he received from the Government

was $8,410.88, with $381.55 of travel reimbursement.
The CHAI- MAN. And in 1951, what was the currency deposits and

checks deposited?
Mr. BARD. There was no currency deposits in 1951. Checks,

$8,125.89, and his gross income for 1951 was $11,021.29. The net
amount was $8.538.15, with $490.95 travel reimbursement.

The CHAIRMAN. And 1952?
Mr. BARD. 1952 there was no cash deposits. Check deposits

amounted to $11,131.34.
The CL A nd I N. An1 lis ss come?
Mr. BARD. His gross income
The ('HAIRMAwN. As shown by his tax return.
Mr. BARD. As shown by his tax return, $11,650. The net amount,

as shown by the FHA records, was $8,864.70, and $475.51 travel
reimbursement.

The CHAIRMAN. And 1953?
M[r. BARD. 1953, there was $3,200 in cash deposits, and $9,690.88 in

checks, and his income-tax return for 1953 shows a gross income of
$11,983.95.

The CIAIR[AN. The year that he discontinued making cash de-
posits is the year that he got the larger 'safety deposit box, was it?Mr. BARD. I believe that is what Mr. Cocker testified, that he
(!hanged deposit boxes in 1950.
i The CHAIRMAN. What was the total amount of currency, deposited
in those 4 years of 1945 through 1949?

Mr. BARD. The largest years were 1946 through 1949. 1945, of
which there was $7 ,875 would be

Mr. SIMoN. The total of all cash deposits is how much, Mr. Bard?
Mr. BARD. The Senator asked for 4 years.
Mr. SIMON. All you have to do is take $10,000 off the total. $7,000

in 1945, nd $3,000 in 1953; is that right?
Mr. BARD. Do you mind if I finish ?
The CHAIRMAN. Let him figure it.
Mr. BARD. For the years 19 4 5 -49, inclusive, the cash deposits were

$96,520.10.
The CHAIRMAN. Cash deposits in those 4 years or 5?
Mr. BARD. Five years, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Was $96,000-
Mr. BARD. $520.10.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the total of the check deposits above hi

income from the FHA?
Mr. BARD. His check deposits above his income?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BARD. Sir, I don't have that figure for the simple reason that

some of the checks that have been deposited are proceeds from rfoney
orders and notes and things like that, as distinguished from his actual
salary.

Mr. SIMON. Some of his salary checks were not deposited in the
bank?

Mr. BARD. I can appreciate that. There were also checks deposited
that did not represent salary.

Mr. Simeon. You have there, I believe, Mr. Bard, the total Govern.
ment salary during the period and the total amount of checks that he
received?

Mr. BARD. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. -And the total amount of cash.
Mr. BARD. His total salary for the full period of 1945 through April

of 1954
Mr. SIMON. Which is almost 10 years.
Mr. BARD. Almost 10 years, is $75,793.49. That is not the gross

salary. That is the net amount.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the amount that he received by check from the

Government?.
Mr. BARD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the total deposits for the same period?
Mr. BARD. Total deposits for the same period, cash-
The CHAIRMAN. Both cash and check?
Mr. BARD. Of cash deposits, $101,220.10.
The CHAIRMAN. How much for check deposits?
Mr. BARD. The check deposits' was $117,110.79.
The CHAIRMAN. Or a total of how much ?
Mr. BARD. A total of $218,630.89.
The CA AN. Which is how much more than his salary and

income as shown by his tax returns?
Mr. BARD. May I add to his salary the amount of deposit for travel

of $4,471.88. The excess of the deposits over the salary and the travel
expense was $138,365.53.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bard, the $138,000 of excess deposits during this
period over his income from the Federal Government does not in-
clude, as I understand it the $19,400 represented by money orders,
or cashier's checks that he bought from the Riggs, Bank, the one for
Rocco De Grazia paid for in cash and two to W. C. and A. N. Miller
Co.. paid for either in cash or by a check on some other bank?

Mr. B. XRD. That is right. This does not include that.
Mr. SIMON. So that his dealings with the Riggs Bank during this

period indicate receipts of $158,000 in excess of his Government salary;
is that right?

Mr. BARD. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Just one more question: You have examined his tax

returns for this period of time?
Mr. BARD. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Does any year during the period we have discussed show
any income whatever other than his salary from the Federal Gov-
ernment?

Mr. BARD. May I go back, just to be sure?
No, sir. There was no additional income.
The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is that on his tax returns he did not

A show any income other than the income from the Federal Government?
Mr. BARD. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate

your coming.
Mr. MAMLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Daniel B. Maher. I appear

here on behalf of the Defendant Powell. May I be permitted to ask
two questions of this witness?

The CHAIRMAN. If yOU will tell us what they are during the noon
hoar we will permit you to do so right after lunch.

Mr. MAHER. I beg pardon?
The CHAiRMAN. If you will tell us what the questions are duringthe noon hour, we will consider it and permit you to do it right after

lunch.
Mr. MAHER. May I respectfully state to you, Mr. Chairman, thatboth questions are pertinent to the testimony given by the witness.The CHAMMAN. We will bring both the gentlemen back at 2 o'clockand if we consider your questions as pertinent and fair, we will permit

you to ask them at 2 o'clock today.
Mr..MAHER. Mr. Chairman, may I respectfully say that the time ofthe mIsstatement is when it is uttered. I respectfully ask to ask two

. questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give Mr. Powell a chance to testify laterin the day. He can refute any questions or any statement that hasever been made. We have been trying to get him to testify now for

about 4 or 5 months.
Mr. MAHER. I am not discussing Mr. Powell. I am discussing theright to cross-examine this witness who has misstated the evidence.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no right to cross-examine witnesses. We

will proceed.
Mr. MiJHER. I don't expect any right before this committee.
The CHAERMAN. The next witness will be-Mr. Manilow.Will you be sworn, please? Do you solemnly swear the testimonyyou are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF NATHAN MVANILOW, PARK FOREST, ILL., ETC.

Mr. MANILOW. Yes.
The CHAIIMAN Please be seated and give your name and addressand business connection to the reporter for the official record.Mr. MANILOW. Nathan Manilow, 105 West Monroe Street, Chi-

cago, Ill.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Manilow, are you associated with American Com-

munity Builders?
Mr. MANILOW. Yes, I am, Mr. Simon.Mr. SIMON. What position do you occupy with American Com-

Ifunity Builders?
50 6 9 0-54-pt. 4-32
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Mr. MANILOW. Presently I am its president.
Mr. SIMON. You are president?
Mr. MANImow. That is right.
Mr. SIxoM. Who are the stockholders of American Community

Builders?
Mr. MANILOW. I am, of course, Philip N. Klutznick.
Mr. SIMoN. How much stock do you own?
Mr. MAN-qnow. Forty-five percent of the stock. I don't know how

many shares. I am giving you percentages.
Mr. SIMON. How much of the stock does Mr. Klutznick own?
Mr. MANILOW. He and his associates own 45 percent.
Mr. SIMON. How much did Mr. Klutznick pay for his 45 percent

stock interest in American Community Builders?
Mr. MAmuow. Mr. Klutznick was not required to make any cash

investment.
Mr. SIMON. He got 45 percent of the stock for free?
Mr. MAXNILOW. He got 45 percent of the stock as an inducement

on my pait to come in and join me in this enterprise.
Mr. SIMON. When was that?
Mr. MANILOW. As best as I can recollect it was in 1946.
Mr. SiMox. 1946?
Mr. MAN, mow. That is right.
Mr. SIo. Is that the same Philip Klutznick who was previously

Administrator of the Federal Public Housing Administration here
in Washington?

Mr. MANIIOw. That is correct.
Mr. SiMoN. And the stock which in 1946 he got without cost now

has a book value of some $1/2 million?
Mr. MAxNLOW. I don't know what its book value is, Mr. Simon. I

don't have the records. I would imagine it must be somewhere in
that neighborhood.

Mr. SIMoN. Now, the American Community Builders built nine
section 608 projects in Park Forest, Ill.; is that right?

Mr. MANrLOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Park Forest, Ill., is a few miles southwest of the city

of Chicago's southwestern boundary?
Mr. MAN Iow. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. About 30 miles from downtown Chicago?
Mr. MAwmow. Generally it is referred to as that. It depends upon

what point you pick it up at.
Mr. SiiMON. About 30 miles from the Loop?
Mr. MN-imow. That is right.
Mr. SIo. The FHA mortgages on the 9 section 608 projects

totaled approximately $27 million; did they?
Mr. MANILow. A little over that, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. A little over $27 million?
Mr. MAxLOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Then you also built in that project a lot of single-

family sale houses?
Mr. MANiLOW. More than 3,000 of them.
Mr. SIMON. They were insured by FHA mortgages?
Mr. MANILOW. Both by FHA, VA, building and loans and various

and sundry. Most of them, Mr. Simon, by FHA and VA.
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Mr. SIMON. What was the approximate total of the FHA mort-
gages on the single-family houses?

Mr. MANILOW. I would hazard a guess, but I would imagine about
$30 million.

Mr. SIMON. So the FHA mortgages, both section 608 and sale
houses totaled about roughly 57 or 58 million dollars?

Mr. MANIOW. It would be correct, Mr. Simon, if you would in-
clude VA, because the Veterans' Administration loans on the single
families are much more in number than the FHA loans.

Mr. SIMON. I take it you got an FHA commitment to start with?
Mr. MANILOW. For the purposes of construction money generally, as

is the procedure generally by builders.
Mr. SIMON. So you had a total of $58 million of FHA commit-

ments?
Mr. MANTILow. At one time or another.
Mr. SIMON. And roughly 27 or 28 million dollars of those were

on section 608 projects, 9 buildings.
Mr. MANILOW. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Now after the buildings were substantially completed,

did the Federal Housing Administration increase the amount of
those mortgages by about $590,000?

Mr. MANILOW. Yes, they did.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether on January 4, 1950, Clyde L.

Powell, as Assistant Commissioner, sent a telegram to the director of
the Chicago office saying that--
This is to advise yod that your recommendation is approved in connection with
increasing insured mortgages covering Park Forest Co. projects-
and numbered them-
At tho- request of Mr. Manilow by telephone I advised the RFC in Chicago of
such i approval.

Did you know of that telegram?
Mr. MANMILOW. I don't recall it, but undoubtedly if you have the

record it must be so.
Mr. SIMoN. And did you by telephone request Mr. Powell to ad-

vise the RFC in Chicago of such approval?
Mr. MANILOW. I wouldn't recall that either, of course. I don't

know why I would make any such request. I can recognize the pos-
sibility of my having talked to the office about the matter, but I don't
know what the nature of the discussion was.

Mr. SIMON. I have before me the original FHA file containing
what purports to be the carbon copy of the telegram allegedly sent
in 1950 and it has the initials, "CLP" on it, indicating Mr. Powell
initialed it and it says as I have indicated. Is there any doubt in
your mind that at about January 4, 1950, you called Mr. Powell and
asked him to advise RFC of that approval?

Mr. MANILOW. I don't think that I called him to advise him. I
would call him to discuss matters with him, but I wouldn't call him
to advise him about anything.

Mr. SIMON. I didn't mean to say that. It says here you requested
him to advise RFC that the increase had been approved.

Mr. MANILOW. Mr. Simon, it could have been that once the approval
hd been granted, we at that time also had a loan with the RFC, and
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it was important that they, and their records may disclose, Mr.
Simon, that they asked me to do this.

The CH ARMAN. There is no question but what you did get an
increase and Mr. Powell did approve it?

Mr. MANILOW. None at all, Senator.
Mr. Si N. Was RFC the mortgagee on these loans?
Mr. MAmww. The RFC?
Mr. SiMON. Yes. Were they the mortgagee?
Mr. MANILOW. I don't see how they could be the mortgagee, Mr.

Simon.
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
Mr. MANILOW. How could they be the mortgagee?
Mr. SIMON. Why would Mr. Powell be advising RFC of th&

approval?
Mr. MANEOW. Because we at that time had borrowed money from

the RFC.
Mr. SIMON. You had borrowed money from the RFC in addition to

the FHA commitments?
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. Your recollection is then, that RFC did not buy any

of the mortgage?
Mr. MANiLOW. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You simply made a loan from RFC?
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember the amount of that loan?
Mr. MAN LOW. No, I do not. I think it was more than once that.

we borrowed money from them. Once I believe we borrowed money
from them in connection with our home-for-sale activity, and the
improvement of that area.

Mr. SIMON. The increase in the mortgages was $590,000, is that
right?

Mr. MANiLow. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. From $27,200,000, to $27,800,000?
Mr. MANILOW. I recall. That seems to be the figure.
Mr. SIMON. What was the reason for the increase, Mr. Manilow?
Mr. MANILOW. We had increased costs during the period of con-

struction of very much more than the amount.
Mr. SI N. In other words, your costs went up so they gave you a

higher mortgage?
Mr. MANILOW. That was understood; at the time that if and when

we could prove additional increases in costs beyond our control, we
would have the opportunity to make application for such increase.

Mr. SIMON. Did you understand that was the procedure, that if
costs were higher than you expected you got an increase iii
the mortgage?

Mr. MANILOW. You had a right to, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you ever heard of anybody getting his mortgages

decreased because costs were lower than he expected?
Mr. MANILOW. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether in granting this increase they

failed to make an appraisal of the property as of the reproduction
cost as of December 31,1947?

Mr. MANILOW. I would like to have you state that question again,
sir.
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Mr. S MoN. The law required that in connection with giving one of
these mortgages, that the mortgage could not be more than 90 percent
of the estimated replacement cost of the property.

Mr. MANTLOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. It also could not be more than 90 percent of the esti-

mated replacement cost as of December 31, 1947, is that right?
Mr. MAnLOW. As of December 31, 1947?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
It couldn't be more than the lower of those two estimates, whichever

was the lowest.
Mr. MANILOW. In connection with the ultimate application, Mr.

Simon?
Mr. SIMON. In connection with the section 608 commitment.
Mr. MANILOW. The original application you are talking about?
Mr. SIMON. No, any section 608 mortgage could not be more than

dhe lower of the Commissioner's estimated cost of replacement or
Commissioner's estimate of replacement cost on December 31, 1947.

Mr. MANILOW. Is that the expiration date of the act?
Mr. SIMoN. No, that is the date Congress put in the law.
You didn't know that was there?
Mr. MANILOW. I should know. I don't recall that date at the

moment.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know-
Mr. MANIWow. If that is the date that is undoubtedly so.
Mr. SIMON. Did you know FHA waived that requirement in this

case on the ground that the $590,000 increase was an inconsequential
amount?

Mr. MANImOW. No. I know they did not waive it on that account.
I am sure they didn't.
Mr. SIMoN. I have a letter from Curt C. Mack to Clyde Powell, one

paragraph of which says:
It may be said that the amount of increase requested is inconsequential in

relation to total mortgage amount, and it Is not believed that the Commissioner'srisks or interests would be unduly Jeopardized by granting the increase re-quested. It would appear to be perhaps a justification for the increase in rents
requested, which averages $4.91 per unit per month.

Did you know of that ruling by FHA?
Mr. MANiLOW. I do not recall it but it must be so.
You are reading from the record, Mr. Simon, but may I at this time

direct your attention to the fact that the increase in the loans relating
to the Park Forest projects was upon application originally rejected
in Washington.

It was recommended by the Chicago office.
Mr. SIMON. And approved by Clyde Powell in Washington, ac-cording to the telegram I just read you.
Mr. MANILOW. I am not disputing the record Mr. Simon. I have

no way of-
Mr. SIMON. You did get the increase, is that right?
Mr. MANILOW. I am trying, if you will afford me the opportunity

please, to show how I think that it is important.
The increase was denied because Mr. ; I don't remember hisname, the General Counsel then of the HHFA, said that in view

of the fact that the act under which the original commitments were
issued to us, namely, the twenty-seven-million-odd dollars had ex-
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pired, and a new act had then been introduced, and as you wiU recall,enator, the first part was on the basis of room count, $1,800 per
room, the other was on the basis of unit, $8,100 per unit, General
Counsel for HHFA, the Housing and Home Finance Agency, did
not agree with Mr. Bovard, and as I recall it the general counsel for
the committee at this time did not agree, and so-

Mr. SIooN. On that-
Mr. MANILoW. This is showing the legality of the procedure be-

cause
Mr. Sitow. We are not questioning the legality.
"Mr. MANILOW. Because by law this act was amended so that this

increase and increases of this kind could be had.
The CHAIRMAN. All we are interested in is the fact that you did ask

for an increase in the mortgage.
You did receive it. Mr. Powell approved it, and Mr. Mack, the

chief appraiser, I believe
Mr. SIMoN. Chief underwriter, waived the requirement 'for an

estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. He waived the requirement for an estimate and

said it was inconsequential.
I think those are facts.
That is all we are interested in hearing, just the facts.
Mr. KenneyI
Mr. KENNEY. I want to ask a question.
In your application for increase, it was filed on October 25, 1949,

to, the Chicago FHA office?
Mr. MAWNILOW. That is right.
Mr. KEj Ey. That was denied by FHA?
Mr. MANILoW. That is right.
Mr. KEwN-EY. Subsequently you went over the heads of FHA to

the HHFA; is that right?
Mr. MANILOW. And to the Banking and Currency Committee.
Mr. KENNEY. They overruled FHA?
Mr. MANmow. They did by recommending this Senate resolution,

which passed unanimously, so that this inequity could be corrected.
Mr. KENNEY. Had they instructed FHA to give recognition to your

claim?
Mr. M,&wmow. I don't know whether I could use the term "in-

structed," but they were-
Mr. KENNEY. Pressured?
Mr. MANLmow. They were permitted under this procedure to recog-

nize it.
The CHAIRMAN. What year Was that, 1949?
Mr. ALTMAN. 1949.
Mr. S oN. Now, Mr. Manilow, prior to March 1948, did you ask

the FHA office in Chicago to permit you to collect 2 months' rent for
the final 2 months of your leases, to invest the money in Government
bonds and retain the income?

Mr. MANITJow. We did make the request for the right to obtain a
2-month rental security deposit.

We have been doing that.
Mr. SioN. And to invest the money in the Government bonds and

keep the income?
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Mr. M-ANMOW. No. We, by negotiation with the FHA office in
Chicago, Mr. Simon, got the right to invest these moneys in schools,
in Park Forest; by loaning the moneys to the school districts, in
order to enable them to build schools.

Mr. SIMON. But you get interest on it and keep the interest, is that
rl *MANILOW. We lost money. We did not get interest from these

school districts, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ask FHA, prior to March of 1948, for per-

mission to collect 2 months' rent in advance to invest the money and to
keep the interest?

Mr. MANILOW. We might have.
Mr. SIMON. Did you?
Mr. MANrLOW. I don't know. I would imagine we probably did.
The CHARMAN. You testified yesterday that you did. Your answer

yesterday was yes.
Mr. MANMOW. We probably did. I don't have the papers before me.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact on March 24-and that is a significant

date-March 24, 1948, Kelly wrote Powell recommending that you
be permitted to do that, and on May 24, 1948, Powell wrote Kelly,
approving that conduct?

The CHAIRMAN. I think we should identify Kelly. Was he State
FHA director?

Mr. MANILOW. He was State FHA director.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his first name?
Mr. MANILOW. Ed.
The CHAIRMAN. Edward J. Kelly?
Mr. MANmOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is the fact I have just stated correct?
Mr. MANIMOW. I believe it is.
Mr. SIMON. Now on March 11, 1948, which was just preceding

Kelly's letter to Powell on this rental business, did you have a busi-
ness transaction with Clyde Powell?

Mr. MANMOW. Yes, I did.
Mr. SIMON. Would you tell the committee what that was, please?
Mr. MANMOW. I received a telephone call from Mr. Kelly, director

of the FHA, whom I held in very high regard, as did everyone else,
and asking me if I would do him a favor. I said I would, to such an
extent as I could, and he told me that-

Mr. SIMON. Can you place the date of that call, Mr. Manilow?
Mr. MANILOW. It would be very close to the date of the first note

transaction. It would have to be within days of it.
Mr. SIMON. Maybe I can help you. Is your telephone number or

was it at that time "DI-830 ?"
Mr. M~qrLow. "GI-?"
Mr. SIMON. "DI."
Mr. MANILOW. "DIversie-8306'?"
Mr. SIMox. Yes.
Mr. MANILOW. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That was your telephone number?
Mr. MALLOW. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. On March 3, 1948, Clyde Powell made a long distance

call from his apartment at the Wardman Park to you in Chicago, and
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talked to you for 5 minutes. Does that help you to fix the date on
which Mr. Kelly called you?

Mr. MANmow. I say I couldn't recall the exact date, but I say it is
all so close. It was within that period.

Mr. Snxow. Did Kelly call you before or after Powell called you?
Mr. MAN"ILOW. My best recollection is he called me before. I would

have no reason to discuss the situation I don't think other than that.
Mr. SimoN. What did Kelly say to you?
Mr. MANLow. He said that Mr. Powell was in a difficult situation,

and he would like to have, if I could, me make him a loan of $7,500.
Mr. SIMON. Did you agree to make the loan?
Mr. MANmow. I did.
Mr. SIoN. For how long a period of time?
Mr. MANmow. I made the loan for 90 days.
Mr. SioN. Mr. Powell's salary at that time was about $8,000 a year

that is, take-home pay. How did you figure he was going to.be able
to pay a $7,500 loan in 90 days when his gross income in that period
would only be $2,000?

Mr. MAmow. Mr. Simon, I really didn't figure. I wish I had, but
I didn't.

Mr. SIMON. So you loaned him the $7,500?
Mr. MANmow. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Was that by having the Merchant's National Bank in

Chicago discount a note of Powell's which you endorsed and having
them send $7,500 to Powell at the Riggs BankI

Mr. MANmow. Yes. Powell sent me his note, which I endorsed, dis-
counted it at the Merchant's National Bank and directed them to wire
the proceeds of that to his account at the Riggs National Bank at
Washington.

Mr. SIo.N. What was the subject of this 5-minute telephone con-
versation you had with Powell on March 3, 1948?

Mr. MAmlow. I couldn't say, Mr. Simon. I don't recall it, but I
would imagine it had to do with the terms or methods, or the manner
by which the proceeds were to get to him.

Mr. SIMON. The note became due on June 9, 1948?
Mr. MAN-mow. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. Was it paid?
Mr. MAwmow. It was not.
Mr. SIxoN. It was renewed for another 90 days?
Mr. MA -Lmow. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. The second note became due on September 8, 1948?
Mr. MANmow. That is right,
Mr. SimoN. Was it paid?
Mr. MANILOW. Partially.
Mr. SIMoN. So far as the bank was concerned, you paid the bank the

full amount of the note?
Mr. MANILOW. They generally, as you know, charge it to your ac-

count, or you pay it.
Mr. SrIoN. How much of the $7,500 did Powell pay you?
Mr. MANILOW. $2,000 and renewal note of $5,500.
Mr. SnIo. What was the due date of the $5,500 renewal note?
Mr. MANMOW. It was for 3 months also.
Mr. SIMoN. So it would have been due December 8, 1948?
Mr. MANILOW. Must be.
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Mr. SIMoN. Was that $5,500 ever paid?
Mr. MANIoW. It was paid but not on the due date.
Mr. SIMON. On the due date?
Mr. MANmow. Not on the due date.
Mr. SIMON. When was it paid?
Mr. MANILOW. I cannot recall the date.
I don't know the date.
Mr. SIMoN. What is your best recollection as to when it was paid?
Mr. MANILOW. The best recollection is that somewhere within a

period of 6 months from the date that it was due.
Mr. SIMON. You cannot pin it any closer than 6 months?
Mr. MANILOW. I wish I could.
Mr. SIMON. Six months would be somewhere between December 8,

1949, and-excuse me, somewhere between December 8, 1948, and June
8, 1949; is that right?

Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And in that 6-month period you cannot tell us any

closer than that when it was?
Mr. MAN LOW. I am sorry. I wish I could.
The CHAIRMAN. That was the period in which you say he paid you?
Mr. MANILOW. That is the best of my recollection.
Mr. SIMON. Was it paid in check or by cash?
Mr. MANILOW. In cash.
Mr. SIMoN. Paid in cash.
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What bills did he give you?
Mr. MANILOW. I don't recall that. I know there were nothing big-

ger than hundred-dollar bills.
Mr. SIMON. Nothing bigger than hundred-dollar bills?
Mr. MAwNmow. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Where were you when he paid you the $5,500?
Mr. MANILOW. I was in Washington.
Mr. SIMON. Where in Washington?
Mr. MANI1ow. I could have only been at 1 or 2 places. Generally,

I stay at either the Statler or the Mayflower Hotels.
Mr. SIMON. Did he come to your hotel and pay it to you?
Mr. MANILOW. To the best as I recall.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody see him pay you the money?
Mr. MANILOW. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do with the $5,500?
Mr. MANILOW. I kept it.
Mr. SIMON. Did you deposit it in a bank anywhere?
Mr. MANILOW. Unfortunately, I did not.
Mr. SIMON. You did not?
Mr. MANILOW. No.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do with the money then?
Mr. MANrW. I consumed it over a period of time.
Mr. SIMON. You just spent it?
Mr. klqL~ow. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You carried the money around in your pocket until it

Was gone?
Mr. MANILOW. I don't imagine I did. I imagine I carried parts of

it with me, and the remainder probably was around my office.
Mr. SIMON. Just sitting around the office?
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Mr. MANILOW. Not sitting around the office. I have an office that
has an appreciable amount of privacy. I might have kept it in my
file desk. I don't recall.

Mr. SIMON. You don't recall what you did with this $5,500 cash?
Mr. MANILOW. I have no idea. It might have been done over a

period of a year.
Mr. SIMON. Took you a year to spend it?
Mr. MAmLOW. It might have.
Mr. SIMON. Why didn't. you deposit it in a bank?
Mr. MANLoW. I carry sums of money around my office. It wasn't

a transaction that I was particularly anxious to discuss and tell all of
my people in the office about.

Mr. SiivON. I should think you would be proud of the fact. you got
the money back and would deposit it in your account.

Mr. MAN-LOW. I wish today, to God, that he either hadn't paid it
or he had paid it in the manner which the others got paid, and I
wouldn't have this problem.

Mr. SIMON. When did you file your 1949 income-tax return?
Mr. MANILOW. I filed that return, as required by law, I presume

sometime prior to March 15, 1950.
Mr. SImoNv. And it would have to be after January 1, 1950?
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. So you filed your income-tax return for the year 1949

somewhere between 6 and 15 months after you claimed Clyde Powell
paid you this $5,500 in cash.

Mr. MAN Low. That is right.
Mr. SIo. Yet, on your 1949 income-tax return, didn't you claim

this $5,500 from Clyde Powell as a bad debt., and give December 31,
1949, as the day on which it became a bad debt?

Mr. MAN LOW. It was the way it was included in my income-tax
return, unfortunately; yes.

Mr. SIMON. The income-tax return that you filed in 1950 showed this
$5,500 as a bad debt, giving the date of December 31, 1949, as the date
on which it became a bad debt; is that right?

Mr. MANILOW. That must be right.
Mr. SI N. And yet you now say that some 6 to 11 months earlier

he had paid you; is that right?
Mr. MAN Low. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Which is correct?
Mr. MANILOW. The fact is, Senator, that I did not advise my people

in my office of the fact that I had received this money.
Mr. SIMON. But you did sig-n your income-tax return, didn't you?
Mr. MANMLOW. I did that. 11
Mr. SIMON. There were only 3 items on your income-tax return for

the year 1949 of losses; just 3.
Mr. MANILOW. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. One of them was "C. Powell, $5,500." Didn't you see

that before you sent your tax return?
Mr. MANILOW. However, Mr. Simon, what you bring out there makes

it self-evident that I certainly was not attempting to conceal any trans-
action with Mr. Powell. If I put his name in there and wrote the
transaction into the income-tax return, it was not something I was
trying to conceal.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Manilow, after you testified that Powell paid
you the $5,500 the early part of 1949, and yet in the early part of 1950
you filed an income-tax return in which you said he had not paid you,
and said it was a bad account and took it as a bad account on your tax
return.

Mr. MANILOW. Yes, Senator, but later-I do not remember just how
long later, maybe a year and a half or so, or whatever time that was
when they generally check your income-tax returns, my accountant
came in and told me that item was questioned. I said, I am sorry you
had it in there because it has been paid.

Mr. SIMON. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Manilow, it was 2 years later in
1952, that the Internal Revenue Service questioned it and they ques-
tioned it only because you had no proof that it was a bad debt because
you couldn't prove you had tried to collect it, and the reason that the
Internal Revenue Service disallowed it in 1952, which is 3 years after
you say it was paid, was simply because you couldn't prove you tried to
collect it?

Mr. MANILOW. That may be their position, but I am trying to say
to you that when it was called to my attention that they were in the
office, asking about this item, I then informed them it had been paid and
therefore it had no place in there as an item of bad debt.

Mr. SIMON. Didn't you read your income-tax return before you
signed it?

Mr. MANILow. It may sound silly, but I just cannot tell you now
whether I looked or scanned it as carefully as I should.

Mr. SIMON. I don't think there is any occasion to disclose here the
total amounts in there, but I think you will agree that they are sub-
stantial enough that a man would have an interest in reading his tax
return.

Mr. MANILOW. I won't dispute that. I should have.
Mr. SIMON. You say you did not read your tax return before you

Ti iMO I say I do not know what prompted me to overlook
the item because had I certainly seen it, I would have seen that it was
taken out.

Mr. SIMON. At any rate, your testimony is that somewhere between
January and June or somewhere between December of 1948 and June
of'1949, Powell paid you $5,500 in cash, that you put it in your pocket,
that nobody saw you get the money, and you spent the money over a
period of time, that in March of 1950 you claimed $5,500 as a bad debt,
and in 1952, the revenue people disallowed it; is that the story?

Mr. MANILOW. In 1952 1 said when it was called to my attention that
ihe revenue people were questioning the item, I informed my people
that it had been paid, and should not have been in there.

Mr. SIMON. And you never told that to anybody until after the
revenue people had questioned it on the ground that there was no proof
of an effort to collect?

Mr. MANmow. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Have you been questioned by anybody else within the

last 30 days about this itemI
Mr. MNt nmow. Yes. I have been questioned.by the Department-

by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and by the income Tax Depart-
ment. .1
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Mr. SIMoN. Did you tell them the same story you are testifying
here today?

Mr. M.NIow. I do not see how I could have told them any other
Mlr.SImoN. My question is whether you told them the same story

you are telling us here today.
Mr. MANILOW. I believe I did.
Mr. SIMON. Did you tell the FBI when you talked to them the

$5,500 had been paid in 1949?
Mr. MANILow. I told the FBI that I felt that was paid some time

within about 6 months after the maturity of the note.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you certain that you never told the FBI that it had

not been paid?
Mr. MA-ILOW. As best as I can recollect, I don't see how in the

world I could have said it had not been paid.
Mr. SIMON. We are not talking about something now that happened

5 years ago. We are talking about conversation-
Mr. MAN IOW. I would say that I could not have said that.
Mr. SIMoN. That is not my question. My question is whether in

the last 30 days you told the FBI that the $5,500 note had not been
repaid.

Mr. MANiLOw. No.
Mr. SIMoN. You are certain you did not?-
Mr. MANILOW. I feel I am positive.
Mr. Sixox. You are positive you did not tell the FBI in the last

30 days at any time that the $5,500 note had not been paid?
Mr. MANrLw. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. MAN LOW. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Manilow, what-you testified that Mr. Ed

Kelly, who was the State FHA 'director of Illinois, called you and
asked you to make this loan to Powell. Did he tell you why you
should make it to Powell or tell you the trouble Powell was having?

Mr. MANrLOW. He did not give me any details. Senator.
The CITAIMAN. He did not give you any details?
Mr. MAN-ILOW. I don't recall he did.
The CHATRMAN. Mr. Kelly has since died, hasn't he?
Mr. MNww. That is right. I don't recall any details.
The CHAtrMAt. Did you ever call the fact thnt Mr. Powell bor-

rowed $7_500 from you to the attention of any FHA high officials
here. in Washington?

Mr. MANTwW. No. sir, I did iot.
The CHOtRMAN. Who was the FTTA Commissioner during that pe-

riodl? That was in 1948, wn isn't it?
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
The CH.ArRMAN. Who was the FHA Commissioner during that

timO?
Mr. MAwow. As best as I cn recall. Mr. Richards.
The (F IAMAN. Mr. Richards was the Director?
Mr. MaNTmow. I think so.
The C'HATRMA. Did you ever tpl] Mr. Richards that Mr. Powell

had borrowed this money?
Mr. MANLOW. No, I did not.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did it seem strange to you that Mr. Powell, a
Government employee here-and you knew about the amount of salary
he was receiving-had $5,500 in cash that he could hand you one day?

Mr. MANILOW. Senator, I was so pleased at getting the money that
it didn't occur to me. If I had been doing more clear thinking at the
time, I would not have made the loan. I was just insistent I wouldn't
and that is it.

Unfortunately, I did.
The CHAnRMAN. Did you ever give or loan Mr. Powell any money

prior to this or after?
Mr. MANTLOW. No, sir, I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. What did your associates-you told them about

this?
Mr. MANILOW. No, I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. You kept it a secret?
Mr. MANILOW. It was a loan I made him personally, Senator, and

anyone that knows my associate, Mr. Klutznick, knows him to be one
of the most respected and honored men of the country, and I just
made this a personal matter. It had no relationship whatsoever
with regard to the Park Forest endeavors, which, Senator, have been
heralded the Nation over as the finest achievement of its kind in
housing in America.

There were no windfalls there-
The CHAnRMAN. We do not question that. We are talking about

the fact-
Mr. MANmOW. About this unfortunate thing.
The CHAIRMAN. About this $7,500.
Mr. MANILOW. Senator, I prayed many times and I wish-
The CHAnRMAN. Mr. Powell deposited to his account in the RiggsBank some hundred thousand dollars in currency over 4 years.
Mr. MANILOW. The facts, Senator, are that I used every effort tocollect. The records indicate that. There was nothing secret I have

about the transaction, Senator.
I had it done through the banks, and wired to him through the

banks.
Certainly the record is clear that I did not try to conceal any partof that transaction as far as the record is concerned.
Mr. SImoN. Except the $5,500.
Mr. MANILOW. Unfortunately, I wish he had never paid it to meor I wish I had insisted that I was as careful with that, Mr. Simon,

as I was in the way he paid the other.
Mr. SIMoN. I would like to make the record perfectly clear. It isyour testimony that you never-let me put it this way: It is your testi-

nony that every time you talked to the FBI about this you told them
the $5.500 had been repaid?

Mr. MAWILOW. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. That is absolutely right?
Mr. MANILOW. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions? Mr. Kenney?
Mr. KENNEY. Mr. Manilow, what is your total investment in Park

Forest?
Mr. MANILOW. I tried to ascertain that amount, but it is about sev-

eral million dollars.
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Mr. KENNEY. Mortgages of $57 million and you had equity require.
ments so your total investment must have been, including the mort.
gages, a very substantial amount.

Mr. MAN-MOW. In addition-we are discussing two things here, I
believe: One, the eQuity investment in Park Forest companies?

The CHAIRMAN. YOU can give us that if you want to. We will be
very glad to get into it because it will show your capital stock is very,
very small.

Mr. MANILOW. We did that, but, Senator, you know from the
record

The CHAIRMAN. I know you made big loans but they were repaid
later.

Mr. MAN LOW. Personally, we borrowed money.
The CHAIRMAN. Repaid out of the proceeds of the mortgage?
Mr. MANILOW. No.
The CHAIRmANi. The capital structure, the amount of money in your

corporation, is very, very small.
Mr. SIow. $50,000.
Mr. MANmow. No; just a moment.
Mr. SIMON. Your capital structure is $50,000 of common stock,

$600,000 of preferred stock, which you bought, and that is the only
capital that any stockholder ever put in.

Mr. MANmLOW. As capital for stock, that is right.
Mr. SIMON. You got over $60 million Worth of FHA commitments.
Mr. MANILOW. That is true, but what I was saying---
The CHAIRMAN. You borrowed a lot of money, but it was paid back?
Mr. MANILOW.' That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about capital investment.
Mr. MANILOW. I am trying only to say one thing. As individuals we

borrowed that money.
The CHAIRMAN. It was paid back to you?
Mr. MANILOW. That is correct.
Mr. KENNmy. How successful has this been?
Mr. MAN"LOW. How successful has Park Forest been?
Mr. KEqN Y. Yes.
Mr. MANILOW. There are presently more than 6,000 families resid-

ing in Park Forest.
Mr. SImON. Mr. Manilow, could you have built Park Forest with-

out FIIA commitments?
Mr. MANILOW. I would have to say that a community like that

could not have been built without insured mortgage facilities, such
as was available during those days.

Mr. SIMON. You could notthave got the FHA commitments without
Ed Kelly and Clyde Powell signing the right papers?

Isn't that true?
Mr. MANiLow. Without processing them through their office.
Mr. SIMON. Certainly Kelly had to sign every commitment you got;

didn't he?
Mr. MANILOW. Ultimately, -as I understand it, as director he did

have to, but it has to be, as you'know, processed in the details which
you are familiar with and I do not think we want to consume time
doing that.

* Mr. KENNEY. Do you have a large waiting list of tenants for your
apartments?
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Mr. MANILOW. We have had for years and do now have, as large a
waiting list as we wish to create but it is unfair to create a waiting list
beyond a given number of months. I think Mr. Simon is familiar,
coming from Chicago, with Park Forest.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think there is any question but what it is
a nice project.

Mr. MANILOW. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not the point.
Mr. MANILOW. I understand that, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions? If not, we thank you very,

very much.
Mr. MANILOW. May I with your permission introduce these into

the record ?
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a statement?
Mr. MANMOW. Yes.
The CHAMurAN. Without objection, your statement will be made

a part of the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT BY NATHAN MANILOW, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COMMUNITY BUILDERS

Early in 1948, Edward F. Kelly, FHA director in Chicago, a person for whomI had the utmost regard, telephoned me to tell me that Clyde Powell, a personal
friend of his, was in immediate need of a loan of $7,500 to help solve a serious
personal problem.

Kelly asked me if I would advance this money to Powell as a favor to him,
Kelly. I agreed to help Powell by discounting a personal note of his at mybank, the Merchants National Bank in Chicago. I agreed to take the note for 90days. Powell mailed me his note, dated March 10, 1948, for $7,500 bearing in-
terest at the rate of 4 percent.

I personally endorsed this note and discounted the same at my bank. The pro-
ceeds to the amount of $7,500 were wired by the Merchants National Bank inChicago to the credit of Powell at the Riggs National Bank in Washington,
D.C. Bank records will verify these facts.

On June 10, 1948, Powell requested a 90-day extension. It was granted.
This extension was due on September 7, and when Powell did not pay onSeptember 7, the bank charged my account on September 8 with the sum of

$7,575.
On September 9, 1948, I received a check from Powell for $2,075 representing

payment of $2,000 against the principal plus interest. In addition, Powell sentme a new note for $5,500 representing the unpaid balance and bearing interest at
the rate of 4 percent. This was due December 8, 1948.

On December 2, 1948, I sent the note for $5,500 to the late William Nelson,
vice president of the Merchants National Bank, and requested him to collect pay-ment. I would like to point out that I used the bank literally as a collection
agency so that Powell could not feel that he owed me this money personally. This
procedure is documented by correspondence with the bank.

The bank was unable to collect the $5,500 balance and I requested that it re-turn the note to me. It was my intent to personally collect the balance.
I was in Washington frequently during this period and each time made a pointof dunning Powell for the money. As I recollect, I received $5,500 in cash fromPowell sometime during that year. As far as I was concerned the matter of

the loan was closed upon my receiving this money.
I should say that I normally keep fairly large amounts of cash readily avail-able. Consequently, it was not at all unusual for me not to deposit this money.Now, there has been some question raised that this loan was made to in-

fluence Mr. Powell to approve and facilitate the increase of our FHA loan In thesuM of $590,000. I flatly deny this. In fact, it would have been impossible for
Powell to exert such Influence.

I would like to point out that when we applied for this Increase through theChicago FHA office it was sent to Washington marked "Approved." The factsare as follows: In the slimmer of 1949 when the nine 608 projects that werebeing
built in the village of Park Forest were nearing completion, preliminary oral
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conversations were held with the mortgage bankers nnd the local FHA office
with a view to securing an adjustment In the commitments because of the in.
creased costs Incurred which were beyond the control of the sponsor. In a pre-
liminary examination of the facts it was readily conceded that the eligible in,
crease in cost was several times the maximum that would be permissible under
the statutory limitation of $1,800 per room, if It were applied. There never was
any controversy about these facts. Incidentally, the Park Forest projects were
not alone in this predicament.

I wrote a letter in some detail regarding this matter to Mr. Albert Cole fol.
lowing issuance of the final report of his agency a few weeks ago and I ara
offering this letter for the record.

At this time, Congress was considering amendments to the Housing Act. on
October 6, 1949, the Senate passed Senate Joint Resolution 134. A few days later,
the House of Representatives concurred in this action, thereby permitting
projects in the predicament of Park Forest to secure relief under the law.

The files of the FHA will disclose that on November 10, 1949, the various Park
Forest companies made application through their representative mortgagees
for this relief. It was not until February 1, 1950-or about 3 months later-
that the FRA approved these applications for increase in mortgage commitments.

This information should make very clear that the increase in mortgage was
possible only following a congressional resolution amending the law. Mr. Powell
was, of course, in no position to influence such congressional legislation.

Further, I would like to point out that unlike other cases which have been
discussed before this committee, we did not receive any windfall. On the con-
trary, the sponsors of Park Forest, which today houses 25,000 people, put up
several millions of dollars in cash oVer and above the loan, even after the in-
crease. We are proud of the record of Park Forest and its service in helping
to solve the housing problem. I am pleased for this opportunity to set the record
straight

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dexter, will you please be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF WARDWELL C. DEXTER, SILVER SPRING, MD.

Mr. DEXTER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Please be seated. Give the re-

porter your name and address, please.
Mr. DEXTER. Wardwell C. Dexter, 1401 Highland Drive.
Mr. SIMON. You are Wardwell C. Dexter.
Mr. DEXTER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. W-a-r-d-w-e-l-l C. Dexter?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. You live at 1401 Highland Drive, Silver Spring, Md.
Mr. DEXTER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You now run a parking lot here in the District?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What was your business in 1940 and 1941?
Mr. DEXTER. Bookmaker.
Mr. SIMoN. A bookmaker?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Were you what is known as commissionman?
Mr. DEXTER. Partially.
Mr. SimoM. And did you work with "Blackjack" Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. I worked with John Keleher.
Mr. SIxoN. Excuse me. He is the same man whom the newspapers

sometimes call "Blackjack" Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. They do.
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Mr. SimoN. During the time you were a bookmaker, did you~know

Clyde Powell?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What was your relationship with Clyde Powell?
Mr. DEXTER. Unfortunate.
Mr. SIMON. Unfortunate?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes.
Mr. SE&ION. 1 didn't mean to inquire as to the outcome of it but

you did have business dealings with him '
Mr. DExTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You took bets from him?
Mr. DEXTER. That it right.
Mr. SIMiON. Where did you go to take those bets?
Mi. DEXTER. Vermont Avenue-I took them over the phone.
Mr. SIMON. You took them over the phone?
Mr. )EXTER. That is right.
Mr. SIM N. Did you ever go to his office to either pay off or collect'!
Mr. DEXTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was your arrangement with Mr. Keleher as tothe type of debt you would take and the type of debts he would take?Mr. Dx'LrR. The arrangements were that I kept a certain amount

and gave Jack the rest of it.
Mr. SIMON. What I had in mind, when they got to be over a certain

amount.
Mr. DiExmT. That is right.
Mr. SimON. You turned them over to him to handle them?
Mr. Dilxxr ,l. That is right.
Mr. SUNION. And you just. took what the trade would call the smaller

bets ?
Mr. I)Ex'rEm. Tlhat is right.
The (AIRTA.\N. What do you mean by small bets?
Mr. I)EXTEm. $10, $20.
The (TAIR.IAN. What do you mean by large bets?Mr. l):xraET. You can use yi()ir own ju(lgmnent about that. It would

all depend, Senator, on what the odds were on the particular horse.
M'. SIMN. Who introduced you to Powell?
Mr. DEXTER. I believe if I remember right, and I am taking this

fo'01 1 nielnory, Mr. Keleher told me to contact Powell; that he had
met him at Fenner & Bean's office.

M,'. SIMroN. Mr. Keleher told you that.?
Mr. DEXTER. Thaf is right.
The CihIRm,. Whose office?
Mr. I)EXTEr. The stockbroker. Fenner & Bean.
Tihe Ci..:\xiwrxN . Fenner & Bean. I see.
M'. SIMON. At that time Mr. Keleher turned Powell over to youbecause the bets were too small for Mr. Keleher to fool with? "
-Mi. DExTimn. I do not believe Mr. Keleher knew what the play

would be.
Mr. ST - ,,,. But you went to him?
Mr. I)EXTER. That is right.
M%. SIMON. Did you take a bet from him almost every day during

1940 a nd 1941 ?
Mr. Di¢xTEn. For a period of approximately 9 months.
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Mr. SIMON. For a period of about 9 months?
Mr. DEXTER. Approximately; yes.
Mr. SimoN. Is that the later half of 1940 and early half of 19411
Mr. DEXTER. I am guessing at that period.
Mr. SIMON. It was about 9 months
Mr. DEXTER. Roughly.
Mr. SIMON. You took a bet almost every day?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall what those bets would average a week?
Mr. DEXTER. I would say that they would run around $100 or $120

a day.
Mt. SIMON. $100 to $120 a day.
Mr. DEXTER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that right?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell the committee in your own words this

final experience you had with Mr. Powell?
Mr. DEXTER. I didn't hear the question, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you tell the committee in your own words this

final experience that you had with Mr. Powell?
Mr. DEXTER. That particular day I am talking about Mr.

Powell-
Mr. SIMON. That would be sometime in 1941?
Mr. DEXTER. Either 1940 or 1941. At any rate, he started betting,

betting the kind of money I didn't want to handle because I was
responsible for anything that I gave Mr. Keleher, and I told Jack
at the time that-

Mr. SimoN. I am sorry, I didn't get you. How big a bet did he
want to place?

Mr. DEXTER. If I remember right, and I am guessing at this also,
because this is a long time ago, I think Mr. Powell went that day for
around $1,500.

Mr. SIMON. $1,500?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. On one horse?
Mr. DEXTEm No.
Mr. SIMON. On several horses?
Mr. DEXTER. On a series of bets.
Mr. SIMON. A series of bets for 1 day's races?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you call Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. I was in K6leher's office.
Mr. SIMON. You were in Keleher's office at the time?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did you tell Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. I told him I did not want to be responsible for it.
Mr. SImoN. What did he say?
Mr. DEXTER. He said go ahead and take it.
Mr. SIMON. Did you take it?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Powell win or lose?
Mr. DEXTER. He lost.
Mr. SIMON. What happened when you went to collect?
Mr. DEXTER. Nothing.
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Mr. SMON. Will you tell us what happened when you went to his
office?

Mr. DEXTER. He just didn't have it.
Mr. SIMON. Did you call Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you in Mr. Powell's office when you called Kele-

her?
Mr. DEXTER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did you say to Mr. Keleher?
Mr. DEXTER. I just told him that Mr. Powell did not have the

money, he had better come up there.
Mr. SIMON. What did Mr. Keleher say?
Mr. DEXTER. He came up.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do?
Mr. DExT m. I left.
Mr. SIMON. Did you leave before Mr. Keleher came?
Mr. DEXTER. I beg pardon?
Mr. SIMON. Did you leave before Mr. Keleher came?
Mr. DEXTER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you there when he arrived?
Mr. DEXTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the conversation when Mr. Keleher came?
Mr. DEXTER. That is when I left.
Mr. SIUON. Did Mr. Keleher take over responsibility for $1,500?
Mr. DEXTER. He did.
Mr. SIMON. You have never had any business dealings with Mr.

Powell since?
Mr. DEXTER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The Ciiuv\juIN. T hank you very much. We will excuse you, now.
Our next witness will be Mr. John B. Keleher. Mr. Keleher, will

you come forward please?
Will you please raise your right hand?Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will bethe truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

God?

TESTIMONY OF TOHN B. KELEHER, GOLDEN BEACH, FLA., ACCOM-
PANIED BY ALVIN L. NEWMYER, COUNSEL

Air. KrELEI-IER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please give your name and address for the record,

please.
Mr. KELEiIERm John B. Keleher.
The CHAIRMAN. Your address?
Mr. KELEHER. I now live in Florida, 215 Ocean Boulevard, Golden

Beach, Fla.
The CHArcoAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
The gentle, an with you is your lawyer?
Mr. KELEIIER. That is right.
The ('HAIRMAN. His name is-Alvin L. Newmyer ?
Mr. SlION. You are John E. Keleher, K-e-l-e-h-e-r?
Mr. KELEHER. John B.
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Mr. SIMON. John B.?
Mr. KFLuHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You live at 215 Ocean Boulevard, Golden Beach, Fla.!
Mr. KELEHER. Golden Beach, Fla.; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that in Dade County, Fla.?
Mr. KBLEHmER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You were formerly a resident of the District; were

you, Mr. Keleher?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir. I was born and raised here.
Mr. SIMON. Until when did you live here?
Mr. KF!LEHFR. I have lived here all my life except this last 2

years I lived in Florida.
Mr. SIMON. During a long period of time were you a personal friend

of Clyde Powell's?
Mr. KELEHER. No, sir. I wouldn't say personal friend. I have

known him for 12 to 15 years.
Mr. SIMON. You have known him 12 to 15 years?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was it personal enough so you would go to the races

with him?
Mr. SIMON. Oh, yes. I have been to the races with him.
Mr. SIMON. And I take it you are retired now, are you?
Mr. KELEHER. I am retired; yes.
Mr. SIMON. A couple of months ago you and your wife came up

here for a visit?
Mr. KELEI-IER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you and your wife have Mr. and Mrs. Powell out

to the Kenwood Country Club for a social evening?
Mr. KELEIIER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So you are reasonably good friends?
Mr. KELEHER. Only in the last.3 or 4 years. I would say since Mr.

Powell got married. He married a friend of my wife's, and that
brought us closer together.

Mr. SIMON. I see.
Now. did you bank at the K Street branch of the Securities Savings

& Commercial Bank, in the period of 1942 to 1946?
Mr. KELEHER. I banked there for 30 years or more; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. At the K Street branch of the Security Savings &

Commercial Bank?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. On May 27, 1942, did you deposit in that bank for

collection a note in the amount of $1,600 of Clyde L. Powell'?
Mr. KELJEI-IER. I have no memory of it; no, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I have here, Mr. Keleher, a photostat copy of the collec-

tion register of that bank, which shows the deposits of these notes,
and I believe in an executive session of this committee you have been
shown these photostat copies of the bank's records?

Mr. KELETIER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I assume you do not have an independent recollection

of May 27, 1942?
Mr. KELEHER. No, sir.
Mr. STmON. But is there any doubt in your mind but what on thit

day or about that time you did deposit a note of Clyde Powell for
collection ?
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Mr. KELElIRr. Well, sir, all I can say is the notes speak for them-
selves, and the banks make no mistakes.

Mr. SIMON. There is no doubt in your mind?
Air. KELEHE R. There. is no doubt, the notes are there; yes, sir.
Mr. SiO.N. And there are a total of 4 notes, aren't there, 1 on

May 27, 1942. for $1,600; another one, June. 24, 1942, for $1,600; a third
one, March 3, 1943, for $2,100; and a fourth one on August 13, 1946,
for $3,600, totaling $8,900?

Mr. KELEIER. I have been told that; yes, sir.
Mr. SI OIN. There is no doubt in your mind but what that is true?
Air. KELEI1ER. The notes speak for themselves; yes, sir.
M1'. SIMON. And you are not in a position to say that that. is wrong

and to deny it?
Mr. KELELIER. No, sir. I wouldn't deny it.
The notes speak for that.
Mr. SIMON. You just do not. have an independent recollection?
Mr. KELEUER. That is right.
Mr. S1.MON. You do not mean to convey the impression you are

saying these, notes were not deposited?
All.. KELEI1ER. No, sir. The bank has the notes and that is right.
iMr. SIMoN. You know the bank had the notes?
Mr. KELEIMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SAi. Now were those notes collected by the bank and the

proceeds depo sited to your account '
Mr. KELiJmER. I have no recollection of the notes connected with Mr.

Powe1ll in any way, shape, or form.
Mr. SIMON. What, were. those notes for, Mr. Keleher ?
Mr. K:ELEJiER. What were they for?
Mr. SIroN. Yes.
Mr. KimLI.:R. I couldn't tell you. I have no recollection of the

notes, and I did not have until two Department of Justice men visited
me in Florida, and they told me that they had information that a
man that worked for me on commission-

Mr. SIMN. Dexter?
Mr. KELEHE. I-Had turned these notes. They didn't-I think they

did mention, I am not sure, that they had turned these notes over
to me and I told them at the time that I had no recollection of the
notes.

Mr. SIxON. Is it a fair statement to say that Clyde Powell would
not be giving you notes as a gift?

Mr. KELEIER. He never gave me any notes; no, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. He never gave you notes as a gift?
Mr. KELEHER. ie never gave me no notes at. any time; not to me.
Mr. SI-,N. lHe gave them to one of your employees ?
Ar. KELEuER. 1 would say that they would come through other

sources. To say what type or where they come from, outside of
co"Mmission men, I have no idea.

Air. Si Mo. Is what, you are saying that this note or these notes
Were probably given to such commission men and deposited to you
for collection ?

Mr. KELEHER. I would say so.
Mr. SiMON. They were not given to you as a gift, were they?
Mr. KELEHER. No.
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Mr. SIoM. Mr. Powell was not in the habit of giving notes out for
gifts?

Mr. KELEHER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMo. Therefore, they must have been some kind of busing

transactions
Mr. KEmxHER. I would think so.
Mr. SimoN. What was the business transaction?
Mr. KELEHER. That I couldn't say.
Mr. SimoN. What was your business in August of 1946?
Mr. KELEHER. That, of course, I refuse to answer on the ground

it might incriminate me.
Mr. SIMoN. What was your business in March 1943?
Mr. KELEHER. 1943-
Mr. SIvroN. March 1943, what was your business?
Mr. KELEHER. I have been retired for 5 years.
Mr. SIMoN. March 1943?
Mr. KELEHER. I am sorry. I decline to answer that, sir, on the

grounds it might incriminate me.
Mr. S MO . What was your business in June 1942?
Mr. KELEHER. I would say the same answer, sir.
Mr. SmroN. And your business in May 1942?
Mr. KELEHER. I wonld say the same thing.
Mr. SiMnO. Now, Mr. Keleher-
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask a question, please. Have you

seen this record of the Security Bank?
Mr. KELEITHER. Yes, sir; the last committee showed me that.
The CrAnRAN. We showed it to you in executive session?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir.
The CHArRMAN. There is no question the notes are there?
Mr. KELEFIER. No. sir; there is no question about the notes.
The CrAIRMAN. No question but what the notes were deposited to

your account?
Mr. KELEHER. They will speak for themselves. I have no recollec-

tion at any time of ever receiving a note off of Mr. Powell d direct.
The CHArRAN. But you have seen this record of the Securities

Bank?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir.
The CHArRHAN. There is no question in your mind but what Clyde

Powell's notes, fouir notes, were there?
Mr. KETLE R. Tlit is right. The bank speaks for that. sir.
Mr. SIoM-N. Mr. Keleher, without asking you what the business

relationship was, and I expressl.don't mean to infer what it was,
were your business relations with Mr. Powell after 1946 on a strictly
cash basis?

Mr. KELFHER. I have never had any business in the real-estate line
at any time.

Mr. SnifoN. What I was trying to get at, in the war years, 1942-46,
Mr. Powell apparently had to issue some notes for whatever business
dealings he might have had with you or your associates, and we have
learned a little earlier here that during t he period up to 1948 he had
to borrow money from the Riggs Bank but after 1948 did not have
to borrow any more money from the Riggs Bank and we do not find
any more of his notes in your bank'account. I am wondering whether
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that is because after that period of time he was able to pay cash for
all of his transactions with you or your associates?

Mr. KELEHER. I am sorry. That I wouldn't be able to answer. I
wouldn't know.

Mr. SimoN. Now a couple of years ago,you were involved in some
divorce litigation here in the Districtgw

Mr. KELEHER. Indeed I was; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And were you present in court when Mr. Powell

testified?
Mr. KELEHER. Yes, sir; I was present.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you hear him ask this question:
Question. Mr. Powell, did you have any transactions of any kind with Mr.

Keleher in the years 1947, 1948, or 1949?

and this answer:
Answer. My acquaintance with Mr. Keleher has been strictly a personal one.

I have no business transactions of any kind with Mr. Keleher.
Did you hear him make that answer?
Mr. KELEIER. I was there, naturally, when he testified, but I do

not remember exactly what he said.
Mr. SIiON. If the transcript of the hearings so shows, that would

be an inaccurate statement, wouldn't it?Mr. KELEIIER. As I said before, I was there, but I do not remember
what he said.

Mr. SINioN. It is inaccurate, however, is it not, for him to say, "Ihave no business transactions of any kind with Mr. Keleher"?
Mr. KELEHER. I would not know that, sir.
I know that I have never taken any notes from Mr. Powell, to the

7 best of my recollection, at any time.
Mr. SIMOn. But in some manner you acquired notes that he madeand you collected them; isn't that right ?
Mr. KELEHER. Well, I think the bank shows what was paid on it.The CHAIRMAX. The bank shows that they were collected and de-

posited to your account.
Mr. KELEHER. Well, the way I noticed them I do not think theywere paid. I do not know but what I noticed of what they showed me

I don't think they were paid.
Mr. SimoN. Weren't some payments made on them?

b Mr. KEILEnER. I noticed what they showed me. I noticed there hadbe~n some payments.
Mr. Simon. There had been some payments but they weren't fully

paid?
Mr. KELEHR. I have no recollection of the notes, connected withMr. Powell, I would like to say this, could I?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may say anything you care to.
Mr. KELEHER. Back 8 or 10 years ago, I knew Mr. Powell only byia nodding acquaintance. I doubt very much if I would have knownhis name after speaking to him, and my only recollection, was myattention was called to these notes when the Department of Justice

s poke to me back 2 months ago in Florida, but I have no recollectionwhatsoever of ever having any notes personally from Mr. Powell.
The CAMMAN. Do you know Mr. Wardwell Dexter?
Mr. KELEIER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he work for you?
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Mr. KELEHER. No, sir. He didn't work for me. He was a coun-
mission man.

The CHAIRMAN. For you?
Mr. KELEHE.R. Yes, he was for me, but he could have been-
The CHAIRMAN. He testified that you went to Mr. Powell's office to

collect a $1,500 bet. Is that true?
Mr. KELEHER. I don't remember of any such occasion as that.
Mr. SIMON. You wouldn't deny it., though, would you, Mr. Keleher?
Mr. KELEHER. Of course, if I don't remember I couldn't deny it, no,

sir, but I have no recollection of ever going to Mr. Powell's office and
collecting anything from him.

Mr. SIMON. But you are not in position to say you have never been
to his office on business, have you ?

Mr. KELFiHER. On business?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. KELEHER. I have never had any business with Mr. Powell in

the way of real estate or anything of that. kind.
The CHAIRMAN. Even with notes?
Mr. KELE1IER. I have never had any business with him, no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. These notes then just happened to drop out of

heaven into your account?
Mr. KELEHER. No-
Mr. SimoN. He very carefully adds, when he says he has had no

business, he adds in connection with real estate.
Mr. KELEHER. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What business connections have you had, then?
Mr. KELEHER. Well, 1 decline to answer that, on the grounds it

might incriminate me. My attention first was called to it through
the Department of Justice, that the notes had been turned over to me,
but I have no recollection. After all it has been 8 or 10 years ago,
and we had a hundred or two hundred accounts turned over to us,
with a lot of predated checks.

The CHAIRMAN. What business was that?
Mr. KELEHER. I decline to answer that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Keleher, as early as 5 years ago. didn't you and your

present wife and Mr. Powell and another lady go to the races in
Atlantic City together?

Mr. KELEIER. I have been to the races' lots of times with Mr. Powell;
yes, sir.

Mr. SImoN. That goes back over many years?
Mr. IK,ELETIER. Well, I wouldn't say over many years. As I told you

before, I have seen Mr. Powell to nod to him, but I don't, really believe
I could have told you his name. He was just one of thousands with
me.

The CHAIRIAN. He is the only one that was head of the Rental
Division of FHA.

Mr. KELEIER. That I wouldn't know, sir. I never was in that line
of business.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. William Taylor Johnson. Mr. John-

son, will you be sworn, please? Do you solemnly swear the testimonY
you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. JOHNSON. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM T. JOHNSON, SOUTH HAMPTON APART-
MENTS, HAMPTON, VA., ACCOMPANIED BY P. A. AGELESTO, JR.,
COUNSEL

The C MUINRAN. Tliaink you, sir. Please be seated and give your
name and address to the reporter for the. record, please.

Mr. JoIINSON. W1. Taylor ,Johnson, Virginia Beach, Va.
The (_HI.AIRMAN. The gentleman with you is your attorney?
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Agelesto, Norfolk.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Johnson, how many buildings have you been inter-

ested in that were built under section 608 of the Housing Act
Mr. JOHNSON. You mean projects?
Mr. SIMON. Projects, yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. Five.
Mr. SiMON. Will you name theim for us, please?
Mr. J{d.Nl )N. South Itampton Apartments, in Hampton, Va., Boll-

ig Square, in Norfolk, c()'ean Air Al)artments, Norfolk, Riverside
Terrace Apartments, in Norfolk, and the Mayflower Apartments,
Virginia Beach.

Mr. SIMuON. What was tle amount. of the mortgage in South Hamp-
ton .

Mr. ,OiiNSON. I couldn't tell you that, sir."
Mr. Si4ON. Do you ]lave records there ?
Mr. JoitNsoN. No. I mailed you all the records you asked for on

July 29. You didn't ask for it. I had a very minor interest in the
South H-ail)ton Apartitmi ts, l however.

Mr. Si [oN. You don't remember what the amount of the mort-
gage was?

Mr. ,JOhINSON. I don't remember. It was the first project I had any-
thing to do with. That was back in probably 1942.

Mr. Si.NiON. Do you remember the mortgage was in Bolling Square?
That was prior to 1946, toot

Mr. JOHNSON. It was all back in 1942 and 1943. Those two were.
Mr. SI()N. What about Ocean Air?
Ml. JOHNsON. You have that.
Mr. Si.LoN. You have a copy, don't you? What was the amount

of the mortgage in Ocean Air?
Mr. JoHNsoN. There are four corporations in there, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SENION. What was the total amount?
Mr. JOHNsON. I will have to figure them up. They are all listed

sel)arately.
Mr. SMNoN. If you will give them to me I will add them.
Mr. ,JoNsoN. $1,019,600; $936,000; $835,200; and $676,800.
Mr. SiMON. 'What were the costs?
Mr. JohNSON. That has to be added also. What was that total?
Mr. Si-NoN. $3,465,000 I have. All I am really interested in is were

the costs less or more than the mortgage'!
Mr. AIJOHNSON. Three million what?
Mr. SiMON. $3,465,000.
Mr. ,Im1N,oN. There are three items involved in this so if you want

to add these up I will be glad to call them out.
Mr. SIXHON. I will be glad to add them.
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Mr. JOHNSON. On the item of $791-that is the first one, I guess.
The CHAMAN. Don't you remember whether the amount of the

mortgage was greater than all the costs?
Mr. JO-NSON. It was greater in this particular instance.
Mr. SIMoN. The mortgage exceeded the costs?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Isn't it also true if you take Ocean Air and Riverside

to ether the mortgages exceeded the cost?
Mr. JOHNSON. Riverside had nothing to do with it. The only

owners in Riverside are my wife and myself and there are five owners
in Ocean Air.

Mr. SImoN. What was the amount the mortgage exceeded the cost
in Ocean Air?

Mr. JOHNSON. That is what I started to do. I have to add them
all up.

The CHAnMAN. You may take your time.
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you want me to approximate it?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSOk. I am told the figure is about $240,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that include the premium on the mortgage?
Mr. JOHNSON. There was no premium on the mortgage. As a

matter of fact we paid for it.
Mr. SiMoN. What about Riverside?
Mr. JOHNSON. Riverside was built at a cost to me of $156,000.
Mr. SImoN. Over the mortgage?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mayflower, the cost was between four and five thousand

dollars over the mortgage, is that right?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is right, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Does that amount of roughly $4,000 over the mortgage

include a $3,000 finance fee paid to Clyde Powell?
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Simon, we went into that at some length in the

July 29 hearing.
Mr. SIMON. My question is whether the costs whichyou have testi-

fied are about $4,000 more than the mortgage, includes $3,000 as a
finance charge that was paid to Clyde Powell?

Mr. JOHNSON. It wasn't paid to Mr. Powell. It was a loan to Mr.
Powell. Let's get the record straight, please, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Was it included in your books as a finance charge?
Mr. JOHNSON. It definitely was later on. However, at that time)

let me get the record-I&
Mr. SIMON. We will get the whole story..
Mr. JOHNSON. You had the whole story once. I don't know why

you want me again. I will give it to you.
Mr. SIMON. The $3,000 was included in the cost of construction as

a finance charge?
Mr. JOHNSON. That was testified to 2 months ago, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It is true, isn't it?
Mr. JOHNSON. It is true, sir, but this part you won't let me say.
Mr. SimoN. I will give you a chance. It was paid in cash to Clyde

Powell, wasn't it?
Mr. JOHNSON. No. The $3,000 was paid in cash to Mr. Powell. It

was my personal check.
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Mr. SIMoN. And then the corporation reimbursed you?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell us the circumstances when you paid the

$3,000 to Clyde Powell? I will let you tell it in your own way.
Mr. JOHNSON. You mean I have to go over the whole thing again?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. You have the testimony, Senator Capehart.
The CHAiRMAN. We have everybody in executive session before we

have them in public session.
Mr. JOHNSON. May I make this one statement?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you pay Powell $3,000?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. I will come to that, if you will let me

make one statement that Mr. Simon doesn't want me to make ap-
parentlF.

The UHAI MAN. You proceed to make any statement you want in
connection with giving Mr. Powell $3,000.

Mr. JOHNSON. This has a very definite bearing on it. Mr. Simon
asked me the question, Did the $3,000 come out of the mortgage money.
Isn't that what you asked?

Mr. SI IoN. No. I asked you if you didn't charge it on your books
as a finance charge.

Mr. JOHNSON. We definitely did.
Mr. SImoN. You did.
Mr. JOHNSON. We definitely did, but the $3,000 at that time, thatthat loan was made, the Mayfower Apartment Corp. owed me $155,-000, which I had advanced to the Mayflower builders. That is where

the check came from.
Mr. SiMoN. No quarrel about that at all. You told us you gave himthe money oila Saturday morning in cash, and the following week the

corporation reimbursed you; is that right?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Ti ('CHAIRMIAN. Why did you give Mr. Powell $3,000?
Mr. JOHNSON. Senator Capehart, may I read the statement that is

tele testimony that was taken on July 29?
The CHAIRMAN. Just tell us the circumstances.
Mr. JOHNSON. He wants me to tell it in my own way?
Mr. SIMon. First give us the date.
Mr. JOHNSON. I will give you the whole thing.
Mr. SImoN. Just tell us the date first.
Mr. JoNsoN. The date was August 19.
Mr. SIMON. August 19, what year?
Mr. JoIINSON. 1950.
Mr. SIMoN. And was the occasion of Mr. Powell's coming to-is it

Norfolk or Newport News?
Mr. JOHNSON..Virginia Beach.
Mr. SIMoN. V rginia Beach; that is just outside Norfolk?
Mr. JoTINSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Was the occasion for his coming down there the dedi-

cation of the Mayflower Apartments?
Mr. JoiiNsow. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you and Mr. Van Patten were the owners of

]Mayflower Apartments?
Mr. JohNsoN. That is correct.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Van Patten was the former FHA zone commis.
sioner for this district?

Mr. JOHNSON. I don't know what district he was in, but he was
zone commissioner.

Mr. SIMoN. For FHA, and he left FHA to go to work for you?
Mr. JOHNSON. Do you know what day of the week August 19 was on?
Mr. JOHNSON. No; I can't recall.
Mr. SIMON. You gave a luncheon party to celebrate the opening?
Mr. JOHNSON. I did.
Mr. SIMON. Where was the luncheon party?
Mr. JOHNSON. Cavalier Beach Club.
Mr. SIMON. Was there drinking at the luncheon party?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. To what extent?
Mr. JOHn-SON. To whom are you referring to what extent?
Mr. SIMON. How long did the-
Mr. JOHNSON. There were 125 people there.
Mr. SIMON. One hundred and twenty-five people there and how long

did it last?
Mr. JOHNSON. Probably 4 hours; from about half past 1 to 4 or 4:30

p.m.
Mr. SIMtON. After the luncheon party was there a dinner party at

your house?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was Mr. Powell invited to that party?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he attend?
Mr. JQHNSON. No. He and Mr. Van Patten I think went to the

Cavalier Hotel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Van Patten testified that both he and Mr. Powell

attended; is that wrong?
Mr. JOHNSON. I am sure it was.
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Van Patten get in touch with you about mid-

night?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How did he get in touch with you?
Mr. JOHNSON. Telephone.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you?
Mr. JOINSON. He said he would like for me to accompany him and

Mr. Powell to the Dunes Club.
Mr. SIMON. Where was that?
Mr. JOHNSON. Approximately one block from my house. It was a

gambling house.
The CHAIRMAN. A gambling club in Virginia?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. Who were the-owners of the Dunes Club?
Mr. JOHNSON. I don't know who the owners were. Mr. Andrews

was in there. I
Mr. SImON. Was there a Mr. Ferguson there?
Mr. JOHNSON. Not that night.
Mr. SIMON. He was one of the people who managed it?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; he and Mr. Andrews.
Mr. SIMON. He and Mr. Andrews were the managers of the place?
Mr. JOHNSON. They may own it. I don't know.
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Mr. SIMON, What time did you get to the Dunes Club?
Mr. JoHNSON. I would say around 1: 30 in the morning.
Mr. SIXON. Accompanied by Mr. Powell and Mr. Van Patten?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. They picked me up in the car.
Mr. SijoN. How long did you remain there?
Mr. JoHNSON. Until 6: 30 in the morning.
Mr. SIMroN. Five hours?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is right.
Mr. SIMiON. What did Mr. Powell do during those 5 hours ?
Mr. JohiNsoN. Playing craps.
The (hAIRMAN. Shooting craps?
Mr. JOjhNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. )uring the entire 5-hour period?
Mr. JOHNSON. Exactly.
Mr. SIMioN. Do you know whether he won or lost?
Mr. JOHNSON. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether in the middle of the session the

proprietors came over or the managers came over and asked you if it
was all right to extend credit to him?

Mr. JOHNSON. He did, accompanied by Mr. Van Patten.
The CHAMANTA. They did ask you if it was all right to extend credit

to Mr. Powell?
Mr. JOHNSON. He brought over Mr. Powell and I told him he was

perfectly reliable to my opinion.
Mr. SiMON. Was there drinking going on at the Dunes Club?

V Mr. JOhNSON. There was some.
Mr. SIMON. What time did you leave the Dunes Club?
Mr. JOHNSON. 6: 30.
Mr. SIrMON. Where did you go?
Mr. JOHNSON. To my home.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you walk home?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
S M. SItON. What was the state of Mr. Powell's condition at that

timne .
J Mr. JOHNSON. He had had quite a few drinks.
r_ Mr. SIMON. He, had had quite a few drinks?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIM N. When you got hoIme where did you go?
MI. ,JOHI-NSON. To the recreation room.
Mr. SItoN. Is the reason you went to the recreation room because
1 you thought you had both been drinking so much you didn't want to go

, upstairs?
Mr. 1JOHNSON. It could have been. I had guests in the house up-

stairs.
V Mr. O. iDidn't you tell us in executive session that the quantitySof drnin--

M N I said it could have been, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SI ON. You went down to your recreation room in the base-

Mr. JOJINSoN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. S1IAMoN. Did you finally eat. breakfast down there?
M,%. ,J ,HNSON. Yes.
Mr. SIMO-. At what time was that?
Mr. JOHNsoN. About 8: 30.

-K
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The CHAIRMAN. You hadn't had any sleep yet?
Mr. JOHNSON. Not yet. Not that night.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody come to see you when you were in the

basement?
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Van Patten came in and told me that Mr. An.

drews, and I think he said Mr. Ferguson, were on the outside of ray
home, and they wanted to compromise a gambling loss of Mr. Powell~s

Mr. STMON. Was Mr. Powell there at the time?
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Powell was there. Mr. Powell denied he owed

them any money.
Mr. SIMoN. Tell us the rest of the conversation.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Van Patten said he was afraid Mr. Powell might

get into some difficulty in Washington, these people might make some
trouble for him and he could compromise the loss for $3,000. I said
how much money did Mr. Powell lose. He said he didn't know.

Mr. SIMON. Who said he didn't know?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Mr. Van Patten. He thought it might be 5 or 8

thousand dollars, but he didn't know. It could be compromised. He
thought it was a very smart thing for Mr. Powell to do. I discussed it
with Mr. Powell and he still contended he did not owe the money.
However he finally consented to pay them the $3,000 and said be didn't
have a check or cash on him. I discussed the matter with Mr. Van
Patten who was a partner of mine at that time, and he and I both
a -reed that inasmuch as we had told the management of the Dunes
Club that Mr. Powell's credit was 0. K., that even though it was not a
legal obligation, it was definitely a moral obligation for us to see tbot
the moneys that had been advanced to him, and that they claimed he
owed them was paid. I gave Mr. Powell a check which he refused to
take and said he would rather pay them in the cash and have nothing
to do with it.

Mr. SIMON. You gave him a check. Did you make the check out?
Mr. JoHNsoN. I made the check out to him. That was destroyed. *I

later made another check.
Mr. SIMON. Who was the first check made out to?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Currency.
Mr. STIoN. The first check was made out to currency.
Mr. JOHNSON. I don't think the first check, Mr. Simon, has any

bearing on it at all. He simply said he would rather have the cash.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell said that?
Mr. JonsoN. Yes. I drew a check for $3,000.
Mr. SiMON. Who was the second check payable to?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Currency.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the difference between the two checks?
Mr. JoiHNsoN. He didn't want to take the check. He asked me to

get it cashed. I tore it up then. I thought he wanted me to pay
the Dunes Club, so I drew a second check for $3,000.

Mr. SiMoN. You sent one of your household servants to the bank
to cash it?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes; and gave it to Mr. Powell.
Mr. SIMoN. You handed if to Mr. Powell?
Mr. JoHNsoN. I did.
Mr. SIMoN. What did he do with it?
Mr. JOHNSON. I couldn't answer that question, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know?
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Mr. JOHNSON. I definitely don't know from that time on. I didn't
et the $3,000 back. Mr.Powell did not at any time ask me to make

Em the loan or give him the money.
Mr. SIMON. All you know is you handed Clyde Powell $3,000 in

currency. you never saw the $3,000 again?
Mr. JoHiNsoN. That is right.
Mr. SiiON. The corporation reimbursed you for the $3,000?
Mr. JOHNSON. No. The corporation didn't. The Mayflower Build-

ers did. It is two separate, distinct organizations.
Mr. SIMON. Wasn't Mayflower Builders a corporation?
Mr. JOHNSON. No; a partnership.
Mr. SIMON. The partnership reimbursed you for $3,000 and it was

put on the books as a finance charge?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. It was never paid back?
Mr. JOHNSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell never paid you back the $3,000?
Mr. JOHNSON. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Any questions? Thanik you, sir.
Mrs. DeGrazia, please. Will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. ROCCO DeGRAZIA, MELROSE PARK, ILL.,
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES E. FORD, COUNSEL

Mrs. DEGRAZIA. I do.
The CuAIRMAN. This gentleman is your attorney?
Mr. FoitD. My name is Charles E. Ford.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please give your name and address to the

reporter, please ?
Mrs. DEGmzIA. Mrs. Rocco DeGrazia, 171 North 25th Avenue,

Melrose Park, Ill.
The ChAIRMAN. We have about two questions.
Mr. SIMON. Mrs. DeGrazia, I show you a photostat copy of a

cashier's check, or draft, issued by the Riggs National Bank on
June 2, 1948, payable to the order of Rocco DeGrazia, and having
a signature of that name on the back, and I ask you if that is your
husband's signature?

(Conference between Mrs. DeGrazia and counsel.)
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. I am going to decline to answer that.
Mr. SImoN. On what grounds?
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. On the grounds of the fifth amendment of the

Constitution of the United States and my rights as a wife.
Mr. SIMON. Can you tell us what business your husband is in?
Mrs. DEiGRAZIA. I decline to answer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you help us to tell us where your husband

is located
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. I decline to answer.
The CIIAIRMAN. All we want to know is whether or not that is hissignature on the back of that $8,650 check.
Mrs. Di.GRAzIA. I decline to answer on the same reason.
Mr. SvvON. Where did you say you lived, Mrs. DeGrazia?
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Mrs. DiGRAZIA. 171 North 25th Avenue, Melrose Park, ill.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the building in which the Casa Madrid is

located'?
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. Yes, sir.
Mr. Si o. Is Casa Madrid a nightclub and gambling house?
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. I decline to answer that, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is your husband the owner of the Casa Madrid?
Mrs. DE.GRAZIA. I decline to answer that on the same ground.
Mr. SuiioN. 1 take it your prior refusal was also on the same

grounds?
Mrs. DEGRAZIA. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know whose telephone number is Melrose Park,

Ill.. 690?
Mrs. DEGRAzIA. I decline to answer.
Mr. SIMON. I hold in my hand 10 long-distance telephone call slips

made in 1948 and 1949 from the apartment of Clyde L. Powell at the
Wardman Park Hotel, to a Mr. DeGrazia, at Melrose Park 690.

Can you tell us who those calls were to?
Mrs. DEGrAZIA. I decline to answer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. Are we finally excused, sir ?
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused.
I am now going to place in the record a lot of papers handed ine

here which seem to have been distributed bN, Ella G. Roller Associates,
1028 Conencticut Avenue NW., in behalf of Mr. Manilow and the
president of the American Community Builders.

We will place all this in the record. Before I do so, I just, want
to say that. I glanced through it and find that it is a pattern that has
generally been followed by witnesses and by associations in respe(,t to
this hearing, to try to divert, attention from the main issue.

The main issue with Mr. Manilow was that he loaned Mr. Powell
$7,500 and that he paid back $2,000, and this gentleman. Mr. Manilow,
took the $5,50() as a bad account on his income tax. He took a deduc-
tion for it in 1950, in his return of 1949. Three or fouir years later,
he gets caught by the Internal Revenue Service and they reverse it.
He maintains that the money was paid to him, and paid in cash, and
yet he was so absent-minded that lie forgot that it had been paid to
him and permitted his income-tax return to show it had never been
paid and deducted as a bad account. He carried the money around
i his pocket. That is all the testimony we had from Mrt. Manilow.

That is all the testimony we were interested in.
This business that I hold in my hand is l)Iurely a hundred percent

smokescreen. As far as I know it is true. At no time did we question
the projects that. these gentlemen, Mr. Klutznick and Mr. Malailow,
built.

I made the statement a moment, ago they were very fine projects.
There is no question about it. That isn't the issue. It says here:

"It ws i mpssible for ('lyle I,. lPowell, C"hief of the Rental I-lousing Division
of FHA, to determine e or influence the size ()f a housing loan," Nathan Manilow,
president of A \iPrica iim ('01uilnity Jhuilders of Park Forest project. Illinois,
today testified before the L'nited States Senate Banking and Currency Conmittee.

That is just a lie. He did not testify to that today. You gentlemen
Mlle all here. We didint ask him any such questions andlie didn't

testify to it. I am simply bringing this up and putting it into the
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record to show how from time to time a pattern, too often, if you
please, that a builders association and witnesses and others before
this committee have tried to hide behind smokescreens and have tried
to puill all sorts of stunts, such as this one. I think it is reprehensible.
I want the. world to know it. I am going to make it a part of the
record, that it may be published and printed and become a permanent
part of the record.

I just want to say this to you, Mr. Manilow, if you are still here,
that you have weakened yourself and weakened your whole case by
issuing such a statement. Now that you have seen fit, to issue this.
statement, as you have here, which is a direct criticism of this coin-
mittee and indirect criticism of this committee, I just want to say
you asked for a l)ersonal conference with nie yesterday. You wanted
nobody l)resent but myself and I saw you. In that conference you
tried to persuade me to call you as a public witness here today. I
just want you to know we have been working our heart out on this
matter trying to get the facts. No committee has ever been more
fair and more honest with witnesses than we have. We have re-
peate(lly stated and we state today that if any man ever feels he has.
been hnurt as a result of any testimony, that we want him to feel free
to come and give us the information. We have worked hard on this-
matter. We have tried to be fair and tried to be honest and I just
want the record to show it.

We will put this in the record now that everybody may read a per-
fect example of a smokescreen, where a man and his companies are
trying to cover up the main issue. The issue was a $7,500 loan. lie
claimed it was later repaid. He saw fit, however, to deduct it as a
bad debt from his income tax. I don't think a man as successful
as Mr. Manilow has been can have such a poor memory as that, and
forget, a $5,500 item. Maybe so. He hasn't impressed me. I want
the. record to show that I have not been impressed and I am not im-
pressed by this.

(The information referred to follows:)
ELLA G. ROLLER ASSOCIATES,

October 5, 1954.
FOR IMMEDIATE REI.EASE

"It was impossible for Clyde L. Powell, Chief of the Rental Housing Division
of the FHA to determine or influence the size of a housing loan," Nathan
Manilow, president of the American Community Builders, builders of the Park.
Forest, ill., project testified today before the United States Senate Banking-
11nd ('ir'rency Committee.

Manilow was questioned regarding a personal loan made by him to Powell
at the re(luest of E. F. Kelley, Chicago FHA chief. lIe stated that the loan
for $7,500 was repaid to him in two parts during 1948 and 1949.

He said that the increase of $590,500 in the FHA commitment for the Park
Forest project was made only after a bill, Senate Joint Resolution 134, was
Passed by ('Igress in 1949. "'Mr. Powell was in no position to influence this
congressional legislation," he stated.

"No single housing official has the power of influence to determine the size
of a housing loan," he added.

Exumnination of the procedures followed by the Park Forest housing project
and all others requesting loans shows that seven technical officials of the local
FHA ofli.e (,Chicago) are required to review and determine the size of each
loan. They include the chief valuator, the architect, the cost estimator, the
lend of the mortgage risk department, the chief underwriter, and the director
of the lo(.al office. In addition, six Washington FIIA units had to approve this.

5 0 6 9 0 -54-pt. 4-34
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particular loan request. Manilow pointed out that the sponsors of Park Forest
put up several millions of dollars in cash to construct the project.

Park Forest Is a village southwest of Chicago, Ill. Today it houses 25,000
people with schools, churches, and a complete shopping center. The rentals for
the project are far below established FHA limits.

FACTS ABOUT POWELLMS POWER

It is a fact that neither Clyde Powell nor any other single housing official
has the power or influence to determine the size of a housing loan. Examination
of the procedures followed by the Park Forest housing project and all others
requesting loans shows why:

To obtain an insured loan in the Chicago area, for example, a housing project
proposal is reviewed first in the Chicago FHA office where individuad determine.
tions are made by the following officials of the FHA:

1. Valuator.
2. Chief valuator.
3. The architect.
4. The cost estimator.
5. The head of the Mortgage Risk Department.
6. The chief underwriter.
7. The director of the Chicago FHA office.
The final determination represents the joint decision of these units, no one

of which has authority to countermand the decisions of another.
In the case of the Park Forest application, the same type of Joint review

process was followed by the following technical officials of the Underwriting
Division in the FHA office in Washington:

1. The valuator.
2. The chief valuator.
3. The cost estimator.
4. The mortgage risk chief.
5. The chief underwriter, Curt Mack.
6. And finally, to the FHA Commissioner himself.
The final determination of the size of the Park Forest loan, therefore, repre.

seated the combined judgment of the FHA Chicago and Washington offices and
was not the decision of Powell or any other single official.

Powell's function was administrative. The amount of a loan or increase, if
any, was a matter entirely within the jurisdiction of the technicians within
FHA as listed above, i. e., the Underwriting Division.

DCEXIBER 2, 1948.
Mr. WILLIAm NELSON,

Merchants National Bank in Chicago,
3158 W. Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR BiLL: I am herewith delivering to you the note of Clyde L. Powell In
the amount of $5,500 due 90 days after September 9, 1948, or December 8, 1948.

Clyde Powell is under the impression that I have discounted this note with
your bank, as I did the original note, which was in the amount of $7,500. You
will, of course, recognize that he mailed me his check of $2,000 principal and $75
interest when the previous note was due, resulting in my taking this note of
$5,500.

While this note Is being delivered to you to put through for collection, I would
appreciate that same be handled in a fashion which would indicate that I had
discounted it with your bank. Will you therefore send a notice promptly advis-
ing Mr. Powell that you are the holder of the note due on December 8 in the
amount of $5,500, plus interest 4 percent.

Thanks very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
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MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK IN CHICAGO

MADISON STREET AT KEDZIE AVENUE

DECEMBER 14, 1948.

Re Clyde Powell.
Mr. NATHAN MANILOW,

111 West Monroe Street, Chicago, I.

DEAR SIR: In accordance with your request, we enclose herewith the following

described notes signed by Clyde Powell:
Canceled note, dated June 9, 1948, in the amount of $7,500. Note dated Sep-

tember 9, 1948, in the amount of $5,500.
Yours very truly,

Bill,
WILLIAM G. NELSON, Vice President.

SEPTEMBER 23, 1954.
Hon. ALBERT M. COLE,

Housig and Home Fini'nce Admini8trator,
Wa8hington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. COLE: My attention has just been directed to an excerpt from the
report of August 31, 1954, of your erstwhile Deputy Administrator, Mr. William
F. McKenna. On page 18 of this widely distributed report, in the third full para-
graph, the following is the last sentence:

"An illustration, in the case of the Park Forest Apartments in Illinois, is the
approval of an increase in commitments, in acknowledged violation of the stat-
utes, apparently for the reasons that the amount of the increase (over $500,000)
was 'inconsequential' in relation to the total amount loaned and was probably
asked for in order to justify a rental increase."

We recognize that the activities of your office, as well as others, have resulted
in a burden which sometimes produces inaccurate information. The pressure
under which you and others have been operating would normally cause us to
excuse any casual or unimportant error. We are certain, however, that you will
agree that the above-quoted section in referring to what is a violation of law is
not a casual or passable error. Consequently, we feel impelled to call attention
to the actual facts involved and to request that proper amends be made.

The suggestion that the increase in commitments in the case of Park Forest
was in violation of statutes and what is more important acknowledged to be so
is predicated on either a careless examination of the files or a complete lack of
understanding of the law. We refuse to believe that it is malicious, although
one could with propriety draw such a conclusion in view of the facts.

It will interest you to know that Mr. McKenna's office had investigators exam-
ine our books and records many weeks ago. At that time we opened our records
without reservation for such an examination. In addition, several questions were
raised and answered, but at no time was this .particular matter discussed with
us. Had it been, the facts that will be hereinafter discussed would have been
available and this unfortunate and shameful reference would not have appeared.

The facts are as follows. In the summer of 1949, when the nine 608 projects that
were being built in the village of Park Forest were nearing completion, prelim-
inary oral conversations were held with the mortgage bankers and the local
FHA office with a view to securing an adjustment in the commitments because
of increased costs incurred by the sponsor beyond the control of the sponsor.
In a preliminary examination of the facts it was readily conceded that the eligible
increase in costs was at least four times the maximum that would be permissible
under the statutory limitation of $1,800 per room If it were applied. There never
was any controversy about these facts. Early in the discussions, however, the
general counsel of the FHA questioned the authority of the Commissioner to con-
sider such an application, in view of the change in the interim in section 608
limiting the amount of any one mortgage commitment to $8,100 per unit, in lieu
of the $1,800 room provision theretofore permitted.

The Park Forest projects were not alone involved in this predicament, in spite
of prior representation by the FHA In its 1946 program. When Mr. Board
raised this question, we attacked his position with a brief that was filed with
the FHA on August 26, 1949, in which reference Is made to the Bovard opinion
of August 24, which the Commissioner made available to us. A copy of this
brief is enclosed for ready reference. We simultaneously appealed to the Office
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of the Administrator of the Housing and Home Finance Agency pointing out
the inequities of the interpretation of the FHA. Extended discussions were
held with counsel, both in the Administrator's office and in the FHA. The whole
purport of our position was that the Congress did not intend to deprive the
Commissioner of the FHA of his continuing authority to make adjustments under
the act under which he issues commitments until final endorsement is secured.
It was our view the fact that Congress had amended section 608 and changed
the mortgage limits to $8,100 per unit did not change the authority of the
Commissioner to complete all transactions which he commenced under the
earlier mortgage limitation of $1,800 per room. Mr. Bovard, nevertheless, per.
sisted in his view although lie was willing to concede that there was some
,doubt about his position. The legal department of the Office of the Administrator
which participated in the matter on appeal suggested that whatever this.
authority was it should be clarified in order to avoid such question.

Frankly, we felt so keenly on this subject that we directed our counsel to
examinations preparatory to the institution of a legal action. We felt that the.
whole integrity, of the FIIA systein was involved and that the Bovard opinion
could not be supported by any reasonable interpretation of congressional intent.
Nevertheless, at this point we were stopped from making application for the
consideration of increases about which no question of fact could or ever was
raised.

In the meanwhile, the Congress was considering amendinents to the Housing
Act. On October 6, 1949, the Senate passed Senate Joint Resolution 134. In
section 3 of this resolution, language is contained which authorizes the adjust-
nlent of mortgage insurance commitments notwithstanding changes in the law
prior to final endorsement. A few clays later, the House concurred in this
action thereby permitting projects in the predicament of the Park Forest 608's
to secure relief under the law under which they were committed. This set at
rest any question raised by Mr. Bovard. It rendered applications on behalf of
these projects eligible and legal.

The files of the PHA should disclose that thereafter on November 10, 1949, the,
various Park Forest companies made application through their representative
niortgagees for this relief. It was not until February 1, 1950, that the FHA
approved these applications for increase in mortgage commitments.

Under these circumstances, it is entirely beyond us how any careful exani-
nation would have failed to disclose the complete error of the statement found
on page 18 of M'r. McKenna's report. In our understanding of common ordinary
language the violation of a statute, in order to secure additional funds, is tanta-
mount to the commission of a crime. To charge on with such a reprehensible
act without fact calls for redress. We are certain that your examination of
the facts will cause you to want to correct the record and to advise us of that
fact.

In addition, Mr. McKenna invades the area of metaphysics wheni he states.
that this increase was approved "apparently for the reasons that the amount
of the increase (over $500,000) was 'inconsequential' in relation to the total
amount loaned and was probably asked for in order to justify a rental increase."
The fact is, as I have previously stated, that the increase in construction costs.
was more than four tinies the amount of the approved loan increase and which
approval was. therefore, fully justified on the basis of this increase in cost over
whieh the sponsor had no control. Where Mr. McKenna got the idea that the
reason for the increase was due to anyone's feeling or conclusion that the
amount of the increase was inconsequentiall" remains a mystery, as (loes his
next statement that the reason for the reqiiest of the increase was in order to
justify a rental increase. Anyone who is conversant with FHA lerinissible
rentals and who would trouble himself to examine the rent levels in the Park
Forest projects would know that at no time have we asked for or aliplied the
maximum rents periliissible under FHA regulations. On the other hand, whether
a iiortgage coimilitiment was Increased or not would have little to do with the
permissib)le rent levels if the total approved cost was the same. This matter
constitutes a differentt type of issue than that in which the charge is made of
violating the statutes. At the sanoe time, it indicates either a lack of under-
stand'ng of the law. the regulations, and the operation of real estate thereunder,
or else the lack of industry in securing the available information on which to,
base a sound statement instead of a metaphysical conclusion.

Of cours,-. Mr. McKenna is careful to use the words "apparently" and "prob--
ably" as though this veluctain(ce on his part to make positive allegations of the'
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matters stated relieves him of the onus incident to the falsity of his charges.

All that these words accomplish is to indicate that he admits that he does not

know what he is talking about and that he is merely venturing into the field of
specul"Itionl.

We deeply regret the necessity of this communication. We know the com-
plexities of your problems and we do not seek to add to your burdens. However,

we are certain you will agree that in all justice and fairness these references
constitute a blot and a smear which you personally would never tolerate.

With hest wishes.
Sincerely yours,

NATIIAN MANILOW, President.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PARK FOREST COMPANIES' REQUEST To SECURE

CONSIDERATION OF INCREASED COSTS INCURRED BEYOND THEIR CONTROL

HISTORICAL 1ACKGROU ND

In 1946 and 1947 the pressure was mounting to produce rental housing through-
out the Nation. Private enterprise was importulne(l to make its (ntribution
to the solution of this serious social and economic problem. Congress enacted
section ;o. of the National Housing Act, providing 90 percent loans in amounts
not exceeding $1,800 per room for such part of projects as were attributable to
dwelling use. This marked a substantial increase over earlier dollar limitations
to encourage activity in a market which was characterized by rising construc-
tion costs.

The National Housing Agency (since succeeded by the Housing and Home
Finance Agency) directly and primarily through its constituent, the Federal
Housing Administration, actively campaigned to secure private interest in
rental housing construction. It liberalized regulations and processing proce-
dures; it reduced working capital reserve requirements; and conscientiously
encouraged builders, mortgagees and others to get into the program.

Among other things that deterred participation in the program was the
tendency for costs to increase. It was generally cmceded that construction
labor, which had not kept pace with industrial labor in wage increases, was due
to receive one o)r more upward adjustments. Material prices showed little, if
any, sign of stabilization. In this situation the Federal Housing Administration
adopted a policy of recognizing cost increases beyond the control of the mort-
gagor and expressed it in a field letter dated December 24, 1946. which was
distributed to all field offices. Copy of this letter is attached as exhibit 1.

This letter, liberalized regulations, expe lited processing procedures and
related matters were the subject of conferences held by the FHA throughout the
Nation, to which prospective sponsors, mortgage bankers, prospective mort-
gagees and others were invited. The sponsors of the Park Forest project, its
bankers and principal staff members attended such meetings in Chicago,, prior
to embarking on the projects involved.

In February of 1947 the American Community Builders, Inc., as sponsors,
through Service Life Insurance (o. and Dovenmuuehle, Inv., as mortgagees. filed
9 ;ipplicati(ns for an equivalent number of 608 projects to be developed by 9
different companies. These applications were processed in the Chicago office
of the Federal Housing Administration. Before the issuance of commitments
they were reviewed by the Washington office representatives. After certain
figures were arrived a t by such processing, a conference was held at the instance
of the FIJA in Washington in July 1947, attended by Messrs. Richards, Powell.
Mack, B1remner, Bovard for the Washington office of the FHA, Mr. Kelly, direc-
tor of the Chicago office, and Messrs. Klutznick and Manilow for the sponsors.
The FlIA confem'ren(c.s were in touch with Mr. Foley with respect to the matter
On several occasions during the day. The principal point of discussion turned
about a reduction in the total amount of the coniniitmuents of nearly $250,000
from the amounts arrived at in processing. During this conference reference was
fliade by FLIA officials to the letter of Docember 24, 1946, supporting their posi-
tion that a cut did not matter if it later developed that increased costs beyond
the control of the sponsor were incurred. Subsequently. on July 24, 1947, nine
commitments were issued reduced in amounts to conform with the position taken
by FHA in the Washington conference.
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PARK FOREST COMPANIES

Pertinent data with respect to each commitment follow:

Increft
maximum

Project number Units Total rooms Loan amount $1,800)
room
obtain

per
was
ed

071-40073. . . ..--------------------------------------- 290 1,522 $2, 634, 600 $I05
071-40074. . . ..--------------------------------------- 370 1,956 3,444,200
071-40075. . . ..--------------------------------------- 260 1, 261 2, 247, 300 22,N
071-40076---------------------------------------384 2,027 3,616,300 3%300
071-40077. . . ..--------------------------------------- 404 2,133 3, 756, 300 3, I
071-40078. . . ..--------------------------------------- 220 1,022 1,810,900 2&
071-40079. . . ..--------------------------------------- 190 926 1, 653,000 13,8M
071-40080. . . ..--------------------------------------- 502 2, 554 4,498, 500 98,7M
071-40081. . . ..--------------------------------------- 390 2,045 3,551,200 129,SM

Total. . . . ..----------------------------------- 3,010 15,446 27, 212,300590,5

After the issuance of the commitments, actual closing did not take place until
early October 1947. One of the principal factors in delay was the time required
for the surety company to satisfy itself and issue the required perfornanc0
bonds. In the negotiations for bond, the surety company was informed by the
sponsors, mortgagee representatives, and local FHA officials of the provisions
of exhibit 1. It asked for and received calculations indicating the amount of
additional mortgage proceeds that would be available if circumstances arose
which permitted the mortgagor to qualify for such further sums.

On August 10, 1948, an amendment to section 608 became effective by act of
Congress. Under its terms the provision for $1,800 per room was replaced with
a maximum of $8,100 per unit. The factors leading up to this change by Con.
gress were many. However, certain key items stood out: (1) Costs had risen to
a point where high-cost areas could no longer take advantage of the $1,800 per
room limitation. There was agitation for an increase to $2,000 and more per
room; (2) the $1,800 per-room limitation made it impractical to qualify elevator-
type apartments with small room counts per unit.

While the foregoing were not exclusive reasons, certainly they were basic
in the discussions that motivated Congress to make the change. It is significant
that nothing in the new language, nor, to our knowledge, in the hearings before
the congressional committees or the debates on the floor, even remotely suggested
a congressional intent to require a reopening of cases insured under the $1,800
per room provision for review or processing under the $8,100 per unit provision.

On November 23, 1948, the FHA issued its field letter No. 168, copy of which
is attached hereto as exhibit 2. It briefly restated the policy to recognize in-
creased costs beyond the control of the sponsor, but it specifically limited maxi-
mum increases to $8,100 per unit. Under this provision we are informed that
some, if not many, cases on which commitments were issued prior to August 10,
1948, and where unit sizes were less than 4 or 4% rooms, received substantial
increases by reprocessing.

PARK FOREST COMPANIES

The Park Forest projects are nearing ,ubstantial completion. Three cases
are ready for closing; two more will be ready In a month or two at the most, and
the remainder In a relatively short time thereafter. It was impossible as a
practical matter to comply with the conditions of exhibit 1 and apply for an in-
crease in mortgage sum until actual costs were nearly in. Now, upon informal
application we are apprised that the cases cannot qualify, since the mortgages
Insured and to be insured already exceed $8,100 per unit, although less than
$1,800 per room. All policy-making officials, from the Commissioner and Assist
ant Commissioner in charge of rental housing down, state a willingness to ae
cept the cases for processing, except for a legal opinion which would not permit
any increase if processed.
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On August 24 this matter was verbally submitted to Mr. Bovard, general
counsel for the FHA. His position is set forth in a memorandum of the same

date, which is quoted in full as follows:

"AUGUST 24, 1949.
"To: Mr. Franklin D. Richards.

"From: B. C. Bovard.
"Verbal Inquiry from Mr. Klutznick with respect to possibility of Increasing

the amount of certain commitments issued under section 608 prior to August 10,
1948.

"It is my understanding that the commitments in question were issued* prior
to August 10, 1948, in amounts in excess of $8,100 per family unit, although
somewhat less than $1,800 per room, which was the statutory limitation at the
time such commitments were issued.

"The question presented is as to whether or not this Administration has the
legal authority at the present time to increase the amount of such commitments
to $1,800 per room, in view of the general policy expressed to give consideration
to requests from the mortgagor and mortgagee for an increase in the amount if,
during the construction period and prior to final endorsement of the credit instru-
ment, the cost of constructing the project has risen above the original estimates by
causes beyond the control of the mortgagor.

"I think it will be readily conceded that such an expression of general policy
did not constitute a commitment to insure an increased mortgage, but merely
indicated a willingness to consider requests for increase which consideration
would necessarily be subject to changes in statutory authority.

"If such an expression of policy could have been construed as a commitment
to insure for an indefinite amount, it would have been impossible for us to main-
tain any control over the amount of unused authorization and would have
involved other legal complications.

"The issuance of a commitment in an increased amount has always been con-
strued by us as a present exercise of the Commissioner's authority to insure, and
subject to the statutory limitations existing at the time such authority is
exercised.

"I am attaching copy of Mr. Powell's general letter of November 23, 1948, to
directors of all field offices, explaining that this Administration will continue to
give consideration to such requests in accordance with the policy referred to,
but pointing out that-'in approving the increased mortgage for insurance it
must be determined that the administrative rules in force at the time of such
approval have been complied with * * *,' and expressly referring to the $8,100
per family unit limitation.

"I am also enclosing copy of letter from Mr. Foley, under date of November 8,
1948, to Javits & Javits, attorneys, New York City, stating:

"'As explained in the last paragraph of my letter of October 8, the Federal
housing Administration would be in a position to consider the issuance of a
commitment at this time in an increased amount but only in accordance with the
limitations contained in the law on the date of the issuance of the increased
commitment.'

"While I am entirely sympathetic with Mr. Klutznick's request, I regret to
advise that in my opinion the granting of such request at this time would exceed
the Commissioner's authority under the act."

It is our view that Mr. Bovard's position is In error for several reasons.
They will be stated and discussed separately as follows:
I. Exhibit 1 is binding on the FHA so long as the applicant complies with its

terms
The position that exhibit 1 did not constitute a commitment to insure an in-

creased mortgage is insupportable. It certainly constituted an offer on the
part of the FHA to do, subject to the conditions of exhibit 1. This offer was
accepted when the sponsors acted In going forward. In its first sentence
it expresses its whole purpose by stating: "In order to stimulate the Immediate
production of rental housing * * *." This is even fortified by the last para-
graph, which states: "It is thought this change in policy will result in the im-
mediate production of rental housing projects by taking into consideration
neecssary construction costs in bringing such projects to completion." It is not
claimed that the FHA is without authority to Issue such a policy which commits
itself to act in the future upon the happening of certain events. FHA cannot
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withdraw such an offer, which has been accepted by action, Without the con.
sent of the other parties.

IL. Exhibit 1 is a part of the real contract between the lPIIA, the mortgagor,
the mortgagees, and the bonding company

It is conceded by all that exhibit 1 was generally held out as an inducement
to private entrepreneurs to enter into obligations to provide sorely needed rental
housing. It represented an offer on the part of the FHA to act in a certain
way, if others would undertake the task of providing rental housing nader
section 608. The mortgagors, moirtgagees, and the bonding company relied uplon
thees oral and written representations. The assurance of at least limited pro.
tection against rising costs was a substantial inducement to the parties other
than the FHA. This being true, FHA must act as it held out it would, or else
cause substantial damage to parties who relied upon its representations. It
is elementary in tile normal civil matter that the mortgagor could recover dam.
afes for failure of another party to go forward under similar circumstan(.e.
Certainly the standard of morality should he no less where a governmental
agency such as the FHA (which acts in a corporate, as distinguished from a
governmental, capacity) is involved.

It is also elementary that a -contract consists of all pertinent writings. In
this case it certainly included the application, the commitment, the building
loan agreement, the note and mortgage, the plans and specifications, and all
pertinent rules, regulations and writings of the FHA bearing on the case.. FHA
cannot contend that detached rules and regulations and policy statements that
favor it are a part of the agreement without accepting the onus of those that
favor the mortgagor.

III. Congress did not change the statittory atthority which, con tr(J1s th, trains.
actions involved herein

It is claimed that on August 10, 1948, the new act of Congress changed the
statutory authority of FHA so it could no longer deal with the traiisuctions
berein involved in the manner promised and committed in exhibit 1, the letter of
December 24, 1946. Mr. Bovard states: "The issuance of a commitment in an
increased amount has always been construed by us as a present exercise of the
C-)mmissioner's authority-to insure, and subject to the statutory limitations
existing at the time such authority is exercised.

Note the underlined language. Nowhere is it stated nor has it been contended
that at any time did Congress expressly state that cas',es insured under a prior law
should be administered under a new law. As a matter of fact, if Mr. 1'mard's
contention is carried to its logical conclusion, a conplietely untenable situation
ensues. If increases are covered by the new statute, which is silent on the sub-
ject, why isn't the entire transaction likewise covered since the new statute is
silent on that also? If $8,100 per unit is the limit applicable told cases, tlen
how can FlA insure past $8,100 even though FHA omittedtd to (1o so under
a prior statute? FHA is doing just that each month.

The obvious and reasonable answer is that the Congress intended no sich
strained conclusion. The whole legislative and administrative history of FUIA
suggests that Congress intended that its prior acts should control cases initiated
and committed for under its authority. Any other interpretation is contrarY
to the spirit of our basic law and breeds chaos and discrimination. If FHA
can act in all respects in completing the instant cases under the statute in force
at the time it entered into its obligations, it must follow that it can honor its
obligation as set forth in exhibit 1.

No. Congress did not change the statutory authority. The legal interpreta-
tion which is predicated on the proposition that it "has always been construed
by us as a present exercise of the Commissioner's authority * * *" may have
been more policy and administrative procedure than law. It is possible that
as such it was never challenged because the exceptionnal conditions created by
exhibit 1 and the congressional act of August 1948 never arose. As a matter of
law, there is just nothing in the record which discioses the slightest intent oU
the part of (ngress to stop the FHA from carrying its promise and commitment
as set forth in exhibit 1.

Furthermore, the contention tht the act of increasing insurance is a new act
to be controlled by a new statute hardly squares with the language used in
describing the transaction in either exhibit 1 or exhibit 2. In exhibit 1 the folloW-
ina reference supports the notion that what is proposed is the amendment or sup
plementation of an original act as promised, rather than the performance of a
new act:
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.'Upon receil)t in Washington of your recommendation and the supporting
data above referred to, you will be supplied with the proper supplemental corn-
mitment letter authorizing such increase an(l instructions on the procodure to
le used by the mortgages and the mortgagor in amending the contract documents
and legal instruments to accomplish such incTease."

The words "supplemental" and "amending" characterize the true nature of
tile transaction involved. It is adding to something that exists and making
change in something that exists rather than a new and independent act that is
involved. In short, it is doing what was promised would be done if certain con-
tingencies arose. If the FHA had the power to make that promise in the first
instance, which everyone concedes it had, then nothing short of an ex post facto
law could even attempt to release it of this responsibility. In this instance
not only is there no express act by Congress on the subject, but there is every
indication that (t ungress had not the slightest knowledge th;t its act was to
accomplish what counsel contends it to mean.

1V. Administratire coiw ll')itnce does not alone support a legal in terpr('tation
Mr. Bov'ard makes the point that: "If such an expression of policy could have

been construld as a (.onlmitinent to insure forr an indefinite amount, it would
have been impossible for us to maintain any control over the amount of unused
authoriz: ttion and would have involved other legal (-c)mplivations."

We do not know what other legal complications are involved so we can only
state that whatever they are, if apprised we will lie pleased to comment on them.
But, the first part of the statement is explicit enough. Literally read, it says
in effect that when exhibit 1 was announced, no administrative controls of in-
surance funds Were established, apparently in the hope that no one would seek
the relief they were promised anl on which promise they relied. I doubt thatthis is what it means. Besides, it seenis to us it was the duty of the FHA to
assume that some claims would be made (and they were) and establish reserves
of unused insurance authority against such possibility., )herwise, exhibit 1
would have been a fraud, which we knowv it was not. We see no great adminis-
trative problem in this, but assuming that it was most difficult and inconvenient,
it still provides no basis for reaching a legal conclusion. This is a question of
administration that should have been contemplated prior to issuing exhibit 1.
It is inconceivable that such a ground merits consideration wher, legal rights are
involved.
V. The 8tpport of thc position of the legal departnicnt of FITA creates dis-

crimination, that certainly Congress nc('rcrcontenplated W'hen it enactcd
the bill that beam laif, Atigust 10, 1948S

Prior to August 10, 1948, FHA insured many cases under section 608. Every-
one had notice of all of the conditions of the law as to $1,800 per room, exhibit 1
and the multitudinous regulations that govern these matters. In some com-
munities small units were needed, in others good judgment dictated large units
with many rooms. From the FHA point of view, certain projects that aver-
aged 3 rooms a unit were better insurance risks in some communities than proj-
ev.s that had units averaging 5 rooms or more, and vice versa. At least every-
body started from scratch and took his chances on a known law, policy, and
regulation,

After Augnust 10, 1948. everyone who started even ended up thrown into
Separate categories in a way that certainly Co)ngress never expressly indicated
it e expected. If the mortgagor was building 41/, rooms or less and had the full
$1,800 a room which he was promised, he nevertheless could pick up more than
he was promised under exhibit 1 if he could support. On the other hand, thecomparative few who built for families with children and had not received even
the full $1,800, if they had a higher room count were left out in the cold. They
Were told that FHA could not follow through since Congress had changed its
mind. The net result is not supported by any conscious or discernible act of
Congress and creates a situation in which outright discrimination is unavoidable.
Any legal interpretation which invites (discriminaton should be suspect. Such
interpretations should be avoided, not courted.
11. The. poition, of PHA is confrar, not alone to law, but to the best iftcr(cst

of PHI and the wholc concept of mortgage insurance
FHIA's remarkable contribution to the housing solution of our Nation hasbeen ergender.edj more by the generally accepted inviolability of its commitment

than by any other single factor. No man can fairly attack this basic integrity
s0 long as lie Is apprised of the rules of thegame, relies on them, and FHA
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performs as represented. Any legal interpretation short of an act of Congress
which permits or forces a variation from this high standard of integrity defeats
rather than advances the FHA program. Suppose Congress had not amended
the act in August 1948 and large numbers of small unit builders received their
full $1,800 per room but still suffered hardship. No one could charge that F
reneged on a thing. The fact that many of them were succored by the amend.
meant does not justify reneging on those few who no less relied on FHA repre.
sentations. The legal interpretation, In our opinion, unnecessarily and without
foundation in law achieves exactly such a situation. The simple alternative is
to go back to what Congress must have intended-all business transacted under
a given act should be governed by that act and all rules, regulations, policies, etc.,
legally Issued under that act, unless Congress expressly declares otherwise or
until the transaction Is closed. This is what FHA has stood for during the years.

SUMMARY

The applicant here seeks merely the right to have its cases processed as
promised by exhibit 1, and if the evidence it presents complies with the condi.
tions set forth, it seeks the relief promised when it and those associated with it
entered Into certain transactions relying on exhibit 1, among other things.
We emphatically challenge any contention that Congress by its action in August
1948, withdrew from PHA the right and power to complete the transactions it
entered into legally under the existing acts of Congress in 1947. We insist that
any increase now authorized Is not a new deed under the congressional act of
1948, but rather the appropriate and legal amendment, in accordance with prior
promise, of an old deed performed under the law in effect in 1947 and governed
by it. W6 submit that the document identified as exhibit 1 is as much a part of
the understanding of all of the parties as the multitudinous other writings, rules,
regulations, formally stated agreements, etc. It can no more he revoked by
unilateral act than other express promises or commitments. FHA acts ill all
these matters in a capacity comparable to a private corporation-the powers it
discharges are not governmental in character, but rather corporate in essence.
It cannot escape from the clear implications of its acts and Leedss under the
guise of a congressional change of mind. While we question that Congress could
legally even expressly amend the agreements of PHA once legally entered into,
in this case we do not have to go that far. It is not demonstrable that Congress
had even the most remote intention to do so expressly.

Consequently, we urge that it is in the best interest of all concerned to adopt
that legal interpretation which is supported by the history of the legislation,
which protects the Integrity and high character of FHA, which avoids obvious
discrimination, and which permits the conclusion of agreements and transactions
on the basis of promises, commitments and understandings which prevailed at
the time the agreement was entered into. To do less is to stretch congressional
intent beyond any reasonable length and to support injustice.

Respectfully submitted.
AMERICAN COMMUNITY BUILDERS, INC.,

(And Affiliated Park Forest Companies). t
(

EXHIBIT I
Section 608, Rental Housing, 117.

NATIONAL HousiNG AGENCY,
FEDERAL HOUSTNG ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. C., December 21,, 1916.
To: Directors of all field offices.
Subject: Review of insured mortgage transactions under section 608 for the n

purpose of Increasing the mortgage where such increase is justified.
In order to stimulate the immediate production of rental housing projects r

under section 608 of title VT of the National Housing Act, it has been decirled
as a matter of general policy to give consideration to increasing the amount t
of an insured mortgage where a firm commitment (FIA form 2432-WOF) hag a
been issued, the transaction closed, and the mortgage Initially endorsed for r
insurance, but during the construction period and prior to final completion,
construction costs have risen for resons beyond the control of the mortgagor.

In such cases it will be necessary for the mortgagee and the mortangor to
present detailed evidence supporting such excess costs and if, In the opinion of a
the Director, the mortgagor's claims can be substantiated, the case may be ti
reviewed by the underwriting section of the insuring office, a new project an-
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analysis (FHA form 2264-W) prepared, together with an adequate analysis of
the increased costs, and forwarded to this office with the Director's recom-
mendation.

It is understood, of course, that all legal limitations under the National Hous-
ing Act and administrative rules and regulations must be observed and the
final amount of the mortgage to be insured necessarily will have to be supported
by adequate rental income. If it is necessary to increase the rentals estab-
lished in the initial processing of the case in order to support an increase in
the mortgage, this must be done prior to occupancy of the units and such rentals
must fall within established rental ceilings.

Upon receipt in Washington of your recommendations and the supporting
data above referred to, you will be supplied with the proper supplemental com-
mitment letter authorizing such increases and instructions on the procedure to
be used by the mortgagee and the mortgagor in amending the contract docu-
ments and legal instruments to accomplish such increase.

The same review procedure will be followed where a commitment to insure
upon completion (FHA form 2453-W) has been issued and you will be advised
how to amend such commitment.

In giving consideration to transactions of this kind and agreeing to review
eases where the mortgage has been initially endorsed for insurance, or where a
commitment to insure upon completion has been issued, you will base such
review on the costs of labor and materials at the time they were actually fur-
nished for the construction of the project.

It is thought this change in policy will result in the immediate production
-of rental housing projects by taking into consideration necessary construction
costs in bringing such projects to completion.

Sincerely yours,
CLYDE L. POWELL,

Assistant Commissioner.

EXHIBIT 2

FEDERAL IouSING ADMINISTRATION,
Washington 25, D. C., November 23, 1948.

Section 608, Rental Housing, Letter 168.
Rental Housing Processing Guide, Part II, Section 2.
To: Directors of all field offices
Subject: Section 608 procedure for increasing insured mortgages and commit-

ments to insure upon completion prior to final endorsement.
This letter cancels and supersedes section 608 rental housing letter 117 out-

lining procedure on the same subJect.
This Administration will continue to give consideration to requests from the

mortgagor and mortgagee for an increase in the amount of an insured mortgage
or a commitment to insure upon completion if, during the construction period
and prior to final endorsement of the credit instrument, the cost of constructing
the project has risen above the original estimates by causes beyond the control
of the mortgagor.

A mortgage which has been initially and finally endorsed for insurance is a
Closed case and cannot be reopened for this purpose.

It will be necessary, as heretofore, for the mortgagor to present detailed evi-
dence supporting the increase in the overall cost of constructing the project
and, if in the opinion of the Director the mortgagor's claim is substantiated, the
project may be reviewed by the underwriting section of the insuring office. The
mortgagor must establish by concrete evidence its actual increase in costs.
Merely recognizing a rise in the cost index will not be sufficient.

The final amount of the mortgage to be insured must be supported by adequate
rental income. If it Is necessary to increase the rentals established in the
initial processing of the project in order to support an increase in the mortgage,
this should be done prior to occupancy of the units and such rentals shall not in
any event exceed an amount necessary to show a net return of 6%, percent on the
replacmIlent cost of the property.

A new project analysis, FHA Form 2264-W, will be prepared, together with
an analysis of the increase in the total cost of construction. The recent amend-
ment.s to the act of August 10, 1948, make it necessary to prepare the project
analysis on the basis of such amendments, using in addition to other criteria,
the December 31, 1947, or current costs, whichever is lesser, and the $8,100 per
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family unit. The purpose of the project analysis is to arrive at -the maximum
insurable mortgage based ol said limitations and the other criteria.

The amount of allowable increase will be the actual increase in the overall cost
of constructing the project as substantiated by the mortgagor's evidence of the
maximum insurable mortgage as shown on the project analysis, whichever i's
the lesser. A request based solely oil an increase due to the per unit lilitation
rather than the per room limitation will not be considered.

In considering increases in cost due to approved change orders examination
should be made as to the nature and necessity of such changes. Changes which
are merely embellishments or ornamentation which do not enhance the renta-
bility or habitability of the project should not be considered.

In order to reduce the reprocessing of projects as much as possible the
insuring office shall not consider such requests where only a small increase in
costs has been encountered which does not work a definite hardship o n the
builders and which would result in only a slight increase in the insured mortgage.

In approving the increased mortgage for insurance it must be determined
that the administrative rules in force at the time of such approval have been
complied with, except that if such increased mortgage is not in excess of $200,000
any change in the nature and extent of the supervision by the Commissioner
which would be required by section V. subsection 4 is hereby waived. Particular
attention is called to the certificate required by section IV, subsection 2, which
must be obtained.

The revised FHA Form 2264-W together with an adequate analysis of the
increased costs, shall be forwarded to this office with the Director's recom-
mendation. If the request for increase is approved, you will be supplied with
the proper supplemental commitment letter and instructions on the procedure
to be used by the mortgagee and the mortgagor to accomplish the increase. A
letter will be furnished also in the (.sLp of a conmmitment to insure ' )on com-
pletion containing instructions as to what amendments are necessary to the
outstanding commitment.

Very truly yours,
CLYDE L. POWELL,

Assistant ('onjmissjoner.

The CHAIRMAN. Wh-ere is the lady that is handing out this informa-
tion? Is she here, please? I would like to know how much she has
been paid for doing that. Maybe we will cnll her this afternoon. Will
you please come forward? Is the lady who handed this out here?

Is Ella Roller present?
The first statement of this release, I would like to remind Mrs.

Roller, was a hundred percent absolute falsehood. Mr. Manilow did
not testify to what it says he did. Therefore, that whole business
was written-it was written because it is printed-it was written sev-
eral days ago or at least yesterday. But it is not the testimony of
Mr. Manilow.

Our next witness will be Mr. Nicholas C. Wright. Mr. Wright, will
you be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS C. WRIGHT, NORFOLK, VA.

Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have an attorney with you?
ATTORNEY. I don't think he requires an attorney. I will sit here

with him.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't cal'e whether he has one or not. It is en-

tirely up to him. We just want to be fair with all our witnesses, that
is all. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Wright, will you give the reporter your full name
and address, please?

Mr. WRIGIIw. Mr. Nicholas Carter Wright, Norfolk, Va.
Mr. SIM N. You live at 1701 Cloncurry Road.
Mr. WRIGHT. Cloncurry Road.
Mr. Si N. That is Norfolk, Va.?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What. is your business, Mr. Wright?
li'. WRIt.IiT. I am an automobile dealer.

Mr. uvioN. Have you ever had any interest in building real-estate
projects under the financing of the Federal Housing Administration?

Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In that connection, did you ever go to see Mr. Powell?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. When was that?
Mr. WnG'uIw. It was sometime in 1951 or 1952. I don't recall the

exact time.
Mr. SIAION. Who went with you?
Mr. WRIGIIT. Mr. VanPatten.
Mr. SIMON. Is that Piggy VanPatten?
MIr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMO)N. Was he a former FHA zone commissioner?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes. sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Were you and he working together at that time?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. He was working for you?
Mr. WRoii'r. He was working for me. I was paying him a salary

at the same time. We had an arrangement whereby anything we made
over and above the salary on a 50-50 basis, so I guess we were working
for each other and him, too.

Mr. Si11ON. He took you to see Mr. Powell ?
Mr. WuIGHT. Yes, sir.
Mi%. StiMON. D)id you go to his apartment. or his office?
Mr. Auir'r. As I recall, we went to his office originally and then

we went to ]is apartinent.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall what day of the week this was?
Mr. WRIGHT. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. SIXmIN. Can you tell us what moinith it was?
Mr. WTRIGHT. NO, sir; I cannot.
Mh'. SIM)N. Yoi- best recollection was; it was either 19)51 or 1952?
MIV. WRIGHT. YeS, si'.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you recall what time of the day you got to his

apartment ?
Mr,. Wni(;irw. No. I think it was after working hours. We left

t]ie office. and I think we went to his ap)artnment, and we went out. to
supper,11'e had a room in the Wardnman Park Apartments, and Mr.
P'owell lived in the Wardman Park Apartments.

Mr. SrMvo. Was this a Saturday or weekday ?
Mr. W mIGUIT. I am sure it was a weekday because we wouldn't have

ComeI,) on Saturday. It might have been.
Mr. SimONr. You were in his apartment discussing an FH4A project'
Mr. WRIGur. We were trying to get him to-the FHA, somehow or

other every time we touched this' thing, somehow we worked it through
the Navy and they recommended it. There was some law which I do
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not understand too much, but it seemed if the.Navy were to reco.
mend this project it could be revised in a section 702 or section 608
or one of the numbers that you have in the FHA.

Mr. SImoN. When-
Mr. WRIGHT. Let me finish. Every time that the Navy recom.

mended it, it looked like somebody in the FHA didn't think it was too
good a project.

Mr. SixoN. You were trying to persuade Mr. Powell it was a good
project?

Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. When you got to his apartment, did a man come in

who described himself as' a bookie?
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, I think he was called, as I recall. I think this

man came in, and in response to a telephone call from Mr. Powell.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Powell called him and told him to come over?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. SMON. Would you know the man's name?
Mr. WRIGHT. No.
Mr. SIMON. Was his name stated?
Mr. WRIGHT. I don't recall.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the conversation that you had with Mr.

Powell, and this man who came in?
Mr. WRIGHT. I don't think I had any conversation with Mr. Powell

or I mean with the man. The thing went on, that Mr. Powell stated
that he knew that this horse was going to win in this race, and he was
going to bet some money on it, and as I recall it was somewhere between
$2,000 and $2,500.

Mr. SIMoN. On one horse, on one race
Mr. WRIGHT. That detail I couldn't answer either. But he did sit

down over there in his quarters, or room somewhere, and write a
check. I don't know for what amount.. And he did give the check
to this man that I believed to be a bookie. He did suggest to me that
I should do the same thing, because it would be an easy way to make
$2,500.

Mr. SIMoN. What did you say?
Mr. WRIGHT. I told him that I liked to ride horses, but that I didn't

bet more than $2 at one time.
Mr. SIMON. Did you make the bet?
Mr. WRIGHT. No, sir. I didn't even bet the $2. I made no bet at

all.
Mr. SIMoN. But Mr. Powell bet, you said, $2,000 to $2,500?
Mr. WRIr-rr. No. I said he gave this gentleman a check and the

conversation with me was between $2,000 and $2,500. I do not know
how much Mr. Powell wrote the check he gave the man for.

Mr. SnroN. But he was urging you to bet between $2,000 and $2,500?
Mr. WRIGHT. I don't know how much urging was done. It was sug-

gested.
Mr. SImoN. Now, Mr. VanPatten has testified that the amount was

$1.500. Does that refresh your recollection any?
VNr. WRIGnr. No, sir. My recollection of the amount that he sug-

gested that I was to bet.
Mr. SIMON. Was to be $2,000?
Mr. WRIGHT. $2,000 or $2,500.
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Mr. SIMON. Is $1,500 the amount that Mr. Powell told the man he
was going to bet?

Mr. WRIGHT. I couldn't answer that because I don't recall him tell-
ing the man that.

Mr. SIMON. How much did he tell the man he was going to bet?
Mr. WRIGHT. I have the impression, sir; that he was going to bet

between $2,000 and $2,500, andhe was suggesting to me that I do exact-
ly what he was doing; that it would be plausible.Mr. SIMON. After the man left the room, did you have any conver-
sation with Mr. Powell?

Mr. WRIGHT. Well, le was still there. I suppose we had some con-
versation.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you have any conversation about the bet after the
man left?

Mr. WRIGHT. None that I can recall.
Air. SIMON. Mr. VanPatten has testified under oath before this com-

mittee that promptly on the man leaving the room, you said to Mr.
Powell, in substance or words to this effect, that you knew his game
and if you had given him a check for that amount he would divide it
with the bookie and wouldn't place the bet and he was trying to get
some money from you. Does that refresh your memory?

Mr. WIuGm'. No, sir; I wouldn't know that.
Mr. SIMON. Do you deny you made that statement or a similar state-

ment?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir. I have no recollection.L Mr. SIMON. Are you saying you have no recollection or you didn't

make it?
Mr. Wi icH. I deny I said it.
Mr. SIM1ON. You deny you didn't say it?
MI'. VRIG1T. I did not say it.
Mr. SIMON. And you say Mr. VanPatten is not telling the truth

when he testifies that you did say it?
Air. VRIGHT. No. That puzzles me a little bit. I can't say any-

thing about what Mr. VanPatten testified to, but I believe that there
is some confusion in the matter somewhere. I don't know where.

Mr. SIMON. If Mr. VanPatten has testified to that, do you say his
testimony was untruthful?

A'1r. 'WRIGHT. No, sir. I don't say anything about it at all.
Mr. SimMo. One of you-he has testified, Mr. Wright that you

told Powell that you knew his game and that if you gave him a check
he would divide it with the bookie and the bet would not be placed.
Either you said that or words to that effect, or VanPatten wasn't
telling us the truth. Which is it?

Mr. WRIGHT. No, sir, I didn't say it.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't say it?
Mr. WRIGHT. No, sir, not to Mr. Powell.
Mr. SIMoN. Is there any way in which what VanPatten said could

be truthful ?
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, I could offer this suggestion, which I don't

know about. We went back to our quarters. We went back to where
we were living, and we discussed our conversation with Mr. Powell,
and we discussed whether or not we had accomplished what we had
come up here for and something of that nature might have been said.

Mr. S1.iow. You might have said that to VanPatten?
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Mr. WRIGHT. I might have.
Mr. SIMON. In other words, you think that VaPatten is wrong

when he says it was said in front of Powell. You think you said it
only in front of VanPatten?

Mr. WRIGHT. I don't. think I said it at all particularly. I think We
discussed something in that nature later on and I am sure I did not
say it to Mr. Powell, because after all, I was in Mr. Powell's room.
I don't think that I would have accused him like that in his quarters.

Mr. SIMoN. You knew him pretty well, didn't you?
Mr. WRIGHT. No, sir. I had only seen him-
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you go to his room in his apartment?
Mr. WRIGHT. Because he invited us. We had a room at the Ward-

man Park, and Mr. VanPatten knew Mr. Powell very well. He had
been with him for 15 years, more or less.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions? Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Lewis W. Machir, vice president and

secretary of W. C. & A. N. Miller, Washington, D. C.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF LEWIS W. MACHIR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. MACHIR. I do.
Mr. MAHER. May I at this time say. Mr. Chairman, that the defen-

dant, Powell, will not be permitted through counsel to cross-examine
anY witness, no matter what that witness may say?

The CHAIIC5\1AN. Mr. Powell is scheduled to be one of our witnesses.
When we get down to Mr. Powell as a witness, we hope he will discuss
with us freely and frankly every bit of information that has been
stated here today, and will tell us all he knows about all of the allega-
tions that have been made against him, and that he will give this com-
mittee the help that I think a public servant who worked for the
Federal Government for 20 years as he did should give the committee.

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, may I respectfully request that the
Chair rule on my request?

The CHAIRMAN. What is your request?
Mr. MAJIER. My request is this: Is my understanding of your pre-

vious ruling g to the effect that Witness Powell through his attorney
will not be permitted to crossexamine any witness?

The CIIAIR-1IAN. The answer is "yes." He will not be permitted
to crossexamine, but during the noon hour you can tell us what you
wish us to ask as questions and we will ask them, if we think they are
pertinent and proper. % F

Mr. MAIIER. When the noon hour has come, these witnesses will be
gone.

The CHAIRMAN. We will get them back.
Mr. MAIER. They are already excused.
The CUAIRMAN. Let me ask you this: Is your witness, Mr. Powell,

going to testify or is he going .to hide behind the fifth amendment?
Mr. MAIER. That will be a question to determine when the witness

has taken the stand and not now.
The CHAIRMAN. You are attorney for Mr. Powell. You and lie

both will be given an opportunity, he as a witness and you as an
attorney, to be heard and answer all questions we ask of you. Then
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when you are on the witness stand you and he-not you on the wit-
,ess stand-if you at that time will designate the witnesses that you
would like to have us ask additional questions of, we will get them
back.

Mr. MAHER. And so the constitutional right of the witness to con-
front the witnesses and cross examine them will be denied?

The CHAIRMAN. That is providing Mr. Powell answers our ques-
tions. If Mr. Powell hides behind the fifth amendment, then all bets
are off.

Mr. MAHER. There is no provision in the fifth amendment or any
other amendment which makes the privilege constitutional

The CuAIRMAN. There is as far as I am concerned as chairman of
this committee.

Mr. MAIER. I am quite aware of that. As far as I am concerned
there are other provisions in the fifth amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated?
Mr. MAHER. I will be seated.
Mr. SIMoN. Will you give the reporter your full name and address,

please?
Mr. MACITiR. Lewis W. Machir.
Mr. SImoN. Your address?
Mr. MACHIR. Home or office?
Mr. SIMON. Office.
Mr. MACHIR. 4872 Massachusetts Avenue NW.
Mr. SImoN. You are vice president of the W. C. & A. N. Miller

Development Co.?
Mr. MACHIll. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. In November or December of 1953 did Mr. Clyde L.

Powell buy a piece of vacant real estate from the W. C. & A. N.
Miller Development Co.?

Mr. MACHIR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the date of purchase?
Mr. MACHIR. The contract I have here is dated November 4,1953.
Mr. SIMON. How much did he agree to pay for that real estate?
Mr. MACHIll. The purchase price was $12,245.
Mr. SIMON. That is just for the vacant land?
Mr. MACHIR. That is right, sir.
Mr. SImON. How was this money paid?
Mr. MACHIR. A check was given for $1,000, and at the time of the

settlement, the balance was paid in the amount of $11,245.
Mr. SIMoN. Was $11,000 of that-it consisted of two cashier's checks

of the Riggs National Bank dated December 21, 1951, which I believe
You deposited on December 26, 1953?

Mr. MACHR. There were two cashier's checks, one for $5,000, one
for $6,000. I don't know the date that they were drawn. They were
deposited by us.

Mr. SiMoN. They were cashier's checks of the Riggs National Bank,
is'that right?

Mr. MACHM. According to my records it says:
Settlement of lot 852, square 1513, Loughborough and Glenbrook NW., two
cashier's checks from Riggs Niational Bank,
and up above there is one for $5,000 and one for $6,000.

Mr. SimoN. Did Mr. Powell also ask you to draw some plans for
a house he was going to build on that lot?

50690-54-pt. 4-35
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Mr. MACHnR. Yes, sir. According to an agreement that was sigt
wait a minute-December 8, we were to proceed with the drawing-0
plans, and $1,500 payment was made, and if we drew the plan$ Ud
he didn't build the house, we were to receive 2 percent of the eStiL
mated cost of said dwelling.

Mr. SIMON. If you did build the house that was to be appliedI
Mr. MACHIR. That was to be applied to the cost.
Mr. SIMON. Did the $1,500 represent the approximate amount that.

you estimated would be 21/2 percent of the cost of the proposed
dwellin'?

Mr. cAOm. I would say yes. I can't answer that.
Mr. SIMON. When you did draw the plans, did you submit to j.

Powell an estimate of what it would cost to build the house called
for by those plans?

Mr. MACHIR. I am sure, yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What was the date that you submitted that to him?
Mr. MACFrR. I don't have that record. I have a record where we

returned to him a portion of the deposit when it was decided not to
build the house.

Mr. SIMON. So that was in May, was it ?
Mr. MACHIn. May 21, 1954.
Mr. SIMoN. And it would be some time prior to that that you ad-

vised him what would be the cost of his house?
MX. MAcHrR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What did you advise him would be the cost of the

house?
Mr. MAcun. According to this letter which we returned toMr.

Powell:
Cost of drawing plans for a residence on lot 852, square 1513 at Loughborugb

and Glenbrook Roads NW., Washington, D. C., 21/ percent of estimated prie
of $56,778.

Mr. SIxoN. That $56,000 estimated cost would be in addition to the
$12,000 for the land?

Mr. MACHIR. Well, yes. There is no land in that price.
Mr. SIMoN. So the total estimate for the land and building would

be $68,000?
Mr. MACHIB. Well, yes. I mean if you added the price of the lot

to it.
Mr. SIMON. I wanted to make clear this house called for a promet

which when it was built would be $68,000 cost; the $50,000 b1r the
$56,000 does not include the $12,000 he paid for the land?

Mr. MAcmR. That is right, sir..
Mr. SIxoN. Did he submit to you some plans of a house in Cali-

fornia that he wanted copied?
Mr. MACHIR. I understand from our architectural department that

he did. He brought the set of plans in which he wanted revised wi
certain changes, and alterations, and planned to comply with the
District of Columbia Code and stated that this was a house that was
in California.

Mr. SIMoN. Did he tell you whose house in California it was?
Mr. MACHIR. He didn't tell me. I understand from the architec-

tural department he stated it was his sister's house.
Mr. SIoN. His sister's house in California?
Mr. MAcmR. Yes... "
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Mr. SMON. Was there any discussion between your architectural
department and Mr. Clyde Powell as to the cost of building the
house?

Mr. MACHIR. As I understand it, we cubed the house as close as we
could from the plans that he submitted, and added the changes, so
much for changes, and gave him an approximate price of around
$54,000.

Mr. SIMoN. When was that given to him?
Mr. MACHm. That date I can't remember. I would say it was

around the time that we started the sketches, or started revision of
the plan or when he decided to proceed with us drawing the plans.

Mr. SIMON. That was either December of last year or January of
this year?

Mr. MACHR. The agreement which we signed, and was signed by
Mr. Powell, was dated December 8, 1953.

Mr. SIMON. So it would be about that day?
Mr. MACHM. I would say around that day. I don't think it would

have been agreed on more than likely before this was.
Mr. SImoN. Would it be an accurate statement to say about Decem-

ber 8 of last year he was contemplating a house which would have cost
him $66,000?

Mr. MACHm. He was having the plans drawn and after they were
finished, he would have to determine whether he was going to proceed
with it or not.

Mr. SimoN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We will now recess until 2 o'clock and our first witness this after-noon will be Mr. Cassel, followed by Mr. Chaite and then Mr. Michaux

and then Mr. Powell.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask if the witnesses finish this

afternoon before 4, you might hear Mr. Alfred Kaskell? I am afraid
he can't be here tomorrow in time to get home at his temple observance
at 5 o'clock.

The CHAIRMAN. You had better talk to the chief counsel about that.
(Whereupon, at 12: 25 p. m., the committee recessed until 2 p. m.

the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The CTAIRMAN. Is Mr. Maher here, the attorney for Mr. Powell?
Mr. MAHER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Would you like to come back here and tell us the

questions you would like to ask?
(Discussion between Senator Capehart and Mr. Maher.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Maher, in behalf of Mr. Powell, wanted us to

ask a question and place into the record what Mr. Powell's average
daily balance was during the period the Riggs Bank testified. We
have already checked into that. It runs somewhere from $500 to
$1,500 a day, and sometimes even less. Mr. Maher wanted us to as-
certain exactly what the balance was on the first day of January, the
first day of April and the first day of September in each of the years,
and I don't think we will go to that trouble. We will give you that
if you want to figure it out. I don't think it is very material anyway.

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask that the-witness resume the
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stand and I be permitted to ask him specifically to refresh his recol.
election from those records?

The CHAIRMAN. No.
Mr. MAHER. That right will be denied?
The CJIAIMAN. Yes. I think so. Mr. Powell isn't on trial. ie

will be given his opportunity here.
Mr. MAHER. Mr. Powell has been on trial for 6 months before this

committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell for 6 months has refused to testify be.

fore this committee, and he is going to be given an opportunity today
to testify.

Mr. MAiER. Very well, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Powell, you will remember, through you, has

repeatedly said there has never "been any direct charges against him.
This afternoon when he goes before this committee I think he will
then realize as a result of the hearings today there are plenty of direct
charges.

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, will you specify such direct charges?
The CHAIRMAN. You heard the testimony this morning.
I don't care to get into-just bring Mr. Powell up and let him

testify for himself when the time comes.
Mr. MAHER. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness this afternoon will be Mr. Albert

I. Cassel. Would you come forward, Mr. Cassel, please ? Mr. Cassel,
will you please be sworn? Do you solemnly swear that the testimony
you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT I. CASSEL, MAYFAIR MANSIONS, WASHI1NT
TON, D. C., ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL J. ANDERSON, COUNSEL

Mr. CASSEL. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Please be seated, and the gentle-

man with you is your attorney?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, before you start the interrogation/

of Mr. Cassel my name is Daniel J. Anderson and I am here repre-
senting Mr. vessel this afternoon.

I think that there should be a correction in the record, and Mr. Cas-
sel has asked that an explanation be made of the list of witnesses which
lists the next witness as Arthur M. Chaite, local attorney connected
with Cassel. Mr. Chaite isnot an attorney for Mr. Cassel, and I am
advised that he never has been.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chaite was the attorney for Mr. Michaux and
his church. I think the record should show he never was an attorney
for Mr. Cassel,

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't know how that happened, but Mr. Chait

has been, of course, identified as an attorney for Mr. Michaux' church
and the project.

Will you please give your full name and address to the reporter,
please?

Mr. CASSEL. Albert I. Cassel.
The CHAIRMAN. Your address, please.
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Mr. CASSFL. 3922 Hays Street NE.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Simon.
Do you have a copy of the testimony in executive session?
Mr. ANDERSON. That has not yet been received. It was promised

yesterday afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. I know. We promised you a copy before you testi-

fied. Do you care for a copy now?
Mr. ANDERSON. If you have it there, I would like to have it.
You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
'Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cassel, will you tell the committee what your busi-

ness is?
Mr. CASSEL. I am an architect.
Mr. SIMoN. How long have you been an architect?
Mr. CASSEL. Practicing for myself since 1920.
Mr. SIMON. Since 1920?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Have you done work on Government buildings as an

architect?
Mr. CASSEL. I have.
Mr. SIMON. Would you name just a few of them as a way of

background?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir. I was the architect for all of the construc-

tion at Howard University for those 18 years between 1920 and 1938
and typical of the types of jobs we did then for the Department of
the Interior was the old dining hall building at Howard University
at about $200,000, a medical school at Howard University at about
$600,000, the gymnasium and athletic field at about $400 000, the
classroom building at about $460,000, the chemistry building at about
$700,000, the heat, light, and powerplant at about $600,000, the walk
tunnel, about $300,000; girls' dormitory, $700,000.

Mr. SIMON. Were you also a professor at Howard University?
Mr. CASSEL. I was at one time associate professor in the college of

architecture.
Mr. SImoN. During what period of time were you associate pro-

fessor of architecture in Howard University?
Mr. CASSEL. During 1920 and 1924 I was both their architect and

associate professor in architecture.
Mr. SIMON. You are familiar, of course, with property in the Dis-

trict here known as Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. CASSEL. I am.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that located?
Mr. CASSEL. Mayfair Mansions is located in Northeast Washington.

It is bounded on the east by Kenilworth Terrace, on the west by
a strip of land which borders Anacostia River, on the north by
J Street, and on the south by Hays Street.

Mr. SUMioN. That project was built under financing under section
608 of the National Housing Act, was itI

Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And you were the architect?
Mr. CASSEL. I was.
Mr. SIMON. When did you first get the idea, Mr. Cassel, for that

project?
Mr. CASSEL. I first got the idea for that project along in 1936, and

I spent the time between 1936 and 1938 searching the District of
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Columbia for a sizable piece of land that might be gotten on whlch
there was some chance of doing.a development of that type, for the
self-supporting housing, of colored persons.

Mr. SJ.AON. The. record indicates that in July of 1942 you, filed
an application for a mortgage commitment under section 608. Will
you tell us what you did between the time you first became interested
in the project up until July of 1952 when this application was filed

Excuse me, 1942.
The CHAIRMAN. That was 1942.
Mr. CASSEL. 1942.
The CHAIRMAN. The application was filed in 1942.
Mr. CASSELL. In 1938 we took an option-when I say "we," I mean

I took an option on. the old Bennings Race Track, located at the area
I have described heretofore in Northeast Washington, which com.
prised about 62Y10 acres. I had in mind such a development as
finally went on it. This piece of land, because it lay in the United
States-park, and-on the river, and between Federal properties,
came under the Shipstead-Luce Act, which gave the Fine Arts
Commission jurisdiction over anything that :went on it. It also
came under the jurisdiction of the United States Engineering Corps,
because it bordered the river and they have jurisdiction of the
levels of anything built bordering the river. It came under, of
course, the Engineering Department and the Zoning Department of
the District of Columbia.

Because it did lay in the property under these. Commissions, in-
cluding the National Capital Park and Planning Commission, which
it was named at that time, we had to envisage a development for
the entire lot, for the entire tract, before we could get permission
to actually file anywhere for any portion of it, because it was limited
to the park, and in fact, it is a peninsula projecting into a park.

With that in mind we developed a scheme for the entire tract,
with the idea of the front of the tract between what is now Kenil-
worth Avenue and what is now Kenilworth Terrace, being commercial
property, for servicing the real property and the real property so
built as to house approximately 1,100 families in garden-type
apartments.

We developed the presentation drawings. These drawings.were
approved by the National Capital Park and Planning Commission
as to design only, and because we knew that the development of the
entire tract would run beyond a statutory limit of FHA authority to
make a single loan, we split the project in our mind into two parts,
the first part developing 28 acres between Kenilworth Terrace and a
space westward which would take up 17 buildings and left the rest of
it for later resubdivision.

It was on this first section, which was designed first to house 430
families and then increased in its design capacity for 594 families
that we concentrated.. We did the contract drawings for that, and
we made efforts to interest financial institutions to go along with us
in our effort to have a financial mortgage sponsor, as was necessarY
in FHA.

- .We. tried many, many places.
The CHAIRMAN. You say we. Who was we?
Mr. CASSEL. I mean I did.
(Conference between Mr. Cassel and Mr. Anderson.)
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I
lr. CAssEL. I have gotten into the habit of saying we when I

mean .I..h.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the prime mover in this property?

r.. CASSEL. Yes. I bought the land. I placed an option on the
land.

The CHAIRMAN. What did you agree to pay for the land?
Mr. CASSEL. $150,000 for the entire tract.
The CHAIRIAN. Who finally did pay the $150,000?
Mr. CASSEL. The $150,000 finally, sir, was paid in this way. Finally

the deposit of $10,000 was borrowed to bind the property, was made
in 1942, by Frank A. O'Hare.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was a builder?
Mr. CASSEL. Who was a builder. At the time the settlement was

effected on that first section, an agreement was made with the Eastland
Gardens Co. with whom I made the original option.

The CIIAIMAN. Did you have trouble financing this? Did you have
trouble interesting FHA?

Mr. CASSEL. We had trouble not only interesting FHA, but we had
trouble interesting financial institutions around the country to go
along with us because so far as I know, up to that time, nothing of
that type had been projected.

The HAIRMAN. How did you finally interest people?
Mr. CASSEL. Well, I finally got the first interest of FHA by making

out of my own 20-year background of experience on the housing re-
quirements of colored people in the District of Columbia, I made a
detailed survey neighborhood by neighborhood which tended to show
that colored people in the District of Columbia could pay $15 per
room per month and were paying that. That survey was looked upon
with favor by the economist for FHA.

The CAI~MAN. What was his name?
Mr. CASSEL. Dr. Fisher, and thereafter we began to get ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. What happened then, when you proved to Dr.

Fisher that the project was economically sound? Then what hap-
pened?

Mr. CASSEL. It began to get a little better headway at FHA, but
not too far and not too fast. We didn't get anywhere until I did
what was suggested to me in a certain telephone call.

The CHAIRMAN. In a certain telephone call?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us about the telephone call.
Mr. CASSEL. I had a telephone call coming from a very high-placed

office which suggested
The CHAIRMAN. A high-placed office, what high-placed office?
Mr. CASSEL. It came from the office. The person who talked said

they were talking from the office of Mr. Marvin McIntyre.
The CHAIRMAN. At the White House?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes. They suggested to me in order to get a loan on

the situation I had to have with me people who had political con-
stituency. I have none of those at all.

The CHAIRMAN. They suggested you had to have
Mr. CASSEL. Political constituency.
The CHAIRMAN. Influence?
Mr. CASSEL. They might have meant that, but they didn't say any-

thing about it at that time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did they suggest the names of anybody?
Mr. CASSEL. They did not suggest the names. Thereafter the sug.

gestion was tied up with what happened.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us exactly what happened after that tele-

phone call.
Mr. CASSEL. Thereafter I came in contact, I first met Elder Michaux

on the street.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is that?
Mr. CASSEL. Elder Michaux.
The CHAIRMA. Who is he?
Mr. CASSFL Elder Michaux is an evangelist in town. A radio

preacher.
The CHAIRMANT. You met him on the street?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, on T street, near my office.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that Lightfoot Michaux?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir. He spoke to me about my struggles to get

this thing going and said he wanted to see me.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever meet him before that?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir; I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. How did he know you?
Mr. CASSEL. I guess he knew me. I have done and had done in this

town many millions of dollars of work for the Federal Government,
things of that type. I suppose he knew me. I suppose he knewwhat
I was trying to do. How he knew I don't know.

The CHAIRMAN. In any event he spoke to you?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. Then what happened?
Mr. CASSEL. Thereafter he and I got together at my office, to con-

sider the situation and see what could be done to further this set-up.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he tell you he was representing the White

House or people with this political constituency?
Mr. CAsSEL. He did not tell me. The elder merely said to me

that after looking into the situation that I had what appeared to be
a good scheme.

Mr. SrxoN. Was he a friend of Mr. McIntyre's?
Mr. CASSEL. I later found out he had some friends at the White

House. No question about that.
The CHAIRMAN. What did he tell you he would do for you?
Mr. CASSEL. I am about to say how we got into the actual dealings,

The elder told me I had a good scheme. He had people look over
my drawings and they were impeccable and that sort of thing and I
had everything I needed except influence and money.

The CHAIRMAN. Did he tell you he would supply the influence if
you would pay him?

Mr. CASSEL. Yes. We talked back and forth for quite some time
and this thing went through its various stages, about what I was to
pay for such influence. It was finally decided that I should pay what
amounted to about 25 percent of my fee, $12,500, out of a total of
$55,000, which I was actually to get.

The CHAIRMAN. In other-words, Michaux told you that he, for
$12,500, would use his influence?

Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. CASSEL. That is correct.
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The. CHAIRMAN. What happened then?
Mr. CASSEL. Thereafter, we went through many vicissitudes as to

who would be the directors. It was first proposed that a large list
of directors-

The CHAIRMAN. A what?
Mr. CASSEL. A large list of directors, about 10 and among those 10

were Mr. George Allen, Mr. Harry C. Butcher.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. George E. Allen?
Mr. CASSEL. George E. Allen and Harry C. Butcher.
Mr. SIMON. Are you talking about stockholders?.
Mr. CASSEL. Talking about stockholders and directors. That is

the way the thing was approached first.
The CHAIRMAN. Who approached Mr. Allen and Mr. Butcher?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Michaux.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have a meeting with them?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes. We had one meeting with the whole group.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you meet?
Mr. CASSEL. In Mr. Allen's office.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was present?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Allen, Mr. Butcher, Mr. Michaux, at that time

Mr. Paul Stone, who was to be the original builder, I was there,and---
The CHAIrMAN. Tell us exactly what was said and what happened

at that meeting?
Mr. CASSEL. They discussed the thing in preliminary form at that

meeting, but dismissed the first meeting rather promptly because I
found out afterwards it was decided to cut down this large unwieldy
body and the body would consist of five persons.

The CHAIRMAN. Who were they?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. George E. Allen, Mr. Harry Butcher, Elder

Michaux, Paul D. Stone, a builder of Washington, and I.
The CHARMAN. That was five people?
Mr. CASSEL. Five people.
The CHAIRMAN. You were to each get 20 percent?
Mr. CASSEL. Each of us was to get 20 percent in the setup.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you five people become the sponsors?
Mr. CASSEL. We became the sponsors on the first application.
The CHAIRMAN. I hand you the application filed on July 15, 1942,

and ask you if the names on there are the same five names that you
just mentioned.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cassel, can you fix the date of this meeting in Mr.
Allen's office?

Mr. CASSEL. I cannot fix the exact date, sir, because it was along
in the middle of 1940, I think, when I got this call from Mr. Mc-
Intyre's office. We went on for about a year, back and forth, about
what would be done, who would be in it.

Mr. SimoN. You said you met in Mr. Allen's office. Where was his
office 9,

Mr. CASSEL. His office was at the Home Insurance office on K Street.
Mr. SIMON. What was his position there?
Mr. CASSEL. I understand Mr. Allen was vice president of Home

Insurance Co.
Mr. SIMON. What was Mr. Butcher's position there?
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Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Butcher had no position there. Mr. Buthier was
the CBS representative at the White House.

Mr. SIMON. He was with Columbia Broadcasting System?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. See if the five names on the original application of

the mortgage commitment-just read the five names.
Mr. CASSEL. L. S. Michaux, that is correct. George E. Allen, cor-

rect. Harry C. Butcher, correct. Albert I. Cassel, correct. Frank
A. O'Hare, correct.

The CHAIRMAN. He became the builder?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now read what each of you were supposed taput

up or did put up, if they did. I don't know whether they did or not.
Mr. SimoN. On page 2.
The CHAIRMAN. After your name there, how much in land and how

much in cash? The same thing you just read from the names.
Mr. SimoN. On the top of page2, Mr. Cassel.
Mr. CASSEL. L. S. Michaux, $7,000.
The CHAIRMAN. No; how much for land.
Mr. CASSE. $25,000.
The CHAIRMAN. How much cash?
Mr. CASSEL. $7,000. George E. Allen, land, $25,000; cash, $7,000.
Harry C. Butcher, $25,000; cash, 7,000.
Albert I. Cassel, $25,000-land, $25,000; cash, $7,000.
Frank A. O'Hare land, $25,000; cash, $7,000.
The CHAIRMAN. bid any of the five persons whose names you read

that put up $25,000 up for land and $7,000; did they ever put up the
money?

Mr. CASSEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they ever secure any interest in the project?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes. They secured an interest.
The CHAIRMAN. Each of them?
Mr. CASSEL. I want to correct one thing. O'Hare did put up money

for land.
The CHAOMAN. O'Hare did?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But the others did not put up any money for land

or cash?
Mr. CASSEL. No.
The CHAIRMAN. But they did get the 20 percent stock interest in the

corporation?
Mr. CASSEL. They did.
The CHAIRMAN. However, I think that it must be said at this time

that neither Mr. Allen nor Mr. Butcher--they later returned their 20
percent stock?

Mr. CASSEL. They returned the 20 percent stock and never got any-
thing out of it.

The CHAIRMAN. They never got any money out of it?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to'say at this point, in no way to criticize

any of the five people involved, meaning Mr. Allen or Mr. Butcher
or you, Mr. Cassel, or Mr. O'Hare or Mr. Michaux-I just want to
show the pattern of the irresponsibility of the administration of FHA,
at least in those days. Here are 5 men who say that they had land of
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$25,000 value and $7,000 each in cash and outside of 1 of them they
never put up any land. They are just round figures. That just shows
the pattern and the irresponsibility and nonbusinesslike management
of the FHA in respect to section 608's.

Mr. CASSEL. May I say a word with reference to my own contribu-
tion up to that pointI

The CHAMMAN. You may.
Mr. CASSEL. I optioned that land in 1938. I held it. I paid out of

my own pocket for the production of drawings and I paid all of the
promotional expenses up until that time.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that. You had had considerable
money into it. I said I am not criticizing any of the five names. I am
just showing the general pattern of how it just seemed as though all
you had to To was fill in some names and put down some amounts. We

ave found that as a general pattern alover the United States with
respect to these section 608's.

Now tell us what happened from that time on. You have testified,
of course, that Mr. Allen and Mr. Butcher did get 20 percent of the
stock, but they later returned it to the church.

Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They never received any money out of it?
Mr. CASSEL. The never received any money.
The CHAIRMAN. However, the project went bankrupt;i didn't it?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir. The building, the actual building of the

project started-
The CHAIMMAN. In this particular application the whole thing went

bankrupt.
Mr. UASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You got a mortgage for $2,478,000?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And Frank O'Hare's construction company started

construction?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And after they were part way through it was that com-

pany that went bankrupt?r. CASSEL. That is the company that went bankrupt.
Mr. SIMON. When they went bankrupt, they owed subcontractors?
Mr. CASSEL. They owed subcontractors a total of about $790,000.
Mr. SIMON. Then in 1944 you filed another application?
Mr. CASSEL. In 1944, this contractors' subcommittee, headed by

Henry J. Knott-
Mr. SIMoN. Henry J. Knott-
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where did Mr. Knott come into the picture?
Mr. CASSEL. After Mr. O'Hare's Kenilworth Co. failed for the

fi'st time Mr. Knott came into the picture to my knowledge. Mr.
Knott presented himself, and said that he held as collateral for
$115,000 loan which he had made to Frank A. O"Hare, all of the stock
of the Kenilworth Co., and that in any reorganization of this situation,
looking toward completing it, well he wanted to protect his rights. He
hired Mr. George Shay, an attorney, to negotiate with the Federal
housing Administration, and Mr. Knott was given the commitment
to reorganize this thing.

The CHAIRMAN. And to finish the project?
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Mr.. CASSE. Yes, sir. Mr. Knott's group secured an additional loan
of about $400,000, which Elder Michaux and I had not been able to
secure.

Mr. SIMoN. In the meantime, as I understand it, Mr. Butcher's stock
and Mr. Allen's stock and Mr. O'Hare's stock were turned over to the
church?

Mr. CASSEL. Well, not in that way. Not quite in that way. It didn't
come about at that time. It came about after this reorganization was
complete, and we were about to close the situation; Knott and hia
group had been in control and they were trying to make some agree.
ment with Elder Michaux and I for us to take a very minor part in the
situation.

Something happened, and as a result of that, Knott offered to sell
his interest and the benefit of all he had done to put the thing together,
to us for $100,000.

Mr. SimoN. What was he going to sell you for that $100,000?
Mr. CASSEL. He was selling the commitment which FHA had given

him to complete it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to tell me he was selling a commit-

ment for $100,000?
Mr. CASSEL. I would say that was the prime situation in it because

he had the terms of the commitment set up in a letter to him from Mr.
Powell, which terms were favorable.

The CHAIRMAN. He charged you and Mr. Michaux $100,000?
Mr. CASSEL. For that and his services in putting the deal together,

as- a part of those services, sir, included getting all of the subcontrac-
tors who were stuck in the situation, along with me, to agree to finish
the job for their original figures, and to take in return for the money
they already had in the job, a certain class of stock which would be
redeemed if and when the project, the finished project could pay them
off.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cassel, is this what happened; the first application
was filed by Mayfair Gardens?'

Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It went broke I
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the president of that? Was that Mr.

Michaux?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Lightfoot Michaux ?
Mr. CASSF . Yes, sir. That wasn't done until we made this agree-

ment with Knott.
Mr. SIo. Then the second corporation was Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the company in which Knott filed the applica-

tion?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiomON. The application shows it was filed by Mayfair Mansions,

care of Henry J. Knott?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That gave him then the commitment?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir. He had gotten the commitment before then

in writing.
Mr. SIMoN. Then FHA issued a commitment for $2,815,000.
Mr. CASSEL. Backed up by RFC.
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Mr. SimoN. Backed up by RFC?
The CHAIRMAN. What did you mean by that? Did RFC loan

money on this?
. Mr. CASSEL. FHA loan guaranteed it, sir, but the money was to be
advanced by RFC.

The CHAJmRLiN. They were to be the mortgagees?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How did you get to RFC?
Mr. CASSEL. We had tried-when I say "we" this time I mean Elder

and I-had tried very hard to get RFC to raise that mortgage from
2.4 to 2.8, but for us they would not do it. When Mr. Knott and
Shay got working onl it--

TRe CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shay being the attorney for Mr. Knott?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right, they did it. When this thing was handed

back to Michaux and me as a package, as a result of Elder Michaux
having raised among his churches the $100,000, or raised somewhere
$100,000, and paid to Knott, then it was handed back to Elder Michaux
and I; Mr. Allen being away and Mr. Butcher being in Europe with
Mr. Eisenhower.

Mr. SIMON. Is this what happened? The church raised $100,000,
which went to Mr. Knott?

Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. And the church got 60 percent of the stock, you kep t

your 20 percent, the Elder kept his 20 percent, and FHA issued the
mortgage commitment for $2,815,000, which RFC was to advance, and
Knott gave you the commitment and the subcontractors who had
$709,000 owing to them from the first project, agreed to take preferred
stock from the second company for the $709,000?

Mr. CASSEL. That is exactly what happened except for the fact
that in addition to that, Elder Michaux and I agreed to pay the church
back its $100,000.

Mr. SIMON. You agreed to pay it back?
The CHAIRMAN. You did later pay it back?
Mr. CASSEL. We did pay back $50,000.
The CUAIRMAN. Who brought RFC into the picture?
Mr. CASSEL. So far as we know, RFC was brought in by Mr. Knott

and Mr. Shay. We couldn't get to first" base with them on increasing
the mortgage.

The CHAIRMAN. Who helped to bring them in?
Mr. CASSEL. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Now, Mr. Cassel, when the project was just about

finished, did anybody ask FHIA to increase the mortgage by $709,000,
to redeem the preferred stock?

Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Whose idea was that?
Mr. CASSEL. Well, it was presented to us as a fact that was prac-

tically accomplished.
Mr. SIMON. By whom?
Mr. CASSEL. It was first broached to us by Mr. Bornstein, who was

thle chairman of the executive committee. We had an executive com-
mittee of the subcontractors which was made up of Mr. Bornstein,
who had perhaps the largest amount of subcontract money sunk in the
thing, some $200,000, and E. P. Norman, the concrete subcontractor
and I were the executive committee.



Mr. Bornstein brought that suggestion up and said it could be doe
and could be worked out.

Mr. SIMON. Did he work it out ?
Mr. CASSEL. Well, we didn't do much on that. That application

for that increase was filed and practically handed to the elder and
I as a package.

Mr. SimoN. By you?
Mr. CASSEL. By FHA and Bornstein.
Mr. SiMoN. They were going to increase the mortgage by $709,000

in order that you could take that money and redeem the preferred
stock. that was issued to the subcontractors who lost money on the
first job?

Mr. CASSEL. Whose money was held up on the second job and who
would have to wait some 17 years to get it out.

Mr. SIMON. That extra $709,000 was not needed to finish the job;
was it?
- Mr. CASSEL. No. That wasn't needed. It was needed to pay those

debt which were incurred in that first failure.
Mr. SIxoN. But the people had already agreed to take preferred

stock for it?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir; they did.
Mr. Sr o N. The first commitment that was issued on Mayfair Man-

sions was in May of 1944, and the second commitment, which was
$709,000 higher, was issued in October of 1946. Did you go down to
FHA to get this increased commitment?

Mr. CASSEL. No; I didn't.
Mr. SImoN. How did you get it?
Mr. CASSEL. I was told of the existence of the commitment by this

group of Mr. Bornstein and his setup.
Mr. S o N. After he told you it was ready, didn't you have to pick

up the papers?
Mr. CASSE L. I had to pick up the papers; yes.
Mr. SiMON. What happened when you went to pick up the papers!
Mr. CASSEL. I picked up the papers and we had to take the necessary

corporation action in our setup to approve such an increase, and there
didn't anything happen that was untoward until such a time as the
thing was ready to settle along in December of 1946.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you go to settle?
Mr. CASSEL. The job was to be settled, this increase was to be settled

by disbursements made at the title company of Richmond, their Wash-
ington office, but in order to be in position to do that, we had to get
the money from the Trust Co. of New Jersey. It has not been eX-
plained so far how the Trust Co. of New Jersey got into it because at
that time we were half way through the completion of the job,the
Trust Co. of New Jersey bought the mortgage from, RFC, and they
finished the job and we did have an excellent group of tenants and a
larze-

The CHAJRMAN. You-had to get this $709,000 then from the Trust
Co. of New Jersey? I

Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir. They were the people who agreed to put
the moneyup.

Mr. SiMoN. Tell us, how did you go about doing that and whit
happened?. I
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I
Mr. CASSEL. We thought everything was settled. I went, of course,

to the office of Mr. Powell to get the authorization.
The CHAIRMAN. Whose office?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Powell's office.
TheCHAIRMAN. Clyde L. Powell's office?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
The CHAMAN. Where was that?
Mr. CASSEL. The FHA Building.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us what happened?
Mr. CnssLL. I went to get the authorization to get the $709,000

from the Trust Company of New Jersey.
Mr. SIMON. Was that in December of 1946?
Mr. CASSEL. It was along that time, December of 1946, to get this

money down to the title company, Richmond Title Co., here in Wash-
ington, and at that time Mr. Powell told me the amount of work he
had done on the thing.

The CHAIRMAN. That he had done on it?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes; the amount of work he had done on it and how

he helped the project to survive from the very beginning and before
this thing would be finally approved by him we would have to give
him $10,000.

The CHAIRMAN. You would have to give him $10,000?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you give him $10,000?
Mr. CASSEL. Not at that time, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you give it to him?
Mr. CASSEL. I discussed his proposal in detail with the elder.
The CHAIRMAN. You discussed it with Lightfoot Michaux?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
The CH AN. You discussed it with him in detail?
Mr. CASSELL. Yes, sir. His answer, after due consideration, was

this: that that was the way things were done.
The CHAIMAN. That was the way things were done?
Mr. CASSEL. Things were done, that he was a preacher.
The CHAIRMAN. He was a preacher?
Mr. CASSEL. And he could not have anything to do with passing

the money, but that is the way things were done.
The CHIAMAN. I see. Then what happenedI
Mr. CASSFL. Thereafter I went back to see Mr. Powell.
The CHAMAN. Back to see Mr. Powell; yes.
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Powell wanted me to draw a check to myself for

services, cash the check, and to give that money to him in cash. That
I would not do.

The CHAIRAN. What did you do?
Mr. CASSEL. What we finally did, was to take out of Mayfair

Mansions' accumulated funds, which had been accumulated or been
accumulating since July 1945-

Mr. SIMoN. You mean rent money?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes; rent money and anything else we had, rent money,

advance deposit,.things of that type, anything else that was left over,
took out $10,000 in cash and gave it to Mr. Powell.

The CHAiMuAN. Did you give it to him at one time?
Mr. CASSELL. No Sir; about three times as we had the money.
The CHAIRMAN. You gave him a total of $10,000? '
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Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he ever pay it back?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he supposed to pay it back?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir. He wasn't supposed to pay it back. He said

he wanted it for his services.
The CHARMAN. You are certain you discussed this with Lightfoot

Michaux?
Mr. CASSEL. I certainly am.
The CHAIRMAn. He agreed to it?
Mr. CASSEL. He said he couldn't pass the money. That is :the way

things were done and I thought about it, and I also took this ino
consideration.

The CHAIRMA. He had previously charged you $12,000?
Mr. CASSEL. That is what I was about to say. I went through

the same process there; I had to pay him $12,000.
The CHAIRMAN. You paid him $12,500?
Mr. CASSE L. I did pay him; yes, sir.
The CHAIRmAN. Did Mr. Powell ever ask you for any money or

loans after that?
Mr. CASSEL. He made a request for one loan after that; in the

early part, about January 1948.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did he ask for this time?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Powell called me and said he had to have $2,500,
The CHAIRMAN. What did you doI
Mr. CASSEL. I went to see him about it. Mr. Powell told me that

he had to have it, that he had gotten himself into a situation on some
gambling debts and people were going to kill him.

The IHAIRMAN. People were going to kill him?
Mr. CASSEL. That is what he told me unless he got the money,

and he told me then if I would help out, that he would quit that
business.

The CIAImAN. He would quit what business?
Mr. CASSEL. Gambling business.
The CHAIRMAX. "Just give me one more chance and I will quit."

That is what he said?
Mr. CAssE. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You loaned him the $2,500?
Mr. CASSEL. I loaned him the $2,500 after going through the same

procedure that I did before.
The CHAnRMAN. Cash-
Mr. CASSEL. Cash and three different lots because we didn't have

any more.
The CHAIMAN. Did he repay the loan?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes. He repaid that loan by about June of that year.
Mr. SimoN. The $10,000 you gave him in cash earlier, that wasn't

a loan and was not repaid?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir.
Mr. SiloN. Mr. Cassel, you had some preferred stock for your

architectural fees, didn't you?.
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Out of this $709,000 you got your architectural fees

paid for?
Mr. CASSEL. I got the balance of my architectural fees.
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Mr. SioN. Will you tell us how that was disbursed?
Mr. CASSEL. I had carried this thing promotionally during this

period that it was in jeopardy and stoppage, and so forth. I had all my
expenses to pay. The Munsey Trust Co. carried my payrolls and ad-
vanced me money to keep going to get this thing through. I therefore
made an assignment to Munsey Trrust Co. for anything I might get out
of the job. I got out of it $30,000, which was distributed between these
people, my consulting engineer, my landscape engineer, Pere Ghent,
the Munsey Trust Co. I think got about $10,500, Elder Michaux got the
balance of his $12,500 and they gave me $681 out of $30,000.

Mr. Si oN. You say Elder Michaux got the balance of $12,500 out of
Munsey Trust. Where did he get the first part of his $12,500?

Mr. CASSEL. I paid that out of the first money which came to me.
My architectural fee was listed as $118,000 but I never got anything
like that. I got less than half of that. If you will look through the
records you will see that FHA itself took $51,000 from the $11U8,000 as
my contribution to the job that they had started. In addition to that
$51,000, they took $42,518, which I understand was handed over to
Frank A. O'Hare, as a cushion for the construction on the job. I
got the difference in this way: I got-I had O'Hare bring me a check.
I said I had to pay Michaux, he insisted on having the money now and
I am not going to hand the money out in cash. You said you are going
to bring me $25,000; which is all I am going to get out of this money
for all I have done, for all the service I have done on it at this time.

O'Hare brought me a cashier's check from Riggs National Bank for
about $5,600 for the elder, and the balance of nineteen-some-thousand
dollars for myself.

Mr. SimoN. Do you have a photostatic copy of that cashier's check?
Mr. CASSEL. I do.
Mr. SIMON. May we see it, please?
The CHAIRMAN. This is the check you paid to Michaux?
Mr. CASSEL. The first payment.
The CHAIRMAN. The first payment to Michaux.
Mr. SIMoN. That is about $5,COO?
Mr. CASSEL. Something like that.
Mr. SIMoN. You say the balance, which would be around $77,000, or

$68,000, was paid to him by the Munsey Trust Co. out of the money you
got from the preferred stock; is that right?

Mr. CASSEL. That is right. With this slight exception: I think be-
tween this payment, this $5,600 payment.

The CHAIRMAN. This is a check dated October 3, 1942, at the Riggs
National Bank, made to the order of Lightfoot S. Michaux, $5,681. It
is a cashier's check. That is the first payment you made to him?

Mr. CASSEL. That is the first payment.
The CHAIRMAN. On the $12,500 you were to pay him for influence?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You later paid the balance through the Munsey

Trust?
Mr. CASSEL. Between that and the last payment, I passed over, I

guess the difference-I believe'the last payment to Munsey Trust Co.
would be shown on their assignment. I think that was around $6,000,
but I had between these 2 payments given him the other few hundred
dollars which made up $12,500.

5 0 6 90-54--pt. 4-30
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Mr. SIxoN. The last payment from the Mtnsey Trust Co. was prob.
ably in the early part of 1947; is that right?

Mr. CASSEL. It was then this disbursement was made di, this
$709,000.

Mr. SIxoN. You got the $709,000 December 1946?
Mr. CASSEL. Disbursements were in January 1947.
Mr. SIMON. So that is when the elder got the last of his $12,500?
Mr. CAssM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. After you got through building the Mansions, did you

build a shopping center on the additional land?
Mr. CASSEL. We built a temporary shopping center on the additional

land.
Mr. SIMoN. Who financed that?
Mr. CASSEL. That was financed by-in this way: When thisMayfair

Gardens was first started in 1942, it had not only money which I had
put in it and the money O'Hare had put in it, but in order to get started
it needed an additional $110,000. Defense Homes loaned that $110,000,
as a second trust on Mayfair Gardens and as blanket first trust on the
first trust of Mayfair Extension.

Mr. SIoN. The vacant land was owned by Mayfair Extension?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes; that was the other half of the original track.
Mr. SiivON. Owned by the same stockholders?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes; in the same amount.
Mr. SvioN. Defense Homes, a part of RFC, loaned you $110,000 as

the second. mortgage on the apartment ground and first mortgage on
the vacant land?

Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SrixoN. You used that money to build this first Slpping

center?
Mr. CASSEL. No, sir. That money was advanced in October, I be-

lieve, or September 1942, and every penny of that money went into
the building of Mayfair Gardens.

Mr. SIMoN. That is the compariy that went bankrupt?
Mr. CASSM. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. When you needed to have some more money for the

shopping center you went back to RFC again?
Mr. CASSEL. We went back to them twice. First we got the original

loan of $110,000 as to which no payments as the principal and interest
were due'until maturity 7 years after its drawn date. We had that
increased from $140,000, to which it had accrued at that time to
$193,000.

Mr. SIoN. The $140,000 was the 110 plus interest?
Mr. CASSEL. Plus interest"which had accrued to that date.
Mr. SIMoN. You got a loan for $190,000?
Mr. CASSEL. $193,000. We started off to build this temporary shop-

ping center which cost in excess of $200,000, with about $51,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you go back to RFC for more?
Mr. CASSEL. We struggled to get through this thing and did finally,

and by the time we got through, in June 1949, I am sure that is right,
June 1949 or July, RFC increased its loan to $325,000 and gave us the
difference between our accrued mortgage and interest and the $325,000
to pay our debts with on this temporary shopping center.

Mr. SIoM. Did anybody help you get that loan from the RFC?
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Mr. 1ASSEL. Yes; we were helped to get the loan from RFC.
Mr. SIMON. Who helped you?
Mr. CASSEL. We were helped by people at the White House.
Mr. SIMON. Who at the White House?
Mr. CASSEL. They were interested in the whole thing there.
Mr.. SImoN. Who at the White House helped you?
Mr. CASSEL. So far as I know, I think Mr. Dawson helped us, with

Mr. Hise.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his first name?
Mr. CASSEL. Donald Dawson, I believe.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was Mr. Hise?
Mr. CASSEL. Harvey Hise was Chairman of the RFC.
Mr. SIMON. You got the $325,000 and finished building the shopping

center?
Mr. CASSEL. We had actually finished by borrowing what we had

to pay off.
Mr. SiMoN. You used this money to pay it off?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. After you got the shopping center built, you still owned

20 percent of the Mayfair Mansions and 20 percent of the Extensions?
Mr. CAssL.- That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the elder owned 20 percent of each company?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And the church owned 60 percent; is that right?
Mr. CASSEL. That is essentially right. There may be 20 percent and

a third between the elder and myself.
Mr. SIMON. This $100,000 that the church put up to buy Mr. Knott's

commitment; did you ever pay that back?
Mr. CASSEL. We paid back to my knowledge about $48,000 of it,
Mr'. Smrow. Up to what time did you pay it back?
Mr. CASSEL. I think we paid that back within the first year after

it was loaned. I got back $20,000 from the insurance company of
Detroit.

Mr. SIMON. That was on the bond?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes; $20,000 that had been put up, and we got back

$28,000 plus the accrued interest in bonds from the Trust Co. of
New Jersey, which had been up thereas sort of a security fund. We
turned those moneys back to the church.

Mr. SioN. Did the church ever get the other $51,000 paid back?
Mr. CASSEL. I did not know.
Mr. SIMON. After a while the Mansions needed a little money;

didn't they?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. What did you do to raise the money?
Mr. CASSEjL. Well, there is no question about that, the Mansions

had. helped the Extension and the Extension helped Mansion by
picking up this $140,000 debt. We needed money seriously, not only
when Mansions needed it, but all through the construction of Mayfair
Extension temporary shopping center. We had to borrow money.
We borrowed money from the National Savings & Trust. I borrowed
money, with Michaux speaking for me I borrowed money from the
Crown Savings Bank in Newport News.

Mr. SoioN. What do you mean by Michaux speaking for you?.
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Mr. CASSEL. I mean this: That we discussed, and when I say "we,'
I mean the elder and I discussed, the need for money. The elder
suggested that he could help me borrow better than he could borrow
on himself. He didn't want to borrow on himself.

Mr. SIMON. Why didn't he want to borrow himself ?
Mr. CASSEL. Well, lie didn't want to borrow. He said he would lose

face.
Mr. SIMON. He would lose face?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. This was going to be money for the corporation
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.

Mr. SIMON. Why didn't the corporation borrow the money and he
and you guarantee it?

Mr. CASSEL. I do not think the corporation had any assets to borrow,
We had to put up something for it. The corporation was already in
great debt, so what I put Up for it was my own stock in Mayfair Man-
sions and Mayfair Extensions.

Mr. SIMON. You borrowed this money from the bank in Norfolk?
Mr. CASSEL. I borrowed money from the bank at Norfolk, I bor-

rowed money from Mr. Arthur Chaite. We paid them both back.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you borrow from Mr. Chaite?
Mr. CASSEL. At that particular time, $33,500, which was paid back.
Mr. SIMON. From Mr. Chaite?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was that the first loan from him?
Mr. CASSEL. It began as a $10,000 loan.
Mr. SIMON. You borrowed $10,000 from Mr. Chaite first?
Mr. CASSEL. By the time we had finished the shopping center we

owed Mr. Chaite $33,500, which was paid back out of residue of this
$325,000 loan, paid by RFC.

Mr. Si N. Did you ever borrow any more money from Mr. ChaiteI
Mr. CASSEL. Yes. I borrowed money from Mri. Chaite, I would say,

very late in 1949 or 1950.
Mr. SIMON. How much was that?
Mr. CASSEL. When this shopping center started we still did not have

any working capital.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you borrow from Mr. Chaite?
Mr. CASSEL. I think the face value of my note was $40,000.
Mr. SIMON. $40,000?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. In 1949 or 1950?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is Mr.' Chaite's business?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Chaite is an attorney.
Mr. SIM oN. Is he in the lending business?
Mr. CASSEL. Not that I know of. He loaned me money.
Mr. SIMON. How did you happen to go to him to borrow the $40,000?
Mr. CASSEL. I went to Mr. Chaite to borrow the $40,000 because

when we were building the shopping center and needed money, Mr.
Elder Michaux first pointed to Mr. dkaite as a possible source.

The ChAIRMAN. Michaux told you that you should borrow the
money from Chaite?

Mr. CASSEL. He pointed to him as a source from which we could'get
this additional $10,000.
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Th:CHAuIMA. You later borrowed $40,000?
Mr. CASSEL. I later increased to $10,000, $23,500, that was paid off

out of the residue, then I borrowed $40,000.
The CHAIMAN. Did you put up your stock in the two corpora-

tions?
Mr. CASSEL. I put up my stock and I also put up my own farm.
Mr. SIMON. You put up your farm as collateral
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
The CHAIRmAN. For this $40,000 loan?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How much were you paying Mr. Chaite for the

$40,000 loan?
Mr. CASSEL. I think the interest on that ran somewhere between 4

and 6 percent. I believe the bonus was $5,000.
Mr. SIMON. You paid him a $5,000 bonus?
Mr. CASSEL. I think so.
Mr. SI oN. How was the bonus made?
Mr. CASSEL. The bonus was not paid by me. It was taken out of

the money.
Mr. SIMON. You borrowed $40,000 and got $35,000?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right, thereabouts.
Mr. SIMoN. Whose money was Mr. Chaite loaning to you?
Mr. CASSEL. I don't know, I was glad to get it. I didn't ask him.
Mr. SIMON. Do you think it was his own money?
Mr. CASSEL. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know today whose money he was loaning to

you?
Mr. CASSEL. Sir?
Mr. SIMON. Do you know today whose money he was loaning to

you?
Mr. CASSEL. I do not know.
Mr. SIMON. You still don't know whose money it was?
Mr. CASSEL. I don't know.
Mr. SimoN. What happened when that note came due, did you pay

itf
Mr. CAssEL. I couldn't pay the note. The note stayed unpaid for

some time. It got to be very embarrassing.
Mr. SUVoI. lie held your farm as collateral?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. As well as your Mayfair Mansion stock?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What did you do then ?
Mr. CASSEL. We didn't do anything except make many efforts,

with Mr. Chaite and other sources, to attem t to refinance the whole
Mayfair Mansion and Mayfair Extension holdings in an effort to
clear up everybody's debt, including my own. I had been in the thing
from the beginning and had socked every nickel I had back in the
thing. In the meantime I had done the contract drawings for the
second section at the expense of many thousands of dollars to me and
I still had not been paid for it. I still owed $12,000 for engineering
alone on that section.

The CIAIRMAN. You did not lose your farm, did you?
Mr. CASSE L. No. I did not lose my farm. I did not lose it, no, sir.

I am glad of that.
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The CHAIMAN. Was that your concern, that you might lose the
farm?

Mr. CASSEL. That was my great concern because I have had the
farm since 1930.

The CHAIRMAN. How big a farm is it?
Mr. CASSEL. Three hundred and sixty-four acres, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is it located?
Mr. CASSEL. It is located right on the Chesapeake Bay. We have

about 3,200 foot frontage.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you pay off this note?
Mr. CASSEL. The note was paid off in the final, I will say the last

refinancing of Mayfair Mansions, where I gave up my stock, in May.
fair Mansions, for what I considered less than 5 cents on a dollar.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you sell your stock?
Mr. CASSEL. I did not want to lose my farm. Let me tell you, sir,

the farm as a farm is not worth much, but the land is worth money.
Mr. SIMON. You sold your stock to pay this note?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And save your farm; is that right?
Mr. CASSEL. I couldn't get it loose unless I did something.
Mr. SIMON. When you did that, when you sold your stock to save

the farm because of this money, that you owed to Chaite, what would
you have thought if you had known that the money that Chaite loaned
you was really the church's money that Michaux had given him to
loan you?

Mr. CASSFL. I never suspected that. The elder didn't say that
The elder said that he was going to great expense to borrow the money
from Chaite.

The CHAIRMAN. The facts are, and we will have testimony a little
later that it was Michaux's money all the time.

Mr. SIMON. Did you ever know that before?
Mr. CASSEL. Not until this minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Michaux and you were partners, were you not?

He had 20 percent, you 20 percent, and the church 60 ?
Mr. CASSEL. We were associated but I did not know that. The

on]y thing I knew in that association that worried me was when it
looked as though an agreement might be made where I could get my
farm loose from this situation, Michaux himself called attention to Mr.
Chaite.

The CHAIRMAN. You own no stock in this project at the moment?
Mr. CASSEL. I do not own any stock.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Michaux owns 20 percent, the records will

show, and the church owns 80 percent. They have it all.
Mr. CASSEL. I suppose that is right. I know I am out.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the testimony that we have had in executive

session. That is the testimony we will have here shortly in public
session.

Mr. CASSEL. Sir, may I ask a question, you tell me that money was
actually Mr. Elder's money?

The CHAIRMAN. It was 'Elder's money or Michaux's money or the
church's money all the time. He so testified and will testify later
,today. And so will Mr. Chaite:

You did not know that?
Mr. CASSEL. I not only didn't know it, I never even suspected it.
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Mr. SixoN. At any rate, you got squeezed out of your stock be-
cause you were afraid that if the note were not paid you would lose
your farm; is that right?

Mr. CASSFL Now it looks like worse than squeezed.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by that?
Mr. CASSEL. Well, I was cut down to that amount of money by this,

I see now, as a maneuver. We were all saying we were anxious to pay
every debt of Mayfair Mansions and Mayfair Extensions, and there
was an offer made to urchase Mayfair Mansions at such a figure as
would pay all of its detts.

The CHAIRMAN. Was that something like $45,000?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, and would leave a little bit of money, all that

would be left out of that for me was $35,000 and I agreed that if all of
its debts could be paid and all its creditors wiped off in spite of the
value of the thing I would take $35,000 to get a fresh start and pay
over again. The elder told me to sign it first and he would take the
thing to New York to be approved by his group. I did sign in that
situation and instead of it being approved, it was thereafter used as
a club for me, with the idea that I had agreed to sell for $35,000. I
didn't get $35,000.

Mr. SIMON. You never knew that it was the elder's money that you
were afraid you couldn't pay back?

Mr. CASSEL. I never even suspected it because Mr. Chaite was the
person that had arranged all this.

The.CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chaite is your attorney?
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Chaite was not my attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. He was the attorney for-
Mr. CASSEL. Apparently for Mr. Michaux and for the church.
Mr. SIMON. He was also a former FHA attorney, wasn't he?
Mr. CASSFII. Yes. At the time he closed the first Mayfair Gardens

setup Mr. Chaite was the closing attorney in that particular deal.
Mr. SIMON. Is that how you and the elder first got to know him?
Mr. CASSEL. That is how I first got to know Mr. Chaite and I think

Mr. Michaux, too. I don't know about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDERSON. May we have the check back?
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Elder Lightfoot

Michaux.
Elder, will you be sworn?
Mr. MICHAUX. I affirm.
The CHAIRMAN. You affirm. Do you solemnly swear-
Mr. MICHAUX. I solemnly affirm.
The CHAIRMAN. You solemnly affirm the testimony you are about

to give will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ELDER LIGHTFOOT MICHAUX, MAYFAIR MANSIONS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Please be seated and give your

name and address to the reporter.
Mr. MICHAX. My name is Elder Lightfoot Solomon Michaux,

address, 1712 R Street NW., Washington, D. C.
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The CHAMMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Michaux, I show you the application filed with

the Federal Housing Administration for a section 608 mortgage on
Mayfair Gardens, and ask you if that bears your signature?

Mr. MACHAUX. It does, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You signed it?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You were the president of Mayfair Gardens, were you?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. If you will look on the second page, it says that the

sponsors of the corporation are five people: Yourself, Mr. Cassel, Mr.
Allen, Mr. Butcher, and a Mr. O'Hare, is it?

Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Does it also say that each of them is to put up $25,000

in land and $7,000 in cashI
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it ever intended that Mr. Allen or Mr. Butcher

were to put up anything in land or cash?
Mr. MICRAUX. Well, Mr. Cassel, in stating that Mr. O'Hare-.
Mr. SIMON. I am talking about Mr.
Mr. MICHAtX. I am coming to that. I have the agreement here

concerning the $25,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was it ever intended that Allen or Butcher were to put

up anything in land or money?
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. Stone, Paul Stone, who put up the $150,000-
Mr. SIMON. I understand. My question is whether Butcher or

Allen were to put up anything.
Mr. MICHAUX. They were to put up. They became responsible for

$25,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it ever intended that Allen or Butcher were to put

up $25,000 in land or $7,000 in cash?
Mr. MICHAUX. If I can make this statement, I think I can clear it

up.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to know about those 2 people; not the other

3.t
Mr. MICHAUX. All I know is this, regarding Mr. Butcher and Mr.

Allen, that whatever the agreement was, was arranged and made by
them with Mr. Paul Stone.

Mr. SiMoN. I am asking you. You were the president of the com-
pany. Did either one of them ever put up a dime?

Mr. MICHAUx. May I read this in answer to it?
Mr. SIMON. I would like if you would tell me whether Allen or

Butcher-
Mr. MIoCAux. I do not know other than the statement here.
Mr. SIMoN. Can you tell me whether Allen and Butcher ever put

up a dime?
Mr. MICHAUX. You are asking me a question which I can only

answer whether they paid Mr. Stone back or not.
They did not put it up that I know of.
Mr. SiMoN. As far as you know they did not put up a dimeq
Mr. MICHAUX. No.
The CHAIRMAN. They did not get a dime out of it, either?
Mr. MICHAUX. No.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let's read th6'Stone statement.
Mr. MicHAUx. Mr. Cassel-this is an 11-year past affair and I have

forgotten a good bit of the works pertaining to it. When we were
talking yesterday, you said to me you had better go and freshen your
mind. Thank you for your advice.

The CHArRMAN. I suggested that you ought to refresh your
memory?

Mr. MICHAUX. That is right. I did. Thank you.
I found, in the beginning, it was Mr. Paul Stone, Mr. Butcher, and

Mr. Allen, myself, and Mr. Cassel, making five and the man who held
the landMr. Knott. Each of those were to put up $25,000.

Mr. Stone put up the money, or negotiated for the land, and after
starting with the project, for some reason or other, he said he would
not go through. Then Mr. O'Hare was brought in from New York
to take the project over.

The CHAIRMAN. Who brought Mr. O'Hare in?
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. McNeil, whom I knew, said he knew a builder

after Mr. Stone pulled out.
The C AIRMAN. Mr. McNeil?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
The CHAMRMAN. Who was he?
Mr. MICHAUX. He was a lawyer for Mr. O'Hare.
After Mr. Stone pulled out, he said he thought he could get a

builder, he knew a builder in New York that was a church builder
and'he'thought he would be glad to take this job, so we had him come
down and after talking to him he agreed to take Mr. Stone's place,
by taking over the obligation of getting the land and we in turn gave
promisory notes.

The CHAIRMAN. How much did Mr. Stone pay for the land?
Mr. MIcHAUX. $150,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he actually pay $150,000?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is what this agreement said.
The CH IMAN. The agreement may say that. Did he actually pay

for it?
Mr. MIonAux. I feel sure he paid for it.
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to show us the documentary proof ?
Mr. MICHAUX. Beg pardon?'
The CHAnMAN. You are going to have documentary proof he paid

for it?
Mr. MICHAUX. He agreed and we gave him promisory notes obli-

gating ourselves to pay him back. That is the way it came in, each
promised $25,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Did George Allen give him a promissory note for
$25,000?

Mr. MICHAUX. I think he did.
The CnAIRIAN. May we see that contract?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIoN. Mr. Michaux, were you a close friend of Mr. McIntyre

at the White House?
Mr. Mici-TAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. Is that Marvin McIntyre?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIo. How long have you been close friends?
Mr. MICHAUX. A number of years I presume.
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Mr. SiMoQ. -A-rmmbr Of years priorto 1942?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. Simox. Did you discuss this with him?
Mr. MicHAux. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMon. Was it your idea to bring George Allen into this

picture?
Mr. MICHAUX. The way that happened, may I tell it?
Mr. STMON. Yes.
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. Casse], we had a showing of a project that we

were going to build and Mr. Cassel came to that showing..I did not
know Mr. Cassel, and someone said, "There is a good architect. lie
would be a good fellow to design these buildings." Later I went to
his office to talk to him about it, the pictures he had seen.

Mr. SImoN. You went to his office to talk to him about the pictures
he saw at your place?

Mr. MICHAux. That is right.
When I got there he showed me on the wall a project which he had

planned to put on his farm. He got out the plans that we built May.
fair by and said that-"Here is a project I have been trying to get
over," he said, and he says, "I have spent money getting these plans
up and I haven't been able to do a thing with them." And he said,
"If you can find someone who will sponsor this, I will give them so
much of the stock, and I will pay you for your service."

Mr. SIMoN. How mich was he going to pay you, $12,500?
Mr. MICHAUX. $12,500. I went to New York and I had a friend-
The CHAMMAN. He did agree to pay you $12,500?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
The CT-TATRMAN. You agreed to accept that?
Mr. MIQHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. Did he pay you the $12,500?
Mr. MICHAUX. I only remember one payment, which I have a receipt

for here.
The C(AIRM4A. How much was that for?
Mr. MTcT-rATx. I found this last night, $5,681. I don't remember

him paying any more.
Mr. Si[oN. He produced here today a photostat copy of a cashier's

check on the Riggs Bank for that amount, and he has also testified
that the Munsey Trust Co. paid you about $6,000 for his account.
Do you deny getting the $6,000?

Mr. MICT-TAUX. I do not remember it to be frank with you. I only
received this.

Mr. SIMON. Is it your testimony that you did not get this $6,000 or
merely that you don't remember getting it?

Mr. MICHAUJX. I don't remember.
Mr. SImow. But you do not deny that you got it?
Mr. MWITAUX. I do not deny. I don't remember it.
Now when I went to New York. and I brought down Count Deesa,

he was a representative of Trujillo of Santo Domingo. He was 9
representative of Trujillo.

Mr. SIMoN. A representative of Santo Domingo?
Mr. Micn-Atx. No; of the President of Santo Domingo, and they

were investing money here.
Mr. SIoz. The Government of Santo Domingo?
Mr. MICHAux. No, Trujillo, himself.
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&., SIMON. He was ,the President of Santo Domingo?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
.Mr. SIMON. This count was his representative in this country?
W. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell the count's name?
Mr. MICHAUx. DeBesa, D-e-B-e-s-a. He was a friend of mine for

several years and Mr. Cassel approached me about this. I thought
maybe I might be able to get him interested in this. I brought him
down to Mr. Cassel's office.

He went over the plans and took it back to New York, and went be-
fore his lawyer, and his lawyer turned it down.

Then Mr. Cassel told me that he had another party that he was
negotiating with, that he thought would be able to get-to do the
job and he was expecting him down but never anything developed
from that and later I spoke to Mr. Butcher and Mr. Allen.

The CHAIRMAN. You knew Mr. Butcher because you were broad-
casting on his station at that time?

Mr. MICHAUx. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Was Mr. Allen also a friend of yours?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir. He was a friend of mine back in the days

when he was Commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. Commissioner of the District of Columbia?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right. He would always, whenever we had

a problem with anybody that was on the relief, he personally would
look after it and from that we developed a friendship that was mutual.

Mr. SIMON. And you brought Butcher and Allen into this picture?
Mr. MICIlAUx. I spoke to Mr. Butcher and Mr. Butcher spoke to

11r. Allen after we told them the desperate need for colored housing;
that nothing was being done at that time, and that we were very
anxiouss and we had plans, and in which he said, if you bring them
over we will look then over and anything we can do to help you
out we will be alad to do it.

Mr. SIMON. ultimately, did FHA give you a commitment on this
Mayfair Gardens? Did the project go broke and there were $709,000
worth of subcontractor's bills; is that right?

Mr. MICHux. That is correct, but here is what happened there.
Mr. O'Hare, who was the contractor, who began to dig out-I think
they struck water and the expense went up so high they failed and
after they failed, then the project was taken, or sold, and FHA bought
it back. The Government bought it back. At that time it failed, Mr,
tenry J. Knott came into the picture and said he was backing Mr.
O'Hare. Ile had to put up the money to Mr. Stone then. Mr. "tone
first put up the money for the land, and then Mr. O'Hare, when he
came in, he had to take his place.

Mr. SIMON. A second application was filed by Henry J. Knott for
,M1ayfair Mansions as the mortgagor, and by the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation Mortgage Company as the mortgagee; is that right?

Mr. MICAux. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. There was a $2,800,000 mortgage given by the Govern-

Ment, that is, FHA-guaranteed mortgage and RFC made the mort-
gage; is that right?

Mr. MICFAUX. Yes. At first we could not get-we had gotten the
limit of the law and a law had to be passed by Congress which enabled
that amount to be increased.
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Mr. Six N. Yes, but in 1944, FHA gave you a commitment fr
S815,000?

1Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And RFC made the mortgage?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIxoN. Were you helpful in getting RFC to make that mor.

gage?
Mr. MICHAUX. No; not unusually. I think it went through the

regular channels. I do not believe there was pressure.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you get any of your friends at the WhiteHous

to get appointments at RFC for you ?
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not think I went to RFC myself. I think Mr.

O'Hare did that. He was the contractor.
Mr. SIo. Did you help him in any way ?
Mr. MI HA rX. No, sir.
Mr. SioN. That came later on the mortgage for the shopping

center?
Mr. MICHAtUX. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. After this mortgage was issued, and the building was

just about completed, did FHA increase the commitment $709,000?
Mr. MICHEAUX. That was to pay off the subcontractors which had

preferred stock into the project.
Mr. SIMoN. And it was not required to finish the building, was it?
Mr. MrCHAUX. It was the loss of the subcontractor who dog0ldn't

finish the building because he couldn't get contracts at that price
Mr. SIroM. Hadn't the subcontractors already agreed to take pre-

ferred stock for $708,000?
Mr. MICHAUX. I think that was done with Mr. Knott.
Mr. SIMoNv. In spite of the fact the building was about finished,

they increased the commitment so the preferred stock could be re-
deemed?

Mr. MIciIAux. That is right.
Mr. SIxoN. In connection with the redemption of the preferred

stock, did Mr. Cassel have to get some papers signed by Mr. Powell?
Mr. MICrAux. I don't remember.
Mr. SIMoN. Were you here in the room this afternoon?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes; I was.
Mr. SMONv. You heard Mr. Cassel testify that he had to pay Mr.

Powell $10,000?
Mr. MICHA X. I think his statement so far as I am concerned-

because he told you part of that but not all of it. I never told him
that he could go ahead and pay any $10,000. I didn't know where
he was aoing to get it from. I don't remember him telling me about
the $10,000.

Mr. STMON. You do not remember that?
Mr. MIGcAUX. I don't remember it.
Mr. SrMoN. Again I must ask you, are you denying that he told

you about it or merely saying you do not remember?
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not remember.
Mr. SIxoM. You do not remember?
Mr. MICHAUX. Because if he had, it would not have been an agree-

ment on my part. As he said, I heard him make the statement that I
said I was a preacher and that is the way you do things and I couldn't
bother with it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you make that statement to him?
Mr. MimAux. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You do not deny that he told you he was going to pay

$10,000p
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not remember.
Mr. SIMON. You just say you do not remember?
Mr. MICHAUX. I didn't make the statement.
Mr. SImoN. You do not deny that he told you he was going to pay

$10,000?
Mr. MbCHAUX. I do not remember that at all, about the $10,000.
Mr. SIMON. My question is, Do you deny that he told you he was

paying Powell $10,000?
Mr. MICHAUX. I deny that I told him to pay $10,000 if that is the

way he had to do it and I also say I do not remember anything about
him telling me that lie had to pay Powell $10,000.

Mr. SImoN. But you do not deny that he told you he was paying
Powell $10,000, do you?

Mr. MICHAUX. Well, it is between two roads. I have no defense on
it. I don't remember.

Mr. SIMON. All you are willing to say is you do not remember his
telling you?

Mr. MICHAUX. I do not remember him telling me, that is right, and
now-

Mr. SimoN. He says that money came out of the rent rolls, out of the
rents that the tenants paid.

Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You were the president of the company, weren't you?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes; I was.
Mr. SIMON. If there had been $10,000 light on the rents you would

know about .it, wouldn't you?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, sir.
Mr. Cassel made no reports, even to FHA. We had a problem, what

we thought and felt-
Mr. SIMON. It was customary not to make reports to FHA?
Mr. MIOHAUX. They tried to get them.
Mr. SIMON. Generally the president of the company would know

where $10,000 went.
Mr. MICHAUX. Finally Mr. Cassel got the church and myself to sign

an agreement where he would be executive vice president for 27 years.
Mr. McGhee was to be the attorney, and secretary for 27 years.

Mr. SIMON. How Iong were you going to be president?
Mr. MICHAUX. President for the same period of time.
Mr. Snmow. You were going to be president for 27 years?
Mr. MICHAUX. For 27 years, but that was all. We never had one

meeting on policy. Mr. Cassel was the cheese for all the rats.
The HAIRMAN. That is a pretty good expression.
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You were present?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, but I knew no more than you do, only what he

wanted to tell me, regarding the money.
Mr. SIMoN. I can say unequivocally that Mr. Cassel never told me

he was going to pay $10,000 to Air. Powell.
Mr. MICHAUX. I can say also that I do not remember.
Mr. SIMON. You just do not remember ?
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Mr. MICHAUX. That is all.
Mr. SImoN. When you went to get the money from RFC for the

shopping center, did you go with him to RFC on that
Mr. MICHAUX. No. Mr. Cassel went alone. As executive vice

president he had all the money and all the transactions and all
transfers.

Mr. SIo. Didyou arrange any appointments for him at RFC
Mr. MICHAUX. NO, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you talk to any of your friends at the White House

about that money?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. SIMoN. You never talked to any of them about borrowing money

from the RFC?
Mr. MICHAUX. Not the shopping center. Mr. Cassel arranged all

that.
Mr. SixoN. Did you ever talk to your friend at the White House

about borrowing money from RFC for anything?
Mr. MICHAUX. I spoke to Mr. McIntyre when we were in trouble

and I think Mr. McIntyre spoke to RFC to help us any way they could.
I remember that.

Mr. SI oN. Ultimately, the Mansions needed some money; is thatri ht.
Virit. MICHAUX. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chaite loaned some money?
Mr. AICHAUX. Yes. I think he did.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you furnish him with the money for that loan?
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. Cassel-
Mr. S xON. Did you furnish-
Mr. MICHAUX. I am going to answer your question.
Mr. SIMoN. I would be grateful if you would answer the question

and make any explanation.
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not know what was transferred.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the money that Mr. Chaite loaned to Cassel-

was it the money you gave to Mr. Chaite?
Mr. MIoHAux. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the answer.
Mr. MICHAUX. What happened, Mr. Cassel paid the church back

nothing.
Mr. S xON. Say that again.
Mr. MZcHAux. Mr. Cassel and I borrowed $100,000 from the church,

which was to be paid back. The only thing we ever got from Mr.
Cassel, he drew $10,000 a year.

The CHAIMAN. You keep talking about Mr. Cassel. This was a
corporation and you were the president of it.

Mr. Micmi3Aux. Yes.
The CHA R AN. You owned, or the church owned, 60 percent of

the stock, of which you are the head; you owned 20 percent of tlhe
stock, Mr. Cassel, 20.

Mr. MICHAUX. Yes; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now wlhy do you keep referring to it as Mr. Cassel's

business?
Mr. MICHAux. Because he was the corporation after he became

executive vice president.
The CHAIRMAN. He was what?
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Ifr MICHAUX. He became the corporation after he became execu-
tive vice president.

Mr. SIMoN. You consider the executive vice president as a higher
job than the president?

Mr. MICHAUX. He took that position. That is all I know.
Mr. SIMoN. What do you consider the function of the president?
Mr. MICHAUx In the agreement we had we had no function.
Mr. SheON. No function as the president?
Mr. MICHAUX. None.
Mr. SimoN. In any event, the church gave the cash to Mr. Chaite?
Mr. MI CHAUX. That is right.
kr. SiroN. And Mr. Chaite loaned the cash to Mr. Cassel?
Mr. MicHAux. That is right.
Mr. SIooN. And he did not know it was the church's money, did he?
Mr. MICHAUX. I don't know whether he did or not.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever tell him?
Mr. MICHAUX. No. I will tell you why.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever ask?
The ChAIRMAN. Let's get the reason why.
Mr. MICHAUX. We had loaned Mr. Chaite money. We loaned him

$15,000 to save Mayfair or the extension, which he was to pay back.
I mean we loaned it to the corporation. He handled all the money
and, therefore, he was to pay us back on certain terms. He never paid
back the first nickel and so then the project began to get into diificul-
ties, where they were paying nobody. They paid no income tax, they
paid no withholding tax,they paid-moneys that was withheld from
the people that were working there,.they took that money and some-
how got it mixed up. They never paid that, and-

Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Michaux, to make this clear when you say Mr.
Cassel got this money, you do not mean he took it personally?

Mr. MICHAux. No. I mean he handled it.
Mr. SimoN. It went into the building corporation, is that right?
Mr. MICHAUX. I don't know where it went. I know he handled it
Mr. SIMoN. The money he borrowed went to Mayfair Mansions,

didn't it?
Mr. MICHAUX. Which money?
Mr. SIMoN. The money that Mr. Cassel borrowed that you said

he did not pay back.
Mr. MIonAux. Yes, because each time we loaned it to him, it was

totake up delinquent payments in New Jersey.
The CRAMMAN. Why would you loan money to Mr. Cassel who

turned around and gave it to the corporation?
Mr. MICHAUX. The corporation-
The CIIArMAN. Why didn't you loan the money directly to the

corporation and why didn't the church loan the money directly?
Mr. MICAux. Because we figured Mr. Cassel was trying to re-

finance with Mr. McGhee, the project, so that they could pay off all
obligations and the only way we could be sure of being in the picture
when the loan was made was that we not be the lenders of the money,
so in turn we gave the money to Mr. Chaite.

Mr. S MoN. You did not want Cassel to know you were the lender?
Mr. MICHAUX. Not at all.
Mr. SrmoN. Is that what you just said, you did not want him to

know it?

I
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Mr. MICHAUX. No, because of the fact we felt if we had loaned: him
money and he did not pay any attention to it.

Mr. SIMON. The previous loans weren't to Cassel. They were to
Mayfair Mansions, isn't that right?

Mr. MICHAUX. Which ones are they?
Mr. SiMoN. If I understand your testimony correctly, you say th

church loaned some money to Cassel which he did not pay back
Mr. MICHAX. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Those loans were not made to Cassel but were made to

Mayfair Mansions, is that right?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. So that when you talk about not -wanting to loanhim

any more money because he hadn't paid the first loans back, what you
mean is that Mayfair Mansions had not paid back the money it had
borrowed. Isn't that right?

Mr. MICHAUX. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. In any event you did not want Mr. Cassel to know where

the money was coming from, so you gave it to Mr. Chaite and you
had him make the loan?

Mr. MICHAUX. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. After the loan came due, there wasn't any money to

pay it, is that right?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And so ultimately, you made a deal to buy Cassel's

stock ?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Or he offered to sell it to you?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes. Here is what he did: Mr. Cassel had made

promise to the church that they were going to be able to refinance
the project and take care of all the delinquents and all the bad bills,
and on those grounds, we gave the money to Mr. Chaite whenever
he needed it to keep foreclosure off..

Mr. SIMON. Do you have a record of how much money you gave
Mr. Chaite to make these loans?

Mr. MICHAUX. About $102,000.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have the dates on which you gave it to him?
Mr. MICHAUX. I know it was all under one heading when we made

the agreement with him to-the management was so bad that we
asked Mr. Chaite to take over the management.

Mr. SmoN. I would like to get, if you would, Mr. Michaux, the
amount of money you gave to Chaite to loan to Cassel, and when you
gave it to him.

Mr. MICHAUX. I do not have the exact dates here. The total amount
which Mr. Cassel agreed to sign for is one hundred-$89,972.50.

Mr. SImoN. Is that loaned all at one time?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, different times and $23,000 total.
Mr. SIMON. Can you give us the times when the-when was the

$23,000 loaned?
Mr. MICHAUX. That was the last loan we made.
Mr. SIMON. When was that?
Mr. MICHAUX. It doesn't show any date on here, but that was

the last loan we made him just before this agreement.
Mr. SiMoN. At one time you gave Chaite $45,000, didn't youf
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. What is the date of that?
Mr. MICHAUX. I had that yesterday, but I do not have it today

yith me.
Mr. SIMON. You had a piece of paper yesterday in which Chaite

said,"I acknowldege receipt of $45,000."

Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the date of that?
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not remember that date. I have that paper

though.
The CHAMMAN. You did loan him $45,000 at one time?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That was for the purpose of his loaning the money to

Cassel?
Mr. MICHAUX. No; for Cassel to pay off the two deferred payments

that were behind.
The CHAIRMAN. You were first going to loan it to Cassel. He in

turn was going to turn it over to the Mansions and the Mansions was
to pay off these two notes?

Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't the church loan the money direct?
Mr. MICHAUX. We were trying to build up our equity so that when-

because Mr. Cassel-
The CHAIRMAN. Did you authorize Mr. Chaite to take a mortgage,

orto take Mr. Cassel's farm in as collateral security?
Mr. MICHAUX. I think that was up before, long before.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you authorize that?
Mr. MICHAUX. No. I think he gave that to Mr. Deal.
The CHAIRMAN. He gave it to Mr. Chaite. Did you tell Mr. Chaite

to secure that mortgage ?
Mr. MICHAUX. No. I thought Mr. Chaite was like all lawyers, he

would get all the security he could get.. We were very vague on the
arrangements other than advice from the lawyer. Mr. Chaite was
very, or seemed to have been, very lenient with Mr. Cassel, because
he was trying every way he could to try himself to get a loan, and
clear up the whole thing.

The CIIANRAA. Referring to Mr. Cassel, you mean the Mansion,
didn't you?

Mr. Micr-rAuX. We just knew him as Cassel.
The CIIAIMAN. He was the vice president, owned 20 percent, you

owned 20, the church 60, and you were helpless?
Mr. MICHAUx. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Just as helpless as a baby.
Mr. MICIIAUX. That is right. Of course, we had a voting agree-

rment that all three of the stockholders would have to agree on any-
thing.

The CTIATRMAN. Then you owning 20 and the church 60, you could
have done anything you wanted to.

Mr. MICHAux. Not with the agreement we had.
The ChAIRMAN. You just said the agreement said all three of you

had to agree. That means all you had to do was disagree and you
could have had anything you wanted.

Mr. MICIhAUX. We never disagreed because we were too glad-
The CHARMAN. You what?
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Mr. MICHAUX. We never disagreed because we were too glad to have
him run the project.

The CHAIRMAN. You were glad to have him run it? I thought you
were complaining about it.

Mr. MICIRAUX. I am not complaining but about one thing, and that
is the bills he piled up, $300,000.

Mr. SIMON. Did you know that Cassel had to put up his farm as
collateral for that last loan from Chaite?

Mr. MIoHAUX. Nobody ever thought of taking his farm, I don't
think.

Mr. SIMoN. That was not my question. Did you know that he had
to put up his farm as collateral for the last loan from Chaite?

Mr. MICHAUX. I think I knew he had a farm.
Mr. SIMON. You knew that?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir. Of course.
Mr. SIMON. He borrowed money which was the church's money?
Mr. MICHAUX. Who borrowed it?
Mr. SIMoN. Cassel.
Mr. MICHAUX. That is correct.
Mr. SixoN. He borrowed money which was the church's money.
Mr. MICHAUX. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. He turned that money over to a company in which you

and the church owned 80 percent of the stock?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. So at least 80 percent of the loan was to go for the

church's benefit and your benefit, is that right?
Mr. MicHAux. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And yet he had to put up his farm as collateral for the

loan; is that right?
Mr. MICHAUX. He didn't have to do it.
Mr. SIMoN. At least he did, didn't he?
Mr. MICHAUX. He did.
Mr. SIMON. And he never knew until today that it was the church's

money that he had borrowed?
Mr. MiCHAUx. He tried everywhere else to get it and we had to lend

it.
'Mr. SIMON. But he did not know it was the church's money, did hot
Mr. MICHAUX. If he had, we would have never gotten it.
Mr. SIMON. He didn't know, did he?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, indeed.
Mr. SIMON. As of today you own 20 percent of the stock in this

building; is that right?
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. How much have you paid for that 20 percent?
Mr. MICHAUX. Well, I am a strawman. The church owns it all.
Mr. SIMON. What is the church's investment in the building in cash.
Mr. McHAux. Well, so far as investment that they put in, I put in

10 years of work and we haven't had a dime.
The CHAIRMAN. In dollars they haven't put in anything, have they!
Mr. MicHAux. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How much has the church put in in dollars?
Mr. MICHAUX. We put in $100,000 to start with.
Mr. SIMON. You got $49,000 of that back?
Mr. MICHAUX. No; thirty-thousand-dollars-some back.
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j. SIMON. $70,000 there. How much else did the church put in in

Hr. MICAUlX. We put up the $100,000 when we bought from Knott.
Mr. SnioN. You bought that back, didn't you?
Mr. MICHAUX. No; we became responsible. We borrowed that

money and paid ourselves back through the church properties, up to
the $250,000.

Mr. SimoN. The $250,000 you got paid back?
,r. MICHAUX. Which one?
Afr. SnioN. The $250,000?
Hr. MICHAux. No. The church borrowed that, and paid them-

Wives back.
Mr. SmoN. I want to know how much money the church has put

in here that has not been paid back.
Mr. MICHAUX. That $100,000 has been paid back and the $70,000

has not been paid back.
Hr. SumoN. You say no part of that $170,000 has not been paid

bck.
Mr. MIcHIAUx. I do not call it paid back when we are responsible for

the mortgage.
We borrowed the money ourselves and put it up.Mr. SIMON. You are talking about the Walker & Dunlop mort-

gage.
Ur. MICIAUX. Yes.
M*. SInaON. Forgetting the Walker & Dunlop mortgages, you are

not personally liable for th1at; are you
11r. MICHiAUX. Yes, indeed.
11r. SiMoN. Only the corporation is liable for it?
r. MICHAuX. N o, sir. The church is liable for it.

,'. SIMiON. It is just about paid off anyway; isn't it?
Air. MICITAUX. No, sir.
Hr. SiuMON. How much is left?
Mr. MICIUAUX. I do not know exactly but I know it has gone in

there about 2 years.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Walker tells us it is just about paid off.
Mr. MICcAUx. It is a long ways yet. It is 3 years yet to pay it.
Mr. SIMoN. It is a 5-year note,, but he gets all the net income fromthe building to apply on the note; is that right?
Mr. MICIAUX. That is right.
Ait. SIlow. His testimony here is that the net income has-been

fficient so that it is practically paid off.
Hr. MICrAux. No, sir. I wish it was.
Mr. S.MoN. Without disputing whether you are right or Mr. Wal-ker is right, apart from the $250,000 loan to Walker & Dunlop, isthere any money-the $250,000 loan from Walker & Dunlop, which
being paid off out of the rents, is there any money the church hasdanced for this building which has not been paid back?
,r. MrciIAtrx. For Mayfair Mansions?
Xr. SImON. Yes.

r. MficAux. $15,000, we never got a dime. That is why we stopped
lending direct to the Mansions.

IMON. Anything else?
MICIAUX. Yes ; from Knott, 2 notes of $7,000 that we gave Mr.?t, I believe, which the church never received back.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is that supposed to be paid back?
Mr. MICHAUX. $3,500 of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knott is a very responsible person.
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. Cassel to pay it back. We put it up for Mr,

Cassel, $3,500 'for him.
The CHArMAN. For Cassel. He owns 25 percent, you own 80 per.

cent, and everything goes up for him.
Mr. SImoN. You got a $15,000 one and a $7,000. That is $22,000,

Did you ever pay out any other money you did not get paid back?
Mr. MICHAUX. I did not understand the question.
Mr. SImoN. You just said you paid out $15,000 and $7,000 that was

not repaid. That is $22,000.
Mr. MICHAUX. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Have you ever paid out any other money out of th6

building that has not been repaid?
Mr. MICHAUX. I do not remember. All I know is every time I-
Mr. S N. All you remember today is $22,000?
Mr. MICHAUX. $22,000 and $170,000.
Mr. Si N. The $170,000 was paid back out of the Walker & Dun.

lop loan, wasn't it?
Mr. MicHAux. No, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. It has not been?
Mr. MIECAUX. We are responsiblie for the loan I am trying, to say.
Mr. SIMoN. But you have gotten the money back out of the pro-

ceeds of that loan, didn't you?
Mr. MicHAUx. Got the money backI
Mr. SiMON. Yes.
Mr. MICHAUX. We don't consider we have it back. We consider

we still owe it.
Mr. SImow. Let's assume for the moment that you did get it back

out of the Walker & Dunlop loan.
Mr. MmHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Walker & Dunlop actually paid you the $170,000, didn't

they?
Mr. MICHAux. No. They paid this amount that was in this loan,

$102,000.
Mr. SimoN. What happened to the $102,000?
Mr. MicHArX. The church took it back.
Mr SIo. The church got it?
Mr. MIOHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Can you remember anything other than the $22,000

that the church hasaid out that has not been repaid?
Mr. MiCHAUX. Yes. I will tell you what we have paid back. We

have paid out $40,000, $15,000 or $20,000 in taxes, as near as I can
remember.

Mr. SIoM. That has never been repaid?
Mr. MICHAUX. We had to take care of it after we took it over.
Mr. SimoN. Have youever been repaid that money? t, '
Mr. MICHAUX. No. Mr. Cassel was out of it then. ,
Mr. SimoN. Have you ever been repaid the money?
Mr. MICHAUX. From which?

,Mr. SIoM. You-just said you paid ,40,000 for taxes.
Mr. MICTTAux. No.. That was on Extensions. I don't think we have

it out of it.

I
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Mr. SiMON. On the Mayfair Extensions?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. I am talking about Mayfair Mansions now.
fr. MICIIAUX. I see. So far as we were concerned it all was so

mixed i0p.
Mr. SIMONv. Can you think of anything other than the $22,000?
Mr. MICHAUx. That is all I can remember off the record.
Mr. S MON. And the church now owns this property?
Mr. MICHAUX. We hope to own it when it is paid for.
Mr. SiMNoN. Its present replacement value is about $5 million?
Mr. MICIAU'x. I don't know.
Mr. SmoN. You don't, know.
Who voted the church's activity here? Is there a board of directors

that voted to loan this money and buy this stock?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SiioN. Who are the members of the board of directors?
Mr. MICIIAUx. There are several.
Mr. SIMON. Who are they?
Mr. MICUAUtx. One is Mr. Vonroy.
Mr. SIMON. What is his first name?
Mr. MICHAX. Charles Vonroy.
Mr. SiAiON. Who are the others?
Mr. MICHAUX. Myself is one, Howard W. Poole is one.
Mr. SivMON. R. W. Poole?
Mr. MICHAUX. I-Toward W. Poole.
Mr. SIMON. That is three.
Mr. MIcHiAVx. Lewis Michaux.
Mr. S M-oN. Lewis Michaux?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes.
Mr. SIrOAON. Is he your brother?
Mr. MICIAUX. He is my brother. I think he is a director of the

Mavfair Mansions. I would rather give you that from the record.Mr. SI xON. Don't you know who the directors of the church are?
Mr. MICUAtX. Of the church?
Mr. SImoN. Yes.
Mr. MTICHAUx. That is Mayfair you are talking about.
Mr. SrION. No; I am talking about the church, as to who voted tobuy the stock and make these deals.
Mr. MICHAU1 X. We borrowed the money from the church.
Mr. SIMON. Who acted for the church?
Mr. MICHIIAx. The directors.
Mr. Si,.N. Who are the church directors?
Mr. MICHAUX. Charles Vonroy, Howard W. Poole, Elder Michaux.
Mr. SI 3ON. That is three.
Mr. MIci-HAUx. Yes, and Mary, my wife, is a director.
Mr. SIMoN. That is four.
Mr. MCHAUX. And Mr. McBride.
Mr. StIAto. Mr. McBride.
Mr. MICHAUX. Five.
Mr. SIMoN. What is his first name?
Mr. MICIHAUX. Harvey McBride.
Mr. SitoN,. That is five.
Mr. MICI-AUx. That is all.
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Mr. SIMON. Are there just five members of the board of the church
Mr. MICHAUX. Seven, I think.
Mr. SI o N. Who are the other two?
Mr. MICHAUX. We have Vonroy-there is Jenney B. Harris.
Mr. SIMON. Who?
Mr. MICHAUX. Mr. McCrary, I think.
Mr. SIMoN. Who is the other one?
Mr. MICHAUX. The other one is-there is one that has been excused

and has not been reported yet.
Mr. SIMON. Actually, elder, aren't you the church?
Mr. MICHAUX. No, indeed. Christ is the Church.
Mr. SI ON. I understand that.
Mr. MICHAUX. No; you do not understand if you ask me if I am

the church.
Mr. SIMON. Don't you run this particular church?
Mr. MICHAUX. Run it how?
Mr. SIMONv. Its financial affairs?
Mr. MICHAux. I am a director, but not the only one.
Mr. SI N. Don't you control these financial affairs all by yourself?
Mr. MICHAtX. No, sir.
Mr. SIomON. You say this board did all that?
Mr. MIciAtrx. The board has to be notified of everything that is

done, an l we do it through the board.
Mr. SImoN. And did the board vote on all these things?
Mr. MICHAux. They vote on everything.
Mr. SIMON. Does the board keep minutes of its meetings?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do the minutes of the board meetings reflect all these

loans?
Mr. MICHAUX. I am quite sure it does.
Mr. SiMoN. Could you make those board minutes available to us?
Mr. MTCHAtX. I think so. Mr. Chaite ought to have them. He is the

lawyer, I think he has all those.
The CHAIRMAN. We will get Mr. Chaite-will you please-
Mr. MICHAux. There is one more statement I want to make. I

want to say this to you., in reference to Mr. Cassel and our negotiations
with him, we were glad for Mr. Cassel to operate and make this thing
a suc cess.

The CHAIRMAN. A what?
Mr. MICHIAUX. Make it a success. We never bothered him in any of

the management until we were threatened with foreclosure.
The CHArRMAN. Until what?
Mr. MicHAUX. Until it was threatened by a trust company of New

Jersey with foreclosure. We left everything in his bands. It seems
strange. but being a Dreacher I was glsd for him to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. You are sort of a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In
one breath you praise him and

Mr. MIcH ,ux. I am not praising him at all now.
The CHAIJMAN. I beg your pardon?
Mr. MICHAtIX. We never bothered him until it came to the place

where he and Mr. McGhee were trying Metropolitan Inqurfnce Co.
and tried several other private loan organizations, and then he came
with a proposition. We got all of this record. He himself made the
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proposition to sell it. We never made a proposition to sell it. He
came with a proposition where he could get $400,000 for our equity, and
pay off about $300,000, which left $31,000 for him and $31,000 for me
and a fixed sum for the church. It was taken up by the church when
he offered the sale and they decided, well, we have struggled thus far
with this thing, and it is the only colored project that has ever baen
of tiis size, operated by colored. It is a shame to let it go. We asked
Mr. Cassel, will he take what he says he will get. First he didn't tell
us who the parties were to sell it to. He said he didn't know. That
destroyed our confidence. He said he did not know who it was that was
ging to buy it. Then Mr. McGhee, he said, had a party that
wanted to buy it. He didn't know. Later, a fellow who Mr. McGhee
was a lawyer for was going to take .it over. We then asked Mr. Cas-
sel-I have the letter where he wrote, saying this is the only thing to
do, for us to sell this project so we can get something out of it, and
when he said that, then I took it up with the board of the church and
they agreed to pay him the p art that he would get out of it. That
was the way the deal was made, no pressure on him. All we were try-
ing to do was keep our money intact. That was all, and he wrote the
letter, he made the proposition, we put in a fee for Mr. McGhee of
$10,000 and we paid that, the lawyer's fee.

We paid him $31,000 as the portion which he said he would get, and
I would get, and the contract called for this to be done, any time any
one of the corporate members of the corporation wanted to sell out
they would have to give the parties that were interested the first chance
for 6 months. That is the way it was done. Mr. Cassel had 4 apart-
ments out there at Mayfair for him and his wife, 4, a whole suite. He
drew $10,000 a year, 5 from Extension and 5 from Mayfair. and when
I went around these gentlemen said I went down to Newport and
spoke for them.

I went to the Industrial Bank in Washington, where the church has
a credit, to borrow the money, and he said "No," we do not want his
name in the bank.

The CHAIRMAN. When you were doing all that, weren't you doing
60 percent for the church and 20 percent for yourself?

Mr. MICI-AUX. We did it for him as well
The CHAIWmAN. He had 20 and the church 60. You were working

for yourself and the church, too; weren't you?
Mr. MICHAUX. Absolutely. I was saying it got so bad people were

working out there took our name as bad faith. It got so bad we could
not get any insurance. We had to stop Mr. Cassel. Or we wouldn't
have had a project.

The CHAIRMAN. There is one thing we cannot quite understand, is
why instead of the church loaning money direct to the project itself,
that you loaned the money to Mr. Chaite, who, in turn, would loan it
to Mr. Cassel, and Mr. Cassel then would loan it to the project, un-
beknown to Mr. Cassel that the money was coming from you ?

Mr. MICHAUX. I gave you the reason for that.
The CHAIRMAN. You end up with stock and $28,500.
Mr. MICIhAVX. No; $30,000 or $40,000. That was his own offer.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. Mici-uux. Don't forget that. That was his offer, not ours. We

never made him any offer.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Do you want to stay right
there, and we will call Mr. Chaite, please. Thank you, Elder, very
much.

Mr. Chaite, will you come forward, please?
We may have some questions of you and Mr. Chaite. All we want

are the facts.
Mr. MICHAUX. That is all we want to give you. If we didn't do

what we did, we wouldn't have a project.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chaite, will you be sworn? Do you solemnly

swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR M. CHAITE, MAYFAIR MANSIONS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Your name and address, please.
Mr. CHAITE. Arthur M. Chaite, 1523 L Street NW.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chaite, you were with the FHA during what period

of time?
Mr. CIAITE. 1936 to 1946.
Mr. SIMON. 1936 to 1946?
Mr. CHPAITE. Yes.
Mr. SniON. You opened a law office here after you left the Federal

Housing Administration?
Mr. CHAITE. Right.
Mr. SIroN. Did the Gospel Spreading Association provide you

with some money to loan to Albert Cassel?
Mr. CHArr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When and how much?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know the exact amounts. They were various

sums.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep any records?
Mr. CHAITE. I kept a special account for the Mayfair Mansions

transactions.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have that with youI
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is it?
Mr. CHAITE. In your possession.
Mr. SIMON. Does it show how much money you got from them and

how much you loaned them?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what it shows?
Mr. CHArrE. No, sir, except I know the final amount at the final

closing was about one-hundred-and-sixty-six-thousnd-some-odd
dollars.

Mr. SIMON. Did you loan Cassel $40,000, taking his note for it?
Mr. CHAITE. Well, I loaned the money to Mayfair Mansions.
Mr. SimoN. You loaned him $40,000?
Mr. CHAITE. I loaned the' money to Mayfair Mansions.
Mr. SIMON. Not to Cassel]?
Mr. CI-IAITE. Not to Cassel.
Mr. SrMoN. Are you absolutely sure of that?
Mr. CHAITE. I am certain of that, yes.
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gr. SIMON. On Saturday you were interviewed in executive ses-
01 O is that right?
°r. CIlAITE. Yes, sir.
9r. SIMON. Were you asked these questions and did you make

these answers:
Question. Did you ever loan $10,000 to Cassell for 2 or 3 years before the

$40,000 loan ' d
mr. CHAr'rF& I don't know, Mr. Simon. T will have to check my records.
Question. It is customary for you to make these loans to people?

y Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
&o Question Would you remember whether you had ever made a $10,000 loan toA Mr. Cassel?

,r. CTArrEi. I don't make any loans-I didn't make any loans to Mr. Cassel.
I acted as an attorney for the Gospel Spreading Association In making those
advances to keep the project going.

Then skipping a space, you were asked, you said: "Did I loan him
money personally? No, I acted as agent for someone else."

Question. As an agent for someone else. How many times did you loan money
to Cassel?

Mr. CHAITE. I would say 2 or 3 times.
Question. Was one $40,000; is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
Question. What were the other 1 or 2 times?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Question. Do you know the amounts?
Mr. CHAITE. No; not offhand.
Question. In every case was it Gospel Church?
Mr. CHAITE. Oh, yes.
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know, Cassel did not know whose money it was

you were loaning him; is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. As far as I know, I don't know what Mr. Cassell knew about it.

Were you asked those questions and did you give those answers ?
Mr. CHAITs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And didn't you say then on Saturday that you had

loaned money to Cassel?
Mr. CTIArrE. Well, Mr. Cassel acting as executive vice president of

Mayfair Mansions in his relationship with me was Mayfair Mansions.
Mr. SIMON. '"ho were you representing?
Mr. CHAFrP. Gospel Spreading Association.
Mr. SITMON. Really? You weren't representing Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. CITAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. On Saturday, didn't you tell us that you were the

attorney for Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. ,HATTE. At what time?
Mr. SIMioN. At any time.
Mr. CITArriE. I am acting as an attorney for Mayfair Mansions now

and have been for since 1951.
Mr. STMON. Who were you representing at the time of these loans?
Mr. CHArr. Gospel Spreading Association.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't think you were representing Mr. Michaux?
Mr. CHATTE. In his capacity as president of Gospel Spreading

Association, yes.
Mr. SIMON. When Mr. Cassel came to you, did you tell him who

your cliient was?
Mr. CHATTIL. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is it customary for you to deal with people without

telling them who your client is?
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Mr. CHArrE. There is no need to disclose my clients to people.
Mr. SIMON. You say that you were acting only as an attorney for

the church?
Mr. CHArr. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. The church owned 60 percent of the stock in tiB

company?
Mr. CHArrEs. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. You knew that?
Mr. CHArtE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You know the difference between loaning money to a

corporation and loaning it to an individual, don't you?
Mr. CHArrE. No.
Mr. SimN. Is it the same thing to you?
Mr. CHAITE. A loan is a loan.
Mr. SIMON. Regardless of whether it is to a corporation or an

individual ?
Mr. CHArrE. What do you mean by that question?
Mr. SIMON. Exactly what I asked.
Mr. CHAITIE. I don't understand it.
Mr. SIMON. Don't you think there is any difference between a loan

to an individual and a loan to a corporation?
Mr. CHAITE. In what respect, Mr. Counsel? Do you mean the t

evidence of indebtedness received from either one of the parties? t
Mr. SIMON. In one case Cassel would have to pay the loan back

and in the other case he wouldn't; is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. You mean personally?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. CHArrE. I would concede to that; yes.
Mr. SIMON. But other than that you still say you didn't see any

difference between loaning the money to Cassel and loaning it to May-
fair Mansions? P

Mr. CHAITE. Are you waiting for an answer from me?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. CHA=rE. I am sorry. I didn't remember the question.
Mr. SiMoN. Don't you think there is any difference between making

a loan to Cassel and making a loan to Mayfair Mansions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, did Cassel put the money in the

Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. CuHnr'. Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You loaned the money to him as an individual,

he in turn put it in the Mansions, which was owned 60 percent by
the church and 20 percent by the gentleman sitting to your right.

Mr. CHArrE. Senator, I loaned the money to Mayfair Mansions via
Mr. Albert Cassel.

The CHAIRMAN. Via him?
Mr. CHA=tE. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. CHAIT. He came for the money and he made the request

for it.
Mr. SIMON. Whose note did you take?
Mr. CHArrE. Mayfair Mansions.
Mr. SIM oN. You say you don't think there is any difference between

a note by Cassel and a note by Mayfair Mansions?
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Mr. CIIAITE. Certainly there is a difference.
The Ch1AIRMAN. If you took Mayfair Mansions' note why did you

have Cassel give you his farm as collateral against Mayfair Mansions'

n10te?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know why.
The ChAIRMAN. But you did?
Mr. CuIArrE. I have it; yes. I had it.
The CILAIRMAN. You did take his farm as collateral?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
The ('11AIRMAN. Why did you do that?
Mr. CIAITE. I don't know why.
Mr. Si uoN. And you knew
Mr. CHAITE. It was part of the transaction.
Mr. SI MON. You knew when you took his farm as collateral you

knew he owned only 20 percent of the stock of Mayfair Mansions?
Mr. (HAITE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the church and the elder owned 80 percent of the

stock ?
Mr. (IIAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The money was going back virtually to the same place

itcame from. The money came from the church and it was goingback
to the corporation they owned 80 percent of it.

Mr. CHA\ITE. That is not where it came from.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't the money come from the church?
Mr. CHAITE. It came from the church, and went to Mayfair

Mansions.
Mr. SIMON. It was going back to Mayfair Mansions which they

owned 60 percent of and the elder 20.
Mr. CHAITE. I don't think, Mr. Counsel, loaning money to a cor-

poration means it is going back to it.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't the money go to the corporation?
M1'. CHAITE. It went to the corporation, but that is not going back

to it.
Mr. SIM N. The money came from the church?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And it went to a corporation which the church and

the elder owned 80 percent of the stock of ?
Mr. CHArT. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you knew that Cassel didn't know where the

money came from?
Mr. CHAITE. I didn't say I knew that. I said I didn't know what

Mr. Cassel knew.
The CIAM AN. You never told him it came from the church, did

you?
Mr. CHAITE. He never asked me, I never told him.
Mr. SImoN. As far as you know did anybody else ever tell him?
Mr. CHAI'M. I don't know if they did.
Mr. SIMON. As far as you know did anybody else ever tell him?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
The CHAMMAN. Why did you take his farm as collateral?
Mr. CHArlz. Senator, you have asked me that question 3 or 4 times.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I am very, very much interested in it.
Mr. CHAITE. I had no specific reason for taking it.
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The CHAmMAN. Here is a man that owned 20 percent of this cor.

poration. You were representing people that owned 80 percent of it.
You have taken collateral from a man that owned 20 percent of it
What were you trying to do?

Mr. CHAITE. I was trying to do nothing except to protect the loan.
Mr. SIMON. The loan was to the Mansion. At least proceeds went

to the Mansion. They didn't go to Mr. Cassel personally.
Mr. CHArTE. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He got no benefit out of it whatsoever, did he, y

excepting as he owned 20 percent of the property?
Mr. CHAITE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. But your client owned 80 percent?
Mr. CHArrE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Yet you made him put up the farm as collateral.
Mr. CHAITE. I didn't make him put up anything. r
The CHAIRMAN. He put it up.
Mr. CHArri. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ask him to?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir. I never knew he had a farm.
Mr. Simox. Did he just come in and say, "I will be glad to put my a

farm up"?
Mr. CHArrE. I think he must have offered it as security.
Mr. SixoN. Did he, or did you ask him? S
Mr. CHrArrE. I can't remember the exact conversation. The answer

is. I did have it. It was offered to me. I took it and accepted it, and
I had it.

The CHAIRMAN. The end result is that for $20,000 or $30,000 the
elder and the church ended up owning the whole project and Mr.
Cassell testified that he sold his stock in order to keep from losing
his farm.

Mr. CHArrs. I heard Mr. Cassel say that and that may be an idea
he had, but I am surA Mr. Cassel never worried about losing his farm.

The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. CrHArrE. Because I assured him on many occasions that his

farm would never be lost.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you take it in as collateral security if

you didn't intend to use it, or take over the farm if the note wasn't
paid?

Mr. CrArrE. There is no answer to your question why, Senator.
Mr. SrmoN. This is very interesting. You say you assured him

he would never lose his farm?
Mr. C-GArrF,. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. I take it from that he was deeply concerned about

losing the farm, is that right?
Mr. CHTArr. I don't know if he was deeply concerned. It was per-

haps something that was voluntarily made by myself when I t01d
him, you need never worry about losing your farm.

Mr. SimoN. Did you tell him at that time that the church's money
was the money you loaned?

Mr. CIIrrAM. I never told him whose money it was.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever offer to release the farm as security from

the loan ?
Mr. CHArrP,. I think it was released.
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Mr. SIMON. Before the loan was paid?
Mr. CHAITE. I think so.
MIr. SrnwN. Do you have a written record of that?
Mr. CmHITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Because I see him shaking his head which means one

of you isn't telling the truth.
Mir. CIIAITE. I am sorry
Mi'. SIMON. It would be an easy matter to check on the record. Do

you say that the farm was released from the loan before the loan was
paid?

Mr. CIAITE. My recollection is that at 1 or 2 occasions that farm
was being released from the security of the mortgages.

Mr. SIMoN. Are you able to say under oath that it was?
Mr. CHAITE. I am not able 'to say anything except that that is my

recollection.
Mr. SENoN. May I ask you this: What about the books? Where

are they ?
Mr. CIIAITE. What books?
Mr. SIMoN. The books for Mayfair Mansions prior to the time we

are talking about.
Mr. CHArriE. I don't know where they are, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. You represented Mayfair Mansions in acquiring the

stock of Cassel?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir. I represented Gospel Spreading Association.
Mr. SIMON. And at that time they became the owner of the out-

standing stock?
Mr. CHAITE. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. As a lawyer were you concerned with their getting the

books?
Mr. CHIrrE. We asked on 1 or 2 occasions for the books.
Mr. SIMoN. Who did you ask?
Mr. CHArrE. Mr. McGee, I think I asked Albert Cassel.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he give you the books?
Mr. CHArriE. No, sir.
Mr. SImON. Why did you go ahead and pay the money without get-

ting the books?
Mr. CHArrE. I didn't pay any money.
Mr. SIfow. You permitted your client to, didn't you?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir, to buy the stock.
Mr. SIxoN. Without getting the books?
Mr. C-IAITrE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you think those books were important?
Mr. CHArriE. I would have loved to have had them, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SioN. Do you customarily buy a company without getting

books?
Mr. CHArrE. I don't customarily buy companies.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this: Mr. Cassel has testified either

oday or in executive session, of course, that the $10,000 he gave to
Powell was put in the suspense account. We have been trying from

u, Mr. Michaux, the elder here, and everybody concerned, to get the
oks to see if the $10,000 is in the suspense account, and we can't

fid it.
Mr. CHAITE. I am sorry, Senator Capehart, I never saw-

I,
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The CHAxRiMAN. You never saw the books?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Going back to your memory, and hoping it is a little

better today than it was on Satuiday, can you tell me what you talked
about in 1953 in the telephone calls that you had from Clyde Powell'e
hotel?

Mr. CHArrE. I don't remember talking with Mr. Powell at all on
any of those calls that you asked me about.

Mr. SImoN. You still can't remember any of them?
Mr. CHArrE. I still can't.
Mr. SnIoN. Are you prepared to say under oath that calls were

never made?
Mr. CHArrE. I don't know about calls being made to me, sir. The

only thing I can testify is about calls being received by me and coll..
versations taking place.

Mr. SImoN. I am talking about calls being received by you. I have
a record of five calls made from Mr. Powell's apartment to you in
1953, and I ask you if the calls were made, to tell me what they were
about. If they weren't made, of course, you should deny them.

Mr. CHrAITE. I know nothing about them, sir.
Mr. SIMoNq. You can't remember?
Mr. CHAITR. Absolutely not.
Mr. SIMON. Are you prepared to say under oath that Powell did

not call you five times from his hotel in 1953?
Mr. CHArriE. How could I say that under oath. I am not responsible

for what he could do.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you prepared to say that Powell didn't once call

you in 1953 and talk.to you over the telephone from his hotel roomI
Mr. CHAITE. I am prepared to say right now that I have no idea,

no recollection of any calls made to me in 1953 by Mr. Powell from
his hotel room.

Mr. SIMON. The records of the Wardman Park Hotel show five
telephone calls from Powell's apartment to OLiver 2-8883, in the year
1953, which were completed. Is that your telephone number?

Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was it your telephone number throughout 1953?
Mr. CHArr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you deny that Clyde Powell called you five times

during 1953 from his hotel room?
Mr. CHAITE. I deny that I have any knowledge of any of those

calls.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you deny he called you once?
Mr. CHArrE. I deny I have any knowledge of that.
The CHAMMAN. Same answer?
Mr. CHArr. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In other words you are saying your memory is so poor

that you can't recall as you sit here today whether Clyde Powell ever
called you in 1953 at OLiver 2-8883?

Mr. CHAITE. That is right,
Mr. SIoN. That is your testimony?
Mr. CHAITE. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. You want that to stand?
Mr. CHArrT Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. We have a number of further questions to ask you about
thB Woodner transaction.

The CHAIRMAN. We will do that tomorrow.
AMr. CIt.\TE. Tomorrow?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Tomorrow at 2 o'clock.
Mr. CHAITE. Thank you, gentlemen.
MIr. SiMON. Here are your books. We would like to know if you

can tell us about the moneys you got from the church and the moneys
you loaned to Cassel and Mayfair Gardens.

Mr. CHAITE. I don't deny any of the amounts that Mr. Cassel testi-
Aed to because he is right.

Mr. SIMON. We are asking you to tell us from your books how much
cash you got from the church, and how much cash you loaned and who
you loaned it to.

Mir. CHArrE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. If yOU will wait one minute, Elder, we would

appreciate it.
While the gentleman is looking up the records *one of the members

of our staff would like to ask you a question.
1r. DiNKITNs. Mr. Michaux, what is the present condition of busi-

ness at Mayfair Mansions today?
Mr. MICHAUX. Since we took it over, the condition is 100 percent

all right, but in the 4 years that Mr. Cassel managed it we went
$30000 in debt, but now Walker & Dunlop is managing it and it is
meeting all its obligations and taking care of itself properly.

Mr. DINKINS. Is it fully rented today?
Hr. MICHAUX. I guess we might have about 3 or 4 apartments va-

cant, but now it is going along perfect now.
Hr. DINKINS. It is a successful project today?
1r. MTCHAUX. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It was well designed and well built?
Mr. MNICHAUX. Well built and well designed.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cassel, will you rise in your spot there? Mr.

Vichaux here has testified that you, as the executive vice president
of the Mayfair Mansions never returned any money or paid any money
back to the Gospel Association. Is that true? You sent up to the
chairman a document which shows that at least on one occasion you
paid them how much money?

Mr. CASSEL. $13,000. That is not true. The statement we never
paid back any money is not true.

The CIATr, NAN. You sent to the desk here a document in which it
Shows that at least one time you paid them $13,000.

Mr. CAssETJ. That is right.
The CITAIRM"AN. You have paid back money?
Mfr. C.\SSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Cassel, where are the books of this company that

Qi1I show this $10,000 item that you have talked about?
MIr. C.\ss1L. The books of Mayfair Mansions from the day it began

Operations, July 31, 1945, should be in the rental office of Mayfair
gfansions at 3819 iStreet.

Mlr. SiMON. Did you ever take them out of there?
Ir. C Assrm. I never took a book out. We left the books in the safe.

That is where we left them.
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Mr. SioN. Were the books there when you sold your stock?
Mr. CASSEL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did they ever ask you for the books at the time you sold

your stock?
Mr. CASSEL. There was nothing to ask for except the legal record

which Mr. McGee had, the stock records, and he turned them over.
Mr. SIo. Were the books that showed the rental income in the

office?
Mr. CASSEL. From the very beginning, in their office at 3819 J; they

were there when I left.
Mr. SIMoN. You say those books show an item of $10,000 in a sus.

pense account?
Mr. CASSEL. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. It was never taken out of the suspense account?
Mr. CASSEL. Not that I know of.
The CHARMAN. Mr. Michaux, are you the president of the corpora-

tion?
Mr. MICHAUX. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAN. Then we are ordering you to deliver to this com-

mittee tomorrow, any time tomorrow, all the books of the Mansion and
particularly the books-we want all the books, but we want you to
show us the suspense account.

Mr. MIC-AUX. He hasn't told you he occupies the office there, and
without paying a dime, stays there right now, ever since. Nobody
can get in there. You can't even call.

Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Chairman
The CHAIRMAN. One at a time.
Mr. CASSEL. Mr. Chairman, when they sa7 "the office," please un-

derstand that none of Mayfair Mansions' business was ever conducted
from my architectural office which is 3922 Hays Street, none of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Where was it conducted from?
Mr. CASSEL. 3819 J Street, the address I gave you. We first began

to operate at 2738 Hays Street in a storeroom; on July 4, 1946, we
moved into 3819 J Street and conducted all of Mayfair Mansions
business there and that is where it is now, it has always been there.
That is where the books are.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentleman, all we want are the facts.
Mr. CASSEL. The proof of it is ask any auditor who made the 6-

month audit where he audited the books. They were always audited
at 3819 J Street where the records were.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Michaux, you are the president.
Mr. MICHAUX. If they are there I will bring them. That, is all I

can say.
The CTTAIRMAN. If they are not there
Mr. MICTIAuX. That is all I can say.
The CHAIRMAN. Bring us the books then.
Mr. MAicHAUX. You have them, sir. I wish we could have gotten

them long ago.
The CHAIMAN. I guess 4we are finished with you, Mr. Michaux'

Mr. Chaite, if you will return, please. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Chaite, I hold in my hand 6 canceled checks o

the Liberty National Bank, each signed by you and apparently draln
on an account called Arthur M. Chaite, special, andeach of them 6
checks is payable to the order of the Gospel Spreading Mission, or
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the Gospel Spreading Mission Trust Fund, or the Gospel Spreading
Association. Those checks are for $930, $660, $1,362, $1,000, $5,000,
ad $116,361, so it is a total of about $125,000.

That I take it, represents the money you returned to the Gospel
Spreading Association after the loans had been repaid; is that right?

Mr. CHIATE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Who repaid the loans? Go ahead.
Mr. SIMON. That means you were repaid $125,000 by whoever you

had loaned their money to; is that right?
Mr. CHAIim. That is right.
Mr. SI moN. I have two checks here drawn on the same bank account

by you to the order of Mayfair Mansions for $13,000 and $23,000 or
a total of $36,000.

Who did you loan the other $90,000 to and where are the canceled
checks for the other $90,000 ?

Mr. CIIAITE. The check of $116,000 that you read off to me there was
a reimbursement to Mayfair Mansions, to the Gospel Spreading, that
is, for all the moneys that were due from the closing of the $250,000
loans in Walter & Dunlop. A complete breakdown of that $116,000
is available. If you want to see it, I will be glad to get it and bring
it to you.

Mr. SI moN. No. What I would like is you told us yoL made 3
loans to Cassel, 1 of which was for $40,000, 1 of which was for $10,000,
and you couldn't remember the other. I would like to see the canceled
checks on those three loans.

111r. CI-,rrI1. The only canceled checks that I have available for you
to look at are those that I brought with me at your request.

M1r. SIMON. Are you telling us now that. the only two loans you ever
made to either Cassel or the Mayfair Mansions are for $13,000 and
$2,000 ?

Mr. CIamTx., No, I am not. I am just saying those are the only
checks we have available to read from.

Mr. SIroN. Where are the other checks then?
Mr. CHArrm. I don't know.
Mr. SimoN. Were they drawn on your account?
Mr. CITAITE. I imagine so.
Mr. SIMON. What. other account could they have been drawn on?
Mr. Cii\ITE. I don't. know.
Mr. SI xON. You disbursed the money; didn't you?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Where are the checks?
Mr. CHAITE. Those are the only checks that I have.
Mr. SiMoN. Where are the other checks?
Mr. CHAIE1m. What other checks are you talking about?
Mr. Ski9o). On the remaining funds of the Gospel that you loaned.
Mr. CHAITE. I don't, know where the. checks are if there are checks.
ho1e are the only ones we have in the file right now. We looked

through them, one of the members of your staff and myself and those
are the only ones we could find in relation to those transactions.

Mr. Sr oN. You said a moment ago if I heard you correctly, that
there were other loans that you made of the Gospel fund; is that right?

Mr. CHAITE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Where are the checks representing the loans?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.

50690-54--pt. 4-38
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Mr. SIMON. Who does know?
Mr. CHArrE. I don't know if anybody knows.
Mr. SIMoN. What did you do with them?
Mr. CHArr. Nothing.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't the bank return them to you?
Mr. CHArrE. They may have.
Mr. SIMON.. Does your bank ever fail to return your canceled checks?
Mr. CHArrE. No.
Mr. SIMON. Then what did you do with them?
Mr. CHArrE. I did nothing with them; those are the only ones I

could find, that a cursory examination we gave to the files yesterday,
those are the only ones we could find.

The CHAIRMAN. You will be back as a witness tomorrow. In the
meantime, we will see if our staff can find the check.

Mr. SIMON. Is it. possible-you never loaned the money, Mr. Chaite?
Mr. CAITE. I never loaned it?
Mr. SIMON. Yes. Is it possible that these 2 checks represent the only

2 loans you ever made for the Gospel?
Mr. CHArrI. No. I am sure it was more because I heard Mr. Ca&se

testify as to the amount of money he borrowed from me.
Mr. SroN. You are sure it is moreI
Mr. CHArrE. Oh, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where would those canceled checks be?
Mr. CHAITE. Maybe your staff will find them in my records.
Mr. SIMON. Is it possible you could find them in your records?
Mr. CHAITE. I will beglad to look for you.
Mr. SIMON. But you don't know whether you can find them?
Mr. CHATE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you say this check for $116,361 made out to

Gospel Spreading Association was to return to them moneys that
the Mansions had borrowed from them?

Mr. CHArrE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then this disproves the statement that the elder

made a few moments ago that Mr. Cassel never paid back any of the
money that was loaned to him, doesn't it?

Mr. CIAITE. I don't know anything about that.
The CHAIRMAN. You heard him testify to that?
Mr. CIArrE. I don't know whether it disproves it or not.
The CHAIRMAN. The $116,000 is money that was given to you by

the Mansion to pay to the Gosepel Spreading Association; is that
correct ?

Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well then, Mr. Cassel as executive vice president

of the Mansion did return some of the borrowed money to the Gospel;
is that correct?

Mr. CI-wAITE. It may be.
The CHAIRMAN. It is, isn't it?
Mr. CiHrrJ. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that what the $116,000 check is for?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. C1-AiTE. You are welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. We Will extend your subpena until tomorrow.

U
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Mr. SIMON. Two o'clock tomorrow and you bring with you-
Mr. CHAITE. Two o'clock?
Mr. SIMON. Yes, and you will bring with you the records to show

all the moneys you received from Woodner or any of the Woodner
entrprises.

31r. CM\TE. I certainly will. Are you gong to keep those?
,r. SIMON. No. We will give them back to you and we will be

fateful if you can find those other checks.
Mr. CHAITE. I will look for you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now our next witness will be Mr. Clyde Powell,

and I would like to ask Mr. Powell's attorney if he feels that Mr.
Powell's testimony will take 30 or 40 minutes to an hour or 2 hours
or 3 hours? In other words, if Mr. Powell is going to testify, we
will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning and give him plenty
of time to answer all these charges that are made against him here
today. If he is not going to testify, if he is going to simply refuse
to testify, we might as well do it now and have it over with.

Mr. MAHER. I think I can assure the chairman we will be out of here
5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Suppose you come forward then. It

i now 10 after 4. Mr. Powell, will you be sworn? Do you solemnly
swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF CLYDE L. POWELL, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL J.
MAHER, COUNSEL-Resumed

Mr. PowEL. I do.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you, sir. Please be seated and give your

name and address to the reporter.
Mr. POWELL. My name is Clyde L. Powell. I live at 5314 Carvel

Road, Westmoreland Hills, Md.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. MA1-ER. Mr. Chairman, may I state a preliminary objection

tothe conditions now existing in the hearing room?
The CIAIRMAN. What is your objection F.-
Mr. HiER. No. 1, there are presently four photographers about

to flash bulbs in the face of the witness.
The CHAIRMAN. Does your witness object to being photographed?
Mr. MAHlER. He objects to being photographed.
The CHAMMAN. Is that right, Mr. Witness?
Mr. PowELL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the rules of the committee is if the wit-

nes refuses to be photographed the photographers will stand by.
The photographers will please stand by.

Mr. MAHER. I object to 4 lights of 1,000 wattage being focused on
the witness.

The CIAIRMAN. You object to that. In line with the policy of this
Wrafmittee we always like to make the witnesses comfortable. We will
'Tense with the lights.
oui can focus the lights on the committee if you care to. Do not

focus them on the witness.
4Mr. MAUER. I object to the operation of movie cameras and tele-
ISIOn cameras in the resence of the witness while he is on the

SLanct
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The CI A AN. Is that your wish, Mr. Witness?
Mr. PowF-L. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the photographers and the cameras will

desist.
Mr. MAHIER. Did I understand the order of the chairman that the

photographers were to stand aside?
The CHAIRMAN. I think you had better get a little to the right so

we can see. We want to be perfectly fair to this witness.
You may turn the lights on everybody in this room other than the

witness. You can take down everything that is said as long as you
do not turn the lights on the witness and the cameras on the witnex

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, this witness is under subpena before
this committee for Thursday morning at 10 a. m. One subpena was
issued calling for his appearance on Thursday morning.

Mr. SiMoN. The second subpena for today was intended to super-
cede the subpena for Thursday.

Mr. M rER. It is my understanding the witness will be relieved
from the compulsion of the process requiring his appearance before
this committee?

Mr. SiMoN. When the chairman excuses him, if that be today or
tomorrow. It is not intended he return at a future date.

Mr. MAHER. May I also state this, that to avoid any possible con-
flict between this committee and a grand jury now sitting in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, that this witness has been subpenaed to appear
before a grand jury at 10 a. m. tomorrow morning. He must be
there. Therefore, may I respectfully request that the witness be ex-
cused from appearing here tomorrow.

The CHAMMAN. We will continue with the witness then until we
have finished with him. If the witness wishes to talk and tell us-
if he wants to answer all these charges we will go right on through
with his testimony today. Let's p.roceed.

Mr. MAHER. May the record also show the photographers are. still
before the witness and there are presently four high wattage lamps.

The CHAMrMAN. Will you please move over? The lights are not
focused upon the witness. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Powell, on October 1, 195- I am sorry, on October
1, 1947, in Chicago, Ill., you sent to the Riggs National Bank in Wash-
ington, a money order with directions to deposit to the account of Clyde
L. Powell in the Riggs National Bank, the proceeds of the money
order, which was $8,000.

Where did you get the $8,000?
Mr. POWELL. I respectfully refuse to answer. Iy refusal is based

on my constitutional protection against being compelled to be a wit-
ness against myself.

Mr. SIMON. On February 3, 1949, you transmitted to yourself from
New York-I am sorry, from Los Angeles-$1,500 by Western Union
money order. Where did you get the $1,500?

Mr. POWELL. Same answer.
Mr. S mON. On August 26, 1947, you transmitted to yourself from

New York $1,000. Where did you get the money?
Mr. POWELL. Same answer.
Mr. SIMoNq..On April 13, 1954, the day your employment with the

Federal Housing Administration terminated, and the President an-

I
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nunced what has since been referred to in the newspapers as the hous-
ingscandals, you made an entry to your safety deposits ox in the Riggs
lat1onal ank.

What (lid youput. in or take out of the box at that time?
,r. POWELL. ;ame answer, sir.
The CIIAIIAN. Mr. Powell, let me ask you this question: You have

k¢en objecting through your attorney that there never been any direct
allegations against you. You have been here in this room all day
and you have listened. Why do you object to answering those charges
ortelling us whether they are or are not true?

Mr. PowE LL. Same answer, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you are going to refuse to answer

ay questions?
Ur. POWELL. The answer remains the same.
MIr. SnmoN. Mr. Powell, on December 21, 1953, which is just 10

months ago, you purchased two cashier's checks at the Riggs National
Bank in the amounts of $5,000 and $6,000 respectively, pay able to the
order of W. C. & A. N. Miller Development Co. for the purchase of a lot
inSliring Valley. Where did you get the $11,000?

Mr. POWELL. The answer remains the same, counsel.
Mr. SiioN. If I asked further questions with respect to your finan-

cial transactions during the past 8-year period, will your answer in
each case be the same?

Mr. POWELL. My answer remains the same.
The CHAIRMAN. If we ask you questions about your operation as the

head of the Rental Division of FHA, over a period of many, many
years, will your answer be the same?

Mr. POWELL. It remains the same, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, regardless of how simple the ques-

tion might be, your answer would be the same?
Mr. POWELL. It remains the same.
The CHAIIM AN. I see nothing further.
Mr. SImoN. Would that also a pply, Mr. Powell, to the subject matter

of the long distance telephone calls you made from the Wardman Park
Hotl?

Mr. POWELL. My answer would remain the. same.
The CIIAIMAN. I see nothing further to be gained by going on

with this witness. He certainly has a right to answer as he has under
the Constitution of the United States. He certainly has a legal right
to do it. I have repeatedly said I think you are making a mistake,
but that is your business, not ours. I wish you would be helpful to
us in this whole matter.

It is now 20 minutes after 4. We will excuse you from your
subpena.

Mr. Mil-MER. It is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, that this wit-
ess is finally excused ?
The CHAIIRAN. He is excused from the present subpena.
Mr. MAiEIr. And also from the subpena calling for his appearance

oii Thursday morning ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. We may subpena him later, but he is

81cused at the moment from any ana all subpenas that may be out
against him.
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We are going to call Mr. Kaskell. If we can get through with
Mr. Kaskell in at least 20 or 25 minutes, we will not ask him nto return
tomorrow.

Mr. JUDD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will come forward, Mr. Kaskell, wo will

try to finish with you today. If you will help matters by saying
"yes" and "no" we will get through. Will you please be sworn,

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF ALFRED KASKELL, FARRAGUT GARDENS, BROOK.
LYN, N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ORRIN G. JUDD, COUISEI
AND SAMUEL GREENBERG, ACCOUNTANT
Mr. KAsxCRnr. Yes, sir.

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, I don't think there is the same interest
in Mr. Kaskell as there may be in other witnesses. I wonder if it is
possible to turn out these lights. It is a little disconcerting.

The CHAIMAN. Is it the wish of the witness there be no photog-
raphy or no television; that you not be personally televised? Is that
your wish?

Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAN. Then the photogTaphers and television people will

please keep their cameras off the witness. They may televise any-
thing else in the room, or the committee, or anybody other than the
witnesses themselves. Of course, they may take down anything that
is said.

You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Kaskell, are you a builder in New York?
Mr. KASK"iT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Have you built a number of section 608 projects, or had

them built for you?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. They totaled about $34 million?
Mr. KASKELL. Approximately $34 million.
Mr. SIMON. In all of those transactions, was Abraham Traub your

lawyer?
Mr. KAsKxELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. Can you tell the committee why it was frequently necf"

sary for you to borrow large sums of money from Mr. Traub?
Mr. IASIKE L. I didn't borrow large sums of money from Mr.

Traub.
Mr. SImoN. You didn't?
Mr. KAsK]ILL.. No; Mr. Simon. To start out with, in 1949-
Mr. SimoM. Let me ask you this: On January 8, 1951, did you

borrow $40,000 from him?
Mr. KAsKELL. Well, in 1949 I will give you the answer. He owed

me $100,000. 1
Mr. SIMoN. On January 8, 1951, did you borrow $40,000 from hint
Mr. KASKELL. Yes. He gave back $10,000.
Mr. SIMoN. He gave you back $40,000?
Mr. KAsKpu 4. That is correct. He owed me $100,000.

I
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Mr. Q'MoN. Your auditor furnished us with an explanation of
$1,079,000 worth of transactions between you and Traub, and oppo-
site the January 8, 1951, entry of a check for $40,000 from Mr. Traub
to you, your auditor has written in: "This is a loan to Alfred L.
liaskell." Is that wrong?

,I'. KASKELL. Yes; probably so.
1r. SIMoN. Is it right or wrong?
M'. KASKELL. You could interpret it any way you want.
Mr. SIMON. I am not trying to interpret it at all. I am asking you

if that statement is wrong.
Mlr. KASKELL. I vill give you the answer on it. I had with Mr.

Traub a running account for years. I used to give him a certain
amount of money and he used to give nme, and froni time to time we
used to check our accounts.

M1r. SLMION. I am asking you if this check of January 8, 1951, for
$40,000, represents a loan?

Mr. KASKELL. Yes. It appears on my records as a loan.
Mr. SimoN. You made a loan from him?
Mr. KASKELL. What is it?
Mr. SIMON. You made a loan from him; is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. I gave you that answer. That was part of the loan,

apart of the running account which I had with Mr. Traub.
Mr. SImoN. Is the statement that it was a loan a false statement?
Mr. KASKELL. No; it is not. I told you you could interpret it any

way you want.
Mr. SiMoN. I am not trying to interpret it. I am trying to find out

what happened.
Mr. KASKELL. I am trying to explain what happened if you would

just bear with me for a minute, is this: Mr. Traub, from 1949, starting
from scratch, let's assume, owed me $100,000. After 1949, from time
to time, he used to give me part of the money, part I would give him
back and he used to give me a certain amount of money from time to
time. You will find many times I gave him money. In fact, you will
find on this same statement that I gave him at one transaction, he
closed loans for me, of approximately $150,000, which he took the
money to lay out against my accounts.

Mr. SIMON. Now I ask you whether on January 8, 1951, Traub
loaned you $40,000?

Mr. KAsKELL. All these years, whatever you say, whatever it ap-
pears, as I said, you can interpret it any way you want. You can
interpret it as a loan, interpret it as a part payment.

Mr. SIMON. I ask you whether Traub loaned you $40,000 on Janu-
ary 8, 1951?

Mr. KASKELL. Whatever the books show, I assume that would be,
but however as I say you can interpret it any way you want. In my
Own mind you could interpret it either way between either a loan or an
exchange.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you give him a note for it?
Mr. KASKELL. No. He owed me money at the time.
Mr. SimoN. How much money did Traub owe you on January 8,

1951?
Mr. KAs1jELL. I don't know how much money he loaned me.
Mi. SIMo. Owed you.

.
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. Mr. KASKELL. Owed me-I don't know, but he would owe me a very
substantial amount.

Mr. SimoN. How muchI
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Half a million dollars?
Mr. KASKELL. No.
Mr. SIMON. A quarter of a million dollars?
Mr. KASKFIL. No.
Mr. SIMON. A hundred thousand dollars?
Mr. KASKELL. Less than a hundred, because
Mr. SIMON. $50,000?
Mr. KASKELL. No. At 1949, if he owed me $100,000, so eventually

'he gave me back part of the money.
Mr. SIMON. How much did he owe you on January 8, 1951?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know. I couldn't tell you that.
Mr. SIMON. Was it more or less than $40,000?
Mr. KASKELL. I couldn't tell you. I couldn't answer you that.
Mr. SIMON. I ask you once more: On January 8, 1951, did you bor-

Tow $40,000 from Traub?
Mr. KASKFLL. I could only give you the same answer. As far as I

and Traub are concerned, he owed me $100,000 and this money, I don't
!know how they would put it down in the books; whether part he paid
or as a loan it wouldn't make any difference.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Kaskell, do you know whether you borrowed $40,000
from Traub on January 8, 1951?

Mr. KASKELL. My books show that it is $40,000 received from Traub
on that day.

Mr. SIMON. Was that a loan to you from Traub?
Mr. KASKELL. Mr. Simon, four times I told you. Exactly, I can't

tell you anything different than I told you.
Mr. SIMON. What did you tell me?
Mr. KASKELL. I told you that Traub owed me $100,000 in 1949.
Mr. SIMON. How much did he owe you in 1951?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know, but a very substantial amount; less

than $100,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was it more than $40,000?
Mr. KASKELL. Maybe.
Mr. SIMON. Was it less than $40,000?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know whether it was more or less than

$40,000; is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. I know it was less than $100,000.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether it was less than $40,000?
Mr. KASKELL. No, I dbn't.
Mr. SIMON. How can you tell me that the $40,000 he paid you On

January 8 could be a partial repayment of a loan?
Mr. KASKELL. I didn't say he'owed me less than $40,000.
Mr. SIMON. You said it might be.
Mr. KASKELL. It might be..
Mr. SIMON. On January 4, 1951, did you borrow $20,000 from

Traub?
Mr. KASKELL. Whatever it appears on my records, whatever You

have got there, that is the answer.
Mr. SIMON. I asked you whether-
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The CHAIRMAN. Who is the gentleman on your left?
Mfr. KASKELL. My accountant. He knows more about these figures

than I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he borrow $40,000 or $20,000?
9,r. GREENBERG. This is really a loan and exchange account. As I

explained to Mr. Simon only last week, that-
The CHAIRMAN. We have asked you again today.
Mr. GREENBERG. I know. On the record of Alfred Kaskell these

amounts appear as a credit, as money received from Dryer and Traub.
We are not doubting the fact that Mr. Kaskell received it, but at the
ame time you will find in Mr. Traub's records moneys of over the sums
of over a million dollars that Mr. Simon has just brought out.

Mr. SIMON. $1,079,000, and nobody seems to know what it was for.
Mr. GREENBERG. You check our receipts. Our books reflect what-

ever it is. If Mr. Alfred Kaskell would make personal loans, we
have 80 to 90 corporations. They would reflect insofar as our corpo-
rations are concerned.

The CHAIrMAN. You have 80 or 90 corporations?
Mr. GREENBERG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. FHA business?
Mr. GREENBERG. No; mostly conventional.
The CHAMMAN. You understand Mr. Traub has over a million

dollars' worth of checks that he wrote out to cash that we are
trying-

Mr. KASKELL. Not to me. I am trying to help you -
The CIAIRMAN. Here we find you were over a million dollars back

and forth between Mr. Traub and yourself, and Mr. Traub having
written out over a million dollars' worth of checks in cash, and he
can't explain to this committee or hasn't yet the purpose of the checks.

Mr. KASKELL. Senator, I want you to believe me; I am here to help
vou. I am trying to tell you to the best of my ability as follows:
Pirst, this here money, a trifle of this amount has anything to do with
the FHA. The other has nothing to do with FHA whatsoever.

The CHAIRMAN. Your answer is, then, that he owed you money and
you owed him money?

Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And over a million dollars went back and forth?
Mr. KASKELL. It is not a million dolhirs actually. It may be 50 or

75 thousand. In other words, if I would give him today $75,000, he
would give it back to me, a week later I take $40,000, and 2 weeks later
gve him back $40,000. It sounds like a lot of money.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the reason for doing it that way?
Mr. KASKELL. All the purchase of my land, and other things, in the

building line, ran into millions and millions of dollars, ana he was
my attorney, and he went out. I never went along to any contract;
very seldom, let's say, I went along and he went along and he paid
out moneys. At the same time he collected money. There is one deal
there, Senator, he went out without me and collected on the same state-
rent $160,000, and the checks were made out to Dryer and Traub.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Kaskell, on March 27, 1952, Traub gave you a
check for $15,000, and on that day, Carroll Management Corp. gave
Dryer and Traub a note for $15,000.

What was that transaction?
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Mr. KASKELL. I don't know. Maybe we needed money and gave
them a note for it to get the money.

Mr. SIMON. Who owns Carroll Management Corp.?
Mr. KASKELL. I do.
Mr. SIMON. Why would Traub be giving you personally a check

for $15,000 and taking a note from Carroll Management.
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know what difference it would make. I own

the Carroll Management by myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe your accountant can explain it. Can you!
Mr. GREENBERG. Well, this is no more different than any other item

that happened in the last 15 years. Mr. Dryer and Traub took a note
from Carroll Management. Carroll Management is the management
corporation that manages over 40 corporations, which are conven.
tional, and moneys are needed for interest, taxes, or amortization,
whatever they may be, and any time Mr. Kaskell feels it necessary
that he needs money that particular day, he found that these transac-
tions with Dryer and Traub was comfortable for him, let's put it that
way, and he made these exchanges, that is all. Some ran 2 days, some
ran a week, some ran a month, some ran 2 months.

Mr. SIMON. Are you telling us, Mr. Kaskell, that you were borrow.
ing large sums of money from Traub?

Mr. KASHELL. I didn't say large sums. What do you call large
sums, $15,000?

Mr. SIMON. I would call that a large sum.
Mr. KASKELL. No. To me it is a very trivial sum.
Mr. SIMON. Well, you-
The CHAIRMAN. We have found that to be pretty much the pattern

among the section 608 builders.
Mr. KASKELL. Not the section 608's. The section 608's was art of

my business and I build $35 million in the last few years. Think
$10,000, $15,000 even $100,000 -

Mr. SIMON. Ispeanuts?
Mr. KASKELL. Isay even $100,000 is a small amount; when you are

+alking about $35 million.
Mr. SIMON. I have here loans that you made from Traub, March 25,

$5,000, March 15, $15,000. Was that money you were borrowing from
Traub?

Mr. GREENBERG. What was that date, March 25?
Are you referring to $5,053.82?
Mr. SIMON. That is right.
Mr. KASKELL. You can answer that.
Mr. SIMoN. I asked you if you borrowed that money from Mr. Traub.
Mr. KASKELL. No. I didn't borrow that. He paid me for some

closing, five-thousand-some-odd dollars. It is not an even amount;
is it?

Mr. GREENBRG. No; it looks like payment of a note where he ad-
vanced for the Carroll Management Corp.

Mr. SIMoN. This $15,000 .n March 27, was that loan you made from
Traub?

Mr. GREENBERG. That is the one you spoke about before, Mr. Simon,
the same discounted note.

Mr. SImO N. Did you borrow that money from him ?
Mr. KASKELL. If it shows on the books, I got it.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you?
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Mr. KASKELL. If it shows on the books, I got it.
Mr. SIMON. I don't know. I am merely asking.
Mr. KASKELL. Whatever the books show is correct. I don't know.

We have a complete set of books.
Mr. SIMoN. I am asking you whether you borrowed $15,000 from

Traub on March 27, 1952?
Mr. KASKELL. According to the books, if it shows I borrowed the

money, I did.
Mr. SIMON. But you don't actually know whether you did or not;

is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't remember. We have a complete set of books.
Mr. SIMoN. This sheet of paper I have says that on September 3

1952, Traub gave you a check for $35,000, and you gave him cash
$35,000. You gave him a check for the same amount.

Mr. GREENBERG. Not cash.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the reason for that?
Mr. KASKELL. There may be cases
Mr. SI mON. A round figure of $35,000, he gave you a check and you

gave him a check.
Mr. KASKELL. Yes. In many cases, probably in a case like this, I

don't know, he probably needed a certified check. He would get me a
certified check and I would give him a plain check.

Mr. Si3oN. On December 10 and 12, on each day, Traub gave you
checks for $25,000.

Mr. KASKELL. Mr. Simon, all these here, whatever I can tell you, I
can only look at these records and give you the answer exactly what
the records show. I can't tell you any more or any less. Mr. Green-
berg is here and this is his handwriting, I think. He can give you the
exact answer and I will verify it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Greenberg, what were the checks for?
Mr. GREENBERG. What one are you referring to?
Mr. SIMoN. What did Mr. Kaskell do with the $25,000 he got from

Traub on December 10 and the 25 he got on December 12, 1951?
Mr. GREENBERG. You are going back now. On December 10-when

you ask that question, what we did with it, it is not the same question
when you read from the statement that I submitted to you, because
your request was from that statement, how it appeared on our books.

I can't tell you what Mr. Kaskell does anything personally with any
of the sums that he would collect, but this amount was deposited to his
account under Alfred Kaskell.

Mr. SImoN. That is what I assume.
Mr. GREENBERG. When you ask what he did, I can't be a. magician,

what he did with it.
Mr. SIMoN. I assumed he would be the one to know. That is why

I asked him the question.
Mr. GREENBERG. I can't see how he can explain any of these items

Which are reflected in our books. I will say this: Every one of these
items that I presented to you are reflected in the affiliated corporation
books ot Carroll Management or Alfred Kaskell or his personal assets.

Mr. SIMoN. I assume it is your testimony you don't know anything
about the items except as you took them off the books?

Mr. GREENBERG. No, with this exception: That the loans and ex-
changes that appear as you requested from me appear on the books of
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Alfred Kaskell and/or his affiliated corporations, and there is a dis.
tinction there to the extent as to what he did with the money. As long
as the money was deposited, I am finished.

Mr. SImoN. I assumed that. Therefore, I asked Mr. Kaskell what
happened to the $25,000 he got from Traub on December 10, 1951, and
the $25,000 he got on December 12, 1951.

Mr. KASKiEL. I must have deposited it. to my account.
Mr. SImoN. Do you know what the purpose of that money was for?
Mr. KASKELL. I-
Mr. GREENBERG. Mr. Simon, I would like to clarify your statement

of what he did with the money. You submitted to me a list, and on
December 10, 1951, you marked your check number, or Dryer and
check number, 5474, and you put down Metropolitan Industrial "K
Exchange. That is your typewritten report to my office.
. Now, when you ask Mr. Kaskell what he did with it,, Mr. Kaskell
advanced back to Dryer and Traub for the advancement that Dryer
and Traub made for Alfred Kaskell. Therefore, it, only appears as an
exchange. He didn't do anything with it.

Mr. SIMON. I am asking Mr. Kaskell the purpose for which he got
$25,000 from Traub on December 10 and $25,000 on December 12,1951.

Mr. KASK .LL. Mr. Simon, I don't know-
The CAimR Aw. Can you remember whether it was a loan?
Mr. GRbN*'ERG. Exchange.
Mr. KASKELL. It was an exchange.
The CHAXMAN. Exchange of checks, you mean?

* Mr. KAsi.FLL. Yes. Without the books, I didn't gamble with the
money.

Mr. SIMoN. Were you kiting checks?
Mr. KASKELL. No.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the purpose?
Mr. KA&sKw-. If I would kite I wouldn't need Traub. The ex-

change was when Traub had the money he gave it to me; if I had the
money I gave it to him.

Mr. SIMoNq. What was the purpose of these two $25,000 checks?
Mr. KASKELL. It is a very simple answer. Many times, let's assume

we needed the next day or the following day
Mr. SImoN. Let's not assume anything. What was the purpose of

these checks?
Mr. KAsKIL,. I don't know exactly what happened. I can tell you

this, and customarily it would be this: If I would, let's assume, need
$100,000 and I would have in my own accounts, let's say, $75,000 or
$50,000, the balance I would go over to Traub, for business, for some
new contacts or whatever the reason would be, I would go to Dryer
and Traub and say, "Here is $50,000 on account and you go out and
close that deal," and he did. Then automatically I would owe him
$50,000.

Mr. SIMoN. Were you borrowing money from him?
Mr. KASKELL. In some cases, probably, yes. It all depends, as I

said. Maybe the $100,000 wis still involvea1 there which he dwed me.
Mr. SIMoN. What I am trying to find out from you is -whether

these records indicate that Traub was in part financing your opera-
tions?

Mr. KASKELL. No; he was not.

I
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Mr. SimoN. He wasn't?
Mr. KASKELL. No.
Mr. SIMON. What was the purpose of his giving you these sums

of money?
Mr. KASKELL. I am telling you it wasn't a question of giving it to

me. Most of the time, he didn't give it to me. He went out to buy
certain land for me, whatever it was, and he laid the money out for me.

Mr. SIMON. Let's get back to my basic question that we have spent
so much time on. Did Traub give you $25,000 on December 10, and
$25,000 on December 12, 1951?

Mr. KASKELL. According to our books it shows that Traub gave us
$50,000.

Mr. SIMoN. Gave "us" or gave "you?"
Mr. K SKELL. Carroll Management.
Mr. SiMON. Weren't Traub's checks payable to A. L. KaskellI
Mr. KASKELL. Yes; it was.
Mr. SITMON. Aren't you A. L. Kaskell?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes; I am.
Mr. SI moN. Therefore, didn't Traub give you $25,000 on each of

those 2 days?
Mr. KASKELL. According to the books what you say he did and I

gave it to him back the next day.
Mr. SIoN. Not according to what I say. I know nothing about

this.
Mr. KASKELL. According to the books it is marked that he gave me

$50,000.
Mr. SIMON. What was the $50,000 for?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't know. I gave it to him back 2 days later.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't. Carroll Management did.
Mr. KASKELL. I am a hundred percent stockholder in Carroll Man-

agemen t.
Mr. SIMoN. I would like to know why Traub gave you $50,000 and

2 days later a corporation paid him back?
Mr. KASKELL. I will tell you, Mr. Simon: The fact remains this:

These questions, my own estimation, I don't think are fair because at
that time -

Mr. SIMON. Forgetting whether they are fair or not-
Mr. KASKELL. At that time he might have owed me money.
Mr. SIMON. Will you tell me what the $40,000 was for?
Mr. GREENERrm. One of them did go to Carroll Management. You

said both of them went to Alfred Kaskell, and they did not. Check
25,000 was deposited to Carroll Management Corp., and Carroll Man-
agement next day returned that check.

Mr. SIAm1N. Wasn't that check made out to Kaskell?
Mr. GREENBERO. No, sir. That was made out to Carroll Manage-

ment Corp.
Mr. STMON. The paper I have in front of me, on the paper-of Green-

berg & Fishman, says check 5510 was payable to A. L. Kaskell.
Mr. GREEni 1mWR. I treat "ALK" and Carroll Management the same,

because "ALK" is the same.
Mr. SIMoN. I ask you if the sheet I hold in front of me on the paper

of Greenberg & Fishman doesn't say check 5510 was payable to
A. L. Kaskell?
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Mr. GRNBEmG. That may be so.
Mr. SImox. Does it?
The CHIRMAN. Is it so or not?
Mr. GmENBERG. I don't have the copy. You took two of my copies

away.
The CHAIRMAN. It looks to me like we are not going to be able to

finish. We are getting a little tired. I was hopeful we would finish.
You gentlemen either don't know, don't want to answer

Mr. G RENBERG. No, Senator, we do want to answer, but these are
very simple.

The CHAIRMAN. We tried to accommodate you by having you here.
Your own paper says "A. L. Kaskell" and you must have known it.

Mr. GREENBERG. I have here the exact endorsement of that check.
The CHAIRmAN. In New York the other day 1 wasn't present. Sen-

ator Bush was present. This gentleman deliberately goes off to some
place and leaves us at 3 o'clock. 1 think what we will do is recess
until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. We will listen to you as a wit-
ness. I don't know whether we will listen to you tomorrow, Thursday,
or Friday. I am tired of getting pushed around and getting no an-
swers. You either know or don't know, and if you don't know, why
don't you say so?

Mr. KASKELL. Senator, what these books show
The CHAIRMAN. Again I want to repeat this; we are suspicious of

Mr. Traub. He wrote out a million dollars' worth of checks to cash
and he cannot explain the purpose.

Mr. KASKELL. They are not cash to me.
The CHAIRMAN. You have over a million dollars of transactions

back and forth with him during the same time. We would just like
to clear the mud and get the facts.

Mr. IKSAKE.L. They are checks; there is no cash as far as I am
concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't say there was. I said we would like to
get the answers. Why would you on December 11 get two $25,0WO
checks and 2 days later in the name of another corporation pay them
back?

Mr. KASKELL. It is the same thing, Alfred Kaskell, and me, is the
same thing. Maybe I took the money for Carroll Managemen't or
Carroll Management would take it from me. I am the full stock-
holder of Carroll Management, Senator. it is my corporation. I
owned that corporation for over 20 years.

Mr. JuvD. Senator, we have been asked about these ini private
hearings.

The CHArRMAN. We appreciate that.
Mr. JUDD. We have given all the information.
The CHAIMAN. We never have a witness in public hearing until

we have heard them in private.
Mr. JUDD. We have given all ,the information we can about them.
The CHAIMAN. That is why we know so much about your business.

That is why we want to ask these questions in public. The public is
entitled to know these things as well as a few Senators in executive
session.

Mr. JUDD. We don't questioA that. The only thing is, Mr. (hair-
man, that these checks that show in Traub's books, according to our
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document that we put in evidence, were received by Mr. Kaskell for
various corporations which he controlled, and they have all been
paid.
To determine which corporation or what use was made of each par-

ticular check we were not asked and that is what Mr. Kaskell can't
tell you at the present time.

T1e CAIURMAN. He doesn't remember a single one of them.
Mr. GREENBERG. Yes, we do. We have the first two items.
,r. JUDD. He has to rely on the books.
hr. GRF.NB ERG. The first two items he deposited $160,000 which

Dryer & Traub took for a proceeding after closing and from the clos-
ng it was requested to pay out $105,000 which represented purchase

of Hunter Gardens. The rest was requested of Dryer & Traub to
give a check to Mr. Kaskell.

The CHAIRTVAN. We are going to recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning, and you will be the first witness. Let's get the facts with
"yes" and "no" answers and quit trying "I don't know."

We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. You will be the
irt witness.

(Whereupon, at 4: 45 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. m.,
Wednesday, October 6, 1954.)
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,

BANKING AND CURRENCY CommrrTEE,

Washington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a. m., Senator Homer
E. Capehart, chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Capehart.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel; T. T. Kenney, as-

sktant general counsel; and Clarence M. Dinkins, assistant counsel,
FHA investigation.

The CHAMMAN. Is Mr. Ben Cohen present this morning?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Fred Schneider?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Herbert Glassman?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. William Magazine?
M1r. MAGAZINE. Here.
The CHAIRMAN. Arthur M. Chaite?
(No response.)
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Woodner isn't here, of course.
Marshall Granger isn't here?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Jack Ferman or Fred Landau, they are not here.
The committee will please come to order. Our first witness this

morning will be Mr. Kaskell. Inasmuch as this is a continuation of
your testimony of yesterday, it will not be necessary to swear you in
at this time. Just proceed with the questions.

Mr. JUDD. Can we have the same policy today, that there will be
Do picture taking during the testimony? We are perfectly willing
to have pictures taken afterward.

The CHAMMAN. If that is the wishes of the witness-
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
The CiAIRMAN. There will be no photographs taken while you are

sitting in the witness chair. Then I will ask the photographers to
observe that, please.

You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.

TESTIMONY OF ALFRED KASKELL, FARRAGUT GARDENS, BROOK-
LYN, N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ORRIN G. JfUDD., COUNSEL,

AND SAMUEL GREENBERG, ACCOUNTANT-Resumed

Xr. SIMON. Mr. Kaskell, are you one of the principals in Howard
Terrace 

?

Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SImoN. Where is Howard Terrace located?
Mr. KASKELL. Sixty-sixth Road and Queens Boulevard, Foro

Hills, Long Island.
Mr. SIxoN. What is the name of the corporation that owns th

property?
Mr. KASKELL. Howard'Terrace, Inc.
Mr. SImoN. Howard Terrace, Inc. What is the capital stock of

Howard Terrace, Inc.?
Mr. GREENBERG. We believe it is the nominal amount. I believe

thousand dollars.
Mr. SimoN. Does Mr. Kaskell know what the stock is?
Mr. KASiaEr. If Mr. Greenberg tells me so, he is the accountant

He knows.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know?
Mr. KASKELL. After he tells me I know.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the capital stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Mr. Greenberg said it is a thousand dollars. Then

it is a thousand dollars.
Mr. SIxoN. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. KASKELL. I am the sole stockholder.
Mr. SIMON. You own all the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you pay a thousand dollars for the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. What is the amount of the FHA insured mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. $4,112,000.
Mr. SimoN. What was the premium you received on the sale of the

mortgage?
Mr. KASKFLtL. $143,580.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that built on leased land?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Ninety-nine-year lease?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Who owns the land the building is built on?
Mr. KASKELL. I do.
Mr. SimoN. You personally or a corporation that you own?
Mr. KASKELL. Personally, I do.
Mr. SIMON. You personally own it?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. How much did you pay for the land?
Mr. KASKELL. $328,000.
Mr. SImoN. Do you have a mortgage on the land?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMON. What is the amount of the mortgage on the land?
Mr. KASKELL. $381,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Or $53,000 more than you paid for it?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioM. Who constructed Howard Terrace?
Mr. KAsKmEL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SIo. Doral Construction?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SioM. Who is the owner of Doral Construction Co.?
Mr. KASKxLL. I am.
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4. SIMON. Sole stockholder?
9r. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. WVhat was the cost of construction to Doral Construc-

ion Co.?
Mr. KASKELL. $4,089,453 and some change.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the total cost ?Mr. KASKELL. This is the total cost, reducing the premium. In

ofiber words, the premium we took as part of the cost.
Mr. SIMON. You mean you took the premium to reduce the cost?Mr. KASKELL. Yes. In other words, we wouldn't have gotten thepremium; if not, the construction would have cost about $4,200,000.
Mr. SIioN. Is that the actual cost?
Mr. KASKELL. That is not only the actual. There was no builders'

fees, there was no salaries.
Mr. SIMON. All I asked you, Mr. Kaskell, is what you actually paidout. What was the actual cost to build the buildings?
Mr. KASKELL. $4,225,000.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include every cost that you paid to anybody?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimroN. Does it include anything you paid yourself?
Mr. KASKELL. I did not pay anything to myself.
Mr. SIMON. What is the ground rent?
Mr. KASKELL. $16,960.
Mr. SiMoN. And the building has to pay you that for 99 years each

year?
Mr. KASKELL. I owe money against that. The building has to pay.Mr. SIMON. That ground rent is ahead of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. KASKrLL. That is correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Next is Cedar Construction, is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of that project?Mr. KASKELL. Cedar-I think Cedar Construction, something

along Cedar.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the building ?Mr. KASKELL. I think it is Cedar Gardens or something like that.Mr. SIMON. You don't know for sure?Mr. KASKELL. It is Cedar. I don't know if it is gardens or houses.Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of that company?
Mr. KASKELL. The same as Howard.
Mr. SIMON. 'What is that?Ur. KASKELL. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders?
Air. KASKELL. I am.
Mr. SiMoN. Sole stockholder?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.Air. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage there?
]1Mr. KASKELL. $1,322,000.
Mr. SIMON. $900?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
91r. SIMON. What was the premium?
Mr. KASKELL. $48,200, I tlink-$48,286.75.
fr. SIMoN. Is that built on leased land?

1r. KAS.EIJJ. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMoN. There you have a mortgage on the land for $11,0001le%
than you paid for it?

Mr. KASKELL. No. It is $22,000 less than I paid for it,
Mr. SIMon. How much did you pay for it ?
Mr. KASKELL. $87,800.
Mr. SImoN. The mortgage was $66,000, is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. That is correct. I got $22,000 approximately less

than I paid for it.
Mr. SiMoN. Who built that project?
Mr. KASKELL. The same one, Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SimoN. What was the actual cost to Doral Construction Co,

of building the project?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,396,000.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the amount of the ground rent?
Mr. KASKELL. $29,600.
Mr. SIMON. They pay you that for 99 years and it is ahead of the

FHA mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SioN. Where is that project located?
Mr. KASKEL. Forest Hills, Long Island.
Mr. SimoN. Next, Anita Terrace. Is that one of your projects?
Mr. KASKFLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. What is the name of the corporation that owns the

buildingV
Mr. KASRELL. Anita Terrace, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the capital stock?
Mr. KASKELL. The same.
Mr. SIxoN. What is that?
Mr. KASKELL.1. The same thing, $1,000.
Mr. SIoN. Who owns the stockV
Mr. KASKELL. I do.
Mr. SimoN. What was the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. $4,904,800.
Mr. SIMoN. And the amount of the premium?
Mr. KASKELL. There was no premium on this one, I think.
Mr. SIMoN. That is leased land?
Mr. KASKmz. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. You have a mortgage there for $43,000 more than the

land cost you?
Mr. KIASKELL. Yes, sir, $43,000 more.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the annual rental?
Mr. KASKELL. $15,916.
Mr. SIMON. They pay you that for 99 years and it comes ahead of

the FHA mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Who built that building?
Mr. KASKELL. The same one, Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SIMom. What was the actual cost?
Mr. KASKEL. $5,090,000. We have invested in there $185,871.
Mr. SimoN. The next one is Dara Gardens. Where is that located
Mr. KASKELL. Flushing, Long Island.
Mr. Sio. What is the name of the corporation that owns the

property?
Mr. KASKELL. Dara Gardens, Inc.

I
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gr. SImoN. What is the capital stock?
31r. KASKELL. The same, $1,000.
Mr. SDioN. Who owns the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral Construction Corp.
Mr. Simox. Where did you say Dara Gardens was?
Mr. KASKEL. Flushing, Long Island.
Mr. SIxoN. What is the street address?
Mr. KASKELL. I think 79th Street or something like that.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what street it is on?
,r. KASKELL. Right off Casino Boulevard. I think it is 79th Street

at Casino Boulevard.
Mr. SIo1N. You don't know?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't remember the streets.
Mr. SiMoN. Have you ever been out there?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes. A couple of times.
Mr. SImoN. A couple of times?
Mr. KASKELL. That is all.
Mr. SifON. That is a $5 million project and you own it all?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SImON. And you have only been out there a couple of times?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMioN. Your best guess is it is on 79th Street?
Mr. KASKFJLL. It is right off Casino Boulevard. It is 79th Street

0r80th Street, around that vicinity.
Mr. SiMoN. What about Anita Terrace?
Mr. KASKELI. Anita Terrace, I know very well.
M1r. SIMoN. Where is that?
Mr. KASKELL. 63d Road, and Regal Park.
Mr. SIMoN. 63d Road and what?
Mr. KASKELL. 63d Road right off 99th Street, I think.
Mr. SITON. Is it on the corner there?
Ur. KASKEL,. It is a whole square block.
Mfr. SIo. Bounded by 63d and 99th?
Mr. KASKCELL. It is on 63d Road and 99th Street.
fr. SIMoN. What about Cedar Gardens? "Where is that?

Ur. KASrELL. It is 102d Street around 67th., Road, I think it is.
MIr. SIMON. These are all in Forest Hills?
*r. ICSKELL. These are Forest Hills; yes.
-1r. SIMoN. Now what was the premium on Dara Gardens?
Mr. KASKELL. No premium.
1r. SIMoN. There, that is ]eased land?
Mr. KASKE.LL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. The mortgage on the land is $73,000 less than you paid

for it? Is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. No.
Mr. SroN. What did you pay for Dara Gardens?
Mr. GREENBERG. $393,000.
Mr. STivroN. The mortgage is $210,000, which would be $170000.
Mr. JUDD. $180,000, I think.
Mr. SIMON. You paid $393,000 and the mortgage is $210,000-

$183,000 difference. Right?
Mr. KASKETJL. Right.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that right?
Mr. GEENBERG. That is right.
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Mr. SIMoN. Who built that project?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SrxoM. How much did it cost?
Mr. KASKELL. To build the buildings?
Mr. SIxoN. Yes.
Mr. KASKELL. $4,316,000.
Mr. SiMoNq. Was that the actual costI
Mr. KASKELL. The actual cost, not including no builders' fees.
Mr. SiMox. Has it included everything you paid any living soull
Mr. KISKELL. No salary-yes.
Mr. SiMoNf. Next, Church Hill Manor. What is the name of the

company that owns that?
Mr. KASKELL. Church Hill Manor, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SI N. Who owns Doral Construction Co.?
Mr. KAswm1. I do.
Mr. Si N. What is the capital stock of Church Hill Manor?
Mr. KAsxrqI. $1,000.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the mortgage?
Mr. KASKE.L. $1,765,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Premium?

' Mr. KASKELL. $12,156.75.
Mr. SIMoN. Actual cost?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,579,000-$1,591,000.
Mr. SImoN. Who built it?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Central Gardens No. 1. What is the name of the com-

pany that owns, that?
Mr. KASKELI. Central Gardens No. 1, Inc.
Mr. SIMoN. And Central Gardens No. 2. What is the name of the

company that built that?
Mr. KA SKELL. That built it? Did you say built it? Built or owned?
Mr. SIMoN. Owned it first.
Mr. KASKELL. Central Gardens No. 1, Inc., owns it.
Mr. SIMoN. Owns No. 2 also?
Mr. KASKELL. No, No. 2 owns No. 2.
Mr. SToN. Did Doral build them both?
Mr. KASKELL.' Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What is the capital stock of each of those?
Mr. KAsKELL. The same, $1,000 on each corporation.
Mr. SIo. Who owns the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral owns the stock of these two corporations.
Mr. SIomON. And on No. 1, they are both on leaseholds?
Mr. KASKLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. No. 1, the mortgage on the leasehold is $201,000 more

than you paid for it?
Mr. KAsxELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMON. Apd No. 2, it is $80,000 more than you paid for it?
Mr. KAsKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. The mortgage on No. 1 is $2,858,000; the mortgage on

No. 2 is $1,294,500?
Mr. KAsKELL. Yes, sir.
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9. SIMoN. What is the.premium on No. 1?
g[r. KASKELL. No premium.
w. SIMON. The premium on No. 2?
9r. KASKELL. $9,700.
.Mr. SIMON. What is the cost on No. 1? Is it $3,090,694?
Mjr. KASKELL. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Is the cost minus the premium on No. 2, $1,425,000?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Fleetwood No. 1, who owns the stock in that?
Mr. IKSKELL. It is either Fleetwood or Doral.
Mr. SIMoN. Either Fleetwood or Doral?
Mr. GRxEENBERG. Either Doral or Mr. Alfred Kaskell.
Mr. SrMON. You don't know which one?
Mr. GREENBERG. I am quite sure it is Doral Construction Co. owning

thestolc of $1,000.
Mr. SioxON. What about No. 2?
Mr. GrENBERG. The same with No. 2.
31r. SIMON. What is the capital stock?
Mr. GrENBERG. The same thing.
Mr. SIMON. Is the mortgage $1,595,000, the same amount in No. 2?
Mr. GREENBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is the cost of the land $238,100 in each case?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the actual cost of the land?
,1r. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
,Mr. SiMoN. Who did you buy it from?
Mr. KASKELL. Cabarini and some other people. There were sev-

eal people involved there.
.Mfr. SIMON. Is that what you paid them?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Is the cost on No. 1, $1,690,932, the cost on No. 2,

$1,728,301?
Mr. JUDD. These figures include land.
Mr. Smhoz. Is that right?
M[r. KASKELL. What was the question?
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Simon, we have figures which I think include the

land cost. We would have to deduct in order to' get the figures you just
read.

Mr. SimoN. I was trying to expedite it. What was the cost of No. 1?
Mr. GREENBERG. $1,929,000.
Mr. KASKELL. $1,929,000.
M1fr. SIMON. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. KASKELL. *Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What is the cost on No. 2?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,966,000.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include the cost of the land?
Mr. KASKELL. That includes the cost of the land.
Mr. SIMioN. Forest Hill Terrace: What is the name of the company

that owns that?
Mr. CASKELJ. Forest Hills Terrace, Inc.
Mr. SrIMoN. Who owns the stock of that company?
Mr. KASK~ETT. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SIrmo. What is the capital stock?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,000.
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Mr. SIxoN. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,543,000.
Mr. SI N. Was there a premium?
Mr. KASKELL. No. I am almost sure there wasn't.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the tost of the land and the buildings?
Mr. KASKELL. $1,647,000.
Mr:. SnioN. Forest Hills Apartments: What is the name of th

company that owns it?
Mr. KASKELL. Forest Hills Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SiMoN. Who owns the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SIMoN. Capital stock?
Mr. KAsKmL. $1,000.
Mr. SImoN. And the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. $2,349,000.
Mr. SixoN. Premium?
Mr. KASKELL. No premium.
Mr. SIMoN. Cost, including cost of the land?
Mr. KASKELL. $2,506,000.
Mr. Sro., Normandy: What is the name of the company that owns

that?
Mr. KAsNAL. Normandy, Inc.
Mr. SroN. Who owns the stock?
Mr. KAsKzLL. Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SioN. You own all the stock in Doral?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Simxo. What is the capital stock of Normandy?
Mr. KAs8KEALL. $1,000.
Mr. SImoN. Amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKELM $917,500.
Mr. SimoN. Cost of the building and the land?
Mr. KASRELL. $1,068,977.
Mr. SimoN. Hunter Gardens. What is the name of the company

and who owns the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. The Doral Construction Co.
Mr. SImox. What is the amount of the stock?
Mr. KASKELL. $5,000.
Mr. SI N. Is that built on leased land?
Mr. GRENB"RG. Yes, sir.
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Who owns the land?
Mr. KASKELL. I do, Alfred L. Kaskell.
Mr. SiMoN. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKEL. $1,866,800.
Mr. SimoN. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. KAsHEL. $187,000.
Mr. SimON. What is the mortgage on the landI
Mr. KASKFL. $161,000.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of the building?
Mr. KAss .KLL. $1,620,000.
Mr. SIMON. Is that all of the section 608 buildings which you built!

I appreciate you bought another one that was 90 percent complete
but are these all the ones that you actually built?

Mr. KAsKELL. You mean the ones I finished?
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Mr. SixoN. Are these all the section 608's that you actually built?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIM oN. The total mortgages on these 13 properties are $31,-

791,000; is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. What was the question?
Mr. SIMON. The total mortgages on these 13 properties, FHA-

insured mortgages, $31,791,000; is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIfoN. And the total proceeds of the mortgages on the build-

ings and the mortgages on the land exceed the cost of the buildings
and the land by approximately $250,000; is that right?

Mr. GRE ENBERG. By $500,000.
Mr. SMON. By $500,000?
Mr. GREENBERG. Yes. That is including Hunter. I have my com-

plete schedule which we submitted.
Mr. SnIMON. That would be 13 projects? "
Mr. GREENBERG. You eliminated another one and I am including the

Hunter Gardens. There is 14 projects.
Mr. SIMON. I thought we included Hunter Gardens.
Mr. GREENBERG. No.
Mr. SIMON. The only one I was intending to leave out temporarily

was Forest Hills.
Mr. GREENBERG. That was where we invested $45t8,000.
Mr. SIMON. He didn't build the building, though?
Mr. GREEB ERG. He finished it.
Mr. SIMON. I said excluding the one he bought 90 percent com-

pleted.
Mr. KASKELL. To finish it, it was more problems than to build a new

building.
Mr. SIMON. I was asking one question at a time. I will be glad

to get to the other. On the buildings which you built, the total
mortgages were $31,791,000; is that right?

Mr. KASKELL. If you leave the one out.
Mr. SIMON. You didn't build that, did you? You bought it 90

percent completed?
Mr. KASKELL. Ninety percent was almost meaningless. It had

more problems for 1.0 percent than any other building to finish com-
pleted.

Mr. SIMON. I have no intention of denying you the right to talk
about that one all day, but I would like to ask you one question at
a time.

Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The buildings which you built from start to finish,

$31,791,000, the ones we named; is that right?
Mr. 1ASKErLL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. By what amount do the mortgage proceeds exceed the

costs ?
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Simon, if I could interject there, there is $200,000

of premiums which we have deducted from the mortgage proceeds.
From the figures here, it appears

Mr. SIMON. It doesn't make any difference, Mr. Judd, whether you
add the premium to the amount of the mortgage or whether you deduct
it from the cost. Your answer would be the same.
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Mr. JuDD. Not quite, because on the figures that we have here after
deducting the mortgage premium, there would be $100,000 more of
mortgage proceeds than of costs. If we allow the mortgage premium
there would be $100,000 more of costs than of actual mortgage pro-
ceeds, exclusive of premium, and those figures don't take account of
the fact that there was at least $600,000 left in several of the buildings
that was advanced or had been advanced by Mr. Kaskell.

Mr. SimoN. I am just asking the man a simple question, and al
I want to know is the amount of money representing the difference
between the mortgage proceeds on the buildings and the land on the
projects, and the amount of money it cost him for the buildingsAnd
the land.

Mr. GREENBERG. On our 13 projects that you mentioned, Mr. Simon,
the difference in the cost is greater by the mortgage by' 100,000,ex.
eluding, however, the Forest Hills Manor, where we invested $458,000.

The CHAIRMAN. Are ybu going to answer the question or aren't
you? Please answer the question.

Mr. SIMoN. Are you trying to tell me that on these 13 projects that
I have mentioned, the cost of the land and the buildings exceeds the
proceeds of the mortgages on the land and the buildings?

M r. GRFENBERG. Yes. I just figured that up.
Mr. SIMoN. Let's add it up one at a time.
Mr. GREENBERG. All right. Do you have the schedule?
Mr. SIMoN. I have it here and unless I can't add-
Mr. GREEwBERG. That is exclusive of premiums.
Mr. SIxoN. You got the premiums; didn't you?
Mr. GREENBERG. No; they were not included in the cost.
Mr. SI Mo. You got the premium money, didn't you?
Mr. GREENBERG. When you ask a question insofar as costs are con-

rcerned, the-premium has nothing to do with our actual costs.
Mr. SIMoN. I didn't say it did, but it had to do with the actual

proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. GREENBERG. No. The premium is not a proceed on the mort-

gage.
Mr. SioN. What happened to it? What happened to the premium

money we are talking about?
Mr. GREEWBERG. It has nothing to do with the mortgage.
Mr. SimoM. What happened to the premium?
Mr. GREENBERG. It was deposited to the corporation and reduced the

cost but our actual cost was greater by that amount.
Mr. SiMoN. You got the premium when you sold the mortgage,

didn't you?
Mr. GREENBERG. Sure we get the premium. We are not denying

we didn't get the premium.
Mr. SimoN. You got the premium when you sold the mortgage;

isn't that right?
Mr. GREENBERG. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it you gentlemen-you have been-we have

had trouble with you as a witness from the very beginning. What is
it you are trying to hide? Why don't you answer the question? We
had trouble with you. We are gettingtired of it. We should have
cited you for contempt in New York. We are getting tired of foolil
with you gentlemen. Either answer the question or say you don't
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want to answer it or we will do what we think is necessary. We are
tfing tired of you sitting there, a smile on your face, and the attitude
t you are taking. We are getting tired of it, getting tired of you

allows coming in here and taking that attitude. We are entitled to
know and the American people are entitled to know. We, the people,
guaranteed these mortgages. We want an accounting.

Mr. IASKELL. I am very happy-can I say something in regard
wo the figures ?

The d'HAIRMAN. Just answer the question.
Ar. SIMoN. I asked you 10 minutes ago whether it isn't a fact the

total amount of money that you received--
Mr. KASKELL. I will give you all the pictures you want. Will you

please move away from here and don't get me nervous? I will let
you take all the pictures. It is no reason to stare. Just move away.
Want to answer all the questions. Will you please do that?

Mr. SixON. The question I asked 10 minutes ago is whether the
amount of money that you received-I don't care how you describe
i the amount of money that came into your pockets as the proceeds
of the mortgages on the buildings and the proceeds of the mortgages
in the land, didn't exceed the total costs of the land and the buildings
by $250,000.

Mr. GREENBERG. $100,000; yes.
Mr. KASKELL. $100,000 was the question.
Mr. SiM oN. What is that?
Mr. KASKELL. A few minutes ago you said, Mr. Simon, $100,000.
Mr. SiMoN. I said $250,000. It 11s $100,000 on the FHA mortgages,

ind $150,000 on the leaseholds.
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIM ON. Then is the answer to my question "Yes"?
Mr. KASKELL. Just to that question; yes.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the same question I asked 10 minutes ago; a

carter of a million dollars is the excess of mortgage proceeds over"the costs of the land and the building; is that right,?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. On the $13,790,000 worth of mortgages?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. On Forest Hills, you bought that project when it was

Percent completed; is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. The mortgage was $2,845,000.
Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
Mr. SiMoN. The amount of money-it is built on a leasehold; is

iat right?
Mr. KASKELL. I don't think so.
Mr. SiMoN. Does the building include the land?
Mr. KASKELL. No; leasehold.
Mr. SiMoN. The building corporation owns the land?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. Now, the amount of money you paid for that building,
Ying it 90 percent completed, was so high that you ended up costing
)u $458,000 more than the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What I don't understand is how you could build $32
million worth of buildings, with the total costs less than the amount
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of the mortgage, when you built them yourself, why would you go
out and buy one that is already 90 percent completed where the cost
is substantially more than the amount of the mortgage?

Mr. KASKELL. Well these buildings, where I built myself I didn't
charge a builder's fee, no salary, no expenses, no architect's fee, where
the other people would have to charge all this. If I would have
charged these items in my buildings, where I built personally, would
be $3 million difference. I would have an investment of $3y2
million.. Mr. SIMoN. Is your explanation of why the Forest Hills Manor
cost you more is the people you bought from made a builder's profit
and an architect's fee and all that sort of thing?

Mr. KASKELL. They paid all of these things. I know for a fact
they did pay all these things, and they owed a lot of money to the
contractors.

Mr. SIoMN. Who did you buy it from?
Mr. KASKELL. One individual, I remember, was Slavic.
Mr. Sino. Who?
Mr. KASKELL. Slavic.
Mr. SImoN. He owned it?
Mr. KAsiKL. He and 4 or 5 individuals owned it.
Mr. SImoN. How much did you pay them for the stock in their

company?
Mr. KASKELM. I don't know what I paid him directly, but the total

amount included the contractors and them-
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay them for the stock?
You bought this property from them. What did you pay them as

individuals?
Mr. KAsxr.LL. I don't remember. I paid them a nominal amount

because that $400,000 they owed to contractors, approximately that.
The CHAMIMAN. I understand. The project ended up four-hun-

dred-some-thousand. dollars less or more than the proceeds of the
mortgage.

You bought it. It was about 90 percent complete. Now we want
to know, how much did you pay the people from whom you purchased
it ? Did you pay them $1, $1 million, or $10,000?

Mr. KASKELL. Senator, I didn't get you. Did you say the $400,000
was the building cost less than the mortgage?

The CHAIRMAN. More.
Mr. KASKrLL. The building cost more. The stock, I paid a few

thousand dollars.
The CrrAIMAN. How much?
Mr. K'AsELL. I don't know. Maybe a couple of thousand dollars.

Maybe $20,000. A very nominal amount.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't your bookkeeper know?
Mr. GR FNBJrG. Offhand I don't know.
The CIAIRMAN. A big project and you do not have the slightest

idea?
Mr. GRE~ mnwn. We have the record but unfortunately, I did not

put it on my schedule here.
Mr. SIMoN. What I am interested in knowing is, here is a project in

which the Government has a $2,845,000 commitment, and you boug t
it 90 percent completed, and I am interested in knowing how much

L

I
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p.ou value, or how much these sellers value a project in which the
Government had $2 million, almost $3 million.

g. KAsKFLL. As far as they are concerned, they were in trouble.
They owed that amount of money to the contractors, and they came
over to me and said they were in trouble, and would I come in there
and see. I figured out that the buildings would be worth to me that
mount of money. I paid out to the contractors about $400,000 and
IT ave back that amount of money. It was a nominal amount.

-. SimoN. How much did they have invested in the project?
Mr. KASKELL. As I said offhand, I would say no more than-
The CHAIRMAN. You do not remember at the moment how much

you paid for it.
Mr. KASKELL. No, sir.
The CHAnMMAN. Would you secure for us tomorrow and send down

an affidavit showing exactly how much you paid for it and to whom
you paid it.1:

Mr. KASKrEEL. I will be able to give it to you in an hour. I will call
on the telephone.

(The information referred to follows:)

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, ss:

Alfred L. Kaskell, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
The records of Carol Management Corp. indicate that Frank Foggin was

employed by Carol Management Corp. for the period beginning June 1, 1950, and
ended December 31, 1953.

.Mfr. Foggin received during this period salaries totaling $61,038.71.
The stock of Forest Hill Manor, Inc.. which was acquired by me in November

1949, was purchased for the sum of $1,000. In addition to the purchase price,
Assumed payment of outstanding liabilities in excess of $400,000 which had been
incurred by the corporation. The $1,000 purchase price was equivalent to the
$1,000 par value of the stock acquired.

ALFRED L. KASKKLL.
Sworn to before me this 11th day of October 1954.

SOL KATZ,
e MNotary Public, State of New York.

Term expires March 30, 1956.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know how much they paid for this project?
Mr. KASxELL. A very nominal amount. That is the amount I gave

them back.
Mr. SimoN. You gave them back all they had invested?
Mr. KASKELL. Approximately that amount.
Mr. SimoN. They were building a $3 million project with less than
20,000 invested?
Mr. KASKELL. That is right. They got themselves in trouble.
The CHAMMAN. Did you know that the cost was going to be $400,000

sme more than the mortgage proceeds when you purchased it?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew it then?
Ur. KASKELL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You still bought it?
Mr. KASKELL. I still bought it.
Rr. SIMON. Frank Foggin-have you been able to find out since

Ulonday how much he gets paid?
Mr. KASEmL. No. I am sure it is less than $15,000 a year.
Mr. SIoM. We asked you on Monday-
Mr. KASKEL. I was here. I didn't go home.
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Mr. SimoN. Couldn't you have called New York to find out how
much he gets paid?

Mr. KsMKLL. You didn't ask me to. I would be glad. However,
I will give you that same information by telephone.

Mr. SIMoN. Wait a minute, Mr. Kaskell. On Monday we asked
you under oath how much this man got paid. He has been working for
you for how long?

Don't you know how long he has been working?
Mr. KASKELL. He worked for me for about 3 years, I would say.
Mr. SIMoN. You hired him from FHA?
Mr. K-AsuELL. After he left the FHA.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't he go to work for you immediately on leaving

FHA?
Mr. KAs~xJLL. No. I think he was away for a couple of weeks or

SO.
.*Mr. SIMoN. He took a vacation, is that right?
Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
Mr. SnmoN. Then he went to work for you. You don't know how

much you paid him.
Mr. KAsKzLL. I say less than $15,000 a year.
Mr. SImoN. Is that $15,000 a year or $14,099?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you telephone New York then?
Mr. SImoN. I will be able to give it to you exactly. I will give it to

you on the penny. I will call on the telephone and get you the exact
figures to the penny. (See p. 3327.)

Mr. SimON. I don't understand why you didn't do that yesterday.
Mr. KASKELL. Nobody said a word to me.
Mr. SIMoN. I asked you on Monday.
Mr. KASKELL. I said it was less than $15,000 and you were satisfied

with the answer.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kaskell, let me say this in all good humor.

That is why we kind of get out of sorts with you as we say in Indiana.
We asked you this on Monday. You are here on Wednesday.

Mr. KAsBKELL. You kept me here. I didn't go home.
The CHAIRMAN. I am saying it in good humor. Let's all smile.
Mr. JuDD. Senator, we have been sitting here waiting to be called.

We told Mr. Simon-Mr. Simon asked us whether we paid as much as
$25,000, we said no, we were sure it was less than $15,000 and we
thought that was a satisfactory answer. I am sorry if it is not. We
have been trying to cooperate.

The CHArRMAN. You are a large corporation. You deal in millions.
As you said yesterday, $50,000 to you isn't anything, even $100,000 is
a small amount. We expect you to have good records. You have to
have an accountant that knows more of what he is doing. We know
more about your business than you do.

Mr. KASKELL. We have very good records. If you will ask me I
will check them.

Mr. SrmoN. I take it if I continue to ask you questions about this
$1,079,000 of transactions.with Traub that all you could tell me is what
your books show, is that correct?

Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. You wouldn't be able to tell us what any of these trans-

actions were about?
Mr. KA SELL. No, sir, I cannot.
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Mr. SIMoN. You have seen this sheet of paper I have, four pages
long.

Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You have no independent recollection what any of those

transactions are about?
Mr. KASKELL. NO.
The CHAIRMAN. Give us that information this afternoon.
Mr. Kenney wants to ask a couple of questions.
Mr. KENNEY. In your experience as a builder, what would be a fair

fee for the builder to earn constructing buildings of this type?
Mr. KASKELL. At least 5 percent.
Mr. KENNEY. That would be where there is no speculation. Where

it is done on a speculative basis the builder's fee would depend on the
success of the project and still be 5 percent.

Mr. KASKELL. It runs between the minimum, between 5 and 20 per-
cent. The minimum under the worst speculative conditions you pay
5 percent.

Mr. SomoN. Are you confusing a builder's fee with a builder's profit?
Mr. KASKELL. No, a builder's fee. Mr. Simon, I am sorry you did

not give me a chance to explain these things. If you will just take 1
minute, I am sure the people would be very interested to know, and I
felt myself proud to come down here.

Mr. SIMON. I would be happy to have you explain that but I would
be even happier if you could explain these $1,079,000 transactions with
Traub because I think the people would be interested in knowing
those, too.

Mr. KASKELL. I would be very happy. It is very simple. You
make a big production of it but it is very simple.

On these amounts, in 4 years' time, I gave him a certain amount, he
ave me back and they check out to the penny. We have the records.
however, if you pick up one item in the middle and say what did

you do with the $25,000, the day before I gave him probably $50,000-
you can't pick it out of there.

However, let me tell you this. I lost in an FHA job $250,000.
Nobody knew about that.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Answer Mr. Kenny's question, please. -
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. KENNEY. What would be a fair profit .to you in constructing

these projects?
Mr. KASKELL. A fair profit?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes. You haven't included it in your cost, but what

Would be a fair profit?
Mr. KASKELL. About 15 percent.
Mr. INNEY. Do you know whether or not you were able to rent

these units on the basis of FHA estimates?
Mr. KASKELL. Whether I was able to rent them?
Mr. KENNEY. Yes. Were you able to get the rents that the FRA

estimated or did you rent at less than the FHA estimated rents?
Mr. KASKELL. I think I got about the rent. First, I was building

fireproof, the most of them were fireproof apartments, and the fact
is I maintained all of them, and I am very proud, not only of this, but
if somebody in this room knows me I have got three awards for the
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best building in Queens in 13 years' time, and I am very proud Of mpy
record. I think I built the finest houses in Queens.

Mr. KENNEY. Are these a profitable investment to you?
Mr. KASKELL. Yes, they are.
Mr. KENNEY. Are they paying net income above depreciation!
Mr. KAs&EL. Yes, they do. If the Government feels it made any

mistake lending me the money, if the Government wants the money
back without any penalty to me, I am sure I could refinance all th
here and pay up the Government completely, if they feel they made a
mistake with me.

The CHAnRMAN. Why don't you do it ?
Mr. KASKELL. Let them give me permission. Without a penalty,

I am sure I could do it. It isbeautiful buildings.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know the purpose of Mr. Kenney's ques-

tions, but in your situation, -you owned the building company.
Mr. K.AsxiL. I do.
The CHAIMAN. That built them-you own the projects you still

own them.
Mr. KAs L. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. And the Government guaranteed the mortgage on

them?
Mr. KASKELL. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. therefore, you do not pay yourself for mowing

your own yard, do you?
Mr. KASKELL. 'Yes, 1 do, Senator. I didn't take no salary for these

buildings, for 4 or 5 years. I must live from somewheres.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course you didn't. You own the buildings.
Mr. KASKELL. But I have to live during the time.
The CHAIRMAN. I get so sick and tired of listening to questions like

Mr. Kenney asked you a while ago and the things you fellows try to
put over. You fellows own these buildings when you get all through.
Nobody would quarrel with you on this matter. There is very little
mortgaging out in your case, but if you would reduce the amount of
the mortgage

Mr. KASKIELL. Whatever this gentleman's name is, I think these
were the most practical questions asked me today.

The CHAIMAN. Of course, you do. Mr. Kenney was with FHA
20 years.

Mr. KASKELL. I could have added on 10 percent and had an invest-
ment of 3 million. I didn't charge myself any salary, I have to live
somewhere. I worked for nothing in these buildings for several years.
Do you think that is fair?

The CHARMAN-. All right. I am not going to belabor the point.
The point is you own the property when you got all through and you
still own it.

Mr. KASKELL. I do.
Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Kaskell, do you think the Government ought to

socialize the housing industry?
Mr. KASKELL. No, but let n)e tell you another thing-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you something. I am going to get

right down to the nub of this whole business with you builders.
Mr. KASKELL. I wish you would.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not so certain that somebody oughtn't to.

You tell me that you builders now are wanting to build these build-
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ins, have the Government guarantee them, you make a profit on them,
et all of your.money back and make a profit and continue to own

them. I am going to say to you if that is what is going to happen in
the United States the Government is going to build the buildings.

,)fr. KASKELL. Just a minute, Senator, that is a very good question.
Let me tell you, New York City-

The CHAIRMAN. That is the position you gentlemen are taking.
Mr. KASKELL. New York City is building the same units as I am

building, New York City, that is of record and the city of New York
is paying between $12,000 and $13,000 a unit, which I produced for
$3,000, and if the Government would build it, probably the Govern-
jnent, it would cost them $15,000 a unit.

The CHAIRMAN. I have heard that argument. I am getting a little
sick and tired of you private enterprisers, you builders, coming in here
and insisting and saying that we will not get any rental housing,
unless we permit you to make a profit. Guarantee the mortgages,
and permit you to build them and make a profit and take it home with
you. I don't mind telling you that if the Government is going to
guarantee the mortgages and guarantee you a profit and continue to
let ou own it, I think maybe the Federal Government ought to own it.
1r. KASKELL. It would cost the Government 50 percent more.
The CHAIRMAN. I think your attitude and what you Have done here

has set back the private enterprise system in building to a big degree.
If. r.KAKELL. I do not want to argue with you. If the Government

wold build these houses it would cost the Government from past ex-
perience, even the city or State, 50 percent more than it would cost
the private builder.

The ('IikiwrN. If the private industry builds them for the Gov-
ernment is private industry cheating the Government because they
charge them more than when they build them for themselves?

Mr. KASKELL. No. No cheating, but there is no overhead, salary,
architect's fee, there is no builder's fee.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions'?
Thank you very much. Get us that information this afternoon,

will you please?
Mr. JUDD. Thank you.
Is it all right if we send that down by telegram this afternoon?
The CHAIm1AN. You can do as you please. We may subpena you for

other hearings if you do not get it down.
We have had more trouble with you people than any other witnesses

we have had. We and I want to say this to you: we are still going to
check into this million some dollars, not only with you people, and
11r. Traub-don't get the idea that we are through. We are not
through. We are going to continue checking it and so is the Internal
Revenue Service. We are also going to turn it over to the Attorney
General to check it.

11r. JUDD. We are perfectly willing to give any further information
that is requested.

The CHAIRMAN. We really want to do something worthwhile. If
you are honest about it you will take the list and give us an explana-
tion of every one of those transactions which you say you can do from
Your b)ooks.

Air. JUDD. Senator, the paper you have there represents now 4 weeks
work by Mr. Greenberg and his assistants trying to correlate tho

50690-4--pt. 4----40
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checks of Mr. Traub that your investigators reported to us against
our books.

Mr. SrmoN. All it does is take the entries off your books. It dos
not tell us where the money went or what it was for.

Mr. JUDD. We were asked how the entries were treated on our book.
That is what we provided.

I am sorry if it does not give you all you want.
The CHAIMMAN. Just give us the information we ask for instead of

cominin here and not giving us full and complete disclosure of thewhole business.

In other words, I am saying we are not through with you. You are
excused now, but we are going to get to you again. We are going to
find out.

We will keep at it until we find out what you did with that money.
Mr. JUDD. We have tried to give you everything we think is im-

portant.
The CHAIR AN. No you haven't.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. Ben Cohen, will you please come forward?
Will you be sworn, Mr. CohenV
Do you soleinly swear the testimony that you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF BEN COHEN, ALLAN APARTMENTS, NORFOLK, VA.,
ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY JACOB KARTMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. CoiHEN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

Counsel.
Mr. SIxoN. Will you give your name and
Mr. COHEN. Ben Cohen, 2518 Talbot Roa
Mr. SIMoN. I heard the "Baltimore," bu

address.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
The
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

You may proceed, Mr.

d address to the reporter?
d, Baltimore, Md.
t 1 didn't hear the street

COHEN. Talbot Road.
SIo. And the street address?
COHEN. 2518.
SixON. 2518 Talbot Road, Baltimore, Md.
CoHEN. Yes.
CHAIRMAN. The gentleman with you is your attorney ?
COHrN. Yes.
SioN. What is your occupation, Mr. Cohen?
COHEN. Construction.
SIoN. BuildersV
COHFN. Yes.
SIMoN. Are you also interested in Pimlico Racetrack?
CoiEN. Yes; that is an investment.
SiMoN. Are you one of the major stockholders?
Coi-iEN. One of the stockholders.
SIMoN. Are you the builder of Allan Apartments at N
COHEN. Yes, sir.
SixON. What is the name of the conrnanv that bui

Apartments?
Mr. COHEN. Housing Engineering Corp.

gorfolkf

It Allen
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Mr. SIMON. Housing Engineering Corp. What is the capital stock

of that company?
Mf. COHE . Which company?
Mr. SIMON. Housing Engineering Co.
Mr. KA-RTMAN. Housing or Allan?
Mr. SIMON. Does Housing Engineering Co. own the building?
Mr. COHEN. No. Allan Apartments Corp. owns the building.
Mr. SIMON. Allan Apartments Corp. owns it.
Mr. COHEN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Allan Apartments Corp.?
Mr. COHEN. $100.
Mr. SimoN. $100 total capital stock?
Mr. COHEN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns that stock?
Mr. COHEN. Housing Engineering Corp.
Mr. S MON. What is the capital stock of Housing Engineering

Corp. ?
Mr. COHEN. I do not have it. I do not have it here. That question

was not asked last time.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what it is?
Mr. COHEN. The actual-
Mr. SIMON. Capital stock of Housing Engineering Corp.
Mr. COHEN. I would say it is nominal.
Mr. SIMON. What is nominal, a hundred dollars?
Mr. COHEN. Less than a hundred thousand, less than $50,000,

maybe-
Mr. SIMON. Less than $1,000?
Mr. COHEN. No; I wouldn't say it is less than $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Less than $1,500?
The CuAIRMAN. Mr. Cohen, do you own the stock?
Mr. COHEN. No; it is owned by several people.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. COHEw. Well, let's say the family.
Mr. SIMoN. I-low is that?
Mr. COHEN. The family.
Mr. SImoN. You and your family own it all?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. I take it you put up the money and gave it to your
family?

Mr. COHEN. No; the family happens to have money.
Mr. SIMON. How much of the stock do you own?
Mr. COHEN. Maybe 10, maybe 121/2 percent.
Mr. SIMON. The rest of it is owned by members of your family?
Mr. CohEN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How much did you pay for your stock?
Mr. COHIEN. Less than a thousand dollars.
Mr. SImoN. Less than a thousand?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. Would that pin it down close enough for you?
Mr. SIMON. That would make the total less than $10,000; is that

ri ht?
r. COHEN. Yes.

Mr. SiMoN. But you do not know how much less than $10,000?
Mr. COuEN. Let's say a thousand dollars for the whole thing.
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The CHAIRMAN. We want the facts, Mr. Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. I cannot-
The CHAIRMAN. Don't take this thing too lightly. We want the

facts. That is all.
Mr. COHEN. I thought the $10,000 was pinning it down low enough

for you.
The CHAIRMAN. It is strange to me that you do not know the exact

amount.
Mr. COHEN. Well, sir, I brought all the information.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems strange to me you could not remember

that.
Mr. COHEN. Senator, I do not want to get, I mean, I don't want to

argue with you. At the last
The CHAIRMAN. We have had so much trouble with the last wit-

nesses over a period of 30 days that I -have just lost my patience a
little bit.

Mr. COHEN. I don't choose for you to lose your patience with me,
sir.

The CHAIRMAN. This is the first time you have been a witness. I
have lots of patience with you but the other gentlemen ahead of you,
for the last 30 days we have just had nothing but grief and trouble
and I lost my patience with them.

Mr. KARTMAN. Senator, there is no desire to hide that capitalization.
If it is sufficiently important we will get you the exact figure. .

Mr. Cohen does not have it in mind and does not have the figures.
He states to you it is comparatively nominal. If that isn't sufficient,

I can call Baltimore during a recess and get you the exact information.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course you can.
Mr. SIMoN. Allan Apartments
Mr. COHEN. I would say this, sir. For satisfactory figures, it was

either a thousand, or $10,000. We can clear that.
Mr. SIMON. This ca pital stock of Allan Apartments you know was

$100, and of Housing Engineering it was either $1,000 or $10,000.
Mr. COHEN. That-is right.
Mr. SIMON. The project is built on Government land?
Mr. COHEN. The project is built on leased land from the Govern-

ment.
Mr. SIMON. And it is a 75-year lease?
Mr. CoHEm. The lease is 75 years, subject to cancellation in 5034

years, if the mortgage is paid off.
Mr. SIMON. And what is the annual rent you pay the Governmentt
Mr. COHEN. $100 for the land.
Mr. SIMON. The FHA mortgage is $2,412,000?
Mr. COHEN. $700.
Mr. SIMON. $2,412,700.
Mr. COHEN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. COHEN. Housing Engineering Corp.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost to Housing Engineering Corp. of

building the building?
Mr. COHEN. The actual job cost, that is, on the job, exclusive of over-

head, maybe insurance, an social security, is $2,388,289.
The CHAIRMAN. This came under the Wherry Act?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. You were interviewed in executive session, weren't you?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you give them that cost at the executive session?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. These are the same figures I had with me at the

executive session.
Mr. SIMON. Then you also built Penn Manor, did you?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the company that owned the

building there?
Mr. KARTMAN. May we ask that the photographers step back?
The CHAMMAN. If that is your wish.
Mr. COHEN. I cannot look at you
The CHAIRMAN. All you have to do is make the request, Mr. Witness.
Mr. COHEN. They look like jumping jacks.
The CHAIRMAN. It is the request of the witness that the photograph-

ers take no photographs, and we will have to ask you to stand aside.
Mr. KARTMAN. If they want to take them now and be done with it,

all right.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we had better do that for Mr. Cohen.
Move over a little bit to the right or the left.
Mr. COHEN. I should like to face you, sir, when I talk.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right, of course.
Mr. SIMON. Penn Manor-what is the name of the corporation that

owns that project?
Mr. COHEN. Penn Manor Apartments are owned 50 percent of the

stock is own by Herman Cohen, 50 percent is owned by Ben Cohen.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the capital stock?
Mr. COHEN. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. What is the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. COHEN. You mean the original mortgage or the balance today?
Mr. KARTMAN. All these questions pertain to the original mortgage,

not the present balance.
Mr. SIMON. Yes; I have a figure of $2,465,200, the original mortgage.
Is that the right amount?
Mr. COHEN. Exactly.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
Mr. COHEN. Penn Manor Construction Corp.
Mr. SIMON. The sponsor was the builder; is that right?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost?
Mr. COHEN. Job cost, as stated before, is $2,377,423.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Cohen, I see you have a transcript there of your

executive session testimony.
Mr. KARTMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you turn to page 8461? I was not present at

the executive session, but you were asked this question about Allan
Apartments:

What was the amount of the mortgage there?
Mr. COHEN. $2,412,700.
Question. What was the total cost?
Mr. COHEN. Just a little under $2 million.
Mr. COHEN. You were not talking about Allan. You are off of

Allan now.
Mr. KARTMAN. You are going back.
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Mr. SIMoN. I went back because you told me a second ago that
your cost in Allan was $2,388,000. Ihad to look through the tran.
script to find the spot but 2 weeks ago you told us it was a little under
$2 million.

Mr. Cozm N. Thanks for correcting me. I have a figure here.
I mistook it. I misquoted those figures, I am sorry. I do have the

figures, the mortgage.
Under that figure I have $2,388,289. I don't know what that is, but

I do have that the construction cost was $451,262 less than the
mortgage.

That is a job cost, and if we deduct that, I could answer hktques-
tion directly. I am sorry.

I had no intention.
Mr. SIMON. In any event, .on Allan Apartments, the costs exceeded

the mortgage by $451,000, is that right?
Mr. COHEiN. That is correct.
Mr. KARTMAN. That isn't correct, I am sorry, sir. The costs-you

say the costs exceeded the mortgage? It is just the opposite.
Mr. SIMoN. I am sorry. The mortgage exceeded the costs by $451,-

000. There was what we call a windfall of $451,000.
Mr. KARTMAN. I know what you intended to say.
I think you said the very opposite.
Mr. SiM N. Thank you, sir.
Going back to Penn Manor, the mortgage there was $2,485,200.
Mr. KARTMAN. That is right.
Mr. Simox. And your costs were what?
Mr. KARTMAN. $2,377,423.
Mr. SIMON. Now there, again, you have a different figure from

what you gave us in executive session. There you said $2,330,000.
Mr. CoHEN. I have it here. Wait a minute. When he developed

these figures I developed them on the basis of the difference between
the cost, and the construction cost, and I have here, construction cost-
if you want them that way, we can give them to you-$135,20 less,
the actual job costs-

Mr. SIM N. Let me see if we can expedite this. The Allan Apart-
ments-

Mr. COHEN. $2,330,000 is correct.
The difference in it was $135,205.
Mr. SIMoN. That is the exact figure I have.
Mr. COHEN. I developed them a little different than the questions

were asked.
Mr. SIMoN. Let me see if we can expedite this. Allan Apartments

is at what military base?
Mr. COHEN. Allan Apartments is not on a base, it is adjacent to the

Naval Operating Station.
Mr. SiMoN. At Norfolk?
Mr. CoHEN. At Norfolk.
Mr. SIxMON. Penn Manor is located at Penn Sauken, N. J.I
Mr. COHEN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is a project of 308 units?
Mr. CoHEni. 308 is correct.
Mr. SIoN. You built Benning Apartments in the District of CO'

lumbia here?
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COHEN.
SIMON.
COHEN.

SIMON.
COHEN.

SIMON.
COHEN.
SIMON.
COHEN.
SIMON.
COHEN.
119.

SIMON.

That is correct.
Where is that?
That is on Benning Road.
In the District?
In the District of Columbia.
That is 92 apartments?
92 apartments.
You built Howard Apartments?
In Portsmouth, Va.
119 units? Is that right?
I think so. Either 119, or 150. I have a record here

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

of it.
Mr.

units.
You built Silver Hill Apartments, of 216

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And where is it located?
Mr. COHEN. Suitland, Md.
Mr. SIMON. Suitland, Md.?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The capital stock there was $400?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You built River Apartments, Norfolk, Va.?
Mr. COHEN. River Point Apartments.
Mr. SIMON. River Point Apartments?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is 220 units?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where is that?
Mr. COHEN. That is in Norfolk, Va.
Mr. SIMON. What is the street address?
Mr. COHE,. There is three streets. It is behind the DuPaul Hospi-

tal, on Granby Street, and this is behind that. It is on Newport
Avenue, facing it.

Mr. SIMON. You built Riverside Apartments at Newport News, Va.?
Mr. COHEN. River Drive Apartments.
Mr. SIMON. River Drive?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That is 208 units?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know the street address there?
Mr. COHEN. 73d and River Drive, Newport News, Va.
Mr. SIMON. You built
Mr. COHEN. The fact is it is not Newport News. It is Warwick City,

which is adjacent to Newport News.
Mr. SIMON. Then you built Monroe Park Apartments?
Mr. COHEN. Wilmington, Del.
Mr. SIMON. That is how many units?
Mr. COHEN. 606.

4Mr. SIMON. 606 units, and there you had a substantial capital. The
Capital stock was $6,000?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the mortgage was $5,296,000?
Mr. COHEN. Yes-100.

119 units.
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Mr. SIMON. You built Lee Housing in Portsmouth?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How many units was that?
Mr. COHEN. 250.
Mr. SIMoN. And where is that located in Portsmouth?
Mr. COHEN. George Washington Highway.
Mr. SIMON. And you built Highland Apartments; is that right?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Gloucester, N. J.
Mr. SIMON. How do you spell that?
Mr. COHEN. G-l-o-u-c-e-s-t-e-r.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know the street?
Mr. COHEN. No. It is a large-it is off of Market Street, right off

of Market.
Mr. SIMON. 320 units?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Then the last one you built is Eastern Avenue Apart-

ments in the District?
Mr. COHEN. That is not the last one. That was built in 1943.
Mr. SIMON. I am sorry. I didn't mean the last in point of time but

the last of those you built?
Mr. KARTMAN. The last on your list, probably.
Mr. SIMON. Yes. You built Eastern Apartments ?
Mr. COHEN. On Eastern Avenue.
Mr. SIMON. In the District?
Mr. COHEN. In the District and in Maryland. It is on Eastern

Avenue line. Part of it is in.Maryland, part of it is in the District.
Mr. SIMON. What street is it on?
Mr. Com. Eastern Avenue divides it. One part of it is in the

District, the other part is in Seat Pleasant, Md., and another part is in
Fairmont Heights, Md.

- Mr. SIMON. That is 420 units.
Mr. COHEN. That is 120 to be exact.
Mr. SIMON. Does that list comprise all of the FHA insured projects

you built?
Mr. COHEN. There is one in conjunction, practically finished that

you have not asked about.
Mr. SIoN. I haven't asked you about the Oceana Airbase because

I understand it is not finished.
Mr. CoI-EN. That is right.
Mr. SIM oN. I couldn't expect you to give us your costs until you

finish it.
Does that list include all the projects that are finished?
Mr. CoHEN. That includes all the projects we built.
Mr. SIMoN. All the projects you built under the Federal Housing

Act.
Mr. COHEN. Under sections 608 and 103. We built under section

207 in 1939.
Mr. SIMON. This is all the section 608's and Wherry Acts you built?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. We own a couple of others.
Mr. KARTMAN. Mr. Simon, let's not have any confusion. Mr. Cohen

emphasizes these are all they had built. They had purchased 1 or 2
others and he doesn't want you to be-

Mr. Col EN. I understand.
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The CHAIRMAN. We have no interest in the ones he purchased be-
Ouse he would have no control.

Mir. SIMON. He would have no control over the costs on those he
bought. The mortgages on these--the total on these mortgages is
20500 000?
Mar. OHEw. I calculated that back here, while waiting, and I made

the $19,917,600. That is close but I don't know-
Mr. SIMON. Is the excess of mortgage proceeds over cost, $2,800,000?
Mr. COHEN. I made the job costs, exclusive of overhead, and other

things, of $17,315,000.
Mr. SIMON. $17,300,000 against nineteen million dollars what?
Mr. COHEN. Against $19,917,000.
Mr. SIMON. That should be $2,600,000.
Mr. COHEN. Around $2,600,000.
Mr. SIMON. Is your $2,600,000 figure based on your first cost of

Allan Apartments or your second one? You recall we were off there.
Mr. CoHEN. Allan, while it is completely occupied and built, we

still haven't paid all our bills on that necessarily.
Mr. SIMON. Whether it is my figure of $2,800,000, or your figure

$2,600,000-
Mr. COHEN. It really doesn't matter.
Mr. SIMON. We are not very far apart.
Mr. COHEN. No.
Mr. SixoN. And whether it is $19,900,000 of mortgages or $20,-

500,000 of mortgages
Mr. COHEN. Close enough.
Mr. SiMoN. So on roughly $20 million worth of mortgages, the

mortgage proceeds exceed the cost by about $2,600,000 or $2,800,000.
The aAIRMAX. You haven't sold any of these projects? You still

own all of them?
Mr. COHEN. We own all of them at the present time.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Cohen, did you get any premiums on these mort-

gages?
Mr. COHEN. If premiums were on them, the premium was taken into

the income.
Mr. SIMON. And used to reduce the cost?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So the figures we have are net after adjustment for

premium ?
Mr. COHEN. The figures that you have are net after premium. Then

there is a charge on a lot of these for overhead and compensation in-
surance, social security, other things. In other words, the net is quite
a bit different between the gross or the figure you quote.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Mr. IKARTMAN. Are we excused, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes: you are excused.
Our next witness will be Mr. Fred Schneider. Come forward, Mr.

Schneider, please. May I have your attention, please? The Gen-
eral Accounting Office officials, Arthur M. Chaite, Ian Woodner,
Marshall Granger, will not be needed until 2 o'clock this afternoon,
if that will be of any convenience to you..You may leave the room
n0w and we will see you at 2 o'clock. That is the General Accounting
Office officials, Arthur M. Chaite, Ian Woodner, and Marshall Granger.
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We will call you at 2 o'clock this afternoon. You may leave the
room now.

Now, Mr. Schneider, is it, will you please be sworn? Do you
solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF FRED SCHNEIDER, RHODE ISLAND PLAZA
APARTMENTS, WASHINGTON, D. C., ETC.

Mr. SCHN-EIDE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Please be seated and give your full name and

address to the reporter aud then you may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Fren Schneider, that is S-c-h-n-e-i-d-e-r.
Mr. SIMON. Your address, Mr. Schneider?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. 701 North Wayne Street.
Mr. SimoN. Wayne?
Mr. ScININEDERt. Yes; Arlington, Va.
Mr. SIMON. Are you the builder of the Rhode Island Plaza Apart-

ments in the District?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I am.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the company that owns the

project?
Mr. SCHNMDER. Rhode Island, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Rhode Island, Inc.?
Mr. ScuHN ER. $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. $1,000?
Mr. SCHNFIDE. Yes, sir; or $200. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a thousand or two hundred?
Mr. SCHimDER. Senator, I don't recall. It is either a thousand or

two hundred.
Mr. SIMON. The information I have, Mr. Schneider, is that you

own 100 shares for which you paid $100 and Marvin Slossberg owns
100 shares for which he paid $100 and the total is $200.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. $200. That is Melvin Slossberg.
Mr. SIMoN. The capital is $200?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage is $3/2 million?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the building?
What was the name of the construction company or was there no

construction company?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I believe Rhode Island, Inc., built that job them-

selves.
Mr. SIMON. The sponsor was the builder?
Mr. SCHNEIDER .The sponsors, Fred Schneider and Melvin Sloss-

berg were the sponsors.
Mr. Sr N. The corporation?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The corporation built the building.
Mr. SIMON. The same corporation owns the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. It is built on leased land; is it?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the land it is built on?
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. Melvin Slossberg, Fred Schneider, Lewis Zions,
and Adele Cohen.

Mr. SimoN. Is the ground rent .: 7,985 a year?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And the building has to pay that amount of ground

rent to you owners for 99 years?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That comes ahead of the mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. What was the cost of constructing the building?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Approximately three-million-two-hundred-thou-

said-some-odd dollars.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know how much?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Not the exact figure.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any books or records?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No; I do not, Mr. Simon. I have them but I

don't have them with me.
Mr. SIMON. We have been trying for a couple of months to find out

from you what these costs were.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I assumed you would want them. I Just sent my

auditor down to get them. On the subpena they didn't ask me to
bring any records and I didn't do so.Mr. SIMON. Didn't you appear in executive session some time ago?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. They asked you then what the cost was; didn't they?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I believe they did.
Mr. SIMoN. That was on June 16?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And even though you didn't know what the costs were

then, haven't you tried to find out since then ?
Mr. SCHNEIDER We had certain memorandum figures at that time,

Mr. Simon, which I haven't at this time, but I will have them within
a half hour.

Mr. SIMON. You say it was $3,200,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The mortgage was $3,500,000 approximately.
Mr. SIMON. And the costs were?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Around three-million-two-hundred-fifty-thousand_

some dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. A difference of about $300,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. A little less, Senator.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, we sold the mortgage.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you get a premium when you sold it?
Mr. SCHINEIDER. On a monthly payment basis.
Mr. SIMON. What is the premium?
Mr. SCHNEMER. I think around $700 or $800 a month.
Mr. SIMON. How much have you received on the premium?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We received it for 2 years.
Mr. SIMON. What is the total amount you are to get from the mort-

gage premium?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We are not receiving it any longer.
Mr. SIMON. So whatever you were to get you have gotten?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You got $700 a month for 2 years?
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Mr. ScHxFruDER. Approximately $780 to $800 a month.
Mr. SIMoN. $800 a month for 2 years would have been about

$20,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDEr. About that, nineteen-thousand-some-odd dollars.
Mr. SIMoN. The total costs, exclusive, were between $200,000 and

$300,000 less than the mortgage?
Mr. SCHN-EIDER. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Without including the premium?
Mr. ScmmER. That building was-
Mr. SImoN. Is that right?
Mr. ScHNErFR. Yes, sir. I might add that that building was a

losing proposition. That money has since been put right back in the
building in an effort to carry the building.

Mr. SIMoN. As of the day you completed this building you were not
personally responsible for the mortgage?

Mr. ScHNwmu. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You could have walked away from it any day you

wanted to?
Mr. ScHN-Emn. That is right.
The CHAIrMAN. Do you still own the building?
Mr. SCHNEImER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnmoN. You had between $200,000 and $300,000 of mortgage

proceeds in excess of all costs?
Mr. SCHNEmER. Approximately correct.
Mr. SIoMo . And your only investment in the buildings was $200

of capital stock?
Mr. SCHN-EIDER. Our final investment was only $200.
Mr. SIMoN. As of the date the building was completed.
Mr. SCHNMIDER. No. We had a great deal more invested at that

time.
Mr. SIMoN. When you finished paying out the mortgage money, et

cetera ?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. You had $200 invested, you had between $200,000 and

$300,000 left over out of the mortgage money ?
Mr. SCHN MER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You personally owned the land. It was not owned by

the building corporation.
Mr. SCHNFIDE.R. Well, a group of individuals owned the land.
Mr. SioM. You and three others?
Mr. ScyNErIR. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And even though you walked away from the building

they still have to pay you the ground rent of $8,000 a year for 99
years?

Mr. SCHNIDER . That is right.
Mr. SmoM. Or you would own the building ahead of the FHA

mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIR. That is right.
The CTAmMAw. Good naturedly now, because people might think

I am getting a little cranky, but good naturedly, you want to say with
an investment of $200 you made then between $200,000 and $300,000
profit on this?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, sir. We did not make a profit. That was lei'
over.
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The CHAIMAN. I say the proceeds of the mortgage were between
$200,000 and $300,000 more than all your costs?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You got approximately a $3 million mortgage.

you own the land. You are getting about $8,000 a year rental for
99 years. That comes ahead of FHA's mortgage and all for a $200
investment.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Senator, I would love to agree with you, sir, but
that is not correct.

The CHAIRMAN. What is wrong about the statement?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, we probably had over half a million dollars

invested during the course of construction.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but it was loaned to you and when

you got the proceeds of the Government-guaranteed mortgage you
got it all back.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Except this, that the building was a loss and we
carried the building. We didn't take a nickel out of that building.

Mr. SIMON. You didn't have to carry it. You could walk away.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We could have, but we carried it.
The CHAIRMAN. The only reason I bring it up good naturedly is

that I think you builders and private industry have something to
look at in the way this matter had been handled in the last 20 years.
I am sure you are no more interested than I am in seeing this kind of
thing continue.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It isn't good. That is the purpose of this investi-

gation. If I get out of sorts once in a while I apologize, but I think
I have a right to get out of sorts once in a while because there is no-
body that believes in the private enterprise system any more than
I do and have fought for it any harder than I have.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I appreciate that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When I see the Government participating in things

of this sort and know it is going to hurt private industry in the end,
Iget a little impatient.

Thank you very much, Mr. Cohen.
Mr. SIMON. You built Parkchester, didn't you?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the mortgage, $1,980,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is right.
Mr. Sim N. What was the cost of construction?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It was about $120,000 in excess of the mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the company that built that?
Mir. SCHNEIDER. I think Slossberg-Schneider Co. built that.
Mr. SIMON. Arthur Slossberg?
Mr. SCHNIDER. Slossberg-Schnei der Co.
Mr. SIMON. They were the construction company?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the name of the company that owned the

project
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Parkchester, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Who were the stockholders of Parkchester, Inc.?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Originally they were Diamond Coal Co., Sherman-

Burt, Fred Schneider, Melvin Slossberg, and one other-Clineberg.
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Mr. SIMoN. What was the capital stock of Parkehester Corp.?
Mr. SCHNE1DER. I think 100 shares of stock.
Mr. SIMON. How much?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. About $100 a share.
Mr. SIMoN. That is $10,000 1?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. NO. It would be $1,000.
Mr. SIMON. Ten shares at $100?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Approximately 10 shares.
Mr. SIMoN. $1,000 capital stock?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Who bought the land?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The land was already owned by Parkchester Corp.

when we entered into the deal.
Mr. SimoN. Who did they buy it from?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't know who they bought it from-some in-

dividuals, I believe. It was bought many years, several years before
I entered into the deal.

Mr. SIMoN. Do you know what they paid for it?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, sir. I do not.
Mr. SIMoN. You*don't know how much the individuals who put it

in paid and you don't know how much the corporation paid them?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. All we knew is it had a mortgage on it. PIdon't

recall how much they paid for it.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you originally get into the project by agreeing to

build the building for the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. If that had gone through, then you were to get 38

percent of the stock'
Mr. SCHNuDEIR. We did get 38 percent of the stock. That deal did

go through.
Mr. SIMON. You got 38 percent of the stock for agreeing to build

the building for the amount of the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI.oN. Did you build the building for the amount of the

mortgages
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We did not.
Mr. SIMON. It cost you more than that?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then you agreed to buy out the other interests for

$173,000?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think it was $178,000.
Mr. SIMON. $178,000.
You paid $50,000 cash and the balance by corporate notes?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. For 1 year.
Mr. SIMoN. That was paid by the corporation, not you?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No. We loaned the money to the corporation to

buy it. That note was made when it became due.
Mr. SiMoN. Thank you very much, sir. You are excused.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Heriiert Glassman. Will you please raise your

right hand, Mr. Glassman? Do you solemnly swear the testimony YOU
are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
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TESTIMONY OF HERBERT GLASSMAN, GLASS MANOR, WASHING-
TON D. C., ACCOMPANIED BY LEE H. MARK, ACCOUNTANT

Mr. GLASSMAN. I do.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, sir. Please be seated and give your

name and address to the reporter. The gentleman with you is your
accountant?

Mr. GLASSMAN. Yes.
Mr. MARK. My name is Lee H. Mark.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Glassman, will you give your full name and

address?
Mr. GIJASSMAN. Herbert Glassman.
Mr. SIMON. Your address?
Mr. GLASSMAN. 3849 Colorado Avenue NW.
Mr. SIMON. Your occupation?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Builder.
Mr. SIMON. Builder?
2r. GLASSMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How long have you been a builder, Mr. Glassman?
Mr. GLASSMAN. About 18 years.
Mr. SIMoN. Were you ever a policeman?
Mr. GLASSMAN. When I first came out of the Army; yes.
Mr. SIMON. That was a long time ago?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You built Glass Manor; is that right?
Mr. GLASSMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Where is Glass Manor located?
Mr. GLASSMAN. 101 Audrey Lane, Oxen Hill, Md.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of the corporation that

owns the building?
Mr. GLASSMAN. It was 300-
Mr. SImoN. Three hundred and sixty-five shares at $5 each, or $1,725?
Mr. GLASSMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. There are three sections, aren't there?
Mr. GLASSMAN. A, B, and C.
Mr. SIMON. And the total mortgage on the 3 sections is $6,249,000?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that correct?
Mr. GLASSMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the buildings?
Mr. GLASSMAN. We did, Stanbern Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. You own that? The same people own that that own

the Glass Manor?
Mr. GLASSMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. GLASSMAN. $5,997,898.35.
Mr. SIMON. The actual cost of construction was $251,301 less than

the mortgage?
Mr. GLASSMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get a premium on the mortgage?
Mr. GLASSMAN. No premium.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever know Mr. Clyde L. Powell?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Never knew him; no, sir.
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The CHAIMAN. Did you ever meet him?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Never. The first time I saw him was in this room

yesterday.
The CHAMMAN. You never came in contact with him?
Mr. GLASSmAx. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Mr. Keleher?
Mr. GLASSMAN. Yes. I know Mr. Keleher.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you do a lot of business with Mr. Keleher?
Mr. GLASSMAN. I did some business with him.
The CHAIMXAN. Have you questions?
Mr. KmxL-Y. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The next witness will be Mr. William Magazine. Will you be

sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM MAGAZINE, BERKSHIRE APARTMENTS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. MAGAZINE. I do.
The CHAnMAN. Please be seated.
Give your name to the reporter.
Mr. MAGAZINE. William Magazine, 1010 Vermont Avenue, Wash-

ington, D. C.
Mr. SIMON. Would you give your name and address to the reporter,

please?
Mr. MAGAZIN-E. I did.
Mr. SIMON. I couldn't hear you.
The CHAIRMAN. Pull the microphone up a little closer, will you,

Mr. Magazine?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Mr. William Magazine, 1010 Vermont Avenue N.W.

Washington, D. C.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Magazine, what is your business?
Mr. MAqAZINE. General contracting and builder.
Mr. SImoN. General contracting?
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. How long have you been in that business?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Well, the Standard has been in that business since

1939. I have been in the business all my life.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have a son, Sheldon?
Mr. MAGAZINE. I have two sons.
Mr. SIMON. Is one of them Sheldon?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. What has been the relationship between either you or

your son Sheldon and Clyde Powell?
Mr. MAGAZINE. No relationship whatsoever.
Mr. SIMON. Have they been on, shall we say, intimate terms?
Mr. MAGAZINE. I don't know what you mean "intimate terms.

With who? With Powell?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. MAGAZINE. I knew him.
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,1r. SIMON. You knew him quite well, didn't you?
Mh1. M1.(zIn. I knew him well. I don't know what you mean

"quite welll"
Mrt. SI,1wo. Were you and Sheldon frequently visitors to his office?
Ir, MAGAZINE. Sheldon was never to his office.

Mr. SIroN. What is that?
MIr. M.zIN. . Sheldon was never a visitor to his office.
,r. SIMON. How about you ?
[r. M.\oAZINE. I was.

Mir. SI M.. A frequent visitor?
Mr. MAG.zINE. Well, whenever I wanted to ask something about

some FHA business, I would saiy "yes."
Mr. SIMON. Your ofli(e was right across the street there; wasn't it?
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right.
,[r. SiMOtN. Was it your custom that whenever you had a problem

you went over and saw him i.
Mlr. XLAGAzINE. No. We always settled the problems in the district

office.

Mr. SIMON. How frequently did you go see Mr. Powell?
lr. M.\c.AZINE. Well, in 1946, we were finishing a job that the main

office had to do with it, not the district office, and we used to go up to
se Mri. Joe Alaman, who was the chief inspector of the whole country.

Mr. SiMoN. Did you ever have any business dealings with Mr.
Powell?

Mr. MAGAZINE. No.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain of that?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
Mr. SvI1oN. In all these dealings with him, did you ever make any

gifts to him?
.11r. MAAZINE. Not a gift.
Mr. SIMON. How many times did you go to see him?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Well, while we were finishing the project that I

Mentioned in 1946, probably more often than all the other times, and
after that, the only time we used to go up there is we had a lot of
people coming along trying to sell us projects outside of the city and
out in the country and knowing that he was administrator of the whole
country I used to go up and ask him what he thought about it or
whether lie knew anything about it, although we never bought any.
Mr. Sirow. How many section 608 projects did you have an in-

te'est in?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Quite a few.
Mr. SIMON. How many?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Well, it is probably 18 or 20.
Mr. SIMON. Eighteen or twenty?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Do you remember which it is?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Queenstown-
Mr. SIMON. How is that?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Queenstown.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether it is 18 or 20?
Air. MAGAZINE. YOU mefan in QueenstownI
Mr. SIMON. No, altogether.
Mr. MAGAZINE. I wouldn't remember. I will tell you, when we

'Were questioned by your executive committee, I didn't bring anything
50690-54--- -41
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with me, as I did now and Mr. Hogue, after questioning, asked me
whether I would send iim at complete breakdown of what interests I
had in the projects that I built and I did, so I didn't bring anything,
He has everything.

Mr. SI oN. You have a list of 34 section 608 projects.
Mr. MAGAZINE. It is possible.
Mr. SIMON. Is that r ghtI
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes, i that is in there, that is right.
The CHAIRMAIN. You said 18 or 20. XYou just missed it by about 50

percent; didn't you?
Mr. AGAZINE. 1 have to do a little thinking.
The CITAInMAN. I see.
Mr. MAGAZINE. We did a lot of it. I wouldn't know offhand. That

is the reason we sent them everything we had.
Mr. SImoN. Was the total amoirnE of mortgages in those projects

$4:9,537,5001
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right, if that is what the list is; that is

right.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that right?
Mr. MAGAZINE. That-is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the a mount ?
Mr. MAGAZINE. If you are reading from the list I gave Mr. Hogue,

it is rigt.
Mr. Simow. Who built those buildings?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Standard Construction Co.
Mr. SixoN. Who are the stockholders of Standard Construction

Co.?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Myself and Mr. Charles I. Kaplan.
Mr. SIMoN. Who were the stockholders in these section 608 projects?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Different people.
Mr. SiMoN. In Barnaby Terrace, there was $2,000 of stock. Who

owned that?
Mr. MAGAZINE. You say who owned that?
Mr. SIoM. Yes.
Mr. MAGAZIv. Now? We don't own it.
Mr. SiooN. Originally.
Mr. MAGAZINE. Mr. Kaplan and myself and Anthony Azo.
Mr. SIMoN. That is $2,000 common stock. In the Berkshire there

was $500 of common stock. Who owned that?
Mr. MAGAZiNE. There is about 32 or 33 people owns that. You have

all the stockholders there.
The CHAIMAN. That would be about $15 worth apiece; is that

right?
Mr. SIroN. Is that right?
Mr. MAGAZI.N. Whatever that statement is, is right.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the common stock in the Berkshire ?
Mr. MAGAZINL. I wouldn't know. I don't remember. That is the

reason we made up that sheet.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you have a eopy of this sheet?
Mr. MAGAZINE. I don't have it here. I probably have it in the office.

My accountant has it.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you tllink we wanted you here for this

morning, just a social event?
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9r. MAGAZINE. No. I didn't know whether I had to bring books or
papers. I know we sent them.

The CHAIRMAN. The common stock in the Berkshire was $5001
Mr. MAGAZIN E. If that is what it says there, it was.
The CHAIRMANX . That is what it says.
Mr. MAGAZINE. It was.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it was owned by 15 or 20 people?
Mr. MAGAZINE. No; by 30 people.
The CHAIRMAN. By 30?
Mr. MAGAZINE. By 30 or 31 people. I believe you have the stock-

holders there, too.
f1he CHAIRMAN. Where are the names of those 30 people? Thirty

into $'00 wlid be $15 or $16 apiece. Did they pay $16 apiece for
e stck, or did you just give them the stock?
,l. n,)13M0N..Do you really
The CHAIRMAN. Did you give them the stock or did they pay?
Mr. MAGAZINE. They paid.
The CHAIR-MAN. Thirty stockholders into $500 would be about $16

apiece; wouldn't it?
Mr. MAGAZINE. You have the stockholders there and their proportion.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Magazine, I do notice that eight of these stock-

holders all had the name Gelfin. Are they all part of the same family?
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is the same family.
Mr. S xON. I notice five of them had the name Goldman.
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is also the same family.
Mr. SimON. I notice four of them have the name Magazine. Is that

the same family?
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
Mr. SI O N. If we treat them as families instead of individuals wewould get down to about 8 or 9 stockholders; is that right.
Mfr. MAGAZINE. Yes, if you treat them as families.
The CHA M AAN. What was the amount of the mortgage? Is this

the Berkshire?
Mr. SIA1ON. That is the Berkshire at Ward Circle?
Mr. MAGAZINE. 4201 Massachusetts Avenue.
The (CIIAIRAAN. What was the amount of the mortgage ?
Mr. SIMON. The mortgage there was $6,760,000.
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
The CiAIRAIAN. You did it on a $500 capital stock and divided it up

With 30 people?
Mr. SImON. Mr. Magazine, on the totals, do I understand correctly

that the cost of construction to the Standard Construction Co. of all
these properties, including the land, the total cost, was roughly a half
Million dollars less than the total amount of the mortgage?

Mr. MAGAzIN. I don't think that is what the paper says. I think
You will find that the cost is more than the mortgage in all these.Air. 81xON. You have given us 2 items of cost here, I is the cost fromthe sponsor corporation to Standard Construction, which is your
COmpany.
1r. MAGAZINE. That is right.
Afr. SIMoN. Then the cost to Standard Construction Co.Mr. MAGAZINE. The Standard Construction Co., as far as the project

iBconcerned, was a general contractor.
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-Mr. SiMoN. And you and Kaplan owned Standard Construction
Co.?

Mr. MAGAZINZ. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You and Kapian were in all these projects?
Mr. MAGAZINE. A very small portion of it, if you will notice.
Mr.SImON. I don't know what your idea of very small is, but whell

you add your family and his familyI
Mr. MAGAZINE. You add both of our families in some of the projects

and it is very small.
Mr. SIMON. In some it is very big.
Mr. MAGAZINE. AVery few is bio.
Mr. SIiow. Take Barnaby Terrace.
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is a very small one. We had 50 percent and

Anthony Azo had 50 percent.
Mr. SIMON. We can go through these and show you how much each

of you owned, but isn't it a fact that these 34 projects, with $491/2
million of mortgages, were built by your construction company at a
host of a half million dollars less than the mortgages?

Mr. MAGAZINE. You can say that. The Standard Construction Co.
had nothing to do with the projects as far as ownership is concerned.
That is a company. They could get McShain or anybody else to
build it.

Mr. SIMON. I understand, but isn't it a fact that the cost of con-
struction was half a million dollars less than the amount of the
mortgages?
,' Mr. MAGAZINE. No. I wouldn't say that.

The CHAIRMAN. It is true from your own figures.
Mr. MAGAZINE. As far-
The CHAIRMAN. You gave us this, didn't you?
Mr. MAGAZINE. You mean taking off the fee that Standard made?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is possible.
The CHAIRMAN. You gave us the figures yourself.
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is possible, Senator.
Mr. SIMON. Bear in mind we don't know what the costs are. You

gave us this piece of paper.
Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right cost.
Mr. SIMON. I don't even know whether these figures are right.
Mr. MAGAZINE. Those figures are right.
Mr..SIMON. But these figures show that your construction company's

costs, including the land, building, and everything else were a half mil-
lion dollars below the mortgages on the $491/2 million.

Mr. MAGAZINE. It was over the mortgage when they paid the fee to
Standard which has nothing to do with the corporation's ownership.

Mr. SiMON. Well, the intercompany profits shown by your state-
ment-and I am just reading what is on your statement-is that on
the $49 million worth of mortgages, the cost to the sponsor corpora-
tion was $50,600,000, or $1,100,000 in excess of the mortgages.

Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And then your construction company had a profit of

$1,600,000.
Mr. MAGAZINE. Yes.
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,ir. SIMoN. So you can subtract one million one from one million
. There is a half million dollars by which the mortgage proceeds

exceeds the cost.
Mr. MAGAZINE. If that is the way you figure it is right, but Standard

hadnothiflg to do with ownership.
Tlhe CHAIRMAN. We didn't say they did. That wasn't the question

at all.
Mr. SIMoN. In addition, you got $300,000 or $279,000 premium on

the mortgages. Isn't that right?

Mr. MAGAZINE. If that is in there, that is right.
Mr. SimoN. So that if we can add that to the mortgage proceeds,

tie mortgage proceeds were $300,000 in excess-I mean $800,000 in
excess of the cost.

Mr. MAGAkZINE. If that is what it says there, but I don't know how
you can connect the two. It is altogether different.

Mr. SIMON. You can't connect, the mortgage proceeds?
Mr. MAGAZINE. No; I mean Standard with the sponsor corporation.

They had nothing to do with it, just the same as if you go out and
hire any other contractor.

Tlie CHAIRICAN. We didn't say it wasn't. We are trying to show
the mortgages were $50 million. We are trying to show what the costs
were. Under the -kw, of course, it was to be 90 percent. What really
should have haiipened in this instance was that the sponsor should
have put $5 million of their own money in these projects.

Mr. MAo.kziNE. This country wouldn't have had housing.
The CHAIRMAN. Instead of that they didn't put in any. The law

says 90 percent, which means that the intention was that the people
who built the project would have 10 percent of their own money in
it and on $50 million worth of projects that would be $5 million.

Mr. SIMON. Even if you completely separate Standard and these
projects, and say that this $1,600,000 was your builder's fee, the
sponsors of the projects only had 2 percent instead of 10 percent
invested in the projects ?

Mr. MAGAZINE. That is right. If they had to invest 10 percent there
wouldn't be any housing, I don't think.

The CHAIRMAN. I have heard that. I have been listening to that.
I want to say to you again, do you believe in the private enterprise
stem?
Mr. MAGAZINE. I sure do.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't talk like it. If we have gotten down

to the point in America where the Federal Government has got to
garantee a hundred percent and give you builders a profit on top
Of it and then permit you to continue to own the buildings, you are
not going to have a private-enterprise system very long. You had
better wake up to that fact. I am getting a little tired of lis-
te' ning to that story because if it is true, then we are in for some
bad tines, meaning the private-enterprise system in the United States.
If it has got to the time where a man will not build unless the Federal
Government guarantees him not only a profit but all of his money back
and then permits him to own the buildings, you are getting into a lot
of trouble in the United States, Mr. Magazine. There is no question
about it in my mind. I have been listening to that argument now on
thepart of all you fellows.
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Frankly, it doesn't go good with me as a champion of the private.
enterprise system. Let me say this to you in all fairness: It ist
particularly your fault. It is the fault of the Administration, those
running FA, that would permit a thing like this to happen. Thore
is nothing in the law to stop them from doing this thing on a businge.
like basis. The man who ran that section 608 project was here all
day yesterday. We have a little idea of why this thing stinks to the
high heaven. A man who spent all his time gambling, borrowinmg
money, shaking down people and not paying it back, for 20 years with
FHA. He was finally discharged here last April. The man that
discharged him, Mr. Hollyday, wrote a press release praising him for
his work. He praised him for his work, Mr. Hollyday did. They
finally were able to get rid of him. He said what a great man hewas
and what a great job he did, and Mr. Hollyday wondered why he got
into trouble.

Any further questions?
Mr. SIMow. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, unless you have some

questions.
Mr. KE.NNY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We are now going to recess until 1: 30. We will have five witnesses

this afternoon.
Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer in the record two

documents relating to our hearing in Chicago. One is a State of
Iowa State Tax Commission application for a retail sales tax permit
by the Sports Arcade, owned by Hymie Wiseman and Lou Farrell.
You will recall that Mr. Farrell denied having any connection with
that project, and secondly, a certified copy of a complaint filed in the
district court of Iowa, in and for Polk County, by Gladys Rand
against Lou Farrell, and you will recall Mr. Farrell denied being a
party to that lawsuit.

The CHARMAAN. The documents will be admitted into the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

STATE OF IOWA,
Polk0 ountg, s8:

I, Michael H. Doyle, Jr., clerk of the district court in and for said county, in
the State aforesaid, do hereby certify the foregoing to be a true, perfect, and
complete copy of petition in equity, restraining order, and order of dismissal in
the cause of action entitled "Gladys Rand v. Lou Farrell," being equity No.
103-57037, as the same appears of record in my office.I In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court, at my office in Des Moines, this 24th day of September A. D. 1954.

[SEAl] MICHAEL.H. Do mu, Jr., Clerk.
STATE OF IOWA,

Polk county, 88:
I, C. Edwin Moore, judge of the district court, do hereby certify that Michael

H. Doyle, Jr., whose name is subscribed to the foregoing certificate of attestation,
now Is, and was at the time of signing and sealing the same, clerk of the district
court of Polk County aforesaid, and keeper of the records and seal thereof,
duly elected and qualified to office; that full faith and credit are, and of right
ought to be given to all his official acts as such, in all courts of record and else
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p useTATE' Of IOWA 45d95TTO2O47
STATE TAX COMMISSION

"PICATION FOR RETAIL SALES TAX PERMIT
As reqaIred by Ser. 42L&1 Coda 194

DIVIICN OF AND&USE TAX, STATE TAX COMMISSION, Dee Moines 7, Iowa

Fee of be attached to

a e Re Ple to= 77-20502 7-1-47
MHETR URt: SPORTS" ARCDE.

'THE T= STATEOF'IOWA- HYMI ILSEMAN & LEV FARRELL.

NOTE -POSTAGE STAMP AND CASH 612 QID. DES MOIFES IOla.

NOT ACCEPTABLrE 62 " ' 2 112947

L THe undersigned hereby applies for a RETAIL SALES TAX PERMIT and agrees that applicant will
pay all retail sales tax due or 16 become due s provided by law. The underigned oifies that the
fbllowlUg statements are true and correct am he verily believes and. that he has lawful aUthority t
make this application ou behalf of applicant,

2. I Permit to be iwued in name of: - -. . . . .
L'-Name or names of owner or owner Al:.n .oty.__.. _ Ur- ---... .----
4. Location of business n' IOWA6.. 12 Gran& _ q.Xp,09 ..._._,

Strvet and Number City or Town Co"t
5. Give Permanent Maling Addre below If different from the above buinem location:

S am - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -
P. 0. Box or uwrt and Number City or Town County

L. Nature of Buanes-in which you are Enp-ge&U.._. .i &1z----
specfwyhethr a Thetre, Ciothi. Grocre.-,

7. ON WHAT DATZ WILL YOU BEGLN RETAIL SALES AT ABOVE LOCATIONt-JJt..---I$.
o&Da Ye

8. chea type of Own- 0 K3 0 0 iM i3A
ership in Square INDIVIDUAL PARTNERSHIP CORPORATION ASSOCIATION 6qWMI, '-

(If ownership Is Partnership or Company, this Application must be signed by ALL owning)
9. How many retail locations do you operate in low a?__...L ------- A permit MUST be held foree

20 It more than one Permit is held, do you prefer to fil Conolted Rturn to cover ALL 0
(Separate Return for ea Lomtion 0

11. HAVf YOU or ANY MEMBER of THIS FIRM PREVIOUSLY HELD an IOWA SALE8 TAX PERMIT __
12. If abo answer Is "Ye," give permit numbers, names and addres.--------------------------

------------------------------- --- a--------------------------------- ---------

------------------------------------------------------------

I& This application must be signed by tho
Owner, if a natural person; in the case of- ---------.-----. --a.-
an Association, by a member thereof: in
case of a Partnership or Company. by all BY
'partnere and/or owners; In the case of a . S
Corporation, by an executive offer there-
of or some person specifically authorized by - ----- fl*m-jfvj k.
the Corporation to sign the Application, to " gna 'iMu
which shall be attached the written evi-
dene of such authority.

Prm.ay e-i ....... .. b

n t t h i sai a Ior

(D a ~f ner.e elw

~~CLA..SMCATON

C. E DWIN M bar.

-77 7

STA -IOWA, Judge o t_ Nit JuiilD.tito oa

P&B-140 D
Pre lmary Permit 1by --.-.-------..-.-.------....... .........

where, and that his said attestation is In due form of law, and by the properoffcer.
Given under my hand this 24th day of September A. D. 1954.

C. EDWIN MOORE,

STAT OF OWAPJudge of the Ninth Judicial District of Ilowa.

Polk County, as :
1, Mlichael H. Doyle, Jr., clerk of the district court in and for said county, in

the State aforesaid, do hereby certify that C. Edwin Moore whose genuine signa-
ture appears to the foregoing certificate, was at the time of signing the same,
Judge of the District Court of the Ninth Judicial District of Iowa, duly com-
flisesioned and qualified, that full faith and credit are, and of right ought to
be given to all his official acts as such, in all courts of record and elsewhere.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
sald Court, at my office in Des Moines, this 24th day of September A. D., 1954.

(UAL] MicHrm H. Doy'E, Jr., o7erk.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF IOWA IN AND FOR POLK COUNTY

GLADYS RAND, PLAINTIFF, t,. Lou FARRELL, DEFENDANT

Equity No. 57037

PETITION IN EqUITY

Comes now the plaintiff in the above entitled cause and for cause of action
against the defendant states:

1. That the plaintiff is a citizen and resident of the city of Des Moines, Iowa,
2. That the plaintiff is the owner and operator of an eating house and night.

club located on lot 1 in Geil Place in the town of Fort Des Moines, Polk County
Iowa, known as the Mainliner Night Club and numbered 6001 Southwest 21st
Street.

3. That on the 6th day of October 1942, the defendant came to the plaintiff's
place of business and by threat, intimidation, force, and violence, attempted to
force the plaintiff to pay the defendant money.

4. That the defendant then and there displayed a revolver and threatened to
shoot and kill the employees of said place of business if his demands were not
complied with.

5. That the defendant threatens to continue said intimidation, force, and vio.
lence in the future for the purpose of compelling a compliance with his wrongful
illegal demands.

6. That the said conduct of the defendant will injure the plaintiffs business
and will cause an injury to the plaintiff, and that is one of the objects sought by
said defendant.

7. That plaintiff has no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy at law and that the
defendant, if not restrained by order of this court, will do irreparable injury.

Wherefore, the plaintiff having no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy at law,
asks that a temporary restraining order be issued, restraining the defendant from
coming upon the plaintiff's property described above and from any way molesting
or Injuring the plaintiff and from creating any disturbance in or adjacent to
said property and place of business of plaintiff, and that on final hearing said
restraining order shall be made permanent, and for such other and further relief
as may be just and equitable in the premises, and for costs.

STIPP, PERRY, BANNISTER & STOEZINGER,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to by Gladys Rand before me this -

day of October 1942.

Notary Public in and for Polk County, Iowa.
STATE OF IOWA,

Polk County, s8.:
I, Gladys Rand, being first duly sworn, on oath depose and say that I fam the

plaintiff above named; that I have read the above and foregoing petition; and
that the statements therein contained are true and correct as I verily believe.

GLADYs RAND.

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 7th day of October 1942.
[SEAL] ROBERT J. BANNISTER,

Notary Public in and for Polk CountV, Iowa.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF IOWA IN AND FOR POLK COUNTY

GLADYS RAND, PLAINTIFF, V. Lou FARRELL, DEFENDANT

Equity No. 57037-103

RESTRAINING ORDER

Be it remembered that this matter coming on before thi court for hearing Upon
the plaintiff's petition and motion for temporary restraining order,

It is, therefore, ordered that the defendant, Lou Farrell, Is hereby restrained
from going upon the premises known as lot one (1) of Geil Place, an official
plat .according to the recorded plat thereof in town of Fort Des Moines, Polk
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county, ITowa, and from going to or entering the plaintiff's place of business
known as the Mainliner Night Club and numbered 6001 Southwest 21st Street;
polk County, Iowa, and the defendant is strictly forbidden and restrained from
molesting or injuring the plaintiff in person or property in any manner or her
employees at said place of business, and from creating a disturbance or breach
of the peace thereon or thereat, and restrained from disturbing the peace and
quiet at said place of business either upon said grounds or adjacent thereto.

Signed in open court this 7th day of October 1942.
F. S. SHANKLAND, Judge.

STATE OF IOWA,
Polc County, s:

I hereby certify that I received the within order on the 7th day of October
1942 and on the 7th day of October 1942 1 personally served the same on the
within named defendant, Lou Farrell, by reading the original to Lou Farrell
and delivered to him a true copy thereof. All done in Polk County, Iowa.

VANE B. OVER'rURFF,
Sheriff of Polk County, Iowa.

By JOHN R. STRAIT, Deputy.
Mileage, $15; county, $2; paid by plaintiff's attorney.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IOWA IN AND FOR POLK
COUNTY

ORDER OF DIsMIssAL OF EQUITY CASES

Now on this 23d day of December 1943 it appearing to the court that the
following cases indicated by their respective numbers have been published in
the Des Moines Daily Record for a period of 10 full days prior hereto with the
notice that the same would be dismissed unless good cause to the contrary was
shown.

It is therefore hereby ordered that the following cases be and the same are
hereby dismissed at the plaintiff's costs.
55715 56-I37 57183
56939 56975 56904
57147 57176 56992
56961 56865 56905
57158 56985 57037

LoY LADD, Judge.
Filed as of December 24, 1943.

The CHAIRMAN. We will now recess until 1: 30 this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 11: 45 a. m., the committee recessed until 1 : 30 p. m.,

the same day.)
AFtERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
I would like to put a letter into the record from the Meadowbrook

Corp. of Indianapolis Ind., addressed to me signed by Thomas J.
O'Brien, vice president, together with a copy of a wire that I sent to
fl. O'Brien in response to his letter.

(The information referred to follows:)
MEADOWBROOK CORP.,

Indianapolis Ind., September 22, 1954.lion. HOMER E . CAPEHART,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR CAPEHART: During recent meetings held here in Indianapolis

by Your committee, you offered to allow anyone heard to supplement their tes-
timony if they so wished. I would like to take advantage of this generous offer.

I feel the public was given an unfair picture of our operation in the financing of
the Meadowbrook Apartment Development, because of the brevity of our exami-
nation and the extremely short notice given us. As a result, I appeared before
your committee without our records and with no knowledge regarding what phase
of our operation in which your committee would be Interested.
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There is no detail in the operation of Meadowbrook Corp. that we Wih to
conceal.

Respectfully yours,
MEADOWBROOE: CORP.,

THoMAs J. O'BRIEN,
Vice President.

Thomas J. O'Brien, Meadowbrook Corp., Indianapolis, Ind. (also try residence).
Re your letter September 22, which delayed reaching me because attending

hearings New York all last week. Presently scheduled hearings end Friday,
October 8. Delighted to grant your request to be heard further by this commit.
tee on either Thursday or Friday.

Senator Homer E. Capehart, Senate Banking and Currency Committee, FHA
Investigation.

Mr. SIMON. Senator, you will recall in Chicago because of inade-
quate time we didn't get the testimony of Lou Farrell and Jack Wolfe.
In order to complete the record, I would like to have you include in
the transcript of the public hearings their executive session. They
have already been heard in public, but not quite as fully as in the
executive session.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, they will be made a part of the
public record.

(The testimony of Mr. Wolfe in executive session follows:)

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The hearing convened, pursuant to call, in room F-41, Capitol
Building, at 2: 20 p. m., Friday, July 30,1954.

Staff members present: Messrs. Kenney, Sells, and Carr.
Also present: Mr. Jack Wolfe, 5400 Harwood Drive, Des Moines,

Iowa.
Mr. Robert C. Cochran, notary public.
Mr. COCHRAN. Will you raise your right handI
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mr. WoiF. I do.
(Thereupon, at 2:21 p. m., a recess was taken to room 301, Senate

Office Building, at 2: 30 p. m.)
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, you have been swornI
Mr. WorFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SFELLS. Do you want to give the reporter your full name for

the record?
Mr. WOLFE. Jack Wolfe.
Mr. SELLS. That is W-o-l-f-e; is that correct?
Mr. WoizE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. What is your residence address?
Mr. WOLFE. 5400 Harwood Drive, Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, you were asked to come here to testify in

executive session of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee.
You know that? o

Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. You are also aware the Senate Banking Committee is

investigating matters which have to .do with the operation and ad-
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miistration of the National Housing Act and the Federal Housing
Aut hority.That is the subject of this inquiry.

Mr. Wolfe, what is your occupation at the present time?
Mr. WOLFE. At the present time I have no occupation.
Mr. SELLS. May I ask what you do for a living?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, I am living on capital.
Mr. SEuLS. Accumulated income?
Mlr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Generally speaking, what line of work would you say
0oH have been engaged in in the past?

'Mr. WOLFE. Publishing, for 23 years.
9,r. SELLS. Did you have a concern of your own?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. What was that concern?
Mr. WOL-E. The Welch, Iowa, Printing Co.
Mr. SELLS. What kind of printing did you do?
Mr. WOLFE. We did general job printing, newspaper work. I owneda newspaper and magazine, and the general run of house organs.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, we received information at various times inthe past, I would say probably in the last 8 to 10 years, that you havebeen associated with various firms in what we call generally the home-

improvement field?
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Could you give us a list of the names of those firms that

you have been associated with?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, General Builders, Inc.
Mir. SELLS. Where did that concern do business?
Mr. WOLFE. In Des Moines, Iowa.
Universal Supply Co., Des Moines, Iowa; Aluminum Associates-
Mr. SELLS. May I have that again?
Mr. WVOLFE. Aluminum Associates, I think it was, and Universal

Builders, Inc. out of Omaha, Nebr.
Mr. SELLS. How about National Builders?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. I was associated with National Builders at its

reception for about 2 months.Ir. SELLS. Were there any other concerns in the home-improve-
ment field that you had a connection with?

Mr. WOLFE. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Those five is all?
Mr. WoLr. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Was your concern or connection with those businesses as

an owner?
Mr. WOL E. As part owner.
Mr. SELLS. Part owner?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. You had other associates, then, that were in business,

with you?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Were they the same associates in the case of all five of

$e firmsI
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. I would like to have the names, then, if you can givethem to us, of those people that you did business with, or were in

business with, I should say.
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Mr. WOLFE. The ones in business with me in General Business, Inc,
and Universal Supply Co. is, I. M. Cohen.

Mr. SELLS. Is his frst name Isadore?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Where is he from?
Mr. WOLFE. Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. SELLS. That takes care of two of them?
Mr. WOLFE. In Aluminum Associates, which was a short-lived com-

pany, there was Lou Farrell, I. M. Cohen, and Louis Shulman.
Mr. SELLS. We have three of them.
Mr. WOLFE. And Universal Builders, Inc., out of Omaha, was the

same as Aluminum Associates, Inc.
Mr. SELLS. Have you covered all five of them?
Mr. WOLFE. I think so.
Mr. SELLS. You had the same associates in those last 2 you gave so

I think that covers all 5.
Were all five of those concerns corporations?
Mr. WOLFE. No. The Universal Supply Corp. was a partnership,
Mr. SELLS. And the rest of them?
Mr. WOLFE. Were corporations.
Mr. SELLS. Were they all organized in the same State?
Mr. WOLFE. No. Universal Builders, Inc., of Nebraska, was or.

ganized in Omaha.
Mr. SELLS. Generally speaking, what geographical area did those

five corporations do business in, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. We tried to do business only in Nebraska and Iowa,

but some of our men did get into Kansas.
Mr. SELLS. What period of time did the operations of those five

concerns cover?
Mr. WOLFE. From the fall of 1951 through the spring, I think, of

1953.
Mr. SELLS. Were all of the corporations in operation and actually

carryingon business at the same time?
: Mr. WOLFE. Yes. Some were short-lived. They were in opera-
tion-at one time they were all in operation at the same time.

Mr. SELLS. Have they all been dissolved now, or for all practical
purposes are they still alive?

Mr. WOLFE. No. We discontinued all of our business, but I don
think the corporations have been dissolved.

Mr. SELLS. Formally dissolved?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. When did youstop doing business in this home improve-

went field, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. We stopped doing business, I think, in the spring of

1953.
Mr. SELLS. In addition to an ownership interest in all of these five

corporations, did you also hold a position as an officer or a manager?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir. In General Builders, Inc.
Mr. SELLS. What was your position there?
Mr. WOLFE. For a short while I was general manager-president

and general manager.
Mr. SELLS. How about the other four?
Mr. WOLFE. The other four, I don't remember the officers. I don't

think that I was on the payroll of any of them.
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,Ml'. SELLS. Did you exercise direct supervision -over the operation
I offlose concerns?

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Cohen and myself did.
Mtr. SELLS. What is Mr. Cohen doing now?
Mr. WOLFE. He is an accountant. he has an accounting office.
Mr. SELLS. Where is his office?
Mr. WOLFE. Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. SELLS. Are you a close friend of Mr. Cohens', Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, I don't know whether you would classify it that

Mr. SELLS. How well are you acquainted with Mr. Cohen, and pos-
ibly with his family?
Mr. WOLFE. I know them very well.
Mhr. SELLS. How nany brothers does Mr. Cohen have?
Mr. WOLFE. That I don't know. I know that-one that I know of

that has been a little mentally ill.
r. SELLS,. Who is that?

,1r. WOLFE. I don't even know his name.
Mr. SELiS. Is that all you know of?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. His immediate family, like his wife and chil-

dre- '
Mr. Silus. Does Mr. Cohen come from that area originally, or is he

froiml soimeplace else?
MI'. WOLFE. I think he came from that area originally.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know that as a fact?
M11r. WUlVFE. No. I have been in Iowa for 22 years.
M r. SELLS. Where are you from originally?
Mr. WOLF,. Detroit, Mich.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, did you give us the name of Dave Fidler as

oneof the individuals who was connected with National Builders?
M1r. WOLFE. No. Dave Fidler, from my understanding, worked for

,atiomal Puilders long after we were out of the picture.
M1r. Si"r1Ls. You say long after you were out of the picture. What

di( you do, sell out your interest in that concern?
Mfr. WOLFE. Both Mr. Cohen and myself sold out our interest in

National builders before we purchased General Builders, Inc.
,1r. SELLS. In other words, so far as you know, Dave Fidler had no

rejection with National Builders at any time while you were con-
Bected with it ?

11r. WO)LFE. That is correct.
1Mr. SELLS. How about Florin DiPaglio and the Builders SupplyCO.?
Mr. WoLFE. Florin DiPaglio-both Florin and Ray DiPaglio

worked for us before they organized their own building supply
MILuafily.
Ai. SELLS. What capacity?
Mr. WOLFE. Salesman.
Mr. SELLS. How about Lou Ferrell in the Interstate Builders ?

r. WOLFE. As the Interstate Builders, I know nothing about his'.Rtion. He never worked for us. He had a slight interest in our
imaa operation, which we later sold.*1 r. SELLS. Which concern was that?Ul 0r. WO1FE. Universal Builders, Inc., of Omaha.

Mr. S. That was Universal Builders. He had a slight interest,
104nSay, in that?
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Mr. Wous. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. He sold that interest out?
Mr. WOLFE. No. Mr. Cohen and myself sold the entire company

to a group of his associates in Omaha and stepped out of the picture.
Mr. SELLS. You are aware are you not, Mr. Wolfe, that these three

individuals that I mentioned, Lou Ferrell, Dave Fidler, and Florin
DiPaglio might be said to have a somewhat unsatisfactory back.
ground?

Mr. WOLFE. That is true. I have had people say the same thing
about me, also.

Mr. SELLS. You raised a point I was going to ask. You are also
undoubtedly aware that in many respects people have had reason to
say that about you?

yr. WoiE. That is correct. In fact, for the record, that is why
I called the force in one day and told them I was locking the door
We, were through, ri ht in the midst-while we were doing business

Mr. SELLs. Was ttat the sole reason, Mr. Wolfe, or was it you
thought that you had made as much as you were going to make in a
short time out of this home-improvement business and wanted to
get out?

Mr. Womm. No; it is just the opposite. We didn't make anywhere
near what we thought we could make, and our salesmen were making
a lot of money, and we were being held responsible for the misdeed o
our salesmen, and not being able to control these salesmen or to control
the people the salesmen sold. We decided to get out of the business.

lir. S9ELLS. By that, then, you as much as state that in fact your
salesmen were engaged in, shall we say, unethical sales practices?

Mr. WOLFE. In connivance-I would say that was in connivane
with people that they were doing business with. As an illustration, I

tried to check each and every job of that force, being done or sold. or

that we purchased from these men, and in going around checking thle

job I would ask the people if a contract I held in my hand, for example,

was to their full understanding; the payments were so and so, and I

would ask them whether our salesmen promised them anything or

whether they gave them anything, and the customers told me, "o.'

We went ahead with the jobs.
Later I found that had they not only promised them the world with

a small fence around it, or a large fence, but they also gave them cash

to buy certain things, and when that came to my attention we worked

very close with McBride, of the FHA, there. In fact, we used to hold

meetings when McBride or one of his men would come in and talk to

our boys and try to tell them that it is just as easy to sell it clean and

you don't have to promise people anything in order to sell.
Mr. SELLS. Considering all five of these corporations, Mr. Wolfe,

how many salesmen would you say you had employed?
Mr. WoLFE. Well, there is a big turnover in men.
Mr. SELLS. Well, generally, what was the size of your sales force,

taking all five corporations ?
Mr. WoyFE. Sometimes we would have 2 or 3, sometimes we would

have 10 or 12. We found that the men carried around contract books

for 2 or 3 other companies.If they felt like writing it on ours, they

wrote on ours; if they felt like writing it on some other siding cOm-

pany, they wrote it on some other siding company.
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r. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, your five companies, I take it, dealt in the
hoime-improvement field on a rather broad scale. In other words, you
didn't restrict your sales approach to necessarily one type of job; is
that correct?

Mr. WOLFE. We handled one type of job only. That is siding.
Mr. SELLS. That is all?
Mr. WoLFE. That is all we did.
Mr. SELLS. Any particular type of siding?
Mr. WOLFE. Aluminum siding. We tried to concentrate on alumi-

num siding.
Mr. SELLS. Was that true of all five corporations?
Mr. WOLFE. That was true of all of them. The only time we did any

other improvement on a hone was sometimes we would do window
casing or steps, or something like that.

Mr. SELLEs. You didn't construct any additions to buildings or any-
thing like that?.

Mr. WoLFE. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. You did no roofing work, painting work?
Mr. WOLFE. Once in a while we would have a roof, along with the

siding job, but no painting.
Mr. SELLS. What brand of siding did you handle, generally ?
Mr. WOLFE. We handled generally Afl-Side aluminum.
Mr. SELLS. Who manufactures that?
Mr. WOLFE. All-Side Co., of Akron, Ohio.
Mr. SELLS. Is that a recent company ini the alumnimn-sidinig field?
Mr. WOLFE. I can't say. I am much more recent to the siding busi-

ness. Tlhy were already an established business.
Mr. CARR. You did business with All-Side, of Akron?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. CARR. Did you do any business through distributors?
Mr. WOLFE. No. We dealt direct with the factory.
Mr. SELLS. Who is Michael Anton?
Mr. WOLFE. Michael Anton is a salesman who was working with

the DiPaglio brothers as a team.
Mr. SELLS. Did he ever work for you
Mr. WOLFE. Not directly. He was working for us through the

DiPaglios.
Mr. SELLS. Do you want to explain that a little bit. to me? He

was writing jobs for you?
Mr. WOLFE. No; he wasn't writing jobs for us. The DiPaglios had

2 or 3 canvassers who would work for them in canvassing jobs and
they would pay them direct. I think,, if I am not mistaken, I think
after the DiPaglios left Mike did sell 1 job, maybe 2 jobs, for us before
he joined them again in their new organization. I am not positive of
that fact.

Mr. SELLS. Are they the ones that took over General Builders?
Mr. WOLFE. No. When I discontinued General Builders no one

took it over. I just closed the doors and discontinued.
Mr. SELLS. The reason I ask that question is I have a copy of what

Url)orts to be or what l)url)orts to be a copy of a letter distributed
gy General Builders, Box 178, U. P. Station. Des Moines, Iowa, ap-
parently addressed to homeowners, soliciting inquiries regarding
siding jobs, and making what appears to be the approach that "We
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have come to call in the model home approach." That'bears the sig.
nature "Michael Anton."

Mr. WOLFE. That was put out without our knowledge by the Di.
Paglios. We didn't know about it until long afterward when it was
called to our attention.

Mr. SELLS. AS a result of the circulation of this letter did rou re.
ceive any orders for All-Side baked enamel aluminum siding

Mr. WOLFE. I cannot answer that question because the leads, or the
return postcards, came to a box number that we had no control over,
that we did not rent.

Mr. SELLS. Was it ever brought to your attention by any of the
customers up to that time that they had- received this letter?

Mr. WoLFE. It wasn't brought to our attention by the custoiers,
but I took it up with the post office and told then they had no author-
ity to issue a box in our name unless we requested it.

Mr. Sr.LLS. Who brought it to your (Attention this letter had been
distributed?

Mr. WOLFE. One of the salesmen in canvassing happened to run
into a home that had received it. He. picked it up and asked if lie
could have it, and brought it to our attention. In fact, I may go on
record as saying that it also came to our attention that this same let-
ter was being used after the Dicpaglios went in for themselves, be-
cause they had some stationery, they had this all printed up, and
they had the brochure all printed tip, and they didn't want. to waste
it, and at that time I called the DiPaglios into the office and I think
I made a deal with them to pay them for the loss, so as to keep them
from using it.

Mr. SELLS. Who is Leonard Kline, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. Leonard Kline was a short-lived manager that worked

for us at one time, for about 4 or 5 months.
Mr. SELLS. Sales manager of General Builders?
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Was he sales manager for any of the rest of these cor-

porations?
Mr. WOLFE. No, sir. ie has since passed away.
Mr. SELLS. He has since passed away?
Mr. WOLF. Yes. He died here about 2 months ago.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Wolfe, that, partly at least, as a re-

sult of practices which were engaged in by salesmen who presumnably
Were under the control of Mr. Kline at the time he was sales manager
of General Builders, you and the General Builders and Mr. Kline
were placed on the FHA precautionary list?

Mr. VOLFE. No. I don't think that is the reason, sir. I think
the 2 jobs, according to my understanding, that placed us on the
precautionary list. were, I think, 1 job was a chap by the name of
Powers. that forged his father's endorsement on the application with-
out our knowledge, and another one was one where the old lady
couldn't sign but ABC called it to our attention and my understand-
ing is their manager went out there and got her to put an X in, while
their daughter was at the home.

Mr. CARR. Allied Building Credits?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Later I understand she was declared mentally unbalanced. It was

under the supervision of Allied Building Credits.
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Mr. SELLS. How many of these concerns of yours ultimately did

end up on the precautionary list?
Mr. WOLFE. I think General Builders is the only one. I think for

the1 amount of business we did, we tried to conduct ourselves in a very
clean mannerand we had very few reactions, or complaints. We were
the ony outfit that kept a true-to answer complaints, if a corner
fixing job came up after a while, for interest.

Mr. SELLS. How much business did you do in these five concerns?
Mr. WoLFE. I would say a million or a million and a half.
Mfr. SELLS. For all five concerns?
Mr. WOLFE. Some of those were very short lived.
Mr. SELLS. For how long?
Mr. WOLFE. Over a period of a year and a half or 2 years.

r1. SELLS. That is a million dollars in siding of homes. Is that
your testimony ?IMr. WoLFE. That is right. I am not giving you an accurate figure,
because I am just guessing at it.

Mr. SELLS. Was there any particular reason why some of these con-
cerns were so short lived?

Mr. WOLFE. I can explain that to you. We woke up to the fact
that we made an error in associating ourselves with Mr. Lou Ferrell,
in Omaha, and after a consultation with Mr. Cohen. we decided the
best way to get out4 of it gracefully would be to sell the business, and
the Xlniinumn Associates at that time were discontinued because
that wa. organized at the time we organized Omaha as a buying out-
fit for the 2 businesses, as a wholesale buying outfit and when we sold
Omahal we just discontinued Aluminum Associates, which is the reason
those 2 businesses were short lived.

Mr. SELLS. Was all your business-let's put it this way-was the
bulk of your business written for the purpose of discounting under
FHA loaus?

Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. You didn't actually seek cash business in preference to

FHA title I business?
Mr. WAOLFE. Yes, we did have numbers of cash jobs.
Mr. SELLS. Yes, but is it fair to say that the majority of it was

under title I of the FHA?
Mr. AVOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. FHA title I loans?
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Who discounted most of the paper?
Mr. WOLFE. Allied Building Credits. I would like to put in the

record here that I think we have one of the cleanest operations in
siding in the country, or we tried to run it that way.

Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, I am not going to fence with you. I want
to make this clear: You were asked to come here to an executive
session for the reason that this committee attempts to be scrupulously
fair to all witnesses. We have information which indicates a con-
elusion quite to the contrary to the one you just put in the record.
We have a lot of information which has been brought to the attention
of this committee that indicates that you were, over that short period
of time, at least, one of the biggest home improvement operators in
tle siding field, and that insofar as unethical sales practices are

500i0-54-42
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concerned, you and your concerns were one of the greatest offenders.
Mr. WOLFE. That is wrong.
Mr. SFrLs. As I said, I am not going to fence with you.
Mr. WoLm. You may have that information. I don't know how

you got it, but at no time did we condone unethical selling.
Mr. Sws. What efforts did you make actually to control the efforts

of your salesmen or your representatives or independent contractors?
I don't care what you call themn.

Mr. WO'LFE. The efforts we made is in holding meetings, that we
tried to instill them with the idea that it is just as easy and as profit-
able to sell clean, and leave a good taste because we wanted to remain
in business and as a result of that, we had 2 or 3 times, we had McBride
or somebody from his office come to our luncheon meetings and address
them.

Mr. SEuS. Who was McBride?
Mr. WOLFE. He is head of the FHA.
Mr. SELLs. Local director of the FHA?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
In spot-checking jobs-for instance, as an illustration, I went out

to spot check a job in Des Moines. I found the job being put up.
The mai that bought the job is standing' right tbere. He likes the
aluminum siding. I talked with him. chad the contract with him.
I said, "Is this contract your entire understanding of the contract?"
I said, "You will pay so much after the first 45 days, et cetera."

At the bottom of our contracts we had in 24 point type:
No verbal agreements accepted. Everything must be put in writing in the
contract.

We had that right on the contract.
In talking to this gentleman, he started telling me that it is going

to be a swell job and he is tickled to death he went into it. I said,
"Why?" He said, "The salesman promised me $75 for every job they
would do within a radius of 20 miles."

Mr. SE LLS. That is the so-called bonus or model homes?
Ir. WOLFE. That is correct. I asked him, I said, "Did the sales-

man put it in writing?"
He says, "No."
I says, "How can you be so gullible as to accept anything like that

verbally when the contract, in large type--" it wasn't hidden in 6-
point type-it was in large 24-point type--"tells you that the com-
pany will accept no verbal agreements?'

Mr. SELLS. What did he say about it? He said the representation
had been made?

Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Did you attempt to discipline that particular salesman?
Mr. WOLFE. We fired him. That is one of the reasons we had a large

turnover.
Mr. SELLS. Let me ask you this: What kind of an agreement or

understanding did you have with these salesmen, Mr. Wolfe? Did you
have some kind of an agency contract with them or did you have ail
employment contract?

Mr. WoLFE. Our deal was this: That if they went out and sold a job
and we gave it to them-in other words if a job took 20 squares, and
we parred it out to them for $46 a square and on that $46 a square
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we furnished labor and the salesman or the contractor or the applica-
tor was to bring in a completion slip when the job was completed, and
our fee on it was just so much a square.

Everything over that was their commission, but we had a top that
we did not allow them to exceed.

Mr. SELLS. What was that top?
Mr. WoLFE. $100, which was the ultimate top. The average was

about $80.
Mr. SELLS. Taking your figure of $46 and anything above that as

being a salesman commission with the top of $100, it was possible
for the salesman's commission to equal the actual return to you as
the supplier?

Mr. WrOLFE. In some cases it was more, for the reason-
Mr. SELLS. 46 percent is not a half of a hundred percent.
Mr. WOLFE. That is one of the reasons we decided to discontinue

the business. For instance, a salesman would bring in a job of 12
squares for $960. We would do the job and the job would only take 7
squares. The company didn't get paid for 12 squares. We just got
paid for the actual7 squares we put on the job and the salesmen or
the seller of the job had all the gravy.

Mr. SELLS. You say the company only got paid for the 7 squares.
You had the contract. You had the money. Why couldn't you have
held your share of the proceeds for the whole 12 squares?

Mr. WoLF-;. Our agreement with the salesman worked sometimes
the other way around also. He would bring a job for 12 squares that
took 16 squares.

Mr. SELLS. That still doesn't answer my question, Mr. Wolfe. You
had the money and you had the contracts.

Mr. WOLFE. That is correct. Our arrangement with them was to
charge them on the actual squares the job took.

Mr. SELLS. Was that arrangement in writingI?
Mr. WOLFE. No, I don't think any -
Mr. SELLS. Let me ask this specific question. I want to ask you to

think about it before you answer it. Let's take your case which you
brought up. I didn't bring up the case, where your salesman went
out and sold a job and got a contract requiring 12 squares, and you
tell me that you actually only applied 7 squares. Did you ever go back
to the homeowner and tell the homeowner?

Mr. WOLFE. Yes; we did. In several instances, we called the home-
owier and told him his job would cost him two or three hundred dol-
lars less than he contracted for, because we felt that the price was too
high on the job.

Mr. SELLS. Did you tell him why?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes; because it took less squares than we figured.
Mr. CARR. Had you already paid the salesmen?
Mr. WOLFE. Not in those cases; no. We lost several salesmen

through doing that also.
Mr. SELLS. I take it there were other cases though, where you had

paid the salesmen and then found out that the job actually required
less material than what the salesman had estimated. In those cases
you didn't attempt to notify the homeowner?

Mr. WOLFE. No; on the other hand-
Mr. Sies. Answer that question first if you will, Mr. Wolfe.
Mr. WOLFE. Will you put that to me againI
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Mr. SELLS: There were cases in which the contract, as brought in
by the salesman, called for more material than what you actually
applied, and cases wherein when that happened you did not notify the
homeowner?

Mr. WoLFE. That is true, but there were also cases, and there were
plenty more of those cases, where the amount called for took more
squareage.

Mr. SELLS. All you are telling me when you tell me that is, insofar
as you are concerned it averaged out but that doesn't take care of the
individual homeowner who paid for 12 squares and only got 7 squares
on his house; isn't that correct'?

Mr. WrOLFE. That is correct, but where there was discrepancy of
that size, usually some arrangement s were made.

MI'. SELLS. Wait a minute now, Mr. Wolfe. I want you to hold-
you throw a lot at me here, but you qualify it to some extent. You
say usually some arrangement was made. IVltat arrangement was
made?

Mr. WOLFE. A refund arrangement of some kind, but the majority
Of cases, where there was an overage or underage, was only half a
square or square or square and a half. It was very seldom that it ex-
ceeded the underage or the overage exceeded anywhere from a half to
say, 2 squares.

Mr. SELLS. Well, at $46 a square, isn't that the figure that you used?
Mr. WOIE. Well, 46, and aluminum went up from $46 to $56 a

square.
Mr. SELLS. Two squares is $100, and I believe it is fair to say that to

an individual-homeowner, $100 might be a lot of money?
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. There were some cases where the homeowner paid $100

for material that he never got?
Mr. IVOLFE. Offhand I would say "Yes."
Mi'. SELLS. I am trying, Mr. Wolfe, believe me, in your interest and

my own, I am trying to cover a lot of territory in a short time and
you can understand that.

When these salesmen came to you, Mr. Wolfe, and wanted to repre-
sent any one or all of your Poncerns, did they fill out some kind of an
application blank with you?

MI'. WOLFE. Yes; they did. We had a contract form also that they
filled out on each particular job, showing that they were a sub-
contractor, or an independent contractor-every job that we purchased
from them they signed it.

Mr. SELLS. We can dispose of that status for our purposes by this:
Did you withhold any taxes or any social security?

Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Did you pay any social security or withholding taxes

on any of these salesmen?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. So as far as the situation was concerned as between

you and them, they were independent contractors?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right. -

Mr. SELLS. Still before you would let somebody go out and repre-
sent themselves as a representative of your company, you required
them to come in and at least talk to you and make some kind of an
application to you?
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Mr. WOLFE. That is true.
Mr. SELLS. Did you interview them?
Mr. WOLFE. I would like to answer that question this way: When

I entered into this sort of business, I had my publishing plant and at
no time at the start did I contemplate running any of these companies

myself. I was a novice. I was just as naive as some of the gullible
customers.

Mr. SELLS. As far as this business?
Mr. WOLFE. As far as this business is concerned, that is correct.
I did not take actual personal hold of this business until I was dis-

illusioned by so many of the men that I had trying to run the business
for me.

Mr. SELLS. Did you ever get disillusioned with Isadore Cohen?
Mr. WOLFE. Not during that time in that business; no.
Mr. SELLS. Since then?
Mr. WOLFE. A little bit.
Mr. SELLS. Why?
Mr. WOLFE. It is personal.
Mr. SELLs. What experience did Mr. Cohen have in this business

prior to the time the two of you associated in it?
Mr. WOLFE'. He had a little more than I did.
Mr. SELLs. By a little more, what? He had already been in the

business?
Mr. WOLFE. He had had about a year experience previous to the time

that he asked me to join him in this business. It was through Mr.
Cohen that I got into the business.

Mr. Si.,,Ls. Did youN ever meet Harry Cohen?
Air. WOLFE. Harry Cohen?
Mr. SELLs. Yes.
Mr. WOLFE. Harry Kane?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Mr. WOLFE. I met him twice.
Mir. SELLS. When?
Mr. WOLFE. I met him once in Chicago at the All-Side office, for

about, 5 or 10 minutes, just an introduction and then I met him when
he stopped off in Des Moines and asked us for a job, which was
another about 5 minutes. Of course I told my man no. He never
worked for us.

MI'. SlLLS. Isn't he in fact related to Isadore?
Mr'. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. WOLFE. I am almost 1)ositive about that. I mean
Mr. SELLS. You were telling me, Mr. Wolfe, and I think it is an

interestig part of the story to us, you were telling us that you had no
expIerience in this home-improvenent, business before you got into it.

Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
MrI. Sum. I had asked yu what you did when these salesmen came

in and wanted to represent your firm and I think you were starting out
to give me an explanation of what you did.

Mr. WOLFE. Yes; we requested them as to who they worked for and
we tried to cleck up-

Mr. SEMLS. Were they required to put that information down on
Paper in writing?
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Mr. WOLFE. In some cases they did. I mean, we had an application
form, yes, an employment application form.

Mr. SELLS. What information did that employment application
form call for?

Mr. WOLFE. The way we check usually-you want a frank and
honest answer on this

Mr. SELLs. I would like it.
Mr. WOLFE. So I would call Mr. Lou Eisen, who is the All-Side

representative in Chicago, and who had his finger on the pulse of the
siding business all over the country, and who had been in the business
for so many years and he knew most of the salesmen and in fact sales-
men were usually sent to us by Mr. Eisen, asked for their capabilities
and asked whether they were clean.
Mr. SELLS. How long have you known Lou Eisen?
Mr. WOLFE. I will say a matter of 4 or 5 years.
Mr. SELLS. Did you meet him after you got into this business or

before?
Mr. WOLFE. I met him casually once previous to the time I crot into

this business, in Des Moines, but at the time I met him I didn't know
what business he was in. He had a business of his own of this kind
in Des Moines at one time, and I remember meeting him casually
down at the Standard Club, but I did not know what his business
connections were at the time that I met him. It was only through the
siding business that I really met him.

Mr. SELLs. How well do you know Mickey Cohen?
Mr. WOLFE. I never met the gentleman. I don't know him at all.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know w~o he is?
Mr. WOLF. Yes, I know who he is, but I never met him.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. I am positive, positive. At no time did I ever meet

Mickey Cohen.
Mr. SELLS. This application form that your salesmen filled out,

did it call for any previous arrest or criminal records?
Mr. WoLFE. No.
Mr. SELms. Let's get right down to cases.
Mr. WOLFE. No, it didn't.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever make any inquiry of anybody or any

legitimate attempt to find out what kind of people these men were
that you were employing?

Mr. WOLFE. During the short time that I was running the company,
yes; because if a man told me he worked in Rock Island, I would get
on the telephone and call Rock Island and ask the siding man he
worked for as to how, what, when, and where.

Mr. SELLS. Were you ever told that some of these fellows didn't
have very good reputations?

Mr. WOLFE. Yes. Those that didn't have good reputationswe didn't
hire.

Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, as far as my personal connections with the com-

pany, I will say "Yes."
Mr. SELLS. I will accept that from you, but if you disclaim that

responsibility, Mr. Wolfe, who in your organization would take re-
sponsibility for employing some of these rather shady characters
that were employed by your company?
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Mir. WoiFE. Well-
Mr. SELLS. Was that Mr. Cohen's fault or [r. Kline's fault or

was that Lou Ferrell's fault?
Mr. WOLFE. No. Lou Ferrell was never connected with us in Des

gfoines at all.
Air. SELLS. How about Nebraska?
Mr. WoLFE. When we bought General Builders, for instance, there

was a young fellow working there by the name of Harry Stroiman.
We bought the company from Dick Richards, who had built the
company up. Harry Stroiman was one of the salesmen who had
had experience in operating companies of this kind. Now we bought
this company with the understanding that Harry Stroiman would
stly there and act as general manager, and run it, because neither
31r. Cohen nor myself had sufficient knowledge of the business or
the ramifications of that kind of a business. If we would have had,
or if I would have had, I doubt very much if I would have touched
it with a 10-foot pole.

Air. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, I am not trying to be facetious. But in view
of what we understand to have been some of your past activities, why
would you have been so reticent about going into this line of business.
if you had known so many of these things?

Mh'. W¥OLFE. What do you understand are my past activities, outside
of publishing?

Mr. SELLS. Well, I understand this, Mr. Wolfe: I understand you
had the reputation of being somewhat of a gambler in that commu-
nity and I don't mean in the casual sense of playing cards with a
neighbor on a Saturday night. Let's put it this way: Professional
gambler.

M-r. WOLFE. This is the first time that has ever come to my atten-
tion and you are absolutely wrong. I am not--

Mr. SELLS. We can leave that right there. Let's go back to the
other point. You say if you had known any of these gentlemen were
crooked, you wouldn't have gone into the business?

Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. But you did find out they were crooked afterward?
Mr. WoL'iD. Yes; and we let them go as quick as we found out.
Mr. SELLS. Before you let them go they had had plenty of time to

go out and sell contracts for you, hadn't they?
Mr. WOLFE. I imagine they had.
Mr. SELLS. As a matter of fact you found out later a lot of them had

criminal records?
Mr. WOLF.. No-
Mr. SELLS. A lot of them had been not only accused but had been dis-

charged from prior positions in this same field for engaging in the
satme type of practices?

Mr. WOLFL. No. You are under a misconception there. I never
f0und-I don't think to this day I have ever found that anybody who
has worked for us has had a criminal record of any kind, and as far
as having a knowledge of their method of selling, I was naive enough to
feel, an dIhonestly did feel so during the first-year in business, that
'We were running one of the cleanest operations in the country.

Mr. SELLS. What later disillusioned you, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WoiB. By going out and checking jobs, I found this: That the

fault, not only was witl the salesmen, but was just as much with the
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customer, because the customer had just as much larceny in his heart
as the salesman had or he wouldn't have accepted the salesman's wort!
and kept things from the company that purchased this contract. We
would call a customer up and say, "Was there any verbal understand.
ing or did Mr. So-and-So promise you anything?" And the customer
would say, "Absolutely not."

Mr. SELLS. Suppose you had a new man who came in as a salesman,
Mr. Wolfe. Who in your organization, among your associates. took
the resnonsibilitv of telling that man how he was to sell his products

Mr. WoLFF. The man who was running the company, and we u.sdto
have meetings an average of once or twice and three times a week just
to ao over that and we had contests at one time.

Mr. S-LLs. At one time you were general manager of one of these?
Mr. WOe. That is right.
Mr. SELLs. Which one was it?
Mr. Wonts. Toward the end.
Mr. SrLs. Was that. Aluminum Associates or General Builders?
Mr. WoTr,. General Builders. Aluminum Associates at no time

did any work with the public.
Mr. SELLS. What did they do?
Mr. WOFE. Aluminum Associates was organized as a wholesale

buying outfit to act as the buying-
Mr. qELUs. Solely?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SiTLs. What did they do, buy it and sell it. to you?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. It was the samP People and we bought it and sold

it to Universad Supply Co., in Des Moines, General Builders, in Des
Moines, and the Universal Builders, Inc., in Omaha.

Mr. SEtrs. Why was it necessary to set u a separate buying con-
cern? With three corporations selling in this field, couldn't you have
bought direct from the manufacturer at the same price?

Mr. WOLFE. We did buy direct from the manufacturer. It just
gave some of the other people who weren't interested in our General
Builders. by investing in the Aluminum Associates, to participate in
some of the profits.

Mr. SELLs. You were also one of the principal figures in Aluminum
Associates?

Mr. WoL~F . Anyway, the thing didn't last over 6 weeks.
Mr. SELs, . Do you know what I think, Mr. Wolfe, and correct me

if I am wrong, I think you set up Aluminum Associates for tax ad-
vantage.

Mr. WOLFE. That was one of the reasons, yes, if there were. going
to be any.

Mr. SELLS. You admit, then, at some time. during this period, per-
haps when you were general manager of General Builders, you were
the one that was responsible for attempting to control the activities
of these salesmen?

Mr. WOLF. That is correct.
Mr. SFLA. Well, let's branch out. Let's go into a little 1)roader

question. Mr. Wolfe. Let's consider the operation of all five con-
cern again. Let me ask you this: Isn't it a fact. Mr. Wolfe-I don't
care when it was, whether it was after you had concluded von should
get out of the business or while you were still in the business, you
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did-let'S put it this way: It did come to your attention that your
salesmen were engaging in sales techniques which, among other
things, involved themodel-home approach, the bonus approach-isn't
that correct?

114r. WOLFE. What do you mean, it didI come to our attention ?
Mr. SE LLS. Weren't there complaints made about that?
1r. WOLFE. No.

,r. SELLS. You told me in one case at least you went out to a job
and the homeowner told you that is the basis on which the job had been
sold?

M'. WOLFE. Yes, but it wasn't because a complaint had been made.
It was because I myself was checking.

Mr. SEL.s. Did you ever receive any complaints to that effect from
any source, either from the homeowner or possibly from the bank?
I mean, by "bank,"' I think you told us you sold your paper to
"ABC"?

ir. AVOLFE. W¥e did do a little business with some banks. 1 can't
say offhand that we hadnt received complaints, but I will say this:
That every time that. we attempted to do any advertising along those
lines, we first took it up with the FHA local office for their 0. K. and
copy, and so forth.

Mr. SELLS. Did you ever receive any complaints from the Better
Business Bureau about the practices your salesmen were engaged in?

Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever receive any complaints from ABC, Allied

Builders Credit?
Mr. WOLFi. No, we didn't except on those two jobs that I men-

tioned previously.
Mr. SELs. Did you ever receive any complaints from banks that

you discounted paper with?
Mr. WOLFE. No. That is one of the reasons I was under the im-

pression that we were doing a very clean job.
Mr. SELLS. Let's look at it another way. You say you did receive

a lot of complaints, and you had a crew of men out servicing com-
plaints. Were those workmanship complaints?

Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
.M'. SELLS. Who did the workmanship on these jobs?
Mr. WOLFE. Applicators.
Mr. SELLS. Were they men that were employed by you or on your

payroll? Were they employees of any of these five companies?'
Mr. WOLFE. No. They were working for whatever concerns could

ge tlem work. For instance, if a. crew of applicators came to us
tnday morning, and we had nothing for them, and they would
go to one of the other siding compares to see whether they had
anything for them.

Mr. SELLS. How many siding companies were operating in that area
at this time? By "area." I mean that geographic area you described,
Nebraskca and Kansas. Do you have any idea?

Mr. WoLFE.. I would say 30 or 40; maybe more.
Mr. SELLS. You had a lot of competition then?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. These applicators, were they itinerants? Or were they

1ust a crew of men that traveled around to go looking for a job putting
UP siding?
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Mr. WoLFE. I wouldn't class them as itinerants, because when
you had work for them, they worked pretty steadily and stayed
around.

Mr. SELLS. What did the siding cost you per square, Mr. Wolfe.
Mr. WOLFE. I think it cost us-it averaged-we averaged it out to

where we were, after the first 400 squares a month we could gross,
or I would say net, about $7 or $8 a square.

Mr. SELLS. That was the cost to you. What did it cost you to get it
applied, Mr. Wolfe?

Mr. WOLFE. All the way from $9 to $11 or $12 a square.
Mr. SELLS. Let's take your top figure. You sa.y it averaged $7 a

square; is that what you paid for the siding? .

Mr. WOLFE. No. We paid an average of about $25 a square for
the siding.

Mr. SELLS. What was that figure you gave?
Mr. WOLFE. I said we netted.
Mr. SELLS. I didn't ask that question. I asked it the other way

first, Mr. Wolfe. What did you pay for the siding?
Mr. WOLFE. Offhand, I don't have the figures here, but the actual

siding cost us about $25 to $26 a square.
Mr. SELLS. Would that be a top price or would that be the average

price ?
Mr. WOLFE. It wouldn't be the top because we paid as high as 26,

$27, $28 a square.
Mr. SELLs. Why the variation in price? You tell us you bought

this from the same company all the time, All-Side Aluminum.
Mr. WOLFE. Yes; because they would get an increase from the

aluminum factory and they would raise their price $1 a square to us.
Mr. SELLS. Let's take $25, then, as an average price that you paidfor this siding and you tell me you paid anywhere from $9 to $12

to get it applied. Let's take the middle figure of $11-that is a little
hig maybe-so it actually cost you about $36 or $37 to put that siding

on the house.
Mr. WOLFE. No; it cost us more than that.
Mr. SELLS. What other costs did you have?
Mr. WOLFE. There was foil that went underneath the siding; there

were corners, there were backers.
Mr. SELLS. Where did you purchase that from?
Mr. WOLFE. From All-Side, Inc., but that was not included in the

price of siding.
Mr. SELLS. Did you charge extra for those items in your contracts

over the $46 to $50 per square price that you quoted me?
Mr. WOLFE. No, sir; we did not.
Mr. SELLS. Well, then, I suppose your testimony would be that it

actually cost you somewhere between $36 and maybe $40 per square
to put a siding job on a house; is that right?

Mr. WOLFE. I would say about $36.
Mr. SELLS. And the price that you took as your portion-that is, the

company's portion of the contract, was anywhere from $46 to $50?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.-
Mr. SELLS. It is your testimony, then, that you made only-
Mr. WOLFE. $7 or $8 a square.
Ar. SELLS. Can we say $8 to $10 a square!
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, well, gross, $8 to $10. That was our average.
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Mr. SELLS. How many men did you actually employ in any of these
corporations ? What was the maximum of employees that you had on
the payroll of any of these corporations?

Mr. WOLFE. What do you mean by-
Mr. SELS. I mean, excluding your salesmen, whom you have told

me were independent contractors, and excluding these applicators,
who, as I understand, were almost in the same situation. They were
crews that you hired.

Mr. WOLFE. The average office force was 2, 3, 4 at the most.
Mr. SELLS. At the most?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Would this be a fair statement, to say that-including

yourself, and possibly from 1 to 2 associates in these corporations, the
total-the corporation, including its employees who are actually on
the payroll, maybe numbered from 6 to 8 people; is that right?

Mr. WOLFE. I would say from 5 to 8.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever subcontract any of these siding jobs to a

reputable local subcontractor? I mean a man doing business in the
community in a building trade.

Mr. WOLFE. I don't think we have any. You see, the applicators
have to be trained to put on aluminum siding jobs.

Mr. SELLS. Who trains them?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, they go out with other applicators, or they ar-

ranve with other applicators to work as helpers with them.
r. SELLS. What you are telling me, then, Mr. Wolfe, is they are

itinerant ni the same sense that an itinerant or traveling salesman
wanders around from place to place?

Mr. WOLFE. They are itinerant since we have no control over them
outside of that one 'ob. When they sign up for one job, after that
job is finished, we have no control over the applicators. If they
wanted to move over to DiPaglio next morning or to a job at the same
time they were doing one for us-and we discovered that happening
time and time again-we had no control over them.

Mr. SELLS. What. would happen when you got a complaint, the day
after the crew had put up the siding that the job hadn't been finished?

Mr. WOLFE. We would get the crew and go back and rectify it.
Mr. SELLS. The same crew?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. In every case?
Mr. WOLFE. I would say in 99percent of the cases. If a complaint

came in that short order, we still hadn't paid off the crew, and we
wouldn't pay them off until the customer was satisfied with that job.

Mr. SELLS. Suppose the complaint didn't come in until a week after
you had paid off?

Mr. WOLFE. If that crew was in the vicinity, or at hand, then we
would complain to them, and tell them that we would not give them
any more work unless they went out and rectified this one, and if
they didn't, we had our own servicing men.

Mr. SELLS. In 1948 you were the subject of an investigation in Des
Moines, were you not?

Mr. WOLFE. That is right, I was.
Mr. SELLS. You appeared before a grand j ury?
Mr. WOiLFE. No, sir, I never did.

Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
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IMr. WOLFE. Positive. It was a county attorney indictment.
Mr. SELLS. A county attorney indictment?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Were you named as the defendant in that indictment?

:Mr. WOLFE. One of the defendants, yes.
Mr. SELLS. Were you brought to trial on that indictment?
Mr. WOLFE. No, sir, I never was.
Mr. SELLS. What happened to that indictment?
Mr. WOLFE. The other gentleman, the safety commissioner, was

brought to trial, and the case was dismissed for lack of evidence. That
is all there was to it.

Mr. SELLS. Dismissed against both of you?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Were you at any time asked to testify in that case?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. I was asked to testify.
Mr. SELLS. At the time of trial?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Did you testify in that case?
Mr. WOLFE. I did.
Mr. SELLS. Were you asked any questions at that time in that

testimony that you refused to answer, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. I did.
Mr. Si.LLS. What was the ground of your refusal?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, on the attorney's advice, constitutional rights,

or whatever it was. It was so far back I don't remember, but that is
my understanding of it.

Mr. SELLS. IS that the only criminal record you have?
Mr. WOLFE. No. I was mixed up in something when I was a kid.

It goes way back over 30 years ago.
Mr. SELLS. Well, how old are you now, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. Fifty-two.
Mr. SELLS. Soby "kid" you mean some time in your early twenties,

is that right?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What was that Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE-. Forgery.
Mr. SELLS. Were you brought to trial on that?
Mr. WOLFE. I was.
Mr. SELLS. What happened there?
Mr. WOLFE. I was sentenced to reformatory for 6 months.
Mr. SELLS. Federal or State?
Mr. WOLFE. No; State.
Mr. SELLS. Which reformatory?
Mr. WOLFE. Ionia, Mich.
Mr. SELLS. Did you serve that, sentence?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Released?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. S.ELLs. Were you on parole or probation?
Mr. WOLFE. I was on parole.
Mr. SELLS. For how long?
Mr. WoLiE. I imagine a year's parole. I broke it and they sent

me back for 6 months, and then after that I served out the parole and
everything was all right.
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Mf. SELLS. Is that the only criminal record you have, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. No. I had the same thing in Mansfield, Ohio, and

that is the only criminal record I have.
Mr. SELLS. When was that in Mansfield?
Mr. WOLFE. At the same time. In fact it all happened in a period

of about 2 years.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, there were two forgery charges?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What did they involve, forgery of checks?
Mr. JWULFE. Checks, small amounts of checks. I was 18 or 19 years

old.
Mr. SELLS. That was the only matter you had until this matter in

Des Moines in 1948?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What was the nature of the charge in the 1948 matter,

bribery?
Mr. WOLFE. No. It was conspiracy.
Mr. SELLS. And you are absolutely sure that, with the exception

of the 2 earlier incidents, say, 20 years ago, or 22 years ago, or 30
years ago, and this later one in Des Moines, Iowa, those are the only
records you have?

Mr. WOLFE. I am positive.
Mr. SELLS. Have you ever been arrested for anything-for anything

else?
Mr. WOLFE. No. I don't think I ever have.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, are you aware that at various times it has

been alleged that some of the documents-I am thinking perhaps of
FHA title I applications-the notes, which usually accompany those
applications, and possibly even completion certificates on jobs which
were performed by your company had been forged?

Mr. WOLFE. That is not correct.
Mr. SELLS. Are you aware that that allegation has been made?
Mr. WOLFE. No. I am not aware that the allegation has ever been

made.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether any of those records were ever

forged ?
Mr. WOLFE. No, I don't. The only time that anything like that

was ever called to my attention is in the Powers case, where the ABC
claimed that the son had signed the father's name while the father
was overseas, or in Europe.

Mr. SELLS. When your salesmen brought in a contract, they usually
brought in with it an FHA title I loan application, did they not ?

Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. And that loan application was usually signed?
Mr. WolFE-. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. They also brought in with it a credit application?
Mr. WoLFE. That was all in one.
MIr. SELLS. It was a credit application and it had at the bottom a

note?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And that was usually signed?
Mr. WOLF-E. No. The note wasn't usually signed.
Mr. SELLS. In some cases it was signed?
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Mr. WOLFE. Not when I was handling it.
Mr. SELs. In no case?
Mr. WoLE. The notes were always usually signed-in some cases

chances are they were. I don't say it wasn't a practice of doing that
but we usually got the notes signed when we received the completion
slip after the job was done.

Mr. SELLS. You say you usually did. Weren't there, in fact, cases
where the salesmen brought in a signed note?

Mr. WOLFE. Well now you may be asking of a lot of cases that I
have no direct knowledge of.

Mr. SELLS. Now look, Mr. Wolfe, you were a principal in these
different concerns, which operated over a very short period of time.

Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. In fairness to you, you knew something about the man-

ner in which this business was-conducted and in fact at least in one,
by your own testimony, you were the general manager of the company.

Mr. WoiE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact that some of your agents brought in some

contracts with the notes, the title I loan application-
Mr. WOLFE. I never handled the contracts until I took over active

management.
Mr. SELLS. You still haven't answered the question.
Mr. Womm. I can't honestly answer you that I know that took place,

because I don't.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Wolfe, that in more than one case,

along with a signed blank note, your salesmen also brought in a signed
completion certificate?

Mr. WoLFE. Never. We never had completion certificates until
after the job was done.

Mr. SELLS. Didn't your salesmen in fact carry completion certifi-
cates along with the rest of the papers?

Mr. WOLFE. No, our salesmen did not. Our applicators carried
completion certificates. When our salesmen had to go and get com-
pletion slips they usually picked them up from the office. We never
made it a practice-

Mr. SELLS. I want to remind you of one thing, Mr. Wolfe. There is
a record being made of this and every question I have asked you along
this line you have qualified. That is the way it is going in the record.
You say Lusually." That leaves an inference-

Mr. WOLFE. I am trying to tell you as far as I know what went on.
Mr. SELLS. When you qualify an answer by saying "usually" that

leaves the inference that at least~in some case it is true that completion
certificates were brought in signed.

Mr. WOLFE. There never was a completion certificate brought in
signed before a. job was completed to my knowledge.

Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact that your salesmen, or at least some of
them, carried with them blank completion certificates at the time they
went out to make the sale?

Mr. WOLFE. They were not handed to them by the office or they were
not in our salesmen's kit.

Mr. SELT.S. All you are saying is, then, that you personally did not
supply those; is that correct?

M9r. WoLFE. That is correct.
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Mr'. Simls. Don't voul kniow~ is at flact Some of y'our salesillell did
Illoe blank ' litdet iol vert ifi'att's

Mr. 1Wol.mi. No. I did not kniow~ thatIits it fact.
Mr'. sml.; 11'lsilt the comp1j~laint ever iuu1dt' to you or brought to

yor t ou iuthat somt'e of yourl sit'esuill haid procurled sigiuat tires oil
v~ljl' o ert itiviles bviir'leA'litin

.Nitr. Woili'E. We' ilt'ye had it single comlplaintf oil Olhat score to ily
kilowi'dgtl during fit feilipt wt' wero ill lisiness.

Msr. spm~is. Wats it twt'r tollilillt't that ally of your applitcators had
t''t' la it holtlwilti'5" sigilit lirt' fill it t'oiijilt' ioul col ifivate wit holnt

filet homeiownier t.enlg awa to of wh Ialt was sigiliig?
Mril. Woir. No. sir-, ;j u'ptt ari't''t that tinliub.
Mrl. Sius. isn' it aift' 11, Mr. Wolfe., thatl some of voutr sa islt'ul ill

sj1jlroat'iiling cust omers 11n14 solicitilug jobs. anidu exia iuiiig to ell'.-
toluiers that t hey were going it)o ieF'!I A titl It1 jobs, usedt what Nye tcall
tih' det llt'O~litlit ioii approach~ I

Mi'. Wtii.rr. We halve n' liOnht t hat C'altl to our litt t'nt ion by' ally-
olle tIhill wte hat' Solit jot) to.

Mr. Mvis Ar' ou silrt' of that I
Mrl. Womri:. 1 am11 positive' of t hat.
Mr. sri~l.s. I1)o you know NOlo't Ile v your sa lesiulen ll hat tt t'eliuillue

or 114)1?
MNil. W'ti.r. "No. I doll'( know. I doul't kuow whet her tilt' siesiuil

ust it OPl Ilot, but to i11Ny vetrsoiiiii kulowtt'dgt wt' halve ntevter hait
sillit 'olliphlilt, tlr* conth'iit'tl, t. had ii11(at t 'la of Ilt hat hatvr, wit h
(It miowhedhge of what was going oill.

.Ai'. Sni.is. I iu'-ing halt of Itlie' t iulit that your t'oilllly did business,
then' Wvils it i ili inent inl etrl't tihat yoilr silhesint'ii obtain at ll-pt'r--
tVilt vai tltmuipa11VIieiit isii't t h11t ttiret I

Mr. Woir. '[Wilt is etl'rtt'.

did inot oblaiui it easil thowlilliylnllt, or puit. up lit" dt'wnpaviut'nt oilt
of their o)wn pockt't ?

Mr. Syi.l.;. M id vou kiiew that'?
MNi'.l-. Wiit'n that iiils eahiet to our littell( ioul wte did no0t kinowi

it, lilnt neither' Mlr. Colt'll notr myvself kiletw it ait that. fillup, alild whel
it itsl c'lled't t) our1 attet'ition, lit that Oneut' wte took it upl withk Mr'.
Stl'oiillall. who wats fit' gt'ut'i'1 ailllager of tilt' piat't' 011th we hlliti tlit'
iou' down.

Mr. i',oi.m'. Welli, lit-. Klinik' witsi stplit to 11'. byi i. TAM Eist'll as
knowuinig tilie business froml A to Z, andtholt wo~nt0 toleriate sell-

lgtlit. itsl lltfai'olis ill anyi Wvily, antd it walsnl't. v'ery long be.-.. I
fo19ilti out. tlt whlat, I w~l tits il ;0lt Mlr. 10110t Wits 110t (1110t, 1111d
Mr. Minets ilS ht oult, although hlin 111( year's contract, or at 2 y't'ar's
conti'act w~ith it18.

Mr. ixvir. W(; were looking ftor someone~lt to Ilalligo tile llls-illt'S.
I didn't wailt to stt'p inl (iiere and~t imi it. bxtulse I didn't know ciloligh
abtilt tile blisillt's5.

Air. 11ou.n'. We ha iit onltr'act withl Mr. Wine.

'3377
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Mr. CARR. Did he bring a crew of salesmen with him?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. CARR. How many?
Mr. WOLFF. I would say 2 or 3.
Mr. CARR. Do you recall their names?
Mr. WOLFE. NO. Offhand, I don't. Offhand, I don't.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, during the time that you were actively in.

terested in these 5 corporations, were you drawing salaries from all
5 of them?

Mr. WOLFE. Drawing salaries from one of them.
Mr. SELLS. Which one?
Mr. WOLFE. General Builders, Inc.
Mr. SELLS. May I ask what that salary was?
Mr. WOLFE-. It was $200 a week, and then when I stepped in to run

the place it was $300 a week.
Mr. SELLS. I Wallt you to think about this before you answer it.

You have testified you received no salary from the other four com-
panies: is that correct?

Mr. WOLFE. I know there was no salaries from Aluminum Asso-
ciates. We received no salary from General Builders-from Uni-
versal Builders of Omaha, we may have received a $25 a week expense
check from Universal, but I will not swear to that, but as a salary
we received no salary.

Mr. SELLS. What did you receive other than salaries, dividends?
Mr. WOLFE. No; there weren't any dividends declared.
Mr. SELLS. Loans?
Mr. WOLFE. I loaned them more money than they loaned me.
Mr. SELLS. Is it your testimony that you never profited from the

operation of these other four concerns at all?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. I would say that is my testimony, and the books,

when an ultimate report is made, will show it.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, you certainly-and I give you every credit--

you certainly weren't in this business as a charity.
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. You expected to make money out of this business?
Mr. WOLFE. I did.
Mr. SELLS. And you expected to make a lot of money out of this

business?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
May I tell you what happened? For instance, in Universal Build-

ers, when we bought General Builders we bought it from Dick Rich-
ards. He went into rattan furniture business. Within a few months
he went broke in the rattan furniture business and wanted to go back
into the siding business, although we had a contract with him that
claimed he could not go back in Des Moines. So we made a deal
with Mr. Richards and organized Universal Supply Co., and Mr.
Richards was to run it, on a 50-50 basis, 50 percent of the profit would
go to him and 50 percent of the profit would go to Mr. Cohen and
myself. At the end of 7 or 8 months, or just before Christmas time,
Mr. Cohen, who was supposed to be the accountant, had neglected
the books and everything there, and we found the place had made
about $22,000, and Mr. Richards had not only used his $11,000 UP
but also used up our $11,000, and some of our working capital.
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Mr. SELLS. That takes care of 1. How about the other 3?
Mr. WOLFE. Aluminum Associates, there was never anything to

divide. It was a short-lived corporation. It had lots of expenses.
We operated between Universal in Omaha for about 12 months and
the first 2 months are losing months in every business, so we only
had one concern General Building Corp.

Mr. SELLS. Y'our testimony is the only profit, or return, that you
received was this $300 a week salary you received when you were
general manager of General Builders; is that correct?

Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Do you want the record to show that?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes, because it is true, as much as you-might doubt it.
Mr. SELLS. How much of your own money did you invest in these

five corporations, Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. Around $20,000, I would judge.
Mr. SELLS. How long were you general manager of General

Builders ?
Mr. WOLFE. About 4 or 5 months.
Mr. SELLS. So your testimony is that for your $20,000 investment

in these 5 corporations you recovered approximaetly $6,000. I am
taking five times $1,200 a month-

Mr. WOLFE. No. I was drawing $200 a month before-for about a
year and a half, I was drawing $200 a week.

Mr. SELLS. $200 a week?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. As an officer?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. For about how long?
Mr. WOLFE. About a year and a half there.
Then there was one instance I recall that Mr. Cohen and myself

each took $2,000 out of General Builders, as part of our capital, to
go into an oil deal.

Mr. SELLS. You withdrew it as a return of capital?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever borrow money from these corporations?
'Mr. WOLFE. I never did.
Mr. SELLS. How about Mr. Cohen?
Mr. Wo LF1. Mr. Cohen borrowed once, $1,500, while I was out of

the city I remember, but, as far as making it-which happens to be
true- hut as far as making a general practice of borrowing money
-from the corporations, we didn't.

Mr. SELLS. I wasn't amused. I was thinking that you, again, had to
*ualify your 'statement by saying that he borrowed $1,500, "while

was out of the city."
Mr. WOLFE. That is just the way it happened, because if I was

there- -

Mr. SELLS. You wouldn't have let him have it?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. That was the inference you left by the answer you gave

to the question.
Mr'. WOLF E.. That is true.
Mr. SELLS. As I see the figures, roughly speaking, Mr. Wolfe, con-

sidering your $200 a week salary, which you drew as an officer, and
Your $6,000 that you drew for the period for which you were general

60690--54-----43
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manager, you probably recovered somewhere between $15,000 and
$20,000 of your original investment of your own money; is that about
right,Mr. WOLFE. I have always felt that I just about broke even in that
entire operation.

Mr. SELLS. But your testimony is that you didn't walk off with more
than what you put in the businessI

Mr. WoLjE. That is pretty close to it.
Mr. SELLS. How active have you been in the field of financing used

cars?
Mr. WOLFE. I have never financed used cars, except maybe for an

employee in the single instance, but I have never been in the field of
-financing used cars as a general practice.

Mr. SELLS. Did you ever sell used cars?
Mr. WOLFE. No, sir.
Mr. SELus. Are you sure about that?
Mr. WOLFE. Outside of my own, yes, I am positive about that. I

was never in the used-car business at any time.
Mr. SEL.S. How friendly were you with this Mr. McBride of FHAl
Mr. WOLFE. Just friendly enough so that I thought I could come up

to him and talk to him in privacy.
Mr. SELLS. Did he ever visit you socially?
Mr. WOLFE. Never did.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever visit him socially?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever receive any complaints from FHA about

the practices your salesmen were allegedly engaged in?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. We brought the salesmen and took it up to FRA

and got it straightened out just as fast as we could.
Mr. SEim. What were the nature of those complaints? Complaints

about high pressure sales tactics?
Mr. WOLFE. That was the usual complaint, model home
Mr. SELLS. What was the unusual complaint?
Mr. WOLFE. We didn't have too many of those. As the records of

the FHA office will show.
Mr. SELLS. I am not concerned with the total number or even a

representative number. I said what were the nature of the complaints
you did receive?

Mr. WOLFE. The nature of the complaints were the model homes.
Mr. SELis. Were there any complaints about forgery of documentsI
Mr. WOLFE. There never was complaints about forgery of any of

our documents.
Mr. SELLS. Any complaint that your salesmen had procured signa-

tures on any of the loan documents, the note, or any of those, without
the customer knowing what he was signing?

Mr. WoyFE. Absolutely not.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. WoLFE. I am positive about that, because we never had any of

those complaints.
Mr. SELLS. You are sure FHA never brought those to your at-

tention?
Mr. WOLFE. In my own mind, I am pretty sure, because that was

never any bone of contention with FHA and Universal Builders, and
General Builders.

a
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gr. SELLS. Did any of your salesmen, when they went gut to sell a
job, make it a practice to so arrange the papers on a particular sale,
such as the contract, title I loan application, credit application of the
combined note, in such a manner that only a portion of each of those
douments was exposed when the deal was offered to the customer for
signature?

Mr. WOLFE. I never watched any of our people.
,r. SELLS. I am not asking you whether ou watched them. I am_

asking you if you knew whether they used that practice.
Mr. WoLFE. No, I don't know.
Mr. SELLS. Did it come to your attention that they had been using

that practice?
Mr. WoerLE. It never came to my attention. In order to know that I

would have to watch the man sell.
Mr. SEiLs. How many of your salesmen used more than one name,

Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFE. I think we had two or three, while Mr. Kline was run-

ning the place, and that was our bone of contention with Mr. Kline.
That is one of the reasons we let him and the men go.

Mr. SELLS. Who were those individuals that used more than one
name in their selling?

Mr. WOLFE. A chap by the name of Woll from Los Angeles.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether that was a real name or whether

that was one of his other names?
Mr. WoVE. That was his real name. I happened to meet his brother

out there one time, and he was using the same name.
Mr. SELLS. Give me the others that you know used more than one

name?
Mr. WoLFE. There is only two of them. I can't recall right now

their names. I wasn't active
Mr. SELLS. Garthsonq
Mr. WoiF. That name doesn't ring a bell.
Mr. SE Ls. How well acquainted are you with Harry Nassan?
Mr. WoLFE. I haven't done any business with Harry Nassan.
Mr. SELLS. That isn't what I asked you.
Mr. WoLFx. I met himn through Louis Mann or Jerry Kauffman. I

have never visited him socially, I have never done any business with
him, lie has-never visited me socially. I just knew him enough to say
hello.

Mr. SELLS. You know more than that about him.
Mr. WOLFE. Only from hearsay.
Mr. SE .s. Isn't it a fact you know he is a pretty big operator in

this home-improvement field?
Mrr. WOLFE. I know he is considerable. I have never been in his

place of business.
11r. SELLS. Did Richard Vidaver ever work for you?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. WOLFE. Positive.
Ai'. SELLS. How much business did you do with the Enrico Co., of

Ohicao ?
Mr. WVOLFE. We didn't do a nickel's worth of business with them.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know-who they are?
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Mr. WOLFE. I have heard of them. We didn't do any busin
with them. I don't know who they are.

Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact you, heard of them in connection with
-larry Kane?

Mr. WOLFE. No. That is not a fact. In fact, that is an imp0s.
sibility.

Mr. SELms. Why is that?
Mr. WOLFE. Because at the time I met Harry Kane it was just an

introduction, the first time, and it was just to tell him "no" the second
time.

Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, I want to ask you if you could furnish this
committee with a list of the names and addresses of all the salesmen
that were employed by any of these five concerns during the time that
you had an interest?

Mr. WoLPE. Well, I don't lknow whether I can or not, but I can
try. I don't know. I would have to go back. We kept our books
and records, and by going back to the checkbooks I think I could
give you a list of the names and addresses.

Mr. CARR. Did you keep commission schedules?
Mr. WoLFE. We did keep commission schedules on each particular

job. and we used to have, the subcontractor form and everything else.
Mr. CARR. I mean on a consolidated basis for each man?
Mr. WoLPE. No.
Mr. CARR. You paid him for each job?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. We paid by every job, or we kept them-for

each man-a file, but those took so much room that when we discon-
tinued the business we only saved the essentials that we had to have,
our bookkeeping records. I know we have all the check stubs so I
can go over the check stubs.

Mr. SmLLs. I want you to furnish such a list to this committee, Mr.
Wolfe.

Mr. WOLFE. I will be glad to do anything I can.
Mr. SELLs. I want it as soon as possible. How long do you think

it would take to get such a list together?
Mr. WOLrE. I would have to go over a lot of checkbooks.
Mr. SELLS. Could you have it by Wednesday of next week?

* Mr. WOLFE. It all depends how soon I get back.
Mr. SELLS. Well, are you here for any other business but for this

session today?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLs. I can assure you, Mr. Wolfe, we don't intend to keep you.
Mr. WOLFE. No; but I happen to be in another business. I fired

as long as I was here now, this business actually hasn't materialize
yet. We are just going into that. I thought I would spend a day
or so in New York while I was this far east.

Mr. SELLS. I will ask you again, Mr. Wolfe, can you furnish such a
list by Wednesday of next week?

Mr. WoLE. I will do my best to do so.
Mr. SELLs. I want something more definite than that. If Wednes-

day is too soon you tell me when you can furnish it.
Mr. WOLFE. 'I will furnish that kind of a list to you, to the best of

my ability, out of the records that we have, before the end of next
week.

Mr. SELL&. All right. That is satisfactory.
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Mr. WVOLFE. If you will tell me where to send it and who to send
ijt to.

Mr. SELLS. Mr. Carr will give you that information.
Mr. WOLFE. I will go on record right now that any way that I can

1e6p in this matter, because I feel this way: That I don't owe anybody
anything that has ever been connected with me in this business. I
am not saying that I have information,.of any kind, that is detrimental
to anybody, but my own conclusion is this: That the lowest of the
lowest scum are connected with the siding business and that is one of
the reasons we closed our doors and I have never been an angel, but on
the other hand I am not a professional gambler.

Mr. SELLS. i'ou are a professional publisher; is that it?
Mr. WOLFE. My gamnb ling-just as long as you have that in the

-ecord that I am an official gambler-
Mr. SELLS. I don't have it in the record. I am not testifying. I

asked you the question.
Mr. WOLFE. I know. The question was in there. My gambling is

confined to bridge, gin, an occasional game of poker at our Standard
Club, the club we have.

Mr. SELLS. A private club.?
Mr. WOLFE. "eS, it is a private club.
Mr. SELLS. Is it a membership club?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. It is a social club, open to the general public.
Mr. SELLS. Do you buy memberships in the club?
Mr. WOLFE. No. At the-time we organized the club, we hold a bond

issue to buy a building for us, but it is not a closed-door club. It is a
club where the lawyers' club met once a week for lunch, in the com-
munity, and so forth.

.f1r. SELLS. A nonprofit corporation?
11Mr. WOLFE. Yes. We have one of the most beautiful clubs.
Mr. SELLS. Who owns it?
Mr. WOLFE. The membership.
Mr. SELLS. It is a membership club?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, you purchase a membership in it?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. You have to purchase a membership in it but it is

controlled by the membership. There is no individual that profits
from it in any way, and we don't run a gambling house.

Mr. SELLS. You don't run a house game?
Mr. WOLFE. No. There never is a house game. There never is an

individual game. The only game--we run a house came, when we sit
down, suppose a group of eight of us sit down to play poker. Then
there is a club charge of $1 a person, which pays for the cards.

Mr. SELLS. For the game, the whole game, or for what?
Mr. WOLFE. For the entire game.
Mr. SELLS. For an hour?
Mr. WOLFE. For the entire game.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, did you ever pay any official of the FHA a

gift?
Mr. WOLFE. I never have at any time paid any official of the FHA-

Inever gave them a gift or never paid them any money, and only at
One time was anything like that called to my attention, and that is the
tune when Mr. -troiman told me that he had tried to offer one of the
FtA men $200, and the FHA man almost punched him in the nose.
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No. Pardon me. I would like to correct that.
It was not an FHA man. It was an ABC man. He worked for

Allied Building Credit. At no time did we give any presents or amy
finance in connection with anyone working with an FHA office.

Mr. SELLS. Did you ever loan any money to any employee of the
FHA?

Mr. WOLFE. I never did. Neither did any of the companies.
Mr. SELAs. Did you ever gamble with any employees of FHA?
Mr. WOLFE. No. I never associated socially with anybody con.

nected with FHA.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure Mr. McBride wasn't a member of this club

of yours?
Mr. WOLFE. I am sure he wasn't. He. wouldn't be interested. This

happens to be a Jewish club.
Mr. SELLS. Do you have any interest in the Glen Smith Motor Co.

in Des Moines?
Mr. WOLFE. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know any principals of that company?
Mr. WOLFE. Glen Smith used to be my neighbor across the street

I don't think, if I met him on the street right now, I think I would have
a hard time to recognize him.

Mr. SELLS. You have no financial interest at all in connection with
Mr. Smith?

Mr. WOLFE. No financial interest whatsoever. I never did.
Mr. SELLs. Do you have anything else, Dick?
Mr. CARR. Do you know a Lynn Edwards?
Mr. WOLFE. Lynn Edwards, male or female?
Mr. CARR. Male, in*the home-modernization business.
Mr. WOLFE. Home organization?
Mr. CARR. Modernization.
Mr. WOLFE. I might know him if I saw him.
Mr. CARR. Samuel Rosenhouse?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. CARR. Jack Harwood?
Mr. WOLFE. No. Those don't ring a bell at all. Right now there

nre a number of organizations. In fact, just before I left yesterday
morning my banker called me in, and the grand jury is sitting in Des
Moines on FHA right now, and they were supposed to hand out 4 or 5
indictments yesterday, and my banker called me in, and he says, "Jack,
I just got the news that your stuff is all clean."

Mr. SELLS. What is the banker's name?
Mr. WOLFE. The Valley Trust Co.
Mr. SELLS. Was he one of the concerns in which you discounted

your title I notes?
Mr. WOLFE. No.
Mr. SELLS. Is he your personal banker?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes. I am surprised at even being called in here,

because I will say that we were too conscientious to be in this business
and that is one of the reasons we did not make any money. I will
tell you -

M-fr. SELLS.Mr. Wolfe, I cannot dispute your statements and your
statements are in the record, but let me point this out to you: You have
made your position appear to be something like this: You got in the
business expecting to make money.

0 0
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Mr. WOLFE. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. You found that the business was infested with people

who were not above using any questionable selling practice that they
could, and you testified that you got out.

Mr. WoLFE. That is correct. On the other hand
Mr. SELLS. But you have made it quite clear that you knew that

some of these things that I have mentioned-and I believe this is some-
where in that record-some of these things like securing customers'
signatures on blank paper were common practices.

Mr. WOLFE. Not with our organization.
Mr. SELLS. I am not saying with your organization.
Mr. WOLFE. I didn't make it clear. On a national picture, by asso-

ciating, by attending meetings in Chicago and meetings right here
in Washington, on a national basis, there are certain men operating
who have reputations of trying to be very clean, and in fact we try
to pattern ourselves after one of those organizations and that was
one of the reasons we failed to make money in this business, because
actually, I will show you where the money is made in this business
is by the parent organization stealing from all ends. In other words,
if you are a salesman working for us, you bring in a job for 14 squares
for so much money. Maybe the job takes 12 squares, but we tell you it
took 16 or 18 squares.

Mr. SELLS. You say that is common in the business?
Mr. WOLFE. That is common.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever do that?
Mr. Worami. No; we never did that, but it is a common practice.
Mr. SELLS. You mentioned you attended some meetings here in

Washington, Mr. Wolfe. What meetings were those?
Mr. WOLFE. At the time when All-Side was cut off under aluminum

allotments, a number of siding men from all over the country came
into Washington for a little meeting to discuss the situation.

Mr. SELLS. Is that the only meeting you attended in Washington?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Wolfe, I have nothing further if Mr. Carr has

nothing.
Mr. CAlm. I have nothing.
Mr. SELLS. I think that is all, Mr. Wolfe.
(Whereupon, at 4: 10 p. m., the committee proceeded to further

business.)
(The testimony of Mr. Farrell in executive session follows:)

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The hearing convened, pursuant to call, at 2 p. m., in room F-41,
Unted States Capitol, Tuesday, August 17, 1954.

Present: Senator Payne.
Staff members present: Messrs. Sells and Kenney ( general counsel)

and Cochran (notary public).
Also present: Mr. Lew Farrell.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, for the benefit of the reporter will you give

Your full name, please.
Mr. FARRELL.1Lew Farrell.
Mr. COCHRAN. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
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Mr. FARRELL. Yes, Sir.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, I have introduced myself to you as Mr

Sells. I am one of the assistant counsel for the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee. Mr. Kenney is also an assistant counsel.

Now, Mr. Farrell, will you give us your present residence addre,
please ?

Mr. FARRELL. 1115 Caulder Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. SELLs. Do you have a phone at that address?
Mr. FARRELL. 2-5937.
Mr. SELLS. What is your present business address, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't have any business, myself.
Mr. SELLS. You have none at all at the present time?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Are you retired?
Mr. FARRELL. No, I am not retired.
Mr. SELLS. All of us have to live, Mr. Farrell. What is your source

of income, may I ask.
Mr. FARRELL. I am employed at the present time.
Mr. SELLS. By whom?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I am going to tell you something. It seems to

me that-you know I have appeared before a committee before and
there is an awful smear campaign that has been against me. And
for that reason---I mean as far as I am concerned, I have got nothing
to hide, I never did have anything to hide. But it seems that when
anybody's name is mentioned with me, they are smeared right along
with me. So I haven't been given permission to tell who I am em-
ployed by, but you can send somebody down there. I don't want it to
go into the committee record.

Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, I think maybe we'd better exchange a few
remarks here right at the outset. I want to make it clear to you pre-
cisely why you have been asked to come here, today, and I will state
this, that it is not news to us that you have appeared in the past before
another Senate investigating committee.

Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. You probably are aware that this committee, the Senate

Banking and Currency Committee, is presently conducting an exten-
sive investigation into the Federal Housing Administration.

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SE LS. Now, a part of the investigation is directed toward what

we call the home-improvement field. Now, I want to make this clear,
Mr. Farrell. You have been asked to come here for 1 purpose and
1 purpose only. We have information that you have, in the recent
past-and by that I mean the last 4 or 5 years-been engaged in the
home-improvement business and we want to ask you questions about
it, and about your associations in that business.

Now, I want to make it clear to you, Mr. Farrell. You have no
privilege or right to refuse to answer questions about your present
employment because someone else hasn't given you permission to
answer those questions. The only privilege that you have to decline
to answer any of my questions is the privilege you are accorded under
the fifth amendment and I am sure that is a privilege that you are
familiar with.

Mr. FARRELL. Yes; but I don't have any fifth amendment to-I mean
there is nothing that I am doing or have done that I feel is going to
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td to incriminate me. The only thing is, this situation with my
nane being mentioned has been in the newspapers in the city of Des
MIoines, now, for over a week, and, therefore, why should I say that I
am associated with Mr. Sells, and have Mr. Sells smeared?

Mr. SELLS. I am not going to debate the question with you, Mr.
Farrell. I want to know by whom you are employed.

Mr. FARRELL. If I am breaking the law by not telling you who I am
employed by-because I might be unemployed by the time I get back,
when it appears in the paper who I am employed by.

Mr. KENNEY. Do you understand the testimony you give here is
confidential?

Mr. FARRELL. Oh, I don't-listen
Mr. KENNEY. It is not going to the newspaper-
Mr. FARRELL. It isn't? Well, your testimony here has been in the

newspaper.
Mr. KENNEY. Nothing from this secret session ever got in the news-

paper as far as I know.
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I don't know.
Mr. KENNEY. They may have gotten into the newspapers through

other sources but not through the private hearings.
Mr. FARRELL. I don't know how they could-
Mr. KENNEY. There is no publicity from our standpoint, of any-

thing that you may testify to.
Mr. SELLS. I think that should be made clear at the very outset,

Mr. Farrell. I would be happy to explain this to you. Every member
of the staff of this committee-

Mr. FARRELL. Do you fellows get the Register and Tribune?
Mr. SELLS. No.
Mr. FAXrRELL. When the last people testified
Mr. SELLS. Who do you mean by the last people?
Mr. FA RELL. Well, the fellow, whoever testified-Mr. Wolfe testi-

fied here..
Mr. SLSu. I don't see what that. has to do with it, Mr. Farrell.
Mr. F ARRELL. Why don't we do it this way, why don't we do it this

way? Why don't you ask me questions about your FHA housing and
what I have to do with it and everything else?

Mr. SELLS. You are refusing to answer, my question about your
present, employment?

Mr. FARRELL. No, I am not refusing to answer your question at all.
I just don't want my present employer to be smeared. Other people
that I am associated with have been.

.r. SELLS. Unless you answer ny question, you are refusing to
answer it.

Mr. FAIRELL. Well, if that is the way you put it, I couldn't help it.
Mr. SELLS. You are not going to answer that question, is that

correct .
Mr. FARRE LL. Well, say I am unemployed, as of now. I resigned

Yesterday.
Mr. SELLS. By whom were you employed until yesterday?
Mr. F,\RRELL. What ifthis gets in the newspapers, then what?
Mr. SELLS. Now, you cut me off before I finished what I was going

t0 tell oou, Mr. Farrell. Every member of this staff, by virtue of the
Position they hold, may not under any circumstances, disclose the
testimony that is given to this committee in executive session.
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Mr. FARRELL. Listen, I believe you-
Mr. SELLS. The only people who have the power to disclose what

happens in these executive sessions is the full committee itself, and
that includes the 15 Senators who compose this committee. They cani
make this testimony public, upon a vote of the committee, but no
member of this staff has the right or the power to do so. So far as we
know, no such testimony has been made public by any member of this
staff. Now, as Mr. Kenney has pointed out, if there has been publicity
on it, and so forth, it is quite possible it came from the very.people
themselves who testified here and what they tell the reporters is their
own business. But we don't make a practice of telling reporters
what happens behind these closed doors.

Now, I want to remind you again you are appearing here in answer
to a subpena of a Senate committee, and I have asked you a question
which is well within the scope of this committee's investigation. I
want to know by whom you were employed up until yesterday?

Mr. FARRELL. I know what is going to happen-is there anything
wrong in my being employed by anyone? I am going to ask you a
very sensible question that is going to lead to a very, very=-

Mr. SELLS. I am not answering questions. You are answering
questions. Now, you know whether there is anything wrong m
whether you are employed by anyone in particular. All I have asked
you is, who is your present employer, or your most immediate past
employer. I started out by asking you how you make your living.

Mr. FARREIL. My most-was Harold Golding of the Complete
Home Remodeling Co.

Mr. SELLS. Now, I think we are getting a little bit closer to what
we want. Where is that located.

Mr. FARRELL. Southwest Seventh and Indianola.
Mr. SELLS. In Des Moines?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLs. Will you spell the name of that company?
Mr. FARRELLJ. C-o-m-p-l-e-t-e H-o-m-e R-e-m-o-d-e-l-i-n-g Co.
Mr. SELLS. How long were you employed by that company?
Mr. FARRELL. I would say about a year and a half.
Mr. SELLS. When did you cease your employment by that com-

pany? Is that the position from which you just resigned?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. When did you stop working for Mr. Golding?
Mr. FARRELL. I can't tell you exactly. Five or six months ago,

approximately.
Mr. SELS. Five or six months ago would make it about what, Jan-

uary or February of 1954?
Mr. FARRELL. January or February, something like that.
Mr. SELLS. You were employed by him for about a year and a half?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. That would take us back to about June 1952, is that

right?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What were you doing during the early part of the year

1952? What was your employment?
Mr. FARRELL. I was unemployed.
Mr. SEmLS. You were unemployed?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
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Mr. SELLS. For how long? ,
Mr. FARRELL. Since the middle part of 1950.
Mr. SELLS. By that you mean what, June of 1950?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Until June 1952?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS You were unemployed for 2 years?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What did you live off of, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I had a little money put away and I had some

insurance that I borrowed on.
Mr. SELLS. Is. this Complete Home Improvement Co., is that the

only such company that you have been employed by in the past, oh,
well say, since 1948 ?

Mr. FARRELL. Since 1948, I have never been in business in 1948.
M11'. SELLS. I say during the period since 1948 have you been em-

ployed by any other such company as the Complete Home Improve-
ment Co.?

Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. During that same period, have you had any interest in

any company doing business in the home-improvement field?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir; I definitely have not.
Mr. SELLS. What was your association with the Interstate Builders?
Mr. FARRELL. The first time I heard of the Interstate Builders is

when I read it in the newspapers.
Mr. SELLS. And when was that?
Mr. FARRELL. Right after the man who testified here.
Mr. SELLS. Which man are you referring to?
Mr. FARRELL. Jack Wolfe.
Mr. SELLS. How well do you know Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. FARRELL. How well do I know him? Des Moines, Iowa, is a

little town. I know him, not socially well, just as a casual acquain-
tance.

Mr. SELLS. Do you mean a sociable acquaintance?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Do you play cards with him?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Drink with him?
Mr. FARRELL. I belong to the same club with him.
Mr. SELLS. What kind of a club is that?
Mr. FARRELL. That kas nothing to do with FHA title I. I mean

the club. It is a private club. Why enter that club into the record?
Mr. SELLS. I would like to know the nature of your acquaintance-

ship and association with Jack Wolfe. Now, you say you belong to
th same club. What kind of a club is that, Mr. Farrell.

Mr. FARRELL. Oh, I mean, that isn't necessary.
Mr. SELLS. Are you refusing to answer that question?
Mr. FARRELL. Why do you want to put the name of a. club in any

record? Standard Club. All right.
Mr. SELLS. What kind of a club is it?
Mr. FARRELL. It is a social club.
Mr. SELLS. All right.. Now, who belongs to it?
Wr. FARRELL. I don't know. There are 400 members.

Ar. SELLS. Business people?
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Mr. FARRELL. Yes. A very high class club.
Mr. S.LLS. Doctors and lawyers?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Is it open to the general public?
Mr. FARRELL. No. It is a membership.
Mr. SELLS. A private membership club; is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Where is it located?
Mr. FARRELL. It is on Sixth and High.
Mr. SELLS. In Des Moines?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. And you say it is a social club?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Do they have a clubroom?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Is it a nonprofit club?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SErLLs. And by "social" you mean what? Drinking club?
Mr. FARRELL. Not necessarily.
Mr. SELLS. Suppose you tell me, Mr. Farrell, what kind of a club

is it?
Mr. FARRELL. What has that got to do with FHA title I?
Mr. SELLS. I want to know how well you know Mr. Wolfe. You

said you were members of the same club.
Mr. FARRELL. I know him. I don't. know him too well. I know

him. No, I am going to give you the answer right there. I have
been to his home a couple of times. I have seen him on the street
I have seen him in his office a couple of times. Now, that is the extent
of my knowing him.

Mr. SELLS. What is Mr. Wolfe's business?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't know what his business is today.
Mr. SELLS. On these occasions when you saw Mr. Wolfe in his office,

what was the purpose of that?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, he was in the printing business, he had a

newspaper.
Mr. ;SELLS. Is the printing business Mr. Wolfe's only business?
Mr. FARRELL. No; he had a siding business.
Mr. SELLS. And isn't it a fact, Mr. Farrell, that you were associated

with him for a period in the siding business?
Mr. FARRELL. Absolutely, positively, definitely-if I knew any more

words I would say-not.
Mr. S-ELLS. You understand the question I give you.
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, and Buddy, I'm under oath and if there is any-

thing you could just cite me.
Mr. SELLS. Iave you ever had any business relations with Mr,

Wolfe at all, in connection with the home-improvement business?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. At any time?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir. What you mean now,.I mean be specific.

Come to the point and say did I ever make any money with him.
Mr. SELLS. That is not what I asked you.
Mr. FARRELL. Well, that is the same thing. Or lost any money with

him.
Mr. SELLS. It is not. It is not.
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Let nm ask you this,. You testified that you know Mr. Wolfe had
tome siding businesses.

Mr. FARRELL. Yes. That was his reputation.
Mr. SELLS. Did you have any ownership in any of those businesses?
Mr. FARRELL. No, siree.
Mr. SELLS. Were you employed by any of those businesses?
Mr. FARRELL. No, siree.
Mr. SELLS. Did you receive any income or any financial return for

any of those businesses operated by Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. FA49ELL. Nol siree.
Mr. SELLS. Did you organize or help set up any of those businesses T
Mr. FARRELL. I did not.
Mr. SELLS. Did you manage or oversee any of the operations of any

of those businesses run by Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. FARRELL. I did not.
Mr. SELLS. Now, you testified that you had no interest whatsoever

in Interstate Builders. Is that correct?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELL.s. Do you know the company?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Have you ever heard of them?
Mr. FARRELL. The first time in the Register and Tribune.
Mr. SELis. You have no financial interest in that company at all?
Mr. FARRELL. "o- , sir.
Mr. SELLS. You have never had any financial interest?
Mr. FARRELL. Never have.
Mr. SiiuLs. Now, I want to ask you about another company. Do you

know of a company known as Universal Builders, Inc., located in
Omaha, Nebr. ?

Mr. FARRELL. I know of the Universal Co. and I know of 4 or 5
convpanies in Omaha, Nebr.

Mi1. SELLS. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Wolfe, that you had a financial
interest in Universal?

Mr. FARRELL. Mr. Farrell.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell; excuse me.
Mr. FARRELL. That I had a finacial-
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. No interest or connection whatsoever with Universal

Builders, Inc., of Omaha?
Mr. FA-RRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Was that one of Mr. Wolfe's companies?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't know. I couldn't tell you.
Mr. SELLS. You have no knowledge whatsoever of that company?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know any of the people who operated that com-

pany?
Mir. FARRELL. NO.-
Mr. SELLS. You are positive about that?
1r. FARELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Farrell, that, you and a group of other

individuals purchased the Universal Buildes, Inc., of Omaha, from
Jack Wolfe and his associate, Mr. Cohen?
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Mr. FAI=LL. Absolutely not. You told me two companies now.
Universal and Interstate.

Mr. SELLS. Yes.
-r Mr. FARRELL. Absolutely not.

Mr. SELLS. You are sure about Universal Builders of Omaha?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. You have no interest whatsoever in that company?

" Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. And you have never had any interest in that company,

is that correct?
. Mr. FARRELL. That is right.

Mr. SELLS. Have you ever been associated with Mr. Wolfe in any
capacity, in connection with the home improvement field?

Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. At any time?
Mr. FARRELL. At no time.
Mr. SELLS. Now, this Complete Home Improvement Co. What wau

your capacity with them?
Mr. FARRELL. I was office manager.
Mr. SELLS. For about a year and a half, is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. . What were your duties?

.' Mr. FARRELL. Just taking care of the office. Lining out the men
for the different work, taking care of the books.

Mr. SELLS. Now, by lining out the men, do you mean you were in
charge of the salesmen, too, is that correct?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, some salesmen came there.
Mr. SELLS. What was the principal products dealt in by that com.

p FARRLL. Oh, they were in the roofing and siding and construc-
tion.

Mr. SELLS. Would you say the general home improvement field?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact also that much of the business done by

that company was financed under title I of the National Housing Act?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I would-
Mr. SELLS. It was FHA loan work?
Mr. FAR= LL. I had nothing to do with any FHA title I's myself

but I would assume under the conditions of that home remodeling, that
almost everything is FHA.

Mr. SELLS. That is not answering my question, Mr. Farrell.
Weren't many of the sales made by the company while you were gen-
eral manager, or office manager, or whatever you term yourself, weren't
they financed under FHA title I loans?

Mr. FARRELL. I had nothing to do with that so I don't know whether
they were FHA title I but I would say they were. That would be
my guess, that they were.

Mr. SELLS. I don't understand how you could be a general manager
for them-

Mr. FAtRELL. I had noitfing to do with financing the paper or turn-
.ing the paper in.

Mr. Swms. Who did?

3392
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Xr. FARRELL. The proprieter, Af. Golding. He called in all paper
and applications and everything. I had no time, and never have
up until today called any FHA title I paper in to any bank.

Mr. SELLS. Which bank handled most of the title I paper?
M '. FARRELL. I couldn't tell you.
yr. SELLS. While you were employed there as a general manager

y ou saw a lot of applications for title I loans come through the office
did you not?9&r. FARRELL. Yes; I think they just went through different ones.
Whatever banking institution had handled it there. You have 4 or 5
institutions that handled it and I suppose everyone got their share.

Mr. SELLS. Now, you were general manager there according to your
timony as we reconstructed it, from the middle of what, 1952?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Until the early part of this year, is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Now, during the time that you were general manager,

how many salesmen were employed by the company?
Mr. FARRELL. How many were? Oh, off and on, I would say maybe

10 or 12.
Mr. SELLS. That would be the most?
Mr. FARRELL. About the most. Not at one time. I am talking

about during a period of -: year and a half. It was a very small com-
pany. It wasn't a big operating company.

Mr. SELLS. Did you devote your full time to the business?
Mr. FAuL. In the business; yes. . Around the office.
Mr. SELLS. Did you have any other source of income while you were

working there?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. None at all?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. You are absolutely sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. I am positive.
Mr. SELLS. Was there much turnover in the salesmen?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't understand.
Mr. SELLS. Did you keep the same salesmen pretty much during

the whole period?
Mr. FARRELL. No; they changed around. They come back. Those

that came there stayed there.
Mr. SELLS. How long during that period that you were general

manager, how lonq did you employ Richard Vidaver?
Mr. FARRELL. INever heard of the inan. Never heard of him.

Richard Vidaver?
Mr. SELLS. V-i-d-a-v-e-r.
Mr. FARRELL. Never heard of him.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure?
Mr. FARRELL. Positive. This is the first time I heard his name.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever employ Harry Cohen?
Mr. IMARRELL. Harry Cohen? No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Harry Cane?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Mr. SE LLS. Do-you know a Harry Cane?
M Mr. FARRELL. No; I do not.
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Mr. SELLS. Have you ever heard of him?
Mr. FARRELL. Have I heard of him?
Mr. SELLs. Yes.
Mr.-FARRELL. No. Well, just paper writings and things like that.

I have been following this F-IA thing.
Mr. SELLS. Is there any particular reason why you have been fol-

lowing this FHA thing?
Mr. FARRELL. No. I am kind of interested, whenever any smear

things come out. I can't understand them.Mr. SELLS. You have used that word-"smear" several times,- Mr.
Farrell.
Mr. FARRrLL. I have been the victim of it. That is the the reason

why I am using it.
Mr. SELLS. In what respect?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, in a lot of respects. I think that maybe if yov

would inquire, maybe you might find out.
Mr. SELLS. You have made the statement that you have been the

victim of a smear and I have extended you the opportunity to explain
what-you mean and you don't answer my question.

Mr. FARRELL. Well, I can't explain it to you, because it can't be
explained, that is all. Whenever anything comes up, it is Lew Farrell,
that is all. There is no proof; I have never bpen convicted. I never
get convicted or nothing. Still it is Lew Farrell. A big splash.
Headlines.

Mr. SELLs. You have never been convicted?
Mr. FARRELL. No; I have never been convicted of anything.
Mr. SELLS. What is your real name?
Mr. FARRELL. Louis Fratto is my real name.
(Stricken, by request of Senator Payne.)
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, I have no quarrel with what you have

shown me, but I fail to see what, if any, interest it might have to this
particular committee.

Mr.FARRELL. That is the reason why I can't understand why you
are asking me a lot of questions that have nothing to do with FHA
title I, either.

Mr. SELLS. If you would answer a few of my questions, maybe we
would get to the point where you would begin to see a connection.

Mr. FARRELL. That is the reason I am telling you about this smear
and everything else.

Mr. SELLS. Your real name is Louis Fratto, is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And that is the name under which you were born?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right. I took the name of Lew Farrell,

my children are named all under Farrell, and there is no reason
that I am hiding or anything. It is just the idea I am going under
that name.

Mr. SELLS. You say you have nothing to hide. Suppose then you
tell me who your present employer is.

Mr. FARRELL. I don't have any present employer.
Mr. SELLS. You resigned" as of the time you stepped in this room;

is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. My last employer was Mr. Golding.
Mr. SELLS. But you haven't been employed by him since JanuarY

of this year.
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Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
'fr. SELLS. By whom have you been employed'

Mt. F A FLL. There is nothing to hide.
Mr. SELLS. From January of this year until the present time?
Mr. FARRELL. (No response.)
Mr. SELLS. Are youfoing to answer that question?
Mr. F.ARRELL. No. ou will just have to cite me.
Mr. SEILLS. Now, you have told me that you have heard of Harry

Cane or Harry Cohen; which is his real name.
Mr. FARRELL. I don't know the man. I never knew him, I never

had any occasion to meet him, I don't know anything about him.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever employ him?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever work with him in the home-improvement

field?
Mr. FARRLL. No. I have never seen the man.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever work with Jack Wolfe, of Des Moines?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. In any type of business activity?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. You are very sure about that?
Mr. FARREaL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And you are very sure that you never purchased from

Mr. Wolfe the Universal Builders Co. of Omaha?
Mr.. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SEILLS. Do you know who did purchase Universal Builders?
Mr. FArIELL. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know who is presently operating that concern?
Mr. FARMRLL. I don't.
Mr. SELLS. Now, what is the last business connection that you had

with Lew Eisen?
Mr. FARRILL. Nothing. I recommended the Alside material to

Mr. Golding, and since I have a good credit rating, Mr. Golding
purchlsed it through my name.

Mr. SELLS. Lew Eisen was the Chicago agent for Alside ?
,Mr. FARRELL. I don't know what his capacity is.
Mr. SEiLs. Lew Eisen is the man from whom you purchased the

Alside aluminum siding; is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. How did you happen to make that recommendation to

Mr. Golding if you didn't know Mr. Eisen pretty well?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I seen the material.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact that you had done business with him

before ?
Mr. FARRELL. Oh, no.
Mr. SELLS. You are sure you had never done business with Mr.

Eisen l)rior to the time you were employed by Mr. Golding, which I
Understand your testimony is, began about June 1952; is that right?

Mr'. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELIS. You had never done business with Mr. Eisen prior to

that tinie?
Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Were you familiar with his product, the Alside al-

innum, prior to 1952?
5 0 690--54---pt. 4---4
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Mr. FARRELL. Y S.
Mr. SELLS. When did you first learn about his product?
Mr. FARRELL. I learned about his product about 8 or 9 years ago,

Some of my in-laws have it on their home.
Mr. SELLs. How many businesses altogether have you been e0n.

nected with which have been involved in the home-improvement field?
Mr. FARRELL. How many businesses?

' Mr. SFLLS. Yes. How many different business concerns?
Mr. FARRELL. None. Have I been connected with?.
Mr. SELLS. Yes. Either employed by or had a financial interest in?
Mr. FARRELL. One.
Mr. SELLS. This concern of Mr. Goldings?
Mr. FArmrEL,. Yes.
Mr. Hoolu . SenatorPayne, this is Mr. Farrell.
Senator PAYNE. Do you want to stand and raise your right hand,

please? I want to swear you in. Do you solemenly swear that the
testimony you will give wil1 be-the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. FARRELL. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Do you want to state your name and address again

for the record?
Mr. FARRELL. Lew Farrell, 1115 Coulter Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa.

' Mr. SELLS. Senator Payne, we have had some difficulty. Mr. Far-
rell has answered certain of our questions. However, there is one
question which we feel is relevant to this inquiry which he has so far
refused to answer and he has offered at least one reason being, first,
that the person who is involved didn't give him permission to answer
-the question. The second reason he gave was that he has already been
the victim of a smear, implying a smear by this committee.
: Mr. FARRELL. No; not a smear by this committee. I would not say
that.Mr. SELLS. All right, Mr. Farrell, let's get to the point. I will ask

you again: By whom have you been employed?
Mr. FAImELL. Understand I have been the victim of a smear cam-

paign around Des Moines, Iowa, for the past 4 or 5 years, and any time
that my name is mentioned and anybody associated with me is men-
tioned in the newspapers, for some reason they get themselves hurt,
so rather than hurt them, if I was employed by anybody, I had just as
soon say that I am not employed because I don't want them hurt. It

,is the same thing as saying that I am associated with Senator Payne.
It would be the same thing. -'Why should he be hurt through any cam-
paign' Thait is the story.

Senator PAYNE. Would you be willing to state to me what the nature
of the smear is that has been used against you?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, just like all these things that have appeared in
your committee now regarding Des Moines, iowa.

Se Sat or PAYNE. Has your name been mentioned at all?
Mr. FARJHLL. A picture andeverything else.
Spnoitor PAYNE. From this committee.
Mr. FARRELL. I don't sa that it coies out of this committee but

for some reason-then when they claim that I declined the sub pena,
which I did not-Mr. Walter called me and if Mr..Walter washere,
he could verify it. Like, in other words, they say I declined the

f ' ,--
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subpena. I talked to Mr. Walter, and I said, "If there are any ques-
tions you want to ask me on the phone you ask me and I will answer
them on the phone truthfully or you send me your questions not raised
and I will send them back with an affidavit that they are absolutely,
positively the truth and Mr. Walter turned around and asked me a
W questions, and then I said to him-my wife was expecting a child.

Last Thursday we had a baby boy. So he said, "Well, I'll call you
back and let you know." So the following day instead of him calling
me back, there was the subpena. And yet in the newspaper on the
front page; my little girl comes to me, a 3-year-old girl, and says,
"Daddy, here is your picture in the paper," and it says, "Declined a
sub ena." In'other words likebI had done something wrong.

Senator PAYNE. Would you be willing to tell me what the nature
of the smears are that have existed in the past?

Mr. FAIELL. Yes. You have got one; the chances are this will
get out and it will hurt me some more. You have one newspaperman
man who is right here in Washington, for the land sake Almighty,
who came here and is still here. It has been 7 years now. Every
little thing that comes, there you are.

Senator PAYNE. Well, let me say this. The reason I am asking the
question is because, of course, this committee has only been working
on this matter for a relatively short period of time. And you refer
to the fact that anything you have been associated with apparently

hlas created a smear, either on other people or on yourself.
Mr. FARRELL. It is a rehash and rehash of things that might have

happened 20 years ago. I have got children that are growing every
single day, and here they are, my boys are 8 and 7, going to school.
Now, these things are 10 years old and it is always former this and
former that and former the other

Senator PAYNE. Just what is the nature of it?
Mr. FARE LL. I don't know. I wish I would know. I wish I could

tell.
Mr. SELLS. Perhaps I could contribute to your edification if I asked

Air. Farrell another question or two.
Senator PAYNE. All right.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, weren't you subpenaed to testify before the

Kefauver Crime Committee in 1951?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes; and now ask me why.
Mr. SELLS. I am going'to ask the questions il my own way, Mr.

Farrell.
Mr. FARR , ' Please don't take advantage of your position. Ask

:me why I was questioned.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it a fact that you were questioned extensively by

that committee in reference to your activities as a professioial
gmb er, bookmaker, horserace Wiemani, and so forth?

Mr. FARRELL. Yes; and what happened?
Mr. SELLS. That isn't what I asked you. You admit those were

the subjects of inquiry of thatrcommittee?
Mr. FARuRELL. Yes, sir; that I could just as well ask you, if you

belonged to any left-wing pafty. The same darn thing, with no proof,
or no evidence.

M'. SELLS. Senator, if you have the time, which I know you do not,
Iere is the transcript of the K~fauver hearing.
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Mr. FARRELL. That is right, and that is the reason why I donwt
-want to mention anything herp,.becjjse I am here, and you already
have one side-your side of the story.

Senator PAYNE. Mr. Farrell, if I understand correctly-
Mr. FARRELL. So if I have to go to jail, I will bring this thin oi1t

and I will go to jail and we will bring it out because I have children
and I am not-I am going to stop getting smeared.

Senator PAvY 'E. Mr. Farrell, let's have an understanding here. This
committee is certainly trying to be fair in every way possible.

Mr. FARREL LL. He is not f9ir whenl he brings out something that is
untrue. See?

Senator PAYNE. We are endeavoring to try to get some answers.
Mr. FAIRRELL. Well, let me explain, to you why I was called before

the Kefauver committee.
Senator PAYNE. Go ahead. Proceed.
Mr. FARRELL. I will tell you why.
(Stricken, by request of Senator Payne.)
Senator PAYNE. Now, Mr. Farrell, let me ask you this question over

again.
Mr. FAFRELL. Now, this transcript will get out and the newspaper-

men will still keep it up, that's all. So now if I start selling tires
or something they will say that I am selling tires that are made out
of-

Senator PAYNE. Let me ask you this question: Are you employed
at the present time?

Mr. FARRE.,. No, sir: I am not.
Senator PAyN,. You are not employed?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Were you employed a week ago?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNE. Were you paid a salary?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, sir.
Senator PAYNEi. And is that salary-has that salary been reported

for income-tax purposes?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, now, the year isn't. up but it will be, surely.
Senator PAYNn. Are you under withholding?
Mr. FVrRELL. Yes.
Senator 1PAYNE. Then, there would be a declaration of the withhold-

ing tax, payable on a quarterly basis, wouldn't there?
Mr. FAInhwLr,. I would think so.
Senator PAYNE. So it would be a matter of record in the internal

revenue offices, wherever that is declared, as to who your employer is;
isn't that correct?

Mr. FARnLL. Yes: sure.
Senator PAYiE. With that knowledge, do you care to say now who

employed you a moment ago?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I wouldn't want to state it as something Lew

FarTell said because when Lew Farrell says something it is always'
associated-

Senator PAYN. In other-words, you would rather have us find it.
out through the internal revenue office?

MV. IARR LL. Well-
Senator PAYNE). Were you discharged?
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Mr. FARRELL. Can I ask you one thing?
Senator PAYNE. Of course, I am asking the questions, but, again I

wint to be fair. Yes.
Mir. FARRELL. I would like to ask you a question.
Senator PAYNE. You go ahead.
11. FARRELL. Could you take out of that record there what I just

aot through saying about my alcohol tax unit hearing, and who was
picking on me? 'Aould you promise me that?

Senator PAYNE. I have no objection whatever of taking out of the
record any reference you made.

Mr. FRRELL. Would you take out of the record, so that it won't. :l)-
ear in there, anything that has nothing to do with the questions oflHA title I ? In other words, aiy conversation that has come up that

is iot. yotr questions-all right ?
Mr. SrIs. I might say this, Mr. Farrell, most of the things in '11at

record that you now want withdrawn are in there because you your-
self volunteered to put them in here.

I want to make it clear. It is not my prerogative to take anvthillg
out of that record. Anything taken out of that record iiust be taken
out of there by the committee, and Senator 1Pavne is here now. Now,
whether the Se nator would presume to speak for the entire committee,
that I do not know. I have no power to take anything out of that
record.

Senator 1.AYNi,. Before it would be taken out, I would want to
know, after all, in lieu of what information yoii are going to p)ut in
the record.

In other words, if all reference to the s o-alled alcohol tax case is
stricken from the recor(, what power is it, that yu now want to give
pertaiiiing to your present employment, your recent enipl oyment hav-
ing to do witl title I, that you are willing to put in the record? .

Mr. F.\RRELL. As far as that is concerned-
Senator PAYNE. You know very well it is a matter of record who

you have been working for, and this committee can determine that
through the. Internal Revenue Service. If you dlont want to give it,
you are perfectly within your rights not to give it, but it. is goillr to be
a matter of record and it will be information available to the coin-
rittee and it would he far more cooperative for you to provide the
information in executive session.

Mr. FAIRREr,. I appreciate thlat, Senator Paynie, as far as I am con-
cerned, but I mean I have nothing that I have got to lide. The only
thing, just like I say, I just 0(ont like any-to be smeared. This gen-
tlemnan here presents that book. I mean he has a one-sided view
already.

I mean he doesn't question me with an unbiased opinion, lie ques-
tions me with a view that I come in here just like as if T am a vulture.

Senator PAYNE. Let me say this: I have sat with the committee and
I have sat with the members of the staff of this committee and never
011ce have I ever seen one invitation on the part of any member to
try toabuse anyone. We are just trying to get the information on
the record. We are trying to do, as far as is humanly possible, with
the cooperation of people who will cooperate, to try to get this thing
straightened out in the interests of all of the people of this country.

Now, if people don't want to cooperate, that is their business. There
are other methods that you can proceed by, but I think that you will
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find that there has not been a single word ever coming out of this
executive committee that has gone to the press, that has gone to any.
one. The only time that it has ever happened is when the matter
have been brought in before a public hearing, and the full rights of
the individual are protected.

Mr. FARRELL. I am sorry I didn't bring the newspapers along.
Senator PAYNE. This committee can't govern what the newspaper&

write.
Mr. FARRELL. But you say nothing comes out of this hearing room..

It seems to me like every word comes out of this room.
Senator PAYNE. No, sir; there is not.
Mr. FARRELL. Then, there must be some wires tapped, or something;
Senator PAYNE. You must recognize this, that this is the Senate,

Banking and Currency Committee.
Mr. FARRELL. And I have very much respect and high regard for it.
Senator PAYNE. Just remember this, that in addition to the work

that this committee is doing, the FHA is doing work of its own. Am
I correct on that?

Mr. SELLS. That is correct.
Senator PAiNE. The Internal Revenue Department and the Justice

Department is doing work of its own. We have no control over what
they do. I am saying, insofar as this committee is concerned, there
has never to my knowledge ever come out of the executive session one
single word. In fact, in few instances have they ever known who was
in here even talking with the committee.

I think you are getting the public sessions confused with the execu-
tive sessions. When you get into public sessions that is another thing;
that is open.

Mr. FARRELL. Senator, I am not. I mean this here has been an
issue in our newspaper for the past week. You have had front-page
coverage. I think you had four columns, full-page columns, left hand,
important side and the second time had my picture right on the front,
with a full column.

Senator PAYNE. We have no publicity artist on this committee that
I know of.

Mr. FARRELL. It is always former this and former that and former
the other.

Senator PAYNE. Are you willing to state who you are employed by
now?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, I was employed. Let's put it that way.
Senator PAYNE. How recently?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, just last week, let's say, by the Universal

Builders.
Senator PAYNE. And who is the president of Universal Builderst
Mr. FARRELL. John D'Arco.
Senator PAYNE. Where is his home?
Mr. FIARRELL. His home is in Omaha. It is a branch office.
Senator PAY NE. What is their principal business?
Mr. FARRELL. Home remodeling.
Senator PAIN1E. What was your capacity with them?
Mr. FAIRRELT. Office manager in the Des Moines office.
Senator PAYNE.. Now, with that, I have no objection, in view of

yorl'-
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)Jr. FARRELL. If this comes out, I am going to send it to you special
delivery.

Senator PAYNE. If it comes out of this executive session.
Mr. FARRELls. Did I tell you about my picture being in the paper

where they claim I declined the subpena ?
Senator PAYNE. No.
Mr. FARRELL. There was a picture in the paper last week. In other

words, I talked with Mr. Walter for 2 days.
Senator PAYNE. Yes, you went over that while I was here.
Mr. FMUiLz. In the newspaper it came right out that I declined.
Senator PAYNE. Let me say to you because I want to be fair: If you

still insist, in view of the fact that you have now come forward with
tie information just given, if you still insist that the reference to the
alcohol tax hearing should be eliminated from the record, I will take
the responsibility and ask that that be stricken. Now, you canit say
that isn't fair, cani you ?

Mr. FARRELL. I want to tell you I haven't any halo on my head butIhave four children. You don't like to have something like that in.
(Stricken, by request of Senator Payne.)
Senator PAYNEi. Now, do you want that to go in the record?
Mr. FARRMLL. Yes.
No, as long as we take off all Alcohol Tax Unit, we will keep that

off, too.
(Stricken, by request of Senator Payne.)
Senator PAYNE. We have cleared up everything in connection with

the so-called Alcohol Tax Unit situation, so now let's get back to title I.
Mr. SELLS. I might say this, Mr. Farrell, I have no feelings of con-

science. This document that I referred Senator Payne to is available
to any member of the public. This is a record of the hearings of the
Kefauver committee. You yourself may obtain a copy of these. You
will probably find that the public library in your own home city has a
co0y of that.

Mr. FARrEmLL. I know, but you shoulch't have that in front of you be-
cause that has nothing to do with FHA title I and why should you be
biased by wrong information?

Mr. SELLS. The only concern that I have with that is that we have
the correct Lew Farrell here before this committee, and you have al-
ready indicated that you are the Lew Farrell whose real name or whose
born name was Louis Fratto.

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And you will recall that that was the only question that

I asked you.
Mr. FArmELL. Dennis James wasn't born Dennace James' either. I

fought under the name of Lew Farrell. There is no secret.
Mr. SELLS. 0. K., Mr. Farrell.
Mr. FARRELL. I mean was I convicted? The only thing I was con-

victed of there perhaps is by people who read it maybe. I was con-
Victed by a fellow like you who is convinced by reading that.

Mr. SLLS. Mr. Farrell, look. Let me point this out. You yourself
keep putting these things in the record. By volunteering these state-
ments.

Mr. FAREJLL. What statements?
Mr. Siu,.s. You just volunteered a statement about your being

convicted. Nobody asked you that question.
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Mr. FARRELL. I say I am convicted as far as opinion is concerned.
Mr. SFLLs. Well, let's get oni with our inquiry.
You have just told Senator Payne that you are employed by TUi.

versal Builders.
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SE Ls. Is that the firm whose home office is in Omaha?
Mr. FARREf:'Umhum" (yes).
No, I am not employed by him any more.
Mr. SELLs. But you were up until a week ago?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. That is the firm that you denied a few minutes ago

knowing anything about or having any connection with.
Mr. FARRELL. Universal-no, you asked me if I had anything to do

with Universal Builders-Jack Wolfe.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't this the same Universal Builders that Mr. Wolfe

at one time owned?
Mr. FARRLnL. No. Absolutely not.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes. Universal Builders, today, doesn't have any-

thing to do with Mr. Jack Wolfe.
Mr. SELLS. That isn't'the question. Isn't it the same or a'successor ,

firm to the Universal Builders Mr. Wolfe organized?
Mr. FARRELL. No, it isn't.
Mr. SELLS. When was this firm organized?
Mr. FARRELL. This firm was organized about 4 or 5 months ago.
Mr. SELLS. Is it incorporated?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't know whether it is or not. I don't have any

personal knowledge.
Mr. SELLs. Who owns the firm?
Mr. FARRELL. I know that D'Arco is president. That is the only

thing that I know.Mr. SELLS. Do you have any interest at all in the firm?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir, I do not.
Mr. SELLS. You were employed by them up until about a week ago,

making a total of what, 61/2 months?
Mr. FARRELL. About 5 or 6 months.
Mr. SELLS. As general manager, is that correct?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. You were in charge of general operations?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. In the home improvement field?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SLijs. And again, was some of your business or a part of your

business at least, financed under title I, of the National Housing Act?
Mr. FARRELL. Of my business?
Mr. SELLS. Well, the business of Universal Builders?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Now, while you were with Universal Builders how many

salesmen were working out of that company, or for that company?
Mr. FARRELL. I would say.maybe 7 or 8.
Mr. SELLS. A total during that period of 7 or 8?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Were those salesmen on the company payroll or were

they what we have come to call independent contractors ?
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Mr. FARRELL. Independent contractors.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, they go out and solicit a sale, obtain a

contract, and then bring that back into the company, is that correct?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Who generally, while you were with that company, ex-

ercised control over the salesmen? That is who directed the salesmen
as to their selling and what kind of contracts they were to use and so
forth? ?

Air. FARRELL. In the
Mr. SELLS. Well, let's take the most recent one, Universal Builders.
Mr. FARRELL. Who told the salesmen?
Mr. SELLS. Yes. I mean how to go out and make a sale and what

kind of contract to solicit?
Mr. FARRELL. They done it themselves.
Mr. SELLS. Did you provide a contract form for them?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, the office provides the contract, yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did the office also provide them with title I loan appli-

cations?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. And with credit report applications?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. And blank notes?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. And completion certificates?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. All of those were supplied to the salesmen by the com-

pany. That is by Universal Builders, Inc.?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Did anybody in the company exrecise any direct control

over the selling methods that were used?
Mr. FARRELL. Nobody.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, the salesmen were free to use any kind'

of sales approach or sales pitch that they chose?
Mr. FARRELL. Oh, no. In other words, they were told that people

had to know what they were buying, how much they were paying.
Mr. SELLS. Who told them that?
Mr. FARRELL. Who told them that?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Mr. FAIRRELL. Well I did.
Mr. SELLS. You did?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Then you did exercise some control over them, is that

right?
Mr. FARREL,. Well, I would explain it to them, yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you see that they carried out those suggestions and

dealt fairly with the public?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I would have, had we any complaints, but we-

hadn't gotten any complaints on them.
Mr. SELLS. You had no complaints at all while you were with Uni-

versal Builders?
Mr. FARRELL. No, because business wasn't that big. It was a very

snall business.
Mr. SELLS. How big was it during that 6 months' period? How

Much business did you do, Mr. Farrell'?
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Mr. FARRELL. An average of maybe two jobs a week.
Mr. SELLS. Well, how big were those jobs '
Mr. FARRELL. Say an average of about $800 apiece, or something

like that.
Mr. SELLS, In other words, $1,600 of business a week is about all

you did?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SEuLs. Could you give us the names of the seven salesmen you

employed during that period?
Mr. FARRELL. Linzmeyer.
Mr. SELLS. Will you spell that, please, for the reporter?
Mr. FARRELL. L-i-n-z-m-e-y-e-r. And "Robert Redfern, R-e-d.

f-e-r-n. L. H. Hansen, I-I-a-n7s-e-n. Paul Woods, W-o-o-d-s. And
Yale, Y-a-l-e, Smith, S-m-i-t-h. That is about it.

Mr. SELLS. That is five. Were there more than that?
Mr. umJELL. That is about the size of it. That is it.
Mr. SELLS. While these individuals were employed by you, Mr. Far.

rell, did you learn that some of them had criminal records?
Mr. FARREIL. Had criminal reords? Oh, no. None of them.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. I am positive.
Mr. SELLS. Did you take any steps to make sure that none of them

did?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I knew their family background was pretty

good. They are all family boys.
Mr. SELLs. What do you mean by "family boys"? We all have

families.
Mr. FARRELL. Mr. Woods has five children and lives right in Des

Moines, Iowa. He is a pillar in the church. Mr. Hansen has five
children and is a very clean-cut fellow. Mr. Smith comes from a very
good family and is a single man. He was going into the priesthood
and changed his mind. Redfern, the same thing.

Mr. SELLS. Now, to your knowledge, Mr. Farrell, during the tine
that you were with Universal Builders, the 6 months' period in the
early part of this year, did any of your salesmen ever use the model-
home pitch?

Mr. FARRELL. 0, no.
Mr. SELLS. You know what that is?
Mr. FARRELL. I have heard of it many, many times.
Mr. SELLS. Didn't you in fact know that your salesmen used it

while you were employed by the other concern for the other year and
a half? That is Mr. Golding's concern.

Mr. FARRELL.' No; absolutely not.
Mr. SELLS. Are you positive about that?
Mr. FARRELL. Positive.
Mr..SELLS. Where did you first hear about the model home pitch h?
Mr. FARRELL,. Oh. gee. Television. You hear it on radio, you hear

it in the newspaper.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever make any-sales yourself, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FAmELL. Yes, I did:
Mr. SELLS. When?
Mr. FARRELL. I made three of them.
Mr. SELLS. In all your ext-erienlce you onl y tmade three sales?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
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mr. SELLS. When were those?
Mir. FARRrL. Within the last 5 or 6 months. I thought I could sell.
Mr.,-4ELLS. You never made any sales before?
Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Either for yourself or while you were employed by

someone else?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right. And I lost money on all three of

them.-
31r.SELLS. Why was that?
Mr. FARRELL. Because I didn't know how to make-I didn't know

how to ask for money with a profit, I suppose.
Mr. SELLS. While you were general manager for Universal Build-

j ers, when your salesmen went out to make a sale, did they, if they
made, a sale and obtained a contract, did they get the title I loan
application filled out at that time?

Mr. FARRELL. If they made the sale?
Mr. SELLs. Yes. In other words, if they talked the homeowner into

buying the product and they got a contract, did they also get the
title I home loan application filled out at the same time ?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, that home loan application has to be called in
to the bank, isn't that true, so you do get the application at the same
time.

Mr. SEL,s. That is what I asked you. I don't know what is true
and what is not. As Senator Payne has pointed out, that is what
we are trying to find out, Mr. Farrell.

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. All right. So they got the title I loan application filled

out at the time of the sale; is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. At the same time.

Mr. SFELLs. Was it signed by the homeowner, with the body of the
a plication left blank to be filled in when it was brought back to the
offce? !

Mr. FARRE L.L. Well, it was-I don't know just exactly-in other
words, everything was done legal.

Mr. SELL. Again, may I say, Mr. Farrell, now you have injected a
word in the record which nobody else has used. Nobody else said
anything about it being legal or illegal.

Mr. FARRELL. They have an application where they put down how
much they owe. What their equity in the house is.

Mr. SELLS. That is the credit-statement part of it.
Mr. FAR ELL. That: is the part, that is right.
Mr. SEiLs. Did your salesmen ever brhig one of those in that was

signed by a homeowner with all of that information left out?
Mr. FAR RELL. No, never did.
Mr. Srin.rLs. You are sure about that?
Mr. FARrELL. Positive.
Mr. SELLs. Did any of the salesmen ever bring such a credit state-

Rient in while you were general manager of the other concern, Mr.
Golding's concern?

Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. They brought them in in blank, sometimes?
Mr. FARRELL. No, never did.
Mr. SELLS. You are sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
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Mr. SELLs. All right, now we have disposed of the credit a plica.
tion. How about the body of the title I loan application, itselfI Was
that ever left blank?

Mr. FARRELL. No. Everything was done right.
Mr. SELLS. How about the notes? Were tley ever signed by the

homeowners, the customer, with the body of the note left blank?
Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure none of the salesmen who ever worked

for you while you were general manager of either of these con-
cerns-

Mr. FARRELL. Never. The customer always knew what he was
signing.

Mr. SELLS. Did any of these customers of yours or any of these
salesmen ever sign a completion certificate before the work was done!

Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. You are absolutely sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. Positive.
Mr. SELLS. That is while you were general manager of both of these

concerns?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. You are equally sure that none of the salesmen that

you ever were associated with while you were with either company
ever used the model-home pitch to make a sale?

Mr. FARRELL. Never did. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Did they ever use the kickback pitch, which, as I under-

stand, is just a slight variation of the model-home pitch?
Mr. FARRELL. Do you mean bring back money-
Mr. SELLS. Kickback money. If the homeowner gets another sale,

he gets so much kickback or commission.
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLs. They never used that?
Mr. FARRELL. Why would they give money back to the homeowner

if they made a sale?
Mr. SELLS. That isn't what I asked you. I didn't ask you why, I

asked if any of the salesmen ever used that.
Mr. FARRELL. They never did. I read about that.
Mr. SELLS. Are you sure about that?
Mr. FARRELL. Positive. I am under oath. There has never been any

kickbacks or any bonuses or anything like that while I had anything
to do with either office.

Mr. SELLS. You became general manager for Mr. Golding's com-
pany, as I understand it, in about June 1952.

Mr. FARRELL. A little bit later than that. Around August, I think
it was. Around August.

Mr. SELLS. All right, in August.
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. You were employed by him until about January, this

year?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Did you draw a salary?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Was that , straight salary or was that based on the

amount, of sales made by the salesman?
Mr. FARRELL. Straight .Salary.
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Mr. SELLS. Did you draw any additional compensation in the way

of an overwriteoff of the sales made by the salesmen?
Mr. FARRELL. I did not.
Mr. SELLS. You were employed by Golding up until January of

this year; is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And then you associated yourself with Universal Build-

els, whose home office is in Omaha; is that right?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.

Mr. SELLS. But, as I understand it, you have an office in Des Moines
for the same company.

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And that is Mr. D'Arco's firm?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Are you on a salary there?

" Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Do you draw any commission or overwriteoff of any of

Ithe business that is written by the salesmen?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Have you?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. With the exception of these two firms, Mr. Golding's

firm and Mr. D'Arco's firm, is this the only experience that you ever
had in the home-improvement field?

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. What did you do during that period from 1950 to 1953?
Mr. FARRELL. Nothing. Not a thing.
Mr. SELLS. A gentleman of leisure?
Mr. FARRELL. No; I wasn't a gentleman of leisure. I just kept look-

ing around and trying to do something, trying to find something to do.
Mr. SELLS. Did you have any income at all during that period?
Mr. FARRELL. No, I did not.
Mr. SELLS. None at all; is that correct?
Mr. FARRELL. None at all.
Mr. SF.LLs. Did you file any Federal tax returns during that time?
Mr. F.RRELL. Yes, I filed Federal tax returns.
Mr. SELLS. Did you report any income~on th(,se returns?
Mr. FARRELL. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. SELLS. And it is your testimony that during those 2 years you

lived off of accumulated income; is that correct?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right. Whatever little money I had and

whatever insurance I had.
Mr. SELLS. Prior to 1950, what was your business, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARRELL. Beer business.
Mr. SEI..LS. What was your business?
Mr. FAnRRELL. Beer business.
Mr. SELLS. The beer business?
Mr. FAiREL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. You were, as I understand it, beer distributor; is that

right ?
Mr. FARIRELL. A beer distributor, that is right.
Mr. SELLS. For what concern?
Mr. FAwmR . For what concern? Superior Distributing Co. I

was an owner.
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Mr. SEUS. You were an owner of that concern?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS Is that solely a wholesaler distributing concern?
Mr. FARRELL. Wholesale distributing.
Mr. SiELLS. What kind of beer did you handle?
Mr. FARRELL. Blatz.
Mr. SELSi. Chiefly?
Mr. FARRELL. Mainly.
Mr. SELLS. What area did you serve?
Mr. FARnELL. Eleven counties out of Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. SELLS. Surrounding territory around Des Moines?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. How long were you in that business, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARRELL. I was in the beer business since 1939.
Mr. SELLS. Now, I want to ask this question once more while Sena-

tor Payne is here. Have you ever had any business or financial con-
nection or association with Jack Wolfe?

Mr. FARRELL. I have never, positively, definitely, or any other word,
had any connection with Jack Wolfe in any way, financial or other-
wise.

Mr. SELLS. You have never been employed by him?
Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. You never purchased a business from him?
Mr. FARRE.LL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Or participated in purchasing a business from him?
Mr. FARRELL. Never.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether there was a company which pre-

ceded Universal Builders of Omaha-a company with which you were
just recently employed-by that same name? Was there a prior
company?

Mr. FARRELL. Yes; I heard of the name, but I had nothing to do
with it.

Mr. SELLS. You made that clear already.
Mr. FARRELL. All right.
Mr. SELLS. In fact, as I understand your testimony, the Universal

Builders, 'Inc., of Omaha, that you were. employed 1by, was not incor-
porated until early in 1954, is that right?

Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SEuS. Do you know who owned the prior company by that

name?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether Mr. D'Arco had any interest in

the prior company?
Mr. FARRELL. I don't believe he did.
Mr. SELLS. It is your testimony that you had no interest whatsoever,

no ownership or financial interest in the company by whom you were
employed?

Mr. FARFLL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Or the prior company?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether Mr. Wolfe had any interest in

the prior company
Mr. FARRELL. don't know that. I couldn't answer that.

I
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9r. SELLS. I am satisfied, Mr. Farrell, and I think Senator Payne
is, too, that you have answered the majority of the questions that I
,m Primarily concerned with. I don't propose to push the inquiry
much further. You have indicated that you have some rather strong
feelings on the subject. But I am going to ask one question, which
Itihink will save you and myself and possibly the rest of the committee
a great deal of tine and possibly some embarrassment on both sides.
Itcan be answered either 'Yes" or "No," and if you answer the single
qustiOnl, I don't intend to explore it further:

You do have a police record, do you not?
Mr. FARRELL. I do have a police record? Well, let me ask you

one thing-I know you are asking the questions. What does a police
record constitute ?

Mr. SiL1.s. That includes arrests, apprehensions, pickups, investi-
gations, convictions. So far as I am concerned, I am using the term
that way.

Mr. FARRELL. I have been arrested-picked up, rather-but I have
never been convicted.

Mr. SELLS. Then, again, I say you can answer my question "Yes" or
"No." You do have a police record?
Mr. FARRELL. Up until 1939, I mean that was the last time that I

was just picked up, I mean, but no record of any kind, I mean that I
have never been convicted of anything. See?

Mr. SE'LLS. Senator Payne, Ithink you will realize I have tried to
be fair in asking this question.

I said if you answered my question "Yes" or "No" I didn't intend to
explore it further.

Isn't, it a fact that in 1942, you were involved in an investigation in
Des Moines having to do with gambling operations? Now, you gave
the year 1939.

Mr. FARRELL. 1942? I was investigated but nothing came out of it.
Mr. SELLS. Is it your testimony that you have no police record of

any kind from 1942 up to date?
Mr. FARRELL. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. You have not been picked up, investigated, arrested or

convicted, from 1942, up to the present timeI
Mr. FARRELL. That is right. Can we put something else into the

record ?
Mr. SELLS. Well, let me make this clear. Senator Payne, I have

asked the questions that I want to ask. Mr. Kenney may have some
questions. You may have further questions.

Mr. FARRELL. May I have one free question?
Mr. SELLS. After they have asked the questions they have.
Mr. FARRELL. I mean on that one particular subject.
Mr. SELLS. Let me make this clear, Mr. Farrell. The committee will

accord any witness the right to make any statement that they want
to make.

Mr. FARrLL. As long as you bring out one thing-you know what
I mean, about arrests, the color and the discolor and everything else,
let's put it this way: That in 35 years of the junior chamber ofcom-
Merce that had a turnover of 8,000 members in the city of Des Moines
I am one of the 14 honorary members, one of the 14 honorary charter
Members of the junior chamber of commerce.
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Mr. SELLs. We are glad to have that in the record, Mr. Farrell.
Mr. FARRELL. I have also the Italian plaque for the one wh0 had

done more work for the Italian people in the year 1945. And I have
received many, many awards, and they aren't do-good awards, they
were awards from;the bottom---6f my-heart.-, -Now" just becatise.Lq
mean that I happen to live in the dead-end neighborhoods and every.
thing else and everybody picked up and everything else, I mean I
don't think that that record should continue to arrest me now that
I am a family man. I mean-and maybe some day when you become
my age and you have a family, maybe you will understand it, too,

Mr. SELLS. Mr. Farrell, I understand right now, but as Senator
Payne has pointed out, this committee can only-

Mr. FARRELL. Let me tell you something, when that little girl came
to me the other morning, 3 years old, and said, "Daddy, your picture
is in the paper," well, I am just going to tell you something, it is
a good thing that I could hold my head. Those are the things that
get you. And I don't think they should keep continuing to follow
me.

Mr. SELLS. Senator Payne-
Senator PAYNE. No questions.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Kenney
Mr. KENNEY. No questions.
Mr. SELLS. Once again I will extend you this invitation which we

extend to every witness before this committee. If you feel there
is any statement you want to make, if you feel there is any explanation
you want to offer of any of the questions or answers that have been
asked and given here, we will give you this opportunity to make any
statement for the record that you want to make.

Mr. FARRELL. Well, is there any reason why I cannot continue to be
employed by any company handling FHA paper, where I have to be
embarrassed or embarrass any company that I am working with, so
that I can make a living? Is there any reason for that?

Mr. SELLS. Have you been placed on the FIA precautionary list!
Mr. FARRELL. I never have. I never have.
Mr. SELLS. I can't answer that question, Mr. Farrell. I can't an-

swer that question for this reason: This committee is investigating this
entire field for one reason and one reason only and that is, because
the whole field of home improvementshas been used as a field to prac-
tice fraud, dishonesty, unethical selling practices. Now, until that
situation is cleaned up, until the homeowners are no longer victimized,
I think in fairness-and I think Senator Payne would agree with me-
that an individual such as yourself who, maybe through no fault of
your own within recent years-I am not the judge; Senator Payne,
I think has made that clear; we are not sitting in judgment, despite
what you may think-that anyone such as yourself who has the back-
ground that you have, is bound to be suspect, so long as this field is
used and misused as it has been.

Do I make myself clear, Mr. Farrell? You may be an innocent
victim of practices that other individuals have engaged in. Do YOu
follow me? o

Mr. FARRELL. If I have nothing to do with a sale, can I be working
in an office?

Mr. SELLS. As I say, I did not sit in judgment.
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MJr. FARRELL. Well, you are sitting hi judgment when you say that
because of my background-I don't know what, background I have

tiat is so bad, outside of a background that was created.
Mr. SELLS. The purpose of this investigation is to change the laws

so that the practices which grew up in this home improvement field
will not continue and will not occur again.

Senator Payne is one of the gentlemen whose responsibility it is to
so that those things don't happen again. Now, I cant answer your
question, Mr. Farrell, and I don't know that the Senator can, either.

You have answered the questions that I wanted to ask you and
that is all that I have, Mr. Farrell.

You have anything else, Mr. Kenney?
Mr. KENNEY. I have nothing else.
Mr. FARRELL. Another thing. Would you put in the record that

I did not decline the subpena, as was stated?
Mr. SELLS. I have given you the opportunity to make any state-

ment for the record that you want to make, Mr. Farrell. You can
put any statement in that you wish.

Mr. FARRELL. Is that record now about my splurge against the fact
of my Alcohol Tax Unit going to be taken out of the record?

Senator PAYNE. That I ask to be removed from the record.
Mr. SELLS. You want that one statement removed that you launched

into when you were trying to explain to Senator Payne that you had
some strong feelings because of the Alcohol Tax Unit investigation.
That is the statement you are referring to, is that correct?

Mr. FARRELL. Anything that has to do with the Alcohol Tax Unit,
or against the fact of the statements that appeared in the paper.

All right, anything that goes against the Alcohol Tax Unit.
Mr. SELLS. That is pretty broad. You have made a lot of state-

ments and you made a number of them against this committee.
Mr. FARRELL. I didn't make any against this committee. I say

that you are biased against me. I will say that. I believe that,
sincerely.

Senator PAYN1E. I can go along with all the references that you
have made with reference to the Alcohol Tax Unit situation. That
I would agree to have stricken.

Mr. SELLS. That is all that I think of. Mr. Farrell, you are going
to be served with a subpena to appear at a public session before this
committee in Chicago. I will ask that you wait a few minutes. The
subpena is on its way.

Mr. FARRELL. In public session?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Since you have indicated that you did not decline service of a

subpena to appear before this executive session I assume you are will-
In to wait for the subpena from the public session, is that correct?

Mr. FARRELL. Why would you want to subpena me before
Mr. SELLS. I cannot answer that question, Mr. Farrell. I work

for this committee. I am not the committee. I want you -to under-
stand that. Senator Payne has already made it clear to you that
those of us on the staff of this committee are doing a job for the
committee. Now, will you wait a few moments until that subpena
arrives?

Mr. FARRELL. I have no other alternative.
5069--54--pt. 4-45
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Senator PAYNE. Is that all you need me for?
Mr. KENNEY. That is all.
Mr. SELLS. That is all. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. FArRELL. What kind of a-session will that be in ChicagoI
Mr. SELLS. You can close the record. You don't want this on the

record, do you?
Mr. FARRELL. No.
(Whereupon, at 3: 15 p. m., hearing in the above matter was con.

eluded.)
(This concludes the testimony of Mr. Wolfe and Mr. Farrell in

executive session.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Corrigan will not be on at 2 o'clock today but

will be the first witness at at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning?
Did you talk to me a minute ago?
Our first witnesses this afternoon will be from the General Account.

ing Office. Will you please come forward, gentlemen? All three of
you will be talking? If so, we will have to swear all three of you,
please.

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help yoi
God?

TESTIMONY OF OWEN A. KANE, WILLIAM A. NEWMAN, JR., AM
JOHN DELMORE, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. KANE. I do.
Mr. NEWMAN. I do.
Mr. DELMORE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your names to the reporter? I might

say that these three gentlemen are-please give your names and titles.
Mr. KANE. Mr. Chairman, I am Owen A. Kane, legislative at-

torney, Office of the Comptroller General.
Mr. NEWMAN. My name is William A. Newman, Jr., Associate

Director of Audits, General Accounting Office.
Mr. DELMORE. My name is John De inore. I am the supervisory S1

autditor with the GAO.
The CHAMMAN. YOU will remember some 2 or 3 weeks ago we

asked the General Accounting Office to audit the books of the Johna- fl
than Woodner Corp., and all of its subsidiaries. These three gentle- b
men, together with others, have been working on that project since
that time. First we will ask you a couple of preliminary questions ti
and we want you to tell us exactly your experience with the Woodner t,
companies, give us any reports you may have or any information
that relates to the condition of that company in respect to FHA-guar- a
anteed mortgages.

Mr. Counsel, you have a couple of questions? P
Mr. SiMoN. How many auditors from GAO worked on this project
Mr. DELMORE. Ten.
Mr. SIMoN. The work was done in space at the Woodner Hotel that e,

was provided by Mr. Woodner?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What hours did they work? ,
Mr. DELxoRE. About 8: 30 to 5. P I



I
gr. SIMON. Full time, 5 days a week?
Mr. DiiaMoRE. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. How many days did they work, if you remember?
Mr. DELMORE. I went over there on August 9 and on August 11 I

brought in 4 people, and then the balance of the 5 came in at various
times so that the 10 of us were over there approximately 6 or 7 weeks.

Mr. SIMON. Six to seven weeks, ten auditors from the GAO?
Mr. D",LMORE. Yes, sir.
A-fr. Si oN. You finished this report about 7 o'clock last Saturday

night?
Mr. DIM-NIORE. That is right.
1Mr. SImoN. You do have a written report to the chairman from the

Comptroller General?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was that, please?
Mr. SIMON. They do have a written report from the Comptroller

General to the chairman of this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you read that report. Do you have any

extra copies of it?
Mr. KANE. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement here that I

would like to read.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have extra copies?
Mr. KANE. We have extra copies.
The CHAIRMAN. This is copies of the statement you wish to read?
Mr. KANE. Yes. And we have a report.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have extra copies of the report?
Mr. KANE. Yes, we do, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the General Accounting Office is pleased to be here

this morning to discuss the information furnished the committee in
the report of the Acting Comptroller General, Frank H. Weitzel,
dated September 30, 1954, on the audit of the Woodner books and
records. The audit was made pursuant to the chairman's letter of
August 12, 1954, requesting the Office to examine and furnish the
committee certain information as disclosed by the books and records
subpenaed by the committee and located in the Woodner Building
under the joint custody of the committee and the owners.
Furnishing assistance to the Congress and its committees is one of

the most important duties assigned to the General Accounting Office
by the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.

The CHAIRMAN. If there aren't sufficient copies of the statement and
the report for the press, will you each share a copy between you so
that everybody that is interested may get a copy?

Mr. KANE. That act, as you know,vMr.Chairman, created the Office
asan independent nonpolitical agency in the legislative branch. The
confidence you placed in us in seeking our assistance in such an im-

portant phase of the committee's investigation of the Federal Housing
dmini stration insurance program is gratifying.
The committee was notified on August 17, 1954, that a preliminary

examination of the books indicated that the information would not be
readily determinable because of the manner in which the records has

een maintained. Upon closer examination this early appraisal was
definitely confirmed. All the records, documents, and satisfactory ex-
Planati ons from company representatives were not furnished usand
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accordingly we are unable to complete the audit. In this connection
the Acting Comptroller General advised you on September 30, 1951
that no action will be taken pending your further instructions.

The preliminary audit findings contain sufficient information war.
ranting a conclusion that in all probability the Woodner Hotel con-
struction funds were improperly used. For example, $7,000 worth of
paintings, charged to construction costs, have not been located in the
building. Also, personal expenses were charged, including detective

fees. A fantastic $281,000, representing a refund of deposit, was
credited to Mr. Woodner's personal account, the propriety of which is
highly questionable. Such charges, of course, inflated the cost of the
project, which in turn requires the deluxe rental rates that are paid bythe tenants in addition to jeopardizing the Government's interest as
insurer of the mortgage. In a minute my associates will give details
on these and other items.

Mr. Chairman, when we testified before your connittee in April
of this year, you may recall our complete endorsement, of your sug.
gestion that the Government should have authority to require persons
operating with FIA mortgage-insurance funds to maintain proper
records and that FHA have authority and be required to examine and
audit such records to the extent deemed necessary to protect the Gov-
ernment's interests. If nothing else, our experience in examining the
books and records of the Woodner interests definitely confirms beyond
any question of doubt the grounds for our belief of the necessity that
the Government have the right to peer behind the veil of secrecy that
surrounded builder and mortgagor operations uider FHA rental
housing insured mortgages. Of all the provisions in the Housing
Act of 1954 designed to strengthen the housing program, it is clear
that none is more important than the provisions of section 814, which
gives the Housing and Home Finance Administrator the authority to
require insured mortgagors of rental housing projects to maintain
books and records of their operations and a right for the FHA to
audit them.

Mr. Chairman, in connection with the provision, it was your stead-
fastness in connection with this Housing Act which has made it possi-
ble for FHA to have this authority and they have a tremendous re-
sponsibility in connection with it. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Newman and
Mr. Delmore, who have been engaged in this audit, will explain to you
the audit report and answer any questions that you may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you proceed then and explain the report
to us. We will ask you questions as we go along.

Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have before me a letter signed by
the Acting Comptroller General of the United States, Frank H. Weit-
zel, to you, dated September 30. This letter-

Mr. SImoN. Would you read the letter, Mr. Newman?
Mr. NEwMAN. Yes. [Reading:]
As requested In your letter of August 12, 1954, the Division of Audits, General

Accounting Office, has been engaged in an examination of the financial books

and records of Mr. Ian Woodner and of certain corporations which he OWns or
controls. These records are located In the Woodner Hotel pursuant to the com-

mittee's subpena and under the Joint custody of the committee and the owners.
In my letter dated August 17, 1954, it was indicated that the inforMatoU

requested by you would not be readily determinable because of the manner ID

which the records had been maintained. Since that date we have encQUnterm

numerous other conditions which have prevented the application of 3oT061
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50diting procedures. In fact, the existing conditions are of sucli a nature that
unless rectitied promptly a satisfactory audit cannot he made. The conditions
baoliperiil' the progress of the examination are summarized from the attached
report of preliminary findings.
1. Th illlermiilling of transactions between the partnerships, the corpora-

tiolls, and the iiidividiials, has made sel)arate analyses of the entities impossible.
2. All the partnership and corporate books and records have nt been pre-

galted to us for audit-

The Clt[AIRMAN. They have not been presented to you for audit?
1.1r. NEWMtAN. That is right, sir.
The ('r1AUAR~AN. Isn't that a violation of the subpena?
M [r. SL)N. Yes, sir.
The CI.AIRMAN. You may proceed.
M[r. NEWyMAN (reading) :
Many significant transactions are not recorded in the books available to us,

but are reflected in the financial statements prepared by the company's public
accountants.

3. Detailed analyses in support of complex transactions apparently are in the
possession of the company's public accountants in New York City. Analyses
furnished us at our request in a few instances need further clarification.

4. Year-end closings of the books and allocations of costs and overhead ex-
penses to various construction projects were made by the public accountants,
acting as bookkeepers for the company.5. Vendors' invoices, purchase orders, receiving reports, contracts, deeds, and
other documents in support of many major transactions, have not been furnished
uon our request.
6. Company representatives have not given reasonable explanations for un-

supported transactions.
7. Detailed support for construction payrolls for periods prior to 1952, payable

in cash, are reported to have been lost. These payrolls approximated $3 million
annually-

The CHAIRMAN. What is this, detailed support for construction
payrolls for periods prior to 1952, payable in cash-you mean by
checks or payable in checks, the master checks?

Mr. NEWMAN. One check was issued for the total payroll. The
cash would come back to the company and the cash would be put in
envelopes for each individual employee. There were no checks issued
to each employee.

The CHAIRMAN. They can't furnish you with the names of the em-
ployees? Is that it?

Mr. NEWMAN. There is a subsidiary record, but not a book of orig-
inal entry, which represents the individual earning cards.

Mr. SiMoN. As I understand the point you are making, Mr. New-
man, if the weekly payroll were $180,000, and 18 employees were to
get a total of $180,000 for salary for that week, the payroll check might

ave been drawn for $200,000, and the other $20,000 might have been
dissipated and there is no way that you can check as to what the
payroll was in comparison to the amount of money they drew for
payroll ?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
The ChAIRMAN. You may proceed.
11r. NEWMAN (reading):
8. A number of the canceled checks payable to cash are missing.
9. Correspondence relating to many important transactions cannot be found

bY the company's representatives.
10. The dual custody of the books and records by the committee and the owners

has Caused considerable difficulty In performing the audit, due to the unneces-
sary close surveillance by the company representatives of our work, including

3415
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scanning of our work papers and obvious attempts to determine the subject of our
official conversations, which were harassing if not deliberate interference to
delay the progress of our work-

The CHAIRMAN. What is this? Read No. 10 again.
Mr. NE, WMAN (reading):
The dual custody of the books and records by the committee and the owners

has caused considerable difficulty in performing the audit, due to the Un2necef.
sary close surveillance by the company representatives of our work,' including
scanning of our work papers and obvious attempts to determine the subject of
our official conversations, which were harrassing if not deliberate interference
to delay the progress of our work.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a pretty serious charge.
Mr. NEWMAN. It certainly is. [Reading:]
In view of the foregoing and in accordance with the conference held with

members of your staff, the General Accounting Office will take no further action
on the audit pending your further instructions.

Sincerely yours,

Acting Comptroller General of the United States.

B-121061
SEPTEMiER 30, 1954.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

DIVISION OF AUDITS

REPORT TO SENATE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
RESULTING FROM EXAMINATION OF THE FINANCIAL BooKS AND RECORDS OF IAN
WOODNER AND CERTAIN CORPORATIONS WHICH HE OwNs OF CONTROLS

HISTORY OF COMPANY

Information available indicates the business began November 1, 1944, with
the establishment of a partnership doing business as Jonathan Woodner Co.
for the purpose of constructing and selling dwellings. The following persons
appear in the records of the partnership as partners: Ian Woodner; Max Wood-
ner, his brother; Beverly Woodner, his sister; Ruth Woodner, his wife; Beverly
Macey, his niece.

We were unable to locate a partnership agreement for this original partner-
ship and were informed by a Woodner representative that none existed. A
memorandum in the company's files indicates that none was In existence and that
instructions were given not to prepare any for the years 1944 through 1946.

Contributions to the partnership were not In the nature of actual cash advances,
but rather consisted principally of allowances for various expenses incurred by
the individuals. One of the principal items is a travel allowance of $5,000 for
Ian Woodner. Beverly Woodner's and Beverly Macey's original partnershiP
interest consisted of transfer from Ian Woodner's account of $2,000 and $1,500,
respectively. The partners' capital accounts as of December 31, 1944, are sum-
marized as follows:

Ian Woodner ------------------------------------------ $15,493.87
Max Woodner----------------------------------------------- -.---

Ruth Woodner -------------------------------------------- 773.40
Beverly Woodner ---------------------------------------- 1,940.00
Beverly Macey ------------------------------------------- 1,425.00

Total -------------------------------------------- 19,632.27

On or about January 1, 1947, the original partnership was dissolved and a new
partnership, also doing busineV as Jonathan Woodner Co., was established.

Ian and Max Woodner were partners in the new venture. An unsigned partner,

ship agreement in the flies indicates the respective interests were 70 percent for

Ian and 30 percent for Max.
The second partnership was dissolved as of December 31, 1948, and the assets

were transferred to a corporation named Shipley & 25th Street, Inc., in considera-

tion of the assumption of all liabilities of the partnership by the transferee.
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Shipley & 25th Street, Inc., was incorporated October 25, 1944 (Delaware),

Ind Its ,orl)orate name was change to Jonathan Woodner Co. on January 27,
,iug Its capital stock is owned by Shipley Corp.

Shipley Corp. (Maryland) was incorporated June 2, 1945, and is the holding
c0$plnY for numerous subsidiaries.

OPERATING PRACTICES

GenerallY, Shipley Corp. is the parent company of the Woodner interests.
Jonathfln Woodner Co. acts as the construction company. In a 608 project such
as Rock ('reek Plaza, Inc., Shipley Corp. would purchase a token amount of
capital stock, such as $1,000 to $5,000. A construction mortgagee would provide
money for the necessary (leposits as well as for actual construction. This money
would he sent from the construction uiortgagee to the project corporation such
as Rock ('rek Plaza, Inc., which, in turn, would generally transfer the money
immediately to Jonathan Woodnr (Co. The project corporation would carry
tis transfer as a receivable from Jonathan Woodner Co. under "Construction
AdanlceS." Jonathan Woodner 0o. would then handle all the disbursements for
construction and periodically woul transfer these charges to the project com-
Ianv 1)y journal entry.

COM MINGLING OF PERSONAL AND CORPORATE INTERESTS

From the inception of the Woodner companies in 1944, no clear-cut distinction
was ever made consistently on the Woodner books between personal transactions
and corporate transactions. The interests of the corporations have become so
mmmingled with those of the individuals that a complete audit of the corpora-
tiols necessitates a complete audit of the individuals.

honathan Woodner Co. periodically made substantial cash advances to its
stockholders and officers. In 1950, advances to Ian Woodner totaled more than
$800,000. These advances were charged against the individuals' accounts.
Credits to the individual accounts consisted not only of salary and expense
allowances and cash, land, and other assets transferred to the company by the
individual, but also numerous journal entries of substantial amounts, many
of which are still unexplained. The important journal entries were prepared
by Marshall Granger & Co., public accountants, for the preparation of the com-
pany's annual financial statements, but the entries do not appear on the books.

Mr. SrmoN. Do you mean these year-end entries were made by the
auditors in New York and never put on the books?

Mr. NEWMAN. The books we are examining do not have those entries
on them.

Mr. SIMON. Those are the original books of the corporation?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. These entries, do not appear on those books?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right. [Continues reading:]
An example Is a journal entry credit of $281,184 to Ian Woodner's advance

account in 1951. An analysis of the charges to Rock Creek Plaza, Inc., disclosed
that this credit consisted of a return by the construction mortgagee of the over
and above deposit. The credit properly should have been nmde to the cost of
construction of Rock Creek Plaza, Inc., since originally when the deposit was
made it had been charged to that construction.

In this manner large credits were built up in his account, which enabled him
to draw substantial cash advances, which he used for whatever purposes hc
desired, personal or otherwise. The propriety of these transactions is seriously
questioned in view of Federal Housing Administration regulations and the
Governinent's great interest in the Rock Creek and other 608 projects. From an
acceptable accounting practice standpoint, these transactions need a thorough
review by the Bureau of Internal Revenue to determine If additional income
taxes are due the Government.

MISSING ACCOUNTING RECORDS

In our original survey of the Woodner books and records we attempted, as a
tarting point, to review trial balances of the Shipley Corp. books and thb
Jonathan Woodner Co. books by years. However, when it became apparent that
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ending balances in one year would not agree with the bheinnin. balances in the
next year, company representatives told us tlt there were additional Journal
entries in the possession of Marshall, Granger & Co., a New York firm of public
accountants, which had never b.en posted to the bo(&k.s, and that all the detailed
analyses supporting: these entries were also in the possession of (Iranger. We
requested that the company call (r: iner immediately and obtain c)tplf i'3s of all
journal entries since these are an inte-ral part of the company's I)ooks. I'eSpite
repeated requests by us, the forwarding of this data has been eNtremely slow.
It is apparent that delaying tactics ar( being used.

In substantially all cases the journal entries an,1 supportin. analyses are
necessary to complete our examination sin'e they contain the crux of the year's
transactions. In soiIe years as many as two hundred entries are not I)sted on
the books. The ultimate disposition of substantial disbursements is tied up i
these entries.

For example, payments totalling $128,000 made to various unidentified indiv.
iduals in 1950 were charged to a suspense account. No portion of the $128,000
was carried forward to tne 1951 ledger, yet nothing in 1950 showed the disposi.
tion of this amount. Information subsequently received from Marshall Granger
& Co. showed that the $128,000 had been distributed to various construction
jobs. The purpose of these payments and the basis of di.stribution are unknown
to us.

It is apparent that, in order to be complete, the books located in room B-1265
of the Woodner Hotel should be supplemented by Marshall Crauger & ('C. work-
ing papers, trial balances, and detailed analyses. Also required is correspon.
dence from the Woodner interests concerning policies to be followed by Granger,
and authorizing them to make certain allocations and determinations affecting
the financial position of the company and the Woodners as individuals. For all
practical purposes, Marshall Granger & Co. are the company's bookkeepers.

MISSING DOCUMENTS AND OTHER SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

In addition to the incomplete condition of the books, we cannot audit certain
transactions because vendors' invoices, receiving reports, purchase orders, con-
tracts, deeds, etc., are not available for our inspection.

We have been informed by company representatives that certain types of
transactions have never had any supporting documents. We were unable to
get reasonable explanations concerning the nature of the charges, niost of
which were accumulated either in a suspense account or in legal expense dur-
ing the years 1949, 1950, and 1951, and totaled approximately $25 f,000. Ulti-
mately these charges were distributed to several accounts but principally to the
construction costs of 608 projects.

Charges to construction, which were purported to be contractors' charges
generally were supported by invoices. However, because no receiving reports
were available we have no assurance that the material was ever delivered or
that the distribution of the charge was proper. An example of thLs is a charge
of $6,885 to Rock Creek Plaza, Inc., for portraits and paintings. Although
we have requested company representatives to tell us the location of these
paintings, they have not done so.

As Indicated in foregoing paragraphs, construction costs, including the Cel-
struction payroll, were paid by the Jonathan Woodner Co. We have been in-
formed by the company that the payroll journals for the construction workers
have been lost for the years prior to 1952. Since these payrolls were paid in
cash, there is no detail available for our inspection. We were unable, therefore,
to audit the charges to construction from payroll. These charges, applicable
to a number of construction pobs, approximated $3 million per year. The total
construction payroll charges to Rock Creek Plaza, Inc., approximated $2 million
for the years 1949 to 1953.

Our analysis of construction costs to date showed that many charges were
made for checks payable to cash. A number of these canceled checks are not
in the files and company representatives have been unable to explain their
absence.

In attempting to get the background of certain transactions we have gone to
the correspondence file for information. In many cases no reference was found
to the transactions in question.

The CHAIRMAN. Outside of that, everything is all right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Newman, have you prepared or had prepared

by your staff a list of the checks drawn to cash for which there--
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The CHAiRMIIAN. Excuse me. Is Elder Michaux present?
Will you have him come in from out in the hall, please?
Elder, will you come forward? Do you have the books that you

A,ere to deliver to us today?
MJr. AliciiAux. No, sir. This gentleman has them.
The (1mIIRA.1AN. In other words you have delivered the books to us"
Mr. MCH.kUX. Yes.
Mr. SIMTON. Senator, he has delivered the books. His auditor is

ow with our auditor going over them.
The Cii-kiIAIAN1. W'e will publicly accept delivery of the books at

this time.
Mfr. Mici-i.kux. Thank you, sir.
The CaAIirmnAx. Now you may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Air. Simfox. Mr. Newman, have. you prepared a tabulation of the

checks payable to cash for which there is no supporting data?
Mr. NiEw-mAN. Our staff has, yes, sir.
Mr. STMON. And do they total $1,27,000?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is riglt, sir.
MAi. SIm(N. Pages 1 and 2 list checks totaling $90,210.22, which

were payable to cash where the checks are available, but there is no
supporting data.

Mr. NEWMrIAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SiMN(). And the third sheet of paper lists checks totaling

$17,286, where there is no supporting data and the checks, themselves,
are not available; is that right?

Mr. NEWMtAN. I would like to make a correction at this point. I
think it is very pertinent. We found out about 2 hours ago that the
checks listed on the statement, the last statement you just men-
ioned, which total $37,286, that were made to cash in the years 1947-49,
they were submitted to our auditors this morning.

Mr. SIMON. Where had they been? Do you know ?
Mr. NEWMAN. I understand from our staff members that the com-

pany representative stated to them that the checks had been in the
files of Marshall Granger & Co. in New York.

Mr. SIMON. Do you know why those particular checks, all of which
are payable to cash, and with 2 exceptions, all of them are in round
numbers, like a thousand dollars, or $3,000, or $5,000, should have been
in the files of Marshall Granger?

Mr. NEWMAN. We do not now why.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean they delivered to you this morning

these checks ?
Mr. NEWATAN. The checks
Mr. SIMON. They delivered to his staff this morning these checks

payable to cash, all but two of which are in round numbers, for
which there are no explanations and until this morning the checks
were missing.

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. They delivered them this morning and said they had

found them in the files of Marshall Granger & Co. in New York.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean just these specific checks?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir. There are still checks 2, 4, 5, to the

tune of about $16,000 that were issued in 1951, for substantial amounts.
For example, 1 for $5,000; 2 for $5,000; 1 for $3,000; another one

for $2,500, another one for $1,000.
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The CHAIRMAN. Was the balance of the checks in the office out here?
I mean other checks-the regular checks?

Mr. NE MAN. The regular checks were there; yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In the office here in Washington.
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. These particular checks we called their attention

to, day before yesterday I believe it was, or Monday, were missing
and they delivered to you or a member of your staff this morning
and said that they had been in Mr. Granger's offices in New York?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. These are all checks made out to cash?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, Mr. Newman-
Mr. NEWMAN. It is significant, I believe, at this point to state, gen.

tlemen, that in the course of our audit, when we come across a check
that cannot be found, we immediately called it to the attention of the
company representative. That is as long as 30 days ago, a conservative
estimate of that. Finally, when we finished the account we gave a
list which you have before you.

Mr. SiMON. Mr. Newman, taking the last 4 items on page 3 of this
checks to cash, they totaled $14,000. Two of them were for $5,000, 1
for $3,000 and 1 for $1,000; is that right?

Mr. NEWMAN. You have missed one. There is one for $2,500.
Mr. SIMoN. I said the last four.
Mr. NEWMAN. The last four.
Mr. SIMoN. The last four were charged to suspense; is that right?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SImoN. As an auditor, what do you mean when you charge

something to suspense?
Mr. NEWMAN. Ordinarily it would be the practice to charge an

item to suspense, primarily because the final determination hadn't
been made to the distribution of that item on the books of original
entry.

Mr. SIMoN. Do I understand correctly in the spring or summer of
1951, they drew 4 checks to cash in round figures which totaled $14,000?
The checks were cashed, they charged it to suspense, and today. 3 years
later, they are still charged to suspense?

Mr. NEWMAN. What happens is this: they are charged to suspense
and then at the end of the year a preclosing trial balance, which in-
cludes the total of that suspense, goes to Marshall Granger. Some-
place there must be an analysis, because Marshall Granger would have
to make at final determination as to where these items should be
charged. As we have indicated, this suspense account, it occurs on
the preclosing of the books-in other words, the books of original
entry would have maybe a balance of a. hundred thousand. At the
beginning of the next year the suspense account disappears. The
amount is taken and thrown against all projects.

Mr. SiMoN. Is what you are saying, at the. end of the year they wipe
out the expense account but without ever identifying it or charging it
to any particular account or item?

Mr. NEWMAN. Frankly, we do not know whether there is anything
identified or not.

Mr. SIMoN. Those items which were charged to suspense in 1951 are
still not identified on the books of the company; is that right?
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Mr. NEEIWMAN. If you include what Marshall Granger has as books
of the company which we do, and we haven't been able to get, yes.

Air. SIM o. So far as the books you have been able to get is con-
cerned, those are still unidentified?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SimoN. Do I understand that. in the year 1950 the company

charged to overhead, $808,000, and in that $808,000 there was in-
cluded $128,000 of items that had previously been charged to suspense?

Mr. RANGER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And was there included in the $808,000, $73,000 charged

to promotion?
Mr. NEwMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Newman, what would you understand promotion to

be when you are building Government-insured housing projects?
Mr. NEWMAN. Well, we certainly question it very seriously. We

did run across something that appears definitely to be a payment made
to somebody to expedite getting an occupancy permit.

Mr. SIMON. Did you find-those were small amounts?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. A couple of hundred dollars?
Mr. NEWMAN. But it was a common practice. They used the word

for that purpose, of paying off somebody.
Mr. SIMoN. They drew a hundred dollars or two hundred and the

charge on the books was to expedite getting the occupancy permit?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Going back to your first sheet of checks made payable

to cash, I notice a check dated November 8, 1949, check No. 9588. Do
you find that check?

Mr. NEWMAN. I found it.
Mr. SIMoN. Payable to cash, on the Riggs Bank; is that right?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There is no endorsement on the back of the check.
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. The check is for a round sum of $2,000.
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right.
Mr. SI mON. And it is charged to promotion?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any supporting data to show what they meant by

promotion ?
Mr. NlWAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Is there anything to indicate whether that was to erect

a billboard or to pay off somebody?
Mr. NEWMAN. There was no evidence. We have no documentary

evidence to give us any indication, who it was paid to, or for what
purpose.

Mr. SIMoN. I notice on the second page, there are a number of
checks drawn to cash and you list the people whose names appeared
on the back. To the extent you have been able to identify them are
they employees of the company?

Mr. NEwMAN. Yes, sir. Most of them were employees.
Mr. S4MO. Would that indicate that the employee had gone to the

bank and cashed the check and brought the cash back?
Ur. NEWMAN. It indicates that, yes.
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Mr. SIMON. And of all these checks on three pages totalng $137,000,
there is no indication of what the money was spent for?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Going to your group of papers, your schedule A lists

checks totaling $285,000 drawn to named persons for which the sp.
porting data is missing; is that right?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And without bothering to read them all, because we

want to ask Mr. Woodner about each of them specifically, the first
one is $30,000 to D. Worth Clark?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SiMcN. The second one is $44,791 to Maurice T. O'Connell?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. The third is $15,796 to Arthur M. Chaite.
Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. For those that I have named plus the others, the total

of $285,000, were you able to find the supporting data?
Mr. NEWMAN. All the supporting data is missing, and until the

other evening, when Ian Woodner testified, we had no knowledge what,
these payments were for.

The CHAIRMAN. That was in executive session on Monday evening?
Mr. NEWMAN. That was in executive session.
Mr. SIMON. The only knowledge you have as of today is what you

heard him orally say Monday night in the Capitol in our office?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And I gather that a goodly number of them, now that

you know what they are for, would you have to conclude are not proper
charges to the corporation?

Mr. NE WMAN. We do not know at the moment whether they are or
are not.

I would say this: that this total of $285.000 is as you see, the suspense
account is over 1949, 1950, and 1951. Then there are certain legal
expenses in 1950 and then it goes' to military housing pro osals. All
these charges are put in a pot. I suppose you could cal it a pot of
gold, and then they are prorated or charged against the various

project. At the time some of these allocations were made the Rock
Creek Plaza bore almost 50 percent.

Mr. SIMON. Rock Creek Plaza is the Woodner Hotel out here?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Mr. SImoN. I hold in my hand two checks of the Jonathan Wood-

ner Co. to the order of Maximilian Furs, Inc., in 1950. One is for
$3,000 and one is for $3,200 and endorsed by Maximilian Furs, Inc.
Are you acquainted with those two checks?

Mr. DELMORE. I am.
Mr. STMoN. Were those checks charged against the construction of

any of these buildings?
Mr. DELMORE. They were charged against Ian Woodner's advance

account.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether from the advance account they

were charged back to any of the buildin s?
Mr. DELMORE. We cannot determine that.
Mr. SIMON. There are many offsetting entries against the advance

account and you cannot tell whether this item is in any of those?,.-
Mr. DELMOrE. Which items are being taken out.
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9r. SI-oN. Going back to your schedule A, after listing the people
whjo got the money. you then have a separate sheet showing the de-
tailed-showing each specific check for each individual; is that right?

Mr. NEWMAN. That is right, sir.
Wr. SuimroN. Schedule B, you list the charges against the Ian Wood-

nr personal account; is that right ?
Wfr. DELMO RE. Yes.
Mr. SIAMON. Does that show that in the period from 1944 to 1952 his

total salary from all these corporations was $59,946?
Air. DELMTORE. As much as we were able to determine those are the

credits to that account, which apparently came from salary allowance.
Mr. SiMo.N. And what are the credits to his account from partner-

ship profit or loss?
Mr. DELMORE. For that span of years it amounted to a net loss of

$37653.
Mr. SIMON. Then would you say that the books reflect that for the

6.year period, the net amount of salary or partnership profit or loss
he had was $22,000?

Mr. DELMoORE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. As against that, do the books show that $70,742 of

checks payable to cash were charged against his account?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. That the corporation paid $40,412 of his personal

income tax ?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. That the corporation paid $342,716 of his personal

bills?
Mr. DELm ORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And then you have journal entries, passing credits

back and forth, of over $2 million.
Mr. DELMvoRE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The supporting sheets following that list the checks

supporting each of the items; is that right?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Lastly, you have a detail of journal entries. Are

these the yearend journal entries that. you referred to earlier?
Mr. DrLmORE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Without bothering to go through all of them I would

like to refer to a few of them. On page 1, "JE-22." I gather that
means journal entry 22?

Mr. DELMORE, That is right.
Mr. SIAo N. Which was made May 30, 1948-it credits Woodner's

drawings with $15,6-9 and says that "The purpose is to charge travel
and promotion of $10,000 to the company." Is there any indication
in the files of what that $10,600 of travel and promotion consisted of ?

Mr. I)R-1,0RE. We have not been able to find it.
Mr. SIioN. As I understand it-will you turn to iuage 5 there,

please ?
Page 5 of these journal entries.
The journal entries are on a narrow sheet of paper. The first item

there credits Woodner's account with $20,363; is that right?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. It says the purpose of it is to reflect some securities that

hle had purchased and the securities are General Motors stock, Stand-
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ard Oil of Ohio, Bethlehem and United Gas, some Treasury bonds.
Do the books reflect the fact that those securities were purchased fra
Carreau & Co., with funds put in his wife's bank account, which wele
taken out of the corporation and deposited in his wife's bank account?

Mr. DELMORE. I cannot recall this entire transaction. I have gone
back on it and I think this journal entry picked it up sometime later
after the transaction had been completed. The securities had been
purchased and sold and then ultimately it was picked up on the books.

Mr. SIMON. Going to page 7, do I understand beginning at page 7
all of these journal entries were given to you from the records of
Marshal Granger and do not appear on the books of the company?

Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. To this day they are not on the books of the company,

is that right?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. You received them only from their auditors in New

York?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The first item gives Woodner's advance account a credit

of $10,000 and below that, its purpose is stated, "To adjust expense
details."

Mr. DELMORE. Details in the working papers.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what the purpose of that $10,000 credit

was?
Mr. DELMORE. No, sir. We do not have those work papers.
Mr. SIMON. You have no indication of what that $10,000 credit was

for'?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The next item gives Woodner a credit of $27,414. Does

anything in the files indicate what that credit is for?
Mr. DELMORE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. The next item, credit suspense, with $77,000, and

charges a number of other people, including Chaite, with $5,000. Is
there anything in the files to indicate why the reclassification of the
suspense account?

Mr. DELMORE. No, sir. That is the distribution of it. The basis of
the allocation is the thing that we do not have.

Mr. SIAION. No supporting data on why it was allocated as it was?
Mr. DELMORE. No, sir.
Mfr. SMo N. On the next page you show a credit to Woodner of

$281,184 by a journal entry. Is that right?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Does that mean that on the books of the company he

was given a credit in that amount?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the amount of the return of the over and above

money on the Woodner Hotel?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who put up the over and above money on the Woodner

Hotel? I
Mr. DELMORE. The corporation.
Mr. SIMON. What reason was there for crediting him with the

return of that money?

I

I
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Mr. DELMOiMI. I don't know. Wre haven't been given any explar-a-
tion for that particular entry.

Mr. SIroMr. Is what happened here that the corporation put up$281,000 and when it was returned, he personally got credit for it?Mr. DELmom-. Yes.
Mr. SnItoNv. On the next page, there is a journal entry givinghim credit for $117,000 on advances in connection with SwiftonVillage No. 3. Is that a return of the over-and-above money forSwifton Village No. 3?
Mr. DELMORE. I don't know what that particular deposit is. Itis a deposit of sone type.
Mr. SI roN. It is a return of deposit?
Mr. DELMOT)IWL. Yes.
Mr. SIvrow. He put up the deposit?M1r. DiELMORE'. We haven't followed through on that transaction.They are giving him credit as if he did put up the money.Mr. SI81ON. That was made as of December 31, 1951 ?Mr. DELMORE. No; this is 1952.
Mr. SImow. I am sorry, December 31, 1952.On the last page, pago 11, do you find a journal entry made De-comber 31, 1951, which gives him credit for $117,000?
Mr. I)ELMIORE. Yes.
Mr. Sioi. Is that a duplication of the same item?Mr. DELMRE. It would appear to be.Mr. SixoN. Which means lhe got credit for the $117,000 twice,although the corporation only got it once eMr. DELA1010. I wouldI say if he actually put up the money, he gotcredit twice and he put up the money once.Mr. S M N. Does the effect of giving Mr. Woodner credit for thesetwo items alone, which total about $400,000 mean that he was ableto take that amount. of money out of the corporation, without report-ilig it, as a taxable income?

Mr. DI:L OIRE. That would be the effect.,- yes.Mr. SimrON. The effect would be to reduce his tax liability so far asthese books are concerned by income on $400,000?
Mr. DELMORE. That is right.The CHAIRMAN. I think the record ought to show at this time thatthe, Woodner companies are theonly companies where we have auditedtheir books, or tried to audit their books, of all the witnesses in therortgaging-out eases we have had. In this instance we asked theGeneral Accoiintiiig O()fice to make an audit. They did make an auditand we are hearing today the result of that audit..We have had, as you know, several dozen witnesses here on section608 projects but in none of then did we ask for an audit, primarilybPenuse we do not, have the help do it and we do not have the timeto do it.

I think, in all fairness to Woodner, that we ought to say that wehave not made any audits of other concerns. Whether we would findSimilar situations, I don't know.
The fact remains we have made no audit, which proves, of cour,the necessity for FHA to have the rirht to make tle audits. OfCourse, I think they always had the righ - , to make the audits becausethey owned all of the preferred stock, which I think gave them theight to do it. I think the charters gave them the right to do it. They
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didn't do it. In this last housing bill we wrote into th law that they
Specifically had the right to do it.

I think they always had the right. to do it but they didn't take
advantage of that situation, in my opinion. Here is a case now where
we did ask the General Accounting Office to make an audit.

They spent-10 men spent many, many days, and it may well be,
before we are through with this investigation, which may well have to
run all of next year, that we will ask the General Accounting Office to
make a similar audit of many, mean.y other of these projects, particu.
larly these projects where we have had them before us as witnesses
during the last 3 or 4 months.

Mr. NEwNr. . Mr. Chairman, if I may., I would like to make
statement that these are only preliminary findings.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Mr. NFWMAN. With records in such condition as these, it is a waste

of Government funds to go any further on this project unless they
cooperate and give us all the information.

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that. I just wanted the record to
show that this is the only project, or only company where we have
made an effort to audit their books, to find out the facts from their
books. All the other information we have had in all of our hearings,
which have been going on now for several weeks, it is the information
which they bring in and give us and what little information FHA had.

In no instance, other than this one, did we try to make a detailed
audit.

You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Woodner. If you

gentlemen will just sit in the back, we may want some further infor-
mation.

Mr. Woodner, will you please come forward?
Mr. Granger, likewise, the auditor for Mr. Woodner, please come

forward.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn, Mr. Woodner? And Mr.

Granger, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing'but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF IAN WOODNER, THE WOODNER, WASHINGTON,
D. C., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY MARSHALL GRANGER, ACCOUNT-
ANT, AND WILLIAM E. LEAHY AND JOSEPH M. WILLIAISON,
COUNSEL-Resumed

Mr. WOODNE:R. Yes, sir.
Mr. GRANOER. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The two gentlemen with you are your attorneys?
Mr. LEAHY. Yes, sir.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it the wishes of the witnesses that the photog-

raphers take the pictures and then move to one side? Is that correct,
Mr. Woodner and Mr. Granger?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes.
Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
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The ('HAIRMAN. The photographers will please get a picture and
then mcxe to the right.

Now. Mr. Woodner, will you give your name to the reporter, please,
for the record?

MIr. WOODNErm. My name is Ian Woodner.
The ChiiAmimN. And Mr. Granger
Mr. GRAk-NGER. Marshall Granger.
The CHAIRMAN. W hat company?
Mr. GRANGER. Marshall Granger & Co.
The CHAIIAN. Of New York City?
Mr. GRANGER. Yes.
The Cl 1RAIRN. The gentlemen with youMr. WILLIA PON. Joseph N. Williamson.

Mr. LEAIIY. Willian E. Leahy.
The CiLAIRMAN. Representing them as lawyers.
You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SI-toN. Mr. Woodner, when you were here sometime ago, we

went through the details of the mortgages and the costs on the 24 proj-
ects that you built under section 608 of the Housing Act. Do you re-
call that ?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMEON. Without going into the details, the total mortgages were

roughly $403/4 million, and the total costs of the buildings and the
land were somewhere around $600,000 less than the amount of the
mortgages.

Mr. WOODNER. If that is what the record shows.
Mr. SIMON. I think you will find that is what the record shows.

And those costs that. we use were the costs that you gave us as shown
by your books; is that right ?

Mr. WOODNER. These costs were the costs that are indicated to me as
being the costs of these projects, but they do not include-may I add
something to that, sir?

Mr. SIMtoN. They are the costs that you gave us as shown by your
books: is that right?

Mr. VooINER. Costs as presented to us. May I add something to it,
please, and then I will be, through?

Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. WOODNEM. The costs do not include one project built under the

FHA renital-housing program known as Chanute Gardens, Chanute
Apartments Corp., under title VIII.

Mr. ST-HON. That was not a section 608; was it?
Mr. WOODNER. No; it was not.
Mr. SIMO. We will get to that. We are talking about section 608's

11ow: is that right?
Mr. WOODNER. I
h. Si MoN. I know you didn't. mortgage out there, but the point

I Was trying to get at, on the section 60's-24 of them-the total costs
as showil by your books was $*;00,000 less than the total mortgages; is
that right ?

Mr. WooDlNRm. Approximately, with the exception of the fact that
we lost over a million dollars on the title VIII project,

Mr. STTON. I don't agree you lost anything on it, but am I correct in
stating the fact, that on the section 608 projects you got $4034 million,

Ind the total costs were about $600,000 less than the mortgages?
5 0 6 9 0-54-pt. 4-46
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Mr. WOODNEIR. Not counting any of the builder's fees; or arehiteet,
fees, or work which we did as contractors and subcontractors of our.
own.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Woodner, is it true that every cost that you paid to
every living soul whom you ever paid a penny or more to, totaled ap.
proximately $600,000 less than the mortgages'?

Mr. WOODNER. Those are the figures that were presented to me.
Mr. SIMON. Yes; and those figures included costs which we are

about to discuss-included costs shown on your books; is that right
Mr. WOODNER. As presented to me.
Mr. SIxoN. Among the cost shown on your books is an item of

$30,000 paid to D. Worth Clark. Did you pay D. Worth Clark
$30,000.

Mr. WooDNER. If the records show that.
Mr. SIMON. Did you?
Mr. WooDNER. If the records show that.
Mr. SIxow. My question is whether you did pay D. Worth Clark

$30,000.
Mr. WOODNE11. If the records show we paid him that much money

we did pay him that much money.
Mr. SIMo-N. Do you know whether you paid Mr. Clark $30,000?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know whether it was $30,000 or $20,000.
The CHArRMAN. Did you pay him anything?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes; I know we paid him something.
The CHAIRMAN. You paid him something?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is your best recollection as to how much you,

paid him?
Mr. WooDN, i. I don't know. I believe it is around $27,000 or so. I

am not certain. It is in that neighborhood; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did Mr. D .Worth Clark do for $27,000 or $30,000'
Mr. WOODNER. He was an attorney for us.
Mr. SIMON. What work did he do as an attorney'
Mr. WOODNER. He went with us. He interested us in a project to be

done in the State of Idaho in connection with, or near the Arco atomic
energy plant, which had been in operation there, and we went and
surveyed areas, more specifically in Pocatello and Boise, Idaho.

Mr. SIMON. When was that project built?
Mr. WOODNER. That project was never built.
Mr. SIMON. How far did you go in the construction of it or jn the

planning for it?
Mr. WOODNER. We began to take options in the fall of 1949. We

were issued a commitment in the middle of 1951.
Mr. SIMON. A commitment from FHA?
Mr. WooDNJER. From FHA.
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't you build it?
Mr. WOODNER. Because, first of all, we decided it was too far away

and secondly, the commitment was not satisfactory in relation to cost.
Mr. SImON. What else did Mr. Clark do for that $30,000 the books-

show he got?
Mr. WOODNER. He represented us in the State of Idaho for that

period of time.
Mr. SIXON. And that is all that is covered by this $30,000?
Mr. WOODNER. YeS, Sir.

3428
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Ntr. SiMoN. D.id he do any work in connection with the Woodner
Hotel o,' the Woodner Apartment House here?

Mr. WOODNER. Nothing, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Then why was this $30,000 charged as a cost of con-

struction of the Woodner project?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe it was, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't believe it was?
Mr. WOODNER. To my knowledge I don't believe it was, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where was it charged?
M. WOODNER. It was probably charged to the Jonathan Woodner

Co.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who it was charged to?
Mr. WOODNER. No, exactly, no, I do not know.
The CHAIRM-AN. How do you know it was not charged to it?
Mr. WOODNER. I say I do not know. I don't expect it to be so.
Mr. SIMON. In any event, we can expect it to be charged to the

Woodner project here?
Mr. WOODNER. Not the $30,000. There is a question as to how a

charge should be made to a company who engages in efforts, through
a project, when the project does not become a reality. There is a cost.
It is paid to somebody. There should be some allocation of that cost
in the total of the company's efforts.

Mr. Simon D. Worth Clark is a former Senator from Idaho; is he
not'

Mr. WOODNER. I believe so.
Mr. SimoN. Do you know who Gloria Leduine is?
Mr. AVOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. One of the checks to Mr. Clark I have here in the

amount of $6,500 was endorsed to Gloria Leduine, trustee. Do you
know who that person is?

Mr. WOODNER. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. As a matter of fact, two of them. The other is $3,450.

They total $9,950. It went to Gloria Leduine, trustee.
Mvr. WOODNER. I don't know her, sir. I have never heard of her, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know why he would have turned over that$9,000 to that person
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Could it have been $9,000 some dollars you gave

him to pay out an option on land ?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You just don't know?
Mr. SIXON. The next item here is Maurice T. O'Connell, who got

$44.791. Who is Mr. O'Connell
Mr. WOODNER. Mr. O'Connell is a detective.
Mr. SMON. What did Mr. O'Connell do for $44,000?
Mr. WOODNER. He was engaged for a period of quite some time, 18

nmionths, 2 years or so. I am not certain of the time which, when we
Were involved in a lawsuit by my former wife.

Mr. SIMON. You mean marital litigation?
Mr. WOODNER. It originated with that, and in the early stages of

that, our corporation was sued, and its various assets were under,
Well, all the corporations in which she had had an interest and which
sho had assigned were then being litigated as to her rights.
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Mr. SIMON. You and your wife had some marital litigation?
Mr. WooDNER. Yes. She also had been a stockholder in all the cor.

porations, and like in the District of Cohlmbia, the land rights which
I had and in the process of that We had to defend that suit.

Mr. S'IMON. Mr. O'Coiniell was hired to check on your wife?
Mr. W1OODNER. He was-the purpose was to defend the suit in the

best manner we could, and-
Mr. SiMON. What did Mr. O'Connell do? What did he do, he

personally?
Mr. WOODNER. He did the ftLmctions of a detective, I would say.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do as a detective?
Mr. WOODNER. I wasn't there with him.
Mr. SI~MN. What did you think he did when you paid him $44,000?

Was that for anything other than trailing your wife ?
Mr. WOODNER. He got such information as necessary for us to

defend our suit.
The CIIAIMAN. I think that is sufficient.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Timmann, or Heintz and Timman ?
Mr. WOODNr.. Heintz and Timmann? That name is not familiar

to me.
Mr. SIMON. A goodly number of the checks to O'Connell were en-

dorsed to Heintz and Timmann.
Mr. WOODNER. That means nothing to me, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It means nothing to you?
Who is George Morton?
Mr. WOODNER. George Morton was one of his associates.
Mr. SIMON. You paid George Morton $17,709.
What was that for?
Mr. WOODNEUR. As I was about to comment, further, on Mr. O'Con-

nell, was that we had had jobs in various parts of the country, we re-
quired-there had been considerable stealing and theft going on,
especially during the war years, and we used them in addition to cut
down the thefts. It may be one of the explanations why many of our
projects did not make money.

Mr. SIMON. You are talking about O'Connell now?
Mr. WoODN ER. O'Connell was the head man. He had a couple of

assistants underneath him who worked with him.
Mr. SIMON. Was one Morton?
Mr. WOODNER. One was Morton.
Mr. SIMON. Was another Sand?
Mr. WOODNER. Sand was the other.
Mr. SIMON. Sand got $19,000?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $290.
The three of them got $80,000. Was that all for defending the law-

suit of your wife?
Mr. WooDNEB. No. It was part-part of it was for the surveillance

with reference to our projects in which there was thefts going on.
ir.'J SIMON. How much was surveillance of the properties and how

much of it was for your wife's lawsuit?
Mr. WOODNER. I cannot determine that, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Maybe I can help you. O'Connell was paid $26,000 in

1950.



Tat. is the year your litigation with your wife was going on, wasn't
it? Wasn't it 1950 and 1951 that you had this litigation with your
Wife?

Mr. WOODNER. From 1949, 1950, and 1951.
Mr. SIMON. O'Connell got his full $44,000 in 1950 and 1951 ?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes. That is when the company was being sued

for the return of its shares and assets.
Mr. SUION. And Morton got his-got $9,200 in 1950, and $8,200 in

1951. Is that for the same purpose?
Mr. WOODNER. They worked together, I believe.
Mr. SIMoN . And Sand got $7,700 in 1950, and $11,500 in 1951.
Mr. WOODNER. If that is what the records show.
Mr. SIMON. The total was $80,000 in the 2 years to the 3 of them.
Wasn't that service all in connection with your wife's divorce suit?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were they doing both jobs at the same time?
Mr. WOODNER. No. It started-they cannot do both jobs at the

same time in a period of 2 years. It started originally as I have ex-
plained to you.

Mr. SIMON. It started what?
Mr. WOODNER. Originally as I explained to you, at the initiation of

our marital difficulties.
Mr. SIMON. I am talking now about 1950 and 1951 because in those

2 years alone you paid them $80,000.
Mr. 1VOODNrim. Those happen to have been the 2 years in which we

were doing our greatest amount of construction, approximately $25
million worth of work.

Mr. SIMON. Did they render you invoices?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe so.
Mr. SIMON. They never rendered you invoices?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMON. How would you know how to pay them?
Mr. WOODNER. It was somewhat on a weekly or amount of work

he was doing.
Mr. SIMoN. Well, now, what about the Shinder Bureau of Inves-

tiyation?
inr. WOODNER. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. What were they hired for?
W. WOODNEIR. Part of the same type of thin.

Mr. SIMON. In connection with your wife
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How much were they paid?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $50,001
Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe so.
Mr. SIMoN. $25,000?
Mr. WOODNER. i don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know? They were paid $7,000 that was

charged to the Rock Creek Plaza job. and many other thousands of
dollars charged to you personally, is that right?

Mr. WOODNEM. I do not know, sir. I don't know what the records
shows, sir.

I
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Mr. SrxoN. How is that?
Mr. WOODWER. I don't know what the record shows.
Mr. SIMoN. The record shows, Mr. Woodner, that $87 of detective

fees in 1950 and 1951 was charl-ed to the construction costs on the
Woodner 1-otel or the Woodner Xpartment House.

Mr. WOODNr. I don't know whether they have been or not, sir.
Mr. SImoN. You don't know?
Mr. WooDNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You would agree that is not a proper item of cost?
Mr. WOODNER. It would be more of a proper item of charge to the

company itself which had many projects and different types of assets to
defend.

Mr. SimoN. Do you consider that the costs of defending your wife's
divorce suit was a proper cost of construction to the projects?

Mr. WOODNI:R. It is a difficult question to answer, because you get
involved there, with the basic company who was doing many things
and it has, like any company has, overhead costs of one kind or an.
other, legal, secretarial, or whatever it might be. Someplace along
the line somebody has to determine, and generally, it is determined,
how to allocate general costs into the various parts of its total opera-
tion.

Mr. SiMoN. Now Arthur M. Chaite-how much money did you pay
him during this period of time?

Mr. WOODNER. Which period of time, sir?
Mr. SrMoN. From the time he got out of FHA until today. How

much money did you pay Mr. Chaite?
Mr. WOODNER.. Whatever the records will show, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you know how much you paid himI
Mr. WOODNETi. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't?
Mr. WOODwra. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay him $15,000 in 1946?
Mr. WooDNrE. I don't believe there was a payment to him. I

think it was more in the term of an advance or a loan. It was in con-
nection with a purchase of a woodworking plant which he was con-
templating buying with others at that time.

Mr. STMON. Did he actually get that $15,000?
Mr. WOODNIER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did he get another $5,000 in connection with that wood-

working plant?
Mr. W'OODNLM. I am not certain, sir. Whatever my records will

show.
Mr. STxoN. Did he actually cash that $15,000 check?
Mr. WOODnF, . I believe so. I am not certain, bt I believe so.
Mr. SimoN. He denies that he cashed the $15,000 check.
Mr. WOODNER. I am not certain. I do know there was, I believe,

a payment-
The CHTIRMAN.I e testified he gave it back to you without cashingit.

Mr. WOODNER. First of 0l, this is-first of all, this is in 1947. I
know the project-1946, rather-I know that there was a mixup among
ourselves according to our understanding as to my rights or interest
in the thing, and there was, I believe we did get most of the money
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back, if our records show it, sir. I am not certain of the exact figures
on that.

Mr. SIMoN. On August 31, 1946, you gave him a check on the Seat
Pleasant Bank for $15,900?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The check shows loan on Taggerts Valley Wood Prod-

ucts agreement, is that right?
Mr. WOODNER. If that is what the check shows.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever get that money back?
Mr. WOODNE. I don't remember, sir. I believe that the records will

show some sort of
Mr. SIMON. Did Mr. Chaite ever represent you as a lawyer?
Mr. VOODNER. I have just been speaking to Mr. Williamson here,

who is a little more familiar with this, that we got most of it back and
note for the balance.

Mr. SiMoN. Did Mr. Chaite ever represent you as a lawyer?
Mr. WOODNER. I would hardly say as a lawyer. He aided in one

situation when we were negotiating a loan with the Air .Force.
Mr. SIMON. On December 6, 1950, you paid him $20,000 and charged

it to legal fees-legal expenses. What was that for?
Mr. WOODNER. Well, we were at that time very much interested in

the future housing in other different cities. We had a great faith in
the future of our country, and I went into various cities for the
purpose-

Mr. SIMN. What did Mr. 'haite do for the $20,000 in legal fees?
Mr. WOODNr.R. I am about to tell you, sir.
Mr. SiON. Tell me what he did if you will, not you.
Mr. WOODNER. That is the only way I can tell you, that he, with

me, I would say then, or he alone, aided in securing and analyzing and
surveying and concluding many purchases of land and real estate in
various cities of the country.

Mr. SuioN. What (lid lie do for the $20,000 you gave him on Decem-
ber 6, 1950, charged to legal expense?

Mr. WOODNER. It was on account I would say.
Mr. SIMON. Account of what?
Mr. WooiNE.Eii. On account of these various activities that I men-

tioned to you.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he ever send you a bill for it?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe so.
Mr. Sr oN,. How do you know what project to charge it to?
Mr. WOODNER. If you move along, you see what activities are taking

place, and there was a great sizable amount of work going on at the
!ine, a sizable amount of activity, and I certainly didn't feel it wasi]nlproper that it should be done.

Mr. SimoN. You don't have any idea what that was in payment of?
Mr. WOODNEI. The fact is that this wasn't an employer-employee

relationship here. This was a relationship in which my two friends-
that. a project would be conceived and probably entered into, or de-
pending upon the success or failure of the thing, a determination would
then be made as to our relative contributions.

The CHAIRMAN. You are talking about the $20,000 you paid him on
June 6, 1950?

Mr. WOODNER. I am talking about, sir, that is probably one of many
Payments to him. I can't isolate it.
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The CI-AuRMAN. What did he do for you on July 2, 1951, where you
paid him $5,000 and charged it to a suspense account?

Mr. WOODNER. It might be involved as an expense because he was
traveling all over the country for me.

The CHAIRMAN. That is in 1950. Again in 1950, you paid him on
August 7, $15,000, and then on October 12, you paid him $5,7.,96 or iii
1950 you paid him a total of $41,000.

Mr. WOODNER. That was in. connection with this purchase of real
estate.

Mr. SIMoN. Where did he purchase the real estate? Give 11s one
piece of real estate that he purchased-just one.

Mr. WOC)DNER. San Francisco, Calif.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you build something out there?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you still own the real estate?
Mr. WOODNER. We sold it about a year or year and a half ago.
The CHARMAN. Give us the location.
Mr. WOODNE R. San Francisco, corner of California Street, and-

well, Taylor Street. I believe.
The CrAIRMAN. What did you pay for it?
Mr. WCODNER. A total of about-there were two pieces there, and

there was a total of about $635,000 or so.
The CHATRIAN. Did you actually pay for it?
Mr. WCODNER. Oh, no. We paid part of it.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay down?
Mr. WOODNER. I think the first piece was purchased with a down-

payment of about $20,000, the balance in mortgage.
The CHArRMAN. Can we find the canceled checks on the $20,000?
Mr. WOODNER. I believe you can, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We can?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAURMAN. Was that charged to suspense?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe so. I am sure it was charged-
The CHAIRMAN. Will you bring in to us tomorrow the canceled

checks of the $20,000 downpayment on this particular piece of land?
Mr. WOODNER. It might be a little more or less than $20,000. I will

bring you the canceled checks. I will attempt to find for you the
canceled checks.

The C.HARMAN. What other real estate did Mr. Chaite purchase for
you for a fee of $41.000?

Mr. WOODNER. He purchased a parcel for us in Sacramento, Calif.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you still own that?
Mr. WCODNER. No. That was sold also.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay for that?
Mr. WCODNER. I would say roughly $150,000 or so. I am not

certain.
The CTArRMAN. What other piece of real estate dd he buy for youth
Mr. WOODNER. He purchased a parcel of land for us in Baltimore,

Md.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you pay for that?
Mr. WOODNER. I think the purchase price was arotmd $350,00 f"

$400,000.
The CHInXAN.: Do you still own that?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir. That was sold also.
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The CHAIRAN. Did you make a profit on all these pieces of real

estate A-w Sold?
Mr. WOODNER. Not on all of them, sir.
The CHAIRIAN. Isn't it a fact that each one of those purchases he

made wNas purchased in your iiliVidUal name?
Mr. WOODNER. Very often a person purchases-I don't know

whether they used my name or my brother's.
The CHAIRMAN. To use your molucy, purchased in your name, resold

iiiyOur name, and profit made in your name?
Mr. WOODNER. I believe all the purchases--I am not certain of this,

sir, but this is my general recollection.
The (IAIIRMAN. We will check into the records.
Mr. WOODNER. May I answer it, please It is a pertinent question.
The CI[-uRuAN. Yes.
Mr. WOODNER. First, if it is bought. in an individual's name, and all

of these weren't-I am sure some of them were bought in the company
name--that sometimes the purchaser doesn't like to sell it to a corpora-
tion. They prefer to sell it to an individual.

Secondly, I believe, and I know for a fact, that all the moneys
that were either made on these projects, all the moneys went back
into the total corporate interest. All the moneys vent back into the
total corporate interest, and I believe in most of these transactions,
it was always considered. I am not absolutely certain.

Mr. SI.5N. I think you will find, Mr. Woodner, if you check, the
books will not bear you out. What happened is the company put up
the money. The company got the money back, but the profits were
credited to you personally. And the corporation didn't get the profits.

Mr. MWoodner-
Mr. WOODNER. I am not certain of that, sir. I can't testify to it.

I will say one thing, however, that-
Mr. SITMON. Let me ask-
MJr. WOODNEM. That the determination of that was completely

left-
The CHlIRMAN. Was that. left to Mr. Granger?
Air. WOODNER. I don't know whether Granoer, bookkeeping staff or

tax advisers. I am not certain how it was handled. All I know is this:
That all the profits, earnings or losses, whatever they were, went into
or out of our total corporate interest and they were used for the pur-
pose of completing our obligation under FHA and very often at very
great sacrifice.

Mr. SIMON. I think you will find that is exactly the opposite of what
happened, that you got the profits.

Mr. WOODNER. If it is, it is a surprise to me.
Mr. SIMION. Your books showed you paid Chaite $75,000 and

Chaite's books showed he got roughly $55,000. Can you explain the
difference?

Air. WOODNER. Yes. I don't want to explain it accurately, but in
general a person can't move all around the country, and acquire
interest in these kind of parcels of land, without some expenditures of
funds for travel, entertainment, many types of expenditures.

Mr. SIMON. The point I am trying to make is you have issued checks
to Chaite which never got to Clhaite, or at least were never cashed by
him.
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Mr. WOODNER. Perhaps he considered them as expense in his ac-
counts and on our accounts they were expenditures.

Mr. Si3toN. I am not going into the question of how he considered
them for his income-tax purposes. I am merely talking about checks
you issued to him which his books don't show he received. I will be
specific if it will help. On October 12, 1950, you issued check No.
A-6048, to Chaite, for $5,196.50, and in 1950, Cihaite, the whole year,
Chaite shows no check anywhere near that amount. In fact he shows
2 checks from you in the whole year, 1 for $15,000 and 1 for $20,000,
but he does not show a check for $5,796.40. Can you explain that?

Mr. WOODNER. No, sir. 1 cannot explain that.
Mr. SIMON. I might add that check was charged to suspense.
Mr. WOODNIER. Probably because it was an indetermiiate matter.
Mr. SIMON. I might add that the check was endorsed by Chaite and

then a second endorsement on the check is J. R. Stuckey. Who is
J. R. Stuckey?

Mr. WOODNER. He is one of our employees.
Mr. SiMoN. One of your employees?
Mr. WcODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Why would you be issuing a check to Chaite charging

it to suspense, having Chaite endorse it, and then have the final en-
dorsement be one of your employees and the check does not show on
Chaite's books?

Mr. WOODNER. I would not know how to explain that, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You just can't explain that?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Going back to this list, who is Samuel Block?
Mr. WOCDNER. Samuel Block is a public-relations person.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do for $17,000 charged to the Woodner?

I am sorry, $10,000 charged to the Woodner?
Mr. WOODNER. Was it $10,000, sir?
Mr. SIMoN. $10,732.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. What list is that, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SiMoN. The list that the General Accounting Office prepared

for us.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. What page?
Mr. SimoN. Schedule A, the first page. What did Mr. Block do

for the $10,7321
Mr. WOODNER. Mr. Block was a public-relations person.
Mr. SiMoN. What did he do for that money?
Mr. WOODNER. Well, what a public relations person does. You en-

gage them to-that is a big question actually-
The CHAIRMAN. That is a good question.
Mr. WOODNER. It is a general question. I can't answer any better

than that.
Mr. SIMON. Let's be more specific. Public relations people cover

everything from getting your picture in the Sunday newspapers to
maybe passing out money to places that it will do the most good.

Mr. WOODNER. I can assure you the latter is absolutely not true. It
is absolutely untrue. "

Mr. SIMoN. I am just asking you.
Mr. WOODNER..First, I came to the conclusion it was quite unpro-

riuetive and that is why our monthly. agreement was terminated.
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Mr. SIMON. I am asking you what Mr. Block did for this $10,000
tllat wNas charged to the Woodner project?

Mr. WVOODNER. First I didn't know it was charged to the Woodner

project, because it was a service to the Jonathan.Woodner Co., gener-

ally, and
llr. SIMON. What were the services?
",1r. WVOODNER. Well, advising us if he knows of any new type of

work that is going to develop, building uI) our relations with the
press, or people, or at one time there was a concept that I think there
was a centennial celebration was being contemp~lted. He had done a
lot of that type of work in the New York World's Fair. He certainly
would have been qualified for that type of work here.

In other words, I can quite say it was incomiplete and unproductive.
I have no specific' information.

The ('HAIRIN. Most anybody in public relations and advertising
work is like that.

Mr. Si,oN. Who is James Hints?
llr. VOODNER. An attorney.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do for $14,700?
Mr. WVOODNER. He was our attorney.
Mr. SiUIoN. Did he ever send you a bill?
Mr. WOODNER. If-
Mr. SImON. Did he ever send you a bill, Mr. Woodner?
Mr. WOODNER. I believe he did send us a bill sometime, but I don't

remember that amount.
Mr. SIMON. What did the bill say he did for the money you paid

him?
Mr. WOODNER. He was our original attorney on our Chanute Field

project.
Mr. SIMON. He was the attorney in the Chanute Field project?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes. I think lie was the attorney of record on our

Chanute Field project.
Mr. SIMON. Why was his fee charged to the Washington project?
Mr. WOODNER. Probably at that time we did not have a project.

Chanute Field had not become a reality. It was in the sphere of appli-
cations, and representations.

Mr. SIMON. Was this total fee paid for the Chanute Field project ?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $5,000 went to Daniel J. Hanlon.
Mr. WOODNER. $5,000?
Mr. SIMON. What was that for?
Mr. WOODNER. He was an attorney.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do for the $5,000?
Mr. WOODNR. I don't remember. What date was that, sir?
Mr. SIMON. 1950, he got-
Mr. WOODNER. What date in 1950? It is rather significant.
Mr. SIMON. May and June.
Mr. WOODNER. What is that?
Mr. SIMON. He got $2,500 on May 9, 1950, and he got $2,500 on

June 1, 1950.
Mr. WOODNER. First, as I understand-
The CHAIRMAN. I might say this. Unless you delivered the can-

celed checks from Mr. Granger's New York office, those two checks
are still missing.
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Mr. NVOODNER. I don't believe we delivered those checks.
The CII,-I31.N. Did you deliver those two checks, Mr. Granger, to

our people today?
Mr. (iRANGER. I don't believe so.
Mr. SIMOEN. Then those checks are missing.
Mr. '"WOOD-ER. That was period of time incidentally in which I had

made my decision as to which I wanted to protect, my busine.s 6r
home. I decided to p)rotect my home in that period. don't t know
the specific reason why Dan Hanlon was paid, but as I understand
and I am advised, it was to the Jonathan Woodner Co.. and-

Mr. SIroN. What did-
Mr. WOODNER. And distributed over all our rojects.
Mr. SIMON. What did Mr. Hanlon do for the $5,000?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Why did you pay him $5,000?
Mr. WOODNEIR. I believe the company paid him, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't you have anything to do with it?
Mr. WOODNER. I explained to you very shortly, just a moment be-

fore this, sir, what I was doing at that moment.
Mr. SIMON. I would like to just have you tell me-
Mr. WOODNER. I told you what I was doing at that moment.
Mr. SIMON. What did Mr. Hanlon do for the $5,0001?
Mr. WOODNER. He was an attorney for us.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do for it? What did he do for it?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not recollect.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any idea how lie was representing you or

what he was representing you in connection with?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not recollect, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman doesn't recollect.
Mr. SIMON. Was it In connection with your marital troubles?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not recollect, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did he ever represent you in anything other than your

marital troubles?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not recollect, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know his middle initial?
Mr. WOODNER. I think you mentioned it, sir.
Mr. SiMox. I was wondering whether you recollected that.
Who are John and Mary Finn?
Mr. WOODNER. John and Mary Finn are a couple who were farmers.
Mr. SIMON. What did they do for $5,000?
Mr. WOODNER. They sold me some land.
Mr. SiMoN. Sold you some land?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did they sell you the land?
Mr. WOODNER. Wlhat date does the check show?
Mr. SIXON. When did they sell you the land?
Mr. WOODNER. It is probably more than one parcel there, because it

was a release from a farm that they sold us and we'took over part.
Mr. SIMON. I might add that check is missing from the files.
Mr. WOODNER. I know where it was used, for the purchase of a proj-

ect known as Fenwood Apartments, of which you have a record there.
Mr. SIMoN. Who is Joseph Macy?
Mr. WOODNER. Joseph Macy is my brother-in-law.
Mr. SIMON. What did lie get $3,700 for?
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Mr. WOODNER. He works for the company.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that salary?
Mr. WOODNER. 1 don't know what it was for, whether it was salary.
Mr. SIMON. We have a $3,700 check to him in January of 1950,

and there is no indication of what it was for and it is charged to
suspense.

Mr. WOODNER. Well, it probably should have been distributed over
the various projects, because he works for the company, and all the
activities we do.

Mr. SIMON. Does he get $8,700 a week salary ?
Mr. WOODNER. No. That might have been in the term, sort
Mr. SIMON. In what?
Mr. WVOODNER. Ili the term of sort of a bonus at the end of the year

or something of that nature.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know what it. was for?
Mr. WVOODNER. My recollection is it was for a purpose something

like that becauseof the date you mentioned. He normally gets a
straight salary.

Mr. SIMON. The date was January 31, 1950.
Mr. WOODNER. lerhal)s by that. tiune we made the allocation.
Mr. SUIoN. But yoi don't, know what. else it. was for?Mr'. WOODNEI. No, sir; other than ge iierally speaking, a compensa-

tion for effort.
Mr. SIMON. W1ho is Murray rGiwfein ?
M'. W(OD.N.TER. An uattornev.
Mr. SIMON. What (lid he d-o for $5,000?
Mr. WOODNER. He was an attoriiv that represented me and my com-

pany.
Mr. SIotON. What. did lie do for the money?
Mr. WOOD-ER. He. was just, an attorney. We paid him for his at-

torney's fees and advice.
Ali1. SIMoN. What, did he do?
The CHAIRMAN. You have been kind of a sucker for attorneys and

detectives, haven't you?
M'. WOODNER. I have, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was that in connection with your marital problems?
.r. WOODNI My marital problems and business problems were

coifiletely intertwinied because it. wts a. family business.
Mr. SimoN. I merely asked vou if the $5,000 to Murray Gurfein was

in connection with your marital problems?
Mr. WOODNER. I would say both.
M'. SIMON. Did he send you a bill?
Mr. WOODNER. I believe so.
Mr. SIXON. What did the bill say?
Mr..WOODNER. Services rendered, I suppose.
Mr. SIMrON. Where is the bill?
Mr. WooDNr,. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is it in the files of the company?
Mr. WOODNER. It nay be.
Al. SIMON. The auditors couldn't find it.
Mr. WOODNER. It may be in the New York office.
Mr. SIMON. It may be where?
Ur. WOODNER. I wouldn't attempt to guess where a bill is.
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Mr. SI N. You were served with a subpena to prodtice all the ree.
ords of the company.

Mr. WOODNER. I think we extended ourselves immeasurably in pro.
ducing in the Woodner a terrifying mass of materials in ai very, very
short time, enough to fill at least four rooms.

Mr. SIMON. You haven't produced the bill for Murray Gurfein.
Mr. WOODNER. I tried to produce them all, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who is George Greenberg?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Why would he get $1,000?
Mr. WOODNER. I wouldn't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't even know who he is?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't remember him, sir.
Mr. SlmoN. Who is Jerome Menkis?
Mr. WOODNER. Jerome Menkis was a finder.
Mr. SIMON. A finder?
Mr. WOODN-ER. Yes, sir. That is a term, I believe, he used.
Mr. SIMON. What did he find for $9,000?
Mr. WOODNER. As I answered last night, he found me the oppor-

tunity of losing a million dollars in cash.
The CHAIRMAN. What?
Mr. WOODNER. Of losing a million dollars in cash on the Chanute

Field project.
Mr. SI N. Why would that $9,000 be charged to the Woodner here

in Washington?
Mr. WOODNER. Well first, it was, again, one of these charges that

should have been charged probably to the operation of our company
and at that time since the Chanute Field project had not become a
reality it was put in the same category as any charge to a company
in its initial phases of doing work.

Mr. SimoN. Who is Alvin Wallace?
Mr. WOODNER. Alvin Wallace?
Mr. SiMoNL. Yes ;,Alvin T. Wallace. You never heard of him?
Mr. WOODNER. It means nothing to me.
Mr. SI N. You never heard of him?
Mr. WOODNER. It means nothing to me.
Mr. SIMON. You wouldn't know why he did get a check?
Mr. WOODNER. Not offhand.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Benjamin Curran?
Mr. WOODNE.R. He is also a detective; well-known one.
Mr. SIMON. Did he work on your marital problems?
Mr. WOODNER. He was for the first week or so. It was the marital

which involved the company as well as myself.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Frank Swanson?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SiMON. Never heard of him?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't recollect him.
Mr. SIMON. You wouldn't know why he would get a chlck from i Iit)

company charged to suspense?
Mr. WOODNFR. I woldn't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Keith Morga.?.
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Mr. WOODNER. Keith Morgan was the owner of a house in Long
Island.

1Mr. S1MtoN. Why would he get a check from the company charged
to slusl)ense?

Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, sir. I don't believe it should have
been, sir. It should have been charged to my personal account because
I lived in that house.

Mr. SIMON. Who is Dick Pines?
Mr. WOODNER. He was a rental agent for Jonathan Woodner Co.,

I believe.
Mr. SiMON. Why would he get a check charged to suspense?
Mr. WOODNER. It shouldn't have been. I think it should have been

charged to the company for which he worked. That was the Crest-
wood. He worked on two projects, Fenwood and Crestwood.

Mr. SIMON. Who is Peter Kusack?
Mr. WOODNER. Peter Kusack was a friend of mine whom the com-

pany had loaned something like $1,500 or so, and for which we have
a note and for which it has never been able to be collected. There was
no other reason other than a friend who needed it, was very hard up.

Mr. SI N. Who was Charles Swenson?
Mr. VOODNER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. Si oN. You don't know him?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. You don't know why he should get a check?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIrMoN. Who is Audry Liss?
Mr. WOODNER. Audry Liss is a. cousin of mine, who is a writer,

worked for the National Infantile-National Foundation for Infan-
tile Paralysis, and who was hired up, and I may have let her take,
as a loan, a few hundred dollars or so.

Mr. SIMON. And charged that up to the Woodner cost of construc-
tion?

r. WOODNER. Well, I don't believe it should have been, sir. I
believe it should have been to a general expense, to either me or the
company.

Mr. S,%ioN. Who is Charles Gold?
Mr. WOODNER. Charles Gold; that is one of the things, Senator,

you asked us to look into, sir.
The CTIAIR-MA-N. I asked you to look into that. What. is the answer?
Mr. WOODNER. Charles Gold & Son, Charles Gold & Son-the check

was Charles Gold & Co. I had a chance to examine the check. It
was endorsed by Chaxles Gold & Co.

The ('TAIRMAN. What was it for?
Ml'. WOODNER. It was Christmastime. I think it was a, gift.
The C(r.kTRMAN. Charles Gold got a check December 21 for $500

and then Charles Gold, on Januarv 17, another check for $400, and
Frank Gold, on January 2, got on the same day 2 checks for $800
each, or a total of $1,600 and $900-about $2,500 in a period of 3
weeks. What. was that for?

Mr. WooDNEI. The two Charles Golds are probably for the same
Company, Charles Gold & Co.

The CIIRMAN. What was the purpose of the checks?
M. Wooimw'ER. For Christmas gifts.
The CTAIRi N. 'What about FPrank Gold ?
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Mr. WOODNER. Frank Gold, incidentally, as I noted here, there is a0
duplication here. That was one check and it was a mistake.

Mr. Simox. What was their business?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know Frank Gold.
The CHIAn IRAN. Why would they be round numbers like $500 and

$400. If you bought merchandise at ]east you wouldn't come out
exactly $800. would it?

Mr. WoOP Nrxr:. No. I think it was a particular item which cost
$500.

Mr. SIMON. What was the business of Charles Gold?
Mr. WOODNER. I think they are manufacturing jewelers.
Mr. SIMON. And what did you buy for $500?
Mr. WOODNER. The company made me a Christmas gift.
The CHAIRMAN. A watch?
Mr. WOODNER. It wasn't a watch. It was an engraved case. We

were doing a lot of work'at the time. We thought we had some
money.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there a number of these things, to give toother people?
Mr. WOODNER. No. One of them was for, I think the $500 one was

for myself.
Mr. SIMON. You for $900?
Mr. WOODNER. No, $500.
Mr. SI ON. What were the other four?
Mr. WOODNER. I don't know about the other four.
Mr. SIMON. What about the $400 and the $800 ?
Mr. NWCODNER. The $800 I don't know. That was for Frank Gold,

and I don't know that one.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who Frank Gold is ?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. Sxox. You don't know why he got u check four your

company?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He got two checks.
Mr. WOODNER. NO. That was a duplication, sir. That was one

check.
The CHAIRMAN. They got different check numbers here-you are

right. They are the same numbers.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know who he is?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know why he should get a check?
Mr. WOODNER. I did as you suggested, Senator, I put in quite a few

telephone calls to trace down Charles Gold because that was the name
you mentioned last night, and I did check into that.

The CHAIRMAN. You couldn't find what Frank Gold, $800, was for?
Mr. WOODIx. No, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. Where does Frank Gold live?
Mr. WOODWIR. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN€. You just don't know. No records and nobody in

your business has the slightest idea who Frank Gold is or why the
check for $800?

Mr. WOODNER. I took the trouble to do as you instructed last night
to check into Charles Gold, which I made quite a bit of effort to do,
and that is what I found out.
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The CHAIRMIAN. Frank Gold you can't find anything on?
1Ir. WOODNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you sure there was such a person?
9r. WOODNER. Unless they were associated in the same business. I

don't know, sir.
gr. SmoN,. Mr. Woodner, on this same list, on page A-16, that your

lawyer has, there are 5 checks totaling $14,500 to cash, charged to the
suspense account, and they are missing from the files. What are
they for?

Mr. WVOODNER. I don't know, sir. I have written a letter inciden-
tally to the Riggs National Bank. I called them yesterday, to try to
find out what they were. The bank advises that their man in charge
of that was engaged with this particular committee, and I therefore
wrote them a letter and requested photostatic copies of those particular
checks.

Mr. SIMON. How do you expect to get the bank to tell you what
they are for?

M[r. WOOI)NER. Well, first you asked if they were missing, and that
would be one way of bringing that part to the surface.

The CHAIRMAN. The bank will show just what the record shows,
that they were for cash and the date.

Hr. WooDNFR. That is right, sir.
The ChAIIRMAN. That won't help you to discover what they were

for.
Mr. WOODNER. At least they wouldn't be missing from the file any

more.
Mr. SIMON. Who are Gainsburg, Gottlieb, et al?
Mfr. WOODNER. Gainsburg, Gottlieb, Levitan & Cole are attorneys.
Mfr. SIMON. What did they do for $7,700?
Mr. WOODNER. They were the attorneys in connection with the

marital and business matter, and which we were being sued by my
ex-wife.

Mr. SIMON. That was charged to the cost of construction of the
Woodner ?

11r. WOODNER. Part was. Part was charged to my personal ac-
count, I believe.

Mr. SIMON. $7,765 was charged to the cost of construction. What
was-was there an additional bill to that?

Mr. WOODNER. As I say, that charge, again, was a charge of. I
believe. against the general interests of all of our companies which
were bei ng under suit at the time.

Mr. STIMoN. .L. N. Rosenbaum & Son: Who were they?
Mr. WOODNER. L. N. Rosenbaum & Son were, they acted as brokers

In negotiating some loans for us.
1Mr. STMON. What did they do for their $1,500?
Mr. W OODNEIR. They negotiated a loan for us.
M1r. SIMTON. Do you have an invoice or any supporting statement

to show why they got that money?
M11r. WoDNER. I believe so. I think I know the transaction. I

remember it.
Mr. SIMON. Where is the invoice?
1r. WOODNtER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Richard Kelly?
Mr. WVODNER. Richard Kelly is a little exl)ert.
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Mr. SI N. A little expert?
Mr. WOODNER. Expert, or consultant, whatever you might say.
Mr. SIMON. Why would he get $500 with no supporting statement?
Mr. WOODNER. I think we have gotten a lot of supporting state.

ments. We still owe him some money.
Mr. SIMON. Who is Marshall, Brighton & Klein?
Mr. WOODNER. They are attorneys for one of the lenders that loaned

us some money on collateral, which we put up in order to place ad.
ditional funds to complete our projects.

Mr. SIMON. Who are Loshan & Lazarus?
Mr. WOODNER. They are real-estate attorneys in New York City

that have handled several of our closings on FHA and other real.
estate matters.
--Mr. SIow. What did they have to do with the Woodner apartment

house I
Mr. WOODNER. I think it was, again, we get into the realm of gen-

eral overhead and the Woodner Apartments being part of our total
construction, a certainportion would be allocated to them.

Mr. SIMrON. Who is Sidney Allen?
Mr. WOODNER. Sidney Allen is an attorney also.
Mr. SIMo.N. rhat did he do for $2,250?
Mr. WOODNm. He defended a suit against the title of one of our

prects in Wilmington, Del., and probably his cost would be allow.
cake in the same fashion.

Mr. SIMON. Who are Goodwin, Rosenbaum, Mecham & Bailey?
Mr. WOODNER. They are attorneys.
Mr. SIMON. What did they do for $6,600?

.Mr. WOODNER. They are tax attorneys for our general company.
Mr. SIMON. Tax attorneys?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. They handled your tax problems?
Mr. WOODNMR. Yes, sir.
Mr.. SIMON. Mr. Woodner, do you have a copy of this list, three

pages long, of checks to cash ?
Mr. WmUmAsoN. Which list is that?
Mr. SIMON. The list of checks drawn to cash, checks payable to

cash, but no supporting data. Do you have a copy of that, Mr. Wood-
ner? Have you ever been shown that?

Mr. WOODNER. Mr. Williamson may have it.
Mr. WIILAMSON. Is it among these papers, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. Woodner, on January 5, 1951, 3 checks were drawn to cash,

which are 3 consecutive numbers-7912, 7913, and 7914. One check
was for $300, one for $2,250, and one for $2,450. By odd coincidence
they total up exactly $5,000. They were charged against you and
they have three endorsements on the back. The first, E. Macy, second,
W. Holladay, and third, Irving Stern.

Do you know what those check are for or who got that money?
Mr. WOODNER. They were probably cashed for the purposes of the

company.II
Mr. SIMON. For what purpose?
Mr. WOODNER. General purposes.
Mr. SIMON. Would that include paying somebody $r,000 for ex-

pediting something?
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gr. WOODNFR. No, sir. I don't know-
Mr. SIMON. What are they for then?
My. WOODNER. What is that, sir?
Mr. SIMON. What are they for?
gr. WOODNER. They were charged to my account for expenditures

which I probably made.
Mr. SIMON. What were the expenditures?
Mr. WOODNMR. The general expenditures that I would have had in

my personal, or business expenditures.
Mr. SIMON. Why would there be 3 checks in 1 day totaling exactly
,000 .?
A-r. WOODNER. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Why would't 1 check for $5,000 be drawn?
Mr. WOODNER. If the purpose was for one particular item, I think

it would be much more natural it should be.
Mr. SIMON. If they were for 3 separate items and you wanted to

kep them separate, what were the purposes for the 3 of them?
Yr. WOODNER. I cannot recollect now, sir. I think it would be

futile for me to attempt to.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any record anywhere in the world that will

iow what that $5,000 was spent for?
Mr. WOODNER. Not that I know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. None at all?
Mr. WOODNER. Not that I know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Don't you keep records of what you do with corporate

funds in that amount?
Mr. WOODNER. I believe these are personal funds. I am not certain.

Believe they are.
Mr. SIMON. Why were the checks signed first by Macy, then Holla-

day, and finally by Stern, who were all three employees, aren't they?
Mr. WOODNER. es.
Mr. SIMON. Why would the three of them be on it?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not understand, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The next month you did the same thing again, you

dew 2 checks for quite odd amounts, $2,442, $2,558, both on the same
day. The checks are consecutive numbers, A-8651 and A-8652, and by
sheer coincidence they total $5,000. What happened to that money ?

Mr. WOODNER. Probably for the same purpose.
Mr. SIMON. The same purpose?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was that purpose?
Mr. WOODNER. The purpose was probably myself or my business, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know which?
Mr. WOODNER. Or both.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know what the business was?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes. I know what my business is, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What was the business for which these checks were

drawn?
M r. WOODNER. That was cash, sir, and it was cash for which I used

for either my personal needs. They were charged to my account.
The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Woodner, why would you have in 1 instance

checks to make $5,000 on the same day and in another instance 2
'hecks to make exactly $5,000 in the same day, and all the checks were
Vied by different employees in your employ?

3445'
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Mr. WOODNER. I can't explain, sir, because it seems like an odd coin.
cidence, but I am certain that -it might have been that on that -day
something might have required a certain amount; later on it might
have required another amount.

The CHAuIAN. What is the business of this company? They are
made out to cash?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Woodner, on March 19, you drew a check to cash,

and the only notation in your books is that it was to be charged to
job X and it was for the round sum of $2,500. Isn't job X your code
name for the Woodner Hotel?

Mr. WOODNER. I believe it is.
Mr. SimoN. What was the check for $2,500 drawn to cash and

charged to job X?
Mr. WOODNER. I cannot recollect, sir, unless they needed some cash

on the job, because every once in a while they have to lay off some merm
Mr. SioN. No idea?
Mr. WOODNER. All of a sudden. No; I don't know, sir.
Mr. SimoN. We have another page of checks totaling $37,000, drawn

to cash, which I understand the checks were missing, but most of them
turned up this mornin. There is no supporting data, and most of
them are charged to exchange, and they are all in round numbers, with
two exceptions. What would those checks be for?

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you find these checks, in your office, Mr.
Granger, in New York?

Mr. GRNGER. No, sir. I believe the checks were found in the 1265
room of the records rooms.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. DELMORE. That is not the explanation we got.
Mr. NEWXAN. We were told by Mr. Pace, the Woodner representa-

tive, for the record, that there would be 12655 the checks were for-
warded by Marshall Granger & Co. and were received this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Why would you have those checks in New York,
Mr. Granger?

Mr. WILIAMSON. If I may state off the record-
The CHAIRMAN. No, Mr. Granger, why would you have those checks

in New York? I can understand why you might have all the checks
for 1 month or 1 year, but here are checks of different dates, and pulled
out, different numbers, and all to cash. Why would you be holding
those in New York?

Mr. GRANGER. The only checks that we had in New York, as I am
told---I haven't seen them, but I am told by the people in my employ
that the only checks we had in New York were some checks which were
voided in 1952. We prepared a journal entry because we found in
1952 the checks had never been issued, and had never even been signed,
and, therefore, were not proper outstanding items, so we said. "These
should be canceled and voided," and we made a journal entry, and we
took the checks to support our journal entry.

Then we found these checks-we were asked by the company people,
Woodner people, for these checks, so we gave them to them.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your answer to that Mr. GAO?
Mr. NEw:%,MA. That is my recollection of the transaction. The star-

tling thing about the transaction is the checks were issued in 1948, the
journal entry appears in 1952.

QAA3446
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The CHAIRMAN. What is the journal entry?
Mr. NEWMAN. The journal entry was wiping out the checks. The

entry was a debit to the Riggs Bank or a. cash account and credit to
surplus. That is 4 years after the checks were issued.

Mr. Sim N. Were the checks actually issued?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. They were never issued and signed.
Mr. NEWMAN. They were issued in the original books, the disburse-

ment record of the company, as being disbursed.
Mr. SIMON. Were they disbursed?
Mr. NEWVIAN. From what was just said, the checks were never

signed.
Mr. S OMN. Do you have the checks?
Mr. NEWMAN. The checks are up in room B-1265, of the Woodner

Hotel.
Mr. SIMON. You have never seen them?
Mr. NEWMAN. I personally have not seen them.
The CI-IalRMAN. Will you see they are delivered to this desk tonor-

row morning at 10 o'clock, these checks that were never signed'? I
would like to see them.

Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, we can't go from here to the men's
room with any records; we can't move out of that one office we have.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you, Mr. Attorney, deliver those checks to us
tomorrow morning?

Mr. WILLIAIISON. I can deliver them to you this evening if you want
them.

The CHAIRMAN. I want them here tomorrow.
Mr. WILLIAlSON. Fine. We will bring them in.
The CAIIRMAN. I want to see these checks that were pulled out that

were not simed.
Mr. WILLIAmSON. That is on this list that you gave us at the execu-

tive hearing the other day.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Woodner, there is an item on November 8, 1949, a

check for $2,000, no invoice in your files, and it is charged to promo-
tion. What was being promoted for $2,000?

Mr. WOODNER. What year is that, sir2.
Mr. SIMON. November 8, 1949, a check for the round sum of $2,000,

charged to promotion.
Mr. WOODNER. I think the general term is travel and promotion.
Mr. SIMON. This one just says "promotion."
Mr. WOODNER. That is probably
Mr. SiMoN. What was being promoted for that round sum of $2,000?
Mr. WOODNER. I would say travel and promotion.
Mr. SIMON. Travel never comes.out to a round sum like $2,000.
Mr. WOODNER. Well, sir, you will notice through the whole history

of our company, that I have never taken, or given what some people
do and many people do not do, and that is a weekly report of my travel
or promotion, or entertainment to the company and get reimbursed
on a weekly basis. This is

Mr. SIMON. Whether any of this money actually found.its way to
places it shouldn't have gone, there is certainly nothing in your books
to indicate where a lot of this cash went, isn't that true?

Mr. WOODNER. If you will find during the period of time there that
I was doing a great deal of traveling. I was doing a great deal of
entertainiing. We had some money at that time. I had been under
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great emotional stress. I had taken a trip to Nass iu. I probably
was spending more than I should.

Mr. SIMoN. Was your trip to Nassau on company business?
Mr. WOODNER. It was a trip in which-I had been under great emo.

tional strain, you know.
Mr. SIMON. My question was whether it was on company business,
Mr. WooDN.R. Yes, sir. I would say it was for the benefit of the

company.
Mr. SIroN. What was your business in Nassau?
Mr. WOODNER. Recuperating so I could protect the assets of my

company.
Mr. SIMON. I suppose in that case when you buy yourself a cot you

charge that to the company on the basis you had a cold?
Mr. WOODNEX. No, sir. This was a specific thing. I assure you had

I done it more often the company would not be in the distress it is at
the moment.

Mr. SroN. Your theory is when your company spends money for
you to recuperate that is a benefit to the company and therefore a
proper charge against the company?

Mr. WOODNER. I know many large corporations which have country
places in which they send their executives.

Mr. SIMON. We are talking about the Woodner now.
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir, on that same theory.
Mr. SIioN. Going to this list of journal entries: On May 20, 1948,

they credited you in a journal entry with $15,000, of which $10,000
was to charge against the company travel and promotion.

Do you have any itemized statement of what that travel and pro-
motion consisted of?

Mr. WOODNR. I had been doing a fair amount of traveling. I lived
in New York City. Most of my work was here.

Mr. SIMON. My question was whether you had any detailed state-
ment as to what that travel and promotion was for?

Mr. WOODNER. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. You don't have any information as to how much was

travel and how much was promotion?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir, but I think it was fully expended, if not

more.Mr. SIMoN. Now, on December 31. 1949, they( gave you a credit of
$27.000 to clear a suspense account. What was that for?

Mr. WOODNER. I have no idea.
Mr. STMON. You have no idea whatsoever?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $27,000 charged to suspense, and you given a credit for

it and you don't have any idea what it is for?
Mr. WOODNER. That is the first time I have heard of it.
Mr. SrmoN. The first time you heard of it?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMON. On December 31, 1950, they gave you a credit of $31,00 0,

and part of that was charged against cash exchange. and the reason
given on the books is "te reclassify." Why was $21,000 charged
against cash exchange, and you given credit for it ?

Mr. WOODNE-. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. S, oN. No iden whatever?
Mr. WOODNF..ITO. Sir.
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,Ir. SiMON. On the same day there was an agreement transferring
about $800,000 back and forth, and it says "to transfer per agreement.
Is that a written agreement or oral agreement?

Mr. WOODNER. May I ask-
The CHAIRMAN. Would Mr. Granger know? You ought to know

about that.
Mr. SiMoN. Page 6, A-r. Granger.
The CHAIRMAN. A large amount, $8,000?
Mfr. SI31oN. $800,000.
The CHAIRMaN. It would be hard to forget $800,000.
Mr. SIMON. It is a total of several items which add up to about

$800,000.
Mr. GRANGER. I have looked into that the best I could in 24 hours,

and I understand that entry was made. The agreement was this-
Mr. SIMON. My question is whether the agreement was oral or

written.
Ir. GRANGER. It was oral.
Mr. SIMON. An oral agreement, and who was the agreement be-

tween?
Mr. GRANGER. It was between all of these corporations involved.
Mr. SIMON. They are all Mr. Woodner's companies, aren't they?
Mr. GRANGER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So what you are saying, this was an agreement by Mr.

lWoodner with Mr. Woodner to make these changes?
M[r. TRANGER. I would like to expl:iin. This is a very simple entry

and I think I have the explanation. Up to the time of this entry, every
corporation had had intercompany accounts with every other corpora-
tion, so that with 35 different corporations, it was a case of too many
intercompany accounts, so one of the employees of the company, in
charge of the office, hit on the idea that from this point on, we would
have one corporation act as the clearinghouse, so that there would be
rnly one intercompany account on any company's books. That would
be with this clearinghouse corporation, so that this entry was simply
transferring the balance so they all went into each company owed
just one intercompany balance. That was with this clearinghouse
company.

The CHAItMAN. Who was the clearinghouse company?
Mr. GRANGER. Empire Corp.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a. new one. We have to look into that one.

That is the first time we heard that name.
Mr. GRANGER. That is one of the affiliated companies. It was not

anew company but it was decided that that was a company, that from
abookkeeping standpoint it simplified things.

Mr. SIMON. How did it wind up with a credit of $79000?
Mr. RANGE :l. That was the net amount of the balances transferred

back and forth. It was simply for bookkeeping convenience.
Mr. STMON. On the next paae, we start with these items that we

suggested to you the other night were given by your company and do
not appear on the books of the Woodner Co.; is that correct?

Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do the items shown on pages 7 through 11 consist of

items that you have on your records but do not show on the Woodner
books?

SMr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Why is that, Mr. Granger?
Mr. GRANGER. At the end of the year 1951, it was very late in the

year and we were-we closed out the books. We did not make an audit
of any kind in that year, but we did help to close the books for the pur-
pose of getting the tax return out, and the State tax returns as fast as
we could, and these entries were put in our working papers and when
the work was finished they should have gone on the books of the coni-
pany. We asked them to put them on, but there were personnel
changes and difficulties in the company and they didn't get on.

Mr. SIMON. It was almost 3 years that had gone by?
Mr. GRANGER. What happened was the company went ahead with

the corrected balances of January 1, 1952, as shown by tax return, but
for some reason, they have always been getting around to it but never
have put the entries in there to close that gap. They have gone ahead:
with the correct balances but never closed the gap.

Mr. SIMON. When you say they have gone ahead with the correct
balances you mean they have gone ahead with the adjusted balances
because of these entries.

Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Have you checked the items on pages 11 and 9 to deter-

mine whether that $117,000 isn't in there twice?
Mr. GRANGER. I haven't been able to satisfy myself on that. I have

talked to the men from the GAO about it and I think we have an
understanding that they-and they agree, I believe, that I would look
into it a little further and I would say I agree with them or point out
something to the contrary.

The CHAIRMAN. It is simple, isn't it, to know whether it is in twice
or not?

Mr. GRANGEM. No, sir. There are compounded entries. There may
be further entries on the books of other companies bearing month
thing. I don't know. I haven't had a chance to look at the book.Mr. SI oN. In the 48 hours since we gave you that list you haven't
been able to check with that, to check whether that $117,000 is in twice
or not?

Mr. GRANGER. No, sir. I think it would take 3 or 4 days to check it.
Mr. SImoN. What about this $281,000 that the GAO people say was

put in by the company and credited?
The CHAIRMAN. When you talk, Mr. Granger, will you talk into the

microphone? Will you get another microphone for Mr. Granger?
Mr. WOODNER. Take this one, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What about the $281,000 item the GAO people say was

put in by the company and when it was returned it was credited to
Woodner personally?

Mr. GRANGER. I have talked to the GAO people about that and that
is in the same category. I think they agree with me that I should
have a chance to look into the thing and study it and tell them I agree
with him, it is an error or I will point out something to the contrary.

The CHAIRMAN. A pretty big order, $281,000.
Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Since Mondhy afternoon, you haven't been able to check

whether that is a $281,000 error?
Mr. GRANGER. I spent Monday morning in the GAO and I did a ot

toward checking these on Tuesday afternoon. Fhis entry also takes
a little time to check through.
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Mr. SIMON. Going back to page 7, the first of these entries gives
Woodner personally credit for $10,000. Then it says "to adjust ex-
pense details, WP." Does "WP" mean work papers?

Mr. GRANGRI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What did Mr. Woodner do to get that $10,000 credit?
Mr,.. GRANGER. That is one item I haven't been able to find. I know

we have, it in our papers. Our office can't find it in New York.
Mr. SimoN. You can't find the justification for that $10,000 credit?
Mr. GRANGER. Not in this short time. I know we will find it.
Mr. SIMON. The next item incudes a credit of $27,414 to Mr. Wood-

net. Can you tell us the justification for that credit?
Mr. GRANGER. That credit and all the other items in that entry are

transferring balances which occur on the books of Inwood Corp.
They are the-they are simply transferring the balances over to Jona-
than Woodner Co., Washington.

Mr. SitoN. What did Mr. Woodner do to get that $27,000 credit?
Mr. GR.NGERF. That I haven't been able to get details of, but I will

get them. It takes a little more time.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know what he did there for that ?
Mr. GRANG(ER. No, sir. There may be a number of items on it.
Mr. SiM ON. On the same day, you transferred to suspense $77,000.

Or you credited suspense with $77,000; is that right?
Mr. GRANGe. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And among the people who got debited was Arthur

Chaite, got debited $5,000. What is the justification of that trans-
action .

Mr. GRANGER. This entry represents quite a large number of items,
which had been charged in suspense and were in the suspense account,
but at the end of the year, we analyzed the suspense account and ob-
tained explanations as well as we could for the items, and classified
them, taking them out of suspense and charging them where they
thought they should be charged.

Mr. SIMoN. My question is that Chaite, who was a lawyer for the
company, or a broker for the company, got charged with $5,000 that
you took out of the suspense. What was the justification for charging
Chaite ?

Mr. GRANGER. We found in the items charged to suspense $5,000
paid to him, and this entry-

Mr. SiMoN. That shouldn't have been paid to him?
Mr. GRANGER. No, sir. I don't know whether it should have been

paid, but in this entry we charged it against him as an account receiv-
able from

Mr. SIMON. What I am trying to find out is if the money had been
paid-

Mr. GRANGE. This would indicate it had been paid.
Mr. SIMoN. That means it shouldn't have been paid to him?
Mr. GRANGm. No, sir. It indicated that he owed the money and

should account for it or pay it back to the corporation.
Mr. SimoN. Did he pay it back to the corporation?
Mr. GRANGrs. I am not familiar with the outcome of that, but I

know we charged it against him in this way so it had to be accounted
for by him in some way.

Mr. SIMoN. He was not an employee. He was somebody on the out-
side?
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Mr. GRANGER. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that mean he got $5,000 he wasn't supposed to get?Mr. GRANGER. Not necessarily. It means he got $5,000, and it would

be repaid by him or he would send in a bill for it, or it could be dis.
posed of in some way.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Granger,.when you made these entries the end of.
December 1951, did they give you supporting data to justify the
entries?

Mr. GRANGER. They gave us explanations of some kind, or answered
the questions whiih we put to them, and we made up the entries the
best we could.

Mr. SImoN. Do you have that supporting data in your files?
Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrmoN. You do?
Mr. GRANGER. We have. The papers are in New York and just

what we have in each case differs, but we do have analyses and
supporting data on this.

Mr. SioN. Do you have the supporting data to show what each
of these items was for?

Mr. GRANGER. No, sir; not like this item of Arthur Cha-ite, I am
sure. What we have on that is just a record as a $5,000 item and our
questions were asked and they said to charge it against him and it
will be explained later so it was carried that way.

Mr. SiMoN. Is what you are saying they just said "credit this and
debit that and we will tell you why later"? Is that it?

Mr. GRANGER. No; but in the case of an item handled as an advance
like that, it is a pending matter. It still-the final disposition hasn't
been made so it will be carried as an advance.

Mr. SIMON. What I am trying to find out is on each of the items
on which Marshall Granger made these journal entries which have
never been put on the books did they give you the supporting data
for each entry?

Mr. GRANGER. It would be impossible to generalize on that.
We had some kind of supporting data, explanations, or informa-

tion in connection with every entry but. it differs with each entry.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you telling me when you had some kind of expla-

nation that some of it might be purely oral?
Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. And you would make these entries on a purely oral

statement of somebody in the Woodner employ?
Mr. GRANGER. Yes; if it seemed reasonable, we would. Remember,

we were not making an audit in the year 1951. We made no ldnd of
an audit or no kind of report or even a balance sheet for that year.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Granger, you did subsequently certify audit state
ments for these companies?

Mr. GRANGER. No, sir; we never certified to any audit statement
for any of these companies.

Mr. SI O N. We have in our files these very fancy auditors' reports,
that say, "Marshall Granger" on them and they are fancifully bound;
weren't those prepared by you?.

Mr. GRANGER. Yes, sir; but those are not, certified statements.
Mr. SIMoN. In other words, you did not put down at the end an

affidavit, "I hereby certify?"
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Mr. GRANGER. The wording which is in there, "In our opinion these
statements are correct."

Mr. StxoN. Do you distinguish between a report prepared by your
company on your stationery and with your binder which does not
contain that certificate, and one which does?

Mr. GRANGER. There is the difference in the scope of the work
done; yes.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Woodner, where are the paintings that the Gen-
eral Accounting Office people have testilied were charged to construc-
tion and they cannot find?

Mr. WOODNER. First, these paintings are not charged to the con-
struction of the job.

Mr. SIMoN. Aren't they?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who are they. charged to?
Mr. WOODNER. We have invested in the Rock Creek project over

$600,000 of furnishings.
Mr. SIMON. We are talking about paintings now.
Mr. WOODNE . Part of the $600,000 are these paintings and they are

in the Woodner.
Mr. SIMoN. You say the paintings are in the Woodner?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIXON. What about that, Mr. Newman? Did you find them?
Mr. NEWMAN. I will let Mr. Delmore answer that.
Mr. DELMORE. We asked to see them.
Mr. SIMoN. Who did you ask?
Mr. DEu. ORE. Mr. Pace.
Mr. SIMON. What did he tell you?
Mr. DEL. opE. He told us they weren't there.
Mr. SimoN. Can you tell us where in the, Woodner they are?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes; they are in the Gold Room. If he asked me for

them, he would have found them.
Mr. SIMON. Where is the Gold Room?
Mr. WOODNER. On the fourth floor.
Mr. SioN. Is it a public room?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What is it used for?
Mr. WOODNER. Receptions, wedding receptions.
I don't want to use the word promiscuously.
Mr. SioN. How many pictures are there?
Mr. WOODNER. Two pictures of value and one very minor in value.
Mr. SIMoN. Are those the pictures that are charged in the books

here?
Mr. WOODNER. These were charged as I understand erroneously to
painting on the job because it said painting on the invoice that came
omthe company.
They were furnishings and they are not part of the FHA mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. Did they cost. $6,600?
Mr. WOODNFR. Yes, sir. Your auditors have a duplicate invoice

S 1ed by the people who sold them.
Mr. S ioN. There is no question but the house that sold the paint-

InZs got the money?
Mr. WOODNER. No.
Mr. SIMON. But they couldn't find the paintings.
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Mr. WOODNER. They didn't look, sir. They just asked. They
didn't look. They didnt' ask me. Mr. Pace doesn't know this build.
in% It is rather a complicated structure.

M KANE. Mr. Chairman, under the arrangement made by the
audit Mr. Pace was the official representative to ask any questions.

The CHAIRMAN. He knew his job was to go to Mr. Woodner with any
questions?

Mr. KANE. No, Senator.
Mr. WOODNER. I will say this. May I add this?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You may say anything you care to.
Mr. WOODNER. Mr. Pace said he could not find the invoice. They

asked him about it, and would I please try to get it?
He called me for it. I went to the company that sold them, and they

had the duplicate invoice, which they signed.
The CHAIRMAN. These particular paintings were charged to the

construction costs.
Mr. WOODNER. They should not have been, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That was just an error?
Mr. WOODNER. It was complete error, because it said painting.

They thought it was painting of the job, which was about $300,000,
and it was part of the furnishings in which we have already invested
$600,000 additional.

The CHAIRMAN. That was paintings for the lobby. They are not
a permissible item. They do not come under the mortgage.

Mr. WOODNER. I understand that thoroughly, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This amount was charged to the construction cost,

and it went into the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. WOODNER. Complete error, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that was an error?
Mr. WOODNER. Complete error.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Woodner, I would like to change the subject for

a minute. Did you know when you filed the application for mortgage
on the Woodner that the law did not permit giving section 608 mnort-
gages for hotels?

Mr. WOODNER. No; I did not know the law prevented that, and I
might add that when we did get into it-

Mr. SIMON. When did you learn for the first time that the law did
not permit a mortgage on a hotel?

Mr. WOODNER. I think it is the new law that specifically does not
permit it.

Mr. SIMON. When did you learn that the old law was not inter-
preted to permit mortgages on hotels?

Mr. WOODNER. Well, it is a rather moot point, because I have heard
interpretations of the law in many different fashions. I believe I will
say this, however, that I did learn when we were part way through this
building that the policy of the FHA was not to permit it.

Mr. SIMON. You did not learn that until you were part way
throughS

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI3ioN. Before you bhgan construction it was your intention to

make this a hotel, wasn't it?
Mr. WOODNE-E. Absolutely not, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It wasn't?
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Mr. 1VOODNER. Absolutely not.
Mr. SImoN. When did you first determine to make a hotel out of it?
Mr. WOODNER. It was a condition imposed upon the Rock Creek

plaza Corp. by the District of Columbia that in order to occupy cer-
tain commercial facilities within the buildings, which were there for
the benefit of the permanent tenants, that it was necessary because of
their zoning laws here that these-that certain number of transient
rooms be provided.

Mr. SixON. This much I gather, there is no doubt about, that in the
origial plans for the Wooner, you provided for commercial space
on the ground floor?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the District of Columbia zoning laws prohibit

commercial space in residential property, unless a certain percen-
tage of it is hotel for transients, is that right?

Sir. WOODNEMR. The building department approved our plans as they
were, submitted to the FHA, which showed these stores. I did not
have knowledge of it, sir.

Mr. SioN. And FHA approved your plans showing the commer-
cimil space?

Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
M[r. SIMoN. And you intended all the time to turn this into a hotel

and use the commercial space for the hotel facilities, didn't you?
Mr. WOODNEM. That is not my statement, sir. That is yours. It is

not true.
ir. SioN. Do you deny it?

Mr. WOODNER. I deny it completely.
Mr. Sn*roN. Have you ever seen a letter dated December 20, 1949,

to the Rock Creek Plaza-that is your company, isn't it?
Mr. VOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That is your company?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SuIoN. That is the one that owns this property out here?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. From A. A. Bliss, of the legal division of the Irving

Trust Co.
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mir. SIMoN. Have you ever seen that letter?
Mr. WOODNEiR. It has been shown to me very recently.
.Mr. StiioN. Did you ever see it before very recently?
Air. WOODNER. No. I haven't seen it. The first time I ever saw it

was just the other day.
Mr. SIMON. You never saw it before the other day?
Mr. WVOODNER. No, sir.
Ur. SIMON. The Irving Trust Co. advanced $10,000 on this project

didn't they?
Mr. AXOODNER. Eventually they advanced approximately $10 mil-

lion.
Mr. S MoN. Of course it was Government-insured?
Mr. 1WOODNER. It was Government-insured.
M1%. SunON. And the $10 million was advanced by the Irving Trust

Co., sit bsequent to December 20, 1949, wasn't it?
Mr.A. WVOL-NEIt. I would say inost of it was subsequent to that date.
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Mr. SnioN. This letter, the first paragraph reads:
Frank Ackerman has called our attention to several points that are indicated

by the plans in which we feel should be called to your attention so that you
may check and follow them to the end that there will be no delay in making
advances during construction on the project.

I will list the following points raised by Mr. Ackerman: (1) that conner.
cial use of some upgrade space will require a hotel permit. As I understand %t
you will apply for a hotel permit when the project is ready for occupancy, and
the commercial space will not be utilized unless the hotel permit is issued.

Further, an onpremises sale liquor license will be required before the cock.
tail lounge, main dining room, and similar hotel-type services may be provided
We would appreciate it if you would advise us when you intend to apply for
such permit and license and keep us advised of the results of your application.

You say you never saw that letter until a week or so ago?
Mr. WOODNER. No. Probably just a couple of days ago.
Mr. SIMON. A couple of days ago?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. You deny it was your intention to get a hotel license?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When you borrowed the money?
Mr. WOODNER. What is the date of that letterI
Mr. SIMoN. December 20, 1949.
The fact is also, isn't it, that you invested some $700,000 in carpeting

and other hotel facilities before you got a hotel permit ?
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SioN. Didn't you?
Mr. WOODNER. The permit was issued after the building was com-

pleted. May I return to that letter you have there sirI
Mr. SiMoN. Yes, but did you invest $700,000 ina hotel permitI
Mr. WOODNER. After we had the authority to have a certain number

of transient rooms.
Mr. SiMoN. Only after the authority?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Oh. Well, now, I have a letter before me from Loy

Anderson.
Mr. WOODNER. May I return?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes. I would like to read the balance of this. Who

was Loy Anderson ?
Mr. WoODNmR. Loy Anderson was our closing attorney, and a rep-

resentative of the mortgagee, who has the mortgage on the Rock Creek.
Mr. SIMON. And he is 1 of the 5 former FEA employees who were

working for you?
Mr. WOODNER. W11, he had been-before I ever came to Washing-

ton he had left the FHA.
Mr. SIMON. He was 1 of the 5 former FHA employees whom you

had working for you.
Mr. WOODNEB. He was a private attorney. He was engaged by us.

Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. He wrote a letter, didn't he, on August 1, 1952, to the

district director, Thomas C. Barringer, which says:
I am acting as attorney for the sponsor In the closing of this case and my coM-

pany is to be the servicing mortgagee. Therefore, Mr. Woodnr has asked me

to assist In working out a solution to the problem presented In utilizing thO
commercial space built in the subject project.

Was he authorized?
Mr. WOODNER. What is that, sir?
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gr. Simow. Was he so authorized by you?
Mr. WOODNER. To write this letterTMr. SmoN. Yes, and to assist in working out the solution to the

problem presented in utilizing the commercial space.
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, for the mterests of his mortgagee and we were

evolved in the thing, too.
Mr. SImoN. He was working for you in this; wasn't he?
Mr. WooDNr. He was working equally for the mortgagee and

ourselves, and so far has received no compensation for it.
Mr. SIMoN. But he was working for you as well?
Mr. WOODNER. He had closed a job for me and I consulted him.
Mr. SIMON. Did 1 ou authorize him to write this letter?
Mr. WOODNEI. Y es, sir.
Mr. SIMON. All right.
As a matter of fact, you gave him more authority that following

week; didn't you?
Mr. WOODNVER. Well, let's continue, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The letter goes on:
In your letter of June 23, to Mr. Wallace Holliday-

and Wallace Holliday is one of your employees?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. And another former FRIA employee?
Mr. WOODNER. Draftsman; yes.
Mr. SIMON (reading) :
In your letter of June 23, to Mr. Wallace Holliday of the Jonathan Woodner

Co. you stated that the administration would assist Woodner Co. in appealing

to the District government for relief to make it possible to use the commercial
space in the building. You further suggested your office would give any other

assistance you could to help put the project on a sound basis, other than the
method proposed by Mr. Woodner's letter of May 29.

Since June 23, representatives of the Jonathan Woodner Co. and FHA have
made further efforts to secure relief from the District government but without suc-

cmss. The present situation presents a very serious problem to both the sponsors

and the FHA. We are extremely desirous of finding a satisfactory solution at an

early date, and wondering If you have any further suggestions. Neither the FHA
nor the sponsor would have permitted the commercial construction had there
been any reason to believe that usage of such space would violate zoning regula-

tons. Further, such commercial space was deemed necessary and desirable by
both FHA and the sponsors, and cost approximately $700,000, exclusive of garage

space.

Is that right?
Mr. WOODNER. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. That is right, so that you had spent $700,000 before you

got the hotel permit for the commercial space?
Mr. WOODNER. We are talking now about the construction of the

stores, the construction of store space and the dining-room space. I
am not talking about the furnishings, sir.

Mr. SimoN. But you did spend $700,000 on facilities that could only
be used with a hotel permit before you got the-

Mr. WOODNER. On the construction of the space.
Mr. SIMoN. Is what I have said right?
Mr. WOODNER. I would say so; yes. Wait a minute, sir. Maybe I

misunderstood you.
(Conference between Mr. Williamson and Mr. Woodner.)
Mr. SioN. Is that right?
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Mr. WOODNER. I didn't quite understand you. All of these itelms
could be used in an apartment building.

Mr. SImoN. Is Mr. Loy Anderson wrong then?
Mr. WOODNER. When he says what?
Mr. SIMoN. He says, further such commercial space was deemed

necessary and desirable by both FHA. and the sponsors and costs
approximately $700,000 inclusive of ground space.

Mr. WOODNER. There are commercial spaces in the apartments for
the benefit of the tenants.

Mr. SIMON. But you could not use it without a hotel permit; could
you?

Mr. WooDN.R. It could have been rezoned.
Mr. SiMoN. The District refused to rezone it; didn't they ?
Mr. WooDNR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. And Barringer refused to give you permission to turn it

into a hotel; didn't he?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Barringer turned you down?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. He was the District director?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI N. And then on July 22, Barringer turned you down in

May; didn't he?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoTN. On July 22, you wrote a letter to Loy Anderson, direct-

ing him to hire the recently resigned FHA Commissioner?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMoNv. Mr. Richards resigned on June 30, 1952?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And you hired him on July 22,1952?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And the deal was that you would pay him $5,000 as a

retainer, and if he got the permission, an extra $5,000? Is that right?
Mr. WooDNER. Yes; a total of $10,000.
Mr. SIomoN. A total of $10,000. Within 30 days Clyde Powell re-

versed Barringer and gave you permission to turn 250 units into a
hotel; is that right?

Mr. WOODNER. This was not Clyde Powell's decision. As a matter
of fact, Clyde Powell was opposed to us.

Mr. SIMoN. Let me read you his letter on August 22, 1952.
Mr. WOODNER. I know he signed the letter sir, and I know the letter

thoroughly.
Mr. SiMoN. Clyde Powell signed it; didn't he?
Mr. WOODNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Clyde Powell's letter of August 22, 1952, reversed Bar-

ringer: didn't it?
Myr. WOODNER. Yes but he was the instrument for sending the letter

to me, even though he signed it.
Mr. Simon. You mean somebody you hired and Powell told him to

do it.
Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Richards had been Powell's boss up until 22 days

earlier; hadn't he!?
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Mqr. WOODNER. At the time this was signed, Mr. Richard Greene-
not Mr. Richard Greene, Mr. Greene was Commissioner at the time.

Mr. SIMoN. Twenty-two days before you hired Richards, he had
been Powell's boss; hadn't he?

Mr. WOODNER. I believe that is true.
Mr. SIMoN. And he got the $10,000 because he got this decision of

Barringer's reversed? Isn't that true also?
Mr. WOODNER. He was paid the $10,000 because we were given

permission by the FHA for this permission.
Mr. SiMoN. That meant reversing Barringer's decision; didn't it?
Mr. WOODNER. The Commissioner of the FHA reversed-the Com-

missioner of the FHA along with Mr. Fitzpatrick, Deputy Commis-
sioner of HHFA, the General Counsel of the FHA, I believe the Zone
Commissioner, sat in on it, Mr. Barringer, the District Director sat in
on it, Mr. Tom Gray, one of the assistants to Clyde Powell sat on it,
and Clyde Powell sat in on it, and I can say now that most of the dis-
cussion took place between the Commissioner, Mr. Greene, and Mr.
Fitzpatrick, and at that meeting, I wrote a letter-

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you hire Richards?
Mr. WOODNER. Because Mr. Richards had-first of all, Mr. Richards

went into business.
The CHARMbAN. We understand that. He left FHA and went into

business, and sent you a circular as he did a lot of people saying, "I am
out, I have a lot of experience in FHA and I know everybody," and
you immediately gave him $10,000.

Mr. WOODNER. I didn't immediately give him $10,000.
The CHAIRMAN. You made a contract to give him $10,000?
Mr. WOODNER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What did he do for the $10,000, please?
Mr. WOODNER. He advised us that his best knowledge, that the best

course and judgment, and reasons why the issuing of this permit would
be for the best interests of the FHA, ourselves-

Mr. SixoN. $5,000 was contingent upon getting Barringer reversed.
Isn't that true?

(Conference between Mr. Williamson and Mr. Woodner.)
The CHAIRMAN. You gave him $5,000 and entered into a contract

with him and said, "I will give you another $5,000 if you get this per-
mit through."

Mr. SIxoN. Isn't that right?
Mr. WOODNER. We gave him two $5,000 checks.
The ChAIRMAN. Isn't the statement I made true? The contract

you made with Richards, you said, "We will give you $5,000 now, we
will give you another $5,000 if you get this permit through." Is that
riglt 2
Nir. WOODNER. That is correct. That is probably a usual arrange-

Ment with people who are attempting to do something.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that the usual arrangement?
Mr. WOODNER. Well, I know it happens very often with attorneys.
Mr. SiMroN. There is one point I am personally very interested in

and I hope you can help us with. Something like $70,000 went from
your company to Chaite. He only accounts for $55,000 of it. Is it
Possible that any of the other money found its way to Mr. Powell?

Mr. WOODNER. Absolutely not that I know of.
50690-54-pt. 4-48
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Mr. SioN. Mr. Chaite and Mr. Powell were pretty close friends,
weren't they?

Mr. WOODNFX. They had worked. with each other for a long time, I
believe.

Mr. Sio. Mr. Chaite is not able to recall, but the telephone ree.
ords at the Sheraton Park Hotel show five telephone calls from
Powell's apartment to Mr. Chaite's home in 1953, in the 1 year, and
there are others in prior years I understand. Do you know what those
telephone calls could have beenI

Mr. WOODNER. No, sir.
Mr. SIo. Anything to do with Woodner business?
Mr. WOODNF. I don't believe so, sir. I am pretty certain, sir,

because Chaite wasn't involved in our FHA matters.
Mr. SIxoN. You got better than $30 million worth of FHA com-

mitments from Mr. - that had to be approved by Clyde Powell,
and there is a lot of checks drawn to cash, with no explanations for it,
such as promotion. Is it possible that any of that money found its
way to Mr. PowellV

Mr. WOODNER. Absolutely not, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You say unequivocally that no part of the funds of any

of those checks that you can't account for now, and no part of those
ever found their way to Mr. Powell?

Mr. WOODNER. I never fave Mr. Powell any money.
Mr. SImoN.. That wasn t my question. My question is whether you

can say unequivocally that no part of the proceeds of these checks that
we have been discussing that you can't account for the proceeds of,
that no part of those proceeds ever found their way to Clyde Powell?

Mr. WOODNER. Absolutely not as far as I know.
The CHAMAN. Through a second party that received the check?
Mr. WOODNER. I would not know what a second party would do, but

I know nothing was ever given to Clyde Powellto my knowledge,
direction, or any other manner. I

Mr. SimoN. You knew nothing about any of these funds ever reach-
ing Clyde Powell no matter how they got there?

Mr. WOODNEM. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You know nothing about it?
Mr. WOODNER. I do not know, sir.
May I go back to this hotel aspect, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. What is that?
Mr. WOODNER. I wanted to interject something here.
The CHAIMAN. You may proceed, yes.
Mr. WOODNER. A commitment and start of construction was on Octo-

ber 6, 1949, which preceded the first indication that was necessary for
hotel facilities by 2 months.

Mr. SImoN. Precedes the first written record.
Mr. WOODNER. It is the first time that anybody in my establishment

knew and I didn't know that until much later, because at that time I
had already gotten into my marital affairs.Mr. SImoN. That is not a fair inference, Mr. Woodner, because in
this letter of December 20, the Irving Trust Co. man assumes you are
going to do this, which means somebody must have discussed it with
him prior to that date.

Mr. WOODNER. 1 cI imiot agree to that inference whatsoever.
Mr. SimoN. Who is Frank Ackerman?
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Mr. WOODNER. Frank Ackerman is an architect for the Irving Trust
Co.

Mr. SIMON. He says on December 20 that Frank Ackerman has
called to our attention several points-

Mr. WOODNER. That is 21/2 months after we closed the job.
Mr. SimoN. Certainly the fair inference in this letter is they talked

about it before.
Mr. WOODNER. What is that, sir?
Mr. SIMoN. Certainly the fair inference in this letter is they talked

about it before.
Mr. WOODNER. I wouldn't say so, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you write Irving Trust Co. a letter in response

to this saying, "You are just all wrong, we are not going to have a
hotel"

Mr. WOODNER. No, first this letter was written by Mr. Holiday who
was in charge of our office at that time and at the time, or I know
when he first heard of it, I don't believe there is an absolute firm
policy of the FHA contrary to this.

Mr. SIMON. What about these match books that say, "The Woodner
Hotel" on them, when were they printed?

Mr. WOODNER. I don't know, 6 or 8 months ago.
Mr. SIMON. Six or eight months ago?
Mr. WOODNER. I suppose.
Mr. SIMON. In 1953?
Mr. WOODNEa. Yes, and it is contrary to the letter which I indicated.

The building is known as the Woodner and they should not be used
with the word "hotel."

Mr. SIMON. One of the qualifications in Clyde Powell's letter of
August 22, giving you permission to make a hotel out of part of it
was you should not use the word "hotel."

Mr. WOODNERi. That is right. That is an error. I called it to
their attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Chaite.
Our next and last witness for today will be Mr. Chaite.
You were a witness, were you not, yesterday?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN. Let me swear you in again. Do you solemnly

swear the testimony you are about to give wiTl be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. CIArriE. I do.

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR M. CHAITE, WASHINGTON, D. C.-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. You may proceed Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Would you give your name and address, please?
Mr. CiaIT. Arthur M. Chaite, 1523 L Street NW., Washing-

ton, D. C.
Mr. SIXON. We asked you yesterday to be able to give us today a

complete list of all the checks you ever got from Woodner or the
Woodner companies. Are you able to do that at this time?

Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is that list?
Mr. CHArrE. 1950 I received a check for $5,000, on June 15, I believe.

On October 7, I received a check for $15,000, and on December 6, a
check for $20,000.
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Mr. SixoN. How about 191?
Mr. CHArrE. Coming right up. February 21, $10,000.
March 16, $10,000.
March 16-these are my deposit slips. I don't know the exact dates

of the checks themselves.
Mr. SIMoN. Those are the dates you deposited them?
Mr. CHArtE. Yes. March 16, $10,000.
July 3, $5,000.
October 19, $5,000.
October 24, $5,000.
Mr. Sixow. A total of $26,000 in 1951, and $40,000 ill 1950?
Mr. CHArrE. I think so.
Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Woodner's records show that on October 12,

1950-
Mr. CHArrE. Are you interested in 1952 also?
Mr. SimoN. Yes.
Mr. CHA-m. On April 14, $2,000.
On September 4, I received a check for $2,500, which I returned to

Jonathan Woodner Co.
Mr. SIMON. Why was that?
Mr. CHArrE. Because I wasn't satisfied with the amount of the fee,
Mr. SIMON. Any others?
Mr. CH Th. That is all.
Mr. SIM ON. The books out there show that on October 12, 1940-

1950, excuse me-you received a check, or I shouldn't say you received,
but on October 12, 1950, a check was issued to Arthur M. Chaite,
for $5,796.40, which bears your endorsement and bears the endorse-
ment of J. R. Stuckey, who Mr. Woodner has just identified as one
of his employees. Did you receive that check?

Mr. CHArr. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You never received it?
The CHAIRMAN. Will you talk into the microphone, please?
Mr. CHAITE. Certainly.
The CHAmRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. CHAITE. I never received it in the sense of the word that I

got the five-thousand-seven-hundred-some-odd dollars you are talking
about.

Mr. SIMON. Did you endorse the check?
Mr. CHAITE. If my signature is there, I did. I would like to see

the check.
Mr. SIMON. We don't have it.
The CHUAIRMAN. It is missing.
Mr. CHAITE. I am sorry. I have no recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg pardon. It is not missing.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether you ever did endorse that check

for $5,796 and if so, why J. R. Stuckey should then have endorsed it?
Mr. CIArrE. No, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. You say unequivocably you didn't get it, though?
Mr. CHArTiE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Can you give us any explanation of why Woodner

should have issued a check of that amount to you and you not have
received the proceeds?

Mr. CH9ATE. No, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Do you know J. R. Stuckey?
Mr. CIAIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. S MoN. Is that a main or a woman?
Mr. CIIAITE. A i man.
Mr. SI M N. What is his first name?
Mr. CILAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SIuroN. Do you know any reason why-did you ever endorse a

check to your order and give it to J. R. Stuckey?
Mr. CIAITE. I have no recollection of that.
Mr. SixoN. My question is whether you ever did it.
Mr. CHATT. I couldn't tell.
Mr. SImow. You can't tell?
Mr. CI-AITm. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you prepared to say you didn't?
Mr. CHArrE. I have no recollection on it.
The. (IAIRMAN. Would you recognize your signature if you saw it ?
Mr. (CrAITE. Yes, sir.

Mr. SvIoN. Mr. I)ebiiore, is that cleck available out there?
Mr. D),ELMORE. )es, sir; it is.
The ('1LxMrN. Will you have the ('leck here at P) o'clock tomorrow

morning, an(Fr. Chaite, will you be here at 10(oclock toiiiorrowmiorniig?.
,Ar. Cii.knE. Friday.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten o'clock Friday to recognize your signature to

see whether it is a forgery or not.
Mr. Ci AITI,. Right.
Mr. SIMoN.-. You know nothing about that transaction ?
ir. CI[AITE. No recollection of it at all.

Mr. SiiMoN. Going back to this $15,000 that you got in 1946. what
about that?

Mril. C(IAITE. Well, my recollection to that, Mr. Counsel, is that Ihad invited Mr. Woodner to join ia group in purchasing a lumber mill
and dimension plant and a stock of lumber in West Virginia, and Mr.
Woodner gave mne a check for $15,000 to be used, if necessary, in thepurchase of that plant. That check was not necessary, and I returned
that check to Mr. Woodner.

M[r. SIMoN. You say you never cashed that check ?
Mr. CIAITE. Right.
.Air. Si oN. It was never cashed ?
Air. CAIT1-. Right.
Mr. SiAoN. Never deposited?
ir. C1IAITE. No, sir.

Mr. SIMON. On December 31, 1950, did he give you a check for $500?
Mr. CI [ ITE. I have no deposit of that amount.
Mr. SIo[N. That wasn't my question. My question was whether

011 December 31,1950, he gave you a check for that amount.
Mr. CHAITr. I would have no knowledge of that without a depositor a. memorandum in my file what it was for.
Mr. SiMoN. On March 31, 19-
The CHAIRMAN. Will you get that $500 check, too, Mr. G. A. 0.,andbring that canceled check in, too, about 10 o'clock Friday? If you

have any trouble getting these, let me know and we will get a subpoena
for these specific checks?
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Mr. SImoN. On March 31, 1951, did you get a check -from Woodner
for $10,000? The check is dated March 15, 1951, and it is check
No. A-9073.

Mr. CHAITE. Yes. I deposited it March 16, 1951.
Mr. SioM. The same day did you get a check for $500 dated

March 2, check A-5260?
Mr. CHAITE. What day was that?
Mr. SixoN. Dated March 2, for $500, check A-5260.
Mr. CHAITE. 1951?
Mr. SiM N. That is right.
Mr. CHAITE. Yes. On March 1, I got $500
Mr. SIoNq. On March 1. The check is dated March 2.
Mr. CHAITE. I put it in my February cash account as $500.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't give us that check before.
Mr. CHAITE. That check went to reimburse my traveling account for

the month of February. It was a balance left of three-hundred-some.
odd-dollars due.

Mr. SIMoN. Then you did receive that $500?
Mr. CHAITE. Oh, yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Why didn't you tell us about that when we asked you

to give us all the checks you had from him?Mr. CHarrE. I was reading from the checks I deposited. This is
a check I cashed to reimburse me for travel expenses.

Mr. SiM N. On October 18 did you get another check for $500?
Mr. CHAITE. 1951?
Mr. SImoN. Yes; October 18, 1951.
Mr. CHAItE. I got a check for $500 and 52 cents, with a reimburse-

ment for all the expense vouchers for that month.
Mr. SIMON. They have charged your account with $5,000. The

record of the note is:
To record payment by New York to Arthur M. Chaite, February 19, 1951. Type

of disbursement unknown.

Do you know anything about that $5,000?
Mr. CHArrE. February 19 when?
Mr. SIMON. No; December 31, 1952.
Mr. CiAiTE. I have no record of that at all, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Did you get any checks from their New York office?
Mr. CHAITE. I can't designate which of these checks are from New

York or Washington,but I-have no record of a $5,000 check in Decem-
ber of 1952.

Mr. Sio. It might have been January of 1953, because this entry
was made December 31, 1952.

Mr. CHAITE. I don't think I received any more funds from the
Woodner organization or anyone connected with the Woodner after
that April check of $2,000 in 1952.

Mr. SIMON. Can you give us any explanation of why on December
31, 1952, they should make an entry in their books to record a $5,000
payment made by their New York office to you?

Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. On October f 1, 1951, there was a check issued to you

for $10,000, for professional services. Did you get that check, S-3460?
Mr. CHAITE. Did you say October 11, 1951?
Mr. SimoN. That is right.
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Mr. CuAITE. The only deposits I have for October 1951, are $5,000
October 19, $5,000 October 24.

Mr. SIMON. They issued checks to you on those dates for those
amounts. Those are checks 14046 and 14047. There is a third check
for $10 000, check S-3460, a $10,000 check dated October 11.

Mr. dCHAITE. I never got it.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Delmore, could you bring that check with you Fri-

day morning, too?
Mr. DELMORE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator BEALL. I have no questions.
Mr. SIMON. You will be back Friday morning?
Mr. CHAITE. You really need me?
Mr. SIMoN. We want you to identify these 2 checks for $15,000.
Mr. CHAITE. All right.
Senator BEALL. That will be all. The committee now stands in

recess until 10 a. m. tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4: 25 p. in., the committee recessed to reconvene

at 10 a. m. the following day, Thursday, October 7, 1954.)





F'IA INVESTIGATION

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SENATE BANKING AND CURRENcY CoM rTEE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10: 10 a. m., Senator

Homer E. Capehart (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Capehart and Beall.
Also present: William Simon, general counsel; T. T. Kenney, assist-

ant general counsel; and Clarence M. Dinkins, assistant counsel,
FHA investigation.

The CHAIMAN. The committee will please come to order. The first
witness will be Mr. T. Coleman Andrews. You will have to be sworn,
Mr. Andrews.

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you GodV

TESTIMONY OF T. COLEMAN ANDREWS, COMMISSIONER OF
INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. ANDREWS. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Andrews, you are the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue?
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right, sir.
The CIIAIIMXAN. What is your correct title?
Mr. ANDREWS. I am the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. Andyou have been that since when ?
Mr. ANDREWS. Since February 4, 1953.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMOn. Mr. Andrews, as you know, this inquiry relates to the

activities of the Federal Housing Administration. We have found
from 3 months of hearings that builders dealing in FHA-insured
mortgages apparently had 2 objectives in mind. bne was to end up
with some cash on hand after the project was completed and secondly
to arrange their affairs in such a manner that they were able to retain
the cash after the requirements of the income-tax laws. Apparently
it was quite obvious that it didn't help much to make two or three or
four million dollars in 1 year, if one had to pay normal income
taxes on it, because the rates being 75 or 80 percent at that level,
wouldn't leave much.

What we would like to discuss with you is the second aspect of the
two-pronged problem the builder had of making the money and re-
taining it after the requirements of the income-tax law.
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There are three areas where we have found the income-tax laws
played a part in this picture. The first is builders who would create
a sponsoring corporation to get a section 608 loan and when the project
was completed would have substantial funds remaining in the sponsor.
ing corporation after paying all their debts, excess mortgage proceeds
after paying all the debts.

One of the patterns we found is that they would then hire an ap-
praiser who would go out and-ippraise the property at a price or a
figure far in excess of what it cost to build it and usually just high
enough to cover the amount of cash that they had in the bank and based
on that appraisal they would then create surplus in the corporation
and would then distribute the cash that they had in the bank as a dis-
tribution of capital, rather than a dividend of earnings, and claim it as
a long-term capital gain.

One of the most significant cases we had was the Shirley-Duke case
just outside of the District in Virginia, where three men each put up
$6,000 for a $12.5 million project. They immediately went on the
.payroll at $20,000 a year apiece, got their money back in a matter of
weeks and when the building was completed they had $2i/ million of
mortgage money left over, which they distributed to themselves as a
long7term capital gain.
* There were 6 corporations and, as I understand it, on 1 of the cor.
operations they went to your predecessor and obtained a ruling that!he distribution of that money would be a long-term capital gain, tax-
able only at the capital gains rate of then 25 percent and now 26 per-
cent. I understand they did not obtain such a ruling for the other 5
corporations and that you have taken a different view than your prede-
cessor as to the 5 corporations where they didn't get a written ruling.
Is that the fact, Mr. Andrews?

Mr. ANDREWS. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Could you tell us, Mr. Andrews, why you think that the

ruling your predecessor gave as to the 1 corporation should not be
followed as to the other 5?

Mr. ANDPEws. Well, yes; I can tell you that. It might perhaps be
better if I explained why we don't think the ruling should be reversed
as to the first one. So far as we know, that ruling given in the first in-
stance was given in good faith and the taxpayer relied upon it. In
such situations, we usually honor a ruling, even though it might be
disadvantageous to do so. If, of course, we had any reason to believe
that the ruling was not obtained in good faith, then the situation would
be different. However, it has long been the policy of the Revenue
Service-and I think a proper one-that a ruling of that type ought
not to be construed except as to the particular case with regard to
which it is given and especially in a situation where there later be-
comes doubt as to the technical validity of the ruling.

Now, when we took a look at this situation, we just did not think as
a matter of good accounting or good tax administration, that it was
proper to regard this type of income as a capital gain and therefore we
said in the Gross case that we think we ought to tax this income-the
Gross case, incidentally, is the one in Long Island, as I recall it, and
the one which is in the Tax Court-we said, "We think this income
should be taxed at normal rates, as normal income," and we proceeded
on that basis and as you know the case is before the Tax Court now for
decision on that point.
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Now, as to these other 5 companies owned by the people who got the
favorable ruling in the Shirley-Duke case we simply feel that the
ruling ought not to apply to the other 5 cases, that the attitude or feel-
ing of the Revenue Service that. this is not a capital gains transaction
but an ordinary income transaction should apply to those 5 cases.

Afr. Si oN. The Gross case that you referred to is the case involving
the Gross-Morton properties in Glen Oaks, Long Island, where the
testimony before this committee shows that $41/2 million of the mort-
gage proceeds remained in the sponsoring corporations after they
completed the building, and was distributed to the stockholders as a
long-term capital gain?

Mr. ANDREWS. That is right.
Mr. SumroN. The tax rates being what they are, if your position pre-

vails in the Tax Court, I assume the Government will recover a very
substantial portion of that $4 '/ million profit.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is right, sir.
Mr. SI-MrN. Is it your intention, Mr. Commissioner, to apply that

ruling to all of the section 608 cases in which such distributions were
made by sponsoring corporations, other than those in which a specific
ruling was obtained by the taxpayer from your predecessor?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes; it is.
The C]TAIRMAN. Even on those rulings that were obtained prior.

you certainly are going to test them to see whether they were made in
good faith, aren't you?

Mr. ANDREWS. Oh, yes; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't just take them on -their face?
.11r. ANDREWS. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN. You go behind and check into and see whether or

not they were made in good faith ?
Mr. ANT)REWS. I don't know of but the one ruling, though, as I

recall it. I understand there were actually three rulings.
The CHAIRMAN. I am thinking in terms now, since we have exposed

and brought out and thrown considerable light on many, many, many of
these cases-and, of course, in every instance you have had men from
your Department sitting in at all our public and executive sessions,
and we are turning over to you, of course, every bit of information
that we have picked up as a result of this information-you are going
to look behind the curtains on all of them, are you not?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, sir.
Of course, that is exactly what was in my mind when I first brought

to public attention the fact that these windfall profits had been gained
by these companies.

The CHATRMAN. From now on, you are going to bring that to the
attention of this committee, because this committee--had you given
this committee the same information that you gave another committee
a year ago, I am sure we would have gotten started on this investi-
gation a long time before we did.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very frankly on that, Senator, I hoped you would
pick me lip on that because I knew you didn't feel too good about
my having given that information to somebody else.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee that has had 100 percent jurisdic-
tion over housing, there is no question about it in anybody's mind,
the information was withheld from us or at least we knew nothing
about it.
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Mr. ANDREWS.Well, you know, Senator, when you come into Wash.
in ton -

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure it was an oversight on your part but Ijust want to make the public record clear that we should have had the
information much quicker than we received it.

Mr. ANDREWS. When you come into Washington new it takes a
long time to find out who is responsible for what.

The CHAIRMAN. And, unfortunately, the other committee never
once turned over any information to this committee, and even to date
haven't turned over any information to this committee.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, we didn't o to that committee, you under-
stand. We asked one of the attacyies of that committee if it was a
matter in which they would be interested and they said they were
and then they asked for the information and we gave it to them.

The ChAIRMAN. Well, I think they are interested. There is no
question but what they do have an interest in it, did have an interest
in it, and still have an interest.

Mr. ANDREWS. If there are any apologies due this committee, I
want to make them at this time.

The CTAIRMAN. It was going on ifor a period of a year, however,
and we in this committee knew nothing about it and unfortunately
the other committee, knowing, of course, that we had 100 percent
jurisdiction, did not turn over the information to us.

Mr. SImoN. Earlier this year you gave the President a. list of
1,150 section 608 cases, approximately, in which the sponsoring cor-
porations had declared dividends out of the proceeds of the mortgage
as shown by their tax returns, and those cases, of course, were subse-
quently given to this committee by the President.

Do I assume correctly that if you prevail in your position in the
Gross-Morton case, that that rule of tax liability will be applied in
each of the cases on that list of some 1.150 cases?

Mr. ANDREWS. It will be applied to every case. Those and any
others that might exist in addition to those. That was our first list. As
I recall it, the ultimate list was probably even Larger than that, and
that rule will be applied to every case in which there was a distribu-
tion under the circumstances that you mentioned when you brought
this phase of the matter up.

Mr. SIoN. And of the 7,000 section 608 cases that there were, you
say there were more than 1,150 that are on that list, in which this tax
situation exists?

Mr. ANDREWS. As I recall it, the ultimate list, did run beyond that,
and in every one of those cases, the outcome of the Gross case willbe applied to them.ar.S SIo. Now, sir, those cases include only the cases in which
the sponsoring corporation had surplus funds out of mortgage, and
distribution was made, which was taken as a long-term capital gain.

We now have a second group of cases in which no tax whatever
was paid on the windfall profits. The testimony before this committee
has developed this pattern in those cases.

Just as an example of what happened in New Orleans there was a
company called Shelby Construction Co. Shelby created 11 subsidi-
aries, each with a capital stock of $1,000. These 11 corporations, with

$1,000 of capital stock each, applied to the Federal Governmnent for
mortgage commitments which they were issued, totaling $10,800,000.
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The $1,000 capital corporations then entered into a contract with their
own parent corporation, Shelby, to construct the buildings at amounts
which consumed the entire mortgage proceeds so that when the build-
ings were built, the $1,000 corporations had no assets left other than
the real estate, and they were the only corporations that had signed
the mortgage. Nobody else was liable to repay the mortgage. The
excess of mortgage proceeds over costs resided in the parent corpora-
tion, Shelby, and there is a dispute as to how much that was. The
company says it was. $1,700,000. We think it was $2.5 million, and
FHA thinks it was $3.5 million but regardless of which figure it is it
is at least $1,700,000.

Shelby then filed a consolidated tax return for the subsidiaries and
the parent corporation, and took the position that because there was
purely an intracompany transaction there was no tax due on the
excess profit that the parent corporation made on its dealings with
the subsidiary.

A short time later the buildings weren't going so well so Shelby
cut loose the subsidiary corporation by selling the stock in the 11
corporations which had $10,800,000 of Government mortgages, they
sold the stock for $5,000 cash, and a note for another $110,000, which
was later paid out of the income.

The s subsidiary corporations went into default and the United States
is noow foreclosing on the mortgages. But, of course, the company
that has the cash didn't sign the mortgages. Now, that cash, as I
said a moment ago-there was no tax paid initially because they
treated it as an intracompany transaction-it still remains in the
comIpanly. They have not distributed it as dividends. However, they
have used that money for every purpose that it could have been used
for, had they distributed it. For example, one of the officers of the
coml)ay built himself a $350,000 home. He had paid no dividends
to himself-and only a modest salary but the corporation built the
house for him and charged it to his account on the books of the com-
pany. They have used that extra cash to loan it to other corporations
in which they were interested, loaning it at very modest sums of in-
terest. and thereby getting the full use of this money but without pay-
ing amv income tax on it at all.

Is that wholly within the present tax laws, Mr. Commissioner, or
can something be done about that ?

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, that is a long question but let's see if we can
break it. down.

The CHAIRMAN. The reason we are asking these questions is because
the public, the people who are vitally interested, repeatedly ask of us,
are we going to be able to get any of this money back?

That. is about the first question that the average taxpayer asks. Are
we going to be able to get any of this money back? Now, of course,
we can't- get it back unless we can do so legally. If they haven't vio-
lated some law there is nothing that can be done.

Mr. A NDREWS. As a tax commissioner, I am interested in that, too,
because if there is any to be gotten back, I want it.

But, first, let me say this: I think that it would be bad policy for us
to discuss an individual case in an open session.

Mr. SimoN. Mr. Andrews, I have 3 more examples I wanted to give
and maybe if I gave the other 3 examples and you talked about the
whole thing in general terms it might be more satisfactory?
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Mr. ANDPEws. You mean examples of this particular type?
The CHAniRm. Yes; different patterns.
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. ANDimws. Why don't you do that, then?
Mr. SIxoN. The second example I wanted to give was testimony of a

man named Silberman from Baltimore, Sol Silberman, who had a
project with a million dollars windfall and the $1 million resided in
the construction company just as in my first example. He then loaned
$300,000 to himself. I am not certain that I remember the interest
rate, but I think it was at a half of I percent interest. Now, had he
distributed the $300,000 to himself, even a long-term capital gaill
would have been 26 percent. But by loaning it at a half of 1 percent,
if we assume the man were to live 30 years, that would only be 15
percent interest, and since interest is a deduction from his tax liability
anyway, from his income for tax purposes, if you assume that he was
in the 50-percent tax bracket, he would only be paying 71/2 percent
over a 30-year period, if he were to live 30 years. And yet even the
capital gains route would have been 26 percent. And whether that
one was exactly a half a percent or not I don't recall, but there were
many cases where the loan was at a half of 1 percent interest, which
over the man's lifetime, no matter how long he lived, would be a very
modest return or tax liability.

In that same case, he also advanced $500,000 to a race track in Cleve-
land, Ohio, that he owned, and, of course, from his standpoint it would
make no difference whether he had to invest $500,000 in the racetrack
or whether he invested $1,000 in the racetrack and this other company
loaned or advanced the half million dollars to the racetrack and that is
what happened to most of that windfall profit there.

We had another case in Daytbn, Ohio, where in the Page Manor
project they ended up with about $900,000 windfall profit. There were
four stockholders there. The man who was in charge of the property
testified here that each stockholder was loaned $225,000, which is
exactly a quarter of the amount of money they had left over. And
unquestioningly he admitted that they had loaned that money to the
stockholders instead of declaring a dividend, because they were wait-
ing to see the outcome of the Gross-Morton case and they didn't want
to declare a dividend if they had to pay regular income taxes, so they
treated it as a loan.

The last example I wanted to give you was, in many cases-largely
in the New York area-section 608 projects were built on leaseholds,
and the pattern there was, instead of conveying the land to the corpo-
ration that made the Government-insured mortgage, the sponsors
would buy the land in their own name and as individuals they would
own the land, and then they would lease it for 99 years to the corpora-
tion that had the Government mortgage, and the Government would
then give a $10 million or, in some cases, a $25 million mortgage on the
leasehold. And, of course, whatever rent the building corporation
agreed to pay the owner of the land would be a prior lien on the build-
ing, ahead of the Government-insured mortgage. If they ever failed
to pay that rent the Governmbnt would lose its building and its inort-
gage, so the Government would really have to see to it that that rent
was paid for the 99 years or at least for the 33 years that the Govern-
ment mortgage extended.
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Because of the security of the Government in back of the rent, insur-
ance companies have been willing to loan money on these leaseholds
up to 80 and even 90 percent of the FHA appraisal. And we have a
case-and I could use the Gross-Morton case as an example-you will
recall there that there was $4,400,000 worth of mortgage proceeds left
over out of the building loan, but in that case they got a mortgage on
the fee underlying the building for $1,600,000 more than they paid for
the land. I forget what they paid for the land, but I think they paid
$900,000 for the land, and the mortgage was $2.5 million. So they get
$1,600,000 in cash in their pockets, and they say that that is not tax-
able, even though the $1,600,000 is in excess of what the land cost them.
Because they say it is only a mortgage, and the money must ultimately
be repaid. In most cases it is a 30-year mortgage, and in all the cases
that Iknow of there is no personal liability to ever repay the mortgage.
Aind, of course, the 30 years in most cases extends beyond the probab le
lifetime of the man getting the money, so he will never pay it back, and
he is not personally liable ever to pay it back, and he has the $1,600,000
in that case, and many, many millions, and they have all taken the
position in their tax returns that there is no tax liability at all in that
situation.

Now, could you comment on all of those situations generally, sir?
Mr. ANDrDws. As I said, let's approach it generally.
Fortunately, over a period of 40 years of income-tax legislation in

this country, there has been an evolution of provisions which have
closed a lot of loopholes. There are a lot less loopholes existing than
most people think. Obviously the methods followed in these cases
that you have indicated undoubtedly are inspired or were inspired bythe expectation that there were loopholes that made these profits safe
from assessment-at least from the assessment of the high income-
tax rates, and at best, or at worst, we will say, made them subject to
the capital gains tax.
In the evolution of the income tax, there have been provisions of

the law develop which frequently enable the tax authorities to get
at transactions which superficially look like they might be perfectly
safe from taxation.

Without disclosing exactly what we proposed to do, I want to assure
this committee that we think that there are aspects of all these cases
that you have mentioned that at least give us something better than
a fighting chance to get at this income-tax thing, and we certainly
intend to do that.

The CHAIMAN. Mr. Andrews, you see we have a new situation
developing here, or that has developed, as a result of the Government
guaranteeing the mortgages on rental houses. On for-sale houses the
Government guarantees the mortgage, but the dealer, the real-estate
man, the builder, sells the house to a third party and that is the end
of it. He no longer owns the property that he created. But in rental
housing, he continues to own the property.

The Government guarantees the mortgage. Under thelaw, sup-
o0sedly 90 percent of the estimated cost, in the case of section 608.

der the Wherry Act it was 90 percent, and under section 207 1 guess
it was 80 percent, but under the existing laws we have today, the
Federal Government is guaranteeing mortgages on properties that
are for rental purposes, where the man owns and continues to own
the property.
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And yet these builders take the position that if they can talk some.
body into a mortgage, where-the mortgage proceeds are greater than
all their costs, that that money belongs to them somehow, some way,,
without even paying taxes on it, so I think you have a problem of this
committee, the Finance Committee and yourself, as to what to do with
that sort of a situation.

But we do want to encourage the building of rental property. We
certainly don't want builders to take advantage of the Government.
We want them to pay their legitimate taxes. Yet, we don't want to
impose upon them something we do not impose upon other people with
respect to capital gains, but you have a pattern which has developed
here over the last 15 years, a situation rather, that is a little different
than anything else we have, either in capital gains taxation, or normal
taxation, which I think you can readily see. You have this problem
and of course many builders maintain that we are able to get the
biulding for less than the mortgage guaranty because they were effi-
cient builders.

I think in many instances that was true. But the fact remains that
they have that money left over when they get finished.

Now, what are you going to do with it? Is it profit? Is it subject
to normal taxes? Is it subject to capital gains taxes, or should it
remain in the corporation until the mortgage is paid off, and then
of course it would be a capital gain.

Mr. ANDREWS. Of course starting at the back of your question, we
only become interested when a distribution in fact takes place, or
where it in effect takes place so that we can levy the taxes on it.

Certainly as far as we are concerned, our position is firm and very
clearly expressed in the Gross case. We claim this is ordinary income
and is going to be taxed as such and that is exactly what we propose
to do.

Of course we don't know how the Gross case is coming out. We
hope it will be in our favor, of course. We think it should be, but
the courts might disagree with us.

The CHAnMAw. Let me say this. You have given us perfect co-
operation, here, during this investigation during the past 5 months
and I want to congratulate you and the members of your staff that
you have assigned to help us. They have been efficient, cooperative,
and they have really done a fine job. We want you to know that we
appreciate it because as you know, there has been at least one of your
men with us every minute since we started this investigation.

They are all excellent fellows.
Mr. ANDREWS. We have covered every hearing you have held

wherever it has been held and of course that has been helpful to us,
you know.

The CHAIRMAN. And every executive session, too.
Mr. ANDREWS. We have recorded the significant information as to

people involved in this thing, and we have already started to work'
sometime ago on a number of these cases, as you are probably aware.

The CHAnIRAN. Mr. Kenney has a question for you.
Mr. KENNEY. Mr. Andrews, prior to any distribution of the excess

mortgage, the attitude of your department is that there is no income
earned, is that right?

Mr. ANDREWS. I think generally the answer to that would be yes.
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In other words, until there is a distribution, there isn't any income
to the stockholder, who is the person involved, here, in the final
analysis.

Mr. KENNEY. The builder who receives the surplus mortgage or the
excess over cost, continues to pay interest on that amount and that
amount must be repaid to the mortgagee, is that not true?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
31r. KENNEY. Unless lie sells the property and then the purchaser,

of course, will have to continue the paynwent and will have to pay the
interest and the principal payments to retire the amount of money
which has been set up as excess over mortgages. That is correct, is
it not? ? ,

Mr. ANDREWS. That is right.

Going back to your first question, Mr. Kenney, you spoke only of
distribution and of course I directed my answer to that specific ques-
tion, but obviously there could be, and there was, of course in most
cases, a profit to the builder between what he got for the building and
what it cost.

You asked about the distribution and I didn't make my answer
broad enough to cover theprofits of the builders themselves.

Mr. KENNEY. In case the building is constructed by the builder,
himself, or a subsidiary company, and this company earns a profit,
that profit is taxable at the regular income rate?

Mr. ANDREWS. Ordinarily, yes, sir.
Mr. KENNEY. You stated there was some 1,150 section 608 cases that

your department has investigated, or I believe that the builders them-
selves had set out these excess mortgage amounts, is that true?

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me explain how I got that information because
your question is not quite accurate. We did not say that we had in-
vestigated all of those cases.

What we did say was that that was a compilation at that time of
the cases that we could identify as cases in which it appeared from
the tax returns and other information, distributions had been made.

As to those cases to be investigated, many of them had not been, at
that time.

Mr. KENNEY. You would be able to make that determination by
reason of the claim made by the taxpayer in his return ?

Mr. ANDREWS. Either by that or by reference to the files of FHA,
which we did have considerable access to in compiling thak list.

Mr. KENNEY. Do you have reason to believe there is a considerably
larger number than the 1,150 cases that might be similarly involved ?

Mr. ANDREWS. I don't know exactly how many, but I remember in
one discussion of this matter there was an indication by our staff
that there were cases in addition to these 1,100. Just how many there
were, I don't know. I didn't ask because I was primarily interested
in whether or not we were on top of the whole problem, and I was
satisfied that we were.

Mr. KENNEY. Well, do you have reason to believe from the informa-
tion that has been presented to you, that there may be considerably
more than the 1,150 cases?

Mr. ANDREWS. There might be several hundred more, yes.
Mr. KENNEY. You think several hundred would be the limit?
19r. ANDREWS. I wouldn't want to fix that as a limit. I think I

could ascertain that for you, but I wouldn't want to guess, now, It,
50 690-54-pt. 4-49
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is too important a matter to guess about.- I might be able to clarify
that, i-f I may for just a moment.discuss it with our audit chief-:Mr.
Vaughn.

The' CAIRMAN. You believe there may be many hundreds more
than the 1,150?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think there is any question but what you

are correct. We have only audited one set of books and that is the
Woodner set, God knows what would happen if we audited a lot more
of them.

Mr. KENNEY. May I make a further request, that you request the
witness to make a further investigation and as best he can, to supply
us with the additional cases that might be involved in excess of
mortgages.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. SIMON. I take it all that Mr. Kenney's question could possibly
encompass would be the cases in which the excess mortgage funds re-
mained in the sponsoring corporation, and it could not encompass
those cases I gave you in my second category where the surplus funds
remained in a construction company owned by the same people.

Mr. ANDREWS. I might have misunderstood Mr. Kenney's question
because I interrupted it to refer to windfall cases, generally.

Mr. SIMON. Of course if you were to include in your compilation
the cases where the windfall was not in the sponsoring corporation,
but in the construction company owned by the same people, I take
it you would have to have a thorough audit of every set of Jooks
because you couldn't get that from the return, itself.

Mr. ANDREWS. We would have difficulty getting that.
Mr. KENNEY. I agree with General Counsel Simon that there are

profits in these building corporations. Those profits will also show up
in these income-tax returns and I would be particularly interested in
knowing of those profits where they may be excessive.

If you can give us any information along that line, I would appre-
ciate it.

Mr. AN DREWS. Now, what do you mean by excessive?
Mr. KENNEY. Well, within excess of 5 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't know how you can tell whether they are

excessive, or not. You can only go by income-tax returns.
Mr. ANDREws. I am afraid by the time we got that, this committee's

report would long since be written.
The CHAIRMAN. You can only get information as they file their in-

come-tax returns.
Mr. KENNEY. You would not have any evidence readily available

that would not take too long to compile.
Mr. ANDREWS. Oh, no. This is a nationwide thing and involves all

together thousands of cases. I don't anticipate that we could give
you a specific and conclusive answer to your question within any
short time.

The CHAIRMAN. Each apartment building is a corporation, and
builders would have many, many corporations.

Then when you get all through juggling their figures and auditig
their books, it is quite a task.

Mr. KENNEY. Now, I think that it would be readily agreed that in
our investigation, we have found other cases under other sections of
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the ationalHousing Act, such as the cooperative housing program,
section 213, the section 207 program, and perhaps the section 903 and
the section 906 program that would also involve excess mortgage
amounts.

Do you have any record of those cases, or would that information
bereadily available from your department ?

Mr. ANDREWS. I don't have any in that category in mind and I
doubt seriously-well, I would not want to say that it would be readily
available in our records. We can only tell from what is in our tax
returns.

To find out what those tax returns show, means, first of all, identify-
ing the return of every person, firm, or corporation engaged in these
activities to which you refer.

That in itself would be a very considerable task, to attack it as aseparate problem. So the answer to your question is that it is notreadily available. It is there, to the extent that it is disclosed in thetax returns that we have, but to get the full and complete answer
would involve going even beyond that point.

Mr. KENNEY. From your investigation, could you say that the excessof mortgage over cost is peculiar throughout the FHA, or is it limitedto maybe a few offices, particularly the larger offices?
Mr. ANDREWS. I haven't made any geographical analysis of it. Cer-tainly it seems to have shown up all over the country. Not in everyoffice, but certainly it is geographically pretty well spread throughout

the country.
Mr. KENNEY. Would you say it had shown up in a majority of the

FRA offices?
Mr. ANDREWS. I wouldn't want to say yes or no, to that, because Ireally don't know at the moment.
Mr. SImoN. Mr. Andrews, I want to make sure that the record doesnot inaccurately state the answer to the question Mr. Kenney askedyou about the retirement to repay the mortgages.
I take it you understand that no person is required to repay any of

these section 608 mortgages.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right.
Mr. KENNEY. And the onl'y penalty for failing to repay them is thatthe Government may foreclose on the properties?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. KENNEY. But even as late as the day before the Government

forecloses, the practice at least has been in the past to permit them towithdraw any cash that remains in the bank, with no liability to
repay ?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. The third group of questions that I wanted to ask you,to start with-we have been pursuing, as you know, in man. caseswhat happened to the funds in many of these corporations with theSuspicion that they may have gone-and particularly proceeds ofchecks drawn to cash may have gone to improper sources."
Yesterday we asked Mr. Woodner at some length what happenedto the proceeds of a great number of checks drawn to cash in what Iwould regard as substantial amounts-5,000. $10,000, and $15,000.

In many cases he was unable to tell us what happened to that money.I take, it that while that may be an answer to our query, that from
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the tax standpoint you will require in all those cases that they actu,
ally prove -what happened to the money before you permit them to
take the deducti9 as.a business expense?

Mr. ANDREw;s. Our rule is, no proof, no deduction.
Mr. SimoN. We had a case in New York that I think you are fa-

miliar with, where a lawyer had more than $1 million worth of checks
drawn to cash, and for a very great many of them he could give us no
explanation of where the funds went.

N ow, we may guess where they went, but from your standpoint he
must prove where they went or there is no deduction? Is that right?

Mr. ANDREWS. Generally that is our rule; yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. I have one more question, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I don't want you to construe that answer, now, as

any serious qualification, but sometimes you get yourself out on a
limb when you answer a question about the taxability of income or
the deductibility -of expenditures by making a categorical answer to
it, but our rule is that -the least that could be expected of a taxpayer
who wants to make a substantial deduction is that he tell you what
he did With the money in order that you may determine whether it
was deductible under the law.

Now, of course, you know there is some censure of things that tax-
payers have deducted or types of items that are not deductible as a
matter of public policy.
For instance, bribery is a crime against society and it is not deducti-

ble under any circumstances that I know of.
Mr. SiMON. The point I am trying to make, Mr. Andrews, we have

frequently felt frustrated in trying to find out from people where
money went, that they kept saying that they couldn't remember, and
I take it in all those cases, that we have brought out and brought to
your attention, at the minimum, the taxpayer will have a little diffi-
culty in getting the deduction allowed.

Mr. ANDREWS. I can understand that you could be frustrated by
that sort of thing, but it doesn't frustrate us. It frustrates the tax-
payer because he has to prove it.

Mr. SIMoN. We had a case, here, where a builder in the District
made a gift of some land to his son and then built a section 608 project
on the land for his son, in which there was a substantial amount of
mortgaging-out and with the proceeds of that money, he built more
properties and thereby created a very substantial estate for his son.

One of the means by which the mortgaging-out was accomphshe
was the plans, drawings, and specifications for the building were
drawn by the builder's construction company, by architects on his pay

roll. While we have no accurate information as to what the cost of
.those plans and specifications were, the application for an FHA mort-
gage listed the estimated cost of the architect's fees as about $120,000,
and then the father's construction company drew these plans and
specifications and gave them to the son's company, the architect, being
on the payroll of the father's construction company.

Il that a permissible income tax act?
Mr. ANDREWS. It sounds more like a gift-tax problem to me from

the way you explain it, and considering the enormous increase in value
of land that seems to have taken place in some of these transactis,
1 would think that a very interesting gift-tax problem is involved in
a matter of that kind.

3478
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Mr. SiMoN. - What you are saying is where the father's.-construction
company draws the plans and gives them to-the son's rental-housing
property, that is a gift from the father to the son, the the extent
of tie value of the-plans?

Mr. ANDREWS. You will say give them to his son's company; to the
extent that it might have increased the value of the stock -oft-kat com-
pany, it might be considered a gift, but I -was-thinking more particu-
laIly of the gift of the land.

I assume the land was of small value wheh he gave it..
Mr. SixoN. In the case I have in mind, a gift-tax return was filed

for the gift of the land and a gift-tax paid on the land, but the archi-
tectural plans and drawings were given free to the son's company.

Mr. ANDREWS. That would be a question of fact as to what was
intended under the law.

The CHAT A . We are turning over-all the information so that
you may look into it.

Mr. ANDREWS. The information we have gotterihere has been,very
helpful . Ithas enabled us to organize a good procedure for handling
these matters.

The CHAnMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Andrews.
We appreciate your testimony. You have been very helpful to us.

We appreciate it.
Our next witness will be Mr. Corrigan of the Carmac Corp.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God? ,"

TESTIMONY OF LEO F. CORRIGAN, PRESIDENT, CARMAC CORP.,
ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN J. WILSON AND ROGER WHITEFORD,
COUNSEL

Mr. CORRIGAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. I might say with respect to this witness, the testi-

.mony we want from him is purely testimony proving a certain pattern
in respect to this whole matter and the disposal of property that was
originally owned by the Government.

We are simply putting this witness on to show a pattern with respect
to this matter, and that is all.

You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SImoN. Will you give your name and address?
Mr. CORRIGAN. Leo Corrigan, Dallas, Tex.
Mr. SIMoN. You are the president of Carmae CorpI
Mr. CORRIGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. I believe you own half the stock?
Mr. ComuGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimON. And the other half of the stock is owned by Mr. Fikes?
Mr. CoBuGAN. Leland Fikes, Dallas, Tex.
Mr. SiMoN. The Carmac Corp. purchased from the United States

Government, did it, the rental properties adjacent to the District
known as Fairlington and those in the District known as McLeanGardens?

Mr. CORIuGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiMON. Approximately when was the purchase, Mr. corrigan?
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Mr.' =R Ai . Do you mean the finish of the purchase.?
Mr. SIMON.. Yes. When did the sale take place?
Mr. COmIGAN. At-the end of 1946.
Mr. SIMoN. At the end of 1946?
Mr. CORmRAiq. Yes.

*Mr. SixON. And the purchase price was approximately-
Mr. CORMIAN. We entered into the contract at the end of 194A

The transaction was closed at the end of 1947.
Mr. S:MoN. And the purchaseprice was approximately $42 million!
Mr. CORRIGAN. That is right. $43,800,000, I think.
Mr. SImoN. Those properties had cost the Government to construct,

some 4 or 5 years previously, some $48 million ?
Mr. CORRIGAN. That is approximately correct.' We bought them

at the depreciated value.
Mr. SmioN. And as I understand it, the capital stock of Carmac

Corp. is$10,000?
Mlr.CORRIGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Half of which you put up and half of which Mr. Fikes

put up?
Mr. COM RGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. The contract with the Government provided for a

$4 million downpayment and a mortgage on the balance of some $38
or $39. million mortgage for 30 years?
* Mr. CO]RMIGA. The mortgage was, I think, for 28 years. The pay-

mentwas $4 million in cash, which the corporation did borrow, which
Fikes and I did guarantee.

Mr. SIMoN. T e corporation borrowed the $4 million, you and Mr.
Fikes guaranteed it, and the $38 or $39 million balance was a 28-year
mortgage at 21/2 percent interest?

Mr. CORRIGAN. That is correct.
Mr. STmnN. And the interest?
Mr. COR IGAN. And the interest.

.Mr. SIMoN. And the income from the property in 4 years paid off
the $4 million loan?

Mr. CORMIGAN. That is approximately correct.
I might bay, Mr. Simon, through that period we had the good for-

tune of having. one allowable rent increase of 10 percent through the
period and after the -regulations went off, we put in force another 10
percent increase which made some of that earning possible.

Mr. SIMON. During the period of time you were negotiating with
the Government for the purchase of the property, was-the principal
Government employee with whom you negotiated, the manager of the
Defense Homes Cornoration?

M.r. CORRGAN. William Zeigler, yes, sir. -

Mr. SiMoN. After the acquisition of the property you hired Mr.
Ziegler as.your manager?

Mr. CORnRICA. That I did, sir.
2 Mr. SION. These properties were under the general supervision of

the Federal Public Housing Administraiton?
Mr. CoRRIGA-N. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. And the General Counsel Federal Public Housing sit-

uation was David Elliott?
Mr. *CORIGIN. 'Y S, sir. . ' /
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Mr. Simox. And upon your acquisition of the properties you re-

tained Mr. Cruth as counsel?
9r. CO RIGAN. Yes.
Ir. SIMON. Why the 21/2 percent interest?
Xr. CORRIG N. Mr. Simon, I might say that we calculated in our

offer of purchase that we were overpaying for the properties, and cal-

cuilated what we could afford to pay at the reduced interest rate.
The CHAnRMAN. In other words, you talked the Government into

that?
Mr. CORRIGAN. No; we calculated ourselves and made an offer.
The CHAMMAN. You are a good businessman. You talked them

into it.
Mr. CORRIGAN. Well, Senator, I borrowed money at that period at 3

percent; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All other FHA mortgages run 4 and 41/2 percent.

That is my point.
Mr. CORRIGAN. That is correct. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. And of course the other pattern here is that you

hired the people connected with the contract-the negotiators later
went ot work for you?Mr. CoRTGAN. That is right. I bought a lot of properties and each

time I have attempted to hire the staff.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean it is a pattern we have found generally

throughout the country. I am not saying you did anything. I am
just trying to be factual.

Mr. WILSON. My name is John J. Wilson. I am a member of the
Washington law firm of Whiteford, Hart, Carmody and Wilson. My
senior partner Mr. Roger Whiteford and I are here today at the table.

On a previous occasion when I was up here, you were kind enough
to let me make a supplemental statement, and I would like to make a
few remarks, if you will permit me to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Of what nature?
Mr. WILson. Of this nature: I gathered from what you said that

Mr. Corrigan Was called here to establish a pattern and not because
he was being condemned or criticized for what he did. But the im-
pression is left, here, that there might have been something improper
in the employment of Mr. Zeigler--

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this: You are an attorney. The witness
h s already admitted that everything that was said here was factual
and that is all we are interested in. We are not here to condemn or
say he did right or wrong.

I said a moment ago that he was a good businessman, and if he could
get the interest for 2 percent-

Mr. WILSON. You are not charging him with any impropriety as to
Mr. Zeigler and Mr. Cruth?

The CHAIRMAN. We are proving a pattern here,.namely, this gentle-
man got a 21/2 interest rate when everybody else paid 4 and 41/2.

No. 2, that the chief people in the negotiations were later hired by
him and are now working or him.

Mr. WILSON. There are other facts. For example, the RFC passed
"pon this transaction ultimately upon the recommendation of a lawyer
flamed Mr. Dyas who wrote an elaborate opinion on the subject.

Mr. Zeigler had nothing whatsoever to do with passing upon the
legality or propriety of this transaction.
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The CEAZMMAN. And another pattern I wish to create here is that
the corporation behind the mortgage that the Government owns, which
is about a $40 million mortgage, that there was only $10,000 paid i in
capital and that is the corporation, and if it doesn't pay out, this
gentleman walks away and leaves it and the Government gets it.back,
because the corporation only has $10,000.

Mr. WrsoN. There are several answers to that, one of which is,
The CHAIRMAN. Just factually-
Mr. WILSON. I understand, but you leave the situation in an unfair

position insofar as Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Fikes are concerned.
. I want to state this factually if we are discussing facts.

The fact of the matter is that these two gentlemen have put up as
collateral their wealth behind this loan. The fact is that these prop.
erties have been kept up in excellent condition. The fact is thatin
7 years, the Government has received back $7 million.

The fact is that I dare say the Government hasn't got better collat-
eral for any loan it has made.
. The CHAIRMAN. All right; thank you, sir. We appreciate your

testimony, but we don't need any speeches this morning.
Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Franklin D. Richards, former FHA Com-

missioner.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give willbe

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so he tyou
God?

TESTIMONY OF FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. RICHArDS. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter,

please?
Mr. RICHARDS. Franklin D. Richards.
The CHAIRMAN. Your address?
Mr. RICHARDS. 712 Washington Building, Washington, D. C.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the FHA Commissioner from what year

to what year.?
Mr. RICHARDS. From July 1947 to June 30, 1952.
The CHAIRMAN. June 30, 1952?
Mr. RICHARDS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What were you in FHA, prior to becoming FHA

Commissioner?
Mr. RICHARDS. I started in FHA in 1934 as a State director oftthe

State of Utah; I stayed there until 1941 and I became the director
for the 11 Western States, Alaska, and fiawaii, until 1945, and then
I became an Assistant Commissioner in charge of field operations un-
til I was appointed Commissioner.

The CHAIRMAN. We have, I think, just one question, or one problem
in connection with your testimony, and it won t take long, and that is
the contract you entered into with the Woodner Corp. and the moneY
they paid you shortly aftep you resigned.

We just want to know one thing:
For what purpose was this-what did you do for the fee?
You may proceed, Mr. Simon.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Richards, I believe you resigned as Commissioner
of the Federal Housing Administration on June 30, 1952?

Mr. RICHARDS. That is correct.Mr. SIMON. We have a copy of a letter written, or dated July 22,
IM52, from Ian Woodner to H. Loy Anderson, which authorizes- Mr.
Anderson, who I believe was a former FHA employee, wasn't he

Mr. RICHARDS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. To employ you.
I would like to read that letter:
DmA MR. ANDERSON: This is with further reference to our several conversa-

dons with you and others In connection with our attempt to obtain approval of
the Federal Housing Administration and the District of Columbia government
to certify transient occupancy and commercial space in our Rock Creek Plaza,
Inc., project.

We have Just been advised by the District of Columbia authorities that under
no circumstances will they deviate from their regulations. Therefore, it will be
necessary for you to again intercede for us with the Federal Housing Adininis-
tration to permit the occupancy of a number of our apartments for transient use.

This is to authorize and direct you to represent us before the FHA to obtain
the necessary approval and to obtain Mr. Franklin D. Richards to assist you in
this effort. Mr. Richards' compensation shall be as follows: $2,500 herewith-
and the first check is dated July 24, 1952--
w'th 'an additional payment of $2,500 to be made by us to him, on or before
September 10, 1952. The total sum of $5,000 Is to be paid as a retainer forthis work in connection with this effort. In the event that you are successful
In obtaining the approval from the FHA for the occupancy of a sufficient num-
ber of accommodations on a transient basis so as to obtain certificates of occu-pancy from the District of Columbia for the commercial spaces as shown in the
drawings approved by the FHA, an additional $5,000 shall be due and payable onor before October 15, 1952, or 30 days from receipt of such approval, whichever
Is later.

It is further understood that we will dispose of this loan to a long-term ledger
Bubject to a satisfactory servicing agreement providing for the Metropolitan
Mortgage Co. to service this loan at one-eighth of 1 percent.
Was that agreement entered into by you?

Mr. RICHAIUS. After that letter was written to Mr. Anderson, he
transmitted a copy of it to me and I accepted the agreement with Mr.
Anderson to counsel with him and Mr. Woodner and his associates,
relative to this matter under discussion.

I did so and we received the fees, as you, undoubtedly have a record
of the payments, there.

Mr. Simow. On May 22, 1952, while you were still Federal Housing
Commissioner, had Thomas C. Barriner, who was then-and now is--
a Director of the District of Columbia Insuring Office, turned down
the Woodner request for permission to make part of the property a
hotel?

Mr. RICHARDS..I didn't understand your question.
I know the subject matter, but I didn't understand your question.
Mr. SixoN. Had Thomas C. Barringer, the director of the District

Of Columbia FHA office, turned down that application for permis-
sion to turn part of the project into transient rooms, on May 22 1952?

Mr. RICHARDS. I understand that he did and at the time that he
did, however, I am not sure that I was acquainted with that fact.

However, the matter was called to my attention presumably someWeeks later than that when Mr. Anderson and Mr. Woodner requested
arn appointment to see me and my staff to discuss this matter of
transient occupancy in the project.
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Mr. Smos. And Mr. Woodner and Mr. Anderson discussed- the
matter with you while you were still CommissionerI

Mr. RICHARDS. Yes, they did, at that meeting which I referred to.
That was some time along in the middle of Yune, I would say, at
which time the staff members, including Mr. Barringer, I think,
.and others reviewed the matter, and my suggestion at that time, and
the conclusion reached at that time was that the staff members should
work with the sponsors and with the District of Columbia building
officials to see if some satisfactory solution could be worked out.

No decision was reached other than to cooperate to see if a solution
could be reached.

Mr. Sio. And subsequently didn't the District of Columbia
people remain adamant, that they wouldn't change their position
and by letter of August 22, 1952, the National Office of' FHA, in
.a letter signed by Clyde Powell, overruled Barringer and permitted
250 units to be turned into transient use; is that correct?

Mr. RICHARDS. Apparently so.
Mr. SImoN. Are you familiar with this letter of August 22, 1952?
ir. RICHARDS. I don't think I have ever seen it. I have heard

about it.
Mr. SIMON. At any rate you knew that the activity was successful

when you earned the $10,000 and not the $5,000?
The CHAIRM AN. ' And the $9,000 was paid?
Mr. RICHARDS. The $9,600 was paid over a period of time.
The CHAIRMAN. July 24, as I understand it, $25 in November,

$1,000 in December, $1,000 in February the following year, $1,000 in
February, $250, $250, $300, and $300.

Mr. RICHARDS. Those payments were all made to me. They were
deposited in my firm's account and not in my own personal account
because we were rendering this service as a firm.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Curt C. Mack, former FHA manager.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

Mr. MACK. I do.
Mr. SIMoN. Will you give your full name and address for the

reporter I
Mr. MAcK. My name is Curt C. Mack. My business address o.

16 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. STMON. You were chief underwriter.
The CHAIRMAN. In this statement, Mr. Richards, you say you did

absolutely nothing for this $10,000; is that true?
%r. RICHARDS. No, I do not say that. I say I did not represent

Mr. Woodner before the agency. Neither did I make any personal
contacts.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the $10,000 paid you for?
Mr. RICHARDS. $10,000 was paid me for consulting with Mr. Wood-

ner, his attorney, and mefnbers of his staff, with reference to this
particular matter. and that involved the matter of transient occupancy
the policy of FHA with reference to that, the matter of seasonal
occupancy, the matter of furnished apartments, the matter of terfi-
nation of rents in these seasonal and transient occupancy instances.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but the contract you entered into, Mr. Rich-
ards, specifically said you were hired to handle the matter of 250 rooms
becoming a hotel. --Is that not true ?

Ir. RICHARDS. The contract-
Mr. SpiON. Let me read it again, if I may, Mr. Richards.
I am just reading the pertinent part. It is addressed to Mr. Ander-

son and says:
It will be necessary for you-

meaning Anderson-
to again intercede for us with the Federal Housing Administration to permit
the occupancy of a number of our apartments for transient use. This is to
authorize and direct you to represent us before before FHA to obtain this neces-
sary approval, and to retain Mr. Franklin I. Richards to assist you In this effort.
Mr. Richards' compensation shall be as follows: $2,500 herewith, with an addi-
tional payment of $2,500 to be made by us to him on or before September 10,
1952. The sum total of $5,000 to be paid as a retainer for this work in connec-
tion with this effort. In the event you are successful in obtaining the approval
from FHA for the occupancy of a sufficient number of accommodations on a
transient basis so as to obtain certificates of occupancy from the District of
Co1umhia for the commercial spaces as shown on the drawings approved by FHA,
an additional $5,000 shall be due and payable on or before October 15, 1952, or
30 days from the receipt of such approval, whichever is later.

Mr. RICIARDS. It must be remembered that that letter was written
to Mr. Anderson and not to me.

Mr. SIioN. And I understood you to testify that he sent you a
copy of it.

Mr. R IciTARDS. He let me have a copy of it, and the purpose of my-
and the reason that I received a fee was to consult with Mr. Ander-
son and with Mr. Woodner and his staff members as to the policy of
the FIIA, with reference to this type of case, and I reviewed with
them these various details which I mentioned to you.

The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Richards, I am sorry we had to make an ex-
ample of you, but we have had too many experiences in the past with
witnesses, when they get all through, they hand out statements and
ask us to put them in the record, and we have been putting them in
the re,-ord for them without reading them and then we discover later
that the statements were just half-truths and in many instances down-
right false, and in many instances did not cover the subject matter
to which the man testified.

Mr. RIciARDS. I am pleased you asked me to reply.
The Ch ATRAN. I know you didn't intend to have it that way.
Mr. RICHARDS. I did not, and I am very happy that you did ask me

to reply.
The CHAIRAAN. Without objection, we will place this statement in

the record, but we are getting a little tired of witnesses who try to take
advantage of our kindness in ermitting them to put something in the
statement that we didn't read in advance. We had an example like
that with Mr. Cafritz when he was a wtness; we had that example
with Mr. Manilow yesterday or the day before; and we have had it
II many other instances when they hire these high-pressure fellows
to get out statements and hand them out and put things in them, of
Course, that weren t even said in their testimony.

Mr. RICHARDS. I wanted you to see that before we distributed it.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that. Without. objection, it will be

made a part of the record.
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(The document referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN D. RICUARDS

A question has been raised as to my relationship with Ian Woodner and his
Rock Creek Plaza Apartment project, in Washington, D. C.

Following my reignation in June of 1952, as Commissioner of FHA, and my
departure from FHA employment, Mr. Woodner requested me to advise him in
connection with the Rock Creek Plaza project. I Informed him that I would
not represent him before FHA or contact Housing officials on matters considered
by me while I was Commissioner. However, knowing that he had an attorney,
I agreed to consult with the attorney and Mr. Woodner. I did not at any time
appear before the Housing Agency or contact any FHA officials in connection
with this project.

As far as I know, I had only two contacts with Mr. Woodner while I was with
FHA. In one matter a decision was made contrary to his request and the other
matter was referred back to the FHA staff for further consideration.

TESTIMONY OF CURT C. MACK, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. SIo. Mr. Mack, would you again give the reporter your
name and address, please?

Mr. MACK. My name is Curt C. Mack, and my present business
address is No. 16 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

Mr. SIMON. You were chief underwriter for FHA during what
period of time?

Mr. MACK. Excuse me, Mr. Simon. I never had the title of chief
underwriter.

Mr. SIMON. I am sorry. What was your title?
Mr. MACK. My first title in FHA was zone manager and subse-

quently I was director of appraisals and the title I had for the longest
term of my service was Assistant commissioner in charge of under-
writing.

Mr.$I% oN. When were you Assistant Commissioner in charge of
underwriting? What year?

Mr. M.AcK. I was appointed Assistant Commissioner in 1943, but
the duties I then assumed were practically identical with those that
I had. previously under an earlier title, as of September 1940.

Mr. SIMON. Your position as Assistant Commissioner in charge
of underwriting was the top underwriting man in the United States,
in the Federal Housing Administration; is that right?

Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And all of the underwriters in the field were responsible

to youI
Mr. MACK. In a sense limited to the so-called technical, or under-

writing operation, only. Not personnelwise.
Mr. SIMON. Do I understand correctly that the underwriting de-

partment of FHA had the responsibility for at least initially* deter-
mining the estimated replacement cost on which the maximum amount
of the mortgage was based?

Mr. MAcK. Yes, sir. That responsibility was delegated by the
Washington underwriting headquarters to the various underwritin&
staffs in the insuring officesin the States and Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and
Alaska.

The underwriting headquarters reserved the responsibility and the
right to design appropriate technical procedures, to supervise those
procedures, and to participate at the request of administrative offices
or field underwriters in controversial cases.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Mack, in 1942 Congress passed section 608 of the

housing Act which permitted mortgages up to 90 percent of the Com-

missioner's estimate of the replacement cost of the property. In 1947

Congress passed the act of December 31, 1947, which provided, as you

will recall, just a two-sentence law, which provided in the second sen-

tence that in making his estimates of replacement costs, the Commis-

sioner shall make his estimates as close as possible to the actual cost

of efficient building operations. You will recall those five words as

being the precise words of the act: "Actual cost of efficient building

operations."
Mr. MACK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Would you tell us briefly what FHA did to insure com-

pliance with the act of 1947, by its underwriting offices around the
country ?

Mr. MACK. Insofar as introducing any basic change in the under-
writing concept of appropriate cost estimation, the effect was nominal,
for this reason. I had always, and my colleagues, in cost-estimating
work, had always taken what I believe to be called an objective ap-
proach to costs. We never maintained that the cost estimate with
respect to any single project was the precise cost which would be en-
countered, because that would have been an impossible task. Always
the instructions-and this was true not only with respect to section
608 but the instruction of the field offices with cost estimates in section
203, and other sections, was to make those cost estimates in connection
with the normal building practices of efficient builders operating in the
area in which the subject property was situated.

Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Mack, so frequently we get a builder before us whose
actual costs were as much as one-third under FHA's estimates and we
say, how could that happen, and invariably the answer is, "I was an
efficient builder." But the statute required that all of the estimates be
made on the basis of the actual costs of efficient building operations.

Mr. MACK. Yes, Mr. Simon. I myself and I don't believe my col-
leagues ever had access to the actual costs encountered by builders with
respect to specific projects they were building.

Mr. SImoN. You say you did not?
Mr. MACK. We never did.
Mr. SIMON. The charter of every section 608 corporation that ever
t an FHA mortgage was required to file annual statements with the

Commissioner andevery annual statement that I have even seen-and
I have seen several hundred of them-lists the actual cost of construc-
tion of the project.

Mr. MACK. I beg your pardon. -I wasn't sufficiently clear- in my
explanation. The underwriting services involving costs were in-
variably prior to the commencement of construction.

Mr. SixoN. For that project.
Mr. MACK. And once those costs will be estimated, we thought-

and I still believe pursuant to the law and the instruction, that the
Commissioner shall make an estimated cost, a commitment to insure
Saor.tgage was based, in section 608, almost entirely on those costs,

long before any costs of construction had actually be encountered.
Mr. SImoN. Did you ever check the actual costs when these buildings

were completed, as a check on how your estimates were working out?
Mr. MACK. We tried to. The insuring offices, each director was

a member of the chartered corporation. -n fact, he was a director,
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and those reports were sent not only to Washington-I believe they
went to the Rlental Housing Division, they did not uo to the under.
writers-b'ut they lVre p laced also in the hands of the director of the
insuring office which ha jurisdiction over the area in which the prop-
erty was situated.

We used those reports largely for purposes of checking operating
expenses and the accuracy of them.

The CITAIRMAN. How did you miss so many times?
Mr. MACK. I can't answer that.
The CHAIMAN. Were you aware at the time that you were missing?
Mr. MACK. No.
Mr. SIMON. You say you weren't aware?
Mr. MACK. Not in all of these cases. These so-called windfalls

were a shock to me.
Mr. SIMoN. You say you were shocked at the disclosures?
Mr. MACK. At the extent of the alleged windfalls.
_1r. SXoN. Are you familiar with the letter dated June 30, 1950,

a little over y ears ago, from the Comptroller General to the Conunis-
sioner of the Federal Housing Administration?

Mr. MACK. I am sorry I don't identify it by that description.
Mr. SImoN. Under date of June 30, 1950, the Comptroller General

wrote a letter to 'the Commissioner of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration pointing out specific areas of administrative deficiencies, and
especially weaknesses in the underwriting and appraisal operation,
and that letter specifically mentions, and I quote from the letter-
insurance commitments are based on values established by FHA underwriting
representatives. In many Instances these appraisals exceed the estimates sub-
mitted by the builders or contractors.

Was that letter made available to you in 195011
Mr. MACK. I have no recollection of it but I don't want to try to

get technical in underwriting work, particularly in valuation, but we
constantly maintained that under the law we did not value section 608
properties in the sense-of an appraiser's use of the term "valuation."

Section 608 mortgage determinations were based-as we have said
previously right here-on an estimated cost, and to us in our practice,
cost does not, per se, constitute value.

Mr. SimoN. Oh, not at all, but you were required to estimaLe ihe
replacement cost of the property, and in countless cases your estimate
of cost was as much as 30 percent and 35 percent off, from the actual
cost.

Mr. MAcK. I have no recollection of the letter. The cost estimates
were made in field offices, the volume was terriffic and our supervision
was as vigorous as we could perform out of the Washington head-
quarters.

Mr. SIMoN. We had occasion in Chicago, the Michigan Shore
Apartments where the sponsor filed an application with FHA esti-
mating the cost at $7,200,000. FHA estimated the cost of that same
project at $8,650,000, $1,450,000 more than the sponsor and the build-
ing, when finished, had actual costs within $50 000 of the sponsor's
estimate.. He hit it right on the button and FIA. was a million and
a half off. How could you explain that?

Mr. MACK. I don't know the case.
Mr. SroN. Michigan Shores, at 1350 Lake Shore Drive.
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The CHAIRMAN. You see, the unfortunate part about that was that
they based the rents, then, on eight-million-six-hundred-and-some-
thousand dollars plus the cost of the land and other costs which
brought it up over $9 million. This gave them a windfall of about,
I think Mr. Bard, of the General Accounting Office, figured for us and
has so testified, $112,000 a year in additional rentals that they wouldn't
have had otherwise. Over a period of 30 years that was a $3,360,000
windfall in rents.

Mr. MACK. I am not familiar with that case but it would appear that
FHA in its cost estimates was over about 15 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. It should have been 90 percent of $7 million. It
was $8,650,000, so you missed it about $2 million, which would be about
22 or 23 percent.

Mr. MACK. I couldn't speak to a specific case, Senator. I never have
seen it. I would be glad if you wish to attempt to review the case.

The CHAMMAN. Isn't it a fact that the Commissioner at the time
the Congress passed this law in 1947, paid absolutely no attention
to it?

Mr. MACK. I beg yourpardon.
The CHAIRMAN. The Commissioner paid no attention to the 1947

law passed by the Congress saying that it must be based upon efficient
building operations?

Mr. MACK. I could not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. You just testified a minute ago-
Mr. MACK. I said in my own thinking that it had relatively little

effect because we-had-in underwriting-because we had always tried
to seek out those costs which represented a typical level of cost of
efficient builders in the community.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that why you say now that you said you Were
amazed? Or what did you say a minute ago of the number we have
exposed ?

Mr. MACK. The alleged widespread windfalls.

The CITAIMAN. You say you are amazed at it.
Mr. MACK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They are no longer alleged. They are now a real-

ity.
Mr. MACK. If they are proved I don't know it.
The CHAIRMAN. You haven't evidently been following the hear-

ings.
Mr. SmoN. Mr. Mack, in every case that we have had that I can

recall, where witnesses have testified here that their actual costs were
two, three, four and five million dollars less than the mortgage pro-
.ceds, the audit report of those sponsors which were filed with FHA
in a reasonably short period after the project was completed, disclosed
the costs which have now been disclosed here publicly for the first
time, but these audit reports have been on file with F1HA for years.
Did anybody ever look at them?

Mr. MACK. I am certain they did in rental housing but I did Pot
have access to those, as I recall, as a routine matter. I don't recall
seeing them.

Mr. SImoN. The underwriting department didn't look at them
Mr. MAcK. No, sir. Occasionally we requested them for a different

reason. That is to determine operating expenses, or data for our
processing future cases.
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Mr. Simo. But you didn't look at them for the purpose of checking
on your estimates of cost?

Mr. MACK. No; but they were available in field offices and I must
assume, in logical procedure, that the field office where the cost esti-
mates were made, did have access to that data.

Mr. SIMoN. I have just one more question: We have been repeatedly
told that the routine maner for estimating costs by FHA, in the field,
was if an estimator had to estimate the cost of a 4-apartment building,
he would take off his quantities and make a real estimate for the 4-
apartment building. And then if lie had a 400-apartment building,
he would take his costs for the 4 apartments and multiply it by 10,
and that would be his cost for the 400-apartment building.

Is there any basis for that information being given to us?
Mr. MACK. If I ever caught one of our estimators doing it that way

I would give them a verbal spanking, or worse. We had complete
and, I'mquite certain, adequate cost procedures set up for use in field
offices. (Yost data was accumulated monthly under a prescribed pro-
cedure. The so-called 1-4 family dwellings which were highly repeti.
tive in almost all insuring offices because previously the bulk of the
business had been in that, had been set up in what we called cost
locality adjustments for easy cost estimating.

Mr. SImoN. Then, how do you account for the fact that in this
Shirley-Duke property just outside the District, the Commissioner
estimated the cost at roughly $15 million and the cost turned out to Ibe
$10.5 million?

Mr. MACK. You take me into the realm of supposition, Mr. Simon.'
Mr. SIMoNq. I was just hoping you could give us an explanation on

how that might have happened.
Mr. MAcK. I will try.
The volume of section 608 business presented to our insuring offices,

and particularly the insuring offices situated in the larger metro-
politan areas deluged the staff. You will excuse me if I am inaccurate
but these are approximate: I recall in the New York office, for instance,
we had a backlog of section 608 processing which would, by its normal
processing procedure, go 6 months. The act was approaching an
expiration ate and the pressures to get this business processed were
immense.

Mr. SrmtoN. It was a good thing and everybody wanted in before
the act expired.

Mr. MACK. Yes; but it was a hard time getting the builders started
building but once the ball was rolling it snowballed and the avalanche
of business was immense.

Mr. SIMoN. They were slow to get in but once they saw how good
it was they were real interested; is that right?

Mr. MAci. It was the impact of a tremendoushousing demand
that was attempted to be satisfied by a hitherto unbelievably loose
credit system but it was not our purpose to make that loose. We
were trying to follow procedures. Mr. Foley, I believe, was Com-
missioner at the time Mr. Richards was Assistant Commissioner in
charge of field operations and the need to get some kind of a. piece
of machinery which would do a reasonable job and still turn out these
cases was really tremendous and at that time, as I recall--and I
wold be hard put to set the date-Mr. Foley, himself, wrote a letter
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to the insuring offices and as is proper, I suppose, in a good assistant
connissioner, I wrote a letter and said, "Me too."

What it said was:
Now, you can take shortcuts in your cost estimation provided you are con-

vieed that you will get a reasonably adequate conclusion, and you may use

data which you have accumulated on processing similar properties on previous
occasions-

trying to save the material that had been validly created. And at
that time I think there were a good many pretty wide variations
from the established cost-estimation procedure. Excuse me, I know
you won't want me to make a speech.

The CHAIRMAN. That is very interesting. You and Mr. Foley got
out a letter where you said to hurry up and if there could be any
shortcuts taken, to go ahead.

Mr. MACK. But I shook my finger in the letter and said, "Don't go
haywire. You must be convinced."These men in the insuring offices, and we are speaking of the cost
men, were experienced but the experience they had was in 1-, 2-, 3,-
and 4-family dwellings and estimates; they are confronted suddenly
with a 6- or 8- or 10-story building involving steel, concrete, engi-
neering, elevators, and all manner of things, and that was particu-
larly true in the larger offices and the difficulties were enormous.

I am not trying to apologize for the staff, I am trying to answer
possibilities of things that arose.

Mr. KENNEY. At the time section 608 was enacted in 1942, the
requirement for economic soundness was not included in this par-
6cular section of the act, although it had been included in all previous
setions of the act. Do you have any explanation for that'!

Mr. MA cI. Oh yes. I think it was a matter of general understand-
ing in the whole administration , that the words "economic soundness"
to us, meant that the property should have a value equal at least to
its cost, that it should give evidence of continuity and of market-
ability. That is continuity of market demand. So that our valua-
tions would reflect a long-term use, or investment value, rather than
just an immediate productivity. And the whole legislative testi-
mony, as I recall, when title X, itself, was being devised, was that
it was to meet an extraordinary, unusual situation, and that there
was a much higher degree of risk to be involved in connection with
the insurance of these mortgages, because of a greater degree of
doubt of the continuity of need or demand, migration and movement
of people into areas which did not give evidence of continued need
aftr the war.

Mr. KENNEY. It was expected losses might be incurred in excess
of what might have been incurred, had the act been based on economic
soundness.

Mr. MACK. The better the underwriter the more frightened he was
of the import and implications of title XI at that time, although the
experience has been much better than any of us anticipated..

Mr. KZNNEY. The real reason was to produce a large amount of
housing which was critically needed for the war effort.

Mr. MACK. So I understand.
Mr. SiMON. Was there any reason why there was very little mort-

gaging out in 1944 and 1945, when the war was going on-very little
mortgaging out in 1946, 1947, and 1948, during this critical postwar

50 69 o-54-pt. 4-50
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period that everybody talks about when we so desperately needed
ousing, and that all the big mortgaging-out cases involving many

millions. of dollars all occurred in 1949, 1950, and 1951, when that
critical period no longer existed?

Mr. MACKi. The only thing I can attribute it to, Mr. Simon, is
something I have mentioned previously of the tremendous volume of
work. Section 608 got a slow start.

Mr. SIMON. As needs for housing decreased, the desires of the
builders increased?

Mr. MACK. It did run postwar, considerably.
Mr. STMON. The big mortgaging out occurred in 1950 and 1951?
Mr. MACK. Some in 1949, but most in 1950 and 1951.
I think that was possibly due to pressure and the shortcutting of

costs. That is conjectural and I didn't know that before.
Mr. SIMON. Do you think the pressure in the offices to get these

things out could have resulted in more carelessness than there should
have been?

Mr. MACK. Not so much carelessness as actual exhaustion in at-
tempts to meet the demand. Some of these men would work nights
and all night, and the Commissioner himself tried to discourage t]iem
from doing it, but they did. I know many of them did reach the
point of exhaustion. They would make the most ludicrous errors as
we all do when we pass the fatigue point.

Mr. KENNEY. Was the need for housing just as critical in the post-
war period, for returning veterans, as during the war period?

Mr. MACK. Well I think so, Mr. Kenney. On balance-that is, all
together, it varied widely, as you know, by locality, yes.

Mr. KENNFEY. Was the FHA put in a position of having to pro-
mdte housing and at the same time determine acceptability -Tor mort-
gage insurance?

Mr. MACH. Yes, but I wouldn't let the underwriters do it, generally.
There were meetings up and .down and across the country to explain
the facilities of not only section 608, but also section 603, as I recall,
but particularly section 608's.

Mr. KENNEY. From a sound mortgage operation viewpoint, that
is not a sound mortgage operation; isit f

Mr. MACK. I will accept that as a conclusion. Yes, sir. No, sir.
Mr. KEN~y. Did you have difficulties in adequacy of staff in the

processing of costs and the other underwriting operations?
Mr. MACK. The difficulties were tremendous. Not only in connec-

tion with processing, but in connection with adequate compliance in-
spections. We were finally able to convince, we thought, parsimoni-
ous personnel and budget officers to give us what we called then a
movable force of inspectors who after the project had been put into
operation and into construction, that is-we had to make the inspec-
tions as the moneys were paid out by the lenders and we had a staff
of some 70 men, but the insuring offices could not be augmented as to
cost estimators, architects, and mortgage creditmen, because men can't
be trained that quickly, they couldn't be found. They were scarce in
those days. Our personnel difficulties were great.

Mr. KENNrY. You were severely handicapped from the standpoint
of inadequacy of personnel?

Mr. MACK. Yes.

4,1
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Mr. KE1NNEY. In the FHA there are two large divisions. One is

the Reptal Housing Division, and the other is the Underwriting
Division.

The Underwriting Division has responsibility for determining the
economic soundness or the acceptability of mortgages.

The Rental Housing Division had administrative direction over
field offices covering the administrative direction of section 608. The
Rental Housing Division, did it have any authority in your organiza-
tional setup, to determine, or to make your determination of economic
souddess, or did they have any authority over you in any way to
cause you to make decisions that they might want made?

Mr. MACK. With respect to underwriting matters.
Mr. KENNMY. As to economic soundness or acceptability of mort-

gages ?Mr. MACK. No; we often argued, as we did with other administra-
tive persnnel, who had responsibilities to get the job done, they would
not push, but give us arguments, valid-arguments, I thought, but
ultimately when an underwriting decision was made, it was the deter-
mination of the chief underwriter in the insuring office affected. If
someone wished to appeal that, even an administrative officer of the
administration, it could by request be sent to Washington for review.
If it were so sent, it. would be reviewed in the appropriate section of
the Underwriting Division and a finding would have been recom-
mended. The only man who had authority to overrule an under-
writing decision was the Commissioner, himself, and in my total
experience, that was never done except by full conference and collabo-
ration. It was actually done in a very few cases.

Mr. KENNEY. The decision was really one made by the field office,
subject to review if requested by the Underwriting Office?

Mr. -MACK. Yes. If the field office requested a review, it very fre-
qently was sent in by the chief officer of an insuring office-namely,
the Director-to his regional officer. And, if it involved under-
writing-and many of the cases did not involve underwriting, they
involved policy, such as the one I heard here discussed later-as to
whether or not to permit any commercial, but if it involved under-
writing, it was referred to the underwriting headquarters and it was
referred in turn to the section concerned.'"

Mr. KENNEDY. Was it the policy of the Underwriting Division of
the Washington Office to overrule the field underwriter in any cases
other than cases in which he was clearly in the wrong?

Mr. MACK. No. There are eight sections in the underwriting head-
quarters and all of them, by long practice and policy, would never even
make such a finding without collaboration, either by correspondence,
by phone, or by personal supervisory contact with the insuring office
Involved, because so many problems are entirely local in scope, which
bring peculiar but proper results.

ITnferwriting in Washington would never overrule an underwriter's
finding in the absence of obvious error.

Mr. KENNEY. Do you feel the underwriter's decision was based on
the decision of his section chiefs?

Would you explain the process in the office, how these various sec-
tion chiefs would come to a decision and that would finally be sub-
luitted to the Chief Underwriter?
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Mr. MAcK. Well, as you know, there were variations in this pro.
cedure according to the type of case being processed.

Did you have particular reference to section 608 type cases?
Mr. KENmY. Primarily section 608, but it would apply to all cases,

would it not?
Mr. MACK. When a case was received in the insuring office--that

is application was formally filed by a lender-the lender, the approved
lender-was the only person who could file application for a mortgage
insurance contract. The case was duly recorded and then sent to a
man who made a review of it to see if it was generally eligible. And
by that I mean if it met the basic requirements of the law and the
standard practices of underwriting procedure.

If so, the case was then routed to the separate sections having juris.
diction.

For instance, if it was a new case, invariably it would go, as all
section 608 business would, to the Architectural Section for a deter-
mination of the plans-if the plans and specifications were adequate
to meet the minimum property and other requirements to produce a
satisfactory result.

It also went, in the Architectural Section, to the cost-estimating
part of the Architectural Section. Simultaneously the case went to
Mortgage Credit to determine if the promoters had enough capital
available to them to complete the project. And 1 might point
out that every section 608 case that did not involve leasehold financing
had to come to closing with land free and clear, fully paid for, plus
some working capital.

When those offices, including the Evaluation Section-which il this
case is a misnomer because it did not make an evaluation but it did
scrutinize the marketability and adequacy of rents, it set up operating
estimates, operating cost estimates, it set up various other items such
as what was called a reserve for replacement, which is a preferred
operating cost, estimated taxes, estimated insurance and other items,
and then those three sections brought them together into a tentative
conclusion which was then reviewed by a little group called a review
committee of the Chief Underwriter, who was the Chief, the man in
charge of underwriting in that office under the direction of the Direc-
tor, and his section chiefs.

If they had a meeting of the minds and each had processed his case
and credit was satisfactory, the property met construction require-
ments and they made a cost estimation and the rent less the operating
expenses were adequate to support the mortgage, then the Chief Under-
writer, he agreeing, made a recommendation to the Commissioner that
the case be committed for mortgage insurance.

Mr. KENmY. It was merely a recommendation?
Mr. MACK. Oh, yes, sir. All the findings of the underwriters were

transmitted in the form of recommendations without exception.
Mr. KEzNNEY. Was it possible for the Chief Underwriter, or any

two men in the field office to make a decision which was against the
best interests of FHA?

Mr. MACK. Well, the Chief Underwriter had a great deal of Au-
thority vested in him. He had the authority to overrule finding of
any one of his section chiefs, or his section's operations, but if he did,
he assumed full responsibility for the finding.
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Just as in Washington underwriting headquarters, if we overrule
the recommendation of an office, then the responsibility became that of
the underwriting headquarters.

If in turn, in the sections, the section chief had the right and fre-
quently exercised it at that level, to amend or change or overrule the
'firldi~gs of one of his staff and, if he did so, then it was his responsi-
bility.

Mr. KE NY. In the section 608 program and the section 603 pro-
gram, which was the war-housing program, do you know the number of
residential units that were constructed?

Mr. MACK. I believe it ran to 6,000 or 7,000 cases involving 700,000
units.

Mr. KENNEY. The FITA annual report for 1952 states that the total
units is 1,096,860 for a total mortgage amount of $7,110,568,030.

It also states there were over some 7,000 projects.
Now, in processing 7,000 projects, is it not unusual for a certain

number of those projects or a certain percent of the projects to be on
the high side in the estimate of cost?

Mr. MACK. Well, I suppose you could say it that way, since the
underwriting operation cannot, in my opinion, be identified as a
science, but rather was an art of estimating, which involves a good
many sciences. There is certainly going to be some degree of error.
As you may remember, we taught our people that there is no virtue in
over- or under-evaluations, that our constant effort shall be to strive
to get the best and most valid data and therefore, have our conclusions
as accurate as possible.

I would say that there were certainly probabilities that some would
be over, and likewise some would be under, and there must have been
some because I heard some agonized complaints of bankruptcy diffi-
culties and so forth.

Mr. SiMoN. If there is bribery or corruption involved that has no
relation to undervaluing or overvaluing?

Mr. MACK. I am not talking about anything like that. I mean the
objective approach to try to find a valid conclusion.

Mr. SiMoN. You wouldn't include in that either the cases where
the FHA employees would do the work for the builders at night and
then have the builders present their own work to them for approval?

Mr. MACK. I am not talking about any tangents like that, Mr.
Simon.

Mr. SIMoN. I assumed you didn't.
Mr. KENNE.Y. During your experience in FHA, have there been

many cases of dereliction that have been called to your attention?
Mr. MACK. Dereliction? How do you mean?
Mr. KENNY.In performance. The accepting of aratuities-of sub-

stantial gratuities, such as substantial amounts or money involving
bribes of $100 or more?

Mr. MACK. Well, matters of that sort did not touch my part of
the operation. They were administrative in character and if suffi-
cieltly aggravated, were referred, I am sure, to our legal division.

But by virtue of my membership on the executive committee, where
many things were discussed, I had occasionally those matters brought
to my attention, but I would say the ones that I saw over the years
.Were relatively few, in comparison to the three or four thousand menmui udixrg the administrative personnel, in the insuring office, but I

I
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Would not be able to answer -that accurately because many of thos
cases never had any contact with my office.

Mr. KENNEY. Do you know what the overall total of the FHA pro-
gram has resulted in the construction of how many units, or what
total volume of mortgages? -

Mr. MACK. I know that the figures are astronomical, and I may have
a bit of indulgence, that was one of the greatest satisfactions that I
got out of my work, that we were having a constructive influence in
providing housing.

Mr. KENNEY. According to the 1952 Federal Housing Report,,I-be.
lieve they set out a total volume of some $29 billion.

Is it your opinion that the cost estimation done in processing th0,e
cases had been a reasonably acceptable job?

Mr. MACK. Yes. It always was.
Mr. SIMoN. At least that is your opinion?
Mr. MACK. Yes, it always was my opinion. And I believe, on bal-

ances, setting section 608's aside, in the small-dwelling field, -I think
there is a very large degree of accuracy. And if I may speak to that
point for just a moment, sir:

The requirements were that cost estimates include prevailing wages
as determined bv the Department of Labor.

There could have been an .error, there, by virtue of the efficiency
of the producing of labor, but our investigation showed that during
the war and immediately after, the productivity of labor was even
lower than it was the tendency to estimat, in the insuring offices.
They would vary the costs in materials by about 50 percent, some-
times because of that. -Whether a builder charged all of his costs to
a case, I do not know.

Mr. KE;NNEY. Do you have any further statement you would like to
make?

Mr. MACK. Yes, I have one statement.
I do not have a written statement to hand out.
Senator BPALL (presiding). Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. Rank Meistrell, General Counsel for FHA.
Mr. Meistrell, will you raise your right hand, please?
Do you solemnly swear that the statement you are about to make

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF FRANK MEISTRELL, GENERAL COUNSEL,
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

Mr. MNEISTRELL. I do.
Senator BE ALL. Give your full name.
Mr. MEISTRELL. My name is Frank J. Meistrell. I reside at 3700

Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Mr. SImoM . You are the General Counsel of the Federal Housing

Administration?
Mr. MEIST ELL. I am.
Mr. SIMON. You have been general counsel for 3 weeks or 4 weeks?
Mr. MEISTRELL. I became general counsel the 15th or 16th Of

August.
Mr. SIMoN. 1954?
Mr. M.ISEE.LL. 1954, yes, sir.
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Mr. SrxoN. We asked you to be able to tell us, today, how many
questionnaires the Federal Housing Commissioner has sent this year,
to section 608 mortgagors, and how many of them answered those
questionnaires.

Are you able to give us that information?
Mr. MEISTRELL. Yes, sir, I am.
There were 6,438 questionnaires sent to section 608 mortgagors;

1,261 were completed and returned, 1,109 were returned incomplete,
and 4,068 were either no reply or did not file a questionnaire but
claimed certain bases for not responding.

Mr. SimoN. Those questionnaires asked these people whether their
actual costs were in constructing these projects?

Mr. MEISTRELL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Do I understand you correctly that two-thirds of them

have never responded to questionnaires? That is, have never filed
answers to the questionnaires?

Mr. MEISTRELL. That is right. Some of them wrote and wanted an
extension of time or said the information was not available.

Mr. SiMoN. When were those questionnaires sent out?
Mr. MEISTRELL. They were sent out on June 17 of this year and the

infoi'mation was requested to be returned on or before July 15 of this
year.

Mr. SIMON. And as of October 8, you still have two-thirds of them
who have not replied to the questionnaires?

Mr. MfEISTRELL. That is right.
Mr. SImON. Have you been able to tell how many letters you have

received which are verbatum; for instance, the letter you received
from the Plaza Apartments, Inc., of Lubbock, Tex.?

Mr. MEISTRELL. I am not familiar with the letter that you refer to.
The CHAIRMAN. You say you sent out about 7,000 questionnaires?
Mr. MEISTRELL. Approximately 6,500, Senator.
The ClrIRMAN. How many did you get back?
Mr. MEISTRELL. We got back complete, 1,261.
The CHAIRMAN. You had a complete answer to your questionnaire?
Mr. MEISTELL. We have had various responses.
The CHAIRMAN. It is right under the law because FHA owns all

the preferred stock in every one of those corporations.
Mr. MEISTRELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to tell me, then, that these corpora-

tions are defying the FHA? The owners of all the preferred stock
and guarantors of the mortgages?

Mr. MEISTRELL. Yes, sir. They have not responded to the ques-
tionnaire in the numbers that I have testified to.

The CIAIRIMAN. Has there been any organized effort to keep them
from doing it?

Mr. MEISTRELL. We have been constantly writing to them to get
the information, but in some instances they have completely ignored
our request.

The CTAMMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Neel will be our next witness.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?
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TESTIMONY OF SAM E. NEEL, GENERAL COUNSEL, NORTGAGZ
BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. NEEL. I do.
Mr. ,SIMoN. Mr. Neel, you are general counsel of the-tMriage

Bankers Association?
Mr. NEEL. I am.
Mr. Srmow. I hold in my hand a letter to members, on apparently

your printed green form, which says:
To all members from Sam E. Neel. Subject: FHA questionnaire to 608

mortgagors.

In the upper righthand corner it says, No. 26-54, issued June 24,
1954.

Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. NEEL. Yes, sir; and I made a copy available to you at your

request.Mr. Smow. Are you the author of that letter?

Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed.
Mr. SImoN. We would like to put the entire letter in the record

but in substance it suggests that FHA mortgagors might very well
want to-consider writing a letter similar to a copy of a letter attached.

Mr. NEEL. I disagree with that conclusion, Mr. Simon, but you are
at liberty of course to make it.

Mr. SIMON. Is this the letter?
Mr. NEEL. Would you like me to read it?
Mr. SIxoN. I will read it and you may follow me:
DEAR MEMBER: On June 17, 1954, FHA Commissioner Mason addressed a letter

to all 608 mortgagors. Forwarded with this letter was a questionnaire. Mr.
Mason's letter stated that each 608 mortgagor was required to furnish the in.
formation called for by the questionnaire "pursuant to the authority vested in
the Commissioner."

The questionnaire states that its purposes are to (1) determine the actual
cost of the completed 608 project, and (2) to determine the deposition of the
difference if the cost was less than the amount of the mortgage.

The questionnaire goes into the most complete detail about all factors In-
volved in the construction of each 608 project.

The questionnaire is required to be sworn to, and Mr. Mason's letter states
that the data inserted thereon "will be subject to audit under the regulations of
FHA."

For those members of MBA-

that refers to Mortgage Bankers Association, I take it?
Mr. NEEL. That is correct.
Mr. SI N (continues reading):
For those members of MBA who have an Interest in a corporation which is

a mortgagor under section 608, compliance with this requirement of the FHA
Commissioner presents serious problems. One member of the association has
requested my advice as general counsel. Specifically he has requested advice
as to the authority of the Commissioner to compel production of such data.

Naturally, the decision as to whether a mortgagor shall or shall not comply
with the Commissioner's requirement in this case must be made by the firm
concerned. It Is neither my intention nor purpose to direct the decision which
shall be made. -

However, it does seem appropriate to point out that discussions with informed
attorneys and other qualified persons make it quite evident that there is 4
serious doubt whether the FHA Commissioner has any authority either under
the National Housing Act, the regulations issued thereunder, or In his capacity
as a preferred stockholder in each 608 corporation, to require production of such
information as the questionnaire seeks.
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ide. Mason's statement that the questionnaire is issued "pursuant to the au-
thority vested in the Commissioner" cannot create authority where none ex-
ists. An analysis of the provisions of the National Housing Act and the FHA
regulations discloses no language or congressional intent which would create
such authority. The only other apparent basis for authority is the following
language which is contained in the charter of each 608 corporation.- "At the
request of the Commissioner * * * the corporation shall give specific answers
to questions upon which information is desired from time to time relative to the
income, assets, liabilities, contracts, operation, and condition of the property
and status of the insured mortgage and other information with respect to the
corporation of Its property which may be requested. * * *"

8 That the above language was not designed-

The CIA RMAN. Stop right there.
I don't know how anything could be more broad than that. If

there is anything more broad than that statement that was just read,
giving the FHA Commissioner authority to secure this information.
Read it again, will you? Show how broad it is. If it doesn't cover
everything.

Mr. SIMON (continues reading):
The only other apparent basis for the authority is the following language which

Is contained in the charter in each 608 corporation. At the request of the Com-
missioner, the corporation shall give specific answers to questions upon which
Information is desired from time to time relative to the income, assets, liabilities,
contracts, operation, and condition of the property, and status of the insured
mortgage, and any other information.

The CI-ARMAN. Any other information?
M r. SIMON (continues reading):
And any other information with respect to the corporation or its property

which may be requested
Mr. NEEL. I set the statutory language out, Mr. Chairman, and if

in your opinion, which, of course, I would not quarrel with, you be-
lieve-

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Neel, we are just trying to find out today
whether the FHA Commissioner has-whether, in your opinion, and
the association you represent, whether they have the authority to get
this information, because if there is any doubt about it, I will assure
you there will be legislation introduced the first day of the next ses-
sion of Congress, giving them the authority to secure this information.
I just want to find out whether it is going to be necessary to introduce
the legislation.

Mr. NEEL. That would be perfectly proper, Mr. Chairman, and it
is entirely a decision for this committee and the Congress to make.

Mr. SI N. The letter goes on:
That the above language was not designed to cover production of cost data

at a date subsequent to the endorsement by the FHA of a contract of insurance
is the conclusion of competent counsel and other experienced individuals.

Assuming a question exists as to the authority to compel production of the
information, each corporation must then consider the practical dangers inherent
in setting down under oath, data which is subject to audit regarding a trans-
action which may have occurred some years In the past and as to which records
may very well be now Incomplete or lost.

There is also the corrollary question of what authority the Commissioner has
to direct the disposition of any funds of the corporation, assuming there is A
difference between the amount of the mortgage and the cost of the project.

As one attorney stated, this subject of the disposition of any so-ca-lied excess
funds has been discussed In the hearings before the Senate Banking and Cur-
renc7 Committee, has been the subject of many newspaper releases by the
Housing and Rome Finance Agency, and still the FHA has not taken a positive
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and definite position that it has the legal right to direct the disposition ,of my
such funds, If any there be. This attorney further pointed out that the Infer.
mation requested, in effect, is questioning the FHA determination of the insurable
mortgage amount long after all the contract rights and obligations have beei
fixed.

For your information there is enclosed a copy of a letter which it is under.
stood one 608 mortgagor is addressing to the FHA in reply to Mr. Mason's letter
of June 17. Since the identity of the mortgagor is In this case not signifiean
the signature on the letter has been deleted.

Sincerely yours,
SAMUEL E. NEEL, General Counel

Did you write that letter, Mr. Neel?
Mr. NEEL. Yes, I did, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Did it go to all members of the Mortgage Bankers

AssociationI
Mr. NEEL. Indeed it did.
Mr. SImoN. And how many members are there?
Mr. NEEL. Approximately 2,000, maybe a few hundred more.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the letter which you attached, who wrote that

letterI
Mr. NEEL. Well, the-answer to that question is a little bit involved.

I don't know exactly who wrote it. I assisted in writing it. If I had
written it alone, I would be glad to tell you so.

Mr. SIMON. Did you participate in writing it?
Mr. NEEL. Indeed.
Mr. SIMON. And that is the letter which you participated in writ-

ing and which you sent to your entire membership, is that right?
Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed.
Mr. SIMON. The letter reads:
DEAR MR. MASON: Since receiving your letter of June 17, 1954, the officers of

the undersigned owning corporation, have again reviewed the provisions of the
charter of this corporation, its bylaws and the mortgage instrument, and have
discussed your request with our counsel. We believe we have attempted in
good faith to comply with all requirements and obligations of the corporation,
and insofar as we can determine, we have complied with all legal obligations.

Although we have examined and reexamined the pertinent documents we ore
unable to satisfy ourselves that this corporation is under an obligation or com-
pulsion directly or indirectly to furnish the information requested: We were not
satisfied, however, to take this position on legal grounds alone, and have asked
ourselves why the FHA wanted this information for the data to be obtained at
this late date; or what governmental purpose would be served. If we could find
some reasonable purpose to be accomplished our attitude might be entirely dif-
ferent, since It has always been the purpose and objective, of the officers of this
corporation to cooperate with and work with the FlIA "nd all agencies of the
Government to the best of our ability.

Perhaps you have not been with the FlHA for a sufficient-

The CHAIRMAN. That is addressed to Mr. Mason?
Mr. NEEL. He had only been there for a matter of 60 days, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. SImoN (continuing):
Perhaps you have not been with the FHA for a sufficient period of time to

have had the opportunity to review the legislative history behind the various
rental housing mortgage insurance programs, or to analyze all the provisions of
the National Housing Act covering this subject, or to examine all the admiD-
istrative rules and regulations issued over the years to supplement the statute,
or to examine all the operating procedures Issued over the years by your predt

cessors, or to know of the campaigns and promotions initiated by your prede-
cessors, on particular wartime emergency housing programs In an effort to ep*
courage builders and lenders to produce housing for rent. You must, however,
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be aware of the fact that thousands of rental units were produced by private
jndigstry at rentals equal to or below the rentals then being charged for com-
parable units In the area; that the Government could not have produced the
needed housing itself at costs anywhere comparable to the cost of private In-

dustry; and that it would have been doubtful if the needed volume could have
been built in time to meet the demand; and you must be aware of the impact
of sUCh building on the economy under conditions of the free-enterprise system
upon which the strength of this country has been built.

You know or should know the terms and conditions and procedures which
were in effect when projects of this nature were originated and completed. You
will find that the principals of this corporation applied to an improved mort-
gagee for a loan to build a proposed rental-housing project, and the mortgagee
said in effect, we will advance the loan, in the amount that the FHA will agree
to Insure for our protection. We furnished the information and data required,
and were told that the FHA would process the mortgagee's application and would
Independently and for its own account, decide the maximum mortgage loan it
would insure for the benefit of the mortgagee, and would specify the terms and
conditions under which the insurance liability would be undertaken.

The FIHA did not, as far as we can determine, reach its determinations and
conclusions on the basis of our costs; the FHA did not require this corporation
or the mortgagee to keep cost records; the FHA did not stipulate that the mort-
gage amount it would insure could not exceed actual and audited costs; the
FHA did not impose a condition or requirement that this corporation would be
required to submit detailed cost information upon completion of the project, or
when the loan was endorsed for insurance or at any future date.

The FHA did issue a commitment to the lender contracting to insure for the
benefit of the lender a mortgage loan in the dollar amount written on such com-
mitment subject to specific terms and conditions; the FHA did inspect the con-
struction, and upon completion, of construction the FHA did say to the lender
In effect that all the terms and conditions of our commitment have been met
to our satisfaction and the FHA is ready to endorse the mortgage for insurance
In the dollar amount specified. The FHA did in fact enter into the mortgage
Insurance contract with the lender on the basis of the FHA determination that
all the provisions of- the applicable statutes had been met, as well as all the
requirements and rules it had specified as conditions of such insurance.

We have read the publicity issued through the Hcusin Agency, and the news-
paper reporting of the hearings before the Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee, and have been greatly disturbed at the statements made implying wrong-
doing under the law In such general terms as to place every owner of stock in
a mortgagor corporation owner of a project subject to a mortgage insured under
section 608, under suspicion as having violated the provisions of the New Hous-
ing Act, the rules and regulation issued thereunder, agreements or contracts he-
tween the corporation and the FHA, or other Federal statutes. No specific
statutes are cited, no detailed charges have been made of which this corporation
is aware, and in particular at no time have we been advised as to the legal
authority, chapter and verse, under which the F-A Commissioner could properly
demand or require this corporation to apply or dispose of such funds, if any,
which It.may have received from the proceeds of the mortgage.

We have examined all pertinent documents in this transaction, we have care-
fully analyzed your request from the standpoint of such documents, from the
standpoint of a proper and legitimate private business transaction, from the
standpoint of reasonableness and fairness, and can reach no other conclusion
that this corporation and its stockholders have complied with all requirements
of the applicable law, as well as any rules and regulations having the force of law.

We cannot assume that you in your capacity as a responsible officer of the
Government would demand such extensive information and put a private cor-
pration to the time and expense involved to comply, without having first deter-
ined your legal right under the law to make the demand and to force a demand

11)0on this corporation and other rental housing corporations in the same position,
to Opply' such funds, If any, in a manner not specified in the charter,1h mortgage
instrun1,,nt or any agreement or contract between the corporation, and the mort-
ggee n nd the FHA.

Under the circumstances it would seem reasonable to us to request a copy of the
ruling or opinion which you must have obtained from your legal adviser.

In the atmosphere of the hearings, the issuances from your office and the hous-
Ing agency, and the publicity given to the rental housing projects constructed with
the assistance of FHA mortgage insurance, we believe you will readily agree
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that this request is reasonable and necessary to enable this corporation and
others similarly situated to determine the proper course of action to -tahei a
matter which has had such unfair and misunderstood public notoriety.

Very truly yours.

(No signature.)
Is that the letter. Mr. Neel?
Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed, it is Mr. Counsel, and as a matter of fact, I

have never seen any legal opinion or ruling upon the basis of which
Mr. Mason makes his requirement.

As a matter of fact, I was advised-
Mr. SIM0oN. I just saw a very good one written by you, rijht1ere,

written by you.
Mr. NEEL. The difference in lawyers opinions is what makes law.

suits.
The CHAIRMAN. Read Mr. Neel's opinion again.
Mr. SImoN. This is page 2, the first paragraph of your letter to your

members:
The only other apparent basis for authority is the following language whieb

Is contained in the charter of each 608 corporation.
At the request of the Commissioner, the corporation shall give specific answers

to questions upon which information is desired from time to time relative to the
incotne, assets, liabilities, contracts, operation and condition of property and
status of the insured mortgage, and any other Information with respect to the
corporation or its property which may be requested.

That is the best legal opinion that can be written.
Mr. NEEL. You are entitled to your opinion, Mr. Simon. I don't

quarrel with your opinion. As a lawyer, when a client asks my Opin-
ion. I would be foolish if I didn't give him my opinion.

Now the fact that you may not agree with it does not mean I am
under any disability to give it.

The CHAIRMAN. We asked that some representative of the Mortgage
Bankers Association appear today-not necessarily yourself.

Mr. NEEL. No, sir. May I correct that.
I asked Mr. Simon if he wished anybody else, and he asked me

specifically.
Mr. SImoN. We asked for you and all we wanted to show and all we

intended to show was that you, as counsel for the Mortgage Bankers
Association, gave this opinion to its members and circulated this letter
with whatever suggestion the recipient might care to infer from the
contents of the letter, to every member of the Mortgage Bankers
Association.

Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed, I did.
Mr. SiMON. That is the fact?
Mr. NEEL. That is the fact.
The CHAIRMAN. And in substance, what you were telling them to do

was to tell FHA to "go to hell" ?
Mr. NEEL. That is your statement, Senator.
The CHAMMAN. That is my statement, and-I stand on it, and I think

the record speaks for itself. And I want to say-
Mr. NEEL. I don't agree with it.
The CHAIRMAN. And I want to say that instead of cooperating with

this committee, to uncover the dirt, what has happened-and we cer-
tainly have been factual and we have been fair-at no time have YOU
ever offered to be, at any time, to be cooperative with this committee.
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Instead you issued statements such as this, you have issued press
releases, and as far as I know, to this date, as an association, you as an
attorney, ,have never turned your hand, and have never assisted one
iota, anything that has actually happened in respect to this investi-
gation.

Mr. NEEL. I don't think that is an accurate statement of what has
occurred, Mr. Chairman. May I make a comment on it?

The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. NEEL. In the first place, the letter which was addressed to the

members of my association, which you have just read
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this question: Have you ever

written a letter to them suggesting that they cooperate with FHA or
this committee?

Mr. NEEL. I was attempting to answer your other question and in
answering that, I will answer the question you have just asked.

The C-HAIRMAN. Isn't it a fact that when we started the investiga-
tionin this committee that you issued a press release which was very,
very critical, which not only criticized the committee but the President
of the United States?

Mr. NEEL. That is not correct, Mr. Chairman. We never issued any
such press statement. We issued a statement which criticized the man-
ner in which Mr. Hollyday was dismissed as Commissioner of the
Federal Housing Administration. That statement was issued before
your committee had any investigation or started any investigation.
And since the date your committee started its hearings, we have made
no public statements of any sort regarding the conduct of the opera-
tions of your committee and it would have been presumptuous of us in
my opinion to do so.

As a matter of fact, I have made a complete review of the literature
on the subject which was published either by my office or the Chicago
office of the association, and I have all the literature available if
you wish me to read it, which I think is really beside the point, but
it does show that in no instance, in any literature published by this
association, have we been critical of the conduct of this investigation.

The CHAIRMA. Would you like to make it a part of the record?
Without objection, it will be made a part of the record.
(The information referred to follows:)'

[Washington News Letter, No. 141, issued June 23, 1954]

REORGANIZATIONAL BOMBSHELL

After the time had passed within which a formal reorganization plan for
H*FA could be considered this year according to the procedures of the Reor-
ganization Act, a sweeping modification of the authority of the HHFA Admin-
istrator was accomplished In a rider to the independent offices appropriations
4ill, which was passed on June 17.

Introduced by Representative Phillips (Republican, California) as an amend-
rent during the consideration of the conference report on the bill on the floor
of the flouse, the rider provides:

"* * * the Administrator's general supervision and coordination responsibil-
ities under Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1947 shall hereafter carry full authority
to assign and reassign functions, to reorganic and to make whatever changes,
including the reallocation and transfer of administrative expense funds and
authority where applicable, necessary to promote economy, efficiency, and
fidelity in the operations of the Housing and Home Finance Agency." [Emphasis
Surplied. ]

I
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The Phillips rider was Introduced without notice and passed without -debate
and sent to the Senate, along with the whole appropriations bill, where it Wa8
passed a day later, again without explanation of its meaning or discussion of
its effects.

This is legislation in an appropriations hill with a vengeance. A similar
effort, atempted a year ago, was blocked when FHA Commissioner lollyday
discovered what was intended. It now becomes an accomplished fact-Over
the known opposition of the diverse interests in the building and lending fields,
without the opportunity for public hearings or consideration by the congressional
committees designated to deal with reorganizational proposals.

EFFECTS OF THE RIDER

There Is no question that the rider gives the HHFA Administrator virtually
complete-authority over the constituent agencies and leaves the Commissioners
of FHA and PHA and the Home Loan Bank Board only with such functions
as are either specifically delegated or not specifically withdrawn.

The extent to which this authority will be exercised is, of course, not known,
Administrator Cole has issued a memorandum stating that the purpose of the
rider Is to assure the coordination of policy and operation essential to an efficient
carrying out of the urban renewal provisions in the pending legislation and
that It does not change the statutory functions of the constituents.

It may be inferred from this that the operations of the Home Loan Bank
Board will, at least, not be Immediately affected. On the other hand, because
of the proposed new sections 220 and 221 of the National Housing Act,. which
are closely related to urban renewal, as well as the discredited position in which
FHA has been put in congressional and public eyes, that agency is likely to
be pretty fully dominated by HHFA. This view is supported by the fact that
already control of FHA investigations, much of the authority over personnel,
and approval of title I claims have been quietly taken over by HHFA. The
language of the rider seems broad enough to make any more specific transfer
of statutory authority unnecessary In order to accomplish such centralization as
may be deemed advisable.

FHA INVESTIGATION CONTINUES

Senator Capehart has announced that the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee on June 28 will resume its Investigation of FHA's 608 operations
with Deputy HHFA Administrator William F. McKenna (who has been placed
in charge of the administration's own probe of FHA affairs) as the first witness.
The hearings will continue at least to the end of the session and will cover
all aspects of the FHA operation. Indications are that builders involved In 608
projects will be called as witnesses. Some of the hearings will not be public.

In the meantime (June 11), Administrator Cole has released the names of
corporations Involved in 70 projects financed under the provisions of section
608 of the FHA statute which are alleged to have obtained "windfall" profits,
with the statement that these cases have been or are being referred to the
Department of Justice "for such civil or criminal proceedings as may be indicated
by the circumstances of each case." Mr. Cole did point out that a "windfall"
did not itself imply any illegal act or other irregularity.

REPERCUSSIONS OF THE FHA INVESTIGATION

As part of a loophole-plugging operation, FHA Commissioner Mason issued
in May an order forbidding any corporation organized under sections 207, 608,
803, and 908, to declare dividends out of capital or to make any changes in capital
structure. This was followed, on June 17, by an order requiring all housing
corporations with properties financed under section 608 to submit In great detail
Information relating to the construction cost of the properties.

Authority for these actions was based apparently on provisions In the corPOr-
ation (barters giving the FHA Commissioner, as holder of certain shares of
preferred stock, the right to require answers to specific questions "relative to the
income, assets, liabilities, contracts, operations, and conditions of the property,
and the status of the Insured mortgage, and any other information with respect
to the corporation or its property which may be requested."

Inquiry of those who originally drafted this form of charter reveals that t8is
language was intended to refer to matters arising out of the operation of the

property after completion and did not relate to construction cost, over whiCh
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FI1A, depending on the expertness of its appraisals, did not assume jurisdic-
tion,

As a result of the "windfall" disclosures, tenants in two New York FHA rental
projects have attempted to obtain rent reductions, claiming that the result of

the alleged inflated cost was to place the rents at levels higher than would
otherwise have been permitted. In both cases the New York Supereme Court

decided against the tenants on the grounds that neither the statute nor the
regulations contemplate downward revisions of mnximuim rents on the basis
of actual construction costs, and that tenants have no right or interest in
respect to mortgages, ground rents, or profits earned by their landlords but
are simply parties who must live up to th eir contracts.

In a California case relating to a defaulted FHA title I loan, the court ruled
that the bank making the loan could be made party to a suit by the Government
to recover, on the plea of the United States district attorney that the institution
bad used bad judgment in making the loan. Trial date has not yet been set.
The situation is being closely watched by MBA counsel.

THE LEGISLATIVE TANGLE

Because of delay in the pending housing bill (ff. R. 7839), Senator Capehart
Introduced, on June 22, a joint resolution (S. J. Res. 167) providing for a 1-month
extension of FHA's titles VIII and IX, FNMA, the VA direct lending authority,
and farm housing, all of which would expire at the end of this month.

Although the House has agreed to go to conference on the housing bill, there
is no chance that the conference committee will meet until after July 4, the only
question being how long after. This makes certain that the bill cannot be
passed much before the end of July at best, with the real possibility that action
will be crowded against adjournment. There is beginning to be some talk
that the bill may be dropped In favor of a further continuing resolution.

As matters now stand in respect to the crippling amendments referred
to in newsletter No. 140 and letter to members No. 22-54, the probabilities are
as follows: Some modification of the excessive coinsurance proposal for FHA
title I; dropping of insurance of loans on trailers; restoration of authority to
Insure existing property mortgages on the same terms as new; dropping permis-
sion of "equity" loans for low-priced FHA houses: replacement of the term
"substantial" conformity in connection with the builders' warranty; dropping
of the amendments offered by Senator Byrd.

Efforts to work out a practicable substitute for the cost certification and rene-
gotiation requirements in connection with insured rental housing mortgages
have not been successful, although the provision in the Senate bill may be
modified to conform more closely to that now applicable to mortgages under
titles VIII and IX. At this late stage, the prospect is that no agreement will
be reached about a secondary market facility other than a standby continuance
of FlNMA.

THE PUBLIC HOUSING SITUATION

The future of the public housing program has become snarled in the racial
Issue, brought to the fore by the Supreme Court's decisions banning segrega-
tion in public schools. Some Negro leaders have effectively raised the cry that
a vote against public housing is a vote for segregation, thus placing many of the
northern legislators in an uncomfortable spot. Also present, though beneath
the surface, is the possibility of an effort to apply some antisegregation provi-
sions to F HA activity.

This situation in part accounts for the rapidity with which the housing bill,
despite many dubious features, was passed by the Senate. It was no doubt a
consideration Influencing the House to send the bill to conference without
specific instructions limiting the amount of public housing to be approved. It
may also become an argument for deferring action altogether in favor of con-
tlnuig the status quo. If this should eventuate, it would be possible to put
under construction during the 1954-55 fiscal year the 35,000 or so public-housing
Units for which contributions contracts have been entered into, and probably to
prepare for another 35,000 units for the following fiscal year.

ADVISORY GROUP MEETS ON VOLUNTARY CREDIT EXTENSION

On June 18, Administrator Cole met with representative mortgage, savings,
and commercial bankers, savings associations, and life-insurance companies to
discuss operating policies under the proposed National Voluntary Credit Exten-
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slon Committee plan to be set up under title VI of the pending housing bill. XBA
was specifically represented by President Clarke and General Counsel Neel,

All present were in substantial agrement that, while committee members should
met t~eir own expenses, an adequate staff should be provided by the Govern.
meant, that meetings should be held at frequent and regular intervals, and that
no alternates for members should be permitted. The group strongly expressed Its
view that the national committee should be privileged to issue statements on
policy whether or not in agreement with the chairman. It was recommended
that the membership pattern of the regional committees follow that of the
national committee as to builder and lender representation.

The group pledged the support of the program by all types of mortgage lenders,
making clear, however, that the plan could not be operative unless interest rates
were kept at marketable levels and mortgage terms conformed to sound banking
practices.

BANK RESERVE REQUIREMENTS LOWERED

The reserve requirements of member banks of the Federal Reserve System will
be lowered in a series of steps to be effective over the next 6 weeks. Reasons
advanced for this action were the anticipated needs of funds for crop movement
and fall inventory buying as well as the necessity for providing a strong backstop
for Treasury financing after the beginning of the new fiscal year.

This action, which had been expected for a long time, assures that an ample
Supply of funds, at probably some reduction in going interest rates, will be
prevalent during the remainder of 1954.

[Washington News Letter, No. 139, Issued May 20, 1954]

WHAT GOES ON?

On May 17, FHA Commissioner Mason submitted to the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee recommendations that, in the opinion of industry leaders,
would end rental-housing financing under FHA. On May 18, the committee,
having returned to its consideration of the housing bill, voted to restore the
public-housing program to the maximum permissive limit of 135,000 family units
a year.

Under these circumstances, it becomes a little difficult to comprehend adminis-
tration policy. We have the peculiar spectacle of a supposedly business-minded
administration following the counsels of the public-housing lobby rather than
that of its business advisers. In fact, it will not be possible to know exactly what
the policy is, let alone understand it, until a bill is finally agreed upon in a
conference committee of both Houses.
I The prospect is that the Senate will act before the end of the month and
that the conference will follow immediately. The Senate seems likely to accept
the new administration recommendations. The House will balk on the public-
housing proposal and may moderate some of the extreme restrictions proposed
for FHA.

COST CERTIFICATION FOR SECTION 207

In order to end abuses allegedly resulting from operations under FHA's section
608 (terminated in 1950), rigid cost-certification requirements will be applicable
to section 207 and other multifamily project operations, if the Mason recommen-
dations are accepted. The certification becomes a final means of, limiting the
amount f the mortgage after the project has been completed. Here are the
proposals:

1. For section 207, the mortgage should not exceed 80 percent (or 90 percent
if the number of bedrooms equals or exceeds 2 per apartment) of the sum of the
certified actual costs plus the FHA estimate of the fair market price of the
unimproved land.

2. For veterans' cooperatives under section 213, the limit would be 95 percent
of building cost and estimated price of the unimproved land.

3. For section 221 apartment projects, the certification would be on a 100 t
percent basis.

4. For rental operations under sections 220 and 803 and nonveteran cooperatives
under section 213, the limit would be 90 percent.

Appearing with a special committee of industry advisers assembled by Com-
missioner Mason on May 12, MBA President Clarke pointed out tha;P 0st

audit cost certification was foreign to private, mortgage lending practice; tIJft
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it involved inequity and decreased incentive, that, because of all the difficulty

In defining and determining cost, it was wholly impracticable. To complicate

matters further, FHA would now be required to estimate, as a basis for final

loan determination, the "fair market price of the unimproved land," rather than

value in connection with a completed property. Since this is an even more diffi-

cult matter on which to make an unchallengeable judgment than building cost,

it can only lead to endless dispute.
There can be little question that, with such a procedure in operation, the effi-

dent builder would usually be able to obtain a better deal through a conventional

mortgage of two-thirds without the delay, uncertainty, and exposure to criticism

and attack to which he would be liable in his relations with FHA.

PROPOSED CHANGES IN FIIA SALES HOUSING PROGRAMS

Commissioner Mason's recommendations for statutory revisions contained

these provisions about sales housing:
1. The more liberal terms in the pending legislation should be limited to 1- and

2family dwellings. Maximum limit on all other classes would be 80 percent.
2. Firm commitments to builders should not exceed 85 percent of the amount

available to owner-occupants. This would mean that, where an owner-occupant
could get a 90-percent loan, a builder could get no more than 76.5 percent.

3. Mortgages on section 213 sales co-ops should be based on value and meet the
test of economic soundness.

4. The maximum mortgage limitations on section 203 should apply to sales-
type co-ops, except that for veterans co-ops the ratios could be 5 percent higher.

5. A minimum 5 percent cash downpayment should be required on all sales
co-ops, and the maximum term should be limited to 30 years.

In addition to the above, the Commissioner has asked for broader authority
to proceed against persons who "willfully violate the letter or spirit of the Na-
tional Housing Act" or the regulations thereunder, as well as for greater flexi-
bility in handling administrative expenditure to meet changes in demand.

Note that no change is proposed for the 100 percent 40-year section 221 opera-
ton except to require cost certification in respect to rental housing loans made
under its provisions.

TIGHTENING UP TITLE I

The most drastic recommendation offered by the Commissioner in respect to
FHA's repair and modernization program would be to require that lenders carry
defaults to judgment and take initial steps toward correction before being able
to get the benefit of the loan insurance. An alternative of a 10-percent cuinsur-
ance, applicable each year to claims in excess of a certain fixed amount or ratio
to total loans, is also offered.

Either of these proposals, by adding measurably to the cost or risk of the trans-
action, will tend to reduce volume.

Other title I recommendations are: Limit loans to essential home improve-
ments: give the Commissioner more definite power to suspend participants in
the program; limit the total amount of loans to any one borrower: strengthen
the penalty provisions; limit approved lenders to publicly supervised institutions;
increase the investigatory staff; carry on a program of consumer education;
require the lender to tell the borrower the amount of the proposed obligation and
to warn him against abuses; require salesmen to certify absence of abuses.

OUTLOOK FOR THE HOUSING BILL

Itis almost a certainty that the legislation will contain the bulk of the recom-
mendations described above. A fight may be made on the cost certification pro-
posal, and while it may be somewhat watered down, the chances of eliminating
It altogether are poor.

A builder's warranty provision, probably as already passed by the House, will
be retained, but the anti-Communist certification probably will be dropped.

The maximum amount of a 95 percent home loan will undoubtedly be held to
$8,000, and the scale of loan-to-value ratios in the bill as introduced will be
retained for 1- and 2-family structures.

The requested Presidential power to vary Interest rates, downpayment require-.
ments, and maturities has a poor chance of inclusion.

The FNMA proposal hangs in the air. While the balance is in favor of the
setup -Included in the House bill, it is possible that the outcome may simply be

50690-54-pt.4--51
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a temporary extension of the present FNMA. The provision for voluntary credit
extension committees will be kept without substantial change.

The urban renewal provisions as passed by the House will be enacted, although,
with the expected restrictions on FHA's rental housing and repair loan insurance
programs, their effectiveness will be diminished. The fate of section 221, despite
continued administration sponsorship, is somewhat uncertain. Some additional
features, relating to smoke abatement and loans for community facilities, may be
included.

The Senate committee's public housing proposal has no chance of final accept-
ance, but a 2-year, 35,000-unit per year public-housing program may, with a
struggle, get through.

VA's direct lending authority will be extended.
The subsidized farmhouse loan and grant program under the 1949 act will be

extended.
THE FHA INVESTIGATION

Although to date there have been no indictments in connection with the dis-
closure of alleged abuses under the FHA repair and rental housing programs,
investigations are proceeding under the new HHFA Deputy Administrator, Wil.
1ham F. McKenna and the Assistant Attorney General, Warren J. Olney, I1.

The Byrd committee investigation of the section 608 cases continues. No evi-
dence of criminal acts has been disclosed, and the number of cases of "windfall
profits" has been substantially reduced.

While the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency is expected to delve
further into past practices of FHA after the conclusion of its legislative work,
no plans have yet been announced.

The cleanout at FHA is now about complete. Almost none of the former top
otcials remains. FHA President J. Stanley Baughman is temporarily serving
as Acting Deputy Commissioner. Herbert Welch, formerly of the HHFA staff,
has moved in as Director of Information. Charles A. Bowser, whose appoint-
ment was announced prior to Guy Hollyday's resignation, has taken office as
Director of Underwriting. Otherwise, no new permanent appointments hare
been revealed.

The focusing of attention on Investigation and legislation has taken it off
reorganization. Little apparently has been done toward completing the rumored
HHFA reorganization plan during the past several weeks, although the matter
does not appear to have been dropped. Since, to conform to the requirements
of the law, a plan must be submitted to Congress 60 days before adjournment, it
is evident that whatever Is to be submitted must be handed up within the next
week or two.

OTHER LEGISLATION

The tax bill is moving slowly through the Senate Finance Committee and will
reach the floor toward mid-June.

The proposal (S. 975) to restrict branches of Federal savings associations to
the same pattern as for State savings banks and associations branches is sched-
uled for early Senate consideration. Chances are 50-50.

Representative Wolverton (Republican, New Jersey) has sponsored H. R. 7700,
to create a special mortgage Insurance plan for medical facilities. Hearings
have been held by the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. Pas-
sage this year is improbable.

Senators Anderson (Democrat, New Mexico) and Schoeppel (Republican,
Kansas) have introduced S. 3339, authorizing the Farm Credit Administration
to have the direct lending authority formerly exercised by the Land Bank Com-
missioner-first and second mortgages on real or personal property, including
loan to co-ops up to 5 percent of value, or $7,500 top limit. No hearings have
yet been held.

THE STATE OF THE MARKET

The excitement in Washington appears to have been unnoticed in the markeL
Amid generally Improving conditions, there is at least no evidence that investi-
gations, allegations, or proposed legislative changes, have yet had any ill effect

New private housing starts in'April, at 109,100, exceeded any private monthly
activity In 3% years, and are now running at a seasonally adjusted annual rate 6f
1,159,000. A bigger production year than 1953 is almost assured. A final total
figure for 1953 of 1,103,800 has recently been announced.

FHA new home applications in April exceeded in number anything since laSt
May, thus ending the lag that had been evident since the beginning of the year.
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For section 203 activity alone, new applications were ahead of any month since

1950. Project applications, due to a volume of section 207 applications 2%

times that of the first 4 months of 1953, were substantially above last year's

activity. Through April, title I operations showed no sign of adverse effect.

VA appraisal requests during the last 3 months were higher than during any

previous time since October in 1950, the month of the big preregulation X push.

Total for the first 4 months of 1954 reached 133,960, compared with 77,460 for the

corresponding period a year ago.
The farm situation remains clouded, with evidence of improvement or at least

stability being countered by signs of further decline. Farm lending by insurance

companies is down, but only by 1 percent. Farm real-estate values, according

to the Department of Agriculture, drifted moderately lower during the first

quarter of the year. Although values in most of the North Central States held

up well, declines elsewhere reduced the average for the country to 2 percent

below last November and 6 percent below March of 1953.

[Washington News Letter, No. 138, issued April 30, 1954)

HOLLYDAY LEAVES FHA

Since the events which began April 12 MBA officials have been active daily
in an effort to represent the interests of the association and all its members
in the present controversy. Other than Mr. Clarke's statement of April 12,
which was sent to all members, no report has been made to the membership
since the evidence was not all in and the facts not all known. While all the
facts are still probably uncertain, the Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee's hearings are over, and, therefore, we have about as much information
as will be availableefor some time.

Although the news of the abrupt dismissal of FHA Commissioner Guy T. 0.
Hollyday on April 12 and the subsequent investigation of FHA activities by the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee has been widely carried, the conduct
of the Administration remains inexplicable even after 2 weeks of effort to obtain
and weigh the facts.

The best light that can be put on the episode is that precipitate action was
taken on the basis of unwarranted suspicions concerning Hollyday developed
by the Department of Justice. These derived from the circumstances that
(a) the undermanned FHA investigatory staff had not reported on derelictions
in the title I operation to the extent that Justice considered them to exist,
(b) the FHA had not proceeded to investigate windfalls in the section 608
operation, (c) the resignation of a man had been accepted while his record was
under investigation.

No consideration was given to the facts that Hollyday was a man of unim-
peachable integrity; that he had sought and been denied funds needed for
investigatory work; that, despite the inadequacies of his investigators, Hollyday
had moved vigorously to prevent the contintiance of alleged abuses in his
December regulations; that the so-called windfalls in 608 operations were
matters beyond the Government's reach except in cases of tax violation or
personal collusion; that Hollyday had requested Justice to make investigations
In the latter connection and, receiving no response, had proceeded to remove the
person in question.

Hollyday was never informed that Justice had facts on FHA operations not
known to him, and there is no evidence that at any point anyone insisted that
iollyday be kept informed or otherwise stood at his defense. On the contrary,

the evidence to date clearly shows that an intentional decision was made not
to advise Hollyday of what was going on and not to give him an opportunity to
answer any questions concerning his administration of FHA.

THE RE PERCUSSIONS

As the dust settles, it begins to be possible to Judge the effects of these
events:

(a) On Hollyda.-Despite the personal unpleasantness of the experience,
the nationwide response of his friends and the several prompt offers of impor-
tant Jobs indicate that Hollyday's fine reputation has not suffered. He returns
to Baltimore as chairman of the board of the Title Guarantee Co.
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(b) On the admin tration.-By focusing attention on Hollyday's supposed
shortcomings instead of upon those of former officials, the administration
succeeded in dropping a bomb in its own camp and lost whatever political
advantage-might bavy been gained from a less clumsy maneuver. In addition,
it has undoubtedly alienated numerous influential supporters who cannot help
but consider that an injustice has been done.

(c) On the FHA.--Firings, resignations, suspensions have stripped FHA head.
quarters of such experienced personnel as Walter Greene, B. C. Bovard, Howard
Murphy, and Arthur Frentz, leaving the new FHA Commissioner Norman Mason
at considerable diffl. ulty in conducting official business. Fortunately this sort
of thing has not extended to the field offices, where no serious interruptions or
uncertainties are reported.

Some ientures of the disputed reorganization plan have incidentally been
put into effect with the seizure of FHA files, the transfer of all investigatory
activity to HFA, and the Increased jurisdiction over FHA personnel matters
by the HHFA Administrator.

(d) On con8truction.-New single-family housebuilding is not likely to be
affected by the upset. FHA applications during the third week in April rose
to a high for the year, continuing a strong upward trend and surpassing any
single week's volume since last May. FHA rental housing activity seems
certain to be reduced, but this eventuality would not greatly affect total volume
Repair and modernization work may be temporarily hurt; and here much will
depend on how quil.kly the prestige of the FHA title I system can be restored.

(C) On legislition.-Immediately after the April 12 flareup, Chairman Cape.
hart, of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, opened hearings to obtain
suggestions as to how the pending housing legislation might be modified so
as to preent recurrence of the alleged abuses in the FHA operations. After
holding sessions during 2 weeks, the committee has now withdrawn, giving little
indication of what it will do to the bill.

Since there Is wide agreement that the Hollyday regulations will get the
title I situation under control, it Is likely that the least that will be done will
be to Include these in the law. However, more crippling amendments may be
added, and at least one member of the committee has stated he will move to
abolish the program entirely. Some form of cost certification is certain to be
applied to rental and co-op housing. The liberalization in loan terms for
titles I and 11 may be less than formerly expected, and the 100 percent mortgage
feature of the proposed section 221 may be dropped.

It will probably be at least 3 weeks before a bill is reported and early June
before one is passed, If Indeed a housing bill comes up at all for final consider-
ation by this Congress.

MBA'S TESTIMONY

Responding to Senator Capehart's invitation to testify at his hearings, MBA's

executive committee, assembled for the directors' meeting at Colorado Springs,
held a special session to determine the context of the testimony and directed
General Counsel Neel to fly overnight to Washington to comply with the assigned
date.

Mr. Neel recalled for the Senator's attention MBA testimony In 1950 opposing
an extension of section 608 and pointing out dangers inherent in it. He ex-
pressed the belief that, while the current rental housing operation was not
exposed to the same degree of risk, the cooperative program was, and urged
equalizing the terms as between sections 207 and 213. Re opposed the cost-
certification idea. He said that the Hollyday regulations were adequate to pro-
tect the repair and Improvement loan operation.

Restating Mr. Clarke's testimony of the previous month, Mr. Neel showed the

section 221 proposal to be subject to the abuses claimed for the section 608
activity, and that the danger would be increased by the kind of bailout FNMA
provided In the new bill. He opposed the increase of the limit of 95 percent
loans to $10,000 as Included in the House bill. He urged that FHA's investigative

funds be increased and that independence of FHA from supercontrol was the
best way to assure responsible administration.

A copy of Mr. Neel's statement is enclosed for your information as are copies

of the statements of Mr. Hollyday and Mr. Murphy. The complete text of the

Senate hearings will be available shortly and may be secured by writing directly
to the Superinteqdent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
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CONTINUED INVESTIGATIONS

The going-over of FHA promises to be a continuing function for some time.
The Senate Banking and Currency Committee has obtained $150,000 for the
purpose. HHFA Administrator Cole has asked for an equivalent amount for
the slme purpose. The Department of Justice is proceeding on its own account.
The Internal Revenue Service has its investigation well underway.

Where all this will lead or what it will turn up, no one can surely say. The
battle against the abuse of title I has been a long one and even the Assistant
Attorney General has said that successful prosecution is difficult. The Internal
Revenue Service has indicated that its quarrel on the 608 cases is a technical
one and that evidences of criminal acts have not turned up. Collusion may be
discovered in respect to specific projects, but old hands are skeptical.

Important to recognize is that, by past legislation or recent regulation the
possibilities of abuse have been greatly reduced. Moreover, with this experi-
ence on the record, it is not likely that the investigative function will soon again
be so starved as to prevent adequate policing.

Finally, it has to be emphasized that, against the vastness and complexity
of the FHA operation, the number of cases where excesses occurred or unlawful
acts were involved is gratifying small. While these cases must be: purnued to
their resolution, the caution expressed in the MBA testimony should be kept to
the fore: "It would be tremendously unfortunate if in the heat of controversy
we should permit this country to lose confidence in the FIA program and to
destroy its future usefulness."

THE NEW FHIA COMMISSIONER

The one reassuring factor in the situation is the new FHA Commissioner,
Norman P. Mason. Mr. Mason, a successful materials dealer of Chelmsford,Mass., has, during the past several years, devoted most of his time in one Way
or another to the service of the construction industry.

As president of the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association, director of
the Clianiber of Commerce of the United States and head of its construction andcivic development department committee, spokesman for the chamber on housing
legislation, member of various governmental advisory groups, including thePresident's Special Housing Committee, Mr. Mason has gained the esteem and
confidence of men in all branches of building and mortgage-lending activity.
He brings to the job the advantages of his broad acquaintanceship with the in-
dustry and familiarity with the FHA operation.

It should be clearly understood that Commissioner Mason was in no way aparticipant in the events leading up to the removal of his predecessor. Under
extreme pressure from the administration, he assumed the task of restoring abadly rocked institution, and he will have the support and cooperation of his
many friends in this effort.

MASON'S POSITION'

The new Commissioner's point of view is conservative and his attitude toward
FHA has always been one of wishing to preserve its sound business characterand to keep it from fringe activities that would threaten its financial inte.grity.

To this end he has supported the proposition of separating the administration
of the Government's credit functions in housing from those dealing with sub-
sidles and must be considered a stout advocate of the independence and responsi-
bility of FHA. The views of the pending legislation expressed by him on behalf
of the national chamber closely paralleled those of MBA.

MAr,. Mason endorsed the idea of a flexible interest rate for FHA and VA mort-gages. He stood by the advisory committee proposal for rate control by astltltory committee rather than by the President and suvrgeqted that the Presi-
dential controls of other mortgage terms and conditions "could be eliminated
from the legislation without loss." He endorsed the modifications in the EHAloan-to-value schedule as in the bill as introduced, the increase in the maximum
Ilortgage amount, the equalization of terms for new and existing construction,the increases in title I loan limits, and the open-end mortgage.

While approving the idea of establishin- a permanent secondary mortgagemarket facility, Mr. Mason indicated a preference for features and limitationsof the plan Proposed by the advisory committee rather than those in the bill. His
View of section 221 was that "with the other proposed changes in section
203 * * * this special type of loan will not be needed."
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SIGNS OF SPRING IN BUSINESS

Amid the alarms and excursions described above, the mortgage business, gal.
porting and supported by a volume of construction surpassing that of last year,
has been going vigorously forward. The supply of savings has not only steadily
increased but. has also been made available in greater amounts by all types of
lending institutions. ,Interest rates have continued to decline--litest evidence,
the dropping of discount rates by all the Federal Reserve banks. The 4% per.
cent FHA and VA rate is again taking the business without great difficulty.

In other sectors of the economy, signs of a leveling of the decline have be-
come fairly convincing. Total employment has been increasing during the last
few months; the recent increase in unemployment has been slight. Inventories
appear to be coming into better balance as salesmanship gets more vigorous.
Bad spots remain in the automobile, automotive parts, and household appliance
fields, but no serious worsening has appeared.

Particularly encouraging are the indications of improvement in the farm area,
showing up in a strengthening of the market for farm equipment. A number
of large concerns report a leveling-off of the 2-year decline in sales. Best con.
ditions are reported in the corn and hog regions. Farm mortgage activity by
life-insurance companies has been larger than a year ago.

[Advance proof of an editorial from the May 1954 issue of House and Homej

Now Is THE TIME To SPEAK UP FOR FHA

AN EDITORIAL

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Seldom has that truism been dem-
onstrated more sadly than by the harm the well-meaning President has just
wrought in the housing field.

For this we cannot blame the President. He has too many other responsi-
bilities to study and understand the intricacies of Government relationship with
any one industry-even though this industry is growing to be America's biggest
and most dynamic, even though it is the outstanding example of what intelligent
collaboration between Government and business can achieve at no cost to the
taxpayer.

But why was there no one among the White House advisers with the knowledge
and courage to tell him the FHA "scandals" he has helped spread all over the
front pages are an old story full of dangerous and misleading half truths. an
old story that looks very different when all the facts are told? (See box below.)

Why was the President allowed to be a party to the flood of misleading head-
lines and occasional outright falsehoods that have discredited the whole home-
building industry and the whole Federal Housing Administration in the eyes
of millions of uninformed readers?

"The reasons * * * as announced are unbelievable to anyone familiar with the
operations of the FHA-" was the unanimous verdict of a conference of the
Mortgage Bankers' Asp.clation. Was it necessary to burn down the whole for-
est to drive out a few wolves?

This was no sudden revelation of danger and evil. Indeed, the only call for
haste was to beat a Democratic Senator to the gun on an expose which would
have hurt the Democrats more than the Republicans.

CONSIDER NOW THE: RESULTS OF THE PRESIDENT'S ACTION

1. The President has made his own Republican appointee the scapegoat for
"scandals" under the Democrats 5 years before the scapegoat took office.

2. He has pilloried one of the most upright and honorable business leaders he
bad been able to bring into his administration and so warned businessmen every-
where to stay out of Government service lest they too be sacrificed to make S
Roman holiday. "

3. He has endangered the whole housing program of his own administration-
a program whose importance to better housing it would be hard to overestimate,
a program which could have been the Magna Charta of slum rehabilitation and

housing conservation, a program history might have recorded among his admin-
istration's outstanding achievements in the domestic field. And he timed big
attack to the very moment when the program, after months of study, seemed
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assured of passing both Houses of Congress within a matter of weeks.
4. He has upset a significant experiment in industrial democracy inaugurated

by his own administration-an experiment in which the best brains in the in-
dustry were called in consultation and worked night and day to reconcile their
often-conflicting interests behind a program from which the home-owning public

,haa more to gain than the home-building industry.
5. He has weakened the strongest single support on which his administration

was counting to sustain prosperity in the, present business decline-the high
volume of home-building that generates good business in so many other lines.

Money lenders are notoriously timid about investments which may be subject
to such public criticism as has just been heaped on high-percentage mortgages--
and without high-percentage mortgages most families must drop out of the market
for homes.

This magazine is no apologist for abuses in FHA. On the contrary, this
magazine has done more than any other agency, public or private, to put the
faults of FHA clearly on record so they could be corrected, and if the President
could have found time to follow our pages regularly he would have known all
about the criticisms of 608 financing and all about the troubles with title I repair
loans. He would also have known the reasons for the troubles and the steps long
since taken to correct them.

For example, 52 months ago-in January 1950-this magazine (then part of
Architectural Forum) published what is still recognized everywhere as the
definitive critique of the apartment-house boom financed under FHA section 608-
u critique headlined "Private Profit and Public Risk." This caused a furor in
Congress and was one principal reason section 608 was not continued.

Last fall we spelled out in so many words how "consumers are being swindled
out of millions of dollars in the field of home improvement * * * on a loophole
in Federal law." That report played at least some part in the stricter title I
regulations Commissioner Hollyday Issued.

We have recognized rare signs of fraud in some FHA offices and at least once
we went much further than the libel laws allowed to point a finger at the suspects.
and just 2 months ago we gave 12 pages to a roundtable report detailing the harm
some of FHA's appraisal policies and practices were doing.

Because we have never condoned what is wrong with FHA we are proud to be
the first to reaffirm that:

1. FHA is the best thing that ever happened to the home-buying public. It
has enabled millions of families to own far better homes than they could other-
wise afford. FHA has enabled home building at long last to enter the industrial
revolution with all its promise of progress and economy.

2. FHA is the No. 1 example of Government and business partnership at no
cost to the taxpayer.

3. FHA offers the only firm foundation for redeveloping our slums and reversing
the spread of blight through private enterprise with private capital.

4. With few exceptions FHA has been staffed by devoted public servants, many
of them working for much less than they could earn in private enterprise.

Now is the time for everyone else who knows and understands and values what
FHA has done for the country to speak up clear and bold.

There is no use crying about the harm and injustice that has Just been done.
We are fortunate that a man of Norman Mason's experience and character has
been willing to take charge at FHA at such a moment. Now is the time for all
good men to rally behind him and salvage what can still be salvaged of the pro-
gram that was so incontinently and inexplicably wrecked.

IIIRE ARE TWO DANGEROUS HALF-TRUTHS THE PRESIDENT MIGHT HAVE EXPLAINED

I1alf-truth No. 1
PHA insurance under section 608 enabled many apartment builders to get

mortgages for more than their total cost.

Trhe whole truth
Por all its faults the 608 program was an outstanding success in achieving the

goals set by Congress and the President. "By harnessing the most acquisitive
Ispects of private enterprise" it broke the back of the postwar housing shortage.

8o faij this program has not cost the taxpayers a penny, and there is no longer
any good V'eason to believe it ever will. On the contrary it saved the taxpayers
hundreds of millions of dollars they might otherwise have had to spend to achieve
theSamep goal through public construction.
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The 608 program can be understood only by remembering the tremendu
clamor for new housing after the war, when returning veterans were sleepingOR
park benches, living in Quonset huts, and doubling up in their parents'.attle.
Expediter Wilson Wyatt was making new headlines each day with new schemes
to get home-building started. Of all the schemes he tried, section 608 was the
only one that paid off big in the end. Said our editors 52 months ago: "This cor..
bination of public risk and private profit is perhaps the only way an apartment
boom could have got started under rent control, which suspends the normal aetlon
of supply and demand on all postwar housing." Though many of the section 608
loans insured by FHA were bigger than the cost of the project, few have gone
into default, and most of these have been put back on a paying basis. All the
608 loans have now been substantially reduced, and with each passing year the
danger of large scale default gets smaller. Meanwhile the FHA insurance
reserves against such defaults are piling up.

When the need for section 608 passed, Congress allowed it to lapse in 1950.
galf-truth No. 2

The public has been defrauded out of millions of dollars on repair and
modernization jobs financed under FHA title I.

The whole truth
Title I has enabled some 2 million homeowners a year to finance home Im-

provements they could not otherwise have afforded. Some of these homeowners
have been overcharged for shoddy jobs, usually by racketeers masquerading as
honest contractors.

Congress never had any Idea that FHA could guarantee homeowners against
poor workmanship or excessive charges whenever they decided to repair the roof
or install a new bath. And so Congress allowed FHA only three inspectors
(increased last year to six) to check up on all these jobs-jobs which averaged
1,200 a day per inspector.

Congress had expected the banks which made the title I loans (at 9.6 percent
Interest) to assume primary responsibility for policing title I. When many of
them failed to do so Commissioner Hollyday issued new regulations last fall
fixing their responsibility clearly. Thereupon Administrator Cole congratulated
him on his "straightforward approach to the problem," and the President.'s own
ad% isory committee on housing policy said: "These new regulations will correct
the abuses and no further requirement should be Imposed at this time * * * A
mandatory inspection requirement would,be unworkable and would serve onl
to curtail drastically the scope of the title I program."

[Letter to Members, No. 17-54, issued April 14, 1954]

To: All members.
Subject: Resignation of Guy T. 0. Hollyday.

DEAR MEMBERS: You will find enclosed a copy of the statement issued by me as
president of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America following the an.
nouncement of Guy Hollyday's resignation as Commissioner of the Federal
Housing Administration.

To the extent that your own sentiments are reflected by this statement you
should feel at liberty to express yourself to your Senator, Congressman or to the
White House. The removal of Mr. Hollyday came as a complete surprise to all In
attendance at the Eastern Mortgage Conference in New York. Many of Our
board of governors and some of our executive committee were available for'their
counsel. The urgency of the situation In my opinion required an immediate
statement of our position.

Should you give expression to your Ideas please send copies to our headquar-
ters office in Chicago and tell your officers how you feel as to the action taken,Very truly yours, W. A. CLARK, President.

Upon hearing of the resignation of Guy T. 0. Hollyday as Commissioner of the
Federal Housing Administration, W. A. Clarke, president of the Mortgage Bak-
ers Association of America, today (April 13) Issued the following statement:

"The forced resignation of Guy T. 0. Hollyday as Commissioner of the Federal
Housing Administration is unwise and unjust. In Mr. Hollyday's resignation the
administration and the entire country have suffered a great loss.
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"We are indignant at his abrupt dismissal. This move reflects discredit not
upon Mr. Hollyday but upon the administration. The reasons for Mr. Hollyday's
dismissal as announced are unbelievable to anyone familiar with him or with the
operations of the FHA.
"tjs well known that the alleged abuses in the emergency apartment-house

program relate to an activity which was ended and terminated by the Congress
in 1950, long before Mr. Cole and Mr. Hollyday were appointed in their positions.
It is also well known that the misuse of the home Improvement and repair pro-
gTam has been under intensive Investigation by Mr. Hollyday. Contrary to the
published statements, this association knows what tremendous strides Mr. Holly-
day has made in less than a year in strengthening the FHA.

"In our opinion, Mr. Hollyday's resignation has been forced not because of any
indifference to abuses of the PHA system even though that is the announced
reason. We wonder whether the real motive behind this summary firing is the
fact that Mr. Hollyday Is known to have opposed the administration's plan to
transfer from the FEA to the Housing and Home Finance Agency the authority
and responsibility placed by the Congress with FHA. The effect of Mr. Holly-
day's firing is to remove a man who opposes this centralization of control which
he believes to be wrong and the weakening of the agency he was appointed to
administer.

"Mr. Hollyday's summary dismissal will be resented by everyone who knows
him, knows what he stands for and what he has endeavored to accomplish for the
administration. It Is a blow to good government and to the cause of enlisting
Intelligent and honest people in government."

(Letter to Members, No. 27-54, issued July 13, 1954]

To: All members.
FTom: Samuel E. Neel.
Subject: Interim report on FHA investigations.

DILn MEMBER: Recent MBA News Letters have contained some informa-
don describing the current FHA investigations, and their effect upon the pro-
posed Housing Act and the operations of FHA.

It has been suggested, however, that this special letter to members be cir-
culated In order to describe in more detail recent events in this field.

I. Operations of FHA: Following Mr. Hollyday's dismissal on April 12, the
President appointed Mr. Norman P. Mason as Acting Commissioner of the
Federal Housing Administration. Mr. J. Stanley Baughman, president of the
Federal National Mortgage Association was temporarily assigned to assist Mr.
Mason.

Also on April 12, HHFA Administrator Cole announced the appointment of
Mr. William C. McKenna as Deputy Administrator in charge of the FHA inves-
tigation. The Investigative staff, which had formerly been attached to FHA
was transferred and placed under Mr. McKenna's control. As Mr. McKenna's
investigation proceeded, his offices were moved, to the FITA building itself.
According to a statement made before the Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee, there are now approximately 95 investigators operating under Mr.
MeKenna's direction.

From time to time following Mr. McKenna's appointment, various of the
former PHA polieymaking officials were dismissed or suspended. At the end
of June, Acting FHA Commissioner Mason announced major changes In the
organizational setup of his agency. These call for 4 assistant commissioners
(Technical Standards, Programs, Operations, Administration), 3 directors (Pub-
lic Information, Minority Group Housing, Examination and Audit), and a Gen-
eral Counsel, all reporting directly to the Commissioner.

The Assistant Commissioner for Technical Standards will direct an Appraisal
and Mortgage Risk Division (Underwriting) nnd an Architectural Standards
Division (corresponding to the prewar Technical Division). Programs will
invOlve the Research and Statistics Division and "formulating and appraisingFFIA programs in the light of objectives set by the Congress." Adininistration
Will take in the functions of comptroller, personnel, general services, and budget.

The Assistant Commissioner of Operations will carry the full responsibility forexecuting all operations in the field including the duties formerly exercised by the
assistant commissioners for title I underwriting and rental housing. He will
thue8man the central point for the entire program.
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Aside from Assistant Commissioner Charles A. Bowser (Technical Standards)
none of the top Jobs and few of the second-line jobs have been filled. The follow w-
Iug positions are among those still vacant: (1) Deputy Commissioner; (2) (en.
eral Counsel; (3) Assistant General Counsel; (4) Assistant Commissioner for
Administration; (5) Assistant Commissioner for Operations; and (6) Assistant
Commissioner for Programs.

Commissioner Mason is attempting to find candidates to fill these positions,
a Job which is understandably difficult under today's conditions. Mr. Mason's
own nomination as Commissioner is now before the Senate Banking and Cur.
rency Committee, and hearings on his confirmation are expected to'be held
within the next few weeks.

From the above analysis it will be seen that with the exception of the large
staff devoted to investigative functions, the FHA headquarters office in Wash.
ington is operating with a skeleton staff of policymaking officials. The effect of
such a situation on the business of F-A is difficult to assess and will Probably
be felt and make itself evident to members in the field more quickly than it
will to observers in Washington.

II. The FHA Investigation: For reasons of convenience, the FHA investi-
gation can be spoken of as such. Actually one of the confusing aspects of this
situation is that there are at least three separate and distinct investigations
now being conducted, these are: (1) The internal investigation of FHA prac
tices and procedures which is being conducted by Mr. McKenna; (2) the inves.
tigation now being conducted by the Senate Banking and Currency Committee,
and (3) the investigation which is being conducted by Senator Byrd as chair.
man of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures.

Certain information about Mr. McKenna's internal investigation was made
public in his latest testimony before the Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee. This will be described briefly hereafter. Other aspects of his investi.
gations have not been made public, and, therefore, it is difficult to report the
extent of these investigations and what their ultimate results will be. It is
understood that numerous builders and some lenders have been approached par-
ticularly with reference to operations under section 608 and title I. The 608
questionnaire distributed by Acting Commissioner Mason and which has been
the subject of an earlier letter to members is an example of the procedures
likely to be involved as this investigation progresses. Other information on
this investigation is contained in a letter dated June 25, 1954, from Administrator
Cole to Senator Byrd, printed in the Congressional Record of June 30, 1954, which
reads, in part, as follows:

"* * * For various reasons, including a test of our sampling process, a ques-
tionnaire has been directed to all section 608 projects. A copy of that ques-
tionnaire is enclosed. Failures to reply satisfactorily to that questionnaire will,
in the least, indicate a possible need for further investigation of the nonrespond-
ing corporation. The responses to the questionnaire will also provide overall
statistics as well as individual case data.

"Substantially the same program is in process with respect to section 207,
section 213, section 803, and section 908 operations of FHA, except that no
questionnaires have yet been directed. In addition, more limited studies are In
progress with respect to section 608-10, section 609, and section 611. The Inves-
tigation covers the use of section 203 for multifamily rental housing projects,
and, in a much more general way, the section 203 program of FHA. * * *"

The investigation of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee is under
the control of Mr. William Simon, who was employed by the committee especially
for this purpose. It is understood that the committee investigative staff 1a1
also been conducting field investigations of its own.

On June 28, 1954, the committee, following a number of executive sessions,
began a second series of public hearings focused on the financial arrangements Of
rental projects financed under section 608.

As the first witness in this series of hearings, Mr. McKenna produced for the
committee the details of 29 section 608 projects in which mortgage loans had been
made In excess of actual projects costs. Many of these situations have been
reported extensively in the newspapers.

Mr. McKenna also produced for the committee a report on instances where
builders had allegedly violated the minimum-wage provisions of the National
Housing Act without effective prosecution by FLA.

Following Mr. McKenna's testimony, the committee called as witnesses the

officials of a number of 608 corporations. The testimony so far shows how the
omission in the 608 regulations of two significant clauses which were in the 20
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regulations could have produced unusual profits in the few instances out of the
total where builders took advantage of their absence.' These provisions were
(1) the prohibition against liens other than the mortgage, (2) the prohibitionagainst the redemption, purchase, or paying off of any stock or interest in the

corporation except with the Commissioner's approval.
The first of these omissions permitted corporations to obtain their risk funds

in the form of loans rather than of stock investment, thus reducing their cor-
porate tax liability by the creation of an interest charge, and permitting the
corporation to be capitalized with a minimum of paid-in capital.

The second permitted a close identity of the owning and building operations,
the retention of funds ordinarily paid out for building, services, and, in the end,
the distribution of all such funds in the form of a capital gain rather than of
income.

Without passing on other aspects of these transactions, it is plain that the
visible effect would be to give the appearance of a very low base against which to
figure profit at the same time that it showed what seemed to be a very high
profit. Even in the most spectacular cases a much more normal profit ratio
would have been revealed if the project (as the majority of 608 projects were)
had been subject to the section 207 procedure. Also the Government's tax take
wou!d have been increased.

Other matters stressed in the recent hearings were: (1) The promotional
activities of one lender, which is said to have organized projects and advanced
funds for land purchase and other initial expenses, as well as provided the
mortgage funds; (2) the alleged failure of FHA to enforce the prevailing-wage
requirement under section 608; (3) the avoidance of the $5 million project cost
limitation, and (4) the conversion of 608 projects to accommodate transients.

After temporarily closing the hearings on July 2, Chairman Capehart an-
nounced that, beginning July 12, hearings would be resumed in Washington at
which time former FHA officials may be called. Mentioned were former Com-
missioners Raymond W. Foley and Franklin D. Richards, former Deputy Com-
missioner Walter Greene, and former Assistant Commissioner Curt Mack.
Additional testimony will also be taken from section 608 participants.

Following the Washington session, Chairman Capehart stated that the
Banking and Currency Committee would carry its investigation into a number of
the largest centers of FHA activity, tentatively including New York, Cleveland,
Columbus, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Dallas.
These field hearings will delve into all aspects of FHA operations.

Senator Byrd's Joint Committee on Reducation of Nonessential Federal Expend-
itures continues its independent investigation of housing activities. While this
committee has not held public hearings, its chairman has from time to time issued
statements that reveal the direction of its probing. Attention currently is being
turned to public housing and slum-clearance activities. Allegations are made of
excessive payments for land assembly to avoid condemnation and connivance for
private gain in slum-clearance operations.

From the above discussion, it will be evident that the FHA investigation will
continue in one form or another throughout the summer and until the fall.

It is difficult for an observer In Washington to assess the permanent effects of
the present investigations. Industry observers have been as much concerned
with the effects of the hearings on FHA operations and on the pending legisla-
tion as with the method of conducting the current hearings. From this post it
Is difficult to judge what the disclosures are doing to FHA in the country gener-
ally, and comment from MBA members is solicited on such matters as morale and
Performance in local FHA offices, effects of recent rulings, current attitude of
builder and lender toward participation in FHA" programs. If the statistics on
FHA operations can be taken as evidence, no adverse effect can be discerned.
Although FHA's current activity continues to be lower than VA's, its applica-
tions during June covered 55,000 units, topping, for the first time in 12 months,
the volume of the corresponding month in the previous year.

III proposed housing legislation: The conference committee on the housing
bill (11. R. 7839), having finally been set up on June 17, managed to get in three

1The use of the word "few" perhaps should be Justified. Figures supplied by HHFA
indicate that there were 7,031 mortgages insured by FHA under sec. 608. Of these 7,031
mortgages, public allegations of substantial mortgaging out have been made in 219 cases,
And of these details have been made available on only 29. In other words, unless addi-
tiOWal cases are listed hereafter and even assuming the charges against all 219 mortgagors
Cat be substantiated, over 68/70 of all the mortgages insured by FHA under see. 608,
aDParently, did not involve substantial mortgaging out.
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short sessions before July 4, at which agreement was reached in respect to title
I as follows:

1. The Senate provision retaining the present $2,500 loan limit was accepted.
2. The House proposal for 20 percent coinsurance was reduced to 10 percent.
3. The Senate provision limiting title I loan activity to supervised lenders and

other lenders specifically approved by the Commissioner was accepted.
4. The Senate, provision restricting loans to those resulting in substantial

improvement to the basic livability or utility of the property was accepted.
5. The Senate provisions preventing multiple loans on the same property in

excess of the maximum loan limit for loans on new houses within 6 months after
completion were accepted.

6. The Senate proposal for completion certificates by borrowers and dealers
was dropped.

The conference met again July 7, and agreed on maximum mortgage amounts
for 1- to 4-family homes of 95 percent of the first $9,000 and 75 percent of the
excess. The conferees also agreed to retain the 20-year debenture maturity for 1-
to 4-family houses. They further agreed on a $100 million program of FHA
Insurance on farm homes on plots of 5 or more acres adjacent to public highway&

The conferees expect to continue their session uninterruptedly until the num-
erous differences in the House and Senate versions are resolved. Mid-July Is
probably the earliest date to expect a report, with the probability of a somewhat
later date than that. Until the report Is presented, it will not be possible fully
to Judge the extent to which failures to differentiate between the techniques of
secion 608 and 207, the effect to make FHA responsible for builders' performance,
and other title I restrictions devised before the allegations about FHA opera-
tions can be cooly evaluated, will reduce FHA's effectiveness as an instrumen.
tality of the private home mortgage market.

Sincerely yours,
SAMUEL E. NEEL, General Coungel.

Mr. NEEL. Now, the letter to which you referred-just a minute Mr.
Simon. Let me answer the question.

The letter to which you have just referred is a request of the Com-
missioner of the Federal Housing Administration for information.

That letter did not come from this committee, nor was it a request
of this committee. As a matter of fact, according to my understand-
ing, there is serious doubt as to whether the FHA Commissioner ever
requested an opinion from his own legal staff as to whether he had the
legal right to ask for this information.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, yesterday in a conversation that
I had with Mr. Meistrell, I asked him whether anybody

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Neel, in all fairness, if you wanted to be coop.
erative, why didn't you give FHA the information that they wanted?

Mr. NEEL. I think anybody is under-
The CHAIRMAN. Even if they have no authority, when we are trying

to get the facts on all these alleged irregularities I would like to make
a part of the record the text of the FHA questionnaire which was
sent out.

Mr. NEEL. I have it here, if you have not already made it a part of
the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to make it a part of the record.
Without objection, it will be made a part ofithe record.
(The questionnaire referred to follows:)

FEDERAL HOUSING AD MINISTRATION,
Washington 25, D. (C., June 17, 1954.

To: All mortgagors under section 608 of title VI of the National Housing Act
Subject: Cost Information and other data.

.GENTLEMEN: To facilitate the investigation of the FHA recently undertaken
by the Government, it has. been determined necessary to obtain information C0n
cerning projects completed under section 608 of the National Housing Act.
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pursuant to the authority vested In the Commissioner, your firm as a section
608 mortgagor is required to furnish the information called for in the enclosed

questionnaire. This information will be subject to audit under the regulations

of this agency.
It is desired that the questionnaire be completed and returned to the Federal

Housing Administration, room 523, 1001 Vermont Avenue NW., Washington 25,

D. C., by July 15, 1954.
Very truly yours, Ike

Project No..
NORMAN P. MASON, ACtlg UO'Thm 7ioe,7.

----------------------------------------
(Project name)

(City and State)

QUESTIONNAIRE

The questions set forth herein have two overall purposes:

1. To determine the actual cost of the above-completed project, L e., land, struc-
tures, improvements, fees, and financing.

2. If the actual cost of the project is less than the amount of the mortgage loan,
to determine the disposition of the difference.

PART I (CONSULT INSTRUCTIONS AS TO "IDENTITY OF INTEREST" IN PART II BEFORE
COMPLETING THE ENTRIES IN PART I)

1. Total principal amount of insured mortgage loan (before amorti-
zation)$-------------------------------------------------------

2. Cost of land (if owned and not leased)-(
(a) If seller and mortgagor have identity of interest (from

pt. II-A-3)( ---------------------------------
(b) If no identity of interest3------------------------

3. Land preparation (grading, utilities, streets, off-site improve-
ment, etc., not included under 5 (a) or 5 (b) below)4--------

4. Total cost of land5.......

5. Construction cost:
(a) Amount paid under construction contract(s) if no iden-

tity of interest (include contractors' fees)(
(b) Actual total construction cost if mortgagor and contrac-

tor(s) have identity of interest (from pt. II-B-6)....
6. Less refunds or rebates from contractor(s), dealers, employees.---

7. Net construction costs.
8. Architect's fee9
9. Interest during construction

10. Taxes during construction1--
11. Premiums for Insurance during construction
12. FRA mortgage Insurance premium
13. PHA examination fee1.........
14. lFHA Inspection fee1...................
15. Financing expenses1
16. Title and recording expenses
17. Legal and-organization expenses
18. Other (itemize)1

-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

19. Total project costs ------------------------------------------- ........

20. Difference between mortgage and total project costs ------------- --------

-- --------
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21. If actual costs of projects are less than amount of mortgage indicate below
what disposition was made of the difference.

(a) Dividends---------------------------------------
(b) Redemplion of stock----------------------------------
(c) Loans to stockholders---------------------------------
(d) Loans to others (specify)-----------------------------

--------------------------------------------

---------- ---------------------------- --

(e) Paid to contractors) In excess of contractor's actual
costs where identity of interest exists----------------

M) Paid to seller of land in excess of his actual cost where
Identity of Interest exists

(g) Other disposition (specify) -------------------
--------------------------------------------

------------------------------ ------------ -

PART II

Part II-A Is to be filled out only in those cases where the land was Purchased
from someone having an Identity of interest with the mortgagor. Part I-B is
to be' filled out only in those cases where the construction was performed by the
mortgagor or by others having an identity of interest with the mortgagor. (For
the purpose of this questionnaire "Identity of interest" is construed to mean any
financial or other relationship between the mortgagor or any of its offlcer16
directors, or stockholders with the general contractor, subcontractors, materials
suppliers, or the grantor (seller) of the project land to the mortgagor).

List by name each general contractor, subcontractor, materials supplier or
others with whom there was an identity of interest.

A. Land data
1. Date of sale to mortgagor
2. Date of purchase by individual or corporation having Identity of interest

with mortgagor
3. Cost of land to individual or corporation having identity of interest with

- mortgagor $------
B. Actual construction cost

The actual cost incurred In the completion of construction exclusive of off-site
utilities and streets and all kickbacks, rebate and trade discounts received in
connection with the construction of the project is itemized below.

1. Subcontractors (include contractor's fees)

Name Type of work Amount
------------- ----------------------- $--------------
-------------------------------- ----------------------
-------------------- -----------------------
------------ -------------------- ----------------------
------------ --------------------- ----------------------
--------------------------------- ----------------------
Miscellaneous---------------------------------------------

Total amount of subcontracts------------- ---

(No=.-Subcontracts of less than $1,000 each may be Included as a lump suDl
under miscellaneous.)
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2. Material (not included in subcontracts)

Purchased from Amount

Miscellaneous -------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- ----------------

Total cost of materials used-(No-T-Total purchases of materials amounting to less than $1,000 from a

dealer may be included as a lump sum under miscellaneous.)No-.--If additional space is required, append rider with appropriate refer-
ences thereto, and initial rider.

8. Labor (not included in subcontracts)

Type
Oarpenters------
Masons
Plumbers-..........
Electricians-....
Common ---------------------------------------
Superintendents------------
Watchmen
Other (itemize)

-------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------

Miscellaneous---------------------
Total cost of labor ...

A mount
-------------

--------------------------------
--------------------------------
--------------------------------
--------------------------------

(No.-Cost of labor other than as classified above amounting to less than
$1,000 for a particular class may be included as a lump sum under miscellaneous.)

4. Job overhead

Item Amount
Inurance during construction not Included under part I-------$
Light and power__
Telephone and telegraph-.......
Water---------------------
Other (itemize)
----------------------------------------------- ----------------
Miscellaneous--------------------

Total for job overhead
(NOTE.-Job overhead for items other than as listed above amounting to less

than $1,000 per item may be enumerated and included as a lump sum under
Miscellaneous.)

5. General contractor

Where identity of Interest was with one or more subcontractors or materials
SUPpliers and there was no identity of interest with the general contractor, state
amouunt paid to general contractor (not included in other items in pt. il-B).

FHA INVESTIGATION
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6. Total construction cost

Amount ,$--
Total items 1 through 5, pt. II-B--------------------------

Mortgagor----------
By---------------

Title-----------------[Corporate seal]

Attest:

Secret ry

State of -------------- 88
County of.------------

-------------------- , being first duly sworn, says that he is the
----- of--------------------, a corporation created and exist.

ing under the laws of the State of--------------; that he is authorized, to and
does make this affidavit for 'and on behalf of said corporation; and 'that the
information given in answer to the foregoing questionnaire is true and correct
to the best of his knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this .... day of-------------, .1951

Notary Public.

Mr. N=L. When a client asks an attorney whether he should fill
out under oath, a questionnaire such as this one, relating to informal.
tion, or to occurrences which took place years ago, I think the lawyer
for that client is under an obligation to advise him of all the possible
dangers that might occur and that is what I did.
- The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Neel, we are not questioning you as a lawyer.
Frankly, our criticism is directed at the association and not at you
personally. You are acting in the capacity of a lawyer for the asso-
ciation. -

Mr. NEEL. That is why I suggested to Mr. Simon, when he called
me

The CIIAXAN. We have you here as a witness, today,.because you
did as attorney for the-association, at their request, give them an
opinion and wrote the letter.

I assume you did it at their request. Is that rightI
Mr. N.EEL. Yes, indeed.
That is why I suggested to Mr. Simon' day before yesterday when

he telephoned me that if he wished to get an official expression of
opinion from an officer of this association as to the association's
opinion of the committee's conduct, that you ask me to bring before
you one of the officers of the association, but he indicated he did not
wish to do that.

Mr. SIMON. --Mr. Neel, granted that you and every other lawyer is
entitled to his opinion on the authority of the Commissioner to ask
for this, who directed that your opinion of Mason's want of author-
ity, be circulated to all the members of the Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciation?

Mr. NEEL. Nobody directed it, Mr. Simon.
Mt. SiMoNq. Did you sendl that out on your own?
Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed. Under. my employment as counsel for

MBA, I have a responsibility to give to the membership any infq*&-
tjon'which in my opinion they ought to have called to their attitOO.

Mr. SImo N. You said a moment ago when a client asks a-laNY0
for an opinion he is bound to give his honest opinion.
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Mr. NEEL. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. To which I would be the first to subscribe.
Mr. NEEL. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. But what you are saying here is that they hadn't asked

for your opinion, but you thought they ought to have it.
Mr. NEEL. No, indeed. You will see the letter itself states a mem-

ber of the association asked for my opinion, and I am employed by
the association and not by an individual member.

Mr. SIMON. But you determined, at any rate, to send it on to all
the other members?

Mr. NEEL. Yes, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. We understand that you have been acting in the

capacity of a lawyer for the Mortgage Bankers Association. You
have been representing them, and in doing what you did, here, you
did it because you thoucrht it was in their best interests?

Mr. NEEL. Yes; I did, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. Now my question is this: Do you feel we must

have added legislation in order to get the information that Mr.
Mason asks for in that questionnaire?

Mr. NEEL. In my opinion you should have additional legislation,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. We
appreciate it.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Hughes of the Na-
tional Association of Home Builders.

Mr. Hughes
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF R. G. HUGHES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Mr. HUGHES. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the president of the National Association

of Home Builders?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Would you give your name and address to the reporter,

Mr. Hughes.
Mr. HUGHES. My name is R. G. Hughes. I live in Tampa, Tex.
Mr. SIMON. You are the president of the National Association of

Home Builders?
Mr. HUGHES. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. I hold in my hand a booklet some 8 or 10 pages long

entitled, "Were the Windfalls Wicked?" reprinted from the Wash-
ington Post of August 16 through August 20, 1954. On the inside
cover it says:

You will be interested to know that the National Association of Home Builders
sent reprints of this Washington Post and Times-Herald series to the building-
trade associations and real-estate editors and writers throughout the country.

Are you familiar with that book?
Mr. HUGHES. I have seen that booklet.
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Mr. SrmoN. Was it sent to the building-trade associations, real.
estate editors and writers throughout the country at your direction?
"'Mr. HUGHES. I did not send and neither did the NationaAssoeia.

tioi of 'Home Builders send that book to anybody.
Mr. SIxoN. Is this a false statement, then?
The CHAnMAN. Show him the statement.
Will someone hand him that statement.
Mr. SimoN. The inside cover. Will you read it again?
Mr. HUGHES. It says:
Additional copies are available-
You will be interested to know that the national association sent reprints of

this Washington Post and Times Herald series to building-trade associations
and real-estate editors and writers throughout the country.

We did not send this booklet. We did send reprints of the-
Mr. SIoM. You didn't send that piece of paper but other pieces of

paper with the same words on it?
. Mr. HUGHES. Reprints. Five articles, yes, were sent out to certain
people. I don't know whom.

Mr. Siom. By your association?
Mr. HUGHES.Yes.
Mr. SioN. May I have that back, please?
Approximately how many copies did you send out?
Mr. HUGHES. I have no way of knowing.
Mr. SIMON. Was it a matter of 100, or 5,000?
Mr. HUGHES. It would be more than a hundred but less than 5,000,

I would think.
Mr. SImoN. A thousand, maybe?
Mr. HUGHES. Approximately.
Mr. SiMoN. Is it a fair inference to make to say that since you sent

them out in that quantity that your association subscribes to the views
expressed in those articles?

Mr. HUGHES. We felt that the article gave a broad view of the sort
of windfalls.

Mr. SIMoN. There are just two things in the article that I would like
to pick out as examples without taking the time to go into the whole
article but the caption on the second of the series is "FHA Reforms
Seen Killing Rental Units."

Is it the position of your association that to eliminate corruption
and bribery in FHA and to deny people mortgages of 125 to 130 per-
cent of the cost, will hill rental units?

Mr. HuGHEs. That is not our position.
.-Mr. SImoN. Well, why would you support the view:,that "FHA

reforms are seen killing rental units."
Mr. HUGHES. I didn't say that we supported these forms. There are

some statements in that that we dont think are good for builders.
But it is a two-sided picture of the story, we thought, and it is a differ-
ent kind of a story than some of the stories that have been coming
out in the newspapers.

Mr. SIMoN. Well, the article following the caption I have 'ust read
is to the effect that unless builders can make a profit out of the mort-
gage proceeds there won't be any rental housing.

Is that the position of your association?
Mr. HUGHES. No, sir. (.
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Mr. SIMoN. It is not? It is not the position of your association?
Mr. HUGHES. No, sir.
-Mr. SImoN. I am glad to hear that.
Now, the last of the articles has a caption "Feelings of Cafritz

Ruffled by Ingrates." And the tenor of the article is that the chairman
of this committee was an ingrate because he was invited to a social
function at the Cafritz home for the daughter of the Premier of Spain
ond in spite of having that invitation extended to him, he still sub-
penaed Mr. Cafritz to come before this committee and that made him
an ingrate.

Doesyour association subscribe to that view ?
Mr. HUGHES. No.
Mr. SIMON. I cannot help but comment that the last two paragraphs

of the article are as follows:
To get around that, Cafritz thinks the FHA should insert a clause in its con-

tracts.requiring money left over In the pot to be applied toward paying off the
mortgage.

Do you agree to that?
Mr. HUGHES. I didn't get the question.
The CHAIRMAN. Read it again, please.
Mr. SIMoN (reading):
To get around that, Cafritz thinks the FHA should insert a clause in Its con-

tracts requiring money left over in the pot to be applied toward paying off the
mortgage.

Do you agree to that?
Mr. HUGHES. Well, that is one-I couldn't say whether or not I do

agree with you.
Mr. SIMON. Have you read these articles before?
Mr. HuGHES. I have read them hurriedly.
Mr. SIMON. Are you in a position to say whether you individually

oryour association agrees with that suggestion?
Mr. HUGHES. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are not?
Mr. HUGH ES. I think if you will look at the testimony that I gave

here on April 21, that I made a recommendation of something similar
to that.

Mr. SIMoN. In your April testimony ydu disagreed with that?
Mr. HUGHES. I don't believe I did. I think I recommended the same

thing. Something similar to it.
. Mr. SIMON. That the excess mortgage proceeds should be applied
to reduction of the mortgage.

Mr. HUGHES. I am not sure, but I believe that we did.
The CHAIRMAN. The present law requires that, so it doesn't make

any difference.
Mr. HUGHES. We recommend it, I think, too.
Mr. SIoN. The last of this article says:
As for himself and Parklands Manor, Morris Cafritz declares: "There was

no windfall. No money was paid out. They should be tickled pink. Instead
they cy, 'Very unfair. Very unfair'."

And as for Cafrltz' wife Gwen, famed for her Foxhall Road NW. lawn
levees, the hostess' recent gala for the daughter and son-in-law of Generalissimo
Drancisco Franco was embellished with a huge vase containing 2 dozen large
yellow roses.
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The card was signed by Senator Homer S. Capehart, Republican, of Indina
chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee. He and Mrs. Capehart were
sorry they couldn't make it.

I don't know whether your group knew this when they sent reprints
out around the country but the fact is that this big party for the
daughter and son-in-law of Generalissimo Francisco Franco was on
a Saturday night, Saturday, July 17, and there are two reasons why
the guests at the party couldn't have seen a large vase embellished-L
a huge vase embellished with 2 dozen large yellow roses. One was
that there was only 1 dozen, not 2, and the second was that they were
not delivered until the next morning.

I have here a letter from the florist which I would like to include
in the record, dated October 4, 1954. It is from Grandville Gde,
president of Gude's, Inc., Florists.

On July 14, your secretary, Miss Miller, phoned us for an order of 1 dozen
yellow roses, $7.50, to be delivered to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Cafritz, 2301 Foxhall
Road NW., on July 18. According to our records, this order was booked on
ticket No. 5337-25 and delivered on July 18, between 9: 20 and 12: 45 p. m.,
by driver Ardis Hopkins, and signed for by John Slatzo, according to our delivery
sheet No. 17230.

We remain,
(A UDE BRtOB.

Do you have any idea how the guests on Saturday night could
have seen some roses that didn't get there until Sunday?

Mr. HUGHES. We didn't write the articles and we didn't censor
them, either.

Mr. SIxoN. I take it you are now saying you don't particularly
agree with all of it, is that it ?

Mr. HUGHES. I didn't say we particularly agreed with it. I don't
see that there is anything-particularly wrong with sending news-
papers and opinions of writers out to people.

Mr. SimoN. Had you ever sent any opinions on the other side out?

The CHAMrMAN. Have you issued one single release, yet, or made
one single statement in which you have said that many, many of the
things that this committee have uncovered have been wrong?

Mr. HUGHES. Senator- .
The CHAIRMAN. Or haven't you failed to do it?
Mr. HUGi-Es. Senator, on May 4, I wrote a letter to the members of

the National Association of Home Builders-some 30,000 members-
in which I think I very clearly outlined the position that we had
taken at that time, and what we have done since that time. It says:

We cannot condone any illegal action on the part of anyone whether inside

or outside of Government or amongst the membership of our association.
We will cooperate with Government in finding any illegal activity that may
exist. I have urged that illegal actions and discrepancies if such exist should

be cleaned up whether they be amongst FHA employees or amongst home
builders. But the entire FHA and the entire home-building business should

not be discredited since the alleged difficulties admittedly involve but a small
fraction of FHA's overall program.

It goes on to say:
Any illegal action which maybe shown to exist In FHA must be clewled uP

and the confidence of the people restored in the integrity of that agency.

And I ended by- saying:
Please help us to do this Job.
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It went to all of our members.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you want to make that article part of the record?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be made a part of the

record.
DEAR MEMBERS: The temporary investigation hearings on FHA in the

Senate have been concluded. Senator Capehart has announced that he will
start writing up the housing bill on May 18. I am very positive in my convictions
about the FHA. I have fought for the FHA on many occasions because I feel
that it is the backbone of our business. And the Nation's home-building busi-
ness will ebb and flow in direct proportion to the rise or fall of the fortunes of
the FHA.

My stand as president of NAHB from the very beginning .has been as follows:
We cannot condone illegal actions on the part of anyone-whether inside or

outside of Government or amongst the membership of our association. We will
cooperate with Government to end any illegal activities which may exist. I
have urged that illegal actions and discrepancies-if such exist-should be
cleaned up, whether they be among FHA employees or among home builders.
But the entire FHA and the entire home-building business should not be dis-
credited, since the alleged abuses admittedly involve only a small fraction of
FHA's overall program.

Since the original allegations were made, the investigations have brought
forth no new charges of discrepancies. The alleged abuses are still estimated
at less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the FHA's entire insurance program.

Administrator Cole has asked me to appoint a committee to advise with him
concerning new housing problems which arise from day to day. That com-
mittee has been appointed.

Norman Mason, new FHA Commissioner, has asked for a representative of
the home-building industry to serve on a committee to discuss the new FHA
rules, regulations, and procedures which he will present to the field in a very
few days.

We have been working night and day trying to find proper answers to the
legislative crisis which faces us here in Washington. Any illegal actions which
may b2 shown to exist in FHA must be cleaned up and the confidence of the
people restored In the integrity of that agency. Please help us do this job.

(The document referred to follows:)
[Washington Letter, National Association of Home Builders of the United States, Wash-

ington, D. C., May 4, 1954, No. 486],

DEAR MEMBER: The temporary investigation hearings on FHA in the Senate
Dave been concluded. Senator Capehart has announced that he will start writing
up the housing bill on May 18. I am very positive in my convictions about the
F A. I have fought for the FHA on many occasions because I feel that it is the
backbone of our business. And the Nation's home-building business will ebb and
flow in direct proportion to the rise or fall of the fortunes of the FttA.

My stand as president of NAHB from the very beginning has been as follows:
We cannot condone illegal nations on the part of anyone-whether inside or

Outside of Government or amongst the membership of our association. We will
cooperate with Government to end any illegal activities which may exist. I
have urged that illegal actions and discrepancies-if such exist--should be
cleaned up, whether they be among FHA employees or among home builders.
But the entire FHA and the entire home-building business should not be dis-
credited, since the alleged abuses admittedly involve only a small fraction of
FIA's overall program.

Since the original allegations were made, the investigations have brought
forth no new charges of discrepancies. The alleged abuses are still estimated at
less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the FHA's entire insurance program.

Administrator Cole has asked me to appoint a committee to advise with him
Concerning new housing problems which arise from day to day. That committee
has been appointed.

Normtin Mason, new FHA Commissioner, has asked for a representative of the
home building industry to serve on a committee to discuss the new FA rules,
regulations, and procedure. which he will present to the field in a very few (lays.
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We have been working night and day trying to find proper answers to the
legislative crisis which faces us here in Washington. Any illegal actions which
may be shown to exist in FHA must be cleaned up and the confidence of the
people restored in the integrity of that agency. Please help us do this job.

LET'S GET ON WITH THE JOB

We must pass a good housing bill. You must also help us do that job. But our
main job and the real purpose of our existence is to build the houses that the
American people need. People expect us to provide the proper number of houses
and the proper kind of houses that they want, at prices which they can afford to
pay. If we fail to provide the houses that the people need and want, then
criticism of our industry will be justified. Therefore, in my opinion, the time
has come for us to get on with the Job.

You will find in this letter an outline of the program on which we are warking.
[t is simple in principle. I want to help you in every way that I can to find
better, more efficient, and easier ways of providing more good homes for more
Americans. The passage of the housing bill now pending before the Congress-
with certain revisions and amendments-should be of great help to you. It is
one of the most important legislative measures that the Congress has ever con.
sidered. It is important to the people of America because it will eliminate
discriminations which have existed in the past against certain classes of people.
It will give every American the opportunity to live in a good house. Therefore,
we must have the financing tools provided in the bill if we expect to do our job as
it should be done.

EXPANSION OF NAHB SERVICE AND FUNCTIONS

In order to be of further help to you in providing the houses that the people
need and want at the prices that they can afford to pay, I have proposed that the
services of NAHB be streamlined and expanded. The local association and
individual members should have the opportunity to take fuller and more com.
plete advantage of the materials and information which the national office
provides.

I hope to expand the services of the various existing departments and to set up
new departments that are needed to render even better and more complete service
to local associations and to individual members. Time and space will not permit
full details concerning proposed improvements and expansion of our existing
programs. I should mention that we are setting up a new sales and merchan-
dising committee under the chairmanship of W. Hamilton Crawford-one of the
best merchandisers of housing in the Nation.

We propose a new concept in our mortgage finance department. We have set
up a new division designed (a) to show builders how they can take full and com-
plete advantage of all available mortgage financing tools, and (b) to start a
campaign to channel additional money Into mortgage loans. It is my opinion
that additional funds will be needed to carry out the objectives outlined in
President Eisenhower's housing program.

We have also employed a housing economist to gather vital housing facts and
data.

COMMITTEE STRUCTURE AUGMENTED

NAHB is now an organization of more than 29,000 members. According to
Frank Burns, chairman of the regional vice presidents council, our membership
should increase to at least 33,000 by the end of this year. Since our organization
has grown and is continuing to grow so rapidly, I feel it is necessary to revise our
committee structure in order to (1) assign specific duties to hundreds of regional
and local homebuilders who have proven their sincerity and capabilities and to
give them the opportunity of leadership; and (2) to give local associations the
opportunity to get good, well-prepared programs for their meetings.

Therefore, I have set up 12 major committees which will hav erepresentation at
the local level through a committee chairman who will be a member of the overall
NAHB committee and through regional chairman, appointed by me upon the
recommendation of the regional-vice president and the concurrence of the general
committee chairman of that particular activity.

Following is the list of these 12 major committees with their chairmen and
their objectives :

Legislative, Nathan Manilow, chairman
Mortgage finance, V. 0. "Bud" Stringfellow, chairman
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Housing rehabilitation, Alan Brockbank, chairman
Public relations, Paul Burkhard, chairman
Sales and merchandising, W. Hamilton Crawford, chairman
Housing-for minorities, Wallace Johnson, chairman
Labor, August Rahlves, chairman
Membership, Mark Thoreson and John Goodwin, cochairmen
Business management, Frank Collins, chairman
Construction techniques, Martin L. Bartling, chairman
FHA-VA construction requirements, George Goodyear, chairman
Educational (including the subject of community facilities), Leonard Frank,

chairman

Legilative committee objectives.-(1) To obtain the most favorable consid-
eration of legislative proposals in Congress benefiting home buyers, tenants, and
home builders. (2) To provide a broad understanding on the part of Members
of Congress of the problems and the achievements of the home-building industry.
(3) To aid local associations and communities with housing problems which
may be solved by congressional action. (4) To inform fully, accurately, and
promptly all members and affiliated local associations on national legislation
and its effect upon the home-building industry. (5) To maintain continual
liaison with the various housing agencies of the Federal Government to the end
that effective regulations may be promulgated.

Mortgage finance committee objectivcs.-(1) At least one mortgage finance
clinic to be organized and conducted in each region under the supervision of the
regional vice president and regional chairman. (2) Regional chairman to pre-
pare a program on mortgage finance from material to be supplied by national
and present at least one program at a meeting of each of the local associations
In his region. (3) Assist FHA in the conduct of industry meetings throughout
the Nation shortly after the enactment of the 1954 housing bill. (4) Explore
ways and means of improving the secondary mortgage market. (5) Seek out
and study all possible sources of mortgage credit in an effort to develop outlets
for expanded volume.

Housing rehabilitation committee objectives.-To stimulate citizens' interest
across the country in slum rehabilitation. This will be done through the pattern
of slum-rehabilitation schools developed in New Orleans and recently applied in
Trenton, N. J., where 163 citizens and city officials from 18 States, 73 cities
attended such a course. NAHB's department of housing rehabilitation is now
developing "how to do it" materials with visual aids and program guides that
will be distributed on a regional basis for use in home-builders' meetings held
this year throughout the country. The application of home builder know-how
and how the home builder fits into the rehabilitation program will be emphasized.

Public relations committee objectives.-An aggressive program, at local and
national levels, helps sell homes, puts across ideas, helps create a legislative and
economic climate conducive to expanded home production. Public Relations
Committee Chairman Paul L. Burkhard feels there Is more need this year than
ever before for strong national home week and. parade of homes programs, to
put the home back into local home shows, promote use of the code of ethics,
service policy, speakers' bureaus, best citizen awards.

BEucational committee objectives.-(1) To carry on a long-range school edu-
cational program designed to encourage future homeownership and to implant
the private enterprise system of home building firmly in the minds of children
and teachers. (2) To encourage homeownership and better community living.
(3) To establish a climate favorable to private enterprise housing in the minds
of the public and Government officials.

Sales and merchandising committee objectives.-Creation of a new sales and
merchandising committee spotlights the increased importance of this subject.
W. I-lamilton Crawford, chairman, and his committee will endeavor to place full
information on basic selling techniques before local associations and individual
builders through the medium of sales clinics, films, brochures, convention panels,
and demonstrations, merchandising stories in Correlator, etc.

F7ousing for minorities committee objectives.-(1) Study ways and means of
encouraging the production of minority housing. (2) Consult with racial rela-
tions officials of HHFA and FHA in connection with the financing of housing for
minorities. (3) Hold conferences with representatives of insurance companies,
savings banks, and other Investors in an effort to improve the flow of mortgage
Money into the secondary market for minorities. (4) Suggest activities of local
committees relative to the promotion and development of the minority housing
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program. (5) Check with FHA relative to 1954 goals which have been estab.
lished for each insuring office for the production of minority housing and advise
local associations accordingly. (6) Make a special effort to interest Negro life.
Insurance companies, banks, and savings and loan associations In the financing
of Negro housing.

Labor committee objectives.-(1) Advise with the legislative committon
labor legislation. (2) When requested by local associations, assist in settlement
of jurisdictional labor disputes. (3) Advise local associations on labor problems
in open-shop areas on request. (4) Accumulate complete data on labor agree.
ments and related labor information. (5) Provide small associations with
standard forms of union contracts upon request. (6) Exchange Information
with other employer groups. (7) Advise with local associations on apprentice.
ship programs.

Membership committee objective8.-The regional vice presidents council has
established a double-barreled goal for the national membership committee.
Each regional vice president has pledged his region to a 50-percent cut in the
dropouts registered in 1953 plus a 15-percent minimum inorease over the January
1, 1954, regional membership figures. If the 15-percent increase is reached, this
alone would bring the total NAHB membership to 33,172 or a net gain of 4,314.
The membership and field service department Is now in the process of developing
additional membership aids which are being distributed to all local associations.
Sustained emphasis will be placed on both the decrease in cancellations and
in the 15-percent increase throughout the year.

Business management committee objectives.&-(1) To study the business man.
agement problems of the home-building industry. (2) To develop an analysis of
uniform business problems to serve as a checklist for individual baildes in
assessing their own management efficiency. (3) To present in some detail how
these problems might be solved, based on successful experience in the trade
and generally accepted principles of business management. (4) To lend the
committee's aid to specified problems that might be referred to the committee for
its consideration and recommendation.

Construction techniques cQmmittec objectives.- (1) To analyze and review
new and advanced construction techniques, methods, and materials. (2) To
make these techniques available to all builders In practical form through all
possible media. (3) To carry forward the existing programs in the field of
house design, land planning, building codes, interior electric wiring and air-
conditioning. (4) To provide Industry review on proposed revisions to the FHA
and VA technical requirement. (5) To provide a working pool of technically
minded home builders available to carry out the research projects of the NAHB
Research Institute. (6) To lend the committee's knowledge and assistance to
specific construction problems referred to it for review and recommendation.

FHA-VA construction requirements committee objectives.-(l) To analyze the
problems of the home builder with FHA, VA, and other regulatory agencies,
(2) To arrive at equitable solutions to these problems in cooperation with such
agencies. (3) To eliminate duplicative and conflicting requirements and prac-
tices to the end of improved industry efficiency and cost saving.

COMMITTEE ORGANIZATION COMPETED

Our plan of organization divides the committee functions into three parts,
the local, the regional, and the national. The national chairman has under his
supervision and direction 20 regional chairmen who serve as a steering com-
mittee. The chairman of the local committee is automatically a member of
the national committee. The duty of the national chairman is to provide the
regional chairmen with materials, data, and information which they can put into
program form to be used at the request of any local association. It is the duty
of regional chairmen to present good, well-prepared programs to locals in their
regions upon request. Thus, such a plan should create a very close and direct
liaison between the local and the national through the regional chairmen.

The May meeting of the board of directors will be the real orgunizationfi
meeting of our committee setup. Therefore, I sincerely hope that each one of
yon who has been named by your local association president or by your regioli
vice president as a member of one of NAHB's 12 major committees will find It
possil)le to begin attendance at our meeting of standing committees at the MaR-
flower Hotel, Washington, D. C., on May 15. (All committee members will Col
vene for a briefing session at 9: 30 a. m. in the Williamsburg room.)
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In addition to the 12 committees listed above-and oft course, the executive
eomnittee-there are some 13 special committees established to care for NAHB's
internal affairs and for specialized purposes. Some idea of the scope and diver-
sity of the association's activities may be gathered from reading the list-below.
Each of these committees and their capable chairmen are working diligently in
your interest. Those of you who attend our board meetings and the Chicago
convention each January have an opportunity to observe many of the results
accomplished by these hardworking committees.

Past presidents council, E. M. Spiegel, chairman
Budget committee, V. 0. "Bud" Stringfellow, chairman
NAHB Housing Center, Inc. (building committee), Nathan Manilow, chairman
Convention committee, Henry Fett, chairman.
Tax committee, Franklin Burns, Joseph Meyerhoff, cochairmen
Regional vice presidents council, Franklin Burns, chairman
Young builders committee, Bruce Blietz, chairman
Correlator committee, H. Leslie 11,11, chairman
Rental housing committee, MI. M. Robinson, chairman
Veterans' housing committee, Dale Bpllarmah, chairman
Research institute board of trustees, Earl Smith, chairman
Joint NAHB-Producers Council committee, Joseph Merrion, chairman
Housing for aging and for paraplegics, Frank Robertson, chairman

While I may seem to have dwelt at length on our committee functioning, I
deemed it important that our 29,000 members know of the vast and varied activi-
ties of this organization which exists for the solo purpose of serving you and the
hboe buying public. I hope that each of you will find in these activities assist-
ance in your practical, everyday problems of building better homes for our Ameri-
can citizens.

Sincerely yours,
R. G. "DICK" HUGHES, President.

]Ie CHAIRMAN. Ylso, I would like to make. a part of the record an
editorial occurring in this morning's edition of the Washington Post,
Web of Scandal.

I will ask counsel to read it. I think it. sums up the situation pretty
well.

Mr. SIMON. This is in this morning's Washington Post and Times
Herald:

The ugly picture of scandal in the FHA has been worsened with the testimony
of this week. At last the Capehart committee has spread on the record direct
testimony in which Clyde L. Powell, former Assistant Commissioner of the FHA,
is accused of demanding and receiving $10,000 for his "services" in getting anFtLA mortgage increased, and that testimony is associated with numerous other
tales of payments for political influence.

The hearings appear to be winding Mr. Powell ever tighter into a tangle of
venality, gambling, and financial troubles. Among the mysteries that remain
to be cleared up is an excess of some $143,000 deposited in his bank account over
and above the total salary paid to him between 1945 and last April. Yet Mr.
Powell prefers to keep silent about these matters and their implications, claim-
ing hisprivilege of refusing to give testimony that might tend to incriminate him.
One of the absurdities of Tuesday's session was the frequent demands of Mr.Powell's attorney, Daniel B. Maher, that he be permitted to cross-examine the
Witnesses who were making charges against Mr. Powell, while Mr. Powell himself
continued to hide behind the fifth amendment.

Do you think, Mr. Hughes, in the additional copies of those four
POst articles you sent out that you might add this fifth Post article?

Mr. HuG-IES. I certainly wouldn't o ject. We have never argued
against cleaning up abuses.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRIMAN. Without objection, let's make a part of the record

the four articles.
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(The articles referred to follow:)
[Reprinted from the Washington Post and Times Herald, August 16-20, 1954]

WERE THE WINDFALLS WICKED?

(A series of five articles by staff reporter Warren Unna)

You will be interested to know that the National Association of
Hore Builders sent reprints of this Washington Post and Times
Herald series to building trade associations and real estate editors
and writers throughout the country. Additional copies are avail-
able by writing the promotion department of the Washington Post
and Times Herald.

FRA LOOPHOLES SOWN KNOWINGLY ON HILL

(First of a series)

(By Warren Unna, staff reporter)

The lush tales of financial windfalls in postwar rental housing which the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee has been enumerating since April
should come as no surprise to the Congress.

Both sides of the political aisle deliberately voted for the provisions which
made these windfalls possible. They realized there was a critical housing
shortage. They also had plenty of advance warning that their bill was too
loosely -worded.

But Congress, as one former housing official put it, "went ahead anyway and
sewed the loopholes into the law." And, as reprehensible as the windfalls are,
there are many housing authorities today who think Congress could not have
done otherwise.

Senator John J. Sparkman (Democrat of Alabama), a member of the Banking
and Currency Committee and one of Congress' most knowledgeable housing men,
declared on the Senate floor July 28, "It is easy for us to stand here and
condemn * * *

"[But it was] a program designed to aid the veteran to get rental housing,
which did that very thing more successfully than we had ever hoped, which broke
the back of the most severe housing shortage in our history, which provided
adequate housing at reasonable rates * **.

The committee's chairman, Senator Homer E. Capehart (Republican of Indi-
ana), has charged some 219 corporations throughout the Nation with raking in
half a billion dollars or more in windfalls from the construction of 608's-multi-
family apartments built to rent.

Yet the committee on April 22 and .3, 1942, heard Harry C. Bates, chairman
of the AFL housing committee, testify: "The procedure outlined in this new
(608) section will enable a speculator to undertake a large-scale project without
investing any capital of his own, borrow out some profit in advance, milk out
further 'profit by collecting rents for. the initial period when no repairs are
necessary and the upkeep Is low * *."

The committee heard Richard Deverall, CIO housing subcommittee chairman,
declare the proposed legislation "* * * abandons the restrictions previously
enacted by Congress to prevent overvaluation and default on the projects * *."

But the committee also heard Rufus S. Lusk, representing the National Home
Builders' Association, and J. M. Mowbray, of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards and Its affiliated Home Builders' Institute of America.

Lusk said the 608 program might not be economically sound, but neither were
loans to tank factories when you had an emergency to meet. Mowbray warned
if the proper incentives were not made, private building would "largely dis-
appear," leaving the job of construction to Government appropriations.

The bill was not only passed, Congress twice extended it. The 608 section sur-
vived several amendments to the National Housing Act and was prolonged until
March 1, 1950, 6 months after Housing and Home Finance Agency Administrator
Raymond M. Foley had sought its end. Among the leading sponsors in 1946 and
1948 was the late Senator Robert A. Taft, Republican, of Ohio. Taft said he
didn't particularly like the law but rental housing was still needed, the measure
was getting results, and so he was for it.
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Section 608's main loophole was In allowing a Federal Housing Administra-
tionguaranteed loan on 90 percent of estimated "necessary current cost" instead
of tire traditional, and more realistic, 80 percent of "estimated value."

Why did Congress, never known for being overlavish, bull ahead with this

rental-housing program despite warnings for caution?
Senator Capehart last month accused the building industry of having the "wool

pulled over our eyes." But there were some real reasons for the loophole legis-
lation.

Congress had to consider the peculiarities of the housing industry. Builders
traditionally work on a shoestring, building on borrowed capital. They habitual-
ly shied away from rental housing and preferred the more profitable "sale"
houses. They didn't like the idea of FHA-fixed rents. They foresaw operational
headaches if the units didn't fill up. Since its origins in 1935 as a New Deal
pump-priming scheme, FHA had attained respectability in encouraging mortgage
capital for sale houses. But rental units had always been regarded as step-
children.

Census Bureau figures show that 2.2 million of the veterans discharged in early
1946 wanted to change their prewar mode of housing immediately and another
4 million intended to do so within a year. Half of this combined group wanted to
rent rather than buy.

Yet the rental housing just wasn't available. As late as April 1947 there were
only 166,000 rental units to be had throughout the country. In even shorter sup-
ply were houses for sale, a mere 94,000.

Not only was housing short, building material firms were far behind in meeting
orders. These firms were peacetime luxuries, wartime casualties; they had to
reassemble manpower and supplies and gear up all over again.

The housing need was critical, building supplies were short, and rental units,
particularly, were way below the demand. That is why Congress sewed the
loopholes into the law.

But because of these loopholes in the forties, Congress inevitably had to hold
windfall hearings in the fifties. It was also inevitable that these hearings would
be stormy.

(Tuesday: Living with mother-in-law.)

FEHA REFOrMfS SEEN KILLING RENTAL UNITS

(Second of a series)

(By Warren Unna, staff reporter)

The Senate Banking and Currency Committee has been talking of wicked
windfalls in postwar rental housing and leaving the impression the whole pro-
Uaram was pretty well tainted.

But Miles L. Colean, leading Washington private consultant to the housing
industry, declares: "They got the job done and most of it was pretty good and
at market rents."
! The Nation's gigantic postwar housing activity wasn't just the result of a
smooth-talking real-estate salesman. The country was bursting out through
the walls and something had to be done-fast.

Something was done fast: A law with enough loopholes to make the windfalls
Possible. But the law also provided the necessary incentive to private industry
to get housing built, particularly in the badly needed rental field.

The last United States housing boom saw its peak in 1925 when 937,000 units
Went up under private financing. Came 1933, and -the depression, with its lack
of money for downpayments and interest, and only 93,000 housing starts were
made.

The housing industry started recovering in the late thirties but jammed fast
With the war when manpower, materials, money, and energy all went into defense
industry.

The 4 years of war may have produced little new housing but they did bring
about a sociological phenomenon. Instead of so many couples getting married
and settlimig down, they either hastily married and were quickly separated because
of military duty, or simply became engaged-until Demobilization Day plus one.

I the meantime, the bride or fiance often moved it with her new folks. When
the war ended, the GI joined her.
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The doubling-up-with-mother-in-law situation affected 1.2 million families by
V-J Day, according to the Bureau of the Census. By April 1947, the faMiiie
involved had grown to 3,056.000-alnost 7 percent of all households.

Another 500,000 families were living in trailers, rooming houses, and other
makeshift quarters.

But the postwar calendar flicked over, the housing did go up, and individual
American families were able to breathe easy in their own living rooms.

Not all of the accommodations were in single-family house sales, however.
Half of the GI's discharged wanted homes to rent rather than buy so that
they and their wives could be sure of their needs before taking advantage of
the GI home loans.

The housing scandal hearings on Capitol Hill have so far had two phases:
Accusations of mass bilking of homeowners through improperly supervised FHA.
backed home-Improvement loans; and, more recently, the charges of windfalls
in multidwelling rental apartments put up under section 608, title VI of the
National Housing Act.

The FHA approved some 7,069 "608" projects, encompassing 469,000 dwelling
units, before the program expired in 1950. Internal Revenue Commissioner
T. Coleman Andrews estimates builders raked In an extra $65 million in "illegiti.
mate" windfall profits on some 1,149 of these "608's." Andrews says 500 of the
1,149 have already distributed the money. He bases his accusations on sub.
mitted tax returns.

Senator Homer E. Capehart, Republican, Indiana, chairman of the Banking
and Currency Committee, thinks his investigation will uncover a much larger
windfall figure, more like $500 million.

There have been further charges that tenants of these completed apartments
are paying more rent than they should. The reasoning is that the 608's were
financed at a larger sum than was needed to build them, the owners pocketed
the difference, and the tenants were left to pay the interest on the unused money.

Rents for 608's around the Nation last year averaged $87.95 monthly for a
4%-room apartment which included 2 bedrooms.

From 1945 through July 31 of this year, some 53,022 apartment units have been
built in the metropolitan Washington area under FHA section 608 guaranteed
loans.

One former HHFA official says local rents would be much higher than they
now are had 50,000 or so families been left to bid against each other for space in
a housing market devoid of these new apartments. Another said that was only
part of the story: Tighter FHA control would have brought lower rent on the
apartments that went up.

Now some housing experts have reservations on the future of rental housing
construction because of what they consider an "unhappy coincidence" in timing:
The recent windfall hearings were held on Capitol Hill just as the Housing Act
of 1954 was making its way through Congress.

Senator Capehart predicts the new Housing Act will boost sales homebuilding
10 to 20 percent because of liberalized downpayments and a bigger leeway oil
the amount for which the Government will now guarantee a mortgage.

The new law, however, scales down the FHA guaranty of multirental mort-
gages from 90 to 80 percent. It stipulates that the project must be reappraised
when completed and the allowable mortgage brought back into line should costs
prove lower than anticipated.

Rental housing is still needed, particularly in skyward neighborhoods like
those in New York where anything else than an apartment to rent becomes pro-
hibitively expensive.

Prior to the 90 percent mortgage incentives, private builders were exceedingly
skittish about rental housing. Now authorities see a danger of overrestricting
the Government's loan program and scaring potential rental apartment builders
back into building sales houses exclusively.

There Is the pending irony of a Republican administration, out to encourage
private enterprise, discouraging it through legislation.

Said one local housing economist: "The current law kills rental housing Just
as dead as a doorknob. You c&n just write it off."

(Wednesday: 4 million roofs aren't picayune)
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MANY OF THE MERITS OF FHA PROGRAM ALMOST OBSCURED BY INVESTIGATION

(Third of a series)

(By Warren Unna, staff reporter)

Almost obscured by the recent Senate Banking and Currency Committee
hearings on wicked financial windfalls in rental housing is the fact that Federal
assistance has had some definitely positive effects on America's postwar housing
industry.

To be precise, 3,968,351 starts on dwelling units were made with Government
aid between 1945 and last June 30. This represents 44 percent of the almost
million new housing accommodations started since the war.

Since America had only 37.6 million occupied units in 1945, much of the country
today dwells in buildings less than 10 years old.

Housing and Home Finance Agency Administrator Albert M. Cole, the Nation's
top housing official, recently labeled the windfalls from multirental housing con-
struction "shocking."

But he added: "There is no basis whatever for suspecting that these sore spots,which~we are cutting out, Imperil the basic soundness and health of the whole
(Federal housing) program. We are not going to tear up the machinery because
some of the parts need replacing * *."

What Cole had In mind was that since the war:Some 2,394,109 starts have heen made in Federal Housing Administration-
sponsored units for which the FHA gave its guaranty on 80 to 95 percent of themortgage, charged the builder one-half percent for services and saw to it that
lie paid only 4 percent interest on the money he had to borrow.

Some 1,267,903 starts have been made on Veterans' Administration-sponsored
houses for which the former GI usually had to make no downpayment at alland, until a recent one-half percent boost, paid off his loan at 4 percent interest.

Some 286,700 starts have been made on Public Housing Administration-spon-
sored units which have been rented back through State and community agencies
to families in the lower income brackets.

Some 19,639 loans have been made for new housing and improvements on old
housing and other farm buildings by the Department of Agriculture's Farmers'
Home Administration. The loans have covered up to 100 percent of cost and have
been generally granted at 3 percent interest.

In addition, the Government has backed up billions of dollars in loans forhome repairs, assisted in slum redevelopment and land planning.
The Capitol Hill hearings have had the advantage of hindsight in pointing

out loopholes in postwar housing legislation.
They have shown that a several hundred thousand dollar profit on FHA-guar-

anteed apartments represents something more than the inducement necessary to
get these buildings up.

But local housing experts believe the situation might be better understood
if the Senate Banking and Currency Committee set the windfall picture in
perspective with America's post-V-J Day economy.

When the Hiroshima and Nagasaki A-bombs brought World War II to a faststop in August 1945, America's multibillion dollar defense program in good part
stopped with it. Civilian production had been cobwebbed for 4 years and na-
tional economic planners began talking about another post-World War I depres-
slon. This time they had in mind a whopping unemployment roll of 8 melion.

In the first few postwar months, the War Production Board gave housing thegreen light-more to help roof the millions of returning veterans than to solve
the unemployment threat.

Commented Senator John J. Sparkman (Democrat, Alabama) : "The stepup inhousing undoubtedly contributed to bolstering the postwar economy. Construc-
tion is perhaps the best antidepression program you can have because it puts so
many types of industry to work."

Bureau of Labor Statistics figures show that housing construction climbed
from $5,644 million in 1946 to $6,500 million in 1947 to $8,700 million in 1948.

The building material industries required to produce this housing boosted theeffect On the national economy much higher. The construction industry as aWhole, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, now accounts for from 10
to 15 percent of everything produced In America.
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The National Association of Home Builders, spokesman from private industry,
declares in its book, Housing USA, that Government concern with housing is
at least as old as King Hammurabi's construction code for ancient Babylon.

As for America, the book concludes: "The net effect of total Federal reUre.
ment from the housing picture probably would be detrimental to builder, boe.
owner and country alike." The NAHB is careful to maintain that a Police eye
should be kept open to be sure Government doesn't overplay its role.

Henry Luce's House and Home magazine editorialized in May: "The Federal
Housing Administration is the best thing that ever happened to the home-buying
public * * * it has enabled millions of families to own far better homes than
they could otherwise afford * * * (it Is) the No. 1 example of Government and
business partnership at no cost to the taxpayer."

(Thursday: Throwing everything in the pot.)

FANCY LURES USED IN COURTING BUILDERS

(Fourth of a series)

(By Warren Unna, staff reporter)

A windfall, according to Webster, is "anything blown down or off by the
wind * * * an unexpected legacy or other gain."

A wicked windfall, according to the Senate Banking and Currency Committee,
which recently concluded the Washington phase of its housing probe, is what
showered down on the builders of rental apartments under section 608 of the
National Housing Act's title VI.

Others in the building field contend the windfall is not a result of the National
Housing Act but of loopholes and evasion in income-tax payments.

Early this year, Internal Revenue Commissioner T. Coleman Andrews brought
Congress the news that an analysis of tax returns indicated 219 corporations had
made a windfall of $65 million in putting up 70 of these "608" apartment build.
ings. Six structures are in the District, the rest distributed through 18 States.

Andrews hopes to collect at least 28 of these $65 million for the Federal Trps
ury and in some cases the Government is considering criminal as well as civil
action.

Senator Homer E. Capehart (Republican, of Indiana), Banking and Currency
Committee chairman, has called the windfalls "outrageous."

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Democrat, of Virginia, declared such greed by builders
has hiked the rent of their Government-sponsored apartments some 15 to 25
percent.

Senator Burnet R. Maybank, Democrat, of South Carolina, has charged the
Republicans, through their selection of investigation witnesses, with trying to
shape the situation into a "Democratic scandal."

And Senator John J. Sparkman, Democrat, of Alabama, has warned that a
"stigma" has been thrown over the whole home-building industry because of the
sharp practices of a "relatively few" rental building profiteers.

These statements from both sides of the political aisle neither reinforce nor
cancel themselves out. Rather, they typify a housing situation that is Lore
speckled than black and white.

The 608 situation goes back to 1942 when the same Senate Banking and
Currency Committee knowingly reported out legislation that was loosely drawn-
at both Industry and Government's behest-in order to tempt builders into put,
ting up rental housing.

The 608 measure had five main inducements:
It declared projects would be given a 90-percent Federal Housing Admin-

istration-guaranteed mortgage instead of the previous 80 percent.
This meant that, at most, builders would only have to look elsewhere for 10

percent of their costs--the rest of the money was insured In advance.
It declared that the FHA appraisal would be estimated on the "necessary

current cost" to a typical builder putting up a typical building, rather than the
old "long-range value" criteridn.

This meant that an experienced builder could assure himself of building
cheaper than the average man. He could also anticipate that, appraising being
an inexact science at best, the apartment-hungry FHA agent would give him
the benefit of the doubt.
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It indicated the builder didn't have to start paying back interest on his

mortgage until 18 months after the project was underway.
This meant that many builders, their project completed in 9 to 12 months,

could be receiving rental income before they had to begin paying bills.
It allowed a builder to appraise his land value as if the apartment were

already sitting upon it, instead of its actual cost to him before construction.
Its 4-percent Government guaranty made financing so attractive to mortgage

lenders they actually paid builders 2 to 4 percent of the entire mortgage just
to attract their business.

In addition to these inducements, FHA agents toured the country selling the
608 scheme to dubious builders. The recent Senate hearings intimated FHA
representatives were actually telling builders how they could make a sizable
profit.

The Senate Banking and Currency Committee members should be the last to
register surprise at that. Their committee report of April 5, 1946, declared:
"It is the specific intent of the Congress that those in charge of the (608).pro-
gram should make every reasonable effort to obtain a substantial volume of
rental housing."

On top of all these persuasions, sharp-eyed builders perceived they might
own the apartment project as well as build it. They did this through a means
variously known as mortgaging out or "throwing everything in the pot."

This meant that a builder-owner would deduct nothing from his project costs
for contractor's profit, architect and engineering fees, and rental for the use of
grading and construction equipment.

In other words, as much capital as could be possibly conserved was "thrown in
the pot" for future distribution.

One result of this was to stretch out the FHA-guaranteed 90-percent mortgage
so that the builder-owner was able to put up his project on this money alone-
no need to shop around for an additional 10 percent.

Another result was in taxes. Where the builder-owner mortgaged out to pay
himself for services actually rendered, the operation was perfectly legitimate.
But the windfall people also saw the device as a tax dodge.

On advice of attorneys (in at least one instance the New York firm with which
Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr., was associated), builders decided to
liquidate their corporation once the project was completed. They then distrib-
uted whatever was left in the pot as capital gains. In other words, they taxed
themselves at 25 percent instead of the 52 percent the Internal Revenue Service
charges against annual corporation income.

The result of all this has been speckled.
Everyone but the fly-by-night builders themselves have a feeling the overvalu-

ated windfall was unethical.
Tenants have a suspicion that rents might be a good deal lower if the profits

went to paying off the mortgage, thereby knocking down the building's interest
payments.

And the Internal Revenue Service feels it has a lot more money due-the differ-
ence between 52 percent corporation income and 25 percent capital-gains taxes-
and is trying to get the legal permission to collect.

As for mortgaging out, some of it is not only legitimate but the Capehart
committee specifically allowed for it In this year's Housing Act.

The default problem is minor. As of March 31, only 273 of the 7,069 projects
started between the end of the war and 1950 had been returned to the FHA. Of
these, the Government has already sold 29 and at a profit of $147,000.

In another aspect of its investigation, the Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee has said "racketeers" have taken great advantage of persons who have
borrowed up to $2,500 apiece in FHA-guaranteed home repair loans.
$7Senator Harry F. Byrd, Democrat, of Virginia, accused the FHA of backing

7 , 830,000,000 worth of home repair loans without ever bothering to see if the
homeowners were being charged a fair price for their repair work.
F'A's reply to this is the home-loan law is specifically written so that the loan

reports are only made to FHA after the loan is made and actual details never
reach its office unless there is a default.

BOTH SIDES OF AISLE VOTED FOR SECTION 608

Both sides of the political aisle have voted for the National Housing Act's
controversial section 608 which made windfalls possible in building postwar

rental apartment projects.
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Voting on April 10, 1946, to substitute "necessary current cost" for "reasonable
replacement cost" in FHA mortgage appraisals were Senator Homer E. Capeht
Republican, of Indiana, current chairman of Senate Banking and Currency cm.
mittee ; Senator Burnet R. Maybank, Democratc, of South Carolina, former *.a~
mittee chairman; and Senator J. W. Fulbright, Democrat, of Arkansas. Others
on current committee had not yet been elected to Senate.

Voting on April 21, 1949, to extend section 608 and increase mortgage authori .
tion by $500 million were Capehart; Maybank; Fulbright; and Senators Irving
M. Ives, Republican, of New York; John J. Sparkman, Democrat, of Alabama;
J. Allen Frear, Jr., Democrat, of Delaware; and Paul H. Douglas, Democrat, of
Illinois. Opposing the bill were Senators John W. Bricker, Republican, of
Ohio, and A. Willis Robertson, Democrat, of Virginia.

Voting on March 15, 1950, in an unsuccessful attempt to extend section 608's
application cutoff date were Capehart and Bricker. Voting against 608's exten.
sion were Maybank, Ives, Fuibright, Robertson, Sparkman, Frear, Douglas, and
Senator Herbert H. Lehman, Democrat, of New York.

(Friday: Cafritz thumbs his nose.)

FEELINGS OF CAFRITZ RUFFLED BY INGRATES

(Last of a series)

(By Warren Unna, staff reporter)

When Morris Cafritz a few weeks ago thumbed his nose at the Capehart
committee's probe into windfall rental housing projects by calling its investiga.
tion headline hunting some local builders applauded and thought, "About time."

The construction of some 15,000 Washington homes and a string of luxury office
buildings and apartments has given Cafritz an obviously solid footing in the local
business world.

IHe, therefore, didn't like it at all when the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee shouted forth Cafritz had made a wicked $552,000 windfall on his
Parklands Manor apartment project and already divided the kitty among his
three sons.

"The Government came to me to build that project. They said they badly
needed rental housing for minorities. I had only used a Federal Housing
Administration mortgage once before-a very small $600,000 project in 1947-
and didn't like it. I don't like the idea of government In private industry,"
Cafritz declared the other day in his 10-foot-square headquarters office at 1404
K Street NW.

"But I went ahead and built the project. Then, instead of calling me up and
saying, 'Well done, Mr. Morris Cafritz, you did a great job,' they shout
'windfall.' "

Cafritz said he hadn't much inclination then to utilize Government housing
aid and now be is sure he never will again.

Parklands Manor is a 600-unit project at 3325 Stanton R'ad SE., which was
completed in 1952. Rents vary from $68 to $69 monthly for 1-bedroom apart-
ments with utilities, to $81.75 for 2-bedroom units. Cafritz says his rents are
a good $20 below comparable projects in the neighborhood.

In 19.90 FHA gave Cafritz a $3,563,000 commitment, representing a 90-percent
mortgage guaranty on what at "necessary current costs" was estimated to be
a $3.959,000 project.
FHA allowed Cafritz $6,000 per unit for his 600 apartments. He said hereto-

fore builders had been allowed $8,100, but the need for minority housing wAS
so Erreat he agreed to take on the close transaction as a community service.

Cafritz decided to make Parklandq Manor the first entity on a 100-acre tract
he had purchased for $69,000 (at $690 an acre) In 1941 and incorporated for
his three sons. The sons exchanged 22 acres of their Parklands, Inc., for Park-
lands Manor stock and the FHA appraised these acres in 1950 at $420,000.

Cafritz then decided to gave the project a $17,800, one-half percent FUA
construction examination charge and another $17,800, one-half percent I
loan draw-down fee by not tapping the FHA-guaranteed mortgage until Park
lands Manor was completed and 90 percent occupied.

He also, decided It -was much more economical to borrow at one-half percent
interest from "the Idle Inoney in the 25 or 30 companies I control" than t0 bQVrT0
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that money conventionally at 4 percent a year. An extra $400,000 in capital
was thrown in interest free by Cafritz himself because he saw no sense in

charging his own sons for a loan.
Because Cafritz already had a permanent architectural and engineering staff,

ai services cost Parklands Manor much less than the 10 percent allowed for in
the FHA appraisal. Building supplies, too, came much less-Cafritz is both a
large-scale customer and a shrewd purchaser.

The one item that did cost more was equipment. Cafritz had allowed
p 9000 for that, figuring he could utilize the machinery he had. Actually, he
found it was inadequate and had to plunk down $11,000 to rent additional
equipment.

Once Parklands Manor was completed, Cafritz borrowed the $3,563,000 allowed
him by the FHA guaranty. He got the money from the Drydock Savings Co.
of New York at only 3/ percent interest. Parklands Manor's bills were then
paid and, as Cafritz expresses it, he found "$500,000 or so [actually $552,000]
left over for a nest egg."

Cafritz left the money in the pot. He has already expanded the Parklands
area to 112 buildings with 1,500 units. Eventually, he will build another 500
units.

He is proud of his tenants, selects them on their ability to pay, won't allow
them to move in with more children than bedrooms can hold. Cafritz maintains
a nursery school, playgrounds and laundry facilities and is now thinking of
endowing Parklands with a large swimming pool to promote community well-
being.

As Cafritz looks at his project, it has filled a critical housing need for minori-
ties, put many people to work, provided the District with real-estate taxes and
both the District and the Federal Government with income taxes.

The Washington builder concedes there may have been windfalls in FHA's
608 program when the Government in its anxiety to get rental apartments built,
overappraised unit costs and guaranteed more mortgage money than needed.

To get a round that, Cafritz thinks the FHA should insert a clause in its
contracts requiring money left over in the pot to be applied toward paying off the
mortgage.

As for himself and Parklands Manor, Morris Cafritz declares: "There was no
windfall. No money was paid out. They should be tickled pink. Instead they
cry 'Very unfair. Very unfair'."

And as for Cafritz's wife, Gwen, famed for her Foxhall Road NW. lawn levees,
the hostess'- recent gala for the daughter and son-in-law of Generalissimo Fran-
cisco Franco was embellished with a huge vase containing two dozen large yellow
roses.

The card was signed by Senator Homer E. Capehart, Republican, Indiana,
chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee. He and Mrs. Capehart were
sorry they couldn't make it.

The CHAIRMAN. We are just trying to keep the record straight in
this testimony.

We appreciate your cooperation and we know that you people are
going to cooperate with us and that you want to help clean this
malitter up.

We would like to suggest to you if you have any suggestions that
you think will improve the law and clean up this matter better, that
OU prepare them and let us have them so that we can introduce them
in the Congress the first day Congress convenes next year.

We will appreciate it very, very much if you will give us that kind
of help and I know you will.

Mr. HU,HES. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to make this statement: I hold in my hand

an AP story from the ticker read over the telephone from the Atlanta
Journal.

STATESBORO, GA. (AP).-A blast was fired at the Capehart Senate investigating
committee yesterday' by Representative Preston, Democrat of Georgia, for what
he termed the committee's efforts to imply he did something wrong in a housing
deal.

5 0 690-54-pt. 4-58
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In a speech to the First District Congressional Convention, accepting his Dena.
cratic nomination for a fifth term In the House, Preston said he expects the
Capehart committee to turn its spotlight on Statesboro's mayor, William A. Bowen.

Preston and Bowen were associated in a private housing plan in Savannah in
1949.

Preston told the convention the Capehart committee is trying to "make political
capital on the eve of the November election of a legitimate business enterprise
in which he and his associates made a profit.

He said: "I assure you that at no time did I use my office to influence any
official. There was not one Federal dollar involved and there was no guaranty
of any loan by the Government."

A motion, expressing full confidence in Preston, was adopted by the convention

I also understand that Congressman Preston likewise issued a state.
meant in which he accused me of being a character assassin. For that
reason I will be the first witness at 2 o'clock this afternoon, followed
by Mr. Bowen, the builder in Savannah, Ga.

The unusual part of this whole matter is that we haven't said a word
about Congressman Preston in this committee. There has been no pub.
lic hearing. Where he secured his information can only be from an
executive session given to him by his partner, Mr. Bowen, himself,
because we have not given out any information on the matter to the
press. We are not calling the Congressman as a witness but it is in
the newspapers and for that reason I shall take the witness stand at2
o'clock followed by Mr. Bowen, who did handle the whole matter.

We will now recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12: 45 p. m. the committee recessed to reconvene at

2 p. m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

(Whereupon, the committee reconvened, pursuant to recess, at 2
p. m.)

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Before Mr. Bowen, of the Nelson Apartments, of Savannah, Ga.,

testifies, I would like to be a witness and I am going to ask my colleague
and a member of this committee to preside while I testify, if you will,
please.

Senator BEALL. Will you raise your right hand, please? Do you
solemnly swear that the evidence you are about to give will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God!

TESTIMONY OF HOMER E. CAPEHART, A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Senator CAPE-TART. I do.
Senator BEALL. What is your name?
Senator CAPEJHART. Senator Homer E. Ca pehart, and I am chair-

man of this committee, and Mr. Presiding chairman, I would like
to make a statement in behalf of the testimony that is going to be
given in a few minutes, or when I am finished, by Mr. Bowen, William
A. Bowen, of the Nelson.,Apartments, Savannah, Ga.

The reason I am making this statement is the fact that Congr.-.
man Preston, of Georgia, issued a couple of press releases, today-tli8
morning, I believe-in one of which he accuses me of indulging in
character assassination. Over the United Press and over the 0.
wires .he accuses this committee of dealing in politics on the eve Of
the election.
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I have the AP press release. I do not have the United but I shall

read the AP release. It says:

STATESBORO, GA., Associated Press.-A blast was fired at the Capehart Senate

i0vestigating committee yesterday by Representative Preston, Democrat, of

Georgia, for what he termed the committee's effort to imply he did something

wrong in the housing deal. In a speech in the first district congressional con-

vention accepting his Democrat nomination, for a fifth term in the House, PrestoD

said he expects the Capehart committee to turn its spotlight on Statesbro's-

Mayor William A. Bowen. Preston and 1owen were associated in a private hous-

ing plan in Savannah in 1949. Preston told the convention the Capehart con-

mittee is trying to make political capital on the eve of the November election, of a,

legitimate business enterprise in which lie and his associates made a profit. He

said, "I assure you at no time did I use my office to influence any official. There

was not one Federal dollar involved and there was no guaranty of any loan by

the Government." A motion expressing full confidence in Preston was adopted

bv the convention.

Well, now, here are tie facts as far as myself is concerned, and the
committee.

On June 4 of this year, the FHA, through Mr. Cole and Mr. Mason
and Mr. McKenna, who was the counsel for a special sort of a com-
mittee they set up within FHA, to investigate the FHA, handed this
committee, as well as the press, a list of wat they called section 608
FHA-insured mortgage loans in excess of costs on projects reviewed
asof June 4, 1954. On that list, on page 2, appeared the name-

Nelson Apartments, Inc., Savannah, Ga. The principals are William A.
Bowen, Savannah; James L. Sundy. Savannah; Sylvan A. Byckwick, and Hives
Worrell. Paid in capital stock, $7,500. Mortgage loan, $1,402,000, reported cost
of project, $1,176,500, windfall $225,500, amount of distribution of windfall,
$250,000.

In line with the policy of this committee and its chairman, I handed
that complete list to our staff, the complete list of the so-called wind-
fall projects, and asked then to investigate each and every one of
them. They proceeded to do so. But, of course., it took a long time.
On Tuesday of this week for the first time, they were able to get to the
Nelson Apartments, Inc., of Savannah, Ga., and Mr. William A.
Bowen appeared in executive session at 9 o'clock on Tuesday morning
in Capitol Building, in room F-41. Ie was interviewed by two mein-
bes of our staff, Mr. Sells, a professional career man who has been
loaned, by a department of Government to this committee, and Mr.
Bush, representing the. minority. They interviewed Mr. Bowen, under
oath.

When Mr. Bowen was called, all we knew about the Nelson Apart-
ments, Inc., was that they were in Savannah, Ga.; that there were
four principals, and the amount of the mortgage that I just read to
you. We had absolutely no idea that Congressman Preston's name
would even be.mentioned. We didn't know that he was a part and
parcel of it. We had no idea that his name would be mentioned and
as far as I am able to ascertain, no member of this committee gave
Out any information concerning that executive session.

They brought the format ion to me on Tuesday, Mr. Sells did,
told me what happened, and I said, "Well, get me a copy of the official
transcript," and he did. That was yesterday morning, on Wednesday.

said I would study it, and I did. I took it home with me last night.
Studied it. I told them to have Mr. Bowen present today, and at that
time I did not know whether I would call him as a witness, or not,
because I had not studied the transcript.
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In the meantime, someone evidently told Mr. Preston-and I don'tknow who it was--that Mr. Bowen had testified in executive session
that he was a partner, at one time, in Nelson Apartment, Inc. Con.gressman. Preston has seen fit to blast the committee and blast me per.
sonally, when frankly, I was thinking about the matter this morning
when I was sitting at the table, as to whether we would or would not
call Mr. Bowen, because this matter of who you call and who you do
not, after executive committee hearings, is not easy.

I assure you it isn't easy because you want to be absolutely fair to
everybody and at the same time you have a responsibility to the
people and a responsibility to the committee to et the clipsfal
where they may. You have no right as a chairman of a committee
to cover up any situation. It was not any member of this committee
who injected Congressman Preston's name into executive hearings;
it was his own partner, Mr. William A. Bowen.

Mr. William A. Bowen, as the record will show in executive hear-
ings-and I think under the circumstances, now, we will want to
place them in the record. As the executive hearings will show, at
the tail end of the hearing--and I hold it in my hand-Mr. SeDs
asked Mr. Bowen if two-thirds of the stock, or 662/ percent of the
stock that he was holding in Nelson Apartments, or at one time did
hold, because it was brought out in the testimony that they had sold
it for $150,000-if any part of the 662/ percent of the stock that he
held was being held for any other person, or persons. Mr. Bowen's
answer was that he was holding half of that stock, or 331/3 percent of it
for Congressman Preston. That they sold the stock for $11-50,000 and
that Congressman Preston received $50,000 and he $50,000 and his
partner, Mr. Sundy, $50,000. That they had paid in cash for the
stock originally $30,000 for the land, they put $7,000 cash into the
project, and they estimated that they spent another $5,000, making
the total amount the stock cost them about $42,000.

Now, whether there was anything wrong with it, or not, I am not
the judge. I did not inject the name into the hearing, nor did any
member of this committee.

I am not going to say definitely that Mr. Bowen would not have been
called this afternoon. I am not going to say that. I was still debate
ing as to whether he would or would not. But, under the circum-
stances, when Congressman Preston attacks me personally and
attacks this committee, then there is nothing for us to do except to
call Mr. Bowen. I am sure Mr. Bowen's testimony will be just as it
was in executive session, that he and Mr. Sundy and Mr. Preston
were partners; they owned one-third each and he held in hand Mr.
Preston's interests. That they organized Nelson Apartments, ITe,
That when the building was about 90 percent completed they sold it
to the builders for $150,000.

I am not saying that Congressman Preston or anybody else did
anything wrong. I never made a statement on it publicly. I simply
close my testimony with this statement, that the facts and recordS
will have to speak for themselves, because I am not going to accuse
anybody-I haven't accused anybody-and that is my full and com-
plete statement, unless the chairman has some questions.

Senator BEALL. I was just going to ask about that statement Of
Congressman Preston's. Did you read that into the record?

Senator CAPEIHART. Which statement?
Senator BrimAL. That he made about you.
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Senator CAPEHART. I simply read a copy of a teletype from the
Associated Press.
•Senator BEALL. Is that in the record?
Senator CAPEHIIART. It is in the record; yes.
And I was told by the United Press reporter, here, that the United

press carried a story in which he attacked mepersonally as being a
character assassin. I just want to say to you,C ongressman Preston,
that I did not inject your name into the executive hearings, but that
your own partner did it, Mr. Bowen. I knew absolutely nothing
about it and when we called Mr. Bowen up here as a result of this
sheet, or list, that the FHA gave us, we had no more idea that Con-
gressman Preston was connected with it than anything in the world.
We knew absolutely nothing about it.

We knew absolutely nothing about it.
Are there any questions?
Senator BFaiLL. Mr. Bowen, please.
Raise your right hand, will you please, sir.
Do you solemnly swear that the statement you are about to make

will be true to the best of your knowledge and belief, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM A. BOWEN, NELSON APARTMENTS,
SAVANNAH, GA.

Mr. BOWEN. I do.
Senator BEALIL. Give your name and address, please.
Mr. BOWEN. William A. Bowen, Statesboro, Ga.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bowen, are you from Statesboro, Ga.?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You are one of the sponsors of the Nelson Apartments

project ?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Where is it located?
Mr. BOWEN. Savannah, Ga.
Mr. SIMON. Just so the record is clear, were you scheduled to appear

in executive session of this committee on September 18, 1954?
Mr. BowEN. September 18?
Mr. SI.MtON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOWEN. Yes; I was.
The ChAIRMAN. That was in executive session.
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SEiTON. And on that day, did you send a telegram to the com-

'nittee, advising that your daughter's illness prevented you from being
here in Washington and that your attorney, Joseph Oliver, would
appear in your stead?

Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIniON. And on the same day, you wrote a letter to the com-

rflitee which Mr. Oliver took up here and presented to the committee
staff, on September 18, giving the details of this transaction; is thatri It?
T BOWEN. That's right.

Mr. SIMON. And it says that you and Mr. Sundy were. the two spon-
sors of the project, and it gives the details, and it ends up by saying:

I am still entirely willing to appear before you in person at a later date when
te ircumstances will permit. At such personal interview I shall be glad to
"Pett the statements herein made under oath if you wish me to do so.
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Is that correct ?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And the only reason you didn't come up here in Septem.

ber was because your daughter was ill and you wanted to stay with
her?

Mr. BOWEN. My daughter was ill, with polio.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the application for mortgage commitment was

filed January 27 1950; is that correct?
Mr. BOWEN. What was your question, again ?
Mr. SIMoN. The application for an FHA section 608 commitment

was filed January 27, 1950; is that correct?
Mr. BOWEN. The commitment was issued-
Mr. SIxoN. No the application.
Mr. BOWEN. I don't remember what the date was.
The CHAIRMAN. We hand you a photostatic copy of the original

application and ask you if that isn't the date, please.
Mr. BOWEN. It shows January 27, 1950.
Mr. SIMON. And it was filed the same day? You will find a file

stamp on the top of it, on the front page.
Mr. BOWE N. It shows. February 2$ in this stamp.
Mr. SIMON. Tte earliest file stamp, isn't that January 27?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And it shows the sponsors as yourself and Mr. Sundyl

On the front page the sponsors are listed, there.
Mr. BowEN .Yes, sir; myself and Mr. Sundy.
Mr. SIMON. On page 3 it lists the land to be covered in the project,

and does it say the value of the land is $67,000? Is that right? Page
3, the right-hand column near the top of the page. I'm sorry. It is
the left-hand column.

Mr. BOWEN. It shows here land at $67,000.
Mr. SIMON. Now, when did you buy the land? Was it in the same

month of January 1950?
Mr. BOWEN. I think that's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid $30,000 for the land?
Mr. BOWEN. In round figures, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Who put up that $30,000?
Mr. BOWEN. As I recall, we optioned that land. I don't know

whether we took title to it at the time we optioned it, or not. When I
say "optioned," I mean we agreed to buy the land. It was a sale, but
we did not close the sale.

Mr. SIMON. When did you sign the option agreement?
Mr. BOWEN. That I don't know,.
Mr. SIMON. Would it be shortly before the January 27 date?
Mr. BOWEN. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the option price was $30,000.
Mr. BOWEN. Roughly, that's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the price you put in the application was $67,000?
Mr. BOWEN. We paid $30,000 for the bare land.
Mr. SIM oN. And you put $67,000 in the application for the bare

land ?

Mr. BOWEN. Did I put that in there or did FHA put it in there?
The CHAIRMAN. Well it is in there.
Mr. SIMON. Let me asl you: Who did put it in?
Mr. BOWEN. That 1 don't know.
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Mu'. SiMoN. Did you'sign that application?

,Mr. BowEN. Yes.
M'r. SimoN. Is it in the same condition now as when you signed it,

or has somebody made some changes?
Mr. BOWEN. I would thiuk it. was in the same condition. I don't

know.
Mr. Si.MN. Is that $67,000 your figure, or that of FHA? I might

say that the project analysis that. I have, of FHA, knocked it down
$1,000 and valued it at $66,000.

Is that $(;7,000 your figure, Mr. Bowen ?
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. ('ounsel, 1 don't know.
Mr. SAIFON. You don't know?
Mr. BOWEN. No, sir.
Mr. SUMON. Do you know who could have put it in there, if you

didn't?
Mr. BOWEN. Well, whoever helped me to make up the application.
Mr. SIMON. And who was that?
Mr. BowEN. A Mr. Gurley.
Mr. Si r,,N. When (li( you pay for the land?
Mr. BOwNEN. I think we made a partial payment on the land in

January.
Mr. SLIEON. How much did you pay in January?
Mr. B(WI)N. I really don't remember.
Mr. SI-.N. A matter of $1,000, or $10,000, or $15,000v
Mr. BOWEN . I think it was from $1,500 to $3,000. I don't know.
Mr. Sio N. And when did you pay the balance?
Mr. BOWEN. Just prior to closing, or at, the time of closing.
The (HAIRNIAN. Do you niean at the time of closing on the mort-

gage commitment?
Mr. BowE1N. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay the balance out of the mortgage funds,

or out of your own funds?
Mr. BOWEN. That I don't remember.
Mr. SVION.. Who put up the $30,000 to buy the land?
Mr. BOWEN. To the best of my recollection, Mr. Sundy and Mr.

Preston and I put up the money.
Mr. SifoN. Did you put up $10,000 each?
Mr. BOWEN. I don't remember the exact figures, but as best as Irecall, we shared and shared alike in the expenses.
Mr. Si oN. How much did you put up, Mr. Bowen, of your own

money ?
MrBOWEN. Mr. Simon, that has been 4 years ago. I don't recall.
Mr. SI. ON. Don't you have any records?
Mr. BOWEN. I think I have the records.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it a fact that you put up $10,000, Mr. Preston

$10,000, and Mr. Sunday $10,000?
Mr. BOWEN. That I think is correct.
Mr. Sixox. Did you put this money up from your own money, ordid it come from the mortgage proceeds?
Mr. BOWEN. I think it came from our own money.
Mr. Snlrox. Don't you know, though?
Mr. BOWEN. Not right offhand.
Mr. SIuom. Well, you didn't pay the balance beyond this $1,500 or

$3,000 until the closing of the mortgage; is that right?
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Mr. BOWEN. I think that's correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Could it then be that you paid the balance out of te

mortgage proceeds!
Mr. BOWEN. It could be.
Mr. SIMoN. You just don't know?
Mr. BOWEN. I don't know.
Mr. SIoN. When was the corporation incorporated?

i: Mr. BowEN. May 2, 1950.
Mr. SImoN. That was 4 months after the commitment was issued?

Or 3 months? Is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. Approximately 3 months, yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was this a partnership up until then?
Mr. BowN. We were operating as Bowen-Sundy Enterprises.

, Mr. SiMoN. Was that a partnership?
Mr. BOwEN. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. Now, the capital stock was $7,000; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. A proximately that, yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Who paid in the $7,000?
Mr. BOWEN. As I remember, it was the three of us.
Mr. SI N. Each paid in a third?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. $2,333 apiece?
Mr. BOwEN. Whatever the third figures to.
Mr. SImoN. Who are the three?
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sundy, Mr. Preston, and I.
Mr. SIMoN. To whom was the stock issued?
Mr. BowEN. The stock was issued to W. A. Bowen and James L

Sundy.
Mr. SI N. Just the two of you?
Mr. BOWEN. That's correct.
Mr. SImoN. How much stock was issued to Mr. Sundy?
Mr. BowEN. Thirty-three and a third percent.
Mr. SiMoN. How much stock was issued to you ?
Mr. BOWEN. Thirty-three and a third percent to me, and I held

331/ percent as nominee.
Mr. SimoN. Did the certificates show that you held it as nomin
Mr. BowE.q. I don't know. I think so. I am reasonably sure.
Mr. SIX'ON. What did the certificate say?
Mr. BOWEN. That I don't remember. "W. A. Bowen, nomin"I

think.
Mr. SIMoN. Who were you nominee for?
Mr. BOwEN. T. H. Preston.
Mr. Si oN. Why wasn't the stock issued to Mr. Preston if he put

up a third of the money?
Mr. B6wN. That is a question I couldn't answer for Mr. Prest

Probably for business reasons.
Mr. S N. Did he tell you that he didn't want the certificate of

stock issued to him?
Mr. BOWEN. He asked.me would I handle the transaction for him.
Mr. SiMoN. And have the certificate issued in your name?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. Now, when you wrote this committee on September 18,

you said that you and Sundy were the only stockholders; is thft
right?
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You didn't use the word "only," but you said the stockholders were
you and Sundy.

Mr. BOWEN. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Why didn't you say there was a third stockholder?
Mr. BOWEN. Well, I held the stock as nominee.
Mr. SIMON. Now, the commitment of FHA was issued on what

date ?
Mr. BOWEN. February 28, 1950.
Mr. SIMON. February 18, 1950. And it wasn't until May that you

incorporated the company; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Now, was Mr. Preston a partner in this Bowen &

Sundy partnership.
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. He was?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then you entered into a contract with the Bick-

Worrell Co. to build the project; is that right?
Mr. BOWFEN. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. Did that contract provide that the building was to be

built on a. basis of cost, plus 5 percent, but in no event to exceed
$1,202,791?

Mr. BOWEN. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. And during the course of construction, you sold your

stock to these builders for $150,000; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, when you turned the land over to the company,

the company issued its note for $30,000; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. I think that's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Was that note still an obligation of the corporation

after you sold your stock?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. So that you got $150,000 for your stock and also got

reimbursed for the cost of the land?
Mr. BOWEN. I think so; that's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Your total investment, then, was $7,000, for which you

got $150,000 or a profit of $143,000 ?
Mr. BOWEN. That is roughly what it was.
Mr. SIMON. Now, for that $143,000, did the buyer get anything other

than a commitment t from FHA?
Mr. BOWEN. What was that question again, please?
Mr. SIMON. Did the buyer receive anything other than the FHA

commitment, for the $143,000 that you had received?
Mr. BOwEN. They got the corporation, lock, stock, and barrel.
Mr. SIMON. But the corporation as I gather it, had three assets.

One was the land-and even after you sold out, they still had to pay
you for the land; is that right?

Mr. BOWEN. I am not sure on that.
Mr. SImoN. That is what you just testified to.
Mr. BowEN. I think that's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Secondly the corporation had a contract with this com-

pany to build the building for an amount not to exceed $1,302,000;
is that right?
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Mr. BowEN. That's correct, approximately.
Mr. SrxoN. And you sold the stock to the construction company

that had the contract.
Mr. BowEN. That's right.
Mr. SIMoN. So the only thing left in the corporation was the FHk

commitment, wasn't it?
Mr. BowE-. We sold the corporation lock, stock, and barrel.
Mr. SI N. But the only thing in the corporation was the contract

with the construction company, the land, and the FHA commitment;
isn't that true?

Mr. BOWEN. That is true.
Mr. SImoN. And the land-
Mr. BOWEN. I could elaborate on that a little, if I may.
Mr. SIMoN. Be glad to have you.
Mr. BOWEN. There was a lot of work that went into it.
Mr. SIMoN. Who did that work?
Mr. BOWEN. I did most of it.
Mr. SI N. What did Mr. Sundy do?
Mr. BOWEN. He assisted.
Mr. SIMoN. What did Mr. Preston do?
Mr. BOWEN. I did the work, Mr. Sundy and I. Mr. Preston didn't

do anything.
Mr. SImoN. He didn't do any of the work?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SIMON. Now, between Tuesday morning and now, have you

talked to Mr. Preston?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And did you tell him that at the executive session on

Tuesday morning, you were asked the questions which required you
to give the answer that he was a third owner of this company?

Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SixoN. You told him that?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. So as far as you know, did he know that before you

told him that?
Mr. BOWE N. What's that question again?
Mr. SImoN. So far as youknow-
Mr. BOWE N. So far as I know.
Mr. SI N. Did he know that this committee was aware of that fact

prior to the time you told it to him?
Mr. BOWEN. So far as I know, no.
Mr. SiMoN. Is there any doubt in your mind as you sit there now,

that the only person who had communicated publicly what went on
at that executive session was yourself?

Mr. BOWEN. So far as I know.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you, sir.
The (C'HAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Bowen. I appreciate your testimony.
We will place in the record the letter that Mr. Bowen wrote this

committee under date of September 18, 1954, in which he failed to tell
us in that letter that Mr. Preston owned any stock; also the executive"
hearing held with Mr. Bowen on October 6, 1954.
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DEAR MR. WALUM: Confirmation copy of my telegram to you of today is

enclosed.
Since my young daughter's illness will not permit me to be in Washington

on next Monday, as requested by you, I have asked my attorney, Mr. Joseph M.
Oliver, to present this letter which will, I hope, give you all the pertinent in-
formation you need.

During 1950, and for some time prior thereto, there was a severe housing
shortage in Savannah. Hunter Air Force Base was in process of reactivation
and expansion and this gave added pressure to the then existing need for
housing. My associate, Mr. James L. Sundy, and I, conceived the idea of
sponsoring a low-rent housing project under the FHA mortgage insurance
program. Originally, we operated as Bowen-Sundy enterprises. Partly be-
cause it was near Hunter Air Force Base, we selected a site of 30.36 acres of
unimproved land in the southern part of the city and purchased it on JanuarySo, 1950, at a price of approximately $1.000 per acre. That we were fortunate
in the choice of this site and the type of structure selected is borne out by thefact that the project has consistently remained almost 100 percent occupiedand the tenants have been pleased, both with the accommodations furnishedand the rental charged. Mr. Sundy and I both continued hard at work on theproject until the commitment was issued and the preliminary closing was had,on or about May 5 of that year. Our project consisted 220 dwelling units. Inthe meantime, another group of sponsors acquired the land immediately to thewest of that purchased by us and secured a commitment for a similar andcomparable rental-housing project, now known as Lamara Apartments, andawarded the construction contract to Byck-Worrell Construction Co., Inc., of
Savannah.

When the Nelson Apartments commitment was finally issued, the FHA esti-
mated the cost of construction at slightly in excess of the sum of $1,302,000.Neither Mr. Sunday nor I had ever built a project that would cost anything likethat amount and, frankly, we were hesitant about undertaking the construction
ourselves. We had bids from three reputable contractors, Close ConstructionCo., Jerome Construction Co. and Byck-Worrell Construction Co., Inc. Byck-
Worrell was the low bidder and, on May 5, 1950, the contract was awarded toByck-Worrell Construction Co., Inc., at $1,302,791 but with the understanding
that, at the conclusion of the job, Byck-Worrell's actual cost would be ascertainedand to that, there would be added a reasonable profit of 5 percent and that,under no circumstances, would Byck-Worrell be paid more than $1,302,791.This arrangement was satisfactory to Byck-Worrell, as the construction indus-try and construction operating conditions around Savannah at that time were
unsettled.

After having bought the bare land, without utilities or streets, at approxi-mately $1,000 per acre, It was our responsibility to arrange for the installation
of the utilities, for the cutting of the streets and for the provision of pave-
ment, curb, gutter, and landscaping.

You will recall that this construction contract was awarded and the pre-liflinary closing had just prior to the opening of hostilities in Korea. WhenMr. Sundy and I were approached by the Byck-Worrell interests at a later date,with a proposition of selling to them our stock in Nelson Apartments, Inc., wefinally agreed to do so, feeling that our lack of experience in this field, plus all theUnsettled conditions, when added to the fact that we had a competing projectright next door to ours, made it too risky not to accept the proposition of sellingour stock for $150,000. Another thing that made us decide to sell was the advicewe had received that a straight sale by us of our stock in the corporation would
be treated for income-tax purposes as a capital gain, as opposed to normali1lcome, had we retained ownership of the property and operated it at a profit.At no time did either Mr. Sundy or I receive any salary, bonus, stock redemp-tion, or any other sort of profit whatsoever from the corporation. This profitOn the sale of our stock was duly shown on our respective income-tax returns
and the tax due thereon paid on a capital-gains basis.

After the sale* of the Byck-Worrell group, neither Mr. Sundy iior I retainedany interest whatsoever In Nelson Apartments. We at no time had any Interestin Byck-Worrell Constrution Co., Inc. In other words, at no time was there
1"5y community of interest as between Mr. Sundy and myself on the one hand
abd the Byck-Worrell group on the other.

I fa still entirely willing to appear before you in person, at a later date, whencircumstances will permit. At such personal interview, I shall be glad torepeat the statements herein made, under oath, if you wish me to do so.
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For the purposes of your record, I would like to state that, during all of the
time Mr. Sundy and I were working on this project, there was never, at any
time, any inducement offered or made to any person in FHA and this commitment
was 'issued without anything of value ever being paid to, or given by, either of
us, directly or indirectly to any person in FHA.

Very truly yours,
WrLLIAM A. BoWEN.

(The telegram referred to in Mr. Bowen's letter follows:)
Regret Illness of my young daughter prevents my intended appearance at your

office as requested. My attorney, Joseph M. Oliver, will appear in my stead. Mr.
Oliver will bring Information requested by you and I will appear at a later date
if necessary.

WILLIAM A. BowEN.

(The testimony of the executive session held with Mr. Bowen on
October 5, 1954, follows:)

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The hearing convened, pursuant to notice, at 9 a. In., in room F-41,
United States Capitol.

Staff members present: Messrs. Sells and Bush.
Also present: W. A. Bowen, Joseph Oliver (attorney for Mr.

Bowen), and William P. Sullivan (notary public).
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bowen, for the record, will you state your full name,

please?
Mr. BowEw. William A. Bowen.
Mr. SELLS. I will ask the reporter to swear the witness, please.
Mr. SULLTVANv. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about

to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God ?

Mr. BowEN. I do.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bowen, you are accompanied today by Mr. Oliver;

is that correct?
Mr. BowEN. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Joseph Oliver?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. He is your counsel; is that correct?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. My name is Charles Sells, Mr. Bowen, and I am one of

the assistant counsel for this committee. I am sure that you by now
know why you were asked to come here. You know probably some-
thing about what this committee has been doing. We have beenConducting a rather extensive investigation of the Federal Housing
Administration and the operation of the National Housing Act.

Mr. Bowen, do we have your present residence address?
Mr. BOWEN. No, I don't know whether you have it or not. States-

boro, Ga.
Mr. SELLS. Do you have a street number?
Mr. BOWEN. That is sufficient. It is a small town.
Mr. SELLS. It is a small town?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.

Mr. SELLS. And they know you; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bowen, you had an interest or some connection with

a section 608 project, I believe at Savannah, by the name of Nelson
Apartment; is that correct?
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Mr. BowEN. That is correct.
Mr. SEAIJs. And about when was that project built, would you tell

me? I will settle for approximate dates.
Mr. BOWEN. It was in 1950, approximately.
Mr. SELLS. What was your connection with it, Mr. Bowen?
Mr. BOWEN. My connection with Nelson Apartments?
Mr. SELLS. Yes, the Nelson Apartments.
Mr. BOWEN. I was-
Mr. SEm .s. Were you one of the sponsors of the development?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Well what I want to do is get the background of it.

You say you were one of the sponsors. Did you have other associates
in the venture?

Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sunday.
Mr. SViEs. What is his first name ?
Mr. BOWEN. Janes L.
Mr. SELLS. Is that S-u-n-d-a-y?
Mr. BowEN. S-u-n-d-y.
Mi. SELLS. Were you the only two sponsors?
Mr. BowE.. Yes.
Mr. Si,.LLS. Now did you set up a corporation of some sort to handle

the project , or get the project going ?
Mr. OLIVER. I was going to say I have here the whole photostat of

the record..'Would it-be all right. if he refreshes his recollection?
Mr. SEi:iL. Sure. At any time. Mr. Oliver, these are very informal

hearings that we hold here.
Mr. OLIVER. It would save a little time.
Ar. Si.i:ijs. You go ahead and look at the records. What I want isthe background, how the thing was started, and if you used a corpora-

tion to get it going.
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sells, have you seen this [showing Mr. Sells a doc-

ument]?
Mr. SELIS. Yes, if this is the letter that Mr. Oliver delievered to

me several weeks ago, I have seen this. In fact, I think I have a copy
of that.

Mr. BOWEN. You should have the original.
Mr. SiE;LLS. Yes, I do.
Now this letter that you referred to says, I believe, "Originally weoperated as Bowen-Sundy Enterprises." Was that a corporation?
Mr. BowE-N. No, that was'not.
Mr. SELlS. Was that a partnership?
Ar. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Would you say a joint venture, or was it a going con-cern? Did you do other things, besides this particular project?
Mr. BOWEN. Building houses and selling them.
Mr. S-ELLS. This is single-family houses for sale?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. Si.Ls. And then you got interested in building one of these

608 projects; is that-right ?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
MI. SELLS. 1What was the first thing you did? Did you acquire

tile hlld or did you take some other steps first ?
Mr. BOWEN. What was your question? Mr. Sells, I am a little bit

hard of hearing.

FHA INVESTIGATION 3551
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Mr. S ELLS. All right, Mr. Bowen. What I am trying to get is the
background of how you organized and started this particular develop.
ment. Now, I would be happy to have you tell me in your own wor
what you and Mr. Sundy did to get this thing started.

Mr. BowEw. Mr. Sells, as I stated in this letter that you have there,
we felt that there was a need for low rental housing in Savannah
because they were activating and reactivating the airbase there.

Mr. SELLS. All right.
Mr. BOWEN. And we, as I stated here in the letter, began to look

around for some land and did a lot of thinking on the thing.
Mr. SErus. You finally did buy some land; is that right?
Mr. BowEi. Oh, yes.
Mr. SELLS. Now, you and Mr. Sundy purchased the site, according

to your letter, for a thousand dollars an acre.
Mr. BOWEN. Approximately.
Mr. SELIS. What was the total price for the site?
Mr. OLIVR. It shows on here as 30 and a fraction acres, the

cost of which was approximately $30,000.
Mr. BowEN. That is without the utilties, and so forth.
Mr. OLIVER. That is the bare land.
Mr. SELLS. $30,000. That was unimproved realty; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SjiLus. Was all of the 30 acres ultimately used in the Savannah

project?
Mr. BowEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. You used up all of the land and there wasn't any part

of it left over?
Mr. BowEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Now, you bought the land before you made application

for a mortgage commitment; is that right?
Mr. BowEN. Did we buy the land
Mr. OLIVR. They made entire payment on the land in January 1950.

1 am speaking from the record now.
Mr. BowEN. I have not refreshed myself on these records.
Mr. SELLS. You may do so as we go along. If Mr. Oliver has your

records here, please feel free to refresh your, recollection as we go
along.

I believe in January 1950 you did make application for a 608 mort-
gage commitment, is that right?

Mr. BowEN. To the best of my recollection, that is correct.
Mr. SELLS. And that was made in the name of the proposed mort,

gagor, Nelson Apartments, Inc., is that correct?
Mr. BowEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you set up such a corporation as Nelson Apart-

ments, Inc.?
Mr. BowEx. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. When was that organized?
Mr. BowEN. The second day of May 1950.
Mr. SELLS. May 2, 1930. Who were the principal shareholders in

that corporation?
Mr. BowEN. Bowen and Sundy.
Mr. SELLS. The two of you?,
Mr. BowEx. Yes.
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Mr. SELLS. 50 percent to each of you?
Mr. BOWEN. I had 662/3 of it.
Mr. SELLS. You had two-thirds interest and Mr. Sundy had the

other third, is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes. This is the second day-
Mr. OLIVER. The second day of May 1950 is the date of the charter.
Mr. SELLS. What was the capital stock setup of the-
Mr. OLIVER. Shall I give that?
Mr. SELLS. Yes, you may do so, Mr. Oliver. You are free to speak.
Mr. OLIVER. There were 3,100 shares of capital stock, of which 100

shares were preferred stock, of the value of $1 per share, issued to
the Federal Housing Administration.

The remaining 3,000 shares were divided into class A common stock,
of which there were 500 shares issued, at a par value of $10 per share;
2,000 shares of class B common stock, without par value; and 500
shares of class C common stock, without par value.

Now my recollection is that the A stock and the B stock were issued,
but the C stock was never actually issued.

Mr. SELLS. All right. How much capital was actually paid in, Mr.
Oliver?

Mr. OLIVER. Let's see. 500 at-
Mr. SELLS. You had 500 shares of class A common, and a par value

of $10 a share.
Mr. OLIVER. $5,000.
Mr. SELLS. Was that actually paid in, in cash?
Mr. OLIVER. Oh yes., paid in, in cash.
And there were 2,000 shares of class B common stock, issued at $1

per share. That was paid in.
Mr. SELLS. So that would be $5,000, plus $2,000, for a total of $7,000

paid-in capital.
Mr. OLIVER. That is correct. Plus the land, at about $30,000.
Mr. SELLs. Was the land contributed to the corporation?
Mr. ()LIve. No. I am confused here, because this letter-and I

want to look at this a minute to see whether that was represented by
class C stock.

The land was conveyed, I remember this much-the land was con-
veyed by the then owners and directors 'of the corporation. And it
may be that the corporation gave Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sundy a note.

Mr. SELLS. Well, is that your best recollection as to what happened?
Mr. OLIVER. It is, yes; but I can get that for you.
Mr. SELLS. Then, as I understand it, and see if this is correct, the

corporation in a sense then did purchase the land directly?
Mr. OLIvER. Yes; it did.
Mr. SELLS. By taking title to the land and giving, you say, Mr.

Bowen or Mr. Sundy a note for the cost of the land.
Mr. OLIVER. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Can you tell me what the corporation paid for the land?
Mr. OLIVER. The corporation would have paid for the land exactly

the price at which it was sold. If you mean did they buy it and resell,
they did not.

Mr. SELLS. That is what I wanted to know. I want to know at what
price the land went to the corporation.

Mr. OLIVER. At the same price, approximately $1,000 an acre, ap-
proximately $30,000.
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Mr. SELLS. Are you sure none of the class C common stock was
issued, Mr. Oliver?

Mr. OavJE. :No, sir; I am not, positive.
Mr. SEiLs. The reason I ask that is that information we have

indicates there was $500 worth of class C no-par common issued.
Mr. OrwvER. Then I certainly can't be positive.
Mr. SFxit. But all of the stock, all of the common stock that was

issued, was issued to the two individuals, Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sunday!
Mr. OLIvER. And paid for, cash paid for; yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. You don't know about that last class of stock?
Mr. OLIVER. I do not; no, sir. If it was issued, it was paid for.
Mr. SELLS. And then the corporation did acquire the property at

the same value or the same price as actually paid for by the sponsors?
Mr. OIv r. That is right.
Mr. SELLs. And I think you said that was approximately a total of

$30,000?
Mr. OLIVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Now were you able to et a commitment, Mr. Bowen?

Did you get a commitment for an FHA mortgage on the property?
Mr. BowEw. Yes, sir.
Mr. SELLS. About when was that issued, do you know?
Mr. BOWEN. February 28, 1950.
Mr. SELS. And in what amount?
Mr. BOWEN. $1,402,000.
Mr. SELLs. $1,402,000 ?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr SELLs. Now did you go ahead with the project and build the

project, then?
Mr. BOWEN. You mean was the project built?
Mr. SELLs. Yes.
Mr. BOWEN. The project was built; yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you build it?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. Tell me how it was built. What happened to it at that

point? You now had a corporation set up and the corporation had a
site and you had a mortgage commitmeDt for $1,402,000. What hap-pened next?Mr. BowEN. Well, we took bids from three people, and in the windup
the low bidder, who was Byck-Worrell Construction Co.-they were
the low bidder. And my associate and J were a little bit threadworn
with one another. I mean we were a little tired of one another, to
make a long story short. I

So they made us a price for the corporation and our stock, and then
we sold it to them.

Mr. SELLS. If I understand correctly, you sold ultimately the stock
to the construction company which had bid on the project; is thatri [ht ?T BOWEN. Yes; they had bid on the project.

Mr. SELLS. Now, let me get this straight. You took bids for the
corporation and there was one comany, the Byck-Worrell Construc-
tion Co., which was the low bidder?

Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you award a contract to themI
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19r. BOWEN. No. Let me see if I can explain this thing to you.
They gave us a low bid.

Mr. SE LLS. What was that bid, do you recall?
Mr. BowEN. I don't recall.
Mr. SEUS. Maybe this letter will refresh your recollection. This

letter of September 18, which Mr. Oliver delivered-I am on page 2-
says that Byck-Worrell was the low bidder. And on May 5, the con-
tract was awarded to Byck-Worrell at $1,302,791. Was there actually
an award of the bid?

Mr. BoWEN. At the conclusion, when the contract was awarded, it
was stated that when it was built, that in no event were they to get
over that amount of money.

What prompted the thing was, we got into a discussion about what
would constitute the construction contract-would the insurance, cleri-
cal help, so forth and so on, go into it. And we had quite a discussion
about it and we didn't know exactly how to work the thing out, and
finally they said, "Well, we will buy your stock," and that is how the
thing worked out.

Mr. SELLS. Well, let me ask you this: Had they made any offers
to you to purchase your stock prior to the time this construction con-
tract. was awarded to them?

Mr. BowEN. No.
Mr. SEI.JLS. In other words, there was actually an award of their

contract ?
Mr. BOWEN. A verbal award. We opened the bids, they were the

low bidder, we got together and we were going to actually award
the contract. And then we got into a discussion about what would
constitute it, who was going to sign the checks and do so forth.

Mr. SELLS. But, as I understand what you just told me, this figure
of $1,302,000 was a top limit on what the construction was to cost;
is that. right? In other words, they could not charge more than that
for building the apartments; is that right? Is that the first correct
assuml)tion.

Mr. BOWEN. That, is right.
Mr. SELLS. And then, in addition to that top limitation, the under-

standing was that at the time the construction was finished, they were
to total up their actual costs and add 5 percent?

Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. That was the real contract price; is that right?
Mr. BowFN. That is right.
Mr. OLIvER. That was the award, on that basis. Really it was a

contract, to be renegotiated at the conclusion of the job.
Mr. Swzs. I understand.
Mr. OLIvF . But what he is talking about is that then they got into

the hassle when they discussed what it was going to cost.
Mr. SELLS. Let me make this observation at this point. Assuming

you had gone ahead under this contract, the contract itself calle[
for the construction of the project at roughly $100,000 less than the
mortgage commitment; isn't that correct?

Mr. BOWEN. What is that question, again?
Mr. SriS. Assuming you had gone ahead under this contract that

You had with Byck-Worrell, the contract itself, the understanding
itself, was that the construction cost or construction price would be
$100,000, roughly, less than the mortgage commitment.

5 069 0-54-pt. 4-54
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Mr. BOWEN. Roughly that, yes.
Mr. SELs. Now, as I understand it, at the time the negotiations

were going on in connection with this construction contract, they
made you an offer to purchase all of your stock; is that right?

Mr. BoWEN They made us an offer 'after-as he said, we had quite
a hassle about what was going into the cost of construction, and we
fussed and fumed and finally they told us that they would buy all our
our stock.

Mr. SELLS. Buy you out completely; is that correct?
Mr. BOWEN. Buy our stock; yes.
Mr. SELLs. And did they do that?
Mr. BoWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. They did buy you out.
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SmLLs. Tell me a little bit about how that transaction occurred.

What were the mechanics of the transaction? Was it just an outright
purchase of all of your stock, Mr. Bowen?

Mr. BowEN. You will have to answer that.
Mr. OLIVER. I am definitely not an accountant.
Mr. BOWEN. Neither am I.
Mr. OLIVER. But I can tell you this: They sold-lock, stock, and

barrel-for $150,000.
Mr. SELLS. By that you mean Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sundy?
Mr. OLivum. That is right. The. Byck-Worrell Construction Co.bou ht it.bMr. SELL. In other words, they bought all of the stock of what.

ever class-class A, class B, and possibly class C stock?
Mr. OLivER. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Which had been issued.
Mr. BOWEN. We divested ourselves completely of any interest. We

sold the corporation.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, to Byck-Worrell, at a total price of

$150,000?
Mr. BOWEN. $150,000; that is right.
Mr. SELLS. When did that sale occur? Can you tell me about

when?
Mr. BOWEN. December 27, 1950.
Mr. SELLS. Had any construction been done on the project up until

that time?
Mr. BOWEN. It was substantially completed.
Mr. SELLS. It was substantially completed by that time?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, Byck-Worrell had started construction

under their original agreement that you had with them, and then their
purchase of all of your interest in the project didn't actually take place
until the project was about finished; is that right?

Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SnTILs. Do you recall about when you had purchased the land,

Mr. Bowen? Did you tell me that?
Mr. BOWE.N. In January, to the best of my recollection. I believe

that is right.
Mr. SELLS. January 1950?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes; January 30.-
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Mr. OLIVER. Now, this may be a pure technicality, but on Janu-

:ary 30, 1950, that was the date on which Mr. Bowen signed a contract
obligating himself to make the purchase. He paid part of the money

down, so when he said he purchased it on that day he was legally

obliged to buy it.

Mr. SELLS. Did you get your downpayment on the land back?

When the corporation took title to the land did they give you back
your downpayment?

Mr. BOWEN. As I recall it, the only thing-i say the only thing-
what I got back was the sale of my stock.

Mr. SELLS. Do you recall how much your downpayment on the land

was?
Mr. BOWEN. No; I do not.
Mr. SELLS. Was it about 10 percent of the-
Mr. OLIVER. About 5 percent.
Mr. SELLS. Five percent of $30,000 would have been about $1,500,

is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes. But as I recall it, Sundy and. I actually paid for

that land.
Mr. OLIVER. You did later on. That was the downpayment.
Mr. BOWEN. Oh, the downpayment?
Mr. OLIVER. Yes.
Mr. BOWEN. It was either 5 or 10 percent.

,Mr. SELLS. You made a downpayment of $1,500, approximately?
Mr. OLIVER. Roughly.
Mr. SELLS. Did you and Mr. Sundy yourselves, as individuals, actu-

ally pay any more toward the purchase of the land?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. How much?
Mr. BOWEN. We paid it all.
Mr. SELLS. Did you pay it or did the corporation pay it?
Mr. BOWEN. We paid it; Sundy and Bowen paid it.
Mr. OLIVER. I think they paid it in cash, it was conveyed to the

corporation and the corporation gave them a note.
Mr. SELLS. For the full amount?
Mr. OLIVEm. That is my recollection. I think that is right.
Mr. SELLS. Is that your best recollection, Mr. Bowen?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes. But I do know we paid the full purchase price

of the land.
Mr. SELLS. All right. Then at the time of the sale of your stock, all

of yours and Mr. Sundy's stock, to the Byck-Worrell Construction Co.,
Mr. Bowen, you had invested in the project the cost of land at about
$30,000, plus your capital contribution of either $7,000 or $7,500, for a
total of about $37,000, is that right?

Mr. BOWEN. I think that figures about right.
Mr. OLIVER. It seems to me it must have been more than that,

though, Bill, because you paid the architect for drawing the plans
and you had engineering surveys made, and I think a topo had been
made. I think you can safely say at least that much had been paid.

Mr. SELLS. At least $31,00b, ve are pretty sure of it. If lie paid the
full price of the land and if he paid an original capital contribution.

Mr. BoWEN. As I recall I had a topo map made. I had to have
that.
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Mr. SELLS. Can you tell me how much in additional costs you and
Mr. Sundy actually incurred during the period you held the land and
held the stock in the Nelson Apartments Corp.?1

Mr. BOWEN. I would say from $2,000 to $5,000.
Mr. SELLS. Suppose we give you another $5,000 then, give you

the top.
Mr. OLiNrR. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. That raises it up to about $42,000. Would you say,

then that at the time you sold all of your stock to Byck-Worrell, you
and Mr. Sundy had invested about $42,000? Is that right?

Mr. BowEN. I would say that is roughly correct.
Mr. SELLS. For which you received, in return, $150,000, representing

the price that Byck-Worrell paid for your stock. So you and Mr.
Sundy netted about $108,000. That. is a net figure. Does that sound
about right to you?

Mr. BowFN. That is somewhere-I don't know whether that is cor-
rect or not.

Mr. OavFER. If I may interrupt just a minute, that isn't right.
Something is wrong with our calculations, because you made $150,000.
Mr. SLrs. Over and above what he had invested?
Mr. OLrvrEn. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Where did it come from, Mr. Oliver?
Mr. OLIVER. I don't know. As I say, I am not an accountant, I

am not a figure man, but I remember distinctly-in fact, I remember
the date it was sold. Mr. Byck said, "I'll give you $100,000 and you
can get out of the picture." And Bill says, "Make it $150,000." And
they went out and came back and, to everybody's amazement, that
is how it was done.

Mr. SELLS. That would still be the total price, $150,000?
Mr. O VER. They have that, but-
Mr. SELLS. Over and above what they had invested, is that right?
Mr. OLrvEMR. That is right.
Mr. SErJs. I would like to know how that same about, Mr. Oliver.
Mr. OLIVER. Well, we will get that for you.
Mr. SELLS. I am not quarreling, you understand, but I wanted to

give Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sundy credit for the money they had invested
in the project.

Mr. OLIvER. I may be wrong, but that is my recollection.
Mr. SELS. What is your recollection Mr. Bowen?
Mr. BowEw. Well, Mr. Sells, I don't inow. I got into something-

I was not that kind of a builder. I got into something that I never
dreamed of. Well, I don't think we want to go into all of that. But
I do know that I bought the land and. paid for it. As to whether
or not we made $150,000 above that $42,000 or not, I just frankly
don't know.

Mr. SiaYLS. Well, does it sound right to you? I don't know any-
thing about your business transactions or your business, Mr. Bowen,
but would think this, that if I had turned $100,000 or $150,000 on a
)articular project or a particular enterprise, I would think I would

have some recollection as to how much I made off of that deal.
Mr. BowFN. I do have some recollection. As Mr. Oliver said, at

that time I was pretty well covered up with activities. I know when
[ got through paying taxes, there wasn't much left. I know that'
But, frankly, I would just have to get my auditor to tell me.
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Mr. SELLs. Are you pretty sure you made $100,000?
Mr. BOWEN. Am I pretty sure we made $100,000?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Mr. BOWEN.' We sold the stock for $150,000.
Mr. SELLS. I come back to where I was a few minutes ago. Assum-

ing $150,000 was all you ever got, and giving you credit for an original
investment of $42,000 of yours and Mr. Sundy's money, you made
something over $100,000?

Mr. BOWEN. That is ri ght.
Mr. SELLS. And Mr. Oliver says he thinks you actually netted more

than that.
Mr. OLIVER. I could be wrong.
Mr. BOWEN. I don't think so.
Mr. SELLS. Then we're back to where we were a few minutes ago.

My original figure was that you made something like $108,000 off of
this particular deal, over and above what you invested out of your
pockets.

Mr. BOWEN. I would say we made that. I would say "Yes."
Mr. SELLS. Was that $100,000 divided between you and Mr. Sundy

in accordance with your stockholding?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, you got two-thirds of it?
Mr. BOWEN. I held two-thirds of it.
Mr. Stuoas. And Mr. Sundy
Mr. BOWEN. He held a third of it.
Mr. SELLS. Did you or Mr. Sundy have any interest, financial or

otherwise, in the Byck-Worrell Construction Co.?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. You have no interest in that company whatsoever?
Mr. BOWEN. Never have had.
Mr. SELLS. After you sold all your stock in Nelson Apartments,

Inc., did you retain any interest, financial or otherwise, in either
Byck-Worrell or in the Nelson Apartments?

Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, you completely divorced yourself of

all-
Mr. BOWEN. Completely divorced.
Mr. SELLS. Now, is this a fair statement, and believe me. Mr. Bowen,

if it is not a fair statement or if Mr. Oliver thinks it is not a fair
statement, I invite you to correct me. As I view this thing at this
moment, you and Mr. Sundy made $100,000 during a period of about
I year, in which your services to this project consisted of purchasing
the land, setting up the corporation, acquiring a mortgage commit-
ment. Isn't that about all you did, Mr. Bowen?

Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sells, that is a lot.
Mr. SELLS. As I said, you use your terms.
Mr. BOWEN. Have you ever set up one of tlese things?
Mr. SELLS. No; I haven't.
Mr. BOWEN. Of course you are familiar with them.
Mr. SELLS. I know a little something about them.
Mr. OLIVraR. He found the mortgage money and he did those things

that you mentioned, plus the negotiations with the architect for the
drawing of the plans, and the trip to Springfield, Ill., I believe, for
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the Franklin Life Insurance Co., and went over the plans and speci-
fications, and it took about a year.

Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sells, I am an older man-do we have to put this
in here?

Mr. SELLS. Do you want to say something off the record?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SELLS. Back on the record.
I will ask a couple of other questions and maybe we can wind this

up. Mr. Bowen, do you know what it actually cost Byck-Worrell to
construct the project?

Mr BOWEN. I do not; no. Now, Mr. Oliver might know.
Mr. OLIVER. You asked me, you remember, the other day.
Mr. SELLS. I asked you that before, Mr. Oliver; yes.
Mr. OLIVER. What I did, I got a certified public accountant to go

through the records of Nelson Apartments, and if it will help you at
all, I will simply read this into the record.

Mr. SELLS. I would like you to.
Mr. OLIVER. It is a letter from Mr. Donald F. Stewart, certified

public accountant, 110 East Bay Street, Savannah, Ga.
The letter is dated October 4, 1954, addressed to Oliver & Davis,

attorneys at law, Savannah, Ga. Re Nelson Apartments, Inc.
DEAR MR. OLIVER: In accordance with your request, I have examined the

records of Nelson Apartments, Inc. Their records show that Byck-Worrell
Construction Co. was paid a total of $1,100,290.88 for construction of the apart-
ments.

Their records also show on December 27, 1950, a transfer of 1,515 shares of
class B stock to Byck-Worrell Construction. Mr. W. A. Bowen's records indicate
that the class B stock was sold for $100 per share to Byck-Worrell Construc-
tion Co.

Very truly yours.

Now, we do not have, or Mr. Bowen could hardly get, information
as to what Byck-Worrell's costs were.

Mr. BOWEN. I have no way to get that.
Mr. SELLS. Let's do a little figuring here. According to the state-

ment that you just read, Mr. Oliver, if I understand it correctly, this
accountant's or auditor's examination of the records indicates that
the books show that Byck-Worrell received, in round figures, $1,100,000
for the cost of construction of the project.

Mr. OLIVER. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Now, that figure is roughly $300,000 less than the mort-

gage commitment of $1,400,000.
Mr. OLIVER. $200,000 less than the estimated cost.
Mr. SELLS. That is the next figure I am coming tb. It is $200,000

less than the construction contract or the construction agreement that
was originally entered into between Mr. Bowen, Mr. Sundy, and the
Byck-Worrell Co.

Now it looks to me-and correct me if I am wrong, Mr. Bowen-it
looks to me like almost from the very inception of this thing, it was
felt or believed by you and Mr. Sundy and the Byck-Worrell Co., that
the project could be built for less than the mortgage commitment
Isn't that correct?

Mr. BOWEN. Will you state that again?
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Mr. SELLS. It looks to me like you gentlemen all figured or agreed

from the beginning that the project could be built for less than the
mortgage commitment.

Mr. B owEN. Mr. Byck and Mr. Worrell had nothing to do with
sponsoring that commitment. Mr. Sundy and I had nothing to do
with the Byck-Worrell Construction Co. I mean we were not asso-
ciated with it.

Mr. OLIVER. Could I make a suggestion?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
Mr. OLIxtV. Bill, why don't you simply read into the record that

letter.
Mr. SELLS. I have read the letter, Mr. Oliver.
Stay with me, Mr. Bowen, and please don't look for an opportunity

to quarrel with me until I have finished.
Mr. BowEN. I won't quarrel with you. I couldn't afford to quarrel

with you, could I?
Mr. SELLS. Assuming this letter from Mr. Stewart, the certified pub-

lic accountant, is correct when it states that Byck-Worrell received
$1,100,000 for constructing the project, that left $300,000 of excess,
shall we say, in loan proceeds or mortgage proceeds over and above
the actual cost of construction. Are you with me up to that point?

Mr. BOWEN. I am with you.
Mr. SELLS. Now, out of that $300,000, $150,000 was available to pay

you and Mr. Sundy for your stock.
Mr. PBOWEN. I don't know where the $150,000 came from.
Mr. SELLS. Isn't it reasonable to say that there was at least $150,000

there with which Byck-Worrell felt it could expend or felt it could use
to purchase your stock?

Mr. BowEN. Mr. Sells, I don't know where the $150,000 came from.
Mr. Byck and Mr. Worrell, according to your figures there, could have
built that thing for one price, where somebody else couldn't have built
it for that.

Mr. SELLS. Is that the point that I am talking about, Mr. Bowen?
Look, assuming these figures-and Mr. Oliver has given me this let-

ter from Mr. Stewart-assuming the figure of $1,100,000 as the actual
cost of construction, there was $300,000 difference there between the
actual cost of construction and the mortgage, as committed by FHA;
isn't that correct?

Mr. BoWEN. I will answer your question, but let me say this: I never
klew, until I saw this letter, what the difference was.

Mr. SELLS. I am not saying that you did. I am saying if you agree
with these figures or if you accept these figures, you will agree that
there appears to have been $300,000 of excess of mortgage over con-
struction costs; isn't that correct'?

Mr. BowEN. Yes.
Mr. OLIVER. That is right.
Mr. BOWEN. It appears to be that.
Mr. SELLS. In terms that a layman would understand, it appears to

me that you and Mr. Sundy received $150,000, or half of that figure,
as the purchase price for your stock.

Mr. BowEN. We received $150,000.
Mr. SELLS. You don't know where the proceeds came from ?
Mr. BowEN. No; I do not.
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Mr. SELLS. Wouldn't this be a fair inference? Wouldn't it be a
fair assumption or inference to say that Byck-Worrell must have
known at the time they offered to purchase your stock, that the con.
struction costs were going to be low enough so that they could afford
to pay you the $150,000 for your stock?

Mr. OLrVFR. I think that is certainly a fair assumption, but bear in
mind that the Byck-Worrell Co. at the same time that they were
building this, were building another project of approximately the
same size right next door to it, and, therefore, could have effected
construction economies.

Mr. SELLS. I agree it could have effected economies, and so forth,
but do you agree with me that my assumption is a fair assumption

Mr. OLIVER. I think the figures speak for themselves.
Mr. SELLS. Assuming that after they purchased your stock, Mr.

Bowen, assuming there was still half of that $300,000 left in Byck.
Worrell, do you know whether they, whether Byck-Worrell, ever
made any distributions to their own shareholders?

Mr. BOWEN. That I do not know.
Mr. SELLS. That is your statement and your testimony?
Mr. BOWEN. Now state it again, and let me be sure I understand you.
Mr. SELLS. All right. After the project was all completed, do you

know whether Byck-Worrell made any distribution to its shareholders,
as a result of the construction of this project?

Mr. BowEw. No. As far as knowing, I do not know, no.
Mr. SELLS. Have you ever heard that they did?
Mr. BOWEN. I wouldn't know whether I had heard-I mean-wait

a minute, Mr. Sells. Now I am not taking issue with you, but what
Byck-Worrell did, whether they distributed any moneys or not, that
I can't answer, because I don't Vnow. I am not familiar with them.

As I repeated before, I have no interest and have never had any
whatsoever with Byck-Worrell Construction Co.

Mr. SELS.0. K. So your testimony is that if there was still money
left over, after they finished the project-

Mr. BOWEN. Then I don't know what happened to it.
Mr. SE.LLS. And after they had purchased their stock, you don't

know what happened to it?
Mr. BOWEN. I don't know what happened to it.
Mr. SELiTS. All right. That is the point I was trying to get to.
Let me clarify this. This letter from Mr. Stewart I will describe

for the record. It is a letter on the letterhead of Donald F. Stewart,
certified public accountant, 110 East Bay Street, Savannah, Ga., dated
October 4, 1954, addressed to Oliver & Davis, attorneys at law, in re
Nelson Apartments, Inc., Savannah, Ga., in which Mr. Stewart states:

In accordance with your request, I have examined the records of Nelson
Apartments, Inc. Their records show that Byck-Worrell Construction Co. Was
paid a total of $1,100,299.88 for construction of the apartments.

And it says, "Very truly yours, Donald F. Stewart."
I will return that letter to you, Mr. Oliver.
Mr. OLIVER. Thank you.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bowen, are you and Mr. Sunday the only two idi'

viduals that ever had any interest in the stock of Nelson Apartmentsi
Inc., prior to the purchase of that stock by Byck-Worrell?

Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sells, I held two-thirds of the stock and fi'.
.Sundy held the other third. We got-as I explained to you before
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bur work was kind of rubbing on one another, and those people made
us their price on the thing for the stock.

Mr. SELLS. Let me ask the question in another way:.Mr. Bowen,
did any other individual get anything out of the sale of your and
Mr. Sundy's stock? Did the proceeds of that sale or any part of the
proceeds of that sale go to anyone else?

Mr. BOWEN. Did any-
Mr. SELLS. Did any part of the moneys that you and Mr. Sundy

received for the sale of your stock, did any of that money go to anyone
else, other than the two of you?
, Mr. OLrvER. You had to pay the attorney fees, for example. You
paid me some of it.

Mr. SELLS. For services; yes; to you, Mr. Oliver. Anyone else?
Mr. BOWEN. I repeat, I held two-thirds of the stock, and Mr. Sundy,

one-third.
Mr. SELLS. That isn't answering my question, Mr. Bowen.
Mr. BOWEN. What is your question, again?
Mr. SELLS. Did anyone get any of those proceeds--did anyone else

share in the proceeds of that sale?
Mr. BOWEN. Nobody but the stockholders; no, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Were you and Mr. Sundy-
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Sundy and I were the stockholders.
Mr. SELLS. Did you hold any part of the stock, any part of the

two-thirds interest in the stock you held, for anyone else?
Mr. BOWEN. May I talk to my attoi ney ?
Mr. SELLS. You may.

) Mr. OLIVER. Excuse us just a minute.
Mr. SELLS. Surely.
(A short recess was taken.)
Mr. BOWEN. Now what is your question again, Mr. Sells?
Mr. SELLS. Well, I have asked you the question in about three dif-

ferent forms. Which way do you want me to repeat the question?
Mr. BOWEN. In any way you would like.
Mr. SELLS. You held two-thirds of the stock, but did you hold that.

stock or any part of that stock in behalf of anyone else?
Mr. BOWEN. I held some of the stock as nominee.
Mr. SELLS. For whom?
Mr. BOWEN. P. H. Preston.
Mr. SELLS. Is that Congressman Preston?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. IHow much?
Mr. BOWEN. Thirty-three and one-third percent.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, Congressman Preston was a one-third

Owner of this project; is that right?
Mr. BO-WN. I held one-third of the stock.
Mr. SELLS. As his nominee?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did he receive one-third of the proceeds of the sale of

the stock ?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. So he received roughly $50,000; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
' Mr. SELLS. Had he been in the project as a stockholder from the

Inception of the project?
Mr. BowN. Yes.
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Mr. S w.us. Was he one of the individuals that helped set it up?
Mr. BowEN. No.
Mr. SELLs. What part did he take in it, if any?
Mr. BoWEN. Hejust put his money in it.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know how much money Congressman Preston

put in himself?
Mr. OL MER. He put in one-third.
Mr. SELLS. That would be one-third of the purchase price of the

land. Did he contribute to the purchase price of the land, too?
Mr. OLIVER. He put one-third of whatever was put in. He bought

and paid for his stock. He had a cash investment exactly equal to
Mr. Sundy and Mr. Bowen.

Mr. SELLS. Assuming our total figure that we arrived at a moment
ago is correct, of $42,000, as being the total equity or the total capital
investment in the project, your statement is that Congressman Pres-
ton contributed a third of that, roughly?

Mr. BowEN. To the best of my knowledge, that is right.
Mr. SELLs. Well, that would be about $13,000. One-third of $42,000

would be about $13,000, is that correct, Mr. Oliver?
Mr. OLrVER. About that.
Mr. SELLS. All right. Mr. Bowen, did Congressman Preston have

any part -in the financial or business organization of this project, the
setting up of the corporation?

Mr. OLIVER. He did not.
Mr. SELLS. Is that your answer, Mr. Bowen, that he did not?
Mr. BowEN. He did not.
Mr. SELLS. Did he have any part in the securing of the FHA

commitment?
Mr. BowEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether or not Congressman Preston ever

contacted or talked to any FHA official about this project?
Mr. BOWEN. I do not know.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know that he did not?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. S-ELLs. Do you know whether he did?
Mr. BowEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. In other words, you cannot say, one way or the other,

whether he did or did not; is that true?
Mr. BOWEN. That is true.
Mr. SELLS. Are you related to Congressman Preston?
Mr. BOwEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. No relationship to him whatsoever?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. By marriage or by blood?
Mr. BOWEN. No relation.
Mr. SELLS. May I ask this: How did Congressman Preston happen

to become involved in this project? Is he a friend of yours?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Personal friend?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Of long standing?
Mr. BOWEN. Of long standing;yes. Life.
Mr. SELLS. Have you ever had any business dealings with him

.before?
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1
Mr. BOWEN. Oh, yes. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. In what? In the construction business?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. Would you mind telling me generally. I am not inter-

ested necessarily specifically.
Mr. BOWEN. At one time he was my attorney. I have a furniture

business. I have done business in furniture.
Mr. SELLS. He represented you as attorney at one time?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes; many years ago.
Mr. SELLS. You are sure it wasn't Congressman Preston's idea to

start this project?
Mr. BOWEN. Oh1, I am positive of that.
Mr. SELLS. Was it your idea?
Mr. BOWEN. It was Mr. Sundy's and my idea.
Mr. SELLS. Is Mr. Sundy related to Mr. Preston?
Mr. BOWEN. Not that I know of, no. I know he is not.
Mr. SELLS. Has he done business with Mr. Preston before?
Mr. BOWEN. I don't know.
Mr. SELLS. Let me ask this question, Mr. Bowen, and if Mr. Oliver

thinks it is not a. fair question I -won't object to it: Was there any par-
ticular reason why Congressman Preston chose to stay in the back-
ground in this thing and have his stock held by you, as nominee..

Mr. OLIVER. I doubt that this witness could testify as to what-
Mr. SELLS. I assumed you might have some objection to that, but

I an interested only in this witness' knowledge, if he has any, Mr.
Oliver.

W s there any particular reason that you know of why Congressman
Preston wanted his interest held by you as a nominee for him ?

Mr. BOWEN. I would rather let Mr. Preston answer that question,
Mr. Sells.

Mr. SELLS. You would rather let him answer that. Do you know of
'ny reason that you would care to tell me?

'[r. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. How many units are there in this particular project,

Mr. Bowen?
Mr. BOWEN. Two hundred and twenty.
Mr. SILLS. Two hundred and twenty rental units; is that right?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Is it a profitable project?
Mr. BOWEN. They tell me it is 100 percent occupied and has been.
Mr. SELLS. Do you know whether Congressman Preston has any

interest in Byck-Worrell?
Mr. BOWEN. I couldn't swear, but I know that he does not.. I mean

in my own mind.
Mr.,SELLS. In other words, your answer would be, I take it, that

the only thing that Congressman Preston received from this project
was approximately $50,000, representing the proceeds of the sale of
all of the stock of the project; is that right?

Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. OLIVER. The same thing you received.
Mr. BOW(EN. The same thing I received.
Mr. SELLS. And the same thing Mr. Sundy received?
Mr. BowlE'N. Yes.
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Mr. S L . Mr. Bowen, who handled the paperwork for the details
that were necessary to prepare these applications for the FRA
mortgageMr. Bowpenr I handled part of them, and Mr. Gurley.

Mr. SELLS. Who is he?
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Gurley was an insurance agent in Savannah.
Mr. SELLS. He had experience in handling this type of project?
Mr. BOWEN. He was in the mortgage-loan business at that time.

He is no longer there.
Mr. SELLS. Did you during the organizational stage of this project,

or at any other time, ever personally talk to any FHA official in con-
nection with this project?

Mr. Bow1EN. Sure.
Mr. Sxus. Who?
Mr. BOWEN. Your question was, Did I talk to anybody during

the
Mr. SELLS. During the time that you were in the project.
Mr. BOWEN. Ilhad to talk to somebody to get permission to file an

application for a 608.
Mr. SFLLS. Who did you talk to?
Mr. BOWEN. I talked to the State director.
Mr. SELLS. Who was that?
Mr. BowENv. That was Mr. R. E. Mathewson.
Mr. SELLS. Where is he located?
Mr. BOWEN. In Savannah. He is deceased.
Mr. SELLS. He is deceased now?
Mr. BoWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever talk to Clyde Powell?
Mr. BOWEN. No, sir; I don't know Clyde Powell.
Mr. SELLS. You certainly know who he is; do you not?
Mr. BowEN. By the papers; yes.
Mr. SELLS. You have heard of Mr. Powell?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. And I take it you do not know him personally?
Mr. BowEN. I do not. I have never seen him.
Mr. SELLS. Did you ever talk to him personally or correspond with

him personally?
Mr. BOWEN. No, sir.
Mr. SELLS. Did anyone else, so far as you know, who had any con-

nection with this project, ever deal or talk or correspond with Mr.
Powell personally?

Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLs. Not so far as you know?
Mr. BOWEN. Not so far as I know. Mr. Sells, there was a need for

these things in Savannah, Ga. We were overlooking that.
Mr. SELLS. Let me say this off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SELs. On the record. Mr. Bowen, do you know whether Con-

gressman Preston exercised or ,sed any influence whatsoever in ge,-
ting this project approved by FHA?

Mr. BOWEN. He did not.
Mr. SELLS. And you can state
Mr. BOWEN. He did not, to my knowledge, and I think I would

have known it had he did.
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Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bush, do you have any other questions that you can
think of ?

Mr. BUSH. No.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. Bowen, is there anything else you think we should

know about this project, or any other project? Let me ask this ques-
tion: Have you had any interests in any other 608 projects?

Mr. BOWEN. Oh, yes.
Mr. SELLS. Woul dyou mind telling me which ones?
Mr. BOWEN. Franklin Apartments.
Mr. SELLS. Franklin Apartments?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. SELS. Was that a situation similar to this one, in that you

sold your interest out on the project?
Mr. BOWEN. No. I built Franklin.
Mr. SELLS. You still hive it?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes, sir. And I'll tell you, I wish I had Nelson.
Mr. SELLS. Where is it located?
Mr. BOWEN. In Savannah.
Mr. SELLS. You still have an interest?
Mr. BOWEN. Yes; I still own it.
Mr. SELLS. Do you have any associates?
Mr. BOWEN. No.
Mr. SELLS. That was your pro*.ect?
Mr. BOWEN. That is right. Now, Mr. Sundy and I did Franklini

Apartments. There was Franklin 1 and Franklin 2. One of them
has 80 units and one of them has 70, so there is 150 units. I own
Franklin 1 and Mr. Sundy owns Franklin 2, and nobody elese is in-
terested in it.

Mr. SELLS. Let me ask just a general question. Were the costs of
construction of Franklin Apartments more or less than the amount
of the mortgage?

Mr. BOWEN. The cost of construction was a very little bit less.
Mr. SELLS. By a very little bit, do you mean $100,000 or $50,000?
Mr. BOWEN. Oh, no. I think-this is purely from memory-I

think that on 150 units it was approximately $40,000.
Mr. SELLS. Overall?
Mr. BowEx. Overall.
Mr. SELLS. Now, unless you gentlemen, either one of you, has some-

thing else you particularly want to put in the record, I think I ha.ve
asked all the questions that I wanted to ask. Maybe Mr. Bush has
something to say.

Mr. Busn-. No;I don't.
Mr. OLIVER. I don't think so.
Mr. BOWEN. I don't have anything.
Mr. SELLS. I have to ask you this, gentlemen, because Mr. Simon

so instructed me this morning. Now we can do 1 of 2 things: we
can accept your statement or I can serve a subpena on you. I will
have to a k you to be here Thursday morning at 10 o'clock in the
Senate Office Building. Now, as I say, I can accept your promise
here, to be here, if you make that promise in the record, or I can serve
a subpena on you.

Mr. ()LIVER. On Thursday. What is Thursday?
Mr. SELLS. Thursday is the 7th.
Mr. BOWEN. Well, if I have to be here, I will be here, Mr. Sells.
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Mr. SELLS. I would prefer to accept your promise rather than go.
to the trouble and formality of serving a subpena.

Mr. BOWEN. 1 would hate to stay here. 'I have work that needs.
to be done. 0

Mr. SEAS. You understand that I am acting under instructions
in that regard.

Mr. BOWEN. I will have to be here, that is all.
Mr. SELLS. There is certainly no secret about it. The reason you

are being asked to come here is that the committee may wish to ask
you some questions at a public session., The committee is conducting
public sessions all this week, and I have been instructed to assure that
Tou are here Thursday morning at 10 o'clock, in the Senate Office

uildingy.

Now, t will be at 1 of 2 places. You can note this if you want to,
Mr. Oliver. It will either be in the Senate caucus room, which I
believe is 318, on the third floor, or in room 301, which is the hearing
room for the Senate Banking and Currency Commitee. They are
just down the hall from each other.

So, if you will report to both rooms on Thursday morning at 10
o'clock, I will have your assurance, Mr. Bowen, that. you will be
there?

Mr. BOWEN. Yes.
Mr. OLrVER. That is on October 9?
Mr. SELLS. October 7 is Thursday.
All right, gentlemen, I have no further questions. Thank you.
Mr. OrvEm. Thank you very much, Mr. Sells.
(Whereupon, at 10: 05 a. m., hearing in the above-entitled matter

was concluded.)
The CHAIIM AN. Our next witness will be Mr. Charles Knott, of

Baltimore.
Mr. Knott, please.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES KNOTT, CHESAPEAKE GARDENS,
ABERDEEN, MD.

Mr. KNOTT. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated. You may proceed, Mr.

Counsel.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Knott, will you give the reporter your name and

address, please?
Mr. KNorr. Charles Knott, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. SIMON. What is your street address, please?
Mr. KNOTT. 2456 Greenmount.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Knott, are you associated with either your brothers

or your father in the building business?
Mr. KNo'rr. Yes, sir. '
Mr. SIM N. Who are the members of your family associated with

you?
Mr. KNOTT. My brothers, Martin and John.
Mr. SIMON. Is there a Henry Knott in your family?
Mr. KNOTT. A brother.
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He is a brother?
Yes.
Is he associated with you?
No, sir.
Is that a separate branch of the family?
Separate entirely.
And you have no dealings with him at all?
No, sir.
Are you familiar with the telephone number in Balti-(38 ?

Am I familiar with it?
Yes.
That is my brother's phone number.
What does "BEL" stand for?
Belmont.
And Belmont 2638 is your brother's telephone number?
Yes.
Which brother?
Henry.

Mr. SIMNr. Your brother Henry. He is not a partner of your
building operation?

Mr. KNTorr. No.
Mr. SuxioN. We have a number of long-distance telephone Calls from

Clyde IPowell's apartment to Belmont 2638. Do you know what they
could have been about?

Mr. KNorrr. No, sir; I have no idea.
Mr. SIMON. No idea?
Mr. KNOTT. No.
The CHAIMAN. It is not your telephone number, but your brother

Henry's telephone number'?
Mr. KNOTT. That's right and he is not associated with me in any way.
Mr. SIMON. And you don't know what he and Mr. Powell were talk-

ing about?
Mr. KNor. I have no idea.
Mr. SIMoN. And your brothers built Chesapeake Gardens, Inc.,

project?
Mr. KNo-r. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. That is near Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen,

Md.?
Mr. KNorr. Yes.
Mr. S mON. A Wherry Act project of 600 units.
Mr. KNoTP. 796.
Mr. SI~ON. What is the name of the company that sponsored the

Construction of the project?
Mr. KNOTT. Chesapeake Gardens, Inc.
Mr. SixoN. Nos. 1, 2, and 3?
Mr. KNoTT. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of each of those companies?
Mr. KNoTr. $9,000.
Mr. SIMON. $9,000 for each?
Mr. KNOTT. Nos. 1 and 3 are consolidated and No. 2 is a separate

entity.
Mr. SIMON. Is it $9,000 in each?
Mr. KNoTT. Yes.
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Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the mortgage in Chesapeake
No.1?

Mr. KNOTT. $3,256,000.
Mr. SIMON. $200?
Mr. KNorr. $200.
Mr. SIMON. And No. 2?
Mr. KNott. It was $1,587,600.
Mr. SIMON. And No. 3?
Mr. KNotr. $1,588,800.
Mr. SIMON. That is a total of $6,432,600; is that correct !
Mr. KNOT. That's right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Who built these buildings?
Mr. KNoTT. Garden Construction.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders?
Mr. KNoiT. The same three, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You and your two brothers?
Mr. KNowr. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. You owned the building company and the construction

company?
Mr. KNOTTr. That's correct.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the cost of construction of Chesapeake No. 1?
Mr. KNorr. No. 1 was $2,794,616; No. 2 was $1,332,484, and 3 was

$1,242,431.39.
I would like to straighten the record out on that. That made a

total of $1,056,000. There is $100,000 due off of there for consolidation
which reduced it to $958,000.

Mr. SIMON. You are way ahead of me. The last question is, The
cost of construction and if I understand it correctly, the three figures
you gave for cost total $5,374,316.83; is that right?

Mr. KNOTT. Minus the $100,000.
Mr. SIMON. What is the $100,000?
Mr. KNOTT. That represents payroll, taxes, and various deductions

that were not included in that.
Mr. SIMON. Then the difference between the construction cost as

you initially gave it and the mortgage is $1,056,283.17, and if you
deduct this round figure of $100,000, which you, I gather, estimate
should come off there, the net difference between the cost and the
FHA mortgages would be $958,283.17.

Mr. KNort. One is gross and the other is net.
Mr. SIMON. Roughly, either $950,800, or a million fifty-eight thou-

sand, dependin " on the figure you take?
Mr. KNOTT. es.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The CHAI1MAN. Any questions?
Mr. KENNE, Y. Yes, sir, I have 1 or 2.
Did you obtain these contracts by competitive bid?
Mr. KNOTT. No, sir, we obtained the contract from Fleet Walker

& Associates in Detroit who,'had the lease from the military and we
contacted Fleet Walker and Mr. Walker came out from Detroit and
we negotiated a contract with them.

Mr. KENNEY. Have these properties been operating successfully?
Mr. KNOTT. No, sir. At the present time we have sustained about

$258,668 operating loss so far.
Mr. SImoN. Is that before or after depreciation?
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Mr. KNo "r. That is after depreciation.
Mr. SIMON. So it is not a cash loss but a bookkeeping loss.
Mr. KNOTT. That's right, but we don't have the depreciation capital

to take care of replacement reserves that will be needed in the future.
Mr. KENNEY. That results in an annual loss of about how much?
Mr. KNo T. The 1951 loss was $162,097.24; 1952 was $104,424.89.

These were 1 and 3. And 1953 is $73,279.23, and 1954 is $90,115.21,
making a total of $429,917.57, and in 1952 and 1953 and 1954, a com-
bined loss on No. 2 of $95,751.39, making a total combination of the 2
projects of $525,668.96.

Mr. KENNEY. What are the future prospects?
Mr. KNO T. We have a turnover up there every 6 months.
Mr. KENNEDY. Why has this not rented up as contemplated origin-

ally?
Mr. KNOTT. Because it is a school, there, and the students are in and

out of there and there are no long-term leases as originally expected.
Mr. KENNEY. Do you expect to continue to pay this annual loss?
Mr. KNOTT. We can stand it for a while, but how long it will be

depends upon the occupancy because we have had anywhere from 8 to
10 percent vacancy, at times.

Mr. KENNEY. Istthis loss due to competition from other Wherry
house projects?

Mr. KNOTT. Partially, and some overbuilding of title IX's, in the
Aberdeen area.

Mr. SIMON. Would you say that it was a mistake for FHA to have
authorized the construction of the project?

Mr. KNOTT. I don't think they had anything to say. It was the
certificate of need from the military.

Mr. SIMON. Would you say it was a mistake for the military to
have issued the certificate of need?

Mr. KNOTT. Well unfortunately, at the same time the military
initiated a need for tile additional 398 units and Public Housing made
a survey at the same time and issued 400 title IX's, and it is a dupli-
cation.

Mr. SIMON. At any rate, the Government financed too much housing
that wasn't needed in the area.

Mr. KNOTT. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. But the only one who will lose will be the Government?
Mr. KNOTT. I guess it might be put that way.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Now, our next witness will be Mr. Sylvester J. Lowery, of Phila-

delphia, I believe. Mr. Lowery, do you solemnly swear that the testi-
M01ny you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF SYLVESTER 3. LOWERY, WARWICK APARTMENTS,
ATLANTIC, N. J.

Mdr. LoWERY. I do.
The ChAIRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your full name

and address to the reporter for the record?
Mr. LoWERY. Sylvester J. Lowery, 1722 Walnut Street, Phila-

delYdhia.
ThI (ATAUKA W. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.

5O9O-54-pt. 4-55
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Lowery, are you one of the owners of the Warwick
Apartments in Atlantic CityI

Mr..LowFRY. No; I am not.
Mr. Simow. Are you connected with it?
Mr. LowFRY. I was connected with it.
Mr. SixoN. You are one of the builders; is that right?
You are one of the sponsors who built the projectT
Mr. LOWERY. That is correct.'
Mr. SIxoN. When was it built?
Mr. LOWERY. I believe, from March of 1950, to about July 1951.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FI-A mortgage on the

property?
Mr. LowRY. The original commitment was $2,424,000.
Mr. SImoN. Is that increased to $2,503,000?
Mr. LowE y. No; it Was approved in that amount, but finally in. 1

creased, due to an agreemetn,-with the permanent mortgagee, to
$2,489,900.

Mr. SIMON. Where is this project located?
Mr. LOWERY. Atlantic City, N. J.
Mr. SIMoN. On the ocean?
Mr. LowEY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Does it have a swimming pool?
Mr. LowFRY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Does it have cabanas?
Mr. LoWERY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Were tenants required to rent a cabana, or make ar.

rangement to use the swimming pool as a condition to renting the
apartment?

Mr. LoWRY. I would say to my knowledge, no, but I haven't been
connected with the project for-

Mr. SIMON. When theproject first opened up were there any tenants
in. the building who didn't rent the use of the swimming pool in
connection with renting the apartments?

Mr. LOWERY. I believe there were; yes.
Mr. SIMON. How. many?
Mr. LOWERY. I will have to do a little mathematical calculating.

There were 280 apartments. I am assuming there are 3 people to
each apartment, which is about 840. I think about three or four
hundred people belonged to the-from three to five or six hundred
people belonged, originally.

Mr. SIMoN. Did you say to us that it was not required to rent one
of these cabanas, or pay a fee for the use of the swimming pool, to
get an apartment there?

Mr. LOWERY. It was not required.
Mr. SIMON. You are absolutely certain of that?
Mr. LowERY. I am absolutely certain.
Mr. SIMON. Are the tenants who say to the contrary wrong?
Mr. LOWERY. From what date on do they say that?
Mr. SiMoN. From the-very beginning.
Let me ask you this: Would it be true at any time?
Mr. LOWERY. Let me say that I could only answer up to a point
Mr. SIMoN. When did you sell?
Mr. LoWERY. February 1952, I believe.
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Mr. SIMON. Well up until February 1952, is it wrong, if any tenant

says that they were required to pay for the use of the swimming
pool in order to get an apartment?

Mr. LOWERY. To the best of my knowledge, I would say yes. I
had very little to do with the renting of the project.

Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't you know if that hadn't been the fact?
Mr. LOWERY. Would you repeat that, please?
Mr. SIMoN. Wouldn't you know if the tenants had been required

to pay for swimming-pool privileges?
Mr. LOWERY. I would say they weren't required to pay for swim-

mingpool privileges, up to the time I left.Mr. SiMoN,. At. any rate, the costs of the project include the costof the swimming pool and the cost of the cabanas; is that right?
Mr. LownRy. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You filed your application at the FHA Office in Phila-

delphia; is that right?
Mr. LowERY. No, Camden.
Mr. SIMON. Camden, N. J. Excuse me.
And was there a man ammed Hunter, who was the district director

of the FHA Office in Camden?
Mr. LOWERY. I believe he. was director, at that time.
Mr. SIMON. Do you remember his first name?
Mr. LowERY. Kay.
Mr. SiMoN. On November 8, 1949, did Mr. Hunter write a letterrejecting your application for the Warwick Apartments?
Mr. LowioRY. Yes.
Mr. SiMON. He (lid? He rejected it?
Mhr. LowERY. Yes.
Mr. S-ImoN. And after he rejected the project, did you and Mr.Frankel, and Mr. Massey come down here to Washington and have aconference with Clyde Powell?
Mr. LowERY. Yes, with Mr. Ihunter's approval.
Mr. SIMON. He couldn't very well disapprove your going down tosee his boss, could he?
Mr. LOWERY. Just a matter of courtesy, that is all.
Mr. SIMON. What was the date uponwhich you came to see Mr.

Powell?
Mr. Lowiity. I believe it would be around the 10th of November.Mr. SIMON. And on the 28th of November, did Mr. Hunter write asecond letter approving the project?
Mr. LoWERY. Approving the project? Yes.Mr. SIToN. Within 20 days of his rejection, he reversed himself

aid approved it?
Mr. Lowmny. Yes.
His objection was based upon insufficient reasons so far as we wereConcerned.
Mr. SIMON. At any rate in that intervening 20-day period when hereversed himself, you and Mr. Frankel, who was your partner, andiMr. Massey, who was the vice president of the Peoples Bank & Mort-gage Co., caine down here and saw Clyde Powell anH got Mr. Hunterto revere himself, is that, right?
Mr. LowER. No, not just that. We saw Mr. Clyde Powell, yes.and Presented the facts in a letter dated, I believe, November 11.
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signed by Mr. Massey, the reasons for the project, and those facts
I believe, had some reason on the adjustment of thinking of FIA to
the final conclusion that they made.

Mr. SixoN. And Mr. Powell told Mr. Hunter to reverse himself
is that right?

Mr. LowFy. The decision I don't believe'was ,nad6'by Mr. Hunter.
Mr. SIxoN. You say it was not made by him?
Mr. LOWERY. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMoN. It was made by Mr. Powell, wasn't it?
Mr. LOWERY. I don't know who it was made by. I believe it was

his own director.
Mr. SImoN. At any rate you saw Powell and Hunter was told to re.

-verse himself, is that right?
Mr. LOWERY. I received a letter from Mr. Hunter, or rather People

Bond & Mortgage Co. received a letter from Mr. Hunter, revising the
letter of November 8. I don't know who told them.

Mr. SImoN. Is this what happened:
On the 8th of November, Hunter rejected the application. You

went down and saw Mr. Powell and somebody told Hunter to reverse
himself, and he, on the 28th, wrote you a letter approving the appli.
cation ?

Mr. LOWERY. I corrected you before when you said "told Hunter to
reverse himself." Actually I think Hunter was acting as an instru-
ment of the Washington office of the FHA and he ,was not reversing
himself.

Hunter wanted the commitment, I believe.
Mr. SIoN. Hunter first wrote the letter rejecting it ?
You saw Powell, Hunter wrote a letter approving it; is that right?
Mr. LowERY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Now what if any payment did Mr. Powell get for his

services?
Mr. LowFRY. No payment.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you certain of that?
Mr. LOwERY. Positive.
Mr. SIixoN. The bank deposits of Mr. Powell at the Riggs National

Bank show that on November 16, he deposited $4,800 in cash. Novem-
ber 16, 1949.

And on November 22, 1949, he deposited $6,500 in cash, and on
November 28, which is 6 days after the second deposit, and 12 days
after the first deposit, you got your letter of approval.

Is there any connection between either of those deposits and your
letter of approval?

Mr. LOWERY. Absolutely none at all.
Mr. STMON. Why was Mr. Powell so generous to you people when

you came down and saw him?
Mr. LowERY. He was just, not generous.
Mr. SImON. He approved the project. Did the plans show it was

going to have a swimming pool and cabanas?
Mr. LOWERY. At that time, no. It showed that it was going to

have stores and restaurants, but not swimming pool and cabanas; n10
Mr. SIMON. They were later added, were they?
Mr. LowERY. Yes, by a change order.
Mr. SINON. Who approved the change order adding the swimming

pools and cabanas?
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Mr. LowERY. The usual procedure, which was followed in this case,
was to submit the change order to the mortgagee, who in turn sub-
mitted it to the FHA, both approving it.

Mr. SIMON. Now, don't you have a large number of tenants who

really are resort tenants?
Mr. LowERY. I have to ask you for what period of time do you

mean that?
Mr. SIMON. Well, aren't there a large number of tenants who live

in the building but who only occupy the apartments-who rent the
ap)artmltents, but only occupy them during the resort season?

Mr. LowERY. I couldn't answer after February 1952.
Mr. Simox. Well, prior to February 1952.
Mr. LOWERY. This was under section 608 which, as you know, gave

priority to veterans.
Mr. STmoN. Yes, and as I understand it, Mr. Frankel has testified

that there were only 25 veterans who have moved into the project.
Mr. LowEry. Of course that would be out of your control.
Mr. SImoN. You were with Mr. Frankel, on September 30 when

he testified here in executive session?
Mr. LOWERY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And didn't you hear him, when he said there were only

25 veterans who occupied the apartments?
Mr. LowERY. Yes; but 1 believe when you apply for FHA insurance

in your application, you sign a statement that you will offer it for
veterans priority for 30 days after the completion of the project, which
can be proved by advertisements and the postings of signs around
the project for that period.

Mr. SIlON. And isn't it also true that Mr. Frankel, on September
30-I don't mean to be putting words in his mouth, but didn't he
dispute that a number of these tenants occupied the apartments only
during the resort season?

Mr. LOWbai R. I believe Mr. Frankel testified there were no transient
accommodations.

Afr. SIMON. I know there are no transient accommodiations but isn't
it true that a substantial number of people who rent the apartment
by the year, use it, only during the resort season ?

Mr. LOWERY. I believe that is the way he testified; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Andthat is true, isn't it?
Mr. LowE.Ry. I don't know, after February 1952. I really don't.
Mr. SIMON. Well, it was true prior to February 1952, wasn't it?
Mr. LowmyR. Not to a great extent, I believe the Atlantic City

residents were also offered preference together with veterans and I
believe it has a large percentage of Atlantic City residents.

I believe about 60.
Mr. SIMON. Now, you sold your stock to Morris Hassel, of Read-ing, Pa.?
JIr. LOWERY. No; I did not.

Mr. SIMoN. To whom did you sell your stock?
Mr. LowERy. You are referring to which stock?
Mr. SI [ N. Your stock in the Warwick Apartments.
Mr. LowErY. The stock in the construction company that built the

project, I sold to the company, itself. I had no stock in the War-if [ may identify it, the Warwick Apartments is the name of the
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apartments the same as the Mayflower Hotel is the name of the May.
flower Hotel. The owning company was called Rawleigh, Inc., and
the construction company was Rawleigh Construction Co.

Mr. SIMON. Didn't Hassel loan the Rawleigh Construction Co.
$317,000, of which $179,000 was used to purchase your stock and
Margolis' stock?

Mr. LOWERY. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. SIMON. So it was at least his money that bought your stock,

whether he bought it direct or not?
Mr. LOWERY. Yes; that would be so.
Mr. SIoN. How much had you invested in this stock of the Raw.

leigh Construction Co.?
Mr. LOWERY. In addition to the capital-stock investment, I had

put in around $60,000 up until the time of closing.. Mr. SIMoN. My question was not how much you had loaned the
company, which they paid back out of the mortgage, but how much
had you paid for the stock that Hassel bought?

Mr. LOWERY. Well, the company-excuse me. The company did
not pay back out of the mortgage-if you will check the record, you
will find there is a $260,000 investment-

Mr. Sixow. How much did you pay for the stock you sold to
IHassel?

Mr. LOWERY. The actual capital contribution, I believe, was $400,
plus the $60,000-plus a $100,000 note I endorsed at a bank.

Mr. SIMoN. Was it paid--the note?
Mr. LOWERY. It hasn't been paid as yet; no.
Mr. SIMON. Whose note is it?
Mr. LowrFmY. It is the sponsor's note.
Mr. SIMON. Are they good for it?
Mr. LoWERY. I would say so.
Mr. SIxoN.. Was the $60,000 repaid?
Mr. LOWERY. Yes. Not out of the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. S iMoN. But it was repaid?
Mr. LOWERY. Not out of the proceeds of the mortgage.
Mr. SIMON. The only cost of the stock to you is the $400 you paid

for it; is that right?
Mr. LOWERY. I wouldn't attribute it as the only cost; no.
Mr. SImo N. Is the only cost in dollars for the stock, the $400?
Mr. LoWERY. For the stock certificate; yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you sold the stock certificate for $150,000; is that

right?
Mr. LowERY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The same stock certificate.
You want to be specific that it was the stock certificate. It Was

the same stock certificate that you paid $400 for, but sold for $150,000?
Mr. LOWERY. It now has a greater value.
The CrfARMAN. Greater, or less?
Mr. LowERY. Greater.
The CHIRMAN. You should have held on longer.
Mr. SiMON. Do you still insist when you came down here and saw

Clyde Powell in November 1949 and got him to reverse the decision,
that there was no financial consideration for that reversal?

Mr. Low-my. In the first place, I don't believe he made the decision
in the first place.
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Mr. SiMoN. I don't say he reversed his own decision, but he reversed
a decision which had been made.

Hadn't the project been rejected when you went to see Powell?
Mr. LOWERY. Yes. I don't know whether he reversed it or not.

Someone in Washington evidently informed Mr. Hunter to inform me,
and if you prefer to say Clyde Powell, I have no objection to that.

Mr. SIMON. Did you talk to anybody except Clyde Powell about
the project?

Mr. LowERY. No; but it could have been referred to a lesser light
such as a zone director, or regional director, or something like that.

Mr. SiMoN. But the only man you talked to between the time it was
rejected and the time they reversed themselves was Clyde Powell?

Mr. LowEIRY. Yes. For a short time. I believe Mr. Massey carried
the ball.

Mr. Si1ioN. Regardless of who carried the ball, the only man asked
to do anything about reversing the decision was Clyde Powell?

Mr. LOWERY. Not reversing the decision, exactly. The text would
be reversing the decision. We felt the decision was unjust, the revoca-
tion or whatever you call it.

Mr. SITvON. Regardless of whether the initial decision was unjust,
you did go down to get it reversed, did you not?

Mr. LOWERY. In effect, yes.
Mr. SIMON. What do you mean by "in effect"?
Mr. LowERY. We had it reversed; yes.
Mr. SIMON. You had it reversed, and Clyde Powell is the man you

saw to get it reversed ?
Mr. LOWERY. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you still insist you didn't pay him for that?
Mr. LOWERY. Absolutely. I never saw the man outside of his office

in his life.
Mr. SimoN. That wasn't my question, whether you saw him out of

his office. My question was whether you paid him anything.
Mr. LowERY. I never paid him anything.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody pay him anything for this reversal?
Mr. LOWERY. No.
Mr. SiuoN. You say these. 2 deposits in'his bank account, $4,800 and

$5,700, are pure coincidences?
Mr. LOWERY. You can call them coincidences. They have nothing

to do with me and nothing to do with my project.
Mr. DINKINs. Mr. Lowery, between these two decisions, the first

one turning you down and the second a),roving this project was addi-
tional information furnished Mr. Powell?

Mr. LowEry. Yes, there was.
Mr. S MoN. What was the additional information?
Mr. LoWXERY. It was presented in a letter from Peoples Bond &

Mortgage Co. to Mr. Powell.
Mr. SroN. What did the letter say that was not already known to

Mr. LoivE R. I wouldn't know what the letter said-I wouldn't
* know what the FHA knew.

Mr. SLMON. You just told Mr. Dinkins additional information was
presented after the rejection. Now, what was the additional infor-
mation?
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Mr. Low=-al. Well, I presume furnishing proof of demand aiid the
need for a project of this type in Atlantic City, which we felt had
been possibly overlooked when the application was revoked.

Mr. SImoN. Did that information show that this was going to be
middle-income housing?

Mr. LowERY. The application, I believe, was around $29 a room
which would be somewhere in the middle-income bracket.

Mr. DINKIuNS. One more question, please: Is there anything unusul
about housing in Atlantic City on the waterfront having a cabana and
swimming pool ?

Mr. LowERY. I would think that would be rather unusual.
Mr. SImoN. I wasn't indicating that was unusual, but FHA wasu%

supposed to finance luxury apartments, even though on Park Avenue
there are also luxury apartments.

The CHAIRMAN. Thahk you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. Albert Stark and Harry Bart, if you

will please.
ifr. Bart and Mr. Stark. Does anybody know them?
They are coming in Friday? Did we excuse them until Friday?

You are sure of that ?
We are making mistakes here.
Then, we will call Mr. James J. Keelty, Jr., of Baltimore.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you GOd?

TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. KEELTY, JR., RODGERS FORGE
APARTMENTS, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. KEELTY. I do.
The CHAnMAN. Give your name and address to the reporter.
Mr. KiELTY. James Keelty, Jr., 5716 York Road, Baltimore, M&
Mr. SIxoN. Are you one of the sponsors of the Rodgers Forge

Apartments project
Mr. KEELTY. Yes.
Mr. SIoN. Where is it located, Mr. Keelty?
Mr. KEELTY. North Baltimore. York Road, between York and

Charles Street.
Mr. SIMON. And there are two corporations, arethere?
Mr. KFMLTY. That is right.
Mr. Simo. But they were built as one project?
Mr. KELTY. More or less; yes.
Mr. SIMON. "For physical purposes.
Mr. K.FELTY. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. How many units are there in the two projects?
Mr. KI L wry. 508.
Mr. SIMON. Those projects were financed by FHA-insured m0r6

gages?
Mr. KEELTY. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. What was the amount of the mortgage on the firt

corporation?
Mr. KEELTY. $2,106,000.
Mr. SIxoN. And on the second?
Mr. KEELTY. $2,008,800.
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1 Mr. SIMON. A total of $4,114,800?
Mr. KEELTY. Yes.
Mr. SILMON. What was the capital stock of the first corporation?
Mr. KirELTY. Approximately $2,000.
Mr. SimoN. What was the capital stock of the second corporation?
Mr. KrmL LY. The same.
Mr. SIMON. As I understand, you and members of your family

own 50 percent of the stock, and James and Margaret Doorment own
the other 50 percent?

Mr. KE TY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Who built the projects?
Mr. KEELTY. Rodgers Forge Construction Co.
Mr. SIMON. Who are the stockholders of Rodgers Forge Construc-

tion ?
Mr. KEELTY. The same.
Mr. SnuoN. That also was nominal capitalization?
Mr. KimLTY. I think so.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the cost of construction of the first project?
Mr. KEELTY. $1,603,576.
Mr. SIMON. That does not include the cost of the land?
Mr. KEELTY. That is without the land; yes, sir.
Mr'. SiMON. And what did the land cost?
Mr. KLELTY. $88,100.
Mr. SImoN. That makes a total cost of $1,691,676.67?
Mr. KEE.LTY. I think that is correct.
Mr. SimoN. And the difference between that amount which is the

total cost and the mortgage on the first section is $404,323?
Mr. KE,4cx#TY. I think that is correct.
Mr. SiroN. What was the cost of the second section?
Mr. KEELTY. $1,533,820.28.
Mr. S1IoN. And that does not include the land?
Mr. KEELTY. No, sir.
Mr. SiMON. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. KELTY. $74,907.90.
Mr. SImoN. The total cost including the land, then, was $1,608,-

528.18?
Mr. KEEiITY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiiON. And the difference between the total cost and the mort-

gage, on the second part was $400,271?
Mr. KEELTY. I think that is right.
Mr. SoiON. And the 2 projects-that is the 2 corporations, the

mortgage totaled $4,114,800. and the costs were less than the amount
of the mortgage by $804.594; is that right?

Mr. KEELTY. T have $814.595.15.
Mr. STTMo. You have how much?
Mr. KEE.riaTY. $814,595.15.
Mr. SIAfON. $814,594.15?
Mr. KE, ELTY. 595.
Mr. SroN. 595.15. That represents the difference between the

total cost, and the mortgage.
Mr. K EELTY. That is right.
The ChAIRMAN. This is the first witness, I think, who just told us

the facts down to the penny, and I congratulate you.
Mr. SIMoN. Were any premiums paid?
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Mr. KEELTY. There was apremium paid of $30,000.
Mr. SimoN. So that would make the total mortgage proceeds $844,

595 in excess of the cost?
Mr. KEELTY. That is about right.
Mr. Simo. I understand in the list that Mr. McKenna put out,

he also listed a place called Hampton Apartments as yours, but your
partner, Doorment, did that by himself and you weren't with him in
that one, is hat right?

Mr. KEELTY. That is right.
The CAIRMAN.T This is the only section 608 that you had?
Mr. KEELTY. That is right.
Mr. SDioN. Thank you.
The CHAMMAN. Are there any further questions? Any state.

ments?
Thank you very much.
Unless there is objection, we will place in the record at this point,

the total section 608 projects, the list of section 608 projects given to us
by Mr. Cole's office, on date of June 4, showing the insured mortgage
loans in excess of costs.

(The material referred to follows:)
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Projects listed alphabetically by States-Sec. 608 FIIA-insured mortgage loans in excess of costs on p? ojects reviewed as of June 4, 1954

Nanc, project location

Essex Hnuse, Birmingham, Ala. (Alabama, 1
project).

Holly Park Knolls, Inc., Inglewood, Calif --.......

Lincoln Place Nos. 1 through 35, Los Angeles, Calif-

Baldwin Gardens Co., Los Angeles, Calif .........

Wilshire LaCienega Co., Los Angeles, Califf-------

Chesapeake Rodeo Apartments, Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif: (California, 5 projects).

Cooper Apartments, Inc., New Haven, Conn.
(Connecticut, 1 project).

Clifton Park Manor, sees. 1, 2, 3, New Castle, Del.
(Delaware, I project).

Parklands Manor, Inc., Washington, D. C ........

Idaho Terrace, Inc., Washington, D. C ...........
Hilltop House, Inc., Washington, D. C. (District

of Columbia, 3 projects).

Mayfair Village Corp., Jacksonville, Fla. (Florida,
I project).

Nelson Apartments, Inc., Savannah, Ga ..........

The Darlington Apartments, Atlanta, Ga.
(Georgia, 2 projects).

Grandview, Inc., Wichita, Kans. (Kansas, 1
project).

Parkehester Apartment D)evelopment, New Or-
leans, La.

ClAIborne Towers, Inc., Governor Claiborne
Apartments, Inc., New Orleans, La. (Louisiana,
2 projects).

Gregory Estates Nos. 1, 2, 3, .1, Inc., Seat Pleasant,
Md.

See footnote at end of table, p. 2584.

Principals

Marvin L. Warner, Joseph Kanter, Birmingham, Ala....--

Samuel Firks, Max Maltzman, W. E. Robertson, Louis
A. Towne, Los Angeles, Calif.

Philip Youseru, Los Angeles, Calif.; Ray 'Myers, R. Reese
Myers, Lambert Housing Corp., Venice, Calif.

Richard S. Diller, Arthur B. Weber, Irving L. Kalsman,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Richard S. Diller, Arthur B. Weber, Herman Kranz,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Herbert Kronish, Sanford S. Shear, Beverly Hills, Calif.;
W. B. Robertson, Max Maltzman, Milton Gordon,
Los Angeles. Calif.

Jack B. Cooper, Louis Kuklensky, Reubin Kuklensky,
Miami Beach, Fla.; Daniel Weinstein, New Haven,
Conn.

Don A. Loftus, George T. Weymouth, Charles R. Martin,
Wilmington, Del.

Morris Cafritz, Edward Cafritz. Charles H. Purcell,
Martin Atlas, Washington, D. C.

Albert Small, David Stern, Washington, D. C
.\[arvin Willig, Washington, D. C.; Louis Janof, Chevy

Chase, Md.; Charles Englebach, Philadclnhia. Pa.;
Albert P. Dicker, Daniel Gevinson, J. Svestka, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Joseph A. Burstein, Morris Glazer, Jacksonville, Fla -.-

William A. Bowen, James L. Sundy, Sylvan Byck, Rives
Worrell, Savannah, Ga.

L. D. Long, Leonard L. Long, Frank G. Etheridge, At-
lanta, Ga.

I. M. Beech, M. Mollohan, Wiehita, Kans ...............

Paul Kapelow, Lewis Leader, Emile Bluestein, New
Orleans, La.

Shelby Construction Co., New Orleans, Emile L. Blue-
stein, vice president.

Rol ert H. Bailey, Farngdale, N. Y.; Robert Greene,
Washington, D. C.

Paid-in
capital
stock

$75, 000

198, 000

255, 726

.,600

39, 000

381.100

1,000

7, 325

15,155

12,000
1,000

35,000

7,500

2M,300

10,000

757, 213

350,000

8001

Mort gage
loan

$1,209,500

2,615,000

5, 167, 700

2, 86, 400

1,937, 600

3,047,500

667,000

5,980,000

3, 563,000

1,750.000
787, 700

554,000

1,402, 000

4,650,000

231,600

10, 845,600

9,230,000

3,184,000

Reported
cost of
project

$1,180,000

2,453,255

5,025,400

2,385, 000

1, 75,803

2, 967, 000

614,876

5,082,000

3,011,500

1,495.500
727, 000

539, 500

1,176,500

4,61(, 878

137, 500

7, 368,000

7,956,500

3, 176, 500

Windfall I

$29, 500

161,745

142, 300

481,400

261,797

90,50

52,124

898,000

551, 500

254.500
60,700

14,500

225,500

39,122

94,100

3,477,600

1,273, 500

7,500

Amount of
distribution
of windfall I

$187,000

60,700

432,791

281,699

(

475, 100

68,560

549, 375

030, 000

121,92813, 332

250,000

3,856,001

- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

.1 1 - I I I I
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Projects listed alphabetically by States-Sec. 608 FHA-insured mortgage loans in excess of costs on projects reviewed as of June 4, 1954-Con.

Paid-in Reported Amount of
Name, project location Principals capital loan cost of Windfall I distribution

stock project of windfall)

Rodgers Forge Apartments, Inc., Nos. 1 and 2;
Hampton Apartments, Inc., Baltimore, Md.
(Maryland, 2 projects).

Morton Homes, Inc.; Little Street Homes, Inc.;
Emile Homes, Inc.; Marquette Homes, Inc.;
Lewis Homes, Inc.; Charles Homes, Inc., Alex
Homes, Inc.; Itasca Homes, Inc.; Natchez,
Miss. (Mississippi, 1 project).

Linwood Park, Inc., Teaneck, N. J_
Washington Park Apartments, Camden, N. J .....

Barrington Manor Apartments, Barrington, N. J_

Woodbury Manor Apartments, Woodbury, N. J...

Clover-Hill Gardens, Mount Holly, N. J-........

Parkway Apartments, Inc., Haddonfield, N. J..---

Teaneck Gardens, Inc., Teaneck, N. --------

Brookchester, Inc., sees. 1-7, 9 and 10, New Mil-
ford, N. J.

Richfield Village, sees. 1-6, Clifton, N. J.........

Elmwood Terrace, Inc., East Paterson, N. J -.....

Jefferson Gardens, Inc., Clifton, N. J. (New Jer-
sey, 13 projects; see also New Jersey projects,
pp. 5and 7).

Rockaway Crests, sees. 1, 2, and 3, Inc., Far
Rockaway, N. Y.

Kew Gardens Apartments, Inc., Briarwood
(Queens County), N. Y.

Kew Gardens Hills, Inc., Kew Gardens Hills,
N.Y.

James Keelty Jr James Dorment, Joseph Keelty, Louise
H. Keelty, farguerite Dorment, Baltimore, Md.

Roselawn Construction Co., Paul Kapelow, Lewis I.
Leader, New Orleans, La.

Ralph J. Solow, Sidney Sarner, Teaneck, N. J ............
Sam Madway, Pauline M. Margolls, Bette Davis Mad-

way, Elizabeth Magen, Madway Engineers & Construc-
tion, Bala Cynwyd Pa.

Bernard Weinberg, irairy J. Goodwin, Etta H. Weinberg,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr. Henry Spiegel, Philip S. Seltzer, Phiadelphia, Pa.;
William Seltzer, Woolbury, N. J.

Charles H. Sporkin, Philadelphia, Pa.; Herbert G. Du-
Bois, Camden, N. J.; Thomas R. Edwards, Haddon-
field, N. 3.

Milton Lundy, Charles H. Sporkin, Nat Sporkin, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Thomas R. Edwards. Herbert G. DuBols,
Haddonfield, N. J.

Ralph Solow, Sidney Sarner, New York City, N. Y.;
George I. Marcus, Hackensack, N. J.

Joseph J. Brunetti, Anna Stewart, Anna Brunetti, Hack-
ensack, N. 3.

Joseph 3. Brunetti, Anna Stewart, Anna Brunetti, Hack-
enssck, N. J.

Herman H. Rosen, Jacque Choron trustees, Samuel J.
Roth, Joel W. Schenker, New York, N. Y.

Allen J. Adelman, East Orange, N. J.; B. S. Adelinan,
South Orange, N. 3.; Theodore Naftali, Newark, N. J.

Gustave M. Berne, Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y.;
Theodore W. Nass, Far Rockaway, N. Y.

H a r r y L . a n d L e a h O s ia s , B r o o k l y n , N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

D o ........................................... ...... do-.............................................Parkway anr, Inc., Flushing, N. Y.-------- William B. Greenstein, David H. Bass, Brooklyn, N. Y__
Glen Oaks Village, Inc., Belleroso, N. Y------- George M. and Alfred Gross, Lawrence Morton, GlenOaks,N.Y.
Bemah aven Apartments, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.. -- Fred 0. Tr-p, a-a--a, N. Y..

$8. 000

121,600

13, 000
2, 000

2,000

1, 040

2. 700

50, 000

1,000

9, 000

8.000

1,000

940, 448

3,000

12, 000

1,000

3, 000
2,000

82,500

249, 000

$5, 321 700

1, 741, 600

8, 875, 000
2,349,000

2,262,200

583,600

1.620,000

2, 929, 800

1, 592, 000

9, 986, 500

5, 289, 500

2, 516, 000

921,500

14, 486, 100

9, 266,700

3,510,000

10, 670, 500
343, 500

24,359, 700
15, 922, 9oo

$4,269,000

1,274,500

6,662, 500
2,162,500

1,846,000

451,000

1,581,000

2,897,000

1,566,000

9, 694, 000

5,128, 500

2, 385, 467

809, 074

13,475,000

8,930,245

3,384, 500

10, 213, 100
307,300

20,035,000

12,325,000

$1,052,700

467, 100

2, 426,821
186, 500

416,200

132, 600

39, 000

32,800

105,600

272, 500

161,000

130, 533

156, 426

1,371,400

336,455

125,500

457, 400
36,200

4,324, 700
4,0 47, 900

$390, 000

595, 441

2,588, 425
220,060

252,706

83,660

17, 152

140,036

103,907 i

638,281

370, 321

199, 508

325, 980

190,000

38,000
4, 600,000

72.000

I



. a a .IuP" . . - -...............------------ 1I 249,000 1. 22. 900 I 2, =2, 000 14.o47. OW 1 729.000

Rego Park Apartments, Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y..---

K ngsway Development, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y_.

Elmwood Gardens, Inc., East Paterson, N. J.;
Gregory Apartments. Inc.. Elisaheth Apart-
ments, Inc., Marine Terrace Apartments, Inc.,
Astoria, Lonz Island, N. Y.

Arrowbrook Gardens Development Corp., Flush.
ing, N. Y.

Ed. Donner Gardens, Inc., Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Cathedral Gardens, Hempstead, N. Y ............

Klngsway Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y ..............

Bayshore Gardens, Inc., Belle Harbor, N. Y ......

Alley Park Housing Corp., 77th Road Realty
Corp., Bayside, N. Y.

Iroquois A.artments, Inc., Hollis, Queens County,
N.1Y.

Patchogue Gardens, Inc.. Patchogue, N. Y-......

Kew Terrace. Inc., Kew Terrace No. 2, Inc.,
Flushing, N. Y.

Braddock Garden Apartments, Inc., Queens
Village, N. Y.

Jeffrey Garden Apartments Nos. 1 and 2, Bayslde,
N.Y.

Knightsbridge Apartments, Great Neck, N. Y....__

Langdale Realty, Inc., Nos. I and 2, Bellerose, E*N.Y.
Pleasantville Apartments Corp., Pleasantville,

N.J.
Sanford Gardens, Inc., Flushing, N. Y. (New

York, 25 projects).
College View Apartments, Inc., Oklahoma City,

Okla. (Oklahoma, 1 project).
Flamingo Apartments, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

(Pennsylvania, 1 project).
Huron Housing Corp., Huron, S. Dak. (South

Dakota, 1 project).
Billy Mitchell Villaze, Inc., San Antonio, Tex-....

Midway Gardens, Inc., Pasadena, Tex----------
Bayou Park Apartments, Houston, Tex---------
Bayou Lake Corp. No. 1, Pasadena, Tex. (Texas, .

4 projects).

Norman lishman, David Taishman, Robert TIlbrnan,
New York, N. Y.

Louis Mintz, Max Mintz. Morris Mintz, Monroe Marko-
witz. New York City, N. Y.

Samuel J. Roth, Joel W. Schenker, Harry Ginsberg,
George Gregory, Elisabeth Gregory, New York. N. Y.

Morton Pickman, Lee E. Ellman, Samuel M. Berley,
Charlotte Pickman, Bess Berley, Esther Ellman,
Forest Hills, N. Y.

Charlesam Construction Co., Flushing, N. Y.; Charles
Donner, president; Charles J. Muss, vice president;
Samuel Donner, secretary-treasurer.

Mack Kanner, Jerry Kanner, Lester Kanner, Merrick,
Long Island, N. Y

Jack Carner, Helen d. Carner, Samuel Benson, New York
City, N. Y.

Hyman Zarett, Belle Harbor, N. Y.; Is3dore Lebrer,
Neponsit, N. Y.; Jack H. Spiegel, no address.

Queens Valley Development Corp., John Turner,
Jamaica, N. Y.

Benjamin M. Hess, Haskel Hess, Sidney Kessler, J. Lewis
Lazarus, Rubin Garfinkel, Flushing, N. Y.

Jerry Kanner, Mack Kanner, Lester Kanner, Merrick,
N.Y.

Norris Brocher, Alfred Wohl, Astoria, N. Y.; Charles K.
Itchkow, Great Neck, N. Y.

Jean Van Dyke Kessler, Harry Rosen, Joseph Pirozzi,
Jamaica, N. Y.

Haskell Hess, Benjamin Hess, Sidney Kessler, Jamaica,
N.Y.

Gilbert Tilles, Greit Neck Estates, N. Y.; Herman Tilles,
William Sanbur, Jamaica, N. Y.

Kalman Klein, David Teicholz, Jamaica, N. Y ............

Bernard Weinberg, Philadelphia, Pa.; Harry J. Goodwin,
Elkins Park, Pa.

Lester Kanner, Mack Kanner, Jerry Kanner, Merrick,
N.Y.

Fred D. Newman, Oklahoma City, Okla .................

Dr. Daniel Gevison, Washington, D. C-.................

Shelden F. Reese, Sioux Falls, S. Dak ...................

David Muss, Norman K. Winston, Louis N. Kaplan,
New York City, N. Y.; Henry W. Penn, San Antonio,
Tex.

Mx Krauss, Alexander Zager, Pasadena, Tex .............
Carl C. Sharp, W. Carloss Morris, Steward Morris.......
. d o ------------------------------- ------------ -----.....

2,000

1,000

4,000

2, 000

1,000

1,000

91,908

10, 500

6, 000

2,000

1,000

6,000

750

2,200

10,000

100,000

2,000

1,000

9,900

1,000

45, 525

56,000

24,000
89,900
11,900

6,467,400

1,253, 800

14,666, 000

2,675,000

2,306,400

1,924, 500

2,358,000

1,335,600

6, 196, 500

800,000

723, 900

3,005, 800

1,310,000

2, 278,700

1,051,300

3,014, 400

1,680,000

1,330,500

9w,000

2,533,800

170,000

3, 220,200

336, 500
1,282,900

415,000

2,01, 400

171,300

2, 157. 000

2,116,000 559,000

1, 858,500 447,900

1,505,000

1,886,000

1,089,000

5, 768, 000

605, 000

554,000

2 463,500

983,500

1,940,300

800,449

2, 432, 781

1,471,000

1,082, 156

69, 549

2,252,594

130,000

2,742,500

245, 900
95, 400
op 000

482, 046

472,000

246,600

428, 500

195,000

195,236

542, 300

326, 500

338,400

250,851

581,619

209,000

248, 344

28, 451

281,206

40,000

477, 700

90,600
327, 500
92,000

1,700,000

278, 444

2, 162,622

671,022

110, ;p6

255,000

337,906

155,000

555,000

289, 210

380,200

230, 649

21,000

230,776

10,100

180,600

100, 292

501,242

115,000
396,800
111,900

L~j

H
0

H
0
z

0i



Projects listed alphabetically by States-Sec. 608 FHA-insured mo? tgage loans in excess of costs on projects reviewed ae of fune 4, 1964-Con.

Paid-in Reported Amount of
Name, project location Principals capital Mortgage cost of Windfall I distribution

stock loan project of windfall'I

Warwick Gardens, Inc., Warwick Gardens No. 2, Albert T. Brout, A. L. Drucker, E. E. Falk, New-port $2,000 $3, 788,400 $3, 565, 500 $222, 900 $39,000
Inc., Newport News. Va. News. Va.

Shirley-Duke Apartments, Inc., Alexandria, Va. Bryan Gordon, Jr., Arlinuton, Va.; N. J. Sonnenblick, 6,000 13,846,000 11,700,000 2,146,000 2,475,600
New York City, N. Y.

Bon Haven Apartments, Richmond, Va-------- Bertram F. Bonner, Richmond, Va--------------------- 3,000 3,916,900 3,020,000 981,900 1,250,000
Lewis Garden, Ifenrico County, Va. (Virginia, Franklin A. rrice. Richmond, Va.. . ..--------------------- 526,000 3,884,400 3,450,550 433,850 654,250
6 projects).

Huntington Apartwrents, Inc., Alexandria, Va. George A. Ford, William S. Banks, Washington, D. C.; 300 570,000 463,200 106,800 95,100
(Virginia, 7 projects). Howard E. Everheart, Alexandria, Va.

Grand total, sheets 1 through 9....... ... . ....------------------------------------------------------- 4, 138, 590 272, 646,360 234, 486, 277 39, 481,126 31, 716, 000

Distribution of windfall includes any type of distribution, such as dividends, stock redemption, loans to affiliated corporations, etc., as explained in HUFA press release
OA-No. 675. The windfall figure is slightly more than the excess of loan amount over reported cost because of lesser factors affecting the windfall amount in a number of cases.



Projects li.sted Jalphabeticolly by States-Sec. 608 projects on which F-I4-insured mortgage loans exceeded costs-Projects reviewed but vot covered
in report of Jule 4, 19--74

Project n ame and location

Hart Manor, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif----------

Palmer Park Gardews, Inc., Colorado Springs,
Colo.

Essex House, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind_

Arcadia Apartments, Louisville, Ky_. -

Dumont, Inc. (The Town House), Shreveport, La.

Kensington Gardens, Inc., Kensington, Md .......

Sovereign Apartments, Inc., Brookline, MWass-.....

Joy Manor, Inc., Detroit, -Mich_ - -

Raleich, Inc. (Warwick Apartmnents), Atlantic
City, N. J.

Auduhon Park Apart-nents, Inc., Jersey City,
N..J.

Cedar Lane Manor, Inc., Riverton, N. J J.......

Brookside Gardens, Inc., So'nervilli,, N. T--------

A. B. K. Apartmnerts. TI1c., S. I. R. tpart'mnt',,
Inc., W. P. HI. Apart, ments, Inc., Bayside, N. Y.

Princip'als
* Pail-in

capital
stock

Thorn is P. Hart. Santa Barbara, Calif.; Philip Yousem,
Juli in H. Weiss. Los Angeles. Calif.

Platt Rozers, Gerald P. Phipps. Domald C. Bromfield,
John M. Lantz, Denver, Colo.; Walter M. Graham,
unknown.

Marvin L. Warner, Jane B. Warner, Joseph H. Kanter,
Elvin Kanter, James L. Permutt, Birmingham, Ala.

H. G. Whittenbarg, H. N. Lukins, Kathleen F. Whitten-
bsrg, Louisville, Ky.

J. Winston Brailey, Hammond, La.; Leslie M. Haik,
Emile Al. Haik, Now Orleans, La.

Alfred M. Rinaudot, A. M. _Morrison, Bethesda..%fd.;
S. Walter Bagley, unknown; William F. Carl, Ellis M.
Jones, Howard R. Schafer, C. Wayne Mead, John It.
Reeves. Henry J. Wolfson, Bethesda, Md.

Bernard Robe-ts, .fre-l L. R,)h,-rt, Myon C. Roberts,
Brooklinp.,Ma q!.; S.A uel Rottenher-, Newton, Mass.;.la-es .T. Walsh, Caiib-idlue, .Ntaqs.

Abe Ore-n, Uibrey II. Ettnhei-ner, Hilda Ettenhei ner,
Roe (j rten, Delroit MNieh.

Sylvester .1. Lowe:y, .frion, Pa.; Ephrai'n J. Frnk,.l,
unknown, L. A. J)ea-r, unkn,)n, Frank .. St-in-
hern, \Ivrion, Pa.; Ivler A. Lowry, unknown, il-ate
Marlin \1,,-ioq, la.

Willia-n Sha-)iro, theln ' ha-uiro, Ma\-well Tenkin, .Ia,-y
Tenkin..Ier ev. City. N. J.

John E..Fc\'ng '. Eilxvin q. \IeVa'h, Jo'n E. Mc-
Va'iuh,. rr., Charl,.;W . IKnig, ht, Ri rerton, N. J.

Benja nin Nisls,, Benjamnin Braunstein, Harry Neisloss,
Jamaica. N. Y.

Charles l)irinmer, Thel na Severence, Isabel Albano,
.Ja-maiea; N. Y.; Willia 'a P. lla'in, La ireltrm, N. V.;
Arnold l)la'nond, Aaron B. Knobler, Sanuel H. Rush,
Jamaica, N. Y.

$55, 150

92, 000

1,000

5, 230

13,300

28, 000

6, 400

20,400

1,353

3,000

7,250

30

1.5, 000

Mortgage
loan

$481,300

1,440,400

3, 474, 900

2,419, 200

2,664,000

405, 000

1,223,200

1,278,900

2, 4SI, 900

279, 000

290,000

3, 018, 500

3,986,300

Reported
cost of
project

$474,400

1,213,800

3, 221, 100

2, 220, 500

2,611,600

351, 400

1,102,901

1,048,100

2,383,937

276,167

278,357

2, (42, 900

3,227,800

Windfall I

$6,900

226, 600

253,800

198, 700

52, 400

53, 600

126,299

230,800

100,963

2, 833

11,643

375, 600

758, 500

Amount of
distribution
of windfall I

$55,000

140, 000

210,081

3
2

280. 000

75. 750

25,855

345,500

206,600

0

8,300 x

626,000

758,269

See footnotes at enl of table, p. 3597.
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Projects listed alphabetically by States--Sec. 608 projects on which FHA-insured mortgage loans exceeded costs--Projects 7 eviewed but not covered
in report of June 4, 1954-Continued

Paid-in Mortgage Reported Amount of
Project name and location Principals capital loan cost of Windfall I distribution

stock project of windfall

Hill Development Co. (Oakland Gardens, Sec-
tion 4), Bal si ie, N. Y.2

Springfield Devolopment Co., Bayside, N. Y .....
Farragnit Gardens (now Vanderveer Estates),

Brooklyn, N. Y.2

Shore Haven Apartments, Brooklyn, N. Y ........
Woodbriar Manor, Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y........

Franklin Terrace Corp., Flushing, N. Y ..........

Great Neck Oaks, Great Neck, N. Y-....

Springwood Village, Inc., Hyde Park, N. Y--...
Jackson Apartments, Inc., Jackson Heights, N. Y_
Hunter Gardens, Inc., Queens, N. Y ..............

Lakeview Apartments No. 1, Lakeview Apart-
ments No. 2, Queens, N. Y.

Cameron Village Apartments, Inc., Raleigh, N. C.

Country Club Homes, Addition, Inc., Raleigh,
N.C.

Greenway Apartment, Inc., Raleigh, N. C-----

Broadview Gardens, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio-......

Beverly Manor Section I Inc., Beverly Manor
Section II, Inc., Beverly Manor Section III,
Inc., Beverly Manor Section IV, Inc., Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Lane Towers, Inc., Eugene, Oreg-...............

Park Avenue Investment Co., Portland, Oreg - - -

Sams Apartments, Inc., Gaffniy, S. C ............
Crystal Springs Homes, Spartanburg, S. C ........

Benjamin Neisloss, Harry Neisloss, Benjamin Braun-
stein, Jamaica, N. Y.

----- do................-------------------------------------
Martin H. Benedek, Brooklyn, N. Y.: Morris Kavy,

Henry Hirsch, New York, N. Y.: Alexander P. Hirsch,
Marguery, N. Y.: Nathan Neitlick, New York, N. Y.

Fred Trump, Brooklyn, N. Y-.....--....................
Martin Fisher, Larry Fisher, Emily Fisher, Kew Gardens,

N.Y.
David Minkin Sigmund S. Briger, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Elias Thall, Jamaica, N. Y.
Joseph Mascioli, Jamaica, N. Y.; Samuel Gutterman,

Forrest Hills, N. Y.; Julius Gutterman, Jamaica Estates,
N.Y.

E. B. Leone, Glen Rock, N. J"-----------------------------
Harry L. Osias, Leah Osias, Brooklyn, N. Y_ -
Alfred Kaskel, Doris Kaskel, Brooklyn, N. Y.; David

Barrio, unknown.
Jean Shector, Dorothy Ann Jaffe, George A. Shapiro,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Alvin B. Wolosoff, Forest Hills, N. Y.;
David Minkin, Brooklyn N Y.

J. W. York, Raleigh, N. C.; k. A. Bryan, Goldsboro, N. C
James M. Poyner, R. B. Woodson, Amy F. White,
Raleigh, N. C.

E. M. Richards, Thomas Wilson, James M. Poyner,
Raleigh N. C.

Thomas Wilson Helen A. Richards, Mary Wolf Wilson,
E. M. Richards, Raleigh, N. C.

George J. Goudreau, Joseph E. Goudreau, P. J. Dwyer,
Parma, Ohio.

Don A. Loftus, Cleveland, Ohio; D. E. Ryan Minne-
apolis, Minn.; Jack F. Chrysler, W. R. Robinson,
Currie J. Ryan, Cleveland, Ohio; Helen Robinson,
Webster R. Ryan, Kingston, N. Y.

Robert Coates, Ames Coates, Maryon H. Marshall, Port-
land, Oreg.

Victor H. Jones, David B. Simpson, Talbot Wegg, Port-
bind, Oreg.

George A. Creed, A. Alvin Creed, Mathle S. Creed,
Columbia S C

P. S. Cecil, T. W. Cecil, C. WV. Cecl, D. W. Cecil, Spartan-
burg, S. C.

$30

30
10,000

14,700(1)

1,600O

30,000

1.000
2,000
5.000

10,000

52,857

300

68,000

500

4,000

26,500

2,000

11,000

99, 900

$1,926,8oo

4, 714,800
21, 719,300

10,398,600
4,867, 300

1,087,000

5, 553, 900

620, 200
1,603,000
1, 866, 800

3,068,000

2, 503,800

790, 000

849, 500

2, 833, 834

8, 826, 400

1, 025,800

2, 772,300

197, 600

1, 116. 400

$1,822, 727

8,919,039
18,127,383

9,541,928
3, 963,805

814.618

4, 635, 547

608, 956
1,260,718
1,512,000

2,262, 115

2, 319, 845

675, 644

731,941

2,685,342

7,772,046

950, 777

2, 724, 913

153, 935

893, 519

$104, 073

255, 761
3, 591,917

856,672
903, 495

272,382

918, 353

11,244
342, 282
354,800

805, 885

183, 955

114,356

117, 559

148, 492

1,054,354

75, 023

47, 387

43, 665
222, 881

$167,410

4.57,869
3,158,000

1,605,000
1,000,000

274,M

290,00
863,000

321, 250

0

206,350

140,000

80,000

762, 654

27,000

230, 00



She1 ourne Towers, rnc., Knoxville, Tenn---------

Colonial Village Corp., Nashville, Tenn.._
Chelsea Gardens, Inc., Memphis, Tenn..........

Coliseum Park Alpartmenrs. Inc., qan Antonio,
Tex.

Jefferson Village, Falls Church, Va ...............

Lake Burien Heights, Inc., Seattle, Wash .........

Panoramic View Corp., Richardson Vista Corp.,

Anchorage, .Aaska.

Total.. . . . . . ..-------------------------------

Ouiford Glazer, Knoxville, Tenn.; Morris Glazer. Nash-
ville, Tenn.

William B. Clark, W. F. Fay, John C. ClArk, Memphis,
Tenn.

E. J. Burke, Sr., E. J. Burke, Jr., Ross Burke, Mary Jane
Vair, Roy Wilson, San Antonio, Tex.

Charles Rose, Arthur Hamz urger, Marshall Coyne,
Samuel Rossoff, Irving Rossoff, unknown.

L. E. Baldwin, Vern J. Oja, R. E. Wright, Seattle, Wash.;
Martha Anderson, unknown; W. B. Nettleton. Seattle,
Wash.

Harry Lewis, Myer Lurie, Leo Seldenverg, F. M. ReIsch-
ling, Melvin D' Lurie, Seattle, Wasb.

7, 000

3, 480
1,000

91, 000

6, 300

30,000

1,682,000

777,000
1, 848,000

925, 600

4, 852, 500

4,143,600

7, 740,400

726, 210 123, 227, 034

1. 570, 890

693,215
1,824,224

791, 199

4,374,825

4,080,190

7, 665, 748

109,435,051

111, 110

83, 785
23,776

134, 401

477, 675

63,410

74, 652

(W, 434
30, 614

70,800

I The amount set forth in the Windfall column Is limited to the excess of the mortgage
loa" over the reported cost of tbc project, incla Ang the cost of the project land.
Distribution in some Instances exceeds the amount shown In t"e win fall column
because additional cash wns male avaibble principally in te following manner: (1)
In those cases wthen stock was issue 1 for ti'e project land, a like amount was thus made
available from the mortgage proceeds; and (2) rents received prior to the first amortiza-

tion payment on the mortgage loan. Distrib'ition of windfall includes any type of
distrib,gtlon, s'c as dividends, stock reIomptlons, loans to affiliated corporations,
etc., as explained In HIIFA Press Release OA, No. 675. "

2 Referred to In Mr. McKenna's testimony before Senate Banking and Currency
Committee on June 28, 1954.

3 Unknown.

13, 791,983 1 12, 557, 801
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The CHEIRMAN. Now we are going to close this. phase of our hear.
ings on tomorrow. We have 1 more day and we will fish, even if we
have to go until 6 o'clock tomorrow, but I do want to say this, now,
to any person in any place in the United States, whose name has been
brought into any of these hearings over the past 4 months who feels
that he was injured in any way, who wishes to file a statement with
this committee to be printed and made a part of the permanent record,
or if he wishes to be heard in person, we will arrange for him to be
heard, or hear him in November.

We will try to hear them tomorrow, if there is anybody who wants
to be heard tomorrow.

In other words, what I am saying is this, that anyone who feels
that they have been hurt by the testimony of any witness-for example,
if Congressman Preston feels that he was hurt by the testimony of his
partner Mr. Bowen. Others have felt the same way-a concern in
ndianapolis, my home town, the partners in Meadowbrook, they feel

they should again testify and clear up certain f acts.
My point is that anyone who feels that they would like to be heard,

maybe we can hear them tomorrow. If not, we will hear them in
November, or they may file a statement, a letter or a statement with
this committee, and it will be printed and be made a part of the
record.

But we will finish tomorrow, this phase of our investigation. The
investigation will continue beyond tomorrow with a staff not quite as
large as we have at the moment, but it will be continued, and while
we are going to close the hearings, tomorrow, I don't want anyone
to feel that that means we are not going to hold other hearings between
now and next February 1, because we possibly will.

I would like to call the press' attention to one thing and that is
that you refer to this as a subcommittee and it is not a subcommittee.
It is the full committee. Maybe there will only be one or two of us
here.

Does anyone know any good reason why we should not recess now?
Very well, we will recess until 10 o'clock in the morning.
(Whereupon, at 3:15 p. m., hearing in the above matter was

recessed.)
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE,

Was,ingtoit, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10: 15 a. m. Senator

Homer E. Capehart (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Capehart and Beall.
Also present William Simon, general counsel; T. T. Kenney, as-

sistant general counsel; and Clarence M. Dinkins, assistant counsel,
FHA investigation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. The
first witness will be Mr. McCormick, Richard McCormick.

Are you representing him?
Mr. RAciOPLT. I represent Mr. McCormick, yes.
The CHIRMAN. Is Mr. McCormick here?
Mr. Rkcioipi. At the present time, he is ill.
The ChAIRMAN. You just told us now for the first time at 10 min-

utes after 10.
Mr. RACIOPPI. Naturally, this is the first time I have seen you.
Mr. SIMON. Would you be sworn, Counsel?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about

to give will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?

TESTIMONY OF FRANCIS RACIOPPI, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. RAcIOPlI. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated, then?
Mr. SimoN. Where is Mr. McCormick at this moment ?
tie CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name and address?

Mr. R wciir. My name is Francis Racioppi.
Mr. SIMON. You are the attorney for Richard McCormick?
Mr. RACIOPPI. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. When did you last speak to Mr. McCormick?
Mr. RAk('Ioipi. At 9 p. ni. yesterday evening.
ie CHAIInAN. Nine p. m. last night?

Mr. R,\crvpi. Yes.
Mi'. SIMON. When was the last time before that you sp6ke to him?
Mr. RACTOPPI. At 12 o'clock on the Tuesday of these hearings.
Mr. SIMON. Twelve o'clock Tuesday ?r
Mr. RkcIlOli. Yes.
The (I-A1RMAN. Of this week?
Mr. RACIOiPI. Of this week.

3589
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Mr. SIMoN. Where was he when he spoke to you on Tuesday?
Mr. RACIOPPI. We had left these hearings and gone to the Army and

Navy Club for lunch.
Mr. SimoN. Was he in good health then?
Mr. RAcIoPrI. No. sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What was his trouble, then?
Mr. RAciorri. Highly nervous.
Mr. SIMON. Because of his anticipated testimony, here?
Mr. RAc16r x. He is under the doctor's care and has been so, to my

understanding from Dr. Perry, who is his physician; he has been under
the doctor's care for the last 8 months for a sort of hypertension and
some type of high blood pressure and I understand helost 70 pounds
during this period.

Mr. SIMoN. Is that connected with the activities we want to ques-
tion him about?

Mr. RACIoPPI. I have no idea what activity you want to question him
about.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you his attorney?
Mr.. RACIOPPI. Yes, I am.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have no idea what we want to question

him about?
Mr. RACIOPPI. I had better correct that.
I know of his activities, but I don't know what you want to ques-

tion him about.
The CI-AMMAN. It is very clear to us what we want to question him

about.
Mr. SIMoN. When were you first told he was too ill to be here, today?
Mr. RACIOPPI. Oh, yesterday, I guess, about-
The CHAIRMAN. About what time?
Mr. RACIOPPI. Ten, or eleven o'clock yesterday.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you wait until 10 o'clock this morning?
Mr. RAciorpp. Because I picked up the doctor's certificate yester-

day at about 4:30 P. M.
The CHAMA N. Why didn't you call us yesterday then, at 4:301
Mr. RAcIOPPI. I didn't think the committee would be here at 4:30

yesterday.
Mr. SIMON. We were here until at least 10 o'clock last night.
What is the name of the doctor?
Mr. RAcIOr I. Dr. T. Tayloe Perry.
Mr. SIMON. How soon can you get the doctor here?
Mr. RACIOPPI. I can call the doctor on the phone, now.
Mr. SIMON. Would you do so and ask him to come right down?
Mr. RA IOPPI. I will be delighted.
Mr. SIMON. Unless your client wishes to change his mind and come

himself.
Mr. RACIoPPI. I will call the doctor now.
The CHAIRMAN. You might as well understand, if he doesn't come

today, he is going to come tomorrow and if he doesn't come tomorrow,
he is going to come later, because he is the chief, key witness on this
whole matter and frankly it doesn t look good to us.

Mr. R ciorPI. I might remind you, he has answered all other sub.

penas to oome before the committee.
The (ITAIMtAN. lie has been in executive session; otherwise we

wouldn't Iave hinI uin plibI)ic.
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Mr. RACIOPPI. He was here Tuesday before you. His subpena read
for Tuesday.

The CHAIRMAN. He was here on Tuesday and I read the list and told
him he would be called on Friday.

Mr. RACIOPPI. I was with him and we left at that time.
The ('HAIRMAN. And at that time he was notified he would be called

on Friday?
Mr. RAciopPI. That is right. Well, We were here Tuesday.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course you were here Tuesday.
Mr. RACIOPPI. I shall call the doctor.
The CHAIRMAN. I have had some telephone calls myself on this

whole case, I don't mind telling you, and I am more suspicious than
ever after I have had these telephone calls. They can't put pressure
on me to keep me from calling these gentlemen, I will tell you that.
You might as well know it. That is what makes me very suspicious
,of this whole thing.

Is Mr. Crump i)resent? Is his lawyer present?
Mr. Crump?
We are not going to call him as a witness this morning. All I

wanted to say is, I understand his father is very, very seriously ill,
and in this case it will not be necessary to call Mr. Crump.

We will get the same information from Mr. Kornman, of the Shelby
Construction Co.

Mr. CRUP. We appreciate that consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. If we find we need more information from Mr.

Crump--and it is direct information we want from him, anyway-we
will call him later.

I might say that Crump's connection with Shelby Construction Co.
is purely that of the mortgage banker, anyway, and ittis just indirect
testiony-I don't mean indirect; I mean they didn't own any part
of the Shelby Construction Co.

Now, our next witness, then, will be Mr. Stark and Mr. Bart. If
you will, please, come forward.

The CHAIRMAN. Which is Mr. Bart?
You are Mr. Bart and you are Mr. Stark?
Will you both be sworn, please?
Do you and each of you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to five will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT STARK AND HARRY BART, DRUM CASTLE
APARTMENTS, BALTIMORE, MD., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL
BERMAN, COUNSEL, AND BENJAMIN BRILLIANT, ACCOUNTANT

Mr. BART. I do.
Mr. STARK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the attorney?
Mr-. BERMAN. Paul Berman, Baltimore, Md.
The CHAIRMAN. You are representing who?
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Bart and Mr. Stark.
The CHAIRMAN. You wish to make a statement?
Mr. BERMAN. I would like to ask the chairman if he read the letter

I left here Tuesday?
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The CHAERMVAN. That was the letter that you left in which you said
that these gentlemen should not be called because they were under
indictment at the moment?

Mr. BERMAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that and the questions we are going

to ask them will in no way interfere with the indictment.
Mr. BERMAN. Except the publicity, which you can't control, I un-

derstand.
The CHAIrMAN. We can't control the publicity of the prospective

indictment and neither can we control publicity in connection with
this matter.

Mr. BERMAN. Except the fact I think that they have to stand trial
in Baltimore which will almost prevent them from ever obtaining a
fair trial as a result of being called to testify publicly.

The CHAIRM1AN. Well, we want to talk entirely about the mort-
gaging out and it has no connection, as I understand it, with the
indictment; is that correct?

Mr. BERMAN. I pointed out. in the letter the reason for our protest
to being called publicly at this time, and I also pointed out that this
committee had their testimony in executive session, where they testi-
fied fully.

The CHAIRM:AN. Let me say this:
We never have a public witness until we have had them in executive

session, and get an opportunity to make certain that we are not put-
ting somebody on in public, who ought not to be.

Mr. BERMAN. Well, I just want the record to show that we entered
our protest.

The CHAIRMAN. The record will show that. you objected to our
questioning these gentlemen and that in spite of your objection, we
proceeded.

Mr. BE RMAN. And I would like the letter which I left with the
committee to be made a part of the record.

Mr. SImoN. I think the record should also show, Counsel, that it
was you and not me, who first brought up the fact that they were
under indictment.

Mr. BERMAN. I think that is true. There is no doubt about that.
The CHrAIRMVIAN. Without objection, we will make the letter a part

of the record. It seems to be in the office, and will you make certain,
Mr. Reporter, that you have it included in the record, here at this
point.

(The information referred to follows:)
OCTOBER 4, 1954.

Hon. HOMER E. CAPEIHART,
Chairman, FRenate Banking an d Currency Committee,

United States Senate, ,Senate Offlice Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR CAPETTAirr: We received snbpenns requiring us to appear

before your committee on Wednesday, October 6, 1954, and subsequently, we als0
received subpenas requiring us to appear before your committee on October 51
1954. 0

Before we are called on to testify, we desire to call your committee sittention
to indictments 'Pending against us in the United States District Court for the
District of Maryland. In these Indictments which were filed November 24, 1953,
we are each charged in two counts, with making certain false statements to
special agents of the'Federal Bureau of Investigation in connection %Ath a0
alleged investigation of the conduct of officers and employees of the UnitA
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States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the Federal Housing Ad-
mnistration. We hereto attach copies of said indictments.

We desire to enter our protest to being called to testify before the committee
at this time and we respectfully request that the committee excuse us from
testifying until after the indictments against us are disposed of, at which time
we shall be happy to appear and cooperate in the answering of questions which
this committee may put to us. We expect to be brought to trial in the near future
because in a hearing on September 10, 1954, in a related case in the United
States I)istrict Court for the District of Maryland the United States Attorney
stated that the Government desires to bring these cases to trial this fall.

The B'atltimore papers have already carried a number of front-page articles
stating that we have been called to testify before this committee which articles
,lot only mention us together with another builder who it is stated received a
so-called windfall of oiver $1 million, but also distinctly refer to the fact that
we are under indictment charged with "lying to agents of the Federal Bureau of
investigationn"

We f'el that the nationwide publicity already given to this investigation of the
FHA by this committee has seriously prejudiced our cases and if we are called
upon to testify by this committee at this time, the publicity will serve no other
purpose than to further prejudice our rights to a fair and impartial trial of the
charges pending against us and cause us serious and irreparable damage.

We further also respectfully point out that our testimony is not indispensable
because we have already testified under oath at an executive session before
Messrs. IIogue, Kenney, and Murphy of your committee's staff, on August
13, 1954, at which we gave them all the information which they called for. You
also have had access to our income-tax returns from which you can develop a
full picture of our finances.

As you will n(; doubt recall the Tnited States Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit in the case of 1)chmcy v. United States (199 F. 2d 107), decided October
10, 1952, clearly and emphatically pointed out the prejudice and injustice which
iq caused to a defendant awaiting trial by the publicity given to an investigation
of a congressional committee.

Chief Judge Magruder, in the opinion in that ease, in discussing the difficulties
that a defendant would have in obtaining a fair trial, after he had been given
widespread publicity as a result of hearings held before a congressional commit-
tee, said:

"One cannot assume that the average juror is so endowed with a sense of
detachment, so clear in his introspective perception of his own mental processes,
that he may confidently exclude even the unconscious influence of his preconcep-
tions as to probable guilt, engendered by a pervasive pretrial publicity. This is
particularly true in the determination of issues involving the credibility of wit-
nesses."

To require us to testify at this time would also violate our fundamental rights
guaranted to us by the sixth amendment to the Constitution of the United States
which guarantees to every citizen a fair and impartial trial.

Respectfully yours,
HARRY BART.
ALBERT STARK.

IN TUE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF
MARYLAND

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA v. ALBERT STARK

CRIMINAL No. 22813
Kowingly and willfully making false statements in connection with matters

Within the jurisdiction of an agency of the United States (U. S. C., title 18,
sec. 1001)

The grand jury for the district of Marylnnd charges:
That on the 6th day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Albert Stark, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing numerous apartment houses and other housing
acconmmodations as a joint and common venture with one Harry Bart under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May 7,
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1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed by
means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and subject
to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the period of
construction to verify that said construction was in compliance with Federal
Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having taken an oath
before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers and em
ployees of the United States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the
Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate frauds
on, and attempts to defraud, the Government in the functioning of the Maryland
offices, employees, and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, mattels
within the jurisdicion of the Federal Bureau ;f Investigation, an agency of the
United States, that he, the said Albert Stark would state and declare truly,
the said Albert Stark did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious
statement material to the said investigation, to wit: that he, the said Albert Stark
had never made any payment of money nor had he given anything of value to
any employee or official of the Federal Housing Administration for any reason
whatsoever, except that he had purchased some kitchen cabinets for one J. Ham-
ilton Walker, Chief Architect, Baltimore Insuring Office, Federal Housing
Administration, for which cabinets the said J. Hamilton Walker had subse-
quently paid him, the said Albert Stark, in full; and further, that he had no
knowledge of anyone else making payments or giving things of value to Federal
Housing Administration employees or officials for which there had been no
reimbursements, whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then
known to the said Albert Stark to be false and fictitious.

SECOND COUNT

And the grand Jury for the district of Maryland further charges:
That on the 6th day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Albert Stark, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing numerous apartment houses and other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Harry Bart under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May 7,
1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed by
means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and subject
to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the peril of
construction to verify that said construction was in compliance with Federal
Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having taken an oath
before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers and em-
ployees of the United States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the
Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate frauds
on, and attempts to defraud, the Government in the functioning of the Maryland
offices, employees, and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, matters
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of the
United States, that he, the said Albert Stark would state and declare truly,
the said Albert Stark did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious
statement material to the said investigation, to wit: that he knew one Harry
House, a Federal Housing Administration inspector, but had no knowledge
of the sum of $500, or any sum of money, ever having been paid to the said
Harry House by anyone, and that he had no knowledge of the return by mall
by the said Harry House of the sum of $500 in cash to one Harry Bart, or to
himself, the said Albert Stark, or to United Contractors, Inc., Baltimore, Md.,
whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then known to tle
said Albert Stark to be false and fictitious.

-------------------------------------
United State8 AttorneY.

A true bill.

Foreman.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MARYLAND

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. HARRY3 BART

CRIMINAL No. 22814

Knowingly and willfully making false statements in connection with matters
within the jurisdiction of an agency of the United States (U. S. C. title 18,
sec. 1001).

The grand jury for the district of Maryland charges:
That on the 6th day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, Harry Bart, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged
in the business of constructing a number of apartment houses and other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Albert Stark under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May
7, 1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed
by means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and sub-
ject to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the period
of construction to verify that said construction was in compliance with Federal
Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having taken an oath
before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers and em-
ployees of the United States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the
Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate frauds on,
and attempts to defraud the Government in the functioning of the Maryland
offices, employees and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, matters
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of the
United States, that he, the said Harry Bart would state and declare truly, the
said Harry Bart did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious statement
material to the said investigation, to wit: That he, the said Harry Bart had nevi'r
given nor paid any money to any employee or official of the Federal Housing
Administration at any time, for any reason whatsoever, whereas in fact said
statement was false and fictitious and then known to the said Harry Bart to be
false and fictitious.

SECOND COUNT

And the grand Jury for the district of Maryland further charges:
That on the Gth day of December 1952, at Baltimore, in the State and district

of Maryland, 11arry Bart, the defendant herein, a building contractor engaged in
the business of constructing a number of apartment houses and other housing
accommodations as a joint and common venture with one Albert Stark under
various corporate names, including United Contractors, Inc., from prior to May
7, 1949, to and after December 6, 1952, said construction projects being financed
by means of mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration and sub-
Ject to continuing Federal Housing Administration inspection during the period
of construction to verify that said construction was in compliance with Federal
Housing Administration approved plans and specifications, having taken on oath
before Lindian J. Swaim and E. Lawrence Hyland, special agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, officers lawfully detailed by the Federal Bureau of
Inlvestigation to investigate irregularities and misconduct of officers and em-
ployees of the United States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the
Federal Housing Administration, and lawfully detailed to investigate frauds on,
and attempts to defraud the Government in the functioning of the Maryland
offices, employees and officers of the Federal Housing Administration, matters
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of the
United States, that he, the said Harry Bart would state and declare truly, the
said Iarry Bart did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious state-
nent material to the said investigation, to wit: That he had never given the sum
of $500, or any sum of money, to one Harry House, Federal Housing Administra-
tion ialssloctor, and that he had never received from the said Harry House the
suln of .$500, whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious and then
known to the said Harry Bart to be false and flicitious.

-------------- ------------------------
United State8 Attorney.True bill.

-------------
For-eman.
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Mr. SIxoN. Mr. Stark, will you give the reporter your full narae
and address, please?

Jr. STARK. Albert Stark, 3603 Green Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
SIMON. Mr. Bart, will you give the reporter your full name

and address?
Mr. BART. Harry Bart, 6808 West Brook Road, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. SimoN. Mr. Bart, are you and Mr. Stark partners or stock-

holders in the Drum Castle Apartments project?
Mr. BART. No; that is one job that Mr. Stark wasn't in.
Mr. SIMON. Harry and Sarah Bart were stockholders?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the name of the corporation that owned that

building?
Mr. IART. The Drum Castle Apartments, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock?
Mr. BART. $120,000.
Mr. SIxoN. Who constructed the building?
Mr. BART. The Howard Contracting Co.
Mr. SIMoN. Who owned the stock of Howard Contracting Co.?
Mr. BART. The contracting company is owned by Harry and Sarah

Bart.
Mr. SIMON. That is your wife?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. What was the F11A mortgage commitment on Drum

Castle Apartments?
Mr. BART. $2,121,600.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost of the land?
Mr. BART. The cost of the land was $120,000.
Mr. SIMON. Who did you buy it from?
Mr. BART. From the Walker family.
Mr. SIMON. And the Walker family owned the other half of the

project?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What did they pay for the land?
Mr. BART. Well they owned the land. They put in as their half,

the $60,000.
Mr. SIMON. I don't follow you.
Mr. BART. They originally owned the land. The Howard Contract-

ing Co. bought half interest for $60,000.
Mr. SImoN. How much did they pay for it?
Mr. BAir. Howard?
Mr. SImoN. Yes.
Mr. BART. $60,000.
Mr. SIMON. I mean the Walkers.
Mr. BART. Well, they owned it for years. It was in their pos-

session for years.
Mr. SIMON. How much did they pay for it?
Mr. BART. Well, they valued-do you mean originally what they

paid for it?0
Mr. SIXON. When they bought it, how much did they pay for it?
Mr. BART. It was in the family for probably 50 or 60 years.
Mr. SiroN Vlat was the actual cost of construction ol this project!
Mr.B.\in%. *1 9 919.411.(5.
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Mr. SIMON. Did that include the cost of the land?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIrMN. That includes all the cost?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIXON. So that the total costs of the project were $202,188, less

than the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
111'. SIMON. Now, let me ask you, where is Drum Castle Apartments?
Mr. BART. Where is it located ?
Walter Avenue and York Road. Part in the county, and part in the

city.
Mr. SIMON. Baltimore, Md.?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SuIoN. The next one is Park Raven Apartments?
Mr. BERMAN. May I suggest that the Howard Contracting Co. built

that as a. contractor and paid an income tax on the profit they made.
Might I call that to the committee's attention?
Mr. SIMON. There is no doubt but what that man and his wife own

Howard Contracting Co.; is there?
Mr. BERMIAN. No doubt at all.
The CIAIRMAN. But they made payment of normal income tax on

the profit they made? That specific operation?
Mr. BERMAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Sn oN. The next is Park Raven Apartments. Who owns the

stock in that?
Mr. BART. The Howard Constructing Co.
Mr. SIMON. Is that a wholly owned subsidiary of Howard Contract-

ing Co.?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you and your wife own the Howard Contracting

Co.?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage there?
Mr. BART. $2,041,200.
Mr. SIMON. Did Howard Contracting Co. bt;ild the project?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the cost?
Mr. BART. $1,942-$1,942,303.36.
Mr. SIMON. Was that the actual cost?
Mr. BART. That was the actual cost.
Mr. SIMON. And that was $98,800 less than the amount of the mort-

gage?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. Did that include a profit to you on the acquisition of

the land?
M-r. BART. I didn't hear that.
Mr.,SiMoN. Did that include a profit t~o you on the icquisition of

the laild?
Mr. BART. Well, no. The land is in the cost.
Mr. S11ON. The land is in your cost?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SrA1IoN. Now, on that $98,000, did you file a consolidated in-

come-tax return or did you pay income taxes on that?
Mr. BART. Consolidated income-tax return.
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Mr. SImoN. And you paid no income taxes on that $98,000; is that
riaht?

elir. BAIT. That is correct.

Mr. SIoN. The third project is Seaton Heights?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMfoN. Forgive me. Where is Park Raven Apartments?
Mr. BART. The 5400 block Hillen Road, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. SIMON. And the third one is Seaton Heights and where is it

located?
Mr. BART. At Liberty Heights and Rogers Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. SIoN. Who owns the stock of that company?
Mr. BART. Seaton contractors.
Mr. SImoN. And who owns the stock of Seaton contractors?
Mr. BART. Albert Stark and his wife, and myself and my wife..
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. BART. $1,540,000.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. BART. $1,538-$1,537,284.37.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Stark, doesn't that include $44,000 that you pay

yourself?
Mr. STARK. In salaries; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So that of the $1,537, you gave us $44,000 you actually

paid yourself ?
Mr. STARK. As salary.
Mr. SIMON. So your net costs were $1,493,000; is that right?
Mr. STARK. That is correct.
Mr. SImoN. The cost you paid to others?
Mr. STARK. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a premium on that mortgage?
Mr. STARK. Yes. We got 2 percent. We are getting it. We haven't

actually got that. We get it in installments.
Mr. SIMON. That would be another $30,000; is that right?
Mr. STARK. No, that is included in this. Well, part of it is in-

cluded, I know; because we have gotten some.
Mr. SIMON. Is that which you have received, included?
Mr. BART. We get it in installments.
Mr. SIMON. Is that which you have already received included as a

reduction in costs?
Mr. STARK. The auditor says, "Yes."
Mr. BE,,RAN. The auditor advises us that that is included.
Mr. SIMON. How about Drum Castle and Park Raven; were there

premiums, there?
Mr. BART. In Park Raven I think there was. But that premium

incidentally, is included in the $98,000.
Mr. SIMON. All the premiums you got are included as reductions

in cost; is that right?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. The next is Cross Country Apartments. Who owns the

stock in that company?
Mr. BART. United Contractors, Inc.
Mr. SwoMN. Who owns the stock in United Contractors?
Mr. BART. The Stark and Bart families.
M,I .MoN. W1Vhere is the Cross Coniintry A partmerets?
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t Mr. BART. It is on Cross Country Boulevard, in Clark's Lane in a

settlement called Falstaff.
Mr. SiMoN. Is the capital stock of Cross Country Apartments

$3,000?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And the capital stock of Seaton Apartmen ts was $2,500?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. You and Mr. Stark own the stock of United Con-

tractors ?
Mr. BA~r. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage there?
Mr. BART. $3,332,800.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. BAwr. $2,196,172.74.
Mr. SIMON. Does that include $35,000 you paid yourselves?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Excluding the $35,000 you paid yourselves, are the

mortgage proceeds $171,000 more than the cost'
Mr. BART. If you add $79,627.26; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Is that correct?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Was there a mortgage premium included there?
Mr. BART. No mortgage premium.
Mr. SIMON. There again I take it you filed a consolidated income-

tax return?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid no income taxes on the $136,000?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SrMoN. You had two Wherry Act projects at the Army Chem-

ical Center at Edgewood, Md.?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. That is known as Hartford Manor Apartments 1 and 2?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. S xON. Who owns the stock in those companies?
Mr. BART. The United Contractors owns the stock in Hartford

Manor No. 1.
Mr. SIMON. Who owns the stwok in No. 2?
Mr. BART. Edgewood Contractors, Inc.
Mr. SIMON. You and Mr. Bart own the stock in United?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SImN. And who owns the stock in Edgewood?
Mr. BART. The same thing.
Mr. SImoN. The same people?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. STMON. What was the total amount of the mortgage in the two

jobs ?
Mr. BART. In No. 1, the mortgage was $2,057,400.
Mr. SItON. And what was the mortgage in No. 2?
Mr. BARr. $2,456,700.'-
Mr. SnIA N. My figures on the 'mortgage on both show $5,511,000.

is that wrfll?
Mr. BART. The first is $2,574,000 and the second one is $2,456,700.
Mr. SIMON. $2.500,000 is the first one?

FHA INVESTIGATION 3599
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Mr. BART. $2,456,700, on the second one.
Mr. SIMON. And the first one.
Mr. BART. $2,057,400.
Mr. SIMON. So the total mortgage on both is $4,511,000?
Mr. BART. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. Is that right?
Mr. BART. $14,100.
Mr. SIMON. $4,514,000?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SImoN. Is that on Government land?
Mr. BART. Government-owned land; that is right.
Mr. SIMON. And how many years' lease is it?
Mr. BART. 76.
Mr. SIMON. How much is the annual rental?
Mr. BART. On one it is $305 and one is $100.
Mr. SIMON. So the annual rental is $405 a year?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What were the actual construction costs?
Mr. BART. On No. 1, $1,724,650.66.
Mr. SImON. No. 2?
Mr. BART. No. 2 is $2,242,883.
Mr. SIMON. The total cost, $3,966,000? And that is $546,500 less

than the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. BART. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Did you file a consolidated income-tax return there?
Mr. BART. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you didn't pay any income taxes on that?
Mr. BART. That is correct.

Mr. SIMON. In the five projects, the difference between the mortgage
proceeds-excuse me. You also paid yourselves $75,000 in salaries
in the Hartford Manor Apartments project; didn't you?

Mr. BART. That is right. Mr. Simon, is that on Nos. 1 and 2?
Mr. SIMON. I would have to ask you. Is that on both of them?
Mr. STARK. Do you have that transcript? It is in the executive

session transcript.
Mr. BiNJAMLN BRILLIANT. It should be $85,000.
Mr. SIMON. In the five projects your total costs were $1,115,000

less than the amount of the mortgage; is that right?
Mr. BENJAMIN BRILLIANT. That is about right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that is excluding the salaries?
Mr. BENJAMIN BRILLIANT. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And you paid income taxes on the salaries and profits

in Drum Castle, which total about $325,000 and you did not pay
income taxes on the remainder which totals about $790,000?

Mr. BART. On that Drum Castle, on that $202,000, taxes have been
paid on that.

Mr. SiMoN. I just said that. I said you have paid income taxes on
the Drum Castle and the salaries and profits which total $325,000,
and you did not pay income taxes on the remainder which totals
approximately $790,000. Is that correct?

Mr. STARK. That is right. It hasn't been distributed yet.
Mr. SIMON. No income taxes have been paid on that?
Mr. BART. Only on the salaries.
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Mr. SIMoiq. No income taxes have been paid on the $790,000, is
that right?

Mr. BART. T-hat is-right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Stark, have you ever paid any money to any FHA

officials '
Mr. BERMAN. Now, just one moment, Mr. Simon. You assured

us-
Mr. SIMoN. I have asked him only if he ever paid any money to

anyFHA officials.
Mr. BERMAN. Now, you assured us that you would not go into that

situation.
Mr. SIMON. I did not, sir.
Mr. BERMAN. That is exactly one of the things we are under in-

dictment-
Mr. SIMoN. That is not my understanding of what the indictment
Ir. BERMAN. Well, I supplied you with a copy of the indictment.

Mr. SIMoN. The indictment says that it is for making false state-
ments to an FBI agent.

Mr. BERMAN. In regard to paying money to Fl-A officials.
Now, how can you distinguish between that?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you refuse to answer?
Mr. BERMAN. Well, according to what the chairman told us, you

wouldn't even ask us about that, you wouldn't go into that.
Mr. SImoN. We are not going into the matter of whether they made

false statements to an FBI agent.
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Simon, how can you draw a distinction there.
The CILIRMAN. What is your position now?
Mr. BERMAN. TIhie indictment charges us with making false state-

ments to an FBI agent in regard to the question of making payments
to employees or officials of the FHA. Now, that is what we are
indicted under. You told us definitely you wouldn't go into anything
that was covered by the indictment.

Mr. SIMON. The indictment covers making false statements to the
FBI anid we do not intend to ask him whether they made false state-
ments to the FBI.

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Simon, you are just playing with us. You are
not being frank with us at all. I have a copy of the indictment.

Mr. SIMON. Is there any doubt that the indictment charges making
false statements to the FBI? Isn't that what it charges?

Mr. BERMAN. What difference does that make? The false state-
ment is supposed to have been in relation to whether we made any
payments to officers or employees of the. FHA.

The answer is "No."
Mr. SImoN. Let the man make the answer under oath.
Mr. BERMAN. Now, I am their attorney, Mr. Simon, and here is theindictmient.

Mr. SI mON. As a matter of fact, Counsel, you have now made it
mandatory that they answer because you can't have the benefit of
saying orally that the answer is "No."

Mr. BERMAN. You have just misstated the indictment. You have
0nly stated part of it.

Mr. SIMoN. Did I hear you say that the answer to the question
Would be "No"? Did I hear you say that?
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Mr. BERMAN. The answer to the question is "No," that we are not
charged only with making false statements; no, no; I am not answer.
ing the question. Of course not. The answer to your question,
Are we only charged with making false statements to the FBI,
is "No."

That is only part of it. The indictment is attached to the letter.
Here is the indictment.
The CHAIRMAN. You may read it.
Mr. BERMAN [reading]:
That on December 6, 1952, agents of the FBI, in conducting an investigation

relative to irregularities and misconduct of officers and employees of the United
States employed in the Baltimore insuring office of the FHA and lawfully detailed
to investigate frauds and attempts to defraud the Government in the functioning
of the Maryland office, employees, and officers of the Federal Housing Admin.
istration, matters within the jurisdiction of the FBI, an agency of the United
States, Mr. Bart stated under oath that he would state and declare truly that
said Harry Bart did knowingly and willfully make a false and fictitious state-
ment material to the investigation.

And here is what we are indicted under, that we made a false and
fictitious statement to the FBI, to wit:

That he, the said Harry Bart, had never given or paid any money to any
employee or official of the Federal Housing Administration at any time, for any
reason whatsoever, whereas in fact said statement was false and fictitious
and then known to said Harry Bart to be false and fictitious.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it your contention to answer the question "Yes"
or "No" will prejudice your constitutional rights before the grand
jury? Is it a grand jury? You have already been indicted.

Mr. BERMAN. We are already indicted.
The CHAIRMAN. It will prejudice your case before the courts ?
Mr. BERMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. And definitely so. And we

were assured by Mr. Simon and by the chairman, Tuesday, that you
.would not go into anything touching on the matter in which we have
been indicted. The fact that it was a false statement to the FBI
isn't the gist of the indictment. The gist of the indictment is the "to
wit," that we said we never made any payments to any agent, or any
employee of the FHA.

Mr. SIMON. Well, you know as a lawyer that they are not charged
with bribing an FHA official, and you know why they aren't charged
with that. The only charge that can be made over there is the false
statement charge and that is the only p ending charge.

Mr. BERMAN. Relating to what subject? Now, it is not a false
statement. The important thing is the subject that the false state-
ment relates to and that is exactly the question that you have asked.

The CHAIRMAN. Your clients would prefer not to answer the ques-
tion?

Mr. BERMAN. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that it is highly im-
proper to ask them the question at this time, publicly, and I would have
to advise them not to answer.

Mr. SIMON. That is their privilege. They can take the fifth amend-
ment and not answer if'they wish. They have that constitutional
right.

The CIuIA~ifAN. For having made a false statement as to whether
you did or did not bribe an FHA official.

If there are no further questions, we thank you, sir.
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Mr. BERMAN. At the executive session we went into that and they
treated us extremely fairly. They said we didn't have to take the
fifth amendment, that they understood the situation and they
wouldn't go into it, and I can tell you, I was assured openly right in
this room that that would not be gone into. They don't want to have
to take the fifth amendment. They shouldn't be put in that position.
Not only does this hearing prejudice them to their rights to a fair trial,
through all this publicity-which as I. say you are not responsible
for-but if you now try to force us to take the fifth amendment, look
how much more seriously we will be prejudiced.

The CHAmMAN. Very well, the Chair rules that you need not answer
the question.

Are there any other questions?
Senator BEALL. Mr. Chairman, are we going to withdraw the ques-

tion?
Mr. SIMON. The chairman has ruled he doesn't have to answer it.
The CHAMAN. I have just ruled you do not have to answer the

question, that is all, due to the fact that you are under indictment
as you say, Mr. Counsel, for already having made a false statement
as to whether you did or did not-

Mr. BERMAN. It is alleged that that is the case.
Mr. Arthur M. Chaite.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR M. CHAITE, WASHINGTON, D. C.-Resumed

Mr. CHAITr. I do.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chaite, have you brought with you all of your in-

formation to show all of the checks that you received from Woodner,
or any of his companies?

Mr. CHAITE. I only brought with me the same things I had when
I left here Wednesday afternoon.

Mr. SIMON. Is that all the information in your possession, custody,
or control, relating to checks you received from the Woodners?

Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You have been subpenaed, Mr. Chaite, to produce all

those books. Have you complied with the subpena?
Mr. CIAirr. I haven't been subpenaed to bring any books related

to this.
Mr. SIMON. You haven't?
Mr. CuArrE. No.
Mr. S) moN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask that this witness be sub-

Penaed to produce every book and record that he has in his possession,
Custody, or control, relating to the checks he received from the
Woodners ?

The CHAIRMAN. We so order you to produce those records.
Mr. SImoN. How soon can you bring them here?
Mr. CHAITE. Well, all I have to do is go back to my office and get

my records and bring them back to you.
Mr. SIMON. We just want all the records which show the checks

that you received from the Woodners.
Mr. CuATE. All the records that I have?

5 0690--54-pt. 4----57
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Mr. SIMox. In your possession, custody, or control.
Mr. CHATE'. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I was busy here with another matter. What was

the question that brought forth this request?
Mr. SImoN. I asked him, Mr. Chairman, if he had all the infor.

mation with respect to all the checks that he received from the Wood.
ners, and his answer was in substance, all that he could recollect, or
something like that.

The CHAIRMAN. We called him back here today primarily to See
whether a signature on a specific check was a forgery or not. He
testified day efMore yesterday that he had no knowledge of receiving
$5,965 check and if his name was signed to the back of it, the infer.
ence was that it might well be a forgery.

Mr. CHAIT&. All I said was that I didn't recollect that check, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. SixoN. Also he testified that he had received a total of $66,000
in checks from the Woodners, and I hold in my hand checks made
out to his order and purporting to have his endorsement in an amount
very substantially in excess of that amount and therefore it seems to
me pertinent to have his records to show whether he got this money.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you want at this time to show him those
checks and let him say whether or not the signatures on the backs are
his signatures?

Mr. CHAITE. Well, Mr. Chairman, may I have a minute, please, sir,
with you?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CHArrE. You will remember on Wednesday afternoon you asked

me to search my memory with reference to two checks which Mr.
Simon read off and said that I had either received, or that they were
charged to my account, or words to that effect.

I did so search my memory and could find nothing definite in there
to recollect the exact amount of those checks that Mr. Simon asked
me about.

Much to my chagrin and embarrassment, a reporter from the
Evening Star called me yesterday afternoon and asked me if I had
heard that Mr. Simon had advised the press that in addition to the
checks that we were discussing they have discovered in the Woodner
records another large amount oi checks which we had not even brought
up or mentioned in this thing.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this, that if the Evening Star man told
you that, he overheard the conversation between Mr. Simon and my-
self sitting at this desk after you finished, when we were going through
those checks and I was looking at them myself.

Mr. CHAITE. YOU can imagine my feeling.
The CHAIRMAN. Whether-he did-or whether he didn't the fact re-

mains that you got $108,000 from Woodner and you testified you only
got $66,000 and we are going to show you these checks and ask you
whether or not you got them or whether you didn't. You either per-
jured yourself the other day or you are going to do it here in a few
minutes when we show you these checks.

Mr. CHAITE. That is the reason I would like to take a minute to
explain this thing to you so there will be no question of perjury becausO
1 don't want to get involved in any question of perjury on this.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you just give us the facts?
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Mr. CHAITE. I will tell you right now.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had you in executive session, I think at

least-I remember a week ago Saturday, I think it was, for a long
time and this is about the third time that you have been before this
committee.

Now, it seems to me like you would have gotten all your Woodner
checks together and brought them in here and tried to prove that you
did or did not receive this money.

Mr. CHAITE. Senator, that is exactly what I want to tell you right
now, because I don't want any misconception of what I am trying to
say to you, or what you are asking me-I am trying to help you in
every way. I realize the importance--

Mr. SIMoN. Don't tell us that, Mr. Chaite.
Mr. CHAirt. That is true.
Mr. Sn o3N. Oh, no no.
Mr. CHAITE. Well, it is your opinion against mine.
I have tried to answer all these questions.
Mr. SimON. Answer the one qIuestion. What is the total amount

of money you got from Woodner.
Mr. CHALTE. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you know?
Mr. CHIAITE. Because there are things-
The CHAMAAN. What do your records show that you received from

him?
Mr. CHAITE. The records that I brought down here are exactly those

that were picked out by your two investigators when they came to
my office.

The CHAIRMAN. You are going to.put the responsibility now up to
us to tell how much money you received from Woodner?

Mr. CHAITE. The responsibility-I will say this to you, Senator,
that you know more about the status of the Woodner books and their
accounting methods than I know.

Mr. SImON. But we don't know how much money you got from
Woodner, how much of it you kept, and how much you passed on to
somebody else.

Mr. CHAITE. Well, I can say this to you, Mr. Simon, that all the
records show is the income which I thought was earned by me which
I deposited to my bank account and upon which I paid my income
taxes.

Mr. SImoN. Is what you are saying now that the checks that were
issued to you and which you cashed but which aren't reflected on your
books, represents moneys that you didn't think you earned and on
which you didn't pay an income tax?

Mr. CIArrE. I am not saying I cashed any checks. I know nothing
about any other accounting system.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we show him these $108,000 worth of
checks and let him identify them and say he did or did not-that it
Is or is not his Si'nature.

Mr. CHArrE. I will be glad to state that it is my signature if it is
my signature but I cannot at this time
.The CHAIMAN. It would be nice of you to state that it was your

atTyroure.
l.CHArrE. Thank you, Senator. I want to be nice all the time.
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I cannot at this time without being given a chance to study the
books over which I have no control-

Mr. SmxoN. We are not talking about the Woodner books, we are
trying to find out how much money a fellow named Chaite got and
you are the only living man who ought to know the answer to that

Mr. CHArTE. All I can tell you is this, if you will give me a chance
to reconstruct all the checks that Woodner's books show were received
by me, I guarantee you there will be no question about the fact that
I received them or didn't receive them, but I need a chance to see what
it is all about.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chaite, are you telling us that your financial deal.
ings are in such large sums that you coui'd lose $90,000?

Mr. CHAITE. Who said I lost $90,000?
Mr. SIMON. You told us under oath that all you can find is $66,000

that you received from Woodner and we have $155,000 worth of checks
payable to you.

Mr. CHAITE. I am sorry, Mr. Simon. All I said to you was that
I have deposit slips totaling around $66,000, that I deposited thou
moneys to my account and paid my income taxes on that.

Mr. SIMON. Are you telling us that you did not receive an addi.
tional $90,000?

Mr. CHAITE. I don't know what I receive because the question is 1
or 2 years of hectic work.

Mr. SIMON. Are you telling us your financial transactions are such
that you could lose $90,000?

Mr. CHAITE. I never lost $90,000. I am not saying that at all, Mr.
Simon. I am just asking you to give me a chance to look over thos
things which you say

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's see if he recognizes the signatures on the
back of $155,000 worth of checks.

Mr. SIMON. You testified here under oath the other day that in
1946, you received a $15,000 check from Woodner, in connection with
the Woodner Products Co., and that you returned the check to
Woodner unwashed; is that correct?

Mr. CHIAITEs. That was my recollection.
Mr. SIMON. Was that your testimony under oath here?
Mr. CHAIM. That was my recollection of that transaction.
Mr. SIMON. Was that your testimony under oath here?
Mr. C AITE. My testimony was that that was my recollection.
Mr. SIMON. That was your testimony.
Mr. CHAITE. That was my recollection of it; yes.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a check dated August 31, 1946, from Wood

ner to you for $15,000. which was deposited in the Ri s Natioilal
Bank and cleared at the Federal Reserve Bank of Ric rmond, for
$15,000 which was cashed and which purports to bear the endorsL
meant oi Arthur M. Chaite, and I ask you if that is your signature onil

Mr. CHAITE. That is my signature.
Mr. Sio. Did you cash that check?
Mr. CHAITE . No, sir. '
Mr. SIMoN. Who got the proceeds of the check?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Do you still say under oath that you returned the check

to Mr. Woodier without cashing itI
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Mr. CITAITE. That is my best recollection of this transaction.
Mr. SIMON. Why did you endorse it?
Mr. CHIAITE. I don't know.
The CIAIRMAN. Why was it cashed?
Mr. CIHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SiMoN. There is no doubt from looking at the reverse side of

the check, it was cashed; is there?
Mr. CHAlTE. I don't know but it is not my bank.
Mr. SiMoN. Is it your endorsement?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes; it is my endorsement.
Mr. SioN. You say under oath that you got no part of the proceeds

of that check ?
Mr. CHAITE. To the best of my recollection I got no part of the

proceeds of this check.
Mr. SnmoN. Mr. Chaite, you are a lawyer and I am certain are aware

of perjury laws. Why do you insist on adding "to the best of my
recollection" ?

Mr. (HAITE. Because I don't remember.
Mr. SIM N. In other words, you are merely saying you don't re-

member whether you got it.
Mr. CITAITE. That is right.
Mr. SI-.N. If we prove it, you want to be clear of perjury on the

grounds that you merely said you didn't. remember?
Air. CHAITE. Well, that is your statement and you stick with it. It

is all rioht with me.
Mr. IMON. Is that true?
Mr. CHAITE. I ignore that question completely.
Mr. SImoN. Let me ask you this about your memory. Have you

been able, to recall since we talked last, whether Clyde Powell ever
called you at home?

Mr. CnuXrWE. No, sir; I haven't.
Mr. SimoN. You can't recall whether he ever called you?
Mr. ('JIArm. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Have you ever heard of Clyde Powell?
Mr. CHArTE. I certainly have.
Mr. SIUMON. Did you ever see him?
Mr. CHAITE. I certainly have.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you know him?
Mr. CHATE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnimoN. In your whole life, did Clyde Powell ever call you at

home?
Mr. CItAITE. I don't know if he ever did.
Mr. SEMON. Did he call you five times in the year 1953, alone, at

home?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know whether he ever did.
Mr. SI ON. You exepect us to believe that?
Mr. (CHArrE. I certainly do.
Mr. SIToN. I show you 3 checks dated in April and May 1946, from

Woodner to you in the amounts of $500, $200, and $65, respectively,
and ask you if they bear your endorsement.

Mr. CIAITE. Yes; they do.
Mr. STMON. Did you receive the proceeds of those checks?
Mr. CITAITE. I have no recollection of these checks at this time.
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Mr. SIMoN. Did you receive the proceeds of them?
Mr. CHArrE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that your signature on the back?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. I show you a check dated February 7, 1947, in the

amount of $1,250 and ask you if it bears your signature and whether
you received the proceeds of that check?

Mr. CHAITE . That is my signature and since it says "For Deposit
Only" I would think that I did receive the proceeds of this check.

Mr. SImoN. Do you know whether you received the proceeds of
those checks?

Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr., SIMox. On April 6, 1946, the Seat Pleasant Bank issued g

certified check dated Aril 5, 1946, for $5,000. A certified check,
Woodner to Arthur M. Chaite.

Did you receive that check?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIxoN. You don't know?
Mr. C-AITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. On September 1947, Woodner personally gave you a

check to Arthur M. Chaite, for $5,000. I ask you whether it bears
your endorsement and whether you received the proceeds of that
check.

Mr. CHAITE. It bears my endorsement.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you receive the proceeds of that check?
Mr. CHAITE. 1 don't know, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a check dated January 15-I am sorry-

June 15, June 15, 1950. The Woodner Co. to you for $5,000. I ask
you whether it bears your signature, your endorsement, and whether
you received the proceeds of it.

Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir, that check was received by me and I received
the proceeds of that to deposit to my bank account.

Mr. Simo N. Will you hold that aside?
The CHAIMAN. Let me ask you a question, on this personal check

that Mr. Woodner gave you on September 1, 1947, which you jug
testified has your signature on the back, but you have no recollection
whether you got the money or not, do you have any idea what the
check was for.

Mr. CHArrE. 1 am sorry, Senator, I have no idea.
The CHAIMAN. Do you think you got the money?
Mr. CHAIT1. I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN. But still it is your signature?
Mr. CHAITE. It is, Senator, but aslf say, if you will give me-
The CHAIRMAN. Did Woodner have a habit of making out checl

to you and having you endorse them and turning them back to hi
and he securing the money and doing other things with it?

Mr. CHAITE. I don't know that, Senator.
The CmunMAx. Well, it looks that way; doesn't it?
Mr. SIMoN. Did you chsh the check and give the proceeds to sOPTI-

body else?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you absolutely certain of that?
Mr. CHArIE. Oh, yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMoN. That is the one thing you have a good memory on.
Mr. CHArrE. I don't give any of my money to anybody else. I

have a very good memory on that.
Mr. SIMON. That wasn't my question. You said you didn't give

any of your money but how about any of Woodner's money?
Mr. CHAITE. Any of Woodner's money?
Mr. SIMON. You didn't give any of Woodner's money to anybody

else?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir, except in my duty of buying property or some-

thing like that for the Woodner organization.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever give any of Woodner's money to a man

named Clyde L. Powell?
Mr. CIrAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. You can't recall whether you ever talked to him on the

telephone at home; is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir. What worries you so much about those calls?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the fact that they actually happened but you

can't remember them worries us for one thing.
Mr. CHAITE. Senator, I don't want to be contentious about it but

how do you know it happened? You have a record from somebody
that five calls were made to me?

Mr. SIMON. All I know is that the Wardman Park has records show-
ing that they made the calls, that they charged Clyde Powell for the
calls, and he paid the charge for the calls, and you tell us you can't
remember whether he ever called you in his whole life.

Mr. CHAITE. That is right, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever represent Woodner in the Chanute Field

project?
Mr. CHrArE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Were you his lawyer there?
Mr. C-IAITE. I was of counsel.
Mr. SIMON. You denied that previously, didn't you?
Mr. CIIAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't you testify under oath in executive session that

you were not a lawyer in the Chanute case?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain of that?
Mr. CHAiTr,. I am pretty certain of it.
Mr. SIMON. You are not willing to say you are certain of it?
Mr. CHArrE. I am not willing to say I am certain.
Mr. SIMON. I assure you the record shows to the contrary.
Mr. CHAnMT. There was no intention in any way to hide the fact that

I was of counsel in that case.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a check, dated August 29, 1952, for $2,500,

payable to you, on the Chanute job, and I ask you if it bears your
endorsement and whether you got that money.

Mr. CTArrE. Yes, it bears my endorsement, and I got the money
and I retained the check to the Woodner Co. I returned my check to
the Woodner Co. for the same amount.

Ir. SIMON. That check was returned, the proceeds were returned
because you weren't entitled to the money. Isn't that right?

Mr. CITArrE. I don't know why you would say a thing like that.
Mr. STrow. Why did you return the money, thenI
Mr. CIr.\ntn. Because it wasn't enough.
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Mr. SiMoN. Isn't what happened that Woodiner was milking some
money out of Chanute and he gave you and a half dozen other people
checks out of Chanute for services that you didn't render and you
returned it to him?

Mr. CHAITE. Why would he-I don't know ,what lIm would do about
a thing like that?

Mr. SimoN. Well, the record shows that at the same time you got
this $2,500 check from Chanute, Marshall Granger got an $8,000 check
from Chanute, a lawyer in Washington named 6rossberg got a $10,000
check from Chanute, and a Washington insurance agency got a $16,000
check from Chanute, and all the moneys were returned to Woodner,
and not Chanute.

Mr. CHAITE. Well, that is a surprise to me. All I can tell you is
that I returned my own fee.

Mr. SIMON. And you returned it to Woodner and not to Chanute;
isn't that right?

Mr. CHAITE. I returned it to the Jonathan W1oodner Co.
Mr. SIMON. That is right, but your money came from the Chanute

Field escrow fund; didn't it?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know anything about that.
Mr. SIviN. Where is the check? 'Will you look at the check and

see if it didn't come from the Chanute Field escrow account?
The CHAmIAN. Look, you say you knew nothing about that when

you had the check in your hand just a minute ago and it said on the
face of it that it caine from there.

Mr. CHAITE. I only read the endorsement on the back.
Mr. SIMoN. 'Will you look at it and see if it isnft, a check out of

escrow funds for the Chanute project?
Mr. CHArE. Yes; I see that now in small type over the signature.
Mr. SIMON. And as attorney to the project as you say they were,

didn't you know they got into trouble and the remaining funds were
put into escrow?

Mr. CHAIMn. I was not attorney for the project.
Mr. SImoN. Did you know that funds of the Chanute job were put

into escrow?
Mr. CHAITE. (No response.)
Mr. SikoN. Read what it. says just above the signature.
Mr. CHAITE. I will be glad to. "'Special escrow deposit account."
Mr. SIMON. "Special escrow deposit account." Is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes. I am reading it.
Mr. SIMON. Go ahead.
Mr. CHAIME (reading):
For Chanute Gardens Corp. and Chanute Apartments Corp., FHA project.

Signed by William H. Andrews.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who he is?
Mr. CHArITE. No; I never heard of him.
Mr. SImoN. But you got $2,500 out of the special escrow deposit in

Chanute and you returned, the money to the Jonathan Woodner Co.?
Mr. CTArrTE. That is right.
Mr. SIoN. And that was prearranged; wasn't it?
Mr. CHArE. No, sir.
Mr. SInfoN. Why'did you return it?
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Mr. Ciroi'rE. Because I didn't feel that I should take that money
as being payment in full for the work that I did for them.

Mr. SIMON. Had you done any work for the escrow account?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know any escrow agent.
Mr. SImON. The mal who signed the check.
Mr. CHITE. No; I didn't do any work for him.
Mr. SIMoN. Why didn't you give the money back to the man who

paid you?
Mr. CHAITE. He didn't send me the check, the check was sen to

me by the Jonathan Woodner Co.
Mr. SIMON. Tell us again who signed the check.
Mr. CHAITE. I read that off to you. I see that very well now, but

this man or no escrow agent or no special account or no one came
and gave me a check for $2,500.

Mr. SIMON. Well, I assume the postman gave you the check.
Mr. CIAITE. I don't recollect that. It may have been brought over

by one of Woodner's employees, I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know whether it was?
Mr. CHAITE. No, I don't.
Mr. SIAoN. Then, how can you say that it was Woodner who gave

you the check?
Mr. CHArE. Well
Mr. SiMoN-. I show you 14 checks in this group which are dated

December 29, 1950, for $934; November 22, 1950, for $1,568; Sep-
tember 7, 1950, for $1,000; September 6, 1950, for $1,500; July 14,
1950 for $200; June 26, 1950, for $500; May 5, 1950, for $500; April 5,
1950, for $500; March 20, 1950, for $1,000; February 21, 195t, for
$809; January 26, 1950, for $500; January 12, 1950, for $500; Feb-
ruary 13, 1950, for $5,000; and December 31, 1952, for $649, and I ask
you if each of those checks bears your endorsement, and if you re-
ceived the proceeds of each of them?

Mr. CHAIrrE. They all have my endorsement except one but since this
says, "deposit to the account of Arthur M. Chaite," I imagine my
office handled that check.

Mr. SIinON. Have you seen the proceeds of each of those checks?
Mr. CHAI. I have no idea.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know who could have gotten them?
Mr. CiAITrE. No, sir.

Mr. SIMON. You are satisfied, except for the one that was deposited
to Your account, that one you know you got the proceeds of. Is that
right?

Mr. Ci ITE. I would take that as a reaonable occurrence.
Mr. SImON. On the others, do they all have your signature?
Mr. Cuk, TL.. Yes, sir.
The CIIAnAN. Now, Mr. Chaite, you have testified to some 20 or

25 checks that Woodner gave you, that it was your endorsement on
the back, a nd yet you cannot tellus whether or not you got the proceeds.

M'r. CHAITE. Well, Senator
rjhe CrAIRMAN. Does that mean that you were in the habit, or

that, in part of the checks you received from Woodner that you did
get the proceeds from other checks that you received from Woodner
that you did not and you gave the proceeds back to him or to somebody
else? Is that why you answer that you can't remember whether you
did or did not?
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Mr. CHArnE. No; and I don't want to create that impression with
you, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Then what is the reason that you can't answer?
Mr. CHArTE. The reason is that I don't know what these transactions

were. I have no recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. But you know it was your signature?
Mr. CHmrr. Oh, yes.
The CHARUMAN. Well, now, does it mean, then, that Woodner was

giving you checks and you were endorsing them and then giving the
proceeds back to him?

Mr. CHArrE. No, sir; I don't want to create that impression.
The CHAnRMAN. Then, why can't you remember?
Mr. CHAITE. I just can't remember and I say to you, Senator--
The CHAIRMAN. I can appreciate that you couldn't remember what

the specific check might be for, out of 20 or 25 checks, but you certainly
ought to be able to remember whether or not you had an understanding
with Mr. Woodner that part of the checks or part of the moneys he
paid you, you gave back to him, or gave it to somebody else at his
request, and part of it you deposited in your own account, you ought
to be able to remember that.

Mr. CHArrE. Well, Senator, I think I have told Mr. Simon in
answer to his question, that I never entered into any agreement to
cash checks and give the money back to Mr. Woodner, or anybody
else. You must remember in that time I traveled all over the country
and bought about $15 million worth of properties. My traveling
status was such that I was away in Chicago, San Francisco, San
Antonio, all over the country, at least 2 or 3 days out of each week
On many of those trips, a lot of these checks which I can't remember
could be travel advances, travel reimbursements.

The CHAIRMAN. Didn't you keep any records or any books?
Mr. CHAITE. I have records and books.
The CHAIMAN. Then, is the answer that you did cash checks or

did endorse checks and give the funds back to Mr. Woodner?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir; I don't want to create that impression at

all.
The CHAIRMAN. Then what impression do you want to create?
Mr. CHArrE. That I just can't remember the happenings of eaeh

of these individual checks.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you can't remember the happenings of each

of the checks, I admit that. My point is, did you have an arrange-
ment with Mr. Woodner whereby he would give you checks, you would
endorse them, give him back the proceeds or give them to somebody
else on part of the checks, and the balance of the checks that you would
deposit to your own account? Do you have any such recollection?

Mr. CIAITE. No, sir.
The CHAIHAN. You do not? And yet you have no slightest idea

as to why you would endorse checks and give them back to Mr.
Woodner and he would

Mr. CHArr. I didn't siy I gave them back to Mr. Woodner; I say
I have no memory as to the happenings in the case of each of these
individual checks.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, how about the total? We have handed
you, now, 25 checks. In every instance you said you endorsed them
A few of them you said you deposited the money to your own account
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The others you don't know whether you got the money or whether
you didn't.

Now,my point is, you must remember whether you had an arrange-
ment with Mr. Woodner, that on some checks you would endorse them,
i e them back to him, and he would secure the proceeds and do what
o pleased with it, or he would tell you to do certain things with it,

and other checks went to your own account.
Mr. CHAITE. May I answer that question for you, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CHAITE. I had no arrangement with Mr. Woodner whereby

I cashed checks and took the money and gave it back to him or any-
body else.

The CIAIRMAN. Can you prove by your books that you did not
receive all this money?

Mr. CHIAITE. No, sir; but I think I can prove by my books and rec-
ords, and with these checks, and give Mr. Simon and yourself a satis-
factory explanation of every one of them.

Mr. SIMON. We are eager to get it right now.
Mr. CIAITE. If you will send someone over with me to the office,

we will sit down-
The CHAIMAN. Didn't we ask you for your books before?
Mr. CHAITE. I brought all my books that I-
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you testify previously that all you ever

received from Mr. Woodner was $66,000? You possibly were telling
the facts, and that the balance, the difference between $66,000 and
$155,000 went back to Mr. Woodner and he used the proceeds as he
saw fit, or you gave it to a third party that Mr. Woodner directed
you to give it to; aren't those the facts?

Mr. CHAITE . No, Senator; and I don't want to create that impres-
sion.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you say $66,000?
Mr. CIIAITE. I kept my records in such a fashion-
The CHAIRHA N.You have a record of $66,000?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAM. Don't you have a record of the other $90,000 or

$95,000?
Mr. CHAITE. May I answer your question, Senator?
The CIIAnMAN. Yes.
Mr. CIJArrE. I kept my records in such a fashion that what I con-sidered my earnings and in my bank and paid my income tax on it.
Mr. SIMON. This is a check dated October 12, 1950, payable to

Arthur Chaite for $5,796. It was cashed at the Riggs Bank, in cash.
It wasn't deposited in any account. It bears on the back first, the
Signature of Arthur Chaite, and second, the signature of J. Richard
Stuckey, which was an employee of Woodner.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to know if that is your signature and did
You get the proceeds of that check?

Mr. CHAITE. That is my signature, Senator.
The CIAIMAN. Did you get the proceeds of the check?
Mr. CITAITE. I have no recollection of this check at all.
The CHArMAN. Why did Mr. Stuckey sign his name under your

Dame?
Mr. C wAITE. I don't know, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. You haven't the slightest idea?
Mr. CHATTE. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you give the check to Mr. Stuckey?
Mr. CHATTE. It looks like a check that I never used, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You never saw it.
Mr. SIMoN. But somebody got the $5,700.
The CHAMAA. You admit that it is your signature?
Mr. CHAiTr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If you didn't get the proceeds, how could your

signature be on there?
Mr. CHAITE. Well, I just think that in the ordinary course of busi.

ness when I returned a check-the amount is such a peculiar amountI
have absolutely no idea about it, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Well. Mr. Woodner doesn't have any idea. He
can't explain the check and you can't explain the check.

Now, where is Mr. Stuckey?
Mr. SIMoN. Is he still employed by the Woodner Co., as far as you

know?
Mr. CHArrE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. When did you see him last?
The CHAMMAN. Bring Mr. Stuckey in here at 2 o'clock this after-

noon and let's find out from him what his recollection of this cliec
is.

Mr. SImoN. Mr. Chaite, you testified the other day that you had no
business dealings with Woodner prior to 1950, is that right?

Mr. CHAITE. No, sir; I didn't testify to that.
Mr. SImoN. You didn't?
Mr. CHArM. No.
Mr. SI o N. Did you have business dealings with him prior to

1950?
Mr. CHAITE. In 1946 we had one business relationship. That was

the Wood Products Corp.
Mr. SIkMON. Other than that matter did you have any other busi-

ness relations with him prior to 1950?
Mr. CHAITE. Not that I know of.
Mr. SIo. But you are not prepared to say you didn't?
Mr. CHAITE. I just don't know.
Mr. SnfoN. Prior to 1950, did you act as intermediary between

Woodner and Powell?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIrmoN. I hold in my hand a memorandum found in the flls

of the Woodner Co., dated May 28, 1947.
It is a memorandum from Arthur Chaite to Ian Woodner. It says:
(1) Under title 608 application to FlHA must have mortagee.
(2) Prob: Recredit or return of application fee under title 608's in direct

discretion of Assistant Commissioner.

Would that be Powell?
Mr. CHAITE. It mizht be.
Mr. SIMoN. It would be, wouldn't it?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know. There is more than one assistant cOl-

missioner.
Mr. SIo. But only one Assistant Commissioner for Rental

Housing, wasn't there?
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Mr. CIIArrE. Yes, but more than one assistant commissioner who
might deal with return of fees.

Mr. SIMON. Wasn't section 608 purely rental housing?
Mr. CHAITE. Section 608 was purely rental housing.
Mr. SIMON. So wasn't Powell the only Assistant Commissioner who

would have discretion to return fees under section 608
Mr. CHAITE. He might be.
Mr. SMON. He would be; wouldn't lie.
Mr. CHArE. Well, maybe. He might be. I don't know whether

he would be or not.
Mr. SmioN. What other Assistant Commissioner had discretion for

the return of fees, under section 608 ?
Mr. CHAITE. The Underwriting Assistant Commissioner may have

something to say about that. depending on how far the Underwriting
Division had gone into the work.

Mr. SIMON. Let me read, here.

Prob re creditor return under title 608's in discretion of Assistant Commis-
sioner, who advised ne that ordinarily he would permit credit or return of fee,
unless local office had been put to such trouble-like change of site, new plan
site, and so forth-making it advisable for FHA to keep additional fee. I think
I can get this money back for you, in the instant case.

Now, who was the Assistant Commissioner you talked to?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't remember that, at all.
Mr. S[MA(oN. I will show you the menmo and see if it refreshes your

recollection any.
The CHAIRMAN. First, did you write the memorandum, or di-

tate it?
Mr. CHAITE. I can't tell because my signature isn't on it. This is

not one of my memo forms.

Mr. SIMON. It is one of Woodner's memo forms; isn't it?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, it is one of W oodner's memo forms.
Mr. SIMON. Did you dictate that memorandum?
Mr. CHAITE. I have no recollection of it.
Mr. SIMON. You are not prepared to say under oath you did not?
Mr. (HAITE. I have no recollection of it.
Mr. SI--oN. Are you prepared under oath to say you didn't do it?
Mr. CHAITE. I have no recollection of it.
Mr. SIMON. If, Mr. Chaite, you had done no work for Mr. Woodner

prior to 1950 with respect to Powell, or FHA, I would think you
would have no reluctance in saying under oath that you did not
dictate it.

Mr. CHAITE. Your idea of my reluctance is something that I cannot
combat with.

can just say that I have no memory of this.
Mr. SIMoN. And you still insist that you merely have no recollection

of that, but that you were doing no work for Woodner, on section
608's at the time?

Mr. CAITE. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you are unwilling to say that you didn't dictate

that?
Mr. CIIAIrT. I just have no memory of it.
Mr. SIMON. Did you have an ofice in the LaSalle Apartment

Building, room 621?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIo. Why was Woodner paying the rent on that office?
Mr. CHA M. Not on my office.
Mr. SIMON. He wasn't? What was the rent there, was it $100

monthI
Mr. CHArrE. He had his own office in that building.
Mr. S oN. Whose office was 621?
Mr. CHAITE. I think we-I don't know whether that was the num.

ber of my office, his office, and everybody else's office. I just don't
remember the number of the office.

Mr. SIMoN. You don't remember?
Mr. CHArr. No.
Mr. SIMON. Did you and he have the same office?
Mr. CHAITZ. No. We were in the same suite.
Mr. SiMoN. You mean you had the same suite but each had a

private office?
Mr. CHAiTl. Right.
Mr. SIMON. But you were in the same offices, is that right?
Mr. CHAITE. It could be right.
Mr. SIMON. Well, I don't know. I am asking. you. It makes no

difference to me whether you call it the same suite, the same set of
offices, the same building.

Mr. CHAITrE. I was in the LaSalle Apartments, so was Woodner.
Mr. SIMoN. Whose office was 621?
Mr. CHaITE. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. How long were you in this LaSalle Building?
Mr. CHAITE. In the building, itself ? I would say-
The CHAIRMAN. How long did you have a suite, there?
Mr. CHAITE. I would say about 4 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Four years and you still wouldn't remember

whether your room was 621 or not?
Mr. CHAITE. I was in that office for a very short period of time.
Mr. SimoN. In what office for'a short period of time?
Mr. CHAITE. In the same office where Mr. Woodner had office space.
Mr. SIMON. Was that 621?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't remember the number of it.
Mr. SIMoN. Why would Woodner be issuing checks to you for the

payment of rent at the LaSalle and still be issuing his own checks to
the LaSalle for office 621?

Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know. No.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any idea at all?
Mr. CHAITE. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you going to testify under oath now that room

621 was not your room in the LaSalle?
Mr. CHAT. No, sir, I am not going to testify under oath that it

wasn't. I just say I don't remember the number of the room.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chaite, I show you two more checks dated

November 6, 1950, both dated the same day, and bearing consecutive
numbers, each made payable to you, each purporting to have been en-
dorsed on the back by you, each subsequently endorsed by J. Richard
Stuckey, and each cashed-that is the cash obtained at the Riggs Na-
tional Bank-and I ask you if those signatures-I am sorry, the One
is for $1,000, payable to you and endorsed as I have indicated; the
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other is for $500 but the consecutive check number payable to cash,but endorsed by you, and then by Stuckey, and I ask you if those are
your signatures and if you got the proceeds?

Mr. CHArrE. Those are my signatures, but I don't remember
whether I got the proceeds.

Mr. S xoN. I show you another check payable to cash for $500,bearing your signature and that of Stuckey and ask you if you got the
proceeds ?

Mr. Cnum. That is my signature but I don't remember if I got
the proceeds.

Mr. SIMoN. I show you a group of 18 checks in the amounts of
$580

The CHAIRMAN. What happened to these? I was trying to get Mr.
Stuckey.

Mr. SIMoN. He said he endorsed them but he doesn't know whether
he got the proceeds.

The CHAIMAN. Does he know whether Mr. Stuckey got the pro-
ceeds or not ?

Mr. SimoN. Do you, Mr. Chaite?
Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SiMON. I show you a group of 18 checks in the amounts of$580, $993, $1,000, $1,176, $5,000, $5,000, $500, $500, $5,000, $817, $220,$10,000, $500, $1,000, $1,000, $500, $20,000, and $15,000, and I ask youif each of those checks bears your signature and if you got the pro-ceeds of each of them?.
Mr. CHAITE. Of the list that you read, Mr. Simon, September 7,1950, check for $15,000 was deposited by me to my account.The December 6, 1950, check for $20,000 was deposited by me to myaccount. The February 7 check for $1,000, was deposited by me to

my account.
This check of February 19,1951, referring to a reimbursementfrom Fredricksburg, Va., for $1,000, I have no memory of it, but itsays it was deposited to my account.This March 15 check, of $10,000 was deposited to my account.The July 2, 1951, check for $5,000, was deposited to my account.The October 24, 1951, check for $5,000. was deposited to my account.The October 19 check, 1951, for $5,000, was deposited by me to my

account.
These other checks in amounts of $580, $993, $17176, $500, $871,$220, $500, $500, $500, and $1,000, all bear my endorsement on theback and bear the legend "For travel reimbursement, travel advanced,"but I have no recollection of these individual ones.
Mr. SImoN. Do you deny getting the money?
Mr. CLIAT. No, sir, I don't deny it, I just have no recollection of it.Mr. SI oN. I show you seven checks. One for $2,000, one for $660,One for $788, one for $100, one for $500, one for $200, and one for$25,000. I ask you if you received each of those checks, if the endorse-menton the back is yours, and whether you received the money.And I would particularly like your comment on the $2,000 check'Which is noted "Advance," the $500 check which is noted "Piomotion,"and the $25,000 check which is made out to Arthur Chaite, trustee.
Mr. CIIAITE. The $200 check, Mr. Simon, made to me as trustee,and the $25,000 check made to me as trustee, were used for the pur-chase of property in San Antonio, Tex.

P-r'.,. . ._ . _ - .---1
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Mr. SIMoN. What did you do with the money?
Mr. CHArrE. Paid it to the seller of the around.
Mr. SIMoN. How did you pay it to him
Mr. CHAr=. By check.
Mr. SImoN. By your check?
Mr. CHArrE. Yes.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you deposit that check in your books?
Mr. CHAITE. In a special
Mr. SI N. In your account?
Mr. CHArr. In a special account for this deal only.
Mr. SImoN. Where was that account maintained ?
Mr. CHAITE. Liberty National Bank.
Mr. SImoN. In Washington?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you still have the bank statements for that account?
Mr. CHAITE. I think so. If not, I can get them very quickly from

the bank for you. There was only one transaction.
Mr. SIMON. The bank wouldn't have the canceled checks. Do you

have the canceled checks?
Mr. CHArrE. If I don't have it I can get you a record.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the answer to the $25,000 check?
Mr. CHAIT. It was used by me, sir, to buy property for Mr. Wood-

ner in San Antonio, Tex.
The CHAIRMAN. And you can bring in to us, this afternoon, the

canceled checks?
Mr. CHAITE. If I have them. If not, I will go to the bank and get

the records. There was a special account opened for this one deal.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you purchase?
Mr. CHArrE. About 1,200 lots.
The CHAIRMAN. What happened to them?.
Mr. CHAITE. I think the Woodners built houses on them.
The CHAIRMAN. In San Antonio, Tex.?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will have to prolong our inquiry, I guess.

We knew nothing about them.
Mr. SIMoN. Now what are the other checks for?
Mr. CHAITE. Well, they all bear my endorsement, but I have no

recollection of the individual items in there.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know what they were for?
Mr. CHArr. No.
Mr. SI N. How about that promotion one? That word "promo-

tion" also intrigues me.
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know, unless I was promoted.
Mr. SIMON. What were you promoting with the proceeds?
Mr. CHA IE. It says in here-it has the words "Dayton, Ohio," in

there.
Mr. SIMoN. What were you promoting?
Mr. CHAITE. I was buying a piece of property in Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. SIMoN. What was the promotion money for?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know what it is.
Mr. SiMoN. Isn't that a familiar term for paying somebody off
Mr. CHAITE. Maybe inyour language; not in mine.
Mr. SimoN. How well did you know Clyde Powell?
Mr. CHAITE. I didn't know him well, at all.
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Mr. SIiroN. How many times did you talk to him in your life?
Mr. CHAITE. Oh, that is a terrible question. I used to work with

the. man.
Mr. SiMoN. Let us say from the day you left FHA, how many times

did you talk to him?
Mr. CinArrE. Maybe a dozen times.
Mr. SiM N. A dozen times?
Mr. CIIAnlE. That is right.
Mr. SI N. Are you certain it wasn't more than a dozen?
Mr. CITAITE. I am not certain. I said maybe a dozen times.
Mr. SI N. Maybe a hundred times?
Mr. CIIAITE. It couldn't have been that many.
Mr. SIMON. What is the maximum number?
Mr. CAITE. I don't know.
Mr. Sim N. What is the maximum number of times you could have

called him on the telephone, or he called you on the telephone?
Mr. CHAITE. I have no idea.
Mr. SI moN. Well, could you fix a ceiling beyond which it couldn't go ?
Mr. CHAIm. Why should I fix a ceiling? Why are you trying ta

make me fix a ceiling and I have to go down to a minimum? It is
ridiculous.

Mr. SImoN. The thing that intrigues me, sir, is that you are in no
way willing to commit yourself on anything we can check up on.

Mr. CHAITE. Well, I can't help you on that.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it is ridiculous. It is ridiculous that you

mnd Mr. Woodner can't tell us the purpose of all these checks and
whether you did or did not get the money.

Mr. CHiAITE. I will be very happy, Senator, to reconstruct the entire
record with regard to checks made out to me.

Mr. SIMONv. Can you reconstruct the telephone calls with Clyde
Powell, too?

Mr. CTIAITE. I cannot reconstruct anything that I know nothing
about.

The CIAIRMAN. You know nothing about Clyde Powell calling you
at home?

Mr. CHAIT. That is right.
Mr. SIMNON. Would you deny that he did call you at home?
Mr. CHAITE. I only say this to you, that I have no memory of any

c0,lls that Clyde Powell made, to my home.
Mr. SImoN. None whatever?
Mr. CIAIT.,. None whatever.
Mr. SimoN. In spite of the fact that, just last year alone, the Ward-

man Park records show he called you five times ?
Mr. CI-AITE. Yes, and in spite of the fact that you have asked me

that same question a dozen times.
Mr. SImON. The reason I ask is that I can understand how you

wouldn't know if he called you 5 times or 20 times, but I can't under-
stand a man who would say he doesn't recall whether Clyde Powell ever
called him.

Mr. CHAITE. Well, it is possible. I just have no memory of a call
from Clyde Powell. There is no reason in the world why Clyde Powell
Should call me. Whv should I remember a thing like that?

,The CHAIRMAN. Will you appear in room 301, Mr. Chaite, at 2
o'clock, with all your records and. be prepared to tell us at that time

0o9 0-54--pt. 4-8
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whether you did or did not receive the proceeds of these checks, and
the purpose of the checks?

Mr.C HAITE. I will be glad to.
The CHAIMAN. At 2 o'clock, in room 301.
Is Mr. McCormack's doctor present?
Mr. RAcIOPPI. The doctor will be here at 11: 30, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Now, I would like to place into the record, at this time, 2 wires

received from-i of them from David M. Brotman, doctor, of Beverly
Hills, Calif., another one from Wyant LaMont, a doctor in Beverly
Hills, Calif., in respect to Louis Lesser, who was supposed to be a
witness here this morning.

(The telegrams referred to follow:)
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF., October 7, 1954.

Senator HOMER OAPEHART,
Senate Banking and Currency Committee:

Louis Lesser examined by me for purpose of treatment for illness of week's
duration; temperature, 102; reddened throat, stuffy nose, bad diarrhea; diag.
nosis, influenza (grippe), chronic dysentery from food poisoning; recommended
bed rest and suitable medication for period of 2 to 4 days.

WYANT LAMONT, M. D.

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF., October 7, 1954.
Senator HOMER CAPEHART,

United State8 Senate Banking and Currency Committee,
801 Senate Office Building, Wa8hington, D. C.:

Louis Lesser examined by me today; history of gastronomical intestinal dls
turbances past 3 weeks, accompanied by diarrhea. Physical examination today:
Temperature, 102.6; pulse, 104. Throat infected. Tongue coated. Abdomen
moderately tender and distended. Diagnosis, virus infection of upper respiratory
tract and infectious colitis.

DAVID M. BROTMAN, M. D.

The CHAIRMAN. I would also like to lace in the record the history
of our trying to get Mr. Lesser before thiis committee, which has been
a very unsatisfactory one. (See p. 3633.)

I would also like to instruct the staff to serve a subpena upon Mr.
Lesser to appear here at 10 o'clock on November 9, and also a subpena
upon Mr. DeGrazia to appear at the same time on November 9.

Mr. Lesser's is a very, very unusual situation. I want to say this:
We will set down for 2 o'clock, November 9, Mr. Lesser's hearing on

the matters which we wish to discuss with him, and also at that time
I will present to the committee, the question of whether or not they
want to cite Mr. Lesser for contempt lor refusing to appear or failing
to appear before this committee, today.

One of the wires from the doctors says that he did not come in to
see him until yesterday, knowing that he had been subpenaed man,
many times, to appear before this committee this morning at 10 o'clock,
and yet he doesn't appear before the doctor until yesterday.

It is pretty hard to get to Washington, D. C., from California-if
he was sick, he certainly knew it several days ago.

Mr. SIMON. Senator, before you get to this matter could the record
show that on August.4, 1954, a member of our stake, James Walter,
talked to Mr. Lesser, on the long-distance telephone and Mr. Lesser
agreed to be here in Washington for an executive session on Saturday,
August 7, at 12 noon. •
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Mr. Lesser did not appear at the executive session at 12 noon7 August
7, and the following week we received a letter from Mr. Lesser post-
marked, Los Angeles, Calif., August 6, 1954, at 9:30 a. m., after it
would have been too late for him to get here if he had cared to, and
the letter says:

DEAR SIR: I have had reservations to fly to Europe with my wife for almost
a year. Due to the press of business which I must clean up before I leave, I
find it impossible to come to Washington at this time to testify. I expect to return
from said trip in September, at which time I will comply with your request if
you still want me to testify.

Very truly yours.

and the efforts that you have cited, follow his return from Europe.
The CHAIRMAN. There isn't any question in my mind but what he

has been deliberately trying-well, he has been successful in evading
this committee up to this point. Even in his failure to appear here,
today. I just want to say to Mr. Lesser, that he will now be subpenaed
for 10 o'clock on November 9, and he need not feel that he can avoid
.appearing before this committee.I place in the record the two wires from the doctors, and I might
say this, in a telephone conversation with one of our staff members
and Dr. LaMont, he said Mr. Lesser came in to see him yesterday for
the first time.

And that he, Mr. Lesser, dictated the wire and took the wire out and
as far as he knows, if he received a wire from the doctor, it was sent
by Mr. Lesser.

However, Mr. Lesser did dictate the wire in the presence of him.
We will place that in the record and see Mr. Lesser on November 9,

and Mr. DeGrazio on November 9, likewise.
Mr. Chaite is appearing in executive session at 2 o'clock and we will

probably have him later today.
If necessary, we will continue these hearings tomorrow, if we have

to, to clean up our work, if anybody has an idea that they are going
to keep from testifying because we are supposedly finishing today.

Now, are Messrs. Hill and Carson present.
Will you please come forward?
Will you be sworn?
Do you and each of you solemnly swear that the testimony you

are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth?

TESTIMONY OF JOHN H. HILL AND R. EMERSON CARSON,
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Mrh. iL. I do.
Mr. CARSON. I do.
The CHAHmnAN. Thank you very much; please be seated and give

your full names and addresses to the reporter for the record.
Mr. HiLL. I am Mr. John Hill.
Mr. CARSON. I am R. Emerson Carson.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your home address, Mr. Hill?
Mr. HILL. 215 Sheridan Circle, Charleston, W. Va.
Mr. CARSON. 994 Louden Heights Road, Charleston, W. Va.
The CIInAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
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Mr. SiMoN. Mr. Carson, will you tell us briefly and in your owl,
words, your experience with Richard McCormackc in soliciting you
in the Wherry Act project in which you were interested?

Mr. CARSON. Yes.
A friend of mine came in to see me and asked if I was aware of

the possibilities of this act and I stated I was not. He stated that
out in the Midwest somewhere he had encountered a man by the name
of McCormack.

My friend told me that he had met a man out in the Midwest
somewhere who had been instrumental in placing one of these
projects-

The CAM AN. Will you speak a little louder, please?
Are you a builder?
Mr. CARSON. No, sir; I am an insurance agent.
The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Hill, you are a builder?
Mr. HILL. Yes.
Mr. SImoN. You got into this first and then you brought Mr.

Hill in?
Mr. CARSON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Some man came to you and said what?
Mr. CARSON. That Mr. McCormack was a man he met in the Mid-

west somewhere, and Mr. McCormack had been successful in sponsor-
ing one of these housing developments?

The CHAIRMAN. That is Mr. Richard McCormack?
Mr. CAGRsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He had been successful in what?
Mr. CARSON. In sponsoring one of these defense housing projects.
Mr. SIMON. And you got in touch with Mr. McCormack, did you?
Mr. CARSON. No, sir, I did not. My friend told me about it and

explained to me the possibilities of it. I was interested as an insurance
and bonding agent, so he and I came to Washington and met Mr.
McCormack who in turn introduced us to some other people.

The CHAIRMAN. Who were the other people?
Mr. CARSON. The other man was Marshall Diggs.
The CHAIRMAN. What was his business?
Mr. CARSON. Well, he was an attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you meet with Mr. Diggs?
Mr. CARSON. We met with him in his office.
The CHAIRMAN. Here, .in Washington?
Mr. ( RS N. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember the building it was in, or the

address?
Mr. CARSON. I believe it was on Connecticut Avenue.
The CHAIRMAN. But you first met Mr. McCormack and he took you

to Mr. Diggs, the attorney?
Mr. CARsoN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now tell us what happened; will you please?
Mr. CARSON. Well, we went to Mr. Diggs' office and the method of

obtaining one of these projects was explained to me.
The CHAIRMAN. By one of these projects, you mean what kind of

project?
Mr. CARsoN. Defense-housing project.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the so-called Wherry Act, the so-called

Wherry housing?
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Mr. CARSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Diggs and Mr. McCormack explained the

procedure in securing a commitment from the Government?
Mr. CARSON. Yes, sir; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. CARSON. Well, that is about the extent of my first interview

with these gentlemen.
Mr. S MON. 'Who did they tell you McCormack was?
Mr. CARSON. Well, I can't say that any one ever directly told me,

but I assumed he was anl employee of Mr. Diggs.
Mr. SIMON. Did anybody ever say anything about his having any

connection with the Government?
Mr. CARSON. I think Mr. McCormack told me he was a former offi-

cial in the Government.
Mr. SimoN. Did he tell you what position he had with the Govern-

ment?
Mr. CARSON. I believe he said he was Comptroller of the Currency.
Mr. SIMfoN. That he was former Comptroller of the Currency?
Mr. CARSON. Yes, sir. I beg your pardon, are you talking about

McCormack?
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. CARSON. Oh, no. No. I misunderstood.
Mr. SimoN. Was McCormack supposed to have ever been connected

with the Government?
Mr. CARSON. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMoN. Did they ever say he was a former Member of Congress?
Mr. CARSON. I don't believe so.

Mr. SimoN. What did he tell you that they could do for you?
Mr. CARSON. They said they could arrange the interim financing, the

mortgage money; that by being Washington attorneys, they were f a-
iiliar with the necessary steps in order to proceed with the awarding
and construction of one of these projects.

Mr. SIOvNi. Did either of them say anything about having an ability
to get a commitment or to help you get a commitment?

Mr. CARSON. I don't believe that was, said to me in that fashion be-
cause after all, I wasn't. going to build one of these things, or even be
involved in it, other than-my part in the matter was that if I knew a
contractor who would be interested in this, who was my customer, then
the sponsoring contractor would be the person who would actually go
into the matter.

Mr. SI oN. Did you agree that you were going to pay him $5,000?
Mr. CARSON. Did I?
Mr. S o N. Yes.
Mr. CARSON. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. You and Mr. Hill?
Mr. CARsoN. Well now, Mr. Hill's position and mine are entirely

different. I didn't agree to give him anything and I didn't get any-
.r thing and I wasn't supposed to.

. My interest only would be if my contractor was successful in build-
ingone of these units.

Mr. SIMoN. Weren't you and Mr. Hill together in this project?
Mr. CARSON. No.

'Mr. SixoN. You weren't?
Mr. CARSON. No.
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Mr. Simo N. Well, Mr. Hill, we'd better ask you the questions, then.
Were you the one who was going to pay the $5,000?
Mr. HrLL. After Mr. Carson's return from Washington, he told us--

in fact I had no knowledge at that time of the Wherry Act. He told us
at that time that this was a proposition whereby a contractor, or a
realtor could sponsor, and eventually own one of these housing proj-
ects.

Mr. SImON. Without it costing him any money?
Mr. HmL. No, that wasn't necessarily mentioned.
Mr. SImoN. Of course anybody can sponsor any kind of project and

anybody can own it if he has the money to pay for it.
Mr. HILL. That is entirely true.
However, we were entirely ignorant of the whole thing. We didn't

know how it would be constructed and I didn't even know there was
such a law.

We then later went to Washington and met Mr. McCormack.
My partner, myself and Mr. Carson met Mr. Diggs, and I believe

Mr. Tarny at that date.
Mr. SIMoN. What did they tell you?
Mr. HILL. That they were entirely familiar with the procedure of

setting up the structure of such a thing and were entirely familiar
with obtaining interim financing and mortgage loans in the necessary
amounts and were familiar with setting up the proper brochure for
submission.

Mr. SIMoN. What else did they tell you?
Mr. HILL. Well, they told us that they had been successful before

in setting these things up.
Mr. SimoM. Did they tell you what cases they had been successful

in?
Mr. HILL. Well I am not entirely sure.
Mr. SIMoN. What else did they tell you?
Mr. HILL. To be perfectly truthful with you, our contact with Mr.

Digs and Mr. Tarny wasn't too extensive.
Mr. SIMoN. What did Mr. McCormack tell you?
Mr. HmL. He told us many things, among which that he was very

optimistic about the thing and enthusiastic.
Mr. SIxoN;. What did he tell you?
Mr. HIL. That they were familiar with arranging them and could

arrange them.
Mr. SImoN. Did he tell you anything else?
Mr. HILL. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN;. Is that all he told -you?
Mr. HILL. Well, I don't recall all of these things. I don't know.
Mr. SI N. How many times did you talk to him?
Mr. HILL. Either 2 or 3, with Mr. McCormack.
Mr. SIxoN. How long was each conversation?
Mr. HILL. Perhaps an hour or so.
Mr. SImoM. So you talked to him for 2 or 3 hours?
Mr. HILL. That is right.'
Mr. SIrmoN. What did he tell you in the 2 or 3 hours?
Mr. HILL. Well, they mentioned several projects.
Mr. SIMoN. What projects did they mention?
Mr. HILL. They mentioned 1 in the Midwest somewhere, and 1 in

the Far West that were to be considered.
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Mr. SIMON. What else did he tell you?
Mr. HILL. They told us that they had handled these matters for

several other builders.
Mr. SIMON. Did he tell you who the builders were?
Mr. HILL. No, not entirely. They did show us some brochures and

some plans of housing that had been developed by some of the other
prospective builders.

Mr. SIMON. What else did he tell you?
Mr. HILL. I am not entirely sure I follow the line of your ques-

tioning.
Mr. SIMON. You had a conversation with him 2 or 3 times, about

an hour each.
Just tell us what zyou told him.
The CHAIRMAN. Just repeat what you told us in executive session.

You were under oath there as you are here.
If you would rather we introduce what you said in executive ses-

sion, we can, but I don't think that is necessary.
Just tell us what you told us in executive session.
Mr. HILL. Well, for one thing, they told us about a project that was

to be constructed at Indian Head, Md.
Mr. SIMON. Who is "they?"
Mr. HILL. Mr. McCormack, I believe.
Mr. SIMON. Where was this conversation?
Mr. HILL. I believe most of the conversations took place in Mr.

Dig' office.
T6eCHAIRMAN. That is Marshall Diggs ?
Mr. HILL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember the address of the office?
Mr. HILL. I think it was 1025 Connecticut.
Mr. SIMON. But the conversation was with McCormackI
Mr. HILL. Not entirely, but primarily so.
Mr. SIMON. Tell us what was said, now.
Mr. HILL. That was 4 years ago. M memory is rather vague.
The CHAIRMAN. Did McCormack tell you that Mr. Diggs was vir-

tually the father of the Wherry Act?
Mr. HILL. No; by intimation he may have said many things.
The CHAIRMAN. And knew influential people connected with the

Government and gave the definite impression that upon payment of a
retainer to Diggs, they would almost certainly get a Wherry Act
project?

Mr. HILL. I believe it was something like that.
The CHAJMAN. You testified to that in executive session?
Mr. HILL. Well, I believe so.
Mr. SimoN. Why is your memory so good in executive session and

so bad, today?
Mr. HILL. I have a copy of the executive session here.
Mr. SIMoN. We do too.
The CHI-AIRAN. Did he also Live you the impression that McCor-I mack was a former Member of Congress and that E. C. Bennett was

a former Senator from West Virginia?
Mr. HILL. I don't remember testifying anything to that nature.

This is supposed to be a copy of it, and I know that it isn't even inthiscopy.
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Mr. SIMoN. You paid them $5,000, didn't you?
Mr. HILL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did you get the $5,000 back?
Mr. HILL. I got part of it back.
Mr. SIMON. How did you get it back?
Mr. HILL. About a little
Mr. SIMON. You sued them, didn't you?
Mr. HILL. That is right. About a year later.
Mr. SIMON. Was the suit because you were welching on the deal, or

because they promised you something they didn't deliver?
Mr. HIL. Because I didn't think they had delivered any service they

had promised to do. There was no organization ever set up that I
have ever found out about.

Mr. SIMON. You must have had some basis for bringing a lawsuit
against them in which you got some of your money back, is that right!

Mr. HILL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. What was the basis for that?
Mr. HILL. I thought I had paid for some services which I did not

receive.
Mr. SIMON. What services did you think you had paid for?
M r. HILL. Well, I thought there should have been a corporate setup

obtained and I thought there should have been some mortgaging bank-
ing obtained, and I also thought there should have been some better
arrangements made as to interim financing.

I knew we couldn't handle all of the financing, with the other busi-
ness.

Mr. SIMON. Was that the only basis for your lawsuit to get your
money back?

Mr. HILL. As far as I am concerned, it was.
Mr. SIMON. Is that the only basis you alleged in the complaint you

filed?
Mr. HILL. The complaint was filed by an attorney.
Mr. SIMON. My question was whether that was the only basis that

you alleged in the complaint you filed?
Mr. HILL. My attorney filed the complaint and I am not entirely

familiar with it at present. I do have a copy of it.
Mr. SMON. Did you ever see it?
Mr. HiLu. I have a copy of it..
Mr. SIMON. Have you read it?
Mr. HILL. I have read it; yes.
Mr. S MoN. Is what. you are testifying to this morning the only

basis alleged in the complaint for bringing the suit?
Mr. HILL. I don't know that right now.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know that right now?
Mr. HL. Do you have a copy of the complaint?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. HTLL. May Iread it?
Mr. SiMoN. As you know, it is quite a lengthy document. Would

you like to come back this afternoon and read it between now and
then?

Mr. H L. No; not necessarily.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCormack claims to be ill. Is Mr. Digg

present?
(No response.)
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The CHAIRMWAN. Is Mr. Diggs present?
(No response.)
The CHAIMAN. I am going to suggest this, that we dismiss you at

the moment, suggest that you read the testimony you gave in execu-
tive session, that you review this whole matter because all we want
are the facts.

Mr. HILL. A moment ago you said that I testified in executive ses-
sion to something which I do not remember, at all.

The CTAIRMAN. You may be right. I don't know.
All I have here is a memorandum made by Mr. Dinkins, before

whom you testified, and you may well be right, I don't know. That
is why we are going to dismiss you until 2 o'clock and give you a
chance to read the executive session. We are going to read it, and then
at that time we are going to hear you and Mr. Diggs. Mr. McCormack
is evidently ill and not going to be here, but we will get him later.

This is quite a serious matter we are talking about and it. involves
not only yourself, but many other builders who paid $5,000 to this
outfit and got no ioney in return.

Mr. SIMON. Either you made charges which you shouldn't have
made in the, first place, or Mr. MeCormack did some things he shouldn't
and we feel we are entitled to know which it. is.

The ChAIRMAN. As I said this morning you know, there has been
pressure put. on me in the last 24 hours by telephone calls, not to go into
this matter, today, so it begins to look a little queer to me.

Mr. DiNKINS. May I ask 1 or 2 questions, here?
The CrHAn .MN. You were the attorney on our staff who heard them

on executive session. Proceed.
Mr. D Kiiims. When you talked to Mr. McCormack about this

Wherry Act matter, did le tell you that Mr. Diggs was his Washing-
ton lawyer and he would recommend him to you to handle this case?

Mr. HILL. I don't recall whether he ever told me he was a lawyer,
or not. However, the office where we went to meet Mr. Diggs, was
listed as a law office, I believe on a sign on the door, and of course
it was my impression that, being a law office, that Mr. Diggs was a
la.wyer.

Mr. I)INKINs. Did he also tell you that you, if you signed a contract
with Mr. Diggs, the fee would be $5,000?

The CLhRMAN. You did sign a contract with Mr. Diggs?
[r. HILL. That is right.

The CIAIRM XN-,. And you did pay him $5,000?
Mr. HmL. That is right.
The C1.AIRAN. And later you sued him?
Mr. HILL. I instructed an attorney in Washington, here, since I

thought that I had not received any of the services that they prom-
ised ne, that I would like to get a return of that money.

Mr. STro.. Of course, Mr. Hill, if it was merely a matter of setting
up a corporation, a lawyer can do that in a half hour.

He wmldn't have to return the money for that.
[r. l-ILL. That is what he should have done.

Mr. SIMON. You mean he preferred to return the money rather
than take a half hour to set up the corporation?

'M4r. 1-IL, Idnt nw oprain.ie-hL . I don't know that. We were told by Mr..Digg, I be-lieve, that he could arrange mortgage money and interim financing
and that he would do so.

p.
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To the best of my knowledge that was never done.
Mr. SIMoN. There was no occasion to render interim financing until

you got a commitment, was there ?
Mr. HIm. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. You never got a commitment, did you?
Mr. HILL. No. We prepared a brochure in accordance with their

instructions and sent it to Washington, including some plans, I believe.
The CHIAIRMAN. Then we are going to excuse you now and ask you

to be back at 2 o'clock.
Mr. DINKINS. May I-continue?
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry. Go right ahead.
Mr. DINKINS. I believe when you testified in executive session you

brought your attorney along with you, didn't you?
Mr. HIrL. Sir?
Mr. DINKINS. Didn't you bring your attorney along with you when

you testified ?
Mr. Hum. No, sir; I did not. Just Mr. Carson and myself.
Mr. DINKINS. I wanted to be absolutely fair with you and I thought

there might have been confusion between your situation and some-
body else's, but since we are going to adjourn this matter until 2
o'clock, we can check the record on that.

Mr. CARSON. May I make a statement, please?
The CHAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. CARSON. I would like to say in the presence of Mr. Dinkins-

you asked if we-you mentioned the name of a West Virginia-what
was it, State senator, or someone?

That testimony did not occur during our interview and I would
like to ask you to review our file as it is.

The CHAIRMAN. We will review your file and we will review the
executive session and we will call on you again at 2 o'clock.

Mr. DINKINS. Senator, it is possible that this witness' testimony
might have been confused with that of another.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean confused by youI
Mr. DINKINS. Yes, sir; and it should be straightened out.
The CHAIRMAN. We only want the facts, that is all, and we are not

going to have anybody keep us from getting the facts. We are inter-
ested only in the facts; that is all.

You are excused until 2 o'clock.
The next witness will be Albert Small, of the Idaho Terrace.
Will you come forward, Mr. Small, please?
I am sorry, I forgot the Doctor.
Will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF DR. T. TAYLOE PERRY, CHEVY CHASE, MD.

Dr. PERRY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your full name

and address?
Dr. PERRY. Thoran Tayloe Perry. I live in Chevy Chase, M,

4228 Leland Street, and my office is 1801 K.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a doctor?
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Dr. PERY. I am a physician; yes.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Perry, for how long have you been treating Rich-

ard McCormack?
Dr. PERRY. I first saw him on the 10th of October, last year.
Mr. SIMON. October 10, 1953?
Dr. PERRY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And how many times have you seen him between then

.and now?
Dr. PERRY. I would say 10 or 12 times.
Mr. SImoN. What have you treated him for?
Dr. PERRY. I? Well, he has high blood pressure which has affected

his heart.
When I first saw him, he was a bit overweight.
Mr. SI ON. Will you tell us what had been wrong with him?
Dr. PERRY. High blood pressure, which has affected his heart. If

you want the technical details of that, I can give it. Mild diabetes,
pulmonary emphysema, and obesity.

Mr. SIMON. By "obesity," you mean as he is just a fat man?
Dr. PERRY. He is overweight.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't talk like that.
Dr. PERRY. I have reduced him a bit since then.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you see him last?
Dr. PERRY. Tuesday, the 5th of October.
The CHAIRMAN. And what was the difference in his condition on

Tuesday from that which had prevailed over the last year?
Dr. PERRY. Well, he seemed quite agitated. He was suffering from

:a severe migraine headache at the time I saw him.
The CHAIRMAN. That was on Tuesday of this week?
Dr. PERRY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This is Friday.
Mr. SIMON. Have you seen him since Tuesday ?
Dr. PERRY. I have not.
Mr. SIMON. You have not?
Dr. PERRY. No.
Mr. STroN. Do you know what his condition is today?
Dr. PERRY. Only by telephone. Not as of today, no. I talked to

his wife yesterday.
Mr. SiMON. He walked into your office on Tuesday?
Dr. PERRY. That is correct.
Mr. SIMON. And he walked out?
Dr. PERRY. That is correct.
Mr. SI mON. What was his condition? He was agitated?
Dr. PERRY. I would say he was in a very nervous state. He didn't

tell me about this. I didn't know he was subpoenaed to appear before
this committee.

Mr. SIMON. Is the state of his nervousness such that it would im-
pair his health to appear before this committee?

Dr. PERRY. With this high pressure he has, I felt he should go
home and rest. I gave him some demoral which is similar to mor-
phine, in order to ease his headache and his wife called me yesterday
and said he was still highly nervous and didn't sleep, so we sent him
some bartiturates to try to quiet him down.

Mr. SnIoON. Would the fact that he might have received $27,500
which he forgot to include in his income-tax return account for

irrvousnesst?
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Dr. PERRY. I suppose that would make almost anyone nervous.
Mr. SIMON. I ask you again whether his nervousness is such, whether

appearing before this committee would impair his health?
Dr. PERRY. Well, I think it would.
Mr. SIMON. To what extent?
Dr. PERRY. At this particular time-when I saw him last, I will

put it that way.
Mr. SImoN. Well, Doctor, how can you say on Friday that his ap-

pearance would impair his health when you saw him for the last time
on Tuesday and he walked in and walked out of your office?

Dr. PERRY. I was just going on the basis of what my examination
showed Tuesday, and knowing his nervous background and so forth.
I thought that-due to the fact that his wife told me yesterday that
he was still highly nervous and couldn't sleep, that it might be bad
for him, and it would put an added strain on his heart.

Mr. SIMON. Are you basing your medical opinion on what his wife
told you over the telephone?

Dr. PERRY. Well, in part, bt also what I know about the man, his
physical makeup, his mental makeup,and so on.

Mr. SIMON . n your opinion, how long will it be before he can
appear before this committee without impairing his health?

Dr. PEanY. I couldn't answer that question without seeing him.
Mr. SIMON. Is it a matter of a day or two, a month or two, or a

year or two?
Dr. PERRY. No, I just thought it was a matter of several days.
Mr. SIMoN. A matter of several days?
Dr. PERRY. Yes, when I saw him last.
In other words, I thought he was quite upset, and that we could get

him quieted down.
Mr. SIMON. Do you think that his being upset could be ended short

of the committee saying that they weren't going to call him?
Dr. PERRY. Without seeing him again, I wou dn't like to express an

opinion about that.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very important that he appear before this

committee, Doctor, because he was paid by Mr. Diggs, $27,500, as we
understand it, which he did not include in his income tax. He claims
that it was a loan arid Mr. Diggs, if I understand the testimony cor-
rectly, claims that it was not, and it is very important that we have
him as a witness.

Now, we certainly don't want to call him if it is going to impair his
health but we will ha*e to call him, either today, or later.Dr. PERY. Well, I would like to see him again.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you go and see him and come back, say, at
3 o'clock, and either bring him with you, or come back and tell us
about when you think he can testify?

At our expense ?Dr. PExY. Well, I have a whole office full of patients sitting Up
there that I don't know what to do about.

This is a very unexpected thing as far as I am concerned. I wasn't
prepared.

The CHAIRMAN. You understand we didn't make the situation. Mr.
McCormack made it.

Mr. SIMON. You did give him a certificate; didn't you?
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Dr. PERRY. I wrote a note yesterday that I thought he was in such a
condition.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see the certificate, please.
This was written on October 7:

This is to certify that Richard McCormack is under my professional care and
in my opinion is too ill physically and mentally to testify or appear in any courts
or hearings at the present time.

(Signed) T. TAYLOE PEMRY, M. D.

Thank you very much, Doctor.
Mr. Attorney, what is your opinion now, as the attorney for this

gentleman? When would you like for him to appear?
Mr. RACIOPPI. I would be delighted to bring him in as soon as he

is well, which will probably be the first of the week.
The CHAIRMAN. But he cannot appear here today?
Mr. RACIOPPI. I am not a physician, sir.
Mr. SIMON. His wife seems to be the only one who knows.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think we have sufficient medical testimony

here that warrants this gentleman not appearing this afternoon. If
you disagree with that, then we will get a Government doctor, and you
get a doctor, and we will send them out to examine this gentleman
this afternoon. If, in the opinion of both of those doctors he should
not appear, then we will accept it.

Otherwise, we will have him appear tomorrow. We will hold this
hearing over until tomorrow.

Mr. RACIOPPI. I will be delighted to get a physician if one is avail-
able and if the Government will get one, too.

The CHAIRMAN. We will certainly get one.
Will you gentlemen work that out with his attorney, outside, and

get a doctor.
We are having trouble with witnesses this morning. I guess they

figure this is the last day. They are going to be fooled.
We had two witnesses here, we had Mr. Small; didn't we?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you, God?

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT SMALL, IDAHO TERRACE APARTMENTS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. SMALL. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your full name, please?
Mr. SMALL. Albert Small.
Mr. SiMoN. Your address?
Mr. SMALL. 3245 Ellicott Street NW.
Mr. SiMON. You and your family and the Stern family own the

Idaho Terrace Apartments?
Mr. SMALL. We do.
Mr. SIMoN. And where is that located?
Mr. SMALL. 3040 Idaho Avenue NW.
Mr. SIMoN. Is that at the corner of Idaho and Cathedral Avenues?
Mr. SMALL. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What is the capital stock of Idaho Terrace, Inc.?
Mr. SMALL. About $1,200.
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Mr. SIMoN. What was the amount of the FHA mortgage?
Mr. SMALL. $1,750,000.
Mr. SIMoN. Was there a premium paid on the mortgage?
Mr. SMALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the premium?
Mr. SMALL. One-half point.
Mr. SIMoN.That would be about $8,000?
Mr. SMALL. $8,750, I think.
Mr. SiMoN. Who built the building?
Mr. SMALL. The Idaho Terrace Building Corp.
Mr. ST o. Who are the stockholders of Idaho Terrace Building

Corp., the same?
Mr. SMALL. The same stockholders; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was that also nominal capital stock?
Mr. SMALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was the actual cost of construction?
Mr. SMALL. I think I gave that in executive session. I don't know

whether I have it here or not.
Mr. SIMON. The figure you gave was $1,573,287.
Mr. SMALL. That is approximately right; yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Of course we don't know, Mr. Small.
Mr. SMALL. I believe those are the costs.
Mr. SIMON. That is the total cost?
Mr. SMALL. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Including financing charges and everything else?
Mr. SMALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. It does not include the cost of the land, because this is

built on leased land.
Mr. SMALL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. So therefore, the total costs were $184,750 less than the

mortgage proceeds?
Mr. SMALL. Do you mean including the $8,750?
Mr. S moN. Yes.
Mr. SMALL. My figure is a little different than that.
Mr. SIMON. And if you add the mortgage premium it makes

$184,750?
Mr. SMALL. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Small.
We are now going to recess until 2 o'clock and we will have i

number of witnesses that we thought we were going to have this
morning, we hope.

(Whereupon, at 12: 05 p. m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p. m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

(Whereupon the committee reconvened, pursuant to recess, at 2:05
p.m.)

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Stuckey present?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAX. We won't want you for possibly an hour because

we are now in executive session with Mr. Chaite, but you remain right
in the room, if you will, please.
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I want to make this statement: We had a little trouble this morning
with witnesses as you know and things got a little confused. I made
the statement, something about an Evening Star representative pick-
ing stuff up as we were talking and I find now I was in error-that
Mr. Simon, he did discuss the matter with him. I want the record to
show that, Mr. Douglas. There were a lot of us up here discussing a
lot of things and I was in error.

We always want to be just as factual and get the truth if we can.
I want to now put into the record something to show some of the

problems we have involved in these hearings.
I have a wire here that I received on. October 5, from Louis Lesser.

He was the gentleman, you will remember, we talked about this morn-
ing from California who failed to show up and we receive two tele-
grams from doctors saying that he couldn't be here.

He wired me on October 5:
I have been subpenaed to be before your committee at October 8, 11 a. m. The

Jewish holiday occurs on the 7th. I observe this holiday every year with my
parents and children and will do so this year. By reason thereof it will be
impossible for me to be in Washington at the time designated. Furthermore, I
have never participated at all in any 608, 213, or title I ventures and could.
therefore, be of no immediate assistance to your committee.

I just read that to show you how these gentlemen try to confuse
the issue. Of course, he has never been identified with any section
608 or 2'13 or title I. We want him for the Wherry Act.

I am sure a deposition from me taken here would serve your purposes andthe ends of justice as well as compelling me to travel across the continent on
the most important Jewish holiday of the year. I, therefore, respectfully suggest
a continuance beyond the 8th and await your reply.

I wired him the same day.
Re your telegram of October 5 regret to advise you you must appear before

this committee Friday, October 8. Transcontinental planes will permit you toleave Los Angeles after church services Thursday. Must remind you that
your trip to Europe, after you knew of our desire to interrogate you, accounts
for the necessity of your being present at this time rather than 2 months ago.

He skipped off to Europe, you see. Signed by myself.
In that wire on Tuesday, he doesn't say a word about being sick.Not the first word about it. Now, we have two telegrams in here

this morning from doctors saying that he is sick and unable to appear.
So, without objection, I make this a part of the record, that wire

and my answer. Also a memorandum from Mr. John Hancock, a
member of our staff and a letter from Louis Lesser Enterprises, Ltd.,
as a part of the record and again to say we have now subpenaed
Mr. Lesser to appear on November 9, that we never wanted himfor section 608's or title I's or 213's; we want him for the Wherry
Act and he knew it because we had a conference with him and
discussed it with him.

For the information of you people, one of the Wherry Acts is in
Indianapolis, Ind., Fort Benjamin Harrison.

(The documents referred to follow:)
Senator HOMER . CAPEHART,

Care Committee on Banking and urrenwy?
Senate Ofie Building:

I have been subpenaed to appear before your committee on October 8, 1954,at 11 a. m. The Jewish holiday occurs on the 7th. I observe this holiday every
Year with my parents and children and will do so this year. By reason thereof
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it is impossible for me to be in Washington on Friday at time designated
Furthermore, I have never participated at all in any title 608 or 213 or title I
ventures and could therefore be of no immediate assistance to your committee
I am sure a deposition from me taken here would serve your purposes and
the ends of Justice as well as compelling me to travel across the continent oi
the most important Jewish holiday of the year. I therefore respectfully request
a reasonable continuance beyond the 8th and await your immediate reply.

Louis LESSER.

Louis LESSER,
Beverly Hills, Calif.:

Re your telegram October 5, 1954. Regret to advise you must appear-before
this committee Friday, October 8, 1954. Transcontinental planes will permit
you to leave Los Angeles after your church services Thursday. Must remind
you that your trip to Europe after you knew of our desire to interrogate you
accounts for the necessity of your being present at this time rather than 2
months ago.

Senator HOMER E. CAPEHART,
Senate Banking and Currency Committee,

FHA In'vestigation.

Memorandum
To: John Hancock.
From: James Walter.
Subject: Lou Lesser, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Lesser will appear before the committee, room F-41, on Saturday, August 7,
at 12 noon.

In a recent memo from you, it was suggested that this man be brought in on
Thursday or Friday of next week. However, on contacting Lesser at his Beverly
Hills home last night, he explained that he had made arrangements for he and
his family to leave for a trip to Europe via TWA to New York, arriving early
Saturday morning, leaving for overseas on Sunday. Farrell has agreed to fly
down from New York on Saturday morning following his arrival from the coast

JAMES H. WALTER,
Committee on Banking and Uurrcncy,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: I have had reservations to fly to Europe with my wife for almost

a year.
Due to the press of business which I must clean up before I leave, I find it

impossible to come to Washington at this time to testify.
I expect to return from said trip in September at which time I will comply

with your request, if you still want me to testify.
Very truly yours,

(Signed) Louis Lesser,
(Typed) Louis LESSER.

Mr. SImoN. Senator, in Los Angeles, two people testified about some
transactions involving a man in Alaska named Cash Cole, and Mr.
Cole has written a letter from Fairbanks, giving his version of the
transaction which he would like to incorporate in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the letter from Mr. Cash Cole--
and I notice you gentlemen are smiling-but that is actually his name,
C-a-s-h, Cash.

Without objection, the letter will be made a part of the record.
(The letter referred to follows:)

FAIRVIEW MANOR, Building 2-A-8, September'2O, 1954.
Mr. WILLIAM SIMON,

General Counsel, Washington k5, D. C.
, 'DEAR Mn. SIMON: I am in receipt of the copy of your letter, dated September
2, addressed to Warren A. Taylor.
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Unless letters sent to Alaska are air mailed they come by boat. Your letter
arrived today, just 18 days from the day it was written, so your hearings in
both New Orleans and Chicago are over.

It didn't seem fair to me to hold a hearing on a transaction involving 3 people,
and just let 2 of them testify, and have the inference broadcasted that my name
was given as the go-between, without a chance to speak in my own behalf.

This is the story:
Kadow told me that he had a deal for me, with Staples, to get a commitment

on 300 houses at Goose Lake, Anchorage, for $100 per house, and that he expected
a cut on the deal if it went through. He advised me to go to Staples' house that
evening and he would verify the deal. Kadow at this time was still in the
Government service.

My wife and I went to Staples' house, and he asked me if Kadow had told me
about the deal, and I said "yes," and he said the $30,000 would have to be cash.
I had some plans in his office at the time with a view to getting a temporary
permit.

I told him I was not interested in any commitment that I had to pay for. I
thought that if I presented a proposal of merit it would either be granted or
refused upon that basis, and that if it wasn't I would withdraw my application.

The next morning Mr. Staples called me at the hotel, and told me he would like
to have me come up to his office, which I(did

His first remark to me after I had entered his office was, "Well, I got your
friend Kadow, I had a dictaphone recording of the whole proposition he made
to me. about your application, and have turned it in to the FBI. He has been
trying to run my office ever since I arrived here."

Later that morning, after I had returned to the hotel, Kadow came up to the
room with a typewritten statement of about a page and a half.

The statement recounted that Kadow had never mentioned the deal to me,
and the first I knew of it was when Staples brought it up the night I was at his
house.

I refused to sign the statement, and told him I had warned him that I wouldn't •
have anything to do with any deal he was fixing.

We had been friendly with the family up until this time, but not afterward.
My comment to him when I refused to sign the statement he had made out

was, "You will wind up in jail if you don't quit making deals."
His testimony that it was 6 months before anything was reported by him or

Staples is not true. Kadow told me he was going to beat Staples to the FBI, and
give them his version of the transaction as he had it in the statement he wanted
me to sign that day.

I would appreciate a certified copy of that part of the record where Staples
testified that Kadow said I would be the go-between.

If I can be of any further help, please call on me.
Yours very truly,

CASH COLE,
Fairbancs, A la.ska.

P. S.TWould you please send me Mr. Staples' address?

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Samuel Block present.?
Will you come up, please, Mr. Block?
Mr. Block, will you be sworn: Do you solemnly swear the testimony

you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF SAMUEL BLOCK, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. BLOCK. I do.
.The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated and

give your full name and address and your business to the reporter
fpr the official record, if you-will, please.

Mfr. BLOCK. Samuel Block, 4925 North Capitol Street, Washington,
D.C.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. B LOcK. I am a public-relations consultant.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
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Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Block, in the 6-month period, or 5-month period
from March 1950, through August 1950, did the Woodner Co. pay you
$10,000?

Mr. BLOCK. Will you repeat that question, please?
Mr. SIMoNq. Yes.
In the 6-month period from March 1950 through August 1950 did

the Woodner Co. pay.you $10,000?
Mr. BLOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What was that for?
Mr. BLOCK. Public-relations consultant.
Mr. SiMow. What did you do for the $10,000?
Mr. BLOCK. I was asked by Mr. Woodner to be available to him at

any time that he might need me. He wanted me to be informed as to
what legislation was being enacted on the Hill.

Mr. SIM'N. On what subjects?
Mr. BLOCK. Housing, of course.
Mr. Simow. Was that all?
Mr. BLOCK. That was about it.
Mr. SIxoN. He wanted you to be available?
The CHAIRMAN. Did he use your services after he hired you?
Mr. BLocK. No; he did not.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever write him any letter?
Mr. BLOCK. No; I did not.
Mr. SIMON. Did ou ever actually do anything for himI
Mr. BLOCK. WeiT, we had many consultations.
Mr. SimoN. Where were these consultations?
Mr. BLOCK. In his office.
Mr. SiM N. What did you discuss?
Mr. BLOCK. We discussed legislation.
Mr. SIMON. What legislation?
Mr. BLCK. Legislation that might be coming up and that I thought

might be coming up or he thought might be coming up.
Mr. SImoN. What legislation?
Mr. BLOCK. With regard to housing.
Mr. SIMONq. What legislation did you think was coming up with

respect to housing?
Mr. BLOCK. I don't remember, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you ever make any memorandum of your conver-

sations with him?
Mr. BLOCK. No; I did not.
Mr. SiMoN. Do you keep files on your clients?
Mr. BLOCK. Yes.
Mr. imION. Do you have a file on the Woodner Co.?
Mr. BLOCK. No, sir.
Mr. STMXON1. You don't have any file at all?
Mr. BLOCK. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Did you ever have a file on it?
Mr. BLOCK. No, sir. -
Mr. SIMON€. Isn't that unusual not to have a file on a client?
Mr. BLOCK. Well, perhaps, but I don't think it was unusual in thi

case.
Mr. SIMO. Why?
Mr. BLOCK. I was on a trial and error situation with him.
Mr. Si mON. Whose trial and whose error?
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Mr. BLocK. My trial and-
Mr. SIMON. And his error?
Mr. BLOCK. My erroz.
The ChAIRMAN. What was that? I was talking to Senator Beall.
What was the question?
Mr. BLOCK. My trial and my error.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Mr. SIMON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Block.
Our next witness will be Dr. Samuel Dewey Gottlieb.
Will you come forward, please, Doctor?
Will you be sworn please? Do you solemnly swear that the testi-

mony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF DR. SAMUEL DEWEY GOTTLIEB, DISTRICT HEIGHTS
APARTMENT, DISTRICT HEIGHTS, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY
THOMAS S. SACKSON AND MARTIN R. FAIN, ACCOUNTANTS

Dr. GOTrLIEB. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated and

give your full name and address to the reporter?
The gentlemen with you are your lawyers or accountants?
Dr. (Gorm. Yes, sir. Mr. Jackson and Mr. Fain.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your full name and address to the reporter.
Dr. GoTrLIBB. My name is S. Dewey Gottlieb. I live at '2500 Q

Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Mr. SIMON. Are you a physician?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No, sir; I am a dentist.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have your office in the District?
Dr. GorrLIEB. I haven't been practicing since 1938 or 1939.
Mr. SiMoN. Are you the builder of the District Heights Apartment

project?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. It is a corporation in which I was a majority

stockholder.
Mr. SIMON. Where is the District Heights Apartment project

located?
Dr. GOrrL EB. It is off of Marlboro Pike in the town of District

Heights.
Mr. SIoN. Is that in nearby Maryland?
Dr. GOrrLIEB. Yes.
Mr. SIm. Were there five sections to the project?
Dr. GOrLIEB. I think you could say there were five sections; yes,

sir.
Mr. SINION. There were five corporations; were there not?
Dr. GOTTLiEB. No; there were four corporations.
Mr. SIMON. What were the names of those corporations?
Dr. GoWrLIA. District Heights Section A-this is to the best of my

recoliection-District Heights Section A and B were closed as one
corporation. tMr. SloN. And C, D, and E?

Dr. Go3rrLMIE C was another corporation. D-E was a third cor-
poration and F-G was the fourth corporation.
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Mr. SixoN. What was the capital stock of each of those four cor-
porations?

Dr. GOTTLIEB. I believe I gave a statement to the committee ex.
plaining that.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to know now, please.
Dr. GOTTL-E B. Could I refresh my recollection, up there, because

they were a little different in each one.
Mr. SIxoN. Do you know what the total was of all four of them?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No, I don't know exactly to the dollar.
Mr. SIMON. What is your best recollection?
Dr. GOTTL]EB. Well, in addition to the preferred stock of FHA-.
Mr. SImoN. I am just asking for the common stock, now.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Well, some of it was preferred stock.
Mr. SIMoN. Well, the common stock was how much?
Dr. GoTimB. It was $900 and $1,000 on each of the corporations,

and which one was $900 and which one was $1,000 I don't recall,
now.

The CHAIRMAN. One was $900 and the other was $1,000?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. To the best of my recollection.
The CIAIRMAN. Both of them then were under $1,900?
Dr. GOTTLMEB. All four corporations were in the neighborhood of

either $4,000, or $3,900.
The CHAIRMAN. And the capital common stock was either $3,900

or $4,000, in the four corporations.
At the rate of $1,000 for three and $100 for one.
Mr. SIMoN. You had preferred stock which was redeemed out of

the mortgage proceeds.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Is that still outstanding?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. There never was any, except the FHA.
Mr. SI N. The FHA, $100 preferred stock?
Dr. GOrrLIEB. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. Except for the FHA $100 preferred stock, the onlycapital stock here was either $3,900 or $4,000?
Dr. GOTTrIEB. To the best of my recollection, yes, sir.
Mr. SiooN. What was the total mortgage commitment on the four

corporations?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Mr. Simon, I was asked to break this down in an

executive session and I broke it down. Now, I'll have to add it up.
Mr. SIMON. Give it to us broken down and we will add it up for you.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. The final commitment on Section A was $514,000.
Mr. SIMON. $914,000 on A?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No, I didn't say $914,000 on A.
Mr. Smrow. What was it?
Dr. GOr1LTTEB. $514,000.
Mr. S imON. What is the next one?
Dr. GoriT mi. B was $416,000.
C was $829,700.
D-E was $1,644,200. That was D-E. They were counted as one.
And F-G was $2,393,000.
Mr. S N B N. Is that the total?
-Dr. GOTrLIEB. That is the total, if added. That would be the total

of all commitments.
Mr. SIMON. $5,796,000.
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Dr. GO"17LIEB. If that is correct addition, that is what it would be.
Mr. SIMON. Who built these buildings?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. S. F. & G., Inc.
Mr. SIMON. Were the stockholders of S. F. & G. the same people

who were the stockholders of District Heights?
Dr. GOTTIB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIoN. What was the actual cost of construction, of S. F. & G.?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. I was asked to bring that broken down, and I have

that broken down.
The CHAMUAN. You give us the figures and we will add them up.
You don't have an accountant there with you who could add them

up, do you?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No; I don't. These figures you have.
The CIIAIRMAN. We have never had a witness in public session

that we haven't had in executive session. We are now reporting to
the people.

Dr. GOTTLMIIB. The cost of construction, meaning the total cost, less
land, on A, was $419,856.84. Did I give that, $419,856.84?

The CHAIRMAN. That's right.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Now, all these figures which are in front of me and

which were made up by an accountant, I am reading off to you, Mr.
Simon.

Mr. SIMON. In other words, you are telling us you don't know
whether they are accurate or not

Dr. GOTTL-rB. I assume them to be accurate, but they were made
by a certified public accountant and I-

Mr. SIMoN. Well, Doctor, isn't it true that the total cost of these
projects was $1 million less than the mortgage?

Dr. GOTTLIEB. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. Then we can save time. The mortgages were roughly

$51 million and the total costs were roughly $41/2 million, and when
the project was over, S. F. & G. Co. had $1 million cash left over.

Dr. GOTTLIEB. Or assets equal to that..
Mr. SIMON. Did S. F. & G. file a consolidated tax return?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Therefore, you paid no income tax on the million

dollars?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. That's right, sir.
Mr. SFIFON. Now, the assets of S. F. & G., this $1 million windfall

that was left over, have been invested, have they not?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Has part of it been invested in a string of racehorses?
Dr. GOTTLmB. At one time, sir.
Mr. SIMON. $90,000 went for racehorses in 1 year?
Dr. GOTTmEB. I can't recall the exact amount, but you are close.
Mr. SIMON. Did those horses win or lose?
Dr. GOrTUEB. I think I answered that before, that when purchased

they were pretty good, but they broke down.
Mr. SIMON. Did S. F. & G. invest more of that money in a yacht?
Dr. (TOTTLIEB. Well, it bought a boat.
Mr. SnooN. I-ow big a boat?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. A 39-foot boat.
Mr. SIM N. A "39-foot sea-going cruiser" it says here, is that right?
Dr. GoTrTLIB. Who says that?
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Mr. SIMON. That is what it says on my memorandum. A "39 -foot
sea-going cruiser." Is that wrong?

Dr. Go urLnB. I would hate to go on the ocean with it.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did it cost?
Dr. GOTrLIEm $12,000.
Mr. SIMON. Was that boat used to entertain the jockeys, stewards,

and other people?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. No, not stewards. Jockeys, trainers, and the like

of that.
Mr. SIMON. How well acquainted were you with Clyde Powell?
Dr. Gor=iB. As a Government official, I am slightly acquainted

with Mr. Powell?
Mr. SIMoN. Are you a, Government official?
Dr. GoTrmiF. Knowing him to be a Government official.
Mr. SIMON. Did you on several occasions have troubles with the

project, in which you had to go to Mr. Powell for his help?
Dr. GOTrLaEB. Don't know whether I had troubles with the project

in which I had to go to him for his help.
Mr. SIMON. Well, in executive session, didn't you acknowledge that

on at least three occasions you consulted with Clyde Powell in connec-
tion with difficulties which had arisen in the District Heights project!

Dr. GoTTLmB. That's right.
Mr. SIMON. And Clyde Powell was a reasonably good friend of

yours; wasn't he?
Dr. GoTTLIEB. No.
Mr. SimoN. Didn't he once visit you at your apartment for 4 hours?
Dr. GOTTLIB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixoN. Well, that wouldn't make him exactly a stranger, would

it?
Dr. GO F uB. Well, the circumstances of that visit were pretty

well gone into.
Mr. SIMON. They were?
Dr. GOTTLB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. 'hat were the circumstances of the visit?
Dr. GOTTLmB. It was an accidental meeting in an elevator in a

building in which we both lived.
Mr. SIMON. You and he lived in the same building?
Dr. GoTTL EB. For a period of about 3 months, but I didn't know

it until I met him in the elevator.
Mr. SIMON. Then he came to your apartment?
Dr. GoTTLIB. Well, I met him in the elevator and I naturally

invited him to my apartment for a drink.
The CHAIRMAN. What building was that?
Dr. GOrTLIEB. 2500 Q Street.
The CHArRMAN. I thought Powell lived in the Wardman Park.
Mr.. SIMoN. For 3 months he had an apartment at 2500 Q Street
The CHAIRMAN. Whatyear?
Dr. GormrLi3. This ha'd to be sometime after May 1950. It could

have been in the late fall, 1950.
Mr. SIMON. At any rate, you met him in the elevator and he came

in and spent 4 hours in your apartment?
Dr. Go'rLiB. That's right.
Mr. SimoN. That wasn't very casual; was it?
Dr. Go'rrLTEB. Well, I would say it was casual.
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Mr. SIMoN. Did you and Powell ever do any horserace betting
tog ether?

Dr. GOTrEB. No, sir.
Mr. SIofoN. Are you sure of that?
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImoN. I take it that, as in executive session you will again

categorically deny any gifts, loans, or gratuities to Clyde Powell?
Dr. GoTTLnm. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Or any other governmental official or employee.
Dr. GOrrLIEB. Yes, sir. Except Christmas gifts.
The CHAIRMAN. That seems to have happened for everybody. They

must have gotten a lot of Christmas gifts, these employees.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. I wasn't there.
The CHI\IRM AN. They got them from all the builders.
But they were small gifts.
Mr. SIMON. Now, among the problems you had was after you had

A, B, and C under way, FHA rejected D, E, F, and G; didn't they?
Dr. GOTrLIEB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Didn't one of your trips to see Powell involve a rejec-

tion by FHA, of sections D, E, F, andG?
Dr. GoWrrLIE. No, sir.
Mr. SUiow. What were the three occasions of your going to see

Powell? ,
Dr. GOTTLIMB. I went to see Mr. Powell-the act expired in March-

I hope you won't hold me to the exact date, but I'll say March 1,
1950.

Mr. SIMON. That's right.
Dr. GOrLIEB. And my application had been on file with the FHA

since December 1949, on D, E, and F-G, since January 1949.
I went to see Mr. Powell to see what possibilities there were of

gtting the local office to process these places before the expiration of
the act and before the funds which were authorized for assurance ran
out.

Mr. SIMON. Was he helpful to you?
Dr. GoTrLMB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You got them processed in any event.
Dr. GOTTLIEB. Not through Mr. Powell.
Mr. SIMoN. You didn't?
Dr. GOTrLIEB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. What were the other two occasions you went to see

him?
Dr. GoTTmLIB. The next occasion that I recall was in connection

with the turn-down of F-G. Now, you must remember you asked me
about D-E, and F-G.

Mr. SImON. It was just F-G that were turned down?
Dr. Go rnrm. That's right. Which came to me by letter, on Febru-

ary 28. I went to see him about that.
V. SIMoN. Did he help you on that?
Dr. GOrrLIEB. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You got that reversed though; didn't you?
Dr. GOTTLEB. I don't understand the question.
Mr. SIMON. Well, F-G was first turned down and subsequently

allowed?
Dr. GO-rLT4.B. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SmoN. Then you got it reversed; didn't you?
Dr. GoTrhEB. That's right. I got the F-G
Mr. SIMON. Reversed.
Now who did that for you?
Dr. 6 orrLIEB. Well, that was a long process.
Mr. SImoN. At any rate, your testimony is that you got this million

dollar windfall completely without Clyde Powell's help.
Dr. GOMTLJEB. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you ever been in the building business before

you built this project?
Dr. GOY'L1EB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. What did you build?
Dr. GoTTLmiB. I built starting in 1935. I built houses in Mont-

gomery County and what is now called Glenmount.
The CHArMAN. Under FHA mortgages?
Dr. GorrLB. Starting out under conventional. I built both con-

ventional and FHA and i built five or six hundred houses.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Our next witness will be Mr. Marshall Diggs.
Mr. Marshall Diggs, please.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't he subpenaed? Is there anyone here repre-

senting Marshall Diggs, a lawyer?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. We'll give him until 3 o'clock.
Will some member of our staff please call Mr. Diggs? He is a

lawyer, is he not, over in town?
We certainly have our problems with witnesses today, don't we?
Mr. Stuckey, will you please come forward. Will you be sworn,

Mr. Stuckey.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF 1. RICHARD STUCKEY, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Mr. STUCKEY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your full name

and address to the reporter.
Mr. STUCKEY. J. Richard Stuckey, 830 South Pitt Street,

Alexandria.
The CHAIRMAN. Who are you working for at the present time?
Mr. STuciY. I am presently employed by the Howard Jolnson Co.
The CHAIRMAN. In what capacity?
Mr. STUCKEY. Restaurant manager, sir.
The CHIRXAN. Which restaurant? Which branch?
Mr. STUCKEY. We are in the process of opening a new store at 13th

and E NW.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you formerly employed by Mr. WoodnerI
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir; from September 1947, to, I belie%

the middle of December 1951.
The CHAIMAN. In what capacity?
Mr. STUcKEY. I started to work for Mr. Woodner in his office wheD

he first started operations here in Washington, as office boy, and in the
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process of the organization growing, I worked myself up to Mr. W. F.
holiday's assistant.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the responsibility of Mr. Holiday?
Mr. STUCKEY. He was Mr. Woodner's-well, I guess you would call

him right-hand man, here in Washington.
'011 The CHAIRMAN. And you worked your way up to be his assistant,

Mr. Holiday's assistant?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct.

re The CHAIRMAN. What were some of your duties in that capacity?
Mr. STUCKEY. Securing of building permits, liaison between the

municipal government, securing building permits, leg work between
local and national FHA headquarters, and various assgnments to the
construction jobs, and other projects in other cities.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you know an attorney by the name of Chaite?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
The CHLIR.INAN. Did you see him often in Woodner's offices?
Mr. STUCKEY. I don't remember the exact dates, but on different oc-

casions, he was in Mr. Woodner's office. He was in Mr. Woodner's
office several times a week.

The CHAIRMAN. His capacity was what?
Mr. STUCKEY. So far as I know, his capacity with Mr. Woodner, his

association with Mr. Woodner, was that of a consultant or adviser.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the assistant to Mr. Holiday?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you say Mr. Holiday's responsibility was that

a of a general manager?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir; I would say that.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Holiday krnow everything that was going

on out there?
Mr. STUCKEY. I would say Mr. Holiday had a general knowled
The CHAIRMAN. And you as assistant were in a position to know

what did and did not go on?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRVrAN. And you were in that capacity for how long?
Mr. STUCKEY. Several years, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many years?
Mr. STUCKEY. I Wa with Woodner Co. almost 31/2 years, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Stuckey, there are a number of petty cash slips in

the Woodner files which read like this:
"$100: Expediting building permit."
"$200"1 expediting something else.
Do you know anything about any of those?
Mr. STUCKcEY. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Wouldn't that have been within your responsibility?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir, but there was another man associated in the

ame position as I was and he was also working on the same thing.
Now, my petty cash slips were itemized.
.Mr. SI-moN. These were itemized. It would say: "$100" for expedit-
iflgsomethiing.

Mr. STUCKEY. Well, in petty cash it would pertain to cab fare, fees
fo 0rbilding permits that were paid out of my pocket. I was reim-

ursed through the petty cash fund.
Mr. SIMON. Did you ever pay anybody anything for expediting

PIything ?

- - -
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Mr. STuc]my. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Were you ever sent to the bank to cash large checks?
Mr. STUcxK=. I was sent to the bank to cash large checks, payroll

checks, sir.
Mr. SIMON. How about nonpayroll checks?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir. I don't believe the bank honors a check

made out to cash-a company check made out to cash.
Mr. SIMON. You don't?
Mr. STUGXEY. No. sir.
The CHAmMAN. fbid you ever sign any checks and secure cash for

them?
Mr. S ucKEY. If I did, sir, it was under somebody else's endorse-

ment and I did so on their instructions.
Mr. SIMON. Are you certain of that?
Mr. STucKEY. To the best of my knowledge; to the best of my recol-

lection.
Mr. SIM oN. There are a lot of checks out there made out to cash

with your name on the back of them that were bank-honored.
I hold one in my hand dated November 6, 1950, the Woodner Co.,

made out to the order of cash, and on the back there is first the signa-
ture of Arthur M. Chaite, and second the signature of J. Richard
Stuckey.

Mr. STUCKEY. On that occasion I met Mr. Chaite at the bank and I
cashed the check with him and gave him the cash.

Mr. SIxox. Why did you have to go to the bank?
Mr. STUCKEY. Because Mr. Chaite was not known at the bank. I

believe he did not have an account at Riggs Bank.
Mr. SIxoN. This was a check payable to cash and it was a corpora-

tion check.
Do you recall the incident?
Mr. STucimY. Now that you mention it; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you recall that you went to the Riggs Bank with

Mr. ChaiteI
Mr. SruoiKy. I don't remember whether I went with him or whether

I met him there. It was one or the other, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Does that bear your signature on the back, Mr. Stuckey?
Mr. STucKEY. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. Do you recall now that you either met Mr. Chaite at the

bank or you went with himI
Mr. STucKzy. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain about that?
Mr. S~rucKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And he endorsed the check first?
Mr. STUCKEY. That is correct, sir. He endorsed the check first and

I endorsed it again because he was not known at the bank and I was
known at the bank.

The CHAMAN. What did you do with the $500?
Mr. STucKEY. The $500 was given to Mr. Chaite.
Mr. SIMON. What did he do with it?
Mr. STUCKEY. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did you leave the' bank with him?
Mr. Sr-rcuzy. I went out the front door; he went into a taxicab

and I went to the office.
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The CHAIRMAN. There is one here for $1,000. I'll ask you if the
same thing happened to that $1,000 that happened to the $500 you
just testified to. The check is dated November 6, 1950.

Mr. SiooN. Who is the second check payable to, Mr. StuckeyI
Mr. STUCKEY. The second check is made out to Arthur M. Chaite,

sir, and on the notation in the left-hand corner is "travel advance."
Seeing the checks brings it back. I believe Mr. Chaite was going

out of town. The thousand-dollar check was issued for travel ex-
penses, which it states. I believe these checks were cashed both at
the same time, as I remember that.

Mr. SImoN. What was the $500 for?
Mr. STUCKEY. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. Why was it made out to cash instead of being made out

to him like the first one?
Mr. STUCKLEY. I don't know, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You are certain you were with him at the bank and he

got the cash?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Now, I show you a check dated October 12, 1950, pay-

able to the order of Arthur Chaite for $5,796.40, and it bears his
endorsement on the back and below that there appears your name.
Is that your endorsement?

Mr. STtCKEY. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Six oN. Do you recall that incident?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I don't.
Mr. SIMON. That is an odd number. What is it?
Mr. STUCKEY. $5,796.40.
The ChAIRMAN. What is the date of it ?
Mr. STUCKEY. October 12, 1950.
The CHAIRMAN. That was just 2 days before you cashed the $500

and the $1,000 check; wasn't it?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir; but I don't remember this one.
Mr. SimoN. You have no recollection of that at all?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir.
Mr. SiMoN. Is that your name on it?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Is that your signature?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Did you sign that check?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
Mr. SIM oN. Do you recall where you were when you signed it?
Mr. STUCKEY. At Riggs Bank, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. What was your salary at that time, Mr. Stuckey?
Mr. STUCKEY. I believe I was making $75 or $80 a week.
Mr. SnioN. This is about 15 monthsrsalary for you, isn't it?
Mr. STUCK Y. That's correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And you don't even recall signing your name on the

check?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir. I don't, because I was paymaster on Fridays

and I signed checks for the Woodner Co. I believe in the year 1950
when the Woodner was under construction, in the amount of $80,000.

Mr. SIMON. Of course, that wasn't a payroll check that you have in
Your hand.
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Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir, it was not and on the other hand I was doing
all the going between the bank and the office for the Woodner com-
panies.

The CHAIRMAN. How is it you can remember the $1,000 and $500
check and tan't remember a $5,970 check?

Mr. STUCKEY. I believe, sir, Mr. Chaite was trying to make an air-
plane on that day that he cashed the two checks.

The CIAIRMAN. Then we send up another check, here, dated Octo.
ber 12-what is the date of the big check?

Mr. STUCKEY. October 12, sir.
The CIAMMAN. Now, we send up a check dated October 12, 1950,

and ask if that is your signature on the back and Mr. Chaite's sigoma-
ture, and who got that $500. That is the same date as your big check
for $5,000. Is that your signature?

Mr. STTCK1cE. That is my signature.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get the money?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I passed the money to Mr. Chaite.
Mr. SimoN. Do you remember that?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I don't. I don't remember this check at all.
Mr. SIMoN. Will you compare the check numbers of the $5,000

oheck and the $500 check?
Mr. STUoKEY. They are three checks apart, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who signed each of them?
Mr. STUCKEY. The $500 check dated October 12 is made out-the

$500-is made out by Mrs. E. H. Macy.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the big one made out by?
Mr. STUCKEY. By Mrs. V. Lucille Reeves.
The CirtIRM.AN. And they are both the same date?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And they are just two numbers apart; is that

correct?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
Mr. SixoN. Mr. Stuckey, you know enough about bank stamps to

know those checks were actually cashed at the Riggs Bank.
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir. I see the hole where they were spindled on

the teller's spindle.
Mr. SIMoN. They were deposited at the Riggs Bank as distinguished

from some other bank.
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you can sit there and say you haven't any idea

who got that money on October 12, 1950?
Mr. STUCKEY. The money was given to Mr. Chaite, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The money was given to Mr. Chaite?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct..
Mr. SiMoN. Do you recall that?
Mr. STUCKY. That's correct.
Mr. SIMoN. Now you do recall the incident?
Mr. STTTCKEY. I don't- recall the incident, sir, because I never

received any money myself.
Mr. SixoN. How do you know it was Mr. Chaite who got the

proceeds of those checks?
Mr. STUCKEY. Because on several occasions-these several occa-

sions he was with me at the bank, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Do you have an independent recollection of that, or
are you saying that merely because his name is on the check?

Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir, because I met him on several occasions.
Whether those ocasions coincide with the date of the checks and when
they were cashed, I do not recollect, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Vhen you met him at the bank, was it always for the
purpose of identifying him to cash a check?

Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. What was he going to do with that money?
Mr. STUCKEY. I do not know, sir, because his dealings with Mr.

Woodner at times were not brought into the office and not aired between
Mr. Holiday and myself.

Mr. SIMON. Were they on a sort of secret level?
Mr. STUCKEY. I wouldn't call it secret, sir, but you might say it

would be the same as the relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Woodner
at the time of their divorce. We didn't know in the office about
Mr. and Mrs. Woodner splitting up until we read about it in the
newspaper.

Mr. SIMON. Did you know that there was $87,000 worth of detec-
tives on the payrolls when he was having his divorce troubles ?

Mr. STUCKEY. I did not know that, but at the time we were paying
private detective fees to have the payroll guarded.

Mr. SIMON. To have the payroll guarded?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct..
Ur. S1MoN. You could have had Brinks Express guard it. for less

than $87,000.
Mr. STUCKEY. It wasn't my jurisdiction to say who would guard

the payroll, and that was a. company, you might say, "mismanage-
ment."

The CHAMAN. Your testimony is unequivocally that Mr. Chaite
4 received the $5,960?

Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And he received it in cash?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The check was cashed at the. Riggs National Bank,

you endorsed it, and he received the money?
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct.
Mr. SIMON. And you have no idea what he did with the money?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I don't.
The ChAIIAN. The records show that. you signed a lot of other

checks and received cash on them.
Mr. STUCKEY. That's correct, sir, because I went. several times a day

to the Riggs Bank, and I was known at the bank.
Mr. SIMON. There were other checks that you endorsed that were

drawn to (cash, and you are the only endorser on them.
Mr. STUCKEY. I do not remember them. sir. I do not, recollect what

they were for, or why they were given to me to be cashed.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you take our word for it or shall we go and

get the checks ?
You reineniber cashing a lot of checks for cash, don't you?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes, sir.
The CI-AIRMAN. What did you do with the cash, take it back and

give it to Mr. Woodner?
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Mr. STUCKEY. The cash was probably returned to the office and
turned over to somebody in the office.

Mr. SimoN. The cash?
Mr. STUCKEY. Yes; the cash was taken back.
The CHAMAN. Do you know, as the assistant general manager out

there, why they needed so much cash or used so much cash?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know what they did with it?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir.
Mr. SImoN. Incidentally, the payroll records back prior to 1952 were

missing. Do you know where they are?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. SimoN. Were they there when you left?
Mr. STUcKEY. To the best of my knowledge, they were, sir. I left

the company in, I believe it was, December of 1951. I went with the
people I am presently working for, and then I went in the Army, in
June 1952, and I have had very little to do with the Woodner Co., with
the exception of a few people I happen to know there and have seen
since then.

Mr. SimoN. Can you give us any more help on what happened to all
this cash that was around there?

Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir; I can't. I can tell you that Mr. Woodner
was the victim of large thefts on his projects. I know of several
instances.

Mr. SimoN. Are you talking about cash or physical properties?
Mr. STUCKEY. Physical properties, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. We are talking about the cash, though.
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir, I don't know what happened to these cash

sums. I do not know whether they were taken for expense money or
what happened to the money I brought back.

Mr. SIMON. When you went to the bank to cash a check for $2,500
or $5,000, did anybody ever tell you what it was for?

Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever see Mr. Powell in the offices of the

Woodner?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Mr. Powell?
Mr. STUCxEY. I believe I would know him if I saw him, sir.
'T'he CHAIRMAN. Did you ever carry any messages to him?
Mr. STUCKEY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Stuckey. You might remain

around if you will, until we recess today. If you will, please.
Mr. STUCKEY. All right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now is Mr. Chaite ready? If not our next witness

will be Mr. Alex Kornman of the Shelby Construction Co. Mr. Korn-
man-

Is Marshall Diggs present ?(No response.)

TheCHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn Mr. Kornman?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you G0d?
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nd TESTIMONY OF ALEX S. KORNMAN, PARK CHESTER, NEW ORLEANS,
LA., ACCOMPANIED BY SOHN D. MARTIN AND LOUIS CLAVERIE--
Resumed

ut Mr. KORNMAN. I do.
The CHArRMAN. Will you please be seated and give your full name

and address to the official reporter?
Mr. KORNMAN. Alex J. Kornman New Orleans, La.
The CHuAMAN. You may proceed.

Ire Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ko.rnman, you are the vice president, is it, of the
Shelby Construction Co.?

Mr. KOiNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Shelby Construction Co. is a New Orleans corporation?

Ift Mr. KORNMAN. It is a Louisiana corporation, yes, sir.
;he Mr. SIMON. Did the Shelby Construction Co. create 11 wholly
il owned subsidiary corporations which were the builders of the 11 proj-

ith ects in the Park Chester group?
!en Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIMoN. Each corporation built one square block of buildings?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIMON. There were 11 blocks of buildings?

ier Mr. KORNMAN. That is co.rrect.
A'al Mr. SIMON. What was the capital stock of each of those 11 cor-

porations?
Do you recall, Mr. Kornman, what the capital stock was?
Mr. KORNMAN. Not from memory, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Was it more than $1,000 in each company?

sh Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
or Mr. SIMoN. What was the cash that you put in each of them?

Mr. KORNMAN. $163,600.
)0 Mr. SIMON. In the 11 companies?

Mr. KO NMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SI o N. And then Shelby built the buildings; is that right?

1e Mr. KoUNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. The Government gave you a $10,800,000 mortgage to

those 11 companies?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And it was only the 11 companies that had $163,000 of

capital, that signed the mortgages; is that right?
Mr. KORNMAN. In addition to the land that was transferred in there

in for stock; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. My question was whether it was only the 11 corpora-

tions -,ith $163,000 of capital that signed the mortgages.
Mr. KoRNMAN. I don't quite understand your question.

n- Mr. STMoN. Have you ever seen a mortgage?
Mr. Ko RWMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Somebody agrees to pay the money back; is that right?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. Was it anybody other than these 11 corporations, with

ft capital stock of $163,000, that agreed to pay back the money?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir..The corporations sigiied the mortgages.
Mr. STMON. Just the subsidiary corporations signed the mortgages'?
Mr. K011IN:IAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SIMON. Shelby didn't sign?
Mr. KORNAIAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. When the buildings were built, do your books show

that you had $1,746,000 of the mortgage loan left over in Shelby?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And none of the mortgage money left over was in these

11 corporations?
Mr. KORNMAN. Our books do reflect a sum of $36,712 that was left

in the corporation.
Mr. SIMoN. $346,000 was left in the 11 corporations that signed the

mortgage; is that right?
Mr. KORNMAN. Not in the 11 corporations; in 2 or 3 corporations

of the 11.
Mr. SIMON. And nothing in the others?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. So the total in.the 11 corporations was $36,000?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And $1,146,188, according to your computation, was

left in Shelby?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Then, about 2 years later-let me say first, You filed a

consolidated income-tax return?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So you paid no income tax on this $1,746,000?
Mr. Ko.RNmAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then about 2 years later did you sell those 11 corpora-

tions, with the $10,800,000 mortgage, for $5,000 cash?
Mr. KORNMAN. And a note.
Mr. SIMON. $5,000 cash and a note for another $110,000, which they

paid off out of the income?
Mr. KoRNMAN. I wouldn't know how they paid it off, sir.

Mr. SIMON. Well, at least they paid it off after they were getting
income?

Mr. Ko MAN. Well, they paid part of it off. I can't say how they

paid it off.
Mr. SImON. They paid you $5,000 cash and you turned over these

11 blocks of real estate and at a later date they paid a note which

totaled $110,000, or totaled $115,000, of which they paid at the time

of sale?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir, but we also sold them some furniture at

the time.
Mr. SIMoN. That wasn't the corporation's, but you got another

30 or 40 thousand dollars for the furniture?
Mr. KORNMAN. I believe so; yes, sir.
Mr. Simo.. And then the people you sold to, hold $5,000 invested

plus what they paid you for the furniture, went into default; is that

right ?
Mr. KoRNMA.T. That i§ right.
Mr. SIMON. And the Government is now foreclosing on the proP

erties?
Mr. KoRNMAN. That is what I understand, sir.
Mr. SIMON. In reaching your own figures of $1,746,000, of mortgaP

proceeds in excess of costs, have you included an item of $521,999, 17

of overhead or operating expenses?
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Mr. KORNMAN. Only for the purpose of this statement, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. Well, if you eliminate that item-if you eliminate that10,W item, then the excess of mortgage proceeds over the cost, is $2,250,000;

isn't it?
Mr. KORNMAN. If you do, yes, sir; but I want to say-

38e Mr. SIMON. In order to make sure the record is clear, the $1,746,000
that you claim is the excess mortgage proceeds is after deducting over-

4ft head of $521,000?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right; yes, sir.

the Mr. SIMON. Now, included in the overhead of $521,000 is $145,000
of officers' salaries?

Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And that was paid to Mr. Leader, Mr. Kapalow, and

you; is that right?
Mr. KORNMAN. I believe so but I don't have the analysis of those

salaries here. That was over quite a long period of time.
Mr. SIMON. Three years according to my record.

ias Mr. KORNMAN. Then not all of it would be included in that $521,000.
Mr. SimoN. $145,000 of salaries you paid yourselves is included in

the $521,000 of overhead; is that right?
i a Mr. KORNMAN. I would have to check my figures, sir, to see if all of

that was included.
Mr. SIMON. I would be glad to have you do it.
Mr. MARTIN. Senator, you were not there at the time, but Shelby

appeared at the public hearing in New Orleans, 1 month ago, and
,a. testified for what has now been covered here so far. That is why Mr.

Kornman is not too well prepared.
The CHAMAN. Are you questioning whether there was $145,000?ley Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir; I am merely questioning the distribution.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to say it was just $100,000 that should

have been charged to this account? If you are, we will compromise on
Dig $45,000, or $50,000.

Mr. KORNMAN. That is not what I was looking up. I was merely
trying to see how many years it covered.

The CHAMAN. Well, our records show 3. Do you want to say 4?Mr. KORNMAN. Well, your records are exactly as mine.
The CHAIRMAN. They should be; that is the point. They are taken

ne from your books.
.1 Mr. KORNMAN. If your records say 3 1 will assume it is 3.

at The CHAIRMAN. I don't think it is too important anyway.
Mr. SIMON. The thing I am articularly interested in, this record

shows $39,237 for travel chargedto this Park Chester job, and $16,030
for entertainment charged to the Park Chester job. We have served
You with a subpena to produce the vouchers or the bills for those

d travel and entertainment expenses. Do you have them here?
it Mr. KORNMAN. Mr. Simon, may I say this before-

Mr. SIMoN. Do you have them?
Mr. KORNMAN. I have the biggest portion of them ; yes, sir. I have

three briefcases full of them. fIowever, I would like to make this
statement, that the expenses to which you make reference are not the
expenses of these projects, they are the expenses of the Shelby Con-
struction Co.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Kornman, have you ever seen this mimeographed
sheet of paper that I have in my hand?

§0690-4-pt. 4--0
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Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir; I certainly have.
Mr. SI N. Who prepared that?
Mr. KORNMAN. It was prepared in our office.
Mr. SimoN. Under your supervision?
Mr. KORNMAN. Under my supervision; yes, sir.
Mr. SImoz. Now, who was the man or woman who put in this

item of $521,999.17 as overhead charged to the Park Chester job?
Mr. KORNMAN. Mr. Simon, I believe we tried to explain this-
Mr. SI N. Who put it in?
Mr. MARTIN. He hasn't finished his answer.
The CHAIMAN. Well, who put it in? It is your record, made up

in your office, in your figures.
Mr. KORNMAN. I put it in, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it belongs there, then; doesn't it?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir" it does not.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you put it in, then?
Mr. KORNMAN. May I explain this, if you please, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. KORNMAN. We received a request from the Federal Housing

Administration to answer a questionnaire. Their questionnaire was
prepared in the form shown in this statement. It is not the form that
we use; it is not the way we charge expenses at all; it was merely pre-
pared for the benefit of the Federal Housing Administration in an-
swering their questionnaire.

Now, you cannot say that this is a Park Chester expense or any
other expense.

The CHAIRMAN. You said it was a Park Chester expense.
Mr. KORNMAN. I said it was prepared for the benefit of the Federal

Housing Administration and follows their form.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to send this down to you and ask you

if that $521,000 isn't under the heading of "Park Chester," $37,000
under "Roselawn," $329 under "St. Louis," and $566,000 under "Clay-
borne," for a total of $1,455,085.30, operating expense, under Park
Chester, Roselawn, St. Louis, Clayborne, and under Park Chester is
$521,999.17.

Now that just isn't true?
Mr. MARTIN. Senator from the hearing I think I can make it very

clear.
Mr. SiMoN. Well, apparently he ought to be able to tell us.
Mr. MARTIN. We have 4 hours' worth of testimony.
The CHAIPvAN. Let the lawyer answer it if he can. All we want

is the facts.
Mr. MARTIN. He is trying to say that 11 corporations borrowed

money. They made construction contracts with Shelby Construction
Co., the substance of which was that the lump sum of the loans would
be paid to Shelby for the construction of the buildings.

Now, he was asked, what did it cost Shelby Construction Co. to
build the buildings. That undertakes to be a statement of what
Shelby Construction Co.'s cost of building the buildings was.

He then comes to his overhead which he. had in the 2 years that the
buildings were in process of being constructed and he says that we
have to, under approved accounting practices, allocate overhead to
the particular jobs that were in process.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is just exactly the way I understand it and
he allocated $521,000 to Park Chester, $37,000 to Roselawn, $329,000
to St. Louis, and $566,000 to Clayborne, for a total of $1,455,000.

Mr. MARTIn. That is exactly right.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, what is the argument all about?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, we thought it was trying to be proved that these

11 mortgagor corporations paid entertainment and traveling.
Mr. SIMON. Nothing could have been further from any thought

that ever entered our mind. We have tried to make clear the exact
opposite.Mr. MARTIN. Excuse me.

Mr. SIMON. There is no question but what all these expenses are
the expenses of Shelby. Isn't that right, Mr. Kornman?

Mr. KORNMAN. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, what we have been trying to find out from you for

4 months is what was the cost of constructing the Park Chester proj-
ect, and that was what FHA was trying to find out from you, what
was the cost. of constructing the Park Chester project? And you say
the windfall was only $1,750,000 because you want to include a half a
million dollars of overhead. That should be included if it is Park
Chester overhead. It should not be included if it wasn't Park Chester
overhead and we have been trying to find out on what basis you
include the $39,000 of travel, the $16,000 of entertainment, the $145,000
of officers' salaries and so on, to Park Chester.

Now, are those Park Chester costs.
Mr. KORN.MAN. They are costs of doing business.
Mr. SIMON. Are they Park Chester costs?
Mr. KORNMAN. They are costs of the Shelby Construction Co.

(luring which time Shelby Construction Co. was constructing those
buildings.

Mr. SIMON. Are they costs of construction of Park Chester?
Mr. KORNMAN. They are-
The CHAIRMAN. The answer has to be "Yes."
Mr. KORNMAN. It has to be. Certainly.
Mr. SIMON. If they are costs of the construction of Park Chester,

then we want to know what they are.
Mr. KORN3AN. I don't understand your question.
Mr. SIMON. They are either costs of construction of Park Chester

or they are not.
Mr. KORNMAN. Well, they are.
Mr. SIMON. We have agreed on that. Now what are they?
You lhave the vouchers there for this entertainment and travel.
Mr. KORNMAN. I gave you photostatic copies.
Mr. SIMoN. You have not given us a photostatic copy of a single

invoice.
Mr. KORNMAN. Let me finish, sir.
I gave you copies of a schedule that I prepared, listing eachpaynient.
Mr. SIMo. But our su'bpena called for the vouchers.
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir. But you are asking me to tell you what

they are. I have a number of invoices.
Mr. SIMON. You do have the vouchers there?
Mr. KoRuNAx. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. May we have them, please ?
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c. Mr. KORNMAN. Do you want all of them, sir?
Mr. SiMoN. I want the $16,000 worth of vouchers on entertainment

and the $39,000 of vouchers on travel.
Mr. KORNMAN. I have them altogether for the years involved in

folders.
The CHAmMAN. Suppose you give them up and give them to Mr.

McManus, who has been loaned to this committee by the General
Accounting Office.

Mr. SIMON. Now, Mr. Kornman, during the time this Park Chester
project was being constructed, where did Mr. Kapalow live?

Mr. KoRN MAN. He lived in New Orleans.
Mr. SIMoN. Yes. Where?
Mr. KORNMAN. On Mirabeau A-enue.
Mr. SiMoN. Who owned the house that he lived in?
Mr.,KoRNMAN. Shelby Construction.
Mr. SIMON. Did he pay any rent on it?
Mr. KoRMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Did he pay any interest on the investment or anything

else ?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir.
Mr. SIxoN. After the project was built, did the Shelby Construc-

tion Co. build a house for Mr. Kapalow?
Mr. KoRwMAN. Will you repeat that question?
Mr. SIoN. Did the Shelby Construction Co. build a house for Mr.

Kapalow?
Mr. KORNMAN. After the
Mr. SIMoN. My question is, did they build a house for Mr. Kapalow?
Mr. KORNMAN. Mr. Kapalow built the house in New Orleans.
Mr. SImoN. Did he build it himself ?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir; he built it himself.
Mr. Simow. With his own hands?
Mr. KORNMAN. No;l he supervised the building of it.
Mr. SIMoN. Didn't Shelby Construction Co. build it?
Mr. KoRNMAN. Shelby Construction Co. paid the bills and he reim-

bursed Shelby.
Mr. SmioN. Let's get one thing at a time. Did Shelby Construction

Co. pay all the bills?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And they totaled how much? Was it $354,000?
Mr. KORNXAN. If that is the figure you got from the New Orleans

testimony, that is right.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you mow how much it cost?
Mr. KORNMAN. I would say that is about right; yes, sir.
Mr. STMON. Has Mr. Kapalow reimbursed Shelby for that?
Mr. KoRNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. What is that date of the check?
Mr. KORNMAN. Well, there were a number of checks. He reini-

bursed it over a period of time.
Mr. SiMoN. Where did he get the money?
Mr. KORNMAN. He got the money from the liquidation of certain of

his assets.
Mr. SIMoN. What assets?
Mr. KORNMAN. Well, we liquidated a number of corporations.
Mr. SimoN. What corporations?
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Mr. KORNMAN'. I haven't got those with me, sir, I don't have them-
I mean I can think of about four right offhand.

Mr. SIMon. Let me ask you today the same question I asked you
on Monday-you have had 4 days now to answer-when Mr. Kapalow
went to New Orleans in 1948, his financial statement shows that his
total assets were less than $300,000. After going to New Orleans, he
never paid himself a dime ini dividends and his salaries from Shelby
were very modest salaries. They bought out their third partner for
$315,000 and built the house for $354,000 and he made substantial
investments in seven other corporations and are listed on the Dun
,t Bradstreet report that you and I have gone over many times.
If there were no dividends paid and the salaries were so modest, where
did Mr. Kapalow get that money?

Mr. KoRN.'IAN. That is a long, involved question, Mr. Simon, and I
would like to take it a little slowly so I could answer it.

The CHAIRMAN. Maybe Mr. Kapalow ought to answer that.
Mr. MARTIN. I think he did, in great length.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the vice president of the company?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SunioN. Isn't it a fact that this house was paid for merely by

charging his account on the books of the company with it?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You haven't yet shown us, have you, where he paid

for it himself ?
Mr. KORNMAN. I believe I did, Senator. Mr. Bard from your

office was at my office and I showed him, as I recall
The CIAMMAN. You showed him an entry on your books which

shows that you charged it to Kapalow's account, but you never showed
where Kapalow paid for it.

Mr. KORNMAN. Mr. Chairman, if you will let me finish, please,
sir.

The CHAMIRAN. Maybe he still owes Shelby Construction for it.
Does he?

Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir, lie doesn't.
Mr. Si[oN. Where did he get the money to pay for it?
Mr. KORNMAN. If you will give me time to tell it.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. KORNMAN. When Mr. Bard was in my office I think I spent

about an hour and a half with him and showed him the exact transac-
tion, how it occurred on our books. I showed him where funds were
put in by Mr. Kapalow from time to time to reduce his account.

Mr. Sii O N. Where did he get the money?
Mr. KORNMAN. He got the money from bank loans, he got the

money from liquidation of corporations.
Mr. SIXON. What corporations?
The CHAIMAN. Just give us one.
Mr. KORNMAN. One was Delta Lumber & Supply Co. It had a net

worth of around $90,000, as I recall.
Mr. SInvOw. How much cash did he get out of the liquidation of

thlat company?
Mr. KORNMAN. He would have gotten about
Mr. SImoN. How much cash did he get, not how much he would

have gotten?
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Mr. KORNMAN. Mr. Simon, I don't remember those figures but he
got-

Mr. SIMoN. Let me remind you of your testimony that he got 11o
cash out of the liquidation but that it was a swap and that the lumber
finally ended up in Shelby. Do you recall that?

Mr. KoENMAN. No, Mr. Simon, you are confusing two different sit-
uations altogether.

Mr. SIxoN. How much cash did he get out of that?
Mr. KORNMAN. He got either the cash or the assets of the corpora.

tion, which should have been equivalent to cash at that time, because
it was strictly a trading corporation.

Mr. SIoN. How much cash did he get?
Mr. KOR-MAN. If I had my books and records here I could tell you,

sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think we are getting anyplace here, so I

think I shall ask the General Accounting Office to-

Mr. SIMON. It is primarily a matter for the collector of internal
revenue anyway, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I shall ask the General Accounting Office
to audit the books and then we will be able to get the facts.

Mr. MARTIN. May I state for Mr. Kapalow that his income-tax re-
turns for those years have been audited--every item, as I understand-
and there has been a final adjustment with the tax department.

The CHAIRMAN. Did he pay the tax people more money than his
returns called for?

Mr. MARTIN. The reason I state that, Senator, is that I would hate
for there to be an inference left that perhaps the head of this large
construction company, with millions of dollars' worth of construction
in progress that has no connection with FHA, if the inference were
left that possibly he was guilty of something.

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want to leave any inference. We just
want to ask the question. We have asked some questions, here, and
we don't seem to be able to get the answer and I can well under-
stand how you wouldn't be able to remember some of them, so we
will just ask the General Accounting Office to look into the records
and give us a report on the situation.

Mr. SIMON. Senator, I think it would be unfair to leave Mr. Mar-
tion's statement unanswered, because it is not accurate. The fact is
that the Internal Revenue Service right now is auditing these returns.

The CHAIRMAN. If they haven't, they will be.
Mr. SIMON. I can assure you that Shelby's tax returns are right

now being audited by the Internal Revenue Service.
The CHAIrMAN. Let's not get into that. We don't want to do

anything here that is going to be harmful and yet we want the facts.
Sometimes they are not easy to get and there is a rather complicated
matter, so I think we will just ask the General Accounting Office to
check into it and give us a report.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Kornman, on March 18, 1948, did the Shelby Con-
struction Co. enter into a contract with the Mississippi Valley Mort-
gage Co:, Inc for financing the Park Theater project. and other
projects it might build in New Orleans?

Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.

3656
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Mr. SnioN. And does that contract provide that Shelby is to pay
Mlississippi Valley an amount equal to 3 percent of the principal
amount of any loan insured by FHA, under section 608?

Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SImON. What was the amount that the FHA regulations pro-

vided for as the financing charges?
Mr. MARTIN. Senator, that addresses itself to a legal question and

I have here the regulation. The regulation says that the mortgagee
may charge the mortgagor the transaction. "Such initial service
charge may be an amount not in excess of 1.5 percent of the original
principal amount of the mortgage."

I would like to make it crystal clear that the mortgagees in these
cases were banks and insurance companies and that there is no regu-
lation that I know of that says that a mortgage-loan broker, in abona fide transaction, cannot enter into an agreement and a contract.

The CHIAIRMA.N. I think I am inclined to agree with you, and thiscontract that you entered into with the Mississippi Mortgage Co. was
simply-was beyond the 1 percent, and had no particular connec-
tion with that end of it, but it was simply an addition to the 11 2percent that the moitgagees would charge.

You may proceed, then.
Mr. SroN. What was Mississippi Valley supposed to do for this 3

percent ?
Mr. KORNMAN. Mississippi Valley-
Mr. SImoN. Let me ask you, first, Who was the mortgagee in these

Parlk Chester loans, in the FHA applications?
Mr. KORNMAN. Irving Trust was the original mortgagee.
Mr. SIMoN. Did they make the loans?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir; Irving Trust backed out of the loan.
Mr. SIMoN. Did you then amend your application to substitute

someone else?
Mr. KORNMAN. They were subsequently assigned to the Hibernia

National Bank in New Orleans.
Mr. SIMoN. And it was the mortgagee?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir. -
Mr. SIMoN. And in addition to Irving Trust Co. first and HiberniaNational Bank later, the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. did some financ-

ing work for you; is that right?
Mr. KORNMAN. Mississippi Valley Mortgage Co. arranged thefinancing for us after the Irving Trust refused to do it.
The CHAnIMAN. Now, is the Mississippi Valley Mortgage Co.-isthat the company that you entered into this contract with?
Mr. KoRNAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMoN. And who owns Mississippi Valley-who owned it then ?
Mr. KORNMAN. At that time it was owned by E. H. Crump, Jr., and

Some of his associates.
The CHAIRMAN. And what was the capital stock of this Mississippi

Mortgage Co.?
Mr. KORNMAN. $10,000.
The CHAIRMAN.. And when was it organized?
Mr. KORKMAN. It was organized in 1947.
The CHAIRMAN. 1947.
Was it organized for the specific purpose of handling mortgagesand rendering services to the Shelby Construction Co.?
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Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir; I believe so. It was organized for that
purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. And the agreement was that they were to get 3 per-
cent of whatever the total amount of the mortgages were that Shelby
Construction later secured?

Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, this company, you say it was organized by

Mr. Crump: is he the president?
Mr. KORNMAN. E. H. Crump, Jr.; yes, sir.
The CrArRMAN. And they put $10,000 in it?
Mr. KoRNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CTAIMAN. What did they do for this 3 percent that they

secured ?
Mr. KORNMAN. They arranged
The CITAIRMAN. You have already testified now that the mortgagees

got 11/ percent?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir; I did not so testify.
.The CI-TAMMAN. Didn't they get 11/2 percent?
Mr. KORNMAx. No, sir; they did not get 11/ percent.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the Mississippi Valley Mortgage

Co. got 3 percent?
Mr. KoiRNxAN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It was a new corporation organized, with $10,000

cash, to handle Shelby Construction Co.'s mortgage?
Mr. KORNAN. That is right, sir.
The CHAr M AN. What did they do for the 3 percent?
Mr. KORNMAN. They organized a-
Thp CHAIRMAN. First. let me ask you this: Did they get 3 percent?
M". KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did it amount to in dollars?
Mr. KORNMAN. It amounted to $290,862.
The C-ArRMAN. That was what Shelby Construction Co. paid the

Mississippi Mortgage Co.?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMrMAN. And what did they do for it?
Mr. KORlVMA. They organized a syndicate of banks to furnish

the construction money which was not available anywhere else, at that
time. and of course they were highly important in obtaining the
construction bonds which were necessary, then, which were almost
unattainable at that time.

Mr. SIMoN. Why was this money in these bonds so unattainable?
Mr. KORNMAN. Primarily due to the mortgage market, then, and

to the unfamiliarity of people with the section 608 program.
Mr. SimoM . Is it your testimony that Mr. Crump, Jr., was able to

get you something which was otherwise unattainable?
Mr. KORNMAN. Well, virtually unattainable because we ourselves

were unable to obtain it because we had been turned down by a number
of banks.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Simon, I am sure you mean from bonding com-
panies and banks?

Mr. SImoN. I am just asking him. I don't know anything about it.
Mr. KORNMAN. What I should have said is that we ourselves were

unable to arrange the financing and we had to get someone who knW
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how to do it, and was able to arrange the financing, and Mississippi
Valley Mortgage Co., through E. H. Crump, Jr., was able to do so.

The CHAMAN. NOW, Mississippi Valley Mortgage Co.-who owns

Mr. KORNMAN. Shelby Construction Co. owns it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you buy it?
Mr. KORNMAN. We bought it in October of 1950.
The CHAIRMAN. October 1950, and it was organized in 1947?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIR31AN. And what did you pay for it?
Mr. KORNMAN. We paid $383,000 for it.
The CHAIMMAN. $383,000?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you own it today?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAN. In other words, you paid $383,000 for the original

investment that they made of $10,000 in capital stock?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir; not exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us wherein that is wrong.
Mr. KORNMAN. Mississippi Valley Mortgage Co. was engaged in

arranging financing for somewhere around $32 million worth of
mortgage loans.

The ChAIRMAN. And you agreed to pay them 3 percent?
Mr. KORNMAN. Not on all of it.
The CHAIRM1AN. Well, the contract said three. Maybe you didn't

pay them on all of it.
Mr. KORNMAN. That is just the first contract.
Mr. SIMON. Were all of those mortgage loans with Shelby?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIoN. Mississippi Valley never did any business with any-

body except Shelby?
Mr. KORNMAN. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Mr. SIMON. And was all of the Shelby business, FHA business?
Mr. KORNMAN. At that time; yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. That $32 million worth is all FHA business, with

Shelby?
Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now your Shelby Construction Co. bought out

capital stock in the mortgage company for $383,000, about 3years
later ?

Mr. KORNMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAYRMAN. Stock that cost the mortgage company $10,000?
Mr. KORNMAN. Well, less whatever earnings they had during that

period.
The CHAIRCAN. You just said you paid the mortgage company

$283,000 for $293,000, as 3 percent on the mortgage. Then you paid
theni another $383,000 when you bought them out.

I presume the mortgage company had a lot of cash on hand when
You Purchased it from the stockholders, did it not?

Mr. KOIRNMAN. No, sir, it didn't It didn't have the cash on handbecause at that time most of these assets were invested in loans in
Sl1elby Construction Co.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. This same mortgage company that. Mr.
Orump organized loaned the money back to Shelbv Construction?

Mr. K ORNMAN. Yes.

FHA INVESTIGATION 3659
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The CHAIRMAN. Then it really belonged to Shelby Construction all
the time, didn't it?

Mr. KORNMAx. No, sir.
Mr. MARTIN. Senator, could I once again make a statement?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, why would this mortgage company be loan.

ing all or most of the money, you just said, back to the Shelby Con.
struction Co.?

Mr. KORNMAN. IN our contract with Mississippi Valley Mortgage
Co., over this period of time, they had been permitted to lend us over
$1,300,000.

The CHAInrMAN. You mean they had agreed to secure it for you?
Mr. KORNMAW. No, sir; to lend it to us.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, but ,they couldn't loan $1 million if they

only had $10,000 themselves, they had to borrow it from somebody
,else.

Mr. MARTIN. That is right.
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right, but, they were committed to lend us

that much money and they did lend it to us or the biggest portion of it,
at the time that we bought it--at the time we bought Mississippi Valley

.Mortgage Co., Shelby Construction Co. owed Mississippi Valley Mort-
gaze Co., I think it was $350,000, which was virtually all of its assets.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me see, then.
The point is that Mississippi Mortgage Co. was organized 100 per.

cent to handle the mortgages for Shelby.
They proceeded to do it for a period of 3 years at the end of which

time. you bought them out for some $393,000.
They started out with $10,000 cash. At times they were instrumen-

tal in borrowing themselves, $1 million which they loaned to you and
now you own the mortgage company as well as Shelby Construction?
Are those the facts?

Mr. MARTIN. Senator, I might add to it, that the total amount re-
ceived by Ed Crtump, Jr., and his asociate stockholders-he was the
principal stockholder in the merger-the total amount received from
all sources by them was the $383,000 for the 9tock in the sale of Shelby.
That included arranging $32 million in loans for 29 projects, and it
included a loan by Missi,si)pi Valley Mortgage Co., of $1 million of
its own funds that had nothing to do with FHA.

The CHAIRbAN. You mean funds it had borrowed?
Mr. KORNMAN. Funds it had borrowed?
The CHAIRMAN. And loaned to you?
Mr. KORNMAN. That is right. It had been borrowed from banks and

other financial sources.
The CHAIrMAN. And paid interest on it, of course, in addition to

this $393,000? It received interest from Shelby Construction Co.,
Mr. MARTIN. Well, Shelby, when it bought Mississippi Valley, got

back everything it paid into Missisippi.
The CHARMAN. Well, let me say this:
The interest we have in-this is the fact that the mortgage company

was organized for the specific purpose of handling Shelby's busing.
That is all it did handle. Later Shelby purchased all the stock in it,
and the stockholder, Mr. Crum) and his associates got out.

Mr..MARTIN. And Shelby thought, and the numerous banks that
participated thought, that Shelby had gotten the services, and Sr-
ranged these loans cheaply.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much.
That will be all.
Now is Mr. Diggs present?
Mr. Marshall Diggs
Mr. Diggs, will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?

TESTIMONY OF MARSHALL DIGGS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. SImoN. Mr. Diggs, you are a lawyer in the District of Colum-
bia, here?

Mr. DIGGs. Yes, sir.
Mr. DIGGS. I do.
The CHAIRAMAN. Give your full name and address to the reporter.
Mr. DIGGS. Mr. Marshall Diggs, 1025 Connecticut Avenue.
Mr. SI uON. Do you know Richard McCormack?
Mr. DIGGS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you had some business dealings with him?

i Mr. DIGGS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Did he bring you a total of 12 clients interested in

[ Wherry Act projects?
Mr. DIOGS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And each one of those clients paid a fee of $5,000?
Mr. DIGGS. They did, but 1 of them was returned entirely and 4 of

them were partially returned.
Mr. SIMON. But initially each of the 12 clients paid a fee of $5,000?
Mr. DIGGS. They did.
Mr. SIMON. And Mr. McCormack brought each of them to you?
Mr. DraGS. Yes, sir. That is, to me and my associate, Mr. Tarnay.
Mr. SIMON. And your other arrangement was that 50 percent of

whatever fees you had were paid to McCormack?
Mr. DIGGS. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMvoN. And he was paid 50 percent of each of those fees?
Mr. DIGGS. He was.
Mr. SIMON. Did you pay him approximately $27,500?
Mr. DIGGS. Well, whatever $2,500 times 12 is.
Mr. SIMoN. Well, $2,500 times 12 would be $30,000.
Mr. DIGGS. And one of them was returned. That is right, sir.
Mr. SIMON. So that would be $27,500?
Mr. DIGGS. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Now, do you know what Mr. McCormack told these

people that he sold on permitting him to bring you this Wherry Act
problem?

Mr. DIGGS. I do not, sir.
Mr. SIMON. I take it you have heard but that is hearsay, the things

that were told to you?
Mr. DIGGS. It is.
Mr. SIMON. All know is that he brought them to you and you

selected tihe $5,000 feesand in a couple cases returned it, and paid him
50 percent, or $27,500?

Mr. DIGGs. That is right, sir.

FHA INVESTIGATION 3661
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Mr. Si oN. And of the 12 Wherry Act cases that he brought, in
any of them, was a commitment issued by FHA?

Mr. DIGGs. It was not.
The CHAIRMAN. No commitments were issued?
Mr. DIGGS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So $60,000 was collected for services, and no com.

mitments were issued?
Mr. DIOGS. On none of his cases.
The CHAIRMAN. And you paid him $27,500?
Mr. DIGGS. That is right, sir.
The CHARMAN. It was not a loan?
Mr. DIGGS. It was not a loan.
The CHAIRMAN. It was his fees for bringing these people to youth
Mr. DIGos. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any basis for his saying that the

$27,500 was a loan, other than the fact that he had not included it in
the tax returns?

Mr. DIGos. I do not, sir.
Mr. SIo. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Diggs.
Mr. Traub, please come forward.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about, to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help y0ro
God?

TESTIMONY OF ABRAHAM TRAUB, FARRAGUT GARDENS, BROOK-
LYN, N. Y., ETC., ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR SCHEIBEG,
COUNSEL-Resumed

Mr. TRAVB. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and address to the reporter, and

the gentleman with you is your attorney, is he?
Mr. TRA 3. Abraham Traub, 1620 Avenue I, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. SCHEIINBERG. Arthur Scheinberg, of New York City.
Mr. Chairman, may I make a statement for the record!
The C-IAIRMAN. You may.
Mr. SCHEINBERO. I would like the record to indicate that Mr. Traub

didn't learn until approximately 10: 30 this morning that the com-
mittee desired his presence here this afternoon. Just as soon as he
learned of that desire, he communicated with Mr. Walter, of your
staff, and despite the fact that no subpena had been served, we
arranged the first flight we could, to come down here and preseDt
ourselves before this committee.

The ChAMMAN. You were here in plenty of time; thank you sir.
Mr. SIMoN. Mr. Traub, we have previously asked you a number

of questions with respect to your dealings with clients who lhad
section 608 applications before the Federal Housing Administration,
and as you know, this started with the Farragut Gardens project .

Last week in New York, the chairman directed you to surrender
certain books and records to the 'General Accounting Office, who have
since made a partial audit, or at least as much as the intervening tim0
permitted.
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i Your income -tax return for the calendar year 1950 listed $80,958.42,
as "miscellaneous expense for clients."

The General Accounting Office has broken that down and finds that
$60,252.38 of that sum was disbursed by checks payable to cash. The
checks include a check on September 6, 1950, payable to cash for
$8,000 for which there is no record anywhere in your books as to who
got the money or what it was for, or at least the General Accounting
Office can find none, and it was charged for miscellaneouss expense
for clients."

Can you tell us what that is?
Mr. TRAUB. Well, to the best of my knowledge and recollection, as

I previously testified, Mr. Simon, those are sums paid on account of
past indebtedness, and guaranties.

Mr. SImON. In your income-tax returns you took credit for an item
which you called "payments of obligations as guarantor," and in the
4-year period, 1949 through 1952, those payments, a very substantial
number of which are to the order of cash, total $998,000. We have
assumed that those $998,000 of payment, which in your tax return
you characterized as "payment of obligation as guarantor" were the
payments that you were talking about as an indebtedness.

Is that wrong?
Mr. TRAUB. It must be wrong, because most of the client's office

expense, which was listed as office expense was expense arrived at
when in the early part of 1951, the office assumed certain obligations
based on these guaranties.

Mr. SroMeN. Is it 1951?
Mr. TRAUB. That the agreement was signed?
Mr. SImON. I was talking to you about your 1950 tax return.
Mr. TRAUB. That was also listed as office expense because they were

based on guaranties that I had previously made.
Mr. SImoN. In 1950, Mr. Traub, or in your 1950 income-tax return,

you took $410,718 as payments of obligations as guarantor. The$80,000 of miscellaneous expenses for clients, shown on your return,
is in addition to the $410,000 of payments on obligations as garantor?

Mr. TRAUB. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. Aren't they different from the payments of obligations

as guarantor?
Mr. TRAUB. I don't think so.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep any records of the people to whom youowed money and the payments that you made to them?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Where are those records?
Mr. TRAUB. I think I have most of those records.
Mr. ST hON. We have been trying for quite some time now to getthe records which would show what obligations these payments-to

cash were for.
In addition to the $8,000 one I have just read, on December 21,there is a $3,000 payment to cash; December 20, a $2,500 payment to

cash; December 7, a $5,000 payment to cash, and so on for a total
of $C0,000.to cash, in 1950, charging all of it to "miscellaneous expenses
for cliet.1

Mr. TRAUB. I don't know how it was charged, but I note here a
payment of the past indebtedness.

Mr. SIMON. To whom were those payments made?
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Mr. TRAUB. Most of the cash payments were made to Schoenfeld.
Mr. SIMON. Were there Schoenfeld payments on your obligation as

guarantor?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. I am not talking about those payments Which your tax

return shows total $410,000 in 1950. I am inquiring with respect to
the $60,000 of cash payments charged as "miscellaneous expenses for
clients."

Mr. TRATB. They were in the same category.
I mean they arose in the office on account of guaranties.
Mr. SIMON. How can you call those expenses for clients?
Mr. T UB. I didn't call them that. I had nothing to do with the

entries.
Mr. SimoN. You say the bookkeeper put them in wrong; is that it?
Mr. TRAUB. I don'tknow how they put. them in.
Mr. SIMoN. Don't you ever look at your books?
Mr. TRAUB. I testified several times, I never look at those books.
Mr. SIMON. Is there any human way in which we can find who got

these sums of cash in round figures, like $5,000 and $6.000 and $8,00,
that are shown on your books as "miscellaneous expenses for clients"?

Mr. Sc1HEINBERG. I would suggest, Mr. Simon, that this. question
had been asked in one form or another at 3 or 4 hearings, probably 15
or 20 times.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't be surprised if it isn't asked 15 or 20 times
more until we get the answer, because we are entitled to the answer.

Mr. SCHEINBERO. I believe it has been given to the best of the wit-
ness' ability.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean the witness is telling us that he does not
know and he has no records to show?

Mr. TRAUB. I did not say that, Senator.
The CHAnIRMAN. Then what did you say?
Mr. TRAUB. I say, I am fairly sure that I have Tecords showing the

entire indebtedness as it originally existed February 1949., and what
payments were made.

Mr. SIMON. Where are those records?
Mr. TRAUB. They are in my office.
Mr. SIMON. They weren't given to us previously.
Mr. TRAUB. You asked for my books and records. It has nothiing

to do with my books and records, as far as the indebtedness-
Mr. SImoN. What are these records?
Mr. TRAUB. These are records of an indebtedness that existed prior

to February 1949.
Mr. SIMON. And do they indicate the payments made on them?
Mr. TRAUB. Well, I think my accountant has all the payments that

were made on them.
Mr. SIMON. We have had him in here and under oath he denies

having any of those records. That is Mr. Greenberg?
Mr. TRAUB. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. He denies having any records.
When did you last ask him if he had records showing who got these

payments?
Mr. TRAUB. I haven't asked him that specific question.
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Mr. SIMON. Well, Mr. Traub, you have told us many times about a

lot of these payments to cash being on account of these indebtednesses.
Mr. TRAUB. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And with Mr. Greenberg's help we have separated the

collections payable to cash that you charged for income-tax purposes
as payments on the guaranties, from those which you took on your
income tax, as an expense of clients, and we are, for the moment at
least, bypassing the collection to cash that you took as payments on
guaranties.We now have, at least as far as your own books are concerned, seg-
regated the checks to cash which you charge as expenses of clients,
and in the year 1950 we have $60,000 in total. Now, how can we find
out who got that specific $60,000, and what it was for ?

1-1r. TRAUB. I am of the opinion that if I went through these books
and records that I have with regard to the indebtedness that I have,
I might be able to explain that to you. I haven't seen these books-
the last time I saw these books were in Mr. Wiseman's office, and I-

Mr. Si.MON. Mr. Traub, we first talked to you about this matter
in July, and you resisted all of our efforts to get the books, and it was
only a week ago Monday that the chairman, and the other members
of the committee, finally ordered you to give us the books.

Mr. TRAUB. I don't think that is a fact, Mr. Simon. You were
looking only for the Farragut project. All the questions were directed
to that. They weren't directed to the overall picture.

Mr. SIMON. We first asked you questions on the overall picture
in August, in New York, in the public hearings.

Mr. TRAUB. In August; that is right.
Mr. SIMON. In July we started with Farragut. In August we went

into all of them in public hearings.
Mr. TRAUB. August 26; that is right.
1r. SIMON. And we still haven't teen able to find out who got this

money.
Mr. TRAUB. Well, I have often tried to speak to you and explain

the entire situation to you in executive session, which I did not think
should be brought out in this manner. I have tried to do that with
Mr..Hogue. It isn't a thing that can be done in a 5- or 10-minute
session. It is something that involves 5 or 10 years.

Mr. SIMON. You have been on the witness stand a total of 7 or 8
hou, since we started, and I understand that you say that a lot of
this money went to a man named Schoenfeld, who is now dead, but,
as I understand it from you-and I would be glad to be corrected
if I am wrong-the cash you paid to Schoenfeld is cash on account
of these guarantor obligations; is that right?

Mr. TRAUJB. On account of some of them, yes.
Mr. SI1M1N. We are now asking you, though, not about that cash

but about the cash which on your tax return you stated was expenses
for clients.

Mr. TRAUB. I can't answer that at this time, Mr. Simon, without
going over the records and the books.

Mr. SIMoN. You can't tell us what clients the expense was for?
Mr. TRAUB. There was no expense for any client. It was all on

account of indebtedness.
The ( 1 1AIRMAN. Both the $80,000 and the 400 and some?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir; all of it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Why did you list it "miscellaneous expense for
clients"?

Mr. TRAUB. I had nothing to do with the listings.
The CHAIRMAN. Your bookkeeper did?
Mr. TRAUB. Apparently. I didn't make one entry in those books,

Senator.
Mr. SimoN. In 1952 you listed in your tax return $161,798 as pay.

ments of obligations as guarantor, and then you listed $106,745 as
miscellaneous office expenses.. Are you telling us that those are the
same things, too?

Mr. TRAUB. I didn't list them, Mr. Simon. Again I said I had
nothing to do with the listing of the books.

Mr. SIMoN. Who signed your income-tax return?
Mr. TRAUB. I did.
Mr. Sixo. Did you read it before you signed it?
Mr. TRAUB. I apparently did.
Mr. SImoN. Isn't it fair to say that you listed them when I read

you what is off your own income-tax return that you have signed?
Mr. TRAUB. When you say "listed originally," you didn't mention

income-tax returns, you were referring to the books, I assume.
Mr. SIMoN. I am now talking about your 1952 income-tax return

which lists $161,798 as "payments of obligations of guarantor," and
it lists $106,745 as miscellaneous office expense, and I am trying to
find out what the $106,000 of miscellaneous office expense is about.

Mr. TRAUB. I can't tell you without making a study of it, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SimoM . Well, of course, we heard that in August or September.
When is this study going to be made?
Of the $106,000 of miscellaneous office expense in 1952, $59,400 of

it is checks payable to cash. Now, when can you tell us who got that
$59,400, and what it was for?

Mr. TRAUB. I imagine when I get my books back I can make o
study of it.

Mr. SIMoN. You have had your books for a number of years up
until a week ago Monday. We have had them only 10 days.

Mr. TRAUB. I haven't looked at these books. I have told you that
several times.

Mr. SIMoN. You might not have looked at them, but you have had
them, Mr. Traub.

Mr. TRAUB. Yes; I have had them.
The CHAIRMAN. You were the attorney for how many builders in

New York who dealt in FHA guaranteed mortgages?
Mr. TRAUB. As many as 15 or 18. But all the builders who dealt

in FHA mortgages, Senator, were clients of mine long before FHA.
The CHAnMAN. I don't question that. I don't question that. But

you were the attorney for them?
Mr. TRAUB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever collect any funds, or did they collect

any funds from the builaer's in New York for any specific purpose, like
an association?

Mr. TRAUB. Did I personally? No.
The CrAIRIMAN. Did they ever turn them over to you?
Mr. TRAUB. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any fund over to you for that purpose?
Mr. TRAUB. No, sir.
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'or Mr. Simo. How frequently did you come down to Washington to
see Clyde Powell? -

Mr. TRAUB. I would say maybe 4, 5, 6 times a year.
Mr. SimoN. How frequently did you telephone him or did he tele-

phone you?
Mr. TuR. Maybe 10, 12 times a year.
Mr. SiM N. I think you will find it is more frequently than that,

as Mr: Traub, because his office kept records of that.
he Mr. TRAUB. When I say maybe 10, 12 times a year, maybe sometimes

I called him once, and some years maybe I called him 16 or 17 times,
fd but on the average 10 or 12 times a year.

Mr. SIMON. Is that his calling you or you calling him ?
Mr. TRAUB. Mostly my calling him.
Mr. SIMON. How many times did he call you?
Mr. TRAUB. Oh, maybe 3 or 4 times a year, or 5 times.
Mr. SIMoN. I would just like to ask this once more in the hope that

we can find some solution. We have the staff of the General Account-
ing Office, which means thousands of auditors who are available to
the committee.

Is there any way in this world that we can find out who got these
sums of cash that you paid out?

Mr. TRAUB. Mr. Simon, Senator Capehart on 1 or 2 occasions hasmade a statement that he would like anybody who thinks that theywere improperly accused to send in a letter of clients and he would
treat it accordingly. It is my intention-

Mr. SiMON. I think what he said was that anybody who felt theywere unfairly commented on could have every opportunity to come
down and be heard and tell their side of the story.

Mr. TRAUB. I don't know about being heard, but he said if they
sent in a letter it would be given proper-

The CHAIRMAN. I said it, and I mean it.
Mr. TRAUB. Senator, I intend, when I get these books back, to

spend the next couple of weeks after that to prepare my statement
for you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say this, then: Will you promise me that ifwe will assign a couple of General Accounting Office auditors to your
case that you will cooperate and work with them and the three of
you bring in the answers here, on November 9 .

Mr. TRAUB. Senator, I can't promise you the date, but I make this
suggestion to you, if I may-

The CHAIRMAN. Let us do it this way: We will excuse you until
November 9, and in the meantime I will ask the General Accounting
Office to assign 1 or 2 men to cooperate with and work with you.
You cooperate with and work with them, and then we will take alook on November 9 and see how far we have gotten.

Mr. TRAUB. Well, Senator, may I make this suggestion: I wouldlike to prepare my statement for you, but I can't do it.without my
books, now, going through them.

The CHAI 'RMAN. Suppose we return the books to you and assign twoGeneral Accounting men to help audit them, or audit them, and look
for certain information. Will you cooperate with them?

Mr. TRAUB. I will be glad to.
50690- 54-pt. 4-61
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The CHAUIMAy. And you will not attach the same terms that you
did before, namely, that they cannot take anything off your books
without showing it to you?

Mr. TAUtB. Senator, where would the books be?
The CHAIRMAN. We will put them right back up in your office

where you can have free and complete access to them, and answer all
the questions that they ask you, to the best of your ability.

Mr. TRAIB. I will be glad to, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Andh ave all your employees do likewise?
Mr. TRAUB. I would be glad to.
The CHAIRMAN. We would be very happy to help you straighten

this matter out because it looks like it is very confused.
Mr. TRAUB. It can be straightened out. It is a confused matter,

and I have vowed to appear before Mr. Simon-
T he CHAIAN. We will simply extend your subpena until 10

o'clock, November 9. In the meantime, you work with a couple of
GAO accountants who we will assign.

Mr. SimoN. This will be in your office.
Mr. TR.AuB. I would rather it would be in Mr. Wiseman's office,
Mr. SIMON. I understand that won't work.
The CHAIRMAN. Our Mr. McManus of the GAO wants it done in

your office.
Mr. TRAUB. I don't think that is advisable. He won't have the

convenience that he will have in Mr. Wiseman's office.
The CHAIRMAN. If we are going to be partners in this endeavor let

us have our way once.
Mr. TRAUB. I haven't got the room in my office.
The CHAIRMAN. You have other records in there?
Mr. TRAUB. Call for them and I will bring them over.
Mr. SIMON. Would it be possible at the committee's expense to rent

a little room next door to your office?
Mr. TRAUB. If you can find one it will work out very well, but I

don't know whether you will be able to find one, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIXON. The accountants say that it can be done more expe-

ditiously in your office.
Mr. TRAUB. Mr. Simon, I don't want to say it cannot be done in my

office, but there is no room.
Mr. SIMON. How big an office do you have?
Mr. TiLiu,. It is very, very, very much overcrowded, and I haven't

yot the room. Now, I am willing to pay for the expense of them
Hiring a place if they want to,.but it cannot be done in my office.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you pay the rent on a space away from your
office, and away from your attorney's, in which the books can be
audited, and you work with our fellows, and they will work with you?

Mr. TRAuB. Yes.
The CHIAIMAN. And you will give them access to everything you

have in your office?
Mr. TRtuiB. Yes, but the reason I don't want them in my office, I

don't want them to come back and say I didn't cooperate with them
because they haven't got the room in my office.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
You are excused until 10 o'clock November 9.
Mr. TRAUB. Thank you.
Does that mean I have to be back here, Senator?
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The CHAIRMAT. That is what it:says. They will start working

with you.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Chaite.

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR X. CHAITE, WASHINGTON, D. C.-Resumed
Mr. SImoN. Mr. Chaite, you have previously been sworn?
Mr. CHAIT. Yes.
The CHAUMAN. This is a continuation of your testimony this morn-in ,and it won't be necessary to swear you in at this session.Lr. SIoN. We have here a debit memorandum of the bank, SeatPleasant Bank, at Seat Pleasant, Md., for a certified check that theycertified to the account of Jonathan Woodner Co., for $5,000 to yourf0 order, April 6, 1946.
This morning you couldn't remember it. You now. have checkedyour records. Can you tell us what that is for?
Mr. CHIITE. I still don't remember.
Mr. SIMiON. You still don't remember?
Mr. CIAITE. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you prepared to say you didn't get the $5,000?Mr. CHAITE. All I say is that I don't remember.Mr. SiioN. You don't know whether you got it or not? You won'tcommit yourself; is that right?
Mr. CHAITEi. I just don't remember.Mr. SIMON. I have before me a check dated February 7, 1949.Mr. CHAITE. Mr. Simon, I just went through a whole hour of thatwith your assistant, Mr. Sells. Must we repeat the thing again?Mr. Siuow. Yes, sir. That was the purpose of his going throughit, so we would know what we have.
Mr. (iirrIE. Why don't he just tell you what my answers were?Mr. SixoN. Because you are under oath here, and your answerscount. In there you were just talking', and the answers didn't count.
Mr. CikimE. I see. 0.K.Mr. SILm1-. This check is February 7,1947, in the amount of $1,250,payable to your order and cashed at the Riggs National Bank-no, Iam sorry. It was cashed at the Liberty National Bank.
Mr. 6IIAITE. May I see the check?
What do you want to know about this check?Mr. STtow. I want to know if you got the proceeds of it.
Mr. CHAITE. Yes.
Mr. SiMoN. You did?
Mr. CRAITr. Yes.
Mr. SimoN. What did you do with them?Mr. Cnz.i'r Deposited them in my bank account.Mr. SIoN. What was it for?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. Si:N. Was it for a payment of a fee?
Mr. CAITE. I don't remember.Mr. S.r( )N. Was it money that you were to give to somebody-else?
Mr. CHAITE.-No.
Mr. SIo. Was it traveling expense?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. Siox. You don't have any idea what it was for?
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Mr. CHAITE. Just deposited to my account.
Mr. SIMoN. Was it belated Christmas gift?
Mr. CHAI1. Do I have to answer that?
Mr. SIoN. You don't have any idea what it was for?
Mr. CHAiTE. Do I have to answer your question about the Christmas

gift?
Mr. SiMoN. Is it your testimony that you don't know what it was

for?
Mr. CHArrE. That is right, except that I deposited it to my account.
Mr. SIMoN. This check of September 1, 1947, for $5,000 which you

testified about this morning, that it had your signature on the back.
Are you now able to tell us what it was for?

Mr. CAiTE. No, Mr. Simon.
Mr. Si1i oN. You have no idea what that $5,000 was for?
Mr. CHAIrE. No, sir.
Mr. SimoN. Do you admit you got the $5,000?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't admit anything.
Mr. SIMON. I assumed you admitted it was your signature on the

back of it.
Mr. CHAITE. That is all I admit.
Mr. SImoN. You admit your signature on the back?
Mr. CHArrE. That is right.
Mr. SimoN. But you don't admit you got the money?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know anything about it.
Mr. SImoN. What did you do with the check when you put your

signature on the back?
Mr. CHAiTE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMoN. You don't know?
Mr. CTArrE. No.
Mr. SIMON. You don't have any idea?
Mr. CHAITE. No.
Mr. SIMoN. Are you accustomed to passing out $5,000 checks to

people? Endorsed in blank?
Mr. CHAITE. No; I am not.
Mr. SIMoN. Do you deny that you got the proceeds of that check?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't deny a thing, except that I have no recollection

of this check.
The CHAIRNANT. I hand you a check dated October 12, 1950, made

out to Arthur Chaite, in the amount of $5,796.40, endorsed by Chaite,
and under endorsement "Stuckey," and ask you if you can remember
what that check was for, and did you get the proceeds?

Mr. CHiTEn. No recollection of this check.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that your signature?
Mr. CHAITE. Yes; it is my signature.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get the proceeds?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't remember a thing about this check, at all.
The CHAIMAN. No recollection at all?
Mr. CHArrE. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It might interest you to know that Mr. Stuckey

testified about an hour ago that you and he cashed the check, and that
he gave the proceeds to you. Are you in a position to say that that

was an untrue statement?
Mr. CHAITE. I am not in a position to say anything except tha I

have no recollection of this transaction at all, Senator.

I
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The CHAIMAN. Is your testimony the same on all these checks?
Mr. CHArIE. Oh, no; we have gone through quite a long list.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed to go through them one by one.
Mr. SIMON. I show you a check dated May 5, 1950, and ask you

if you got the proceeds of that check?
Mr. CHATE. Yes; I believe I did. This is a check that I 0. K.'d

for cash and it was cashed.
Mr. SiON. Who is Miriam Chaite?
Mr. C-IAITE. My wife.
Mr. SiIMON. Why would she have cashed the check?
Mr. CHAITE. Because she is my wife.
Mr.SLMN.. What did she do with the money?
Mr. CHAITE. Gave it to me.
Mr. SENION. What did you do with the money?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
Mr. SIMON. You don't know what you did with it?
Mr. CI-IAiTE. No.
The CIIAIRMAN. What is the amount of the check?
Mr. CHArrE. $500.
The CHAMRMAN. I send up 3 checks, 2 of them in the amount of $500,

and 1 in the amount of $1,000, dated November 6, October 12-2 of
them November 6-endorsed by yourself and Mr. J. Richard Stuckey,
and I ask you if you remember now, since you have had a chance to
refresh your memory, whether you received the proceeds of those
checks and, if so, what was the purpose of the checks, why were they
paid to you?

Mr. CHA1TE. What is your question, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you receive the proceeds of those checks?
Mr. CIIAITE. I may have because they say they are for travel

advances.
Mr. SIMON. What did you do with the money?
Mr. CHAITE. Spent it.
Mr. SIMON. For what?
Mr. CHAITE. Travel.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any record of where you spent it?
Mr. CI-AITE. The vouchers for every check that I have got for travel

are in the Jonathan Woodner Co. files.
Mr. SuNioN. Did you account for all this money?
Mr. CI-IAITE. Oh, yes, there are bills, hotel receipts-everything

that I spent.
The CHAIRM[AN. Why did Mr. Stuckey have to accompany you to

the bank and sign those checks?
Mr. CTAIrrE, If they were cashed at the Riggs National Bank no

one knew me there.
I haven't seen those checks-
Mr. SI O N. How about the $5,700? Did you get that?.
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know a thing about that check. It is such an

Unusual amount.
Mr. SiMON. Mr. Stuckey testified that you got the money.
Mr. CIIArrE. I don't remember.
Mr. SrxoN. If you don't remember you wouldn't remember what

YOU did with the money,! would you?
Mr. CHArrE. That is right.
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Mr. Simo. I have 6 checks here, 5 of them are for $500 each, and
I of them for $1,000. All round numbers. You testified this morning
they all bore your endorsement. Can you tell us, first, whether you got
the money and, secondly, what you did with it?

Mr. CHArrE. One of these has an endorsement "0. K.'d for cash"
by me, so we can assume that I got the cash.

This one in 1946 I have no memory of at all, and I have no records
for 1946.

These in 1950, all say "Travel advance," and we can assume that I
cashed these checks and kept the money.

Mr. SImoN. What did you do with the money?
Mr. CHAITm. Spent it.
Mr. SIMoN. For what ?
Mr. CHAITE. Travel.
Mr. SIMON. Travel where?
Mr. CHAITE. All over the country.
Mr. SImoN. Do you have any record of what you spent for how

much?
Mr. CHArrm. There is a voucher for every check in the files of the

Jonathan Woodner Co.
Mr. SIMON. Where?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know where. I don't keep the records of the

Jonathan Woodner Co.
Mr. SIMON. Did you keep any records of your own?
Mr. CHAITE. Except the voucher I have no record because I submit

the voucher in order to get my checks.
Mr. SIMON. You admit you got the money?
Mr. CEAirE. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. But you can't tell us what you did with it?
Mr. CHAnT. I spent it.
Mr. SIMON. But you can't tell us what you spent it for?
Mr. CHAITE. No.
Mr. SIMON. Do you render a bill and keep a duplicate of all the bill

that you rendered to the Woodner Co.?
Mr. CHArrE. No, sir; I didn't keep a duplicate, but in 1950 and 1951

I kept a cash expenditure record of days and the cities I went to,
and I don't have it for 1950. I don't know whether I started in
1950, or whether I just didn't do it.

Mr. SIMON. Did you report this income in your income-tax returns
for these years?

Mr. CHAITE. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. You did not?
Mr. CHAITD. No, sir.
Mr. SIMON. And even those three- four-, and five-thousand dollar

checks, they are not recorded in your income tax?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know a thing about them.
Mr. SIMON. You do admit your signature is on the back of them?
Mr. CHAIrE. That is right.
Mr. SIMoN. And you are the only one who could have done that!
Mr. CHAITE. Yes; you are right on that.
The CHAIRMAN. I see we are getting no place here because while it

seems to be serious to us it doesn't seem to be very serious with yOU$

So what we are going to do, I am goingto order the General AccOlnW
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ing Office to completely audit your books. Don't you move any of
them. We will turn the entire matter over to the Internal Revenue
Service, and turn the entire matter over to the Attorney General, and
we are going to excuse you until 10 o'clock on November 9.

Mr. CITAITE. I am going to break the world's record for a person
who is here.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you are going to break more than that before
we get through.

Mr. CHAI'r. All right, Senator.
The CHAIR3AN. I see nothing funny about it at all. Here is the

Woodner Co. with all these thousands and thousands of dollar' worth
of checks made payable to you and others, and they can't tell us to
whom they are payable and for what purpose. Were you received
$155,610.31 worth of checks from the Woodner Co. when you pre-
viously testified that you only received $66,000. You now admit. on
every check we have showed you, the $155,000, that it was your sig-
nature on the back. Yet. you sit there and laugh and sneer and make
no effort to assist this committee.

Mr. CHA riiE. Senator, are we still in the hearing?
The CIIARNIAN. We certainly are.
Mr. CwrE. I am sorry, and I deeply apologize to you if you think

I am laughing or sneering.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, sitting up here I could only come to one

conclusion, I am sorry to say.
Mr. CHAiil. I merely repeat, Mr. Simon faces me, and when he

laughs at me I laugh back at him. He has a very mobile face, you
know.

You must remember this, Senator: I traveled extensively for aperiod of 2 years, 2 and 3 days out of each week. I purchased $6 nil-
lion worth of real estate. That is a lot of money, and there is a lotof work involved in that. The money I spent in travel, believe me-

The CTAIRMAN. It is awful strange to me that when the Woodner
people didn't know what these checks were for-

Mr. CIIIArE. That I can't help.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute.
Mr. CITAITE. I am sorry. I apologize.
The CHAIRMAN. When we first approached them they didn't know

what they were for. When we first approached you, you didn't know
what they were for, and you still don't know what they are for.

Now you say that you traveled and bought real estate. $155,610 is

Mr. Ci-iIm. As a matter of fact, I think
The CHAIRMAN.,.Is a lot of travel.
Mr. CHAITE. Mr. Simon's records will show that in an executivesession I gave a complete list and the value of all the real estate I

bought.
kv' Mr. SItow. And our records also show, Mr. Chaite, that at leastOnce, and I think twice, you told us under oath that you never had anybusiness dealings with Mr. Woodner before 1950, and we now have

a substantial number of checks before 1950 that you admit have your
endorsement ont them.

Mr. CFIAIT . And I will admit to you if I said that I was wrongbecause I told you later that I did have Target Valley Wood Products
Sleal with Mr. Woodner in 1946.
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Mr. SIMON. And you had several other deals with him between
1946 and 1950.

Mr. CHAim. No, I haven't.
Mr. SIMON. Well, at least there were several other checks issued

to you in that period that you admit have your endorsement t on them.
Mr. CHAITE. That is right, but I didn't have any other deals with

him.
Mr. SIMON. What could those checks possibly have been for if you

had no dealings with him?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. Here is a check dated April 5 for 1950, $500; May 8,

1946, $65; May 23, 1946, $15,000; August 31, 1946, $5,000; in 1947, an-
other $5,000 check-that is about $25,000 or $30,000.

Mr. CHAITE. Senator, on that list that you have-and remember, I
have never seen those checks that you have been talking about up
until a half hour ago-I have admitted to a.nd deposited over $70,000
worth, and paid income tax on it. There is a $25,000 check in there
made out to me which I transferred for the purchase of ground.

Now, if you take that $25,000 off, the $15,000 that I know nothing
about, as far as Target Valley is concerned, the seventy-some-odd-
thousand dollars that I admitted in receiving, there is no great dis-
crepancy there.

Mr. SIMON. There is still, a discrepancy of many, many thousands
of dollars.

Mr. CHAITE. Nothing in comparison to the amount of business we
did.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you spend the $25,000?
Mr. CIJAITE. I paid the man I bought the ground from.
The CHAIRMAN. The check was made out to you for $25,000, and

you bought real estate in San Antonio?
Mr. CHAITE. It was made out to me as trustee. I opened up a spe-

cial trustee account and drew the money out of that account.
Mr. SiAioN. With all that, Mr. Chaite, we are still more than $50,000

missing?
Mr. CHAITE. I don't think so, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask you this: When you cashed these $500 and

$1,000 checks at the Riggs Bank-and there are a lot of them, you will
agroee-what denominations in currency did you get?

Mr. CTIAITE. I don't know. Whatever the teller gave me.
Mr. SimoN. They weren't hundred dollar bills or twenty dollar

bills?
Mr. Cnirr. Well
Mr. SImoMv. Are you sure of that?
Mr. CHArriE. I don't know what they were. Whatever the teller

gave me.
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused until 10 o'clock November 9. I

am now ordering the Geireral Accounting Office to audit this gentle-
man's books, and we are going to solicit the help of other departments
of the Government.

We are about ready to recess now until November 9, and we now
have four witnesses, Mr. Traub, Mr. Chaite, Mr. Lister, and Mr. De-
Gracio; wait a minute. We are not recessing yet.
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Is Dr. James Kehoe here, please? He is coming in to testify in
behalf of Mr. McCormack. We sent him out there on Mr. McCor-
mark's case.

I am going to ask Mr. Dinkins, a member of our staff, an attorney
who handled the executive sessions with the 2 gentlemen this morn-
ing from West Virginia, and also the executive session that he had
with 2 other gentlemen from West Virginia in respect to the Diggs-
McCormack matter-you have heard Mr. Diggs testify this after-
noon, and Mr. McCormack brought to him some 12 cases. He and
MacCormack handled them together, and they split the fees of some
$60,000, and the purpose of the fees, they were paid $60,000 for trying
to get some FHA and governmental-the Army, Navy, and Air Corps
commitments to build Wherry house projects-this is a correct state-
ment; isn't it?

Mr. SI N. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRIMIAN. And Mr. Dinkins handled the executive sessions.
We asked these questions of 2 witnesses this morning that we are now

told should have been asked of 2 other witnesses from West Virgiia.
Mr. Dinkins, will you give us the facts so that the record will be

straight

TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE M. DINKINS, ASSISTANT COUNSEL,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE--Resumed

Mr. DINKINS. Several weeks ago I prepared a memorandum and
summarized the testimony of a number of witnesses, and from this
memorandum I quote this statement, referring to the testimony of Mr.
Carson and Mr. Hill, who testified in executive session.

The CHAIRMAN. I forgot to swear you in.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give in

this matter will be. the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr. DiNKINS. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry.
Mr. DINKINS. This refers to the testimony of Mr. Carson and Mr.

Hill that they gave in executive session on August 25, and I quote from
the memorandum:

Both Carson and Hill have testified that McCormack told them in effect that
Dlggs was virtually the father of the Wherry Act, knew influential people con-
nected with the Government, and gave the definite impression that upon pay-
Meut of retainer to Diggs they were almost certain to secure a Wherry Act proj-
ect. They also got the impression that McCormack was a former Member of Con-
gress, and that E. C. Bennett was a State senator from West Virginia.

I would like to say that two of these statements are in error. The one
that referred to Diggs as virtually being the father of the Wherry Act,
and the second statement which made some references to McCormack
being a former Member of Congress, and E. C. Bennett being a State
senator from West Virginia.

The excuse for this error is that we had 2 groups of witnesses who
testified from West Virginia regarding the same subject matter, and
the 2 statements which I have just referred to were made in connection
With the Diggs transaction by witnesses from West Virginia, but not
by either Mr. Carson or Mr. Hill, but in this statement there are 2 other
references, one to Mr. Diggs knowing influential people, and the second
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one was that these people had virtually been promised a successful
project under the Wherry Act, and I would like to make 2 references
to the record just those 2 statements.

The CHAMMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. DiiNiNs. At page 9446 Mr. Carson was asked:
Did the question of influence come up in conversation at all?

and the answer is:
Well, I don't believe Mr. Diggs ever alluded to influence or friends. I think per-

haps Mr. McCormack 1 or 2 times stated Mr. Diggs had influential friends, and
was a former, I believe, Comptroller of the Currency, or something of that nature,

And then on the question of their assurance about getting a Wherry
Act project, I would also like to quote from the record at page 9460,
which covers a letter written by the Penn-Hill Co. to Mr. Carl Shipley
on April 24, 1951.

The CHAiRmAw. According to whom?
Mr. DINKINS. Carl Shipley. He was the lawyer who handled the

litigation.
The CHAIRMAN. What litigation?
Mr. DINKNs. A suit that they filed against Mr. Diggs.
The CHAIRMAN. Who filed, Mr. Carson and Mr. Hill?
Mr. DINKINS. Well it wasn't Mr. Carson and Mr. Hill.
On our mimeographed list of witnesses Mr. Carson is shown as a

partner in the Penn Hill Construction Co. That is in eror. It is' Mr.
Hill that is a partner in the Penn Hill Construction Co., and Mr.
Carson is the president of an insurance and bonding company in WestVirginia..

The sutwas brought as a result by the Penn Hill Construction Co.

against Mr. Marshall Diggs.
The CHAIRMAN. For a return of a part or all of the $5,000?
Mr. DIxKINs. That is correct, the asked for the return of the

$5,000; there was judgment by default, and finally the case was set-
tled by payment of $3,000 to the Penn Hill Co. by Mr. Diggs.

In this letter to Mr. Shipley who filed this suit for them, I would
like to quote this part:

On February 20, 1950, we talked to Marshall Diggs and Robert Tarney In
regard to construction of housing for military and civilian personnel at or near
military and naval installations. They assued us that they could represent US
successfully in this matter, and requested an immediate fee of $5,000.

I just quoted those 2 excerpts, Senator, because it completes the
accuracy of my memorandum, except for the 2 errors which I was
glad to correct.

The CHAIRMAN. Messrs. Hill and Carson, do you wish to say any-
thing at the moment? Does that clear up the record as far as your
understanding is correct?

Mr. CARoN. That is correct.
Mr. HILL. That is correct.
I would like to say I deeply appreciate this being done.
The CHAIRMAN. We always just try to get the facts, and I again

want to say we have been going on here now fo.r 4 months. If anY
witness or any person whose name may have been mentioned ifnad-
vertently or otherwise by any witness feels that he was injured in any
way, and the facts were other than as given before us, they have
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the right to come in and we will hear them in November, or they may
file a statement with us, or file a brief, and we will see that it is made
a part of the record.

We have .repeatedly said that in every hearing we have ever had,
and we are happy to repeat it again. We are only interested in the
facts. All this committee or any committee in the Congress can do
is simply ti to brinor out the facts. We do not sit as judges. We are
not saying whether things are right or wrong, all we are trying to do
is bring out the facts. It is not always easy.

We are about ready now to recess until November 9, and while this
completes the present phase of our investigation we are now going to
write an interim report which I am sure will take us 4 or 5 weeks, or
6. It will be necessary for each member of this committee-and there
is the full committee, to course-to approve the report, write a minor-
ity report, or write individual views, and those things take many
weeks, you know.

We will now proceed to write an interim report. The investigation
will go on, with a smaller staff, and we will hold hearings again at
10 o'clock on November 9.

Now, is there anybody here who knows any reason why we should
not now recess?

Thank you.
(Whereupon, at. 4: 20 p. in., the committee recessed.)
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMM rrEE,

Vashington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., Senator Homer E.Ctpehart (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senator Capehait.
Also present: Charles E. Sells, T. T. Kenney, and Clarence M.

Dinkins, assistant counsel, FITA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order. We do

not have any other Senators here this morning. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRIMAN. We have on our ag enda this morning five witnesses,

the first of whom is Mr. Rocco de Grazia, of Chicago. We tried to
subpena Mr. de Grazia in September and are still trying to subpena
him. So far the United States marshals have been unable to find
him, muable to subpena him, and I guess he is not here this morning;
is he?

Is Mr. de Grazia present, Rocco de Grazia?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN le is not here. I presume he isn't, since we

haven't been able to serve him with a subpena..
I just want to say to Mr. de Grazia that we will get him sooner

or later and he might as well recognize that fact and might as well
surrender to a United States marshal and be willing to have a. subpena,
served onh him. We will not only keep after him the balance of this
year, but we will keep after him next year and the next year. The
Committee on Banking and Currency has complete jurisdiction over
housing and our present resolution-which I believe is No. 229, the
resolution under which we are working-even though that expires
oil February 1, this committee has the power and right to issue a
new subpena, under its jurisdiction as a standing committee and that

*is exactly what we will do. I have already discussed the matter with
the ranking minority member of the committee, Mr. Fulbright, and
Mir. de Grazia might as well recognize now that he will not be able
to avoid subpena. We will eventually catch up with him.

And that goes for every other person in similar circumstances. I
have an idea that we should never permit, a congressional committee
should never permit, anyone to avoid a summons. As long a I am a
member of this committee, chairman of it, or ranking minority mem-
ber, we are not, going to permit anybody to avoid subpenas.

So Mr. de Grazia might just as well get it over with now as later.
Our next witness was to be Mr. Louis Lesser, of Beverly Hills,Calif. You remember he was subpenaed to appear at our last day's
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hearing in October. He was unable to appear at that time on account
of sickness. Ie is unable to appear today on account of sicknhe
I ask unanimous consent to place in the record at this time a letter
from Dr. V. R. Mason, of 121 'NXoh San Vincente Boulevardl Beverly
Hills, Calif., setting forth the reasons why Mr. Lesser cannot appear.
The letter states that it will possibly be the first of the year before
he, in the opinion of the doctor, will be able to come to Washington.
He will be subpenaed at that time. He might as well recognize, if
his health will permit, that he will be subpenaed to appear before
this committee. So, without objection, I place in the record the letter
from Mr. Lesser's doctor, Dr. Verne R. Mason, together with a copy
of the subpena-showing that he was served with a subpena.

(The information referred to follows:)
V. R. MASON, M. D.,

Beverly Hill8, Calif., November 3, 1954.

Senator HoMEi CAPEHART,
Senate Off oe Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CAPEHART: The following report on the illness of Mr. bouiq
Lesser is respectfully submitted:

This patient has been under my professional care since September 9, 1953. At

that time he complained of pain in his chest and some tightness across his chest
and, at times, momentary stabbing pain over his heart. At that time his physical
examination was essentially normal. His blood pressure was 130 systolic, 60
diastolic. His electrocardiogram and ballistocardiogram were normal. His
heart and lungs were normal on fluoroscopy.

I saw him as a patient again on October 18, 1954. He had returned from
Europe 4 weeks previously. A week before he left Europe he had dysentery
and this continued until he was given some suppositories which stopped the

diarrhea and the bleeding from the bowels. About a week later he caught flu
and was given penicillin. Following that he felt weak and clammy. He had

insomnia, heartburn, and sweats. At this time (October 18, 1954) the whites of

his eyes were yellow. The blood pressure was 120/70; his temperature was

98.40 F. The liver was slightly enlarged to percussion and the spleen was felt.
The following tests were made on the dates stated:

October 19, 1954:
Urine:

PH 5.
Albumin: Trace.
Sugar: None.
Bile: Present.
Microscopic: A few w. b. c. and numerous coarse and fine granular casts.

Urobllnogen: Faintly positive in undiluted urine.
October 19, 1953:

Kahn test: Negative.
October 19, 1954:

Blood:
Hgb: 15.8 gin.
WBC: 7050; PMN, 49 percent; Lympho, 46 percent.
Sed. rate: 27 mm/hr.
PCV: 47 percent.
Total protein: 7.4 gins. percent.

October 19, 1954:
Thymol turbidity: 10 units.
Alkaline phosphatase: 8.0 units.
Inorganic phos (blood) : 2.3 meg/1.
Icteric index: 37 units. -
Cephalin flocculation: 4 plus, 24 hours; 4 plus, 48 hours.

November 2, 1954:
Thymol turbidity: 8.6 units.
Alkaline phosphatase: 7.0 units.
Inorganic phos: 2.4 meg/1.

The clinical history, the physical examination, the probable period of intui
tion and the hepatic function tests suggest strongly that the patient has an acute
infectious hepatitis.
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This patient has never used alcohol in excess. He was asked to remain in his
room hut not in bed all the time. He was put on a high starch, light vitamin
diet without alcohol, spices or condiments.

It is not possible to state when this patient's recovery will be complete or when
he can resume his normal activities without danger of relapse. However,
it is probable that he will be able to testify in Washington after December 1,
1954.

Yours respectfully,
VERNE R. MASON, M. D.

[Marshal's civil case record No. 8400]

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

To Louis Lesser: residence, 61. Trenton Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. ; office,
141 El Camino, Beverly Hills, Calif., greeting:

Pursuant to lawful authority, you are hereby commanded to appear before
the Committee on Banking and Currency of the Senate of the United States,
on Tuesday, November 9, 1954, at 10 a. m., at their committee room, 301 Senate
Office Building, Washington, D. C., then and there to testify what you may know
relative to the subject matters under consideration by said committee.

Hereof fail not, as you will answer your default under the pains and penalties
in such cases made and provided.

To United States Marshall Robert W. Ware, Los Angeles, Calif., to serve and
return.

Given under my hand, by order of the committee, this 14th day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifty-four.

HOMER E. CAPEIART.
Chairman, Co.mmittee on Banking and Currency.

OCTOBER 20, 1954.
I made service of the within subpena by the within-named Louis

Lesser, 141 El Camino, at Beverly Hills, at 1: 05 p. m., on the 20th day of October,
1954.

ROBERT W. WARE,

United ,tates Marshal.
By RAY M. FLEMING.

Mileage 22 at 7 cents, $1.54.

The CHAIRMAN. At this time I want to lace in the record a com-
munication from the National Housing Agency, dated January 8,1947, addressed to the directors of all field offices, subject: Meetings
with industry.

This is a letter, together with an appendix, of a suggested pattern
for the rental housing program for veterans, and meetings with in-
dustry. What this document does is show them how to promote the
boys into the business..If anybody is interested in reading this, why
they may do so by securing it from the official reporter here.

Without objection, that will be made a part of the record.
(The information referred to follows:)

[For immediate action]
SUGESTED PATTERN-RENTAL HOUSING FOR VETERANS--MEETINGS WITH INDUSTRY

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY,
FEDERAL HouSING ADMINISTRATION,

Washington. 25, D. C., Janu~ary~ 8, 1947.
To: Directors of all field offices.
Subject: Meetings with industry.

Enclosed you will find complete instructions prepared by the directors' com-
Mittee to be used as a suggested pattern or outline for conducting industry meet-
inge to achieve the purposes of the housing program for 1947 with special empha-
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sis placed on rental housing for veterans. This is in accordance with my letter
of January 7, 1947.

In conducting meetings throughout your State or district you will bear In
mind that these meetings are essentially industry meetings to stimulate interest'
in rental housing, and it is hoped that you will be able to complete your schedule
of meetings within a period of 3 weeks from the time you receive these
instructions.

I wish to call to your attention that these meetings are your responsibility and
are to be conducted under your direct supervision and guidance, and it is rec.
ommended that you utilize the experience of the regional directors, locality
expediters and publicity men of the National Housing Agency to the best advan.
tage. Locality expediters will prove to be of value in this program in working
with the mayor's emergency housing committees, handling matters which effect
zoning changes, utility installations and evpediting supplies of critical materials.
We are enclosing a copy of NHA's letter to regional expediters (enclosure No.
11), which has been prepared in conjunction with that organization and this
office.

It is suggested that upon receipt of this letter you call a meeting of the section
heads of your office to fully acquaint them with the details of this program and
arrange for a rehearsal of the program for the key city to be conducted in the
office in order that the complete staff may be thoroughly familiar with the aims
that we seek to accomplish.

The Assistant Commissioner, Administrative Services, has authorized e.xpen.
ditures required under Item 4, paragraph II, and items 3 and 4 of paragraph IV.
In submitting vouchers reference should be made to this authorization.

It is essential that the program be conducted in a vigorous and aggressive man-
ner and I urge you to act promptly.

Very truly yours,
FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS,

Assistant Commissioner.

SUGGESTED PATTERN-RENTAL HOUSING PROGRAM FOR VETERANS-

MEETINGS WITH INDUSTRY

I. ADVANCE ARRANGEMENTS

1. SCHEDULE OR MEETINGS

(a) Key city (or master) conference
(1) Time and place.-To be held in city of insuring office not later than Janu-

ary 21, 1947, preferably at 10 a. m. with luncheon and afternoon session. Suitable
place to be arranged.

(2) Sponsorship.-Such as chamber of commerce, national home builders or re-
tail lumber dealers association, lending institutions, mortgage bankers, real estate
dealers association, or mayors housing committee.

(3) Invoitational lettCrs.-To be mailed by FHA office to all architects, approved
mortgagees, builders, manufacturers and dealers of building materials, realtors
and officials of veterans organizations and organized labor of the State or dis-
trict, expediters, and other interested groups, mayors committee, etc.

Invitations should also be issued to lenders associations so that they may par-
ticipate in the program and if they wish to do so present conventional plans for
financing rental housing for veterans.

(4) Letters.-To be sent out by State and local associations of above classifica-
tions to their own membership urging attendance.

(5) Purpose of confercnce.-To outline housing program for 1947, FIA policY
and explain FHA procedure for rental housing. This includes the development
of all rental housing irrespective of the type of financing

(6) Washington pcrsonnel.-From the Washington staff to be available at some
of the key city meetings. 1

(7) Publicity.-Local newspapers as well as Associated Press and United
Press to be furnished releases, using the key city conference as a means of launll
ing the statewide rental-housing program for veterans.

(8) Suggested prograin (kiy city).-
10 a. in.: Opening remarks, by president of the sponsoring organization.
10: 15 a. m." Rental housing for veterans, Director (read Mr. Foley's statement).
10: 35 a. m.: Introduction of Fl-IA staff-director.
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er 10: 40 a. mi.: Rental housing under section 603, and title I, Assistant Director.

11 a w.: Section 608, rental housing, member of underwriting staff (using charts).
11: 30 a. m. : NHA representative, material outlook for 1947.)St' 11:45 a. mi.: The veteran's need, State housing chairman of American Legion

Ile or representative of other veterans' groups.
12 noon: Luncheon (introduction of officials of organizations represented; no

nd speeches).
1:45 p. im.: Panel discussion and open forum; director, chairman (suggested

typical panel enclosure No. 9).
Panel members: Assistant director, chief underwriter and unit chiefs, zone

attorney and land planner, if available, NHA expediter.
n (b) Community mceting8

.8. (1) Schedule.- (a) Work up schedule for night meetings in all cities with10,000 population or more.
(b) Start immediately after key city meeting.
(c) Schedule at least 2 meetings each week, or 3 if possible for each Tuesday,

n Wednesday, and Thursday nights.
nd (d) All meetings to be attended by Dirpctor, Assistant Director, or administra-

tive officer and member of underwriting staff, thoroughly familiar with proce-dures.
(e) If more than one key city meeting is desired for largest cities, arrange

schedule accordingly.
(2) Local 8ponsorship.-(a) In view of the fact that practically all com-munities of 10,000 and over have an active chamber of commerce whose member-

ship inclu(les representatives of the classifications desired at the meetings, it is
felt that such sponsorship would prove more suitable.

(b) If conditions are such in any city where other sponsorship would be better,
seek sponsorship of other active organizations, such as lumber dealers' associa-
tions, home builders' associations, mortgage bankers, realtors, etc.

(c) Contact secretary of sponsoring group by mail, phone, or personal visit byAssistant I)irector (if time permits) ; check (late of meeting as scheduled with
local calendar of events; arrange meeting place; local publicity; and obtain
mailing list. (See attached letter, news release, and blank form-FHA mailing
list.)

(3) Pro!grmon for commiunitiy nectings.-(a) The suggested program for keycity meetings can be modified to suit local conditions and fully covered withinI . hours.
(b) Open forum instead of panel discussion can be scheduled immediately afterall subjects on the program have been covered; hold all questions until the entire

program has been covered; go back to the charts and invite questions on anypoints which hav not been clearly covered.
(c) Only three FHA representatives need attend-the Director, Assistant

Director, and member of underwriting staff.
(d) General observations:
(1) MAlke, all statements clear and simple. Avoid creating impression ofCoMplic:tted requirements.
(2) Make clear that cheap land is often expensive in the end.
(3) Avoid encouraging poorly financed sponsorship.
(4) Accent know-how and good credit.
(5) Stress investment feature as viewed from subsequent annuity.
(6) Point out desirability of small projects in all towns of 5,000 and up.
(7) Offer complete FHA office cooperation from beginning to end of every

sublmission.
(8) Don't make it tough; make it easy.
(9) Reinecber that every suitable site is the basis of a rental-housing project.

If you have the site you have a deal.

Il. NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY
1. Announcement story of statewide program to be released to larger papers,

A ssoci0te(l Press and United Press, in connection with "key city" meeting.
. S, ud out nlews story with letter to secretary of sponsoring group.

8. Gi'(, story to larger papers, Associated Press and United Press, when
schelh(,If ('ollnunity meetings is arranged.

4. Get one-column newspaper mats made of director, assistant director, and
fnliber of underwriting staff and use with news stories.

506 o)0-54 pt 4-62
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5. Use story covering visit of assistant director and announcement of local
meeting.

6. Send story to secretary, sponsoring group, to be published in Sunday Paper
:preceding meeting.

7. Story following meeting to be given to local reporter whether or not he
attends meeting.

8. Suggested releases covering the above news stories are attached and properly
designated.

III. INVITATIONAL LETTERS

1. Letter No. 1 (attached) to be mailed by FHA office to all classifications
in the city in which meeting is to be held, about 3 days before date of meeting.

2. Letter No. 2 (also attached) to be mailed to nearby towns, using mailing
list furnished by chamber of commerce. Send out 4 or 5 days before meeting.

3. Get secretary of sponsoring group to write to nearby towns and invite
representatives to meetings.

4. Send letter and news story to all nearby towns and arrange for publication
of same in local papers.

5. Write heads of veterans' organizations and invite then to meeting.

IV. CHARTS To BE USED AT ALL MEETINGS

1. Copy for full-size showcards to use at meetings is enclosed.
2. Cards should be corrected to reflect comparable figures applying to each

State and district office.
3. Directors may have as many sets of these charts painted as necessary by

a local sign painter at an expense of not to exceed $99 based on bids in letter
form submitted by at least 3 signlmen. Such bids should accompany the voucher
submitted to cover the expenditure.

4. Wood or heavy cardboard cases in which to carry the cards may also be
made for not to exceed $5 per case.

V. LITERATURE FOR ALL MEErINGS

1. Such literature as you may have available will be given out to all present,
as they leave the meeting.

2. Rental-housing kits should bei rade up with the following placed in a large
manila envelope (these kits should be given only to interested sponsors):

(a) Booklet, Rental Housing for Veterans
(b) Mimeograph, Outline of Procedure in 608 Projects
(c) 1 copy FHA Form 2013w
(d) 1 copy FHA Form 2013e
(e) Mimeo 70890, Increased Rate of Depreciations
(f) Mimeo 71425, 1 copy each (floor plans W-7, W-8, W-9)

3. A supply of above forms is being forwarded from Washington. Additional
supply will be furnished upon request.

VI. INTERVIEWS AFTER EACH MEETING

1. The director and member of the underwriting staff will remain over the
following for the purpose of conducting individual conferences with interested
sponsors. Appointments can be made immediately after the meeting.

2. The director may also take advantage of this opportunity to call oil local
mortgagees, deliver the handbook (if one has not already been furnished) and
discuss any problem the mortgagee may have re FHA financing.

3. The underwriting staff member may look over proposed cities for rental
housing in addition to conducting personal interviews.

4. The assistant director may also be utilized in conducting interviews but
should go on to the next town before noon and check on arrangements for next
meeting, get story in afternoon paper, arrange for story to be used following the
meeting, and ask secretary of sponsoring group to have girl call the list of firmo
invited to the meeting. He should also call on all mortgagees and active build
ers urging their attendance.

5. The director should also call on mortgagees located in towns en route to
the next meeting, if time permits.
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VIII. REPORTS

1. REPORT OF INTERVIEW

a.) The attached blank from Report of Interviews-Rental Housing will be
reproduced in each office.

(b) It will be used in making a record of each interview conducted after
each meeting and by personnel in the insuring office.

(c) The report should be made in duplicate, with I copy to the director and 1
copy in the file of the city in which the contemplated project is located.

(d) Such reports should then be used In conducting follow-up work.

2. REPORTS OF MEETINGS HELD

(a) A narrative report will be submitted on Friday of each week to the zone
commissioner by each director on the results of the meetings held during the
week.

(b) The letter should also list the interviews on rental housing conducted dur-
ing the week, giving the name of the sponsor, business, and number of units
contemplated.

The CHAIRMAN. And our next witness will be Mr. Lyons, a member
of our staff.

Mr. Lyons, will you please take the witness stand. Will you be
sworn, please?

You solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD F. LYONS, ACCOUNTANT, BANKING AND
CURRENCY COMMITTEE

Mr. LyoNs. I do.
The, CI- AIRMAN. Will you give your full name and address, Mr.

Lyons?
Mr. LYons. Edward F. Lyons, staff accountant.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a staff accountant for the FHA Investiga-

ing Committee?
Mr. LYoNs. FlIA investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. And prior to that you were from where?
Mr. LYoNs. I was with private industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Private industry, yes.
Mr. Lyons, I hand you a document that shows the rental increases

on windfall projects. I ask you to take not all but a portion of the
projects where windfalls were obtained and work up for us and tell
us whether or not Fl-A officials in years gone by gave these windfall-
profit fellows-not, only permitted them to make a windfall profit-
but likewise gave them increases in rents; that is, later permitted them
to increase their rents from time to time.

Mr. LYONS. Yes, sir.
The CTxIIRMAN. I asked you to make up such a report for us and I

ask you if th at is the report you made up.
Mr. LYoNs. Yes, sir.
The. CHAIRmrAN. And to the best of your knowledge, that is an ac-

curate report?
Mr. LyoNs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Based on the figures and facts that you secured

from the statements filed by these builders themselves?
Mr. L YoNs. This was compiled from the FHA files of the rental

increases.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. LyoNs. Granted by the FHA.
The CHAIRMAN. But it was from information furnished by the

builders?
Mr. LYoNs. By the builders.
The CHAIRMAN. Themselves?
Mr. LYoNs. Yes, sir. They were submitted, first to the district

office and then later to the Washington headquarters.
The CHAIRMAN. But it came from their own figures?
Mr. LYoNs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And to the best of your knowledge, those are ac-

curate figures?
Mr. LYoNs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now if you will hand that back to me, will you

please?
Without objection, I am going to place in the record at this point

the statistical information on this. But just to give you a little idea,
here is Joseph B. Brunetti, a New Jersey builder, who had 5 apart-
ment buildings in which the windfall was $1,404,175. The number
rooms in those 5 projects was 12,485. And FHA, after permitting -
him to make $1,404,175Twindfalltprofits, permitted him to raise the
rents $354,830 a year. Think of for 30 years. Multiply $354,-
830 by 30. Permitted him to raise the rents that much.

Now this was under Mr. Powell's department. You remember
Mr. Clyde Powell.

Here is Alfred Gross. You have heard a lot about Mr. Alfred
Gross. That was the Glen Oaks project. There were 10 sections in
that. The windfall was $3,600,000. The number of rooms was
11,654. And they permitted him to increase the rents by $231,681.

Here is Shirley-Duke. You.heard a lot about that. It is here in
Washington, or rather over in Virginia. The windfall was $2,119,-
353. The number of rooms was 7,928. They permitted the Shirley-
Duke people to increase rents by $89,994.

Here is William Magazine-where is he, in Washington?
Mr. SELLS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. No windfall in this case, but he did get his money

back-10,969 units-but they permitted him to increase rents by
$206,000.

Here is Woodner-you have heard a lot about Woodner.
On 6 projects the windfall was $665,617; and on those 6 projects

with 7,353 rooms they permitted him to increase the rents by $193,-
135 each year. Multiply that by about 30, and you will get a little
idea what the windfall was on the rents.

Here is Dewey Gottlieb, here in Washington. His windfall was
$1,296,900 on 2,280 rooms. They permitted him to increase the rent
by $55,685.

And so on down the line. If anyone is interested in the complete
list-it covers not all but' just a portion of the projects-they may
secure it from the. reporter.

Without objection, we will place it in the record.
Do you have any questions of this gentleman?
Mr. SELLS. No.
Mr. DiiKINS. No.
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Th1e CHAnIRAN. Without objection, that will be made a part of the
record.

(The information referred to follows:)

Rental increases on windfall projects (public hearings only)

Witnesses and projects

joseph J. Brunetti:
Richfield Villrge (8 sections)-------------
B rookchester (10 sections) ..................
Wright Village-..........-------------------
Maybrook Gardens........-----------------
Rutherford Park Apartments------------

Total.... .... ..--------------------------

Alfred Gross: Glen Oaks (10 sections) .........
E. M. Bros: Shirley-Duke (6 sections) ........

William Magazine:
Klrkwood Apartments (6 sections) ........
Bunker H ill Apartments.....-------------
W illston Apartments (9 sections) ..........
Kenwood Gardens.......------------------

Total.... .... ..--------------------------

Ian Woodner:
Crestwood Lake Apartments (2 sections)_..
Manor Park Apartments (2 sections) .......
Fayette Court ---------------------
Columbia Heights No.-4.---".......
lhintwood Apartments......--------------
University Hills.........-------------------

Total-..................................

I Samuel Rodman:
Atlantic Gardens No. 1......--------------
Chesapeake Terrace .......................

Total ....................................

Windfall

$135,718
1,071,175

144,458
9, 695

43, 129

1,404,175

3,600,000
2,119. 353

79,392
10,283
20, 5S7
77,294

478,061

665,617

342, 000

342,000

Number of
rooms

4,064
5,506
2,056
1,343

516

12,485

11,654
7,1928

3,004
110

5,519
2,336

10, 969

2,166
1, 534*

228
1,311

797
1,314

7,353

163

810

973

Annual
rental in-
crease

$52, 153
233,664

34,1541
29,704
4,768

354,830

231,681
89, 994

45,496
1,399

81,712
77, 555

206, 162

19,557
38,712
4,186

62, 136
6, 408

62,136

193,135

1,643

4, 665

6, 308

Dewey Gottlieb: District Heights (4 sections) I, 296, 900 2,280 55, 685

Bernard Weinberg:
Pleasantville Apartments----------------
B a r r i g t o u M a n o r . --. ......................

Total-....................................

George Marcus:
U rban M anor ..............................
Cambridge, Inc-------------------------
Leonia Garlens-...........................

T o ta l ...................................

Fred Schneider:
Parkchester Court (4 sections)----------
Rhode Island, Inc .........................

Total

Charles Rose: Jefferson Village (10 sections)._.

Ben Cohen: Penn' Manor (4 sections)--------
O'yrtYWolosofT: Alley Pond Park (2 sections).

James j. Keclty: Rogers-Forge Apartments (2
sections),

Thomas J.'O'Brien: Mcadowbrook Corp .....

Leo Lippman:
Webster Homes-----------...
Norden Court
Admiral Homes
COmmodoro Homes ------------------------
KQ t l e y (C o r i) --------------------------------

S Barrington Heights .........................Mihouar Homes.

Shoreland Homes ..........................

Total -

228. 000
482, 067

9681, 350

710,967 2,318

120,000

270,000

390,000

281,435

135,000
475,577
834.596

36,604

686, 584
686--------0

680, 580-

114
577
133

824

1,100

1.284

Z 384

2, 794

1,326
928

2, 082

19, 515
34,992

54, 507

4, 200
10, 386
4, 533

19, 119

16, 719

25, 423

42, 142

37,240

44,514
58,500
40,973

2, 675 46, 129

136
296
240
480
288

1,240
112
621

3,313

4,069
8,916
7,229
14,458
8,675

18,600
2, 486
4, 689

69,122

Insuring district
office

New Jersey.
Do.
)o.

Do.
Do.

New York.
Washington, D. C.

])o.
Do.
D)o.

Ohio.

New York.
)elaware.

Washington, D. C.
Do.
Do.
D)o.

Do.
I)o.

Do.

New Jersey.
Do.

)o.
1)o.
1)o.

Washington, D. C.
Do.

Do.

New Jersey.
New York.
Maryland.

Indiana.

Do.
I)o.
Do.
)o.
Do.
1)o.

)o.
Do.

-1-1-1 1-1-1I I

- I I----
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Rental inorea8e8 on windfall project (public hearings only )-Continued
Wa NumberatAnnual Insuring district

Witnesses and projects Windfall rooms rental in-rofficerooms crease ofc

Herbert Glassman: Glassmanor (3 sections) .... $251,102 3,485 $15, 308 Washington, D.C,
William S. Banks: University City------------195, 574 1,516 22,677 Do.

Albert Stark:
Drumeastle Apartments ..----------------- 202,189 1,202 15,434
Seton Heights. . . ..-------------------------- 2, 716 900 11,988

Total.........----------------------------- 204, 805 2,102 27,422

Alexander Muss:
Sunset Gardens----------------------------------- 323 4,380 New Jersey.
Boulevard Gardens. . ..--------------------- 138,142 854 43, 554 Do.

Total.. . . .. ..------------------------------ 138,142 1,177 47,934

Israel Orlian: Floral Park, Inc..--------------- 148,089 1,092 20,049 Do.
Benjamin Neisloss: Brookside Gardens--------- 525, 616 1,663 62, 462 Do.

Charles Punia:
Hutton-Lafayette Gardens----------.-----.------------ 909 11,344 Do.
Clinton Towers.. . ..------------------------------------ 125 4.380 Do.

Total.........---------------------------------------- 1,034 15,724

Herbert Du Bois:
Clover Hills Gardens. . ..------------------- 280.000 794 17, 152 Do.
Parkway Apartments.. ..------------------- 250,000 1,591 43,339 Do.

Total.. .. ..----------------------------- 530. 000 2, 385 60, 491

Saul Silberman: Uplands Apartments. - - -- 552, 000 2,007 14,450 Maryland.
Dr. Daniel Gevinson: Flamingo Apartments..--------------1, 022 34, 700 Pennsylvania.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lyons.
Our next witness will be Mr. Carl Budwesky of the Shirley-Duke

Apartments.
Will you come up, Mr. Budwesky?
Will you be sworn, Mr. Budwesky? Do you solemnly swear the

testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, sohelp you God?

TESTIMONY OF CARL BUDWESKY, SHIRLEY-DUKE APARTMENTS,
ALEXANDRIA, VA.-Resumed

Mr. BUDWESKY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Be seated, please.
Mr. Budwesky asked to be heard this morning because we asked

him some time ago to furnish us with the canceled checks amountilng
to something like $112,000 that Shirley-Duke paid to a man by the
name of Bornstein; isn't that correct? (See p. 184, pt. 1.)

Mr. BUDWESKY. The amount of money, of $112,000 was paid to 1110
as trustee.

The CHAIRMAN. As trustee; yes.
Mr. BUDWESKY. And -I stated that the money belonged to Mr.

William Bornstein, and associate, Mr. Adolph Klein.
The CHAIRMAN. Klein?
Mr. BUDWESKY. K-l-e-i-n, and as I was instructed subsequently by

Mr. Hutman and Mr. Loftus, I disbursed $112,000 to these gentlDOD
I was requested to furnish the checks showing that disburseidelt1
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I have the originals of those checks here, and I have also photostatcopies, which I would like to leave with the committee..let The CHAIRMAN. 'Without objection, they will be made a part of the
record.

May I see them j ust a moment?
).C. You dropped some on the floor, I believe. These are copies of the

checks?
Mr. BuDW&SKY. They are the original checks. Disbursement was

made on three different occasions in different amounts. About $80,000
in January of 1951.

The CIAIRMAN.. 'What was the purpose of paying Mr. Bornstein this
money?

Mr. BiUDWESKY. He was a stockholder in sections 4 and 5 and that
was his part of the distribution of the unexpended portion of the
mortg, ge money.

The CHAIRMIAN. Of the unexpended portion of the mortgage
money?

Mr. iUDWSKy. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. He received some $112,000?
Mr. I 3rDWESKY. He and his son and their partners.
The CJ1AIRXAN. What did he pay originally for the capital stock

from which these earnings came?
Mr. BmWEsKY. Just a moment.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe you don't recall, but it was-
Mr. BUDWESKY. I can tell you exactly. They had 30 shares in each

corporation for which they paid $5 a share.
The CHAMMAN. So he paid less than $150 for it?

ike Mr. BUDWESKY. Then they paid $150 for it on 30 shares in 4 and$150 for the 30 shares in 5.
The CHAIRMAN. So he paid $300?

he Mr. BUDWFSKY. That is right.
'h, The ('HAIMAN. And got back $112,500?

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He did well, didn't he?

it, Mr. BUDWESKy. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, have you any questions, Mr. Sells?
Mr. SELLS. Yes. Mr. Budwesky, I don't think the press got yourfirst name.
Mr. BU)wrsKY. The first name is Carl, C-a-r-l.

d Mr. SELLS. And what is your present capacity with Shirley-Duke?09 Mr. BunWEsily. I am a small stockholders in all six of the Shirley-
1e DNke Corps. I have a 3-percent interest.The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Mr. Dinkins?

Mr. DINKINS. No, sir.
The (H\IRMAN. We will give you back the original checks and make

the photostats part of the recorI.
X Just eI minute. Mr. 'William Bornstein had 30 shares that cost him

$5 f~r (each share.
Mr. BtrDWESKy. Well, he had a certain portion of the 30 shares.

'Is Sol had. a certain portion of the 30 shares, and Mr. Klein had a
Tealortion. I forget the exact percentage of the 30.
The UIAIRMIA. That was in sections 4 and 5 of Shirley-Duke?
Mr. BUDWEsKy. Four and five; that is right.
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The CHAIRMAN. And that was the same firm that I just mentioned
in the record that got an increase in rent.

Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Somebody tell me how much Shirley-Duke was

permitted to increase rents after making this tremendous amount.
Mr. BUDWESKY. As I recall, you stated their annual increase was

$89,000.
The CHAIRMAN. $89,000?
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is nearly $90,000 for 30 years, and that would

be a $2,700,000 increase that they were permitted.
Mr. BUDWESKY. I think it averaged about $2.50 an apartment per

month allowed in rents.
The CHAIRMAN. But it would be $90,000 a year for 30 years, which

would be $2,700,000.
Mr. BUDWESKY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That the tenants over there were paying, as an

increase, after having 1 man here make, on a $300 investment, $112,500,
Mr. BUDWESKY. Yes. But he has to pay it back, you know, to the

mortgagee. Corporations have to pay that money back to the mort-
gagee.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but it is a $1,000 corporation, that is all. I
would have no quarrel with Mr. Bornstein or anybody else if they
were endorsing the mortgage, but they are not endorsing the mort-
gage. They took $112,500, put it in their pocket, and the Govern-
ment is sitting there with a guaranteed mortgage, with a corpora-
tion of 30 shares, at what, $5-

Mr. BUDWESKY. The Government insured the mortgage; the indi-
viduals did not.

The CHAIRMAN. I know.
Mr. BUDWESKY. But, incidentally, the Government is getting about

$1,250,000 for insuring the mortgage.
The CHAIRMAN. That may well be true. That is true of every in-

sured mortgage.
Mr. BUDWESKY. They are in the insurance business; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true of every insured mortgage.
Mr. BuDWEsKY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
Mr. SELLS. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Budwesky.
Mr. BUDWESKY. You are very welcome, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will make these checks part of the record.
(The checks referred to follow:)
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The CHuII w. Our next witnesses, we will call two of them at the
same time, are Mr. James E. Coombs, of Morgantown, W. Va., and
Mr. Robert L. Shuman, of Morgantown, W. Va.

Will you gentlemen please come forwardV. Will you gentlemen e
sworn, please? You solemnly swear the testimony you are about to
give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, s
help you God?

TESTIMONY OF JAMES E. COOMBS, MORGANTOWN, W. VA., ACCO.
PANIED BY ROBERT L. SHUMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. Coo ns. I do.
Mr. Si~almAw. I do.
The CHAumAN. Thank you, sir. Will you please be seated?
If you will give the reporter your full names and addresses for the

rteord, we will appreciate it very much.Mr. SHUMAN. Robert L. Shuman, Morgantown, Monongali,
County, W. Va.

Mr. CooMBs. James E. Coombs, Morgantown, W. Va.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed,Mr. Dinkins.
Mr. DINKixNs. Mr. Coombs you are the president and general man.

ager of Baker & Coombs, Inc.
Mr. Coomas. That is right.
Mr. DINKINS. Your company engages in the construction businet
Mr. COOMBS. Yes, sir.
Mr. DiNKINS. And Mr. Shuman is your attorney?
Mr. COOMBS. That is correct.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. Shuman, I will address my questions to Mr

Coombs, but whenever you have anything to add to his answer, or q
you have any different ideas about his answers, will you feel free
come in and add to his testimony?

Mr. SHUMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DiNKINS. Mr. Coombs, did there come a time in January of

1950 when you and Mr. Shuman had occasion to come to Washinto
in connection with the Government military housing project t
Patuxent, Md.?

Mr. COOMBS. That is correct.
Mr. DIN INS. Do you recall at that time whether you had SOlM

conversations with Mr. Marshall Diggs, attorney, whose office is at
1025 Connecticut Avenue, in Washington?

Mr. Coomnas. Yes; I do.
Mr. DiNKINS. Did you also have some conversations with a

Richard McCormick?
Mr. CooMBs. Yes, sir.
Mr. DINKINS. And a Mr. Ed Bennett?
Mr. ('oonis. That is correct.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. Coombs, I show you what purports to be I

carbon copy of a letter which you wrote to Mr. Diggs and to I*,
Tarnay on October 11, 1950, and I call your particular attentionl t
the last paragraph on page I and the first paragraph on page 2, whi
I would like you to glance at to refresh your recollection.

Mr. CooMPs. Now you are asking about the last paragraph on
first page and the second paragraph-or the first paragraph On
second page and the last paragraph on the first page I

3700
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the Mr. DIN KINS. Well, I wanted to refresh your recollection.
and Mr. COOMBS. Yes.

Mr. DINKINS. And I have particular reference to those two para-
graphs.

Mr. COOMBS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. May we have the letter back, please?
Mr. DiNKINS. Now,'Mr. Coombs, this is a copy of the letter which

you wrote?
Mr. COOMBS. Yes.Mr. DINKINS. And the facts as stated in this letter are correct?
1r. CooMBs. Yes, I would say so, sir.
Mr. DINKINS. In this letter, Mr. Coombs, you stated, with reference

to your negotiations here in Washington, and I quote:
The entire negotiations were handled or had with one Mr. McCormick, whorepresented himself as your agent and public relations man of your law firm,which representation was confirmed by Mr. Marshall Diggs, who stated that wecould fairly rely upon his statements, assurances, facts, and representations,-alil which needless to say we did, inasmuch as Marshall Diggs was at the time theagreement was signed burdened with considerable matters that limited hisavailable time as due to the discussion of this matter with us. Our corporationwas requested at approximately 10 p. m. one evening to send representatives ofthis corporation to Washington, D. C., to confer with your law firm in relationiaii to a military housing project at Patuxent, and were notified that the situationwas urgent, that our representatives should proceed immediately, which theydid, arriving in Washington early the following morning. Upon arriving inWashington, a general and further discussion was had with your agent andpublic-relations man in the Mayflower Hotel. Said discussions pertaining en-tirely to the military housing development to be constructed at Patuxent. Ourcorporation prior to this time had no knowledge of any such project and cer-tainly could not be accused of soliciting aid and obtaining the construction ofsaid project to this time.

You state in this letter that you got this urgent call at 10 o'clockone evening in West Virginia.
Do you recall what time you arrived in Washington the next

morning?
Mr. CooMBs. I would say it was probably around between 3 and 4

o'clock in the morning.
#Mr. DINiKINS. Just when and where did you first meet with Mr.McCormick and Mr. Ed Bennett after you arrived in Washington?Mr. Coommn. I don't believe we met them that night; did we? Ithink it was the next morning; wasn't it?

Mr. SHUMAN. It seems to me it was about, approximately 3 or 4hours later.
Mr. COOMBS. I would say that we probably met them-I don't re-raember, Mr. Bennett. I remember Mr. McCormick. We probably111btiein around 9 o'clock the following morning, or 8 o'clock thefollowing morning.
Ar. DIxKiNs. Do you recall whether that was the Mayflower Hotel?
Mr. COOMBS. Yes, sir; I believe it was.
Mr. DiNxiNs. Well, now, will you pick your story up from thatPoint and tell us what happened at the ayflower Hotel?
Mr. CooMBs. Well, first, I want to explain, it has been so far backthat-,.
The CIRAMwAN. What was the year? Let's establish the year.Mr. Coo~Us. 1950, in January.
The CHAIRMAN.. In January 1950?
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Mr. CooMBs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You came to Washington and arrived at 4 o'clock

in the morning?
Mr. COOMBS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAX. And went to the Mayflower Hotel and met Mr.

McCormick?
Mr. COOMBS. Well, we arrived and then we went to another hotel

and spent the night and came back to the Mayflower the next morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that Mr. McCormick sitting in the rear of this

room? Will you turn around? Is that the gentleman there?
Mr. COOMBS. I wouldn't recognize him, to tell you the truth. I don't

know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know. But you remember you did see

him, Mr. McCormick?
Mr. COOMBS. Yes, sir, I did. But I saw him just that one time.
The CHAIRMAN. That was the only time you saw him?
Mr. CoomBs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That was in January 1950.
Mr. SHUMAN. I recognized him when I came into the room.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shuman, is that the Mr. McCormick sitting in

the rear of the room?
Mr. SHUMAN. I would say that is the Mr. McCormick that I met at

the Mayflower Hotel. I recognized him when I came in. But I did
not remember his first name.

The CHAIRMAN. I See. Proceed then to tell us what happened.
Mr. COOMBS. I was going to say that first of all some of these things

might be out of order when they happened.
The CHAIRMAN. As to continuity.?
Mr. CooMBs. That is right;yes, sir.
We met Mr. McCormick anda Mr. Waugh. He was from Buchanan,

W. Va. And we were also accompanied on our trip by a Mr. Van-
Gilder.

Now, I believe they were partners in a construction company, a
small construction company near Buchanan. And evidently Mr.
Waugh received information of these military housing installations
and evidently he felt it was too much for his organization. I think
probably the initial call was made by him to us late that evening.
They informed us the next morning-now as to which one informed us,
whether it was Mr. Waugh or Mr. McCormick exactly I don't know,
but I would say they were both present-that they felt that they could
obtain for us the contract for constructing a housing project at the
naval station at Patuxent, Md., and told us that we should-that Mr.
Marshall Diggs of Washington

The CHAIRMAN. He is an attorney.
Mr. CooMBs. Yes, sir-could handle--
The CHAIRMAN. Were you here when he testified before this com-

mittee in October?
Mr. CooMBS. No, I was nqt, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. COOMBS. Told us that Mr. Diggs should represent us in Wash-

ington, and he felt that Mr. Diggs could obtain for us
The CHAIRMAN. McCormick told you that?
Mr. COOMBS. It was either Mr. McCqrmick or Mr. Waugh or both

of them.
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The CHAIRmdAN. Both told you that you ought to be represented by
Mr. Diags, this lawyer in Washington?

Mr. &OOMBS. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That he could secure for you a contract to build

this project at Patuxent.
Vr. COOMBS. That is correct.
Shortly after that, we went over to Mr. Diggs' office.
Mr. SHUMAN. Ma I interrupt there just a moment?
The CHAIRMAN. You may, if you have something.
Mr. SHUMAN. I don't think there was any firm promise.
The CITIAIRMAN. Yes.
Well, they suggested they might be able to do it, is that it?
Mr. SHUMAN. Yes, that he had the know-how as far as having sup-

pied certain information in relation to the preparation of some of thebiUs.
The CHIRnMAN. I see, yes.
Mr. SHTUMAN. Wasn't that your understanding?
Mr. Coo31BS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That he could possibly do it. He was in a position

to do it, is that it?
Mr. SHU11AN. He would be of great advantage.
The CHIRMAN. He left the impression with you that he had influ-

ence with certain people, is that correct?
Mr. SIUMAN. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. You may proceed.
Mr. CooMBS. And we met Mr. Diggs in his office. And I believe that

Mr. - I know Mr. McCormick was present, or I believe he was, Mr.
Waugh, Mr. Van Gilder, and I believe Mr. Bennett was present then
also.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was Mr. Bennett?
Mr. CooIBS. Mr. Ed Bennett from somewhere in West Virginia, I

am not exactly sure where, sir.
Mr. DINKINS. Incidentally, Mr. Coombs, was Mr. Bennett ever

referred to as Senator Bennett?
Mr. CooMBs. Yes, sir. I believe he was a past West Virginia State

senator.
The CIIAIRMAN. Living here in Washington at the time?
Mr. CooMBS. I don't know that, sir.
Evidently, he was a friend of Mr. Waugh's.
Mr. DiNIKINS. That impression you got is that he was either a

senator or former senator of the State of West Virginia?
Mr. CooMBs. Yes. They called him senator, though I believe that

it was my impression at the time--it might have been at a later time-
that he was a State senator and not a United States Senator.

Mr. DINKINS. Do you recall any references to Mr. McCormick as
Representative McCormick?

Mr. SHlIMAN. Yes, I do. He was referred to as Representative
McCormick and I was told that.

Now, my memory is similar to Mr. Coombs on that. I don't know
whether he was held out to us to be a Representative at that time or a
former Representative. I think it was a former Representative be-
cause he was-I had received the impression at that time he was at-
torney in Mr. Digg's office.
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The CHArRMAN. In other words, they called you at 10 o'clock in the
night. You arrived here at 4 o'clock in the morning. You went to a
hotel. At 9 o'clock you met these gentlemen at the Mayflower, at
which time Mr. Bennett was there whom they called Senator, and
Mr. McCormick was there who they called Congressman or Repre.
sentative, is that correct?

Mr. COOMBS. Not Congressman.
The CHArRMAN. They told you a man by the name of Diggs, an at-

torney, could secure for you a contract to build this project at Pa-
tuxent; is that correct?

Mr. CoOMBs. That is essentially correct, yes.
The CHAMMAN. Then you proceed to Mr. Diggs' office?
Mr. CooMBs. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What did Mr. Diggs tell you, that he could or

could not?
Mr. CooMrBs. First of all he told us that he was handling many

similar cases for many contractors over the country and that he had
picked out for us the Patuxent Naval Base job.

The CIHAMMAN. He was going to do you a favor?
Mr. COOMBS. That is right, sir.
The CHAIPMAN. You never met him before?
Mr. Coo-ArBs. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It was nice of him, wasn't it ?
Mr. COOMBS. And told us the terms and conditions under which

he would work.
It seems that he wanted a $5,000 retainer.
Now, his recollection and our recollection of how that was to be

used or the application of that was different, in that we felt that it
was a sum of money that he was to draw against to cover his expenses
during the setting up of the corporation and the preparation of the
submissions.

In addition to that, there would be a corporation formed which
would manage the houses after they were constructed. And his part-
ner, or he would become a shareholder-

The CHArRMAN. In that corporation?
Mr. Coomxs. With that corporation; that is correct.
The CHAIMAN. Did he tell you how much capital would be put il

that corporation? Three hundred dollars, five hundred dollars?
One thousand dollars is generally the pattern. I just wondered if it
was true in this instance.

Mr. COOMBS. I don't believe that was discussed at all.
Mr. SHUMAN. I think that corporation had to conform with any of

the requirements set up in the housing bills.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. SH-UAN. For the management of the housing projects.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, he said for $5,000 that he could

get you this contract.
Did you pay him the $5,000?W
Mr. CooMBs. Well, now, he was getting the contract. We were to

build it in conjunction with Waugh andVan Gilder. Then himself
and our company were to set up a management corporation.

The CHAIRAN. I see.
Mr. CooMBs. To run it.
The CHAIRMAN. But he--did you pay him $5,000?
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Mr. CoOMBS. Well, we did not right then. We went back to the
hotel and we sat down and again I believe Mr. Waugh and Mr.

t McCormick, I believe, were present, I am not sure of that, and Mr.
Shuman and myself sat down and discussed it more.

We called Morgantown and had a check made up for $5,000 and put
in the post office that night.

The CHAIRMAN. To Mr. Diggs?
Mr. CooM 13S. To Mr. Diggs.

" The CHAIRMAN. Was the check made to Diggs personally?
Mr. CooM BS. Yes, sir. We have the copy of the check.
The CHAIRrAN. Do you have the check, please?
Mr. CoOrW11s. Yes.
The CHAIRmAN. Mr. McCormick's name did not appear on it?
Mr. COOMBS. No, sir; I do not believe so.
Mr. SHumAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have the check, we would appreciate hay-

? m it .* fr. SI UMAN. Senator, you must realize that this conversation ex-

tended from about 8 or 9 o'clock in the morning through to 5 or 5: 30
that afternoon.

The CHAIMAN. Yes; I appreciate that.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. Shuman, during that conversation, were there

any representations made to you, either by Mr. Diggs or by Mr. McCor-
mick, that Mr. Diggs had an important part in writing the Wherry
Act under which this project was to be built, or that he was virtually
the father of the Wherry Act?

Mr. SHUMAN. I wouldn't say that I got the impression that he was
the father of it, but I was given the impression that he had a better
understanding of the act as the result of some participation than the
general attorney in Washington,and that he had a certain amount of
know-how in relation to the obtaining of the contracts. But I want
to again repeat that I don' know of any time that we were absolutely
promised any contract.

Mr. DiNKINS. Well, did you understand that Mr. Diggs actively
participated in the writing of the Wherry Act in any way?

Mr.1- T MAN. Well, Mr. Coombs made that statement about 6 weeks
ago, and I don't know whether-at that time refreshed my memory
or whether I myself remembered that.

Mr. CoomBs. I definitely do remember that point.
The CHAIRMAN. I don t want to interrupt here, but it isn't quite

clear to me. You say you were called at 10 o'clock at night?
Mr. SH MAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you came in and arrived at 4 o'clock in the

morning?
Mr. SHUMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Went to some hotel. Then met with these gentle-

Mre at 9 o'clock at the Mayflower.
Mr. CooMBS. That is correct.
The CRAMAN. What was the rush about it?
I meanhad you ever met Mr. Diggs or Mr. McCormick or Mr.

Waugh before?
Mr. Coolms. No,Sir.
The CIRAIRAN. Were they all total strangers ?
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Mr. SHUMAN. I knew Mr. Waugh.
The CHAmrmAN. Oh.
Mr. SHUMAN. Only through my acquaintance with him in college,
The CHAIMAN. I see.
But you did not know Mr. Diggs or Mr. McCormick.
Mr. SHUMAN. No.
Mr. CooBs. I knew Mr.-Van Gilder, who was the one that first

brought the information to us.. The CHAMAN. What was so rushed about this whole business that
you had to get in here at 4 o'clock in the morning?

Mr. COOMBS. We could never understand that.
Mr. SHUMAN. We sure couldn't.
Mr. Coom-Bs. And even after we got here we couldn't find out why

it was so rushed.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the date you arrived here? January-
Mr. CooMBs. I am guessing from that check that we arrived here

the morning of the 20th of January.
The CHAIRMAN. And then you telephoned Morgantown and they

mailed this check, and this check-I will read this into the record
because it is the original check. We will not ask you for it at the
moment. The check to Marshall R. Diggs for $5,000, dated Janu-
ary 20, 1950, check No. 33075, drawn on the account of the Baker &
Coombs, Inc., general contractors, $5,000, and the check bears the
endorsement for deposit to the account of Marshall Diggs. So he
did get the $5,000.

Now, did he ever get you a contract?
Mr. CooBs. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Diggs or Mr. Waugh?
Mr. Cooi Bs. If I may continue with one more thing.
The CHAIMAN. Yes; you may.
Mr. CoomBs. Then after everything had settled down and we were

getting ready---oh, I suppose it was an hour after that, and we were
getting ready.to leave Washington to drive to Charleston, Mr. Shuman
and myself sat down and decided that, well, we just didn't like the
sound of the whole thing and we called Morgantown back and told
them to hold up the check, but it had already gone out that evening.
Then we left that evening for Charleston, W. Va.

The CHAIMAN. Now, did Mr. Diggs or Mr. McCormick ever get
you a contract?

Mr. Coom s. No, sir.
Mr. SHUMAN. Senator, approximately a week later, a week or 2

weeks, I don't know the exact time, I returned to Washington, D. C.,
to Mr. Diggs' office, at which time andplace I was to aid in the filling
out of certain forms for this project. Recall, to the best of my recol-
lection, I completed the forms there using his secretary to do the
typing, and took the forms to the naval base at Patuxent and sul-
mitted them or the forms to a major or some officer.

The CHAIMAN. You did make an application?
Mr. CoomBs. Yes, sir, we'did; at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. And that application was prepared by Mr. Diggs

in his office?
Mr. CoomBs. Yes.
The CH A RAN. Then what happened?
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Mr. CoomnIs. As I say, I prepared it. Mr. Diggs wasn't there.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. CoomBS. I think he came in right before I took the application

over. Then later he informed us that the corporation didn't meet the
qualifications because of management personnel for a project.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you did not get the contract?
Mr. CcomBs. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Diggs keep your $5,000?
Mr. CooMrBS. He did not keep all of it. I was able to get a portion

of it back.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he voluntarily return it to you?
Mr. COOMBS. After several trips to Washington, and on the last

trip I got Mr. James Boss, of Boss & Watchel, to accompany me to his
office, at which time I again repeated to him the action that we would
take to gain back the money. And I believe about that same time
or shortly afterward we saw in a West Virginia.paper where a Charles-
ton outfit had paid him $5,000 and had brought a suit against him for
the money.

He returned-may I see that file? Because I made a note at the
time I was here.

Mr. DiNKINs. Mr. Shuman, our records indicate that you paid
$5,000 to Diggs on January 20, 1950, and that you received half of it,
$2 500, back on August 28, 1951.

toes that coincide with your recollection?
Mr. COOMBS. Yes, sir; because I notice here a statement from Mr.Boss, the attorney, in which he billed Baker & Coombs for services,

$100, on the 19th day of July 1951, for accompanying me to Mr. Diggs'
office.

The CHAIRMAN. And you did turn the matter over to your local
attorney.

Mr. C(0OMBs. No. I was here with him.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. CoomiBs. Then he, referring to he, Marshall Diggs, stated thathe would pay the money by September 1, 1951, and he stated to me,there is July while I was in his office with Mr. Boss, that is-he

returned $2,500, and he stated that that was his entire fee, and hetold me at that time that some attorney in West Virginia got the rest
of the money.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place in the record atthis time a letter dated August 27, 1951, written by Robert S. Tarnay,on the letterhead of Marshall R. Diggs' law office, 1025 Connecticut
Avenue, Washington, D. C., a letter to Mr. Coombs, in which Mr.
Tarnay in behalf of Mr. Diggs returns to you $2,500.(The letter referred to 1olows:)

LAW OFFICES, MARSHALL R. DIGS, ROBERT S. TARNAY,
Washington 6, D. C., Augu8t 27, 1951.1dr. JAMZES E. Coo?.BS,

Baker ,& Coomb8, Morgantoun., W. Va.
DEA Mit. COOMBS: Supplementing our letter of July 18, 1951, there is enclosedherewith check in the amount of $2,500, representing the amount returnable toYou by ourselves as set forth in the above-mentioned letter of July 18.
Looking forward to working with you again on other matters, I am,Sincerely yours,

ROBERT S, TARNAY.
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The CHAMMAN. What did he do for the $2,500 he kept?
Mr. CooxBs. He furnished secretarial services for you for a couple

or 3 hours.
Mr. SHutAN. He gave us a very entertaining group of letters in

which he gave a travelog of where he had been and why we could
not contact him while we were in Washington or on our numerous
calls to Washington. We insisted on the $5,000 and he stated to me
that this attorney in West Virginia had gotten $2,500 and all he had
left was $2,500. I called Mr. Coombs from Washington and said,
"Jim, if I were you I believe I would take it."

And Jim says, "We will do whatever you want to," and I took $2,500
as complete settlement.

The CHAMXAN. Who was the attorney in West Virginia.
Mr. SHUMAN. I don't know, unless it was Mr. Waugh, because Mr.

Waugh is an attorney from Buckhannon, but I don't know that he
got them.

The CHARMAN. Yoi are an attorney; aren't you?
Mr. SHUMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DiiKINs. Mr. Shuman, did you and Mr. Coombs testify herein

Washington at an executive session on September 91
Mr. SHiauAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DINiINs. Of this year.
Mr. Coombs, I call your attention to what appears on our record at

page 11049-after we were discussing what Mr. Diggs and Mr. McCor-
mick had done to earn this $5,000 fee.

Mr. CoomBs. Yes.
Mr. DINms. You stated and I quote:
They felt that until they got our money there was no doubt about the project,

and as soon as they got our money they were Just like an eel. You couldn't pin
them down to anything.

Then Mr. Shuman interjected and said:
They went from optimism to evasion.

I asked this question:
Did you have any trouble contacting Diggs or McCormick after that?

Meaning after you paid the money over to him, and your answer was:
I never saw Dggs and McCormick after that date. He was always very

evasive and was always out of town.

Mr. CooxBs. Yes, sir; that is correct.
The CHAIMAN. Did you ever find out why they wanted you at 4

o'clock in the morning?
Mr. CooiBs. Never did, sir.
The CHADIXAN. Why it was so rushedf?
Mr. Cooms. We always just kind of felt that we were country boys

and got took by the city slickers.
The CHAMIMAN. You kind of felt you "got took" at 4 o'clock in the

morning?
Mr. Coox.Bs. Yes, sir.
The CHAxRAw. I suppose every businessman has to be "took" Once.

You are no exception.
Mr. Coons. We left at 3 o'clock to come over here this morning.
TheCHAIRMAN. Well, I hope you don't feel you have been "took'

here.
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Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate your help and
your testimony.

Mr. SHUMAN. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. CoomBs. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give you this check back.
Our next witness will be Mr. Richard McCormick.
Mr. McCormick, will you come forward, please? Mr. McCormick,

will you be sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give will be

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the whole truth, so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD McCORMICK, VIENNA, VA.

Mr. McCoRMIcK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be seated?
Give your full name and address to the reporter.
Mr. McCORMICK. Richard McCormick, Vienna, Va.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have the record show that Mr.

McCormick was subpenaed to appear before this committee in October,
but was unable to appear at that time on account of sickness, and his
doctor furnished us with a certificate stating or setting forth his
illness. That is the reason that he is back today. He was unable to
testify at that time. He was served with a new subpena on October 18
to appear today.

You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. DiNKINS. Mr. McCormick, during the latter half of the year

1949 and the early part of 1950 were your business headquarters in
Washington then located at the Mayflower Hotel?

Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct.
Mr. DINKI S. Do you know a Mr. Marshall Diggs, attorney in

town ?
Mr. McCoRMIcK. I do.
Mr. DINKI S. Who was testified about by. the preceding witnesses?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. DINKI S. Now, did you have a business relationship with Mr.

Diggs during 1949 and 1950 under which you were going to bring to
him companies interested in Wherry Act projects?

Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask this. Mr. McCormick, did Mr. Diggs

approach you to do this or did you approach Mr. Diggs?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Well, frankly, Senator, I can't tell you just the

way it worked out.
he CHArMAN. How long had ou known Mr. Diggs?

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, I met Mr. Diggs just about that time.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. You hadn't previously known himI
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you can't remember whether he suggested that

You become a bird dog for him in bringing cases or whether you
suggested it to him; is that right?

Mr. McCoRmIcK. To the best of my recollection, this is the way it
happened-

ThO CHAIRMAN. I see.
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Mr. MCCORMICK. Ernest Bailey of Charleston, W. Va.-
The CHAIRMAN. Ernest Bailey of Charleston, W. Va.?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Yes; called me at the Mayflower Hotel and said

this Wherry Act was about to be passed or was passed and for me
to get the information on it.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was Mr. Bailey? Was he a lawyer or
builder?

Mr. MCCORMICK. No; he is not a lawyer. He was a civil engineer.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. MCCORMICK. And also in the coal business.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRPIcK. But he had a hand in politics.
The CHAIRMAN. He telephoned you asking you to secure for him

whatever information you could on the so-called Wherry Act?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Then what happened?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Then I got that information by getting those

little pamphlets.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMICK. Of the act and so forth and so on. Then we had

a meeting with Ed Bennett-
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Ed Bennett?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, Ed Bennett is in the building-supply busi-

ness or was at that time in Buckhannon, W. Va.
The CHArMANW. I see.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Who knew both of those gentlemen.
The CHAIlMAN. You had a conference with Mr. Bennett?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes; and that was in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Here in Washington?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
So the primary plan was to create some business. In other words,

this Wherry Housing Act which. would give housing to the Govern-
ment employees and it was decided, to make sure we got it, to have
those bids as low as possible and the rentals on that same basis.

So, then, it was decided that we needed an attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. That .pou needed an attorney?
Mr. McCoRmiCK. We did.
The CHAIRMAN. You and Mr-
Mr. MCCORMICK. The three of us.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
That is Mr. Bennett, yourself and Mr. Waugh?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAIRMANV. Mr. Waugh, the third one?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No, Mr. Waugh was not in that.
The CHAIRMAN. Who were the three?
Mr. MCCORMICK. It was Ernest Bailey.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. MCCORMICK. And Ed Bennett and myself.
The CHAIRMAN. And yourself.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that you needed an attorney to assist you?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you come to go to Mr. DiggsIr
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Mr. McCoRMIcK. Well, as I recall, it was Mr. Bailey's suggestion
because I didn't know any attorneys here, a suggestion that Marshall
Diggs be brought in. So I met Marshall Diggs. Ed Bennett sug-
gested we find out something about him. Some inquiries were made,
and so on and apparently it checked up all right.

Then he said that he knew more about the Wherry Act.
The CM numAN. You mean Diggs told you that?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Diggs said this, at this meeting.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRxircK. That he knew more about this Wherry Act I be-

lieve than anybody.
The CHAIRMAN. And did he also tell you he knew Mr. Powell?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No, no. I never have heard Powell's name, ever.
The CHiAIRMAN. That came later?
Mr. McCORMIcK. That never came until I read it in the papers here.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. MCCORMICK. I never heard of Mr. Powell's name.
The CHAIR1ZAN. Powell did not enter into this?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct.
He told us that prior to this Wherry bill going through, that there

was some discussion in the Senate or House
The CHAIRMAN. Senate or what?
Mr. MCCORMICK. In the Senate or House as to a reference about

$600 million of the military appropriation that apparently they
couldn't get through, and that he was on the golf course. I just don't
recall whether it was Burning Tree or what one it was, but it seems it
was Burning Tree, as I recall. I ran into Louis Johnson

The CHAIRMAN. You ran into Louis Johnson?
Mr. MCCORmICK. No; I was not there.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is what Diggs tells us.
The CIIAIRMAN. Diggs claimed he ran into Louis Johnson on some

golf course?
Mr. McCoRMicK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Johnson being from West Virginia?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What is this year?
Mr. McCoRmIC. This is 1949.
The CHAIRAfAN. 1949. He was at the time Secretary of War.
Mr. MCCoRMicK. No, Secretary of Defense.
The CIAIRMAN. I mean Secretary of Defense.
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CliAIRAIAN. Ile was Secretary of Defense at the time.
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct.
Re made the suggestion-this is the story that he told us.
The CH AIRIAN. That is Diggs told you?
Mr. McComIC. Told us, that is correct.
The CH1IAIRMrAN. HeI made the suggestion?
Mr. MCCOR3ICK. To Louis Johnson.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Tv[cCoRAIICK. On the golf course, that since there was so much

trouble ith this appropriation of some $600 million for housing for
military, that why not let private enterprise build it.
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The CHAIRMAN. If I remember correctly, that was Senator
Wherry's idea, but maybe it was Johnson's, too, and Diggs'. I don't
know.

Mr. MoColmunc. I don't know. I don't know anything about that
because I know nothing about Washington politics in any way, shap
or form.

The CHAIMAN. I mean the bill was introduced by former Senator
Wherry?

Mr. McCoRMIcK. That is right.
The CHAMraAN. Diggs told you that he had suggested to Johnson

it be handled in that way.
Mr. McCoRmICK. That is right.
The CLUWRAN. I see.
Mr. McCoRMICK. So he said that he had-there was great assistance

in that thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Was Diggs a close personal friend of Johnson'st
Mr. McCoRMiCK. That I don't know. He said he ran into him-
The CHAIRMAn. Did Diggs tell you this story about Johnson on your

first visit to Diggs?
Mr. McCoRmIcK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. On your first visit?
Mr. McCoRMICK. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. He told you of his conversation with Johnson oii

a certain-
Mr. McCo1xicx. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. Golf course. And that impressed you, did it?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, naturally.
I mean, here is a man that has been around Washington, so we found

out, practically all his adult life, and so forth, in business.
The CHAIRMAN. While playing golf he saw Johnson, the Secretary

of Defense, on the golf course, and talked to him about the Wherry
Act?

Mr. McCoRMIcK. I know that in years gone by in private businea
why contacts have been made that way and it didn't concern me. I
mean, in other words, it was nothing strange to me.

The CHAUMAN. In other words, you made a deal with Diggsl
Mr. McCoRmicK. That is correct.
The CHAIMAN. Was that a personal deal between you and Dig

or did these two other gentlemen enter into it?
Mr. McCoRMIK. No. They were in with the same. In other word

the three of us were partners. Then we brought-
The CHAIRMAN. I see. The three of you were partners. That iS

yourself Bennett, and-
Mr. MSCo I,. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the third one?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Myself, Bennett, and Bailey; Ernest Bailey.
The CHAIMAN. Oh, E rnest Bailey, Bennett, and yourself?
Mr. McCoRmIK. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. Were partners on the one hand.
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAMrMAN. Diggs was the partner on the other.
Mr. McCoRmICK. That is right.
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The CHAIUMAN. And the agreement was that you three men would
bring in customers to Diggs and Diggs would close the deal with them,
is that right?

Mr. MCCORMIK. The plan was this, that in order-Ed Bennett be-
ing in the building supply business.

he CIIAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMICK. And had some accounts or contacts for national

distribution, that is national prices on equipment and so forth.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMICK. That it made sense to create some business so that

we would be assured of that particular part of that business.
The CHAIRM-AN. I see.
Mr. McCoR1icK. And also making the housing, cheaper housing

all the way around.
The CHAIRMAN. What deal did you make with Diggs, you three

gentlemen?
Mr. DiNKINS. Excuse me, Mr. McCormick. Let me interrupt for a

moment.
Mr. McCoRxImK. Yes.
Mr. DINKINS. You weren't in partnership with anybody but Diggs

when it came to splitting this money were you?
Mr. McCoRmIcK. I want to explain that.
Mr. DINKINS. I mean, can't you answer that?
Did you split this money from these fees with anybody but Diggs?
Mr. McCoRMICK. I did not; no, because it wasn't on that basis.

That money was--
The CHAIRMAN. What deal did you make with DiggsI
Mr. MCCORMICK. That we would bring the contractors in, after

being qualified.The CHAMMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMICK. And that they were substantially contractors that

had the ability to build and were able to do their own financing and
so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. You would bring them into Diggs' office?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes; that is right.
The CHAIRHAN. And he would proceed to sell them on the idea of

pa ing him, Diggs, a fee; was that right?
Mr.McCoRmCK. No it wasn't done like that.
The C UHAIRMAN. Tell us how it was done.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Here is exactly, as I recall it, how it was done.

This military housing-that is all we were interested in.
The CHAIMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMICK. That they needed this housing, and needed itbadly, and that if we built good housing-we would be in competition

with a great many other builders and so forth, but if it was done right
and the bids were low enough and the rentals were low enough we
couldn't miss.

My job was explaining this whole program on a very solid basis
as to how-we didn't know anything about the so-called windfall
Profits or anything like that. But it was on a very solid basis as to

h ype of buildings and so on, that no two sites would be the same.,_eCIRAIRMAN.in other words, you were to bring the people in,'z egood people as you just describedI
fr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
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The CHAIRMAN. In to see Mr. DiggsI
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Then Mr. Diggs was to sell them on the idea of

giving him $5,000?
Mr. McCom~icK. I told these people that Marshall Diggs' retainer

was $5,000.
The CIAIRMAW. I see. Now, how many people did you take or send

to Mr. DiggsI
Mr. MCCoRMiCK. I tried to find notes on it. I just don't know

exactly, but I told Mr. Dinkins in executive session that Marshall
Diggs had the record in his office. He had files, and so forth. Every-
body that I brought to his office-there was a retainer agreement
signed and it was there.

The CIIRMAN. You testified, or Mr. Diggs has, that you sent to
him 12 different individuals.

Mr. MCCORMICK. That would be right, then.
The CHAIRMAN. And 12 of them paid him $5,000 each, or a total

of $60,000?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; I don't think they all paid $5,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Counsel tells me that one man-one check was

returned. So he did get a total of 11.
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; I think it was different from that, Senator,

because, as I recall, when we started out on this program there was
Ragner Benson, in Chicago, who paid Marshall Diggs $2,500.

The CHAIRMAN. Only paid him $2,500?

Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The rest of them paid him $5,000?
Mr. MCCoRMICK. As far as I know, they did.
The CHAIRMAN. And the total amount paid him under this arrange-

ment was some $57,500?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That I can't tell you, because I don't have the

records.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. McCormick?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes?
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. Diggs testified at the public hearing on October

8-and I am quoting from the record, at page 7726-when he was
asked by the chairman how many fees he collected from business you
brought in to him, and he testified $60,000, but the $5,000 was refunded
in one case.

Mr. MCCORMICK. I wouldn't know about that.
Mr. DINKINS. And he had paid you as a result of the business you

brought in to him $27,500.
Now, would you have any reason to dispute that figure?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; I don't believe so, because I can't actually

recall. I rely on the records that-
The CHAIRMAN. Then your answer is, as far as you can remember,

that is a true statement?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes; I believe it could be a true statement. I

mean I can't
The CHAIRMAN. There was no question but what he paid you some

money?
Mr. MCCORMICK. He paid me some money; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you or Mr. Diggs, or both of you, ever get A

contract on a single one?
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Mr. McCoRmIcK. It was not my job to get the contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Diggs ever secure a single contract in any

1 of these 12 cases?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Not to my knowledge.
When we took these contractors, or I took these contractors to Mar-

shall Diggs office, it was explained to them that Marshall Diggs had
the know-how and did not have any influence and that I had no
influence.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean that Marshall Diggs had the influence?
Mr. McCoMI~CK. No. I had told these contractors that Marshall

Digs did not have influence but he had know-how.Te CHAIRMAN. He didn't have influence but he had know-how?
Mr. McCORMICK. That is correct.
And when I got the contractor to-
The CHAIRMAN. You would have been impressed with the fact that

he had played golf with the Secretary of Defense, wouldn't you?
Mr. McCORMICK. I was, surely.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Surely. I mean, I had no reason to doubt it at

the time and so on. As far as I know, he may have, might have.
Mr. DINKINS. Mr. McCormick, while you were drumming up this

business for Mr. Diggs, didn't you on several occasions take trips
away from Washington and make at least two trips to California
looking for new business?

Mr. 74CCORMICK. Yes, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Have we ever placed in the record the names of

those 12 accounts?
Mr. DINKINS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They are in the record?
I don't think they have been in the public record.
Mr. McCoRMICK. Senator-
The CHAIRMAN. We haven't placed them in the public record. Let

me have the names and addresses of the 12 people that paid these so-
called $5,000 fees, each.

Mr. DINKINS. I would have to get you that.
The CHAiRM AN. Are they scattered all over the country, Mr. Mc-

Cormick?
Mr. McCoizificK. Yes, they are.
The CHAUUNIAN. How did you find them?
Mr. McCoRArICK. Well, they were brought to me.
The CI-AIRMAN. Oh, they were brought to you?
Mr. McComicK. Yes.
The CnAIR rAN. By whom?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, by Ed Bennett. He was the one.. And

a woman in California by the name of Hanson.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you pay Mr. Bennett and Miss Hanson for

bringing them to you?
Mr. McCorMIcK. No; I did not.
Senator, may I ask a question.
The C1AIRMAN. Yes, you may.
Mr. MCCORAICK. On this Baker and Coombs version of this thing,

I mean I would like to testify as to what I believe occurred at the
infue and how they got out of bed at 3 o'clock in the morning, or

reached----_
50690-54-pt. 4-64
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that would be interesting.
Mr. McCoRicK. I think-
The CHAIRMAN. Did you call them?
Mr. MCCORMICK. If you will let me explain it?
The CHAMIMAN. Yes; you tell it in your own way.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Then it might help out here, I don't know.
Mr. Waugh and Mr. Bennett oame to Washington.
The CHAnMAN. They are from West Virginia.
Mr. McCoRmIcK. That is correct. And Mr. Waugh said that he

had some contractors that he wanted to get the subcontracts from if
we could get the project. And he had one in particular in mind and
they wanted one in Maryland, at Patuxent.

So I went to Marshall Diggs' office and discussed it with Mr.
Marshall Diggs and he said, "Well, if you have a contractor that
wants Patuxent, they better get busy because there is some activity
on that base." So then I came back and I told Mr. Waugh that.

Now all these bases incidentally that these contractors were for, that
were open, was furnished to meby Marshall Diggs' office, a base here
and a base there that was open, and as these bases would come into
being you might say for housing.

So anyway, discussing this with Waugh and Bennett, Waugh said,
"Well, look, the time is getting short, people filing on that base. I
better get ahold of my people." I said, "Well, there is a phone, go
call them, and ask them if they are going to be interested."

So he said, "Well, you get the number for me." So I got the num-
lbor. He gave me the number. Then Waugh got on the telephone
zind he is the one that got them in there that quick.

The CHAIRMAN. Four o'clock in the morning?
Mr. McCoRMICK. That is right.
The CHAIMAN. Now, Mr. Diggs testified that he paid you $27,500

as a fee.
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right. I say that is right. I---
The CHAIMAN. You testified in executive session that it was a loan.
Mr. McCoRMcK. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, who is telling the truth?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I tell you. Here is the way that happened. I

was spending my own money. I was under a lot of expense. So I
got my two people together-

The CHAMMAN. Bennett and-
Mr. MCCORMICK. Bennett and Bailey. So I said, "What about

Marshall Diggs advancing the money for this stuff. Then a project
goes through and we set up a corporation, out of what we have coming
we will pay Marshall Diggs back."

So I spoke to Marshall Diggs about it and he did not like the ideal
and so on. Then I said, "There is no use in going on with this picture.

Finally-
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you got $27,500. Also you and Diggs were

to become stockholders in each of these projects, were you not?
Mr. MCCoRmtCK. Thas is-and the money that we were to get, that

is the three of us were to get, was to be set up in a company to run
like shopping centers.

The CUHAIMAN. In other words, Diggs not only charged them
$5,000, and you were a partner of his, at least you got half of it---

Mr. McCORMICK. I was not a partner of his.

a,
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The CHAIMAN. You got half of it later?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes.
The CHAiMMAN. Likewise if you had been successful in any of these

projects you were going to have part of the capital stock, thereby par-
ticipating in the windfalls if any, or participating in the profits of
the corporation.

Mr. MCCORMICK. There couldn't be any windfalls. It was never
thought of, because our object was to produce those houses as cheap
as possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I know.
Mr. MCCORMICK. So you cannot do and make any-that wasn't the

idea. On the Wherry Act, it was the long pull that would bring the
thing out. We-

The CHAnRMAN. My point is you and Diggs were to share in the
profits if there was any profits.

Mr. McCoRmICK. That is right.
The CHAMKzN. Either from operation or any other source?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Operation. We wanted to set up a management

company.
The CHAIMAN. You were going to set up a management company

and you and he were going to become the manager of each of the
projects ?

Mr. MCCORMICK. No; Marshall Diggs was not a party to this par-
ticular management company. The stock that was to come to us-it
was to be a management company, something on the basis that you
would have mass feeding to various points.

The CHAIRMAN. You received $27,500, and you testified in executive
session it was a loan. Mr. Diggs testified that it was your half of the
fees. You did not in filing your income-tax returns include it as an
income, did you?

Mr. McCoRmICK. I did not include it as an income.
The CHAtrMAN. Did not include it as an income?
Mr. McCoRMIcK. No, sir.
The CHAMrMAr. How did you treat it?
Mr. MCCORMICK. As expenses. That money was on the basis of a

loan and it was to be paid back if we got a housing project.
The CHAIMAN. Didyou ever give Mr. Diggs a note?
Mr. McCoRmiCK. Yes; I gave him-later on I had an argument

with him about these things because I was wondering why these proj-
ects were not going through.

The CHAIRMAN. Somebody is in a little trouble here, because Diggs
took it off his income.

Mr. MCCORMICK. I don't care what Mr. Diggs does.
The CHAIRMAN. He took it off his income, he didn't pay taxes on it

and you didn't pay taxes on it. So-
Mr. MCCORMICK. I don't care what Mr. Diggs has done.
The CRAIRAIAN. I see.
Mr. DiNKINS. Mr. McCormick, you don't have any outstanding

notes with Mr. Diggs now, do you?
Mr. McCoRmICK No; I do not.
Mr. DINKINS. And isn't the fact that in'all these cases you had an

xact 50-50 split with Mr..Diggs?
Mr. MCCORmIK. That is right.

. -;4. - , ,
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Mr. DINKINS. And isn't it also a fact that during this 1949-50 pe-
riod that your sole source of income was from these cases?

Mr. McCoRMIrcK. I do not call it income because I spent money
besides that on this.

Mr. DiiKiNS. I mean call it whatever you may.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. DrNKINS. You were not receiving money from any other source

during that period?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; I was not.
Mr. DINKiNs. Except on these cases you were bringing in to

Mr. Diggs?
Mr. McConRMIK. That is correct.
Mr. DINKrNs. Did you ever know of any cases where you brought

some prospects in to see Mr. Diggs and they were prepared to pay the
$5,000 fee, but he refused to accept their case because he didn't think
they were properly qualified?

Mr. MCCORMICK. No; he did not. And I may explain that in this
manner. I don't know-I was not the only one that was bringing cases
in, I understand. Now I have no proof of that.

The CHArMAN. You think he had other "bird dogs" besides you?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, Senator-
The CHAIRMAN. I don't mean that. I iean did you think he had

ther-I call them "bird dogs."
Mr. McCoRMcK. I have no direct information to that. But from

observation it looked like it.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you think other people were

bringing in cases like you were in which he charged them $5,000?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I don't know what he charged or if he charged.

I just suspicion that.
Mr. DINKINs. Mr. McCbrmick, when you testified at the executive

session here on September 9 on the question of whether or not the
money you received from Diggs was a loan or whether it was fee
splitting, Iasked you, on page 11131, this question:

Are you prepared to state here now under oath that you did not have an
understanding with Mr. Diggs that you were to get a certain percentage of all
the retainers that you brought in to him. I want you to think your answer
over carefully.

And you replied:
I am trying to figure out how the devil to answer that thing.

Now, have you figured out in any clearer language how you can
maintain your position, that this was not a fee splitting to you but
these were loans?

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, that was the understanding that I had with
Marshall Diggs, that they were advances, because I could not carry
on this activity unless I had the money. Marshall Diggs did not want
to advance the money. Ernest Bailey did not have it. And I had
spent practically all that I had.

Mr. DINKI s. Now, you received these moneys in 1950, which was
a little over 4 years ago.

Mr. McCoRmiCK. That is right.
Mr. DI INs. Has Mr. Diggs ever made any demands upon YOU

for a return of any part of this money?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; he hasn't. Because the money
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The CI-IAMIMAN. He naturally wouldn't because-he did not take
it in in his tax return as income but took it as expense.

Mr. MCCORMICK. I understand, and I do not know, that he did not
give me a slip. I understand I should have had a slip, if he paid me
that money, but I don't remember ever receiving any slip where they
sent it to Kansas City. And I always treated it as such, that the
money was to come out of the projects. That was the first thing that
was to come, was out of the projects to pay him back that money.

The CHAIRMAN. How long a period of time was it in receiving
this $27,500?

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, it was partly--
The CHAMIRAN. Was it 6 months or a year?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No. It was part in 1949, 1950, and I am not

sure whether the first part of 1951.
The CHAIRMAN. We don't seem to have the addresses of these con-

tractors that Mr. Diggs took for $5,000 each. Does anybody have the
addresses? This executive session doesn't show their addresses.

There is Home Designers and Builders, Summers Construction Co.,
Baker & Coombs, S. V. Hunseker, Roy L. Morgan & Co., Kenhill Con-
struction. Can you help us and give us the addresses? I will ask you.
Home Designers and Builders, what was their address?

Mr. MCCORMICK. That I do not know.
The (HAIrMAN. Is that one on which he paid you a fee?
Mr. McCORMICK. I don't know. I don't remember.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no record?
Mr. MCCoIRTICK. I had a record, but I don't know where it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know the Summers Construction Co.?
Mr. McCoRmICK. They are in Beverly Hills, Calif.
The CHAIMAN. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Baker and Coombs are in Morgantown, W. Va.?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes, sir.
The CMAIRMAN. S. V. Hunseker?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I believe Hunseker is in California, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Beverly Hills?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That I don't know.' Long Beach.
The CIAMAN. Roy L. Morgan & Co.?
Mr. MCCORMICK. He is in Tulsa, Okla.
The CHAIRMAN. Tulsa, Okla. Kenhill Construction Co.?
Mr. MCCORMICK. They are in Charleston, W. Va.
The ChAIRAA. M. A. Summers?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Didn't you just mention Summers?
The CHAmrMAN. Summers Construction Co., and then there is M. A.

Summers.
Mr. McCoPfiICK. I think that is the same party.
The C1IARMAN. Williams & Lowe?
Mr. MCCORMICK. They were California, Long Beach, Calif.
The CHAIRMAN. Steiner & Horne?
Mr. MCORMICK. I don't remember their address.
The CHAIRMAN. Fulton Boer?
These that you cannot remember: do you suppose they are cases
Mr. ICCORMICK. I believe they are in California, but I don't

remember.
The CIAIRMiAN. Fulton Boer?
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Mr. McCoRMICK. I think that they are in California. 1 caitibot
swear to it.

The CHAIRMAN. Then here is one, Eden.
Mr. McCoRImK. Eden? They are down in the South here some-

place.
The CHAMMAN. Down South?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I believe.
The CHAImMA. And there is Engstron & Wynn. Where are they

located?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Wheeling, W. V a.
The CHAIRM AN. They are at Wheeling, W. Va.
Then here are more over here. Kenneth Fulgham. Where are

they?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That I don't remember.
The CHAIuMAN. I am informed by counsel, our lawyer here, that I

have before me 12 cases here where you didn't participate, where
Mr. Diggs got the money himself, I presume, andhandled them on
his own.

Mr. McCoRMcIK. I suspicioned that, but I had no proof of it.
The CHAEMAN. Would you call Mr. Diggs an influence peddler?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I figured he had know-how.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by know-how ?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, he knew how to fill out these forms.
The CHAMMAN. He couldn't have known too much because he didn't

get a single contract for a single person.
Mr. MCCORMICK. I know now, much to my sorrow, because this

thing practically ruined me this whole business.
The CHAMMAN. He couldn't have known too much because he

couldn't get a single contract.
Mr. MCCORMICK. I don't think he knew anything.
The CHAIMAN. Do you think he made any efforts to get these

contractsI
Mr. McCoRMICK. He made a lot of effort to me in conversations.
The CHAMMAN. Any further questionsI
Mr. SLLs. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Sells.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. McCormick, you heard the previous witnesses who

testified that they had the impression that you had called yourself or
others had referred to you as Representative McCormick?

Mr. MCCORMICK. I heard that today; yes.
Mr. SFus. Can you clear that up for us?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, I have never ever represented myself as

being anything except exactly what I was.
Mr. SELLS. Have you ever been a member of this State or Federal

legislative body?
Mr. MCCORMICK. No; nothingbut business all my life.
Mr. SELLS. Why would somebody refer to you as Representative

McCormick?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I don't think anybody did. I think it is probably

a misunderstanding.
Mr. SELLs. How about Senator Bennett?
Mr. McCoRmICK. Well, I can tell you perhaps from Waugh h0

that came about.
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Ed Bennett had a son that was going to Annapolis and he went
down there to see him and stayed atCarver Hall. A Maryland senator
by the name of Bennett had that room and there was quite a ruckus
about it because the State senator's wife had called and a woman
answered the phone, which happened to be Mr. Bennett's, of West
Virginia, wife, and that was quite a joke around West Virginia.

The CHAIRMAN. It was quite a joke in West Virginia.
Mr. MCCORMICK. It was sort of a nickname among private people.
Now, I heard that story and it was told to Waugh that day that

Waugh came in because I did not know Waugh.
Mr. SELS. Are you sure no one ever called you Representative

McCormick?
Mr. McCoRMICK. Not to my knowledge they haven't. If they have,

why, they were straightened out pretty rapidly.
Mr. SEL,.s. These titles like senator and representative weren't part

of the trappings through which you fellows took these country boys ?
Mr. McCORMICK. I don't think these boys were country boys. They

were solid businessmen. In the first place, the things that I did was
in the belief that I was doing not only a service but an opportunity to
create business and to make legitimate money.

Mr. SU.LLs. Mr. McCormick, you have insisted several times that
this arrangement on this portion of the fees that Mr. Diggs received
was a loan. I think youiniave used the words "That was my under-
standing."

Mr. McCORMICK. That is true.
Mr. SELLS. Or "That is my belief" and so forth.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes.
Mr. SELLS. Or "I treated it that way."
Mr. McCoRMICK. Yes.
Mr. SEMs. Now as the chairman already pointed out, public testi-

mony under oath before this committee by Mr. Diggs himself is to the
effect that that was not a loan. Do you have any evidence of any
kind to establish what the true state and character of that money was,
whether it was a loan or whether it was in fact what it appears to be,
your cut of a; fee split?

Mr. McCoRmicK. Well, the fact is that the money that I spent in
traveling, and so forth, would bear that out.

Mr. SELLS. Did you ever keep any detailed itemized record of the
money you spent in travel?

Mr. McCoRmICK. My hotel bills and my train and plane fares.
Mr. SELLS. Do you have those records?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I have them in the accountant's.
Mr. SELLS. But you stated you never reported any of that money

On income-tax returns nor ever reported any of those expense items
on an income-tax return; is that correct?

Mr. McCoRmICK. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. When is the last time you filed a tax return?
Mr. MCCORMICK. 1949, I believe it was, because I haven't made any

money since, either.
Mr. SELLS. But you have been living off of something; haven't you ?
Mr. McCoRMICK. I have been living off of borrowed money.
Mr. Si,,Lls. Off of borrowed money completely.
Mr. McCoRMI.K. That is correct.
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Mr. SELLS. And that is what pays your rent and pays for your food
and everything else? Is that correct?

Mr. McCoRIIICK. That is correct.
Mr. SELLS. But you haven't filed an income-tax return since 1949?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is right.
Mr. SELLS. Who else have you borrowed money from besides Mr.Diggs ?Mr. McCoRMIICK. Well, personal friends and-that is it.
Mr. SELLS. That is it. How much do your living expenses run per

year, Mr. McCormick?
Mr. MCCORMICK. I haven't any idea, because I am involved in a

contract that I have been working to finance for quite some time.
The CHAIRMAN. Involved in what?
Mr. MCCORMICK. In the contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Involved in-
Mr. MCCORMICK. A contract that I have been trying to get financed.
Mr. SELLS. And you tell us you have been living on borrowed money

since 1949; is that right?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That is correct-no; not since-well, yes; that

would be right.
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. On page 7726 Mr. Diggs testified

on Friday, October 8. I want to get it in the record again. In
answer to my question:

The CHAIRMAN. So $60,000 was collected for services and no commitments
were issued.

Mr. DIoS. On none of his cases.

Which, of course, proves the statement you made a moment ago,
that he had other cases. Which leads me to wonder how many more
bird dogs he had. I quote further:

The CHAIRMAN. And you paid him $27,500--

meaning you.
That is right, sir-

Mr. Diggs said.
The CHAIRMAN. It was not a loan?
Mr. DIooS. It was not a loan.
The CHAIRMAN. It was his fees for bringing these people to you?
Mr. DIos. Yes.

Then:
Mr. SIMON. Do you know of any basis for his saying-

meaning you-
that the $27,500 was a loan other than the fact he had not included it in the
tax return?

Mr. DiGos. I do not know, sir.

You have no record of any kind other than your own word that
it was

Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, that was the understanding.
The CHAIM-AN. It was not a fee?
Mr. MCCORMICK. That was the understanding we had, and M7Y

word is every bit as good as his and maybe a little bit better; I don't
know.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, somebody is wrong.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Yes; apparently.
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The CHAMMAN. That is a pretty serious matter.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Well, I am willing to face anything that is be-

fore me.
Mr. SELLS. Mr. McCormick, did you file a tax return in 1949?
Mr. McCORMIcK. Yes; I did.
Mr. SELLS. Where?
Mr. MCCORMICK. In Philadelphia.
Mr. SELLS. Is that where you were living at that time?
Mr. McCoRMICK. That was my official address.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will turn over all this testimony, of course,

to the Attorney General for whatever action he might care to make.
Because we have conflicting testimony now between you and Mr.
Diggs.

One of you is wrong.
I mean one of you has perjured himself. I don't know who it is.
Mr. McCoRmiCK. Well
The CHAMRMAN. It isn't our business to decide who does and does

not violate the law. All we can do is bring the facts to the attention
of the Attorney General. We will turn over to the Attorney General
these records.

Any other questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. McCormick, unless you have something

to say?
Mr. MCCoR3HCK. No.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. McCormick.
Now is there any information we ought to put into the record?

Anybody have anything?
I have been handed a file of correspondence, newspaper articles, and

so forth, in regard to the Colwell Homes project in Birmingham,
Mich., on which Mr. John Hobby testified at our hearings in Detroit.
(See p. 2912.)

This is in the nature of a. reply to Mr. Hobby's testimony.
We will insert the file in the record.
(The material referred to follows:)

COLWELL HOlMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 6, 1954.

Re FHA Case No. 826-04898, lot 32, Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oakland,
County, Mich. Mortgagor, John M. Hobby.

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

Detroit. Mich.
(Attention: Mr. H. M. Steffy, Assistant Director.)

GENTLE EN: This is to advise that the items found to be faulty by your
Inspector on the above-captioned home have been repaired.

Yours very truly,
DLORAii BIILDI-NG CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL,

President.

COLWELL H iMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 7, 1954.

Re John Hobby, 2148 Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oakland County, Mich.
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

Detroit 26, Mich.
(Attention: Mr. Wendell Edwards, Director.)

GENTLEMEN: There are certain facts in connection with the Capehart Incident
that we believe should be given you.

1. Mr. Hobby purchased a house in an "as Is" condition, as the attached letter
Will demonstrate.
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2. Service was given by this company to Mr. Hobby on many occasions. It
began with replacing a bathtub shortly after he had occupied the house, despite
the fact that we were confident that the bathtub was not defective at the time he
took possession. Our service order of September 2 indicates that the house
received attention as late as September 9, at which time Mr. Hobby was to mal
in any other complaints. This office never received notice of any further com-
plaints. The attached service slips were the result of a routine check by our
Mr. Fournier, who made an inspection of every house to which he could gain
access.

3. On several occasions, before witnesses, this company has agreed to repur.
chase this house, as obviously the owner does not understand his obligation to
the community. There has been no attempt to improve the property, inside or
outside. The yard is in an unsightly state, much to the disgust of the neighbors.

We regret the occurrence of this unpleasant incident, but we feel that we have
tulfilled our obligation to our buyers, and feel satisfied that we are delivering to
our customers a sound value product for their dollar.

These 900 square foot four-bedroom homes sold for $6,550, including a sixty.
foot lot and all costs and prepaid items, $850 down and $40 per month. The
homes were complete and ready for occupancy, the owners to provide floor tile
and interior decorating. The outside was factory stained and the owners were
to provide the additional finish coat with material furnished with the home.

Yours very truly,
DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL,

President.
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BIMMINGHAM, MimH., June 12, 1954.

Re lot 32, Pontiac Trail Acres subdivision, Commerce Township

DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
Birmingham, Mich.

GENTLEMEN: We have checked our property at the above address and have
found it complete as represented on our original purchase. We acknowledge
that house was sold in an unfinished condition and we accept same in its "as is"
condition. We are very satisfied with this construction and acknowledge that
builder has supplied the following property improvements, which additions were
included at no extra cost to us:

1. Deep-well system, in place of shallow well.
2. Deep-well pump, in place of shallow-well pump.
3. Stepping stones at front of property.
4. Forty-two gallon well storage tank.
5. Side-wall heat register.

JOHN M. HOBBY.
JUNE E. HOBBY.

Also received: Title insurance policy No. F-16268, fire insurance policy No.
62-22-70, warranty deed, liber 3136, page 133.

COLWELL HOMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 6, 1954.

Re FHA case No. 826-04775, lot 21, Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oakland
County, Mich.; mortgager, Theodore Gruits

FEDERAL HOUsING ADMINISTRATION,
Detroit 26, Mich.

(Attention Mr. H. M. Steffy, assistant director.)
GENTLEMEN: This is to advise that the items found to be faulty by your inspee-

tor on the above-captioned home have been repaired.
Yours very truly,

DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL. President.

COLWELL HOMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 6, 1954.

Re FHA Case No. 826-04660, lot 46, Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oakland
County, Mich.; mortgagor, Leon Cacherat

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

Detroit 26, lich.
(Attention Mr. H. M. Steffy, assistant director.)

GENTIEMF: This is to advise that the items found to be faulty by your in-
spector on the above-captioned home have been repaired.

Yours very truly,

DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL, Pre8ident.

COLWEL IFIOMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 6, 1954.

Re FIbIA Case No. 826-04772, lot 47, Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oskland
County, Mich. ; mortgagor, Clyde O. Evans.

(Attention Mr. H. M. Steffy, assistant director.)
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,

Detroit 26, Mich.
GENTLEMEN: This is to advise that the Items found to be faulty by your in-

sPector on the above-captioned home have been repaired.
Yours very truly,

DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL, President.
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OOLWELL HOMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 6, 1954.

Re FHA Case No. 826-04123, lot 45, Hoeft Road, Commerce Township, Oakland
County, Mich. Mortgagor, Joseph Chabot.

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,
Detroit 26, Mich.

(Attention Mr. H. M. Steffy, assistant director.)
GENTLEMEN: This is to advise that the items found to be faulty by your in.

spector on the above-captioned home have been repaired.
Yours very truly,

it DLORAH BUILDING Co.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL, President.

TWO OF MANY LETTERS RECEIVED FROM HOME OWNERS

2041 NORTH HOEFT DRIVE,
Walled Lake, Mich., September 29, 1954.

Mr. WENDELL 0. EDWARDS,
FHA Director for Eastern Michigan, Detroit, Mich.

DEAR MR. EDWARDS: We wish to express our personal satisfaction with
the National Cadet Home we recently purchased from the Colwell Homes, Inc.
We feel we received full value for our money, and no one either cheated us,
misrepresented the product, nor made an excess profit on the transaction.

These are low-cost homes, a fact we greatly appreciated, because it enabled
us to at last become homeowners after years of being at the mercy of landlords'
whims and high rents. The few items we found unsatisfactory have been re-
placed and otherwise taken care of by the builder at our request. We feel Mr.
Clwell and his associates have the welfare of their customers at heart and are
w i ling to stand back of their work on these homes.

Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely yours,

PATRICIA ANN KENDALL
Mrs. Arthur Kendall.

2083 NORTH HOEFT DRIVE,
Walled Lake, Mich., September 28, 1954.

WENDALL 0. EDWARDS,
FHA Directors for Eastern Michigan, Detroit, Mich.

DEAR SIR: This letter is in regards to a housing development by Colwell Homes,
of Birmingham, Mich., which was a subject of investigation recently.

Generally speaking, we are completely satisfied with the house we are now
occupying at the above address. We feel that we received reasonable value for
our money. We have had some complaints, but mostly of a nature found in any
new house. Colwell Homes have or are going to, rectify these minor complaints.

There has been some question raised as to the structural soundness of the
dwellings. Since most of us are not engineers we have placed our faith in the
inspectors of the Federal Housing and local county Investigators and inspectors.
We are willing to accept their verdict as to the house meeting building codes.

In short, the house is as represented by Colwell Homes, the manufacturer, S0
we do not feel we have been in any way victimized.

Sincerely,
WALTER J. ASHBRL00K.

OAKLAND COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
- Pontiac, Mich., September 28, 1954,

Mr. WENDELL 0. EDWARDS,
Federal Housing Administration,

Detroit, Mich.

DIAR SIR: I was very much surprised to read the article published in the
Pontiac Daily Press on Saturday, September 25, relating to testimony given the
Capehart committee by John B=obby, of 2148 Hoeft Road, Walled Lake.
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My surprise was due to the fact that we have not received a single complaint
In this subdivision relating to septic tanks or sewage.

During the early beginning of the Federal Housing Administration operations
In Michigan an agreement was made between them and the Michigan Depart-
ment of Health providing that the State or local health departments would in-
spect all septic tank sewage-disposal systems if the State's recommendations were
incorporated into Federal Housing Administration building standards for Mich-
igan. These recommendations were made a part of Federal Housing Admin-
Istration building standards and inspections are made of each installation by
the State or local health department.

The Pontiac Trail Acres Subdivision, in which Mr. Hobby lives, was approved,
by this department as being suitable for septic-tank sewage-disposal systems.

Each individal septic tank system was inspected by this department and each
one was found to comply with Federal Housing Administration standards before
it was covered over.

I visited the subdivision yesterday with representatives of the Federal Iousing
Administration and the builders. I observed the yards of each of the 24 homes
in the subdivision and found no evidence of sewage on the ground nor did I
find a single system which was not working properly.

I personally interviewed Mr. Hobby as well as many other homeowners. Mr
Hobby admitted that the septic-tank system at his home worked satisfactorily
and that his complaint was that the vent pipe on the roof emitted objectionable
odors. The odor of sewage gas from the vent was noticeable at the time of our-
visit; however odors were not noticeable at any of the other homes in the area.
Two of the other homeowners stated that on occasions, when in their yards, they
observed strong odors coming from the vents on their homes.

The purpose of a vent on plumbing fixtures and sewers, whether served by a
sewerage system or septic-tank system, is to disperse such odors and gases to the
atmosphere outside of the building. It may be that the amount of odors being
emitted from the complainants' homes is caused by their discharging yeast into,
the septic-tank systems. Experiments have proven that the use of a so-callod
starter such as yeast is not necessary nor recommended in septic-tank systems.

In my nearly 20 years of public health work this is my first experience with this
type of complaint.

It is my opinion that because of the low altitude and small pitch of these roofs
that in certain locations as relating to prevailing winds and under certain atmos-
pheric conditions, odors might be noticeable at the ground level. I am sorry
that we are unable to offer more specific cause or recommendations at this time.
This matter will be discussed further with architects and engineers.

Very truly yours,
RUSSELL H. COLTSON,

Director, Sanitation Division.

[Pontiac, Mich., Press, September 29, 1954]

CHECKS SEWAGE SYSTEMS: SANITATION CHIEF ANSWERS WALLED LAKE

MAN'S CHARGE

Complaints made last Friday by John Hobby, of Walled Lake, to the Senate
committee investigating Federal housing oper*ons in Michigan were answered.
by Russell H. Coltson, director of the Oakland-C ounty Sanitation Division.

Hobby told the committee, which since moved its investigation to New York.
that a prefabricated home he bought at 2148 Hoeft had several gaps in the wall
and a defective septic tank.

In a letter to Senator Capehart, Republican, of Indiana, chairman of the
investigating committee, Coltson stated that he was surprised to read of Hobby's
complaint because "we have not received a single complaint in this subdivision
relating to septic tanks or sewage."

Coltson explained that because the State's recommendations were incorporated
into Federal Housing Administration building standards for Michigan, and
inspection of each septic tank sewage disposal system built under FHA is made
by the State or local health department.
'The subdivision in which Hobby lives, Coltson said, was approved by his

department for septic tank installation and each system was inspected and
found to comply with FHA standards before It was covered over.
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Coltson stated that last Tuesday he "observed the yards of each 'of the 24
homes in the subdivision and found no evidence of sewage on the ground nor
* * * a single system which was not working properly."

According to Coltson, "Hobby admitted that the septic tank system at his
home worked satisfactorily and that his complaint was that the vent pipe on
the roof emitted objectionable odors."

The sanitation director said odors from the vent pipe were noticeable, but
none from other homes in the area. Other residents said they did notice odors
from their vents at times, he added.

Coltson stated that the odors might be caused by their discharging yeast into
the septic tank system as a starter. He said the problem would be studied further.

Copies of Coltson's letter were also sent to the State department of health
and the ColweU Homes, Inc., of Birmingham, who erected the subdivision.

WEST LAFAYETTE, IND., October 5, 1954.
NATIoNAL HOMES, INC.,

Lafayette, Ind.
(Attention: Mr. Carl Boester.)

DEAR Sin: I am herewith submitting to you six copies of my report on the
sewage disposal facilities for 2134 and 2148 North Hoeft Drive at Walled Lake,
Mich.

Yours very truly,
DON E. BLOODGOOD, Sanitary Engineer.

OCTOBER 5, 1954.

INVESTIGATION OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL FACILITIES FOR Two HoM ES AT WALLED

LAKE, MICH.

(By Don E. Bloodgood, sanitary engineer)

Upon arrival in the Detroit area on October 1, I was accompanied to Walled
Lake, Mich., by Mr. Carl Boester, Mr. Rodger Stevenson, and Mr. Barley. I
was asked if I would determine whether there was anything wrong with the
septic tank and absorption field of the sewage-disposal system at 2148 North
Hoeft Drive, a National Homes, Inc., house of the Cadet type.

I was Informed by Mr. Stevenson that the complaint registered by Mr. Jack
Hobby, the resident of 2148 North Hoeft Drive, was that there were bad odors
coming from the septic tank.

A ladder was obtained and I climbed to the top of the house and determined
that there was a disagreeable odor coming from the vent from the plumbing.
The odor can best be described as being sour. It was not the characteristic
"sweetish" odor of fresh sewage or the "tarry" odor that is present when sewage
solids are undergoing decomposition in a septic tank that is operating satis-
factorily.

Inquiry was made of the woman of the house and we were told that there
was no garbage being ground and discharged to the septic tank. The question
regarding the ground garbage w9% asked because the odor was much like that
coming from garbage.

It then seemed necessary to find out about the structure and operating condi-
tion of the septic tank. The tank was located and uncovered by Mr. Norman
Chattam and his helper who were hired to be on hand all day to render any
service needed. When the entrance end of the spetic tank was opened the
same "sour"odor, only much stronger, was very noticeable. The cover on the
discharge end of the tank was then opened so that inspection of the overflow
pipe and tank contents could be made.

Figure 1 shows the septic tank being uncovered at 2134 North Hoeft Drive.
Figure 2 shows the entrance end of the septic tank. The location of the cast-
iron sewer is shown and it was believed to be satisfactory as to position and
other respects. Figure 3 shows the discharge end of the septic tank. The
vitrified clay elbow with small hole for a vent is quite satisfactory for keeping
any scum from entering the absorption field.

A decision was then made to check the odor from the plumbing vent pipe ofl
the roof of the home at 2134 North Hoeft Drive, also a Cadet National Rome
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There was no objectionable odor coining from the vent pipe on this house. The
septic tank at 2134 North Hoeft Drive was then uncovered and opened. There
wag no sour odor from the opened tank. Mrs. Ereeland, the resident of this
home, stated that there had been bad odors detected several weeks before but
that recently there had been none detected. Figure 4 shows the inlet end of
the septic tank at 2134 North Hoeft Drive and a comparison of figures 2 and 4
show that the construction of the two tanks is, for all practical purposes,
identical.

Measurements of the tanks show them to be the reported 750 gallons incapacity. This is larger than is required in many States for houses of this
siz. The capacity of the tank is large enough to take care of ground garbage
if the resident of the house wished to use that method of disposal.Measurement of the hydrogen ion concentration is a way of determining thepresence of acids or alkalies that may adversely affect the bacterial action thatmust go on in septic tanks. Tests were made with a portable kit on the liquidsin both of the tanks. The pH of these samples was 7.0, indicating that theliquids were neither acid nor alkaline. Samples taken from both tanks werebrought to Lafayette and tested with laboratory equipment on October 2. The
,l of these samples was 6.7 for 2134 North Hoeft and 6.8 for 2148 North Hoeft.Though these later samples indicated slight acidity and a slight difference be-tween them there is no significant difference between the field tests and thelaboratory tests and the acidity In either is not high enough to be dangerous

to the bacterial growths in the tanks.
The distribution box for the liquid from the septic tank at 2148 North HoeftDrive was opened and It appeared to be functioning as there was no water stand-ing in the tile lines. The concrete cover of the distribution box was crackedand so was replaced with a new one.
The absorption field was located and a section was uncovered. The 4-inchconcrete pipe was laid in 4 to 5 inches of what appeared to be well-graded gravel.The joints of the tile were covered with tar paper as is usually prescribed. Therewas no water in the tile system, indicating that it was functioning properly.,r, Morris, who placed the absorption field. states that it is 300 feet long andthis should be ample because the surrounding earth is very porous sand that

apparently will take up water at a very rapid rate.ThP septic tanks at 2134 and 2148 Hoeft Drive were stirred with a long-handled spoon shovel. There was a small amount of sewage sludge found atthe bottom of the tank that had no bad cdor. There were practically no solids onon the bottom of the tank that gave off the bad odor.The observations and tests indicated that the septic tank at 2134 Hoeft Drivewas working satisfactorily and that the one at 2148 Hoeft Drive was not ThesySstem at 2134 Hoeft Drive had been used some few weeks longer than the onewhere the bad odor was detected. It was concluded that there was not sufficientproperly decomposed sewage sludge in the foul-sinelling tank to keep the decom-
pu'sition inder proper control. Solids that are well decomposed act as a bufferand keep the bacterial decomposition under control.Difflulties not unlike those experienced with the bad-smelling septic tank aresometimes encountered in municipal sewage-treatment plants when they arefirst being started. Usually when there is difficulty in starting the digestion ittakes quite some time to get straightened out unless it is possible to obtainrather large quantities of well-decomposed sludge to serve as proper seed.It was concluded that there was nothing fundamentally wrong with the septictank or absorption field and that if it were to be used for a few more weeks thedodrs would disappear as the decomposed solids accumulated in the tank. Istated that if some well-decomposed sewage sludge could be obtained at oncethere undoubtedly would be an almost immediate disappearance of the bad
odorR

'Arll. Chattam was asked whether he could find a septic tank that needed clean-ing that that contained a quantity of heavy sludge. Visits were made to threesepti, tanks but they did not contain what I believed to be satisfactory seedingranterial. Contact was then made with Mr. Shepard of the State Departmentof health at Lansing, Mich., and he was asked where some well-digested sludgeCOuld be obtained. He said that probably some could be obtained at theIlunicipal plant at Brighton, Mich., so a trip was made to Brighton to determinewhether the sludge there would be satisfactory. It was found to be, from allapPearances, quite satisfactory, so about 200 gallons was loaded Into Mr. Chat-tarm's truck andhauled 18 or 20 miles, and 50 to 100 gallons placed in the
fd-n 0 54lilng septic tank.
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It is believed that this seeding with good sludge will be all that is lieded to
make the offending septic tank work properly.
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FIGURE 3.-Discharge end of septic tank at 2148 North Hoeft Drive.

PIGURE 4.-Inlet end of septic tank at 2134 North Hoeft Drive.
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[Detroit News, September 26, 1954]

UNITED STATES AND MICHIGAN To AcT ON HOME-LOAN FRAUDS

Both the Federal Government and the Michigan Corporation and Securities
Commission will take action on home-loan frauds uncovered by the Detroit
hearings of the Senate Banking Committee, it was learned Saturday.

About a score of indictments are expected by the government . The com.
mission has already started license revocation proceedings against one builder
and is reviewing records of others named in the quiz.

The committee itself, which wound up its sessions Friday after hearing de.
tails of dozens of instances of misuse of Federal Housing Administration guar.
anteed loans, is now in New-York City.

BUILDER CITED

The builder under citation for a license hearing is Walter F. Helies, operator
of the Heyden Building & Supply Co., 1989 West Grand Boulevard. His wife
told the committee he was in Canada and could not be reached to be told le
was wanted as a witness.

The Federal indictments are expected to involve perjury as well as criminal
action for falsifying FHA application forms. The grand jury has been hearing
information duplicating that made public by the committee for some time.

Present FIIA officials themselves were held blameless in most instances by
the committee, but were urged to clear up complaints of a group of homeowners
in the Walled Lake area, led by John Hobby, their spokesman.

MANY SATISFIED

A Detroit News reporter visiting the area found many of Hobby's neighbors
do not join in his complaints, however, and believe they "got what we paid for."

There are more than 100 of the homes in the area, prefabricated, 4-room
dwellings which sold for about $6,750.

Before the committee Thursday, Hobby said that the Detroit FHA office had
refused to investigate his complaints of shoddy workmanship and unsanitary
septic-tank systems.

FHA officials replied that Hobby had been told to make formal complaint
on FHA forms given him that he had not furnished file numbers so that the
home deals could be traced through bank and Government records, that the
septic problem was that of Oakland County, not the FHA, and that the com-
plaint was only 2 weeks old while FHA is as much as a month behind in such
work.

SOLD UNFINISHED

Neighbors said the homes were sold at the low price because they were not
finished. Buyers were supposed to install their own interior doors, tile and
asphalt flooring, and their own decorating.

Many complained of odors from the tanks and of what they said was inferior
stain used on the outside of the houses, but a number said they understood
they would have to work to complete the homes.

TIhe builder, Colwell Homes, Inc., Birmingham, refused to comment. Hobby
charged in the hearing that comI)laints to Colwell brought only the answer that
"all you bought was a cheap house, and that is what you got." He said Colwell
also accused him of "stirring up trouble and being a rabble rouser."

COMPLAINTS LISTED

One neighbor said she did not realize that anything was wrong with the home
until Hobby pointed out "defects."

Complaints voiced to a Detroit News reporter Included: Some weather stripping
missing, some Insulation board loose, fingermarks on ceiling rafters, marred
woodwork, and daylight showing around chimney pipe.

Hobby, 2148 Van Hoeft Drive, a house painter, and adjoining neighbors,
Theodore Gruits and Archie Freeland, said their roofing had buckled and that it
-was "a matter of time" until other faults developed.

FLIA officials told the committee that complaints would be haiid'd in the
normal course of business.
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COLWELL HOMES, INC.,
Birmingham, Mich., October 7, 19511.

Re John Hobby.
WENDELL EDWARDS,

Director, Federal Hou8ing Administration,
Detroit, Mich.

DEAR MR. EDWARDS: Enclosed is an article which appeared in the Pontiac
Press on September 30, which we thought you might like to add to your file
on this subject.

Yours very truly,
DLORAH BUILDING CO.,
HAROLD D. COLWELL, President.

[Pontiac, Mich., Press, September 30, 19541

REPLY TO CHARGES MADE AT FHA PIIOHE:' MOST RESIDENTS LIKE HOEFT ROAD

ooIibES

A majority of residents in a 24-home subdivision east of Walled Lake yesterday
voiced few complaints against construction of their prefabricated houses, but a
minority of three listed what they termed Hobby's residence had borne out the
complaints.

A Pontiac Press survey revealed that most residents felt their Hoeft Road
neighbor, John Hobby, did not speak for the group when he appeared last Friday
In Detroit before the Senate Banking Committee investigating Federal Housing
Administration operations in Michigan.

A spokesman for the firm which built the subdivision, Colwell Homes Inc., of
Birmingham, also asserted that most of the residents were "very satisfied."

Hobby told the Senators that his home at 2148 Hoeft had gaps in the walls and
a defective sel)tic tank when he moved in.

Senator Capehart ( Republican, Indiana !), chairman of the committee, criticized
Wendell Edwards, FHA director for eastern Michigan, for faiulre to act on
Hobby's complaint.

Then he called for a more effective complaint system when Edwards said he
hadn't heard of Hobby's assertions.

Hobby said the smell of sewage on Hoeft caused the people to call it Tobacco
Road.

Capehart said an investigation of Hobhy's residence had born out the com-
plaints.

Before bis committee left to hold its hearings in New York, Capehart promised
to "get to the bottom of this."

Yesterday Hobby pointed out spots where daylight could be seen looking from
the inside of his home out.

He said the septic tank emitted a strong odor which often prevented his five
children from playing in the yard.

The house painter said, "I've been in construction work 10 years and by the
looks of this roof it won't last the winter."
He stated that he had complained about some defects in June, but had gotten

no action from the construction company until this month.
Mrs. Joseph Chabot of 1956 Hoeft repeated some of Hobby's complaints saying

"they ought to dig up one of those septic tanks and find out what's wrong."
A neighbor across the street, Mrs. Joseph Willis, has written Senator Capehart

stating that she is perfectly satisfied with the construction and functioning of
her lole.

Nine other housewives interviewed said their only complaint was septic-tank
odors Which seemed to be disappearing and which the Colwell firm and county
health department are investigating.

Another lady, however, said she and her husband were (liven from their back
yard maly times by the odor and "we wonder if it isn't harmful to health."

Nearly all agreed with one woman who said, "Our street certainly doesn't
resemble any Tobacco Road and we are confident the septic-tank condition will
be corrected."

Speaking for the construction company, Harold Colwell said, "the residentsbought the homes for $5,900 and $6,700 with the understanding that they were
buying ufillished homes."

Hobby signed an agreement, Colwell stated, which affirmed that Hobby had
inspected the home and accepted it "as is."
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People buy the prefabricated homes, Colwell declared, with intention of adding
improvements themselves, such as cement driveways, landscaping, bathroom tile,
and outside paint.

"If we add many extras they bring cost of the house up and also the down.
payment." Then the houses are no longer low cost and many families can't
afford them, said Colwell.

He said the Hoeft Road type homes were "approved by about every builders
conference in the country" and had seals of approval from two leading magazines,

Two research laboratories are working to determine what causes the septic.
tank odor, Colwell stated. "The FHA and the county sanitation department
inspected the tanks before they were covered," he added.

Colwell said complaints from residents had been checked and corrected where
possible and those who had not painted their homes yet had been offered enough
stain to carry through winter.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee, during the months this investiga-
tion of the FHA has been in progress, has been fortunate in having
a capable, hard-working staff that developed the information that
uncovered the many, many irregularities, and worse, that featured
the operation of the FHA housing program.

Speaking for myself, and I am sure for the other members of the
committee, I desire to commend them.

As these hearings draw to a close, we shall insert in the record a
list of all those on the staff who participated in the investigation.

(The list referred to follows:)

SENATE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE, FEDERAL HOUSING
INVESTIGATION STAFF

Counsel: Staff-Continued
William Simon Joseph B. Kyle
Richard W. Hogue Edward F. Lyons
Charles E. Sells Harold H. McConnell
Clarence M. Dinkins Regis J. McManus
Thomas T. Kenney Ray C. Norvell

Staff: Robert P. Patterson, Jr.
Angelo Addona Arthur J. Wilson
Alfred S. Baer James H. Walter
John A. Bard Anthony Zabiegalski
Morris W. Bush Clerical:
Richard J. Carr Margaret Anderson
William H. Cook Edna G. Cook
Dean Cromer Carol S. Keyser
Harry K. Cuthbertson, Jr. Helen M. Naylon
Robert J. Fink Doris Thomas
Byron D. Hedges Janet D. Wiebler
George 0. Hill Marilyn Willmore

The CHAIRMAN. Then I presume that is the end. 'We will now
recess subject to the call of the chairman. I cannot say when we will
hold further meetings, but we will hold further meetings. We will
recess to the further call by the chairman.

(Whereupon, at 11: 30 a. m., the committee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.)
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Bovard, Burton C., Lorton, Va., accompanied by Clayton M. Burwell,

Counsel----------------------------------------------------257
Bowen, William A., Nelson Apartments, Savannah, Ga------------ 3543
Boyer, Louis, Carson Park, Los Angeles, Calif---------------------1547
Bradley, J. Winston, Town House, Shreveport, La-------------1.894, 1905
Brafman, William, Belmar Gardens, Pittsburgh, Pa-----------------2186
Brett, Jerome, East Orange, N. J., accompanied by Charles'Blum,

counsel---------------------------------------------------1336
Brooks, Worthen, Mercantile Mortgage Co., Decatur, Ill., accompanied

by William M. Evans, counsel--------------------------------2608
Bros, E. M., Shirley-Duke Apartments----------------------------115
Brown, Lawyer, Detroit, Mich---------------------------------2787

3737
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Brunetti, Joseph J., Maybrook Gardens, Maywood, N. J., etc., accoln-

panied by Walter D. Van Riper, counsel, and Edwin It. Abfel,
accountant------------------------------------------------3037

Budwesky, Carl, Shirley-Duke Apartments--------------------115, 3688
Burch, Mrs. Lena, Artesia, Calif--------------------------------1650
Byrne, William F., Chicago, Ill---------------------------------213
Cafritz, Morris, Parklands Manor, Washington, D. C., etc., accimli-

panied by John J. Wilson, counsel-----------------------------983
Cane, Harry, Cane Enterprises and Associates, Chicago, Ill---------2370
Capehart, Homer E., a United States Senator from the State of

Indiana--------------------------------------------------3540
Carlson, Norman, Frankfort, Ind--------------------------------708
Carmack, Edward W., Stone River Homes, Murfreesboro, Tenn------ 1857
Carner, Jack, Kingsway Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by Abraham Raider, counsel---------------------------------3033
Carrico, William H., Detroit Better Business Bureau--------------2723
Carson, Q. Emerson, Charleston, W. Va--------------------------3621
Caspert, Samuel, Manhattantown, New York, accompanied by Samuel I.

Rosenman and Max Fruend, counsel---------------------------3097
Cassel, Albert I., Mayfair Mansions, Washington, D. C., accompanied

by Daniel J. Anderson, counsel-------------------------------3254
Chaite, Arthur M., Mayfair Mansions, Washington, D. C------------3290,

3461, 3603, 3669
Chisik, Jack, Detroit, Mich., accompanied by Vincent Fordell, counsel-- 2883
Clark, Francis H., White Plains, N. Y----------------------------679
Cocker, John R., Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. C-----------3183
Cohen, Ben, Allan Apartments, Norfolk, Va., etc., accompanied by

Jacob Kartman, counsel--------------------------------------33T2
Cohen, Norman, Reputable Decorating Service, Chicago, Ill------2462,2465
Cole, Albert M., Administrator, Housing and Home Finance Agency___ 2078
Collins, Hugh T., Roosevelt, Long Island, N. Y----------------------652
Collins, William F., president, Lincoln National Bank, Chicago, Ill --- 2425
Colton, Harry, Grand Rapids, Mich------------------------------2880
Colvin, A. Leslie, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind------------------2510
Cook, William H., investigator, Senate Banking and Currency Com-

mittee ----------------------------------------------- 1308,1385
Coombs, James E., Morgantown, W. Va., accompanied by Robert L.

Shuman, counsel-----------------------------------------3700
Cooper, Stanley, Permaistica Corp., accompanied by Abraham L. Doris,

counsel---------------------------------------------------1411
Conroy, Mrs. Carolyn, Chicago, Ill-------------------------------2443
Corrigan, Leo F., president, Carmac Corp., accompanied by John J.

Wilson and Roger Whiteford, counsel-------------------------3479
Cowan, Link, Page Manor, Dayton, Ohio, accompanied by John Cahill

and Loftus Becker, counsel--------------------------------- 40

Crabb, Earl E., chairman, executive committee, and T. L. Kenealy,
auditor, accompanied by John W. McCartin, general counsel, In-
vestors Diversified Services, Shirley-Duke Apartments----------15,205

Crawford, Joe E., Denver, Colo-----------------------------1692,1705
Cronander, J. Edwin, National Bank of Detroit-------------------2910
Crouther, Izal, Inkster, Mich----------------------------------2905
D'Aquila, Anthony, Flushing, N. Y------------------------------671
Davidson, H. V., director, Long Beach, Calif., Federal Housing Admin-

Istration ------------------------------------------------
Day, Henry Miller, director, State of Utah, Federal Housing Admin-

istration ------------------------------------------------- 1971
De Grazia, Mrs. Rocco, Melrose Park, Ill., accompanied by Charles E.

Ford, counsel--------------------------------------------
Deragarabedian, Mrs. Mary, Burkank, Calif----------------------2520
De Vault, Paul, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind------------------ 3218
Dexter, Wardwell C., Silver Spring, Md. -_-----
Dicker, Edward T., Holloman Airbase, Alamogordo, N. Mex., etc.------ 1923

Diggs, Marshall, Washington, D. C ---------------------------- 3661

Dilbeck Mrs. S. A., East Los Angeles, Calif--------------------- 1

Dinkins, Clarence M., assistant counsel, Banking and Currency CoM-mittee___87, 3675
mittee----------------------------------------------------- 421

Di Paglia, Floren, Builders Supply Co., Des Moines, Iowa ---------- 22
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Dobbs, Hoyt N., Franklin Life Insurance Co., Springfield, Ill---------2615
Donovan, Richard G., Skyway Homes, Ellsworth Air Force Base, Rapid

City, S. Dak., accompanied by 0. It. Taylor, accountant-------------218(
DuBois, Herbert, and Josiah E. DuBois, Parkway Apartments, etc.,

Haddonfield, N. J---------------------------------------------94f
Dumestre, L. J., New Orleans, La--------------------------------2015
Du Rousseaux, Mrs. Violet, New Orleans, La----------------------2028
Dwyer, Edward A., Watson Boulevard Apartments, Binghamton,

N. Y., etc ------------------------------------------------ 3167
Edwards, Wendell 0., director, and Harold Steffey, assistant, Detroit,

Federal Housing Administration------------------------------2915
Elliot, Charles, San Francisco, Calif------------------------------1453
Farrell, Lew, Universal Builders, Inc., Omaha, Nebr----------------2411
Firks, Samuel, Holly Park Knolls, Englewood, Calif----------------1559
Fisler, Martin, Woodbriar Manor, Jackson Heights, Long Island,

N. Y., etc-------------------------------------------------3073
Fleming, Robert, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind-------------------518
Flynn, William P., president, Indiana National Bank----------------2491
Franzen, Theodore, Chicago, Public Housing Administration----------2258
Frost, Andrew, Albuquerque, N. Mex-----------------------------251
Gallagher, Mrs. Edith, Chicago ,Ill--------------------------2439, 2464
Gallery, Mrs. Mary S., Detroit, Mich------------------------------2903
Gallet, Simon, president, Coordinating Council of 213 Cooperatives...--- 1179
Garcia, Maj. Labre R., United States Air Force--------------------2355
Garthson, Louis, Creative House Modernizers of New Jersey, accom-

panied by Mordecai Sarbone, counsel--------------------------1375
Garvey, Willard, Batten Apartments, Wichita, Kans., accompanied by

Oliver Hughes, counsel--------------------------------------2332
Gevinson, Dr. Daniel, Washington Circle Apartments, etc., Washing-

ton, D. C---------------------------------------------------728
Gillespie, V. L., Mercantile Mortgage Co., Champaign, Ill------------2601
Glasier, Mrs. Marguerite, and Mrs. Betty Williams, Gulfnioor project,

Gary, Ind --------------------------------------------------- 651
Glassman, Herbert, Glassmanor, Washington, D. C. accompanied by

Lee H. Mark, accountant-------------------------------------3345
Glueck, Charles H., Gary, Ind., Mid-City Investment Co., accompanied

by Alfred P. Draper, counsel-------------------------311, 2575, 2664
Golden, Maurice Henry, West Los Angeles, Calif., accompanied by

William Strong, counsel--------------------------------------1474
Gordon, Bryan, Jr., Shirley-Duke Apartments-----------------------115
Gottlieb, Dr. Samuel Dewey, District Heights Apartments, District

Heights, Md., accompanied by Thomas S. Jackson and Martin R.
Fain, accountants------------------------------------------3637

Grace, George, New York, N. Y., accompanied by William W. Klein-
man, counsel------------------------ -- 1144

Grace, Thomas G., Brooklyn, N. Y., accompanied by William W. Klen-
man, counsel-----------------------------------------------1162

Gross, Alfred, Glen Oaks Village, Jamaica, N. Y., accompanied by
Harold Goldman and Lonnie Garvin, counsel---------------------546

Guterman, Julius, Great Neck Oaks, Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y__-- 3077
Hagen, Ralph R., assistant director, southern district, Louisiana, Fed-

eral Housing Administration---------------------------------1911
Hahn, William P., ABK Apartments, Bayside, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by Sidney S. Levin, counsel-----------------------------------3030
Halk, George M., Jr., Dry Dock Savings Bank, New York, N. Y_--------1276
Hall, Albert, Los Angeles, Calif---------------------------------1733
Harrison, Merritt, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind-----------------2531
Harter, Mrs. Ruth, Van Nuys, Calif------------------------------166
I-auser, Russell L., assistant vice president, Chemical Bank & Trust

Co., accompanied by Sherman Woodward, counsel------------------872
Hedges, Byron, investigator, Senate Banking and Currency Com-

mittee ---------------------------------- 80Helies. Mrs. Doris Maine, Cozy Home Improvement Co., Detroit,
Mich----2751, 2794Hess, Hakell, Ehnwood Apartments, Bayside, Long Island, N. Y_.... 3083

Hill, John 1., and R. Emerson Carson, Charleston, W. Va-...... -3621
Hillegas, Mrs. Paul, Pomona, Calif---------------W.--------------1
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Hirsch, Alexander P., Farragut Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., accom-

panied by Gerald Mayer, counsel---------------------------1224
Hobby, John, Walled Lake, Mich----------------------------2912
Hobson, Raymond S., St. Albans, Long Island, N. Y---------------1367
Hoffman, J. R., -representative, National Better Business Bureau, Inc.,

New York, N. Y ----------------------------------------- 685
Holsman, W. T., Parkway Gardens, Chicago, Ill., accompanied by

Horace A. Dunn, counsel--------------------------------2314
Howard, George, Indianapolis Ind---------------------------2697
Hughes, R. G., president, National. Association of Home Builders .... 3523
Hunt, Lester M., Indianapolis Star, Indianapolis, Ind------------2534
Hutman, Herbert W., Shirley-Duke Apartments-------------------115
Jackson, Carl A., chief underwriter, Chicago, Federal Housing Admin-

istration ---------------------------------------------- 2249
Jackson, Hugh R., president, Better Business Bureau of New York

City -------------------------------------------------- 561
Jackson, Mrs. Ruth, The Woodner, Washington, D. C-------------1105
Jarrell, Howard R., chief underwriter, Tulsa, Okla., Federal Hous-

ing Administration -------------------------------------- 2012
Johnson, Don, Indianapolis, Ind------------------------------2677
Johnson, Herbert R., Evansville,-Ind--------------------------2686
Johnson, William T., South Hampton Apartments, Hampton, Va., ac-

companied by P. A. Agelesto, Jr., counsel---------------------3227
Johnston, Aubra B., vice president, Chicago Better Business Bureau-- 2360
Kadow, Kenneth, Anchorage, Alaska--------------------------1483
Kane, Owen A., William A. Newman, Jr., and John Delmore, General

Accounting Office --------------------------------------- 3412
Kapelow, Paul, Parkchester, New Orleans, etc., and Alex N. Kornman,

comptroller, accompanied by John D. Martin, Jr., and Louis Claverie,
counsel -------------------------------------------------- 1768

Kaskell, Alfred, Farragut Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., accompanied by
Orrin G. Judd, counsel, and Samuel Greenberg, accountant-- 3304,3315

Kaufman, Jerome J.. Alside Aluminum Co., Akron, Ohio, accompanied
by Robert H. Winn, counsel-------------------------------2899

Kazan, Abraham E., Corlears Hook, New York, project------------3162
Kealty, James J., Jr., Rodgers Forge Apartments, Baltimore, Md_... 3578
Keleher, John B., Golden Beach, Fla., accompanied by Alvin L. New-

meyer, counsel---------------------------------------------3221
Kelley, John R., and Lloyd Allen, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind., etc- 2587
Kent, David, Dorie-Miller project, Brooklyn, N. Y., accompanied by

Irving Lane, counsel----------------------------------------2992
Kent, Josephine, Dorne Miller Housing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y-----------1307
Kepes, Irvin G., Cozy Home Development Co., Detroit, Mich., accom-

panied by Henry P. Onrich, counsel-------------------------2748
Kessler, Alex, Braddock Gardens, Queens, N. Y------------------3072
Kessler, Melvin, Manhattantown, New York, accompanied by S. J.

Rosenman, counsel -------------------------------------- 3135
Ketell, Herbert R., Portland, Oreg----------------------------2195
Klein, Kalman, Langdale, Bellrose, Long Island, N. Y------------3066
Knecht,.Fred W., Rockford, Mich ---------------------------- 2875
Knott, Charles, Chesapeake Gardens, Aberdeen, Md--------------3568
Kornman, Alex J., Parkchester, New Orleans, La., etc., accompanied

by John D. Martin, Jr., and Louis Claverie, counsel------882, 1768, 3649
Kothe, Shubrick, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind----------------233
Krahan, Mrs. Lillian, Farragut Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y-----------2934
Kramer, Ferd, Michigan Shore Apartments, Chicago, Ill., accompanied

by Bernard Nath, counsel---------------------------------2201
Krauss, Max, Midway Gardens, Pasadena, Tex., etc., accompanied by

Aaron Goldfarb, counsel, and Samuel L. Waldbaum, accountant .-- 1906
Larson, Herbert, investigator, Banking and Currency Committee--- 3140
Lassiter, Robert, Stone River project, Murfreesboro, Tenn-------- 889
Leidenheimer, George, title I representative, New Orleans, Federal

Housing Administration ---------------------------------- 2032
Levitt, Clyde, Champaign, Ill., accompanied by Robert C. Summers,

counsel ----------------------------------------------- 2310
Levitt, William J., Beth-Page Realty Co., New York, N. Y., accom-

panied by Richard L. Levy --------------------------------- 58

A
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Levy, Miss Nettle, Farragut Gardens, Brooklyn, N Y-----------------2924
Lewis, Joy Charlie, Shirley-Duke Apartments----------------------115
Lippman, Leo, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind., accompanied by

George Ginger, auditor and Edward P. Flllion, counsel------------2627
Loftus, Don A., Shirley-Duke Apartments, Alexandria, Va., accom-

panied by Albeit R. Hamilton, accountant and Edward J. Eagan,
counsel----------------------------------------------------497

Lopez, Mrs. Lupe, East Los Angeles, Calif-------------------------1653
Lowery, Sylvester J., Warwick Apartments, Atlantic City, N. J-------3571
Lyons, Edward F., accountant, Banking and Currency Committee.... 3685
Machir, Lewis W., Washington, D. C-----------------------------3250
Mack, Curt C., Baltimore, Md-----------------------------------3486
MacKay, Dr. Eaton I., Beverly Hills, Calif-----------------------1430
Magazine, William, Berkshire Apartments, Washington, D.C---------3346
Maged, Joseph L., Alley Park Homes, Bayside, N. Y-----------------714
Maiorano, Louis, Hazelton, Pa----------------------------------1372
Manilow, Nathan, Park Forest, Ill., etc---------------------------3203
Marcus, George J., Hackensack, N. J., accompanied by Morris Ratner,

accountant------------------------------------------------1065
Marsil, George H., deputy United States marshal, Detroit, Mich-------2799
Mason, Norman P., Acting Commissioner, Federal Housing Adminis-

tration, accompanied by Louis A. Trevas, counsel, Housing and
Home Finance Agency---------------------------------------878

Mason, Dr. Verne R., Beverly Hills, Calif-------------------------1432
Matyas, William T., Algiers, New Orleans, La-........ 2051
Mays, Mrs. Martha, Detroit, Mich., accompanied by Mrs. Louella E.

Puett, counsel---------------------------------------------2763
McCully, G. E., Allied Building Audits, Inc., Chicago, Ill-------- 2447, 2626
McCormick, Richard, Vienna, Va--------------------------------3709
McCreedy, Ward, deputy commissioner, Michigan Corporation and Se-

curities Commission----------------------------------------- 271,q
McFarland, Walter P., Arlington Towers, Arlington, Va., accompanied

by Milton G. Gould, counsel-----------------------------------845
McKenna, William F., Deputy Administrator, accompanied by Simon

H. Trevas, counsel, Housing and Home Finance Agency-.... 2, 61, 86, 1126
McManus, Regis J., accountant, Banking and Currency Coinmittee-_ 2573
Medine, Leigh M., president, Conference of Presidents of FHA section

213 Cooperatives--------------------------------------------1201
Meistrell, Frank, General Counsel, Federal Housing Administration__ 3496
Michaux, Elder Lightfoot, Mayfair Mansions, Washington, D. C-------3273
Millar, Alex K., Harbor Hills, Limita, Calif., accompanied by Sidney

Laughlin, counsel-------------------------------------------1568
Minkin, David, Franklin Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by Robert H. Winn, counsel-----------------------------------3068
Mintz, Louis, Kingsway, Brooklyn, N. Y., accompanied by Larry Podell,

counsel8---------------------------------------------------30
Mitchell, Kenneth F., Los Angeles, Calif--------------------------1479
Mittman, Theodore, Manhattantown, New York, accompanied by S. J.

Rosenman, counsel------------------------------------------3134
Moreland, James C., director, Chicago, Federal Housing Administra-

tion ------------------------------------------------------- 2261
Moses, Horace I., Glendale, Calif., accompanied by James B. Reece,

counsel------------------------------- -------------------- 1459Munson, Ralph 0., McHenry, Ill---------------------------------2430
Murszewski, Chester C., Buffalo, N. Y-----------------------------2757
Murchison, Clint, Jr., Page Manor, etc., accompanied by Loftus E.

Becker and John T. Cahill, counsel------------------------------841
Murphey, Gerald, Columbus, Ohio--------------------------------307
Murray, William D., Jr., loan representative, Federal Housing Admin-

istration, Long Beach, Calif----------------------------------1707
Muss, Alexander, Parkway Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by David Colby, accountant-----------------------------------907
Muss, Charles, Northridge Cooperative, New York, N. Y--------------1285
Muss, David, Page Manor, Dayton, Ohio, accompanied by John Cahill

and Loftus Becker, counsel--------------------------------754, 786
Nagin, Harry, Reliance Homes, Lester, Pa., accompanied by John S.

Cowing, auditor,and Norman S. Altman, counsel-----------------2146
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Nassan, Harry, United States Aluminum Siding Corp., Chicago, Ill.,

accompanied by Nathan Cohen, counsel--------------------2432, 2446
Neel, Samuel, general counsel, Mortgage Bankers Association of

America ----------------------------------------------- 305,3498
Neisloss, Benjamin, Brookside Gardens, Somerville, N. J., etc., accom-

panied by Melvin Weiner, accountant--------------------------3014
Newman, Leonard C., Hill Airbase, Ogden, Utah------------------1978
Nicholson, Mrs. Helen, Brooklyn, N. Y--------------------------1423
Nicol, Andrew D., prosecutor's office, Bergen County, N. J----------475
Nooner, Harvey, director, Southern Illinois, Federal Housing Admin-

istration ------------------------------------------------- 2397
Nyberg, Mrs. Sylvia, Chicago, Ill------------------------------2460
Nyborg, Victor H., president, Association of Better Business Bureaus-- 581
O'Brien, Thomas J., Mendowbrook, Indianapolis, Ind-------------2665
Olson, Nels V., Rantoul, Ill., accompanied by Robert C. Summers and

Joseph M. Williamson, counsel-------------------------------2302
Orlian, Israel, Sundawn Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by Robert H. Winn, counsel----------------------------------1387
Osias, Harry L.. KeW Gardens Hills, etc., accompanied by Robert H.

Winn, counsel--------------------------------------------1396
Owens, Chester F., Town House, Shreveport, La., accompanied by

Daniel L. O'Connor, counsel----------------------------------1899
Patrick, Earl, Metairie, New Orleans, La-------------------------2044
Pendergast, John, executive assistant, Federal Housing Administra-

tion, San Francisco, Calif-----------------------------------1633
Perry, Dr. T. Tayloe, Chevy Chase, Md---------------------------3628
Pichan, Leonard L., New Boston, Mich---------------------------2760
Pickman, Morton, Arrowbrook Gardens, Kew Gardens Hills, Long

Island, N. Y ---------------------------------------------- 3080
Pierce, Miss Leora, Indianapolis, Ind----------------------------2706
Pierce, Mrs. Vivian, Puente, Calif---------------------------1721, 1738
Pine, Robert L., Page Manor, Dayton, Ohio------------------------777
Pintamo. Daniel, Pontiac, Mich--------------------------------2817
Powell, Clyde L., accompanied by Daniel B. Maher, counsel-------73, 3301
Preston, Earl J., Shirley-Duke Apartments------------------------115
Prindle, Col. Hoyt, USAF, accompanied by George S. Robinson, Deputy

Special Assistant for Installations to the Secretary of the Air Force;
and Richard Talley, Assistant Chief of the Family Housing Group-- 895

Prima, Charles, Blossom Gardens, New York, N. Y., etc., accompanied
by Charles Wilson, counsel-----------------------------------1291

Racioppi, Francis, Washington, D. C----------------------------3589
Rainford, William, president Mercantile Mortgage Co., Granite City,

Ill., accompanied by Weslie Lueders, counsel-------------------2284
Redmond, John D., Detroit, Mich-------------------------------2778
Redmond, Mrs. Mildred, DetroitMichMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 2773
Regan, Leo, Los Angeles, Calif--------------------------------1669
Rencher, Mrs. Lula, Los Angeles, Calif--------------------------1723
Riccitelli, Peter, Watervliet, N. Y------------------------------1406
Richards, Franklin D.. Washington. D. C------------------------3482
Riebe, Mrs. Elizabeth, North Hollywood, Calif------------------1664
Roberts, Abner, Brooklyn. N. Y------------------------------- 675
Rodman, Samuel, Atlantic Gardens, Washington, D. C.. etc., accom-

panied by Gerhard Van Arkel, counsel----------------------------919
Rome, Mrs. Clarence A., New Orleans, La-----------------------2049
Roos, Miss Mercedes, Metairie, New Orleans, La-------------------2024
Rose, Charles, Jefferson Village Apartments, Falls Church, Va., ac-

companied by Julian Javitz and Simon W. Levitan--------------326
Rosenbaum, Philip, Detroit, Mich------------------------------2802
Rosenbloom, Henry, New Orleans, La---------------------------2054
Roth, Samuel J., EhnwoodGardens, East Paterson. N. j., etc-------- 3021
Rubenstein, Hyman, Williams Field Air Base. Phoenix, Ariz., ac-

companied by James E. Flynn, counsel-------------------------1675
Salmon, John William, Los Angeles, Calif., accompanied by Edward

S. Shattuck, counseL----- -------------------------------- 1465
Salvant. Robert J.,'e(ief1 underwriter, New Orleans, Federal Housing

Administration -------------------------------------------
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Sarner, Sidney, Linwood Park, Teaneck, N. J., accompanied by George

F. Marcus, counsel------------------------------------------388
Schaller, Warren G., Peliham Manor, N. Y-------------------------1141
Schrader, (. W. H., Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind-----------------2536
Sclinackenberge. Joyce A., Battle Creek, Mich., accompanied by Paul

E. Cliolette, counsl------------------------------------------2870
Schneider, Fred, Rhode Island Plaza Apartments, Washington, D. C.,

etc-------------------------------------------------------3340
Schneider, Jacob, Lanson Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by David Rosenbloom, accountant-----------------------------3048
Schnitzer, Harold J., Hill Air Force Base, Portland, Oreg., accom-

panied by Harold B. Hutchinson, counsel------------------1576, 1924
Schwartz, Dr. Artlhur H., ('hicago, Ill-_------------------- 2411
Sharp, Carl C., Bayou Lake Apartments, Pasadena. Tex.. etc., ac-

companied by J. "I. Termini, counsel---------------------------1886
Shepherd. \Villiam Ray, Detroit, Mici.---------------------------2799
Silberman, Saul, Uplands Apartments, Baltimore, Md., accompanied by

A. Herman Siskind anl Carl L. Shipley, counsel, and Sidney G.
Spero, accountant--------------------------------------2822, 2851

Small, Albert, Idalio Terrace Apartments, Washington, D.C----------3631
Smith, Patrick J., Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind------------------2523
Solow, Ralph J., Linwood Park, Teaneck, N. J----------------------466
Sonnenblick, Nathan J., Shirley-Duke Apartments, accompanied by

Fred S. Weitzner, counsel-------------------------------------473
Sorgatz, William D., Wilmette, Ill-------------------------------2131
Sporkin, Charles and Herbert DuBois, Parkway Apartments, Haddon-

field, N. J., etc., accompanied by Josiah E. DuBois-----------------949
Staples, Clinton C., Los Vegas, Nev------------------------------1503
Stark, Albert, and Harry Bart, Drum Castle Apartments, Baltimore,

Md., etc., accompanied by Paul Berman, counsel, and Benjamin
Brilliant, accountant-----------------------------------------3591

Steinmeyer, Hugo A., vice president and counsel, accompanied by Ed-
ward R. Benton, assistant cashier, Bank of America--------------1741

Stokes, Mrs. Ruth, Detroit, Mich----------------------------2862, 2882
Stuckey, J. Richard, Alexandria, Va-----------------------------3642
Swaab, Gerald, Cosy Home Improvement Co., Detroit, Mich., accom-

panied by Henry P. Onrich and Melvin Altar, counsel-------------2732
Swan, James F., Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind-------------------2514
Taylor, J. Arthur, Los Angeles, Calif----------------------------1627
Thomas, Fred S., Assistant Director, Federal Housing Administration,

Los Angeles, Calif------------------------------------------1633
Thomas, George, New Orleans, La-------------------------------2050
Thompson, Mrs. Cedar Point, Detroit, Mich., accompanied by Avern

Colin, counsel----------------------------------------------2781
Tilles, Gilbert, Knightsbridge Gardens, Great Neck, N. Y-------------2990
Tishman, Norman, Rego Park Apartments, Elmhurst, N. Y-----------3024
Traub, Abraham, Farragut Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc., accompanied

by Milton C. Weisman, counsel-----------------------1226, 1243, 1358
Trice, Franklin A., Lewis Gardens, Richmond, Va., etc., accompanied

by Fred G. Pollard, counsel----------------------------------1004
Trump, Fred C., Beach Haven Apartments, Jamaica, N. Y., accom-

panied by Oren G. Judd and Mathew J. Tosti, counsel---------------395
Tsvetkoff, Miss Muriel, general manager, Better Business Bureau, San

Francisco, Calif--------------------------------------------1660
Van Loan, Mrs. Ruth, Binghamton, N. Y-------------------------3174
Van Patten, Frederick A., Mayflower Apartments, Norfolk, Va---------2115
Von Hausen, Charles, the Woodner, Washington, D. C---------------1091
Vidaver, Richard, Chicago, Ill, accompanied by A. Bradley Eben,

counsel-----------------------------------------------981, 2359
Villegas, Mr. and Mrs. Albert, Elgin, Ill., accompanied by Franklin J.

Cramer, counsel---------------------------------------2400, 2430
Warner, Marvin, Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind., etc., accompanied

by Joseph H. Head-------------------------------------2494, 2537
Waters, Laughlin United States Attorney for the Southern District

of California-----------------------------------------------1609
Waugh, Arthur, Staten Island, N. Y-------------------------------667
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Weber, Arthur, Wilshire-La Clenega Apartments, Los Angeles, Calif.,

etc., accompanied by Lou Edelberg, counsel------------------837,1433
Weinberg, Bernard, Barrington Manor, Barrington, N. J., etc--------3089
Weingart, Ben, Carson Park, Los Angeles, Calif., accompanied by

Fred Horowitz, counsel, and Miss Esther Hay, accountant---------1522
Welfeld, Jack Arnold, attorney, Chicago, Ill----------------------2357
Whitchurch, C. L., Las Vegas, Nev-----------------------------1697
Whitney, James J., Oak Lawn, Ill------------------------------2467
Whittenberg, H. G., Arcadia Apartments, Louisville, Ky., etc--------2659
Williams, Mrs. Betty and Mrs. Marguerite Glasler, Golfmoor project,

Gary, Ind------------------------------------------------2651
Williams, Marshall, general counsel, Indiana, Federal Housing Ad-

ministration-----------------------------------------------2482
Winston, Norman K., Page Manor, Dayton, Ohio, accompanied by John

Cahill and Loftus Becker, counsel----------------------------801
Wohl, Alfred, Kew Terrace Apartments, Flushing, N. Y., etc., accom-

panied by Robert H. Winn, counsel---------------------------1331
Wolfe, Jack, General Builders, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa-------------2389
Wolosoff, Alvin B., Alley Pond Park, Brooklyn, N. Y----------------3054
Wolosoff, Morty, Alley Pond Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., accompanied by

Robert H. Winn., counsel, and Alfred F. Lowett, accountant--------1309
Woodner, Miss Beverley, the Woodner, Washington, D. C------------1109
Woodner, Ian and Lewis Rowen, the Woodner, Washington, D. C., etc.,

accompanied by Marshall Granger, accountant, and William E.
Leahy, Robert H. Winn, and Joseph M. Williamson, counsel--------1021,

1114, 2344, 3426

Woodner, Max, the Woodner, Washington, D. C-------------------1095
Wortis, Mrs. Ethel Emerson, Women's City Club, New York, N. Y-----3147
Wright, Arthur C., Home Builders Institute, Los Angeles, Calif------1593
Wright, Nicholas C., Norfolk, Va------------------------------3246
Wyrick, Mrs. Cora, Shelbyville, Ind----------------------------2679
Yates, William V., chief underwriter, Jackson, Miss., Federal Housing

Administration--------------------------------------------1871
Yoho, Roy, Cannelton, Ind------------------------------------2693
Yousem, Philip, Union Housing, Venice, Calif., accompanied by Alfred

Gitelson and Julian Weiss, counsel---------------------------1563
Zabiegalski, Anthony, investigator, Banking and Currency Committee- 496

Zarett, Hyman H., Bayshore Gardens, Brooklyn, N. Y--------------3064
- Zerman, Milton E., Crane Village, Crane, Ind., etc-----------------2643

Letters, memorandums, exhibits, etc., submitted for the record by-
Barnhart, Dr. John W., Wilmington, Del.: Medical certificate for

Don A. Loftus---------------------------------------------- 309

Barringer, Thomas C., Director, Federal Housing Administration, Dis-
trict of Columbia:

Letter to Mr. McFarland, Arlington Towers-------------------865
Letter to Chemical Bank & Trust Co., re Arlington Towers---- 866

Memorandum of discussion with Mr. Powell-------------------868
Bart, Harry, Drum Castle Apartments, Baltimore, Md.:

Letter to chairman-----------------------------------3179, 3592

Indictment, District Court of Maryland----------------3180,3595
Bauman, Maurice, Urbana, Ill:

Letter to Mr. Olson--------------------------------------2410
Affidavit of Arthur Winters-------------------------------2410
List of 32 contracts financed by Builders Credit Co-----------2466
Letter from Mr. Dobbs-------------------------------2618,2621
Statement---------------------------------------------- 2712

Better Business Bureau:
New York City:

Statement of Hugh R. Jackson, president------------------562
Correspondence regarding title I cases--------------------660

Los Angeles: List of construction firms against which complaints
have leen filed-----------------------------------------1714

Chicago, Ill.: Memorandum regarding Atlas Construction Co__ 2361

Blackburn, Robert C., South Ozone Park, New York, N. Y. : Correspond-
ence with newspaper and Better Business Bureau on title I case-- 648
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Letters, memorandums, exhibits, etc.-Continued Pago
Bonner, Bertram F., Bondale Apartments, etc., Norfolk, Va.:

Article, Engineering News-Record, 608 Meant To Be Profitable
Old Senate Hearings Show, etc ....- 706

Tabulation of proceeds and surplus of insured projects---------713
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